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NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGTITS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
1202;- the Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
(chairman) presiding.
Present : Senators Ervin (presiding), Kennedy, Tunney, and
Gurney.
Also present : Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel and staff director;
and Britt Snider, counsel.
Senator ERVIN. The subcoMmittee will come to order.
Thomas Jefferson wrote in 1787 :

The basis of our government being the opinion of the people, the very first
object should be to keep that right; and were it left to me to decide whether we
should 1Mve a government Without newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.

The Founding Fathers, of course, decided that we should have both
Government and newspapers. Ever since then we have time and again

sought to reconcile asserted Government neceSsityWarranted or
notto the demands of. the first amendment. And today, almost 200

years later, we again find ourselVes attempting to define the relationship betWeen these. two essential components of our society. Specifically, we will consider in these hearings the question of Whether Government should be permitted to compel the preSs to reveal the identity
of confidential sources of information, or the content of unpublished
information.
The subcommittee heldhearings in late 1971 and early 1972, entitled
"Freedom of the Press," and a consideraVe amount of testimony on

the desirability of such an innovation was heard at that time

The controversy, however, .goes back considerably further. Back, in
fact, at least a century.. The first reported case of .a newsman refusing
to reveal the source of a news story to a grand juty was in 1874. There
have been sporadic instances ever since. The courts, traditionally un-,
happy about evidentiary privileges which limit judicial access to information, by and large have refused to recognize a common law right
of reporters not to identify sources or to disclose confidential information.
As a consequence, some 18 State legislatureS liaie seen fit to pass
laws, proyiding for some type of protection. To thiS point, the Congress
has not, although bills providing for a newsmen's privilege have.been
introduced in the Congress since 1929:
(1)

The situation, until the present controversy arose, has largely been
one of an informal accommodation between newsmen and prosecutors.
'rho ne.wsman has been willing to give testimony under certain conditions, and prosecutors have sometimes been willing to recognize Hie
harm to confidential sources in those cases where the reporter balked.

Often they did not press their demands for testimony. Of course,
where demands were pressed, the reporter faced a jail sentence. for

contempt if he. insisted on remaining silent. if court challenges ensued,
inevitably the reporter would lose. Even in States %vhich lied protective
statutes, courts have been prone to look for ways to ,!et around them,
and thereby obtain the newsman's testimony.
1 )espite 'the frequency of these clashes. no case involving this matter
had ever come. to the Supreme. Court nnti I last :lune, when in a contro-

versial 5 to 4 decision the Court ruled that the first amendment's
guarantee, of a free press did not entitle a newsman to refuse to reveal
his confidential source to a grand jury. Justice White, writing for the

majority, stated:

Until now the only testimonial privilege for nnofficial witnesses that is rooted
in the Federal Constitution is the Fifth Amendment privilege against compelled

self-incrimination. We are asked to create another by interpreting the First
Amendment to grant newsmen a testimonial privilege that other citizens do not.
enjoy. This we decline to do.. . . We perceive no basis for holding that the

public interest in law enforcement and in ensuring effective grand jury proceedings is insufficient to override the consequential. but uncertain, burden on 1101'S
gathering which is said to result from insisting that reporters, like other citizens,

respond to relevant questions put to them in the course of a valid grand jury
investigation or criminal trial
[Tike evidence fails to demonstrate that
there would he a significant construction of the flow of news to the public if
this court reaffirms the prior common law and constitutional rule regarding the
testimonial obligations of newsmen.

Justice Stewart, in his dissent, took issue with the practical effect
of the majority's holding, and urged a qualified privilege of his own:
We cannot. escape the conclusion that when neither the reporter nor his source
can rely on the shield of confidentiality against unrestrained use of the grand
jury's subpoena power. valuable information will not he published and the piddle
dialogue will inevitably be impoverished.
. A corollary of the right to publish
must be the right to gather news.
. I would hold [in order for a grand jury
to compel testimony fromia newsmani that the government mast (1) show that
there is a probable cause believe that the newsman has information which is
clearly relevant to a. specific probable violation of law (2) deuumstate that
the information sought cannot. he obtained by alternative means less destructive
of First Amendment right8; and (3) demonstrate a compelling and overriding
interest in the information.

in a separate concurring opinion, Justice Powell indicated that the

Court may not in the. future turn deaf ears upon newsmen if the
Government can be shown to have harassed the newsmen, or has otherwise not acted in good faith in the conduct of its investigation or
inquiry. But for now the Court has left it to the Congress to determine
the desirability and the necessity for statutory protection for newsmen.
This is precisely the point of our deliberations over the next 2 weeks.

Certainly what has happened since the Supreme Court's decision
has not allayed our concern. We have been witness to the spectacle
of several reporters being sent to jail for their refusals to identify
confidential sources or to make available unpublished materials. To he
sure, most of the recent cases have involved State, rather than Federal
proceedings; but they indicate nonetheless that the Caldwell decision
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may have been the green light Ivhich prosecutors and judges alike were

waiting for. The large volume of mail which the subcommittee has
received on this matter indicates substantial public concern that the
Caldwell-Branzburg case may seriously stifle access to news and

information.
Our problem, then, in a nutshell, is to decide whether or not to adopt
some 'form of statutory protection and, if so, what form that protec-

ti should take. In doing so we must resolve many very delicate issites. We face a complicated legislative responsibility not Ainlike the
rile the Founding Fathers dealt with 200 years ago, and I do not presue that we have the same wisdom as they. It would have been far
better if the Court had properly faced the issue last June. To write
legislation balancing the two great public interests of a :free press
and the seeking of justice is no easy task. This is a problem better approached through case-by-case litigation rather than through inflexible
statittery.words. Nouetheless, we must try.

First of all, does the lack of a testimonial privilege for newsmen
really present a problem? There has never been such a Federal pivilege before, and vet sources of information have obviously not "dried
up." There has always been a threat that the newsman may be called
before a court or grand jury, and forced to reveal his sources. Yet
certainly there has been continuing disclosure by informants since
beginning of the Republic.

On the other hand, we will never know how much we might have
known had not this threat of a press subpena and ultimate exposure
been hanging over the sonr6es of confidential information. It does
stand to reason that sources would be more reluctant to come forward
and reporters more reluctant to publish, when to do so may subject
them to subpena and an indeterminate jail sentence. A. M. Rosenthal
recently wrote:

It seems. entirely plain that the destruction of confidentiality of news sources
will have an impact on how much the public knows about every aspect of public
affairs. There will simply be fewer and fewer people in Government and out of
Government willing to take the risk that the press will be able to protect them.

It will not all happen tomorrow but it will happen as long as this country is
ready to say that the price of dissidence is exposure.

To be sure, there are competing interests involved. On the one hand

is society's interest in being informed- -in learning of crime, corruption or mismanagement.
Enlightened choice by an informed citizenry

Wrote Justice Stewart
is the basic ideal upon which an open society is premised . . . not only does
the press enhance personal self-fulfillment by providing the people with the
widest possible range of fact and opinion, but it also is an incontestable precondition of self-government.

On the other hand, we have the pursuit of truth in the courtroom.
It is the duty of every man to give. testimony. The sixth amendment
specifically gives a criminal defendant the right to confront the witnesses against him, and to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor. Society, too, has a marked interest in identifying
and punishing the violators of its laws. All of this must necessarily be
made more difficult by any testimonial privilege.
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To addition to the effects on law enforcement and the ndministration

'of justice, the public. also worries that:smell a testimonial privilege
vill become a shield behind which irresponsible journalists m av hide.
Without revealing sources there is no means of evaluating the. 11e-

curacy or fairness of news reporting, nor indeed whether the story
is not a complete .fabrication. One outraged citizen recently wrote
to me expressing his doubts nhout the license Et testimonial privilege
would give members of the press :
The public is uninformed about the issues hi regard to newsmen's privilege.

and it is largely the press' fault. This biased 011(1 Nveightvd treatment is as disturbing as the alleged repression which shield legislation purports to correct. . .
flow can the public :judge the trustworthiness of news gathered by the media
.

from anonymous informants or secret. sources? Would not shield legislation
encourage irresponsible newsmen to obtain information by theft or bribers?
Would not. it impede criminal prosecutions of newsmen if they had NVI'l 1 1011 11110.11 f

it? What is to prevent 11 newsman from asserting truth 115 11 defense in a libel
suit and then refusing to tell who the source was? If the reporter identifies his
source as a member of a group, is not the entire group.tainted when he refuses
to reveal the 11111110 of the informer? Finally, should a privilege * so susceptible of

abuse he granted a profession which has no code of ethics or internal 8tructure
for disciplining its members?

These are not idle questions.
it is also significant that (Well 5401110 iii the press have 110111AS 2.1)011t.

the WIS(10111 of such legislation. They feel that, after all, the first amend-

ment is an unequivocal guarantee of a free press which should not be
tampered with. Any lepislation must' unaN.oidalilv have the effect. of

limiting that guarantee. "They look upon this legislation as ball
precedent.

Furthermore, there is a serious problem of constitutional policy
which must, be faced, The Justice Department, in hearings before
the House earlier this month, warned that legislative protection of the
press may well lead to legislation regulation. That. is not an idle worry.

The same Congress which grants the privilege may condition it On
proper conduct.. A future Congress, irritated by a critical press, may
hold repeal of the privilege as a threat to secure a. more compliant
press. What is now protective legislation may tomorrow be a hostage to
good behavior.

The first amendment does not contemplate that the press hold its
rights at the sufferance of the Congress any more than of the President.
The great right and responsibility conferred by the Constitution on the

press has its price. And the price is that the press must fight its own
battles. It may not conic. running to Congress as soon as the going gets
rough.

The great rights the press now enjoys were. not conferred as a gift
from Congress. Quite the contrary. They were wi osted from a reInctant, and more accurately, an antagonistic government.. When the

press was licensed, publishers went to jail to win the freedom to
pub' ish.

When prior censorship existed, they fought with their bodies and
their fortunes.
When seditious libel was a crime, they nonetheless criticized King
and Parliament, and went to jail for the privilege,
They did the same when the. sedition law was enacted, and when
colonial governors and legislators sought to restrict knowledge of their
activities to official pronouncements,
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Both before and after Caldwell, reporters and editors have gone to
jail to defend 'heir rights under the first amendment, regardless of
what courts and legislators felt.
This is not the first era when the press has had difficulties. Indeed,
despite the warnings expressed by Rosenthal and others, one may well
question whether the press is now under greater fire. than at. ot her times
in our history.
There is a way to resolve this problem which is more difficult than
legislation, but far preferable. That is to call upon the press to read its
own courageous history. If reporters, editors, and publishers read this
history, they would not come petitioning to Congress, but would win
this point like they won the other elements of their freedom ill times
past.. They would lay their personal freedom on the line. like Mr. Caldwell, Mr. 'Weiler, Mr..Bridge, and others have done.

It is against these general considerations that we must view the

need for affirmative legislative action.

To be sure, the press feels threatened and intimidated by a hostile

administration. It has begun to wonder whether it is still able to

filllill its role us a. conveyor of information to the public.. Members
of this administration have publicly castigated and threatened press
been made to set up standards
and broadcast. media. Proposals
for the renewal of broadcast licenses which are little more than transparent attempts to censor unfavorable comment.. Funds for public
broadcasting have been vetoed and public affairs programing, some-

times critical of the administration, has been curtailed. The FBI
spends its tune trvina to Patch critical reporters in illegal conduct.
The administration's stance with regard to the newsmen's privilege
while not one of vehement hostility has nonetheless been one of re-

sistance. In the early months of the administration, there was an

unusual rash of subpenas issued against the news media. It was stated

at our prior hearings that, GB8 and NBC alone received 1:21 snbpenas in the first 30 months of the Nixon administration.
Amid mounting hostility from the media, Attorney General Mitchell
promulgated in 1970 a set of guidelines which remain in effect today.

They reeognize in principle the value of preserving a free flow of

information to the public, and set certain standards for reqnirin newsmen to reveal confidential information in Federal proceedings. Final
authorization for the issuance of subpenas is left with the 71.11orney
General.

The Justice Department lies argued that. while it does not oppose a
qualified statutory privilege in principle, it is unnecessary in view of
these justice Department guidelines.
The objection of the media has been couched not so much in terms

of the substantive provisions of the guidelines, as to the Attorney
General being the arbiter of press interests. It is tantamount to providing the. administration with one more sword to hold over the. head
of the. preQQ

Forming a.backdrop for the charges of Government intimidation
of the, press is
»mtter of Government. secrecy. Classification of
documents has gone far beyond safeguarding information pertinent
to the national defense. It is used to keep from the public informa-

tion which the administration finds embarrassing or critical. Executive privilege is invoked to preyent Congress from receiving the
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testimony of administration officials which might prove embarrassing
whether or not it relates to the national defense. Arthur Schlesinger
recently said that the "secrecy system has become much less a means
by wldch Government protects national security than a means by which
aovernment safeguards its reputation, dissembles its jairposes, buries

its mistakes, manipulates its citizens, maximizes its power, and
corrupts itself."
The growing realization that Government acts secretively has
brought about almost. an unprecedented credibility gap. As A. M.
Rosenthal recently wrote:

We have come to the point, sorrowfully, where we really do not (wed our
Governments to tell he whole truth or even a goodly part of it ... we have come
to the point where we expect, if not outright falsehood, then at least obscurity.
double -talk, cover-up and euphemistic jargon from :American officialdom. We
have to remind ourselves that this time a government brainy!' may be telling

the whole truth. and how sad that is.

T raise the issue of Government secrecy, and the credibility gap
which it engenders. to underscore the importance of free press and the

necessity for keeping open ii:side sources of information. With the
imposition of classification on documents and restraints on official
spokesmen. it becomes doubly critical that the inside informants are
not stymied by the threat. of subsequent exposure. They are virtually
the last resort of a public which is eager to be informed.
We now have pending before the subcommittee seven bills and one
joint resolution which provide some type of statutory protection for

newsmen. The Senators who have sponsored these measures have made
the judgment that some form of protection for these sources is necessary. ITow that. protection should be written involves a number of
tough, complex. issues.
First of all. should the testimonial privilege he qualified or should it
he absolute? Or, as a. third alternative, should it be absolute in some
forums and qualified in others? Those bills which provide. a qualified

privilege attempt to set standards which must be met by the party
seeking the information before the newsman is required to divulge

sources or confidential information. While differing in specific qualifications, these hills all attempt to reconcile the interests in the administration of justice with the free flow of information. Those favoring an absolute privilege. argue that it is impossible, to accommodate

the competing interests without critically limiting the newsmen's
protection.

The second question is whether the privilege should apply only to
Federal tribunals or to the States as well. It is undeniable that most
of the cases involving newsmen snlipenas have taken place in State
courts. This is especially true since the Attorney General guidelines
were issued. On the other hand, the Congress, if it applied the privilege

to the States, would in effe t, be prescribing a rule of evidence for
State tribunals, which is a preemptive act which the Congress has

never done before. Whether this is wise or necessary is open to serious
doubt. Even more troublesome is the question of Congress' constitntional authority to legislate such a privilege for-the States. Many Senators who are 'favorable to protective legislation, like myself, might
well oppose legislation which tried to cover the States.
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A third arPft adt'ressed by these proposals is the matter or who is
a newsman. Who should be entitled to claim the privilege ? The first
amendment applies to all citizens, and protects their right to publish
information for the piddle. But the testimonial privilege ran, of course.
not be available for all. Thus. a sexions problem of definition is posed.
It must, be broad enough to oiler protection to those responsible for
news reporting, aml vet not, so broad to shield the occasional writer
from his responsibility as a citizen. Any attempt at defining the scope

of the privilege is in effect a limitation on the first amendment. it
will confer first amendment protection On some who deserve it and
deny it to others with powerful claims to its mantle. Do we inellide
selio 'ars as well as reporters? The weekly and monthlypress as well as
the daily ? Freelance or only the regularly employed ? TV ea meramen
Underground papers? The radical press? We will be receiving testimony directly on this issue over the course of these hearings.
A fourth issue is whether the protection should extend only to the
identify of confidential sources, or should it include unpublished con-

fidential information. It is interesting to note that the vast majority
of State statutes protect only the confidential source and information

which could lead to his identity. Other unpublished in formai ion is fair
game for the. courts.

Separate policy considerations underlie these two categories. With
the protection of confidential sources, we are interested in preserving
the. identity of informants. With the protection of unpnhlished information. it is the integrity of the newsman which is at stake. For some

reason, the information -'as not, published. A reporter may have

pledged that it would not be. It may have been uncorroborated or unreliable. Or it simply might, not have represented the quality of work
which he customarily produced. Should such information be available for the courts? It is another question which we must answer.
A fifth issue which must be addressed, whether or not the privilege
is to be absolute or qualified, is the procednal mechanism for asserting
or divesting the privilege. As is often the case, the effectiveness of the
substantive provisions may well depend on the method by which they
are employed. Under the typical procedure, the newsman is issued a
subpenti and has the choice of either moving to quash the subpena.nr
appearing at the proceeding. If lie appears at the proceeding and is
asked a question relating to confidential material, he may object.
If there is a statutory privilege, he may assert the statute.. either in
a motion to quash the subpena or in response to a question he does
not wish to answer. Both of these procedures leave the burden on the
newsman to show that lie is entitled to the protections of the statute.
A better solution from the point of view of a newsman would be to
have the burden of showing that he is not entitled to the protection

of the statute rest with the party who seeks the information. To
accomplish this result, some of the bills specifically provide for a.
separate proceeding to commence upon the assertion of the privilege.
Other bills provide even stronger protection by having the party seeking the information institute a separate proceeding to deride whether

the newsman is entitled to the protection of the statute before the
issiranee of a subpena.
A sixth an(' final issue which is involved in a newsman's privilege
is its applicability to libel and other civil suits. Critics urge that in

S

a libel snit in which the newsman is a defendant anti wherel he defense

is based on the truth of what, he has written, a newsman Should not
be allowed to hide behind the privilege and refuse to identify the
source or information lie was relying upon. To allow this, it is argued,

would render ineffective the only protection which citizens have

against being libeled, and the only way to make the press accountable.
Some of the pending bills thus make exceptions for libel suits.
There arc those who argue, on the other hand, that if this exception
is made, public officials will file libel suits simply to identify inside
sources who make embarrassing. disclosures. Whether this is a signifi-

cant problem is a matter to which we will turn our attention in the
fortl wonting sessions.

Finally, as a word of warning, I mention the impact. which the proposed Federal rules of evidence could have on existing protection for
newsmen even in the event no Federal statute is passed.
The Proposed rules of evidence, which have been transmitted by the
Supreme Court to the Congress provide that no testimonial privilerre
will apply in Federal courts unless it is specifically provided for under
the rules or by Federal statute.
if no Federal newsman's privilege is forthcoming, this means that
Federal courts will not be able to recognize the testimonial privileges

of the States in which they are sitting. For the 18 States with such
laws, newsmen involved in Federal proceedings would have even less
protection than they now have.

Furthermore, at least. one Federal circuit has ruled that in a libel
suit. filed by a public official in Federal court, a newsman may still
assert a privilege not to reveal his sources despite the COAT/7 decision. If there were no Federal statute. and the new rides went into
effect, then presumably even the narrow privilege which Federal
courts have allowed newsmen in civil suits would no longer apply.
While the approval of the proposed rules by Congress is far from
assured, we should take note of this potential problem. I am hopeful
some of our witnesses will devote some of their time to it.

Assisting us in these deliberations will be prominent spokesmen
from the press and broadcast media, law professors, reporters, col-

umnists, law enforcement- agencies and the Congress. I welcome their

participation and their ideas, Drafting a newsmen's privilege is not
a problem which lends itself to easy solutions.

I am sorry to say that Senator Pearson, who for many years has

been. the Senate's leading advocate of a newsman's privilege, and who

was originally scheduled to testify this morning, is not feeling well
and will be unable to be with us. I do have his statement., howeveri
Which, without objection, I will insert in the record at this point.
I Tile document, referred to follows:]

STA1 E M ENT or SENATOR JAMES B. PEARSON (R., KANSAS) BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL. RIGHTS COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY. U.S.
SEX ATE

?[r. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am honored and pleased to
have this opportunity to discuss the proper role of Congress in perfecting Freedom of the Press in modern America. After some introductory remarks on the
significance of the First Amendment's "Free Press" guarantee, I will devote the
balance of my statement to an advocacy of the Newsmen's privilege.

I believe that legislation limiting the power of compulsory process by the

Federal government over newsmen is a precondition to the unfettered dissemina-
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dun of the news. Thus, I believe that such legislation will complement and
strengthen the First Amendment to the Federal Constitution.
The presS must be free to report on the human condition in America, ou the
conduct of public officials, on the strengths and weaknesses of this society and

its institutions. Freedom of the Press is a liberty required by all the people:
The term does not connote a privilege of a particular occupational group.

I. CONGRESS SHALL MARE NO LAW . . . ABRIDGING THE FREEDOM OF SPEECH, OR
OF THE PRESS

There is no question that the Founding Fathers appreciated the significance
of the First Amendment "free press" guarantee. The Virginia Declaration of
Rights of 1776, in Article XII, stated "That the Freedom of the Press is one of
the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and can never be restrained but by despotic
governments." Madison wrote that "Popular government without popular infomation or the weans of acquiring it is but a prologue to a farce, or tragedy,
or perhaps both."

Perhaps Thomas Jefferson captured the contemporary passion for press freedom when he remarked, Were it left to me to decide whether we should have
a government without newspapers or newspapers without a government, I should
not hesitate to prefer the latter."
The framers of the First Amendment had the benefit of the recently published
work, Blackstone's Commentaries on the Law of England. Sir William had set
forth the following common law definition of press freedom:
"The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of a free state; but
this consists in laying no previous restraints upon publication, and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when published. Every free man has an
undoubted right 'to lay what sentiments he pleases before the public : to forbid
this is to destroy the Freedom of the Press ; hnt if he publishes what is improper,
miseherious, or illegal, he must take the consequences of his own temerity."
Blackstone's attitude toward the ac,"ountability of the press, reflecting English
common low. was partially embraced ns United States law by those who secured
1,assage of the Sedition Act of liDs. This Act made it a Federal crime to engage
in "False, scandalous and malicious" criticism of public officials.
But MadiSon, for one, wrote a scathing denunciation of the Sedition Act : "This

idea of freedom of the Press can never be admitted to be the American idea
of it: since a law inflicting penalties on printed publications, would have a
familiar effect with a la W authorizing previous restraint on them. It would be
a mockery to say, that no law should be missed, preventing publications from
being made,- but that laws might be passed for punishing them in case they
should be made."

Thus Madison artictulated, perhaps for the first time, a doctrine that is
widely respected today: Press freedom cannot tolerate governmental action
which has a "chilling effect" on the communication of ideas. Only in the most
compelling chcumstances, involving the survival of life or the State itself, is
a competing state interest permitted to override First Amendment liberties.
In my view, Mr. Chairman, Freedom of the Press is the sine qua non of men
who would govern themselves. And never have the demands for a truly free
press, or the demands upon newsmen themselves, been more compelling than

at this time of increasing social awareness and public disaffection. Viable bridges

of communication must span the gulf of misunderstanding and distrust which
has separated too many for too long. The press, of course, is the primary medium
of communication. Its contacts within all elements of society must be protected.
II. FREEDOM OF, THE PRESS REQUIRES A REPORTER-INFORMANT PRIVILF.0'

The dissemination of the news is the primary obligation of professional
reportersbut newsmen cannot meet this obligation without full opportunity to
gather newsworthy information from confidential sources. The gathering of pertinent information prior to publication constitutes an inseparable and indispensable phase of the overall news effort.
Newsmen maintain that confidential sources, in most cases, will refuse to contribute if subjected to the threat of exposure. Walter Cronkite, of CBS News. has
made the following statement : The material that I obtain in privacy and on a

confidential basis is given to me on that basis because my news sources have
learned to trust me and can confide in me without fear of exposure. . . . I certainly could not work effectively if I had to say to each person with whom I talk
that any information he gave me might be used againsi him."
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Mr. Chairman, the Cronkite statement reflects the collective judgment of the
Press. Recognising that some informants need assurances that their identities
will not be compromised, the American Newspaper Guild adopted a Code of
Ethics which, in Canon 5, states, "That newspapermen shall refuse to reveal
confidences or disclose sources of confidential information in court or before
judicial or investigating bodies. . ."
Professional newsmen for generations have protected confidential sources and
information received in confidence. They have suffered contempt of court rather

than reveal the sources upon which they depend for information of interest and
value to the public. The issue presented by the proposed legislation to create a

newsmen's privilege was joined in 1733. when John Peter Zenger began publication
at' t he ;WIC York Weekly journal. Zenger was charged with making "false scan-

dalous, malicious and seditious publication" of information critical of the Governor of the Province. He chose jail rather than reveal his sources.
The Issue has remained an important one thronghout American history. Dozens
of eases have been collected, both reported and unreported, in which newsmen
have been cited 'for contempt because they have insisted that the identity of their

sources is privileged information, Time newsmen in these casesspanning 210
yearshave consistently maintained that their effectiveness as reporters of contemporary events would be irreparable harmed if confidential sources of sensitive
information about public officials, and other subjects, were subject to exposure in
judicial, legislative or administrative hearings.

It should not be surprising that no testimonial privilege for newsmen develOped at common law. The common law perception of Freedom of the Press, as
set down by Blackstone, contemplated the prosecution of newsmen for "improper"

or "misehevions" publications, But "this idea of Freedom of the Press," as
Madison said, "can never be admitted to be the American idea of it." And so,
the several state legislatures began to enact limited testimonial privileges for.
the newsmen of their jurisdictions in the late 19th Century, At least 18 states

today have adopted some form of newsmen's testimonial privilege to maintain
the confidentiality of sources, or information, or both.
The State of Maryland has had the benefit of a statutory newsmen's privilege
since 15151. The Maryland law protects the source of any information published
or broadcast by the media. I might note, parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, that
there has been no general breakdown in the aoministration of justice in Mary-

landat least to my knowledgeover the past 77 years, despite the fact that
prosecutors and legislators in that State have not had the convenient opportunity to annex reporters as an investigative arm of the government.
.

To my knowledge, no State has ever repealed a newsmen's privilege statute.
There may be cases, however, in which the courts of the several states have

narrowly construed these laws.
In 1958, in the case of Garland v. Torre, a newspaperwoman for the first time
asserted a First Amendment right to maintain the confidentiality of her sources
and unpublished information. obtained in a professional capacity. The Supreme

Court in 1972 considered the subject First Amendment issue as a matter of
first impression in the appeals of Paul BIanzlmurg and Paul Pappas, and the
appeal of the United States in the case of Earl Caldwell. The decision of he
Court in these cases is well known to this Subcommittee.
Petitioners Branzburg and Pappas did not seek an absolute privilege against
official interrogation in all circumstances. They did assert, however, that the reporter should not he forced either to appear or to testify before a grand jury or
at a trial until and unless sufficient grounds are shown for believing:
(1) That reporter possesses information relevant to a crime under investigation;
(2) That the information the reporter has is unavailable from other
sources; and
(31 That. the 'need for the information in sufficiently compelling to override the claimed invasion of First Amendment interests occasioned by the
disclosure.
Respondent Cial1ws11 defended the decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals which had held that the First Amendment provided a qualified testimonial privilege for newsmen. In the absence of a special showing of necessity
by the government, the Circuit Court had held that Caldwell was privileged to
refuse to attend a secret meeting of a grand jury because of the potential Impact
Of such an appearance on the flow of information to the public.
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The Court in a five-to-four decision rejected the claims of limited First Amendment protection for news sources In these cases, although the "enigmatic" concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Powell "may give some hope of a more flexihle
view in the future," as Mr. Justice Stewart suggested in his dissent. Mr. Justice
Powell carefully emphasized the "limited nature of the Court's holding" in the
Branzburg decision.

Mr. Chairman, I submitted testimony to this subcommittee on September 28,
1371, in support of a qualified newsmen's privilege. I continue to believe that a
qualified newsmen's privilege is essential to facilitate the free and unfettered

slow of informatitnt to the people, I continue to believe that Freedom of the
Press, as that. term is understood in America, demands the emotion of a statutory newsmen's testimonial privilege to maintain the confidentiality of his sOuces
and the information he has received from those sources.
III.'1'IIE CIIALLE:NGE OP DRAFTING AN APPROPRIATE NEW S M NS !bit! VI LEGE HIM

mr, Chairman, the Congress has before it the profoundly difficult and challenging task of drafting and enacting an appropriate newsmen's privilege hotr
which balances the various and sometimes contlieling societal interests.
Thoughtful observers tvill acknowledge, as the Court has acknowledged, that
aggressive investigative reporting can impair the Constitutional right of an individual to a fair trial.
The Fifth Amendment sautes that "No person shall be held to answer for a

capital, or otherwise Infamous (Time, 11111ess on n presentment or indictment of
persous
a grand jury .. The right to It grand jury proceeding extends III
accused of felotiVAs in Federal criminal prosecutions, and a necessary concomitant

of a grand jury proceeding is secrecy. The Constitutional right to grand jury

protection against malicious prosecution may be fatally jeopardized if malicious
individuals "leak" information to reporters about grand jury proceedings. Thus
it may be neeessary to compel reporters to identify those sources which compromise the secrecy of grand jury proceedings.
This exception to the newsmen's testimonial privilege may not be necessary,
of course, In a state which does not constitutionally require felony indictment by
grand jury.
In the bill which I offered for Subcommittee consideration in the 92nd Congress.
the privilege did not apply to the source of any allegedly defamatory informo-

tion in any case where the defendant, in a civil action for defamation, asserts.
a defense based upon the source of 8uch information, In the light of Nem York
Mites Co. v Sullivan, this exception in my judgment would permit reporters to
maintain flue confidentiality of sources on the activities of public personages
absent actual malice by the news organization. But it would permit divestiture of
the privilege when the defense of truth could not be maintained in action; brought
by private persons.

The bill I proposed also would permit divestiture of the privilege if there is
"substantial evidence that disclosure of the information (held by a reporter) is
required to prevent a threat to human life, espionage or foreign aggression," This:
exception to the general rule of testimonial privilege for reporters is consistent
with the holding of the Ninth Circuit in the Caldwell case that there be 1111
"overriding mud compelling"' national interest in securing the testimony of the.
newsman.
From this testimony, Mr. Chairman, it is obvious that I am reluctant to embrace
an absolute privilege. It would lap most unwise, in my judgment, for the Congress

to attempt to subsume all societal interests, including Constitutionally guaranteed rights, to the-interest of enhancing the free flow of information.

The Congress has an opportunity to follow the lead of several states in
perfecting Freedom of the Press, but it also has an obligation to respect the
traditional "balancing" of interests in the process.

IV. THE QUESTION OF FEDERAL PREE1IPTION OF STATE .LAW
4.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I note that this subcommittee muskeojiSidbi the.question,

of Federal preemption of State law in respect of a testiiitolfral privi:ege for
newsmen.

7,-

--,- 1.-

I must resetfully oppose all efforts to structure mautheory-.Federal rules of
procedure for State courts, legislatures and administrative-Amdies. Newspapers
are undoubtedly instrumentalities in interstate commerce, and Congress Ints
undoubted powers of wide-ranging scope under the Conuneree Clause (Art. I,.
unt-4.74-7---73--2

,
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sec. S. cl. 3). But State courts, grand juries, legislatures and adminstrative bodies
are most definitely not instrumentalities in interstate commerce.

If Congress were to arrogate unto itself all wisdom in the question of testimonial privileges for newsmen, the precedent thus established would devastate
the principles of federalism upon which this country is'founded. The Supreme
Court has never invalidated a Congressional statute based upon the Commerce
Clausethat is true. But perhaps Cdngress has shown some commendable restraint
hi past years, and I would recommend comparable restraint in this instance.
Mr. Chairman, if Congress creates a newsmen's privilege, it will not lie for

the benefit of a particular class of' newsmen or informants. It will be for the
benefit of consumers of the newsthe American public. These consumers have
ciimpelling interest in the free flow of information, but they also have an
interest in their other rights and the system of Federalism we respect and are
hound to accommodate.

I would urge your committee to prepare for Senate consideration a qualified
newsmen's privilege bill, limited to the Federal system. I believe that such
a bill would enhance personal liberties in this comAry. The Congress for too
many years has explored the limits of constitutionally protected liberties, and
legislated up to those limits in derogation of unrestricted freedom. In this
question of the newsmen's privilege, we have the opportunity to expand the
limits of Freedom of the Press. We should grasp that opportunity.
Thank you.

Senator InviN. Also without objection I shall direct the subcom-

mittee staff to include in the appendix the various bills and resolutions
which bear on this subject, the staff memoranda prepared in connection
with these hearings, the opinions of the Supreme Court and the Ninth

Circuit Court in the Caldwell cacse, and certain letters, newspaper

articles and statements which the subcommittee has received regarding
this subject.

Senator Kennedy, I believe you have ft statement.

Senator ICENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think
it is entirely appropriate that these hearings be chaired by you, Mr.
Chairman, as the winner this past year of the George Polk Memorial
Award for outstanding contributions to broadcast journalism and
as one who has long been interested in this field. I think all of us in
the E,enate and across the country can feel assured about the thorough-

ness of these hearings and about the fairness and impartiality and
commitment that you bring to this particular subject. I applaud you
for commencing these hearings.

Of all the great principles on which our Nation was founded, none
is more important than freedom of the press under the first amendment, and none is under greater attack in the Nation today.

Not since the Alien and Sedition Acts nearly 200 years ago has

freedom of the press been as "ominously threatened by the heavy hand

of Government as it is at the present time. It is not too much to say
that we have a crisis before us, a crisis over the first amendment,
and the way we resolve that crisis in the coming months will have
profound eifects on the future of our country and all our other basic
freedoms.

The right of the public to know and the right of the press to represent the public are twin pillars of our heritage. Any attempt to
impose conditions upon this right strikes at the very core of our
democracythe right of the people to have access to the information

which affects their lives. This is why I am pleased to give my support-

to Federal legislation providing newsmen with an absolute and unqualified privilege from compulsory process in both State and Federal
forums.
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We know that Congress is very much alone in the current struggle.

Last dune, the Supreme Court turned a den f ear to plead that the
Constitution itself is sufficient to protect reporters from being required to disclose their notes and sources to a gra rid jury.. and the
executive branch professes to see no danger worthy of legislation in
the present crisis.
For nearly. 200 years, reporters and prosecutors have coexisted
Nithout the need for such legislation. In fact, throughout our history,
reporters have enjoyed a de facto privilege from subpena in grand
jury proceedings, a privilege of the sort consistently afforded to doctors, lawyers, priests, husbands and wives, and others whose special
relationships of confidentiality have long received generous protection of society.
Today, under the, present administration, all that has changed.
Spurred on by the Vice President's persistent attacks on the press,

by the "Pentagon Papers" ease, and by a series of other Governmentinspired assaults on the first amendment, the traditional freedom of
the press has been seriously undermined, to the point where reporters
110W Find themselves fair game for any aggressive or unscrupulous
prosecutor armed with a fishing license stamped "subpena."
My own view is that the current situation is so serious that Congress should not hesitate to enact the broadest possible legislation designed to give newsmen an absolute and unqualified privilege from
subpe,nas to disclose their notes and sources. The privilege should
apply to all jurisdictions, Federal, State and local, and to all branches
of Government. legislative, executive, and judicial.
We know there is a close relationship between excellence in journalism and the reporter's need for confidentiality. Outstanding examples
are the Pulitzer prize-winning stories by Neil Sheehan of the New
Fork Times, bringing the Pentagon Papers to public light ; by Jack
Anderson making public disclosure of the documents of the National
Security Council dealing with India and Pakistan ; and by the Boston
Globe's spotlight team of reporters, who exposed corruption in city
government. All of these stories originated with information or documents from confidential sources, and were heavily dependent on those
sources. The list goes on and onother dramatic recent examples include. the George Polk Memorial Awards to the Associated Press' Jean
lIeller for the story on the Tuskegee Syphilis Scandal, to Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward of the TY" a siting ton Post for their coverage of

the -Watergate Affair, and to Ron Kessler of the TV askington Post
for his series on hospitals. All these reports saw publication only be-

cause sources agreed to reveal information in confidence to able investi-

gating reporters. Confidential .sources also were indispensable to
Frank Wright of the Minneapolis 7'ibune and James Polk of the

Washington Evening Star News, who received the Worth Bingham

Prize and the Raymond Clapper Memorial Award for stories on

campaign contributions.

And those are only the tip of the icebergthe stories that made

national headlines. What about the countless daily investigations of
local issues by local reporters?
How many stories will never be born because a. source feels insecure
in the face of the Supreme Court's decision and the, threat of a prose-

eutor's subpena? A few years ago, the Wall Street ,Journal estimated
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that 15 percent, of its stories were hosed on confidential information,
The Chr;stian .S'eience Monitor has predicted that its percentage may
go as high as 50 percent.

How much will he lost to the public because, CBS News could not
assure ft welfare. mother of anonymity? Because. Paul Branzburu.'s
editors became nervous about his continuing series on drug abase?
Because a key source in an official corruption story being developed
by a Baton liouge reporter feared a subpena threat? Because Earl
Caldwell's tapes and notes on the Black Panthers were destroyed?
Because crucial informers were afraid of being revealed as sources
for the Boston Globe's spotlight, team reports?
The answers will never be known. But the danger is obvions. The
less informed we are., the less ability we. have to protect ourselves from
corruption of government, officials, from the unresponsiveness of our
institutions, and even from violent crime.

In part, of course, the rash of press subpenas in grand jury and

criminal cases in recent months is a symptom of lazy law enforcement..
Effective investigative work is a difficult and demanding job. With all
the vast resources available to law enforcement agencies today. T see
no need whatever to allow a situation to continue, in which reporters

are forced into the role of unwilling investigators for State prosecutors or local district attorneys, or in which the National Press Build.ing becomes simply the 14th Street annex of the FBI'.
In the current debate. nothing is more misleading than the sup..,-restion
that the real question should be, framed as a choice between combatiti
crime or protect-inn. news sources. The miestion is not whether we shall

have privileged news or unprivileged news, but whether we shall

have. privileged news or' less news, The. public., as it watelies teloyisi(m.

listens to the radio, and rendS its magazines and newspaper. will he

the greatest. loser if the news media are compelled to perform their vital
role. under the current oppressi ye, atmosphere.

Doctors and patients. attorneys and clients. priests and penitents,
husbands and wivesall have protected relationships under the hiir
today. Indeed, it is safe to say that relevant. information in criminal

proceedings is often lost to prosecutors because of these protections..
But society has decided that the need for candor and trust and openness
in these relationships is more important than any need that, prosecutors

may have for the information these privileged groups possess. The
same should be true for'reporters.

The Constitution recognizes that a free and robust press is central'
to our liberty, and it is up to Congress to net to keep that guarantee
scenic.

These principles and objectives have been advanced by Davis Taylor, publisher of the B oston. Globe and the American Newspaper'
Publishers' Association. They are presently contained in S. 11iS, as
introduced by Senator Cranston.
In the course of these hearings, I am sure that these principles will
be improved and refined, but we must be vigilant to insure they are

not. weakened. After all, what. is at stake is not, just; the, rights of
reporters, but the rights of all of us, the right of the American iwople
to know the newsnot just. the news contained in Government press
releases, but all the news.
Thank you.
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atOt .ERV N Senator Tunney.

enn COL' TUX NIX. Mr. Chairman, I join Senator Kennedy in ex-

pressim, the belief that there is no one in the Congress who is better
are recognized
qualified to chair these hearings than are you,
as a student of constitutional law that has no peer in the .Senate, and
I feel personally that this is one of the most fundamental constitutional
questions to conic before tam .Senate this year,

Senator EnyiN. If I may interrupt,. I want to thank von and Sena-

tor Kennedy for your very complimentary remarks. Both of you
have always assisted and supported the subcommittee's inquiries regard ing the first amendment.
Senator TUNNEY. I believe that these hearings on newsman's privi-

lege legislation are among the most important hearings of the current
legislative session. In ineetimr during these next 9. weeks to explore
the issues involved in the general consideration of whether a newsman's shield law should be passed by the Congress, we shall be dealing

with one of the most vital matters affecting the public's access to
knowledge.

In the recent past, it has become increasingly evident that the
Congress 'mist actpromptly and effectivelyto create a shield for

-newsmen who, in the course of their reporting responsibilities, obtain
confidential information,. Increasingly, information which is essential
to the drafting of a complete news story has also appeared of interest
to grand juries and courts of law. Newsmen have, in the past several
for refusing to dimonths, been arrested with increasing
vulge inforinntion or the source of information which they obtained
iii confidence or which they believe deserves protection.
On December 19, 197'2, the Washington Bureau chief of the Los

John Lawrence. was jailed beeauSe he refused to

divulge information which had been obtained in confidence by Times
reporters and which could not have been obtained without a guarantee
of` confidentiality.

At that time, I sent to you, Mr, Chairman, a telegram in which I
stated that this raises a fundamental question regarding. the constitutional guarantees of a free press and poses a direct threat to the
freedom of public officials to talk with the press on a confidential
basis. I urged you to join me in expressing profound concern over
this dangerous precedent.

The urgency of this issue has not abated since that time, In fact, it
has increased. Reporters, television commentators, and other news
ntedia representatives have been subjected with increasing frequency

to court, and legislative subpenns requiring them to testify about matters vhich the newsman believes are confidential and protected from
disclosure. The issues have varied from case to case, but in each of
them fundamental constitutional questions have been raised as to the
extent to which the press in this country is protected from legislative
or judicial control.

About a dozen legislative. proposals- have been introduced in this
Congress which deal with the issues raised by these conflicts, As a.
member of this Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, I am going
to be very interested in the testimony that we hear over the next week
and it half,

I have previously announced my support for an absolute testi-

monial privilege as to confidential sources, While I am favorably dis-
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posed to such a privilege, I shall maintain an open mind during. the
hearings as to the appropriate contours for the privilege and I shall
be receptive to persuasive reasons suggested by the witnesses.

It. is important to understand the recent judicial history of the issue
and to attempt to delineate those questions which remain both troublesome and unresolved. A number of cases arc still in the courts and new
cases are still arising in this dynamic and ambiguous area of the law.
But those cases which were reported between June and December 'of

197. provide an interesting- framework from which to evaluate the

issues at hand.
If we review the six reported cases which were handed clown since

the Bravzburq or Cald
(lecision of June 1972. and by the end of
that year, we. ran see the extent to which the issue has been resolved
judicially. In three of these eases the reporters were not ordered to reveal their sources. In the other three. the reporters were ordered to reveal their sources and were jailed for contempt when they refused to
do so.

I have evaluated these cases in nue prepared remarks. which I would
like to insert in the record in totality.

From that evaluation, we can
that an argument can be offered
that. a rational standard was set forth by the Supreme Court in the

Beamzimsq ease, which has been interpreted in such a manner that we.
are provided with a relatively clear picture. as follows :
(1) We have a set of interests to he balanced.
(2) When the interests which support compelling a reporter to tests f'y are less urgent than hi
tlw reporter 11111 not 1 ,..e 1polled to testify.
(3) When the interests at stake are as urgent or more urgent as were

those in Brovz/o.g. the reporter wil be compelled to testify. on Pain
of a contempt citation. Yet. on a close examination of the eases, \VP.
n see that no mall dearly logical picture emerges. In my analysis.
I have indicated that 1 am convinced that the current balaneing test
not yield the most rational results in eases of this nature.
It. becomes essential, therefore. for us to attempt to fashion a privilege through Federal legislationa privilege which will yield more
rational results than those which we have seen in the past several
monthsand one which will protect the vital first amendment interests
whielt are at stake in this volatile and delicate area.

I think, Mr. Chairman. that the recent. case history has demon-

strated that it. is absolutely essential if we are going to have any uniformity in the law throughout the country that some legislation pass
this Congress.
Thank you very much.
[Senator Tunney's statement in full follows :]
Air. chairman, I believe that these beatings on newsman's privilege legislation are among the most important hearings of the current legislative session.
In meeting during these next two weeks to explore the issues involved in the
general consideration of whether a newsman's shield law should be passed by
the Congress we shall be dealing with one of the most vital matters affecting
the public's access to knowledge.

In the recent past, it has become increasingly evident that the Congress
must actpromptly and effectivelyto create n shield for newsmen who. in the
course of their reporting responsibilities. obtain confidential information. Increasingly, information which is essential to the drafting of a complete news
story has also appeared of interest to grand juries and courts of law. Newsmen
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have, in the past several months, been arrested with increasing frequency for
refusing to divulge information or the source of information which they obtained in confidence or which they believe deserves protection.

On December 19, 1972, the Washington Burenn Odd of The Los Angeles
Tiniest John Lawrence, was jailed because be refused to divulge information
which had been obtained iu confidence by Times reporters and which could not
have seen obtained without a guarantee of confidentiality.
When 1 learned later that day that Lawrence had been arrested. I sent an immediate telegram lo all members of the California Congressional delegation and
to the fall membership of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary in which I
stated that:
"This raises a fundamental question regarding the Constitutional guarantees
of a free prt.s.s and poses a direct: threat to the freedom of public officials to
talk with the press on a confidential basis. 1 urge you to join me in expressing
1)1.1)1'1)111111 eoncern over this dangerous precedent."

The urgency of this issue.has not abated since that Iline..1t1 lion. it leas increased. Reporters. television commentators. and Other news media representa-

tives have been subjeeted with increasing to court and legislative subpoenas
requiring them to testify :daunt matters which the newsman believes are confidential and protected from disclosure, The issues have varied from case to
ease, but in each of them fundamental constitutional questions have been raised
as to the extent to \\I'M' the press in this country is protected from legislative
or judicial ontrol.

-lore than a dozen legislative proposals have been introduced in this Congress which deal with the issues raised by these coutliets. As a member of this
Subcommittee mu Constitutional Rights, I shall he deeply invoive0 iit the drafting of whatever legislation emerges in this area. Our able Chairman. Senator
Ervin. has asked nee to chair two sessions of these hearings and I have agreed
to do I lint.

I have previously announced my support for au absolute testimonial privilege
as to ondldent MI sources. While 1 inn favorably disposed to such a privilege. I

shall maintain an open mind during the hearings as to the appropriate me
bars for the privilege and 1 shall he receptive 10 persuasive reasons suggested

by the witnesses.

At the outset of these hearings. I believe that it might be helpful to my
colleagues if I were to review briefly the recent judiial history oh' the issu0
and delineate those questions which remain both troublesome and unresolved.
A number )f cases are still in the courts and new cases are still arising in this
dynamic and ambiguous area of the law. But those cases which were reported
between June and December of 1972 provide an interesting framework from
which to evaluate the issues at hand,

Clearly, the most important judicial pronouncement in this area was the

landmark Supreme Court decision in the case of Rranzbug v. Hayes, 408 U.S.
665, :33 L. Ed. 20 920, 92 S. Ct. 2940 (1972), which decision also disposed the
cases of in the Matter of Pappas and United. States v, Caldwell.

Because of the importance of this decision. I believe that it would be
I. described in sonic detail the factual circumstances involved as
well as the salient aspects of the opinion of the Court, the important conhelpful if

curring opinion of Me, Justice Powell (important because, without Mr. Justice
Powell's concurrence. the main opinion would have lacked the requisite support to accord it status as an opinion of the Court), and the two dissenting
opinions.

Paul Branzhnrg. a staff reporter for .tile Louisville. Kentucky, daily newspaper. the Courier-Journal, had written an article describing in detail his observations of two young residents of Jefferson County synthesizing hashish
from marijuana. The article included a photograph of a pair of hands work-

ing above a laboratory table on which was a substance identified by the
caption as hashish. The article stilted that Tiranzburg had promised not to

reveal the identity of the two hashish makers. Tiranzburg was subpoenaed by the
Jefferson County grand jury, and when he appeared, he refused to identify the

persons he had seen making hashish from marihuana. The Kentucky courts
ordered Bra tzlairg to answer the questions asked and held that the newsmen's
privilege created by Kentucky state statute could not be applied to Branzburg's
actions in thislmatter.

A second ease involving Branzburg arose out of a later story written by
him which described in detail the use of drugs in Frankfort, Franklin County,
Kentucky. The article included a statement that Brauzburg lead seen some drug

is
Users in Frankfort smoking marijuana. The Franklin Dainty grand jury subpoenaed Branzburg "to testify in the matter of violations of statutes con -

- ceasing use and sale of drug's", 408 U.S. at 669. and Branzburg moved to quash

the summons. In this ease, although the motion to quash was denied, Branzburg (lid obtain an order protecting him from revealing "confidential associations, sources or information" but requiring him to . . . "answer any questions which concern or pertain to any criminal act, the commission of which
Was actually observed by (him)." 408 U.S. at 670. Branzburg again sought
redress in the Kentucky courts and again the Court of Appeals denied his
petition, reaffirming its construction of the Kentucky statute and rejecting
Branzburg's claim of a First Amendment privilege.

Accordingly. Branzburg sought and obtained a writ of certiorari to review

both of those judgments of the Kentucky Court of Appeals. 402 U.S. 942 (1971).

In the Matter of Paul Pappas arose from circumstances in which Paul

Pappas had gained permission to enter a Black Panthers' headquarters on the
condition that he not disclose anything he heard or saw there, except an expeeled police raid that never occurred. He was subpoenaed before a grand jury
where he refused to answer any questions about what had occurred inside the
headquarters while he was there. asserting a First Amendment privilege to
protect confidential informants and their information. The trial judge denied
his motion to quash a second sunanmis and the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. affirmed 266 N.E. 2d 297 (1971). The case was decided solely on
federal ;grounds, as no state "newsman's privilege" statute applied in Massachusetts. Pappas was granted a writ of certiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court
402 i1.5. 942 (1971).
Earl Caldwell, a reporter for the Near York Times. had been assigned to cover

the Black Panther Party and other black militant groups. He had over a period
of time gained the confidence of its members and was, therefore. able to write in'depth articles about the Party. Caldwell was subpoenaed to testify before the
grand. jury. Caldwell moved to quash the subpoenas arguing that the unlimited
scope of the subpoenas and the secret nature of,the testimony he would be called
upon to give would destroy his working relationship with the Black Panther
Party and "suppress vital First Amendment freedoms ... by driving a wedge of
distrust and silence between the news media and the militants." 408 U.S. at 676.
The District Court denied Caldwell's motion to quash on the ground that "every
person. within the jurisdiction of the government" is bound to testify upon being
properly summoned, 311 F. Supp. 358, 360 (emphasis in original). But, the court
did issue a protective order providing that Caldwell "shall not be required to
reveal confidential associations, sources or Information received. developed or
maintained by him as a professional journalist in time course of his efforts to
gather news for dissemination to the public through the press. or other news
media." 408 U.S. at 678. When Caldwell was directed to appear before the grand
jury. he refused and he was cited for contempt. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversedthe contempt order. Caldwell v. United states, 434 F. 2d 1081
(C.A. 9. 1970). The Ninth Circuit held that Caldwell was not required to appear
before the grand jury. 434 F. 2d 1089. The court concluded that requiring a newsman like Caldwell to testify before the grand jury would deter his informants
from communicating with him in the future and would cause the newsman to
censor his writings in an effort to avoid being subpoenaed:. 434 F. 2d at 1086.1088.
The court held that, absent some showing of "a compelling need of the witness's

presence" by the government, that Caldwell was privileged to refuse to testify
before a secret meeting of the grand jury because of the potential impact of such
an appearance on the flow of news to the public. 434 F. 2d at 1089. The Supreme
Court granted the United States' petition for certiorari. 402 U.S. 942 -(1971).
The opinion of the Court summarized well the legal claims of Branzburg,
Pappas and Caldwell as follows:

"Petitioners Branzburg and Pappas and respondent Caldwell press First

Amendment claims that may be simply put : that to gather news it is often necessary to agree either not to identify the source of information published or to
publish only part of the facts revealed. or both; that if the reporter is nevertheless forced to reveal these confidences to a grand jury, the source so identified and
other confidential sources of other reporters will be measurably deterred from
furnishing publishable information, all to the detriment of the free flow of information protected by the First Amendment. Although petitioners do not claim

-an absolute privilege against official interrogation in all circumstances, they assert
that the reporter should not be forced either to appear or to testify before a'grand
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jury Or a trial until and unless sufficient grounds are shown far believing that t
I'm oiler possesses Information relevant to a mime the grand jury is investigating:,
that the information the reporter has is unavailable from other sources. and that:
the need for the informatiim is sufficiently compelling to override the clahned invasion of First Amendment interests occasioned by the disclosure . The heart

of the claim is that the burden on news gathering resulting from compelling
reporters to disclose confidential information outweighs any public interest in

obtaining the information." 408 U.S. at 070-081.
The Court narrowly defined the issue before it: as follows :
"The sole issue before us is the obligation of reporters to respond 1:0 errand jury

subpoenas as other citizens do and to answer questions relevant to au investigation into the commission of crime." 408 U.S. at 082.

The Court held that "the Constitution does not, as it never has, exempt the
newsman from performing the citizen's normal duty of ailitea ring and funlishing information relevant to the grand jury's task." 408 U.S. at (191.
The Court stated that courts at common law have not recognized "the existence
of any privilege authorizing a newsman to refuse to reveal confidential information to a grand jury", 408 U.S. at 085. and stressed that the prevailing view
in those cases in which a nnit Amendment privilege was asserted has been that
"The First Amendment interest asserted by the newsman was outweighed by
the general obligation of a citizen to appear before a grand jury or at trial, pursuant to a subpoena, and give what information he possesses''. 408 U.S. at 080.
The ,Dourt stressed the broad investigative and inquisitive functions of the
grand. jury, the essential nature of its authority to subpoena witnesses, and the
long-standing principle that "the public has a right to every man's evidence",
except for those persons protected by it constitutional, common law, or stat tdory
privilege. 408 U.S. at 088.

The Court stressed that, while "a number of States (it referred to 17, there
are now 18) have provided newsmen a statutory privilege of varying breadth, .
the majority have not done so, and none has been provided by federal statute ".
408 U.S. at 089

"Until now," stated the Court,

"The only testimonial privilege for unofficial witnesses that is rooted li the
Federal Constitution is the Fifth Amendment privilege against compelled selfincrimination, We are asked to create another by interpreting the First Amendment to grant newsmen a testimonial privilege that other citizals do not enjoy.
This we decline to do. . . . (W)e perceive no basis for holding that the public
interest in law enforcement and in insuring effective grand jury proceedings is
insufficient to override the consequential, but uncertain, burden on haws- gather-

ing which is said to result from insisting that reporters, like other citizens.
respond to relevant questions put to them in the course or a valid grand jury

investigation or criminal trial." 408 U.S. at 689 -091.

The Court extended the scope of its argument when it stated that :

"It would be frivolous to assertand no one does in these casesthat the

First Amendment, in the interest of securing news or otherwise, confers a license on either the reporter or his news sources to violate otherwise valid criminal laws. Although stealing documents ar private wire tapping could provide
newsworthy information, neither reporter nor source is immune front conviction
for such conduct, whatever the impact on the flow of news. Neither is immune,
on First Amendment grounds, from testifying against tie other. before the grand
jury or at a criminal trial. The Amendment does not reach so far as to override
the interest of the public in ensuring that neither reporter nor source is invading
the rights of other citizens through reprehensible conduct. forbidden to all other
persons." 408 U.S. at 69.1 -092,

The Court dismissed the argument that the flow of news would he significantly
diminished by compelling reporters to aid the grand jury in a criminal investigation as "sPeculative", 408 U.S. 69S-694, and argued that "reliance by the press
on confidential informants does not mean that all such sources will in fact dry

up because of the later possible appearance of the newsmen before a grand
jury," 408 U.S. at 694.

Toward the conchision of its opinion, the Court referred explicitly to Congress'
power to enact legislation which would codify a newsman's privilege. The Court

stated:
"At the federal level, Congress has freedom to determine whether a statutory
newsman's privilege is necessary and desirable and to fashion standards and
rules as narrow or broad as deemed necessary to address the evil discerned and
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equally important, to refashion those rules as experience from time to time may

dictate." 408 U.S. at 706.

Several important conclusions, then, were reached by the majority in Bran--

Lam They include the following :

First, it must he stressed that the three defendants, Branzburg, Pappas and

Caldwell argued in the Branzbury case for a qualified or conditional. rather than
for au absolute, testimonial privilege. The Court concluded that the First Amendment did not provide any testimonial privilege to reporters, either absolute or
conditional, which would exempt the newsman from appearing bet ore the grand
jury and furnishing information relevant to the grand jury's task.

Second, the Court purports to limit its holding to the very narrow instance
of whether the reporter must "respond to grand jury subpoenas as other citizens

do and to answer questions relevant to au investigation into the C0111111ISSi011 of

crime." 44)8 U.S. at 682. The opinion does not reach beyond that narrow factual
situation.
Third, despite the narrowly- stated holding of the Court, eousideralde language
exists which would lend one to the conclusion that the holding of the Court may
have considerably broader application. than the above language world suggest.
The Court refers to testimony "before the grand jury or at a criminal trial," 400
U.S. at 691. (and similar language at 408 U.S. at 685, 690-1, 0931 and fat 20d ) of
"the obligation of a citizen to appear before a grand jury or at trial . . 408 U.S.
at 686. Thus. while the holding itself is deflmq narrowly by the Court. the Court's

dicta is in several instances so much broader than the holding itself that it Is
pregnant with the possibility of subsequent expansion.

nairth. the majority required that the reporters testify to the grand jury both
with regard to confidential sources and confidential information. No distinction
was made by the Court. between confidential sources and confidential information.

The interest of society in investigating and fighting crime outweighed keeping
either the source or the information itself confidential.

Fifth, no distinction was made by the Court between material obtained in

confidence and material which was not obtained in confidence. Ilowever. by requiring reporters to testify as to that material which was obtained in confidence.
a fortiori, the court would require the testimony of a reporter pertaining to
non-confidential communications.

Sixth, no distinction was made between information gathered by a newsman
in the course of his duties as reporter or outside the course of his professional
duties. In any event. the duty to testify prevailed.
Seventh, in dictum, the Court suggested that no qualified privilege could be
adequate to provide the relief that the defendants sought ; that, if any privilege
is to be fashioned. only an absolute privelege would suffice.

Finally, the .Court did make it clear that this was an area in which the Congress might fashion legislation which would apply the protection of the First
Amendment to a testimonial privilege.

'Justice Powell wrote a brief concurring opinion "to emphasize what seems
to the to be the limited nature of the Court's holding". 408 U.S. at 709. Justice
Powell stressed that "no harassment of newsmen will be tolerated." 408 U.S. at
709-710. He sta ted that :

"Indeed if the newsman is called upon to give information hearing only a
remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the investigation, or if he has
some other reason to believe that his testimony implicates confidential source
relationships without a legitimate need of law enforcement, he will have access
to the Court on a motion to quash and an appropriate protective order may he
entered. The asserted claim to privilege should be judged on its facts by the striking of a. proper balance between freedom of the press and the obligation of all
citizens to give relevant testimony with respect to criminal conduct," 408 U.S.
at 710.

Thus. Justice Powell stressed in his concurring opinion the narrow bolding
of the Court. He did not talk in terms of grand juries as well as trials. or in
terms of criminal as well as (grit proceedings. Rather he talked only in terms
of "the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony with respect to

criminal conduct." (emphasis added). The opinion of the Court. assumes a narrower perspective. then, when one recognizes that Justice Powell's concurrence
was necessary to establish a majority on this issue.
Brrnzln
also included two strong dissenting opinions. The principal dissenting opinion, written by Justice Stewart, who was joined by Justices Brennan
and Marshall, complained about "The Court's crabbed view of the First Amend-
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'me m" which reflected "a distaridng insensitivity to the critical role of an i adoTendent press in our society." 408 U.S. at 727%

Mr. Justice Stewart argued that by its holding in Branzberg, "The Clout . . .
invites state and federal anthi,cities to undermine the historic independence
of the press by attempting to annex the jinanalistic profession as an investigative arm of government." 408 1'.S. at 725.

The Stewart dissent stressed that "the right to gather news implies. in turn
a right to a eonfidential relationship between a reporter and his source." 408
U.S. at 728. It is obvious that informants are necessary to the news-gathering
pr Bess as we know it today. If it is to.pernani its constitutional mission. the
press must do far more tlatil merely print public statements or publish prepared
maidonts." 408 U.S. at 72i.

"Finally. and most important". warned Mr. Justice Stewart, "when governmental officials possess au unchecked power to compel newsmen to disclose
information received in onlidenee. sourees will clearly be deterred from giving
inforin.,tion. and revorters twill dearly be deterred from publishing it. because
uncertainty about exercise of the power wilt lead to 'self-censorship'." 408 U.S.
at

In responding to the claim of the majority that the deterrent effect of the
l'eurt's opinion lor First Aa.emintent activity wotild be merely "speculative",
the Shhwart dissenters argued that :
-To require any greater hurocn of pe:HiL is to shirk our duty to protect values

4,thvtireiy embedded in the Constitution. We cannot await an unequivocaland
therefore unattainableimprimatur from empirical studies. We can and must
accept the evidence developed in the record of those proceedings) and elsewhere.
that overwhelmingly supports the premise that deterrence will occur with regularity in important types of news-gathering relationships" 408 U.S. at 736.
The dissenters indicated that their assessment of the factors to he balanced is
the following:
"[Plosed against the First Amendment's protection of the newsman's confidential relationships in these cases is society's interest in the use of the grand
to administer Mstie fairly and effeetively." 408 U.S. at 736-7
And. after weighing the factors involved on each side of the ledger in that
balancing system. the Stewart dissent concluded that :

".. . when a reporter is asked to appear before a grand jury and reveal confidence. I would hold that the govermnent must (1) show that there is probable
cause to believe that the newsmen has information which is clearly relevant to a
(2) demonstrate that the information
specific 'probable violation of law ; .
sought cannot be obtained by alternative means less destructive of First Amendment rights; and (3) demonstrate a compelling and overriding interest in the
information." 408 U.S, at 743.

Thus. Justices Stewart. Brennan. and Marshall have concluded that the First
Amendment provides a testimonial privilegehut a conditional, or gnalified,
one. If the government can meet the three tests jnst mentioned, those Justices
would compel the newsman to testify before the grand jury.
justice Stewart also attempted to balance the interests of the First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of the press with the broad investigative functions
of the grand jury. But his analysis yielded a result different from Justice White's.
In Justice Stewart's balance. the First Amendment interests prevailed. The dissenters accepted the argument that compelling reporters to reveal their sources
would severely jeopardize the independence of the press and clearly hamper the
news-gathering function, which is vital to the interests of informing the public
in a free society.

In a separate dissent, Justice Douglas reached a more sweeping conclusion
than did Justice Stewart. He argued for an ^bsolnte privilege. He rejected the
conclusion that the factors should be balanced. Rather. he contended, tile First
Amendment provides absohtte testimonial protection to reporters in the face
of a grand jury subpoena. The Justice stated that :

"It is my view that there is no 'compelling need' that can be shown which
qualifies the reporter's immunity from appearing or testifying before a grand
jury, unless the reporter himself Is implicated in a crime. His immunity in my
view is therefore quite complete, for absent his Involvement in a crime, the First
Amendment protects him against an appearance before a grant jury and if he Is
involved in a crime. the Fifth Amendment stands as a barrier." 408 U.S. at 712.
He continued by concluding that :
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"31.; belief is that all of the inflaming' was done by those who wrote the Bill of
Rights. By casting the First Amendment in absolute terms, they repudiated, the
timid. watered-down, emasculated version of the First Amendment which both
the Government and the New York Times advances in the case." 408 U.S. at 713.
"Sooner or later". stated Mr. Justice Douglas, "any test which provides less
than blanket protection to beliefs and association will he twisted and relaked so
as to provide virtually no protection at all." 40S U.S. at 720.

Thus, the Branzbury decision yielded four different judicial interpretations of
the status of a First Amendment test imonial privilege for newsmen. Although
the slate of the federal law is by no means precise, certain conclusions can he
drawn from I ra zb
1. An al:flint e privilege was rejected by the Court.
2. A conditional privilege was rejected by the Court.

3. If a reporter' is subpoenaed before a grand jury to testify about facts pertaining to a criminal investigation lie is under the same obligations as any other
citizen to provide the grand jury with his testimony.
4. In other factual circumstances, a balancing test of some sort will be used
whereby ilte inasirtance of the testimony sought from the reporter, the nature
of the proceeding in which the testimony is sought. and the interests of society

at stake in that proceeding will he balanced against the reporter's Interestbut
not privilegenot to testify. As Mr. Justice Powell put it, the issue is "striking of
a proper balance between freedom of the press and the obligation of all citizens
to give relevant testimony with respect to criminal conduct"
The courts of this land are certainly not strangers to balancing tests, especially

in constitutional matters. But the balances are typically weighted very heavily
in favor of First Amendment interests. when they are at stake, and do not often
leave the state of the law as murky as it has become in this highly charged area.
A number of reporters have been subpoenaed to testify before judicial and
legislative proceedings since the ruling in the Branzburg case and several reporters are currently facing contempt proceedings for refusing to divulge information which they have obtained In confidence. By the end of the year (1972), at
least six courts had handed down, written decisions on cases in which the issue
of testimonial privilege was raised.

In three of the eases, federal appellate courts (the Second, Eighth, and Ninth
Circuits) refused to compel testimony from reporters. Two, however, were civil
cases, in which the broad societal interest set forth by the Court in Branzburg
in investigating criminal activity was plainly inapplicable. Cervantes v. Time, Inc.
4(4 F. 2nd 986 (C.A. 8, 1972), and Baker v. F. F. Investment Co., (C.A. 2, Dec. 7.
1972)

F. 2d . The third case. Burse11 v. United States, 466 F. 2d 1059

(C.A. 9. 1972) veil. den, 466 F. 2d 1090 (C.A. 9, 1972). did involve subpoenas com-

pelling two reporters to testify before the grand jury. But the court held that
the press function with which Branzburg was concerned was news gathering,
while in Burney, the grand jury sought information about the internal manage-

ment and operations of a newspaper. News-gathering was not Involved in Bursell.
Branzburg was, therefore, inapplicable.

Cervantes, Buracy, and Baker all stress the limited nature of the holding in
Branzburg. the important First Amendment issues which are at stake In those
cases. and the conelusion that, in those circumstances, the First Amendment

considerations prevailed.
In Cervantes. the court held that it. would not "routinely grant motions seeking
compulsory disclosure of anonymous news sources without first inquiring into the
substance of a libel allegation." 464 F. 2d at 993.
The court acknowledged "prior eases holding that the First Amendment does

not grant to reporters a testimonial privilege to withhold news sources." 464
F. 2d at 992. The court cited Branzbarg. hat noted that "the Court (in Bran:burg) was not faced with and, therefore. did not address the question (here)
whether a civil libel suit should command the quite different reconciliation of

conflicting interests pressed upon us here by the defense." 464 F. 2d at 999.

In Bursey. two newspaper reporters who were members of the staff of The
Blaek Panther newspaper. were acquitted of contempt charges handed down
when they refused to answer certahi questions propounded by a federal grand
jury. The witnesses refused to answer any questions concerning the intents!
management and operations of the newspaper and about the hlentifleation of
persons who worked on the paper.
The Burney court held that :
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"Questions about the identity of persons who were responsible for the editorial

content and distribution of a newspaper, and pamphlets
Press freedom." 466 F. 2d a t 1084.

.

. cut deeply into

The court rejected the government's petition for rehearing. refusing to accept

the government contention that Branzburg required at entarttry holding in Burney.
The court stressed that the press function with Which the Branzburg Court was

concerned was news-gathering and that news-gathering was nut involved in
B arxu. 466 1. 2d at 1090.

In Baker, the court stressed that the Supreme Court's holding in Bran :burg
indicated that the intense interest in grand jury investigation of crime is one of
those "rare overriding and compelling interest(s)" to which First Amendment

interestsdespite their "preferred position . . . in the pantheon of freedoms"
must yield.

Three other cases since Bran:Virg have, however, yielded the opposite resultsat least as regards the fate of the reporters in those cases.
Relying upon Bran :bury, the Appellate Division of the New Jersey Superior

Court held that Peter Bridge, a reporter for the Newark Evening News was
required to testify before a grand jury investigating an alleged bribe attempt
about which Bridge had written a newspaper article. In the Matter of Bridge,
12s N.J. Super. 4110, 295 A. 2d 3 (1972). The court stressed that "In Branzburg
the court Laid down a broad rule that the First Amendment accords a newspaperman no privilege against appearing before a grand jury and answering questions
as to either the identity of his news sources or information which he has received
in confidence."

The Bridge court further held that (a) Bridge had waived the privilege he

was afforded by state law, 295 A. 2d at 6, and (b) that the granting of

a privilege in this area is a matter for the legislature and not for the courts

to establish, 295 A. 2d at 7.

In Farr v. Superior Court, 22 Cal. App. 3rd 60 (1971), cert den.
U.S.
(1972), the California Court of Appeals affirmed a contempt citation against
a reporter, William Farr, for publishing a story which contained information
which had been obtained by violating a court order which barred the divulging
of that information At the time he was sentenced for contempt, Farr was not
employed as a reporter. The court relied upon that fact in concluding that
California Evidence Code, section 1070, the California newsman's privilege
statute, was inapplicable to Farr.
Farr acknowledged that he had been provided information by two persons
who were bound by a court order against divulging that information. Furthermore, all of the persons (six attorneys) who were bound by that court order
not to divulge the information denied that they had given the information
to Farr. When Farr refused to identify the persons who had given him the
information, he was cited for contempt and jailed.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the contempt sentence, holding that the court's

interest in insuring a fair trial outweighed the potential injury of this inquiry
on the free flow of information, 22 C.A. 8d at 72-78.

In December, 1972, in U.S.A. v. Liddy, et al. (D.C. Criminal Case No 182772) a Washington, D.C. District Court Judge ordered the Washington Bureau
Chief of The Los Angeles Times jailed for. refusing to produce tape recordings
subpoened. by the defendant in a criminal case in an effort by the defendant
to determine whether those tapes would produce evidence which defendant
could use to impeach a key government witness at the forthcoming trial.
The Judge held that no First Amendment privilege sanctions a newspaper's
refusal to produce evidentiary material in Its possession which is relevant to
.a criminal trial.

The Court relied heavily upon Bransburg to reach its conclusion. It Stated:
"The present proceeding is linked to a criminal trial as opposed to a grand
Jury investigation. Where Branzburg denied a privilege in favor of the public
interest in law enforcement, this court denies a privilege in favor of the rights
of an accused to a fair trial. The Court believes that while the public has a crucial

Interest in the investigation and punishment of criminal activity, it must
have an even deeper interest in assuring that every defendant receives a fair
trial.... If impeachment evidence is available, it is critical that the defendants
have access to it."

Arguably, then, a rational standard was set forth by Broozburg, which has
been interpreted in such a manner that we are provided with a relatively clear
Octure:
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(I) We have a set of interests to be balanced.

,(;) When the interests which support compelling a reporter to testify
are less urgent than in Branzburg, the reporter will not be compelled t.o
testify.

(3) When the interests at stake are as urgent or more urgent as werethose in Branzburg, the reporter will be compelled to testify, on pain of a
contempt citation.
By that logic, we can see that civil snits do not involve the same urgent societal
issues as grand jury investigations (Baker and Cervantes) and that information as to the operation of a newspaper is not as urgent as information obtained.
from news-gathering (Buracy).
On the other side of the ledger, the interest of a court in controlling attorneys who practice before it from violating court orders and, thereby, threatening
a fair trial is at least as urgent as the interest of society in investigating criminal activity (Parr). The sixth amendment right to be confronted by one's accuser in a criminal trial is, similarly. at least as urgent as the societal interest
protected by Branzburg (biddy In Re: L.A. Time.).
Yet, those results do not necessarily follow. In the civil eases, for example,
the information sought from the reporters might be more material to the case
than information sought from a reporter by a grand jury. And as for the Bump
facts. why shouldn't news-gathering activity be protected as vigorously as are
details about the operation or organization of a newspaper? News-gathering. after
all. is central to the essential role of the press. With regard to the court's interest
in the sixth amendment rights of a defendant, would not those rights he adequately protected by thorough cross-examination of the witness on the stand?
Thus, the balance can be struck differently.

Furthermore, it is likely that, wherever the balance is struck, even those

interests the courts are attempting to protect will be jeopardized by testimonial'
compulsion. As Justice Stewart put it in Branzburg, "Not only will this decision

impair performance of the press' constitutionally protected functions, but it
will. I am convinced, in the long run harm rather than help the administration .
of justice." A number of cases on this issue are still in the courts. I am already
convinced, however, that the current balancing test will not yield the most
rational results in these-cases.

It has been argued that executive guidelines or state laws can adequately
protect the rights of the reporter. But the evidence of the past six months indicates that neither safeguard is sufficient. 3Iemo No. 6112 of the Department of
Justice, which contains its "Guidelines for Subpoenas to the News Media" was
in force during the period in which Branzburg. Pappas. Caldwell, Bridge, Farr.
and Lawrence were held in contempt of court. And, during that time period,
some form of testimonial privilege was on the statute books in at least seventeen
(now eighteen) states. (The Bridge and Farr arrests stimulated the New Jersey
and California legislatures to act to broaden the privilege in those states).
The following characteristics of those eighteen laws might be noted. To the
extent that the privilege is granted. thirteen states have enacted an absolute
privilege. Five have enacted a qualified privilege. In those thirteen states which
have provided an absolute privilege, only one state (New York) applies the
privilege both to the source of information and the information itself. Eleven

states apply the privilege to the protection only of sources, and one stet.

(Michigan) applies it only to the Information itself (although that law could be
interpreted to apply to sources as well). In those five states in which a so-called
qualified privilege exists, all five states limit that privilege only to the source
of information and not to the information itself. In seventeen states, the privilege

can be asserted anywherebefore any type of body or proceeding. But in onestate, Michigan, the privilege is only applicable in criminal proceedings. With
regard to the issue of which persons are protected by the privilege, the laws
all protect "reporters", defined differently by the different statutes. Most of the
statutes confine their protection to newspaper. television, or radio reporters
and employee% Several states expressly include magazine reporters. None
include authors of books within the scope of those who may invoke the privilege.

(That so-called "scholar's privilege" has been denied in federal courts. See

United States v Doc, 400 F. 2nd 32S (C.A. 1, 11)72 I.

While all of the above factors should be helpful to the Congress in attempting
to draft appropriate legislation in this area, it is urgent that we understand the
limits of existing law and move beyond it to develop federal legislation in this
area which responds to the imperatives of the First Amendment, altich protects
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the vital social interests which are involved, and which answers the following
questions.

Of course, the threshold question must be whether, in fact, any privilege
should he fashioned. In a curious way. however, that question rests upon the
resolution of the following questions. For, if the privilege which is fashioned is
so broadly qualified that the protection it affords is negligible, the newsman
and hit- sources might be better protected with no privilege. Furthermore, there
is always the concern that if Congress can give, Congress can also take away ;
that, once the First Amendment is tampered with, the precedent might lead to
restrictive legislation at a later date In areas which should be protected by the
First Amendment. These questions will, obviously, have to be addressed at these
hearings.
Assuming, however. that a privilege is to be established by federal legislation,
the following additional questions must be answered :

(1) What should be protected by the privilege? Confidential sources? All
sources? Confidential unpublished information? All information? Information
which has been broadcast?

(2) To the extent that a matter is privileged should the privilege be absolute

or qualified? If it is to be qualified, in whole or in part, how should it be

qualified?

(3) Who should be given the privilege? Just newspaper, TV, and radio re-

porters? Authors as well? Publishers? Advertisers? To whom should the privilege
extend?

(4) Where can one who holds the privilege assert it? Before grand juries?

Criminal trials? Civil Trials? Congressional investigating bodies?

(5) Can (and should, if it can) the federal government legislate a state as

well as a federal testimonial privilege? Cau a federal privilege protect newsmen
in the absent* of a state privilege?
(6) What procedural mechanisms and safeguards will attach to the privilege
that is created?
As we commence these concerns in this Congress, I have certain views on these
factors that T. deem most relevant in arriving at our conclusions. Some very besic
and elemental assumptions are at stake in this debate. These assumptions go to
the ripest of the type of society which we profess to be. We profess to be a free
peopleliving in an open society. It has been our view for close to two hundred
years that those ideas will prosper which are capable of obtaining acceptance in

the marketplace of ideasthat that marketplace will remain free and open to

all points of view. Mach of our vitality as a nation rests upon that openness.
We have always resisted efforts to constrict the channel through which ideas
flow in this nation. We have always proclaimed those freedoms which provide the

people with access to thoughts and ideas to be the most important freedoms,
those which deserve a privileged positionthe state's interest must be "compelling'. or "paramount" to justify even an indirect burden on any First Amendment rights.
Today, at least as much as In any other time, we must continue to protect that

freedom. We must act to protect it, not because we are thereby protecting reporters but because we are thereby protecting ourselfthe American people. For
without the ability to know what is happeningwithout the freedom to obtain
and evaluate all points of view, from whatever sourcesthe foundation of our
society is jeopardized.

I plan in the next several weeks to listen carefully to the testimony which is
offered during these hearings. In light of the legal background whieir I have presented today, and after hearing that testimony, I hope we in the Congress will
act immediately to answer the unresolved questions in this area In such a way
that we in the Congress most carefully protect the First Amendment freedoms
which are at stake.

Senator ERVIN. Senator Gurney.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I agree with the great importance of these bearings and commend
our distinguished chairman for scheduling these hearings. .
Freedom of press is absolutely essential to a free. democratic society
like ours.
Therefore, it is not only of utmost importance, but. imperative, that

Congress continually watch over and safeguard the doctrine of free-
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dm Of the press. Certainly of high priority in this whole subject, is
the mat ter of protecting confident in 1 i

of news sources.

foweve, with a guaranteed right there goes responsibilityre-

sponsibility for full and accurate news reporting.

I think that is particularly true today, since public opinion polls

show that media presentation of news on public affairs and people in
public office, has brought both categories, that is, reporters and public
officials, to a new low in the public's esteem.

If we are going to enact new legislation to protect freedom of the

press. then I believe we need to consider two other areas of legislation.
First, we need to revise our libel la w. In 1964 the Supreme Court
in .1'cu, York Tim.cs v. Sullivan, held that a public official may not re-

cover damages for the publication of defamatory lies unless there is
actual malice proven.
This decision gave the media total license to engage in irresponsible
reporting, and indeed in some cases premeditated character assassi-

nation without any penaltybecause it is virtually impossible. to

prove malice.

That decision needs correction, and media should be held responsible and liable for damages caused by libelous falsehoods.
Second. it's way past time for media people to have enforceable
ethics in their profession. Other professions have had such for a long
time.

My suggestion would be a national commissionwe might call it

"thetruth in news commission," of broad representation, including the
media. If a public official has been defamed by the publication of false
news or half truths, he could bring his case to the Commission and
request an investigation.
If such inquiry- disclosed that the published matter was false, then
the newspaper, radio or TV. as the case may be, would be required
to publish their error in a sufficiently prominent fashion.
No other penalty would be imposed.
Yes; freedom of the press must be safeguarded by Congress. It is
a precious right which we must protect.
But it is also time to proceed with legislation to enact sonic responsibility in media, and that is what I suggest.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement which I request be
printed in the hearing record.
Also, Mr. Chairman, Senator Hruska. was here eil lier and had to
leave for an Appropriations Committee meeting and he would like
to insert a statement of his in the record this point.

Senator ERVIN. Let the record show that Senator Gurney's and
Senator Hruska's statements will be printed in full in the record at
this point.
[The documents referred to follows:]

Pa EPA ma STATEMENT OF SENATOR HMV Aim J. GURNEY

Mr. Chairman : Freedom of the press is one of our most cherished and most important civil liberties. The right to print what one pleases, without governmental

license or prior restraint.. is fundamental to our democratic system, and it is a
right which is proudly protected in the document which sets forth the very
structure of Our government, the Constitution of the United States.
Freedom of the press, however, like the right to free speech, has its limits.
,Test as one cannot shout "tire!" in a crowded theater, neither can one litter a
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kindergarten with pornography. Just as the pen can lie mightier than the sword
as an instrument of preserving the ideals of freedom, it cam be a terrible wealam
of destruction of individual dignity and reputation when wielded without reilionsible regard to consequences.

The corolla ry to a right is duty, and the duty involved hi the right to freedom
of the press is the responsibility to exercise that right consistently with the rights
IX others. As we begin these hearings on whether newsmen slamll Lc granted a
testimonial privilege which has been denied them by the courts, we must explore
the fullest randlicat ions of the proposal. We must eat mine hot only I he greater
right which is sought, but also we should at Itinpt to define the greatest respousiltility
could be expected to accompany it. Therefore we should examine
not only proposals for greater press freedom. but also proposals for greater press
reslmnsibility. It is to this corollary aspect of freedom of the press that I wish
to (Urea any reinarks.

lit these hearings we can anticipate hearing a great deal' &Hint the value of

investigative reporting and the necessity for safeguarding confidentiality in order

to ensure that there will be sources of Information about corruption or ineffi-

ciency, twill ill anti out of government. We must also twar in mind, however, the
drawbacks of irresponsible reporting in the mane of investigation.
Last summer we wit nessed a tragic example of irresponsible reporting and the
perils of the secret source. Last: July at prominent national columnist printed
charges that Senator Thomas Eagleton, then the De'nocratic vice prosidentiat
maatuee. had i,eeu cited for drunken driving and reckless driving during the
1960's, We al! know now that those charges were totally false and the author,
in his haste to get a "scoop," never saw the documents upon which his charges
were supposedly based. The coltuanist eventually and reluctantly apologized to
Senator Eaglelon and retracted his story, but the irreparable harm was already
done.

A retraction acknowledges the error, but it does ant undo the harm. The reader

justifiably can wonder why if the paper was wrong the first time, it is not

wrong the second time. The rights of the person defamed are the only ones damaged by such a quandary,
Take another example of irresponsible "investigative" reporting by the same
columnist. On July 31, 1972, The Waxhington Post printed this article, supposedly
based on information front federal agencies, that most of some 26 tons of opium
destroyed in Thailand in March, 1972, by U.S. and Thai officials, was "cheap
fodder." In Senate hearings on the world drug traffic on August 14, 1972, officials of the bureau of narcotics and dangerous drugs, the U.S. officials involved

in the opium destruction, in sworn testimony complete with photographs and
ehemical test results, completely disproved this columnist's story. Unfortunately,
in this case the columnist has never bothered to admit this mistake.

The effects of "Investigative reporting" in the form of uninvestigated allegations and innuendo are painfully obvious. False charges of governmental
inefficiency or corruption unnecessarily lessen public confidence in government
institutions, and at the same time they unjustifiably malign the public servants
in those institutions. As a result, although the quality of persons holding public
office has been continually rising, the confidence of the American people in their
govermnent has been going down. Good, honest businessmen have entered govern-

ment service, the press has worked them, over, and the public has ended up
believing them to be corrupt.
Professors Rutter and Stein, writing in the 1971 Journal of Applied Social Psy-

chology, indicated some of the extent of this problem. Persons holding political
office were shown to have a very low rating of public confidence relative to other

occupations. By the saute token, newspaper columnists and television news
reporters also fared poorly, indicating the press itself has much to do to get
its own house in order.

At any rate, there are far too many examples of irresponsible press reporting

with for too unacceptable a consequence. While many falsehoods by persons posing

as "investigative reporters" may be disbelieved, too many people are willing to
believe any printed allegation of corruption or inefficiency, however unfounded
and unsubstantiated. Because of this, there is a very real danger that a fabricated
-secret source" protected by testimonial privilege may become simply a shield for
irresponsibility. In considering legislation of this nature, then, we must carefully
analyze the likelihood of its abuse.

Unfortunately, for two principal reasons, there is no likelihood that abuses by
irresponsible journalists will not occur. First, the journalistic profession has
an-474-7:1-
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twit her a binding code of elides nor tiny procedures for enforcing any 811Cil et hical
structures. This is particularly relevant. when considering the quest ion 11011' before
118, 11'11(111er newsmen should have a testimonial privilege akin to those en joyed

by certain other professions, !vitality attorneys, physicians and clergymen. These
other professions lucre identifiable ethical codes, and the lawyers and doctors,
at least, have a definite structure for enforcement of those ethicn I codes. .Also,

there tiro definite restrietions mien entry into these other professions. 1vhili,
anyone Nrlio can wield tt p(01 stun become a journalist. In the absence of any
such standards, or regulations, therefore, just: 11'11111; It newsmen's shield law
11'1)111(1 corer is 1110St 1111

The second reason why Press abuses are likely to occur iS the virtual absence
of legal sanctions agoinst defamation, Beginning in 190.1 with New York Times
Co. e. 8allitain, 370 U.S. 254 (1001), the Supreme Court hits developed n rector:11
law of libel and slander which has strictly limited the rights of a imblb
public figure, or tt Private citizen 111;0 iS ill 1'01 Vt.(1 ill
incident of -public
interest" to sue for defamation. In the A'etr York ''limes decision, the Supreme
court held that the (..folistitlition delimits ti Stnte's power to award dainages iu
libel actions brought by Public officials against critics of their official conduct.

The court held in the ease that a public official cannot recover damages for a
defamatory falsehood relating to his official conduct unless he can affirmatively
prove that the statement was matte With "actual unlike", that is with knowledge
that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it 11.:18 false or not.
Obviously. this is difficult to prove.

The result of New York !Times and its progeny has been a license for libel

and irresponsible reporting. not 111V11.43. when 1111111je 11111einis are involved. bud

also when private citizens happen to get involved in events of public interest".

These events can be 118 diverse as Ille 11011:1 Vi01' of a coach at a hasketball game,

Uttlihl i'aidi8hiall Co., 72 Wash. 2(1 999. 436 1'. 20 750 (1nus). a
lawsuit arising Out of a stray golf shot, Sellers
Inc., 290 F. Stipp. 5s2
(E.1). 1'a. 19119), it Ilisholfs attendance at a nightclub performance of It singer
of his church's choir, Wax/sing/on 1', New i'01.1,7 NewN, ine,, 31 App. Div. 2,1
GrollNon

557, 322 N.Y.S. 20 8913 (1971), or sitting at. a restaurant table with alleged
inatia lea(lers, 1lo.4.4erauta II. Time, Inc., 424 F. 2(1 920 (n.c. Cir. 1970).

Since we are now considering proposals to give newsmen new and expanded
rights, we should also consider suggestions to give them neW 1111(1
responsibility. These suggestions should he directed -ngainst the two reasons
why press abuses are likely to occur, as nientimie(1 above. I would like to
suggest for consideration two proposals atom," these lines.

First, if we are to legislate protections for the journalistic profesSion, we

S110111(1, consider taking smile steps toward formulation of journalistic ethics
and standards mill toward giving those standards some effect. Siliet at. the same
time we should avoid any restrictions 111nui the right. of Americans to print
what they please, we should consider (Tenting some form of federal commission

to establish a code of ethics for journalists and to inestigate claims of unfair
press coverage. The complexion of the board 11'01)11/ /MVO to 110 objective, with

some members appointed by the President, some by Congress Mid some by the
press. As long as the commission wonld be simply an examining and fact finding,
board, \vitt lio punitive powers, along the lines of the manner in which mifnir
election campaign practices are investigated and eNposea, any restriction upon
freedom of the press 11.0111(1 be Minimal.

l'Ipsmilably such a commission should have the power to require the media
responsible for false reporting to !widish the board's findings and give them
prominent. display. This would in essence be to requirethe media to admit the

truth. riddle acceptaiwe id the boa rd's findings would be 0 function of the plibli(s
belief ill the board's fairness and objectivity.
A. second possibility world he to return to the origilml law of defamation by
repealing the "actual malice" requirement of Nct York Times r. Sullivan. This
could easily lie done by 11111(11(1lOg (»1011'8111011.8 privilege bill to hie:lode language

along the lilies of the amendment I have attached to this statement.
Stich an effort, to eliminate the malice requirement of the New York l'imoN

decision NN0111(1 inevitably pose the question of whether' Congress legislatively

can limit or negate a eonstitutional right declared by the Supreme Court. Such
a question, understandably. has no hard or fast. answer, and since any attempt
to remove the outlive requirement by legislation would probably be challenged
in court. only the courts 11'0111(1 1)0 1110 to inalce any definitive determination on
the point.. There is, however. a 'leveloping hotly of law and scholarly comment
which indicates Congress does indeed have such a power.
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111 Kok'rnbilelt r. Popgun. :ISA r.S. 641 (1900), the Supreme Court announced
not only that Coligrvss could legislatiely decide n couSliiII tonal question. which
states lint the obvious since Congress 118 Well 18 the Subrelne
charged
with the duty to carry out constitutional mandotes, but the Supreme Court also

anniainceel in iiatzcaborh that so far as the court
S1011/11 1114'11(1)1n 11'118 Ii11111 111111
1111011

W111(11 1111.' (1(.0811)111'1)111(1

1.11fle111S1re

have Leers

11/11()SS

W115 CO11(1.111(41 1110 e(111g11`).).the 1.11111.1 \\'0111(1 1)01'el'IN 111) 11:1)418

111:111V.

Professor Cox has noted. in Cox, TN; Bolt.? of Congress in Colt8liluliwinl I)rlermionlions.
I. Chin, L. Rev. 100, 11071) I, thin congressional power to dilute
or contrail: constitutional rights tinder Icalzonbarle r. Moonlit may, be limited to
two classes of cases :

(o) To situations in which the court has formulated ;i governing principle but
the logisIntive and jodicial branches lance different pereeptions of the conditions
to wlti<h I he PrilleiPle

to hist:1110,S in hich the ollrt lots r0r11111CO111111lIlld 11111111 :I different. VieW of
COffielnporntleOltS eenditiOns from 1 he legislature's,
It, would spent that the emu:Motion provides two principal bases for congres1141
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;W111108: :111(1 (1)

eorelin ry to a

eonStit110011:11

sional ant horny to legislatively eliminate t hi' New
Tinnw malice requirement The eo111111e'ree elnr180, nod section live of the fourteenth amendment. which
authorizes Congress -ill N11.01.1.1% lly 11111)1'01111:11-1' legislation. the Provisions of
this article." These are the slum two provisions upon which congress relied for
authority to enact title 1I. I he public aceontodat ions section. of the Civil Rights
.11.1, of 1964. Use of section 5 of I he Fourteenth Amendment primarily involves
the equal protection clause of Unit; amendment,
There are at. least two arguments support log such an approach. First, Congress
because of its vast fact finding and investigative powers is a wore competent
institution than the Supreme Court for making certain kinds of decisions
about equal protection of the laws, and for that reason the court ought to defer
hi the judgment of Congress. Second, os the fifth section of the Fourteenth Amendment clearly implies, the authors of the Fourteenth Amendment. intended that
Congress should playa nutj(tr role in enforcing it, for which reason again the
omit ought to defer to the judgment of Congress. See note, Mc Nimon busing bill
anti Congressional power 81 Yale L. J. 1542, 1500-67 (1072).

As Professor Wright pointed out, however, in Wright, Defamation, Priracy, awl
tho public's Right to Knobe A National, Problem. and a New Approach, 46 :Les.
L. Rev. 030, 045=40 (1008), there is one difficulty in reliance upon section 5 of
the Fourteenth Amendment.

Section 5 authorizes Congress to enforee the provisions of the Fourteenth

Amendment, and passing civil rights acts directly responds to this authorization.
On the other hand, in creating a Federal cause of action for defamation, Congress

would be acting in the First Amendment area, winch is under section 5 only
indirectly by virtue of the iacorporation doctrine. While this distinction is not

nil insurmountable barrier it. does expose again the anomaly that by so enforcing
the First Amendment as incorporated in the Fotirteenth, Nye would lie curtailing
rather than promoting the freedoms of speech and press that the First Anle111111tent was adopted to protect,

For this realS011, the best argument in favor of congressional repeal of the
Note York Times malice requirement may lie in the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. That section forbids the States to deny due process of law to
;lupine. Again, under section 5 Congress is authorized to enforce the amendment

by -appropriate legislation." In WisconNin v. Ur»d ontincon, 400 U.S. 433 (1071).
the Supreme Court held dint due process conies into play Where a person's wont
name, reputation, honor or integrity is at slake. T11118 by acting to nroteCt. the
reputation of definite(' individuals by eliminating the New York TimON malice re-

quirement, Congress would be legislating to enhance the due process rights of
the people who are defamed.
In this respect. then, what would be occurring- would lie a "balancing" of
different individual interests by the Congress. The goal is not to limit one constitut halal rigid. but rather to promote and protect another. Congress would he adjusting the balance between the competing social interests in free press and in
freedom from libel and slander. The Congress w01110 be legislating to protect
itelividuals from legally recognized and compensable damage, protected by One
process of law, and thus would lie acting in the fullest spirit of the enforcement
provisions of section 5 of the Fmirteenth Amendment. We would not be denying
freedom of the press. We would lie guaranteeing freedom of the individnal. In the
prticess, of providing, protection for the writer and his source, we should lie
careful not to deny equal protection to the reader and the person Written about.
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believe it is in this last regard that we van hest appreciate the competing

interests at. stake when the newsmen's privilege question is rtmsitlered. A nwnher
of interests and policies are necessarily involved. Uni! interest is that. which pro-

tects the fullest and freest dissemination of news, the public's "right to know."
Another interest. the one which the majority decision last .111111) ii /:niitzbury V.
//ayes. .1f/8 U.S. (fir) (1 972), indicates may be predominant, is t he public interest in

law enforcement and in ensuring effective grand jury proceedings, A tort her interest involved is that in protecting individuals 11Y1111 lier;1111;Itillli. As professor
leSthllOny before the itouse subcommittee conBlasi pointed Oa in 1115
ducting hearings on newsmen's privilege legislation. a plaintiff who 111Ilier I;oNcu14mm, v. .11olioinc(lia, bre., AM li.S. 29 (WTI), 114 11.411111.011 to 1/11/V0

11101 RI

iwl'etIllSe the "91111110 interest:" is involved, "will almost never he able to
such tI demanding burden it' he cannot discover 1101 identity of the defentlaut....:
sources for the sillry,"
Two considerations of policy are also affected. (Me is the necessity for en't,e-

nye investigative reporting. 'Without .some form of protection against. dis-

"dry up." and lunch evidence
of crime or inefficiency may never be hrought forward because of the fear of
elosures 01 sources, it is argued. the sources

reprisals in the event of disclosure. Clearly We 11111.'4 guard against. this. To call
upon the press to tight its own hattles, and to go to jail for contempt if necessary
in the courageous traditions of a free press, is 111(1 11 wholly sal isfact oo. answer.
A second consideration is One of fairness, NV10., it is aske,d, must reporters who

have uncovered newsstories he forced to reveal tliMr information, even to law
enforcement 011100118 and grand juries, thereby becoming, in effect. governinetital

agents? is it not preferable to better provide law enforcement agencies with
the talent and equipment necessary to conduct their own investigations without
requiring newsmen to- provide these agencies with their worl: product. regardless
of any ditties which may exist based on morality or the duty of a citizen to help
his government? These are difficult questions.

One thing. however, will characterize iny.approach to the resolution of these
questions. What is being sought is a protection and privilege which the law does
fIR it stands today., recognize NViti1011t express legislation. As far as I am
concerned. the advoeates of a special privilege will be required to demonstrate
affirmatively and convincingly that they are entitled to stieli special. treatment.
The burden will be on them to show are whether a privilege is really necessary
anti Ny11111 11110111e:01°ns, if ally should be included, For my part, I have not biwn

persuaded as yet that It privilege is required, certainly, at least, not an absolute
privilege. I believe that considerations of whether the national security may lie
involved, or NViletiler the privilege is sought to be invoked in defense of a snit for
defamation, militate strongly against anything but a qualified privilege, if any
there is to be.

As my earlier remarks also should imlieate, I am approaching the question
of privilege in the larger context. of freedom of the press and responsibility of the
press. I have made suggestions regarding ethical standards for journalists Coupled with a fact finding commission, and I have made some suggestions regarding
a possible return to the pre-1 961 law of libel through elimination of the malice
requirement of New York, '1'intes V. Sullivan. These suggestions have a two-fold
purpose.

The first is to notify the press that they should not reasonably expect Congress
10 91(85 legislation giving them special privileges, without beginning to accept the
responsibility to stand belting what they print. There ought to he sonic meaningful
redress for violation of the civil liberties of innocent people they defame, whether
it was malicious or not.
The second purpose is to give the press a \yarning. As the Justice Department

reminded our brothers in the IIonse, legislation to protect the press provides a
precedent for legislation to regulate it. IZegulation and limitation are but the
other side of the same coin, and I thinl: the 'tress needs some tangible rmhinder
of that filet.
Our Founding Fathers gave us some pretty good instructions on how to flip
that eoin when they gave us the first, amendment, which says "Congress shall
make 'on law
abridging the freedom of speech. or of the press", It will take
some very strong persuading to make me believe that we should begin tinkering
with a freedom so dear to our people, and so important to our very society.
.

.
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Pla :PARED STianlES

or SENATO/i RWIAN T. 'Musick

Ale. Chairman, I welcome these hearings ou the subject or newsmen's privilege

anal 1001: l'OrWad to receiving a great den! more information on this subject.

which was considered in the broader framework of the "Free Press" hearings
coniliteted by the subcommittee during the tr.hul Congress.

The concept. of a free press is, of course, central to our ideal of a free society.
Iu these times, the American people dote on the news as never before, More people want to know more of What is going on, and more are Willing to take the time
to find out. To satisfy this urge, our citizens must rely iu substantial measure

on press avrounts. Thus, the freedom which our Founding:14%11'11(9.s properly gave

to the press lakes on added dimensions inconceivable to the drafters of the First
Amendment.

In my view, too much of NVIIIIt passes for "news" these days is the product of

institutional journalism. The fourth estate must resist the impulse to cut and

pitithe press release, who service repel:: and other readily available sourees into
neat: copy, to the exclusion of responsible investigative journalism. To facilitate

this goat it is essential that the Federal government; and the governments of
the states maintain their vigil over their respective hiNVS to ensure that newsmen

are not unduly restricted in this effort:. Tints, the subjeet, at, hand is most

serving of the impressive kind of study the Chairman has laid out for this
sulicominittee and I am certain that he 1111 conduct it in his usual forthright
manner,

The tentative list of witnesses scheduled to 11111108r before the stliteenullitlee
is impressive. Their collective contribution to 011 study N111 I be helpful, I am
sure. As government Oirlei01S, We of the subetninuittee imist make our contribu-

tion as 11eli. ()ti interest is manyfold. The majority of my constituent mail is
motivated h3' articles in the press. These accounts make it plain to 1110 that
often we see the news one way and the media another. However, I do try to
abide h the tcahing of our beloved former President,
suggested that

one in .public life ought depart: the kitchen when the temperature rises too high
for his comfort.
At the present time, our focus is directed towards the eight neS111011.$ pivilege proposals which have been introduced this year in the Senate. These, of

course, vary substantially in scope. The broadest; of them would create an
absolute, iftross the board privilege 11.1liell would transcend traditional state/
federal jurisdictional limitations. The most restricted proposal \\*Mild create It
limited privilege on only the Federal level, authorizing divestiture of clearly relevant information which could not he obtained by alternative means in sitm(tions
involving the national interest.
This Senator approaches the subject: Of newsmen's privilege With certain
ground rules uppermost, in his mind and I take this opportunity to set them
forth for the record.

First. the Sitpreimi Court has settled the constitutional issue with repeel;

to the privilege. Tile Branzburg and Colrfirrit opinions of last term are authority
for the proposition that the Constitution does not mandate a shield for Ilesille11.
Although some point, with interest to the 11-4 split in these decisions, no one
questions their vitality. Thus. we are now considering this issue in terms of
legislative policy. NVe are considering whether some type of shield provision is
necessary or desirable.

Secondly, our inquiry should be limited to the ederal level. Although a
number of the bills currently before us would create a privilege which could

be asserted on the state level. it is 1111 VieW that Seel' action 11'011111 he violative

of the Ninth and Tenth kiiieliilinents and is inconsistent frith principles of good
government,

Finally, on the Federal level T am absolutely opposed to an absolute privilege.

This is, in iny view, all extremely simplistic approach to :1 very sophisticated

problem. Tt. fails to take into account the competing consideration of compulsorydue process and would impose a remedy 11'lliell is far broader than the alleged
wrong which is involved here.
Hiese grnmui rules in Mind, T look forward to examining all of the 1)11)1108;11s for a limited privilege. which are confined to the Pederfli level. The pri111i: ry issue in this regard, as T. See it, is Whether the regulations or the Attorney
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General are adequate to meet the problems at hand or whether additional action
would be warranted.

Counsel, call the first Ivitness.

Mr. liAsKin. Mr. Chairman, our first. witness today is Senator Walter
Afonda le :from Minnesota.

Senator Iti'itvix. I. want to welcome you to the subcommittee and
express our deep appreciation of your willingness to come and give
us the benefit, of your views on this very crucial subject..

STATEMENT OF HON, WALTER F. MONDALE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator 'Afoximoti. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, :for permitting

me

to testify On what, I regard to be, one of the most compelling and critical issues to face this Congress and our country since I came, to the,
Congress over S yearS ago.
T. am particularly pi-eased that this issite should conic before this
subcommittee, and particularly before, the chnimono, whom I regard
as one of flue ablest and most thoughtful men in the field of constitutional rights in our Nation today.
Mr. Chairman, I think We all know that without a vigorous and free
press, able to probe and correct not only the executive but the Congress, anti all other areas of public life; the American public will lose
the best eyes and ears they 110W possess.

What. we are really truing to do here is not protect newsmen but
Far more fundamentally to protect, their sacred function in obtaining
the information for the public which the public must. have in order to
make democracy work.
As this committee meets today. there is a real. profound., pervasive,
and not, imaginary threat to the flow of essential inforniation to American citizens.

I think this is one of the most compelling issues a ffecting freedom
in the history of this country.
Last October, :Fames Reston said in one of his columns what many
other reporters have told 01e, he said :
1 7.nder the new Court orders, oven officials who want to talk alma the Water-

gate ease or secret campaign fonds Or General Lavelle's private air war in
Vietnam or milk and wheat deals have to recognize now that it' they give inforotation to a reporter. no matter how reliable the reporter. he may be hailed
into comt and offered the choice of disclosing his sources or going to Mil.

Then he concluded with a very ominous sentence :
With laws like these, plus the teelmiquep.: of publicity and evasion, even the
boldest and most. honorable 111011 in government are now more scared and eonMots than ever in my memory.

Those are the sober ords of one of the Nation's most seasoned
and experienced reporters and those statements have been repeated

in shuibu form by reporters throughout this country.
The intimidation of the media has taken many forms. It has been
Clay Whitehead threatening the industry of broadcast media; it has

been the wholesale attempt, to eliminate programing hostile to the ad-

ministration from the public broadcasting system; it has been the
harassment, of the Washington Post in aPparent retaliation for their
criticism of the administration. But perhaps inost regrettably this
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intimidation has been the .failure of the administration to actHely
seek protector for the. media in light of the /Intl/zip/Pr/ decision of
last summer.

Each of these actions threat:as the public ability to learn what we
need to know. Together they amount to a wholesale assault On the
ability to learn the truth. We :face a desperate and immediate need
for legislation which fully protects the media from the t vpe of harassment which has become commonplace in recent months, for the
jailing and intimidation of newsmen which have occurred since. the
BectiShercy«lecision have put us in serious danger of seeing a wide
variety of news sources destroyed.

This process has already begun and I .fear it will accelerate if Congress does not act, hopefully in 1 his session.

And if sources of impott.nt. information are silenced, more than
the press will lose for it will mean that the official, authorized version of every aspect of American life will he the only version the

1inerican citizen will know,
I might, digress here for a moment. I am not one of the oldest people
in Washington. T have been around here for about S Vears, and I have
noticed that politicians. and I guess I would include, myself in that
category, rarely put, out information which is embarrassing or which
detracts from what we are trying to say about. ourselves. And that is
true of Government agencies. So much of the essential news which
the public. must know about us, about governmental agencies. about
fundamental public!, policy, becomes known only through wheat we
call leaks, confidential information slipped to newsmen about things

which are being kept front the public but which the public should

know.
It, is the /1).(7.».E:bmv decision which strikes at this essential form of

information. Unless we can do something in this session to shield
newsmen .from disclosim those sources of information, and to protect
them from intimidation and harassment, and other forms of coercion,
then T think these essential sources of information will he gone from
the American public.
If action is not, taken to reverse the trend toward the harassment
and imprisonment of newsmen, we will find ourselves with only one
source of information, the official Government. source. We will find

otirsell'es without the information on corruption or waste or inefficiency in Government. which is so often provided only from confidential
sources. Indeed, in many such instances these sources are themselves
Government employees and for them revelation of their identity would
mean almost certain dismissal.
Since the Branzburg decision was I landed down last. June, four news-

men have gone to jail, two of them for extended periods of time. In
addition, over a dozen other .newsmen have been 'threatened by the
cowls, prosecutors and legislators to 'reveal confidential information
and sources. These men have been threatened with jail or actually have

gone to jail. not because they failed to do their job, but precisely because they did their job well in revealing corruption or breakdowns in
law enforcement or abuses in State in 'titutions. These men were jailed
for performing a valuable service, an essential service for the American
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This is the type of injustice which threatens to dry up news sources
and muzzle the Nation's news media.

Mr. ,Instice Stewart noted in his dissent in Branzintrg;

The full flow of information to the public protected by the free press guarantee
would lie severely curtailed if no protection whatever were afforded to the process
by which news is assembled and disseminated.

This fear expressed by Mr. Justice Stewart is by no means unique.
Two years ago, Dan Rather, CBS News White House reporter. submitted an affidavit in the Ninth Circuit case of Upited ,`t rte.ti v. Caldwellone of the cases ultimately decided by the June 29 Bpanzburg
decision. In it, he referred to a longtime friend and confidential news
sou rce :

This ,decent, honest, citizen; who cares deeply about this country, has now
told me that he fears that pressure from the government, enforced by the
may lead to violation of confidence, and he is therefore unwilling to continue
to communicate with me on the basis of trust which existed between us.

Instances such as this are multiplying since the Supreme Court

ruling of last June.
Simply put, we are facing a major crisis in the ability of the press
to repoit the type of news &it we need to know, if we are to maintain
our status as a democracy in which there is a free and open exchange
of ideas. We are face to face with the dangerous situation of reporters
and other newsgatherers being unable. to uncover waste in government.

or the extent of the hard drug traflie, or the attitudes and plans of

extremist groups of either the right or the left.
At the same time. government's access to the media grows ever
greater. Instant, nationwide communication has enabled a President

to reach millions with one version of the truth. But the trends of

recent months may in the long run mean that this version of the truth

may by default become the entire truthfor the public may simply
not be able to learn of the "other side of the facts."

The practical effect of these twin trends is that we arc getting more

and more of what the Government wants us to knowand less and

less of What the public needs to know. We are often fed Government
information on a confidential basis, at the same time that our reporters
are finding it increasingly difficult to obtain information in confidence
which would prove corruption or waste in Government.

Mr. Chairman, in an important address delivered on January 19
in Chapel Hill, N.C., you outlined "four basic questions" which all
legislation introduced on this subject must face.
I would like briefly to discuss the means through which the legisla-

tion which I and eight other Senators have introducedS. 67

meets the vital need for protection of. the Nation's news media.
First, my legislation creates a qualified protection for the media. I
believe that some qualifications in the protection are justified, but
only in rare circumstances of exceptional threats to the national secu-

rity or to human life, and only after the Governmentor any other
party seeking disclosurehas met a stiff burden of proof.
to prove :
This showing would require the person seeking
is probable cause to believe that the person from
First, that ti
whom disclosure is sought possesses information or source identities

relevant to a specified probable violation of law;
Second, that the Federal or State proceeding in question has clear
jurisdiction over this probable violation of law;
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Third, that the information or source cannot be obtained by alternative means ; and

Fourth, that there exists an imminent danger of foreign aggression,
espionage, or threat to human life, which cannot be prevented without disci osu re.

The person seeking disclosure would be required to show by clear and
convincing evidence the existence of all four conditions before divesti-

ture of the protection could be ordered by the court.
These conditions together insure that the only types of information
or source identities which the Government or any other party seeking disclosure, could obtain would be limited to absolutely essential
matters. In particular, condition 2 would prevent unauthorized grand
jury "fishing expeditions," and condition 4 by requiring "imminent
clanger" mares divestiture substantially more difficult than in earlier
qualified newsman's shield legislation. In addition, substitution of this
type of language for the more general "compelling and overriding national interest- insures that court interpretations will not emasculate
the protection which he act is designed to afford.

Second, the legislation which I have introduced applies to both

Federal and State proceedings, including judicial, legislative, executive or administrative proceedings.
The great majority of the recent jailings and harrassment of news
gatherers since the Brawzburg decision have resulted from State proceedings. Protection is needed now to insure uniformity amono. the

States, to provide protection for news gatherers in each of the 50

States. There is now a good deal of interest at the State level in protecting newsmen. However, the degree of interest varies from State to
State, and the provisions of proposed State statutes also vary widely.
We must enact uniform standards which provide certainty both for
the newsmen andmore importantlyfor their sources.
In my view, Congress has the authority to legislate for the States
on this question, under both the commerce clause and the 1st and
14th amendments.

In order to make any protection we enact. meaningfully nationwide, I believe Congress should exercise this authority.

I have a fuller statement which I would ask be included in the
record which spells out the constitutional basis for that assertion.
The third question to be resolved is who should be able to claim pro-

tection. This is an extremely troublesome matter, but one regarding
which Congress has power to make. reasonable classifications and to
deal with those aspects of the problem it deems proper.
An amendment to my legislation which I intend to submit attempts
to deal precisely with this question. Without doubt, our major concern
should be avoiding any semblance of licensing of the media, or imposition of substantial restrictions through narrow definitions of who is to

be accorded protection. Indeed, should such restrictions or licensing
be the end result of any newsman's shield legislation, the cure may be
far worse. than the disease. On the other hand, we must be careful not
to define terms so broadly that every citizen is included.

The fourth and final subject of concernwhich I believe is actually
the most important in this entire areais the question of procedure.
It is the opinion of many in the news media an opinion in which I
concurthat the degree of protection offered by any qualified bill increases dramatically in proportion to the procedural difficulty the Gov-
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ernment must face in order to obtain divestiture of the protection.
Therefore..milike the qualified shield legislation of the past, my bill
makes it hbar that no sulipena will he issued until Ilw Government
has made its showinp This planes the burden of going forward entirely on the Government. %vhere this burden belongs.

Mr. Chairman. these four main areas of concern are only some of
Shield prOtVI't 1011 II WA
the many complex variables NVII 101
encompass. Hut while the problems we face in this :trey are legion. the
need for effective protection is urgent.

The interests at stake are no less than the survival of the system of
free inquiry 811(1 expression as the basis of our delliot'llley.

Justice William O. Douglas has placed these interests in a broad
and. ehxptent perspeet ire.
Free speech anti free pressnot spaceships Or automobilesare the important
syntimis of Western civilization. iii material things. the ronanunist world nill in
tittle cat ell up. But no totalitarian regime eon airily(' free speech and a free press.

Ideas are dangerousthe most dangerous in the winiti because they are haunting anal 1.111111 Ping. '1%.014( 011111111MA to (it'llUlvIlley live Ilangeronsly fur they stand
1.1111111111t ed never to still a voice in 'widest mIr

'ten iii relwilion.

'This is what is at stake in our tight to preserve the press freedoms
we ba vo all come to take for granted.

I hope we will act quickly and effectively to insure that these freedoms remain a reality, and not merely a remnant of a pastand lunch

happierera.

Thank you very much.
Senator EnviN. I Want to eollOtleild the excellence of your statement.

I have tried to find a sufficient definition of what a newsman is. 1
have a bill which I inn going to introduce today in behalf of Senator
Jaekson. Senator Pearson and myself. It defines a newsman as being
any person who is regularly engaged in the occupation of collectimm

information or making pictures for dissemination to the public by
menus of a newspaper, a magazine or a radio or television broadcast.
This definition is designed to answer the arguments of some that a
person who is not a bona fide newsman could invoke the privilege.

Also it is confined to those media of ommunications by which the
public is informed. I would be glad if you would consider it and give
us the benefit of your idea about whether this is a sufficient definition.
Senator IlIoNDALE. I would be glad to respond to that.

As the chairman knows, this will be one of the most difficult tasks
which the subcommittee has because I think everyone is an xions to
fully and umpiestionably defend newsmen, authors. media journalists.
and canter:linen in the legitimate collection of news.
I think it is important to say that it !mist be unquestionable. If the
rigid s that we protect here are vague and diffieult to define and subject
to later court or judicial or legislative interpretation. that is enough
to chill the sonrces, and cause many of them to hesitate to disclose

corruption or fraud if they think the true source is going to be disclosed. It may mean his job, it may mean worse, and if he is in any
doubt that the law is going to force disclosure of his identity. he may
not talk. So we have the dual problem of buttoningdown that protection in a way that is doubtlessly secure and. secondly, not extending
it so broadly that people can come within it who have no right to
protection.
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For example. it's been suggested that a criminal might call hinisi'lI
a reporter and say, -I am writing. a column now and I east testify on
this because it is privileged. I can't tell yon where I got my
information.We NValt to lie sure that statutory pmteei ion is designed in terms
Of an employment relationship or other similarly rely .aut flu
Senator Eavi N. Your statement indicates that you Shinre my convietion that, prosecuting attorneys and law enforcement agencies have
issued subpenas for newsmen in what yon might eall "fishing expeditions". I might state that this bill that I intend to introduce with Senator Pearson and Senator .1aekson recognizes that and tries to balance
the interest of the publi in the proseention of (Tie and the intemst
of the public in knowing what is going on in this country of ours. It
provides that a newsman cannot be compelled to testify III any criminal action. criminal proceeding or criminal investigation by a court

of the 'United States or of a grand jury acting under its authority,
in respect- to any information lie has gathered. unless it affirmutively
appears that in gathering such information he has acquired an actual
personal knowledge which tends to prove or disprove the commission
of a crime alleged or crime being investigated.

In other words, the bill 'would prohibit the subpenaing of any
newsman merely because he may have collected some hearsay informa-

tion about a crime and confines it to situations where he has the personal knowledge.

It would also seent to me, from the cases I have read, that there
has been a great abuse of the subpena to compel newsmen to produce
memoranda or notes or pictures or negatives or recordings, tapes and

other reeords which they have gathered in the exercise of their profession. This bill proviiles that newsmen or any person haying the
custody or control of his memoranda cannot be called upon to produce
them unless it affirmatively appears that they contradict or corroborate
testimony actually given by a newsman on the basis of his personal
knowledge of the commission of a crime.

That will, as see it, stop these indiscriminate attempts to get the
notes and recordings made by newsmen. I think that is essential.
It also provides two methods by which the privilege might be raised.
One is that the person who is subpenaed can obey the sulmenit, and

when he goes before the court or the grand jury and is called on to
testify, then he can raise the protection that he would be accorded. In
lieu of that, he can forthwith move to quash the subpena before the
judge of the court. The judge shall hear the motion ioo earner(' and
shall enter an order quashing the subpena unless the party seeking
the testimony of the newsman shows affirmatively that the evidence
of the newsman is either based on personal knowledge or is admissible
for one of these other purposes.

Senator MoNnALE. You know, it might be convenient if prosecutors, law enforcement officers, could have their work done for them by

newsmen. Unfortunately, the price of that, would probably be free
information. I spent 5 years as State attorney generala law enforcement offieerand I think there is a tendency to want to do it
that way, if you can, but I think we all clearly see the danger inherent
in math a process.
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And when a newsman is (dled before a grand jury the mere fact that

news sources in that comhe is called lx.fore it, I think, helps
munity, whether he is forced to finally disclose or not. That is why
in our bill we place great emphasis on procedure.

We spend a lot of time defining the protection. I think we ought to
slend equal time on the procedure, and what, we proposed in our bill
was that. the Goverinueict or other plaintiff entitled to bring an action
here first must get. a judicial determination that the information or
the identity that he seeks to obtain is one that collies within the meaning and definitions of law before he can proceed against the reporter.
And the reason for that is that we would him to put the burden on
the. 'lemon who wants to breach the privilege, rather than the other
way around. I would like to suggest something along that, line to the
chairman, because, as you know, just calling a reporter before the
grand jury is often enough to blacken his reputation and destroy his
capacity to further cover the story.
Senator Enwm. I think that was well recognized by the U.S. Court
of Appeals in the Caldwell MISC.
Senator MONDLE. Yes, sir.

Senator Euvix. I would certainly agree with you; it, is not much

value to give the man a right or privilege unless you have the procedure
17 which that right or privilege can he asserted and protected. Senator
Kennedy.

Senator KnxsEnv. Thank you very much. Mr. (7hairman. I want, to
-commend Senator Mondale for his statement and his comprehensive
testimony. He has obviously given this a great, deal of thought and
consideration, and we welcome his testimony before the. subcommittee.
I was interested in one of the features of your proposal. Senator

Mmulale, and that was the qualification that, you place in terms of
imminent danger of foreign aggression or espionage or threat to human

life.
I was just wondering in your review of the history of the whole
issue whether you felt that in the past situations which did involve
the threat, to national security or human life or even espionage, that
there has been any reluctance on the part of a responsible journalist
to come forward with that information and to indicate that information to the appropriation law enforcement, authorities which would
warrant your qualification on the absolute privilege in this particular
area?

Senator MoNum.E. I would have to say that. I know of none, but
one might occur. Senator Timmy said he was keeping an open mind
on the issue of whether it should be an absolute protection or qualified
in some way.
I would say I am keeping an open mind in the same direction.

If you read the definition, the exceptions are very, very rare, very
precisely defined, and could only be raised in the most extreme circumstances. It amounts to very nearly an absolute privilege because
the Government would have the burden on its own to go into court,
with very clear evidence required, that they
with the burden upon
must prove that the disclosure of sources is essential because of an
imminent danger of foreign aggression, of espionage or the threat to
life, which cannot be prevented withort disclosure of the inI
formation or source of information.
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Is it your feeling 811(1 impression) that unless we have at least some

Federal statute here t hat we are going to rim into a ;in-nation wham
ihinovot ~late Jorisitiilions might have ditferent laws with different
interpretations, hich might. pose troublesome kinds of problems for
t he reporter in one State versus another. Au informant will he 1Vollderill!, Whet her he is going to la) under t he. State la w or the Federal law

when he gives information. Not only do we have t he authority in the
1st and 11111 amendments, the Commerce clause, it necessary and
proper elatise. but it is important for us to move if we are really going
Io eliminate t he potentiality for all hinds or iloihigotiiis in this
senator moNo.mti.
believe. this is Very important.
Originally
of Iv!rishition simply applying to t he Federal level but then
it became quickly apparent I hat mom and more of the instances of re1

1

porters being jailed air Oerlirrin at the State and local leVel 1:111111
11011!Il it is occuring at all levels. 1 Can't think
the Federal level.
i011:11 interest that is more important than the free now or
01'
hirimiutt

We arc seeing some impressive efforts at t he State level. For ex-

ample t he ( kivernor ()I' my own State issued a special niessage.en fling
for 8 shit ovwsionws
v(it I lie variety of such legislat loll

that could occur at the State level. the number of States that might
not art, 811(1 the months and years t hat 'night take ro them to act,
have convinced me t hat we need a Federal statute which establishes
standards in Federal 811(1 State and local tribunals.
If we don't do that, t his will he another great. area of vagueness.
It a reporter can't be hauled before a Federal grand jury, a crafty
loyal prosecutor or local legislator who is .olfended by what is going
on might very easily find a State point of jurisdiction and haul him
1

before ;mot her grand jury.

As 1 said earlier, I don't think that lepislation wide his vague does

us any good, because %vhat we are talking about here is not, protecting

It newsman; we are talking about encouraging people with vital information, the public news, to feel free that if they tell a reporter they

will be free from intimidation and harassmeut. If it is vague, no
reporter can tell it source that that is the case.

We have had instances which show the need for this protection.
In one ease a welfitre mother who had evaded and violated welfare
laws had agreed to talk to one of the network newsmen, providing her
name was kept, confidential.
This is something the public ought, to know because the public, money
is involved in this.

When she was approached she said, "Can I be sure no one will

know my name?"

And the reporter, in fairness to her, said, "Let me check and I will

call yon back."

Ile called her back and said, "I lutist tell you, in all honesty, we
cannot guarantee yon that we can protect your identity."
"Well." she said, "I am not going to talk."

And this apparently is going on through all Government. When
you have people as distinguished as Dan Rather and James Reston and
many other top reporters, saying they have never seen people clamming up the. way they are now and refusing to talk, it means that all
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through Government, all through American life, sources are afraid
to tell what the public needs to know.

And unless we can deal with this problem clearly and Unquestionably, I don't think we have dealt with it at all.
Senator KENN Env. Just a couple of final points :

I suppose the law is quite clear on the whole question of libel now.
as I think Senator Gurney outlined briefly in Ins opening comments:
I f we are going.to charge that, that is a function of legislative action.
But, I suppose if we put. into any legislation the exception of libel,
which has been suggested, would you be concerned that there might
be those who Ivould in effect get into a court of law on the question

of libel and reach on into a reporter's sources on the allegation of
libel and that this may very well provide sort of another rule which
would he sufficiently expanded or broadened to again threaten the
in forniation'!

Senator MoNnit.E. Anyone can bring a libel action, and if you have
a libel exception, they can bring it on the most specious grounds, bold
depositions, force disclosure of identities. and drop the case.
So I think if you have a libel exceptiOn in there, you have passed a
bill and then driven such a big loophole in it that. you 'have nullilie'd
its effect.

I asked a prominent attorney from Chicago, A. Daniel Feldman,
who has extensive experience in libel matters, whether he thought
a newsman's shield bill would fundamentally adversely affect what
is left of the libel laws, and he said, "No." I would be glad to submit
for the record the memorandum which I received. from him on this
Subject,
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.

I would hope as you had your exchange with the chairman that you
give us the benefit of a judgment about who is a newsman. I think this
is going to be one of the real challenging questions.
There have been a number of different suggestions. But obviously,

:wain, you have given us some help already in your testimony here
this morning, but I think to the extent that you have given thought
to this question, and you could give us the basis .of your judgment,
I think that would be of great value.
I can tell your own thought process in this consideration has gone
into it and it is going to be one of the most troublesome areas and we
appreciate your help.
Senator MONDALE. We are anxious in the proposal that we have in-

troduced to define the bill broadly enough to.include all legitimate
reporter inquiry, whether printed or media, but also including authors and opinion writers. I think it is important that we cover the

whole area.
-Senator KENNEDY, What about scholars?
Senator MoNnAi.n. That is one of the toughest parts of this issue,

and I would hope that the committee would give that question very
serious consideration.

I recall when the Senator from Massachusetts and I inquired of
the administration whether we were sending arms to Pakistan while
Pakistan and Bangladesh were engaged in brutal civil war. The official answer on four separate occasions was: No, we are not sending
any arms to Pakistan.
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On fourseparate occasions we were told specifically, clearly, and
unequivocally that we need have no fears.1 remember saying publicly
1 was glad to see the administration was staying out of this.
Then an enterprising reporter, based on a leak, went up to the New
York Harbor and found three ships being loaded Nvi th anus to
Pak ist an.

Now, that is the type of deceit we are dealing with here. This was
a bipartisan letter, I think some 17 Senators wrote the State Depart-

ment. Yet the tend. nu of Government is to cover up and even to

deceive itself, and to try to avoid embarrassments. This is precisely.
why we need a searching free press and media there to challenge them

and to make the facts known to the public.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you very much for your comnients,
Senator 14,'kvix. Senator Tenney.
Senator TuNNkr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Most of the questions
amid issues that 1 had, you covered.

1 would like to compliment, Senator Mondale on his testimony. 1

think it. has been very excellent.

1 perceive that the qualification that you would have in your legislation is similar to the qualification expressed in a dissenting opinion
by .lustiees Stewart, Brennan, and Marshall, in the Branzburs/ case,
that under certain circumstances the tangible need to know the tint li
about the criminal activity on libelous matter or national security is
more important, than the tangible but theoretical chillinfr effect on
son MOS.

Did you intend to have your qualification appear to be the same as
expressed in the dissenting opinion?

Senator MoxnAhr. In my original proposal, we did draw on that
lanpliage, and then upon reflection we decided it was too vague. The
language in the opinion was "compelling and overriding national in-

terest," which is a very general standard. We changed that so that
procedurally, the Government must go get an approval from an in
dependent court in order to issue a subpena, with the burden en them.

Second, the standard must be among other things, that there exists

an imminent danger of foreign aggression, of espionage or of a threat,
to human life, which cannot be prevented without disclosure of the
information or source of information.
We got much more specific, on a far more limited exception, than
did the opinion to which you make reference.
Senator Tuw-NET. One of the things that has disturbed inc about
the Government's policies of classifying. information is that whereas
a person who is working clown in the lower echelon in the Federal
Intrenneracy could be prosecuted for revealing information in a classified document, if the head of the Department or the President. of-the
United. States reveals that very same information. it is accepted simply
as giving the public access to additional knowledge and information
about what is going on.

I recall at the time of the alell re71 decision, reporters were sub-

mitting affidavits saying that they had heard Presidents reveal information that was classified up -until the time it was revealed, and that
it was almost always done for the purposes of explditing the President's point of view and trying to convince the public that his point of
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view was correct. Do you have any thoughts on that as it relates to
tins issue?

Senator Moximi.E. I don't, know how you protect or prevent a top
echelon executive, from the President on down, from disclosing information ivhich his own classification system prohibits, or of denying
him the right to p1111i511 801110011e else .for doing what he just did. There

may be. some way of getting at that, I wish there were, but none vows
to mind,
I think one thing is clear, and that is that public officers in the lower
levels of Government \vim reveal 'fundamental .facts or oriticisms of
Government, are often punished in most dramatic ways,

Mr. Fitvrerald told the Joint Economic Committee that the C5A
airplane cost $.2 billion more than the Government said it did. He lost
his job. They first sent. him to Thailand to inspect bowling alleys, when
lie had just received a letter of commendation. 1 tun told he was one

of the most gifted accountants and contract appraisers in the A ie
Foree.

When Sergeant Lonnie Franks said that General Lavelle lied a private air \var going on in Southeast Asia, he went from a trusted staff
position to a coffee shop, and was then removed even from there on
the grounds that he had personal ity problems.
When Gordon Rule. of the Navy, an old trusted employee. came up

on the Hill and said some unflatterin, things about sonic of the contract procedures over there; lie, too, was transferred to a meaningless
job.
That is the situation, I don't mean it in a partisan sense, because

think it happens under too ninny governments and under both political parties. We don't like to have the truth come out; we would like
to have it our way, paint our own canvas, have one official version
and that is what the people have to take. That is why we need a vital
news source, and that is why we need to protect the right of insiders
to leak information that the public needs.
Senator TUNNEY. That is my feeling too. I feel very strongly that if
these at th very top can manage the leaks so that their point of view
is expressed publicly, in order to pick up public support for their point
of view, why shouldn't we protect a newsman's source if that source
is a person who is giving to the public the truth, irrespective of the
fact that at times it may be very embarrassing to the administration.
Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Any administration?

Senator Tu-xxvx. Any administration. Asa matter of fact, in the
Caldwell case, they were talking about Democratic Presidents leaking
information.
Senator MON DALE. That's right.

Senator KENNEDY [presiding]. Senator Gurney.

Senator GunNEY. Just one question on the libel subject. It isn't
your thought if a public official has been libeled, that he shouldn't be
able to sue for libel and recover if die libel is there?
Senator MoNDALE. Yes; if I understood your opening remarks, you

were talking about the possibility of changing the Federal libel law as
it affects the right to sue as a distinct issue from the newsman shield
legislation?
:13-47.1-7:1
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I am submitting for the record a brief prepared by a very distin-

guished libel attorney, A. Daniel Feldman, to which he says he doesn't
think a newsman's shield bill will really affect the question that you
raised. It is a separate issue, and I will submit that for the record.
[The document referred to is printed in the appendix.]
Senator Moximix. What I fear, Senator Gurney, is that if you make

a libel exception to the shield law, as you know, under the rules of
civil procedure, anybody can start an action, though, under rule 11,
there are certain professional restrictions that are very loose. You
can start an action and then the authority to take depositions and interrogatory follows under the rule and you can force disclosure of These

sources and information in that way and then drop the lawsuit..
So if you want to assure people of confidentiality of sources, it
seems to me under the shield legislation you can't have that exempt. But
that doesn't deal with your question.
Senator Gum: Ey. No ; 1 would agree they are two separate things,

although I do think the responsibility fO reporting is all wrapped

up in what we are talking about. now. I think all of us in public (Ace
have had numerous examples in our own personal lives as well as those
of our colleagues where we know there are stories, "sources say Senator
Mondale and Senator Gurney and Senator Kennedy did thus and so,"
and. we know we never did any such thing. In fact we may not have
been there.
These are points I was talking about in the opening statement. Take
a. look at some of those problems alon,,,0 with this
they are

wrapped up in the question of protectjng news sources.
Thank you.

Senator Maximix. Just one point, if. I might ; I don't believe.that
there is much that We could or should do about respdosible reporting.
My pet*nal opiniOn is that the Media :are quite responsible, thOnghl
have seen some irreSponsihility. rthinkthe most responsible, balanced,
seasoned reporters and colOinniSts and newsPaPerS and news outlets
over the long 1114 tend to gain the most confidence and respect. Irre-1

sponsible-ones do not and I *Ada eertaiiq Aatdte set spoi serve on
a political body th4paised on
reaponiciblW of newsmen.
I think that we ehOuld depend 400n. the forges ;of 'WO 'rather than
political forme to beir upon them. But IgiVe that answer with a little
reluctanCe beeenge I don't kin* 'exactly *list prOpesal, you 'have in
Senator QUUNET, I would :make 0, comment

that. 1:1-tow can you

get, to the truth, so called, if you have a situation, as is ths case today,
in most major flews Centel* where both the morning and afternoon
papers have the same:Owners?
Senator MownAL.s. That is Why. I said
.

.

was '1.040,44. If you aregetting at monOpOly of neWa'ownership, I :think tlis is a very good
issue to.get into.

'

Senator GURNEY. Well, thisiS iioothsiisspe aill wrapped up *what
we are discussing:
.
We do' have a monopoly of news ownership.
ptoday, in the newepaper.
k..

field and in inany ot. er sress:iist;$*i reporting. 'Where there is a

monopoly
St t4041itktisosiissuiSog isfilcsiiy7cOtripeting
news organ to
fit it, at least in
iis,osoper ASK Thsrefois,
think the question
responsibility again arises and ought to be dealt
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with, '.11101, seNns to be no ma.)* or patrolling the i rittli of. what is writ-

ten about. 11. public (acid Or .for that matter somebody

\\*110

isn't a

public official, because, he is just. as important tts those Who twtld public

office. I would tend to agree with you that, if you can get the truth the
pub lie is
i
able to jihIge the truth 1.)3, itself, as they are in political campaigns, where both. cnndidatos are saying what, they believe in owl
also exactly what is erroneous in what, the. other person says. It is so
OftV11 t 1St', case tlint, there is no way of getting at. the truth really. IN'e
hare numerous instnnees tvhorc not,
1,,,1-1n,tions are printed even
t hough the media I:nows that error was made.

So I Llo think that perhaps we could look into the responsibility

aspect.

Sentltor:MoNum,E. yes.
Senator .1(ENNtto)-. Thant; you very much.
Senator Cranston. we welcome you. Our

chairman has
been called out. of the hearing room for just a moment hut I know he
wanted to extend a warm welcome. to you. You have provided ,'rout
1c1(ilei:11i11 in this 101010 area and you have given it ;,rent deal or considerotion and we are
li forward to ycnir comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. ALAN CRANSTON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Senator CitAxs.rox. Thank yon very much, Mi. Chairman. I an delighted to be with von and the members of the committee. I am privileged to be here today to testify on the need for congressional action to
protect, news sources and information obtained by the media against
compulsory disclosure in Federal and State proceedings. On January 4,
.1 introduced S. 158 on behalf of the _American Newspaper Publishers
Association. That bill embodies the principles and objectives which. I
believe, are indispensable elements of the legislation which your sub-

committee and the full judiciary Committee should report to the

Senate, and which the Congress should enact. Nothing less than the
freedom of the press in Our society is at stake.
For a society to be truly free it, must, have a. press that is truly free.
The first amendment is not a piece of special interest, legislation for the
news industries. It is rather a governmental guarantee to a free people
without which they could not remain free for long.
One of the fundamental services that a. free press readers to a free
people is to watchdog the various levels of government., the officialdom
and the bureaucracy who handle the people's money and who wield
awesome powers over people's lives and freedoms. The press in
America has amply lived up to that responsibility.
Hardly a day passes without some evidence of public or private
hank -panky or worse being exposed by the press somewhere in our
country. These stories are based In large part on confidential tipsters
who confirm what the reporter has learned from other sources or who
lead hint to new revelations. Without those leads 11111113, of those stories
might never have been written. And many of the criminal indictments

and convictions that followed those stories might never have
happened.

As a former correspondent. for the old International News Service,

I know, and most newsmen agree with me, that confidential sources
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are indispensible. But the U.S. Supreme Court last June, 29 ruled in
effect that the press in our country does not possess an inherent first

amendment right to withhold confidential information, and that a

reporter may therefore be, jailed if he refuses to disclose information
demanded, by a court. But Justice Byron White, who wrote the .1
to 4 majority opinion, invited congressional response. He pointed out
that notwithstanding. the Court's feeling in the matter. Congress has

freedom to determine whether a statutory newsman's privilege is
necessary and desirable.
But by no means does everyone favor congressional action at this
time, if ever.
The administration, though reluctantly willing to accept sonic quali-

fied bill, thinks the press should put its trust totally in the

sell`

restraint of the Justice Department and rely on the Attorney General's truidelines. Those are the guidelines which the Attorney General's i)flice imposed on itself in August 1970 in response to a growing
concern of the /IOW'S media.

That concern arose from a spate of Federal grand jury sbpenas
earlier that year. They included subpenas served on Time, Li fe. and
New,week ; the four major newspapers in Chicago, and the now

fatuous subpena for Earl Caldwell of the Yaw YorCTimes, which led.
to last June's landmark decision. During 196940, the networks were
served mom than 150 stibpenns.

In my opinion, the Attorney General's guidelhies are a rather shaky
staff for an independent press to rely on. True, they restrict somewhat
the use of the subpena power against newsmenbut only somewhat.

And only for as long as any particular Attorney General wishes to
keep them in effect. Worse yet, the guidelines implicitly legitimize
governmental powers over a free press which, in my view, the Governmina should not possess.
Much more credible to me is the fear expressed by some members of

the press that looking to the legislature for protection is a risky business. They accurately note that "What Congress gives, Congress can
take away." These newsmen prefer the path recommended by one
publication that warned that the press can "only put its trust in the
first amendment pure and clear, and plug away at getting the whole,
truth and nothing but the truth."
Unfortunately, the first amendment became considerably less "pure
and clear" for press purposes, thanks first to the Caldwell decision.
and then to the Court's refusals to review the imprisonment of Bill
Farr in California, and Peter Bridge in New Jersey. So despite the
opposition of some members of the press to congressional action, it is
now apparent that unless Congress does act,, strongly and clearly, to fill
the first amendment void created by the Caldwell decision, our press

freedoms will be still more seriously eroded as lower courts apply
the Caldwell holdings in more and more cases.

Some newsmen believe, that the best way to get the Government and

the courts to back down is for more reporters to choose jail rather
than violate a confidence. To quote their reasoning: "They can't put
us all in jail. And besides, it will prove to informants that reporters
won't break their word."
Most newsmen would agree, however, that the sight of a newsman
being carted off to jail is more likely to shake up a news source than
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reassure him, And it's less than a sure bet that Government. 1 nnsectitors
are g.oing to 1w deterred even by a succession of sacrificial bons behind
bars.

I. agree with attorneys for the Wa 8hinglon PoNt and

week

who hold that
The preservation of an institution as important to our form of government

as a free press should not and must not depend upon the willingness of newsmen to go to jail.

The currant debate for the most parf has centered not on whether
Congress should pass protective legislation, but rather on what should
w the nature and sweep of that. legislation.
Who and \Villa should 110 protected? Under what conditions.? Indeed, should there be any limitations, or should the ban against compulsory disclosure of confidential news sources and information be
total mid unqualified?
I believe that to broadly embracing and absolute protection is needed
to insure that the public gets the information it must hare in a democratic society. It is my view that Congress' aim should be to protect, exrightswhich many people
plicitly by statute, all of the newsgathering rights

amendmentuntil
had all along assumed were implicit in the
the Court told us otherwise.
l'hough sonic people talk in terms of a newsman's privilege, that is

a misnomer. The newsman merely exercises the privilege on behalf of
the public. The. public itself is the beneficiary. Congress must act to
protect the public, not merely the newsman and his source. The press
in America trinst be able to protect its sources so it can continue to ex-

pose corruption and lawlessness in and out or government, in high
places and low.

Intelligent self-government requires a vigorous, robust press that

will develop confidential leads and follow meal up. It demands fiercely

independent, unintimidated news media that probe and investigate,
question and criticize, and so shed the daylight of public exposure on
every shaded or shady area of pnblic life.
It also demands a press that is more than an uncritical conduit for
public pronouncements. Today's in-depth, interpretive reporters make
frequent use. of confidential information to help them verify and evalnate the on-the-record news they get from official sources. Much that
is handed out as news these days is superficial, sometimes deliberately
misleading, and almost always self-serving.
If a f-governing people are to govern themselves wisely and well,

their Government must encourage the fullest possible freedom for
them to speak their minds; the Government should encourage the
people's freest possible access to information and opinion by which

they may enlighten their minds. The two arc inseparable and
interdependent.

'But what would happen to investiontive reporting, what would
happen to advances toward truth and probity in public life which
result from fearless investigative reporting, if newsmen could not
guarantee confidentiality to their news sources ?

It is generally recognized that these sources would dry lip. That

drying imp constitutes a danlyer to onr free press and, more importantly,
a clangor to 011r free society. Without an ironclad assurance of allonym-
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ity, many people with vital information that should come to piddle

attention simply won't talk.
That's not surprising. When public or private power is abused, it is
oftut abused secretly. As a police department often must. depend oil
a tip to solve a crime, so an investigative. reporter often must depend
on a knowledgeable, inside informant to be able to discover abuses .of

power and bring them to public attention. But informants who fear

for their jobsand sometimes for the Ii vesrarely divulge incriminating information unless they feel sure that their identity will be

kept secret.

Robert Fichenberg, chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, warns that
it would take only a few instances of forced diselosure at the Federal level
to set in motion a natio,' ide chain reaction Of timidity and relnctamv among
viten' iai sources.

That "chain reaction of timidity" may already be underway. Brit
Hume ataloged. in a New York Time8 article last December. in-

stance after instance of inside-the-Goveriunent informants choking up,
if not drying up, for him and other newsmen:
is is a case of no news
being bad news. What we don't know will hurt

Significantly, Mr. Justice White's opinion for the Court in the

Caldwell case projected just the opposite result of a. failure to protect
news sources. He said :

Reliance by the press on confidential informahts does not mean that all sources
will in fact dry up because of the later possible appearance of the newsman before a grand jury.... There is little before us indicating that informants whose
interest in avoiding exposure is that it may threaten job security, personal safety,
or peace of mind, would in fact, lie in a worse position. or would think they would

be, if they risked placing their trust in public officials as well as reporters.

In fact, the experience of the last 7 months indicates Justice White,

was not correct on. the
of the situation. I think that is a significant
development. Through investigations such as these hearings, Congress

can discover the truth as to whether news sources are indeed drying
up. And based on independent, comprehensive findings, Congress can
then take appropriate legislative action.
.

The Court's opinion also makes much of the point that though

there has never been a Supreme Court holding that news sources were
protected, sources were not reluctant to come forward with confidential information in the past. This, I must say respectfully, misses the
point. Most. of the reporters, broadcasters, publishers, and private citizens with whom I have talked had generally assumed prior to the Cal(1,well decision that such a constitutional protection was implicit in the
first amendment freedom of the press clause. It was the Court's holding to the contrary which opened wide a door which had hitherto been
widely understood to have been locked.

Newsgathering is an obvious prerequisite to news publication or
broadcast. Consequently, governmental action that has the effect of
restricting newsgathering by drying up news sources is, in a real sense,
a form of prior restraint on the pressa practice most Amer:calls look
upon with abhorrence.

Informants will be encouraged to talk to the press only if the law
that Congress designs to protect them against involuntary disclosure
is "as broad as possible and simple enough for anyone to understand"
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(to quote PoNt-YereNireele la%vyers apt

For if the law is neither

broad nor easy to understand it will lik.ely turn off rather than encour-

age news sources. That. I'm afraid, %vill be the result if any of the

qualifications proposed in other bills now before the siihcommittee are
(quieted into law.

Read some of the qualifications that have been proposed. singly or
in combination and consider: I Iow many potential informants will be

eager to talk to the press once they realiw that the reporter may be
compelled to testify if there is °probable cause" to belie ye that the
information they give him is "clearly relevant" to a suspected crime?
Or that the evidence is "unavailable" or "not readily accessible else where ?" Or that the information must be exposed in open court "to
prevent, a 'nisei) rriage of justice ?" Or because of "rompelli lig and overriding national interest" or for reasons of "national security ?"

We all know that the Government of the United States ao invoke

national security almost anytime it wants to. And in most cases makes
it stick. Is a loophole like "national security" likely to reassure confidential news sources that they could talk with impunity'? Would a

member of an espionage ring tell what lie knows to a newsman if
the reporter is compelled to identify him to the authorities? Hardly.
And as a result of his silence, law enforeement officers themselves will

not have the, benefit, of the information lie might otherwise have
disclosed.

All such qualifications, though intended to protect the public. are
in fact self - defeating. They would hurt, not help, the public. Take as
another example a proposed exception that would deprive the news
source of anonymity where there, is "a. threat to human life." There
is such a qualification in the bill introduced by Senator Mondale who
preceded me this morning. If. the identity of a member of the Mafia
is ever revealed in court because he, tipped off a reporter to a planned
murder, it will probably be the last time that. a member of the Mafia

or anyone else who doesn't want to be "fingered"tips off a reporter
to a murder.

Moreover, what constitutes a threat. to human life? Is bad meat
sold to the public a threat to human life? Last July, William Avery,
news director of channel 13, in Springfield, Mo., wrote to tell me
about substandard meat processing plants in the State which the station's reporters had learned about through confidential sources. The
station broadcast the story.

If the "threat to human life" exception applied in this case, as

well it. might, then the station's newsmen could be compelled to identify the source of their story. With that precedent, how many others
would dare tell. a newsman about. unwholesome conditions in a food

processing plant in the future, particularly if somebody working in
the news plant didn't want his job jeopardized.
Thus an exception probably meant to apply to cases where killings
may be involved could easily spill over to cover instances of bad food
which might cause illness or death. Similarly, this in turn could extend to product .safety of any kind: automobiles, flammable clothes,
or unsafe power tools used in the home. A worker in a factory might
not dare reveal to a newsman that the powersaws his plant produces

are defective for fear that his identity would be revealed in court
and he'd lose his job.
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The worse the crime we want to prevent or to solvekidnapping,
murder. political assassiiiatioil, espionagethe more important it is
that Congress produce legisktion that will encourage tipsters to tell
the press what they know about these crimes. To creny these sources
protection again disclosure yid surely mean that these sources will
not risk their necks by talking. And the information we need the
mosttipoffs to kidnapping or murder or political assassination or
espionage -is the very information we will no longer receive.
Most people won't read the law, of course. But they will read of
reporters and their informants caught in its web. When silence is
so much safer, few potential informants will be willing to take their
chances of emerging unscathed from the vague and uncertain legal
name created by a qualified protection.

A number of pending bills propose a total exception for defamation
eases. I believe that such a blanket. libel exception would create so
huge a loophole as to destroy the very protection we are seeking to
create.
The riding, in the Neu. York Thee. and Rosenbloom, cases require

plaintiffs in "public figure" or "public interest" defamation snits to
prove malice on the part of the news media when the media has disclosed alleged corruption or wrongdoing. As a result., it is now extremely difficult for the "public" plaintiff to win a defamation award,

or even to resist summary dismissal of his case.
But a blanket libel exception in these kinds of cases would in effect

give "public figures" a concrete, albeit illegitimate reason to bring

libel actions against, the media. Though the public official would stand
little chance of winning his suit, he would be able to force the newsman
to disclose the confidential news source who "blew the whistle" on him.
A blanket libel exception clearly offers far too great an opportunity
for abuse.
I also want to focus briefly on the need for a Federal statute which
extends to all non-Federal proceedings. In the course of these hearings,
you will hear from eminent constitutional scholars who can best pre-

sent. the arguments for the authority of the Federal Government to

enact preemptive legislation in this field. I will leave the 14th amendment and commerce clause arguments in their able hands.
What I wish to emphasize is the practical need for uniformity in this
area to preserve the public's need to know. A Federal statute applying
only to -Federal proceedings offers little assurance to a potential news
source who knows that, the newsman can be subpenaed and compelled
to reveal in a State or local proceeding the informer's identity or certain information he has given in confidence. I do nst believe we can

afford the luxury of waiting for each of the remaining 31 States to
act in Ciis field. Nor can we'expeet them to enact a uniform law any
more than the 19 States which already have a wide variety of news
protection legislation..
For the channels of confidential communications to be effectively
reopened, newsmen and their sources must know with reasonable certainty what the rules are as to a subpena issuing under either State or
Federal authority. It is also important to stress that news flow clearly
is a national occurrence. And that we in Washington, D.C.. for ex-

ample. need to have the fruits of the confidential relationshipsand
the information flowing from such sourceswhich the press may have
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established in San Diego, Chicago, Philadelphia, or wherever. News,
and the public's need to get the news, knows no State boundaries.
An attorney cannot violate the canons of ethics and break a confidence with his client even to prevent the conviction of an innocent
man or to disclose a, breach in national security. Yet we don't hear
demands that the attorney-client privilege 1w "qualified" to compel
a lawyer to testify when lie has that kind of information. Nor do we

hear that either our system of justice or the survival of our Nation
is in jeopardy because that privilege isn't qualified.
A doctor also cannot be compelled to break a confidence with his
patient. But it is accepted that he will violate his Hippocratic Oath
and disclose confidential information about his patient if. in his professional judgment, disclosure is necessary for the public safety or to
protect his patient's life.

A reporter must also have this double set of freedoms: freedom

from compulsion and freedom to follow the dictates of his conscience,
his common sense. his loyalty to his country and. most cogently. freedom to exercise his professional judgment. The reporter alone is competent to determine if breaking his pledge of confidentiality in a particular case will harm future relations with his sources and so diminish
or destroy the services he can continue to render the public, as an investigative reporter.
Many people consider the press a kind of unofficial ombudsman of

our constitutional system . Many have learned that it is sometimes

neceasaty to get. press publicity as a prod to those in authority to take
action against wrongdoers. In most such cases, the only alternative to
public disclosure is continued coverup. That. is perhaps why prosecutors in States with so- called newsmen's shield laws told a New York
Law Revision Commission that those statutes actually help them in
law enforcement. A number of State attorney generals and other law
enforcement officials agree completely.

I believe that an unfettered press is basic for law and order and
justice in a free society. I am equally convinced that an unfettered
is basic for a criminal defendant to have the protections that the
Founding
Founding Fathers envisioned when they insisted on his constitutional right to a "public trial."
I believe that a. defendant, has more to fear from secrecy in his trial
proceedings than from press coverage, more to fear from a Aar ehamber than from a five-star edition.

First. is literally first, constitution-wise. The Court has time aua
.again ruled that first amendment rights like the right of free speech
and free. press- enjoy preferred status. First amendment. rights must
be given greater weight whenever they come into conflict. with other
Bill of Rights guarantees.
That's simple. logic, as far as Fm concerned. For if first amendment
rights did not exist, most. of the rights enumerated in the other nine
amendments would be empty rights; they would offer little consolation
to a people intellectually enslaved.
If newsmen are compelled to testify about. criminal information they
may possess, most. if not all of them will soon cease to be recipients
of criminal information and so, having nothing to testify about. will

no longer be subpenaed. That may be one way of resolving the cur-
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rent controversy. but it is not the way I recommend in the public interest, or in the interest of law and order and justice.

Many undesirable side effects also will occur if newsmen's files.
notes and "work product- are available. upon subpena to prosecutors,
investigators and others.
People who normally deal with the press openly. in a straightforward manner will become more guarded and more reticent once they
realize that. something they say may involve their in a criminal inves-

tnnition. And filially investigators will tend to rely on newsmen's

investigative work rather than pursue their own.
The news media will consequently take on the image of being part
of. rather than distinctly separate from. official grovernmental proc-

esses and the authority of the State. Press credibility will suffer.
Worse yet. if the Government can subpena the media's notes, tapes.
film. and outtakes. it. can easily set itself up as a kind of supereditor,
passing judgment on the accuracy and objectivity of the gathering,
editing. and publication of news. It is but one short preeipitous step
from the government as supereditor to the government as supercensor.
I can think of no single issue pending before Congress or the Nation
at this time which more fundamentally affects the delicate balance

of our denim-1.0k process. The public's right to knowmore to the
point. the public's need to knowis dependent. on the ability of the

press to protect all of its information and all of its sources of
information.
I know this subcommittee and the. full committee will wisely con-

sider all the. consequences and long-range implications of the bills
before it. and will devote its experience and energies to insuring that
the peoplo of .our land receive the information they must have for our
denmeraey to work.
Mr. Chairman, I thank von.

Senator Eavrx [presiding]. You have a most thoughtful statement.
I have serious constitutional questions, however, about the capacity of
Congress to pass a newman's shield law which will establish a rule of
evidence. for the States. I say that because Congress has the power, of

course. to pass any law that is necossaly or appropriate to enforce
the Constitution. but the majority of the Court held in the Bronzburg
and Colthrell eases that the first amendment doesn't give any rights

to a newsman. I get a lot of wisdom out of "Aesop's Fables." I remember the story about the dog that had a bone and was crossing the creek
on a foot. log. HP saw a reflection of the bone in the water and thought

there was another dog down there who had another bone and he

wanted both bones. When he opened his mouth to grab the bone that
was reflected iu time water. he lost the bone he had.

Now 'in view of the fart the Supreme Court has said that the first
amendment doesn't give any privilege in this field, I doubt seriously.
whether Congress can legislate with respect to the States. It seems to

me that the better part of wisdom, instead of miming the risk of
losing a good `'home" by going after a bad one. would be for us to

develop a good shield law here. I think the press has enough influence
with State. legislators to get it duplicated if it. is a wise one. I believe
that is the wisest method with which to proceed.
Senator CRANSTON. I recognize, first. your (xpertise in constitutional law and obviously do not pose as any expert in this field. Others
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who are experts will present the view that there is a reason to perhaps conclude that the Constitution would periiiit involvement here.
The commerce clause might well be the basis for that.

I speak only from the point of view of one who has been a news-

man, one who has, too, been simply it private citizen and now a public
official. I recognize that news is national. in scope. 1. feet that 1 as a

citizen will not have access to all of the news if there. are laws that
hamper new work in some parts of the country and I feel that confidential sources will be very confused and all too cautious if it is not
dearly understandable throughout the Nation what protection they
get and what protection they perhaps do mot get.

Senator Eavix. Also I think there is a pragmatic question before
those of us who favor some kind of shield law and that is what kind
of law can we get. Congress to pass. As the U.S. Court of Appeals said
in the Caldwell case, and I think its opinion is one of the greatestjudi-an inter clad opinions I have ever rend, any shield law must
est of society in the prosecution of a crime and also, of course, an inter-

est in the society knowing what is going on in this country. I was in
hopes that the Supreme Court of the United States would recognize

there Is a constitutional principle involved and that the Supreme
Court would adopt the wise view that the U.S. Court of Appeals
adopted in the Caldwell ease and balance the two interests in each
individual caserather than leave it to us to have to pass a law. But I
certainly agree with yin that we do need SOUR` kind of a law that

would at least protect the people at the Federal level, and because it is
essential', as yon point out so well in your statement, for the public to
know what is going on in the field of crime and corruption. Most of
the information about these areas is going to come from people who
would be very reluctant to have themselves disclosed as those who informed the newsman. Certainly it is essential, I think, to get some kind
of good shield law passed.
I want to commend the support. which you have always manifested
for some concrete and definite action in this field.
Senator CRANSTON. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let
me stress my very deep conviction that it isn't just a matter of getting
some kind of a shield law passed. Congress might very, well pass a

shield law that would set us back rather than forward. and I would
oppose a bill that had qualifications in it that. would destroy the protections that it is my purpose to enact. We could get a very bad bill
as well as a good bill,

Senator Envisr. I agree. One reason I ani of the opinion State shield
laws are not very satisfactory is that they have so many qualifications.
some of which are artificial in nature, and in most cases, they do not
solve the problem. I think we need a concrete definite law that can't
be misconstrued by the courts.
Senator Caaxs.rosr. Yes, that is the problem. The various proposed
qualifications sound fine and they are well intentioned but when yon

try to analyze how they will apply in specific cases you find there
are giant loopholes that can acti* destroy the protection we seek

to give.
Senator KENNEDY. I, too, want to thank you for appearing. I agree
with your concluding comments and statements about the importance
of assuring that any legislation is going to be of sufficient description
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woill(1 totally agree wit Ii you that there. slionlil
S motor
()till freedom of critioism. That, of course, is not what I. ant talking
about. 'What I 8111 talking about is the publication of falsehoods that.
I)(

seriously damage it person's character, credihility, and ability to
fortn ill the 1)11hra7. office, since Nye are talking
the public (Mice.
would also make another comment too..1. think things have changed
very drastically since our Founding. Fathers' time or even 11)1) .ears
iii Now
;',1) years ngo. I can romembet as 8 .%01111g
Yell): We II:el a great many more newspapers in New 'York City t han
Ilion., ;HA, today. Then, is only olio. morning iimvspappi. them to that,
met ropol is 811(1 that. is true in most. other large cities. Your
morning and evening newspapers are usually by the same press and
frequent IV thew OW/1 a television sta I ion and radio stilt ion. Where there

were a milititlide of news media, at least. III pv114.101111 ill the ((Arty

days of ow. voimtry. tht,ve avow( ilmv. We do live in a changing
society. hut 1 11011k t hot ill many eases a mon in public (Alice or as a
',Hyatt,
Shm11(1 talk about I 11(911 at..; well zis mipselvvs, bev:i tiso.
there a
more or them illan there 81C Or O:+. We really 11:1V0 very little
chance now of seekiii i. redress under the present libel laws 811(1 the
present system of what amounts to, indeed, a monopoly like a public

utility monopoly. There is not even ally way really of getting in the
newspaper business, or a new television network, or getting. another
television station, so I. think we need to look into all of those things.
Senator CnANs.rox. .1 don't know of any (...oninninity of any size in
our country that has a monopolistic situation in regard to /IOW'S 111(41111.
There is in evttpy commoility that Hill think of at least 01111 news_

paper, often more. Community newspapers compete around New York
and other major cities with the dominant newspaper, the one looked
upon as the dominant. paper. '.1:liere are radio stations with growing
proliferation in most communities. You have TV access and competition in most communities and with the development of cable TV you
now have a proliferation of voices 1111(1 viewpoints there.

Senator CuitNnY. -.I. was talking about newspaper monopoly when
I used the word "monopoly."
Senator CHAss.rox. Very seldom. I. know of no large city Jul America
where there is It monopoly in .terms of newspapers. The community
papers are giving t he major dailies a very tough battle for readers and
for advert ising.
Senator Flizytx. Don't you think that. the Founding Fathers placed
the first amendment guaranteeing freedom of the press in the. Constiut iffit becali,r they believed that our country has nothing to fear in
the long
for freedom of the press as long as it leaves truth free
to combat error
Senator CuANs.roN. Absolutely.
Senator FAivis. And don't von believe that if you attempt to regu-

late freedom, any kind of freedom, so as to prevent it from being
abused, that on ore likely to wind up with a, destruction of that
.freedom?

Senator eitAxsTox. I do without quest ion.
Senator Eavtx. And the truth of it is a man doesn't-Ai:lye any freedom

at all unless he has freedom to act wisely or foolishly under given
eircninstances, doesn't he?
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Senator CitAxsToN. I agree again. Mr. ('hairman, I am considering
certain revisions of S. I58. If I subsequently do submit such amendments, would greatly appreciate your printing such amendments in
the hearing record.
Senotor7Envis. Thank you. Without objection, any amendments to
S. 1:18 will be included in the hearinirrevord.
[Subsequently, on Ararrh S. I 9i:1, Senator CraliSton submitted a

substitute text. for S. 1)8 which is listed in the appendix.]
I >ASK

0111 next WittleSt-4'S sure. Mr. bred (irminin and M

k

La ndau, Nebo are representing the Reporters Committee on Freedom of
the Press.

Senator Ems. We appreciate your willingness to come here and
give us the benefit or your views in the lield iii Nvhich you are very
km)wledgeable.
STATEMENT OF FRED GRAHAM AND JACK LANDAU, ON BEHALF
OF THE REPORTERS COMMITTEE ON FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

Mr. LANnAu. -.MY name is .Tack C. Landau. I am a working news
reporter employed as the Supreme Court ,orrespondvnt of The Newhouse Newspapers. I ant accompanied by Fred P. Graham, a working

news reporter employed as :t Washington correspondent for CBS

News. Mr. Graham is a member of the liar of the State of Tennessee,
and I am a member of the bar of the State of Now York. We am here

today as individual reporters in our capaeities as m-Trbers of the

executive committee of The Reporters Committee for
Mom of the
Press. We have a rather long ivritten statement which We Nvonld like
permission to submit for the record and we have a very short version
of it which we would like to read with some additional comments.
Senator Envtx. Let the, record show that the entire statement will be

printed in full in the body of the record after the testimony of the
Witnesses.

Mr. GIL\ IIANt. Mr. Chairman. T want to thank you for the opportunity to appear here again. As you know, I testified °nee before in
front, of this subcommittee in its general inquiry into the relation between the Government and the press and now that we are down into
this more specific point 1 appreciate the opportunity to express the
reporters committee's view on these subjects. We are simply going to
file our prepared statement, at least concerning my part, Mr. Mai rman.
and I would like to address myself to a few points that have come up
this morning and have been points of particular inquiry on the House
side in hearings on this same subject.

As you know, the Reporters Committee supports essentially the

views expressed by Senator Cranston immediately preceding this testimony. We favor an absolute newsmen's shiehl law, absolute in the sense

that it would not be qualified with provisions that would permit the
shield to he Nvnivod by a court or removed by a court under certain cir-

cumstances. We favor a preemptive Federal statute which would

apply in the various States and to the Federal Government and to various bodiesjudicial, administrative' and legislative.

thir reasons for both of those, Senator, are underscored by what

Senator Cranston said. You will recall he said that people in the news
media and apparently our sources assured prior to the Catdiccit
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lion by the Supreme Court. I hat we couldn't la: forced to disclose confidential sources and confidential infornuition---that the first amendment protected t he sources from that sort of treatment.
We feel, and I have been told this by a number of reporters. I lint the
not only on thv 1)(.00. \\iv, would
Cd/dire// decision had a shock v
novilially N. 0111' 80111.11.8 1)111'

I thin]: tine 10p.af community. I 111111: many

lawyers and particularly prosecutors now -feel that in some way the
door is open to treat:nig the news media as an non of the prosevid ion and
1111Ve 111:ell the ("(//dtPrii CAS(' ;18 alli1111:1611.' l'11feel in a 9,1"1181'
1'0111110111011t to S111111011;1 reporters,
1

11'c haven compendium which we wish to submit for the record here.
:lir. Chairman. which lists all or the known instolles situp clo ('idd11.(11 case in which reporters have been subpenaed. T would ask your

inillibtisnee to withhold that for a couple of days. 'Film arc coming So
fast since we prepared it last week wis have disco isreit a collide more.
Senator Euvf N. 11-v will be glad to receive any additional instances
at any time before the hisaiTing recor 1 is closed
Mr. (lumi.of. .1 11 ri!,111...

donator Einix Icontliminsx 1. 1Vhich you can communicate with us
orally or by letter, any way that is most. convenient. for you.
The docuniciit re.terre(1 to is printed in the appendix.]
Mr. Cla.m.vm. All right. sir. slitiive to say for this occasion that the

incidents of subpenaing, and particularly by State and local prosecutors, has risen tremendously since the (7,1d well &vision.
T linco 1111(1 one personal instance in which T had an opportunity at
a story arid lost it 1 believe. because. it is very. difficult to know. as von
know, when a source. has h0011 -frightened away by the threat. of a snb-

penn---but T fool there was one story that T lnitht have 1111(1 that T
lost because. of the subpena threat-. Other reporters toll me the same
thing.
Senator. T would stress that VOW f011* l'01)01101'S have in fact disclosed

sources. 'they have gi-me to jail. Now. if Peter -Bridge, and 11111 Farr
and some of the others had not gone to jail and in the headlines rather
than the story of the newsman going to ;in!i had been the story of one
disclosing the source. T think the drying lip of news would have been
much more pronoimeed than it in fact has been. So T do hope that the

kind of legislation that we support will be forthromin!, before some
people in the media have to cave in and disclose sources and accelerate
this process of drying np of in formation.
T want to talk just for a minnte about our feelin.o. about an absollito
bill. Senator, and then my colleague, Mr. Landan. will discuss the preemptive. -features.

We feel that it. is strange that there. is so much sentiment in the
CO11gITS8 for a qualified privilege when in fact. of the State statutes
that have been passed. a large majority of them are unqualified. are
absolute. So we think it. is odd that. now that the Cour-Tess has finally
turned to this cmestion, there seems to be an assiniipticm that there
should be qualifications.
T tine k probably there are two reasons. One is that. there are some
very serious crimes ill the. Federal statutesthe crime. of assassination
of a President, threat, to the national security. perhaps espionage. treason. ami some othersand it. is understandable that. it would conic to
mind that perhaps there should be some qualification.
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think maybe there has also been a

:O1101111t Or 11(.1'd instinct

here, that. the Pearson hill was the first one that was widely talked
about and it. had qualifications. I think that as other Senators decided
to introduce. bills they felt that they should row.ider that and

it in the hill. But we have analyzed the State statutes. As of our analysis in November of 1 97:1, there were then 15. 1 uniiierstantl thew i;-4 1101.
111011'.

Arr. (11111111MM as or that time. or Is stale statutes, only were
qualified. The other 1:; State. statutes had no qiudifications. I f the
privilege applied to a newsman then it could not ht` removed by ft

Cella cruder any circumstances.
Now, as you mentioned earlier, some of these arc hills. For instance,
some of them include .Nfr. Landau who is a eves reporter and unfortunately do not include 'Mr. Graham who is with the broadcast. media
and in that sense they are 111111'0W% I;ot these 13 Stntes have no 1»Tii-

sions for removing the privilege oder any circumstances from e overed journalist : Alabama, Arizona, California. Indiana. Kentucky,
IM-aryland, 'Michigan, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
and peyinsylvailin.

The States with qualified privileges are Arkansas, .1 laska, Illinois,
Louisiana, and New Mexico.
Mr. Chairman. if you wish,
could submit for the record the text
of those bills and I will offer it. now

Senator L'uvix. We would be delighted to have the text. of all the
State shield laws.
Thu tey.t or all stntc shield Jaws are printed in the appendix.]
Mr. (Itt Am. Thank you, sir.
Now, shortly before we crnunlence.d our test __.c11:; we were !riven

your statement about, the introduction of your bid. It is distressingthat our committee. would oppose this bill, Senator, and you are one
of the outstanding supporters of press freedom in this country. But
there are modifications here and qualilications that would swum to me
to open the door for forced disclosure when it really wasn't warranted.
Senator Euvrx. It only opens the door with respect to the testimony
of the n01'8111811 where the party wishing his testimony is able to af-.
fi putatively show that in his work as 11 neWStliilil he has acquired iCt11:11
IWYS011:1 1 knowledge, of the t.ommission of a urine'. In other words, he

has personal knowledge which either proves cr disproves that crinie
IleAred or being in vest (rated was committed.

Mr. GuAimm. Well, Senator. with all respect it seems to me that is
the Ooldweii ease right down the middle. Earl Caldwell was accused
of having heard a witness threaten the President and that is a crime.
Senator Elm x. I don't think it is. You must. have two things to
prove 11 crime. Ion have to prove the corpus delecti of the crime by
evidence independent, of a confe:siou or admission. You have got to
prove that a specific party committed the crime he ad nutted.
t-NA11A-At. Well, ueu ! understand it. you are saying here that the
qualification here world require. virtually a proof of the corpus delecti
of a crime liefore a reporter could ever he subpeniied ?
Senator linvIN. No. I don't quite say that.
Arr. GuAnAAt. Maybe that is wishful thinkinp-. Senator.
Senator Envix. I don't think in that first place your AI get a bill
passed that says that newsman who acquires actual personal knowl-
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edge of a crime does not have to testify to it. I don't think you can get
an absolute privilege of that nature.
Mr. GRAHAM. Well, with all respect, 13 of the 18 States that we

know of that have these bills say exactly that. It is an unqualified
absolute privilege.

Senator ERVIN. The reason you don't have more of them is that
the newsman should not be accorded so absolute a privilege.
Mr. GuAnAm. Well, Senator, I have studied all of the cases that I
can find coining out of these 13 States, and I don't know of a single
instance in which justice, has been frustrated because there was no
%vay to lift this privilege and force a reporter to testify. I would reApectful ly ask this subcommittee to inquire of the Senators from these
13.States and see if that is so. I believe you are going to find it is so,
and I think there' is a reason for that, Senator.
Senator Env] Well, I have a high respect_ t. your study and
opinion in this field because it is a field in which-you are most knowledgeable. I am curious as to what phraseology von would adopt to get
an absolute privilege. What would you say ? What phraseology would
you adopt to define when an absolute privilege exists ?

Mr. GamAm. Well, we support the Cranston bill. We support the
language of that bill, Senator, and as you know it sets up a privilege
and for those who fall within that privilege there is no procedure for

waiver of that privilege. It has seemed to us that where there are

exceptions, the exception tends to swallow the rule. Where there is an
exception to the privileges, judges have proved ingenious in finding
that in any particular case the privilege doesn't apply because of some

qualification. And it boggles the nonlegal brain, some of the cases
that don't fall in the privilege. But judges quite often are able to do

that so we feel if you have an absolute privilege, then there is no question. If the source believes that his identity is not going to be disclosed,
he Will help disseminate information to the press, but he is not going

to study the homage of these qualifications. If he hears a judge can
say the privilege doesn't apply in some instances, he is going to be shy.
For instance, in the Pearson bill, Mr. Chairman, you will note that
one of the exceptions is in cases of espionage. Well, there is going on

right now in Los Angeles what we all know as the Pentagon papers
trial, in which Daniel Ellsburg and Anthony Russo are accused of
espionage for leaking paperS to the press. If they are convicted, as I
understand the legal situation, Mr. Chairman, that precedent would
make leaking information to the press espionage. That means that

Linder the Pearson bill, if it becomes law, virtually any leak would fall
within the espionage exception to the privilege. As I understand it, a
reporter could be required to testify.

Senator ERVIN. I invite your attention to Senator Cranston's bill,
section 3, and ask you what the word "information" means?
Mr. GRAHAM. We may have to shuffle here to find that copy. You are

referring to section

Senator ERVIN. Section 3.

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir. Tt says no person shall be_reouired to disclose in any Federal or State proceedings the source of any published
or unpublished information obtained in the gathering, receiving, or
processing. of informatiun for any medium of communication to the
.

Public..
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Senator ERVIN. In other wordswhat bothers meif J see a man

take a pistol and shoot another down, do I have information on that

subject?
Mr. GRAHAM. You are saying, as I understand it, your concern is the
reporter's viewing of a violent act in public.
Senator Dims-. Yes.
Mr.
AnAm. The purpose of the newsman privilege, obviously,

Senator, is to keep open the channels of communication between
journalists and their confidential sources. There is no noed to pass
legislation NVIliCh wot:ld cover the viewing of a crime by anyone in
public.

Senator Envix. It says here, no person shall be required to disclose
in any Federal or State proceeding the source of any published or

unpublished information obtained in the gathering, receiving, or proc-

essing of information for any medium of communication to the

pubic.
Now if I am a newsman and I go out where there is a riot going on
and I see one man take a pistol and shoot clown another; 1 am therefor
the purpose of receiving information for communication or medium

of communication. Is that information within the definition of section 2 ?

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, of course, we should be looking at subsection 2,
because subsection 1 is the source and that wouldn't be your source, if
you saw a shooting.
Senator ERN-ix:Well, that is questionable.
Mr. GRAHAM. I don't think anyone would argue that if I witnessed

a murder that the murderer is the source of information to me. But
I think subsection 2 says any unpublished information obtained
or prepared in gathering, obtaining, or processing of information
for any medium of communication to the public. This is the closest
to the situation you raise. The answer is that -I would publish the story.

It would be a great story, and it would be on CBS News as soon asI
could get it there, and it would not be privileged.
Senator ERVIN. -Well, you received it while gathering information

fo' any medium of communication. If a man sees something with his
own eyes, isn't he a source, of news? That is what bothers me about
the Cranston bill.

Mr. GRAHAM The problem here was reflected in the Branzbury
ease in the Supreme Court and you are aware what happened there.
There was a statute similar to this in Kentucky. Paul Branzburg was
doing sonic investigative reporting into marihuana and hashish sales
there in Kentucky and as you know he was permitted to observe the

mixing of some hashish. lie was able to write a story to tell the
people in that area what was going on with their young people and
bow this was being clone.

Now, they had -a shield law in Kentucky. But it was held by the
courts of Kentucky that it didn't apply because he hadseen a. crime
being committed.

Obviously, it would ba'se been better for the public to know what
was going on in such illicit activity as drugs than to have the testimony, which they didn't get anyway. I think this proves what we
in the press have always believed was true anyway, and that is when
a journalist gets information about the commission of a serious crime
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he imparts that information. I have done it myself and all of us have
done it. The cases that have brought this issue into this room are not
murder cases, they are not kidnaping cases, they are not assassination
cases. It is prosecution in connection with militancy, in connection
with drugs, and in connection with official corruption, and that is
precisely the instances in which the public deserves to know what is
going on and not have its access cut oft because of subpenas.
Senator l'Atrix. Senator Gurney.

Senator Giutxxy. Is it thepoint you make that where a serious crime
like murder and kidnaping isi invo'lved the newsman is not going to be
invited to view the crime?
Mr. Grii.% IL% M. Yes. sir. Ile is not going to be invited to view it. If he

sees it, lue is certainly going to pass the word. It is hard to deal with
this because nothing like this has ever happened. Senator. We have
13 States where it could legally. It hasn't happened.
Senator ERN-m.111st one more observation. To me, I think the news mall is entitled to be exempt from disclosing information he receives

from other people but not the things lie knows exactly himself.

Mr. G11111.131. I sympathize with that, Senator. As you well know.

we have been working very closely with this committee and with its
.

stair.
Senator Eavix. Yes, sir.
Mr, GuAii.m. And maybe we have a problem of semantics here be-

caus the newsman's privilege idea has nothing to do with one who
observes a murder. The thing that concerns me is making a reporter
the
repeat what lie was told hi cot ifidence. T am afraid tlint
bill that you have proposed here, Earl Caldwell would clearly have
been required to testify because he allegedly was told that a man named
David Hilliard had threatened the President's life.

Senator Envix. Did David Hilliard tell him that?

Mr. GRAIIAM: Yes, sir; that is what my understanding is.

Senator ERVIN. My trouble is this: My father who practiced law
in North Carolina for 65 years always told me that a court is where
the thing has to be decided. If you want to prove something is a horse,
he said the first thing to do is draw a picture of the horse and fearing

the judge won't understand that, write under it, "This is a horse."

That is the kind of law I want.
Mr. Gamt.m. That is the kind of newsman's privilege law we want.
Because if by some unfortunate occurrence it should not be preempted
then it should be the sort of statute that will serve as a model for the
States. We -feel very strongly that experience has shown that the absolute privilege does not cause problems. It also has the virtue of sim-

plicity and if the Congress will pass an absolute bill along the lines

of the Cranston proposal, it would serve as a model for the States.
Senator Euvix. You would favor a. bill so simple a persbn who is a
newsman engaged in accumulating information for the dissemination
of the public not be required to testify at all.
Mr. GrtnirAar. No sir.

Senator Euviw. I think our objective is the same, it is finding the
phraseology that will carry it out. '
GRAHAM I hope we can work on that, Senator. Thank you very
much.

Senator E1wN. That is the purpose of these hearingsto see if we

can phrase this. It is a very difficult kind of bill to phrase. I think any-

body who has tried to do it is conscious of that and we'll see if we can
come out with a bill that will get majority support of the Senate and

House. I don't personally favor an absolute privilege, but I would
rather have an absolute privilege than none at all if we can get a bill
drawn tight enough to show exactly what it covers. You have been of

great help to this committee. I am sure you and 1 don't differ very

much on the objective. It's just a question of finding the path by which
we can get to the objective.
Mr. Landau, do you have a statement?

Mr. LANDAU. I would like to say a brief word about preemptive
features of the bill ; a subject I knew you are quite interested in. We
believe it is absolutely critical that the privilege be preemptive. We
believe that Congress does have the power under section 5 to extend
the privilege to all States, executive, legislative, and judicial proceedings under Congress' power to implement the principles protected by
the first amendment. We are backed in this appraisal by two constitutional professors of differing approaches. Prof. Paul Freund and
Prof. Archibald Cox, and we would hope that you would be fortunate
enough to invite them to come down and testify. It is an open question
in terms of section 5 as we understand. We also think that you have a
power under the commerce clause, as Senator Cranston has said, because in this day of instant communications a news event anywhere is
really of importance to people all over the country. Most newspapers
do have circulation across State lines, almost all television and radio
stations do, and it is clear the restriction on right to know in one State
affects the rights of citizens in other States to know about news which
they consider very important.
We also think it is important for uniformity purposes because the
tendency of the State judges, as Mr. Graham has pointed out, has been
to find every conceivable loophole they could find. In the Fah, case,
the lower court found that the privilege didn't attach after Bill Farr
left the news business. The appellate court turned around and said
"We don't have to decide that issue because the State legislature, doesn't

have the constitutional power to invade the constitutional powers of
the State courts to protect their own integrity." There have been a
number of other cases which we have listed which we will submit to
the committee.

So far in the hearings over on the House side, the most extensive
objections to the preemptive feature were given by Mr. Cramton from

the Justice Department. He made a number of points and I assume
the Department will probably come up here and make a similar argu-

ment. He said, for example, that Congress would be imposing a

"straitjacket on the 50 States by passing Federal legislation to govern
the availability of information before State courts and legislatures."
We would respectfully point out that there really are dozens of federally imposed rules for limiting information available to State agen-

cies. The fourth amendment limits illegal searches and the fifth amendment limits information available for self-incrimination and the sixth
amendment limits information for illegally obtained confessions and,
of course, the first amendment limits attempts by States to obtain information which would violate freedom of association.

Mr. Cramton has also stated that Congress "has never attempted
to legislate general rules of civil or criminal evidence or general rules
of evidence for the Statei."
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It is our understanding that Congress had done this at least twice.
There is a current statute which apparently derives from an 1857

statute whicli grants immunity in State courts. It provides that no testimony given before either the Senate or the House can be used in any

criminal proceedings. In 1954, in Adana v. Maryland, Maryland

claimed precisely what the Justice Department claims, that it violates
the principles of federalism and was beyond the scope of Congress to
impose evidentiary privileges in State proceedings. And it is our understanding that Mr. Justice Black, who wrote the opinion for a unanimous court, said that "Since Congress in the legitimate exercise of its
powers enacted the supreme law of the land, State courts are bound
even though it affects their rules of evidence."
Senator EnviN. I think the Adams case is quite beside the point.
As Justice Black pointed out in that opinion, Congress by enacting
the immunity law in question was trying to get testimony before congressional committes and prohibit any evidence he gave before a con-

gressional committee from being used against him in any court.
Now, Congress had the power, as Justice Black pointed out, to get
information before committees so they could frame legislation. I think
that is quite a different kettle of fish.

Mr. LANDAU. Well, with all respect, Senator, I think we would
say Congress has substantial interest, in protecting the free flow of information and news to all citizens in the country.
Senator ERVIN. I am unable to find where. Congress has the power to
prescribe, in an area not related to the exercise of any other congressional power, what State courts shall resort to in the quest for truth.
Mr. LANDAU. Well, I suppose I would just have to stick with the
case itself as standing for the principle that Congress may limit the

otherwise lawful ability of the State courts to elicit information on
climes under congressional power to preempt State evidentiary rules,

and basically that is what we are arguing; Congress has the power as it
had in the Adame case.

Senator Emig. Do you take the position that the Adams case establishes the proposition that Congress can undertake to regulate the
rules of procedure and rules of evidence in State courts?
Mr. LANDAU. I think if the interest is a substantial national interest, As you yourself pointed out, there is a substantial national interest in persons coming before both Houses of Congress and giving
information to the Congress.
Senator Envrx. Well, of course, you can take the Interstate Com-

merce Clause and make an argument that that wipes out all State
power entirely. You could make an argument on that and find a few
decisions that tend to sustain it. I might hypothe.Cze, that under the

Interstate Commerce Clause, Congress could undertake to encourage
murder in the States because, by encouraging murder in the States,
Congress promotes the shipment of caskets in interstate commerce. The
same thing might be said of Congress regulating sexual intercourse.
Sexual intercourse produces babies, and babies stimulate the flow of
safety pins and diapers in interstate commerce. But I don't go quite
that far under the Interstate Commerce Clause.
Mr. LANDAU. We were not using this as an interstate commerce
jurisdictional argument for Congress. We were using it basically as an
argument to supplement the section 5 argument. If Congress makes a
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determination that it is in the national policy to encourage the free

flow of information in news, then we think Congress does have, under
the Adams case, the jurisdictional power to provide the testimony of
privilege in State court, proceedings.
There is a second case. interestingly enough', involving the Interstate Commerce Clause. There is a statute, 1954, Witness Immunity

Act, which does provide that persons who appear hi front of grand
juries under specified circumstances are privileged from prosecution
and also that their testimony may not be used against them. And interestingly enough, the derivation of the statute is an 1893 statute
which originally granted the privilege for appearances before the

Interstate -Commerce Commission or for grand jury or criminal trials
involving violation of the Interstate Commerce Act.
Senator ERVIN. That. is why the immunity is given to themto procure the testimony in a Federal court..
Mr. LANDAU. Ant is right. But the testimonial exclusion applies to
the State courts, too. So the Congress and the Supreme Court upheld
that in Ullman.
Senator Enviw. Only they held in the Adam case, and I think in the
other case also, that flint, didn't prevent the court. the State court, from
trying the case according to its own rules of evidence. But it couldn't
introduce in evidence against. the, man the testimony he gave before a
congressional committee or before the 'Federal grand jury.
Mr. LANDAU. That is true. It abrogated the power of the State courts
in that limited instance to compel the testimony and we are arguing
that the Congress. therefore, has the power to abrogate in these limited
circumstances the power to compel testimony from newsmen.
Senator ERVIN. Let's carry that argument a little bit further.
Mr. LANDAU. You are a real expert on this.
Senator ETWIN. I am trying to test it. It is cry intriguing, a very
crucial question to this inquiry. Suppose now Congress wants to stimulite the flow of information in interstate commerce. It could do so very
effectively by saying that no person who had any knowledge of any
crime should be compelled to testify in a State- court with respect to
that crime. Otherwise he may be tempted not to give information to
the newsman.
Mr. LANDAU. Well, I suppose you get at a point where you are
making reasonable .determination as the Supreme Court would say,
whether this is .reasonably related to the end. Of course., we argue that

there is a burden on commerce now that throwing Mr. Farr in

jail and 'harassing Mr. Caldwell and all the other reporters is burdening commerce and it is slowing down the free flow of information
and news across State lines. While we would prefer the section 5
approach by incorporation because we think that the first-amendment
directly applies on a national basis and this is the preferable approach

for the Congress to take, we think that the Commerce Clause is a
perfectly legitimate jurisdictional approach to this.

Senator ERVIN. Don't you agree with me that it would have faCilitated Mr. Caldwell's obtaining information from the Black Panthers
if you had a law that the Black Panthers who communicated with Mr.
Caldwell couldn't be compelled in a Federal court or State court to
divulge the content of their conversations with Mr. Caldwell?
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Mr. LAximr. I haven't thought about that one. We would like to
make one additional comment, and that is really not it primary jurisdictional argument' but a secondary one. Clearly it was contemplated
in article T that Congress had the power to stimulate news and ideas
by a specific (*rant of copyright.; and while we are not making a direct
comparison between the copyright power, we are saying that this falls
within the type of powers that the framers intended Congress to have.
And as you know, the copyright power. applies even in purely intrastate transactions and preempts all State regulations involving the
purchase of printed or other material covered under the act. So we
would hope that, perhaps back in the 18th century. they didn't foresee
the same type of problems we have now: but eertainly the framers
were quite concerned with encouraging information and ideas both

from authors and inventors with the patent law as a part of this

proteetion. But, we think, that it. would almost stand on its own as a
separate exercise of the jurisdictional power bemuse, of C011ISO, as you

know, newspapers have copyright law proteetion and it has beeome
a complex argument.
Senator Diem T certainly agree with you on that observation. I
was in hopes the Supreme Coort would agree with us that the first
amendment had some application to that situation, but a majority of
them unfortunately did not. T certainly agree that the first amendment
was intended to stimnlate discussion, and the obtaining and dissemination of information. T also think the Supreme Court. or at least five of
the members, missed a glorious opportunity to do something very
constrneti VP mider the first eniendment in this whole field.
Mr. Gait] 'AM. Can I add one comment there ?

T don't think we should feel that it is such a radical idea that Federal law should regulate in certain ways the evidence that ran come
into State proceedings. When T was practicing criminal law 10 years
ago it did not. We only had to consider State law. But, since then.
as you know, lawyers have become very accustomed to making motions based on the Federal Bill of Rights. Certain information can't
go into evidence -because it violates the fourth amendment or the
fifth amendment or the sixth amendment. State judges enforce that;
they have become accustomed to it. It doesn't appear to them to be
any violation of the theory of federalism at all. The basic difference
here, of course, would be that the regulation would he based on statute
rather than an interpretation of the Bill of Rights. But T repeat. what
Mr. Landau said, it seems to me that 'tinder the precedents of the last

few years, if Congress decides that in order to properly enforce the
first amendment of the Constitution through the 14th. that it should
pass shield legislation applicable to the States. then I don't think that
there would be any constitutional problem. I think the State jndges
would look at that as another extension of what has happened in the
last 10 years anyway with regard to their criminal law.
Senator Runic Well, of course, there have been great changes in the
criminal field as a result of the Supreme Court-holding that the due
procesS clause of the 14th amendment makes certain specific provisions
of the Bill of Rights applicable to.the States on the idea that it relates
to what they call libeity.
Mr. LANDAU. We would point out one thing. With all of the time
and effort we have put into this we are.Yery appreciative. We would
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hope that you would consider the grotesque problem that would arise
if Congress, after all of these hearings and all of this research. passed
a law applicable only to the Federal jurisdiction because. most of the
types of crimes which a grand jury would be interested in would be
protected under the Federal law but would be unprotected under the

State laws. You would have this dual jurisdictional problem; and
if Earl Caldwell was really to be protected in California in the Federal jurisdiction there would be nothing to stop the California grand
jury from trying to get the same information because I assume it
is a. crime. in California to threaten the life of anyone.

And so it's going to be really no protection at all because there is
hardly a crime or a type of official misdeed which would be reported
by the pres.s which would not violate both State and local laws. It would

be no protection at all for the newsman to say to his source. "Well if
the roulette wheel hits in the Federal grand jury you are protected,
if the local prosecutor goes sifter me you aren't"; and it seems to me
that would defeat almost the whole purpose of a shield law and we
would have a very bad psychological effect, because the press would
feel, in a sense, that it had presented its case before the Congress and
it is really still open to the, same type, of perseentions which we are
suf er:inn. from now.

Senator Dills. You can take care of this question by putting a.

provision in the bill that if a court decides that any provision of this
bill as applied under the particular circumstances or to particular
persons is unconstitutional, it shall not affect the other provisions
of the bill. Tt would lie mute possible to phrase a separatabilitv clause
that would take care of the question of whether Congress 'has the
constitutional power to make it applicable to the States. The court,
under the separatability clause, could hold the law uneonstitiitional,
as applied to the States, but nevertheless valid as to the Federal Government. Do you know what. I mean? Pass a bill that applies both to

Federal and State courts and have a provision if it is judged un-

constitutional in one effect it would not affect its applicability to the
other situations.
Mr. LANDAU'. I was really arguing the other side of the coin. The

source would certainly be discouraged if he thought he could he
hauled up in front of the State grand jury and that would defeat the
purpose of the bill really.
Senator TUNNEY. Mr. Graham. you testified that most, if not all,

reporters thought prior to the Caldwell case that they were given an
absolute privilege under the first amendment to divulge a source.
Presumably this absolute privilege applied also to viewing a crime.
Is that correct?
Mr. GRAHAM. I am sorry, I didn't catch the last few words.

Senator TuNNEY. Presumably, this absolute privilege applied to

viewing the crime ?

Mr. GRAHAM. NO, I don't think so, Senator. This whole issue has
been dealt with in terms of confidentiality until the Federal Government started subpenaing outtakes from the television networks and

the photographs taken at riots and disturbances. I think most reporters assumed it. was only the confidential communications between

reporters and their sources that was in any way covered. It is too
bad some people have called this a newsman's privilege. It is not..It
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is a misnomer. It is not a privilege. The individual has the same duty
as any other person when he is out, walking clown the street and sees
a 1)/1111: robbed.

Senator TUNNEY. If that is the case, then what is wrong with the
chairman's suggestion that there be an exclusion in the law passed
by the Congress where the factual situation was that of the newsman
actually witnessing the commission of the crime if in the past newsmen never felt they had a privilege against testifying.
Mr. Gam Am. Again it turns entirely on the question of confidentiality. Senator Ervin's bill, of course, excludes from the privilege not
only viewing a crime but being told by a potential defendant that he
committed a crime. Now, that can be the essence of a confidential communication. Someone saying "I am in the hashish business and let, me
tell von that the police are letting us run wild and let me show you how
I do it." He is both committing the crime and you are seeing him do
itmixing the. pot. Perhaps we could modify Senator Ervin's bill. use

language so we make it clear that the nily thing that is being done
here is to make it. absolutely clear that a newsman who is not in a position of confidentiality and sees the commission of the crime, or is told

by a person that he committed a crime, that situation is not covered.
I think we would'have no problems except for one issue that needs to
be dealt with separately and that, is the problem of a newspaper's
photographers and a network's outtakes. The problem there is this:
There were riots at Howard University in this community about 3
years ago. The Government, attempted to subpena photographs taken
by local newspapers in order to get, time identity of the offenders there.
The newspapers took the position that. if that, ever once happened. those

photographers were going to be fair game at any future disturbance.
They weren't going to be able to operate. and the public would be
denied pictures of what happened. That is also what, has happened

with the networks. If you could draft wording that would give a

privilege to the outtakes of the networks and to the photographers of
the newspapers, so that they would not become an unwilling investigative arm of the Government, then I would say that language such as
Senator Ervin's, would give us no problem.
Senator TuxNEy. Does confidentiality exist when you are in a public place and a riot, is going on. Aren't you actually observing the riot?
Mr. Gumwr. If 1. was observing a riot as a news reporter I would
not consider it. so. I do feel that the photographers, who are so easily
identified by the people there, need to have sonic protection. Some provision should be made in the law to prevent the Government from
using them. as an unwitting investigative arm of the Government or
they are going to be fair game and we are not going to have benefit of
the picture.
Sell:ItOr TUNNY. You would (Esti,- gnish in that particular casebetweinm reporters and photographers?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir. We have not, done so in the bill that we
drafted. and Senator Cranston ender- ed because we drew up a broad
c.,dusion that covered both. But that gives Senator Ervin problems
beluse he, thinks it would prevoit the subpenaing of me when I witne,,,sed a crime in public. My only answer to that is; if it does cover
me as well as the photographer, experience has shown that people
come forward. I assume you always have other witnesses too in that
ease.
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Senator Tuxxl:v.. Before the recent Supreme Court cases do you
think that photographers felt that they were given the privilege under the first amendment if they saw a crime. actually photographed a

crime, from divulging to the Government the photographs that

they
Mr. GRAHAM. What. happened was prior to the ad Cal( ilYll ease
no one thought too much about this. I think it, was one of those happy

situations where the source assumed that when he dealt with the
newsman he was not dealing with the Government, and a nw.4man.
assumed when he dealt with people in connection with h a story that lie
was not going to become an unwitting area of the Government. There.
was therefore a free exchange there.
Now, the instances that 1 mentioned of the Government aft emptingto get out takes and photographs all arose out of the outbreaks at the
end of the NM's. Suddenly we realized we had a. problem that didn't

exist before. 1 don't think most photographers had thought about it
until people in the Government started attempting to obtain their
pictures through subpenas. I had several of them tell me it would be
an unhealthy profession if they had to honor those subpenas.
Mr. LANDAU. The drafting committee went through this problem
quite extensively. It breaks down into a limber of subsidiary problems. Tle first problem is news photographers and television photographers frequently get access to events because they are photographers and for no Qther reason. That is to say, people who are going to
hold a political meeting of sonic type; even with a great number of
people, perhaps two or three hundred people, they see a fellow from

CBS come in and he shows his identification and they let him in

because they know that. his purposes are only to disseminate news:
not to be an agent of the Government. It is very hard to "nowt the
integrity of the news photographers if we are not going to give them
the same type of protection. We, felt that the question of evidence
would be very, very difficult. "How, many other people were there'
Row many other people would they let in ? Did they really know you ?
What did they think you were going to do with this film ?'f We adopted

the position that all unpublished information, all information gathered by newspapers, if it was published, anyone in the world is free

to see it and if it is unpublished it belongs to the press. Otherwise. once.
Government has substantial notice of the demonstration and the local

chief of police goes out to the golf course and says "I don't have ta
bother sending photographers down there, I will subpena the local TV
station, they are a good TV station, they don't miss anything." We feel
as a matter of public policy Congress has to lay down the law and say
to law enforcement the press is not a cooperative fourth branch of
the Government in any way, shape or, form.
Senator TUNNEY. I am troubled by the point that we have discussed
for some minutes now, the issue of a reporter or newsman or photographer actually watching the commission of a crime and having an
exclusion which exempts him from having to testify.
Mr. LANDAU. Is he doing this as part of his news gathering activities
or on his vacation or quite by accident? I think that makes a difference.
If a source, for example, calls up the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and

says, "we are going to burn down the ROTC building, send your

photographers over there," and they send their photographers over,.
and they take pictures, that may be one thing; but if a ally just hap-
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pens to be. wandering through the campus and sees the building beiming not on a news assignment or any way connected with his news job,
that iflay be quite another:

Senator Ty NsEy. Well, T understand what you are saying. I just
would hate to think that in drafting a law that we would be, saying in
effect that. newsmen who saw a crime being committed would be given
n privilege against having to testify in a. court of law on that crime.
I recognize that them are different types of crimes that are committed
when a. newsman is exercising his professional competence, when he
is actually out there because lie is a journalist or newspaperman. and
-the. situation where he happens to be walking on the street and the
crime is committed. I see the difference clearly between those two
situations. I am not sure that the two situations ought
ought to be treated
differently in the law and I am open to further
and
judgment. on it, but I find it. difficult at least in the first instance to
accept that the difference should be evaluated differently by the law.
Mr. GuAnam. Senator. you are really speaking only of a reporter
who sees a (-rime of violence being committed. aren't you ?

Senator TITNNEY. Well

Mr. GRAHAM. What would you do in the case of Paul Briumburg
who saw the hashish being made? Does that fall within what. von are
saving?

Senator Trxxi.x. I think that that is troublesome. But it is not

nearly as troublesome as the question of violence being committed.
The thing that most deeply concerns me about. recent developments is
that eonfidential sources of 'information are now going to be exposed
if reporters are required to go before the grand jury and tell where
they got the. information. T think that is the most. troublesome. aspect
today of the recent court rulings; I distinguish that. between the actual
observation of a. crime being committed but I am not sure having said
that what my conclusion is.
Mr. GRATIAM. Well, of course, we were instructed by our group and

we agree with them that we support an unqualified and asolute
privilege. But. it seems to me it would be a shame if a hangup develops

over a, journalist observing a crime of violence and being shielded.
I don't believe you would have. 1 instance in 100 years where a reporter who observed. a. crime of violence would (a) he in a position
of confidentiality: and (b) decline to voluntarily testify. So if that
proves to be a. hangup we would like to come back to von on that.
Mr. LANDAU. We might. suggest one other thing. If you can give
us a similar example of a doctor. while treating a patient. who ob-

serves a. erime. or an attorney while advising a client observes a crime.
and this is pait of the attorney - client relationship. We would like to
make a comparison in some sense because we feel that the information,
the type of relationship w:lich has been set up to protect and eneonrago people to come in and talk to lawyers and doctors and clergymen
is at least in terms of parameters---T am not. talking about the excep-

tions here and there is somewhat like the encouragement we would

like to offer the general public to t rust. the press. And if you can think
of a parallel situation I think that might be perhaps a good discussion.
Senator Trxxr.y. Well. I would have to reread the rules of evidence,
but. it. is my impression that if a lawyer observes a crime being committed by his client he is not.protected film testifying.
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eases Of lint and still
leave it open for the newsman to assist in the ielminist rtit ion of justice where he has personal knowledge of the commission of n crime.
Mt. littAttAt. Sir, in closinp., when we submit our eompend him with
your permission we will analyze those cases mid try 0011 decide in
Low many of those ;lie newsnum had been given an admission or had
1.1611: my bill will bike ear(' of the 95 or Ott or

N.tut something-0. crime twin!, committed.

will appreciate that. That is the reason I. drew
Senator Enst
think HS a pragmatic matter that it. solves the problem in
Ow great inajorit or the ruses, I sou can show its in a pragmatic
manner that .att absolute privilege works in a great iniority or cases.
111,1' hill.

we Inas be forced to reconsider our objections.
I The full text, of nr. Landint and \1r. (iridium's statement follows:_)

Sestf:NT or .1Aea. C. LANnAtr AND FRED
COAI

;ICA A NI. 311:m nmts or Tun P.X1,;(1Ti
1TTEE Or 'rut: IMPORTERS Coil NI ITTIA: FOR F nEEDO or 'rut: PnliSs ON CON-

JruirtAitv
sruioNAL Ittoturs, Se.N.vria, Costatrerty. os
The Reporters Committee is the only legal research and defense fund orgonizotion In the aation exclusively devoted to protecting the First Amendment
and f reedom -of -I» f orinittirm interests of the working press.

'rite organizational premise of The Committee was that the constitutiount
interests of the working press ma be different from the interests of media
owners or groups with an interest. III preserving First Amendment rights.
The Commitee was formed at an open meeting at Ceorgeton University
in March. 1070. in response to the threat posed by the Justiee Depalin cat's
subpoena policies. It lots been folioed by personal donations from Steering
Committee members anti by modest foundation grants.

Ott behalf of The Reporters Committee. and or the %vorioug.im.,::: as a class
whom our rotionitlee represents in court and in other Ways. We art. grateful
for your Invitation to testify before this C'onnnittee on a subject which is of
critical import alley to the nation.

Bemise we have faith that dm Congress wishes to protect and encourage
First Amendment guarantees. we believe that the (*.talgres,s should pass. as
soon as possible. an absolute and preemptive newsmen's privilege statute. proteeting journalists from being ordered to disclose unpublished information before
any executive, legislative or judicial body of federal. state or heal government.
We strongly oppose any Emitation on this privilege. 11'e would also strongly

oppose any legislation that is not preemptivethat is. which does not extend
th federal protection to journalists involved in state court proceedings.
Mr. Justice White, in the Caldwell decision, issued the invitation to Congress

to legislate in this area by noting: ". . . Congress has the freedom to deterIniae whether a statutory newsman's privilege is necessary and desirable and
to fashion standards and rules as narrow or broad asdeemed necessary to

address the evil discerned and, equally important, refashion the rules as experience from time to time may dictate."

L TliE TI1REAT TODAY TO TIM WORKING) CHESS

News reporters and photographers have a peculiarly important interest In
protecting confidential iniorunition. If they violate their promises of confidentiality they may never again be able to operate effectively, except to cover
news which is offered by government handout or is a matter of public record.

It is news reporters who are going to jail, like Peter Bridge of the Newark Yews
who was incarcerated for 21 days: or like William Farr of the Los Angeles rimes

who spent -Pt days ill jail and may have to retort' for an even longer period.
Fellow reporters None to the aid of both tites. men with their own pe-sonal
donations in order to help pay their legal costs. It is news reporters like Neil

S11(.4.118 of the New York Times who risked indictment. for espionage to bring
unknown facts 001)1711m Vietnam War.

We ask you to consider what kind of nation we would lie, for example. if
the Pentagon Papers, the Bobby Baker affair, the Thalidomide horror, the My
Lat Massacre, among others, and hundreds of setpoints involving state tad
local government still lay locked iu the mouths of citizens fearful that they
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lose their lie11110011S Or 11(.1'11111N eVeli be prosecuted if their identities
became known.

\\'c !where that ench Nvurliing news reporter and photographer has his or
rights of freedom of the gross rights which are not
dependent upon the involvement of his employer but rights uldch inure to him
direelly tinder the
Amendment rights which guarantee that he ean do
her oNVII 001041U1111011111

his work free from any substantial interference by judicial, legislative or
h111111.110s of any government,

iamtinibra or constitutional protectious_lucluding.
the rights of citizens to freely associate \'I 111 trod communicate with the media.
secure in the knowledge twat no journalist can be forced to become, lit effect..

These rights include

as

a government: agent,

The Ca/direi/ decision ordered journalists to disclose confidential facts and

sources to stale and federal grand juries allegedly investigilling particular
crimes.

lint the depision has lad a much broader impact than its limited holding.
federal and state courts have expanded the Ca/dire/i decision to authorize
disclosure In other areas--in criminal trials, in civil litigation and in conteinp::
cases --in what amounts to 0 kind of open hunting season on the press.
For example. .11)1111 F. Lawrence. The 1.(oN Angeles 'fillies Bureau Chief. wes
ordered to disclose, in a rederal criminal I riot, the confident' ii portions ot" I be

Innies of tin interview with it prosecution Wit/1PsS in the 1N'attbrgate case, Alfred
Baldwin Ill, Mr. Baldwin exercised the option given him by 7'lie 1.1)m :IngeITN
7'inies to terminate the confidential relationship and flit legal issue WrIS thils
11411101'yd 11100t.

What is 10081' significant about this ease, however, is the fact that the tapes
were sought, not. with the intent of directly proving or ilisprm.tig the commission

or a crime, but fur ow purpose of impeaching or rehabilitating the testimony
cal' the witness. The action or the lower court in the 1.awrence .ase thus expands
the coverage of the (!aidtce// decision from testimony before grand juries about
alleged crimes to broad fishing expeditions into it reporter's knowledge about
t he character and perso .iity or persons involved in criminal litigation.
in a recent case, flit,. j/i/waukce Scntine/ reporters Welp 011101*(41 by ri federal

district court to disclose confidential information in a civil ease involving the
Civil Rights Act. lit another feden1 court action, investigative reporter Brit

Ilium. was ordered to disclose confidential information hi a libel suit.
lii the state courts. the situation is even worse. Expanding the narrow mandate
in 0th/wen, California maintained that. William Farr must. disclose his morons
because lie violated a judge's trial publicity order. Peter Bridge was jailed
for declining to give more details to a grand jury of aii interview with a housing
(011110iSsionor :111110104h the s01111.0 had been named from the outset in what he

published and was available to the grand jury. A .Maryland grand jury sought

forirrolation flour David Lightman which Mr. Lightman obtained merely by

posing as it shopper in a seaside resort town. 11 pose any police officer could have.
assumed without the necessity of subpoenaing a reporter.
These cases pinpoint another trendthe tendency to view the press as a readily
accessible official "investigative arm of government", the tendeney of the goveriit-,
meat to turn to the press first for information without making any serious lilt einia
to obtain the information

For example, in the Ca/dirc// ease, one of the questions sought to be asked'
concerned the identity of the Black Panthers' press contact, a man who had been
publiely identified in it number of news stories.
In Memphis, two reporters disclosed abuses at a children's home. Instead
con
ceutrating on the officials who operatetl the home, the legislative committee first
focused on the two reporters and their sources.
In the dozens of subpoenas that were served to the networlts to disclose out-.
takes ''f various demonstrations, there was 110 showing by the government that
it made any preparations ahead of time to post its own cameramen.
In Chettannogn, a newsman was subpoenaed to reveal the name of n gram]
juror who claimed that a grand jury investigation of a judge was :I -whitt. wash."'
The court did not not. even attempt to poll the grand jury but first ealled the reporter and then jailed him when he refused to talk.
Thest are sonic of the legal trends which are rapidlycase by ease hi all parts,

of the country limiting the ability of the media to inform the public, in the
wake of the Justice Department's subpoena policy and the ever-broadening uses.
of the Caldwell deeisign.
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In the Caldwell decision. Mr. Justive White said that the fears of .re press,

;t/III of members of the IOthlic olio had joined the press, were purely speculative.'

as to the dangers or forcing news reporters or.phidographers to disclose to the
government information to which they hail access only by virtue of flair employment with the press.
We tried t, point out at the time that the danger was more than "speculative."
We were rebuffed by the Supreme Court, 5-4, Now, six months later, we believe

we have an overwhelming factual case that there is more than a speculative
dangerthat censorship is here today. When newsmen have to face pressure

tactics by government, have to pay for lawyers and engage in extensive litigation
and even go to jail, when sources are persuaded to release journalists from their
promises of
lull ty, %viten courts evade the (leer intent of state confidentiality taws, censorship is here. it is not a "speculative" specter someplace in the

indefinite future. We point ant to the Committee that what started out as a
localized infection involving three news reporters. Earl Caldwell of The New

York 7'imes, Paul Pappas of a television station in New Bedford, and Paul Bra nzburg of The Louisville Courier Journal, is now a censorship plague which is hardening news sources and impairing the :lublie's right to know ali over the Indian.
In this regard, we would like to submit for the record a list of recent censorship
cases. We are a small organization without many resources and we are not sure
that the list is complete.
Every major organized media group in the nation now supports enactment of
a strong law, shielding journalists from forced disclosure, substantially restricted.
The sinniar feelings of many individual journalists are also a matter of record.
For example, our Committee circulated a petition in Washington for 48 In:ors in
an effort to obtain support in this city for The Los Angeles Times reporters who
were involved in the court attempts to obtain the tapes of an interview with a wit-

ness in the Watergate trial. Without any publie announcements in any of the
Washington mediathat is by relying purely on word of mouthour Committee
collected more than 450 names in 48 hours. We would like to submit a copy of the
petition for the record.

We also point out that in The Los Angeles Times case, in the Caldwell case,
in the Pentagon Papers case and in the Ellsberil ease there are affidavits from
over 100. reporters alleging that attempts to force disclosure of confidential
sources and information has inhibited freedom of the press.
A recent GaL poll showed that more than half of those interviewed teivored
legislation protecting journalists from forced disclosures, a figure that may have
risen with subsequent failings of journalists and-intensification of government
sources and information has inhibited freedom of the press.

A number of other surveys have been made showing widespread support for
protective legislation among newsmen and the public and we can supply information on their findings, if the Committee desires.
Our central point is, however, that even If only one reporter or photographer

had ever been threatened with forced disclosure, and even if a majority of the
public failed to understand the dangers of the current situation, we would request
enactment of an absolute, preemptive shield law. That is because even one
instann.a of impairment of the First Amendment constitutes a danger to us all,
.THE CRANSTON BILL

It is our understanding that, in the last session of Congress, 28 newsman's
privilege bills and one joint resolution were introduced, and that in the current
session there have been at least 24. We will address ourselves to only one of
those bills, S. 158, the bill introduced by Senator Alan Cranston and by Rep.
Jerome It. Waldle, and drafted by an Ad Hoc Drafting Committee convened by
the American Newspaper Publishers Association.
That drafting committee included the American Broadeah.:ing Company, Amer-

ican Civil Liberties Union, American' Newspaper Guild, AmericanSocietY of
Newspaper Editors, Columbia Broadcasting System, . National Association of
Broadcasters, National Broadcasting Company, Newsweek, New York Times,
Reporters Committee, and Sigma Delta Chi.

The ANPA has endorsed the whole bill. Many of the other groups support
various portions of the ANPA bill or had not taken formal position as of two
weeks ago.

We offer our unqualified support for the principles enunciated by the Cranston
The bill offers an absolute privilege for confidential and other unpublished

-information for persons engaged in any medium of conuntudeation, involved

in any federal. stale, or local proceedings, We believe that the absolute privilege
is necessary in order to counteract the increasing- trend of eensorship. to repair
the tirevions damage done to the First Amendment. and to reaffirm, in the public's
mind. the determination of the media to continue to inform the public fully while
honoring all pledges of coniAentiality.

Constitutionally, we belle .e that the Cranston bill is a sound proposal. It is

based on the premise that the Constitution says what it men 71s : that neither the

Congressnor the courts established by the Congressshall make any 1^w
abridging freedom of the press by requiring news reporters and photographer to
divulge confidential or other unpublished information. The bill is based on the
principles enunciated by Justice William 0. Douglas and the late Justice Ilugo L.
Black. Furthermore, we believe that once Congress begins asserting power to

abridge the freedom of tli; pressthen it is only a question of time and the

whims of an uncertain populace that stand between a weakened press and even
greater restrictions.
There are some who say that the acceptance by the press of any legislative
protectioneven an absolute protectionimplies acquiescence to Congressional
regulation. But we would reply that Congressional legislation is needed to stop

the current wave of unconstitntionnl activities by state and federal govern-

ments. If conditions change, it may well be that the law may be revoked. There
ore others who say that the qualified approach is best. But we can only emphasize

that there are grave constitutional questions with such an anproach because,

once the Congress assumes the flower to limit freedom of the ri,vss, it can expand
these exceptions until the right to know rests on the vicissitudes of politics and
not on t he enduring principles of the First Amendment.
One major emphasis of all the pending bills involves confidential sources and

inform tion.
This is covered by the Cranston bill approach which protects the identity of
the source of any published cr unpublished information and the content of any
unpublished information.
By protecting confidential sources and information, the Congress will he grant-

ing to the news reporters a privilege similar to the statutory or constitutional
privileges which are now enjoyed by attorneys for their clients, by physicians
for their patients, by clergymen for, those who seek their counsel and by police
for their informers.
The public has an interest in the fair administration of justice, and for this
reason, it has given confidentiality privilege to lawyers in order to encourage
-

persons to consult them with legal problems. The public has an interest in adequate medical care and for this reason, it has given the confidentiality privilege
to physicians In order to encourage patients to be honest about their physical
and emotional problems.

The public has an interest in providing the free exercise of religion, and, for
this reason, it has given the confidentiality privilege to clergymen to encourage
persms to disclose their most troubling problems.

We believe that the public has an over-riding interest in the free flow of
information and ideas, and for this reason, the Congress should restore the
vitality of the First Amendment by naflirming the protections which encourage
citizens to disclose information of importance to the press.
By the very nature of his professional activities, the news reporter's concepts

of confidential information are substantially broader than those of other pro-

fessions.

News reporters consider information confidential if it is denied to the general
Public and offered to the press only under the implied or explicit understanding
that it may be used only for news g Altering and evaluation purposes and not to
tilt. any branch of government.
We adopt this broad concept of confidentiality because, it is difficult, if not
imposAble, to draw the line as to where traditional concepts of confidentiality
end. The press, with its special eon.;titutional mandate on behalf of the public's
right to know, is generally regarded as having the discretion to decide which
information is considered confidential. Therefore, we support the concept in the
'Cranston bill automatically protecting all unpublished information without reindring the media to go through long evidentiary hearings to determine whether
a source intended a certain sentence to be non-confidentialwhat was the tone
of his voice? had be dealt with the reporter before? was he familiar with the
reporter's disereticn in other news stories?
An absolute bill Is also required because, judges - -as we discuss later onhave
been ingenious in Evading the clear intent of state shield laws. A qualified bill
-concept would only encourage more such,evasious by the judiciary.
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An absolute shield would also terminate the tendency Of courts and prosecutors to treat the press as a readily available investigative arm. We believe that
Congress must tell all governments forcefully and clearly that the press is not
a cooperative fourth branch of government. A qualified bill would still invite
governments to tins~ for impuhlislted information, to tie reporters up in long
and expensive litigation. and to harass some newspapers into cooperating in
investigations.

What would happen if all n xsmen had the privilege to refuse to disclose
confidential sonnies and unpublished information',' In those few states which
have broad shield taws. raw has been no reported adverse reaction either by
law enforcement agencies or the courts. In fact, the federal government operated quite effectively until recently without forcing news reporters to disclose
information.

In addition, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that there are currently

about 350.000 attorneys in the nation, about 320.000 physicians and about 280.000
clergymen who, of course, have the privilege. Thus, ahont 000,000 citizens already
have the privilege of confidentiality in almost every state and in federal proceedings. The Bureau estimates a total of 112.000 working news editors nod reporters

in the countryand one could hardly argue that the Republic is going to crumble
if these 900,000 persons are raised to a million.
Furthermore, we note that nowhere in the Constitution is there a specific protection accorded to attorneys, physicians and clergymen. By contrast, the First
Au iendinent specifically mentions the press.

We believe it is absolutely critical that this newsman's privilege be preemptive in approach. We believe that Congress has the power under Sec. 5 of the
14111 Amendment to extend the journalist's privilege to all state executive, legislative and judicial proceedings, under Congress's power to implement the principles and concepts protected by the First Amendment. We are backed in this
appraisal by two eminent Constitutional experts of differing approaches, ProfessorPanl Freund of Harvard. and Professor Archibald ('ox. former Solicitor
General of the U.S. and now, once ti3ain, a teacher at Harvard.
We feel most strongly about the preemptive approneli. 'Me danger exists at door

state and local level as well as with the federal government. We think it. would
be a pyrrhic victory for the Congress to pass a shield law which covered only
one of the 51 jurisdictions where newsmen may be subpoenaed.

We offer the cononerce clause power as an additional jurisdictional authority
for the preemptive approach. In this day of instant communications, a news
event anywhere is instantly sent across the globe, Most newspapers have some
circulation across state lines. Thus, it is clear that a restriction on the right to
know about a public event in California deprive-a-citizens in Wisconsin of their
rights to know about newsdevelopments.
The tendency of state court judges t , evade the clear intent of many existing
state shield laws Is evidence of the need for both an absolute bill, as we noted
earlier, and a preemptive bill.
In the Farr case, the lower court held that a news reporter, given statutory
protection to shield confidential sources, loses that protection if he ends his
news employment. This means that a newsman, after obtaining information, must
remain in the news business for at least the period of the statute of limitations

or else he may risk jail.

An appellate court in California went even further, it ruled Vint the Cali_
fornia state legislature had violated the inherent constitutional power of the
courts to protect the integrity of their own processes and that a shield law could
not stop a state judge from attempting to elicit Mr. Farr's confidential source.
This decision, if adopted by courts in other states, could void' stale shieldlaws any time a reporter is summoned to give evidence in a criminal or civil
trial.
Kentucky took another approach. Its courts ruled that Paul Branzburg's source
on drug abuse ceased to become a "source," but became a criminal when he was
observed making hashish.
. The Maryland Supreme milt said that a newsman who poses as an average
citizen has co shield law protection because he did not formally announce that
he was a news reporter.
And New Jersey ruled that its statute, protecting confidential sourrees (recently amended), was not intended to cover confidential information.
Without a preemptive Jaw. citizens in one state will have more rights to know
about th news than citizens in an adjoining state. and we will be engaged in a
long, expensive and debilitating guerrilla war With the state courts foe ensure
that state shield laws are properly enforced.
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For these reasons, we urge the Congress to reallirto first amendment rights.
assuring the public of a free flow of itif.trniation by granting a stattiwy privilege protecting confidential sources of published and unpublished information
and the content of all unpublished information from any scrutiny l any agency
of the federal or state governMents.

:..entitor Env's. 'We will stand in recess until 2:30 when we will
resume the

iu the same room.

[Whereupon, at 1 :30 p.m., the. committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 :30 p.m. of the same clay_1
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator ERVIN. Counsel will call the first witness.

Mr. BAsKin. Mr. Chairman. our first. witness is Mr. James J. Kilpatrick, columnist for the Washington Star syndicate.
Senator Eirax. I am awfully sorry I was late. gettintr back, but I

have to run from morning till night these days and don't get half

around to my work as.it is.
I want to welcome you to the committee and expi ess our deep appre-

ciation for your willingness to come and give us the benefit of your
views in respect to what I thim: is it very serious problem.
STATEMENT OF-JAMES J. KILPATRICK, COLUMNIST, WASHINGTON
STAR SYNDICATE

Mr. KILPATRICK. Mr. Chairman, I had an opportunity only a mo-

ment ago to read your opening statement this morning. I think you
said just about everything I had intended to say.
The apprehensions expressed by you are the same as mine. Never-

theless, I had prepared a statement and with your permission I may
as well me) ahead and read it.

Senator Envix. Thank you. I am certainly anxious to hear your
statement. i haven't had an opportunity to read it yet. I don't know
a more eloquent man than you.
MP. KILPATRICK. I started into newspapering the summer I was 12,

as a copyboy for the Oklohoma (Mg 77mes. After graduation from
the University of Missouri's School of Journalism in February 1941,
I went directly to the laphinolid New Learle.. as a ireneral reporter.
In the summer of 1949, I succeeded Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman as
editor, and remained in that position until my resigpatiov the end
of 1966. Meanwhile, in 1964, I had begun to write my syr ,ficated coltunn, "A Conservative View." The column, -which now appears in some
260 American newspapers, is still my principal labor, though I am un-

der contract as rt conservative commentator to both the Columbia
Broadcasting! System and its Washington outlet, IV:TOPTV: I write
fairly extensively ftn. ma g,azi nes.

I mention these biographical notes. only to suggest that I speak
this afternoon from at.backgronnd of 40 years of lewspapering, 32
of them as a working professional.

As such, I know, of course, the importance of being able to protect a. newman's sources. I once exposed a conflict of interests on the
part of a high Virginia State official, involving State purchases from
a oinpany he Continued to own. in private life. I could not have
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broken that story if I had not been able to promise protection to my
original source.

Again, I did a series of stories exposing the ownership of slum
property in Richmond. While much of this was based upon digging
through public records, the original lead came from an employee in
the tax assessor's office ; and I would not have had the story if I had
not promised to protect his identity.
Still again, I helped to break a story involving the political appointments of certain "honorary city sergeants." The lead came from a
sheriff's deputy who would have been fired if I had not been able
to pledge that I would keep his identity unknown.
None of the three stories was of monumental significance, but they
had this in common :

First, each of them was the product of a tip or a leak from a source
whose identity had to be kept in confidence.
Secand, cach of these leads demanded something more than a mere
tip : each demanded a followthrough with serious investigative
journalism.

Third, each of the stories involved activities that the people had

a. right to know about.

And there is a fourth point : I doubt that today, in the uncertain
climate that now obtains. i could break any one of the stories. My

sources would be afraid to talk.
The examples I cite from my own recollection are in some ways pour
examples. Most of my colleagues could describe news beats far more
drainatic. and far more significant. And yet
three stories. forp.ct-

table as they were, may be useful examples for the purposes of the
subcommittee's inquirylor these are not exceptional examples. They
are entirely typical examples of the work that is done. day in and
day out. by newspapers large and small throughout the Nation. In
the familiar simile, we of the working press are watchdogs. Our function is to roam r round the home place. growling. Right now. under
the chilling impact of the Caldv,ell decision, we are pretty well chained

in our kennels. This is what the controversy over shield laws is all
about.

Now, for reasons I want to get to in just a moment, I am opposed
to the shield laws pending before you. I believe the situation, in time,
if we are petient, will cure itself. You made the observation in your

own statement. that we ought, to look unto history. I don't like the
harassment of tiv) past 2 or 3 years, but I have been arornd long
enough to have learned the wisdom that was chiseled in tike philosopher's stone: "This, too, shall pass away." My lumeh is that we are

experiencing no more than a muscular spasm in the body politic.
It is painful, but it will subside. We will err, I believe, if w embark
upon a cure that could he worse than the disease.
I oppose the pending shield bills for those reasons :

First, the statutory approach in itself is fundamentally wrong.
Second. the. proposed statutes I have se:n at best raise %pylons donhts

that stern from their drafting : :t
stitutional.

they sr. prolatbly uncon-

Third. these various proposalsespecially the proposals having to
do with absolute. or unconditional privilegeinvolve the risk of head-
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on collision with the rights of other persons under the sixth amendment. This was one of the points you made in your opening statement.
On the first point : 1 do not mean to equate the Congress with the

divine ruler of our universe, no such parallel having been visible

lately, but 1 believe we ought to recall the wisdom of the Good Book.
The Lord giveth, we are told, and the Lord taketli away. The statute
that rs'passed is the statute thiit subsequently may be repealed. If we

of the press yield to temptationif w,: ask and get a statutory shield
law, make such a law our chief protectionwe will find ourselves
mousetrapped one of these days. We ought not to rely upon a statute,
which may prove as epbemeral as the winds. We ought instead to rely
upon the Constitution itself, which is a rock. I am aware, of course,

that in Caldwell the rock proved not. as solid as we had hoped. but
C. 'dwell is not necessarily the last word. If I read correctly between
the lines of the concurring opinion by Mr. Justice Powell, the cases
were decided nob by a close vote of five to four, but I), an even closer

vote of, say, four and nine-sixteenths to four and seven-sixteenths.
Since Caldwell, we fettered watchdogs have raised a fearful howl,
and judges are not deaf. I believe that as tune passes, the courts will
acquire a much better understanding of the problem us we newsmen
see it.

iron have been regaled, know, or you will be, with accounts of
judges who refuse to understand. The most spectacular of these. accounts has to do with the case of William Farr. I venture this observation, that when my colleagues stand upon this case, they stand
upon quicksand. From what I know of this ease. Mr. Farr was not
engaged in serious investigative journalism; he was engaged in sensationalism. If I may borrow from another field of first amendment
law, his story was utterly without. redeeming social importance. Mr.
Farr is now in the untenable position of a man who first conspired in
contempt and now condones Perjury. His conduct, in the midst of
the Manson trial, in my own view, impresses me as a flagrant violation of ethical journalism. To defend that .?oncluct. in the name of
"the people's right to know" is to make a mockery of that concept.
If we leave these decisions in the hands of the judiciary, we of the
press will win some and lose some We will lose some we ought to
win, and we will win some we probai,ly ought not to win, but we will
be in a far healthier position than we would occupy if we put our fir.
.

reliance in a statute, and not in the Constitution itself.

But if you gentlemen are suffering the legislative itch, and are

absolutely 'determined to scratch it, I would suggest that you ponder
long and slowly over some long and serious problems of statutory

drafting.
Who are the "persons" who could invoke the proposed privilege?

In Mr. Schweiker's S. 36, such a person is a person who occupies the
capacity of :
A reporter, editor, commentator, journalist, writer, corrcsponuent, announcer,
or other person directly engaged in the gathering or presentations of * * *.

Of what? Of "news." I have been in this wonderful business all my

life, and I have yet to see an altogether satisfactory definition of

"news." It is like music, or art, or beauty. In the final analysis, we live
by the rule of Humpty-bumpty : News is what we say it is, and neither
more nor less. We share the positive ambivalence of Mr. J
Justice Stew
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art, searching for obscenity :He know it when he sees it. As a key word
in statutory drafting, "news" is not much to lean on.
In Mr. Schweikers bill, these persons must be engaged in gathering

or presenting this news for "any newspaper, periodical, press association, newspaper syndicate. wire service, radio or television station
or network, or cable television station."
This is all very well, so far as it ,froes, but it leaves out the freelancer,

person contemplated by Mr. Hardie in Senate Joint Resolution 8
who is "independently engaged in gathering information intended for
publication or broadcast." The SchweikerClefinition also excludes a
emple of persons enaraced by Mm. Cranston in S. 158. These are pert1

sons engaged in communicating by way of "book" or "pamphlet."

Mr. Cranston's "persons," incidentally, are simply personsthey
could be corporations"who gather, write, or edit information for
the public or disseminate information to the public."
Such information, under the Cranston bill, is defined to include

"any written, oral or pictorial news, or other material," and hence we
are back at a starting point.
The Weirker bill, S. 318, tries harder. Here we are concerned with
granting certain protection to "a legitimate member of the professional
news media." The class is to include:
Any bona fide "newsman," such as an individual regularly engaged in earning

his nr her r neipal income, or regularly engaged as a principal vocation, In
gathering, cc lecting, photographing, filming, writing, editing, interpretims,
announcing, or broadcasting local, national, or worldwide events * * *

And even here; Mr. Chairman, I am brought up short. I can under-

stand the filming, interpreting, or broadcasting of an event, but I
do not recall nn event that (could be conveniently gaakired, collected,
.written, or edited.
Mr. Weieker's 318 eves on to define the nrs. media in which diese
, ents are to be published or transmitted. Thee include, for example:

"any newspaper that is printed and distributed ordinarily not less
frequently than once a week, and has done so for at least 1 year, or
has a paid general circulation and has been entered at a U.S. Post

'Office as second -class matter * * s," et cetera.
Now, I appreciate Mr. Weicker's purpose. He is apprehensive at the
prospect of abuse of the absolute t.'nd qualified privileges his 1; would
create, just as you expressed in your opening. statement, and he is trying to narrow their application. But at. this point, it seems to me; the
gkintleman falls into error. For what the authors of these several bills
are attempting to do is to implement the right to a free preSs protected
by the first amendment, And when you make a law that fails to apply
to the pamphleteer, the writer of books; the high school editor, or the

writer of a one-shot manifesto, why, sirs, you are making a law
abridging the freedom of the press. My donstitution tells ine that

Cono.ress shall make no such law. In the procesS of including this,
excluding that, of defining the legitimacy, if you_plitise,. and
bona fides of newsmen, you march into swamps where Ithink you
an

ought not to go.

,

Finally, on my third point, I respectfully submit that none of the
human rights protected by- the,Constitntion is .an absolute right, and
I believe it would be error to attempt to, create one. 'Among these
rights I include the first amendment right of free speech and free
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press. Mr. Justice Wail:. I know, Ased to insist constantly. in his 111111)-

1)1e Alabal is fashion, that his mind lacked the sophistical ion to read
"no law" as meaning anything but "no law." I was often tempted, when

he uttered this pious nonsense, to rent myself a swift truck, to park
it beneath the-justice's bedroom window down in Alexandria and at
2 o'clock in the morning to deliver myself, at full vthune, of a critique
of Mr. Justice Black's astounding opinion in the matter of 18-yearold voting. My freedom of speech, thus abused, would have lasted.only
long enough for the Justice to have summoned the Alexandria cops.
Manifestly, there is no such thing as absolute freedom of speech or. of the press. There never has been, and there never ought to be. Our
rights, as journalists, are precious rights, but they have to be balanced

against Othei. precious rights. In the context of our discuision this
aternoon, I suggest that another such precious right is spelled out in
the sixth amendment:
Ili all criminal prosecutionsand I pause to emphasize that word
"all," by way of suggesting that "all" includes
i
more than Mr. Weicker's limitation to prosecutions for "murder, forcible rape, aggravated
assault, kidnaping, airline hijacking, or when a .breach of national
security has been established.' The sixth amendment, as you gentlemen, of course, will know, says that :

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to
you mentioned some of this in your opening statementand here
would call your attention to only four of the rights then enumerated..
These are:
(1) The right to trial by an impartial jury.
(2) The right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusa.::
tion.
(3) The right to be confronted with witnesses against him.
(4) The right to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses inhis favor.
It- requires no great or vivid itnagination, Mr:Chairman, to-hypothesize situations in which an absolute-shield law would collide with these.

sixth amendment rights. On that fourth point alone, involving the

right of an accused to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses

in his favor( let. us suppose that a murder is committed by firearm.
A reporter", in good faith, writes: "Police sources said 'the bullet was
so badly shattered' hat its identification would be impossible." Suppose, then, that we come on to trial, and the defense is surprised by
ballistics .evidence. It would be a poor defense lawyer, indeed, who
would not instantly seek compulsory process against that reporter.
"Who were these 'police sources,' " he would ask, "who toll you the
bullet was so badly shattered it Could not be idoutified?" The reporter
who then sought protection, behind a shield law, saying he had
promi,,ed not to identify the officers, or that he would never get any
confidential..stuff again if he broke his promise, would be inviting a

directed acquital for the accused, or a time in jail for himself.
Perhaps b9t1i

Mri.Weieker recognized this conflict in his remarks to the Senate
on January 11, just as, you did this morning. He and his cosponsors,
he said, were seeking to balance "two fundamental rightsyour right
to your neighbor's testimony. when you're accused, versus your right
to the news."
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My objetion, in part, to Mr. Weicker's bill is that by limiting the
class of criminal prosecutions in which a newsman's testimony might
finally. be compelled, he violates the sixth amendment's specific reference to "all" criminal prosecutions. And, of course, I object thzt in
his effort to limit the privilege to persons who are engaged "in the

ongoing brsiness of substantial, professional news reporting," he

abridges the ;gilts of persons who may be engaged in the intermittent
business of insubstantial, mateur reporting. Mille right we are talking
about exists at all, it app ies to the most mischievous penny tattler as
well as to the NewYoreT 1188.
.

In criticizing the bills. efore you, I do not intend for one instant
to attack the purpose of tl it authors. The purpose is altogether a d.,

mitableto remove inhibi ions to the free flow of news, to protect

the people's right to knoN of crime and corruption and malfeasance
in p:t!,lic office, to see that the watchdogs are let out of their kennels.
I am as dedicated to these purposes as any Member of the Congress.
or any member of the press. I simply doubt that shield laws are a
proper means to obtain the desired end.

One inore thought and I am done: While you are investigating this
general field, I believe your subcommittee could perform a better

service by looking into the ominous growth of court orders purporting

to impose a direct prior censorship or blackout on the prem. I havein mind the incredible order entered by District Juage E. Gordon
West in the case of Larry Dickinson and Gibbs Adams, reporters for
the Morning Advocate and State Times in-Baton: Rouge. I have also
in mind the order laid down last week by a State judge, judge Samuel
M. Bowe in Grant's Pass, Oreg. Under pain of contempt, Judge Bowe
sought to prohibit the Grant's Pass Courier and the local radio and
television stations "from reporting anrcipinions or disclosures of

information in this casea :pending murder case "whi &' are not.
matters of public record." This indefensible and autocratic proce-

dure, in flagrant violation of first amendment rights, cannot be tolerated. In my own view, it represents a -far greater danger, if left
unchecked, than the.danger that stems from demands that a reporter
disclose his sources of information.
Let me thank you for your courtesy, and invite yOur questions.
Senator ERVIN. You have certainly given .us a most eloquent, and
I think wise, statement.
.

.

I think it is a great tragedy that the majority of the Supreme Court
1,

didn't follow the decision of the court of appeals in the Caldwell

case which expressly recognized that in this area you have-two interests of society involved: One, the interest of society in triowing what

is going on in the country, and also the interest of society in the

prosecuticei of crime.
Mr. ICilawriitcm-)Mr. Chairman, I think every working newspaper-

man of ray acquaintance was keenly disappointed at the decision in
Caldwell. Most of us, I think, expected to win that case; and it was
a bitter blow.

Senator Envw. I think the circuit court opinion was one of the

finest judicial. opinions I have ever read.

Mr. Knztenucs. -I didn't-see how it could be overthrown.
Senator ERVIN. I didn't either. At that time I was adamantly opposed to any shield law being, devised by Congress because certainly
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I thought the DiCII who draft I the first amendment had better linguistic skills than anybody I knew of in the Congress of the United
States at this time.
But, unfortunately, we did receive that decision.

Like you, I have the feeling that as time passes` by, the Supreme
Court is going to get away from that decision one way or another
and go back to the.circuit court decision.

Mr. Kir,pAnticx. I believe it will have to happen, sir. The dissenting opinion was so persuasive.," hat in the course of time, given another

set of facts, it will be sustainedthough basically I thought. the Gattip.h11 facts were as good a set of facts us we could get.

Senator Eavix. I did, too. I -thought. they Were confused by the

11 ea»21)wy case where thg newspaper reporter had personal knowledge of violation of the law.
I think you've given us the finest dissertation I have heard on the

question of absolutes. It is quite in harmony with the spirit of the
closing words Justice Hand used in concluding his words in his famous lecture to the Harvard Law School. He closed by enjoining the
law students "to take up arms against the theory of absolutes and to
give them no thought."

This is a veryasyour analysis of several of the bills showithis

is a very difficult field in w: "h to find an adequate phraseology:
Mr. KILPATRICK. Thin is your problem, sir. If you start restricting

the class of "newsmen," that you are abridging the freedom of the

Ares, you are supposed to protect. The difficulty. you ,flet into there is
this:: f don't think there is any way of restricting:
class. If there is
going to be a bill_. that is to be wide open; it.muslit apply to the people
15
who write for the soCalled underground press as well as it applies to
everybody else.

Senator Dim. There is a rollcall vote in the Senate. We will get
back just as quiCk.as we can Ithank you, Mr. .Kilpatrick, for your

thou,ghtful and 6loquent-COntribution.
[Short recesi.taFen.]

.

Mr. BAsiun. Mr. Chairman, our last witness is Mr. Earl Caldwell,'
eurespondent for the New York Timea.
Senator Enviic. I want to welcome you to the committee and express
tour deep gratitude for your willingne* to come here and give us the
benefit of your views in the area in which you have suffered a great

deal. I think from the result of pin experiences you know much
about this, and I alio want to apologize for not being able to get to you
earlier today..
STATEMENT OP EARL CETI/WELL, REPORTER, NEW YORK TIMES

Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I first

want.to thank you for this opportunity to be heard here-today. During
the course of these proceedings you will also hear from many of my
colleagues along with many publishing and broadcasting executives.
Many of them are in a better Position than myself to discuss with you
the dangers that face the press in America at this tithe. So I should

like to make it clear from the start that my views are those' that
come strictly from the vantage point'of a -working reporter.
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I have given a great deal of thought; as to what Isliould say. I have
thought of the warnings that I might. sound. I have thought too of the

great American leaders that I might quote in order to better make

these points.. But somehoW. Mr. Chairman, none of that seems appro-

priate. In recent weeks and months, from virtually every section of
the country, those warnings have been sounded again and again. And
as for those quotes that state so well the importmit(e of a free press in
our society, you may have offered some of them. So I shalt not waste
your time. I come here Mr. Chairman, to say, as many others surely
will, that the press needs your help. I come to tell you that the interference of Government is so great at this time that many of us are no
longer able to do our work.
Just about a year ago, on another cold February day, I was accompanied by an a t, irney to Washington. Then, as now, we came seek-

ing protection, On that trip of a year Ago, we went before the Supreme Court of the United States. We were confident then and firm
in our belief that we were asking nothing that was not guaranteed
in the Constitution. Unfortunately, the Court did not agree. And sowe are here again. Today you are hearing from me. In another day,
I understand
you will hear from Prof. Anthony Amsterdam
of Stanford University, the attorney- who represented me in the, litigation that went before the High Court. I will leave to Professor
Amsterdam the recommending of solutions because he is far better
equipped to handle that. But I should like to use the rest of my time
to tell you something-:rof my experiences in attempting to report on
the activities of the Black Panther Party- in the latter part of the
1960's, and how interference by agents of the Federal Bnreau of Investigation and unreasonable &emends by officials of the Justice- Department brought my reporting to a halt.
During 1968, I made:a number of trips to the west coast, primarily

to report on the Panthers. A:Id-by the spring of ii 69, the organization had grown so large and was building so much influenceparticularly among the youththat I -was. reassigned by the New York

Times from New York to the newspaper's- San Francisco office. That
reassignment was not made because the Times did not have competent
correspondents in San Francisco: In fact, the correspondents there at
the timel Lawrence Davies. and Wallace Turner,were among the most
distinguished reporters in America. But at that time, suspicions and
.fears among many segments of the black comthunity was such that
white reporters were unable-to gain access to effectively report on the
activities of militant .black organizations. For me, being black was
certainly an advantage, be that alone did not give in immediate
-access to the Panthers. It took months to build relationships and to
convince contacts that I was not an undercover agent, but that I was
simply a reporter whose only interest was in telling a story that had
not been told because there was no one to tell it

In the summer of 1967, nearly 2 years before I .went west to cover

the Panthers, I traveled the country. reporting and writing of the

riots that were sweeping black communities. I traveled with and wrote

a great deal about the men who emerged as the
of that
blackdiscontent.And in the course of that,Imoved through the black
neighborhoods across the country, from Roxbury in 'Boston-to the
south side of Chicago and Watts in. Los Angelep, Along the way, I
17:

.
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found many blacks fed up with the system and angry and hitter about
a press 'which they felt had a history of treating them un fairly:Put
despite those feelings and although they were reluctant, they were
still willing to talk with reporters aml to give them a chance to have
an up-close look at things as they were. I was able to file many, many
stories on the people and the life on the black side of those towns.
Those stories were not always displayed in the nesiltper as I might

have, liked, but they were all there. Then came my work with the
Panthers and my encounters with the FBI and the Justice Department, encounters that flintily led to my being held in contempt of court
when I refused to participate in secret meetings to discuss my sources
and information that they had given me.

My first meeting with the FBI with regards to reporting on the

Black Panther Party came in Septeinlier of 1968, after I had li,,ritten
a7 ,nit, as sizable. cache of weapons that i had seen in an apartment
omipied by party members. I had just returned to New York when
agents called me at The Times and requested additional information.

I informed them that all of the information that I hid had been

published in The Times. But they persisted. They even made an tun -,
announced visit to the city room in West 43d Street in midtown Manhattan and called me out into a reception area and blocked my, path
when I said again that there was no additional information, Finally,
I had to call out another reporter to free me from the agents.
By the middle of 1969, my credentials were so established with the
Panthers that I was able to report freely on almost. every aspect of
their operation. I wrote of the breakfast program they were operating
for black children and the polificsthat were mvolved,,long More most
other reporters even knew dud it .existed. I Wrote with some detail
.of. Weapons-they owned and later how they were beginning to attract
wide supoprt-m various sections of both the black and white coinmunities. I wrote too .of their ideas.of what the society should be not
just shallow pieces taken from brief interviews, but in-depth stories,
that were drawn frokii.hours and hours of 'sitting and watching and
listening.. Listening not from a distance, hilt from inside their private
offlep.s, offices where weapons stood in centers and where sandbags
lined the. walls and huge metal plates covered the windows.

Of course, there were times when I came into confidential information. But mostly, it was ont'front. I wrote thy own stories and I was
accounts ble to only my editor. I tried as best I could to tell an honest
story of what the Black Panther Party was all about and who was
involved at all-levels.
In December of 1969, when-there were numerous. and !often violent

.confrontations between the .police and the Panthers, I wrote a major
piece 'in which I tried to detail what was happening to the party -ind
its ideas. The article pointed out that the Panthers themselves ..,tade

no attempt to mask their revolutionary doctrine and in the piece I
quoted David Hilliard, then the party's national chief. of staff, as
saying that the Panthers advocated the very direct overthrow of the
Government by way of force and violence. A ..day .after that story.

appeared- in the New York Times, I had- a call, from the FBI. and I
again explained:toVim hoW delicate my relationship was and how
improper it would be for me to even think of participating in' Such a
.secret meeting. But the agents would: not accept that -argument: They.
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t hose in authority coidd remedy things which needed to co remedied before there is any kind or 11 00%111111 1011. in 01 1101' %V01115. il' the
110S1 11 111011(1111('Ill 18 01181'0Y0(1 1111(1 11001)1(' 1111Y(' at feeling t
t heir dis-

t ;Int

contents %VIII be 10(41(10(1 to by those 111 1111(111101(y, 1 1100(` 1S 110 11111(.1' for
11.V1)1111 i011 in (111S.001111try.

I3nt (11(tre 1111! S01110 t/0111110 NVII0 110o rclnetant to express (11010 (his-

.s you found in your reporting fri»» I he black commit/lit les
in places
11'atts and Chicago and Roxbury, these 1)001)1(% were not
willing to express openly t heir discoid eta. But hey NV(.11t willing to conbpi!.
tugs to you and you in turn were :Writ to write newspaper
rt icles which hrought theirdiscontNitstotin e at tent ion and knowledge
of t he people who could do something :timid-. it. That is one or the great
purposes I think 01' the first amendment, and it shows why a n('\ sni:in
might to be allowed to protect confidential sources or in format ion.
Now. t hen. you have organizat ions 1
the Black Pant hers ;Ind of her

organizations of that kind in thi. -omit ry and it is essential. it seems
to ate. for soviety to know what the objects and aims or these organiza-

tions are. They are not going to complain themselves. and the only
way t hat t In country can lied out. what. they are thinking and pre.tcaring
foi: is through the agency of reporters who have gained their confidence
and by reason of that, are able to know exactly what they are :Wont.
I tiuiiik that this isyour paper and your experience is a magnificent,
exampleI hate to use the word "magnificent." in rpsiwet to such an

unhappy experiencebut it is certainly a magitilirent illustration of

one of the 'fundamental iiiirposits of the first amendment.
There is no doubt that a reporter working in the area in which you
work and especially one who deals with a group such as the
Panthers is going to lose his sOurces of infornintion. if he is required

to go be-fore a grand jury or petty jury or invest it.rativit hotly :Ind

testi f.v about them. F.ven if he is not required to te.itify after ho gets
there, t he mere fact. that he is compelled to go, even thott!di it tiny turn
out that he reveals nothing about. his sources, must. raise their doubts.
Still his sources of information are destroyed, aren't they?
MI...('Amoviii3 ant in complete agreement with what you say. It
makes
makes no di lierence what information you have. That is why I think in
till";
case the unfortunate thing was the GoN-ernment serer

even attempted to make any showing that I had any information
whatsoever that would he of any value to them. Rut they still insisted
that I go before the grand jury, knowing full well that it would be
destruot ive on my ability to conlinite to function as U reporter.
Senator Env' N. I want to commend the courage you displayed in
jeopardizing yourself by Sticking up to what yoir conceive to be the
ethics of':; news gatherer.
I maintain the judges ought to have a wisdom as well as knowled<re.
I have been distressed h. the willingness of judges to try to punish
news -ratherers because they stuck to their code of ethics.
We had a great old judge down in my county when I first started
practicing law many years ago when Pi.ohibition was the law of the

land. T'lley had caught one of my clients running a little stilla 0-

gallon copper still. They caught. him redhandecl. So when they came
to ccnit the prosecutor told me the only thing I could do was plead
him guilty and ask the judge to deal with hint as gvntly as pnssil lc.
Tn t
days, the prosecuting attorneys were on the fee system and the
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more people convicted, the more compensation. We had a very enterprising prosecuting attorney. In any case he tried, he sought out three
or four other violations of law so he could indict three or four other
people for violations. The longer the court stayed in session the bigger
the docket grew. My client was Benton. The prosecutor called him
wound to the witness stand and asked him where he got that still, and
Mr. Benton said, "I ain't going to tell yon." He was one of these mountaineers who had a lot of courage like you displayed. He kept saying.
"Where did you get that still," and Benton kept saying "I ain't going
to tell you." Filially the prosecuting attorney appealed-to the judge to
make him tell and the judge said, "Wen, Mr. Benton, when you said
you weren't going to tell the prosecuting attorney where you got the
still, I assume you meant yon would rather not tell him," and he said,
"That is right, judge, but I ain't going to tell him nohow."
Then the prosecuting attorney appealed to the judge to put Mr. Benton in jail until he told where he got his still, and I will never forget

what the judge said because it showed he had wisdom as
ns
knowledge. He said, I think everybody needs a code of ethics to get

through this troublesome world, and he said, it appears that Mr.
Benton has devised himself such a code. According to his code of

ethics, he thinks it is wrong for him to tell on somebody else. He said
it might not be as enlightened a code of ethics as yours or mine, but

I am not going to punish him. I am. not going to send him to jail
because the greatest injury I can do to any man is to tear clown the

code of etlOcs by which he lives, even though I may not fully approve
of it. So the judge went ahead and gave him a sentence for the still,
but didn't send him to jail for contempt of coug.
I have often thought. about these judges seSding newsmen to jail
for not disclosing the source of information; if they could exercise a

little wisdom like this judge in North Carolina many, many years

ago, they would be better off.
Mr. CALDWELL. I would agree with you. I would hope it would be

'true. I would also add that it would be nice if it would be illegal for
judges to send newsmen to jail.
Senator ERVIN. In other words, Congress would have to pass laws

because judges don't exercise the wisdom they should.

Senator GURNEY. Mr. Caldwell, I wonder if you could amplify a lit-

tle bit upon what happened after the subpena was issued and your
communication was cut off with the Black Panthers. Could you tell
-us what happened?
Mr. CALDWELL. The original subpena was issued in February 1970.

I think it was several months later before I talked with any member
of the Black Panther Party. At that tithe, they were aware of what
my position was and this matter was in the courts; it was covered by
the press. I am sure they respected and appreciated my position.

But I think that the problem was that no Matter how they felt

about me, that they then knew it was dangerous 'business in dealing
with newsmen and from the day the subpena was issuedand it was
some months later before I made various trips back to the party of-

ficeI never again had the kind of freedom to roam around that I

had originally. I think that what changed all that was that they knew
4then that the Justice Department or the FBI or whoever might be
investigating them would come to journalists to get information. I
don't think it had ever occurred to them previously.
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Senator GiunsEv. Did you seek any of them out after the subpena
was is.sued and the problem was.disclosed
Mr. CALDWELL. No. I didn't. The subpena also required me to sort

of drop my work and become involved in trying to build a defense ;
hoping to keep me out of jail.
Senator GURNEY. Did they offer information to you that time ? Did
they conic to you voluntarily and tell you stories and things?
Mr. CALDWELL. When I was covering them full time, I used to make
going around to their office almost
a point of either calling them or croing.

daily. Hardly 2 or 3 days would
by when I didn't have contact
with them, when I Wasn't looking into some aspect of this operation.
Senator GURNEY. Did you seek to do that after the subpena was
issued ?

Mr. CALDWELL. As I say, there was one reason that I didn't do it

vas because I was too involvedas a matter of fact, I don't think.

I wrote any stories for the New York Tinws or very few stories in the.

next several months because of that. Also their position from the
day my subpena was issued, their position, with regard to not just
myself, but to all the press changed. I know that ABC Heyision iii
New York had sent a crew out to California_that was about to do a

documentary and they did nat let them proceed with that. There were
other reporters wanting to do stories too and they insisted that they.

bring in sworn statements from their employers and they made

demands on them about things they would do with whatever information they got.

Their .attitude changed and also the relationship of reporters

changed find no one had the freedom, including myself. At that. point,

it wasn't so much their talking to me, because they had press conferences and things and you could always talk to them. Many times
in covering organizations such as the one we are talking about here,
it is the news they volunteered but rather it is being able to have the

access to get in close and the things you can pick up sometimes without

'asking, being around and being able to observe up close.
Senator GURNEY. Rather than having meetings and social gather-

ings
Mr. CALDWELL. Just being able. to get into the insides of their offices

and engage them in conversations that were not at the press conference level, where there was, for a. lack of a better word, I would
say-sometimes press conferences get to be a showy kind of thing
where you would get beyond that to serious kinds of conversations
to find out whether people are sincere about what they are saying, if
they really have the ability to deliver and how they go about their
work and sometimes Re who is doing the work, is the guy who is doing

the talking really the guy who is making the decisions. Sometimes
it may take 6 or .8 weeks to bring together one piece because it is all
the bits and pieces that you are able to pick up along the way that
enable you to do that.
I am sure today, had there been no subpenas, had the Supreme Court

ruled the other way. last June, I don't think I could go out in the
street and say I wish the Black Liberation would come to me and auto-

matically they would and I would have access to everything they
are doing. But at least you might be able to dig around and pick up
individuals and look inside at some of the things.
03- 474 -73 -7
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Senator Guaxiy. Have you sought their confidence at any time
recently?

Mr. CALDWELL. Unfortunately, I was sort of out of action for
years and in that time many of the people I had close relationships
with have been sent to jail, some of them went out of the country, some

weren't around any more, having separated themselves from this organization. Also, the Black Panther Party of today is largely different

from the Black Panther Party of 1967, '68, and '69, their activities

yes, their activities are different and I would say that they are different.
Senator GURNEY. But your feeling is that it is still very difficult to
communicate with them?
Mr. CALDSVELL. It is not just with the Panthers. For example, several weeks ago I was in San Diego and I was attempting to do some

stories' about what it means to be black and be in the Navy at this
point. There are a lot of things that are happening that we can see
the ending of them, it may be a riot on the Kitty Hawk or sailors refusing to go on board the Constellation. So the reporting is to try to
find out what causes these things.
But I foundand I was amazed because:a lot of these fellows are very

youngthat as I was talking with one fellow in the course of an interview the said, "Didn't I see your picture in Jet Magazine?" He asked
if it wasn't something about giving information to the Government
about the Black Panthers. These fellows didn't want to say too much
to me because they felt somone might come to me and I might have to
give the information. Before, I could assure people. that I am a newspaper reporter and that is all I am, that is the only reason I am here
and the information you dive to me stays with me. I can't make those
kinds of assurances now G.:cause my last experience was, as you know,
if you have the information, you must give it to investigators and if you
don't you go to jail. I have to respond differently. I can say to my
sources you can give the inforMation to me if you want to, but you are

taking a chance because I can't protect anything. There were a lot of
documentsdocuments still often come to newspaper reporters and I
don't feel free to keep files and records and tape recorders and many
other things that are absolutely necessary for effective journalism because of these kinds of materials being subpenaed. They are now a liability. So the same kind of job isn't being done now and I would say
further that if given the situation of 1967 that if we were at that point
today, that I would doubt that The Times would have even assigned
me to the west coast because. I don't think I could have done any efivetive reporting at all.
SenatorGunxily. You mentioned something about the Black Liberation Army or what was it?
Mr. CALDWELL. It is near the end of the statement. I was referring

to a groupI say "group" that should have quotesaround it because
I don't have the information whether they do or do not existbut there

have been a number of recent shootings of policemen where the investigators have said they were shot by people who claim to-be n.lembers of a

Black Liberation Army. What am saying is I don'tntOw who these
people are
I don't know if they.exist. But if repOilersliad the kind
of freedom' we thought they haa before this past.. JMie, some good
reporters might be able to find out. They might be able to do a power-
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ful public service and this is just one of the areas where we are

going to lose this.

Senator GURNEY. I will agree.

The question I was really asking is do you think there is any evidence
that there is such a group ?
Mr. CALDWELL. I don't know, but I would say that I-sincerely uelieve that had the Court not ruled the A ay it did last June, that I wonld
be able to answer you differently, but information has dried up. Even

within the industry, some people will want to deny that, but that is a
fact and if you talk, and I would hope that you do, and I aim sure you
will, to reporters who are out in the streets and who are dealing with
people in the communities, they will tell you that there is a difference
now. There is a difference. It is remarkable. There was a fear and even
a suspicion of even among the black reporters, as well as white reporters, back in 1967, during the riots and things, but we could stand our
own ground and make serious arguments : "OK, you don't have to
talk to us if you don't want to, but you can't call me a cop because I
know what I am." But now the wav the court ruled, all the time I was
telling people that I wasn't a cop, that I wasn't an agent. I was in effect
misleading them.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you, Mr. Caldwell.

Senator Eavw: I just want to ask you a couple of questions. One is

this:
Aren't you aware of the fact that the FBI and other law enforcement agencies have found that it is necessary for them to infiltrate
organizations in order to get any real knowledge of the aims and
activities of those organizations ?
Mr. CALDWELL. Yes, sir.

Senator ERVIN. And so that is a recognition on the part of law
enforcement officers that it is necessary to get in the confidence of
someone on the inside in order to get any reliable information?
Mr. CALDWELL. Yes, sir.

Senator Eavrx. And that is precisely what you did in your reporting
work in respect to the Black Panthers.
Mr. CALDWELL. Yes, sir.

Senator ERVIN. You mentioned the Black Liberation Army. I remember seeing statements in the press regarding this group about the
time that this police officer was shot in New Orleans. Don't you think
that the ability of either law enforcement officers infiltrating the group
or the ability of newsmen to get information about it has been very
much handicapped, if not destroyed by the decision in your case?
Mr. CALDWELL. Absolutely, I would say absolutely.

Senator ERVIN. I don't know whether you have had any experience
in this field, but Mr. Kilpatrick who was here before youhe stepped
aside on account of he was not feeling welltestified it was virtually
impossible for the public to ascertain whether there is corruption on
the inside of the Government unless a newsman had access to inside
information and had an inside informant who was assured that his

identity would not be made public.
Mr. CALDWELL. I am in complete agreement with him. I heard his
statement and I told him that I was in complete agreement.
Senator ERVIN. But it seems to me to be a very justifiable statement

because I know from my experience and observation that most all
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of the evidence of corruption in Government has conic from news
gathering who won the confidence of people on the inside who knew
that theSe wrong things were being chine.
Hr. CALowELL. Right.

Senator Envix. And who would never have said anything if they
11 au thought they were going to be exposed.
CAnwEr.L. That is absolutely true.

Senator Envix. I want to thank you for making a most convincing
statement concerning exactly what happens to confidential sources of
a newsman when he is given no protection by the courts.
Air. CALDWEL. Thank you.

Senator ERVIN. YOU made a fine statement.
Mr. CALDIVEL. Thank you.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will 'recess to 10 o'clock in the
morning and then meet in the caucus room of the Russell Senate Office
Building.

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the meeting was recessed to reconvene
the following morning at 10 o'clock.]

NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
ON CossTrrtmoNAL But ITS,
Comm ram: oN THE JUDICIARY.

PP,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :05 a.m., in room 31S.

the Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Sam .1. Ervin, fr. (chairman) presiding.
Present : Senators Ervin, Tummy, and Gurney.
Also present: Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel- and staff director:
Britt Snider, counsel.
Senator ERVIN, The SlIbe01111111tliT Will come to order and counsel

rvill call the first witness.
'Arr. liAsKin. Mr. Chairman, our first witness this morning is Senator

Richard S. Sch ieiker.

Senator Euvix. The subcommittee is delighted to haVe you present,
and we appreciate your taking the thne to come at id give us the benefit
of your views in respect to a very iinportant question.
STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, A 'U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator Settivm

7.1'hunk you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate this opportunity to appeal on a critical bill to protect

the sources and confidences of news reporter:~.
I Very Mulch appreciate snaking this statement for the record. but I.
would like to summarize a few points, if 1 may.

Senator Envix. That will 1w satisfactory to the subcommittee.. Let
the record show that, the entire statement will he Printed in full in the
body of the record after your oral testimony.
Senator SCIIWEIKM. Thank you.

My personal shock over the recent sight of reporters being led to
jail for refusal to disclose news confidences led me to make drafting

of a strong newsmen's protection bill one of my first legislative. initiatives of this Congress. My bill, S. 311, the "Protection of News Sources
and News Information Act of 1013," was introduced on .1- mmary 4, the
first day of the new Congress.
Whatever specific language is finally adopted by this subcommittee,
I le.'] deeply that news protection legislation should reflect four iinpor-

taut principles:
(1) The news media must be protected from-being utilized in any
rvu v us agents of the Government.

(2) The strongest possible Federal law must be enacted quickly to
(95)
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lay to rest any possible doubt of the ability and right of newsmen to
protect confidences obtained in their news gathering.
(3) Freedom of the press guarantees of the first amendment must
be reaffirmed as the basic foundation of our form of government, entitled to paramount protection.

(4) Congress must fill the statutory
alluded to by the U.S.
Supreme Court last year when it rejected an inherent constitutional

newsman's privilege but Specifically referred to the power of Congress

to enact a statutory newsman's privilege.

My bill addresses itself particularly to the danger of the media

being pressed into service as an investigative arm of the Government,
through subpenas. My bill provides for an absolute privilege against
;my forced disclosure of confidential news sources, or information. by
any investigative body, such as grand juries. governmental aoncies,
or even Congress. Under no circumstances should we dilute the in-

dependent role of the media by requiring the use of media sources
and information by investigating officials. The media must be free
to develop sources and information, and must be able to insure. con-

fidentiality to sources who otherwise Would remain silent. It is ironic
that Government has no problem allowing the identity of police in
formers to remain secret, for fear of "drymgup" police information,'
but. refuses to apply this same principle to the media.
Even though the use of governmental subp na power is generally
limited to investigative reporting situations, we must not forget that

the right and duty of the media to protect sources and confidential
information should apply to all. reporting situations. Without as-

.

surances from newsmen that any confidences can be maintained, many

persons will no longer provide valuable information to the media,
on many subjects, for fear of reprisals, unwanted publicity, loss of
jobs, or other public interference with their families and their private
lives. Once again the public's basic right to know is the loser.
Our entire governmental system, however, is made- up of checks
and balances. In weighing newsmen's privilege legislation, we must
not lose sight of another constitutional amendment the sixth amendment right to a fair trial. The historic right of the public to "everyman's testimony" must be evaluated, and is often cited as a principal
reason for a qualified rather than an absolute newsman's privilege.
Once again, in my bill, I have recommended that consideration of
any less than absolute privilege be confined to the actual trial of a

specific case, after investigative work has been clone. This insures that
the news media can never be used for governmental "fishing expeditions."

In addition, I feel standards must be set by Congress to limit any

required testimony of newsmen to only a narrow set of circumstances.

And only when an overriding national interest. is involved and not
when newsmen have knowledge of a crime and they are the only ones
who can shed light on this crime.
It can be dangerous for Congress to be too specific in outlining con-

ditions that must be applied by the courts, and thus the language of
a qualified privilege may have to be general. But the statutory language and legislative history combined should show congressional
intent to seek a nearly absolute newsman's privilege, with exceptions
being permissible only under relatively unique circumstances.
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In my bill, a key condition before an testimony could be required
is "a compelling and overriding national interest in the information."

This type of language, coupled with requirements of (1) clearly

evidenced relevance of the information sought, and (2) no alternative
means to obtain theinformation, can provide a buffer to protect national interests. But the coifirts will be on notice that only rare and

unusual circumstances wofild justify the use of these conditions.

In addition, a heavy burden of proof must rest totally on the governmental body seeking news infOrmation in the rare rase when a court
-should even consider such a "clear and compelling" national interest
to be at stake.

My bill was limited to Federal bodies. However, I want to indicate
my support for enactment of newsnien's privilege legislation at the
National and State levels. If it is constitutionally permissible for Congress to impose such requirements on the States. I will support inlusion of States in our legislation. However, if we cannot legislate
for the States, I hope our legislation will be strong enough to be a
model for the States to follow snit.
in conclusion, I must confess I was surprised last year to discover
that the freedom of the press of the first amendment did not provide
protection from disclosure of news sources and information. I had
assumed' these freedoms were protected.
Two court opinions indicate the challenge ahead of us. Associate
Justice White in the Banzintry case denying the basic constitutional
news protection privilege last summer said we had the power to
provide a statutory privilege. In a subsequent case, a Second Circuit
Court. of Appeals judge wrote. "It suffices to state that Federal law on

the question of compelled discloSure by journalists of their confidential sources is at best ambiguous." It is our duty to clear up that
anlb]guity on the side of the first amendment, and a vigorous, strong

'freedom of the press.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Euvix. Do you recommend that the same rule apply to
congressional committees as would apply to the courts?
Senator SCIEIE
IWK R. Yes, I think that is
i true.
If we set a standard we can't have a double standard, and we should
protect them with Congress the same way we protect them with the
courts.

Senator ERVIN. I just wonder as a pragmatic matter if it is as easy
to get a bill through that applies to Congress as it applies to the court.
Senator ScuwEinun. I think you are right.
It might also be difficult; however, to have it upheld as constitutional

by the courts if we didn't do it that way.
Senator Envix. Well, I would think that we might prescribe rules
of evidence for the courts without prescribing rules of evidence for
:he Congress.

I don't think the constitutional question would be very serious. That
is jast an offhand opinion.

Now-, you favor an absolute privilege or do you favor-Senator SCHWEIIEER. I divide the issue into two parts : In any grand
jury proceeding, in any agency proceeding, in any congressional proceeding, the privilege is absolute. When you get a specific district or
circuit Federal court or Supreme Court situation, then it is not abso-

Os

lute but. very limited. First the eourt mnst judge that a ne\vsman's
material is relevant to a specific crime.

No. 2. it must be the only information that sheds light. They cnu't
get that information from another source:
And No. 3. an overriding national interest must be involved.
So only if those three concurrent eiremnstanees occur. ran a judgo
decide that an absOlute privilege must. be. waived. It must he a positive derision by a judge that those three, circumstances appear that T
-feel ran give us n balance between the first and sixth amendments to
protect, the national interest.
Senator ERVIN. I think von have to sort of balance the two interests
of society. Your bill undertakes to do that.
As the Circuit Court so well pointed out in the Ca7dzre77 case that
the society has two interests involved: one is the interest of society in

the prosecution of crime and the other is the interest of society in
securing for the people the fnllest opportunity of knowing. what is
7oirny on in this country. T thought the Circuit Court in the Colt/wen
case balanced those two interests in an extremely wise manner and
concluded in that ease. that Caldwell should not be compelled to go
before the grand jiiry.

Unfortunately. the Supreme Court didn't follow that very wise

opinion of the Circuit Court. and that is the quandary we are trying to
face in these hearings.
Do you have any questions?
Senator GURNEY. No. T want to commend the Senator for shedding.

light on this important subject.
Senator SCTIWEINER. Thank yon very much.

Senator Envtx. Thank you very much, and your toll statement will
be minted in the record.
[The full statement of Senator Schweike: follows:]
"IlEPA RED STAT MENT OF SENATOR RIC1TARD S. SCHEIKER ON S. :In. TTIE
PROTECTION

or NEws SOURCES AND INFORMATION ACT OF
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My personal shoe]: over the recent sight of -repOrters being led to jail for refusal to disclose news confidences led me to make drafting' of a strong newsman's protection bill- one of my first legislative initiatives of this Congress, My.
hill. S. 3(1. the "Protection of News 7touees and News Information Aet of 1.073,"
was introdneed on Immary 4, the first day of the new Congress.
Whatever specific language is finally adopted by this snberoninittee, I feel
deeply that news protection legislation should reflect fonr important principles:
The news media must. be protected from being utilized in any way as
r
the government.
(21 The strongest possible federal -law must he enacted uptick-1y to lay to rest

11.1(.11tS of

any possible doubt of the ability and right of newsmen to protect eonfidences
obtained in their news gathering,
(3) Freedom of the press guarantees of the First Amendment must be re-

affirmed as the basic fonfidation of our form of government, entitled to pornmonnt protection.

(41 Congress most fill the statutory gap alluded to by the U.S. Supreme

Court last year when it rejected an inherent Constihitional newsman's privilege
hot Rpeifienlly referred to the power of Congress to enact a statutory 11PWSHinn's privilege.

My bill addresses itself particnlarly to the danger of the media being passed
into serviee as an investigative arm of the government through subpoenas. My
bill provides for an absobite privilege against any forced disclosure of confidential news sources. or information. by any investigative body. slick as grand
juries. governmental agencies, or even Congress. Under no circumstances should

we dilute the independent role of the media by regniring this Ilse of media
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,.11111.:4 and inf.01111:1111,11 by investigating officials. The media lutist he free to

develop ',Um-cc:4 and information, and must, be able to insae confidentiality
to s(mrces who otherwise Ivould remain silent. It is ironic that government has
nu priiblent allowing the identity of police informers to remain secret, for fear
4,f.

"drying up" police informathm, but refuses to apply this same principle

to the media.
Even though the use of governmental subpoena power is generally limited to

investigative repAting situations, we must not forget that the right and duty of
the media to protect sources and confidential information should apply to all
reptioing situations; Without assurances from newsmen that any confidences
eon Iri 1110 intnilINI, Many persons will no longer provide valuable information
to the media. on many subjects, fir fear of reprisals. unwanted imblieity. loss
of jobs, or other public interference with their families and their private Iiyes.
I owe again the public's basic right to know is the loser.
(Mir entire governmental system; however, is made lip of cia eks and balances.

In Weighing newsmen's privilege legislation, we must not lose sight of :mailer
eoustilatband amendmentthe Sixth Amendment right to a fair trial. The his-

toric right of the public to eyman's testimony" must. be eV:dual-NI. and is
often cited as a principle .1$011 for a qunlifled rather than an absolute newsman's privilege.

innl, again, in my hill, I have recommended that consideration of any less
than absolute privilege be confined to the actual trial of a specific ease. after
investigative work has been done. This Insures that the news media can never
he used for governmental "fishing expeditions."

I n addition, I feel standards must be set by Congress to limit any required
testinolny of newsmen to only a narrow set of circumstances. It can he dangerous for Congress to be too specific in on:lining conditions that. nuts( be applied
by the courts, and thus the language of a qualified privilege-may have to he

general. But the statutory language and legislative history combined should
show eongressionat intent to seek a nearly absolute newsmen's privilege, with
exceptions 'wing permissible only under relatively Unifine circumstances,
In my bill, a key condition before any testiniony could be required
"0 compelling and overriding national interest ill the information." This type of lan
guage, eoupled with requirements of (1) clearly evidenced relevance of the infor-

mation sought, and (2) no alternative means to obtain Hie information, eau
provide a huller to protect national interests. But. the courts will be on notice
that only rare and unusual circumstances would justify the use of these conditions. In addition, a heavy burden of proof Must rest totally on the governmental body seeking news information in the rare ease when a court should

even consider such a "clear and compelling" national interest to be at stake.
My bill was limited to federal bodies. However, I wantto indicate my support
for enactment of newsmen's privilege legislation at the national and state levels,
II it is Constitutionally permissible for Congress to ingaise such requirements
on the States. I will support inclusion of States in our legislation. However, if
we cannot legislate for the States, I hope our legislation will be strong enough
In be a model for the States to follow suit.

In conclusion, I =St confess I was surprised last year to discover that the
freedom of the press of the First Amendment did not provide protection from

disclosure of news sources and information. I had assumed these freedoms were
protected.

Two court opinions indicate the challenge ahead of us. Associate Tustice
White in the Branzbary ease denying the basic constitutional news protection.
privilege last summer said we had the power to provide a statutory privilege.
In a snlisequent case. ft 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals judge wrote, "It suffices
to state that federal law on the question of compelled disclosure by journalists
of their confidential sources is at best ambiguous." It is our duty to clear up that
ambiguityon the side of the First-Amendment. and a vigorous, strong freedom
of the press.

Senator EUIN. The next scheduled witness is Senator Eao.leton. I
understand lie is on the way to the committee room, so I Will wait just;
A Low Minutes to call him.
Senator, I want to thank you for cominp. before the subcommittee
and giving us the benefit of your thoughts in this very important issue.
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STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS F. EAGLETON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Senator EAGLETON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate
your indulgence in my brief tardiness.
Mr. Chairman, I welome this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights on the free press. I want to express
my appreciation to you and the other members of the subconunittee

for your leadership in this effort to determine whether we need a
"newsman's privilege" law and, if so, what kind of privilege would
best serve the public interest.
My own view is that we do need such a law, although I believe that
the popular "newsman's privilege" label is inappropriate.
In preparing the News Source Protection Act. (S. 87'0), my bill, my

primary concern has not been the protection of newsmen, but rather
the protection of a free flow of information as gintranteed by the first
amendment. To the extent that information is available to the public
only front sources who insist upon anonymity and protection of backgal mild information given in confidence, protection of a free flow of
information necessarily means protection of these news sources.
I frankly do not believe that potential news sources will be reassured
by a privilege which is riddled with loopholes and exceptions,. which
applies in one forum or jurisdiction but not another, or which is so
complicated as to be incomprehensible.

I therefore support a simply drawn, absolute privilege protecting
only confidential sources and which would apply in both State and
Federal forums.
The privilege set out in section 2 of my bill differs somewhat both
from the absolute privilege defined in Senator Cranston's bill (S. EIS)
and from the qualified privileges included in other bills pending before
the subcommittee.

The News Source Protection Act sets forth an absolute privilege

against compulsory testimony or production of documents by a newsman where the information sought relates to the identity of confidential sources or to any information given to the newsman in confidence.
The key is confidentiality. The privilege does not extend to all information which conies to a person in his capacity as a newsman, as it
does under the Cranston bill, but rather to confidential source identity
and confidential information only.
Nor does the privilege in my bill protect against. compulsory disclosure of information which comes to a newsman in his private capacity. If the information sought "relates exclusively to matters unconnected with" the newsman's gathering, compiling, or disseminating of
news, he may be compelled to testify or to produce documents on the
same basis as any other private. citizen.
A second important feature of the News Source Protection Act is the

procedural safeguards set forth in sections 4 and 5. These safeguards
are intended to put an end to the use of subpenas as tools of harassment

against newsmena phenomenon not uncommon in recent yearsby

providing a mechanism for determining before the issuance of a subpena whether the information being sought is privileged.

The bill requires a full hearing on the record. with the newsman
given aa opportunity to be heard and a right of appeal, before the
subpena may be issued. The burden is on the party seeking the subpena
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to show that the information is unprivileged. If the information is
found to be privileged, the subpena may not be issued.

The decision as to whether or not a subpena may be issued against
a newsman may be made only by a judge or other specified person of
high authority. The bill thereby precludes the issuance of subpenas
on the whim of individual prosecutors, bureaucratic underlings. or---

6th all due respect to the talented staff in this room -by legislative

committee staff.

A third distinction between my bill and others before the subcomittee is the distinction drawn between circumstances under which a
newsinink may be compelled to-testify in an ongoing civil or criminal
trial and the circumstances under which he may be compelled to testify
before a grand jury, legislative committee, or executive agency.

Proceedings before trial courts differ in at. least two bash. vays

from proceedings before other governmental forums: First, testimony
at a trial is strictly circumscribed by rides of evidence which provide
that extraneous, irrelevant, himniterial information is not acceptable
to the court. Counsel for both sides are compelled to stick to the point,
with little or no opportunity to "fish" for whatever the newsman may
know. By contrast, proceeding,s. before grand Juries, investigative and
legislative. committees and the like are not subject to strict evidentiary
controls and often do become "fishing expeditions."
Second, trial courts depend upon cumnlative evidence, with each
bit of evidence tied to the next hit until a cogent case has been made.

It is not unusual for a single personquite possibly a newsanto

have the preige, bit of evidence necessary to make the ease for the
prosecution or the defense. In the other fornms however, cumulative
evidence is not essential to their functioning.
In none of these forums may a newsman be compelled to testify as

to privilegedthat is, confidentialinformation; that privilege as

to confidential information is absolute. However, a newsman may lie
compelled to testify as to nonconfidential information gathered in the
course of his work at an actual criminal or civil trial where the infor
mation is material to the -inquiry and where equivalent, information
i
not. available from another source. I concede, that my so-called
"equivalent information.' test is debatable..
Thus, where a newsman is on the beat and happens to see a criminal
act being committed, he may be compelled to testify or produce photo-

graps at the trial of the accused, if he is the only source of that
information. Howeve, if he witnessed the crime hi the context of a
confidential relationship with his sourceas did both reporters Caldwell and Branzburghe could not be compelled to testify. By way
of contrast, the Cranston bill precludes compelled testimony as to all
information gathered in the comse of the newsman's work; under
that bill, he could not be compelled to testify as an eyewitness in either
case..

'Where the information is sought by grand juries, congressional
committees. or other forums with a high potential for "fishing expeditions." the bill imposes a stricter rude. These forums may compel
testimony from a newsman only when it does not. relate to his word:.
The mere appearance of a newsman behind the closed door of a grand
jury session is enough to chill sources. And it is important, to keep
Opportunities for "fishing" in the newsmen's minds and files to an
.

absol lite minimum.
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Thus, 111.. Chairman. my bill has a double cutting edge. The first,
ed.ic is the distinction between the kinds of information gathered by
a newsman in the course of Ids workconfidential and nonconlidentialand between information gathered as a newsman and that coining

to the newsman in his private capacity. The greatest protection is
afforded confidential information; no protection is afforded information which is not related to the newsman's work.
With respect to the middle ground of information, that gathered
in the course of a newsman's work but not in a confidential setting.
a second cutting edge applies. 1-[ere, a distinction is drawn among
the forums while], may try to get this information. My bill makes it
available to the forum which is the most likely to have a real need for

it and is least likely to harass the press by fishing for extraneous

materialsmunel y. the courts.
While this pai:ticular formulation may not be precisely the one
the subcommittee prefers, I do think it contains procedural safeguards
whichi should be considered for purposes of discussion and debate.
If you will permit me, Mr. Chairman, I would like to touch briefly

on a few additional points.
First. I know that you are not inclined to preempt the Stales in
the area of source protection. However, I want to add my voice to
those. who have already expressed the view that under both the commerce, clause and the 14th amendment, Congress does have the authority to pass such a law. News flow knows no State boundaries;
stories now travel by almost instant, transmission from the smallest
town to cities across the country. Many newspapers and broadcast
outlets have interstate circulation. I have no doubt that the commerce
clause. would give us the necessary authority to legislate for the States

in thiS-area.

Next with respect to the 14th amendment, I believe it would be

within the authority of Congress to find that the privilegels an

essential part of newsgathering activity, a finding which the Supreme
Court did not make in its case last year. Newsgathcring is protected
under the first amendment, and if the newsman's privileoz is an essential element of that function, it, too, eoulcl Come under the umbrella

of the first amendment and be applied to the States through the
14th amendment and its enacting clm.se. Thus, it is my view that
Congress can makeu finding of fact that the protection of confidential
news sources is necessary to enhance the first amendment and.to make
such finding binding on the States through the 14th amendment.

Finally, I now direct attention to the question of libel as it would
relate to the possible required disclosure of confidential Sources. Sec.
6(a) of my bill deals with this question, but I must say it deals with
it inadequately and that section must be redrafted.

It is my belief that a libel or slander action should not be avail-

able. as a. vehicle to pry open confidential sources. On the introduction

of my bill, I was. asked by a reporter:

Well, if your bill immunizes confidential sources in a libel action, won't this

run the risk that a journalist might greatly harm an individual by writing a

bogus article based on spurious confidential sources?

The blunt answer, Mr. Chairman, Is that, yes, an innocent person
may be harmed. Human reporters writing about human beings will
commit human errors. This simply is a price which has to be paid
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in order to see that the first amendment guarantee of a free press is
not comprotnised.

Mr.. Chairman, I know of the deep reverence yoll have for the
Constitution. I too share that reverence.
I have- a particular reverence for the 1st and 14th amendments.
I feel that even if other portions of the Constitution were altered,
if we protected the sanctity of the 1st and 14th amendments the basic
structure of American liberty would be preserved. Therefore, some

individuals may well have to pay the price of being the target of
erroneous journalism. I repeat, this is a price which simply has to
be paid in order not to jeopardize the free flow of news.

On the question of libel, I cite for the record the cases of Yew )'ode
Tinicg v. Sall;
37G U.S. 254 (1904) ; St. Amor,/ v. Thompson. 390
U.S. 727 (1908) ; and Cei.rante v. 'rums
104 F. 2d 987 (1972),
cell. den. U.S. (19Th).
The Cervantes case. is interesting in that. the plaintiff in a libel action sought to discover the names of Life's confidential sources and
the court of appeals ruled that 14e was not required to divulge them.

Mr. Chairman, I refer you at this point to the memorandum ill
libel law submitted yesterday by 'Senator Mondale. I think it is an

excellent memo.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I commend you and the members of the
subcommittee for your efforts in this area. I am hopeful that we can
pass a reasonable, effective privilege bill in this session.

Senator 'ERVIN. You have made a very significant contribution to
our study. You have some ideas which are quite original and I don't
believe are found in any other bill.
I think we agree that this problem has been made very acute by
the practice of using grand jury laws, not as a judicial branch of the
Government, but as an information gathering branch of the Government. That is particularly true in respect to Federal courts.
Senator EAGLErox. Yes, indeed.

.

Senator ERVIN. 'We still have in my State a grand Jury system
whereby no one is allowed in the rooms but the witnesses.
Senator E.Nor.rox. How about the prosecutor ?
Senator ERV / N. Prosecutor is not allowed either.

Senator L'Aorrox. As a prosecuto
was allowed in the grand
jury room.
Senator Eavix. That is likely to happen where t' a prosecutor is
there.

Senator Emaxrox. I was required to step out when they voted an
indictment., but I only stayed 30 seconds away from the door because

they only voted the ones I wanted and always returned no true bill
when I said that is what I wanted them to do.

Senator -ERVIN. The grand jury is a judicial body which stands
between the citizen and the Governmmit, and for that reason I have
never favored the prosecutor being there while the grand jury is taking
the testimony.
Senator E.1.01.1.0N. But I think North Carolina is probably in the
minority.
I think in a number of states the prosecutor stays in the. full deliberations right up to the voting on the document.

Senator EavrN. Yes. In fact, I think, the grand jury system has
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become perverted into an agency to gather information for the

prosecution.
Senator EAGLETON. Absolutely, and that is why I differentiate in this
bill in terms of nonconfidential information gathered by a newsman as
a reporter be.twecii compelling him to testify as a court of record vis-

a-vis compelling him to testify before a grand. jury or legislative

committee.
Senator ERVIN. I remember when ,Titstice Powell's confirmation was

passed on by the Judiciary Committee, he was asked whether be ap-

proved the practice which has grown up in the Federal courts in
recent years of sending even suspects before the grand jury in the hope

that they would fail to invoke the fifth amendment and incriminate
themselves. Justice Powell said that ha didn't know that that practice

existed, that he had done civil law and had very little experience in the

criminal law. But he said he thought that practice was "right

unfriendly."
Senator Rkor;rrox. Right unfriendly, to say the least.
Senator Envix. As you point out. there is danger in a congressional
committee, and there is danger in a grand jury of embarking upon a
"fishing expedition." This is a situation which, as you point out so
well, does not exist in the trial courts where you have a judge to rule
according to established rules of evidence and fishing is not allowed.
Everything has to be relevant to the issues.
Senator I:AC:LETO-N. Correct.

Senator Envix. And I think that is a very valuable distinction be-

tween the two types of tribunals.

Your bill is based upon the theory that the privilege should only

exist hi respect to trial courts, at least, where the information received
by the newsman is received in the exercise of his occupation and is

received in confidence.
Senator EAGLETON. If the information received is confidential, it is

absolutely protected under my bill, but then there is the gray area,
in the middle and I use this hypothetical :

Assume a peace. march tr. the Washington Monument. Assume a
reporter goes out there to cover it and he is there as a newsman. He
sees an assault take place, an attack of a police officer. He could be.com-

pelled to testify as to what he saw in a court of law, but could not be
compelled to testify as to what lie observed either before :t grand jury
investigative committee or the Federal Trade Commission, if they
were to be involved by some extraneous concept. But if a reporter
walking down the street on his lunch hour sees a woman stabbed on
the corner, he is not on an assignment, he has to testify as to that the
same. as any other citizen.

There are really three areas of testimony: confidential sources and
information either observed or heard which are absolutely protected,
eyewitness things on newsman's beat, to which he may have to testify
in court; and information coming to him as John Q. Citizen to which
he has to testify in front of a grand jury, court, what have you. He
is not immunized by the fact that he carriers a reporter's badge.
Senator Bavix. I want to commend you on the approach you take
to the question.
Senator BAGLETON. The one area in which you and I strongly dis-

agree is whether this bill can be made applicable to States. I think
it is indispensable this bill cover both Federal and State forums.
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If we were to have a Federal bill only and await the 50 States to
devise different kinds of privilege laws, I don't think that the Federal
alone will accomplish much.

I don't think the newsmen in talking to a source says, "I have got
to see what State you are inMontana: I can protect your confidence
under the Ervin Federal law, but Montana doesn't have a state law,
so I can't protect you completely."

Senator ERVIN. Well, I am not irretrievably wedded to the idea

that the states be exelnded. I do recognize that news knows no bound-

ary lines. We have the greatest news gathering and disseminating
agencies in the world, and they broadcast with no boundary lines.
The same thing applies to our newspapers.
You have a novel approach in that you provide for a determination
of whether the subpena should be issued, shall be made before the sub-

pena issues. It is an obvious fact that where a newsman who has had
confidential sources of information goes before the grand jury, those
sources don't know what he says in the grand jury room and conse-

quently they are not going to tell him or any other newsman anything in the future.
Senator EAGLETON. Exactly.

Senator CruaNzy. Well, I want to echo the chairman's comments on

the bill. It is quite unusual and a lot different from the others presented, and I think a much more realistic approach to this whole
problem.

Could you shed any more light on how you would determine confidentiality in the hearing before the subpena is to be issued?
Senator EAGLETON. Well, that is a difficult question, but that has
to be coped with.

In this hearing before the subpena is issued, the newsman who

wants to challenge the subpena would get on the stand and would be
asked, "What is your source ?"
He would say it is a confidential source..

.

.

Now you are pretty much stuck with the unqualified word of the
newsman himself, because if you probe too much further and say:

"Is the source 40 years of age or older, male or female, white or black,

et cetera," if you try to probe too much in ferreting out what his

source is, you will expose the source.

Let us take my Washington Monument situation. Suppose a news-

man gets on the stand and says: "I don't want to testify. I was at
the Washington Monument and I was there on a confidential tip."
The prosecutor, if he is the subpenaing force, will say; "Wait a

minute, I am not requiring information about any confidential tip. I
am inquiring of you as to what you saw as a witness, not based on
any confidential tip you received to go out there, but what you saw.
Did you see the attack of Officer Jones4 '

Then I think the newsman, under my bill, would be compelled to
testify in the court of law as an eyewitness because what he saw was
not in confidential circumstances.
Now, take Branzburg and Caldwell. One was a confidant of the
Black Panthers and the other witnessed a hashish processing operation. Each of them was invited in, one by a Panther group to see what
was going on, and the other by a hashish operator to see what was
going on there.

I think that is privileged. That is confidential inforMation as he
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was taken there under a confidential -ioak. and he wrote a story about
how he saw hashish being made and so forth.
......
T think that is protected.

Senator Guirxxv. Let us go back to the Caldwell case. Mr. Caldwell testified before us yesterday, and he told its he was enraged in
a series of investigative reporting events to acenmulate all tin' information he could on the Nark Panthers.
Let its assume he is on that. trail. Ile writes a story. Maybe sonic
Black Panther doesn't think this story is very accurate. So this I flack
Panther says to a newsman he knows. "It didn't. happen that way:
it happened this way."
This other newsman. not really engaged in investigating the Black
Panthers at all, is a friend of this Black Panther. Suppose that WM'
a relevant piece of information involving a criminal action. Under
your bill could pm subpena this second newsman to get that information ?

Senator E va,rrox. Now wait a minute. Tins the source of the second
newsman come forward and volunteered his information
SiMiltOr GURNEY. That's right.

Senator Ema.E.rox. Then the veil of confidentiality, to abuse an ohl
law school term, has been pierced. mid then so far as the, second reporter is concerned, there is nothing he can plead insofar as confidentiality.
As to the first reporter, he still is not affected as to the confidentiality of his source as to what another reporter or another person does.
Senator Grr:xay. I would agree with that. too.
Let me ask you a questionyou mentioned libel. very briefly, Senator Eiigleton. and I. of course, understand that. if you are going to
use fishing expeditions and penetrate confidentiality to substantiate a
then confidentiality goes by the board. I understand that,
and that is not what the question is directed to.
I am just interested in your genera] feeling about New York Time.v
v. Sullian. which seems to me has completely destroyed any libel
redress that an aggrieved party might have bemuse, of course. as you
know, you have to prove inaliceand you cannot prove malice without
getting inside the man's mind.
Senator EAGLETON. If I had been sitting in the Supreme Court in
1964, I would have dissented. Frankly, since I think they base that

decision on the first amendment guarantee, I don't think there is

anything that can be done legiShtively. I don't think you can redefine
"malice" in legislation any more than we can legislatively charge what
they held on abortion 3 weeks ago.

That opinion can be dealt with by constitutional amendment, but
not. legislative-7--

Senator GITNEY. I would agree with you: if I had been on the
Court., I would have dissented too. I am not sure what really can be

done about it legislatively.
Let me pose this question : If you think it is advisable for Congress
to pass a shield law, then if it were possible to devise a constitutional

legislative approach to overturning New York Times v. Sullivan.
do You think that would be advisable for us to do ?

Senator EAGLETON. Senator, I just question your hypothesis. You
say 'if it were possible to devise a constitutionally viable legislative
approach. I don t think you can.
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I am being flooded with-1 have almost J.ifl il) letters on abortion.
What I am writhe, back to them is the only remedy available is a

constitutional amendment and constitutional amendments overturning
Supreme Court dei.isions just doit't conic about.
Senator ( ;URNEY. You may be right.

Thank you.
Senator TtNNEy. 111.. Chairman. 1 would like to commend Senator
Eagletoit on an ontstanding statement, and a very iitterestiitg approach
to the problems involved in this complex area.

I have some questions with respect to your approach, Senator

Eagleton.
Some witnesses have said that, if there are any (pm lifications at all
to the absolute privilege that, this is going to mean that the privilege
itself wonld he relatively meaningless a rgning there would be an encroachment tipon that exemption Of qu aiilieatioii over a period of years

to the point that there just will not be any privilege at all after a
period .of time.

We have heard testimony to that effect, maybe not going quite as
far as 1 suggested, but some persons have argued that, it. is an all-ornothing proposition, that they want. either an absolute privilege m
none.

Now, with respect to your statemerft, you indicated that in the first
instance the test. is whether or not the information gathered by the
newsmen is confidential or nonconfidential.
If it is confidential, there is no way that the newsman can be questioned about it, and the second test is whether or not be gathered the
information in his working capacity or in a private capacity.
As I undemtand it, that if a newsman gathers information in a. pri-

vate capacity, he could be required to testify before the grand jury ?
Senator 14.,..tou'rox. Private citizen capacitywhere. he is not on assimnenthe is a eyewitness to an intersection collision and the guy is
indicated for negligent manslaughter. and he just happened to see
this guy go careening through this red light and hit this woman with
seven kids.
He would have to testify.
Senator TUNNEY. As I understand it, those questions, will he resolved

in the first instance by a judge when a prosecutor tries to get a subpena. The prosecutor cannot, issue a subpena. The grand jury cannot
issue a subpena. It is only the judge who can issue a subpena.
Senator Emazrox. Yes, that's right.
Senator TUXNEY. Because somebody is going to have to make the
decision as to whether the requested material is confidential or nonconfidential or private or not private?
Senator EAGLEMN. Newsmen might not. challenge the subpena. I
think most newsmen, in fact I milli; think of oneI know smite bizarre
itewsmen, but even the most bizarre, if he were a witness on the corner
at this intersection, and he saw this lovely lady a intseven children annihilated by a drunk driver going through a red light, and lie was asked

to testify in court., there is not a newsman I know of who wouldn't

willingly testify as to what. he saw.
Senator TUNNET. I understand that, most newsmen would want to
testify under those circumstances.

But let us say we got. one that didn't like human beings, and he

was recalcitrant, and he decided he wasn't going to testify.
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Senator It :madam:. Then he can challenge the issue of the subpena.
Senator TUNNEY. I want to understand the procedure. As I under-

stand it, the prosecutor can't issue a subpena. They have to go to a

judge first?
Senator EAGLETON. Yes, that's right.
Senator TUNNEY. And as I understand it, the purpose of that is to
make it very difficult for subpenas to be issued?
Senator EAGLETON. To try to dampen frivolous subpenas and to
Senator TUNNEY. For instance, it is my understanding that maybe

as many as a hundred or two hundred subpenas were issued in the
past couple of years by Federal prosecutors against newsmen, and one
of the things that your bill would do would be to create obstacles that

a U.S. attorney or grand jury or a state prosecutor would have to
overcome before they could be issued?
Sena for EAGLETON. Right.

Senator TUNNEY. And then once the judge made a decision and he
let us say, decided that this was information gathered by a reporter
in his private capacity, then the reporter would Iv required to go be-

fore a grand jury ?
Senator EAGLETON. He could appeal that decision, by the way.
Senator TUNNEY. He could appeal that decision?
Senator F..tory:rox. He could appeal that determination, yes,
Senator Tt7N-Nry. What would he he required to tell the judge before the judge made his decision'?
Senator EAGLETON. The prosecutor would, to take a hypothetical
the prosecutor would put on evidence, I guess, by the arresting police
officer investigating-the case, that reporter Jones was at this intersection and reporter Jones saw this ear come through at 80 miles an hour

and demolished the other car. Reporter Jones gets on the stand and
says, "Judge, I don't like courts very much.. I am a reporter, and I
don't like testifying very Much."
"Were you there as a newsman ?"
"No, I was on my lunch hour."
"Did you have any confidential information?"

"No, I was just walking down the street on my lunch hour."

Then I think the court makes it very obvious he is there in his

private capacity, and he is compelled to testify.
Senator TUNNEL Let us say it is a closer case and let us say that

the reporter says, "I was where I was as a result of a confidential
communication, and the only reason I was here was because of the
confidential communication."

And the judge said, "Well, I would like you to describe the facts."
Senator TAGLETON. You mean he got a confidential tip to be at the

intersection V

Senator TUNNEL No, a closer case.
Senator Iltourrox. Bran2bur0
Senator Tummy. Yes, BranAcrg.
Senator EAGLETON. Branzburq is protected.

Senator TUNNEY. And the judge would have to take the newsman's
word on that I
Senator TAGLETOIL Correct, there is no. way you can impeach his

credibility, and as I said in answer to Senator Gurney, if you the
prosecutor to ferret out about who the confidential source is, you are
destroying the kind of protection we are trying to create.
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Senator Tt-Nxix. The interesting thing about your legislation insofar as I am concerned is I hat it. makes it. it great deal more difficult to
get it stibpenn. I think that that would Ond to dampen t he plltbusiastu
of sonic prosorutors to try to get a nc.,..-quatn before the court or before
a grand jury in order perhaps to harass them.
SPfla (Or EAGLETON Hight.

Senator Tt7xxnr. It is it very interesting approach and .1 commend
you on it.
Senator EAut,rr()N. Thank yon, Senator.

Senator Envix. I want to si k a good word for Ilse
pad (1sv.
When t he case %vas first handed down it was so interesting that I have
t lulled it. and %vas taught about the law, too.

I was shocked. Bat I think it is a %vise decision. At the heart of it.
I think, is the old saying of Harry Truman of your State, who said

"I I' you can'tstand the heat, get out of the kitchen."

The first amendment contemplates that there should be the fullest.
and freest discussion of the qualifications of candidates for public office, and the
case, as I. construe it, has this effect. I agree with
von that you can't chitn!re that decision by legislation because the
Court, rests squarely on its interpretation of the first amendment.
Senator EAct.t:ToN. Correct.

Senator .Envis-. That iirision said in effect that in older for an
occupant of public oflicr or candidate for public office to recover

damage for libel, he would hatai to show that not only the article was

false, but also that its publication was prompted by actual malice
which the court in effect says is either publishing with knowletbe of
its falsity of with reckless disregard of whether it is trite or .false.
Senator E.ton.-..rox. A very difficult test.
Senator ERvix, .11.. is very difficult under that decision for any man
who is a candidate for public ()Bice or the occupant of a public office.

it has also been extended to a public figure to recover damage .for
libel, and I don't know but it is well that it is that way.

But any other rule, it seems to me, would chill the willingness of
the press or of individuals as far as oral conversations are concerned
to discuss all the reasons why you should support or not support a.
particular candidate.

I think that the good, the ultimate good it does to the public is
outweighing the unfortunate results it has on the individuals
concerned.

Senator EAor.ro-N. You make a very compelling argument. I can't

disagree strongly with what you are saying. I have a slight bias
t (r
against
the case, but there is a good
(r
deal in what you say.
Eayix. I agree with you on the abortion case. I got as many
letters.

I just write back and I say I think the Supreme Court stuck its nose
in an area that is none of its business.
Senator EAGLETON. Exactly. But this is constitutionally sanctified.
Senator GURNEY. One final small detail here.
Of course, one of the things that all of us are interested in is speedy

criminal trials. In fact, I was cosponsor of the bill of our Chairman
here -which will provide for speedy trials. That bill provides for trial
within 60 days, as I recall.

Senator li.:Actxrox. What's the trial on in 60 days; the trial on the

subpena?
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S1'1101111' CiitNI:Y. Well. Ibis is a kill which ha-. general iI)plieation

in (leder to speed up the process of criminal ourts and unburden our
dockets. This is:mother bill.
Nly question is. if we are going to have preliminary hearings on
snlopelniS ;Ind then appeals, is there anything in your.bill that would
speed
t his Iocess
Senator I.:M:1.1:11N.

I

don't tltinh there

hilt. I w011111 certainly

stand for an expedited appeal within a limited t hue ramo. et cetera,.
and expedite It up t he docket.

I intend ihe proceraling to be as Senator unney has pointed out,
but 1 t1011.1-111.1111: It. W011111 he tilintOry.

SullIttOr GlItNrY. Tina. IS correct. r think We do have to proidv for
spovily trial of the person to whom the newsman's supposed information relates.
Thank you.
soont or Kiwis. just nne, obsevo ion.
It is Nell established flint tere n re NV:I.\ S to prose %diet hey at thin!yr
is confidential.
As a. matter of fact, the GOVernment. prosecutors used to object to

:In effort.

Ott

the part Of defendant's counsel to ferret out the

confidential sources of information on which they started on the trial
that led to the prosecution. So your hill just says in elicit, that what, is
sauce for the. legal :-oose should be snuee for the Te!ral !rancler that
the confidential sources of the newsman %rill be. protected just like the
confidential sources of information received by the law enforcement
officers.

Senator EAor.r.TON. Quite common. as the Chairman notes. in narcotics cases before a search warrant is issued on a motion to quash,
the state would then put on evidence of a police officer that. yes, he
sondit a Nvarant to go to a certain house at a certain time to seek
certain goods because lie got it on reliable information of reliable
informant. is the language we used to get the police officers to use. since
at

we helped comb them.
There, is confidentiality in criminal cases per :se. and narcotics cases.

particularly.

Senator Lint N. If the soarers wore not confidential. the prosecution
would not be trying to find out what they wore.
S enn t or Ema,rrox. Very true.
;.--tenatorEttvix. Thank you very much.
You have given a most illuminating exposit ion of the question.

Mr. BAstrut. Mr. Chairman, our next. two witnesses are -Arr. Brit

Hume, writer, and Mr. Joel M. Goya, of the American Civil Liberties

Union.

STATEMENT OF JOEL M. GORA, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
UNION, ACCOMPANIED BY BRIT HUME, WRITER
Mr. GonA. Senator Ervin, may name is Joel (fora. I am staff counsel

of the American Civil Liberties Union, with me today is Brit Hume,

a working journalist, who, on the basis of his experience, Nvill present

information to the committee about the processes employed by
journalists.
We have both prepared statements that we have submitted, and we
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hope those statement, will IH. mode pal or th..

or ils

..r Ihrrr plo

few brief comments and 1 hell

1%1L.

11111 he

!d1111 111111 111'11011 I'd 10 1111Wel.1111eSII1/11!..
Se110,t01' 1.:111.1S. The %11.11 11'11 SI:111'1110111S %%111111 y1111 !.11f11111111'11 111 1111'
S111111111111j1lee 11111 he 111'1111141 111

hill in di.. holl or ch..

yolioral 11 .IIIIlo111'.

DINH:IA.11

III'.

s..11.11 or.

Tars ago.

3 years ai,o this

itioivi.11 in this

issiws
peil:11)s t.vt.n this %vet.1,
(ilit.sti,1, Al t hunt I hilt. Wit Urged I %V.)

ath.I.Hon.
I

1.1,

11.11

positions. first. that the primary rune' ion of t he press is to gather inormation and in Pirni 1 III' ell 17.1`111'y. ;11111 rtwmill. that the members
of the press can't diseharge that ronetion unless they are aide ill
:-aurae significant ways to protect their sources and information.
I I n ppily. the first premise has become axioniat ie. and no matter what
position voii tal:e on this issim. everyone starts out %vith the understand-

in:,r that the first amendment is there not for the benefit of journalists.
not to protect them, hut so that die Public will be full,%' informed.
The second proposition, that in order to do t hat. journalists require
protect ion for sources and information, iS %dint these hearings are all
about.

The Supreme (

majority, a narrow majority. concluded that

such protection was not required'.
In my %ritten statement I have suggested reasons %vIly %%c think

that conclusion. was wrong.. But most importantly I think the ('olitt
%vas simply insensitive to tin.. news gat !wring provess.
These hearings:1re remedying that defect by hearinr testimony from
%vorki lig journalists and hearing their descriptions 11f lun the Process
%orl:s.
Let

i f I ini:.bt. just respond to what I understand to he S1/1111' of
I lle questions that aro concerning the committee.

First. the question of whether there is a need for legislation. I think
t hat is fairly clear. Since flu. Supreme 'ourt's decision in June. there
have been a number of reporters %rho hire jail, and a tunnber of reporters %vho have been thrown in jail.
Aran of those episodes have been documented in a magazine article

by Mr. I-Irma' ill the .1er
.1111ya.al'ne of December 1i. 197:2.
amt \\situ Tito Senators. permission, I %you'd like this article o 11;Ille
part. or our presentation. as Weil.

Senator Eaix. 1 r you can furnish the. subcommittee with a ropy or
the article, we will Slut the article in the rveor(I.
article referred to is printed in the appendix.]
Ali.. (;(in.. I think the most troubh.some thin!, about these subpenas
is the kinds of stories that the journalists %im are facing illeareeration
ancl punishment have been (.overin!... 1.'hore have been stories about cm.irtilTitqi1n1

a bot:t.

osl(t)s

,(1(1:%;.-e)sii())11t);iiilis;.

hospitals.
information that. Makes it. possible for t he public to he better informed.
I:ind of journalists %vim require statutory protection or judicial

-protections are the best journalists we have. the ones \im illuminate. the issues of our (1;1 v.

I thinl: there is no doubt that. legislation is needed, Senators.

.
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Moreover, such protection should reach beyond Federal proceedings.

I think there is congressional power to do that. Senator Eagleton has
referred to the premises of that power.

The other issue is whether it is desirable to exercise that power. I
think that it probably is. Many of the journalists who have been
subpenaed were in states where there was supposedly State pro-

tective, legislation. A strong Federal statute, will remedy much of that
problem.

If there is only Federal protection in Federal processing, then

in those states that don't have comparable State provisions you will
have a version of the old silver platter doctrine. If the Federal prosecutor can't ask the reported questions, he calls the reporters by subpena.

It used to come up in terms of the admission of evidence into the
Federal or state proceedings.
1 think it is a real problem which argues for protection in all forms
of proceeding, Federal and State.
Finally, if the bill does cover state proceedings it should make clear
that where there is a state law that goes further, that _gives more protection, then that law is not preempted by the Federal. statute.
The other issue that the committee is wondering about is who should
be covered.

Victor Navasky, an investigating reporter, has suggested that authors of nonfiction books should be covered since they are simply
slow journalists. The process is the same, the investigative process,
whether culminating in a daily newspaper column, article in a magazine or a nonfiction book, and it is that process which must be protected. Similarly, we would hope that the bills that define who a
newsman is don't restrict it so narrowly that only the traditional
establishment press is protected.

There are two other points that I would like to make. In terms of
the mechanisms for invoking this protection I agree with Senator

Tunney's observations that simply making it burdensome for whoever
wants to subpenn, a reporter to do so will accomplish much of what
we are here to urge you to do. Burdensome in terms of the showing
that must be made and burdensome in terms of requiring a court order
before any kind of disclosure can be required. I think that alone would

perhaps eliminate the majority of subpenas now issued. It is a very
casual thing to issue a subpena if it could not be done ex parte, they
would not be so frivolously issued.

Finally, the most difficult question and certainly the one that has
provoked the most controversy, is what kind of protection should he
afforded. I don't know whether the matter can be stated as simply as
whether the privilege can be absolute or qualified. In a sense even an
absolute bill which requires that the information to be protected must
be obtained in the course of functioning as a, journalist, is really a
qualified bill. But everyone accepts that. Those absolute bills have a
qualification, but the qualification isn't germane to the issue. As I
understand it. when we are talking about qualifying a refusal to provide information we are talking about a showing or finding that 'a
Particular interest, is more important than the system of newsgatherlug and the free flow of information to the public. I can think of very
few instances which are that important. I know that Senator Ervin
is concerned with reporters who are aware of information about. erimi-
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nal activity, but some of the best. investigative reporting we have conies
as a result of reporters being given access to that information. I think

the tradeoff is worth it. I think that having that information disseminated to the public so that. the political processes can be informed in

most instances is more important than incarcerating a particular
Let me give you an example. It is my understanding that N

day, out on Long Island, is running a series of articles describing and
tracing the importation of heroin from poppylields in Turkey all tlw
*way to addicts in New York City and describing events all the NVay

lonp the line. Now a prosecutor would think that that reporter can
be called in and could provide information which could break this
entire smuggling ring. But I think it is far more important that the
10 million people in the New York metropolitan area and everyone else

be able to have an awareness of how the criminal activity works,
whether there is complicity by forei6n governments and so forth.

I think the tradeoff, sacrificing the right to get the reporter's information in order to increase the flow of information is worth. it.
Let, me mention one possible, exception. If this .subcommittee is
going to recommend a bill that. lists exceptions, whether they be in
terms of categories of crimes or in terms of the level of compelling
interests, I tlunk-certainly there must be an exception forthe-criminal
defendant. in a felony case, when the reporter has highly exculpatory
information. T think that exception is necessary, because in that. situation you have a clash between two sets of constitutional values, those

protected by the first. amendment and the defendant asserting his
specific textual right in the sixth amendment for compulsory process
to obtain witnesses. I think in that situation the defendant's rights
might prevail, but I would circumscribe that situation very carefully. I don't think it is quite, the same when the need for information
is merely premised on the public's right to every man's evidence. But
when the defendant asks for it, depending on the sixth amendment

specifically, then I. think iu that clash of values perhaps the first
amendment interests can be overwhelmed.

Mr. It WEE. Mr. Chairman, I had written my statement with the
intent, of reading it into the record, and unless it will slow things
up too much I would like to go ahead and do that. It is the only
statement that I have.

I am grateful for the opportunity to be heard here today. The

immediate, purpose of the legislation before this subcommittee, as I see
it, is to mend the damage done to freedom of the press by the refusal

of the Supreme Court to accept the idea. that the first amendment
should protect the press' confidential sources of information from

identification in grand jury testimony by reporters. There are already
numerous examples of the chilling effect which this decision has had
both on the press and on its sources of information. I cited some in the

article I wrote for the New York Times Magazine on this subject.
Other reporters have turned up other examples. The fact that these
examples have surfaced at all is an Indication of how pervasive is
the impact of the court's ruling. For journalists do not normally
find out about the stories they don't get. For every visible case of a

story that got away because of a reluctant source or a cautious reporter
or editor, there must be many others of wIfiCh we .are not aware. As

great a problem as grand :jury testimony' has been for the press, I
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NV011111 hOpe this :111,..onintittee would bo willing to consider the issue
now,itietc,4 privit,!,e in a larger context. As I 511011 try to th'111011-

4mtv. grand juries could ultimately prove to by n losr throat to the
,ffiidentiality of reporter's sources compared to the threat posed
by another form of compulsory testimony.
-Before roing further. I want to say for the record that I f a Vor an

absolute privilege for newsmen to protect. their sources. I believe
it should appl- to the states as well as Federal jurisdictions. I revcyrnize. however. dint there is probably only the slimmest likelihood
that smell absolute lerislation could be enacted. And one of the exceptions which secuiti 11104 likely to he inellided in a IleWSInen.S Shield
law is ono wliich would remove the Shield in cases where journalists are
sued for libel. Yet. this is an issue that seems largely to have been passed
over in the discussion of shield legislation so far. Because. I have had

personal experience with this question,. I would like to focus my

testimony on it. I believe that if reporters are left, without protection
.or their sources in libel suits, such suits could become a far inoiv
dangerous device for the harassment intimidation of the press and its
sources than grand juries could ever be. The reason is that grand juries
can only be convened by certain designated officials while anyone at all
can file a libel suit.
The first. fact which must be understood in dealing with this question

is that there isn't much left of civil libel as we once knew it. in this
country. Tn a. series of decisions dating from the pivotal Nem Fork
mite* v. ulliran case in 1964, the Supreme Court has drastically
narrowed the circumstances under which a newsworthy individual
inov collect libel damages. The Court has held that unless the plaintiff con show that the libel was published with knowledge of its falsity
or in reckless disregard of whether it. was or not, the first amendment
protects the defendant. At first the Court applied this awesome stand-

ard of proof only to persons deemed to he public figures. More recently. however. in the celebrated case of Rosephloom v. 21/etionied,*(t.

it has broadened its application to include "all discussion and communication involvin matters of public or general interest, without
regard to whether the persons involved are. famous or anonymous."
The Court has also made clear that its idea of reckless disregard of
the truth means, "There must he sufficient evidence to permit the
conclusion that the defendant in fact entertained serious doubts as
to the, truth of his publication." (Rt. A.mcnt v, Thompson)
Such A standard of proof, applicable to virtually anyone mentioned
in a. news story. broadcast or article, would seem to make winning a
libel slut, against the news media exceedingly difficult. There are many
who feel that. the Court went too far in these decisions and left the
individual defenseless against the worst excesses of the press. That
is an mulerstandable viewpoint. But it seems to me that the Court
acted wisely and in harmony with the purpose of the first amendment.
Thy idea that 5ems to underlie these ilecisions is that. in a democratic
society, where freedom of speech and of the press are both cherished
and necessary to the proper function of Government. the law must
encourage. not discourage the publication of even the. most damaging
kind of information about public issues. The kind of information that

injures reputations and brings libel suits is often the kind most
essential to the public's understanding of the workings of Government..
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Such information. of course, is the hardest of all to get and those
whose pursue it fine far greater obstacles than their colleagues in dic
press who cover tires or attend news conferences. The possibility of
error is greater. The Court has held that because the press is often
I lie only possible source of this vital information. it nutst be protected
in its pursuit of it so long as it acts in good faith.
Until the
Fork Trines v. ,S'-v1 iron ease 9 years ago. the prospect-

or a. libel suit was a powerful deterrent to hivestigative reporting.
Suits were more frequent then and even when the defendants were

elearly right. they were often a long and expensive process. Even now.
I have found to iny dismay, sonic elements of the media still shy away
from bard-hitting reporting not so much out of fear of losing a libel
suit but out of fear of being sued. Nevertheless. investigative journalism in recent years has been increasingly available. The major maazines are much more receptive to it than they once were. Some publications, such as the W ashington .11 onthl carry several investigative pieces in nearly every issue. Before its demise last yeara demise

that. was not brought on by the weight- of any libel judgments Life

published a stunning series of reports dealing with political corrupt ion
and underworld activity. Book publishers, which formerly shied away

from such journalism because of its risks. are now eager to publish
investigative work. I think it. is beyond question that the American
public has had I he opportunity to learn many things about Government, business, labor, and other major institutions which it would
not have had absent the protection for journalists afforded by the
Supreme Court rulings I have mentioned.

This brightening picture has now been seriously clouded by the

questions of whether reporters must. reveal their sources when. sued fur
libel. I think I can best illustrate this issue by recounting. the circumstances of a suit in which I am personally involved. One of my major
undertakings in the past several years has been an investigation of the
United Mine *Workers of America. My book on the union, "Death and
the Mines," was published last year: .- One of the mildest stories I wrote
about the union appeared at the end of Jack Anderson's coltunn more
than 2 years ago. The item, one paragraph long. raised questions about
a burglary at union headquarters. Edward Carey. a union official. sued

inc, Jack Anderson and the W ashington I'mt. which carried the

column, for a total of $9 million. The suit was filed the very day the
story appeared and he was so eager to take my testimony that he succeeded in getting a court order for me to apPear for a deposition 2 days
later. The order turned out to be invalid because I had not been served
with the papers at the time, but it illustrates what I believe was his
haste not to make his case as munch as to learn the identity of my
sources. Eventually, his lawyer did take my deposition.

I was asked to name the source of the part of the story to which
Carey objected. It was a sentence that. said that he and the since defeated union President Tony Boyle had been seen carrying documents
out of Boyle's office before Carey reported the burglary. My information had come from an inside source. Tony Boylt:s administration had
compiled a record for corruption and tyranny perhaps unmatched
in the history of the American labor movement. Joseph Yablonski,
the man who challenged Boyle for the union presidency in 1969, was
later found unirdered in his bedroom almig with his wife and daup.litcr.
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The trail of indictmentsand convictionsin the murders has steadily climbed the ladder of the Boyle reg,ime. It is difficult to imagine
circumstances where by determination to protect my sources would
be greater. So I refused to name them. Plaintiff Carey then sought
an order to compel me to name them. His argliment, ironically, was
grounded squarely on The New York, Tines v. Sullivan doctrine.
How, he argued, could he prove that I had been reckless or willfully
inaccurate iif he was not permitted to know where I got my information? He had_a,point, and the trial judge agreed with him and ordered
me to identify-illy sources. That order is now on appeal. If I lose and
still refuse, to name my source, I could be held in contempt of court
or have a default judgment in Carey's favor entered against me, or

both. If I name the source, the suit will end because there is no

evidence that I acted recklessly or with knowledge the story was false.
Indeed, I believed firmly it was true and still do. Carey has made no
showing that my identification of my sources will lead to evidence of

the kind required to win thesuit. All he has done is file the papers,

deny the truth of the story and demand to know where I got it. It does
not take much imagination to see what might happen if such procedure
were upheld. Since the Supreme Court has seemingly left the issue of
newsmen's privilege up to Congress, I think it is quite likely the court
might uphold the compulsory identification of news sources in libel
snits if Congress specifically refused to make its shield law applicable
in this area.
Now there is a plausible point on the other side, of this issue. If newsmen had absolute protection against identifying their sources, they
could effectively vitiate what is left of the libel laws by hiding behind
anonymous sourceswhenever sued. Nevertheless, I think that the benefits of an absolute shield law would, on balance, still greatly outweigh
the disadvantages. I recognize, however, that many Members of Congress would not agree
with me. I would hope that they, seeing the
e
merit on both sides, might seek a middle course. I think thereis such
a course. It was charted by the Eighth U.S: Circuit Court of Appeals
in a libel suit involving Life magazine and Mayor Alfonso Cervantes
of St. Louis. Briefly stated, here is what happened. Life published an
investigative article in May 1970, charging that the Mayor had maintained what is called "business and personal ties" to the underworld.

Mayor Cervantes sued for libel and focused his complaint on four
paragraphs in the article which he said were both false and defamatory to him. The reporter who did the story was asked in a deposition
to name the source of those four paragraphs. He acknowledged that
most of the story, including the disputed portion, had come from
sources inside the FBI but he refused to name them. The Mayor made
a motion to compel the testimony. Life responded with a motion for

summary judgment which argued that the mere effort expended in

getting the story was sufficient to bring down the curtain of protection

afforded by The Times v. Sullivan and succeeding cases. The trial
judge ignored the motion to compel testimony and granted Life its
motion for summary judgment. Mayor Cervantes appealed. The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the trial judge. In so doing, the
court set forth a standard which it said plaintiffs in libel suits against
the news media must meet before gaining access to confidential news
sources.

.
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The court said, and this is crucial, the t :
to compel a newsman to breach a confidential relationship merely because a libel

suit had been filed against him would seem inevitably to lead to an excessive
restraint on the scope of legitimate news gathering activity.

It also said that;
to routinely grant motions seeking compulsory disclosure of anonymous news
sources without first inquiring into the substance of a libel allegation would
utterly emasculate the fundamental principles that underlay the line of cases
articulating the constitutional restrictions to be engrafted upon the enforcement
of State libel laws.

Therefore, the court held that there must be what it called a "concrete
demonstration that the identity of defense news sources will lead to
persuasive evidence" of AVil 'fill or reckless error before a libel plaintiff
can gain acess to confidential sources.

Now this seems to me to be eminently sensible and in keeping with
the spirit and intent of The New 3'ork Times v. Sullivan and the succeeding decisions. If such a. standard were universally established, the

filing of frivolous libel suits would not be made attractiveas it is

nowby the prospect of learning the identity of reporters' informants.
At the same time, however, in extreme casesthe kind of cases envisioned. I think, by The Times v. SW1iran doctrinethe door is Ieft
open to the identity of news sources when needed by a clearly wronged
plaintiff to make his case.
H this subcommittee does not see fit to allow newsmen an absolute
privilege to prottet their sources, I strongly urge that it consider writ-

ing into law the same test for libel suits set forth by the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in the Cervantes case. For if some protection for
news sources in libel cases is not forthcoming, the libel suit will again
become a powerful instrument in the suppression of a free flow of
information to the public.

It occurred to me as I sat here this morning remembering that a
year ago at this time I was testifying before all of you Senators as
part of the fall Judiciary Committee on the ITT affair, to mention how
that whole episode came about as it seemed to me. The central focus

of the hearings for much of the time was the so-called Dita Beard
memorandum which created a great sensation, but I can show you it
was not the Dita Beard memorandum which caused hearings on Klein -

dienst's confirmation. It was the unpublicized meetings with Felix

Rohatyn, the director, which led to the settlement of that antitrust case.
At the time that I was following up on the original story that I did
for Jack Anderson's column for that memo, I had occasion to talk to
a highly regarded ITT official. He was reluctant to discuss the subject
with me but.he was willing to do so once I assured him, and this Was

all prior to the Caldwell decision, this was about a year ago at this
time, that his name would never come out and there was no need for
him to worry about the confidentiality of our relationship, and it was
he that told me first that these meetings had been held. It was the first

knowledge I had had of it. I was able to proceed to contact Mr.
Rohatyn with pretty good knowledge of what had happened and he

was able to confirm that they had occurred.
At the time that the story broke, Mr. ICleindienst chose and Rohatyn
chose to come before the Judiciary Committee and to plead their case
there:But let us suppose that they had taken one or another of some of

11S

the other options that might have been open to some of the people in
that position. Mr. Kleindienst could have convened a. grand jury to
investigate the $400,000 alleged contribution to the Republican Convention. I could have investigated that. Nobodvknew whether it was
from ITT official or Government official or wh'oin that I got my first
tip. It would have certainly opened the door to the identification of
that source, the punishment. of that source with ITT, if still with 11"1.,

or by the Government had the person still been involved with the
Goverinnent.
Another option would have been to file a, libel suit against me and
to seek the identity of my source in that way and thereby seek to close

off the lead.
So I think that is the case that all of yon are quite familiar with
which illustrates just. exactly the kinds of things that can happen
when the door is wide open to reporter sources. T. know you perhaps.

Senator Gurney, might feel that the ITT hearings were long and

drawn out, and perhaps unnecessary, but I have no doubt that you feel
it was probably good and the facts came out and were thoroughly explored and the public learned it and I feel the kind of chilling effect
from the result. of having a door wide. open to newsmen sources could
have prevented that story as 'it has in others.
Senator Erivrc. You have given us a. most illuminating statement
experiences in this field.
from the benefit of your per
I would take. it that you agree fully with what Mr. Kilpatrick said

yesterdaythat corruption exists not only in government, but in
business. in labor or any kind of bin. organization.
Mr. 11u3rE. It is a major institution.

Senator Eavix. That the only practical way by which the public

can get, information of corruption either in government, or in business.
or in labor. or any other activity which bears so much on the inteivsts

of the public is through investigative reporters and having inside
informants within those organizations.
lfr. Hmp:. Senator. inside informants are not always the source
of all the information, but so often they are the ones that get yon
started on a story. They give you the first look. first glimpse of what.
may be there and without them really an investigative reporter is at
a loss as to where to look. There are so many things that ought to be
uncovered, but you have to know where to start. This is where. inside
sorrves are terribly important., and I think indispensable.
Sc unto]. Eavix. It is obvious that those in government who are en-

gaging in corrupt practices or those in business and labor who are
engaged in corrupt, practices do not wish to be exposed. And often
it is only those on the inside that come to realize what coruption there
is.

Mr. Humr.. That. is certainly correct. The important thing about

inside sources is that it must be recognized that they are the only posslide sources.

Senator Euwix. Yes. and even the Government. itself and the law
enforcement organizations recognize this fact in that they often have
some undercover agents infiltrate, organizations to find out what is
croino. on within them. So the Government recognizes the value of int-.
side. informants.
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YOU have ma a v,.py ladpal (.0,061,116m" I think your testimony
shows that this committee might to give serious consideration to the
questions which arise in this area with respect to the issue or libel.
Seniittn. Tt:NNE. Mr. Chairman. 1 wits interested in the testimony
rd. 1101-11 witnesses that have testified, particularly the personal experiencs of Mr. Hume.
Mr. I fume, in your experience has there been more control over
newsmen by government, say, in the last 120 years?

Mr. I Irma. "Well, I have only been a reporter for just. under 10
years, so I can't speak with any real authority about teat occurred
before then, but I think rertainly there is increasing effort on the part
oF those in power to control what the press has to say about them.
I think that the government's attempt to subpoena newsmen and its
continuing vendetta seems to be in progress by the present _Administration against the press is just a manifestation of that. I think this
Administration is not alone in that. Earlier Administrations did the
same. thing. I think it is really inevitable that people in power would
try to do this. I don't think there is any way to stop them. I think
that is the way that. has always been in one way or another and that
is the only way it will be. The only thing to try to do about it is to
try to make the press immune from the government having any legal
authority over the content of the news.

I think as Charles Rembar, the lawyer who has done so much in

this area of the first amendment. has observed is what. we are seeking
now is not an attack on the principle that there ought. to be freedom of
the. press. What we are seeking is an attempt to take away the tools by
which freedom of the press is exercised and of course inside sources
are absolutely vital to the most crucial kind of information.
Trsxar. I heard you say there has been more investigative

Senator.

reporting in the last few years by magazines and newspapers, with
reporters preparing and publishing more hard-hitting investigations
than formerly.
Mr. Huma. Yes, I think there is no question of that. I think the
people in the White House would think the press is out to get them.
But I think it started well before that. I think that the freedom accorded by The Times v. Sullivan doctrine has opened the door and
you see investigative reporting in places where you didn't see it so
much, Harpers and Atlantic have accepted this kind of thing, book
publishers are. It used to be reporters involved in this thing had a
terrible time getting books published and now they are receiving
plenty of attention and good advances and the books are doing well.
Investigative reporting or muckraking, as it is often called, is a kind
of renaissance but borne not of any particular fashion but of the freedom that has been -accorded by the Supreme Court's attitude of this
issue, of libel and other issues. I am afraid the tide may be turning
and that is why we are here.
Senator TuNxv.V. One of the things that impresses .me is this.: When

you have a situation where the government, whether the administration is Democratic or Republican, doing more and more to control
the news, there is an increasing need for investigative'reporting to
try to establish truth of what is actually being done by the govern
ment. I think that one of the reasons for investigative reporting is
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not only to solve the case, but also to let the people know the facts in
light of the increased news management by government..
Mr. Hum:. Yes, I think this is true.
Senator TUNNEY. I COPIdIllt agree with you more that., in this area.

Newsmen have got to be protected because I think the only way you
can pierce the veil of Government secrecy is to give an investigative

reporter .an opportunity to get confidential tips so that those confidential tips can be developed into a tool to inform the public as to

what it is.

Mr. HumE. I think the point can be made that the Government and
especially the President has a platform from which he can reach an
enormous amount of the American public at any time lie wants to for
as long as he wants to. .He can get on television and say what he wants
for as long as he wants. No one questions the need for this. Obviously,
the President ought to be able to communicate with the public. I cite
the President because he is the beSt example. There are many other ex-

amples of people in power trying to reach the electorate. But the
unparalleled and unprecedented opportunity to reach the public is
also an unparalleled and unprecedented propaganda to the public. I

think when you consider the press releases and the Government's rosy
version of what everybody is doing at all branches of the Government,

I think the press begins to look like an institution that is somewhat,
overwhelmed and all it can hope to do is to provide some antidote to
the massive doses of propaganda coming from it at all sides. That is
where I think investigative reporting is critical.
Senator TUNNEY. Thank you.
Senator Gunicmv. Mr. Gora, let me pose one question to you here.

Let's assume that the civil liberties of a defendant in a criminal
trial are involved. Perhaps he is accused of some sort of conspiracy
to commit a. crime in connection with a Black Panther meeting to use
the investigative reporter matter in the Bowe case, and let's assume
there is apretty good case against him. Further assume that perhaps
an investigative reporter has a pretty good piece, of evidence that
might be very vital to his defense, which the reporter got through
confidential sources. What would be your recommendation to the
committee in a case like that?
Mr. Goan. Senator Gurney, I don't think that case arises very often.

It is hard to document, but I think it would be difficult to find very
many instances where the reporter had confidential, highly exculpatory information, and the reporter was the only person that had that
information. If those three kinds of circumstances coalesce then, as I
said, I think you have a clear clash between the sixth and first amendment rights, and I think you resolve that clash, that particular. clash,

and that particular clash in the criminal context in favor' of the

defendant's rights.
We make it seem as though providing a privilege not to reveal information is something unusual, that reporters are the only ones who
are asking for it. If someone comes into my office to consult with me
as an attorney and confesses to me that he has committed a crime, I
have a privilege, I would assume, not to reveal that information. That
certainly impedes the flow of information but we accept that result because it enables attorneys to advise their clients fully and allows the
clients to confer with their attorneys.
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Another thing is that our system, and I think properly so, is more
concerned \l'ith an innocent man being convicted than it is with a. guilty
man going free. Most of the procedura I safeguards in the Bill of Bights
recognize that kind of distinction. It has been suggested in ninny Supromo' Court, cases that it. is better to have guilty men go free than to
Ito Ve one innocent man go to jail. So I. think those suggestions are rec-

ognized by the Bill of Rights, arc part of our sense of justice, and it
doesn't trouble me to distinguish between a defendant's right to obtain
information and a prosecutor's right.
Senator GURNEY. You would recommend that exception?
Mr. GonA. If you make exceptions that is certainly one that. has to
be provided.

Senator Gunxi.x. In sonic of the bills before ns there shall be no
exceptions.

Mr. GORA. I think it in .part depends upon your weighing how often
the situation comes up. 'There. are hard eases, and as you are aware
more than anyone else, it is difficult to envision every single ease when
you are trying to write general legislation. I think it would be foolish
to write an exception for a hard case that rarely collies up and I think
that is one of those hard cases. If there are going to be exceptions I
think that should be one of them. But I am not sure the evidence shows

that situation comes up enough to allow written exception into the
statute.
Senator GURNEY. You say that you are not, recommending it ?

Mr. GonA. What I ant saying is this: I think it is important to deterI 11110 :from these hearings how often that situation conies up. I don't

think it comes up very often. 1 think it is your judgment whether it
comes up often enough to provide an exception for it. If you start
opening the door to exceptions, and many of these bills have those,
then I think it would be remiss not to include a specific one here where
the person seeking the information relies on a specific constitutional

provision. That is what I am saying. It partly depends on what you
find. If it is found to be a problem then there ought, to be an exception.

If you are going to write an exception this certainly should be one
of them.

Finally, I would say the same thing about a libel suit. If you are
going to write an exception and most of these bills have one, the Ceprontes case is an important minimal rule, and I think the rule of that
case has to he.part, nil any exception in this context,. So far none of the
bills I have seen do i tat.
Senator GURNEY. Mr. Kilpatrick testified before the committee yesterday, and he gave some very interesting testimony. The essence was
that we shouldn't do anything about legislation for two reasons, as I
understood his testimony.; one was if we did then we really weaken
the first amendment because we say the first amendment really doesn't
mean what, it says, about Congress making "no la. V." Therefore, corrective legislation, such as this would cut the first amendment down and
weaken it. There is much merit in that idea.
The other point he made, though, and I bring it up because of your

mention of these two other cases, is that while he thought that the
C aldwell, case was most unfortunate, and disagreed with the Supreme

Court, he felt that the courts themselves would probably correct this
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in point of time. These cases you mentioned here, I think are niblffing
into the Cald?re//, case. what would you say about. that?

Mr. Goo:\. As I recall the text of the first amendment it does not
say the. Congress shall make no law respecting freedom of the press.
It soys Congress shall make no Iaw abridging freedom of the press.
Now, as to whether the courts can fill. the brooch, that. is hard to
pred ht. The circuit court in the payee' case, which is a very eloquent
leeision by .Judge Kauffman of the U.S. Court of Appeals. dealt with
the issue in the context. of a civil, not it criminal action. where plaintiffs sought information from journalists and where there was really
not a strong showing that that information was particularly vital to
the
cose.1 would lie willing to guess that the Supreme Court
hot derided Bra nzintr.e. would have decided the iloh.rw ease the some
%coy its the Second (!ircitit. That is not a particularly lined case. While
the Copeantes case hots limited the situation in the libel context, I nut
not sure we, can confidently predict the courts will he sufficiently responsive so that it obviates the need for legislation.
:However, I would say th-t if I hod to choose between a very weak
Federal hill, either weak in .5 procedural provisions or weak in its

substance. and taking my chances with the Federal courts, I think
I would prefer the hitter approach. But it is hard to make a fast.
judgment.
Alter all, lawyers can attempt to distinguish the lliwn.s.burg case by

saying, well, that involved the grand jury and every other situation
is up in the air. It depends upon how the lower Federal courts will
deal with arguments based on those distinctions, but I think until we
hove eases which protect, information in a hard context. where it is a
difficult, situation in making a choice between a DA's claim for information anti reporter's claim, until we see how some of those cases
are decided, I think the Congress now is the appropriate forum to

remedy the situation.
Senator GURNEY. Let me pose this final question to you.
Suppose we were faced with a situation where the only kind of shield
law you are going to get is one that does have a number of exceptions
to it.. Some mem)ers 'feel that May he the case, that it is not possible
to have a total shield law. Do you think it would be better to not have
any law at all rather than one that has several exceptions'?
Mr. GORA. Senator, it is really hard to answer that question blind.
As I was saying in response to Senator Tunney's remarks earlier, if a
bill provides that no subpenft may be issued except after a court order
and hearing, given that procedure, protection would result even if von

had relatively mild substantive provisions. I think a bill like that
would be worthwhile. However, if the bill provides only moderate
procedural protections and 'moderate substantive' definitions, then I
would rather take my chances with the courts. I think it depends on
what kind of bill, what procedures, what substance.
The bill that Senator Eagleton discussed this morning is very 'helpful. It makes a distinction in terms of die effect on the flow of information, information obtained in confidence versus acquired in public.

If the Eagleton type approach were adopted by Congress I think
that would be a healthy approach. It would protect the core of the
reporters' function without resolving some of these fringe issues of
the reporters who happen to fortuitously witness a crime in the streets.
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I think the answer to your question is that it depends on what the final

hill provides.
Senator G traxkv. Thank you.
Senator Tux.rcf.x. Mr. Chairman, I just have. one observation. I
think- it is rather fascinating that at, the time we. see on increasilT.

desire by Government to cut hack on the ability of a newsman to
protect his sources, we sea increasing use by (:overnment, of the doctrine of executive privilege to save the Government, the embarrassment

of having its high officials testify us to what is !min

out

in their

departments. It is an interestino. crossover that is taking place, and it
scents to me to demonstrate once again that Government is doino.
exerythino. that it can to try to manage lakws and to try to have tin
puhlie accept as taatual only that %Idol' the Government desires
to have d issemi na tout

Senator Envix. Well, that is, 1 think, an attribute to Government.
1n other words, 1 find that; in amity Government ollicials think that

freedom of the press should mean freedom to appraise hut not to
dissent. it is quite a human reflation.
Senator TUNNEV. VerY1111111R11, hut I don't think very good.
Guaxt...y, I can't help but observe that sonic of the executive.

privilege recently exercised hams to do with politics and really not
Government. T think- if the. Conoress were not a Democratic Congress
we would not have some of the prohlems we 'have. I refer back to the

ITT hearings, in which I think there was a pretty full disclosure by a
whole lot of people on the part of the Government as to 'what went on.
There was no reluctance to testify as to Nvha went on in that crucial
full benefit of all the infortnat ion
hearing and to make sure we had
we could.
Senator ERVIN. Well, I think government is a creature of politics
and I am for the freest and fullest discussion of both government

and politics. I don't think you have good government unless you
have a lot of political sparring.
Senator GURNEY. Depends on whose ox is being gored.
Senator ERvi.x. Well, the ox that is being gored naturally .doesn't
appreciate it.
Thank yov, gentlemen, you have given us a most interesting discussion.

[Prepared statement follows f]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOEL M. GORA. ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL
LIBERTIES UNION

My name is Joel Gora.I am Staff Counsel of the American Civil Liberties
Union,. and I appear here today on behalf of the. ACLU. I am grateful for the
opportunity to present our views on proposed legislation to protect newsmen
in their task of gathering, interpreting and communicating information on the
public events of the day.

With me today is Mr. Brit Hume, a noted journalist and the author of Death
and the Mines. Based on his experiences as a working journalist, Mr. Hume will
suggest to the Committee why the members of the media need to be protected

from compulsory disclosure of their confidential sources and information, so
that they may perform their constitutionally mandated task of informing the
.merican public. I will attempt to suggest the legal bases for affording protection
to newsmen and to evaluate some of the proposed legislation pending before you.

It was just three years ago this month, in February 1970, that the initial

skirmish in the battle over newsmen's "privilege" took place when grand jury
subpoenaes were directed at Earl Caldwell. The ACLU was there, urging two

93-474-73-9
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simple propositions: First, that the primary function of the press is to inform

the public; second, that Lhe press cannot perform that function unless journalists
tan protect their information.
The first proposition has DOW become axiomatic. In the current debate, ever-

one takes as his initial premise the concept that the core purpose of the first
aniendment:s guarantee of a free press is to insure that the Anwricon people
will he fully informed about questions of general or public interest, and will
thereby be better able to govern themselves.

Of course this idea is not particularly startling, for it was the common understanding of the men who wrote the First.Ammultuent. James olison believed

that: "A popular government without popular information or the ineons of
obtaining it, is but a prologue to It farce or a tragedy, or perhaps both." And

Thomas Jefferson, perhaps exaggerating to make Ids point, suggested lhHutt. "1\WD
it left. to me to decide whether we should (have a government 11'i
DCWSIM NTS,
or newspapers without. It government, .1 should not hesitate for a moment to

prefer the latter."
'1'hat understandingthat the main reason for giving the press coustitutionol
protection is so that it may inform the public and fuel the processes of demo-

cratic governmenthas provided the basis for much of our first amendment

jurisprudence. See, e.g., Grosjeon, v, inerican Preis Co., 297 U.S. 233, 25(1 (1930) ;
'Thornhill v, 2itabanta, 310 U.S. 88. 102 (10 -10) ; 41.8.vwinted Press v. United Stoles,
329 U.S. 1., 20 (1945) ; Issues v. Texas, 381 1.5.S. 532, 531) (1905) ; h'ed Lion Broadrusting v, FCC, 31)5 U.S. 397, 31)2 (1999). And it was most eloquently expressed
by Mr, justice Black, in what proved to be his final opinion :

"In the First Amendment the founding fathers gave the free press the protection it must have to fulfill its essential role in our democracy. The press was
to serve .the governed, not the governors, The Government's power to censor the
press was abolished so that the press would remoin forever free to censure the
thwernment. The press wos protected so that it could bear the secrets of govern-

ment and inform .the people." New York Times Co. v. United ..Mtfe::, 29 L.Ed. 2d
822. 520-7 (1971) (concurring opinion).

The validity of the second propositionthat the press cannot discharge this
constitutional responsibility unless journalists eon protect their inform:abt
is what these hen rings are 1111 about. The prevailing opinion in Brunzbury v.
Ha//e, 40S U.S. (365 (1972) rejected this proposition. But in a number of respects
the MISOldog is unpersuasive.
First, it assumed that a journalist called before an investigating agency stonds
on the sonic footing as any other Witness asked to provide information. Yet, the

first amendment singles out the press as a, very special and favored group ill
our society, a status constitutionally afforded to no other profession Or function.
Second. the decision glosses over the fact: that mu' low recognizes au widevariety of evidentiary and testimonial privileges which frustrate the quest for
factual information. The informer's privilege, the lawyer-client privilege, the
priest-penitent privilege, the husband-wife privilege, the psychotherapist-client
privilege, to none a few, exist in order to foster certain sets of confidential relationships. The pa romount interests advanced by a journalists' privilege are surely
no less important than those. Indeed, the executive branch itself asserts a great

number of such privilegesfor informers, for "state secrets," for executive
Finally, and most importantly, the decision is insensitive to the systematic

advice.

importance of confidential relationships in the process of newsgathering, Despite
the testimony of dozens of seasoned journalists, describing the manner by which
the process works, the Court concluded that compulsory disclosure of informa-

tion would not inhibit the process and that prosecution of criminal activity

(vas more important anyway, regardless of the effect on the free flow of informa-

tion to the public. Justice Stewart's dissent noted that the majority seemed to
be asking newsmen to prove their claim with a kind of precision rarely required
in the First Amendment area.
These hearings afford an opportunity to inahe that record, to engage in legislative fact-finding upon which strong legislative protection can he based.

Let me turn then to the more specific issues with which the Committee is

concerned.

IS THERE A :NEED FOR LEGISLATION?

We think the answer is clearly yes.
In the six months since a majority of the Supreme Court refused to find in the

First Amendment a strong protection for journalists' information. several reporters have gone to jail'ond several others face that dismal prospect in the near
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future. These various episodes have been described by Mr. Inane in It New

Timm Magazine article, "A ('hillier Effect on 1 ho roms

Im*

December 1 7, 1!172',

p. 13), and have been documented rn it recent report by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of Iho Press. Indeed, ninny of these journalists threatened Wit Ii

incarceration for attempting to protect their information have appeared before
this and other congressional. committees to descrihe their experiences.

What is most disturbing about this trend is the kinds of stories NVIlitql these

reporters were attempting to COVW*11111.11Villeil 10(1 to SIlh1100101013 It lid 1111111881110111.

POP example:

Two Buffalo reporters subpoenaed by a grand ;jury to tell about eventS
during the Attica rebellion;

A Los Angeles radio reporter called because he 1111S investigating corroll
lion in hail practices;
Peter Bridge, jailed for refusing to reveal sources for n story on municipal
corruption in Newark ;
Three Milwaukee reporters subpoenaed heeause of articles on political
contributions by contractors;
Three Smith Carolina reporters asked to tell the identity of inmates who
;
had described Mistreatment: in :1 minty
A Tennessee reporter asked to disclose similar information about mistreatment in state children's hospital
A St. Louis reporter asked by a legislative committee to reveal sources of
a story about a judge.

And of course, the three reporters itivolved in the Supreme Court. case, Paul
Branzhurg, Earl Caldwell and Paul Pappas, were Nvorking on stories about:
radical polities and the drug culture.
All these j0111111nStS mete attempting to inform the public about sonic of the
most vital issues, local and national, which confront our nation. And in order
to do that most effectively, these reporters required the ability to protect their
sources and information. Whether or not all people involved in the nowsgather
ing process require such a capacity is beside the point. The central issue is that
those who do need such protection are the best ;journalists we havethe investigative reporters who expose corruption among public officials. who explain and
criticize public policy, 11110 M1111111100 the activities and power of criminal
elements, 11110 explore. the continued need for prosecution of crimes
1111'110a ViCti111S, \V110 0811111ill counterculture and dissident groups to the rest of

society. In short, those reporters

Nvho

1111Y

011 001111(1011ti01 relationships

and information and most require protection are those W110 inform tis OAI about
the Nvorldugs of government. and the vital issues of our time.

And not only has the Supreme Court's failure to recognize this vital First

Amendment, phenomenon resulted in threatened confinement. for n number of
journalists, but it has generated It variety 01' more subtle. Mit equally dangerous
inhibitions. For, as Justice Stewart predicted. a certain amount of self- censorship
has hecome evident. and as .1ustice Douglas observed. a signal has been given
to publishers and editors that. they should exercise caution. It has been documented that a number of news stories have been killed or not. pursued precisely

because of the lack of protection. See Brit Ihmw, "A Chilling Effect on the

Press." New :York Times Magazine. (December 17. 1972. p. 13) : A. M. Rosenthal, "Save the ir,irst Amendintott !" New York Times Magazine. (February 11,
1973. p. 16). Add%4-,o the threat of subpoenas all the other pressures on editors

and journalists li",yle "responsible," and the end result will be a timid, not a

rohust press.

Fortunately, some courts have responded to the crisis in post-Branzburg deci-

sions which have afforded a certain amount of protection to journalists. In

Baker v. F cP.F Investment Co., No 72- 1.113 (Decided December 7. 1072). the

Second Circuit held that n journalist who wrote a story about block-busting
practices could not be compelled to reveal his sources to plaintiffs challenging
such practices in a civil action. In reaching that conclusion, Circuit sludge
Kaufman observed:
"Compelled disclosure of confidential sources unquestionably threatens a jour-

nalist's ability to secure information that is made available to hint only on a
confidential basis. . . The deterrent, effect such disclosure is likely to have upon
future "undercover" investigative reporting. the dividends of which are revealed
in articles such as Balk's. threatens freedom of the press and the Iodine's need

to be informed. It thereby undermines values which traditionally 1111 ye hcen
protected by federal courts applying federal public policy.
It is axiomatic, and it principle fundamental to our constitutional way of.
that where the press remains free so too will a people remain free. Freedom of
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the press limy tie stilled by direct or, more subtly, by Indirect. restraints, Ilan-

pll,v, the First .km011(1111(.111: tolerates neither, absent :1 concern so compelllim 118

to override the precious rights of freedom of speech mill the press. NVe find no
such enuipelling concern In this
1 au., 1fi-1
(S111 ('it' 1:072) I holding that
See also, ("erre, )1 lem r,
sources could not he revealed in it libel suit except, lilt a strong showing cif mit lice).
These decisions are encouraging. Ilia 14.8(111111(m of the issue on it OISCbY-CiiSe
iiiiSiS is 110 longer tolequitle, \Vital. Is remiired Is strong. comprehensive logisitt-

tion by the (.'ongress, affording protection to journalists and the First Amendment values with %%111(11 they are entrusted.

nEvost,

sitort.1) Tin; Litatist.,icrios

i.DOC EDISES AND ?

lltrt, tun. 1V(' think h it tiliSWIT is yes. and 51.111v of I he proposed bills so provide.
First. IWO.; that Congress has file Power. limier the (.oinitierce Clause or
under the First. Amendment, in combination %villi setlions 1 and 5 of the ourcover state poevedings
teenth Anientlimaii. to %%The legislation NvIlich
as well. See, :11.1.'ullIwIt c. 310011(rml, 1 Wheat- 311;. .1:21 (191S). So long as the
Congress "(amid perceive :t basis for its judgment that the legislation is necessary to implement First .1menilment anti Fourteenth .1Ittentlinent guarantees,
1

or the free II:11v of inform:1114m in clannieriv, it can nil in this area. Set.,
zru !mob r, .11e)ritern. :18.1

.8.

-

it-11 I 1 Onti I.

Second, think the exercise of that Pulver is necessary. Most of Illy jounalkts who face the
of limireorahon do so by virtue of state process.
I

Ironically, in many of those eases, there were supposedly protective state laws
given it narrov judicial interpretation. The kind of news reporting

)viiich were

Nvitieli might lead to a stale grand jury subpoenaitivestigations (if city' Itu111 cor-

ruption, for exampleis just: as valuable to the public as reporting which might
interest a federal grand jury. 'rims, while allimst 20 states have some kind of
legislation, there is a strong need for uniform, national legislation which will
provide protection a Ha certainty to all working journalists.

oreover, if reporters in a particular state are proteeted against federal Sidiinny see the creation of a kind of 'silver platter"
problem, where federal officials persuade their state counterparts to launch an

pOVII:1S, but lint. Sitde process, WO

investigation.
1' iunlly, if federal legislation is made applicable to the states, then it should lie
made explicit, that. federal preemption extends only In:4)1%1r as state law does not

provide greater protection. There is

in

provision to this effect in S. 750, and 1

%%mid reelommend that approach to the Committee.

W HO SHOULD DE COVERED ?

We think that the definition of Who is entitled to statutory protection should
be broad enough to encompass authors of books as web as journalists for ni,..%
media. An investigative reporter performs the same function whether the rig
Airodnet is it newspaper column, a magazine article, or a hook. As Victor is vaslq
has suggested : "A. n011tictiOn author, at least if lie is dealing in contemporary
affairs, is really just a slow journalist. perhaps more careful to document because
of the hard covers, perhaps not, but in any event, no less connected to the public's right to know." And, of course, some of our most important "muckraking"
journalism has been in the form of a book.
Similarly, statutory definitions should also include journalists working with

the "alternate" pressthe underground press and the press which services such
groups as college students, high school students, soldiers and prisoners. This
alternate press, frequently the target of government harassment, performs just
as vital a function as the "establishment" press, with none of the same institutional resources to call upon in the event of attack.
Some of the proposals before you too, severely limit the availability of protection by seeming to afford it only to regular members of the established working
press. We would much prefer general wording of the kind contained in S.J. Res. 8,
which protects "any person . . who is independently engaged in gathering information intended for publication or broadcast."
now snour.1)

THE PROTECTION BE INVOKED?

Whatever type of legislative protection emerges from the Congress, persons
seeking to divest such protectioneither on the ground that information has not
been acquired by one who is entitled to such protection (if the privilege is absolute) or on the ground that an exception applies (if the privilege is quali-

fled) --must have the burden. and a heavy
or

ne. of establishing his contention.

that ISSIII. uuwl he H01;11101 1111(11.1. 1111 iiloprefillilte 1411111.

Alost of the hills herore yin tali(' this

111111r11814.11.

tutu

It

is nululor }. The

1)14wei1111'es She 11111 be as cumbersom as possible to Insure flint process will not
be direrted frivolously at jotimilists, And requiring a court order %vitt elitfil

note nutny of the abuses caused by the Indbwrimlnate, ex !forte issuance of
subpoenas.

Inuflnriy, most of the hills providing it qualified privilege require a

pre.

litultiary showing of ( I ) probable cause to believe the jouronlist has information
clearly relevfinl to a specifie crime and i2) that the information vannot he ob.
tainefl In soy oilier nutone. Stich provistims fire useful sow ileretoohie and re.

fleet. traditional constitutional doctrine that First Amendment freedoms may
never he infringed nhsnt nn initial showing llnut nil important governmental

objective eatinot be accomplished III any other manner. Sell'.
State:4,41M F.231 10:i9 (nth (ir. 1972).

wn

RINI) of

t'1/.. 1,1110'm i/

01111

1111114:elloN SitOU1.11 Hr. 1110V11)1 :117

The Issue which has roused the most controversy in whether any privilege
s11011111 be "absolate" or "qualified." We believe that where a jonrnalist obtains

information. In the Bourse of performing his journalistic function. compelling
him to disclose that information is rarely. if ever, justified. The interest in n free
How of forommuloo to the politic is so paramount that there arc few eounterval ling interests capable of oVereelliing it.

First, let me say that most of the qualified privilege bills before you. In their
general thrust. provide it minimally aeceptable amount of protection for the
newsgat tiering process. For example, those bills which afford complete !Irmo:thou

in elmnecion with administrative and civic prileeellingS. Mille only a qualified
protection in criminal cases, embody the sonmi realization that rarely do the
stakes in civil litigation justify the eneroaeltment on the newsgathering process.
The main problem with formulating it qualified privilege is how to insure that
the limited exception will remain limited and not swallow tip the role.
For example, an exception for cam:: where there Is "a compelling and Iverriding public interest in the informfilion" is too broad and flexible. Presumably,
for example, there is such an interest in prosecuting drug peddlers or eon.
rind pawernmental gavials. Yet Ille /labile Interest. in the How of information
shoot those Issues and problems Is even greater. With such an exception, it
journalist who uncovers n bureanoratic seandal could probably be compelled
to disclose his information or sources.

Similarly, even the seemingly narrow exception to prevent imminent danger
-of foreign aggression, of espionage. or of threat to 11111111111 life" (S. (LIT) might

have broader loopholes. The grand jury which summoned Bari Caldwell was
investigating alleged threats on the life of the President. And the alleged sources
of the Pentagon papers have been prosecuted for estdonago.

Il(wause of the uncertainties inherent in a qualification of the inivilege. we are
est remely sympathetic to t he absolute approach end salted in S.J. Res.

mid S. I:0.3,

While we appreciate the concern for providing some authority to question flairnalisfs in extreme eases. we wonder whether, as a practical mutter, those "Limb!"
cases arise with sullieient frequency to justify the dangers of statutorily providing exceptions. For example. where a reporter has gained access to, information
Montt past primes of a serious nature. rarely will he be the only share of evidenee. And even in the unlikely event that he is, the general interest in the free

now of news should prevail. We tolerate similar consequences in order to advance

the )imposes of the Fourth Amendment (the exclusionary rule). the virth

Amendment. (the privilege against self-inerimination). find the Sixth Ametoltnent (the lawyer/client privilege). We see no reason why the general interests
embodied in the First Amendment should be any less compelling.

Similarly. perhaps the hardest hypothetical case is where the journalist has
knowledge concerning a pIntmed. fullirr crime of violence. lint suet' situations
would rarely arise. As a practical matter, grand juries or courts do not usually
investigate future crimes. and. unless they are on a fishing expedition, they
vonld lw unlikely to subpoena a journalist.
Finally, let me say a word about two special problems.

First is the matter of defamation suits against media or journalists. Most of
the bills before yon have nn exception allowing the disclosure of confidential
sources or information in such actions.
problem is that such an exception
opens the way for great abuse. with frivolous libel snits being filed merely to
identify and than MIMS:: the sources of a story. If any libel exception Is .0 he
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%vritten, it must at the very least embody the rule in the Cervantes case,.holding
that the libel plaintiff must make an extremely strong showing ofmalice before
the journalist may be compelled to disclose his source.

Second, what is to be done when n journalist possesses information highly
exculpatory to a criminal felony defendant? Here, there is a clash of two consti-

tutional protectionsthe journalist relying on the First Amendment and the

defendant relying on his specific textual Sixth Amendment right to compulsory
process. I would suggest that if you are going to have any qualifications on the
privilege, then surely this should be one. Where a journalist is the only maim who
cant exonerate a defendant, then the. Sixth Amendment claim should prevail.
(When a journalist is the only one who can convict a defendant, there are no
equivalent constitutional or policy reasons for overriding the First Amendment
interests in a flow of information to the public.)

Mr. BASKiit, Mr. Chairman. our next witness this morning is Mr.
Stanford Smith.
Senator EnvIN. I want to welcome von to the subcommittee and ex-

press our deep appreciation for your willingness to come and give

us the benefit of your views in a field in which you are most
knowledgeable.

STATEMENT OF STthiTORD SMITH, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR
B. HANSON, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND LEN H. SMALL, CHAIRMAN,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Mi. Smr.m., Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will have my statement

. put in the record and sunimarize it.

Senator .Eitrix. It might be well to identify the gentlemen with you

for the record..

Hr. SMITH. I am accompanied this morning by ANPA General.

Counsel Arthur B. Hanson, on my left, and by fortunate circumstance
I am also able to be accompanied by Len H. Small, chairman of our
committee on government relations and president of the small newspapers group in Kankakee,
where. he is editor and publisher of the
Kankakee. Journal.
Senator EaviN. Thank yon. The statements will be printed in fit]]
after yon statements in the body of the record.
Mr. SMI.Tlf. I have appeared before this committee before, but I
would like to reiterate and join with the other witnesses in expressing
our deep appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman, and the'members of this
subcommittee, for undertaking this important work so early in the
new session. This problem is extremely complex and that is being very
well illustrated by the testimony that you are hearing. We are grateful
you are starting it so promptly.
When I testified before your subcommittee in October 1071, I said

that the concept of the free press withstood the test of time and the
storms of challenge remarkably well. I still believe that, but the
Supreme Court decisions in the Bramburg, Caldq.vell, and Pappas
cases came after that. Rather than go into supporting arguments in
favor of the bill that von have already heard. I should like to describe
to you the actions of our association and how we sought to collaborate
with other media organizations for the purpose of presenting from

all the organizations their -various shades of opinion, but based on
knowledge and some analysis of the complexities here that would be
most useful to your subcommittee.
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After the Supreme Court decision we invited representatives of all
of the media organizations and other groups that had expressed concern about this problem to join with us in a series of ad hoc meetings
to analyze the problem and determine if we could, whether there was
any consensus within the media organizations and others as to what
kind of legislation if any, we thought would be appropriate. Those
meetings continued over a period' of many months, and it is no surprise

to anyone that we started out with the position of many different

points of view and many different solutions to the problems resulting
from the impact of the recent Supreme Court decision;

We had wonderful cooperation from other media organizations.
You have already heard the various shades of opinion within the

media. Thera never will be, I am sure, nor should there be any unified
single point of view within the media, but at least we should proceed
from a common understanding of what the facts really are. The lan-

guage of the Supreme Court decision played an important part in
our deliberations. This enabled us to get past the argument that we
should not seek legislation but instead rely on the courts or on the
protection of public opinion. It is far too late for that. The language
of the court. also helped lead us to the conclusion that an unqualified
privilege law is appropriate. There is no consensus among either media
executives or members of the Congress on just what qualifications
would be appropriate, if any, in a qualified bill. Some changed their
views. Many fear that any attempt to itemize the qualifications would
actually cause more controversy and more litigation, and such qualifications themselves would be a limitation on freedom of the news media.

In August we issued a study of legislation that was then ending in
the 92c1 Congress on this issue. There were many different bills under
Consideration at that time and it was necessary to analyze all of them
to see the differences in their respect. The question of State law immediately came up and. we did an analysis of the shield laws of, at that
time, 18 States. That study was completed in. November and subsequently updated.
You now have before you bill S. 15S by
Cranston of Cali-

fornia. We specifically endorse and urge approval of that

I do think it is worth repeating to refer to a sentence of the Supreme
Court decision, and I quote:
Congress has freedom to determine whether a statutory newsman's privilege is
necessary aid desirable and fashion standards and rules as narrow or broad as
deemed necessary to address the evil discerned and, equally important, to refashion those rules as experience from time to time may dictate.

We believe, the enactment of something reasonably approaching
S. 158 would be an appropriate action for the present Congress. If it
should turn out, and we do not believe it would, that there were abuscs
or there were additional problems that needed to be dealt with, we
believe the Congress could then take care of that. We know we Lye
serious problems today. That has been amply demonstrated by some
of the witnesses' who have already testified before you.
When I appeared here in October 1071, I closed out my testimony

by quoting Judge Learned Hand. His words have such a profound
meaning to this paramomit issue. Judge Hand said of the first amendment that it "presupposes that right conclusions are more likely to be

gathered out of a multitude of tongues than through any kind of
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authoritative selection. To many this is, and always will be folly, but
we have staked upon it our all.'.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to permit our general counsel now to
offer for the record the studies that we have contributed to this general analysis of the problem by the media organizations to whatever
extent you would like to have these studiesMr. HANsoN. Mr. Chairman, based, on some of the discussions takint,

place I would like to offer a document dated February 8, 1973, which

the staff has received, entitled "Possible. Basis for Enactment of a
Comprehensive Federal-State Shield Law." This was done specifically

in consultation with Mr. Baskir and Mr. Snider when we discussed
these problems over the months that have gone by, and this question
was raised as a very serious question that has to be resolved by the
Congress.

I call your attention to page 2 where we say :
Congress derives such authority given it under the Commerce Clause; second,
Congress derives such authority under. the power given it under the first amendment and the privilege and immunity and due process and enforcement clauses

of the 14th amendment. Under the authorities of either of the sections of the
Constitution, the Supreme Court and a majority of Congress has authority to
enact a comprehensive shield law.

We believe we have cited for you the pertinent recent decisions
that have been handed down within the last several years which
reflect light upon this whole subject, and we ask that this be incorporated in the record of the hearing.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, that is a very fine document and it will be
printed in full in the record.
[The document referred to is printed in the appendix.]
Mr. HANSON. Secondly, we have prepared under date of February 15

an analysis of all newsmen legislation before the 93d Congress as of
that date. There have, of course, been sonic bills introduced since. We
Would ask that this document be made a part of the report. We believe

again it will be a helpful study document.
-Senator ERVIN. That will be done.
[The document referred to is printed in the appendix.]
Mr. HAi4soN.. The other thing that we did was this state shield law
study, the first portion of which is dated NoVember 10 and the addendum January. 25, 1973, which involved recent actions in California and
New Jersey. The reason we offer this is that it illustrates the diversity

and complexity in which the states have addressed themselves to

this and emphasizes the importance of the Congress enacimg a com.prehensive preemptive statute, and we ask that be included.
Senator Envix. That will be clone.
[The. document referred to is printed in the appendix.]

Mr. ITAxsoN. We, of course, have given Mr. Baskir and your staff
copies of the earlier study, but we don't believe it is pertinent now.
We are dealing with what is before you now. They have the file, but
I don't believe the record should be crowded with that.
I will be glad to answer any questions.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you.

Mr. Smith, I recall when you testified in the previous hearings
that you and I agreed in the Caldwell and Bralaburg cases. that it

would be better to work out these problems under the first amendment,
and it is unfortunate the Supreme Court'didn't take as wise a view of
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the problem as was taken by the Court of Appeals in the Caldwell case.

Mr. Smirn. That is correct. Neither you nor I anticipated the deci-

sion as we discussed it at that time.

Senator ERVIN. These problems seem to be multiplying instead of
decreasing. It is rather tragic to see so many newsmen go to jail as a
result of something that was not clone.

I think drafting legislation in this field illustrates Learned Hand's

concept of the first amendmentthat the truth is more likely to
emerge from the multiplicity of opinions. We certainly have a great

multitude of opinion on what kind of legislation we need. I have
tried to write bills three or four times myself but never have come
up with one that is satisfactory. I haven't seen any bill that quite satis-

fies me. But I think it is a most important thing to come up with a
bill as simple, as understandable. as possible, that deals with the problem adequately. It is going to be very difficult to get a bill that does
that.

Mr. Swill. Yes, sir; my reaction to that would be to say that we

have great faith in the legislative process. We don't come here saying
that absolutely every word in S. 158 is chiseled in stone, but it is a
wood starting point for the absolute approach which is the one that
we favor. But you are getting in the legislative process here some very
interesting suggestions that we have great confidence in this committee to weigh all of these things and come up with legislation which
will not be so weak that we would then prefer that ycu not legislate
at all.

Senator ERVIN. Well, I think the legislative process illustrates,
rather tends to corroborate, Judge Learned Hand's views. I hope the
many suggestions and the differences of opinion will strike some

sparks in the committee to solve this problem as satisfactorily as
possible.

Senator .TIINNEY. Mr. Chairman, I have just one question and that

relates to the Eagleton bill. In the Eagleton bill there is an attempt
to provide procedural safeguards by making it more difficult to issue
a subpena, and of course there are substantive safeguards as well,
although there are qualifications and privileges.
Do you have any opinion as to whether or not the Eagleton approach
is satisfactory ?

Mr. Surii. I would rather ask our counsel to answer that because
it involves differences between types of draftsmanship.

Mr. HAxsoN. Senator, I believe that the bill offered by Senator
Eagleton certainly represents the viewpoint that I would expect a
former prosecutor to represent; namely, to let courts decide who
should get a subpena. I personally am in favor, if there be a qualifica-

tion of this nature, to have one of the type that Senator Eagleton
offered because I am reminded of a case decided in the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals this past week which rejected a subpena
of the third assistant clerk of the D. C. Human Relations Commission
against the National Geographic Society. They unanimously reversed
it but not because it was procedurally bad but because it was too broad.

I think abuse of subpena in the hands of bureaucracy is one of the
worst abuses in our hands today.
Senator TUNNEr. I agree with that.

Senator ERVIN. I have always loved simple procedures and while
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there. are many admirable qualities in Senator Eng leton's bill, I don't,
agree with him in getting the subpena in advance oh the court. 1. think
that would be rather cumbersome. 'You should provide alternative
methods by which the question can be raised. if the newsman thinks it
is so crucial he ought not go to court at all, he should file a motion to
quash the subpena. think that would form protection.
T. do agree them are too many shpenas issued in this field, but I
believe it is hest not to create too cumbersome a procedural process.
It is simple for a newsman to object when you call on him to testify.
That is a simple procedure well established in all. other areas. But .1
do think there ought to be a procedure where the sulipen can be challenged in advance of the trial and in advance of the newsman going to
go before the ;rand jury or the court.
Mr. IT.. N-sox. Mr. Chairman, before you conclude your hearings we
hope to take your bill and Senator Eagleton's hill and other hills as
we go along, because this is of great. importance, and try to give the
stall' and committee the benefit of analysis of this type of proposition.

Obviously, we got your bill yesterday and Senator Eizleton's last;
night. So they are coming at us pretty fast. It wouldn't, be fair to try

to make a flatout judgment as to which is better. :1 agree, if you make
it too complicated it becomes a court contest' nd we forget: all about,
a fair trial or what have you. I think that is the problem.
Senator TUNNEY. Yes, of course, I tend towards an mitt itnde of mind
that, is to grant a privilege to be given to newsmen. So I am not quite
p.s concerned as the chairman is with making the subpena procedure
cumbersome. I think by making it cumbersome, the situation of dis-

trict attorneys and U.S. attorneys would be less inclined to attempt
to issue them.
Mr. HANsoN. Our problem in the last year has been much more pre-

valent in the States than with the Federal Government. but I would
remind us all that Attorneys General and Administrations change.
Just as you have guidelines created by the present, Attorney General's

office, why you might in the future find those guidelines done away
with, and I inn not very satisfied with the guidelines..
Senator Envng. Neither am I. That is the reason I hoped the Court
would have taken a morewell, I shouldn't use the word 'enlightened"
view, but
Mr. HANsorr. You don't find disagreement
Senator. It might
interest you to know we were one of two organizations who filed a
brief as amicus curiae in the Caldwell v. Pappas and Bran,zburq cases
which stated there should be an absolute privilege in the field not to
the newsman but to the information which is the public's information.
I don't consider this a privilege to the newsman.
Senator ERYI-N. I have often said that I thought the first amendment

was put in the Constitution for two purposesono.of them, a philosophical purpose to make Americans free from tyranny over the mind,
and the second was to make our governmental institutions function

properly. I think that the freest possible flow of information through
the news media, is essential to accomplish both of those purposes.
Mr..IIANGox. I have lived my life with-that belief, Senator.
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Senator Envix, Thank you very much. I appreciate very much your
fine contribution in this area.
[The prepared statement follows
STATFAIENT NY STANFORD SUIT)), .PHESIDPINT, AMERICAN NEWSPAPER 1'U111.1811E118
ASSOCIATION

Mr. chairman and members of the subcommittee, the American Newspaper
Pnhlishers Association welcomes the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee to state our views on the important matter of protecting IICWS111011.8
sources of information and insuring tlie free 110w of information to the American
public.

My name is Stanford Smith. I am. President and General Manager of ANPA
with headquarters in Reston, Virginia. I am accompanied by ANPA General

Counsel, Arthur B. Hanson. ANPA is a non-profit association NVIlose members are
the owners of more than 1,0SO dully newspapers representing more than 90 per

cent of the total U.S doily.newspaper circulation, Our association is concerned
with all matters of general significance to the profession of journalism and the
daily newspaper publishing business. The issue before you today is fnudamental
to the press and the public interest and we support you in condneting these most
important hearings.
Gentlemen, the heart: of the matter is this: does the press, in going about the
Inisiness of keeping the people informed, have the right to refuse to -disclose
sources of information \viten a newsman secures such information only after a
promise of anonymity to the source'? Do newsmen and their employers have the
right to refuse to submit to subpoena of internal memoranda, reporters' notes
and other unpublished material for the same reason?

We believe the news media do have such a right and that the public interest
requires it. We contend that this right, exists under the Constitution, and we so
argued in our a miens curiae brief to the U.S. Supreme Court in the Branzhurg,
Caldwell and Pappas cases. Unfortunately, the Court: held otherwise and invited
us to come before the Congress.

The Court said the First Amendment in no way automatically shields news-

nien from subpoena. The 5-4 decision also said "Congress has freedom to determine whether a statutory
privilege is necessary and 'desirable and to
fashion. slamlords and rules as narrow or brood us deemed necessary to address
the evil discerned and, equally important; to re-fashion those rules as experience
from time to time may dictate."
As a result of studies and continuing consultations with other newspaper and
broadcast organizations, the ANPA Board of Directors on December 1, 1972,

voted to support Federal legislation Well would- afford unqualified privilege
from subpoena of reporters and unpublished news media materials in both Federal and state proceedings. Our Board of Directors adopted this policy position

only after devoting many hours of study to this problem over the past three
yea rs,

I believe you will want ns now to go into further detail about how and why
this policy decision was reached. To do so we mist briefly place in its historical
perspective the American concept which provides for a free flow of information

to the public.
What we are discussing here is the public interest in protecting the right of the

press to operate in an atmosphere free from intimidation, free from the threat
of incarceration and f:ce, most of all, to accomplish its function of informing
the people.

In previous testimony before this Senate Subcommittee I discusSed the historical background of how the operation of :1 free press came about in this eoun-

try, so I will not repeat that history. Suffice it to say we all understand flint

when the framers of our Constitution drew up that great doeliment they had in
mind the establishment of a press that was free from the threat of government
sanction and free to report to the people information which all Americans have
a right. to know,
It is important to point out again that the original idea for a free press in this
conntry came not from those in the publishing business but from persons in
V1111011.9 walks of life who knew the dangers to all individual liberties if there is
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no freedom of the press or freedom of speech. We must stress this point time and
time again. Freedom of the press does not establish a privileged class for those
who disseminate news, as some have suggested, but rather it is essentially for tlie
benefit of all the people. Only the Congress can deal with this problem now.
The language in the Supreme Court decision played an important part in our

deliberations, It enabled us to get past the argument that. we should not seek
legislation but instead should rely on the courts or on the vague protections of
"public opinion." It is far too late for that.
The language of the Supreme Court also helped lead us to the conclusion that
an miqualitied privilege law is appropriate. There is no consensus among media
executives on just what qualifications would be appropriate in a qualified privilege bill. Some who initially favored Such a bill have recently revised their views.

Many fear that any attempt to itemize the qualifications wonld actually cause
more controversy and more litigation and that such qualifications would themselves be a limitation on freedman of the news media.

We recognize that sonic fear an unqualified privilege would lead to abuses
by the media themselves. We believe those fears are groundless. Fort:her/note,
the Supreme Court's language clearly invites the Congress to enact legislation "as
narrow or us broad" as it deems necessary and "to re-fashion those rules as experience . . . may dictate," If you enact an unqualified privilege law and there
should be abuses (which we do not believe would occur), you could then enact

whatever amendment was needed just as the Supreme Court has suggested.
What we are stating then is that the Congress should act. 1)01(113' on this legislation which is so vitally necessary at this time.
Since our testimony in 1971 and after the Supreme Court decision. ANPA has
continued to play the leadership role in a series of meetings with representatives
of many other organizations that had expresseftan interest in helping solve these
problems. We invited all such organizations to participate.

Included in these consultations were the Amnerican Society of Newspaper
Editors, Sigma .Delta Chi professional journalism society, the National Association of Broadcasters, National Broadcasting Company. Columbia Broadeasting System. Radio and Television News Directors Association, the Newspaper
Guild, the Association of American Publishers (hook publishers), the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press, American Civil Liberties Union, and the
organizations involved in the three cases which went to the U.S. Supreme Court.
On August 31, 1972, ANPA issued a study of legislation then pending in the
92nd Congress which .dealt with this issue. We have supplied collies of that
study for your consideration. This study became one of the basic documents in
our consultations with other media organizations.
We then issued a detailed analyis of the existing shield laws of 18 states.
That study was conudeted in November Of last year and has been recently
up-dated: I also offer that study for your consideration.
Both of these studies served to demonstrate the complexity of the problem
to the other media organizations participating in our consultations..
Our purpose was to ascertain opinion on what form of legislation should be
supported or proposed. The original group continued its consultations and then
designated two sub-groups to draft as suggested form of legislation, Thm.se sub-

groups met on several occasions and finally a draft bill was prepared. We
submitted that draft hill to you, AIr. Chairman, hy letter on December 30, 1972.
It: is now before you as S. 158 by Senator Alan Cranston of California.
The ANPA specifically endorses and urges approval of that Bill.
Gentlemen, if you qualify such legislation, what: you really Wimld he saying

is that the people could be informed only in certain cases. And those certain
cases are those which the government allows the press to report about. We find
this type of situation to he trimly intolerable.

The question has been raised of what would happen in times of national crises

or in cases of national security. We should all remember that the history of

World War 1.1 was an outstanding demonstration of the willingness and ability
of the press to cooperate with the government, when necessary to achieve a satisfactory balance in reporting. But where the courts or the prosecution intend to

use the press as an investigative aria or to gather testimony during so-called
"fishing expeditions," then.we believe the line has to be drawn.

Another important aspect to our proposed measure is that it guarantees protection at both of Federal and State level. I believe that information on the
complexity and diversity of present state statutes and the fact that 32 states
lack any protection at all justifies this section of the Bill.
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Our study of the 1S state laws was completely objective in nature. We set
about to simply detail the high points of each statute rather than to determine

the statutes' effectiveness. What we found was a number of complex, often vague,
rules by which newsmen were granted. either absolute or qualified privilege in
testimony before a court, In some cases where stales claimed to provide "absolute" protection, that protection extended only to the source of information but

not to the information a newsperson fluty have gathered. Additionally, we

discovered a variaitee in terminology. Whnt the term "newsinan" was construed
to mean in one 'state was not necessarily similar in another state.
Information supplied to you by the Department of Justice and subsequently
brolight up to date by the Department showed that the Department was asked

on 15 occasions in the last two years to issue subpoenas to obtain reporters'
notes, names of confidential sources of broadcasters' filmed outtakes.
We also know there have been many more subpoena attempts at the stale
level. The Freedom of Information Committee of the Associated Press .Alanaging
Editors Association is now conducting a state -by -state survey to gather detailed
information ou the number, type, and disposition of such requests, ANPA and
the American Society of Newspaper Editt,rs are cooperating in that effort. We
have also made inquiry to the Attorney General of each of the 50 states.
Some persons have taken the view that since the munhe of subpoena attempts
does not seem numerous, there is no cause for alarm from the press. The foci is.
Mr. Chairman, that any subpoena which places a reporter in the position of
having to reveal his source Of information is cause enough for serious concern.
If only one source dries up, then the American people have lost a vital part of
the freedom which was promised ill the Constitution.

Additionally, the erosion of this freedom do:% not have to come in one fell
swoop, brit rather in what seems to be small, insignificant amounts. If action
is not, taken now, this country may some day wake up to a press that must rely

only on %Oita government agencies hand out, that can not effectively investigate
corruption or must serve as a governmental investigative agency. That situation

is certainly not desirable, but it is not difficult to conceive in today's context.
Iu response to the question "Do reporters feel Intimidated lay the threat. of
subpoena ?" I think that can best be auswerid by Stating that several have nlready

been sent to jail and others have expressed the opinion that they would rather

gu to. jail then reveal their sources.

But I submit that if imws people have already considered the possibility of
going to jail, then certainly they are feeling pressure front some.quarters.
believe that if we start with the premise that the American people are en-

titled to know all the information that is available, either through official

channels or-through confidential sources, then we nmst conclude that the vehicle
used to disseminate that information, namely the press, must not be hindered in
gathering that information.
Beginning with the, case of .Tolut Peter Zenger, the press has exposed imany
misdeeds of both political and civic figures and, in most cases, once the information was known the citizenry or the government acted to institute reforms.

This is an important function of the pressto seek out and find corruption
and to bring that corruption to the attention of the American people. If the
people decide- not to act on the information, so be it. But first they toast have that
information.
If the press can be constantly subjected to government harassment and threat,
then the people can never be truly aware. When we ask for all absolute privilege.

what we are truly seeking is a reaffirmation of the already established right of
the American people to be informed, that right being embodied in the First
Amendment.

I think there is need here to speculate on what might happen if newsmen are
forced to operate under restrictive codes which inhibit the gathering and dissemination of information.

The press in this country I-.8 always played the role of the transmitter of

information to the public.
existing-.

is its duty, its obligation and its sole purpose for

There has always been a common understanding that in order to accomplish
lite task of reporting news, members of the press were free to utilize sources of
information that had to remain confidential. Only recently has this fact of life
b e e n 'aggressively challenged.

Because newsmen have been ordered into court or before other governmental
bodies, because sources were in danger of being exposed, the process of conduct-
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lug investig.ative repelling; has been seriously impaired. Sources that were pre-

viously willing to give reporters information are now hesitant because they
might: be revealed.

These circumstances have definitely diminished OW reporter's role in uncovering information On crimes or other misdeeds.

furthe, it is the citizens of this country who will eventually feel the effect
On what information is transmitted by the media.
If the traditional freedom of the press is eroded and if the people in the media

are threatened with jail forms, then the outcome will be a Country where the
people do not have all the information necessary to make intelligent, rational
decisions.

When I had t he privilege to appear before this distinguished Subcommittee

in October of 1:171. I. closed my testimony with a quote from one of America's most

eminent :jurists, judge Learned Hand. I think it is important to reiterate what
he said because his words have such a profound meaning to this paramount
issue which faces the American people today. Judge Iland said of the First
Amendment that it "presupposes that right conclusions are more likely to be
gathered mit 01'. a multitude of tongues man through any kind of authoritative
selection."

To many," judge Hand wrote, "this is, and always will be folly ; but we have

staked upon it our all."

Mr. RASKIN. Mr. Chairman, our last witness today is Prof. 'Vince
131asi of: thc.University of Mic14,fari Law School. lie is the author of a

report called "Press Subpoenas: An Empirical and Legal Analysis,"
involved WitlIpress subponas.
Senator TuN.NEv. Mr. Blasi, it is a great pleasure to have you here.

You are a recooalized scholar in this area and I am looking forward
to hearing your testimony.
STATEMENT OE VINCE BLASI, PROFESSOR OF LAW, THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

Mr. BLAsi. I will keep my remarks very brief.
In the last few years I have studied this problem ill considerable
detail. I 11:113 interviewed Peter Bridge and Earl Caldwell and Bill
Farr and Paul liranzburg and many of the other reporters who have
been subpenalcd. I have clone a number. of surveys and I have written
extensively on the constitutional issue and am now in the process of
drafting a shield law for the Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws at the State level, so on any of these questions T would he
glad to oiler you my observations.
Senator TUNN EY. Could I ask you, are your ideas contained in any

of the hills before the committee?

Mr. 13E,As1.Well,1. have NVitll MU the most recent draft which I have
done. for the commission. It is my 01\11. work. It is not a consensus they

have reached, but it is a current draft in progress, I have provided
the committee with copies of that. That obviously is the most precise statement. of my views. I find that among the bills that have been

submitted that I have had a chance to study, Senator Weicker's bill
comes closest to my views and the testimony Senator EagletOn gave
this morning comes very close.
Essentially, I would make two basic points. First of all, the distinction between investigative proceedings and adjudicative proceedings to me is critical. I do think, as Senator Eagleton has testified
and Senator Weicker has proposed, that an unqualified privilege for
investigative proceedings is necessary. Second, when you get to ad-
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judicative proceduresand here I would also include
agency
enforcement proceedingswhen you get there I think sonic qualifications are appropriate.
The second point picks up on remarks you were making. I do think

more attention should be paid to procedures. I have tried to tighten
up the standards, but I do think when it comes time to mark up the

bill that you should spend a great deal of your own time on procedures, such as exactly when appeals may be taken, on whom are
the various burdens of proof, and things of that sort. I have tried
to do that with this bill I have given to you.
Senator TUNNEY. I think it would be appropriate to have your hill
or proposal included in the record at this point..
Mr. 13-1,Ast. It is only a working paper at tliis stage. The conference

of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws will be publishing a first
public draft for proposed hearings in Washington later this month.
Igather the record won't he made public at this point.
Senator IV Nxin.-. Would you care to summarize at this time the
provisions that yon littve contained in tl is draft?
Mr. lir.,Ast.

First of all, I think that it is primarily ft specialized segment of

journalism, a profession that is affected ni quantitative terms by the

subpena threat and this is investigative reporters. Also the harm
is not so much in getting .a particular scoop, it is in the number of
sources. What newsmen need is to be able to talk to the rank and
file. So I would _limit the privilege to those reporters who can state
under oath that the information in question could be obtained only
by reaching an understanding with the source that the contents of
the. information or identity of the source would not be disseminated to

the public or that serious harm to an ongoing source relationship
would result if the information were disclosed.

Then I would word the exceptions, which would only apply in

adjudicative proceedings to require the party seeking evidence to prove
by clear and convincing evidence, one, that it is highly probable that
the professional disseminator of information, that is the term I would
use rather than reporter, could give valuable evidence which is rele-

vant to a significant issue in the proceeding, and, two; the .party
seeking evidence has expended a substantial amount of time in investigating all other soum.ces of information relevant to the issue,
and three, it is especially important that the professional disseminator
of information give evidence because either (a)' it is more likely than
not that the professional. disseminator of evidence can give evidence
that is more 'important to the determination that all the other evidence available from other sources, or (b) the issue to which the
evidence is relevant is so. important and so closely contested that a
just resolution of the adjudicative proceeding would be impossible
unless the professional disseminator of information is required to
,rive evidence. That is how I would word the standard at this stage.
There is one other point if I can mention it. There has been a good
deal of talk about whether the privilege should apply to the states or
not. I must say that my first reaction on this several months ago was
probably that it should not, that. there was some doubt about constitutional power. I remember I was talking to one reporter and he
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suggested how about the, C0111111eITC Clause as a source of power and

I said I guess you can make anything; come under the commerce
power. I didn't think it, was a very good basis for the Civil Rights
Act Of 196 -I. I don't like the idea of manipulating the Commerce Clouse
in that Way.

I have. had a series of discussions with a number of leading consti-

tutional scholars around the country and it is funny how often the
following reaction takes place. We say what about the Commerce
Clause and we start to think about it and we realize that., No. :1, in
terms of Loads crossing state lines it is clear this is more of a. Com
merce Clause problem than nthily of the economic problems. When
one person can't get a story in (nie, state you and I are all'ected and
there is a very strong Federal interest it seems to me in protecting
the flow of information because dccisionmaking at the Federal level
depends upon the work of investigative reporters around the country.
I. feel very strongly that the privilege, should cover the states and
would be upheld by the Supreme Court if it were challenged. It would
put are out of business with the Uniform State Law Commission,-but
that is okay.
Senator TUNNI:17. That is interesting.

Do you have any information which would indicate .whether those
states that have newsmen's privilege laws which are of an absolute
nature have been hindered in the so-called search for the truth? Do
we know of instances where newsmen have invoked the privilege in
trials in State courts in such a manner as to hinder the judicial process?
Mr. BLASI. Certainly not in a quantitative sense. There are partic-

ular instances when a particular party in a dispute would like to

subpena a reporter and under an absolute privilege cannot do so. But
if you are talking about any overall hindrance, any quantitative fact,
I think there is none. A number of prosecutors I interviewed on this
problem said they thought on the whole the privilege helped them

for a number of reasons. One was that before this became such a

symbolic issue there was a great deal of cooperation among reporters
and law enforcement authorities, a great deal of voluntary cooperation
and as a result of all the snhpenas that have been thrown around in
the last couple of years that cooperation has fallen off dramatically,
and the second is prosecutors as well as others get a great deal of. heir
leads from good investigative reporters, particularly when you are

talking about cracking the subcultures, which are very hard to infiltrate or learn about.

I think on the whole that you really cannot say that in any sense
that law enforcement or other interests would be largely affected.
In fact, if I were a district attorney I wouldn't spend a minute of
my time fighting this kind of privilege bill. I think of individual
situations with a particular person involved, that is why I don't think
it ought to be absolute.

Senator TUNNF.Y. But your information is, in talking to district

attorneys and prosecutors, that no States where they have an

absolute privilege, that law enforcement has been advantaged or

disadvantaged?
\1r. BLAsr. I think that is right. I think the same advantage to law
enforcement could come from qualified privilege. Again, if you pick
.11p on the emphasis that you suggested, the real problem is the number
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of subpenas. If you can greatly reduce the number of subpenas to
reporters aid other disseminators of information, the problem would

be alleviated. There. would be very few in which there is evidence to
be had that is critical. The number would he so small and the climate
of anxiety and the -fears of sources would be minimal, it seems to me.
Senator TUNNEY. "What. about libel, would you giant an exemption
for libel?
Mr.
Libel is- very troublesome,. I would not grant a blanket
exemption. I think the testimony Mr. Hume gave is persuasive.. I do
think that the combination of the New York-T;MC8 privilege and a
newsman's privilege to gather can be detrimental, 1. think. If indeed it
is important to prove actual malice and you have no way at getting
at the source, that is too Much of .a priVilege. So the problem is trying

to specify those libel cases where, No. I. there is defamation and,

No. 2, there is a substantial chance of proving there will be disregard
shown. It is very hard to do that. It is very hard to establish whether
it is true or false without getting at the source.

One suggestion made in the Yale, Lau Jou mai is that the inquiry
should be broken clown into two steps; first, did the article refer to
the plaintiff and was it defamatory and damaging, and once you have
that then. you can get to talking about the New :York
Times problem, and then at that point you may be able to divest the
privilege.
I have drafted the current statute without breaking down the inquiry

into two steps because it is very hard sometimes to know whether
you want to go to trial on the issue as a lawyer if you have no idea of
whether you will be able to discover the source eventually. But, my own

thinking has been changed a little bit by what Mr. flume said, and I
want to go back and redraft, my provision as it applies to libel.
Senator Tuic:Y. You can imagine the problem that those of its

sitting up here have of trying to draft legislation when such an

eminent authority as you says that perhaps his mind has been changed
by testimony that he heard today.
Mr. BLisr. It has been a fascinating problem. I have been living with
thin for 3 years and I must say it has seemingly endless dimensions.

,Vhat I would.like to do, if yon wohld'he interested I have found
that this committee which I am working with, an appointed committee
from the uniform state law commissioners, is extremely good. I am

generally cynical about committees. But this is one in which there

really has been a. tremendously -valuable exchange of viewpoints and
technical drafting suggestions.
I would like to send. you our more -recent drafts as they are made.
Senator Tu:cm:Y. The subcommittee would be happy to receive them.
As I understand your answer with regard to libel, you tend to agree

with the Cervantes decision and the rule of law annonnced in the

Cervantes decision?
Mr. BLAsr. Yes. I do, Again. I would like to ponder more into draft-

ing, but. I agree with the basic idea of Mr. Flume suggested that a

blanket exemption would be terrible. Libel suits could be used to smoke
out a source. The goal should be try to find those few cases where there

really is a good chance. that there was a defamation and there was
reckless disregard. flow to do that is very difficult. The general stand93-474-7:3-10
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ard of my statute for all adjudicative situations would probably be
one, but 1 think it could probably be improved.
[The prepared statement follows :]
PREPARED REMARKS or VINCE BLASE, PROFESSOR or LAW; THE UN 'VEIN al' OF
MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL

First, let nie thank you .for inviting me to testify before you.
I have spent the past two years studying this problem and have written it
lengthy report, of which I understand each of yon has it copy, and numerous

articles on the subject. Currently, I am the Reporter for the Uniform Law Commissioners' committee on :t Uniform Evidentiary Privilege for Professional Bisseruinntois of Information. In this capacity I have been deeply involved in drafting a shield law for use at the state level, the most recent draft of which I have
included 115 an appendix to my remarks.

In my opinion, two principal value judgments should inform your deliberations. The nest is that professional disseminators ofinformation, like virtually
all other citizens, should have to give evidence in those rare instances in which
they possess information that is clearly indispensable to a fair adjudication of

:t specific dispute. '.17he second is that when the value of a professional disseminator's evidence is marginal, speculative, or questionable, lie should not be required
to disclose the information if his doing so might render him less effective in pro-

viding information to the public.
In attempting to implement these value judgments, 1 recommend that you draft
your statute with three critical distinctions in mind. _First is the distinction between those professional disseminators of information who require a measure of
immunity from subpoenas in order to function effectively and the vast ninjorily
of information disseminators who need no such protection. The second distinction
is between adjudicative proceedings, which ordinarily call for specific evidence
on particular points that are in dispute, and investigative proceedings, which
range Widely and employ informal procedures in quest of data of a
more general nature. Third, there is the distinction. between subpoenas I lint are
sought as n last resort in compelling circumstances :Ind those the are 'requested
for exploratory or vindictive purposes or not of sheer laziness. Aly own judgniont
is that a qualified privilege which is fashioned around these three distinctions
will. contrary to some public assertions, make a substnntial contri,,,ition to the
flow Or iufornmiI ion to the public and. will still leave room for those few subpoenas

which serve legitimate and overriding evidentiary needs.
With regard to the first distinction. I do not believe that you ought to single
out -newsmen" for the benetit of your privilege. It is true that journalists will
doubtless be the primary beneficiaries and that, on the whole, journalists have

more to do with the flow of information to the public than do most scholars,
. pamphleteers, or touring lecturers. lint the quality of! the inforMation that ulti-

mutely reaches you and me depends also on the work of these other disseminators,
particularly since the facts they learn and the viewpoints they develop frequently
are passed Wong to us via the press. Thus, from the stnudpoint of the flow of in-

formation to the public. which is the perspective from which this legislation

must be viewed, it would he desirable to include all those disseminators of Irin.!nation whose capacity to function is impaired by the subpoena threat. The problem is that such n broad evidentiary privilege could easily swallow up the basic
principle that investigative and adjudicative tribunals are ordinarily entitled to

have the evidence of involuntny witnesses. lf, however, the privilege were

limited to those information disseminators who could justifiably claim to be professionals, Ill problem would be hugely dissipated. Furthermore, under such a
restriction, the benefits of the stntote would lie concentrated on those who, by
and large, depend most on confidential relationsliips with sources and who can
he said to contribute the most: to public enlightenment. Accordingly, I suggest
that yon fashion your bill to cover "profession:A disseminators of information ,

defined as those who earn their principal livelihood by, or regularly spend at
least twenty hours per week in the practice of, obtaining information for eventual
disseiniant ion to time general public by means of muss reproduction facilities.
Further pursuing the first distinction, I think you should restrict the privilege

to those pr ifessional disseminators who can, in good conscience, state that
they were able to obtain the information thnt is the subject of the subpena
only by giving the source an explicit promiSe of confidentiality or that serious
harm to an important. ongoing source relationship is likely to result it' the
information is disclosed. In setting out this requirement, you would be properly
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rejecting the argument put forth in some quarters of the press Unit the ques-

tion Of conflicting ethieill obligations to sources nod to society should be resolved

by the journalism profession rather Hunt the legal profession. Ions would not
be a privilege giving substantial autonomy tun profession, analogous to the

attorney-client, doctor- patient, 1111(1 priest-penitent. privileges, Likewise, It would
1101 he a privilege recognizing "the obligations of honor among gentlemen", as

I he original common-Inw privileges were characterized, If an annlogy is in
say, the privilege tvoulti most elostly resemble that possessed by pollee informers,

The privilege is justified only when It helps a governmental InstitutionIn the
one case the prosecutor, In the other the electorateobtain the !f)lia/110ton it
needs if it is to fulfill its responsibilities.
1 also recommend that you not provide for litigation over whether a promise
of contitlentinlity was necessary to get, the information or whether hitrin to
ongoing source relationships will result front disclosure of the information.
These propositions would ordinarily be impossible to establish without the testimony of the very source whose identit3 or addltioniit information is being
sought. Because impact 011 the i»formallon flow Is likely to he so SlleClantiVe
It 1111 $0 difficult of proof, 1 fear that any procedure milling for it judicial determination or such impact Would produce sit unnceeptable vari11111e fu results. Di-

stend, you (night to provide that the professional disseminator's estimate of
impact on the information flow, made under oath with a detailed and specific,
accompanying affidavit, is conclusive. Should the disseminator Ille nil affidavit
that is insufficiently detailed he could be forced to rewrite it, with the sanction
of a contempt citation should he persist in his evasivem(ss. If he were to file
an untruthful affidavit, he could of course be convicted of perjury.

Having limited the privilege to those sittint ions in which the information llo

IS

threatened, you 8110111(1

restrict the exceptions to the privilege to those

instances in which there is it substantial evidentiary gain to be had by requiring the disclosure of the information. Acoordingly, I suggest that the privilege

be superseded only in an adjudicative proceeding, under certain carefully defined

conditions. Central to this decision is the second key distinctionthat between
investigative iirisTeilings and adjudi(!ative proceedings.
Too often discussions of the sulmetta power in general. and (... press sttimenas

it particular, lump together the evidentiary interests that are served will oft.
distinguishin the various kinds of proceedings for which compulsory pri)cess
is authorized. This is a great. mist-like. For there can be no question but that
subpoenas are infinitely more important to adjudicative Processes than they are
() investigative processes,

Seldom trill an investigation be so narrowly focused that the information
possessed by a single, 1111'111111118i'y witness will alter the outcome. Typically.
inveAigative proceedings are exploratory in nature--they seek I() discover
lends or to gain perspective. Co-operative witnesses can be most helpful tinard

these ends, but witnesses who appear only under compulsion will loudly ever
contribute information of real value. There simply is no way to compel someone to he expansive or suggestive. Furthermore, even if the subpoena power
were as valuable to the investigative process as it Is to the adjudicative, it is
difficult to maintain that investigations play as important a role in our society
as do adjudications. When there is a concrete dispute between contetatim:,
parties, identilialde persons are affected by the decisions that are relielwd.
Sometimes in
do indeed change the course Of public policy. but
more often they merely confirm pre-existing outlooks or generate recommendations that are not implemented. And not only are investigative subpoenas of
dubious evidentiary, importance in an overall sense, but also it is virtually
impossible to determine intelligently when a particular situation presents an
exception to this generalization. The typical investigative proceeding is characterized by informal procedures, a casual or non-existent delineation of the
issue under inquiry, the loosest possible standards of relevance and probatiVe

weight. and 0 step-by-step scenaioalI of which makes sense in terms of
investigative eflicaey but makes it extremely difficult to estimate the likely

evidentiary value of tt subpoena which may entail a significant cost ill lel'1118
of other societal values.
When one examines the other side of the ledger, it seems clear that on the
whole investigative subpoenas do significantly more damage to the information

flow than adjudicative subpoenas. The sources of professional disseminators dry
up for it myriad of reasons, but a major cause is due to resentment of the dis-

seminator for Ills complicity itt what is perceived as s partisan, vindictive
proceeding. In theory, and for the most part in practice, the process of adjudication is objective and apolitical in nature. Itivc(stigations too often are not, and
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herein lies the cause of much source disenchantment and withdrawal. In addition,
it should be noted that the damage to the information flow is in part a function

of the number of subpoenas that issue over a period of time because this affects how individual sources perceive the subpoena threat. If the power to compel evidence from professional disseminators were limited to adjudicative proceedings that have reached the formal stage, the quantitative incidence of sub-

poenas would be greatly reduced and the perception of the threat by sources
would diminish considerably in consequence, There is much to be said, therefore, for a privilege which treats investigative subpoenas issued against efessional disseminators of information as a separate dimension of the problem.
the analysis of which need not be complicated by a consideration of the very
real evidentiary values that subpoenas serve in the adjudicative context.
I conclude that an unqualified privilege against investigative subpoenas is in
order for those professional disseminators who can swear in good conscience
that harm to the information flow is likely to result if they are made to give
evidence. The evidentiary gains to be had by investigative subpoenas against
professional disseminators in these circumstances are minuscule, particularly
when one takes into account the depth of conviction on the issue which leads
ninny disseminators to accept jail sentences rather than give their evidence. In
my judgment any attempt to delineate a narrow set of exceptions to the privilege
is not only unnecessary from an evidentiary point of view but also would constitute an irresistable invitation to abuse, given the unstructed procedures of most
investigative tribunals and the partisan zeal that so frequently permeates their

proceedings.

Grand jury proceedings present a special case. They fall somewhere between
purely investigative proceedings and those that are essentially adjudicative in
nature. Particularly when the prosecutor has proposed that a named individual
he indicted, the grand jury proceeding has many of the attributes of an adjudicative hearing. I am of the opinion, nonetheless, that all grand jury proceedings should be classified as non-adjudicative frail that professional disseminators are privileged against having to give evidence if their capacity to
provide information to the public would thereby be harmed. I have reached this
conclusion for a number of reasons. First, grand jury proceedings are so informal
that a qualified privilege geared to notions of probable cause, relevance, exhaustion of alternatives, and the relative importance of the evidence would
be very difficult, if not impossible, to administer in that setting. The secrecy
of grand jury proceedings, perfectly justifiable in many respects, only exacerbates
this problem, Also, it should be noted that the quantum of evidence necessary to
secure the return of an indictment is quite minimal. A professional disseminator's
evidence' is likely to spell the difference between the return of an indictment or

its dismissal only when he was the sole eyewitness to criminal behavior. Ordinarily. he will be In this position only by giving his sources a promise of confidentiality backed by a pledge to go to jail if necessary. In these circumstances,
there is no evidentiary gain to be had by subpoenaing the professional disseminator and, if reporting of criminal behavior is deterred in the future because of
the threat of jail, much important information to be lost. Particularly since the
issue of how best to deal with vice-squad crimes such as drug use, prostitution,
gambling, and homosexuality is of such vital contemporary concern, this possible disruption of the information flow should weigh heavily in the balance. I
thus believe, despite a general predilection against absolute legal standards,
that an unqualified privilege against grand jury subpoenas is appropriate.
When one turns to the problem of adjudicative subpoenas, it is far more difficult to give statutory expression to the distinction between subpoenas that serve
substantial evidentiary ends and those that do not. Two important questions to
address at the outset are whether a distinction should be made between civil
adjudications and criminal adjudications, and whether the statutory standard
should be of the mechanistic, per se variety so as to achieve the maximum in
predictability at a possible cost in lack of flexibility.
Concerning the first question, I do not believe it is ,advisable to distinguish
between civil and criminal proceedings. Admittedly, forceful arguments can be
made to the effect that criminal trials are more important from a societal point
of view than civil trials, and that criminal prosecutions depend more on the
kind of evidence that professional disseminators tend to acquire. It would be a
mistake. however, to belittle the importance of civil litigation in general, or to
dismiss out of hand the value of the evidence that professional disseminators
can sometimes contribute to civil trials. This is especially true with regard to
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actions for defamation. A plaintiff who is required under the Supreme Court's
decision in Metromedia v. Rosenbloom to prove that the defendant acted in reckless disregard of the truth will almost never be able to meet such a demanding
burden if he cannot discover the identity of the defendant's sources for the story.
Civil actions by demonstrators against law enforcement officials for violation of
their civil rights form another class of disputes regarding which professional
disseminators may possess important eyewitness evidence that ought to be
eompellahie under carefully limited circumstances. One should also take into account the desirability of having a uniform standard to gOvern all adjudicative
proceedings so as to forestall a party from bringing one kind of proceeding in
order to get evidence or leads for use in a different type of proceeding. On balance.

the desirability of having a uniform standard to govern all adjudicative pro-

ceedings so as to forestall a party from bringing one kind of proceeding in order
to get evidence or leads for use in a different type of proceeding. On balance,

therefore, I urge you not to design separate standards for the two broad categories of adjudicative proceedings.

As for the type of standard that is most appropriate, I think you should

place a premium on flexibility and the capacity to respond to the nuances of the
particular fact sittuttirn. Consequently, I recommend a comparatively ad hoc
rather than per se set of exceptions to the privilege. If the essential function of a

statutory privilege were to provide an explicit guaranty of confidentiality at
the moment of source-disseminator contact, then a highly predictable per 8C privi-

lege would be desirable so that sources and disseminators could know at that
point exactly what information was protected and what information was subject
to subpoena. But that is not how things work. No reporter can get sensitive information from a source merely by brandishing a privilege. First a relationship of
trust must be established because the reporter can always break a promise of
confidentiality and turn over the information voluntarily. And once a genuine
mutual trust is established, the exact wording- of the privilege is seldom a topic
of discussion and doesn't really matter for the reporter will almost always
promise to accept incarceration rather than breach the trust. What makes N.porters willing to make such pledges, and sources willing to believe them, is not
the wording of a per se privilege but the belief that things will never come to
that end, That calculation, in turn, depends most of all on how many reporit::.:
are actually being forced to testify against their sources and in what circumstances such testimony is being compelled. In other words. the im:ise wording
of the privilege is not what really counts; rather, the key cfaisitiA cation is the
way disseminators and sonrces perceive the subpoena threat. If one begins, as
I do, from the proposition that disseminators should he required to disclose their
information in those rare instances when their testmony is really likely to change
the outcome of a case, then it is clear that a flexible standard can do a better
job of reducing the number of subpoenas that are ultimately issued than can
a nor .w rule, which must necessarily cut a broader swath of exceptions.
One other consideration deserves mention. Apart from lack of predictability.
the chief drawback of .a flexible standard is that decisions concerning its appli.
eat ion may be influenced to an unhealthy degree by sympathies and biases peculiar

to the individual decisiOn-maker. I suggest a standard that minimizes this possibility by requiring a very detailed specification of need by the subpoenaing
party and by insisting on a clear-and-cmwineing burden of 'proof with regard to
this need. In addition, I recommend that you minimize the cost to the information

flow of such individualized administration of the standard by providing for
a suspension of contempt sanctions against the disseminator until all appeals
regarding the privilege claim have been exhausted.

If protective procedures of this sort are instituted, I feel confident that a

tightly drawn qualified privilege can do the job. I suppose that adjudicative pro-

ceedings be governed by a refinement of the qualified privilege that .Tustice
Stewart advocated in his dissent in the Branzburg ease. In order to overcome
the basic privilege, a subpoenaing party should have to establish by clear and
convincing evidence three essential propositions. First, he must show that it
is more likely than not that the professional disseminator has information
which is 'clearly relevant to a significant issue in the dispute. Second, the subpoenaing party must demonstrate that he has diligently attempted to obtain
the information by alternative means that are less injurious to the flow of
information to the public. Third, he must prove that whatever information is
obtainable from alternative sources is clearly inadequate. Under this proposal.
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none of these propositions could he entalsIlsped by mere pleading. Thoher,
the
subpoenaing partly would have to submit n detailed aillitlavit specifying in
alimislant detail exactly wW' each in true.
From what I have seen of presssubpoena disInstes, no subpoenaing ',arty will

be able to satisfy the specification requirement or he willing. to endure she

statute's poeedural deimmds unless there Is a high probability that truly pivotal
evidence Is at stake. 'This will so seldom he the come that the number at sailpumas that would nititaittely issue Hader such a (planned prltilegI ttouid be
very low indeed. If so, the subpoena threat wolid no longer be nu insisortnnt
determinntst of source behavior. Iu short, I think that a so:stole droned slung
the lilies I have outlined can eonte close to recreutittg the situation that existed

a few short years ago before parties begnis subpoenaing reporters so in
discriminately.

Senator littNNt.'S. Well, thank you very much, We appreciate your
coming and giving us the benefit of your wisdom,
Tim committee \rill recess until 10 n'olock tottiorrow morning.

[NVIteretipon, at 12:30 p.m. the committee was adjourned until

Thursday, February 22, 197::, at 10 amid

NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1073
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CoNsTrruTioxm. E rrs,
CommurrEn ON. TII jUDIC LARY,
11708 hin glen, D.C.
-

The subcommittee met. pursuant to notice, at 10 :05 a.m., in room
818, The Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Sum J. Ervin, jr.,
(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Ervin (prosid int.0 and Gurney.
Also present: Lawrence, M. fiaski., chief counsel and stain director;
ainl Britt Snider. counsel.
Senator Env IN. The subcommittee will come to order.

Senator \Volcker, you are the, first witness and I want to welcome
yon to the subcommittee and express our deep appreciation for your
willingness to come and give us the benefit of your study on this subject. rknow you have given a great deal of time and consideration
to the subject to prepare the bill which in my judgment has much
We are glad to have you here today.
STATEMENT OF HON. LOWELL P. WEICKER, IR., U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Senator WErox-En. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. In my
testimony this morning I would like to do more than simply reiterate
or republicize the drama of newsmen struggling to protect their new

sources from the Government. Quite simply, the rhetoric already
a boitials.

Pm more than willing to leave it to otherswho have testified

or who will testifyto dramatize the impact of this struggle.

Instead, I'd like to serve this committee in its legislative task,

by setting forth information testimony on the specific legislative problems you face.

The complicated responsibility you are undertaking, will, in the end,
yield only to thoughtful, well-informed consideration of :fundamental

legal questions. I feel a direct responsibility, therefore, to assist in
that most serious and difficult task.

.

Judgin,o. from numerous deliberations that I've experienced and
witnessed in recen. malls: four basic questions must be intelligently
handled, if the Congress is to produce sound and wise legislation.
My testimony will focus on these four questions:

"First, do we need legislation at allo alternatively, could a legis-

lative solution be counterproductive?

Second, is the public's right to news "absolute" or should it, be

balanced with other fundamental needs and rights of society?
(145)
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Third, what is the extent of Federal legislative authority; or put
another way, should Congress preempt State legislative authority in
this matter?

And fourth, should Congress enact carefully drawn and unambiguous standards, as opposed to broad and sweeping legislative
provisions?

In addressing the first, questionwhether we need legislation at
allit is important to set (itit a framework for viewing this whole
issue of Governmeiit intrusion on news sources.

To begin with, the recently publicized plight of newsmen isn't our
first experience with dramatic fallings of newsmen. Even the young

Benjamin Franklin, while serving as an apprentice, was brought
before a Government body and questioned about a news source. In
that, very case, Franklin's editor was imprisoned for a month when
he refused to reveal his news source,

If threats to hold newsmen in contempt are not new, it cannot be

said with equal fervor that the overall effect of recent attacks on newsgatheri ng is old hat.
On the contrary, the dramatic increase in scope and intent of subpenas and other events over the past 4 years has generated consternation and apprehension throughout this Nation,

Simply stated, than, the problem is this: Widespread activities,

such as subpenas, speeches by Government, officials, or "guidelines"
from the Justice Department all of which may have little empirical

significance in and of themselveshave undoubtedly combined to

create a highly visible and distinct awareness that, news sources had
better be carefulor better yet, he quiet !
If we put the, problem in proper -perspective it's really a qnestion
of a rather frightening "message" that's been telegraphed throughout
our society. We must now restore the proper sense of confidence to
those who are potential sources of our news.

Reason and responsibility will fight, the fear we are dealing with.
Extremes are not needed.

my analysis, to this point, indicates only the nature of the problem
we face. To answer whether a legislative solution is appropriate, we
must look at other facts.

Judging from the nature of the problem, it would have seemed far
pre.forable, for the Supreme,. Court to have dealt with it when they
faced the issue last June. Unfortunatelyand in contrast. to popular

mythsthere was no binding legal basis for the Court to act upon.

The first amendment does wit address itself to the right of newsmen
to protect sources. It says simply "Congress shall make no law . . .
abridgin(r die freedom of speech or of the press." It is a prohibitory
statement, and asserts no positive obligation on judicial creativity
except perhaps when interpreting a. specific legislative enactment.. At
best, there is a "spirit" or "intent" in that amendment that the. Court.
could have Used as a springboard for innovative. judicial leadership.
The Court did not take that path, and their decision is clear on its face.
Nor can we look elsewhere in the statutes for some codification that
pertains to rights of news source or newsman to some confidential
relationship.
In essence, then, there is no affirmative law to protect what we all
talk about as a "free press."

.
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We might have hoped for some action from the executive branch.

And although we did see the Justice De.partinent issue a set of "G uide-

1 ines for the Attorney General on Press Subpoenas" in 1970, this is
not an appropriate. or adequate solution. To. begin with, it, is the
wrong m essa rreb ec a Ise it spells out' h0

bet at news sources, not

"how not to'' abridge a free flow of news. Even more important, iidininistrative regulations have a fundamental Haw; They depend on
the whims and winds of administrative fancythey can be rescinded
in an instant, without debate or public participation.
So the answer to my first question is that legislation is needed. It is
needed because there is a specific problem to be dealt \VW'. it is needed

because, contrary to popular myth, there is no other legally, enforceable basis for protecting the public's right to news. It is needed because
there are those who would cheapen the. "spirit" and "intent' of a free
press.

Now, let me add one word of caution. Aithough legislation may
be needed, this does not mean just any piece of legislation. IlIarsh or
extreme measures that leave us with unwanted side effects, or Nvidely
disruptive statutory precedents, would be ill-advised.
Legislation springing from flysteria is not needed. Legislation to
deal with the practical aspects of the problem is neededit is all that

is needed. There is an old adivre in the law that "hard facts make

bad law." Let us not allow hard'facts in this case to sway us into bad
law that in the end will be an unconstitutional lawand therefore no
law at all !
The second issue I would like to con nnent on this morning is whether

the public's right to news is "absolute," or whether it should be bal-

anced with other fundamental needs and rights of society.
I'd like to mention at this point, Mr. Chairman, a statement- I have
heard over the last few weeks and daysrThe statement was made that
an absolute and preemptive bill is as political impossibility. flay I point

out that an absolute bill is a constitutionally impossible bill. That is
the point. Not that it is a political impOssibility.

We have a first amendment to the Constitution, but we also have a

sixth amendment. Unless you are willing to dispose of the sixth

amendment, then believe me, an absolute bill is a constitutional impossbility, and I think that ought to be said clearly at this point in
tame.

Senator Eavrc. If I may interrupt at this point the columnist., Mr.
Kilpatrick, made a statement the other day to the same effect.
Senator WEIcKER. Thank you.

Now, this is at best a. complicated question, and I will try to reason
it through by approaching the issues step by step.

First, I feel it is important to understand what type of legal-concept we are attempting to employ. One technique. that is often put
forward is that we are embarking on something 'akin to evidentiary
privileges, such as those granted to a husband and wife.
Not surprisingly, those court cases whiCh have considered the relationship of a newsman's privilege to a. common law_priyilege (such as
Brewster v. Boston, Herald-Traveler Corp., 20 F.R.D. 416. (19:fT) ),

have concluded that policy reasons for the newsman's evidentiary
privilege are lacking. To illustrate this, we must look at the four basic
criteria cited by Professor Wigmore, the leading scholar in the law
of evidence as necessary to establish a common law privilege.
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First, the communications must originate in a "confidence" that they
will not be disclosed. What this means is that when a wife talks privately to her husband she does not expect any part of that conversation to be repeated anywhere, at any time. On the other hand, when
a.

news source tells something,to a newsman, his whole. purpose is to see

that the story be toldin public.
Wigmore's second criteria requires that confidentiality be an essential part of a "relationship" between the parties. To the best of my
knowledge: there are few ongoing "relationships" between newsmen
and their sources, at least not the type of relationships that are held
togetherlike a marriage or religious allianceby private talks and
interchanges which stimulate, benefit,, or foster an interdependence
between each other.

Wiinnore's third criteriathat the community have an interest in
fostering this relationshipis again off the mark. The community
has no interest in the personal, private relationship between newsmen and their sources, but only in the information which is disclosed
from 'their .dealings.

Finally. Wigmore's fourth criteriathat injury from disclosing

the content of the communications must be greater than the benefit
gained by the correct ontcome of litigationis not necessarily met
by the news relationship. There is often no injury from disclosure of
the content of communicationsafter all, that is the whole point of the
relationship.

An additional point that must be made with respect to privileges
is that: as opposed to all existinp concepts of evidentiary privilege,
the newsman would be the person asserting the privilege. In contrast,
for example, a lawyer-client privilege belongs to the client, and the
client may waive it regardless of his la,- Wyel"'S wishes. Furthermore, for

the first time we would be asked to contemplate a privileged commu-

nication in which someone invoking the privilege could pick awl
choose as to what parts of the relationship or' communication they
would. reveal.

Finally. the other professional relationships protected by common
law privileges are fundamentally different. from the relationships
newsmen would protect. Those professionals to whom a common law

privilege is now extended provide a real and needed service to the
persons who seek their aid.

It. is clear that an evidentiary privilege isn't appropriate.
Where, then, does this lead us?
Perhaps the. best analoey to Nvliat, we, are dealing with isthe "inform-

er's privilege,"a relationship which permits law-enforcement officers
to refuse to disclose an. informer's identity. Resemblance between
the two situations lies in the underlying legal justification that, in its
absence., valuable. information would be. lost.

Now we come to the, crucial point. When a witness who refuses to
answer a. oliestioll On the first amendment pyounds is confronted with

the accused's sixth amendment rieht to 'compel testimony, it has

landmark case of Rovidro v. U.S., 353 U.S. 53 (1957),
that sixth a mend inept rights are of sufficient importance to override the
Government's interest in maintaining the confidentiality of its informant relationships. The Court: in another landmark case. llarevb7o11 v.
been

U.S.; 360 U.S. 109 (1959) ), stated that "when an abridgement of the
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first amendment flows from an otherwise lawful Government action,
the, resolution involves a balancing of the particular interests."
Mr. Chairman, because we have certainly heard a. great, deal about
the first amendment/ but I think it is important to read the sixth amendplea :
lu all criminal prosecution, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime
shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and .to be informed of the nature and Cause of the accusation ;
to be confroated with the witnesses ag;tinst 111111; to have compulsory process
for obtaining witnesses in his favor * *

This a also a right, weal] have. How frightening to live in a nation

tvliirk does not have a. free press, bat how frightening to live in a nation

where we cannot face our accusers. And that is wily I said this is a
job that is going to require tremendous legislative skill, not demagogery. Demagogery is the one thing that can rip apart the one thin('
we. all have that is valuablethat is the Constitution of the United
States, and that stands ahead of everything.
I would suggest, this morning, that the 'Congress follow this wellconsidered path already staked out by the Court.

We've established that were not, dealing with absolute rights to a
evidentiary privilege,

We're not even concerned with any person's privileged status

but rather with the public's right to know. At, best. we have a legal
analogy to the protection granted informers. The Court, as well as
MI Iv:01'0ns legal scholars, have seen fit to "balance" our own Government's first, amendment "interests" in the cOnfideniality of informers.
T would encourage. a continuation of this concept of balancing in our
present legislative task.
This.,hOwever, leads its to the issue of whether balancing is either
proper or wise.

We need not search far no farther than the citation of 21 separate
landmark cases in the recent BPanzbut opinion, also referred to as
the Caldwell case.--for authority thatand I quote.
Laws serving substantial public interests may be enforced against the press

as against others, despite the possible burden that may be imposed.

Again
I quote
It is clear. that the first amendment does not invalidate every incidental

burdening of the press that may result, from the enforcement of civil or criminal
statutes of general applicability.

Beyond these specific statements, there is ample authority for balanc
ing first amendment rights.
The press, just as every one of us in this room and every citizen in
this country, is helped by the sixth amendment of the Constitution of
the United States.
I submit, therefore, that rights specifically granted under the sixth

amendmentrights to every man's testimonycan, with all due propriety, be balanced with rights that are at best "derived" from the
"spirit" of Hie first amendment.
Would this be a. wise course of action?

You will recall that when I earlier outlined the problem we are

facing, I took pains to point out that the real problem is not found in
the extreme cases, such as dramatic jailingS, which have been with us
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for centuries. The problem is found instead in the scope and depth of

public fearswhich has a primary impact on drying up sources of
news.

There is no need then to jump to legislative extremeswe can cover

the scope of normal experiences by assuring a balance in favor of GO \VS
sources in those cases. Only xvlien we reach the unusual and compelling

casethe murder, the rape, and so forthwould the balance shift.
It is a sensible form of protection. It does the job. It sends a clear
message because it does not sacrifice predictability, so long as careful
standards are employed, and it does not set unwieldy, unnecessary, or
haunting precedents.
THE EXTENT OF FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY

The third basic issue this committee must resolve is whether Congress should preempt State legislative authority.

One theory that is often put forthin favor of preemption is that

first amendment rights are among the rights that are protected under

the words of the 14th amendmentwhich mandated "equal protection of the laws." As we all know, in recent years the 14th amendment,

.

including all rights incorporated into it, has been interpreted as

applying to the States.
This is all true; the States cannot undertake an activity today which

violates the first amendment, because it will be declared unconsti-

tutional by means of the 14th amendment.
But there is one important flaw. The first amendment only prohibits
Congress from "making" a law which violates a free press. Similarly..

nnder recent interpretation a State cannot make such a law. There
is absolutely no language whatsoever in the first amendment that
confers upon the Congress an affirmative legislative authority or
power. In fact, it says the opposite. Nor is there any precedent for
Congress using legislative powers springing from that amendment for
enacting legislation.

The clauses of the Constitution that grant legislative powers have

been well-establishedand this is not one of them. If no positive

legislative powers are granted Congress under thiS amendment, then
there are no such powers to be incorporated into the 14th amendment
and thereby applied to the States. This.route is closed.
Alternatively, it is said that the Commerce Clause gives Congress
the power to preempt States in regulating a newsman's testimony. This
possibility requires us to take' note of a very important point. What
the Congress is considering today is, in fact, a set of rules as to who
shall, and who shall not, testify before courts, agencies, commissions,
and legislative bodies. These are procedural rules, no matter how we
try to dress them up.
Now, .we all know that rulemaking powers, the very powers that we
have used to proMulgate the Federal Rules of Evidence, the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedures,. the. Federal. Rules of Criminal Procedure,
and the Administrative Procedure Act have all flowed from the "necessary and proper clause" of the Constitution. Congress has the power
to enact whateverlaws may be "necessary and proper" for the func-

tioning of its own body and the specific bodies it has the power to
-establishsuch as the Federal Court System and the Federal agencies,
departments, and commissions.
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None of these sets of rules was ever enacted under powers foUnd in

the Commerce Clause. Not only would that he an absurdity, but it.
would be a complete irrationality, and nullification of an immense
body of law and experience. Faced with complete sets of State rules
for every State in this Nation, we are now asked to contemplate Federal preemption hanging over each and every one of them.
Imagine- the chaos which would spring from the resultant uncertainty as to when and where the Congress would strike next. There is
ill fact no substantive distinction which could recommend against our
imposing ail Federal Procedural Acts. On the States, since these acts

often promulgate equally fundamental rights as those we are con-

sidering today.
All this under the guise of regulating commerce?
have no business in the State courts or other State bodies.
If they indulge in unconstitutional procedures, the courts are there
to strike theta down. But so long as they enact, constitutional procedures, we cannot impose our separate choice of procedures. We cannot
even do it under the "necessary and proper" clause, because that authority extendS only so far as the Federal. bodies Congress creates or
controls.
Once again, I cannot recommend the extreines of disruption and irrationality. I suggest for your consideration a Federal law for Federal
bodies.
'I'II

NEED Van CAREFULLY DELINEATED A ND us.otnroc-ots
s.rA ND:\ IZDS: AND r RocEotraEs

oiwiNrnoNs,

The final issue I will address this morning is the need for careful
and unambiguous legislative provisions. This question actually- goes

to the "format" of the legislative productspecifically, the use of

comprehensive and carefully delineated definitions, standards and
p roced tires.

I would begin with an observation from the recent Bramburg decision. The majority in that case pointed up the difficulty in setting up
a rule, for protecting news, that would lend itself to "uniform enforcement." It was noted, in addition, that such uniform enforcement is
absolutely essential to a meaningful resolution of existing difficulties.
I concur in these observations. If the legislation we turn out is to
mean anything, it must not be subject to the vagaries of ad hoc interpretations. Let us not be naive and say that this is cured by sweeping,
-absolute" sets of provisions. We must, still answer who and what are

protected, and "when" and "how" they invoke protection. Use of

.

sweeping words, like "any person" is no solution. Almost every person
in. my Senate office, processes iniormation for dissemination to the
public through a news medium. How, -without, specificity, does a court
determine whether these persons can invoke a:iiews shield bill to refuse
testimony?

This is not even considering that failure to draft, comprehensive
and well-delineated provisions may send our legislative product to
the junk heap of "unconstitutionally vague" legislation. We must
not only avoid a law that is incapable of uniform enforcement, we
must also avoid a' law that is incapable of enforcement at allfor
vagueness.
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The favorite obstacle to resolving such difficulties is the cry that
this type of legislation cannot acconnimdate confining definitions.
This trp.itnienttimt, for example, we cannot legislate a definition
nnless it covers every pamphleteer--demonstrates a basic misunderstainlin of whet the 'Congress is doing.

As I have explained earlier, we lull' not enacting a law pursuant

to sonic first amendment grant of legislative authority. Rather, we are
implementing the spirit of: the first amendment by means of powers
granted under the imsessary and proper clause. These rulemaking
powers d.o not in end of: themselves restrict, us:--at least in the sense,

that courts are restricted in their very dilrerent role of having to
interpret the first, amendment, which they of course interpret; as
applying to everyone.

The only way that; the mandates of the first ametab»ent, could
come into play would be if and \viten the court reviews the law we
may pass. We truly irrefutably enact, rules applying to anyone we
please, so long as this is not unconstitutional.
A\rould our action here. be unconstitutional ? The answer is clearly-no!

We will not violate the first amendment by passing a set, of

procedural rides which enlarge newsmen's existing rights. Rather than
passing a law abridging a free press, which would be unconstitutional,
we are expanding the existing lep.al protections with respect: to the
flow of news.

Finally, there itie practical aspects of the legislative :format to be
considered. We will have provided the newsmen with nOthing if we
fail to provide "predictability." It is essential to be able to tell with

certainty whether a specific "newsman" is able to assure confidential it.)',

Ivhether he has a bona fide "source", or whether specific activity is

covered by a shield law. Sweeping terms will have. to "wait" for
court interpretation.
On the other side of this issue, the public wants equal. assurances
that their right to their neighbor's testimony is not disturbed by a

shain. They want, and have a right to, assurances of legitimacy

specific statutory assurances. Indeed this is nothing short o'r.i the stake
we all have in maximum. confidence as to the integrity of our judicial
processes.

.

The format presented in S. 318, the News Media Source Protection
Act, assures against these abuses and pitfalls. The committee rutty

wish to examine the specific internal content. of this format, and
reshape it accordingly. But I strongly endorse the, concept as a path

of good judgment,. end responsibile government. and I fratefully
acknowledge the same endorsement by 12 of our distinguished col,
leagues in the U.S. Senate.

In conclusion, what faces the Nation today are issues as to our in-

dividual rights, as they are embodied both in' the first and sixth
amendments.

Several years ago, we all read in the newspapers' of an incident
where persons looking out of their windows actually saw. someone
being knifed in the street below, and they pulled their windows down
and they drew the
I suggest to the subcommittee this morning that in many ways this

Nation lies preferred. to pull the window down and close the blind;
and that .we are in real trouble.if that situation is allowed to exist.
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As long as we have a free press and one that brings to us the facts
and sounds of what is going Oh around us, we. will always be able
to make the proper decisions. That is why the first amendment is so
important. But it is also true, that i.t in fact there have been excesses in harassing the presS of this country, then certainly .1 do not
want to see the press use excesses to harass the other rights we are
granted under the Contitution.
The easy course for Inc. for tlui Government, for the press, and for
you, Mr. .01a built), and your committee, is to demagogue this issue.
On the other hand, if we :ire to leave to this Nation a legacy that
is worthy of what is written in our Constitution, then I suggest we
throw the demagoguery away and get to the businessof having an
informed nation, a sensitive nation, a nation sensitive to the needs and
rights of us all.
Thank you very nnich.
Senator EuvFx. I want; to say I. share in full measure your views
that constitutionally speaking there can be no absolute privilege,. The

Constitution, it seems to me, must be interpreted as a harmonious
document containing provisions of equal iinportanee and dignity and
must be 'interpreted so as to give the maximum effect to each provi-

sion without nullifying the other provisions.

I think justice Learned :Hand lied this in mind when he closed

his Oliver Wendell Volutes lectureS to the Harvard Law School in a

declarationsubstantially he said he ordered his audience to take
up weapons against the absolutes and give them no thought in the
eifort to serve the first amendment. We ought not to nullify the provisions of the 'sixth amendment as you so well point out,
I. wish. to say that you have given a very substantial contribution
by your testimony to the work of the Subcommittee. Your statement

evidences the profound consideration and understanding of the

philosophical and pragmatic and constitutional implications involved
in this question.
Senator WiacKnri. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GunxEY, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
No questiOns, but I. want: to commend Senator Weicker, too, on a
very comprehensive statement 011 a difficult subject. This subcommit-

tee needs all the help it can get to come to grips with this question

and you have helped us a lot..
Senator Wn.roxim. Thank you .very much.
Thank you very much.
Senator
Counsel will call the. next witness.
Mr. BAsuiu. The honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller, Governor of
New York.
Senator Elm N. Governor, I wish to welcome you to the subcommittee

and express our deep appreciation for your willingness to appear
before, us and give us the benefit of your views on this matter of
crucial importance.

STATEMENT OF NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Governor liocKEI,ELLEit. Senator Ervin, I would like to. express my

deep appreciation. It is an honor to appear before your committee.

All of us hold you in great, respect as one of the outstanding protectors

1:4

of the Constitution in our country. I muild also like to congratulate
the members of the committee for our undertaking.
We have just heard a brilliant analysis of this subject. l come before

.on as a simple local administrator who has had smite practical

experience ill administering a la w \Odell has the sante objectives as
those for which these. hearings are. heill held. T halve heed an elected
official now for 15 years and have more than a passing acquaintance
with fearless, hard-hitting jouriudisni. As a matter or .fact, I have
good many scars to prove it.

Senator ERVIN. l believe. it. MIS Elbert linhburd that said when the
Lord examines us on the last day, it is not to see whether we have any
medals but to see whether we have any scars.
loyenor RocKEFEI-.Ku. Well.
ShOW :Volt my scars. but l'Ve
?rot: 010111.

as I said at the Torch of Liberty ceremony for Steve Rogers.
the Syracose publisher. I would far prefer society where it -free pres.
occasionally upsets a public
ton society where public officials
colt Id ever upset 'freedom of the press.

At the same time. the news media have a clear responsibility to
accurate,. to be -fair, to provide balance, to all viewpoints. And espe-

cially in this electronic age, when television can practically create
news, the media have the responsibility to maintain an honest perspec-

tiveto report molehills as molehills. and not as Mount Everest.
Before getting into Hie specifics of the legislative issue before you
today, I'd like. to express the philosophical basis of my views.
We begin with the fact that freedom of the press is a fundamental
principle on which this Nation was -founded.
We then have to proceed from that principle to the specific actions
required to assure continued freedom of the press. And newsmen cannot operate, in freedom unless they can guarantee their news sources

.

confidentiality.
I am convinced that if reporters should ever lose the right to protect the confidentiality of their sources, then -fearless, objective report;
ing, especially investigative reporting, will simply dry up.
l'he, brand of resourceful, probing journalism that. first exposed most
of the serious scandals, corruption, and injustices in our Nation's history would simply disappear.
Since we believe in a free press since the protection of news sources
is indispensable, to the maintenance of a free pressthen the next
obligation of a. free, society is to insure that newsmen can assure their
sources of confidentiality.
This is exactly what we did in New York in 1970, when I signed the
State's Freedom of Information bill.
This so-called shield law protects journalists and newscasters from
charges of contempt in any proceeding brought under State law for refusing or failing to disclose information and sources of information
obtained in the course of gathering news for publication.
Our New York law is one of the strongest. of the 19 State shield laws
in the country in the protection it affords newsmen.
In fact, our law is one of only two State laws that protect both the
journalist's confidential sources and the information obtained.
I have been asked to comment on the experience we have had with
our State shield law in the 2 years since it has been in effect.
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I. am pleased to report that our New York State, shield law is working \vet I indeed.

This is true, in good measure, because our law enforcement people
respect the philosophy behind a shield law.
This attitude is well expressed by Robert Fischer, New York State's
;pedal Prosecutor of organized crime.
Arr. Fischer states that lie and oilier prosecutors depend heavily on
the published revelations of DCWSIllen for loads into organized crime,
official corruption, narcotics traffic, and similar criminal action.
This particular prosecutor once obtaine.il 22 convictions in a drive

against organized crime that grew initially out of newspaper revelations.

The papers that initially broke the stories won a Pulitzer nize.

And the prosecutor got his convictions without any attempt to force
Clio newspapers to disclose the sources of their exposes.

The president of our State District Attorney's Association, Mr. John
0.1-Iara. reports general satisfaction with our shield law among his
fellow district attorneys.
In brief, our law enforcement people am not expecting newsmen to
do their work for them by trying to force the disclosure of confidential
news sources beyond what they publish.
Indeed, the small number of shield law cases that have come, up so
far testifies to the fact that police and prosecutors respect it and do not
try to outflank it to get information that is privileged under our shield
law.
I'd now like to discuss our experience with New Yor'i State's shield

law in terms of four basic issues that shield laws raise.
1. Who is covered? Is it only those professionals engaged in gathering news, and not authors, or would-be authors, ancl-others?

2. What is covered? Is it both the source and the information, or just
the confidentiality of the source?
=:1. How is the information received? Is it in a context in which confidentiality has to be either expressed or implied?
4. Should we have State and Federal laws, or Federal preemption of

this area? In my opinion, both State and Federal laws are sound but
not Federal preemption.
Let us look at New York's experience under its shield law to the
extent that our law illuminates these points.
IVII0 IS COVERED?

New York's law is clearly designed to protect the professional
journalist or newscaster in the course of his or her work. Here is ii

case in point.
Mr. Alfred Balk. the editor of the Columbia. J ournalism, Review at
Columbia University, wrote an article several years ago on blnekbust-

'ng in Chicago. In it, lie relied on an unidentified source for key
information. Last year, plaintiffs in a civil suit tried to compel Mr.
Balk to reveal his confidential sources in a deposition taken in New
York City. He refused. In support of his refusal, the. court cited an
Illinois shield law and quoted directly from my memorandum approving New York State's shield law.
What is covered?
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I am fully aware that S01110 newsmen and newspapers, newscasters,
radio and television stations are not infallible founts of in-formation.
I tun fully aware that some news coverage is Si: 111tCCI, incorrect and
sometimes extremely unkind to elected officials.
But as Churchill said of democracy, "It is the Nvorst, form of govern-

mentbut it's better than all the other ones that have been tried."
So it is with the press. It may be an imperfect institution. But it is
positively indispensable to the maintenance of a free society.
And shield laws are absolutely indispensable to k
free press

truly free.

Thank you, sir.
Senator Errs. Governor, the subcommittee is deeply grateful to you
for your very wise exposition of this Subject, 011(1 particularly for iving its the benefit of New York's experience under its State shield law.
As I miderstand the New York shield law as explained by you, if undertakes to deal both with the question of unpublished in formation
and the sources of the information. Where the information has been
made public.by those who (rather it, it then loses its confidentiality and
confidentiality is restricted to fhe unpublished information; is that
correct?
Governor RocknrEr.rm. Unpublished information that was obtained
either expressly on a confidential basis or implicitly on a confidential
basis.

Senator Eavnc. In other words, you would have a requirement of

confidentiality with respect to information?
Governor RocKErnumi. Exactly.
Senator ERvIN. Since I share your philosophy on government, I was
particularly impressed by your recognition of the fact this is a field in
which Congress would have the power to legislate but as a. practical
matter, it would be unwise for Congress to enact aFederal law which
would preempt the entire field.

I think that is the recognition of what I think is one-of the most
valuable aspects of our constitutional system. We should recognize
that the States do have, even in fields that have a national interest, a
very fine part to play in the sense of being laboratories for experiment.

I think that you have made a most valuable suggestion here in suggesting that any act that Congress might make should embody a provision leaving to the States, the right to go beyond the Federal statute

as long as they comply with the minimums of the Federal statute.
Governor ROCKEFELLER. If I could amplify on that just a word,

Senator. I think we have a perfect case in point of where we have a
national problem which is already recognized by 10 States who have
acted, showing that the States, because of particular circumstances,
and being free to act, have moved ahead of the Congress.
I feel equally strongly that the Congress should give basic protection to the entire country.
However, the concepts that may be developed by the Congress,
which we would all obviously accept, may not go as far in terms of
the best interests of the communities in which we happen to lives
Therefore, we should be free to take that additional step. You have
to develop legislation that represents all of the people as seen by

their total representation and we have a more limited area, and
that is true for 50 areas of the country.
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I think our Federal system is an extremely powerful system. It
gives the opportunity for initiative, which is particularly important,
in a period of rapid change' in the way in which we live.

I think it is an ideal combination and I am deeply grateful to

you, sir, and your committee for the initiative you have taken, which
is crucial for the basic beliefs we hold for the future of our country.
Senator Gun. NEI-. I would like to. echo the sentiments of the Chairman, Governor, and say it is very helpful to have this information

o f how the workings are of a very large and working state.

Do you have any idea of how many cases have arisen?
Governor Rocumfm,Tht. Very few. We have very few cases. I could

not give you the number, but I will send it to you.
The interesting point to me is that this has been accepted by both
of the prosecutors and the press, meaning the media, as a sound and
logical structure and therefore there have been very few challenges

to the application which is automatically applied by the law enforceinent pi2ople.

Senator GURNEY. And the law enforcement people do not think it
is really any hindrance to their work?
Governor RooKEvELLER. No, they do not. This is very interesting.
As a matter of fact, as I mentioned, Judge Fischer, who is our statewide prosecutor, feels that it is tremendously important that the law
be there to protect the press so that the ness can make, a revelation

which in many cases they are not able themselves because they do not
have the staff to obtain and some of their best cases have come from
revelations made, and I think as a politician and officeholder, I have
to say that all of us in office are aware of this constant scrutiny by
the very energetic and imaginative and aggressive media representatives who are gathering news, and it is a very healthy and important
force in our country.
Senator Guimr,v. In other words, the law enforcement people feel

without a shield law they might not be able to pursue their job as
effectively?
Governor

liocKEFELLEn. Exactly, because they would not have the
sources developed. by the media.
Senator EriviN. Governor, it seems to me that the experience of oar
country, has shown that in respect to corruption, which those engaged
in it seek to conceal, we have to depend in a large degree on investi-

gative reporting to ferret out all crime.
Governor ROCKEFELLER. You are absolutely right.
Senator ERVIN. And of course, anything which tends to dry up the
'sources of that information from investigative reporters, really in the
long run handicaps enforcement of the law.
Governor Rociinuliwin. Exactly.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much.
Governor ItocKEFF,LLER. I am very grateful to you, Senator. It was

a pleasure an a privilege.
Mr. BASK1R. Alr. Chairman, our next witness is Dr. Frank Stanton,

who has consented to step aside for Dr. Korry.
The next witness is the Honorable Edward M. Korry.
Senator Envrisi. I wish to. welcome you to the subcommittee and exgive
press our deep appreciation for your willingness to come and give

us the benefit of your observations in a field in which you and
organization which you represent, are most knowledgeable.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD M. KORRY, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS, INC.

Mr. Kounv. Mr. Chairman, I an very gratefnl for this opportunity
to testify. T apologize for the fact that you are being so badly shortchanged in that my association recalls with great pleasure your appearance before it when you explained to them Avila was happening
in contemporary terms with respect to first amendment rights.
T come here not only as president of the Association of American
Publishers, but as one who worked for 20 years in the tinily press.
magazines and broadcasting media, and 10 years as a representative
of this country as
to Ethiopia and to Chile. Therefore,
I know both sides of the fence.

In the interest of speed, I intend to smninarize the statement which

I have submitted to yonr committee, sir. and I want to emphasize
today a point that was overlooked in the New York legishition to
which Governor Rockefeller has just referred: That is. the exclusion
of books and authors.
You have heard, and you will be hen ring many spokesmen from
newspapers, inagazines, ratlio and:television. They will argue that free

flow of information in this democratic soeiefy now requires the
the daily, periodieal. and electronic press be protected from forced
disclosure of information or sources to Government tribunals.
The publishers who form the association of which T am president
and who are responsible for approximately 75 percent of the publication of books in this eon ntry probably would_ not have vi,nveti as
urgent. as necessary the legislation you are now considering. We would
have been content to rely on the language of the first amendment and
believe it. was absolute in its protection of:freedom of speech and the

press until the 5--to-4 decision of the Supreme Court, handed down
1.kt June 29, which held writers are not exempt from governmental
subpenas of their testimony which cover possible commissions of a
crime.
We are pleased that most who have appeared before this committee,

and who will he appearing before it are advocating the inclusion in
proposed legislation of protection for books, authors, editors and publishers of books. Most of the legislation introduced into the Congress to
den] with this issue cover's hooks, specifically or implicitly.

Like the Supreme Court in. 1938. in the- unanimous decision

Invell v. City of Griffin-, we hold as did Chief Justice Hughes. that the
liberty of the press is not confined to newspapers and periodicals, but
that. the press In -its -historic connotation comprehends every sort. of
publiCation which nets ns a vehicle of. information and opinion.

What is a book? What distinguishes ji book from other media of
cOmmunieation of information (What is its important contribution
to the public's right to know?

.

One, it is not. local. -It is distributed throughout 'the country and
indeed beyond. It is not licensed or subject to the pressures that emanate from lieensing. It is not subject to threats of petty retribution,
from advertisers or subscribers. It is not usually restricted to any
editorial viewpoint: That is, most publishers Publish many different
sides of the same question. Books are a vital medium.
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Let ne refer to the essential itat nre of books and what happened in
the War between the States in the South. which had been almost totally
dependent upon books produced in the. North. In its worst moments.

the Smith found that it hind to-diVert resources away from the Ivar
effort in order to publish hooks, because without boas the public is
weakened and less informed. Indeed. the South was literally forced
to invent. its own book publishing industry.
There is another element that. highlights the importance of hooks.
With the demise of Lite mid Look nltrazines, books are increasing1)
becoming journalistic outlets. We find today the instant journahstie
book. As soon as the President visits China. within the week there is
a hook oe the newsstand. When the Pope goes around the world, there

is a book that immediately appears throughout the country. Moon
journeys and many other events illustrate this trend. Jonritalists.
working journalists, arc increasingly turning to books to expand and
develop the themes which they have been investigating as daily news papermen or representatives of the media.
I only have to mention such names as David .Broder, Jules Witcover,
I it% v id I la lhersta in, and many others known to von, sir.

It would be patently absurd to say you can have a law which affords
protection to people and then leave naked those same people when
they were using the same sources of information, dealing with the same
kinds of information, but put their work into a book. This would create
a rather grotesquelegal
Now, the definition of an author sometimes provides drafting difficulties. I recognize that. lint it goes without saving that a person who
has established himself as an author would be. deserving of protection.
Similarly, a person who had received commission from a publisher to
write a book would have sufficient grounds for claiming protection. A.
writer who had received an advance royalty would certainly, in our
view, be qualified.
The courts do not seem to have much difficulty in recognizing those

people who are authors, Who have made their living from writing.
IRS seems to have little difficulty in identifying who are writers,
Who are authors and who are not. I think if there is a- difficulty, it is
the kind of difficulty that we encounter when we say what is day and
what is night. We know that day turns into night. We know when we.
have reached that point. There is a line at some point, but it is possible
innl it is certainly not beyond the powers of this committee to identify

that line.

Finally, sir, I would-like to say that the Government claims that we

should trustit, that there is no need for further legislative -action.
That may have been true before June 29 of last year, but I would
only say that in the case of the Unitarian Universalist Association,
religious denomination with a book publishing arm. the Beacon
Press, that its experience with the Justice Department, following the

publication of the Pentagon Papers, convinces us that some protective

legislative action is necessary.

r.Another Government agency attempted to interfere with another
publishing house when The Polities of Heroin in Southeast Asia,
written by Alfred McCoy, recently came out. Before its publication,
they asked to see the manuscript and attempted to influence the publisher to make certain recommendations and other changes.

1G2

A great French fablist, wrote that mistrust is the mother of safety,
I do not believe that .,re can afford to trust the words of those who
say we have not done anything yet, we have guidelines, why do you
not just leave it the way it is. It is the natural process of thiugsTefferson said, for liberty to yield and for government to gain.
That is why I am here today, sir.

Senator EnvrN. Well, I am grateful to know that you share a conviction which I have. We not only need laws to protect the 'Government against the misdeeds of individuals. but we need laws to protect
individuals against government..I think that that is one of the principal reasons why the Constitution of the United States was written and
especially why the Bill of Rights was inserted in it.
Mr. Komzy. I could not agree more, sir.

Senator Euvrc. I am very much intrigued by your view that the
same protection should be given to books as is given to other forms
of journalism. I think until the last few years books were, not involved
-quite as much in investigative reporting as they are now. Because
with the demise of such journals as L9Ye, the books are linving to sup-

plant the, field of activity which was formerly covered by such

journal ists.

Mr. Kamm One of the things that is happening, as part of the

revolution in conimunications, is the introduction of machinery that
will enable 'tens of thousands of books to be nublished within a mat-

ter of a day or two. I am grateful to Mr. Stanton for yielding his

time. I am accompanying five Soviet publishers, indeed people who
control the entire -Soviet industry, around this country. I am taking
them later to Crawfordsville. La, to see one of these belt presses in
operation which print a book: from start to finish by the thousands
an hour.
The journalistic aspect of books is going to expand enormously.
Senator Envix. I am also interested in your reference to the Pentagon Papers. Along with Senator Stixhe. I had the privilege of arguing
the Gravel case before the Supreme Conrt in behalf of the Senate.
The Court for the first time, wisely held that the privilege given a
Senator or Representative by the speech and debate clause also covered the aides who assisted him in the performance of his legislative

duties. But unfortunately, I think the Supreme Court, gave a very
narrow interpretation to the speech and debate clause. It recognized
that neither the Senator nor the. Representative or their aides could be
required. to testify to What was said in a speech and debate or what
occurred in committee.

But they virtually held that the courts could inquire into how the
Senator or Representative or his aides of the material that was used
in the speech or committee proceeding. That limits the speech and
debate clause protection to a. point where it is almost. negligible, in
value, and it makes it impossible for the Congress to obtain information from the Executive. Any aide which obtained classified information could be convicted of receiving stolen information even though
the very security of the existence of our country might depend upon
the divulgence, of that information which some official is trying to

hide. And that almost destroys the value of the speech and debate

clause of the Constitution.
I hope there will.one day be a majority of five, that will give a more
practical interpretation of the speech and debate clause.
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I am prompted to make those remarks because of your reference
to the Pentagon Papers. I will never forget perhaps one of the greatest
Presidents who occupied the White Rouse, Thomas Jefferson, who
said one of the important duties was the informant duty, not only to
inforM his colleagues, but the general public.

I think that should be recognized much more effectively in the

0 ravel case than the Court. was inclined to do.

Senator Cluuxuy. I wish to thank you for bringing to your attention the very snbject of books. I think you are the first witness that
has discussed this at any length. Most of the testimony focused on
newspapers and newspaper people are just one question.
Have there been ninny instances involving confidentiality in books

besides the ones you mentioned in your paper that you could tell us
about?
Mr. KORRY. No, these have been the only,-ones. Both of these instances that I mentioned, as well as a third 'involving a former employee of the Central Intelligence Agency. The third instance
raises
i
another set of problems that I do not think really pertain directly to
the matters under discussion here today.
,i. The first, two instances I cited are all within the last, 6 or S months.
f In the case of the Unitarian Universalist Association, after the pnblication of the Pentagon papers by their publishing house, the Beacon
Press, the entire association, which is .a religious denomination, was
investigated without, the knowledge, of anyone concerned with the association or the Beacon Press, as to the bank statements of the associ-

ation and each member's contribution to that association. This was
manifestly an attempt to influence publishing.
It had, according to the. publishers of Beacon Press and to the asso.ciation, a very serious effect, on a religions organization. It raised all
sorts of first amendment questions.
In the case of Mr. McCoy and The PolitieS of Heroin in Southeast
Asia which is only a matter of '2 or 3 months ago, again there were
.

very serious issues debated within the publishing fraternity as to

Whether the publisher should even submit the manuscript to the CIA
in advance. There was a great deal of opposition in our association to
one of our members having clone that.

The publisher in question did not agree at any time to excise or
change in any way the manuscript., but; again it was manifestly an
attempt to influence his judgment.- This is what we are concerned
about, those two instances.
As far as the. confidentiality is concerned, I would repeat that mis-

trust is the mother of safety. Once the executive branch attempts to
limit the first amendment rights, we get very nervous, very sensitive
to 'what a grand jury on a fishing expedition might do; for example,
what others might wish to do.
Senator GtmxEY. Whatever became of the manuscript case? Was it
submitted?

Mr. horsy. In the case of McCoy, the manuscript was submitted
but with a prior statement by the publisher. that he was simply cooperating in handing over a manuscript that concerned, that agency,
but he would not change the manuscript in ally way. He was willing
to look and see what the agency had to say about it, but he was not
.gain;;
:, it.
t, to change
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Senator ClunNEy. Did they seek that .fom the publisher or the
tut tl or ?

Mr. KoRRY. I believe they wrote the publisher, yes, and the author

was quite as variance with the,publisher on this matter as to whether

you eVellas 11 matter of courtesy, handed it over.
Senator GuR.NK1'. Was there any

Mr. Konny. So he has saidexcuse me. 1-k has been quoted in the
press.
Senator GURNEY. Any comment made by the CIA?
Mr. Kouny.
did.

Senator Otnixi.x. They did what?
'Air. Kollin-. They submitted a number of suggested changes.
Senator GURNEY. But the publisher did not adhere to those?
Iconnv. None.

take it lot oh consolation out of the fact that the
grand jury in Boston, which was asked to do sonlethin about the
Senator Envix.

publication of the Pentagon Papers, took no action and therein manifested much more. wisdom than the Department of justice. It shows
the grand jury had some appreciation of what the first amendment is
all about.
I notice von did not repeat.all your statement, so let, the record show
the entire written statement submitted to the committee be printed in
full at this point in the body of the record.
[Prepared statement follows:]

TESTIMONY OF HON. EDWARD M. NORM. PuEsumxr AssoctAnaN OF AM FAUCAN
PLIBI.ISIIERN. INC. BEFORE THE SUBCOM MITTEE ON CONSITITTIONAI. iticIlls or
TILE SENATE CONI MITTEE (IN TILE JuDic.E.Any

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcoitindttee. it would lie difficult to find

a more appropriate point of departure for low statement to yon today thou
recent declarations by the Nljority Leader of the Senate and the Chairman of
the .Subcommittee.

In his remarks to the Democratic Conference at the opening of the 03rd Congress, Senator Mansfield said "We share with the President and .the Courts
constitutional responsibility to protect the freedom of the press to operate as a
free press.'' And you, Mr. Choirman, in your talk to the North Carolina Press
Association, as rPeently reprinted in Thy New York Times. stated : "The Founding

Fathers staked the existence of America as a free society upon their faith that
it has nothing to fear tram the exercise of First Amendment freedoms, no nmtter
how nillob they may he abused, as long as truth is free to combat er...... * *
A free press is vital to the democratic process * * *"

You have heard and. will hear many spokesthen for newspapers. magazines,
radio and television argue that. ill the light of 'the Supreme Court's CaldwellBravzburg-Pappas decision of last: June, the free flow of information in this
democratic society now requires that the daily, periodical and electronic ...ress'
be protected from forced disclosure of information or sources to government
tribunals. Our :association not only supports and underscores that testinunty. but
adds an urgentalthough. we hope. Minecessitryreminder that 'books, their
authors, editors and publishers are as much entitled to First Amendment protection as is any other medium of communication.

MT. Chairman. the publishers who form our Associationand who are re-

sponsible for at least three-fourths of the annual U.S. hook production -= probably
would not have viewed as'urgent-legislation such as you are considering. before

last year. We won10. have been content to rely on the language of the First
Amendment and to believe that it was absolute in its protection of freedom of

speech and of the press. .But that, of course,- was before the Supreme Coact spoke
in its (3-to-4 decision of last -June 2!) and held writers not. exempt from governmental subpoenas if their testimony concerns-tle. possible canmission of a crime.

We have no doubt Nit that a reporter, broadcaster or author would not hesilate
to come forward and give testimony voluntarily if lie were convinced as a responsible and compassionate citizen that a human.life or the nation's welfare
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depended on what he might say. lint AVe believe that. as a member of the press.

Ire must not be compelled to testify and fo reveal information or sourceseerta lid y not in eases of lesser moment.

No one, we believe, can seriously question that hooks are entitled to the full
scope of First Amendment protections, and most of the bills introduced on this
subject make this clearsome more specifically than others. hie lusion of hooks
is clearly stated in the hills with broad sopport front the communications and
informal ion Industries.
The Supreme Court was unaulinofts in I 1)38, \viten, in havell v. City of Griffin,
then Chief :Iustiev Hughes wrote :

"The liberty of the press is not confined to newsmtpers and periodicals. It

necessarily embraces pamphlets and leaflets. These indeed have been historic
weapons in the defense of liberty, as the pamphlets tit' Thomas Paine and Others
in our oven IliStOVY 111111(1111111Y attest. The press in its historic connotation com-

prehends every sort of publicatilm vvinch nueords n vehicle of information ;toll
opinion. What we have bad recent occasion to say With respect: to the vital iinport;tn0V of protecting this essential liberty front every sort its infringement
need not be repeated. .

The book, it has been often said. has become the pampi let. of our time.
In recent testimony on this issue. 11r. Darr Lacy, Senior Vice President of the
11-tellraw-Itill Book Co,. said "it is generally impOssible to make it distinetion

solely on the basis of the physical form of the media." Mr. Lacy noted that:
investigative reporting often reaches the public in the form of a book: e,g.,
Ralph Nader ;.s Unsafe at Any Speed, or the late Rachel Carson's Silent .epring,
or Seymour Hersh's .1/plui roar.
Moreover, general news also often takes that form, as you will recognize front
ntani's
1.111!
"ill:7:11111r ItlaSS-111:11'liet paperback hook,_ as

President's Trip to China, which appeared within days of the condusion of the

Mainland China visit by Mr. Nixon. Furthermore, with the demise of such

general-audience magazines as Lilo and Look and the Saturday Evenina Post,
it would he logical to expect the book to assume an even-greater role in bringing
"Items" to public attention.
Books afford. :111 advocate unrestricted freedom to express his views directly
and forthrightly: they are not subject to dilution by conmun'cial or extraneous
Messages. Boo].: publishers do not work under the fear of losing a government
license nor, generally speaking, under threat.~ of petty retribution from ad V(trti
1/1' subscribers. Book puhlishers often publish several books on the saute

subject expressing diverse and divergent points of viewwith some or all of
which the publisher may himself disagree. Thus books arc every hit as vital to
the spread of int:limn:Won itt a free democracy as are newspaperS, magazines and
the elect ramie media.
.

Nor do we helivse that statutory protection from government harassment
must lie extended only to the writer regularly employed: the freelancer, wind-ever his medium, serves a social purpose equally aS valid as that of the author
or reporter under contract: Tom Paine wasn't .exactly anyone's hireling when
he published the attacks on the British_monarChy in Common Son8C that furthered the ea 118e Of independence for the American colonies. The line- of recog-

nitidn that the American tradition of press freedom extends also to the freelancer can he traced throughout oar historythrough the antislavery social
reformers of the mid-lOth century. the muckrakers of prerWorld War I, anti, more
recently, to such writers as Rachel Carson.
Last year, our association filed an a MiC118. brief in support of Thomas L.
who was Subpoenaed before a federal grand jury,in Arizona. lie did not
happen to lie a book anther, hilt a former reportvr for the College Press Service.
who had become a free-lance writer on the youth culture and radical political
movements for several nonconformist pnblieations. In our brief, we noted that

the members of our association "publish substantial quantities of material
written by reporters and other authors 110 must guarautee the confidentiality
of their r sources,

"The vast majority of such authors." we said them "are free-lance writers
who are not regularly .employed by the publisher- or any newspaper, broadcaster or magazine and who write ou the broadest variety of topics of general
and special interest.

"Accordingly, the association is vitally interested in tin -cope of protection
offered by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution to material
obtained in confidence and also in freedom from governtmat interference with
the procesS of publishing."
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Surely there is no need to dwell on the fact that many reporters Write books,
drawing basically On tile sonic sources used in their newspaper Or broadcast
reporting. The names of David Broder, Jules Witcover, J. Anthony Lukas, David

IIulberstatm, Mike. Royko,

Bill Moyers and Tom Wolfe come readily to

mind, but there are, of course, many more. It would be absurd to contend that
such writers are to be shielded front subpocims as to their sources mid incormatioli when they write for one type of puhlieationbut not for another.
Inclusion of books in "shield" legislation would appear to raise a difficulty
in the definition of an anchor, brit we suggest that this problem is not one of ma-

jor proportions. Obviously, the author of a published work on the subject
wider inquiry vould be protected. Certainly just as Peter Bridge testified repettily that "the newsman's license is his paycheck," so there would be no difficulty in equating an unpublished author with his royalty advance check and
contract. And surelythe courts would have no trouble recognizing as legitimate
an author who, even abSent a royalty check or contract, has made most of his
living by writing, And the unpublished author without suelt hackground, if he

could not produce a manuscript or outline together with testimony as to his
serious intentions, would present the courts with an issue of fact. such as they
are called upon to determine every clay,
,Ifondale's bill, S. 1337, us modified, attempts a broadly - inclusive definition
of 11110 is to be covered. Although its language may not yet be perfected, it does
demonstrate that the problem need not bathe a competent draftsman,

Admittedly there are differences of opinion, both within the Congress and
among press groups, as to the desirability. and even the constitutionality of
federal legislation which protects the writer from. subpoena under all eiremnstanees and at every governmental. level. On the latter point, we would cite the
opinion of Mr.. Irwin Karp, Counsel for the Authors League of America last
fall, to the effect that since the gathering and disseminating of information is
bound to be interstate in character, Congress has authority to enact a preemptive statute under the First and Fonrteenth Amendments.

Others better qualified will argue the constitutional issue at length, but
the Supreme Court has held on many occasions that determinations of state
courts and legislatures must give way when they conflict with constitutional
gun rantees.

Clearly, the Constitntion allows the CongresS to legislate in this area for the
states as well asthe federal government. And the practical need for pre-emptive
legislation is readily apparent:. The goal liere.is to afford the public access to
information by preventing,- the drying rip of confidential sources. Those.who are
willing to speak and divulge information only in return for a guarantee of confidentiality cannot be satisfied with protection in federal proceedings alone. If
in one proceeding in one state compulsory disclosure of identity and confidential
information can-be forced, there is no genuine guaranteesources will remain
silent and stories will not be written; the public will be denied its First Amendment right of access to information.
This is not an "academic" concern. Recent experience has shown that contempt citations and jail sentences have in fact resulted from the absence or inadequacy of state legislation. Federal protection alone would not have prevented
those intrusions into the workings of a free press. Moreover, much of the important investigative reporting of our time deals with local issues. As
by
the Supreme Court in Near v. Minnesota: ". . . The administration of
of government. has become more, complex, the opportunities for malfeasance and corrup-

tion have umitiplied, crime has grown to most serious proportions, and the
danger of its protection by unfaithful officials and of the impairment of tbe
fundamental security of life and property by criminal alliances and official
neglect, emphasizes the wimary aced of a vigilant and courageous press, especially in great cities." What the Court said in 1931 could not Apply more aptly
to the need for a Peter Bridge in 1.972 to pnrsne his investigations, yet the state
shield law did not protect that "primary need" in his situation.

Not only does the subject matter of investigative reporting require a preemptive statute, but the extent of dissemination and distribution equally requires uniform national protection. While some newspapers or television programs are directed only to a local audience. many of these carry columns or
news items which are syndicated nationally. Certainly books are generally distributed throughout the nation. Subjecting their authors, editors and publishers
to. compulsory disclosure of sources and confidential information in some pro-

ceedings in some jurisdictions would vitiate the purpose for.protcction in federal
proceedings. In short, we believe Mt shield- legislation must apply to every federal and state proceeding in the nation.
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As a safeguard, it would perhaps he wise to include a SOVerability clause in
whatever legislation is enacted, TItis would tnsure its preservation at the federal
level, even if its Validity at lower levels NVC1e rejected by the courts, Sm.!' a

statute still would have the effect of demonstrating congressional intent to

state and local legislative, judicial and administrative bodies, where, as we hove
noted, the most blatant abuses of press f motion' have occurred.

As for the issue of absolute vs. qualified legislation : One cannot fail to be
persuaded by the testimony of men Nho have spent time in jail to defend their
right to protect confidential sources that to qualify First Amendment proteetinn
is to open loopholes that cannot adequately be delimited 811(1 111111 will be
enlarged .and abused by a lazy prosecutor, It "fishing" grand jury or an tiVOI!..
boa ring judge.

While we are familiar -with the reasons given by those who favor eortain
h11111: the goals of law enforcement will be holler

qualifications, Nye believe

served by the unfettered Norkings of a "vigilant and courageous press." In braes
of competing interests and priorities, only the Sixth Amendment's grant: of compulsory process to the 'accused in a criminal proceeding for obtaining. witnesses
in his favor raises a substnutial issue of conflict. Ter, even nu absolute shield
law can be squared with the Sixth Amendment.
Clearly, a defendant in a criminal proceeding cannot compel testimony of a
witness who would he placed in It position of incriminating himself by Ids own

testimony. In the absence of a grant of immunityunlikely where it is the

defendant and not the state seeking testimony--that situation is effectively no
different from one \\Well an absolute shield law ought eren to:

Practically, however, this potential conflict of competing constitutional .safe-

guards is unlikely to arise: Witness testimony previously given by others in
these hearings, that in those few instances where a . need might arise, those
covered by this legislation would testify voluntarily.

With respect to the Justice Department position that the Attorney Genorals

Guidelines on NO1110118 S111)11001188 Make legislation unnecessary, we suggest

that these guidelines are at best subject to amendment or abandonment by
this nr succeeding attorneys general anti, at worst; play be breached, as they

themselves state, in "emergencies or other unusual situations." Nor, of course,
do those guidelines specilieally encompass books and authors within the.menning of "the press"and we have recently seen instances where the Government
has demonstrated something less than deep respect for the freedom to publish
books without governmental restraint. In support of that statement, one might
cite the Justice Department investigation of the entire -Unitarian-Universalist
Association, a religious denomination, because its book - publishing arm. the
Beacon Press. published the "Pentagon Papers" after they .wore in the public
domain; and the "request" by the Central Intelligence Agency to examine the
manuscript of The Polities of Heroin, in Southeast Asia, by Alfred W. McCoy.
In short, Mr. Chairman and members of the Snbconunittee, publishers believe
that the First Amendment, in its absolute language, applies to the entire press
books very much includedunder all circumstances and at all governmental
levelsand that the liberties it guarantees cannot anti must not be negotiated
or divided.
Thank. you.

Senator Envm-. Thank you. ery much.,
Mr. Roiuv. Thank you very much.
Aft'. BAsi: I R. Mr. Cha Mall. our next witness this morning IS Dr.
Frank Stanton, vice chairman of the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Senator ERVIN. DI'. Stanton, I am delighted to welcoMe you to the

subcommittee and express our appreciation for your willingness to

coma and give us the benefit of your observations in the field in which
you are not only most knowledgeable but have had a very unpleasant
experience on one occasion.
STATEMENT OF FRANK STANTON, VICE CHAIRMAN, CBS
Mr. STANTON. Thank -you, Mr. Chairman.

Before addressing myself more specifically to the opportunity thiscommittee has to strengthen the freedom of the press at a time when

one inroad after another is being made upon it, I would like to
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tOlIVII \ry briefly upon the context ill which I think this whole question of ti free.press should be discussed.

it seems twine that the focus has been far too much on the. press
and notsulliciently on the public.
No one ever conceived Of the first amendment as 0 means to create

a privileged class, made lip of journalists, who were. for their own
sakes, to be given inummity from certain legal obligations to Nvhich
everyone else is liable.

The. rationale of the first amendment. as is emphatically clear in all.
the literature, contemporary with the Bill of Rights, is khnt, you cannot, have a workable democracya self governing people----unless
those who make up that democracy and unless those people, who in
our system are the ultimate governor as well as the governed, have
access through the press not only to the facts but to critical appraisals
of those factsunfiltered by any Government agency, unrestricted by
any accountability to government and 'undeterred by any liability to
reveal sources or unpublished information.

Simply stated, that is the central proposition :facing us just, as it
faced the Constitution makers -nearly two centuries ao.o?

And when we lose sight of it. \Own we talk of privileges for newsmen. as if they were mere personal indulgences, and \\*hell we convey
the impression that the first amendment exists somehow for the benefit of a few rather than .as a basic and essential right of allthe right

to know because of the need to knowthen we are clouding rather
than clarifying the issue.

T think it, Might be, useful for all of us to boar in mind constantly
that we are not, here in the interests of newsmen or of any news medium. We are here ill the interests of the American people. We are, here

to protect and preserve a right absolutely essential to them, if this
republic,. is to survive as the political instrument.of a free people.
That is why i ant here: and that is why, I ain sure, this committee
has given such high priority to this matter.
When I nppeared before time Subconunittee on Constitnt lona I.:Rights
in September of 1971. it was considering how to "create-a better appreciation of the first amendment's purpose and its crucial importance.
to a free society." .1 regret that since then there have been repeated
erosions of both the purpose and the spirit. of the first amendment,
rights.
No one who believes ill the principle that a democracy cannot, ade-

quately function unless the press is truly free to gather and report,
news and information essential to the citizens' understanding of public
events and issues can view these invasions of its freedom with anything but the gravest alarm.
This committee has the opporthnity to begin .a reversal of this erosive. drift. it can take a giant stop in the direction of assuring a freer
atmosphere in which 11eWS1110/1 Call V11.11' out their responsibilities to

the. publican atmosphere. in which the crippling fear of governmental restrictions or sanctions is eliminated, as the first. amendment
fully intended it to be.
This can lie achieved. to a significant extent by :favorable action on
legislation to protect those Nlrying Out their responsibility to inform
our citizens from being requirffl by governmental action to reveal unidentified sources and unpublished iniormation.
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has been suggested that. it is unwise to legislate in this field because legislation by its very nature can he limiting. 1 agree that freedom 01 the pross is more SO0111'(' when flo legislation is herded to clelino

or protect it.. Unhappily. the facts -'tieing its today argue against this.
Too frequent ly newsmen 011' being ,sailed because tiles carried out their

responsibility to inform the public and met their moral and historic
obligation not to disclose certain information Or sources.
Even more actions against newsmen are probably being restrained
hy the pendency of these hearings and those on the House side.
There is litC.c quest ion. however, that because professional journal-

ists are not likely to abandon or lower their professional standards.
hero .tvill he more jailings
subpoims continuo to he served. CES
sees no alternative to strong remedial legislation if this disastrous
trend is to I)( 111TVSt0(1.

The. VariollS hills before this committee. are not aimed at protecting

the private interests of news and information 'ratherers. They are
intended to protect and secure the public's interest in obtaining,
through the instrumentality of a free press, news and informat ion
some of it inevitably critical Of public onicialS and the Goverlinient.
Much of this would not IN ;IV:Ill:II& to IIVWS gatherers if they were
regarded as an investigatory arm of the ( lovernment or of private
litigants. This -fundamental purpose of the first amendment was artic-

ulated by .sir. ,1tistice F nk f urther :

Froudom ail' the Dress, howev'e. is not an end in itself hat a moans to the end
or a tree society. The scope and nature of the constitutional protOction of speech

nfast he Nll'(.11 is the light nod in the light applied.

That. legislation in this area is considered by many essential is evi-

denced by the increasing number and varied scope of bills heing

offered in both Houses, Which attifillpt to protect the news media from
snlipenas that would seriously restrict newsmen from carrying out
their responsibilities.
These bills all seek to prevent a fundamental enervation of the traditional role of the free press. as the chief safeguard of the democratic
process. On the whole. they reflect a serious ell:ort to -fulfill the great
purpose of the first amendment. CRS believes that. the froe flow of
information to the public will be best assured by an. absolute priv-

ileg.esncli as is provided .for in S. 158, introduced by Senator
Cra nston.

1Vbile our society heessarilv takes It serious view of the genocal
obligation of citizens to give testimony pursuant to legal process. It
number of situations are recognized itt common htw or created by
statute where persons are excused from giving testimony 111 °Mer to
accommodate other important social policies. Such privileges exist in
connection with the relationships of attorney and client, doctor and
patient. husband and wife, and priest and penitent. These privileges
have not been .found to conflict with the rights of defendants under
the sixth amendment. Social jock,-"exalts have been made that the short,
term benefit:possibly to he obtain_ed -from to ,timony derived front such
SollSitiVe relationships is, ultimately, of lesser importance to society
thin nnhihibited communications with;n those relationships. Such
soci,tal Judgments mayOf course, change over time as society sees
these very different. relationships Its either more c: less important, to
its proper functioning as a whole. The lirst amendment clearly avows
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that the free flow of information is of paramount importance to 1110
functioning of a free society, and the central position that the fif.st

amendment holds in our constitutional system gives pointed and
inescapable emphasis to that importance.

Obviously, the first amendment! intended it to be a lusting principle
of thisiepnblic that the social benefits to bederi red from encouraging
free and unfettered communications between news gatherers and news
sources would be recognized as it least as great. as those rooted largely
in tradition.
Indeed, unlike traditional privileges intended to assist the private
interests of the. confidant, :1 nesmun's privilege is intended to serve
a, central first amendment interestthe dissemination of news and information which, absent the priilegv, w01011 often be unavailable. .1 t

that privilege is imperiledas it is todaythe need for its reconi-

tion and confirmation by t he (.'ohyress is um n i fest.
1 disagree Nvith those \rho. Nvhily not disputing t he social benefits of

encouraging the free flow of in forntation, question the need for legisla-

tive confirmation of the privilep'e in the absence of "proof" that t he
media, cannot carry oat their responsibilities without a strong statute.
That proposition may have. had merit in the past. It is wholly repudiated by. the recent jailing. of five newsnien. And it is further denied
by the fact that in every newsroom today journalists are examining
whether a story is worth a .prison sentence if the Covernment or private litigants issue snbpenas requiring reporters to reveal unidentified
sources or turn Over .. nimbi isl led materials.

Both as a communications executive and as a citizen interested in

a robust and independent press. I believe such conditions.come damyer-

misty close to undermining and destroying a fundamental ingredient
of a free society.

Even before the recent series of jailings, CBS newsmen and other
journalists attempted in the Caldwell case to articulate, in affidavits
submitted to the Federal District Court in April 19'11, the chilling
effect that subpenas would have on their ability to gather the news.
Letine quote sonic excerpts :from affidavits submitted in that case by
two CBS news correspondents.
Walter Cronkite stated :

In doing my work, I (and those who assist me) depend constantly on information, ideas, leads and opinions received in confidence. Such au-aerial is essential
in digging out newsworthy facts and, equally important. in assessing the Importance nnd analyzing the significnnee of public events, Without such materials,

I would be able to do little more than broadcast press releases and pnblic.
statements.

Alike, Wallace cited the following example :
In the coarse of my assignment to cover Itchard \I. Nixon in the early stages.

of the li)(IS campaign, I was present at non-public conversations and conferences
and was able to talk informally with the candidate and some of his advisers, Ineluding the present Attorney General (John Mitchell). Although it was seldomexplicitly stated, it was understood that some of what was said on those occasions

was not for publication * * * Moreover, ideas were discussed which were tentative and would later be refined or rejected. Had theremen any thought at the
time that I could be compelled to divulge a full report of some of those meetings,
my presence would never hove been permitted. As it Was, I was able in the course
of those SCSSIOIIS to acquire an understanding of the candidate which contribute
significantly to my coverage of the. campaign rind, perhaps more important, an

understanding of the President which has been invaluable in attempting 10,
assess and analyze the present Administration * * *
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But in addition to the information and notes of iiS ileWS111e11. the
rti W data of a broadcast. newsroom also includes its unbroadcast visual

and aural materials. These, work materials must he protected in the
same manner as the background recollections and notes of reporters.
Their basic importance can he readily assessed by a case summarized by

CBS news ,correspondent David Catlin ne, in an affidavit tiled in a
case in which CBS News SUMS" fully contested the. subpenaing of its
outtakes:

.
. as part of Ms investigation and to. acquire material from which the
broadcast report may he drawn, ma news gathering lento lakes extensive lihn
footage of the potpie and places involved in the newsworthy event. typicaltiincluding interviews with participants In or witnesses to the event. Since the
tilm footage Is used largely ht lieu of written notes- -ghat, is, is used as the
recorded basis from which it final story is editedfar more is shot than is over
intended to he broadcast.
"` I rely heavily on the personal rapport. I attempt
to establish with those individuals who furnish information and/or loose whom
I interview. Such essenthil rapport: can he 1ttlailled. and the entire pro-ess
investigative reporting WI 111111 c;ut be Nivel Ivo, only if such person:: can he
assured that the information furnished will he used only for the pm.vparatIon

news broadcasts and not for 11 non-news 111111/0S0. r iiose e01181111v1I or interviewed by me in my news gathering' efforts had reasonf to believe, or even suspect,.

that all of what they disclosed would he Saltjeet lo subpoena, it is my firm
belief that gathering significant news on film would he, at best, much more
difficult and less effective, and, at worst, nearly impossible.

Portable electronic devices to record interviews from Avhich they
extract the materials winch they ultimately publish are also used 1)N.
print journalists. This was, in fact, the Means the Los Angeles
reporter, John Nelson used in his interview with Al red Baldwin,
The unpnblished audio tapes were subpenaed and led to the jailing
of John Lawrelt Was] in(rton bureau chief of the Los kngeles Times,.
who refused to produce them.

Even if one were to dismiss as self-serving the newsmen's own
assertions that there is a need for a privilege, I am certain that members of this committee must recognize the need for such protections
hosed on diei o wn experiences.

Surely, members of this committee have sometimes given informa-

tion as background and not for publication or, alternatively, for
publication Ina without attribution as to source. In these lifigious
times, it is reasonable to assume that such background conversations

can lead governmental bodies and criminal and civil litigants to
attempt to obtain from the media background material relating to
published stories.

Similar considerations prevail with regard to the executive departmeat. It is of relevance, here to note restrictions President Franklin D.
Roosevelt placed on newsmen at his first press conference
I am told [said FDR] that what I punt about to do will become impossible, but

I am going to try it

. . , While I cannot answer 75 or 100 questions simply
because I haven't got th Lime, I see no reason why I should not talk to you
!attics and gentlemen oP he record in just the way I used to do in the Navy
Department down here . . . There will be a great mai y questions, of course,
that I won't answer , . . There will be a great many questions you will ask:

that I do not know enough about to answer.

Then, in regard to news announcements, Steve (Press Secretary Ste.then
Early) and I thought it would he best that straight news for use from this,
office should always be without direct quotation. In other words, I do not.want
to he directly quoted hitless direct quotationS are given out by Steve in writing..
That makes that perfectly clear.
(13-4747-73-12
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Then there are two other matters we will talk about : The first is "background
Infiniti:Mon." which means material which can he used by all of you on your own

authority and responsibility, not to be attributed to the White House . . .
Then the seemul thing is off-the-record information. which means, of course.
vonlItiential information witkit

conference .

is given

only to

those who :Mend the

. .

iithitSt and independent jonnalism includes but goes well beyond
obtaining background information from newsworthy figures: It demands dint jonritalists remain independent in their investigative reporting and in covering public events and that they not be viewed as
gatherers of evidence for any other purpose.
Protecting the news media from an enforced role as investigatiwy
arms of the government or of private litigants is vital to the preservation and effectiveness of a free press. Both broadcast- and print news
personnel have -found it increasingly difficult to cover public protests
and events without fear of physical injury, because the press has been
viewed not solely as an institution from which the public. gets news
end information. but also as a tool whose film and testimony will be
used in connection with any ensuing criminal, civil or administrative
proceedings. It is because of such situations that we particularly welcome the fact. that the unqualified legislation before this committee
protests the unpublished material as well as the so-called confidential
material of news gatherers-from fishing expeditions.
The absolute protection which CI3S supports would alsti extend to
congressional proceedings. CBS. has firsthand knowledge that threats
to journalism do not originate solely from liigonts in civil'and criminal proceedings and administ.7ative agencies. 'engressioital subpenas
were issued. to CBS and me in connection it h the broadcast of "The
Selling of the Pentagon."
The threat embodied in that case was ultimately overcome only by
strong and courageous House. leadership. The entire conflict. should
not have occurred and
never be repeated. The first amendment,
is a specific limitation on the power of all govermnent, ineluding the
Congress; and the Congress must recognize that it, too, can be a source
of threats to the intent of the first. amendment:
I recognize that, even among those who agree there is an immediate
need for statutory protection in this area. -there is disagreement as to
'the. appropriate scope of the statute. Some would limit the. protections

of a statute to so-called establishment media. and exclude what has
been termed antiestablishment organs. 'We at CBS strongly reject. the
not:on that the press can be so divided. The public today receives its
information from a multitude of sources. including a thriving "underground press," which no statute aimed at protecting the free flow of
mformatiorLcan ignore, The strength of the free press an d theprofection of the people against abuses by it. rest in its pluralism, a pluralism
methods and standards as well as of numbers. Any legislation
That reduces that pluralism would diminish its ewn purpose.-

While Cl3S is of the view that an unqualified Feuer:II/State bill
is essential, we know that reasonable arguments can be made for .4qualified statute. Until recently we also believed it possible to protect
news sources and Unpublished material by a Federal statute of a qualified nature. We revised our position for a number at reasons.

:.
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Several state courts have recently construed qualified- statutes extremely narrowly, leading to the imprisonment, of liewsnien who had
otherwise assumed they were protected.
It` the purpose of privilege, is to assure lin i.,1 tered communications.
that purpose ,eannot.. be net if each time a IIPWSIMIn is to receive sensi-

tive information he must decide whether it particular statute is broad
enough to rover the fart in his ease. NOV is lie lik
to obtain from
lawyersif I know anytoing about theman imequi vocal opinion On
his ability ultimately to resist. a subpena. Moreover, since a news story
does not necessarily stop at a state boundary, -it is of little solace to a
newsman to know that Ile may be protected in recur York State in
gathering background material but has problems once he crosses the
bridge into New Jersey. Finally, while a state statute may afford protection: a slibpenit flay issue
Federal authorities where, no statutory protection now exists. iI SUM, predictability with respect to resisting sulipenas is lacking without. a Federal /State unqualified statute.
am aware of the fact that significant legal issues are raised by
a Federal statute covering state as well as Federal proceedings.I am. hOweye, advised by cluinse,1 that the Contrress has the unistitutional authOrity to enact a statute applicable both to Federal and
state proceedings.
In this connection, I am pleased to submit for the consideration of
this comnuttee an opinion from counsel on this issue.

In closing, Mr, Chairman, and in thanking you, the members of
fhe committee, and its staff for this oprolunity to present my views,
may I emphasize that this country has gone through one of the most
tortuous periods in its history. We leave. all been deeply concerned and
deeply disturbed by a decade of a trying conflict in which our concept
of our duty was often challenged both at home and abroad. We have

'endured a period of division and social unrest .not paralleled in our
land during this century.
We have seen a language of violence replace in many instances the
language of words. We have witnessed the abrasive shaking of old
.

,

values and the agonized emerging of new ones.

They have not been times that make readily for serenity, for dispassionate judgment, or for close reasoning; and we are tempted to do
under restless conditions what we would deplore and reject out of hand
under calmer circumstances. They are, therefore, just the times when
we must be most watchful and most resolute about preserving those

basic rights that in the end equip us to survive-the periods of trial

inevitable in the odyssey of a great-nation.
And it is a source of very real reassurance to me that this committee

and; I earnestly hope, the Congress will see to it that the most funda-

mental of all our rights, the right of our peoplea free peopleto

know, will be neither impaired nor eroded because we failed to act
proMptly and effectively when we saw the danger signals.

Thank you again for your courtesy and attention.
Senator ERVIN. Dr. Stanton, you stated on page 10 of your statement
e
case was
that. the threat embodied in. the-"Selling of the

ultimately overcome by strong and courageous TIouseleadership.
but the only reason that strong and
would have to agree With
courageous Honk leadership had an opportunity to afford that pto-
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tection was because you had the courap:e to brave the possibility of
it eitatiou for contempt, or cougrost;
urdor
protpvt
61114 or y0111'011'11 publ iShed

1111'01'11111i inn.

lutirman.
Senator Euvux. I find myself! in substant
ngreemen with most
everything you say, but .1. yould take issue with this statement, on page
5 in the next-to-the-last paragraph ;
STANToN. Thank you,

Indeed, unlike traditional privileges intended to assist the pivale interests

of the confidant, a newsman's privilege is intended 10 serve It cent rid first :1111:11(1111Cilt

absent the

(11S:41,111in:it 1011 Of news and infornualon

privilege, would oil en be unavailable.

I believe the priyi loges recognized by the law are also for V(krY

( 1."

amental interests of society, especially the lawyer-client relationship.
The sixth amendment says no person shall he deprived of lire or liherty wil hoot clue process of law, and the sixth ainendment says the ticcnsud shall. enjoy the right to have compulsory process for obtainilig
witnesses in his favor and have assistance. of counsel for his defense.
I think that the attorney-client relationship also expresses interests
that go beyond the. private interests of a client.. It is necessary, to 11:111e

a full exchange of information between the client and ittr4/4\41in
order for the client to .be assured he is not denied duo pr0c,es's,O0.0v
and hits really vital assistance of counsel.
I think also the husband- and -wife relationship is founded on the
1

*1

very necessary policy of promoting best interests of society rather
than the best interests of the confidant. And, of course, encouraging
people who have contagious diseases to go to a physician to receive
treatment also serves the interests of public health. I think it all rests

upon the very sound needs of society rather than the personal interests
of an individ.nal.

Now, I am a little troubled by the breadth of the Cranston bill. I

certainly think that we need legislation in this field. I think it is made
necessary because in recent times thereas been a. tern lency on the part
of those-charged with the enforcement of law to-appoint themselves
as protectors of society and suppress information which they think
would be unwise for society to receive. In this respect, those charged
with enforcement, of law have grossly abused the laws under whicli the
courts function. The great majority of newsmen who go out to gather
news obtain information from others, and in the legal sense it is hearsay and not admissible in courts as a ueneral proposition.
I think that the law enforcement officers have grossly abused too
subr is process to indulge in "fishing expeditions" in order to conyeri he news-gathering agencies to an arm of government and save

themselves from the trouble of doing invest:gating which the law
clearly contemplates that' they shall do. Certainly a news gatherer
will not be a competent witness in court as to what he learns from

others and those who issue subpenas for a "fishing expedition" realize
they are circumventing the very rides which, courts must abide' by.
I inn very much impressed by the opinion of Wunsch and while I
have some misgivings about the Congress undertaking to prescribe
rules of evidence for st ate 'courts. ilmcognize this is a national field,

that the interstate commerce cli'vuc covers the dissemination and
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transmission of news and opinions over state lines. From a standpoint of journalistic, activity this is it country which in effect knows
no state lines. I think the Congress has the power to legislate in this
lick! under the interstate commerce clause and wider the due 'wooess clause of the 14th amendment, which makes the first amendment
applicable to the States as NV011 as the Federal Government.

The thing that concerns me about the Cranston billit is a very

helpful bill in ninny tireasis that it would almost exclude testimony
from a iievsiiiitii who had actual knowledge of the commission of a
crime or had actual knowledge of the fact that a man charged with
a crime Ivas innocent. I certainlygo along with the proposition that
unpublished data should be Lent inviolate.and also.I think where information is obtained, especially informationof a hearsay nature obtained as a result of a confidence, ought to be protected.

You have made an excellent statement here. I think you and I

shared the same views at the time von testified before the committee
in the study of the freedom. of the press. We hoped at that time that
i n e Supreme Cot ........ would emulate the Circuit Court of Appeals in the
C (1/(111.'0.1 case :u iU! hand down n decision like the Circuit Court of
Appeals which would balance the interests of society in investigating

t

the crime and the interests of the people in knowing what's going

on inthis country.
I. think the Ninth Circuit did so in a very effective manner in the
Ca/(Ticeil ease and came up with a very effective decision.

this case Caldwell was not required to obey the subpena to go
before the grand jury. I am sorry, the Supreme Court did not follow
the fine precedent set by the Court of Appeals.
I recognize there, is necessity for legislation in this field, and I cer-

tainly do appreciate the very fine way in which you express the concept that the first amendment was not written for the benefit of a person engaged in collecting and disseminating news. It was written into
Ihe Constitution, I think with a twofold purpose, first, to insure that
Americans should be free from. tyranny over the mind. They should
have ve free minds. Secondly, it was Pitt in the Constitution because those

who wrote the first amendment recognized our Government will not
operate without the fullest and freest flow of information so that the

people Inv be enlightened. It is not for the benefit of those in the
business of collecting and disseminating news, but for the benefit of
having inforMed people in this country.
\[r. STANTON. Thank you, sir.

Senator EuviN. You have an excellent statement and have been of
very great help to this subcommittee as you have on previous occasions.

Mr. IlAsKin. Mr. Chairman, our .final'witnesS.this morning is AnthonY G. Amsterdam, professor of law at Stanford University Law
School and counsel for Earl Caldwell.

-Senator Euvrx. I wish to welcome you to the subcommittee and

express our deep appreciation for your willingness to appear and give
us the benefit.pf the very considerable experience you have had as an
attorney in this field.
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Mr. A msTElinAm Thank you, Mr. Ch;

nian.

I and deeply grateful
the subcommittee for the opportunity fo
appear.
1 have prepared a very lengthy written statement, as members of the'
committee know. That, was not prepared to lengthen, but rather to
shorten my presentation. I hope it will be the pleasure of the chai man that that- will be received for the record so that 1 may move, On
and stinunarizr the major points and allow the subcommittee 111C111bers to ask questions concerning such matters as they wish to develop.
Senator .14;avix. That is satisfactory to the subcommittee. Let the
record show the complete statement submitted to the committee Will
be printed in the record after the. testimony of Professor Anisterdnin.
Mr. AMSTERDAM-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Envix. I might state incidentally that this is a most valuable
and enlightening discussion of this problem that you have provided us.
Mr. AmsrrEnnAm. What. I should like. to do is to simply describe the
essence of this written document. and the Major positions that I think
it is appropriate for Congress to hike.
First., 1 should ...just. say one word about my experience, in.this area,.
because it is different .from that of many of the witnesses, you have
heard.
Since I Undertook to represent. Earl .Caldwell in February 1970,
have been called by literally scores of reporters and by attorneys for
reporters on occasion ;Istmr occasion when they have been subjected to
either subpenas or demands for 'disclosure wider the threat of subpenas. The pnblicity generated by the Ca/divon case and my involvement in it, nade me the natural person to call.
f think may experience, therefore, if it would be of any use to the
subcommittee, lies in this arch: knowledge of the actual, practical.
Workings of the subpena process, of the problems that subpentted reporters face, and of the specific methods .by which Congress his to

grapple with (hese problems if it is going to grapple with them
effectively.
Based on that experience, in the first section of my statement I
describe the specific harms which subpenas wort: on the news media.

think it is important to start with specifics and not. just. thin usual
"free. press" generalities, because in shaping legislation you have to
know \\hat harms you are aiming at..
The most, important harm, surely, is the effect of compelling disclosure of newsmen's confidential sources. There are others as well.
The impairment., of the independence of the press by co-opting its
.functions with the investigative functions of other agencies burdens
the press with all of the liabilities of those agencies..
I think that. the members of the subcommittee know there are many
citizens in this country who will talk to a newsman but not a lawyer
policeman because, they do not want to "get involved." If their
talking to a newsman is going to cause a lawyer or peliceinan to get
to them and they are going to end up by being involved, they won't
talk to a newsman either.
think it is also fairly clearand.will be clear 'from the testimony

that this subcommittee hearsthat within the HON'S media the efrect

.
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of subpoons is to he divisive. I know of'reporters'who (10 not pass news
to [hell' edhln'ti.heelintie the reporter SUSS. "I will go to jail to protect:

but he won't," When a subpena is issued, reporters split as to

it

whether to follow the canons or not disclosing or follow the orders or
t Ilik courts, None. of this makes for a good press that must fully inform -limit all the things on \Odell people should he knowledgeable.
In addition to this. the costs of responding to subpviins; of hiking

the time to appear in court, fighting subpentis or testifying wider
them; of going to jail. if necessary, to protect sourcesall of this :r%

tremendous drain on the :function of the press. That. is an independent
-parate concern that -I think warrants Congress' aft- Ation.

and

Findlly, there is the problem of self-censorship. Whet newsmen
realize that they are subject to all of these burdens if a ;,illipena is
served on them, they will he very much more cautions to print news
that will bring a sulipena down on the news media.

An editor, for example, in deciding whether to include, a. detail in

a story that is not central to tlak'storyit, is just marginallint he

knows that, the cost of printing that. detail may he tQhring subpenti

down on his

1.einl,

Will say to himself, "What does a siibpena

mean?" Wli.nt. it moans at. the very least is loss oft-inn', legal fees, possibly an internal fight within Ids own newspaper as to what pci,.tition

to take, and then perhapsn knock-down, drag-out eotirt fight, which
is not going to do him any good with some of his advertisers who

believe the news media should not obstruct the Government.

I think that kind of pressure, extraneous to the newsworthiness of
items, operating 24 hours a day on the thousands of news desks around

this country, has the potential to destroy the :freedom of the press,

upon which we all depend for the dissemination of news Vital_ to 'bur
knowledge about the workings of government.

In short., there are several distinct. harms that I think Congress

needs to act.to prevent-. Now it is in the light of these that. I have tried
to describe in the pages beginning on pages 42 of my written statement
the form and scope of an eXemption from compulsory, process that
0-ingress should give. The points I make in that section are essentially
three.
First, I consider who should be protected. My ultimate conclusion
is that the scope of protection should be. defined essentially in terms
of three characteristics. The protection -should be given to someone
who disseminates news, which T would 'define as-Matters of general
public interest., so as to exclude: for example., people who communicate
information of various sorts. :from credit. bureaus to private investigators. The news should be disseminated to the general public instead
of some in-group, and it should be published on a regular or periodic
basig.

I think I would not restrict the exemption any more narrowly than
that., lnit I think those restrictions are -necessary lest the exemption
go too broadly and affront some of the interests that Senator Ervin
mentioned in a dialogue with the previous witness: The interests of
law enforcement and the interests of the Government generally it
having information for itsDwil
decisionmaking Proeess.
Second, I consider what harms are to be protected against. The harni
that needs to be protected aninst is thelutin to confidential sources.
think congressional protec.tion should at .least cover the, disclosure
of any information which would reveal or impair in any way source
relationships of the press.
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But I also discuss an additional broader protectiona protection for
)\1'...t you can call work productthat I think is also justified been Ise
of the other harms to the press that1 have just described the co-opting
the press to other in vestigative functions, the destruction of its independence, the burdens on the press of any subpena and the inevitable
sel f-censorship to a void,those burdens.

The third cpiestion I talk about, is whether the privilege should be
qualified or unqualified. There T. think some distinctions are necessary"
that are not. frequently talked about. To begin with, I think I lie distinction is necessary as to whether you are talking about qualifying a Iwo-

tection of source privilege or protecting a work product privilege.
ill you 'aro talking about. a source privilege, I think the argument is
tremendously strong to have the privilege nrnclnalilied, particularly if
t lie qualification is one that cannot be predicted in advance.

If the qualification is something like "overriding national interest"
'or whether evidence "goes to the heart of the controversy"things that,

a source cannot predict when he talks to the newsmanthen the
pri vilege is going to be eaten up by the qualification.

On the other hand, if defined in terms more predictable, such as
"imminent danger of foreign aggression" or "danger to human life,"
that more narrowly defines the, area which in advance you know von
are not protected. But I would be fig...hist even predictable qualificaions of source protection because they would stifle sources and would
prevent the public from knowing what sources could report in the area
defined by the qualification.
It. seems to me the public should know about the threat to human life
or about foreign aggression. But to stifle the source means not only
does the Government not know about it but no-one will. This dearth of
information could pose very grave and serious harms..

As to the qualification of work product privilege, I think there is

somewhat more of an argument. If I may speak somewhat to the points
the chairmanwas making a moment ago about a qualification for what
the reporter sees, I might just use that example to point np the distinc-

tion I am making.
It seems to me that one might distinguish betWeen what a reporter

sees when lie is out in a place where everybody can see, and whatlie sees

where he has been admitted to some private place in a. relationship of
confidence. E a qualification is put on the bill which exempts from the
scope of its -protection eyeball testimony of a reporter, that will con stitute. I think; a grave incursion in some instances-where protection is

.needed. Under such a qualification, for example, Paul Branzburg
would not have been protected because he saw opium being produced.
I think what the Senator is concerned with here is the reporter being
cut on the street and seeing a crime committed. Now, I think the testimony that he might give in that situation has a far lesser claim to pro-

tection than 'testimony obtained through a confidential relationship.
The reason is not because it is eyeball. testimony,: but because he
achieved it through the us.e of a confidence which would be harmed or
impaired by the disclosure.

Senator Envrx. You put your finger oin, one thing that troubles me
very much. In the BPanoburg case, the :reporter would never have seen
a violation of law if those who violated it had not had confidence in him
and permitted him to gob. I think he almost had to see it to really be

able to report on the matter he was reporting on.
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Mr. A:NisTEunAm. I think that, is ,right. T think in that context it
makes very little di Grence whether the conlidenthd disclosure made to
the reporter is a verbal one or a demonstrative one. They come to the
same thing.

I think the true test is not between eyeball observation and aural
observation, I think the distinction is between whether the reporter
gets it from the source wh ich. could be stifled by a threat of disclosure
or comes upon it in a way imaffected by the threat of disclosure.
it seems to me if one is thinking or, quali ficatioR in that regard, one

should limit the qualification to cases that would not impair or reveal itsouree tel

in any way.

I might mention in connection with the Senator's concern that my
experiences with these cases and other criminal cases has led me to the

conclusion there is an inverse relationship between the need for reporters' testimony and the seriousness of crimes. Repo.:ters very, very,

Very infrequently know anything about hardeore cranestreet crimes,
muggings, murders, rapes, those kinds of tlthigs. They are almost. never
used in those kinds of cases. They are primarily used in youth crimes.

marijuana, open-ended investigations into subversive activity, and
that sort of thirg.
I think one can overstate very greatly theneed for reporters in the
criminal process. One talks about the privilege of protection of newsmen as obstructing the a Wity to pro,-eente crime. We are not bilking
about hardeore crime. Reporters very seldom know anything about
hat dcore crime.
Going beyond the qi.estion of qualification, my prepared stateMent

touches on the question of what I call the need for procedural safeguards to make an CY emption effective in practice. This is the one
single most important point, that I would like to make to the sub comm ittee,beeause, I think it is ignored by too many of the people who
are thi nki lig about draftinp. an approach. Tile- assumption is commonly
made that the way to protect newsmen is to give them simply an evidentiary or a testimonial privilege akin to the privilege given attorneys.

or doctors or priests in some jurisdictions or the husband and wife
privilege.
What my statement develops is the theory that a privilege alone. -,vill
be pathetically inadequate proteeticI for the news media.
I would like to develop that, point, because I think it has really not
been toilelied on by others.

I thi,ik that to understand why a. testimonial privilege isinadequate
one has to appreciate the reality of how the subpena process works..
Subpenas are not prescreened as a practie"al matter by any judge when

they issue from a court. Most legislative subpenas are not really prescreened by the committees and subcommittees from which they issue.
They issue from the staff for the most part, with simply a hasty signature by the authorized coMmittee member.
What this means is there is no brake at all, no procedural protection of screening or safeguard against the issuance of subpenas.
The next thing you have to realize in this context., there will be tremendous pressure for the issuance of improvident subpenas, because
the people who issue subpenas o not stop and thinkit is not their
job to thinkwhether there is a real need for the reporter and whether
the interests of a free press outweighs that need. Their job is investi-
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gating .: they want to get that information. Frequently a reporter will
he the mosi convenient person to start an investigation with. Ile is
knowledgeable: he knows the identity of the people who can be useful:
inkeeps notes. in shoo, be is an iklea witness. I pm want tirst;irt
vestigation. you very frequently start with the reporter.
Thew is a tremendous pressure to start with a press subpena. Add

that to the fact that. the investi<rator wil assume that the reporter

knows more than he does. All the in vestigntor knows is what he would
like to get from the reporter. so very often he overgnesses how much
101. the. repOrtereau he.

.

Now, it would be remarkable in this situation if thene wasn't a tn.-.

mendons outflow of improvident issuance of subpenassubpenas
mean very little, to the investigative or judicial processsal-

though they have tremendously destrtag ire ends on the press.
These subpenas arc almost invariably served at the last, minute.
think Senator Ervin knows. as any able lawyer knows. all of the reasons why all la xyers serve sabpentis almost on the ev of trial. Part
of it. is time business of backlog service, part of it is that any busy lawyer does not get, to his trial process until very late.

Senator Eavix. That is true, and anyone engaged in trial practice
knows the witness does not come to him until after the trial is in
) rogress.

Mr. Alirs.rxRDAm. Exactly. The result of that is the subpena very
reemently issues with the return date a few clays away.

The Caldwell case began with the subpena served on February 2,
with.the return date of February 4. If the effect of that is to force the
newsman to rely on a motion to quash. it is to force him to rely on a
nonexistent. procedure. You have no time to get an attorney issue a
motion to quash.
I would acid you can't rely on .4 motion to quash for several other reasons. One is in many jurisdictions, and even in the Federal, they Will
.

not delay the instant proceeding in order to enforce the testimony of
a 'privileged witness. The subpena may be quashed only if there is
nothing babe legally gotten out of the subpenned party. If we-have a
privilege which, for example protects confidential sources, you ,could

not quash a subpena totally on the basis that some of his testimony

would be exempt. But even if the Motion to quash did apply, the timelapse is so slight that. it, tends to be unavailable in practice under any
..imionstance. A reporter just has no time to make a motion to quash.
What, happens is that he appears in court.
I will let, you stop and think about. that for a inoment. He has 2 or 3
days to get. into court. Suppose we. create a testimonial privilege that
is cloth. 'd in terms of anything that impairs or reveals confidential
sources. I think again Senator Ervin will appreciate and the subcom-

mittee will appreciate that in a short time the legal language will

develop legal meanings and Ciere will be 'difficult issues of law that
will arise around it. The lawyer for the newsman is going to have to
grapple with those issues. But when we say the lawyer, who are we
talking'about? With 2 days to reply to his subpena, the reporter has
to run out and get a lawyer. Most reporters do not have the money for
a lawyer who can put in research. time as well as court time,. Most
lawyers are committed for.a, date 2 -days away,--anyway, and couldn't

ISI

pia ill the time. So it will he a flulw if the newsman conies in mierepresentc.(d.

'BS is important and NBC is important and the Yew 1 0p1,

ds important, but it is more imponint to the people of this country
to protect the individual reporter, the small town newspapers, the
weeklies. The. little fellow just isn't rioing to be able to get a lawyer and
get prepared on 2 day's notice. ]What is going to happen is he will show

lip with inadermately prepared counsel or no eminseljfe is going to

arrive with a judges sitting there and witnesses waiting. The judge will
not give a coat inuance. l le is going to say "t here are 20 other suhpeinied
witnesses. I can't. hold this case over for some witness' convenience. We
re going to dispose of it."

if this is a grand jury samena, the problems are worse. If tl reporter is recalcitrant. he. is obstructing the grand jury. So the posector asks. would the judge please rule on the privilege now. The judge
will ride. Under these circumstances I respectfully subunit the chance
of erroneous fulling by the judge is subst an t nd. We have to realize trial

judges do err sometimes, particularly in new fields of law, and where
counsel is inadequately -prepared, the chances re still greater.
What will happen here is a reporter is hauled in. litigates the privilege before,the trial judge who makes a mistake. Now what will happen. Appeal. The_ reporter makes a motion that the contempt, order be
stayed and that he be entitled to bail pending appeal. That motion will
be denied. They do not release recalcitrant reporters pending appeal.
That reporter is going to do some jail. time.
I have given you a case where, notwithstanding the valid privilege,

the reporter ends up in jail for at least a couple of days with all the
attendant publicity on sources and. other newsmen, owing his lawyer
a lawyer's fee to try.to figure out what this newsman's protection law
is all about, since he had -not been pr'epar'ed to begin with.. Unless we
realize these realities we simply are not aware of the problem.

I suggest that what is needed is not one protection. IAA -two. I.
think you have to start with the testimoni'tl privilege, bilf, in addition we must have procedures Which will prevent .the issimike_ of
improvident subpenas in the first place. In this regard I strongly support the, procedural provisions of S. 810, which is Senator Eag,leton's
bill, which has a well- designed set. of .procedure:: Which requires the
screening
screenino. of subpenas before issue in. order to stem the tide of sub.-

we are trying to do is to protect the great right of the
press to inquire and publish for the good of the public. What threatens that at this moment is the gross flood of subpenas and the pubpoints.

licity that

attendant upon them. The only way to slnit oft that

threat and to free the press is to have an effective check against the
issuance of subpenas in the first; place. What the Eagleton bill does
is to impose this needed screen on the issuing proCess.

The last two points I make in my written statement I can skip

over very briefly. Although the next. one that I shall come
in
my judgment, vitally important, it has been addressed by other witnesses. I am one of those who strongly believes Congress needs to
reach the States with this legislation: I believe, and I have set out
in this paper my grounds ,for this belief, that the commerce ,clause
clearly allows the Congress to do this. If the Federal Communica-
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tions Act is clearly constitutional, winch I assume it, is, the Newsman's

Protection Act would be equally constitutional on the same basis.
I do not sea the issueas Senator Ervin described it a .few moments
agothat -Congress would be prescribing rules ifor state courts.
It is a matter of reFitricting procedures in state courts which burden
a notional communication network. I think to look at the press subpena problem -from the point, of view of the subpena rather than from
the point, of view of the press is to look at it backwards. What Con-

gress is concerned with is not where the subpena comes from but
what it strikes and destroysand what it strikes and destroys is the
national network of the news media.

I think that if anybody thinks for a moment he has to appreciate
that even the smallest item of local news I lay flow into the channels
of interstate commerce. The next to last item on- the evening news
usually deals with a. little Tunny story about what happened to Mrs.
Young's dog in -Maine. That gets in the news in some war: that is
not just an accident.. API and UPI and the rest pick up every single
item and shoot it across the country.
Senator Envfx: I think the. V:1 tidity of your observation is very Wall

shown by Paul Harvey. In his daily broadcasts he includes some

very insignificant things, lvhichi are nonetheless very amusing, that.,
are broadcast in all the Statls of the Union. Others do the same thing.
Armsrnitimm. All sort, of news is carried this way. For example.
newspaper in Virginia. moat be interested in a particular citizen
Virginia. who ihaPpenS'ii(itlie moment to be living in Trziniro' rnia, ;Ind
tinder criminal chargeS -or. involved in some criminal investigation.
That information could be very well blocked off 'bee: use the newsmen in California lose a source. The story never gets printed in Virginia., or any other place. If Congress can't, prevent, that, then Congress.

did not have-the-power to pas.; the Federal. Communications Aet.
It is that simple. I really believe that.
Di any event. I have taken more time than I meant because. my primary-purpose is to try to be, of use to the subcommittee by responding to questions that the chairman may have.
What I tried to do in my statement from page 00 is to analyze, the
various pending bills. I understand the Senator also had a bill which,

unfortunately, I have not received in time to look at in terms of

preparing the statement. I think I have covered them all up through

S. 870, and I hope my analysis of the bills may be of use to the

subcommittee.

Now, without more ado, I would like, to open myself up to what
use the chairman would like to make of me.
Senator ERVIN The large number of bills shows not only the interest

in the pficiblem but the ailiculty in the probTem. One of the most dill":

cult things we have to do is to find the proper phraseology to lay
down the rule that will carry the majority. It is veryillard to express
what you mean because language is a very elusive thing. For that
reason we come Up

divergent views. I have never been able to
draw a bill that is entirely satisfactory to myself. I would appreciate
your observations about ally defects in my most recent Attempt or any-

thing you. think of value, to the subcommittee's deliberations.

I do not have any questions to ask you because you have expressed

yourself so clearly and unilerstandably. I certainly agree with you

.
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ill your observations. A right or privilege is not of very much value
unless you can get, a practical procedure by which it is to be enforced.

That; is :is important in this ruse as to define \Nint the right or the
privilege is. We have to have a. practical and pragmatic method of
allowing: the neWS111:111 to assert, any privilege or right which may be
extended to him.

Mr. .A.mswitimm. I think it is particularly important to understand
why this special procedure is necessary for newsmen if not for husbands and wives, and doctors and lawyers. The answer is not that
those privileges Jlo not protect as socially important values as those
which attach to newsmen, but rather the number of cases Nvhich doctors
or lawyers are likely to be subpenaed is much- less. The news media,
on the other blind, have been subjected to a tremendous onslaught of
subpenas. It is in that context you have to give adequate protection.
it is to shut off this tremendous flow of subpenas against the press.
Senator linvis-. I think- that is a valid observation, because a lawyer
or physician or husband or wife doesn't ordinarily go out and com-

plain to the public what is transpiring within those relationships;
while, on the contra ry, the function of the news gatherer is to gather

news that can be piiblicized. I can understand from the standpoint of a
law enforcement officer why there is tremendous temptation to try to
see what he can find out from the news gatherer. I think in the great
inn,jorty of cases when such subpenas issue, the prosecutor feels it
affords him about; the easiest way to get sonic leads. It is quite human
for him to succumb to the temptation to promiscuously issue subpenas
in the matter they arc investigating.

I would certainly be greatly indebted to ,you if you could send to
inc by letter some Idnd of phraseology that would make a distinction
between the Branzburg case and the case of a, newsman whoa,ctually
sees the crime committed where his knowledge is not gained by reason

of any confidence. I think it is a valid distinction.

Mr. AMSTERDAm. If one, takes the approach, for example, of S. 870,
that protects against anything that would reveal or impair confidential
sources, I think that would protect Branzburg but would almost invariably allow the newsman to testify to eyeball crimes that he had
seen without getting access by leave of any person.

:However, I: would like to see Senator'Ervin's bill because it may
be that the scope of what you want to protect may be different than
that of S. 870, some additional phraseology may be required. I would
be delighted to take a look and communicate with the chairman by
letter.
Senator Emivix. My bill describes two different procedures: under
one, the reporter may raise by oral objection i f lieis called on to testify,
or he can make a motion to quash. In both cases, it is incumbent on
the party desiring his testimony, whether the, prosecution or the defense to make an affirmative determination that he has competent
knowledge to be competant, as a witness. My phraseology would probably be broader than -desired testimony in the /Jrafn2lm1g case. Where

a man !refs information and. makes identification solely as a result
of confidences, I think those confidences ought to be respected.
Mr. AansTERimm. Take the case where, what is shown to the newsman
is a. document which is both communicativein the same way in which
a verbal stateincet would bebut which is also evidence of a crime.
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Yon can see it, is very difficult to protect the one and not the other.

If it i,; right for the puldic to know about the one, it is right for the
public to know about the other. The source mill be eta 011 .tlindly.
whether it. is eyehall or by ear. and I think the protection ought to go
further. 1. will be very glad to look at the bill and make any continents
On it.

.Senator Elm N. Thv oNdual nuntir is nude very dillicult simply

because the newsman is soltpeoned without advance notice and %vithout
really any opportunity to employ counsel. as you suggest. I would
not want a counsel that had his time taken ttp iii the next .2 or 3 clays.
l do not think he could g_rive you very much advice.

Mr, BAsk in. The previous vitness from the American Association
of Publishers made a strong case to protect books and a tithtu.s. Outside the question .01 privilege, do yin think a bill %vhich excluded anything other than- let's say, a daily or weekly press. would he constitution:illy infirm ?
r. A m sTrAto.vst. chill that drew it line?
Mr. IlAsKia. Vu's.

Mr. Ausnito.3r. No I do not think it would he constitutionally

infirm. Of course. it is our view. but 1 can only get four Justices to
agree. that the first amendment
tent protects every hotly. But I do not think

a. distinction drawn by Congress would be iiconstitntional.because
Congress would be pros iding only statutory protection. Unless the
Court does an about-face on Brtriozburri quickly. at the moment there

is no lirst amendment. protection in the area at all. Anything Congress does cannot he unconstitutional since the best amendment has
been held not to provide any protection.

H there is a rational basis for drawing the distinction between this,
Congress can draw the. distinction. One thing you ought to note is the
Realizbutv opinion itself-Justice White said one of the major reasons
why lie refused to give first :intendment protection was his reluctance
to embark on it long course to an uncertain destination. What he had
in mind was tiS,tt if the Court recognized such. a privilCge, it would
be forced to proceed-on a case-by-case basis defining the scope, deciding
whether it goes to Nreeklivs. to monthlies. to books.to someone simply

planning to write a book, to Isomehody saying some day I may write
my memoirs. Doing flint judicially. by tine slow way of inclusion and
exclusion is a laborious process.
I think Congress can do it and it would help the Court oast of one (if

the problems I 6%ink it saw in defining first amendment protection.
Now, what is the line. I think the line ought to be drawn in terms of
regular or periodic contribution to the news flow. If someone says. I
am writing something or:I am thinking about writing something or I
would like to write something. you have a protection which is mienforcible. You certainly cannot have a subjective test which is simply
"good faith." That falls apart in practice. What you ought to -Awns

onthis is the most important reason for giving the protectionis to
protect the flow of information to the public and to the media..Ts this

person a participant in the regular flow of news? The limitation I

would impose is whether the person is someone who disseminates news
to the publV on a periodic, regular basis.

4
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If you ilrin that line. it IS elett HS SIC-411111111/1e 1111(ler the e(111111
eSt 1011 011111Se hePause it iS n0101101 10 1/1'011'et I lle IIONNS 110W NVIt 111)111
:intendment.
11.111g he01111 it. It is 11111011111 10 pl'Oteel t
All% I

.stitit. Tkat

011I11. I g111111`1.%

1101111/Illetler, so long

as he did it once in a NvIiile ? A replilar commentator through his corn
independent publication, as 1. P. Stone. used 10 do. presumably would
hp 1)1'01000d I.

Ali% A ts'ti..ltimNt. Ali. Ii,1sl:ir, if Congress ileN

privilege that did

not protect, 'roni Paine t hen I \Mild he 111)01111011. M.V t tISI euulcl Ve\\110 ellg11;1011 iu 1111 It sular series
t/1.011 IN' to pl'Olert
of eommunicat ions to 1 he public.
:.-+einito
That, is a problem that {rouble(' me izrent deal. I
person Wilt) reg(N11110 111) \\It 11 the 111'1111111011 Or II Ile \\S 111011 115 being

ularl emrages ill the ;21itliering of information, 1)1 making the pict ores
means of it neNispape. a 11111g1tY.1110
for dissemination to the public
Or 0, l';11110 nr IMO \./Si0/1 hl'00(/VaS1.

I think loll can restrict it to those.

That NV011id 11110\V privilege to be claimed by a person employed by
some publicat
m 1.. AmsTi...izi)..m.
eNelliSiVO 01111111C1111 i011

the

11\\11 i(,, (in it \void,' is' (hat \e ought lint gi(I
heeause I he etrect of tli.tt is to stifle

lieVel0p1011t 0f M"\\ 111011118 01. 0011111111111e1111011

ticular1y important.
I

do 1101 tI11111: \\e, \1111t to get 110\\11 on 1 he S111011 .0'11\'

11111.\ he par-

111 ell'eet h

arid! Nliose effect is limited to established media of communications. JI v short point is if we. cost it ill a more general Illiq_ritage and
talked about dissemination through it tieNvs medium and defined a
lim;i medium its disseminat ing information to the public on a re.oailar

peri6ifie basis, \e mav be able imt to limit it unduly.
Senator Elivix. Say, by dissemination 10 Ike imblic by any media
01' ZIIIN' IlleatiS Of collinillni(nt loll ?
All. mSTEiti)A31. Then I N011111 define PCM1111(111(eation 115 regular.
P011111111111e116011 to the gellett11 plallie 0111( I t111111: thou We !MVO
!)'01

Sountoi. EmI N. yes.

-

I \l'a 1 I ( to thank you very inucli for a most. lielpf id paper and most.
helpful discussion.
ms-rEnimm.. r \ont to thank 1 he Senator itml the committee for
1 his opport unitv to appear.
Senator Fallis. At what point did olt ;_ret into the Cid(tweit case?
r..A:Nts'rEitoAn. From the initial sillipena.
Senator EtiiN. 1-oil argued the case in the Ninth Circuit Court ?

N1r. A-Nis.rEao.\

Yes.

Senator Etivix. 1. think it illustrates one of my favorite quotes of
Iihiel:, who said in P;ieli(irte Jlilligrr.ie. t hat behind every !rreat
Judicial opinion is a great liner. I am sorry your success \vas \\*It 11
the Cireilit C01111 and not the hi!zher court.
Mr. A:\ts'rElitom. I hope C'ongress
bid! this Particular la Nvyer
out of tins particular ease.
Lille prepared statement follimvs:]

lso
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Honorable Chairman :tall members of the subcommittee, 7 greatly appreciate

Ilse opportunity to appear before the, Subcominit tee. to present 111,v views on the

subject of press subpoenas and related threats to the free functioning of the
news 11101101 as 0 source of imblic information.

Since February. 1970, have had to give considerable attention to both the
legal and the practical aspects of this subject:, At that lime, 1 undertook to reprosent Earl Caldwell. :1 Now York TiMCR reporter subpoenaed by a federal grand
jury in 01111 Francisco. Because ot! the publicity generated by the Caldwell ease.
scores Of GeWSIIIVII bawl miled me during the past throe Years fin. advice and
consultation concerning subpoenas. summons. and court: orders compelling them
1

to testify or to produce their notes. working papers and films. Attorneys for
newsmen have (Idled 1110 ill similar eases. T have also had to deal with numerous
nst ta q.-.; in which i tivestiga five agencies have ve requested or dema Tided disclosures

fr'oiti newsmen. not...mulct. legal process. but 11101er the threat: of legal process:
till several occasions, 7 have met with groups or continittees of newsmen to discuss 1 Ito prItitlems and effects of compulsory process directed against individual
reporters and against publishers and broadcasters.
.1 mention this background for two reasons.

First. T want fairly to disclose any bias that T may bring to consideration of
the subject: now before the Subcommittee. I have come to that. subject not as
an academic, but as an attorney for newsmen. The facts that I have never been
paid to represent a newsman, and that I speak for ne one but myself today, 500m
relatively unimportant, I volunteered to handle the. Caldwell ease and others because I honeyed t.lnit press suhpoenas threatened seriously to stifle the -freedom
of the press and to inhibit the vital public function of the press. My subsequent
experiences have only eonfirmed those beliefs.

The second reason I meld-jolted my background is that it points up the areas
in which 1 Might be of most use to the Subcommittee. Those areas involve filen1 Mention of the specific practical problems raised by the compulsion of newsmen's evidence and the specific forms of legislation needed to meet the problems.
In this prepared statement, I shall examine:
Page
(A) the harmful effects of compulsory process upon the functioning of the
press.

(11) the asserted justifications for compulsory process directed to the
press.

(C) the scope and form of tile exemption from compulsory process that
should be provided to the press.
(1)) the need for procedural safeguards to make the exemption effective in
practice.
(1..1) the need for Congressional extension of the exemption and its procedural safeguards to State compulsory process,
(F) the relative effectiveness of the several pending Senate bills to provide
needed protection of the press.
(A) TICE HA It ,l rt;1. EFFECITS OF 'COM PEI,S01:1- PROCESS

TIIE FUNCTIONING

01' THIS ranss

At: the Outset. it is important to identify the several ways in'which compulsory
process drastically impedes the functioning of newsmen. and thereby. obstructs
the free flow of information through the news media to the public.
Confidential 80111TCS
711W 1111)St obvious and doublic

most: destructive impnet of comptlisory process
1111011 the news-gathering end news-disseminating operations of the press comes
where disclosure is sought: that would jeopardize a newsman's confidential source
relationships. As the Subczatimittee has heard from other witnesses, newsmen in

every medium. covering every aspect of the newstionlestie and foreign affairs,
the operations of government: from the police station to the White rIonse, the
activities of political militants. presidential candidates, the F.B.I. and the Pentagondepend critically upon confidential sources of information.
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Sometimes the facts and opinions reeeived in confidence are published without
attribution Or with attribution to a "highly-placed source," a "reliable source,"
"knowledgenble spokesman who requested taut he not be named," etc. Solitetimes the information provided by these sources reina his unpublished, but serves
other functions indispensable to informed and responsible journalism. To mention
just a few of its uses, it may be employed: (a) asll lead in digging oat other,
non-cottlidential sources of information; (I)) as a framework tor itsses,,ditg tIto
importance or for analyzing the significance' of ,non-conlidenlial information;
(c) )15 corroboration of information front a non-conlidential source of unknown
((I) as a eorrective of misinformation from the snme kind of mm(011(1(10mi:it source; (e) as 0 safeguard against 0 newsman's drawing the \\Tong,
;

in the pillAie (10001ill; (1.)

inferences rrolll

:le,

-a(iVailee" or "Wartl-

jog" sign. lo alert the newsman to cover cooling public events: and (g) as an

(kat 11. story is newsworthy,
colliNee IleWS
"e,)rnest," by Which
or timely. or suiliciently accurate tor publication. Undoubtedly. "bard:grounders"

:ire the backbone 1,f a press that strives to be at once inquiring and reliable.
Without I hem. reporters could (lo little but, to broadcast unanaiyzed press relew-ies
n

The Subcommittee has also lwen told by other witnesses how the threat of
disclosure dries up confidentiai soures and thereby prevents or (Iistorl-s ne):
!lowing to the public. The point is not merely the obvious one that 0 multitude
of specific, vitally important pieces of illifOr111:11.10:1 tybielt ttotdd 1)0 conveyed to

newsmen upon the condition, or in the expectation,-of confidentiality will never
see the light of (lay 011C0 cunlideutiallty Can ./10 )(Alger be promised or antici,.)utilidential sources :old safepated. (1) More broadly, ".. , Both protection
guarding of confidential information relate directly to the credibility of a news-

man in the eyes of his sources. This affects the ability of that reporter and
of others faced with similar demands by their sources to keep the public in-

formed. On controversial issues, reporting is likely to be forced into imbahowe

if one side does not trust the media 'enough to provide information on its

activities or beliefs. Without such knowledge about all aspects of society, voters
become less able to govern themselves rationally. (2)

This broader perspective throws into sharp relief thetiltinutte dangers of

governmental compulsion of newsnieWs.teslimony. affecting their ability to keep

confidences.
". . It the government has the poWer, at will, to learn the identity of news-

men's informants, or to three reporters to disclose knowledge they have promised
to NVU111101(1, it has the pozer to shut off embarrassing or controversial news at its

source. This may not be censorship as it is strictly defined,- but the result: is
identleal.(3)
shutting off or
1 am aware, of course, that when newsmen attest to
"clamming up" of sources under the fear of snbpoenacompelled disclosure, their

testimony is sometimes d'etracted as -self-serving. or viewed as the media's party
lbw designed to obtain favorable legisIntive action on a "newsman's privilege.''

In Illy judgment and experience, the detractors are quite wrong. For I have
seen experienced and realistic journalists assume the gravest personal risks in

order to protect, their confidential sonrees, in situations where neither their sincerity nor their judgment could be subject to the slightest doubt.
: "Look, it would be much better
Time and again, 1 have said to a
if son could comply watt the subpoena, or give the government the information
. IMO; it wa»ts, without making a fuss in this particular case. Maybe you have
a legal leg to stand on to resist disclosure, but your chances in court are not very
good. Besides, I don't have the time to handle -your case in court ; I don't: know
any lawyer in your area who would handle it for free; and a good paid lawyer
is going to cost you a lot of money, will or lose."

"Remember that, once yon make a public issue of the matter, you ore stuck
with your position to the bitter end. You would (I() better to give in quietly now

than to make a legal fight and, when yeti lose, capitulate under threat of jail.
Rettannher also that, to raise the legal issue, you have to he held in contempt
and then appeal; that bail pending appeal is almost impossible to secure in
contempt cases; so, once again, Will or lose, you will probably do sonic time in
jail. I don't Knot) what your image of a jail is, but you are no muscle-man, and
these stories about homosexual attacks and beatings of prisoners by other
prisoners are nojust talk."
And time and again, the newsman has said to me: "Believe me, I'd like to get
the government off my back, but I can't. It's not partf_alarly A matter of priaT-1-7%

1

1SS

the. 1:1St 111iug i ':tut is to go down to gloty in a test case, llut these
are confidential sources. and, if I C11111111 it'd 1V h ;I SI blOWIth. They vitffid newer
to me again. Neither would my other sources. I'd be ruined. This is my heat :
1:i
I know Ilse people; they trust me; they give me trnight stuff; bt11 all that would
cipiC. :1 1111

end if' I talked ti the government. I might as NVeli j11S1.1)11it :11111 go over to reporting the horse-racing results. it.'s either that or make a light (i.; it and take ,jail if
I

let ve to."

Those responses to the plain dangers of a term in jail were no party litm. They
were Inside by newsmen win, were not kidding nu. or lheulselwes. 'They hail 110
ltnblic

posture. :Old no desire to lake one. To the contrary, they desperate1::

wished to slip quietly out. of the corner they were in, lint they were fighting for
their professional lives. her they knew that they omit] not 1.11110h:11 as reporters
without the ability to give and honor confidences; and they knew that any compelled disclOsnre which imp:tired those confidences woltid destroy sonrces of information absolutely vital to their work.
I have also seen the threat of disclosure working at an earlier stage. For examide. early iii 1970, an A.B.C. camera crew was dispatched from New York City
o I he \Vest Coast to do it documentary on the Black Panther Party. On retina ry
2, Mart Call1W141. WI-18 sulipoenned by a San Frnneiseo federal grand jury-investi-

gating the Panthers. The next day. Black Panther Party representatives, menfor assure mes that any government
tioning the Gahlwei/ subpoena, asked
subpoena or the outtakes of the documentary would he fought ''to the highest
declined to give assurances and the Panthers declined to
ont.. possible."
11:1)peru to With A.B.C. Subsequently the Oakland Black Caucus took the saute
position; :111(1 the A.B.C. crew. "cut off from the entireldack community in the
East Bay," ('1) returned to New York unable to make the documentary.
1 11 numerous other ens, newsmen stoic Called We to inquire what assurances
of confidentiality they could give to sources NO10 11:111 NSlied for such assurances.

When I said that, because of the current state of the law, no real promises to pro-

tect: the source could he made, sources refnSed to talk and newsmenand the

pullie--lost their 81-ories. Also, 1 have advised clients who %visited to give confidential interviews to newsmen that they C0111(1 not 8:1 fOly give them, and -again

important stories were lost. I could multiply examples, ( 5) sonte-of whose details
tiro wore dramatic: than the case of the A.B.C. li0C11111elltary, IrOnit'all, I lie
attorney-client privilege does not allow me to go into those details. ((fl
I do want to make three closing points 011 the subject of confidential sources;
First, the problems in lids area do not, relate exclusively to .'he identity of newsmen's informants. Frequently, the source's identity is publicly known; what is
sought to be discovered by conqadSorY process is the content of b1:1 COttIti1O1110,-

loll 10 the newsman. This may be the case. for instance, where the newsman 1105
quoted the source by name in a publication, and a subpoena iSSUCS for the newsman's notes or testimony regarding ether, impublislied portions of the same clan-

notification from the source. Sometimes, too. the form of the conununieation
is critical. In the Caldwell case, Earl Ca'lwell had attributed certain revolutionary pronouncements to a Black Pantile.. Party leader, in a front-page story
in The New 'York Tinics. The statements were made in a private interview. and
the Government insisted 'upon its right. to subpoena Ir. Caldwell before a grand

jury in order to ask 111111 whether the pronouncements had been made seriously
or merely bombastically.
'When identity is in question. moreover. the problem is not always the simple
One of fill Whig 11:1111VS. instances lat re arisen where ftQ8O1eli reCTIV141 al St!ri(S

of anonymous 110108, apparently from %vitnesses or vorpotTntors or crimes, Law

enforcement agencies demanded the mites in order to inspect them for fingerpints or typographieal elites that might lead to their souriTs. I think you will
appreciate that, in all of these cas.s. comimisory disclosure of the contents or
forms of communication, or of the physical communication itself would have
exactly the sank destructive effect upon the newsman's relations Nvith his
sources that is involved in the more obvious situation where at newsman js compelled to name his confidential source.

Second, confidential relations come in 11 W1110 variety of styles. Very sophis-rea fed sourcesgovernment officials. for exampleusually make explicit what
is said "for publication" or "not for publication" or "for attribution" or "not
for attribution" or "on the record" or "off. the record." But other sources do
nit. Particularly where a newsman's relations with his source are close and
long-continuing, the two develop it subtle, unspoken set: of assumptions concerning W,11:11 the newsman will and will not publish. Often NNlittt: is involved is

nothing more definite than the source's understanding. I lint the nev..sainti %vitt use

his discretion and judgment, informed by their intimate association. to protect
wilt luivt, a
tho sutnro, And this .takes sense, iss.;wse
more matte neve/111ton of the dangers that his source is running than does the

subsowivilt
suturre Himself. Those dangers may apt.no 1. only in the
or of facts known to the newsman but not. to the source. Neveetheless. if C.10
source Is "burned" Lie compulsory disclosure of what tie has told the Lewsumo,
subsequent confidential relations heir W(yji the twa will he impossible.
Third, Soloti coolititoit lot rointiottS Will lit' seriously ittipOirod Icy the cottittitistOtt
in and of themselves,
of o tioWt+tottit's ovitictico relating to matters that are not.

confidential. This is particularly 1 rue in polarized sittlat ionsranging from political campaigns to lahot disputes to the activities or -militant- groups---where
only the Strictest. netll MH' can )1P11) Ilse otNystittio's Btu's ut PolOtiiiiiiicot ion optt

Neutrality. in this context, is the newsCialit.1111hig
man's great. instrument. for obtaining views and faels from lad 11 sides I if :I onto litre of 111101

troversy, If lie responds to :1 sitiipovira ill it legal matter or investigationretoed to the eontroversy, that neutrality is lost, Consider, for examide, the situation lit a reporter subpoenaed, in a prosemtion of a militant' spokesman. to
authenticate it statement made by the spokesman and published hy the newsman. 1'iddle:10mi is one thing: prosecution is another : and you may le abso-

lutely sure that. once the ne\w..niair is eoreed out. at.' ids impartial role and made
to play the prosecuto's. part, his abIlity to learn and to inform the public :1 bout
militant activities will be utterly (lost royed.
2. Imlepeinfenee of the prow;

The [natter or neutrality. of course, has implications that transcend the prot,

lent or confidential sources. Neutrality is 1111l; MUi aspect of the independence gtf

the press. Au independent press is a concepta symbolor healculable value

in a tree society. Hut it. is also (t praeti0/ condition. and a necessary condition if
ti ro to (I() their jolt of keeping the public informed concerning all or the

tVent S. anti We:U.; that t. a S(.1.1f.g0V(11.11illg peOpie needs t,

and collectively, newsmen constitute a vast. investigaFolio jou
tive awl broadcasting a 11Parat us. This is all aPParatlis Which is, 0.11(1 should he,

devoted exclusively to it single jolt: the gathering and disseminating of tittws
to the public. In a complex society, that job is dithellit ottOogit to do well tuith
011.3' 1.11T111115taliceS. To the extent: that the news gathering and news-disseminat-

ing apparatus of (lit .press is diroted frldlt its job am' made to do others, it is
1138001Si trout lilting its ilW11 Vital Work.

disability :OASIS VVVI'y stage of press opt-rations. At the intake stage, it
arises from the faet that. when the investigative mechanisms of the press are
co-opted to (lie functions of other investigative agencies, they take MI flit of
additional rum:lions. Let, me give you 0
the lai :lens and handiettps. of
simple example. ,Nlany citizens win tall: to a newsman. but not to a lawyer ortt
policeman, hecause they "don't. wan! to get involved." Lint \viten the news:Mau is
used by a lawyer or hy the police to get. back to the citizen \vhen. because of
is no
elitzen rinds himself
Avb:it he bas Iota n 110"1:1:111,

more willing to talk to it newsman than to it "mouthpiece" or it "cop." The im-

pression is rife to this VAIllIalY lotlty butt. it is li:IllgerMIS to Nllh: to reporters. And
experienced neNvsnien tell rue !Mite apart from any consideration of (audition-

tialitythat it is getting harder apd-harder for reporters to dig out the news,
The problem is emnplicatell by the welter of conflicts and allegiances that exist

in the country. It. must not be forgotten Mot lawsuits and investigations live
Usually adversary, partisan affairs. To pull a reporter into such tiffails is in-

evitably to portray hint as allied with one side of a controversy. '.1.11e result is
that, all those who ally with the other side distrust hint and will not cooperate
in his efforts to get it balanced picture of events,
Similar forces operate at 11w dissemination stag.(. In order for Ilie public to
make informed judgments Ott eveitts and ideas. (Ir public iiii[m.l.atiee, it is not
enough that the relevant facts and (wildcats he broadcast to them by the press.
It also two?ssary that the public trust the pressthat they have emilitletwe iti
the credibility, impartiality and balance of the press. In large part. the credibility of the press depnd:: upon its independence, and is jeapadized when pressmen are tainted into the partisan arena or 1-1.,;;I)s ono inve,oig;Iiion.$. indeed. (Awe

8111womoted, 0 newsman is damned if he does and damned if he doesn't. If he
complies with the subpoena. be is seen us ti tool of the !turfy whose cost. is
\\lilt his testimony. If he refuses to comply, he is seen as a tool of the opposing
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every reader who would intru viewed Enri (.:iii Wi'll as n Indice spy
RTC, IS :1110ther render who now
Paid Ile Ps.
the
if he had
rieWs hint as Panther Ilee:111Se he Went III tile *Wrenn' Court AO defend hi,:
right not 1,, testify.
the efleq of -makin:y; reporters ovr into
Within news media Ito
from newnmen
government investigators (to use !lie phrase I have uflen helm)Hem.
01 in t'untio.
not
is bitterly divisive. I !ohm- repwlers win,
j'it in I 4, 1heir ec1i;r,

hee;laSe. as :1;e.l* Say, "1 wnithl go lo Jail to resist a snhpoena

Vonidn.1:. V:11011 a rwol,rtur is sultpuenauil, ur t im,,th,h(si with "
hut
t spin
it. is .lot uncommon fee the newsmen in his hrga
Atneri:in N,,wspnyvt.
'law
4.0teslion whether he

the
(0'

'or Ilic orders of the culil. 'Working retlionr:hip:: haVo tutu badly

Ethics

knoty toporfcr:4 \vim
I
\.(rl'Sf'
(!ivn r,yps ilnu thew 11,0W they are sun, ol't io :.,t0.0:tn:!.
hi was gal li:ring. Hie news, In India nany
()no of Ili,I!! told tine
vin.ravler of 1;1;1..:
ionis,11, wurryill:4. /novo ;,),,,1,1 the imiemiony

danni:(1 it: HU.
hISIO11

I!:111

1:+t

11.211'5vCorthinc,S.
(MY. 111:11S,
/1`

None of this,
lugeiLer. ii. can

ti

oipplt' the 11,1i1PVIP:0-141

iP,W 11.%.

11(1

h,./1 all
wi iroir:
mucininLios which :mist

move wu tilt lighining rapidity ;Ina line pecision in order to provide the nithlic with
hit

l i d yell:, hie in fovinat ion.

burlicii of 811booritux

ihvostig.Ntivi.i.,,,,iy in i.u,:ponse
Wileinw..q. new:4inh Ititiwo in court or litroN,
to a subpoena --whother in ohey the sithimenn or to light itconsiderolde cods
are entailed. `.1`he time which the neWSInan loses Pieta his work is likely to 11c,
greate-r than appears itt first blush. 1 do not have to tell you about the state of
court calendars which almost invariably require any subpoenaed witne8s 'to ;:it

around. far 110111',4 heroic he IS called to the stand, and too frequently require hint

to appear futilely day after day while the case is continued. 1 kno' 61: instances
Where reporters planning to light subpoenas hail to attend court every morning
for a week in order to witness the expectable continuances, meanwhile Spending
every afternoon with their attorneys to prepare for the upcoming legal Matte
l-1nm, at last. the ease was ended by a guilty plea and they were excused from
attendance.

In addition, these reporters customarily agonize with themselves and dehate
with their employers and colleagues throughout the time that the subpoena, 6r

logo) proceedings challenging it. are pending, Reporters have been dehnita tea dor.
ing periods of months hy this all-eonsuming.Orocess. To tight, to submit. b) go
to jail : the choices are tua.;.asy, and the turiitoilbf decisions is exhausting. Anti.
of course, the reporter may eventually decide to go to jailunder a civil conteMpt
commitment. whose duration is as long as the tenacity of tlw committing judge.
Next there is the matter of legal fees if the Subpoena is to be fought. I should

mention at: this point the confusion wrought hy lhr Supreme Court's four -tfour -to -one decision in Bron....burg V. liayeN, .10S U.S. Ii115 (11172). In that ease

(which included the ('rildwril litigation, together with two others) four justices
held essentially that there was no First'. Amendment protection for subpoenaed
newsmen ; four held that there was: and Mr. Justice Powell (while technically

comairing in it Court. opinion) thought that "Mite asserted claim to privilege
should he judged on its farts by the striking of a proper balance betm,en freedom
of the press alai the obligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony . . on
a case-hy-ease basis." (408 U.S., at: 710.) The upshot ill the lower courts, of course.
has been to leave newsmen almost totally unprotected hy the First Amendment

arid I mysoif would guess that, if and when the Supreme, Court hears Inrther
cases "on a case -hy -case basis." it will generally or invariably hold that newsmen
must testify. But. as a careful lawyer asked by a reporter "I)o I h:: we any legal
ground at all to tight; this subpoena." 1 must lillSWPr: "YeS, you have some legal

groundalthough a very slim oneif you take the case all the way to the
Supreme Court."
Taldng eases all the way to the Supreme Court costs a lot of money. It costs
more. money than most reporters have and, even if the bill is footed by a reporter's employer, the cost burden is likely to be very heavy. For the employers
who have the most money to defend their reporters also have the most reporters
to defend.

4. Self-censorship
The importance of the time and cost, factors just mentioned lies not only in
themselves, but in their effects upon the performance of reporters, editors and

101
nmvs media inanat,nwnt. The some is true, as well, III III(' changers to c(inlitIvnt 111 1
soureet: :tint the italetietuletwo of the press. described earlier, (2i/imitatively, these
several hur(lens ttml (1;ingrs crt,tile ;1 pressnri, for self - censorship that it t(((old
require superhuman lit\vsnien to resist.

story (hal includes excerpts from intervie\vs

Picture on (,(litor

ellarges or mismanage-

vith employees or ;1 government deparinit,111. Atom.:

the ittlervie\vs contain some evidence of graft, But Ills

ment nittl

_raft. 4001118 to hoslight oinnott red %vitl the mismanagement ; al most. the clot rgt,s
or graft moil(' he a secumiar,v detail in Olt' 11//i2)11.01 SiOl'Y :11111 the editor 11111st
l`Nl`r.'ISI` tint .111(1:.1i1(.111 in the II Ill lull (II' (.:(!111Si(oll of 24.(.1111t1(1 l'y (11.1:111S (IS 11.011
cooOV(.1.-;(11 11.11g/ 11 or the -(1(11.y. jr Ito inolotios the
;Is in ch.(prioinjwr
graft, he 111118
110(111. V111....1) ill('

of hill:ging

%Try SI 1.111g

:1

1114)1119M (.0111(4,

11

81161.14.11:1 (1,(11.11

1111

1115

1.11illil 1;t1V.V0('S. lies. lust 11.1k(11.1(.1'S' HMO,

1.011ii(1(.11li(li SI)1114.(`S,
111'1'11:IPS
111111.1(111(wigi.
sio.jow.; hiller-411/, till
(141(111 drag-out court fight against the government (I'll ell %yin alienate at least.
:1

fc(1'

verft,er.: who helleve that Ilmvspapers

tueilt:t I investigations-

\\tit the demi

1 4111atiti tut "(11,41 1.m.1" gevt9.11..

in the tonolshed story? \'((i

the S(.11.-C141:401.11I1) 1/n1100111 iii Hie aluteXP ill 11111(11

Mutt: I 11:1Y(' tried II. PlIt.
it 1.12111ticilly ;irises. 1 do not

frtittl;ly think that nituly responsible editors %vott'il suppress a major 1e1v5 itt,tit
tn: or root. (a a ,..(ilig)(4.11(1, Poll (11.1:111S (11'e 11111 if' :mother thing: into Ian, editing

cltl; ails. enormous disrei

iivcv;,:s14 1.11y (,nters: :11111 :111 (.(1.1101. N1'0111(1 not he

11111111`11 1(1 betray his prores,;ion;11 principles. or oven to admit to Itituself flue
basis for his options. if /to deided (;1«5(., editorial (pa stions oft the side of caution.
(Illliget. 1 believe--imagint, the
NMV---(111(1 11(.1.0 is 1.11(1 1(111

subtle editorial 'troops:ass in Ilunisands of omvs oniyos ;tyros,: ibis yomory. dayI illlt"(.!
kinds
tAvw.ity-rour hours
described. \Nill the quality or the news, or the public's right to know. remaitt
unintintirt,(1?
11141V0 1'141111

i((11111 1101i(111 cases 1(1 teal (11105. 1 will 1(.11 y011 that, in faei_ r

iitive spell Frightening instances or this I;ind of sell-censorship Ill work, I have
seen reporters consciously supprc,ss dangerous details: and tut e seen other
teg:11 conso,reporters. in the course r,r, long discussions concerning tlw
1

(invitees or !heir repUtrlinga detail, suddenly (I(Tide I lin I the (Ittail %vas 114(1

111.1%.(-

11 11 VI' all.
1N.eatise 1 ;1111 not

11'01'1 11.1.

reimrier. 1 do not Itimtv tvhellror 1110 /101/1115 fhni 1\1'11. Slip]11.SS1.(1 %vert, iimvs\vortIty. (tut I loony that the process or (loosiott by %%loot
(vas decided is Hot: fit all the kind of process whieli I %you'd
holt. no\vs\vorl

me each morning's 1101s

111;e to believe typifies the free press Hint
MI TOM Assit'ila;

JUSTIFICATION'S FOR
TOE NO,.

('0,1

('1,2111111'

1'1111(201414

InnEcw.a TO

ten the other side of Ile ledger. in any fair consideration or the press-sulipoona
problem. must he a.rayed the interests of government and its citizens in coin-

polling newsmen's testimony, 110y011 1)1,))),); there are such interests, :11111 I hey
(.aunot he dismissed as insignificant.

In some numher of ei,;11 and criminal cases. legislative and administrative
:investigations. tie%vsinen ',have information that w0111(1 be useful Owl. in a
lesser (minker or instances. absolutely necessary) to the fair and informed decision or the case or cotultict Or the ILIVeigntifin. 5I11110 prnsecutinu21 fir guilty
criminals cannot. Is' maintained, some civil wrongs against individuals cannot
Ito remedied. some social conditions reqniring correction cannot he entirely adequately studied, without the evidence that newsmen could provide. flow litany
such eases occur is milcnown; but the bigger and better the press. the inoro of

them there will likely he.

NVe also must appreciate that the resources or investigators and litigants are
not limitless and that, imlee(1, their resources aro often woefully inadequate in
view or their responsibilities. Legislatures. eourts, grand juries. an(1 n(Iministrative agencies are eltarged with inotwutotts. complicated. difficult decisions.
The publio welfare depends 1111011 those decisions being made properly and their

proper making often depends in turn upon thorough and reliable fact-finding.
Since the volume of decisions is enormous and 11w personnel to aid in makingthem arc scarce there is a particular utility in simple and contwoient methods
of eoltimencing and pursuing inquiries into relovants factsfo example. begin -'
investigation with a newsman, who is ensily identified from his writings
fling
as a knowledgeable lend.

To put it simply. then Vittil investigative and ndjudicative organs of the
government need all the help they con got. Awl the press, with its own profitssional.,far-reachhig. ongoing' itivestigittivit apparatus:, might potentially he

roillis hoiprni.

Nvhile I believe that. all of this is indisputable. t nevertheless cannot conclude

from it that the needs of g0V1.11111(.111. 11 1111 the 1)1.11Ille.fo compulsion or newsmen's

evidenett are ns strong its they tire sometime:: port rnyed to lat. (s) Several filet ors
n11151 Igo In ken into account in nssessing the extent or those needs:
ncrrIcrl.
1. Kin(18 of iw000wling in which .nir.vincn's ridciie
or I lie most. part, it would seem that in major legislative and administrative
.investigntions 01111 hearings, newsmen's. testimony Is at best a convenience. not
a necessity. The members or Ilie 1";1111e0111111iltee would certainly he ittellitiparn.ly better judges of that issue than I. Vet it occurs to mo tint. where the object

of an investigotion or hearing is the enactment of general legislation Ipr the
prolitutgntion of general regulations, the investigating hotly ordinarily hits ii wide
choice or spoitio iooittolth:.ror (lohlitod study. If, for example, iii 'miller on the
agenda is welfnre reform, I assume that the operation or the ;votraeo system
con:d be studied in any one or more of several hundred (ilk's across t he Nation. In
this context. the loss of oily part ienthr witness's lestimony---say it newsman's
test iniony--would generully not be very troulding. even though he were the only
ninnifesIntion of the general suh.ject
witness knowledgeable about It !ION
under ex:unit/orlon. I doubt there are many subjects on which Cling re,qs:, Port 10ShIllee. could not inform itself sufficiently to legislate %vithotit resort to newSnien.
The case is certainly different %there the ohjeet of a hen ring or investigation is
to roil mo. waste or vorrnidion, expose SO1111' (1/111.1 [1:trtil11111 1' Wall ;1 1'1'11. eS111011,
tilt` I'll 11,4('S or a partioolar disaster. ex:indite f :at workings or ;1 !mil-J(111:1r agent's

or the golititio:Itioo,.. or ;1 inirticohn. tiowino( or in outs niLrr iiuiuiry focused
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01' pose's. lint in cases of this kind,

the puhliations or a free press may themselves supply much of the needed information and exposure, along with sufficiently definite leads to ossist the invest iga1 bm
it hoof the ON:0:4:411y 14; ell 111111c IlOWS111:111 1114.:1 11'1 1.1111.1
4.
In ally event. II \\*milli he presumptions of 1'e 1.0 Wake judgments concerning
tint needs of legislative investigations. I really mean only to :ish the question,
the S11111'0111111 11 (l'e

1111011hel'S. own eN1/01'lellee Will

11 11$ 11'01',

1\1101 het' /110tie

111110till the sidipopitaing of journalists.
I :tlso hove no atInitinite basis in
the general toed: - - -if there are general
needs- -for 11(.1V:4111N1.;
xcept fur {10.1.11111111 ion

III

11(1111i111141 I'll

1.101114 00,1 1161 1110..

have seen or heard of very few press
subpoenas emanating front these proceedings. 1/efattlatitat actions pose their
own peculiar problems which I shall disetiss in Part. I F.), below. For present:
purposes. it suffices to say that those problems relate to on extremely narrow
;11111 specialized area or the law. 111111--limvvver they may
resolvetl---t hey eon
hardly justify the 11:48ell inn of a need for compelling newsmen's testimony
generally.

My own primary experience with press subpoenas has been in connection with

criminal investigations and trials. I must say that, in these criminal 1n1titors.
the ;wed to have newsmen's evidence seems to not In vary inversely with the

seriousness of the crime. I have to he rather ontitious in making judgments nitwit
the exte..ii
.0rosoilitoritil itcrd for licwiiion's evidence Iocatt:4e it loss lown ten
years situp(' i W;1;:. a 10'0:41'1111 or, awl iny recent involvement in criminal cases
huts invnriably been ns counsel for the defendant or hit' :1 newsman, lint, on the
basis of stone consider:11de expostir'e both 10 preAS-1411111)011111 curses :111(1. to

olLrr

0111 011111 causes. (9) 1 11111 Make .1111.0 ililSerVaill1111.1

Vin.t.. with the exception of town sjitific situations lowing lit Ht.! i1111101'1 11 n:e in

flit' present context. (10) newsmen ore seldom of any use to either the prosecution or the defense in 111505 I 1011111 Sel'i0W4, 1111 111-(111.0,
C111111'. Press
:Mt 1.VrY infrecgurnt in investigml ions of prositent ions id murders. ropes,

rohheries. burglaries. muggings. and oilier viions "street

Iii. sort.

It nifty be that some eNeeptional murderers or robbers discuss their offenses with
newsmen or are 11111
enough to commit than under the eyes of newsmen: lint
1 thiiitt yon will agree that common sense. as well as common ft:werience. suggest
that such eases Hit' est rnorilinnrily rare if I hoy exist pit all.

Secfatil. newsmen are tlispropimifmately frequently used in oven-en:led in-

criniA" or "youth eltimi,.s"westi afivas of' militant' politieal groups and
(marl .inana. vaniptis disrupt boil:
tile' per()11,: under investigation are

.

ill;oly to ;alto reportors Into thotr eutithlonoo as a means of la:dolling ton for
ilwir goals or I hot' aotivitios. tine may hold (littering views
uceel.in:o.(s
thilli it iS
S(4( illgS.
jil
Ilio utility fie
:1111:1111n 111;11

grea

ti10

Nji()SIIIT 1)I)\

the

Ilic long-range solution of the social problems underlying those
area than does the use or the machinery or 1:tio orimitott hitt'. And I Ititow that,
link 1101 tVITII I ho
the press supplies last, vulnerable, lenitons
in :hes
grolihs--a link whose roh.
society and some or ifs. olost :1 'icon
Ina histrottin
will mils (irk(' third wraps uOihrhlOIS linaPt.LiTOI/Ittl. With itINOCOlable
'I'll C (1111117ln

of 118(1111 Cli) CM:C.. hill ncirsmon. puNto,,qN

iir

I f members in the Sulwoiotitirto! !iii(('
recout monograph on press subpoena:4.M
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linuiligli Pl'oreSSOr

away
I thin): Ihey will
of cases
with the strongly overriding. improssitm Nutt, in the largoflitmajority
no .Very /Sena
/1.vs4",..11:5 ,,,,,)(teni& is sought. the newsmen ));11,0 in
ititY 1.11Y "Wit "1"(111SIMI h;l8"1
i".. Tit,1 t is

PVIdik11"
01)SVM.:11 4111.

111)('Il

Ift".SUlin I

cases from tio.
11101'
iliVV.S1 igattICS-1
11,1,0 thu prosociitill'S
the prusiaiintor is 'trying to prove or what the investigator is
IN:ICI IS (VIM
nor the investigator
I riiig iii find. I in OW (0111.1 hand. neither the prosecutor
usually looms \\Intt . the nowsmen Imows, and I do. III frighten'tig number of
)11(.1 :1:1111

n111.4 lit: V:1111
,.;,111,.1.

ph

cmos. PlO knows allsolutely nothing that could be of the vaguest, most vagrant
or investigation ti anyone fur anything.
use Ill I he
tragedy, wniciong
I litive orlon loll in those eases !Hie at spectator at a farce (Jr
contplivated Iegn I -machination tabor machination mounted for the purpose
wIlilhil Pr"if oororciog ir 11,81,4 ilIg silhp.,fflot which. ir it wore eliffitTed.
Immo): "nothing.
duets Ito latrrotv the pittlell line from all Archibald
rioiody
I y tvould
hot hing---tott fling at all.- These exercisos III f
1

ninny if Hwy wore not both expensive and deeply tragic: exi.ensive in their
\VSVI'S., ;Ind the eourts' time: doeply tragic
Nvosio or IW1541111`11.s,
bee:luso reporters' profossional lives anti tin' vtillted right it the public ti, ho
true 1/I'lsSS aro Ming son:solossly cripplod for Ito coma:iv:tido

illrl/n11011

putposl%

linal apprals41 of proseii0 lint :Ifni cannot prore.ss to itt;ilpi
tl investigative needs front my one-sided porspoetive. Still, my perspoutive
may at least serve to n)ert: the Snbcontinittee to the point that iwn.seentor's and
hives:lg.:dot's persPectives are also necessarily oile-sidetl. in the sense that they
I:now 111:11. they seek hill lint tvhat the sill find. Claims of prosecutive and
invcslig,itivo -needs" In siligmeolt reporters shoujil
I

tOlit'al. 11111

1(1 (101.1'1111i111! ill \
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assert 111 thin' I 110 IlOpCS
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one thing is perfeetly plain beyond disputo. It is that the procedures by which

subpoenas Piro customarily issued. and the provesses by which the di:visit») l it issno

littan arc moth:. are entirely unsuited to doterntine oithor (a) the ttetual needs
for subpoenaing it 110\N:smolt in any particular case. or (it) the proper halmwe In
lip

straci; hot ween those needs and the harms which ii:sioloce or PI sotpooloi

to f reedont of no. pros ;old to the public's right. to know.
III civil trials and pretrial proceedings (such ns (!epositions), subpoenas are

ordinarily issued routinely ltv a cleric of court, 11(1(111 roquo,:l: of other party, tvitit-

out any prior screcning Iv a judge. The sante is inin ui criminni trial subpoenas.
tlratit` lIlly subpoenas are usually issued :It tin' ploastiro of the prosoctiting atS111.1torney \On/ is conducting the grand jilt.'. T,OgiS1;1(
1:OenilS

ill:,tittliCts Of shppfi Pet801111V1.

In short. subpoenaing newsmen is 10: easiest thing in the world. Anybody old

onongit to practice law (and sotne who (It' not) can do It Thorn are no brakes
in 11w procoss. nil procodural screens. and no costs of enlist:gut:ma: to hilt' SthliiolpiPIi(lg (Pirty. Even the minor inconvenience of tilling cult legal forms can
Pre-Prepttred in printed or xeroxed
avuilled
largolS
f"rt"
mit ii form, write :in the newsman's name on the (lotted
multitudes. Just.
i-ignattire Pill the )tolitl lino, give the thin); to a
lino. got a distraelod
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messenger or process-server. andi)rest.0---a newsman is tinder It
01
onforcooido by contempt, to oPitutti and testify niid/or to produce his papers,
II: w,(I(I be roma rkahle if these easily actuated toechuttisitis (lid not snew forth
hosts of improvident subpoenas. Historically, press subpoenas have been restrained larg(dy hecouse. prior I() the Supreme tloat's 1972 decision in the Brun:burg easo, their legal posture Maier the First Ainendmmit was au open and
troublesome question. Prosecutors (Ind investigators frequently forewent suitpoenns against journalists expected to resistnnd :joiirnalists frequently negotiated If rrangements for the prodnet ion of their testimony or papers without resistnnee,because noillie! side its ctilltil101itthilt it Wolthl NN ht if the tutu
came to a test of legal right in (amyl. But Bign,:hurg ended all that, The subpoynii-seekers now

tt clenr field and nothing to lose,

Tudor these cireninslitintes. the pressures are very heavy today to issue subpoenas whore they are merely convenient. not necessary, and wit how the slightest
poncerm.for (heir danniging effects upon the freedom of the press. Legislative or

;:dutiuistItitlie staff personnel, for example. harried nod hurried by the (lendlines for milting loget her Illy agetaln of a lirst round of bearings. hare every incentive to begin with nowsition ItioNvo hy their Writings 10 be knowlecir.oahle. eon(lulling I he :-.nbieel. or the hearings. So do Inwyers in civil cases. who (1 re nut hor-

ized hy modern discovery pramiec in federal court and all ma tour or jive
:4taIl.s to tart:(.
missible evidence.

01 anyone who may hove Itny lends to any sorts of ad-

Starting arty investigative process with a newsman is often the easiest and
cheapest' place to start. because the newsninn--particularly one who has preiously conducted Ids own thorough invest igal ion--is (a ) easily idiot
wit li-

(h) comprehensively i»formed. (c) arlicutle and wellorganied. ((I) mon:unity reliahlc. (e) likely 10 keep detailed notes or detailed
tiles. and (f 1 attentive to the identity of other persons vlio may know relevant
mn 11111(.11 spinbr,vork,

facts. and to Iho ways cut thictitt.t; them. Even a lawyer reasonably sensitive to the
frvelloin of She. press would tint) a witness wit ii these qualities very tempting to

pursue, in a ease w'her'e his professional obligations to a client required rapid.
thorough. low-cost. investigative efforts.
The :;:1111OPIk!8111S to commence investigations by compelling the testimony of

newsmen are particularly acute and votellecl;ed in the case of grand juries. Very
often, the proseen I ing littorfleyS tike handle gram] jltry matters tire junior IleoPle.
a. couple of years. out of law school, or attorneys who. for One reason or another.
hay,' not. Progressed to the higher-prestige work of prosecuting erimilial trials.
They are over - burdened, under-assisted by supporting personnel, highly motivated
to In.,1111100 tl (10111011Si nil
volume of work product, and therefore given to follow-,
ing investigative shortcuts.
1.11 the world of the grand jury, their power is limitless. They have no opposing
lawyers to contend with. no judges to overrule them and they tell the jury
to meet. when to adjourn. when to lunch, and what wittiosses to call. This is on
atmosphere in which they would he more than Inman if they could entirely avoid
confusing [holt' 0W11 convenience with the necessity for n press subpoena. For
of these reasons. their tbility fo rouge responsible decisions that would balance
investigative "need" against; harm to the press is, at the very least, markedly
impaired.(1 2 ).

'None of this is said in otitieisto of dedientod public servants. in their place.

T would act exactly as 111(.3' (lc). )3111: it is important that the Sulornalittee undestand the reolitios...,of the proeesses from which press stibpoelim; issue, because
those realities n:11:6 two points plain :
.First, the volume of press snlipoenas now being issued is no reliable indkator
of the actual needs of the 1;,gal system to compel newsmen's evidence, All too
often, these subpoenas are flue product of convenienee, not necessity. And the
routine, unconsidered fashion in which they issue does not even assure that the
convellienee will he notch of a convenience.
Second. whatever needs for newsmen's evidence 110 exist cannot justify the
limitless subpoena power now commonplace, administered by procedures which

allf,vindeed. guaranteethat press subpoenas will be issued in many, many

enses whore a need for them lias not been responsibly determined and is absent
in filet.
Villing the gonse that laitlte golden egg
Particularly where press subpoenas jeopardize confidential source relations.

the ultimate answer to .clainis that they are needed is that they are also selfdefeating. The analogy to taping the 'Golden Goose is too olivions to labor, To
the extent that compelling neNvsnion's testimony causes their sources to dry up,
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111(.1.t.ly

Sellittlelttell ill the public. They are a

rifil

I i1111

rendered it...ides:4 to atlindicatory and.

investigating. hodis. beeatise ;Air cense to have aecess to the information that
adjittliea tors and investigators \rata,
if the needs for 110v,10011.s, ev.0100(.0 eau ignore Ilik 011'01.. Ex0011,10,, 01' the usefulness of .itelt twitlence laehly asainim that newsmen have

;ilili.

the evidime to give. When the esainide-: are asserted lit sroport. ;1 claim for
subpoena powers whose exercise will cause 111.11111.11 1101 to 12:1Vt: 51/110. . of that:

of need is proportionately \veal:elicit.
111:11' this Point fffiviscillY in terms of degrees. not absolutes,

1.1111411C1,

of rawpa;11 pros,: subpoenas, some sources 1%111 offilli11.110 141 l:11:0 the HI- k:;

confidential information to tie\vsintat. :11111

iii

will

in a Ii 1110

pits.sing
S01110

hat might he
use to cwirts and investigating bodies. All I am
saying,is that the more you allow courts and investigating bodies to get at I lii.s
information by sitItimena, the less and less le.,efttl to them it xviII becom. And,
at the stint linty, it Vill h000iito hiss toil ltss 11V:Ii111.11e hi the public in the form
hi l,11.111;11

Viii will Iwo r that ;lire predict ion (piestionml by other ..vitnesses before the Subcommittee. They will say, asNlr. ;Justice IVItite f...aid in the Ifranzlturg

(ase: -Front the Itcgitining of our country the press has itiernted without
protection for press informants. and the press has dourished." t.fuS 1*.s it uns699.) The contention. as I understand it, is that IleNVS 111011 11(1W have confidential

infornionts even though their right to keel) them confidential ham never been
prof iii oil against: compulsory process; ergo, no exemption from compulsory process is necessary to keel) the conlidences coming. This argument seems to me to be
as blind to history as it is to the facts of contemporary life.

in the first place. up until slmrtly before the /Iranz/mril decision, newsmen
ordin.:rily :quilt] assure their confidential informants ample. if tot absolute, liretoot ion ago inst dischisure. The assurtmce came in part from the iit\VSiiiiiiS
ability to .promist., \\Imre ..ecessary. that lie NV011111 go to jail rather than dischisea promise that 11'llS easy enough to inal:e and credible (Ruing), to believe
at ;1 time whet press subpoenas were relatively rare find still more rarely publicized. In part; the assurance came, also, front the fact that the tin-eat of comNvils not, as it is today, a subpelled disclosure was not much thought about:
ject in the forefront of every informant's mind and an imminent danger which
the eonscient ions reporter ryas obliged to ment ion.

Then again, the First Intendment issue W0S an open one. and neither government nor the press scented anxious to put it to the test in court. The result, as I
have mentioned earlier. was an atmosphere of accommodation in which the possibility of a reporter being hailed into court and forced to tall: appeared very remote. On the one band, prosecutors and investigators avoided the potential
hassles of It press sitbpoonft ease wherever they could. On the other hand. the
P11 ss itself played (1611'11 the issue in order to minimize the ha-in of its occasional
comitromises wit It subpoena fo.oeei,:s.

For a number of reasons too complicated to tlevidop here. this blissful era
ended late in 1 900. and it will not, soon return. l'ress-sultpoeim eases became
front page laildlines, 1.Zeporters and their sources hegan to Nvorofind to talk
;theta. subpoena-compelled disclosures. The Attorney-C.:eller:it of the United Sta les
issued a \videly-carried press release on the subject in February, 1970. (13)

From that: date on. headlines, editorials and scuttlebutt made lite vulnerability

of lleNVSInell.S 1.111111(lelllial sources a matter 01 common knowledge.

Still. the pentleney of the loirst Amendment question in the courts:served to restrain the issminee of tress subpoenas for a limy. T.mver-eourt fleeisions ill favor
of Earl Caldwell (1 I) received enough piddled y lu molt(' proseentors cautious and
iv. Interviewing a largo fitindwr of reporters in 1971. Professor
flasi reeorded the following "impression that emerged with compcning clarity";
"Nothing. in the 4)11111h-111 of ever:: reporter with whom T di..;catssod the molter.

nurse damaging to source relationshifis than a Supreme Court reversal
of the Ninth Circuit's G'Irldircll holding. Several no\vsmen told the that lint hilly
they were el:treniely worried by the subpoena spate of two years ago. but that
now their anxieties have greatly subsided as a result of the strong stand taken
hy the journalism profession and the tentative
ill effort. However. a
Supreme Court declaration that the first amendinent is in no wise oltrifIgn1 by
the practice of sultimenaing reporters wool (I these newsmen assert. Set off a
wave of anxiety among sources. The publicity and imprimatur that would neNyrollil

eonmany smelt a Court holding \vould, in the opinion of these reporters. create art

atmosphere even more uneongenial to source relationsItips than that which

10(i
eNishql Iwo seas
when the consiit
question rein:lined in tloulli" 11:1)
The;:p tirelliellons proved unsurprisingly accurate. In 111111ft:ion. the Supreme
Court's June 2f1, 117:.' reversal of eff/f/tell shattered the court mints c(1( suhpnena
nicchaniruts that: had
"Whi'll the
ii
1111(.8i hill rein :riutci in
q1111111.."
prosecutors and inveslifrators hesitate to Ilse Koss suhpoeinis Iota thuly Burl 'themselves with
feileraL. case" roll their 11;1 111h4. The
I

1_11:..,0 is over: the sultpoentt power i.s tudintiteil.---or so the lower in!
ii1/11Piir to NA
and ;110:`F.: Sill ir11:11.11:1S hate Iii O /Me
%%d!

le(11.1'11 I
11111..

or cost: to any deputy district tittrirney or inve,:tiga ling staff assislant

who IhnI it more convenient to borrow a newsman's hive:41 igatio» than to do his
own.

In this sett ing. tile notion that -nothing has ellain.red heco Ilse newsmen "nevcr

hail 0 privilege and still don't" is entirely tin%vorldly.

do not kino, and will

never know. I he e-xtent to which Ilie absence lie a clear eNempt ion from compul-

sory process prior to //rflazlifT// adversely tiffectoil newsmen's ability to gal her
the news. lilt IhO extent to" which. after nontz-bio.r,, tbe pleat: alisenee
otoption from c0mpulsory poess 1eiil ilesivoy coutitleutiM
feet ly and painfully obvious.
(11

in SC01:

T11 AT

N11 1,1)11M" (11."1'1! F. 1:N1:M PTION PI:(1A1 111N1 In" LSI MY
11

111: PlinV11)1:1) '1.1) T 11 1.:

T110 et1111111S11-1111.; 11r.nt 1 11 l'11
1.1'1)111 1 he preceding t wo sect lolls are Ihal the harms
done It press stilipoorias far out weight their kmelils. and that l'ougreos should
act decisively to caul: them in the interest of the public's right. to know. I now
111.11 In questions of the si.opc of the protection that
hp afforded. In Ile.

twesent so:t ion. 1 discuss what seem to 1110 Ie he the three .11111 joy issue:

'l' poliy

in sit:Wing such protection. The next two sections (10111 with necessary procedural
safeguards
:
vital issue of preemption. resi;eeti rely. In the (inn:lulling Sii.1.f Dm. Part: (1') ltelovv,T return to several matters of detail
connection with I ho
pending Smale hills that. I have been privileged In examine.
1.

sItort/f1 be prof rcted

11 so far of "newsmen," "reporters," and "the press" as thengh the
moo:1112gs of those terms were self-eillent. To all extent.
ore selfevident
tind to that extent', the central coiT or twrsons reclutt ^n (011gt.e.,:butut prok,ot toil
pan III' (nl$,ilY desilted. Certainly the staff reporters and the eilitnrs Or daily
newspapers. the staff uriters told editors or periodit.nls: having brood public irculation, the editos, podumrs, ammuneers. opy.witers. resoarehers. interI have 51101

vie11.ers. camera (.1e1vs of licensed r;o1 10 ;Ind toloion $ztiktioug Qom() isnnwilluttly

to mind. But lfl:yond this i.ental core. dill-limit prohlems of definition arise:
1Vithoiit finding differences sufficiently solid to support comfort:110e ilistinc-

tioas, one can slide readily from daily newspapers In weeklies to monthly

licriedifils. thence I n ref.fulat series 01' pamphlets of irregular journals, series: of
1,001;s. and filially single hooks or 1imlIs, rine cut) slide from oliblientions or goo.
ovai oireniation to s.pcviui-anoicoco publications. titonoo to group newsletters atid
house organs of various sorts. Front staff reporters. one can slide to stringers.
Nriters tinder era:tract, froclunee writers. and mere bright-eyed hnprfnis. From
persons whose by -lines are household names. to ilinsq, who write when till 1001(11
moves them. to persons collecting material for all outlinell hook. In those who
oxiiect sranedny to Nt-rite ft honk, the road runs oil without clear de:0 or-11 inns. 1111
of these' instioni-ions and neriplc contribute in 501110 nie:Isirre to the groat, imentlinI-1.-fo.1.: of inf ormi ttg the putt' le r:hout events and vievvs of moment.

Yet distinctions surely must he drawn short of sonic of the eN 1'01/11.8 1110111.4111041
in the Prof-Tling Pf'fragra WI. if the are not. ft protection originally eoneeived for

obvious "iiinvsmi.,."--nail which (as 1 shall later indicate) roust hi, sti'ontily
drawn. In gi 00 Snell. 110,,VS11%011 :11111110 fre0110111

nn0011 n

r-

1 i1:1 1 01111 of all compulsory process. Any person May he writing a kook, or ulattfling I o. .1.ny group of persons. lirmigliCtogether by innocent or eriniltml designs,
nay he r.ommtinieating among themseil-es. Of emirse. ortoe any test or
ion

is formulated. the persons elttinting its benefit will litive to show that they meet

it "in good faith." But it 10001d lie a ttlistale to sill); ose that "good faith"

itself can simply a suifieient definition, The question remains: "good faith" what ?
Ilfhoug,lt 11111111'
ffering nppronOhes to the definitional problem are possible. I
prefer those 11.1: ich forms on three elm ractimisties. or attril

197
i porsou 11,1ve ;1 ruuction its the gathering. processing or
The fir:4.
semi:la ing ocuvs--,....%oliell I me;111 Dironiutt ion or viow: rtLtl-ing
ot
public interest or vonvern. I es-elude 1 he collectors and dissemitiotors ,,r iii lie
soils if illrorniffilmiemploymoill.,..I.vices. (.1.(4,111. ltitoaiis. tlRaIt invest ignIors.
the Iii;ehecause hey fall outside
iiiiiIt I ii scope or a concerti for t lie public's right

1(1 be informed.
Second. I would require that 1101 (1i:480111'1HO fell Is

("IS:40111111M it1/1

Iii Ow

getterni {addle. This scents III ow Itt draw ZIISelt Oft" right line between contribu-

tors to public awareness and persons who :moldy coniinunivale within some
closed in-group, Fly focusing on the "general public''.1 ito not. mean to exclude
protection of special-interest publications .timigtizines for 1101(1 buffs or movie
neWslinpeN,
fans, for instnitee) or of some kinds 01' Alms, organs
11:111

111`WSlei Itut, Utterly .1.01My, the A.C.I..1). News) which although

published by and fur the members of

:1

lt tii,til,iu

rganizatimi. are hi fact

accessible to signilicallt mutiliers of persons outside the organization, Rut I do
mean to exclude putilica lions I hat. liv he manner and volume of their circulation,
are as a praclical nuttier limited to consumption li the members of some
particular organiza firm or clique.
Inthis regard, I Ihuliuk it wise to avoid rigid ;Ind artificial tests of generality
iii disseounut;o11eircuilttiou volume figures, paid cti ....Dation. ele.viiich would
unnecessarily discriminate agaiust publications, for sunlit communities. against
struggling young public:U.1(ms, and against publications vi.hosti manner of circulation or financing does not fit the common molds, l./issemination -to the general
iought: to provide a workable enough test witImut Procrustean specifications of the amount or method if such dissemination.

Finally, the dissentimition should be required to he a regular or periodic

dissemination. 1 nice again, 't see no need for 'rigid standards here (such as those
demanded i!or the maintenance if second-class mailing privileges). 'iii the
cmitrary. I see every reason to avoid discriminations, unrelated to the (mi-

gres:41mml purpose of promoting flow of information to,the public through till
available channels. But; some assurance has In be provided that what is involved

is in fact a part. of that; flow. intention to write a hook. aii article. a pamphlet
evolt \viten the intender has begun to write to NVIlere fie 11;18 ill'eVieniZIY \\I'll ten
or publishe(1 another book or article or pamphlet iii a lu
III;111 regular basis
appears l()
he :111 iitlltIitiitiL ISslurillOc . liegularity or periodicity of

dissemination is both a II/111e relevant nod a more objectively aseertahialthi
indicator of partivipation in the processes by which the pliblit, is infoymed.
2. 81toteld prolectifm (..1-1(.4m1 hat/out t

It Purl (A)

if III is :4,1 ilff! III

i

,wnti.c.ws (Hut soupce niolon8
1111/111h.11 Iii identify the several di.ittinguish-

tilde albeit interrelated harms ivrettlu.d upon the press hy newsmen's snlipuontis.

question nowand it is a central question in. the drafting of protective

legislalion--is how Malty and which of those harms should Congress undertake
to prevent?

I begin hy stating explicitly what Part (A) implied: that. in my judgment,
loy far the greatest
pr's subpoenas is their destructive impact upon

confidential source relationships. (Sec pit. 4-13, .1/4upru.) Thus I assume ttat if
CongresF, is going to legislate any protection at all for neNvstnen. it will first.
and foremost. legislate to protect: their confidential suit tots Adequate protection of confidential sources requires nioro. of course. than to prohibit. inquiry
into their identity (see pp. 11)-1 1, sit/is(t) :
requires more than to forbid the
VNIMIC111/11 of Mutt they have explicitly told a itewSmall
for
(see it. 12. Nstpt.(ri : and it requires that', in sum() cases, even wholly and patently
non-confidential. matters he shielded in order to shield confidential ones (set.
p. 13). Nothing less is ample for the purpose than hrt.mdly to proscribe any and
all compelled disclosures that would reveal or impair confidential associations,
relations, sources or information of any sort in any N.'ny .
Beyond this. either or both of tAvo extensions of protection might lie made.
The lirst is to :1110W the SaIlle kiuti Of! Shield for on sour...vs. within or not:
confidential. This extension is justifiable primarily' because of the :-!iflicullies

both of defining' and or litigating what is "confidential"particularly in a world
of complicated relatimiships where the very facts that. Lore to be adduced to
establish confidentiality may themselves he confidential, (Sec p. 12, snpra.)

'The extension also commends itself becatise Ivlutt is really wrong with impairing
confidential sources is not that confidences are impaired but that sources are.
While it will not often happen that a non-conlidential.source would be impaired
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IllS Ina.v sollIctillic,4 occur and. when ii

sufficiently (feminist roted. it should II(. :1Vipi(11.(1.
exieniling priactoion
1.1111g 1.11,1'. I h)livvc. t.

,ccurreiwe

org111111.111,) Itinkt)

;1

Vcry

:ill

a a ap\VSjaan.:: sources.

V0111)I 1))) 10 1)11)11:1, 111 :WW1 14,11
11111` Of 11111.4,

A second :Ind broader piksilile mdens;(ii

sol)rops,

:111

f the inforionljun

,j11S1 HU10011S

1.141'

ilow,:1J1:11) 01)01111S 1 11 1 111
111'11111011g "1V111'1 111011111i" 111111111,1011.111

I mt

11

111.

1 11()

11111i1111

impact
the eNlont
)
rehitions
(II a)certain. and (...1) I hal, ah(4y), ouil beyond ally prohlym
is
sources. the harm (li)110 by press siihimmurs lo the independence of the proi-s
upon
Om. 11-17, sifpot). and the :4(is and lairdi.lis which ;mull
the 1111S8 (,)41.( ) 111). 18-20, N///)0/), together with their at tenda111 pressures for selfall
ctinshorship (see pp, 20-2::. sitio.o), warrant the prohibition of esseul

or its disclosure inion

press :4111/1111tala:

I

MYSelf,

(('4411141

111111gil

I

can perfectly well

apprechile that, many would hp reluctant to do so.
tssitilo.
Perhaps a middle position regarding 1.111494-t14in i)r %viol; proiliwi i
he ('1111,0(11141 ill .:evoi.;11 or I ho pending
posit io11)4
Two
Sonate hills. One (in addition II) providing voinprelieusive protection or soureo;;)
1101 1111111:111 1 i 0111
10 10.0V111111;I: 101111)11111)11:41);(1 protection iff

NV00141 pl'oloCI Work prImluct against hive:dig:dive :011110;011as 11111
(11 1101.

8111111111'1111:4.

1.111

11111111 11)11

801111,05) NV011111 141.0100; 11111/1111111411(.11 (1'111'k 1111111110, 11111:

Ilet .:IgllitP4 ;III slitilinen:Is,
If work product, is not to he (11(11 41(1

1101. published work prod-

1,11,1).41441as

I

think it should hp

thou the lirst uI these 1. wo middle positions seeing to me to be a very sousiblii
compromise. The ultimate objective. after all, is to strike a proper balance he111%)S$ n4'141010 :11111 1 111! Hee& for (.11111)11111000* ill'Oct)1414.
10 11,1111S 11(.141.1.1111-41.

POI' I(:15(1115

1

11:1 V('

111*1))..11 1g:dive :411111)mm:1i: (including grand jury subliminal; and

judicial pre-trial subpoena:41 threaten markedly greater harm to the press than
(I() 51111111a] I

'i:iI sulamenas (see pp. 31-311) ; and the needs for newsm('n's (widow.),

ill investigations also seem to lie less than the needs fur iiuIi evi(lencii in court.
f pro). .1ccordingly, to disallow press subpoenas in investitrials (see H.
gative stages mud proveedings. vItilu niloNving courts to issue trial stilmomuis for
impaired) spikes the 110.1Nvorl; product: (if, hut only if, sources are not,
;ince in on acceptable fashion,
T am afraid that T (40 1111)41 say the same fur the second proposed middle position.
DraNving the line liehve(in publishoil 1111(1 unpublished Nvork product makes little

sense. $o far as I can see. .111 of the reasons for prink.; lug (lurk product 01 all
(press independence, the Posts: ;11111 11111111.11s of

s4lr-e4'Itsrws1111). sot PP-

1S-22, siipm) npnly equally to hoth classes of work product. .111(1, indeed, the
ptildislie(1/mipublislied line would actually heighten Iloi danger of self-censorship,
for (11(4 1(41141 ren sons.

3. Phoolil

protect iwt lu "goolifir.(1- 01' "Ii»goolifi,11"

Much of the cleloile nhout the )4C111)(1 of 1)1.1)1eV1 100 1» he afforded 111,11'S)111.1) (.01111110111y 10111 V1')..) 4111 110 (1110141 11)11 NV1101101' 11:11. 141'1111`1.1 lull S11011111 he "qualified- or

"unqualified." 19)111 the eniplulsis of I his question and the labels used II) detail(' it
$eem to ine unfortunate. The emphasis is unfortuniite because it' dist rmlls al
rom other eipially 9111401l:int questions (91(111(191g the hvil questions just
(24111f front
ilistiussed, and the 1 11.1»11)X1; to be dismissed). 'rho lobois..(inntitivir athi "lin-

unfortunate }localise qualification is 0 matter (if degree, not of

kind.

onything aPivily
:4n.' that n mon stands for 0 1011 percent
makes him sound rigid anti mireasunablo. Not of hin bo (111Ters little fruni Ilk' man
NN 110 11'1111111 reneh the $ame result in 011 percent (If' Ill). $alllo 40,04. 111 facl, his
(411,4)-lives may 140 exactly the same :is those of the 99 percent 111:411, The dirrerpnee

nlay he that the "linquatitied" position commends itself.; o him as more workahle
than W.:I/cuffing' 11 :Vreal deal of effort to administer a "mlliticalital"
and

(('I) it'll nepounts for the result in only 1 pereient of cases.
In any eV0111. the 1(1(1 percent "unqualified" nein and 1114' 110 14)41')' lit -qualified11111/1 'M. an awl ul hit 4./o8er III each oilier Ilion ('111101'
is to 0 :TO percent:
-qualified" limn, not wi (114410 114111)17- the labels.

So 11111011 for philosophy. The poinls 1 am 11111901g. obviously, are INV°. First, 3-ou
do not 11:1 ('41 10 conclude that in nu 01)1100ivallle case under the $un
y111111110-

shin or 0 inm.sninn's tesdininny he Nvormilted. ill 01.(1 or to eNenipt. 11911 "unqualifiedly" from subpoina. You may merely conclude that the tiii:ks and costs or quali-

fying

eNemptionincluding the very substantial co:41s of litigating the scope

1W)
ItI \\111 pv,1:111:111,v 110
nninlier )l
111:Iny
f:d1 within that -itinilincition"---fw.. otilwcb...If the 1:eneliN of filching up
notch deperak ;:ti what kind
little nev.:411ica's evidence in :1 few case,.
and hoe,. big of a "qualilical ion" you are bilking:Wont,
tlwo sch.: or itisiluctions seem to me tisefitl III Iliac; ting the question of

of II le (111:1 lifn.:11i1)21" Ii

1

1

11111111

"qualification." The first. has to do %%11 11 %%11;i1 kind of prolecl ion is being qualilitl her we are eom-ddering qualifying the -sourep"
fied specifically,
tn. 1.11( "wnrk prmincl," prolecili)n (see pp..16-10, 81, 11171 I. Tin! Seefind PiltiPPritS lit.'

lure of the qualification itself ilatuel,v. whether it is :1 qualifical hal (such as
"violent crimi . cases" or "national security (ases") vtiose applicability will be,
ily prodietahle ot the lime the reporter receives the information sought to be
inialifical ion (such as "no a)lernal Ivo 51111ree or "ov(rriding national interest") whose applicahilily vjIl ioU ordinarily he so Prodie1 nide.
think lhat attaching any unpredictable qualification to source protection
I

subpletned, orrn 1 her

would he highly undesirable. Situp the source cannot. know. at the time he tat 1;s
(or (lmoses not to folk) to :t reporl to, whether I.r not the qualification is going
II eonte into play at some future dale, the effect of this kind III. giniiirienti1111 %%11 I

likilIv

he very hroadly and drastically to stifle the How of information from

sou rues.

attaehinent; of relatively predietaide qualifications 10 source prolpetion
t toy are narrow enoughsuet' as
gives me somewhat less trouble. particularly

"till

danger ,,r rreig ,Iggressioi

to 11 11111:In

lire." Ma, on hniallen. I would reject: ill of such qualifications that I have heard
proposed or have tried to formulate tm.selr. For, the (.!ases i n Odell 1 here seems
to be the most, need of. compulsory process also turn out to be the cases %vlitre
compulsory :process vunld most: likely dry up sources, and the oases where the
dissemination of inforination to Me public is also most vitally needed.
publication through Ito e news. In/AM of an imminent threat to luttuan life. for
to

lii

taken taihoii, admit 1 (411., not always

Ili e most effective shops) to avert the threat. Plitt it' fear of compulsory process
Shills till lite source altogether, (lam is obviously walling 1:o Prevent: the threat
from becoming an actuality.
rho issue in these cases is not easy. and it is made no easier by the deeply

emotional concern that anyone nittnrall. feels %viten talk turns to matters of
human life
foreign ag;sres.ion. Nevertheless, my o\vti view is I ha f source"
protection is
is haler left: unqualified.
Qualification. of -work prmilict- protection might be far 1111110 ;ICeept:11/10
depending. hp In S1111, 11111111 lImo S1'011( of 11111.11 the 111.1:11ine/1111111 U1111 t he !trot oet ion

itself. If. for example. the "wort:. ',nattier' protection is limited to investigative
slate and proceedings its opposed to trials (st-T pp. 10-50, so/nit). huh the cusp

fin. any qualification Ilecomes weaker.
\VIlether -%vork product" qualification is predictable or tumredielable (in the

tpushave Used those terms to 111:( lii little diliel'ent'e.
sense in which
1 11)11 Iii whether
vhtetliii it can 110 drafted suificiently.narrowly Ill ;filmy some specific, itn_
1

: to be ittot, Viiiimit, mttutilv hiplionjiar I he 1110514
13;13' 'specitie, imoorla tit need" advisedly,1 We:luso
the "%%.ork product," protecticm
:he burden of jt.stifying a proposed wialification

P.',rIant. need for etatlfollISOry !WIWI

Ap LipeateilingPy, itt(1eiiPn(lttCe

I

should lie pl1te6d lirmly upon the proponent Of that qualification. This is so
simply because the administration of (lily qualification entails some costs; and
in the present context, port of the costs entailed vill have to come out: of the
resourcis of the press.
I do want to make one last point, before leaving the 811iI.!Pl'i: Of "qualified" and

"unqualified" protection. It is sometimes assorted that "(mantled" protection
is worse 1 11;1 11 no protection al: all. This argmtwilt has been advanced by bath

protagonists mid antagonists of nelvsmen's protection: it is a w'ay of creating

an "either/or" issue which both sides hope that they will win.
'P10.1 subst a nee of the argument consists in exaggerating the observation that I

made a few pages ago ; flint nen.sinen's 541111(105 will v/n.y oft on be unlvilling to run

the risks of disclosure under a "(mantled" form of protection. As Mr. Justice
White pnt it: it the Branzbury case: "If iteNvsinen's confidential sources are as

sensitive as they are claimed to he, the prospect of being uninasled Nvlienever
judge deternii,.les the situation justifies it is hardly a satisfactory solution to the
t/roblem." (40S U.S., at 702.) Notice that, the argument applies only to nnpre-

dietable qualifications of "source'' protection. It does not reqnire an "oilier/or"
approach to the entire press-subpoena problem.

predietahle qualitica-

-source" jioloy,Loo, or (h) any sorts

protection. may I " .

qualilicalimls of "work product..

II'!ihunt 1.11C(1111111.1'illg I 1:t argument.

As for the quadrant it1 NvItich the argument ims the most clout. lot. tile make
my owl position absolotely clear. believe that -S0)/1'411." 1/1.4)10(1 1011 should He
nnnualificd :Itl I inivtioillorly Itt.lieVy 11:11
iniprodip.
1

tattle qualifications. I have not. the slightest. (1(1111)1. that "source" protection which
is subject to unpredictable qua litIcat ions is 11111011. much less effective ill preser-

ing press freedom and the puldb:'s right to knoNv than is iniqualitied -source"
protection, Poo I reject as altogether wrong the notion that "source" protection
subject to 1111Pre'diettlide (111:11ilications is NVOI'Se than till prolevt ion a
the
111.01"1 1"11 Nv111(11 IS given 110\vsluell's sources

III:"
""y
(1`'gr"
net
gain
of itanniffiljon Ilmoug
nevsinen and thence to the
Pven a qualified protection will decrease the number of press sul,i,mis
that are issued. and probably also 1 he visibility If the press-sultimena thrall In
1111S is Ili(' real less.al to lie drawn front the history of the days hermit
t."(.1
fir
null!I.1V51111
ill SIMI('

(501' pp. 38__10. ,,,pro, as Inns!. experipneed Nitrking joiirtmli8ts Nvift
tell you, \\hat they told Professor Blasi iii 1971 exposes
argument

for rho 11platter'-. trick it is: "that. they voul(1 he 11:111py If/ accede Iti 111(ilIt (t11:11ilir r1 privih.po if fhc prnhahility bore
(.01l1,115 111(1 oxceplious in the

thereby iooroased Ilan: Itto t-,:opooto
of a neNsnion's privilege." (16)
(1)1

'I tit: sun vott

Nymilt1 recognize the basic priniple

sAFEttl:Alcos 'ro NIAK: itr. KN MPION 1.:11EUTIVV, I N
CTICM

Thouglomt. this t:dement thus far 1 bove assume(1 -0s virtually every (lisCIISSi4,11
1M/felling
lliSCIOS111.05 lISS11111e:4
ill:11 ibe 11:1Sie ills) rnment: of protection ought to he an evidentiary "privilege-1:11:a is. a right or refusal to answer questions. Such a right, of refusal 111
answer questions is an exoellent starting point: for the protection of newsmen.

But it is only a starting point. Al'ithout more, the protection which it gives
is pathetically incomplete.

itelliousirItte wily this is so,

1

timst refer back to two earlier portions of

ray Statement. One describes the procedures by Nvhich subpoenas are customarily
issued. (Pp. ;11-314, 8ttpra.) The other describes the costs and burdens involved
in lighting a subpoena once it luts 1ocn issue(,. (1.11.
.supra.) Lei; WC :111(1 it
few additional relevant fact;, :nu; ':Hen examine how the press-subpoena Proecss
()iterate if Congress provided newsmen nothing more than evidentiary
privilege.
Tile fact S are relatively simple. To begin with, many law,vers serve subpcaulas upon witnesses only on the eve of trial ()I of a hearing. ParUy this results

from the last minute planning that is characteristic. of attorneys carrying heavy
vase-loads. Partly it results front. the fact that court calendar8 are :t shambles.
Partly the Problem is backlogged process-server:. Partly it Is ineonsitlerateness or
the belief that witnesses can easily rearrange their schedules to accommodate
a court appearance. Whatever the eauses,eleventh-]lour subpoenas are the rule
and not the exception.
This is certainly trite of newsmen's subpoenas. The subpoena that commenced

the Ca/dire/1 litigation was served on February 2, returnable February
a case I handled only very recent.ly, criminal trial subpoenas were served on
two newsmen at 5:02 1-Lut.. Friday, calling for their appearance in court the
following Monday morning. I have seen case after case of this sort.

In the ;;fang jury room., several different things may happen, The newsman,
unrepresented and confronted by the prosecutor's qviestioning, may disclose
matters I ii;it I lie Newsninn's l'rotection Act entitle() him to withho)d. Or lie may
be asked no questions covered by the Act. Or he 'nay be asked such questions,
and may claim his privilege. In any of these three instances, the prosecutor
may decide not to pursue the matter further, and may excuse the lieu's/Han.

Next the grand luny returns an indictment, with the reporter's name endorsed cut it along with the tutmes of other witnesses. (This is not the only
way ill Niliell it 'night he known that the reporter appeared before Um grand

jury, hilt it hP, one Of them.) What impact Nvt'll these proceedings Imve

01)011

the reporter's source relationships? 'I'he reporter may, or he ittay not, have
implicated his sources In the grand jury room. Lint either lway, the sources
will not 1(111111 what happened behind those closed doors. All, that they will

brow is that the reporter was subpoenaed. appeared and testified, and ap-
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paelltly satisfied the posecuting attorney and the grand jury, since fie was
not eharged with contempt, Then the grand jury returned an indidtment
jierhaps against one of the reporter's sources or .someone close to him.
(tut let. US :n.43111110 that the proceedings do not take this course, which could
destroy the reporter's source relations without more. Let us assume that the
splints a privilege under the Newsman's Protection Act and the
it
pvosectitor decides to challenge the claim.

The reporter is forthwith taken into court before the first available judge.
With Ills lawyer present ;or the first time, he is asked again and 'refuses
to answer the prosecutor's oneslions. The attorney is not touch better pre.
pared than he was that morning, lief the prosecutor represents that the
grand jury is being held up awaiting toe reporter's evidence, so the judge is
not (112mset1 to grant any continuances. It is under these cutulitions that the

newsman's right itot to answer questions is litigated.

For one reason or another. the judge rules against the new.:,.itian's claim of

privilege. I think we must frankly admit that trial judges, confro'fated with

complicated legal issues on the spur of the moment, may err. The ,...hance that

they will err is magnified when counsel's presentation is inadequate. The
uttt'snnui is ordered to answer questions, refuses, and is held i» 'contempt. lie
thereupon appeals and seeks a stay of the contempt order or trail. malt requests are promptly and pretlictably denied. Release of recalcitrant witnesses
ra re.
pending a contempt appeal is extraordina
least until
The bottom line, then, is that the reporter winds up in
an appellate court reaches his ease (which it must decide on the same inadeattorney's
fee
quately lwepared record made below)owing his lawyer all
to hoot, and wondering what this Newsman's Protection Act is an abo»t.
Certainly, some eases may (mine out far better than this. Some may mute
not, worse. It is the worst that will be noist widely publicized and talked about

among newsmen.

Except in the ease of top-level management. newsmen served with a subpoena would have considerable diflieulty getting a hnvyer even with abundant
time. Most attorneys are not familiar with press-stibpoetia problems Mot an
Ilia; Want to get involved iii diem unless their l,ckground-researult time, as
well as in-court time, is amply compensated. Repoirters are not rich men. .Add
the fact of eve-of-trial subpoenas to this picture, land you will not he surprised
to learn that very, very often, on the return date of subpoenas, newsmen have
either no hiivyers or. rossly nnurepa red lawyers.

On the return date, of course, the subpoenaed newsman must bei n court. If

this is a trial subpoena, rather than a graN1 jury subpoena, tic ease may
well be conlinoed (or it may "trail" day-by-aay) so that the reporter is given
some additional timebut not muchto scenre counsel. Whenever the ease
is reaelusl, howevc,r, out the return date or an adjourra.1 date, the judge is
anxious to dispose of it. Ills calendar problems are had enough without having
to reschedule eases on account of the problems of a subpoenaed witness.
If the subpoena is ti grand Jury slibpocua, the reporter will ordinarily be
required to testify 011 the return dale. Adjournments are at the Will of the
prosecutor.

Now, let me suppose that Congress legislates a Newsman's Protection Act,
creating an evidentiary privilvge. I Anal assume that this is It "source" privilege

whose applicability turns upon questions of fact- and law as to whether the

disclosures sought from a newsman would "reveal or impair ciadidential source
relations," If the privilege is qttalitied, further questions of fact and law will he

involved: whether there are "available alternative sources," -overriding MI1101011 interests," etc.

What happens in the typical press-subpoena ease? Take a grand jury ease
A prosecuting attorney procures a grand Jury sulmoviat for a newsman. Ile
does so without prior screening by the Court, because none is legally required.

for instance.

Ile also does so without thinking much about the proldems of the press, bevause

he is busy, ilt)s leis OIVI1 problems to worry nhout. and is wed hi tiring Alff
easily-obtainable sitinioenas without much thought. To the extent that ht. concerns himself with the Newsmen's Pr(deetioll Act. that will be bridge to
cross later. To the extent. that lie thinks about whether he really needs the
newsman, the.answer is that he really does not know. Tie knows what he wants
from the newsman, but he canna know whether the newsman has any of
The newsman receives the subpoena three days before its 'return date and
as
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begins to run around looking for a inwyer. Ile knows few lawyers. and vettnot

:Iord to Inty a lawyer nitwit. Ity this time, most htwyers have commitments
fur 1110 subpoena's return (late. Not many lewyers are looking to handl- grand

jury matters, or cases of aiiy SOH: iii 11111;1(1111ht 1' ;(1S Of the 1:1 IV on three days'
not ice. 11111 lel ll.( :msnine 1)1:11: he finds a lawyer.

lie end the lawyer appear at the eourthottse inadequalely proper:41 611 the
fects end law. Given the tinting problems end other problems involved,
(Male Prel'aratioa would h m'ar imPossible. Nom' the 111'11'8111;111 iS S11111111 Oiled
he11111(1 the (1001'S of Him grand jou room. Ills lawyer mo not accompany
him, heceuse the grand jury is a secret. proceeding :111(1 NVill1e55I'S are 171
pel'Illiltell to bring lawyers NO 11 1 hunt, No judge is present. The pro.:peutor.--clue r.ge.
he only ettIll'Iley ill I he
Civil and eriminal triel sithpoenas bu: stone Of the peculiar dangers of grand
jury subpoenas: t het is, those dangers which 0 rise f row the (

b

(t1-door elterecter

of I he grand pry. All of the other risks end costs that I have just (14.8(.1114.d
are, however. equally applieable to trial 5111)1 ooenns. Trial judges joresiding over
erowded (lockets, NVitll JO r()15 and other subpoenaed witnesses reedy to go and
Nvniting, are notilbly unwilling to allow postponements for the deliberate prepara-

tion of litigation vlien It reluctant nowsman-witness balks. 111(11.0(1. any Im(st 1)1)111'intpossildpas NVI1011.. for exemple. the newsman claims his
may
1110111

privilege after a criminul trinl has begun and jeopardy has attached. Ilasty
inid-trial hearings on the tip/die:tidily of the privilege are to he expected, NVilll
eNile(1;1111e

The results \viii not escape the Attention of newsmen or their sources. Some
noNvstiten will go to jail despite a valid claim of privilege. Others will testify to
evoid leililig. C.inler the cireinnstances, newsmen will hardly be 01151011$ to
publish feets that could make them the targets of subpoenas. (1 7) Sources ere
hardly like to confide in nelvsnten with the freedom that it was the purpose of
liY1 'Owl 1(111 Seiv.vizin ii 5 l'rrit eel ion A et to brim; 1111(117 t.

I I 111111i, therefore, that congressionel enactment of this sort of statute will

not provide ample protect bin to newsmen. No mere "privilege" law ran. ENcitiptbig newsmen from the obligation to testify concerning eertein matters Ny11111
they are eXamined tinder stilmoene is not enough. Something must. Ito done in
addi' loll 1)) assure against the i inprovideut issuance of subpoenas in 1 lie first place.
(list 111(1 111) 4(.0 14,11S.
1111, approach that 1 suggest would be to give nelvsnien t
The lir:: NV(111111 he a testintoniel "privilege"a right to refuse II) answer 11 110'...,-

1,41 along the lines that I hove sketched in Part (C), &repro. The

t

Se1411111 VO1111 he a Kohibit ion of the issuance of press subpoenas unless adequate
1/n1(1.1111re) :'1/1.11.01:/rds were observed.

The most ,!ssvutial safeguar 18 0 requirement thet the decision to issue 11
press subpoena be In:1de at a responsible level of authority. In the case of (((lilt
stilmommsitteluding grand jury subpoenas :Ind civil deposit inn S11111/00/1:1S
that deeision sho111(1 he made hy IT judge. In the (.1150 of legislative and adminis-

trative subpoenas, tins decision should be wade lty the legislative emitinittee tor
sube(Immittee) Or the administrative agency, not by subordinate investigative
Ste fr.
'I'll 1,1

requirement is nevess:try to correct the procedures prevalent todey,

under which press subpoenas issu0 not only without any effective pre-sereening
but miller ('(111(111 10115 that inevitably encourage their over-nse. (SUP pp. 31-.30,
.v/tpro.) The requirement would SPTVe 1114 a f1 e511111/11',

111 11(.11-111.0(1 ed bill

0' Upon

he facile and improvident issuilitee of subpoenas against newsinen.

Of course, I tlo not propose lhat 1110 ultimate question of the newsman's
teslinionial privilege 1-q? determined at this Preliminary stage. The primary
determination to be made before issuanee of a subpoena ought simply to be
whether there is reasonable ground to believe that the wrwsniati has :1 11)'
material, unprivileged evidence to give. ltut, as a furthiT ehedi W1211INt 11111M
snry press sal opoena S. 1 would also require two additional findings.
First, in order to stop 111(1 tempting 'tractive of commencing iii vestigalowy fish-

ing Expeditions by sulqmenaing reporters, I wonld require a finding that there

exists some fdet 11111 basis for tile investigation (or, In the ease of 'court subpoenas,

filr the claim of the subpoenaing (arty). Kecond. 1 watlid ref nil re 0 finding Hint
it is In fact theeessary to subpoena the newsman because the evidence sought
from him (or equivalent evi(ience) cannot be etittallY Well olitaitted from minnows sources. These, I might say, were the protections that we sought in 100
Caidtrcti ease and that the Rupreine Court, by it !Tye-to-four vote, 1101(1 that the
Constitution alone did not Provide,
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f
11011'11,

.,111/1111
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TP.11'111101

rpti11111,11,

In It fliiilt

I) 10%.1::11.(` :11111 1)
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been given to ft oo newsman. I VI iIJI5 iaiiliiit (0' iletoying press sabpopolas
sla.ved for :1
should be appealable. bond the issiuttice 44 the subpoenas sh000lo3
r(asonable I hole to permit appeal.

I cannot In strongly emphasize the necessity for including prolpilmoes of this

hind in any legislation Nvloose aim is to provide IIONVSIO011 1110:111illgrOl 111'010(1 iii
tigtt tO,t 1111S SO/pile/Ins. Indeed, I AVOI1111 go sib far as to say that 1ln-establish-

went of stool' procedures is far more important than the question of the precise
shape of a nioNvsonan's testimonial privilege (sip pp. 16-7.7. supra). and more
important even than the question who should be given the privilege (se PP.
the legislation, after all, is not hi protect
Nupr(i ). The ultinvitto objeetiVe
one or another novsmanor even all moNvsnoenfor their men sal:e. It is to
protect the provesses of the press, so drat the public shall iso fully and intelligently informed. To this end, it is tlfVO:4S:11'y I Meru the tide of press subpoenas;
and that eau It' I lone only by requiring they not he issued without ooloservatme
of reasimablio safeguards.
1:N1:N11'110N
(E) iuiit N EEO F011 CONGIO:SKION Al, ENTENgION
PROUEDU11.% I. S.U,I.X1(1,th118 TO sTATto: comeut.siour eaocEss

ND. ITS

It, is also vital hint vliatt.ver prodectiobto
should eNtend. not merely to federal subpoenas. lii. to stale subpoenas. To re
strict only federal compulsory prioress. while hiving untouched the thousands
((oirt,s. gromi jtit.h.s. investigating bodies. legislative and administrative
it
organs lawfully authorized to issue subpoenas,
the press or to the pithile's interest in a free press.
presssulopmona problem does not b111"0 I WO lisI i 1101 ;11111 inolepttoolently
resolvable components: a federal press-sulopoetut threat, and a state press:111. subject at the satin.. time to
subpoena threat. Rather, the $;11110

i I !WI they may be sulopoionowdwheilier hy federal or state com111(' Saint'fti
fear
pulsory process DI I udirrvrent to them. Protecting. theno against t hp one wit limit

protecting them against the other leaves the fear essentially mirelieviod. and
makes lilt Ic sense,

l'raelically. federal and slate compulsory pitness may usually loe issued in eonnection with the Salm. subjects. Few areas are eNclusively Iii the federal IIIVOSigative ii' boilptolleatory domain. For even in areas that we ordinarily consider

to l. primary concerns of the feoleral governmentsuch as national security-slate agencies are often active. Newsmen OOVOl'illt.; (lie Illili1:1111 110:11 'MVO 1111Ig
1114.11 tWollSt011It'il I41 Sillnlitall(011; or coneerted demands; by the 10.1l.1 and local

police departments for the disclosure of information old:titled from militant
sourees,

lint toll nf lids is less siguillio:ont than thal stale and federal subpoenas have a
Pool: at the j11%.,8 NIA/pion:1 W.01114'111
itodivisible impact on the press.
f rom the perspective of the subpoenas rather than the press is sorely to observe
throolgh tile wrung end of the spyglass. If correctivti legislation is needed at

ail. It Is not iotause compulsory processeither federal comiallsory process or
state compulsory proeessis ht need of regulation. It is !because the functioning of newsmen and the news media, and their ability to inform the t mblic, is

I oeing gravely impaired by unregulated compulsory process. 'floe reader of The
New York 7'imex or of Time 31 ayazine, the lisc.ener or viewer of the A.II.C. or
('.11.5 evening Itrws, may have his fund of information impoverished. his horizons 'punned. as ninelo by one subpoena as itnibther. Where the sulopuena is tired
from Is not Congress's convent, but what it strikes and destroiys.

In this i-etting. neither the apliropriale considerations of fioderalism nor the
Constitution //mein& Congress from r...`iootrcting state eetttintlsory Ittywesx. The
III Ni
P roblem Is a tuitional one.
Times reader or tile A. 11.C. VI vwc.r inay
Yuck or Dallas or elite:Igo, San Francl'Aco fir Seattle. C1 111g11.34; seIlts to ill'Ott14

It Is rIghtt he right of all readers and viewers to be informed. Anything that
hoophogios on this right is a fit sithjeet for congressional action. I-both the Commemo Clause and the First Amendment make it so.
1. The Comm( ree Clatme

I take it to be automatic that muter the Commerce Clause. (1S) ('ongreisi Ions
plenary !mover (19) to protect interstate commerce from any !burdns or oltstme(lons that may Impede it. t',X1) As Chief Justice Ifttglies decktred:

93-474-7:: --14
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Centliterce Clause I is that the power to
-'1'11, fundamental priucPal
for 'its
reglibtte eintunerce is the power to enact 'ail appropriate
:iit : to adopt
protection and adval,centent' ('I/if? Panic/ /Mit. 10 \Vali.
t'ountit '. /mand insure its safely
measnrcK 'to Promote
its growth
(;u4;.
6171: 'to foster. prided, comrol and restrain: scerool
mill. :nu
:11)11 may
45 III '104
'That 1i( ¶44
14. 47. . .
Enithrl,yer'N hi;rbiiity Cri.ve
el* 1V1101 the source of the
III' exerted 1.e rrni vet n0(31401' eennnerve '110
ter
(Ltagers which threaten
k,4°(14o1 i%0o1,,,pc1':/* Liobinfht 'gm'. P. 51

('orp. V. 1 fur,! t 11 t XII 1101 121:
It. is equally p1;11)) tina the intyl.:4tat-u I ramquissiozi or dissemination of news
II's
to the public is interstate f!fitilitien..e. (:22) .Colunterce.- in Chief Justice
Interstate commerce includes -trade, traffic. coinI
oltrase. -is intercourse.nterct,. transportation or communical ion among flit' several Slates," (24111 is ilIhil
prinliSes that Congress has acted extensively to rewilate interstate %vire
and %vireloss commonieations under the Federal Communications Avt. (25) and
that the ',411prente (oral has explicitly held that ITtille ill lieWS is 11114.1'st:00 (()i4.
411104)111.1S. thus)

traveled ill

f Ito news that most of us read. hear and view has in fact

i1110.1's1llie e4.111111erne. 1 out not 11.1.1.11111,1.: Merely 10 the <lb.:set/1111:11 ion

and periodicals
ii puldicalious--the vast phy,ical shipments of newspapers
he l'ransmission of

through the mails and by plane and train across the Nati(m-1
oral and visual communications through federally-licensed ellannek at all hours
Import:11a, 1 am referring to the 1.110-filing
of the (jay nil idght.
lir/ices:4es if the Nation's news iuill, (Me bas only to picl: up any newspaper and
read the datelines of the items friOn page In page in order to appreciate the
extensiveness of thlw,t, provossys,

and the dozens
.1s ti matter of foot. through the agency of the A.P., the
by
flews servit.es.(2,7 even the smallest local news story oil ii
the smallest local 11ov:4p:titer may flow into interstate commerce, listen to the
next-to-Mott news item on every evening's news broadcast: the funny story---

the no%vsworld calls them "bright s''about what happened to Airs. iones's
Ii' g ill Itemlesville. ,Nfaitm. it' the Subcommittee has any doubts on this score,
suggest that au inquiry directed to any working reporter or representative
of thy news services during these hearings will dispel it. What the newsman
%vill tell you goes something like this (as related by a reporter fur a metro-

politan daily):

"The general circulation metropolitan newspaper is thc chief news-gatherinz

source for virtually all I 011,1* news ageneies, Whe» I write a story .

. a carbon

copy is lat. on the AP spike. Another goes to Upl. M the two bureaus in the
Fox i'laza. my story is perhaps given to a rewritemati who may or may not
etteti: the facts further, The story then moves to the radio %vire, the state Wire,
amt. perhaps, the national %vire.

"That's boy the Itielinanui Independent knows that a Richmond num has
Just Imen convicted in federal court. l'Itat's 11o44' It classical music! station can
report, ill I t five minutes of rip-and-read news every hour, that another

objector has just gotten five years at Terminal Island. That's
how the Iterkeley Tribe discovers that the Establishment has struck lict:1111.

rillat's how 111110 magazine learns that the son of a prominent New England minister lots Jtist been senteneed,"(28).
these fact, Congressional power to rest riot sI II 0 'oui1or y process
which may damp the flow "(tf Itevcs4 21)1 cannot be :budded, Tina the sultpoonas
issue f rout local etairts 1-111l41 tinder Mate authorit y Is immaterial. Pu roly local
lwen held to
ticlivilles Mil potentially affect interstAti commeree have it
1,,' within the reach of the etnAkillPree Crouse ;(30) and state authority cannot
nullify Contt'ress's supreme authority (31) whore interstate Coninterce
concerited.(32),
,?. The 1464 Amendment
Thy plain power of Congress to restrict slate-Issued press stilmoettas under
the t'inumerce Clause tnal:es resort to the First .1memintent legally and logically
tuttweessary. Nevertheless, alternative reliance upon the .111101oltnent would be

totlidly grounded as a matter of eonsViIntionnl late ntal seems alatroitria le for
truistrIant symbolic reasons. The First Amendment maltodles this Nation's
cottnnittnent to freedom of the press as II necessary- Instrument of popular selfJames
;a/volution in a &muter:ley. Its prinelpal congressional proponent,
examining
IiIndise». (33 1 wrote that the Amendment secures "that tight of f
public characters and measures'. and Of free cotunalmiention Intiong the people

20.5

thereon. which has ever been justly deemed the only effectual guardian er
every !other right."(34
Madison conceited the freedom of the press :is enalalog journalists to make
the kind of uninhibited "investigation" Juno ',Moth! affair, low VoiiliI infrni
the people of this vountry for the %vial: of government, (35

Ile therefore eon-

sblered -that press freedom included the freedom to collect :is well as to
disseminate the news.(3(i) If Congress has the 'sower lo eilforee the First

Amendment llY appropriate legislation, them it surely has the pot...er to remove
impediments to the information-gathering funetions or 1144 Pres.
I ower to enforce the First Amendment as against stale compulsorY Ilrocoss
ilvrives from seet ion 5 of the 1..01111e1.11111. J..01' %VP 111;13' ":1SS11111e 11111

1.114'410111 of

speech 4111(1 of the 1Il'es;4--Nvilich are torot)cted by the First Amendment from
abridgment. loy Congress----are among the fundamental personal rights and liberties' protected loy the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment front
11141111i1111t.Ilt 113'
3T) Anil Ivy suction 5,
Congress is authorized to
enforce the prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment] by approprime
legislat(on":

'Nor does it make any difference that stick legislation is restrictive I 41* what
the Slate !night have done before the constitutional amendment ivas adopted,

The prohibitions of the Fourteenth .kinenolinent are directed to the slates.

and they are to a degree rest 'lotions of stale power. It is these wItioit Congress
is empowered to ('Ill)) I')')' alai to ettrot,.,e against State aet-ital, however pig

forth. whether that action lie executive, legislative or judicial. Such eeforeemein 45 111) invasion of state sovereignty." (3S)

ltecatise press subpoenas issued under oilaue authority trammel the news-

gathering and lleWS-(11SSelllitlatillg operations i It the press (s)'e pp.
Rupro t,
Congress can regulate them. In saying this. I do not ignore the Supreme CourCs

lholding in the /traitz'iottow ease (39) that the unassisted ling- Amendment does
not prohibit. such sulopooms. 114.11;i:bur9 does tiot define the plover of Congress,
fool' several rensons

first. a Careful reading of Mt. Justice While's majority opinion ill Broolzbarf,
discloses that that deeision does not rest upon determinations either (;I4 that
news-gatitering is unprotected by the First Amendment. or (1o) that press subpoenas do foot hildbit news-gathering. Indeed, ..lustice IVItile expressly rejects
both of these propositions. (-10) What he holds is simply that "[ioln the records
ham- before us, we perceive no basis for holding that the public interest iii
i11W enforcement and in insuring etTective grand jury proceedings is insufficient
III override the 11150(1110111.1411 but uncertain, burden on news gathering %vhielo
Is 511111
result from insisting that reporters, like other citizens. respond to
relevant questions put 4o them in the course of a valid grand jury investigation or criminal trial."(41 ) If Congress, upon the fuller record made ill these
and other hearings, reaches a contrary factual emichision, it may also reach
a contrary constit nth/nal result. (42)
Second. it significant component of Justice IVIiite's reasoning ill refit-411g to
sustain the rehnorters' First Antenihnent claims in Ilrltazby.ry was unwillingness
"to embark the judlciary on a l=mg and dIllictitt jouriK--y
. . . an uncertain
destination." (43) In this and succeeding passages. the !majority (Tinton strongly
suggests that the (l)ur( math]
eonsiderably noire iaiiing to recognize First
A2001.141110111 protection of nelt.snien against compulsory prowess, were it 114 It for

the dillielth les invo)Ved itu defining the scoop, of that protection by the
judicial method of gradual inclusion and exelusion, guided by nothing more than
tbe general language of the
itself. 144 o rimgressional
providing protect ion 111.411.1111eil S)411.1. %V0111(1 ehila14. IlliSrr41111enl. t11111 so promote

the sort of "ordered dialza4tie let WI

01111t 111111 Congress on the detailed alopticat ion tq' tsttslittst1441:11 doctrine" 445) whiett tiP1111411 7, 'f 11w Fourteenth .thiend-

mem wisely anticipates. In ii
situation, Joistiee \Viotti. has appeared In
imply tbat Cougmssional definition eould appropriately dcliniale an area for the
111(pile:1th ill if the First Amendment where, withiout assistance fro an Congress.
the Amendment would not apply.

-lot

Mr. justinv PoweIrci coneurrence %vas necessary lit tiw five-to-four
inajoIrlty that ileeliled /fron,lbarg. Iltit, as 1 Itolvo inentitsin.d earlier, (IT) .1m-flee

Pooweil carefully refrained from inintmlivIng any general rule that newsmen were
for were not exempted by the nrs1 Amendment from the obligation to re!-pontl to
siate-ho.nt.d cottotallstory process,
perniree. the Cotirt--,left the tailtject to
tletermined -on a case-lIpl-aso
(40 lint C.,ougri.ss could (411() 1111e Ih1nt
ea sy-1,y-('arp adjudication Ill I ids area womb) he httalleintate to Pr mien the First

.% 1414014111101d int t'i't'
111;11

l.
:1

Amendment. (50).
( t' 4 Tut:

such adilidiva Hon impli.,st (49) aud. upon

broader. Illorc effeelive set of safcguards Ii, enforce

EI4.rivev.ss ot

he

sENTI;Al. VENIIIN(; SE:NATI:MI.1.S To l'IttiVIOV.

NEEIIED lawririos oi"riii: ritEss

In preporiug this Statement. I have had the opportunity to study the follom ha;
Ites. S. 5, 30. S. 1718. S. 31s, S. 1:11. S. 1137, S. 7:50 and S. 870.
Senate hills:
eunIt'S 005e.st lolho :ipproM11 I Would take is S. 870, I
Among these. I hp
shall therefore focus upon S. 5711 ill this concluding section, and discuss the other
bills briefly in ref:Ilion 141S, 570.
1, Co ruotwo

S. 70 prolvels a "newsman," defined in section 7(ii 1 as any person -who is or
soou:lit
\vas it 1114. time of his pxposon. io the
. . .
f.rooged in a course of activity NViluSt. liriliwry 11111.1"IS(' was Ps:1111(.1111g. !Processing]
.

.

. or disseminating of news through any lieWs MI.41111111." Section 7(e) defines

"neWS..

"any coniontinicotion of information or opinion relating to events.

sitnut ions or ideas of Iliadic l'ofteeril or public interest or vhieli Uffeef the public
NN.etruro," section 7(10 defines "news medium" as -any newspaper. magazine, radio, or television broadcast or other medium of ('dninionleation It',' Well informagplionli
tion is disseminated on 0 regni.or or periodic basis to
I )1:

I Ito ;issinlipl 1011

I lint -general piddle" is used here as I have used if of pp.

-174-10. .soupro. these definitions provide eoveroge virtually identical to that which
I suggested at pp. -1.2-10. napro. For the reasons stated in those pages, I prefer
the coverage ttf S. 5711 io the somewhat narrower (-overage of S. 318 and S.
( which use eriteria such as paid genera) circulation nod seeond-eloss until status)
and of S. 30 (which enumerates an exclusive list of colinnititivnt ions
. and
also to (lit' broader coverage of S. 1:-,s, S. 0:17, 5, 151, and s.,i, 'Res. s
omit the requirement of regula r (or periodic dissemina 1 ion I.
I believe that S. 870, as presently Nvrit fen. is intended and Ivould proll;11,13* be
construed to include
news SerVieeS
the deliffiti,111 of "news medium."
even I holudi they dis:lonoinate news "10
general 1411111c" indirectly rather than
lilt
10 illeiltde the serVives eXjilieitly. lo011oyer. This
directly. I ml4111 is'
could he done hY Pdditic the words "or to any other ltt'WS Illedirne III 11w (aid of
sernoo 7(h).

T also believe lint section 7(10 15 If Intended and would not la. roust rued to
pUldie-rebIllunS perSoilliel Within the deffililluti of "news
medium." ,\ galn it might be preferable to make Ibis point explicit. Congress

previoito.ly dealt With
issue of disclosure by goVerlinlen1 ageneies lii the Free552).
dom of Information Aet (ri
2, Own, of the e.reinlit
Sts ion 2 of S. 5711 exempts newsmen from PoUiptilsiMI I it dise/ONO flIty(WAg I lint
Wo11111 "I'VN.4.:11 or impair confidential assoelations, relations, sources or cond,b.o..

tint inform:It:ohm." Thin: it provides only eolifideidiabsiliiree prolvel ion, not full
source 10001 on or wo.1: product" protection, as I 110Vi Used throw concepts Of
pp. 40-50. up . I It wPver.
effect of sections 3 and 5 of S. 570 Is to ft rhid
I nvestigative press subpoenas, with the result that futh imillree prtiteelliM 1111d
"work product" prof editor; are 'provided iii Investigations lout not In yourt
As I Imre indicated at pp. .19-50, ((tiara, this seetroc to me a satisfactory middle.
of-the-raad position if Congress Is unwilling to go further and to offer comprehensive SI On NV and "work product" protection
inlended by S..T,
(-any
information or the source of any information procured for publication or broad('ast"). S. :10 ("any Informalion or comiumileat Ion or 'he sonree of any
lion or eolifillittlien lion revel veil, obtained, or procured" in a Journalist
and S. .151

(arty "lnforniation or the sources of any .

.

eapneily 1.

. information" intended

for mildi('al ion sr broadcast ),
If r011gregg 014)DIVPS (lie prineiple of Ibis broader prottt.etion. It nilgitt be
byllillendliigSf4110/1 2 of 5, N70 to read :
No newsman shall be conutelled pursuant to sultptalia issued tinder the author-

ity or the 'Culled Stales or of any State or Territory to give any testimony or to

iprodnee any document, paper, recording, film, ohjeet or thing flair, word : (a I reveal Informal km or (b) reveal or ;'-mpair associations, relations or sources of infcrinatIon, received, developed or maintained by him or by any other newsman
In the course of gathering, compiling, composing,reviewing, editing, publishing
or disseminating news through any news medium.
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I would 1/1.1.1.01. this 1011T li,iniiilat I111 10) I liOSO in 5,1, 11,,..4
".(i. told 5. 1:51.
for soverni
First, it recognizes Ilan ,ources may he impaired in order uass
;111,1 it pod ect,..;
I ban by disclosing- I imiti See pp. 10 13,
against Itijit

(ltSIiitt

Ii

impairatit. This is particularly important in V:t.w ui itidiCi;11 do-

ci.,11111:1 narrowly construing state "Shield" 1:1W,4 VlihIt (.1%11c a privilege agniit:4
(111:1 tutu "soNrev"
ink
t lie "di sib .su re- of "sources." Some stale eotirts
Pliiill'Xi i tiiut Ii tuly o Ver511.0
11.110r, I11(11().
1:ffii(ICS hi :1 110V:4W:tit, 111,1
1

vi br object given by that port4)11 to the newsman, since the letter, ror
example. is not a -source.- it is requirml to be disclosed even though its di,closure may impair the "sourc(." (i.e.. the sender). 8coonl, if -work product"
protection :5 1(1 be given, it should include not only what the newsman "procures"
gl.:11°1

or -receives" tint also what he "de eylops,"
S. :W.:, S. (1.
S.
prOvide full soiree leof ect ill. but they draw
the Ijuii if "work prodact" protection between published and impttlilished materials. For i hp reasons slated at p. 50, mtio'o, (o latter approach scents but we to
Ii e lesS (11.,:jiobk. than 1n appronell pre:4elilly embodied in 8.;:+70.

.1. ()Jot //hut iGn of the exemption

Section 2 of S. s70 creates what is ordinarily (dled an "unqualified privilege."
So do 5..1. Hes. s. S. I58, viol S.451. Two other bills. S. or and S. 318. create an

unqualified privilege in investigative proceedings but a qualified Privilege in

court. prtweedings. S. 037 a ml S. 750 create qualified privileges.
Vor I Ia reasons set 0 in Ii rat pp. 51-57, supra, I believe strongly that an un-

qualified privilege is preferable to a qualified privilege. I would not 1)(, so adverse

Ii tlo kind of tightly-drafted qmiliticatimi found in S. 037 ("imminent danger
of foreign aggr(ssion. or of threat to litinnui life") if it were applicable only to
viii Product" protection. Rut I think lhat even this qualification of source pro-

tection is undesirable.
1 'roved a oil mifegint obi

5. 57(1 is constrneted on the model that 1 ,lescribed at pp. 57-0S, supra, whi(l'

Provides both (a) a testinfoniul privilege, and (I)) a prohibition of the issuance

*Illillovii;u4
how m1(41117110 proevaund safeguards. Section 2 contains the
Privilege. in the form described at pp. 79-82, sti pro.

Section 3 prohibits the issuance of compulsory process except in compliance
iii the requirements of either section 4 or section 5. Section 4 govert!s court
trial sti19)0enas issued 11v courts of rev nil, while section 5 governs all other court
subpoenas (that is, civil deposition and grand jury subpoenas issued by courts
Of il.coni,tind any subpoena issued by'a ma gistra I is court, mayor's court justice
tbe It(nce, ele.) and investigative subpoenas. Under ell her section 4 or st.ction
5, a newsman may Is, subpoenaed upon it finding that the information sought
from hint is unconnected with his work as 0 newsman, 'fluit is the limit of the
subpoena power tinder section 5. Court trial subpoenas may also be issued tinder
section 4 ipon findings that (a) there are reasonable gromids to believe the
itevsnian. hats unprivileged, material information, (b) there is a factual basis
for the claim it 11m subpoenaing party to which the newsman's information relates, and tc) the same or equivalent information is not available front another
source.

All .)r Ili findings required by these sections must be made on the record.
after lode :Ma ho:11"111/z. Provision Is made for :ippon) in section 4 eases oral for
slays pending appeal or Judicial
em-tbs.
roVieW :11 rq uii tel.
fent1111: of S. S70 seem to me to make it the most effective of the hills
have examined. I have staled at pp. 57-IIS, Atpro. the reasons why I ledieve that
legkla I ion providing a more testimonial Privilege, NVilllont lidditit)n I liroc001!nil
subpoefuts, \vitt not do the Jon.
issitatiee
sdrvalltrik Og011ist
Among the other pending bills, only S. 037 restricts the initial issuance of press
subpoenas,

'flub approach taken lit the latter bill is to forbid press slibPoenas in lb te 011settee of a court order divesting the newsman of this testimonial privilege. Procltoral safeguards are built Into) the divest ittg order proeeeding. 'Phis is. slimly,
of S. 870. However, I prefer S. S70 be0 workable alternative to the :111 inn
ause it does not require the issue of testimonial privilege to be determined at
the pre-subpoena stage. In eases where sonic. but not all, of a newsman's evidence
privileged. a divesting-order procedure involves the difficulty of Ale'infaig the swots' of allowable examination of a wittiest; before the witness takes

tli ski lid.

'If IS
.7.

.`,1)//, comp/as/ow proccNs

,70 governs state subpoenas as well as ft
supoenas. Nu di) S. 17S. S.
and s. 7N1). Far the reason,: sot 1'01111 at pages tilt -71. I helieve fled cover;:ge
suite
111, 1,n,toilioll of press 1'ree(1();11 :Intl
is
ihe
public's right to knoNv. 1 thcrefare regret. Thal S..I. Iles
36, S. 318 ;Ind S.
aro rest Hefei! to federal subpmas.
C. Ocfnnintion

Seetion ti(a) of S. 570 provides that the bill does not "alter the sulistatitive

rights or I ihilitie

any person under I he laNv of dor,Iiir.o.

(oillphaA.:;,(11,.(11.

This lnutisiuu does not mauler the bill's protection's inapplicnble ill derattuttion

if merely makes explicit what.
I take to be implicit in the bills that are silent on the subject of defamation (SA.
cases o as: do provisions in S.:11S. 5.431 and S. iNetl

ices. S. S. U. S. 1NS and S. I137) : namely, that I he substitutive laN of defamation
is not a 'reeled by the enactment of the logishitifin.
oNvti view, for the reasons
The (lefoinntioll (inesli(.11 is 11»1 till easy one. Init

stated in the footnote.' ,11 is that nNvsinn's protection should not he relaxed in
(lent 111:i 1 loll eases.

I have r1111 through the several pending bills rather rapidly, in order not to
lengthen this extended Statement- fitrilier. Enell of thorn deserves far more consideation than have given it. Aly eXpressioli of preferences among Gm bills
shout,' not (.11(1);11 Inv ontioishlyiii for then] 1111. I hope that the Subcommittee.
the committee and the t ongre,..s trill net to realize their vita) eommon goal: to
preserve the freedom of the press as the security of a fret' people.
1

111:1,1",1{1.:SCES

i. The I N.011 of the yillo J.:iw Sehool'11:1S noted

are

usually 111:1(le

r1. 1111

ndiselostireS

11 prolilise that they will be treated :es yotili-

dential Pout] that the failure to protect such disclosures will dry up essen-

tial sources of information." These elaints are "for more credible for
11p WHIPS. "than 'they are for other proof (4sionals" whose onfi-

dential relations hove achieved legal revognitiolt ill the doctor-patient. 'ittorney-client. or priest-penitent privileges. "In the ease of a :journalist's
privilege, thy' infornoini does not risk his health or liberty or fortune Or
soil! by Wit 41,014E11g iufnrmittino. IIo is likely to be moved by baser motive ).

spite or financial roward--i r. on occasion. by a laudable desire to ,a)rye
the 111110: Nvelcnve if it. can he (lotto Without. 10o much .ie0[1:1 rdr. fits eoll111111114111.1011. Wore than the others, is 1)111h:tidy the result of a 081(.0:Mull

and more likely to lie affected by the risk of exposure. In this instance.
compelling tlie disclosure of ;t confident 1:11 sunree'iII one highly publicized
case really is likely to rest riot the flow of information to the news 100(1h1.
lad by (10111g so. it oiny Well interfere with the f reedoni of press guaranteed
by flie Pirst Amendment."
New
Abraltani S. Goldstein. A't./r.smen a nd h ph. Onuiden No Son rres.
1;; r(.1; 21. 11170.1.;). 13. 1.

2, David Gordon. 'floe con/b/eaccR Ne/r.sarca
Kce.p.- Columbia Journalism
iteview, N),veniber/Ilecember 1971. 1). IN.
fho rne.ys, The New yiA,Titne.; ArigtezilIV.
II. Pail Hume. .1 Chilling !'.'fire./
Pecenther 17. 1072, pp. 13. 5-I.

4. The words are those ol"filuothy

1:night, producer of IIII) aborted docurd" (d. ;110 Odd reel/ c:ISe.
mentary. They are taken from an affidavit in iii)
lievallse the matter of the A.11,C. decinnetilary is alread'e in the toddle domain. 1 am free to describe if ill detail ill toy festilinony
Several appear ill the Brit lInme article 21441 in note :t, strpra.

II. See flute

7. Canon N of the Guild's rode of Ethics. its set forth in Georg", A. Ilranden-

bort!. Aset.wpaprr Guild .1 ebilit.s Et 11 les ('Odo. Editor & 3hiLl1sllor. .Tune lti,

11134, p) . 7. 41. provides: 1.11:1t lieWspaper111e11 Shall refuse 10 reveal confi-

dence,: or disclose sources of confidential information in eotit or before
oily, Judicial fir investigating hodies, and that the newspaperman's duty
to keep eonfidences shall include those he shared with one employer (Well
liner he 11:4 eliallged his employment." This (':Winn was reaffirmed at flu)
(1111hi*s 19.19 (-"nrention in a 2131i to 20411 vote which denions',,rates at

one'. the broad agreement of newsmen 011 their need to prof eft 001111dellt in]
source,

1111(1

the divisiveness of tactical onestions regarding the extent

to which that need should be compromised ill the face of I he superior p0Wer
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of the 'thy. For the specific question rot NV1111'11 the vote NVIIS taken, oral the

Nodorcd

arguments adanrd On either side, see roqua/i)ied "Priri/cf/c"

('orrent:ou, '17(70 Unita Reporter, Tilly 10, 11159. p, 3. Sullier it to say here
Batt: all \yore agreed on relatively broad privilege: :(11(1 flint a (.41nsidera-

11011 adanol la support tlio wore limited of hvo fm'atulations of it \vas
that the "tailittlited- fonnulation would -encourage lthv-making bodies to
(Inift limited sin( otos. endangering the loNvs Nitivii in some Slates now give
tleNvsnlen the right lo 11cep conlidettees

S, Sr, Ilonver.
:cfrunean'.,; ode. the Claint Of Pririle9r ,:tot Erroominx
WIN 1,, 111;\', 243 Lpitist, Lost the itotty,r lII (Ii
Right 1' 1;ridnr.e.
coincreate the misimpression that the legal literature runs in fnvor
,doutiti note that 111(151 $111151 10111 NVI'll
front compulsory 111.li'l'S*4 iu U more
stair/Apr. 7'ho t'00511111(tuest
or loss broad range or situations. :sot.
pctitmt; tioNvslucti's tcsitutotty.

1

110 :4111011

nitiomil Arflitim in for ..VorNim n ConcHilinfl their NO110"Y. i;.I NV .1.!
ronxtittetiomil
4:E\'. 18 (19(7')1 Note. Voffortcr., mu/ //trip oururks:
sO
ALE 1,. ,l. 317 (197(1) eutioneitt,
(;overnmeof I arcs! iyalio)rr. crin,h1,11 pro.(..1.1111,111.v and Priate Lifigalimt, 5S CA 1,1 F. .1.. ItEV. 119S 1 11)7111 : Colmar: t,
(toil
The Neisomir,/ prit'ffelle; iyofroff(of of coofid(offilf/
(197(f) comment, conA
IZE FOIFAI
l'eirato omatuaialinn.v. 4 .1. LW
VI
Produl. 1.1 11,11:V.
proirrtion for Ilrc ...VO1111111M
11.14111T1-CIV1r, 1,111EIt7.'IES L. ItEV. 119 11970). And see the (1,,Idstein

Hight to (1 con mcntiot ROO
Thr -Ve/c.'"(1(i1I.N

r

rtiele (01011 in not 0 1. supra.

11. During the past ion years. I have handled large windier of eriminal matters cowing f rota all areas of the country, in connection ith surli.organi-

zations as the American Civil Liberties Union and the
Delnse FInai, As a consultant Air iwse ,,rg:111)zoi,,a,

Legal

1

1,,

11:110

revioNv 11444%11s ill a still larger ttluither of criminal eases. .11(,1. of roursr.

in nu' jot, as a loNv-slitiol teacher and legal author speeittiNing in criminal
hi

and proceduro, 1 must (lo n Itren1 (ton) if remilog of roito:ttti

I

1'a seas

30.

( 1 I

NtNysnien tire eIatononly subpoenaed by criminal defense Counsel to rstah-

fish the fool I if publication Or 111.1. Stnril'S ;11111 editorial. uinnt NVIIii.11

I

in !gipping Of inalitnis for n change of vvIlln nil Ilse ;2'0111111s
of adverse ohlieity or community hostility. See AND:TEIMA:11, 14,1.:(;.11.
111.,I,Elt. TRIAL, N1.1N17.11, FOlt 1'11: DEFENSE OF CIZIAHNAL

I'-\N1;4 ii (20 ed. 11171), payas. 255-254 ITowever. 1 henr,- we ran 'Isstone that no restriction or compulsory proct.ss titruttist to.smcit that this
NVill go so fur as to cxmititt nr\\s
subcolimittice is likely to
per
stump] from being required merely to authenticate the fact (as distinguished from the contents) of their 111,1111(010ns, ill east.s; where sitell
thent lestion Nvould not impair conlidet.titil sources. And this limitrd forat of
motion-t.
authentication is all that is required en Out nge-of

(21 Particularly in eases 11'110140 (111111601 for indigent (140'ot:dams on, ap-

su11
pointed long after the conelitsioa of polio', investigation in
defense counsel frequently 1111(1 1101154111011 :1 weft:` $01104'0 .f lealls at 1 Ito
investigations. Sre id., ;t't para. 112, Howbeginning of their oNvit

ever, most of \vital- II0NVS111011 IWOW in these eases eau he

110(1

fr11111

Oil her 111I11: issues of their pnblicathitts or hoadcast ropy, or front inte!Mr('
vies without the Ilse
threat (If legal
1(11111iSS1111(' evitlettre that Nvo11111 be the sultiert or if subpoena : and

1

(1111111

very much that their' willingness to be intervieNved depends upon 1111, tIt reat

of a sidtpoetta.
11, 111.,.1S1 (VINCE1. l'RESS; S1'ItI'OEN.1S: .\ N ENIP1111CAL AND 11E(t.11.,
.1NAT,I'SIS, I Reporters' Committee on Freedom or the Pres, Study Itrport,
11172). See pa rt ivilla

pp. 203-.2110.

32. 1 (10 not ignore the "00,11 lines for Sublywnar; to the Yews .1teeli,t- I Department or :Justice N1einorandunt No. 0112, promulgated September ': 111701,
ttlfich require federal proseenfors to clear press saltpoona-4 with flip

torney (teneral. Norilo T believe that Executivo pleasnre, rhangealtl as
it so often proves to be, IS a substitute for Congresslonall regulation in a

field of piton icgtsto 1"( (.1)1111101e111.0 11n11 V1011'01'1/.
13. Fie, r, q. 7'1w :Vele lok TimeN, Eriday. February (1, 1970, p.
4(1, (01. .
14.. Application of Caldwell. 311 F. Stipp,
Sitar:4', 434 F.2(1 11)51

(9111

'1117(1).

( N,

1.

(-III. 7: p.

(*al. 19711) : Cffl.br011,r,10111,1

210
is, H.,.\ :'1. OP. rit. YUprit. 11010 11. 21
lit. Id.. :It 70.
17. Sec
11).

20-22,

C.S. coNsT Art, 1, .4.
;ill °Hwy,: tested iii Cungress,, is ernmeelo iN 1511. may he
'''
piwer,
exercised to its utmost extent.. and aelzmoviedgcs it limitattoug. 'ii or Hum
are prescribed iii h e Constitution." i Chief Justice Marshall. in Gli11:111tN V.
22 U.S. (11 Wheat.) :1. 19(1 (1:42.4).) See also .notriequ Potccr
Liohl Co, V. securities and I.,%Pehangc Commission. 329 U.S. 90. 161 (19101,
describing the scope o1 (he Commerce Power as -as hroad as the economic

needs or flit. nanon." congrossiono! exercise of the power has been sustained in flat regulation of suelt divergent areas as garn!ding. Lottery
rase. 188 U.S. 321. (1903) ; prostitution. Hoke v. United
227 U.S.
308
91:1) ; misbranding or drugs, Reeks V. United Slates. 245 U.S, 018
(1918) ; wages and 11(0115. Unitcd. Slates V. Darby, 31.2 1.5. 10(1 (19.11)

crop control, Wickord v. Pilharn. 317 U.S. 111 (1942) : fraudulent seenrily
transactions. Securities tl H.reliange Coninrit V. Ralston Purina Po_ 310
U.S. 111) (1954)
professional football, Radocich v. National Football
League, 252 U.S. 4-15 (1957) ; deceptive practices in the sale of products.
Rederat Trade Comm'n v. Mandel Rros.. Inc.. 359'11.S. 3/45 (11159) : racial
discrimination. Katzcabaclt, v. McClung. 379 U.S. 294 (1904) ; and to:lu-

sh:Irking. Pcf.e.:* v. Tini/cd Ste/es. 402 U.S. 14(1 (1971).
20. See. e.g.. Gibbons v. ()alien. 22 US, (1) Wheat.) 1, 19h, (1S2.1: Uofito/ la/es
V. na)by, 312 U.S. 100,114-110 (1911).
21. National Labor Relations Board v. Jon CS (C _Laughlin Steel Corp., 301. U.S. 1.
30-37 (1937).

22. Gibbous v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) explicitly, rejected an interpretation
of commerce that \would have limited its meaning to "traflie, to buying and
or the Interchange of commodities." According to Chief Ins) ice
Marshall, the term "commerce" is ft general one. anplienble to many areas.
TWhile most Commerce Clause eases have involved business aetivitiy ivith
'direct. economic consequences, there is no general requirement that an
net iVity exert economic effects in order to qualify for regulation. For example. the movement of persons between states fins long been agreed to he
commerce, l'uNA'enger Cases, 48 U.S. (7 110w.) 122 (1849). and it makes no

difference \vhether the transportation is commercial in character. See .p
cominelli V. United Stales, 242 U.S. 470. 484-486 (191.7). See also note 20.

infra.

Wheat.) 1. 1S9 (1824).
24. This is the statutory definition that the Supreme Court approved in National
9:1.

iblionx v. Ogden. 22 U.S.

llelatiouR Roan V. .1011c A (6 Laughlin Steel Corp.. 301. U.S. 1. 31 (1937).
9" 47 U.S.C. § 151. el seq. See. e.g.. Rea Lion Broadcasting Co. V. Federal Communications Commission, 395 U.S. 307 (1009).
JAvocia led Press v. National Labor Relations Board. 301 17.S, 103. 12S (1937) :
.18w)eifffe41 Pre.e.e v. United Slates, 320 U.S. 1.14 (1945). In the former case.

Ihr.t Court noted that: "This conclusion [that the Associated Press is

engaged in interstate commerce] is unaffected by 11w fact: that the petitioner

does not sell news and does not operate for profit, or that technically the
title to the news remains in the petitioner during interstate transmission.
relit loner being so engaged in interstate commerce the Congress may
adopt appropriate regulations of its activities for the proteelion and
advancement and for the insurance of the safety of suc'a commerce." (301
at 12S129.)
27, Sec. e.g.. 111 VERS. THE -MA/4S MEDIA (190
: EMERY, A
&
Af;EE, INTRODUCTION TO MASS COMMUNICATIONS (111 ed. 1070),
231-2-17.

Ouoted in ltTVEllS & lfl ',BIN. X REMON'S PRESS (19711, 12.
29. F401,

sepia.

rniterl ,c:la/es V. llarby, 312 U.S. 100 (1941)
U.S. 111 (11112),

ll'ickarrl V. Miburn. :117

31. 11.S, CONST.. Art. YE. el. 2.

:12. Referring to the Tenth Amendment in United States v. narby. 312 U.S. 100,

124 (104-n. the Court concluded that "Mlle amendment states but a
truism that all' is retained which has not been surrendered": "From the

beginning. and for many years the amendment ling been construed as not
depriving the notional government of authority to resort to all means for

the exercise of a granted power which are appropriate and plainly adapled
lo the permitted end."

33. :Nladison's role in the adAttion of the First. Allumdment is described in
IIRANT..1A:111.38 1..1.1)1SON, FATHER OF THE CONSTITUl'ION 1787-

1800 (1950).

34. [11:1.1)180N1 TuE v I BOINI.l REPORT OF 171l9-1800. TOGETHEI: WITH
THE VIRGINIA 1t;;S01815TIONS 01' DECEMBEI: 21. 1798 (1'50). 23.
35. Madison wrote "[t]bat the responsibility of pincers of govermiteio. cannot Le
secured without a free investigation of their conduct- ;ind motives" and
"[tilt:it it is the right and duly of every citizen to make such investigation,
and promulgate the results.... Iii., at is7.
30. "in every slate," Madison noted." . . . the press- has exerted a fre,..dom in

canvassing the merits and measures of public men, of every description

at 221.

7. Oition1 A'ca; York. 208 U.S. 052, 4110 (1925). Suhsequent deph,lon:
the ('inns assumption into holdings (c.y., Fiske v. Kansas, 274 U.S. 3.01
(1927) : Stombery v. ralifornia,
U.s.
(111:11): ..Vuur
.11iiiiix0(1.

2.3 U.8. 097 (1931) ; De .10.age v. Oryon, 299 U.S. 353 (1937)1. :.11 111;11 it
it is now commonplace 10 speak of First Amendment freedoms
stored
against- the Stales by the ioonrteent (e.g.. I:an tam Ilooks.
sail)rw.
:172 U.S. 58, 72 (1963) Edwards v. ,1,111, Carolina, 372 1.7.8. 229. 235
(19(;3) ;
v./Ill/4 +t, :371 U.S. 415, 431-4:13 (11103) ).
38. Et- park: Virginia, 100 U.S. :339. 345-3-16 (1879). The -Supreme Court. has
neole clear that section 5 has i.he smut )W0:1 rear, ;Is the Nepssary ond
Proper Clause (if Article 1, § 8, el. 18. Ka Izenbach
Nor:lam 384 U.S. Gil,

(1906). Under either, as Chief Justice Marshall pronounced in
. . Let the coil lie
legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all means
650

1rCalloch, V. .1Dirliland, 4 Wheat, 310, 421 (1819) ; ".

Nvilich are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to 1 hat end. 11111111 1112

Mit prollibited, lint consist Nvith the letter and spirit of the Constitution,
tire consitutional."

:311. Bran :bury v. Da yes, 408 U.S. 605 (19721.

40. "Nor is it suggested that 0 011'14 gathering does not qualify for First Anondmoot protection without some protection for seeking out: the news,
freedom of the press could he eviscerated." (408 U.S., lit 051.) "[..kis we
have earlier indicated. news gathering is not .without its First Amendment
protections ...." (408 U.S., at 707.) "The argument that the flo:v of

will be diminished by compelling reporters to aid the grand jury in a

criminal investigation is not irrational, nor are the records before ns silent
on the matter." (08 U.S.. at 693.) "Aecepting the fact. however, that :111
undemineel number of informants not themselves implicated la crime
will nevertheless, for \vhatever reason, refuse to talk to v.mvstnen if they

fear identification by n reporter in an official investigation, we cannot

aecept the argument (that the extent of First, Amendment loss outweighs
the amount of investiga five gainj." WS U.S., at (195.)

41. 408 U.S., at 990-091.

2. This is clear upon Om least expansive reading of liatzenbah v, Morgan, 354
17.5. 641 (19601. See etilK. The Hole of ConoreNN in Constitutional Determinations. 40 TT. CTN. L. REV. 199, 206-255 (1971) : Cox, Conslilrrlionei
Adjudieations and the Primiotion of Haman Rights, SO TIARV. L. REV. 91.
102 (1966) .
43. 408 U.S., at 703,

44. "SoOner or later. it would be neeessary to define those categories of newsmen
who qualified for the privilege . . ." etc. (408 U.S., at 704.)
45. Burt. lf ;rondo and Title IT:
.11oraamtlin Marriage 119691 Si PIIEME
COURT REV. Si, 181.
40. .Tustice White was unable to agre^ with the majority in .4 malllintialcd Pond
Employees Union Local .750 v. Idigon Valle)! Plaza. Tire.. 391-1T. s. :t0!

.

in part because lie found it Impossible ft) "draw a line" between the holding
in that case and unacceptable extensions of it. Id., at 339. flowerer, he
allowed that his view might be changed by flue existence of eollgressiolgli
legislation enacted "to implement and enforce the 'First Amendment . , ."
Id.. at 340.
47. Po. 19-20. Supra.
48. 08 U.S., at 710.
49. See pp, 57-65. supra.
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or ,ile Voting Nights Act if
and the Voting !tights .ct Amendments of 19;0 is osact. Prior to the Acts.
had belt! 111;11 litoravy tosts %vol., not per sc viol:Wye of the

50. Tht. analogy to 1 Ito literacy-test Provision

LaNNitce V
orthain/dwt co/mill /ogi'd iif
t1117i9). 11 thus loft the constitutionality of 111Yir ;MPHion Itu Ile determined on
i'llSk'
1111 %Vilini Congress saw
1 be iimileipines of this
and lindoidiea the use uI the 1051.', 11;i
1,S,
Carol/Mt V. lirri.7cnbrich,
Conti siNinincti 'imgi'vss.
1' ouri14.111h

(1:461 ; (ii.cfput N, ilitchell,.1110 U.S. 11:2 (11170 t.
prinnirily because or a einieer,,
111,11 the defamation issue

ni.

inrelionsnde ji iriiilitu may amid liability under Ole operation if

U.S.. 254 (11)W). if they are po.wmitted to

shield their sources and/or -tvork prodtlet." 11mvever. In vithdraw this
shield trout irresponsible iiiiintonst, also lo
it from responsillie
tams at the drop of ;1 dor:mini ion suit. rroled inn eallaot ho

ii'

vjt room the 04111.1% Si1114.

mrpose of wiiiidrioving 'indention is to

determine wide), is %vhielt. .11(1 1 um unable 10 assume that litol plaintiffs. as a class, %%111 he noire responsible than

111.',VS111011 %V1101111 they sin,.

n eAuse of ;lotion f

defamation.
his rt.pilin.
Pi:111111ff n format
it scents in
is In iVi`
I loll. I11 110r I loin to girc bin) nimws damages rm. 11 kind or hoary I liii k
hardly suse('piitile iii beim, salved
money. III his is so. t Ile!! it is for less
Moreover. tho most ('rilipal fund i i) / 1

imliiirtutt; whether the IlefaInatiou plaintiff "wins'' his ruse lin the set.se
uI ohinining tinal Judgment in his favor) than %vitellier he wii,s tint ,'i'iiliu

iiiI ion in his favor on I lie issue of tint rot 11--eil her became untruth is
itthl ivd

t

nnswiqr

hi.(1111,4,. it is estahlislied cull a trial.

1'rotoetintrim%Ysitiott against compulsory orooess will prohnblY not nf:Yet
the &Nina t
phlinliff's case urn Ille issue of untruth so
:is it %%'111
olis1 rue' his ;thinly lii provo ninlive.IimveviT, this biller obst rti, 'thin in:1y tit
ways his capacity to use i
n11'11111
(114:1111ili ion
1111.0
in
for t.intlicating itimself. First. It may dissuade or disabio him from twinging
!liar bo vill obtain damages front
the action hy deereasing the
Adel! 111 pay his attorneys; and. if Ito does luring the net ion. it Inns liar'
nonsuit ell for rant
hint bearing Ow vosts.14ertintl. it linty remit
Ills been able II) obtain :1
of evidence of inalieu. primr to
ilmt
111'0114.ln might he solved hy special-verdict
%.,.1.41..t On Marini,. The
essentially unsolvable.
practioe; hut the f
The lilt intatts tittostfon. for
%%-lielhor these Ilya harms to the defamation plaintiff out%%abigli the Intrins of press sulmovints in del:1111ot ion

Ilult I do not know as much is I wonlil lila. to lolow
Of 1111SiS 11111101 huuii I tree pp. IVi HMIS:

lie 1Vio'S in %%Milli

U-. N111101) would affect the defamation plaintiff's ease in ;wino' practioe.
1 oititt ively cotteludo that the harms of press sulipoonas are I he groater.
1

Perhaps the case for Ili,' contrary conclusion 11111 he nintho out on 111Y fnets.

lint I hove yet to Lear it maile.
Sell:11-01' -ERVIN.

Tile subcommittee will stand ill recess until

next

ri'lle,,day at III a.m. \Olen WI% )villho M1.001111202.
(

at 12 ::3:1

'Lin.. the stil)committeo \vas ree('sed

convent. at 10 a.m., 'I'nesda-. Febrimry 27,1973.)
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NEWSliEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1973
.

74:NATE.

oN CoNsTiTUTIoNAI, ElutiTS. (IF
CommITTEli ON THE .1 unienknv.

/).C.
The subcommittee met-, pursuant t11 rocess. at 1 ():o. ") a.m.. III room
Building% ,....(,rutt.1. sant ,1.
12(). )irksen s(.1ite

(chairman) presiding.
l'resent : Senators Ervin and Thurmond.
Also present : I \vrenee oI. 1askii. ('11111 Counsel and ta if I /i
reetor. and flritt sn:der. Counsel.
come to order. .
Senator Enxix. '1 hi' stilwominittee
.
1111."; morning, the subcommittee \vili resume its inquiry into the
ptgid.11 lg liewi4liton'S privilege pr()posals.

liefore ire !tear -from our first tvitness. I ictmld like to rem/ into the
record part or a ikrhti. 1 ive(tived last week. v1iio1i 1 feel illustrates the
situation \Ouch \e now hove bet \viten newsmen and their potont nit
sources of information.
The irrner is a freelanee journalist here. in 1Vashington. wlm \\Tues.
and I quote:
nal :111 independent frvebittee .borrim11.41. pm:41.1)11y Ivorking

1114-,

gallon of vormillion at tho I mpart moot of lloalth. Edocation and NVelfaro.
into vluit iwlitVt W;1:-; 11 vonspiravy among a
Spvvilivally. I :1111
mindwr of fedora] vinployeos who fraudulently divorlod soveral hundred thousand
dollars of governmont fonds III private oso.
row weeks ago, tho itatoiry was :It It !Mint Where it Was 1»»4silile to (dearly
tho volp:thility or :It 11':::41 1.11e or the finhhds iitviv1, bill nut ,:
Ii! :,1.fivf
otthhil who 1 ieiiovo' mosterinioded this
(.111111h:0h y
1

emispirw.y.

Apoollingly, I phimit41 the (1110 official :111W111.: Viiiiiii the III rge:41: :U1101[111 of
ovident had beet' :lee11111111:11 ed. Mid ;I:diett 11i111 lIt likellSS iiit IIIVOIVellIent of his
agreed 10 'fleet \ill! III(' ill the preSellee fir his altorheys.
colloaguo.

Ai the

sine). III

indiewed lot Ivonld lilzo hi vuoporniv with too. esp(tvinliy
TWIN' iii (SelY
the lithe!'

"e: NV4411111 owan lily- story o,-onld

:I1141 het 1111115011.

doelitiod to allow thoir (divots to ans\vor toy questions. They
vitod the rvvent Sopron», Court dovish») providing journalists may 110 conipelloel
II) dischiso information reveivod in vonlidonvo and to disolus6 the sonrcv..: and
oir('linistanvos hy 'i'i-hill) the information )Vas ohlainv11,
attorneys may ha Vi' been honitstly trying. III Kffleet I heir ellentS from
making statoment %Olio') might Intor have hoot) Iwo)] against Hula in the vuort.
rithl'Y might havo had a huna Mk apprehension of the pos.sibility or my having
solmommod and voloniandod to test ity. (Ir they may havo been using* the
Supremo Court decision as III oNvoso lit limp their vliont from t:Ilhing to me.
I Int ill either rase, my efforts it g.4thoring information wept' frmitratod
coos) III lilt' goveromplics i:uiii-io- if donying jultroalkis the right of vonfillont iii
voninionivations will) omvs sultrees.
1%111

1114'

(211

214
SIII)C0111111iitV0 that this is not an isolated
has become a considerable
oh:Thiele to the free tlov Of information.
III MOS!. VaSeti. unlike IlliS OnV. NNT NVO111(.1 II Vt I I110tV NIIllt N(
11110V11
ItlI liltOWn. 11e1e WV 11:IV au id0:1 of NVII:li Wt. Illight
11 faCt flint. it arty never roily he Ina(4 pntlriir is frastrat ing.
II IIn first wit tress.
v,-; I I
SlIgt_r.VSt to t11c

T

example. that. in fact the

:Mr.

I 1.\

Ill.

:11r. ('llairIllar. our first \vitilcss this inornin!,

ouor:Wlv I )irk
Senator

rk.
(1011'lltl.11
enator.
I 11111
Se 1RO;I:'
11""

I

I

gin(' I114
I)) 1)(' ;I Very Sti011:
ito 1 `'M'ilt's t 0 1 : 1 1 0
1

IIHe

\VVIr011IV V1111 to

fOr yopr viiIiittolless

;di-

of your itV:.; is I'VFpt (11 VIlaf

I VON-

011r (IN) applTh'iat

;Ind

p;;~

Ce/1,1 ire?! dpcision

11*(11111;Z 1110 right of t he people of
v; I1 ;0.

4.: ortlinr on in III;S

011111ry.

STATEMENT OF HON. DICK CLARK. A SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF IOWA

Srtator

l'Itank you. air. Chairman. wiry much,
it is yell:Hilly privile!.2:e nail a great pleasure to ht. here :old appear
before your sultronimit tee t his morning.
.sts. you kno..v. this is my first year in the Senate awl t his is the firtt
appen 141 in fore any siiheolinitittee as a witness.
time
aria ;Ind
ittlimrttn"I' "1."")).
(liven Ow iffil'011:111('(' of
work, I don't. think I V011111 bare 1.01111(1 Tina(~ 111:1VV to hiii.
und fur gothi
()1:1 Bill of Bights guarantees fl.,edoin of lip
gat liering and report-in.°. of inforn int ion a110111 the act ions
renson,
to preserve I basic illiVgrIt Of our
of 011r publie officials is essential .(-)

political system.
increasingly. Hoverer. oar iimvsnien are being: threatened by (quirt.
deeisions and other pressures lvhich restrict, their ability to perform
this vital function.
Because of this,. T \\Tot, inst month to din twvsonp(r editors nail
radio Nal television aovs directors in my State. asking them for Choir

assessment. of the. need for shield legislati(ni and their opinions on
the various l,ill5 being proposed.
Their replies. \\Thiel) 1 \void(' 111;e to enter into the rceord of those
proceeding,', indicate a deep v01111'1'11 Oer Cho 1110111(111. They haVe :11:40

sitovn nu find WO. ;IS lti \makers. may lgz "'arc(' with a
if you
(10.d:tinned if von don't- situation in I wins~ tOl'OrrVrt it.
On the One ?mull,
;Illy 101111 011'AtivI(i jtt\- c rtr rios frrap rt51N.
1 )Valie rNI:11)1*V.

V(lit Or of the i)e.,4.1/(iiiicx 7',.;bsooe.

siounid it. lip this way:
I've always felt it somewhat thingrroto, to tint into law any expansion. regardhorde right.
loss of liow welt-IneanIng, to what hag always Poen eonsiller(q1
roost ititt ional
0111(.110st.. This always opvits ow the possibility for later changes.
through stinell&A',ntiz. that \\ill fitrIlwe \volition ntol toile mvay these rights.
n11111114;11 till. original sponsors were trying to protect them.
In other vodsitere, as in every litiman endenN-or. the major problem
;1

is the intentions of those in pover. not hist ;hit ions or vs themselves.
we cannot le(rislate intentions.
On the other 11:11)(1. unless we move 110 I() enact new safeguards.
ve may \yell see the freeflom of the press \veal:plied and herbal): al:en
away, because of the strength of current threats against it.
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Now, to protect these two areas. the bill provides in section 3 that a
newsman shall not be compelled to disclose to a court, a grand jury,
a legislative body, or other investigatory or adjudicative agency of
Government whii..11 acts under the authority of the 17nited States or any

state, the identity of any person who supplies information to him
while. lie is engaged in his occupation if he explicitly or implicitly
,rives tla. person supplying the information a contemporaneous assuralive that the source of in formation will not be disclosed by him.

The reason I phrase it this way is to insure that. only information
given in confidence is protected. Unless the proof of some assurance
is required, some judge may construe that you have to bring the informant up. Iie is the only one who can say lie reports confidence in
the news gatherer. Instead of writing a bill: which would permit this,
I say if the newsman gives this assurance, either expressly or impliedly
the requirement. is met. The newsman world have to be the only one
to testify. You wouldn't have to produce the informant to show lie did
disclose confidential information to the newsman.

Then the other section of the bill provides that neither a newsman
nor any other person having custody or control of the same shall be
compelled to produce before a cout, grand jury, legislative body or
other investigatory or adjudicative agency of govennuent which acts
under the authority of the united States or any state anything which
const itutes unpublished information within the purview of the defini-

tion set forth in section 2(e) of this act."
Vint is the definition I just read.
I provide a very simple wry to invoke this privilege. I think a process
by which you have to get authority to issue a subpena in advance and
have a trial before you can even issue a subpena for a witness is too
cumbersome. This bill provides two ways in which either one of these
provisions can be invoked. The first way is the newsman can wait nntil
lie is called on to testify or to produce the documents and then he. can
merely enter an oral or written objection. Then the court or the grand
jury or the legislative body or the other adjudicative agency niustr.enter

sueli an order as is necessary to protect him from being required to
reveal the identity of his informant or to produce the unpublished
information.
Now, recognizing that a grand jury is virtually always composed of
laymen, and that the witness does not have the right to take his own
counsel into a. grand jury room with him, it provides when a grand
jury renders a decision adverse to the newsman or the person having
the custody of the unpublished information, that the newsman or the
person having the custody of the unpublished information cannot be
required to testify further before the grand jury until he is accorded
a review by the judge presiding in the court in which the grand jury
sits.

A second way the newsman may object to a subpena to testify or to
produce unpublished information in advance of the time for his appearance or the production of the information, is by making a motion
before the court in which he is required to appear, or produce the
document, or the court in which the grand jury sits or the legislative
body or the other investigatory adjudicative agency, that the subpena
be quashed, or that the testimony that he is required to make or the

"17

documents he is required to produce be limited under appropriate

order.
Then it provides that thereupon the court or the legislative !may or
the other agency shall enter such order or take such steps to make cersources of int:0111nd 14 nu or to
tain that he is not required to disclose
produce unpublished information in violation of the art.
I think that is simple and understandable. It covers the two tields in

which there is great. injury done to the gathering of news and the

peopWs right to know. I hope when I introduce the. bill, you will give
consideration to it.
Senator CLARK. Thank you very inueli for the explanation. and the
opportunity to testify.

Mr. BAsion. Mr. Chairman, our next witness is the Honorable

Charles If. Percy, tlie Senator from Illinois.

Senator I:nem Senator Percy. I wish to welcome you to the Subcommittee and express to you our deep appreciation for your willingness to appear and give us the benefit. of your views in a field which
has caused you much concern and induced you to make much study.
STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES H. PERCY, A SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senator PEncy. Thank you, Mr. Cliairinan.
I am delighted to he here with you and the members of the stair to
express my thoughts on' what I consider to be an extremely important
issue, the relationship het-even the Government and the press.

It is a complex and delicate matter, but I feel confident that given
the expertise of the chairman and the members of this subcommittee,
it can be resolved successfully.

First? let me say that I am neither a sponsor nor a cosponsor of any
legislation on this issue. Thus, I iun not hereto advocate one bill over
.another.

But I have followed very closely the hearings of the committee and
I have found very perplexing and very difficult areas of controversy.
I will try to address myself to each of those areas.
I am here because as citizens, we all live under the protections of the
Constitution, and especially the first amendment's protection of freedom of the press. Because of the importance of the issue now before.

this subcommittee, I feel that it is the particular responsibility of

those of us in government who hold public office to speak out and take
a position. To be silent in this debate, to refuse to express our thoughts
on these matters, would be a disservice to the public which we serve
and to the Constitution which we have sworn to uphold.
Mr. Chairman, there are two particular reasons I feel very strongly
about this issue.
In the recent election, I spent 5 weeks in Asia and I think the most
troublesome aspect of that trip was to visit countries where, presumably, the democratic process has operated but where for one reason or
another the Government has seen fit to shut down the press. There is a
feeling that you get in those countries of a sterility of life and it suppression of h public dialog.

It. is the, press that keeps th Government honest and on the right
track. When you have, as in some countries I have visited, 20 news-
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papers all saying the same thing, radio and television totally con-

trolled by the Goverinnent, you can't help but feel disheartened.
I also feel that the press has played a unique role in my lifetime in
Cook County and in the State of Illinois. We have a particular set of

problems. I imagine that the credibility of government is at the

lowest. point, today it has been for a long, long time, it, has been very
low under both Republican and Democratic administrations in Cook
County duringmy lifetime.

We have the experience of an ex-Governor and a Federal judge

who has been found guilty of mail fraud. bribery, perittry and income
tax evasion. The director of revenue of the State of Illinois has been
found Iruilty of mail fraud. bribery, conspiracy, and income tax erasion. TWO 111;1101S supreme court justices reportedly involved with
bank stock left the court because of tho scandal involved. We have
the Cook (*minty clerk just this week going on trial for a case involving
bribes and kickbacks on the purchase of voting machines..And we have

what is well-known throughout the country, if not the, world, the
famous case of the shoe boxes where a fortune was amassed in cash

by our secretary of state through apparent frugality in saving his

salary. After his death, some $750,000 to $800,000 in cash was found.
The role of the press has been absolutely invaluable in each of these
eases.

We haven't the checks and balances in government that there

should be, and the press has helped to fill the void.

A. dozen years ago, I was responsible for setting up and chairing
an Operation Watchdog in the Better Government Association.
This unit still carries on some of the most intensive investigative
work in the State of Illinois and in Cook County.
We find the leads but we do not have the resources to follow them

through. They are turned over to the newspapers, or, if the news-

papers get a lead, they will follow through and they get an exclusive
on it. That's been working wonderfully well for 12 years now and we
have uncovered all kinds of duplicity, fraud, scandal and all types
of activity that are a discredit to our Government.
Without the power of the press and the freedom of the press, we
would have been hindered in our activities.
I shudder to think what will happen now if we do not have greater

protection for our newsmen. I shudder to think what will happen

if they feel, and everyone talks with a newsman feels, that everything
they discuss would be brought out in open court at some time.
The value of our press lies in its independence. And I believe that
the increasing number of subpenas issued to members of the press
endangers that independence. It does so because it. t- .ids to make the
press part of the.. investigatory apparatus of government. A Government prosecutor who is unwilling or unable to find out what he needs
to know to do his job, and who seeks easy information by forcing a
newsman to disclose it, is making the press march to Government
music.

It is clear to me that once the public begins to regard the newspaper
reporter with his notebook or the radio reporter with his tape recorder

or the TV cameraman as a potential Government agenthowever

unwillingthen the public will cease to accept and cooperate with the

press.
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Last June, as you well know, Mr. Chairman, the Supreme Court
ruled in Branzburg v. Hare that the first :amendment does not give

reporters the right to refuse to appear before grand juries. As it

consequence, newsmen who are subpenaed must either testify or be
willing to go to jail for contempt. This is not the type of protection
of the freedom of the press that I feel that the ounding Fathers

had in mind.

Fortunately, the Court also invited the Congress to enact shield
legislation that would protect newsmen from subpenas, and that is
why we are here today.
The first question which we must address is whether there is a need

for any congressional action at all on this matter. It seems to me
and evidently most of the witnesses who have appeared before this
subcommittee agreethat the initiative indeed rests with Congress.
If Congress does not act, then nothing will be done.
I am aware of the fact that the Attorney General has issued guidelines which reflect a policy on the part of the Justice Department not
to issue subpenas to newsmen unless it is absolutely necessary. But,
governmental guidelines are not the type of protection which make
newsmen or their sources feel secure. In fact, I have a feeling that
governmental guidelines such as those issued by the Justice Department would have made our Founding Fathers a bit uneasy. After all,
our whole system of government is based on a healthy skepticism of

governmental promises. If the Founding Fathers had trusted the

Government they created to the degree that we are now being asked to

trust the Government, then we would have had little need for the

Bill of Rights. The plain fact is that those guidelines could be
repealed tomorrow morning, or by the next Attorney General, for
any one of several inadequate reasons.

tven with guidelines, subpenas have been issued, newsmen have
been asked to disclose their sources or produce unpublished informa-

tion, and newsmen have gone to jail rather than yield to these demands. This has occurred. in State courts as well as Federal courts;
at the urging of the Government and at the urging of defendants.
We are talking about a very real problem which has already had a
chilling effect on the free flow of information in this Nation and it
could get considerably worse, as we have seen in countries around

the world.
We should keep in mind that the action which the Congress is being

urged to take is not radical at all. In fact, the protection which the
legislation we are discussing would provide is no more than what
many scholars thought the first amendment already provided, until
the Supreme Court told us otherwise.

The second question I want to discuss concerns whom we are to
protect. Certainly we agree that professional newsmen should be
given this privilege. Reporters for daily newspapers are unquestionably newsmen. But what about the reporter for the underground news-

paper on the college newspaper? What about the pamphleteer who
works out of a one-room shop and turns out two pages of printed
copy that he hawks on the street corner? Are they to be considered
newsmen? Are they performing -a function which the Founding
Fathers wanted to protect I Or do we want to limit this protection
03-474-73---15
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to the elite of the press; those who have lunch at the :National Press
Club?

I note that some of the bills before this subcommittee limit the

protection to those newsmen who seem to have achieved siiccess in
their profession, those whose principal vocation is the news business.
If we were to accept a definition of this nature, we would necessarily
have to exclude all of those part-time journalists who decided they

needed to bring something to the attention of the public only oc-

casionally. We would have to make value judgments as to whom we
thought was worthy enough to have the privilege. The Government
would then be placed in a position of deciding whom it wanted to
protect, and conversely, whom it wanted to leave unprotected. After

much consideration, I do not favor such limitations, because they
tend to protect only one elite group of reporters, one which i.; very
hard to precisely define, and is much too limited in scope.
Benjamin-Franklin, Thomas Paine, and a host of others who are
a treasured part of our national heritage did not have their first job
with the 18th century equivalent of the New Tod.. Times or NBC.
Yet they are the type of people who would be excluded if we were
to define "newsman" too narrowly. if requirements of time spent or
money earned are established by legislation, aren't we really saying
to aspiring reporters that first you have to show us that people are
going to accept what you write, that you are good enough to make

a living from your reporting, and thenand only thenwill we
give you this privilege ?

Should we exclude from protection the law professor who writes
only one article a year for a limited audience? Is not what. he has
to say at least as important and worthy of protection as what appears
daily in the gossip columns'??

Mr. Chairnian, it seems to me that we have to consider what is
at the heart of the first amendment. The reason we want to keep the

press free is to enable the public to get as much information as
possible from sources other than the heavily staffed and well funded

public relations departments of government agencies and bureaus
or a group of journalists who are accepted by the establishment. To
my way of thinking, the first amendment also should protect those

who tend to get under the skin of government. who make the Government nervous, and it is precisely those people that a bill with limitations on the definition of "newsman" would exclude from protection.
For these reasons, I suggest that this subcommittee adopt language
which extends the protection to any person who collects information

for the purpose of disseminating it to the public.- As an essential
part of this approach, the legislation should state the congressional

intent very specifically. It, is ideas. informations, and the dissemination of both that we want to protect. Anyone who is disseminating
either of these to the public should have the benefit of a testimonial
privilege. In those marginal eases in which someone might. claim
the privilege but would not fall within our intent, a court could maize
a. decision on an ad hoe basis. In this way, we would be keeping the

protection as broad as our intent, without sacrificing. some who might
not fit under any strict definition.
The next. question which must be addressed is whether or not the
privilege should be absolute or qualified. I like the distinction made
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by Senator Weicker between investigative, bodies and courts because

it helps to focus our attention. 1 don't believe that grand juries or

congressional committees should be able to subpena newsmen on the
off-chance that they may know something about a particular crime.
The term "fishing expedition" has become a cliche because investigative bodies have used this procedure so often. In my opinion, it is
investigative bodies who are most likely to abuse their powers at
the expense of others. I have concluded that, to insure the greatest
protection to the greatest number, an absolute privilege should be
given to newsmen with regard to nay investigative board, agency or
committee.

The more difficult question is whether to allow this privilege to remain absolute before a court.

This is the area with which I have struggled the most. I do not

say thiS is more difficult because a government prosecutor might be
hampered in his investigation. Assuming that lie has a competent
staff of attorneys and investigators, he should have no serious problems. The question of an absolute privilege before a criminal court
concerns me principally because of the potential problems it could
mean for the accused individual in a criminal case. It, raises the possibility, however remote, that a man who is innocent might not be able to

compel favorable testimony iroin a newsman which might be essential to proving his innocence.

It is in cases such as this that two very important and two very
basic rights come into conflict. The first. amendment guarantees a
free press. The sixth amendment guarantees the right of an accused
"to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor."
Does the gravity and the importance of the first amendment's protection completely negate the sixth amendment's protection in those
cases where they conflict?

Mr. Chairman, I have struggled with this question, as I know you
and the other members of the subcommittee have, even though I have

less of a background than you and the members of the committee.
However, whereas, you have indicated your preference for a qualified privilege, I must respectfully disagree. It does not seem to inc
to be practically possible to draft any legislation which provides
adequately for qualifications and which, at the same time, does not
set itself up for potAnial abuse. 'The difference between a qualification and a loophole is, I would suggest, very small and very
vulnerable.

For example, I think that Senator Cranston made a good point
when lie noted that forcing reporters to testify in eases where there

exists an "imminent danger of threat to human life" could result
in forced testimony by a reporter investigating diseased meat;" or

defective automobiles or almost any other product safety issue. that

could be construed to involve a threat to luunan life.

I think the danger of such loopholes developing also applies to
libel cases, as Senator Mondale and Wit Hume have argued convincingly.

Indeed, it is not mere, idle speculation that leads us to worry about
qualifications becoming loopholes, for we have some actual experience

in the matter. Prof. Benno C. Schmidt, Jr., of Columbia Law School
has testified before a House subcommittee that in the 19 States that
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. O'HARA, PRESIDENT-ELECT, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. WILLIAM CAHN, PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION

Mr. O'ILta,t. I would like to yield to Mr. Cahn because, of the time
pressure he is under.
Senator Eavtx. We want to Nye lconte you both to the commitiAT and
express our deep appreciation fur your willingness to come and give us
the benefit, of your views in which your profession has a very st.lbstantial interest..
Mfr.
ix. Thank von very much, Senator.
I would like to express my personal appreciation tt., this august. body

for makino: till( available to the members of the Notional District.

.11 torneys 'associat ion so that we may convey our views :then: CI is most
important. subject-. Al v test bluffly, however, w 1st of necessity reflect my

own personal titoi;glits and those of the prosecutors with whom I had
personal contact since there was no ample opportunity for our associat lint to adopt a 11111 form polie or st tttentent of posit ion. Perhaps then
it would be fitting and proper for me Ii) introduce myself and give some
of my background.
Senator 1::avtx. 1 if you will pardon the interruption. T doubt I

mild adopt a uniform policy, because I find that even among those in
the news media, there are, several different opinions in this field. Sons(
of them don't, want any legislation at all. Soule of them feel that legislation would be extremely limited. and some think it should be granted
absolutely to cover and protect all newsmen .from having: to testify
under any circumstances.

Mr. CAHN. Senator, I am inclined to agree with von not only on

this subject but, many other subjects.
Ian") the district attorney of Nassau County. N.Y., and have held this
position since 1!)G'?: Prior to that, and :vine( 1950, I was an assistant
district attorney in the same office. At that time it became lily eventual
responsibility as chief of the organized crime and homicide bureaus to

iuvestigate, and prosecute all major homicides and syndicated crime
cases. In this position. I worked on an extremely close day-to-day basis
with reporters from our local newspapers and the metropolitan newspapers of New York. City. I eau only hope that the respect I gained for
their integrity and dedication is mutual. It is my experience that. a 'milled effoi t. between law enforcement and the news media against crime
is a recipe for success which is almost guaranteed.

I recognize, however, that ill spite of the need for mutual cooperation..divergences of ()pillion exist among the law enforcement and news
dissemination communities concerning the question of testimonial iin'nullity for the newsman. however, it is my belief that there is a basis
for the reconciliation of differing viewpoints on this important question

and that reasonable men armed with empirical insight into the realities of the problem can come together on a middle ground. It is to the,
task of sketching in the outlines of this reconciling static:1point that. I
now address myself.
In a society which features expanding ir o ve rn inent al bureaucracies,
enlarging governmental jurisdiction. and progressive, centralization of
power: where powerful private, interests. uch as organized crime chal-

lenge th.f., primacy of government and corrupt its central processes,
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against self-incrimination and the various other testimonial immunities
founded on confidential relationships (doctor-patient, lawyer-client.

husband-wife, clergyman-penitent) are, especially in the aggregate,
far more significant in their obstructive effect on the judicial fact finding process, and yet piddle polie sanctions them on the theory that
they serve more preeminent values than evidentiary perfection or
juridical efficiency.

Since State statutes and nearly 100 Federal statutes "proscribe the

compulsory disclosure of confidential eonummieations in order to facil-

itate the free-flow. of information to governmental agencies" (see
Henderson, supra, at 2(C)), it does not seem unreasonable to argue the
advisability of an analogous policy ill the nonofficial sector of news

gathering in order to maximize the flow of information and the instruments of intellectual analysis to the public. which must judge the
performance of governmental agencies.

This is not to say that I believe, that a Federal statute on the subject is an immediate and urgent necessity. Since the promulgation of
guidelines for the issuance of sillmenas by the Attorney General of
the United States in 1970, the anxiety felt. iii some areas of the press
community concerning the possible over use of the subpena power
has somewhat sitbsided. Despite the fact that some observers ha ve criticized these. guidelines as vague, they have, on balance, had a "salutory
effect" (see
snow, at 2S2-83).
Moreover, the. freedom of the press has not suffered serious abridgement in the many years that. the news media have operated in State and

Federal inrisdictions not recognizing the newsman's testimonal immunity. On the, contrary, American newspapers have compiled outstanding records of investigative and interpretive reporting without
the assistance of the privilege.
In my community of Nassau County. both local newspapers, News-

day and the Long Island Press, over the course of the past. 10 or 15
years have, conducted very successfully investigations which exposed
corruption and crime within our communities. The results which were
turned over to my dice for further investigation and prosecution. I
should like, in passing, to pay admiring tribute to Newsday's recent
and monumental investigation of the awesome problem of heroin distribution and addiction. In my judgment, this Newsday series attests
to the surpassing importance of the enterprise of investigative journalism, and forcefully points out the urgent necessity for a vigorous and
continuing jourmilistic efforts in this domain of action. I am also convinced that, the Newsday series has not. only produced the welcomed
by- product, of enhanced public understanding of the complexities of
narcotic law enforcement but, more, has by the enlig::thied force of
its instrument imparted to the armament, of law enforcement a new and

more serviceable weapon and broadened insight into those facets of

the heroin problem which lie beyond the boundaries of local

jurisdiction.
In my opinion, we would not be courting disaster if we continued the
present system under which the privilege is granted by statutes in sonic
states and, so some extent, by the Attorney General's guidelines at. the
Federal level. The present degree of protection might be enhanced by
the formulation of guidelines by the National District Attorneys Association and the Association of State Attorneys General. Such a re-
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gimp with the help of representatives of the press would be acceptable,

if not perfect.
However, it seems to me that the enactment of a Federal privilege

statute could achieve a useful, although not urgently necessary objective at this time, in view of the increasing MP by newsmen of confi-

dential informants provided such statute is confined in its effect to
the, Federal courts. Considerations of federalism and the ideal of local
democratic control militate against the passage of Federal legislation
which presumes to delimit local autonomy by imposing upon the status
the peculiar balance of interests favored at the national level.

But if Congress is to bring its lawmaking powers into force, the
question arises as to the form which its legislative initiative should
take. Soule commentators have clamored for the creation of an abso-

Into privilege in the belief that a qualified privilege would not allay
information
nformation suppressing fears of confidential news sources. Others
seem willing to accept a qualified privilege based upon a methodology
of interest balancing (see Henderson. sof pro. at -102-04). It would appear that a majority of newsmen would find a qualified privilege ac-

ceptable even though they might prefer an absolute privilege (see
liktai, <mem. at 282-83). I, myself, believe that a qualified privilege enactment, is the more desirable approach. It would give scope for experi-

mentation in the light of emerging eircumstances and it would pay
deference to the overriding goals of crime control and criminal justice,
in those situations where there is a strong public interest compelling
indispensable testimony. But a qualified privilege statute may be implemented by one of two varying legislative strategies.
One possible statutory mode is that which conditions the operation
of the privilege on a judicial determination of the relative weights of
the First Amendment interest and the criminal justice interest. These
being the primary interest categories, bases upon the reviewing judge's
manipulation of a complex of variables in the form of statutorily mandated criteria. These criteria are such sub-interests or sub-categories
under the above two sovereign interest classifications as (a) the seri-

ousness of the crime, (b) the importance of the evidence, i.e., is it
peripheral or essential to conviction or acquittal (if the subpenaing
party is a criminal defendant), (c) the unavailability of other avenues
of information on the one side, and on the other side of the balance, (1)

the likelihood that testimonial disclosure will dry up an existing news
source, (2) the value of the news source, (3) the possibility of eliminating future news sources, etc. The weakness of this approach as I
see it is that it gives broad scope for judicial discretion oven where the
i
criteria of judgment are statutorily included
and it makes it difficult
for sources or prospective sources to know whether their identities or
information will be kept confidential.
While judicial discretion cannot be banished wholly from the setting of decision, a more structured judicial technique is required to
avoid an excessively personalized type of decision to insure that the
i the balance carry that sancinterests given predominant weight in
tion of legislative approval which insures the conformity of balancing
judgment with public convictions. If Congress should decide'to enact
a privilege statute, that statute should ordain only a qualified privilege
along the following lines. Of course, these are suggestions.. Time privikge should provide for immunity from appearing before as well as
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testifying before, a grand jury or judicial forum, since mere service
of a subpena or appearance often become known and has a tendeney
to dry up information sources in some cases. The breadth of the definition of the privileged class of newsmen would depend upon the con-

gressional view of the relative importance of the various news and
opinion media. As a minimum, it should probably include newsmen
employed at radio and television stations and networks, news agencies,
wire services, press services, and weekly news magazines, as well as
weekly and daily newspapers which have been printed for 1 year or
more.

If the privilege is to be effective, it must be broad enough to include
the identity of a news source and the content of the information obtained from such source, whether published or not. It would seem
Iogieal to require that the privilege be conditioned on an express or
implied agreement. with the source that confidentiality be preserved.
However. often where there is no such agreement in force (for example.. where the matter has not evtm been discussed), disclosure

would, nonetheless, dry up sources (see Rlnxi, supra, at 243) and, thus,

eam must be taken not to impose too onerous a precondition in this
regard if the new statute is not to be rendered nugatory for a failure
to heed empirical considerations. Interestingly, the New York State
statute (lid not expressly enact a requirement of express or implied
agreement, but such a provision has been read into the statute by case
law. (See In re WBAIFil , 68 Misc., 2d 355; People v. Wolf, 69 Misc.
2d 250.)

One method of control which takes account of realities might be a
requirement that confidentiality depend upon a finding that disclosure
would be likely to rupture or destroy a particular existing information-producing relationship. Such a rule could exclude or include one shot, tips from the ambit, of protection but should probably include
them since fruitful first contacts may lead to later fruitful contacts.
Some observers might also argue that the decisional organ should also
make a judgment whether such disclosure would dry up possible fu-

ture sources. But if such a judgmental responsibility is Imposed, it

should be specified that this appraisal of possibilities must be based on
facts or factually based opinion testimony rather than nebulous speculations concerning general impact. for example, on a showing that such
disclosures have, in the past, made later contacts in a particular field of
investigation reluctant to talk to a particular newsman. The privilege
might. also be limited to certain types of information or at least defined

to exclude from its purview trivial types of information such as

gossip.

Thin statute should further .provide that the privilege shall not

operate-

1. In cases where the newsmen's testimony is sought as to the commission of a particular crime which continues at the time the testimony

is sought (for example, kidnaping) or which is intended to be committed in the future, or as to the identity of the perpetrator or the
place and time of commission of the crime.

A. Where such crime is murder, treason, espionage, arson, assault
with deadly weapon, bomb explosion, insurrection, and so forth (or
other serious crimes if desired) but victimless crimes should probably
not be included unless insofir as these other very serious crimes are
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concerned such information is available through another investigatory
avenue.
B. Where such crime is armed robbery, burglary first. degree, grand
larceny, extortion, coercion (or other crimes if desired (unless information is obtainable through another investigatory avenue and unless
the courts find that, on the particular facts under review, the continued
flow of news outweighs the interest in obtaining the testimony sought.

Senator, I find this last criteria adds another element of judicial
subjectivism, but insofar as these lesser crimes are concerned, I sul mot
that this may be added.

II. (A). Where the Government seeks the testimony as to guilt or
innocence (or the whereabouts of a perpetrator).
1. In criminal cases where there has already occurred the crimes of
murder, treason, espionage, arson, assault with deadly weapon, kaith
explosion, insurrection, and so forth.
2. In criminal cases where there has already occurred the crimes of
.

aimed robbery, burglary first degree, grand larceny, extortion. co-

ercion, unless the court finds that time public's interest in the continued
flow of news outweighs the public interest in obtaining the testimony
sought.
110WeVCr, the privilege shall operate with respect to subsections
A (10) and A. (2) above unless the person or official seeking the testimony shows a reasonable ground to believe that the information cannot be obtained through another witness or source and is necessary to
convict in that without it the case must be dismissed or will be so weak
that a cohviction would be improbable.
The immediately preceding provision would prevent compulsion of

perpheral or unimportant testimony. A provision might also be included in all of the above sections that the subpenaing party at. a trial
upon challenge must show reasonable ground to believe that the subpeaaed person has information of the type above describeet. However,

out of respect for the practicalities of grand jury operations (see
.flranzburg v. Hayes, supm, 408 U.S. GM) such a requirement should
not be enforced in the grand jury contest.
B. Where a private defendant seeks the testimony, I suggest that you

include in this section substantially the same standards as in the
sections on subpena by the Goverment. However, the list of crimes
might perhaps be more extensive in view of the defendant's sixth
amendment right to compulsory attendance of witness although it
is certainly not established that this sixth amendment right might
invalidate privilege statutes which operate as to criminal defendants.

Senator Envix. That is a very interesting point. Of course, the

sixth amendment guarantees to every person accused in every criminal
action right to have compulsory process of obtaining witnesses, but

the courts have recognized that the established privileges, such as
lawyer-client relationship, the physician - patient relationship, and
husband-wife relationship and the privilege against self-incrimination
does not conflict constitutionally with respect to the sixth amendment
rights of a defendant.
Mr. CAIN. Yes, it is a problem which has been wrestled with for

some time, and I think perhaps in all fairness to all parties concerned, the proper decision has been reached and the proper solution
has been achieved,
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All of the above scheme is only a rough outline. It is expressed
largely in terms articulated categories which can be applied automati-

callythat is, type of crimeor by objective fact finding? that is,

whether a continuing confidential relationship exists and will be destroyed. It keeps the subjective process of interest balancing to a minimum. although it includes a provision for such interest balancing with
respect to crimes of lesser seriousness, as I pointed out. While the
application of the categories, like all judicial judgment under general
standards requires sonic scope for discretion, it is not the relatively
more formless type of discretion involved in manipulation of interests,
although, concededly, tuutvowed intuitions of interest may sometimes
condition the process of enforcing general categorical standards.
The statutory design here outlined may deter news gathering more
thou would an all-encompassing absolute privilege legislative system.
Nevertheless, indirect restraints on first amendment freedoms such as
that occasioned by the exaction of *newsmen's testimony can, consistent

with the Constitution as interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court and
with sound considerations of practical policy, be enforced where justified by a. compelling Governmental interest. Such interests certainly
include the protection of the safety and lives of our citizenry through
the conviction of the guilty and the acquittal of the innocent. The
last objective also derives support from the defendant's right of compulsory process under the Gth amendment and the values underlying
the due process clauses of the 5th and 14th amendments. These rights
and values are certainly compelling interests.
In my view, the 'above scheme of qualified privilege is likely to deter

news gathering less than no privilege at all. At the very least, there

is a reason to think that experiment with some such scheme of qualified
privilege will not lead to a disastrous crippling journalistic effectiveness because the news media has been operating vigorously in jurisdictions having qualified privilege statutes and those according no

privilege to newsmen at all for many years of our national history.
It is the burden of this discussion that while the ideal of freedom
of the press and the purposes of criminal justice may seem to conflict
in the area of the newsman's privilege, an enlightened view may find
the means of their accommodation. It is well that it should be so.
For the innovating currents of expressionary freedom and the stabilizing forces of authority are both indispensible fundamentals of the
democratic republic. The Nation which lacks the one or the other must

some submit to the inroads of barbarism. Freedom generates the
impulses toward material and spiritual growth. Law and order provides the framework within which the energies of freedom may express
themselves in responsible creativity. In the confrontation of these two

great, principles lies both the danger and opportunity of the free

society. rn their judicious synthesis rests the eternal hope of mankind.
Thank you very much.
Senator ERVIN% I want to commend you on the excellence of your
statement.. It manifests a profound understanding of the various considerations involved, and that there are several interests of society in
this area. One, is the interest of society in knowing what is going on
In the country, and the other is the interest of society in the ability of

'government to prosecute crime. Society certainly has the most im-
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portant interest in that field. Another is the interest of society in

seeing to it that those accused of crime are accorded fair trials.
We need to weigh all of these interests and try to balance the in such
a way that we get the maximum support for each of these interests.
People must testify as to what they know, and privileges are exceptions to this general principle. The reason we have privileges is because of the conviction of our society that in rare instances the ability

to refrain from disclosing knowledge or information outweighs, in
particular instances. the full disclosure of that knowledge or information. Is that not. true ?
Mr. CAilx. Absolutely. Senator.
There is, as I stated. a balance of interests to which we must give at-

tention, and in my judgment, the method that is suggested, perhaps it
is a good one for reaching that end. However, I believe further that a
qualified statute could give rise to experimentation in this area in order
for its to reach the ultimate propel' answer.

donator Eavix. As I think you vcry well point out, the problem

in this field is not quite as great or erneial as some people profess to
w
'here.
In the first. place, we have the rule of evidence, normally speaking, that a person is not required to testify at all, at least before a mart,
unless he has personal knowledge whieli tends to prove or disprove

some matter in issue in the vase. Most newspapermen do not see crimes
committed. Most. of the information they have in respect to crimes. for
example, or any other event is obtained by them on the basis of infor-

mation supplied by other people. Except for a few exeeptions in the
hearsay rule, they would mit be compelent witnesses if brought to
court.
.Now, is there any reason whatever for exempting a newsman, even

if he is engaged in practicing his profession, from testifying as to a
crime which he sees etannlitted

Mr. CAHN. No. and I frankly do not believe, from my experiences
with the news media_ and the men and women who are associated with
them, there is no problem in that area at all. They are more than willing and do more than the average layman in an ettort to apprehend the

perpetrators of crime and see that they are brought before the bar of
justice. I don't think the problem exists there at all.
Senator Envix. Of course, I think from my own practice of the law
and personal observation, that there is more danger of what you might
all a fishing expedition or a dragnet investitvation before a grand jury
than there is in a court. presided over by a judge who is learned in the

rules of law. For that reason, in the bill I have prepared, I have a
provision that where any privilege established by the bill is invoked
before the grand jmy, that the person invoking the privilege will

have the right to have the matter determined by the judge presiding in
the court in which the grand jury sits before he is compelled to give
testimony before the grand jury. I think that is necessary protection.
Now, your emphasize the desirability of having a procedure which
would immunize a newsman from having to appear, on the ground
that his mere appeannice would dry up Ins sources of information. It

is true, is it not, that in many eases tried in the courts that the

knowledge which p:rompts either counsel for the prosecution or counsel

for the defense to call for the issuance of a subpena arises after the
trial is progressing? You have a pragmatic situation there ?
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Mr. CAIIN. Yes.

Senator ERVIN. I try to take these matters into consideration in this
bill, and provide that the witness who is entitled to invoke the privilege
may invoke the privilege just as we do now with other privileges. by

oral or written objection at the time he is called on to testify. That

would take care of the situation. where the witness is summoned or the
supposed need for the witness collies to the attention of the court or the
attorney after the trial has begun.
But it gives him an option. If subpened before the trial. then he ran
make a motion to quash or limit the testimony he is to give at the trial.

If it appears that he has no personal knowledge that would be competent, and that the sole effortis to get him to appear in private, the
court could enter an order to quash the subpena and excusing him entirely from testifying.
Mr. CAHN. 1 understand what yea are saying, Senator.
What I was concerned with in this particular regard is the witness
who is subpenaed, lets say for the sake of discussion, before a
jury

and has to invoke his privilege there. Well, the mere factt",rrand
that lie is

subpenaed to a body which is in ;and of its nature secret, plaml a doubt
in the mind of the news source which may prevent him from ;avviding
that particular newsman with further information and t1 might in
an of itself be a danger. I think it can be avoided.
Senator linvix. I think you are right.. You have to take the pragmatic
factors into consideration. Normally, a witness is always summoned
before the grand jury before the time of his appearance. That is ordinary practice; more so than at actual trial. This procedure to move to

quash in order to limit his testimony would take care of it in most
cases before the grand jury.
Mr. CAIIN. Again I repeat, I leave the mechanics to the wisdom of
this great body.
Senator Envix. You need a-procedure which is practical, and above

all, which takes into consideration what actually happens in these

matters.
The last bill I have drawn, and it is a difficult field to draw a bill in,
recognizes that there are two fields in which there should be some protection. One is that the newsman should not be required to identify the
sources of his information if he has given them a contemporaneous assurance that he will not do so. I think he is entitled to that protection.

Then, it seems to me, this fishing around is sometimes done for

unpublished information or any evidence of unpublished information.
There should be some protection there.
Mr. CAHN.. Well, there is no question you are right, but Senator, as
I stated, I have a great deal of admiration for the integrity of the news.man, but I assure you by far my admiration for the law enforcement
officer and the district attorney and the public prosecutor throughout
the country is just as high.
As past president of the National District Attorneys Association,.
I can give testimony unhesitatingly and without any mental reserva-

tion at all that they represent the finest group in this country, publically dedicated with a sincerity of purpose that is unequal. I am,

just hopingI pray that there is a mutual understanding. I think

whatever difference exists can be erased, but more important than

anything else, there has to be mutual trust.
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No question, there are occasions which arise where that trust. is
destroyed in a particular individual or in a particular group of in-.
dividuals, and I think its important that our news media be given
the opportunity and be given the right, and it is almost a duty on-thei r

part to bring that to the attention of the public, but with tlutt right,

with that authority as well as the right and the authority of the

prosecutor comes responsibility. The responsibility has to be borne

properly. Once the responsibility is disregarded, then the right is going
to be abused and the power given both to the press and the prosecutor
can be dangerous.

We know power can corrupt and absolute power can corrupt absolutely, therefore, we look constantly for proper restraints on power
in accordance with an equal amount of responsibility. If we can just

synthesize all of that together in a unified movement with mutual

respect I don't think there is -going, to be any problem at
Senator ERVIN. As a matter of fact, it seems to me.that io much of
the information, even hearsay information,, that a newsman gathers
not from confidential sources, is made available to the police. Newsmen,

most of them that I have known, have been willing to cooperate with
the law enforcement officials in respect to such information.
Mr. CAIIN. After 23 years, Senator, in law enforcement, and as I
stated, almost on a daily basis, working basis with members of the
press, I can say that I have absolutely no recollection of any problem
in this field at all. Perhaps in a different area of newspaper reporting,

but nothing of any substantial. nature in this particular area of

newspaper reporting. Quite, to the contrary, always had the fullest
cooperation.

Senator

ERVIN.

Well, that has been my experience in the practice

of law and my observation.
You have given a most helpful exposition of the problems.
Mr. CAIIN. Thank you very much. I apologize, but I do have to make

a plane, but I leave you in the hands of our capable president-elect,
the Honorable President John J. O'Hara.
Senator THURMOND. May I just say thisI think you have made
one of the finest statements I have seen presented on this subject, and
I want to congratulate you on your excellent presentation.
Mr. CAIIN. Senator Thurmond, you are most kind, and I thank you
sincerely.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Chairman and Senator Thurmond, I know the
morning has been long and when you appear on the program at the
particular moment that I am here I know there is some restlessness
among the others that are listening to you.
Senator Envfx. Well, I can say Senators are not only-great talkers,
but they are great listeners, too.

Mr. o'llmtA. I will say I will try not to reemphasize or reiterate

anything that has been said before.
Senator ERVIN. Do you have a written statement 14

Mr. O'HARA. I only had time to prepare an outline, Senator.

Senator ERVIN. I just want to say that if you had a complete
written statement I would order it printed in full in the body of the
record, but if you don't have a written statement we will: just get your
oral testimony.
93-474--73----18
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Mr. 0'11Am%. I don't have. I apologize. I have two reasons, my inexperience and hick of time and I also apologize for my voice which
is heavily laden with a cold at this time and I also apologize because
the information I bring to you has been previously brought to you
or maybe will be insignificant in your opinion, but I think if I can lend
anything to this concept which is so important to all of our lives it
might be from the standpoint of a small town prosecutor. I am not
nearly as profound or erudite as my predecessor here at the microphone. I come from a small northern Kentucky county.
Senator Envix. I am a country lawyer myself.

Mr. 011.um. My staff consists of one assistant and one secretary

and what little bit we can put into this.

I do have some progenitors from Ireland, and because of that I do
have a. deeper feeling for the fundamental sense of the constitutional
issues than maybe others. Maybe not. But at least I have that feeling
that I can express that experience with some degree of certitude.
I don't feel and I don't think this committee feels that the Founding
Fathers intended to give complete ,freedom to our brothers of the news
media. I think to do that would have been contrary to the intentions of
the framers of the Constitution. Their information was that gavernment should not control the press or the news media in those days. and
certainly the converse of that is truethe press should not control the
Government. If that were not so I suppose under the common law we
would never hayA had a law of misprisionthat is, failing. to disclose

when asked of the commission of crime in one's presenceand the

common law or early statutory law expanded that concept, as you well
know, to many of the states.
What I champion for is the qualified right. The statute of my State.
which I will allude to, was tested in the Branzburg. ease. I lowever, I

think this is a common denominator between the newsman and the
prosecutor in their everyday efforts. and I suggest rather than competition, we need cooperation. I think that common denominator has been

eloquently expressed by Senator Percy, who, testified that had not
the news media brought things to the public attention, perhaps it
would have gone unprosecuted or unnoticed.

I hasten to add to that observation, I think little if any of the

information that was produced in prosecution was brought from this
source, but rather brought to scrutiny, implemented by the investigation, and perhaps it gave some key sources of information that could
be elaborated upon or pursued by law enforcement.

On the other side of the coin is something we haven't talked about
here yet.
We have talked about. everything, only about forcing the news media.
to come forward. On the other hand, have we thought about those times
when the prosecutor asked the news media : Mr. Editor, Mr. Reporter.
would you suppress this piece of evidence; would you at least withhold

that until I have an opportunity to investigate it, and because your
publishing it may seriously impair, if not completely emasculate, my
ability to do my job. The majority of the news media, who are very
reputable, would comply with the prosecutor's wishes.
I have an oath, too; and I want to perform it.

I want to say in my experience of 14 years, the news media, when

I have made that request of them, with but one exception, has complied.
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bottom of it. We found. not much to our suir prise. he didn' have any
positive judicially admissible evidence available, but I heard from a
source who had II and from a source, and so forth, which was tertiary
hearsay.

So it, is very seldom that the prosecutor is called to use this as a
fact, lint should be available where that is the only source of information and the sole way of gett tug to the truth of the putt ter.
One other consideration
Senator Env( x. I would state that many years ago in Asheville, N.C.,
it commentator kept; writing articles to the effect; that. the lawyers in
the Superior Court, of l3uncombe County bought jury verdicts just,
like a person would buy sacks of potatoes.

And the judge, under the statute of ours that allows a judoc to

appoint himself as committee magistrate and conduct an invest igation,
subronaed the commentator hvfore, him in open (!ourt, and called on

him to produce the evidence that justice was being corrupted by the

purchase of jury verdicts by lawyers. It turned out, the man had

absolutely no evidence, no information, nor anything but suspicions of
his. which was a very harmful thing.
Fortunately, the great majority of newsmen and commental ors have

greater intellectual integrity than to write or publish that; kind of
thing.
Mr. 0'1 Imm. Absolutely correct.

if it happens there should lie an atmosphere permitting. it to lie (aired

so the public doesn't- get. a wrong idea. If it, is wrong, is t rue and
is factually accurate, then it. should be brought posit ively, as we pointed
out before.

I know the time is getting late and I know you want. me to abbreviate somewhat my remarks, I Will only conclude that I have
worked with this statute in Ic.entucky all my prosecutorial life; to
has the news media. It is not any inequity; cooperation with the news
media and my office is excellent.

I would hope to think from their side of it they would say the

same. thing is true.

But sullice, it to say, as I said at the beginning, if we could only
emphasize that by and large our friends In the news media are not
in complete agreement that they 5110111(1 have an absolute shield

that has been talked about, and for one instance. I cite yon to an editorial by William Ituckley entitled "Does the Press Need at Shield ?" St ill

there are. many others who have laud vast experience, who could
get together and work on this problem. that. the. problem isn't as big
as we think it, is as we sit, here in Washington and experience it. Ex-

perience has not indicated that it is, and I would hope the future

would indicate that it is not.
I would say in conclusion as a prosecutor from a small area, and
as the president-elect of the National District Attorneys Assoeiation,

I want to thank you for asking me to be here and qualify my remarks by saying they are not an expression of the organization I am

afliliatod with, but rather my own and probably they weren't. too
earth shaking or intellectual, but I hope they were helpful.
Senator Euvrx. You have made some very fine observations and

your testimony has been very helpful to the subcommittee.
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The newsman does not ordinarily have .personal knowledge of a
commission of a crime, even though he writes about them. Is that
not true?

Mr. 011..111.\ . Yes sir.

Senator Eavrx. fie gets his information from others and normally

it is lieresay, which is not admissible in n court of law.
r. O'Ilmm. Correct.

Senator Envix. So the rules of evidence would take care of the

great majority of cases involving. !a:formation gathered by a, newsman. The rides of evidence would prevent its presentation it the
court; would it not?
Mr. OlfAHA.Right,
Senator linvix. This is a matter that requires- a lot of consideration,
becituse we have it lot of interests to balance; not .0111V thl(! interests
of t he. public in knowing \Vile, is going on, but the interests of society

in seeing that the accused is given a fair trial according to the sixth
a IllendlIWIlt and the due process clause.

It seems to me that as far as a news. gatherer himself is concerned,

when he is called on to testily orally, that the only privilege that
should be created would be a privilege which exempts him from
having to disclose the identity of the sources of his information
where he has given them contemporaneous assurances that he will
not do so.
Mr. 0.1IA12.1. I agree, sir.

Senator linviN. In other words. if a malt gives him information
wit bout any confidentiality about it there is no reason in the world
why he, should not testify ?

Mr. 011.w.v. The problem doesnot exist ; that is right.
Senator Envtx. There have been, in my judgment, "fishing expeditions," both in congressional committees and in grand juries sometimes, tishina expeditions which require the production of unpublished
information. I do think there ought to be something done to prevent
such fishing expeditions.

I have the feeling that where information has been published that
nobody has any right not to testify to it. Anything that has been put

in the public domnin should be testified to by anybody who haR
any knowledge about its publication. I would like to have your views
in respect, to making a distinction between published and unpublished
information.
Mr. OrIkaA. I agree wholeheartedly with that., beg.'1,,t..r,e, the, community problem doesn't. arise where, there is unpublished informa-

tion. it is only where it is published and seemingly the prosecutor
does nothing or lie is incapable of doing anything, and where the
eivie communities and interests and possibly furor has been aroused
by this act or series of acts or situation when the reciprocal right

to investigate it and look into it.

I would only qualify it, as the Supreme Court, and if I may read

from the opinion of the Bransburg case: "The sole. issue is the obligation of reporters to respond to grand jury subpoenus as other citizens

and to answer questions relative to investigation into the commis-

sion of crime."
Now, I think that is very significant. Certainly, it doesn't, ask them

to reveal their source, and the confidentiality of their source. can be
maintained ad infinittun, for that nuitter.
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for child abuse and referred knowledgeably to the workings of the
llos]ntill.

Because rumors and reports of child abuse at the hospital had continued since shortly after it opened 4 years ago, I was particularly
interested in the information. Efforts to learn details of alleged child
rleise earlier had proved futile.
The caller agreed to meet with me to discuss developments at the
hospital. At the meeting, the caller agreed to provide names, dates and

smile documentationnone of it illegally obtainedconcerning child
abuse and hospital actions concerning such abuse. In return, I liad to
guarantee, his anonymity. The source said henot to imply the person
was a manfeared reprisal if his name were made public.

At the meeting, I was provided with names of persons already fired
and suspended from time hospital during the past month as well as some

details concerning an investigation the hospital staff had made into
reports of recent child abuse.
During the next several weeks, I began eheeking each name and
each fact. This led to new names and information, all of which substantiated the original statements made by Illy first source.
When I was at last able to confirm a substantial part of the source's
story. I .vent. to the hospital administrator, Frederick Novak on July
19. and asked him to comment on the firing of eight employees, the
snspension of eight others and the continuing problems the hospital

was experiencing with ilild abuse.
Ire confirmed all the information which I had already gathered and
explained further about the hospital's attempts to solve the problems
of child abuse during the previous month. He admitted that although

the problem had been known to the administration for more than a
month, no public statement of the hovital's problem had been made,

The next morning, the Commercial Appeal printed the first story on
child abuse at Arlington.

All the information in that and subsequent stories I wrote on the
problems at the hospital was verified as true by hospital administrators, who were identified and quoted in the stories. No information was
attributed to unidentified sources, although it was made clear that the
Comnier(4al Appearx investigation was prompted by anonymous
souriTS.

As it result, a State senate committee was called in to investigate and
the juvenile court in Memphis investigated several related charges of
al in se.

Within a week, a ninth employee of the hospital was fired and three
more reprimanded for child abuser
On September 7, the senate committee met at the hospital and on the
first day subpoened employees and former employees of the hospital
and questioned them concerning child abuse.
The second day, the committee began subpenaing newsmen. Among
the first called \vas Joe Pennington, a WREC radio reporter, who had
begun ins own investigation into irregularities at-the hospital follow-

ing the first disclosures of child abuse. Ho was asked some general
questions and then asked to reveal the source of his information and
to provide the committee with all his tape recordings, notes and documents concerning the hospital and child abuse. He at first refused.
However, after the committee had threatened him with jail for
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contempt, he finally agreed to reveal his source during an unusual

closed meeting of the committee. Under Tennessee senate rules, committee meetings can only be closed in cases where serious injury could
occur or the national security is threatened.
The name Mr. Pennington gave to the committee, a secretary to one

of the hospital staff members, was made public moments after the

hearings were opened to the public that afternoon. The woman identified, Mrs. Geraldine Blood, was called and asked if she was his source.
She denied having provided Mr. Pennington with any documents or
information.
fir. Pennington then produced evidence to indicate she had. and the
matter was referred to the county grand jury to investigate the possibility of bringing perjury charges against Mrs. Blood or Mr. Pennington. Those charges are still pending. and Mrs. Blood, who was dismissed from the hospital staff the same clay, remained unemployed for
the next 4 months.
The next day, Saturday, I was called. I was first asked some questions about child abuse at. the hospital. Then I was asked for the original source of my information and to produce all my notes and material
pertaining to the hospital and child abuse.
1 refused on the grounds that the name of my source was confidential
and privileged information and that surrendering my notes and material would disclose the identity of that person. I explained that I Was
in possession of no information or documents illegally gained or not

rightfully the possession of the persons who shared them with me.
The committee refused to accept this explanation and demanded that
I identify my source.
I then asked for a recess to consult with my editors and lawyerwho

were not presentand the hearing was adjourned until the following
Monday, September 12.
On Monday, the committee again demanded the name of my source

and my notes. In response, I offered to supply them with portions of
my .notes I believed would not tend to identify my source, but could
not provide all of my notes.

I again explained that all information I had printed had been

confirmed by the hospital administration as true and no statements
of any kind had been attributed to unnamed persons in any of the

articles I had written.
In response, the committee ordered me to show cause by November
13. why I should not be held in contempt of the committee.
That. hearing was subsequently delayed until Decealber 13 while my
legal brief was drawn up. A few days prior to the hearing, the attorney
general, at the request of a committee member, ruled that the committee was no longer legally constituted as of the November 7 election

and would not be empowered to hold such a hearing until the new
State legislature was organized and committees appointed.

No such hearing is now anticipated and the state legislature is

presently considering the free flow of information legislation which
has been introduced.

However, investigations, .;cOich were being conducted at the time

the hearings started, came to an abrupt halt and have never been

reinitiated. It is doubtful now that any employee at the hospital would

be willing to talk to newsmen concerning events at the hospital in
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view of the fate of Mrs. Blood. The committee had the effect of damp-

ening the press' efforts to determine what was happening at a Staterun, tax-supported hospital.
The senators themselves did nothing to conceal that this, in fact, had
been their primary aim. When the three-and-a-half day 'tearing ended,
the chairman, Senator Fred Berry of Knoxville, said it had been called
primarily because newsmen persisted in asking questions about alleged
child abuse.
"It was about to get, out of hand ... You (newsmen) were hampering the operations of the hospital" Senator Berry said. "Does the news

media have a right to join with a State employee in investigating

matters pertaining to the State ?" the committee's legal counsel, Senator Edgar Gillock of Memphis, asked.
The answer must be yes. In eases of mismanagement, misuse, abuse,
illegal activity and incompetence, it is unlikely that those involved
will be willing to come forward to admit their own involvement.
In such cases, it is concerned, but anonymous persons, speaking to

the public through the press, that awaken citizens to the problems
that may have been hidden from them. In my case, that problem was
child abuse. Publicity was a catalyst in creating the cure. The comn 141 ee itself was called as a result of that publicity.

But some persons fear that in granting what, many call "Newsmen's

Privilege," newsmen will be able to withold -valuable information
that could be of great importance to government, police or the courts
in the prevention of crime. But, it is not the job of newsmen to conceal

information. It is a newsman's job to inform the people. In asking
for legislation, we are not asking for a special right to withhold
information, but further insurance of a constitutionally guaranteed
right to gather and spread that information, unhindered and unintimidated. During the past year, newsmen have not felt unhindered and

unintimidated and the press cannot operate freely under those
conditions.

Senator Envix..If this bill which I have drawn had been in effect
in Tennessee or rather had been adopted prior to your experience,
you would have avoided suffering that experience. This bill provides that it applies to a state body as well as to a Federal body. It
applies to a legislative body and it expressly includes a legislative
body such as the Congress or the legislature of a state or any commit-

tee or subcommittee acting under the authority of the COngress or
legislature of a State.

It defines a newsman as being an individual who is regularly engaged in the occupation of collecting information or making pictures
for dissemination to the public by any means of communication. You
were regularly employed by the Commercial Appeal to collect information to be disseminated through its columns to the public, were you
not ?
Mr. WEILER. Yes.

Senator ERVIN. And you received information concerning child
abuse from people who would not have been willing to disclose that

information to you unless they felt that you could protect their
identity from disclosure. Is that not true ?
Mr. WEILER. Yes.
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I wouid like to point out that one of the most important factsof

vonrse, I was not jailed and I was not forced to produce the informat ion, but the very fact than the investigation was held by the committee

:taut that it. did turn on Ile.Whillen'S sources had a \ry chilling effect, and
tills created difficulties-in gathering news in that area.

Senator ERVIN. Well, the truth of it is that most people who work
for a State institution, such as the hospital that was involved in this
vase, are people by reason of the very nature of our economic system
have to earn a livelihood for themselves and their families. There
is a very chilling effect upon people who have to earn a livelihood for
na -elves and their families to have a threat hanging over them they
than
will be fired from their jobs if they are identified as' having revealed information:- such as in your case where the authorities that were supposed
to look after little children who were retarded were abusing those little
i Wren.

So there is no doubt of the -fact that the personal identification of
the informants under those circumstances is going to dry up the sources
of any further information from those informants, and also from other
people who have like knowledge. It will deter them from giving it to
newsmen, isn't that true ?
Mr. Wr.tr.en. Yes, it is.

Senator Envix. This bill fits your situation entirely. It says when

a newsman appears before a court, grand jury, legislative body, or investigative or adjudicative body as a witness in obedience to a subI aim as a. party to it civil or criminal action or otherwise, he may invoke
the provisions of section 5 of this article by oral or written objection,
and the court, grand jury, or legislative body or adjudicative agency
shall thereby enter such order or take such action as may be necessary
or appropriate to make necessary the newsmen shall not reveal information disclosed to him contrary to seetiota 3.

Section 3 says a newsman shall not be compelled to disclose to a.
court, grand jury, legislative body, adjudicative or investigative
agency of government the identity of any person who supplies information of any character to him while he is engaged in his occupation if
he expressly or impliedly gives the person information on a contemporaneous assurance that the information will not be disclosed by him.
As you so well point out in your statement. in the clearest fashion, it
was not your purpose to conceal information. On the contrary, it was
your pu' pose to procure information and to publish t4,:: lnfnrmation
so that the public would know what was going on at that institution. All
you were seeking to do was to protect the sources of your information
against being diseharged or otherwise punished on account of the fact

that they had disclosed to you a situation which. certainly needed

correct intr.

Mr. WEn.m. I think, Mr. Chairman, that. so often people worry
ahout the information that newsmen would withhold should they be
given this so-called privilege, but newsmen don't make a living by
withholding information. It does me no good to go out and gather
news if I don't print it in the paper for everyone to see.
My boss soon is going to start frowning on me if I say, "Look, I have
011 this good information but it is all confidential and we can't share it
with anyone."
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There is no effort on the part of newsmen to gather information they
can't disseminate, and I think an unfounded fear on the part of peopli%
Senator ERVIN. But isn't there a real danger that a newsman may not
gather information, or if he gathers information, that he may not. write
a story based on it if he is turtle'. the Dainoclean Sword of the threat of
being imprisoned or punished because he fails to disclose the sources of
his information ?
Mr. WEILER. That is true.
It can have very severe effects on newts gathering.

Senator liavix. If a than feels that if he writes a story based on that
information that he may wind up in jail, there is going to be a very
chilling effect not only on his informants, but also upon his decision
to write the story ?
Mr. WEILER. I am sure, newsmen throughout the country feel very
intimidated and are looking forward to legislation being passed.

Senator Envtx. I want to thank you for Four appearance and giving
us this dramatic story about what almost happened to a newsman, or
what tlty attempted to do to a newsman, simply becanse he went out
and gathered information which the public was entitled to have. The
public was given through your agency merely because von were willing to publish the information. You just felt that it, wouhl be violating
your code of ethics if you divulged the identity of those from whom
you obtained the information.
I thank you.
Mr. WEtLEft. Thank you.
Mr. BAsKia. The final witness this morning is .Tack L. Bradley, presi-

dent of the National Press Photographers Association.

Senator EnviN. Mr. Bradley, I want to welcome you to the committee

and express our appreciation for your willingness to come here and
give us your views with respect to your association.

STATEMENT OF JACK L. BRADLEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL PRESS
PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BRADLEY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

I am Jack Bradley, president of the National Press Photographers
Association and a staff photographer for the Journal Star in Peoria,

As president of the National Press Photographers Association I

represent and speak for 4,000 professionals who work on newspapers,
news magazines, wire services and television stations throughout the
country.
NPPA is. a voluntary, professional organization dedicated to improving the technical competence and the effectiveness of its members
as visual communicators, in the public interest.
We believe our service of visual communications is vitally impor-

tant to the public welfare. We as communicators of information to

the public have no other reason for our existence other than the public
interest.
We pay good hard-earned American dollars for our dues to belong
to this organization and for admission fees to educational seminars

we stage throughout this Nation because we believe in our stated
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objectives. We feel that the better and more accurately we are able to
communicate, the better we will be able to serve the public interest..
In recent years I have been traveling the country speaking out about
the problems we face in doing our job as "visual communicators." This

past year I have seen cases of our members being thrown into jail
because of their unwillingness to give up film or notes. I have seen
the Attorney General's guidelines in action in both state and Federal
courts and quite frankly, I am concerned.

The Federal Government has attempted to enjoin the press from
publishing news about the Pentagon history of the Vietnam war. It
has subpenaed newsmen and photographers for grand jury and congressional committee appearances. We have on "Ile the documented
eases of Government investigators posing as newsmen and photographers. Sonic officials have even gone as fur as intimidating the
broadcast media by thinly veiled threats of new governmental controls

and reprisals because of allegedly slanted_ news reports on the
administrat ion.

When you add these threats to the .Tustice Department's use of lie
detectors to cheek on news leaks by Federal employees and the Army's
surveillance of political activities of private citizens, the Government's

chilling campaign against the exercise of the first amendment rights
becomes a matter for grave public concern.

If news photographers are forced to reveal the sources of their
information it will cut of many of their sources, and as a result the
American public will get less information about the condition of their
political, scientific, economic, and cultural environmentsinformation the public must have to be able to make informed decisions on
matters of public conduct in this country.
Historically, there has always been controvert' between our Government and those who report its activities. Such controversy is healthy.

The winner has always been the public which as a result of the controversy is better able to render its decisions in the ballot boxes.
I have heard of many cases in the past 2 years where editors and
photographers have destroyed negatives and thrown away notebooks
for fear of having to spend days and weeks in unnecessary litigation.
I personally was subpenaed by a Federal court to produce a photo
that was used in the newspaper about 11/2 years after it appeared. I
spent nearly a whole day searching through my files and producing the
print. I spent another day appearing at the hearing and was paid a
token witness fee.
My employer was out 2 days' work as a result of this action. Files
of newspapers and TV stations throughout the country, I am told,
have been fair game for legal "fishing expeditions" as a result of local

and State interpretations of the Attorney General's Federal Guidelines.

This subcommittee hearing can serve a useful purpose today if it
does one thingthat is to make the .public aware of what the first
amendment was designed to do by our Founding Fathers. That is to
guarantee the right of the public to criticize our Government;even

to put forth ideas and thoughts that our Government might hate and
despite. To insure that right the press was given a constitutional
right to serve as a check upon Government.
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I might point out that with all its vast power and resources the

U.S. Government has no difficulty in getting its message across. The
individual citizen needs an independent and unintimidated press to

serve as a balance against the inevitable excesses and abuses of
Government..

Last September 21, at a House Subcommittee on the Judiciary
hearing on proposed legislation to create a newsman's shield bill.

Assistant Attorney General Mixer C. (7mmton said there was no need
for "shield" legislation for professional journalists. Since that appearance, more than a dozen cases can be cited to show why we do need
legislation to make it clear that the first amendment is an "absolute"
and not a "qualified" guarantee that newsmen can protect the sources
of the information they gather.
The National Press Photographers Associationjoins the other members of the Joint Media Committee on Free Flow of Information in
support of this absolute right as outlined in the first. amendment. We

urge members of Congress to enact legislation to stop any further
proliferation of these injustices to newsmen and interferences with
the right of the people.

I would like to challenge each of you gentlemen to work for the
passage of this vital legislation. Each of you are sworn to serve the
public interests, and as legislators it is incumbent on you to act with
dispatch in the public interest in this case.

These are difficult times to be a newsman and photographer. The

pressures are great and the day is inadequate.
We know our job is the key to maintaining the basic strength of our

democracy which depends upon the citizen's right to know. Only
through the free exercise of that right can we preserve and improve
our way of life.
I and the 4,000 members of the National Press Photographers Association believe the freedom of press guaranteed by the first amendment
means more than our freedom to report the news: It means the public

has a right to get that news. It's up to each of us in this room to protect both rights. As professional photojournalists we have a job to do..
It is to inform the public about events, and we do it with news photographs and film. We are notpolicemen and we cannot afford to have
our role diluted. That is why I have gone to great lengths to outline theduties and responsibilities of the free press to the free citizenry. The

free press is vital to our society. I urge each of you to take up the

challenge you receive today from the groups of journalists who have
testified today.
Senator ERVIN. You state that last September 21, there was a House.
Subcommittee on the Judiciary hearing on proposed legislation to
create a newsman's privilege. Assistant Attorney General Rogers C.
Cramton said there was no need for shield legislation for 'journalists.
I would introduce as exhibit A to show the need for such a shield
the witness who just preceded you on the witness stand.
Mr. BRADLEY. Correct.

Senator Enviic. I am notas I stated during the testimony of the

previous witnessI am not concerned about news which is published.
Mr. BRADLEY. Neither are we.

Senator ERVIN. I think that Where news has been published and put
into the public domain that it is all right to have the newsman testify..

.
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Furthermore, people who have possession of personal knowledge upon

which that news is based should be required to testify just like any
other citizen. I do recognize that press photographers constitute a very
essential segment of the. news media of this-country. I can never forget
t he old Chinese proverb that : "One picture is worth a thousand words."
I think that pictures have a, way of illuminating, information which
they convey most effectively.
So my bill, which undertakes to protect and give certain privileges
of nondisclosure to newsmen, defines a newsman as an .individual who
is legally engaged in the occupation of making pictures for dissemination to the public by any means of communication.
The bill gives protection to any newsman against the disclosure of

the sources of his information where it is received in a confidential
capacity. It also provides that there shall also be no compulsory production of unpublished information, and it defines the unpublished
information as follows:

17npublisited information means any information reeeived by a newsman while
engaged in llis occupation which has not been published or broadcast by ;MY
DiPMIS of publication, and includes any memorandum, note, manuscript, transcript, picture, negative, recording, tape or other record whatsoever containing
or evidencing such unpublished information which was made or obtained by a
newsumn while engaged in his profession.

I think that that would protect from compulsory disclosure any unpublished pictures or negatives made by a news photographer while in

the exercise of his occupation. I think that news photographers are
entitled to the minimum protection this bill would give them, both as

to the sources of this information which is received in confidence, and
also against producing any of the pictures or negatives or other records which they make at that time winch are unpublished.
Thank you very much.
Mr. 13RADLEY. Malik you.

Senator ERVIN. We will place in the record the statement. of Robert
G. Fichenberg, chairman of Freedom of Information Comittee,
M
the

American Society of Newspaper Editors, and Executive Editor of
The Knickerbocker Yew-Union Star of Albany-Schenectady, New
York.

Mr. Fichenberg has agreed to submit his statement in lieu of oral

testimony.
[The full text of Robert G. Fichenberg follows :]

STATEMENT OF ROMMIT G. FICHE:MHO, CHAIRMAN, FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
t'OM N1ITTEE, AMERICA'S Socirr OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS, EXECUTIVE EDITOR,
TIIE KNICKERBOCKER NEWS-UNION STAR, ALBANY-SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

My name is Robert G. Fichenberg. I am Executive Editor of The Knickerbocker

News-Union Star of Albany and Schenectady, New York. I am here today
in my capacity as chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the
American Society of Newspaper Editors. I am deeply grateful for the opportunity to testify before this Committee on a subject of urgency and critical
importance to the American people.

I think It is important to stress, at the outset, that the cause for our concern is notas too many individuals may thinknu issue involVing primarily
the news media. their sources and the courts. it far broader and deeper than
that. What is at stake is nothing less than the constitutional right of a free
lwolde to be adequately informed without interference by the government.

Some 37 years ago, the Supreme Court of the United States said that the

Purpose of the First Amendment is "to preserve an untrammelled press as a vital
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source of public information . . and since informed public opinion is the
most potent of all restraints upon misgovernment, the suppression of abridgement of the publicity afforded by a free press cannot be regarded. otherwise than
with grave concern."

As the late Justice Hugo L. Black said : "The press was to serve the

governed, not the governors . . . The press was protected so that it could bare
the secrets of the government and inform the people."

Ironically, the danger to which an earlier court alluded is now here, as the

result, in great part, of a decision by the present court.
So the'concern that I express today is not only in behalf of my fellow editors,

but in behalf of the people's constitntionul right to know. I am here, in short,

in behalf of the First Amendment.

The First Amendment is under attack today. It is being whittled away by
a rash of court decisions, subpoenas, contempt citations, arrests and jailing
of newsmen. In recent months, four newsmen have gone to jail. At least six
more newsmen face jail sentences for resisting demands by courts that they
betray their confidences or for having published information that judges did not

want published. Within the last two weeks, the Reporters Committee for the
Freedom of the Press released results of a survey that listed 30 recent eases
in %villa subpoenas, court orders or police action have threatened what the

committee calls "the free flow of news to the public."

The eases range from the use of subpoenas and jail threats to induce reporters to reveal confidential sources to a judge's order prohibiting the reporting of testimony given in open court. In all eases, the C0111111011 ingredient was

interference by the government with the ability of the news media to gather

mid publish information.

There can be little doubt that the increasing number and widening variety
of such incidents stem from last year's decision by the 'United States Supreme
court in the ease of Bram:burg v. Hayes, of al., that the First Amendment does
not provide newsmen with immunity from baying to reveal confidential sources
and confidential information to a grand jury.
However, as you will recall, Mr. Justice White, in his opinion for the majority,
virtually invited the Congress to resolve the issue when he said :
"Congress has freedom to determine whether a statutory newsmen's privilege

is necessary and desirable..."
.1 would hope that you accept the court's invitation and that you agree that

a strong federal shield law not only is desirable but necessary. The fact that
more than a score of shield bills presently are before the Congress is an
encouraging indication of the concern of the people's representatives.

That concern is not misplaced, for you will recall that Justice Potter Stewart,
in his eloquent dissenting opinion in Branc.burg v. Hayes: ". . Not only will
this decision impair performance of the press' constitutionally protected functions, but it will . . . in the long run harm rather than help the Administration

of justice."

As has been pointed out in previous testimony on this subject before committees of the Congress, immunity for newsmen from the compelled disclosure
of news sources and unpublished information is not sought for the protection

of the newsmen, setting them apart as a privileged classbut for the pro-

tection of their function as they serve the public.
To deny this immunity is to deny the public unrestricted access to information
to which the public is entitled. for without such protection. sources Would dry up.

As Frank Stanton, Vice Chairman of the Columbia Broadcasting System, put
it in a recent address: "Let's he frank about this. Most of the revelations that we

get about. government corruption or misdeeds come from someone having told the

press in confidence about them. Take away the reporter's pledge of source protectionor at least weaken it by the possibility that he might have to go to jail
to keep itand you take away the willingness of most people to risk divulging
information"
To carry this one step further is to emphasize the obvious. If potential confidential sources decline to provide information on government. coruption for fear
of being identified and subject to harassment or retribution, no newsmen will he

threatened with jail because there will he no storiesor at least many fewer

storiesabout corruption and those in government who would betray their public. trust will feel freer to do so.

The ultimate losers will not be the news media, but the people, for unexposed
shortcomings and corruption can have only a corrosive effect on government and
an erosive effect on the people's confidence in their government
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I would suggest, as one reporter recently did in testimony. before another

committee of the Congress, that we ask ourselves what kind of a nation we would

be if the My Lai massacre, the Bobby Baker affair, the thalidomide horror or
even the Pentagon Papers never had come to light, or indeed, if "hundreds of
scandals involving state and local governments still lay locked in the mouths of
citizens fearful that they could lose their livelihoods or perhaps even be prosecuted if their identities becathe known."
Mr. Justice Douglas in his dissenting opinion in Branzbury v. _Hayes addressed

himself to this point when he said "A reporter is no better than his source of
information. Unless he has a privilege to withhold the identity of his -source, be
will be the victim of government intrigue or aggression. If 1w can be summoned
to testify in secret before a grand jury, his sources will dry up and the attempted
exposure, the effort to enlighten the public, will be ended. if what the court sanctions today becomes settled law, then the reporter's main function in American
society will be to pass on to the public the press releases Which various departments of government issue."
There is 4111 equally grave danger, which Mr. Justice Stewart pointed out, when
he wrote in his dissent :

"The court's crabbed view of the First Amendment reflects a disturbing insensitivity to the critical role of an independent press in our society . . The
Court thus invites state and federal authorities to undermine the historic
independence of the press by attempting to annex the journalistic profession as
an investigative arm of government."

As we have seen, state and federal authorities have indeed been quick to ac-

cept the implicit invitation in the court's narrow interpretation of the First
Amendment to seek, through subpoenas, court orders and jailing, to convert newsmen into agents of the government.

Last September, when I appeared before a House Judiciary Subcommittee in

my capacity as Chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the.Ameri-

can Society of Newspaper Editors, I said that while our organization and the
committee which I represent were not committed to any bill, the ones we liked
best were bills introduced by Representatives Whalen and Moorhead on the House side and Senator Mondale on the Senate side, providing so-called qualified
immunity under three conditions, with the government required to prove that all

three conditions prevailed before a subpoena for a newsman could be issued.
In this respect, it is interesting to -note that in a survey by the Joint Media
Freedom of Information Committee last fall of all candidates for the Congress,
while virtually all of those responding expressed support for some type of shield
legislation, many expressed reservations about the qualification that would compel the government to convince a U.S. District Court that there was a compelling
and overriding national interest in the information sought from a newsman.
Many members of Congress and candidates for Congress thought this qualification too vague and susceptible to too many interpretations.
Tlds very valid reservation points up, in my judgment, the difficulty in trying
to draw up qualifications that would not be self-defeating. After all, what we are
dealing with is a problem that relates to the Bill of Rights, which are. in the
main, not qualified rights but absolute rights.

However, in the light of intervening events, particularly-the hardening attitude of federal and state courts and prosecutors, the narrow interpretation of
the First Amendment in recent court decisions, and the jailing of at least four
newsmen with the threat of more jailings to come, we have reconsidered our

position. We now feel that anything less than an absolute immunity bill would be
meaningless and Ineffective and the officers and board of directors of the Amer--

can Society of Newspaper Editors adopted a resolution to this effect at their
winter meeting last November. The resolution reads as follows :

"Whereas the First Amendment right of the public to be kept informed has

been eroded by recent court decision, the American Society of Newspaper Editors
resolves :

"(1) To urge Congress to restore this right by enacting legislation to grant
unqualified protection to the press in the gathering and processing of news for
public dissemination; and
"(2) To urge editors and publishers to support their repOrteli and take the
brunt of the attack on themselves in every way possible as this fight for the pub lic's constitutional rights is continued." Most other media groups have taken the
same position.
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New Jersey has a shield law, but this did not prevent the jailing of reporter
Peter Bridge. California has a shield law, since strengthened, but this did not
prevent the jailing of reporter Farr. These examples certainly support the
suggestion that a qualified protection law is no protection at all, since judges
can find ways to evade the intent and spirit of any shield law written in less
than absolute terms. They also suggest the wisdom of enacting a shield law that
would apply not only to the federal government, but to the state as well, regardless of the existence of shield laws in a number of states.

The trouble with qualified shield laws, as experience has demonstrated, is
that the determination of whether a newsman's sources are shielded is left to
someone in government. This, of course, violates the basic purpose of freedom of the press, which is to make sure that no one in governmentno one

at allhas any control over the free fiow of information to the public. Any

diniinutiou or erosion of this freedom, means, of course a corresponding measure
of control over the people's access to information above their government.
It is interesting to note that the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in its report

on its 1972 activities, paid high tribute to confidential informants, through

whose assistance, the FBI said, 7,20 fugitives and subjects of FBI investigations
were arrested, another 1,013 persons wanted for questioning were located, 044
persons were arrested by other federal agencies, 0,465 persons wanted for questioning were arrested by state and local agencies and more than 033 million in
cash and merchandise were recovered, all in fiscal 1972.
This was an impressive performance. No one, I'm sure, would question, in

these cases, the need for protecting the confidential informants, fur in pro-

viding information usually unobtainable any other way, they provided a valuable
service to the public.
Have you ever heard of any ease in which a grand jury or a court has forced
an FBI agent to disclose the source of such information under the threat of sending him to jail if he refused?

I submit that while the government investigative agencies and the press
serve the public hi their separate ways, they are mutually supportive of tin':

public interest.
When considered against the background of the framing of our Constitution,
it is sad as well as disturbing to note that it is necessary for us to have to meet

here today to discuss legislation that would affirm and protect one of our
basic congtitutional rights. To have to seek a shield law at all is a dismaying
indication of how much the first amendment has been eroded.
One of the towering virtues of the BIN of Rights, one would have thought,

was that these precious amendments were "so clear and absolute that they

could not be misunderstood, misinterpreted or compromised. The authors of the
Constitution did not qualify the first amendment. Therefore, a logical assnmption has been that no court would .do what the founding fathers were so careful

to avoid. Since the courts have now done the unthinkable, only the Congress

can repair the breach..
No part of any constitution has any meaning unless the conditions for allowing it to operate prevail without interference. An essential condition for Main-

taining freedom of the press under the first amendment is the protection of
confidentiality of news sources and information. This is a people's right, not
a right of any particular group or craft. If there is any qualification in this
protection,. then the first amendment itself loses meaning.

The Supreme Court has placed in the hands of the Congress the freedom

to provide any type of statutory protection for newsmen that you believe neces-

sary and desirable. I would hope, therefore, that you will support enactment
of legislation reaffirming absolute protection for a right that is expressed in
absolute terms in the Constitution.
In so doing you will be strengthening the freedom of us all.

Senator ERVIN. The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock

this afternoon when it will reassemble in the same place..

[Whereupon, at 12:33 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed to re-

convene at 2 p.m. in.the same place.]
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TUNNEY (presiding). The subcommittee NViil come to order.
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights reconvenes its hea rings on

.

.

newsmen's privilege legislation. We are very happy to have as our
leadoff witness this afternoon Jerome R. Waldie, who is a member of
Congress from California. A. man who has .earlier demonstrated a
great deal of interest in this area. He has introduced legislation on the
I louse side and he is one of the most articulate spokesmen in support
of an absolute testimonial privilege.
Congressman Waldic, it is a pleasure, to have you before this com-

ittee:

STATEMENT OF HON. JEROME R. WALDIE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE 14TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. WALum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, to immediately allay any apprebension,t you may
have, I have no intentions of reading my statement. but T would appreciate it being submitted into the record in its entirety, if that is
aareeable.
'"Senator TIINNEY. Without objection so ordered.

[The statement referred to follows the Congressman's remarks.]
Mr. WALDIE. The essence of the statement, Mr. Chairman, is an advocacy of absolute privilege for confidential sources of news people

and that that privilege be extended to the State authorities as well as
the Federal authorities. The basis of that position is that though the
legal status of the privilegewas really not well understood in terms of
being precisely covered by the first amendment, prior to the CoMmen
ease, it was generally understood or at least acted upon as being corollary to the first amendment, that the rights of the public that were
guaranteed and protected under 'the first amendment could not lir ve
been fully implemented without treating confidential- sources Of newsnien as being covered under first amendment privilege also.
Now, there were breaches in that general_ rule, but they were rare,

and they were unique until the Caldwell case, and the Caldwell case
in essence disposed of the eontenion that these sources were in fact
covered under the broad protection of the first amendment. I personally believe that is too bad. and that. I would have preferred the
Caldivelt case had held that in fact these were covered as first amendment rights and that the public's right to a free flow of information
was in no way being hampered or limited by having any restrictions
upon confidentiality of news sources. But in the aldwell case there
was an invitation to Congress to enact a privilege as broad or as narrow in scope as the Congress saw fit to enact.

Taking that as an invitation to enact a privilege that would be as

close to a first amendment. right as a statutorily enacted privireg,e. can

be, it was my intention to draft legislation then that would in effect
provide that broadla privilege. A privilege. of lesser scope, of lesser
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breadth, would seems to me to be inviting all sorts of litigation in

terms of interpreting the language of the exceptions to privilege. And

if I understand the attitude of the judiciary in terms of their sensitivity toward first amendment rights as it applies to confidential news

. sources, I find little confidence that that litigation would have any

result except a narrowing of the scope of any such privilege Congress
sought to enact by judicial legislation.

The judicial branch has increasingly engaged in activity that is

seeking to limi t the practice heretofore, at least, of giving protection to
into account the present composition of
confidential sources, awl t aki
the Supreme Court of the United States where the ultimate parameters
of whatever privilege Congres enacts will he. determined. I find little
confidence that the Supreme Court would change its present direction,

with the four appointees that President Nixon has appointed, four
out of nine, and,I am afraid he will get at least one or maybe two
more opportunities to appoint additional Justices to that Court. if
the majority of the Justices are constituted under his standards of
strict constructionistsovhich I think is a code word for being anticivil libertarian and anti-civil rights. I personally find great apprehension leaving, then, to that Court the ultimate determination as to

the scope of any privilege Congress should enact.
That is precisely what, I think we would be doing were we to.enact

a less than absolute privilege. I am personally of the opinion that
anything slightly less than 'absolute being left to the tender mercy
of the judicial system would be totally less than absolute when they
finally concluded their deliberations.

Therefore, for the protection of the public and their right to have
a free flow of information, I think the Congress has the responsibility,

Mr. Chairman, to enact an absolute privilege as closely drafted so
that it might parallel the privilege that is granted under the first

amendment as we can possibly do. and that its. application should ex-

tend as does the first .amendment, to all .authority that issues from
government whether it be Federal, state, or local.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to read only the last, paragraph

of my statement. The Supreme Court has shown' it does not understand freedom. The executive branch has shown it is antagonistic to
freedom. We in the Congress must shoW we are.not afraid of freedom.
And I think we can only do that, Mr. Chairman, by enactment of the
broadest privilege statute we can possibly draft.
Senator.TIINNEY. Thank you very much, Congressman Walclie. I
have not had an opportunity to read all of your entire statement as
yet. From whitt I have read, however, it is evidently quite comprehensive and showS a great deal of scholarship. I know that it is going
to be very valuable to the committee.
I have a couple.of questions that I.would like to ask you. -There are

some that say that, if there is any qualification on the absolute privi-lege, it is better to have no bill at all.
What is your attitude with respect to that?

Mr. WALDIE. I share that view, Mr. Chairman, and I do it for, the
reasons that I stated in my most brief remarks. That though the field

is uncertain and murky, given the present decisions of the Court,
the uncertainty and murkiness of the field would be, I think, even
greater compounded were the Congress to enact less than an absolute
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privilege. And I would be willing to risk the t resent uncertainty and
nturkineSs absent legislation than I would to know that I would assume
oreater uncertainty and murkiness by the enactment of a less than
r'absolute privilege.

Senator TUNNEY. What about legislation, for instance, that would
protect confidential sources and all published material, but now I am
playing devil's advocate, but which did not protect a newsman, for
instance, wl.o was off duty, so to speak, not covering a story, who
happened to see a crime being coininitted
11r.'W m..nu.:. Mr. Chairman, I would accept no exceptions including

that one and that is a very good illustration of why I think exceptions
are dangerous. Immediately you have inassi.,.e interpretation and liti-

gation as to what is a newsman and wl tat do you mean "on duty."
The Supreme Count has esta bl i shed long ago I hat a lonely pamplifeteer

On the corner is entitled to the protection of the first amendment. Any

definition of any exception invite.s litigation that not only adds to

uncertainty and murkiness. The only thing flint avoids this micertainty
and murkiness or at feast diminishes it would be enactment of a simple
absolute privilege saying no governmental authority ill America has
the right to compel disclosure Of confidential sources of news stories,
Senator- Tux NEY. The chairman of this subcommittee, Senator.
Ervin, and I understand, also the Chairman of the correspoluling subcommittee on the House side, Congressman Kastenmeier, have both
stated that it would be very difficult to get an absolute privilege bill
through the Congress. Senator Ervin last week in our hearin5rs stated.
the opinion that he thought it was impossible to (vet an absolute privilege bill though the Congress. What is your attitude with respect. to
that'?
Mr. WALDIE. I think it is impossible to do so if you start. out with

the premise of both of those gentlemen. If you start out with the
premise it is absolutely certain we. will get an ubsolute, privilege bill
through Congress, the chances are good. and I would much: prefer
starting out with that premiSe and if I found that, my judgment was
in error in that instance, as it has frequently been in the past. I would

then simply drop the natte.r To start oat with the assumption that

Congress is timid may be warranted, but it seems to me to the extent

1-hat it is not warranted you reinforce that possibility.
Congress ought not to be timid where freedom is concerned, particn-

larl in view of the treat constitutional crisis that I hear the con-

gressional leadership t-discus.s with increasing concern relating to the
loss of freedom by the erosion of those powers that we heretofore used

to possess in relation to the executive branch. When they say that
particular erosion of freedom is a matter of gravest concern for
Congress, and that is what we are really talking about here, if Congress is timid where freedom is concerned, then the country is probably

in greater trouble tlian I assumed it was, and I have always assumed
it is in trouble where freedom is concerned. That it really becomes in
trouble when the judicial branch doesn't understand freedom, and I
think the Oallbeell case permits that assumption to be alleged. And
whore the executive branch is antagonistic to freedom, and there is
little, question that particular regard to the first amendment is involved
stemming from the attack on the network news, moving up to the

effort on the part of the Department, of Justice to procure for the
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first time in history prior restraints on publication in the issue of the.
Pentagon Papers and the New York Tunes, going from there to the
assault. on the ideological content of public broadcasting, and then

moving to the rash of newspaper imprisonment instituted by the
Justice Department, and then finally to the latest assault on the

sensitivity of first amendment by Clay Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications over at the White House, where lie said local licensees

shall be subject to monitoring in terms of license renewal as to how
well they perform in examining content and network news that they
transmitted. That is clearly a documented case of antagonism to the
first amendment. not just insensitivity.

Well. if our judicial branch doesn't, understand freedom, if the

exeentive I (ranch is antagonistic to it, there is only one branch left. and

that is unr hrimeh, and I think. for the leaders of our branch that the
responsibility in this particular area to suggest that there are a nmjority of timid people in Congress where freedom is concerned, does
the CtineTess, I hope, nil injustice. but it almost assures the timidity if
we start'-from that premise.

Senator i.xxtv. A thought. caw to mind as you were. speaking

about unqualified privilege and the activities of the executive branch
in limiting freedom. To saute extent. yon would qualify the absolute
privilege by defining newAncii, wonldnt you ?
Mr.
No. You wouldn't have to define newsmen at all.

would define it anything beyond that which the Supreme Court has
almuly defined it. which says the. pamphleteer on the street corner is

entitled to the first amendinent. I would just simply leave the language
as it is ;111(1 assume that the Court would not change their definition
of those who are entitled to the first anientiment.
Senator TcxxEv. You would leave the interpretation or definition
up to the Court.?
Mr. WALmr... I can't, think of a worse area for Congress to get in-

volved in than attempting to identify who is a news person: -I just
can't think of a worse area for Congress to suggest that awl I have

even heard it proposedabsurdly it seems to methat that will re-

crire a definition of the person working 20 hours a week for a payCheck to become a news person. Those are artificial distinctions the
amendment never encompassed. The first. amendment. was seeking ito-.

protect a flow of information, I think. to the public and anythii that
mterferes with that flow of information or anything that is engaged
in the poeess of bringing about that flow of information is protected
under this the first amendment and - would be protected under this
-privileged bill, my bill.
Senator TrNNEY. When T put out a press release, am I a newsman?
31.r. WAt.mr.. Yes, sir; you would b protected under your confi-

dential source.. If you are conveying to thepublic information you
would be. thoroughly entitled to the protection of the confidential
sources.

Senator TNNEY. Only as it relates to confidential sources or as it
relates to all activities that I see around me? Because I put out a press
release., or maybe too many press releases, say a press release every
other day. would I be protected under the provisions of your bill?
Mr. WAr.nn, Yes.
Senator Tu.xxEY. I would be protected as to anything I saw going on
around me?
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Mr. WALDIE. Yes, as far as I am concerned von would. I would RSSIUDO that you are, however, a responsible individual member of our
society and if there are things that you observed or were given to you

in confidence you felt were in the best interests of the Nation, you
would voluntarily relinquish that privilege. but I would not permit
government to compel you to relinquish that. If you were a sub-

seriber, for example, to the ethics of the press, the canon of ethics that
their association adopted in 1934, no matter what the law says, and you
were to honor those ethics. you would not disclose, no matter what the
condition of the law is, the ea non of ethics of the newspaper associa-

tion, whatever the name of the working press is, that they shall not
disclose confidential sources of information. So if the laws say they
must disclose it they are still confronted with precisely that by which
Bill Farr, for example, was confronted with. a matter of his conscience.

The law said he must disclose. 1E4 conscience, said he cannot disclose and he did not. So the existence of the law, does not compel the
result the law thought it would compel, when you are dealing with a
man's conscience, and it does seem to me that no matter what arguable
consequences may fall from the enactment of absolute privilege, and
we can discuss as has been discussed ad infinitum the horrible conSe-

wieners that would befall if disclosures were not made. The fact remains that nothing can .compel a man against his conscience to disclose no matter what the law is, so all these horrible Consequences can

still exist with the enactment of any law that we pass and the fail-

ure to enact the law will not avoid those consequences if newsmen are
possessed of absolutely strong conscience, and most of them, I think,
a re.

Senator TUNICEY. Would you include authors and scholars?
Mr. WALDIE. Yes, I would. I would include anyone that is engaged
in the dissemination of information, and I part icUlarly would not seek.
not only dissemination, the gathering for dissemination,. I would not

seek to narrow that definition statutorily. That is the bramble bush, I
think, that will create the opportunity for the Court to enact its deep
conviction which is that newsmen are somehow or other dangerous indi-

viduals whose authority and activities must be curbed for the protection of the well-being of the judicial system. And that attitude seems
to me to be fairly prevalent in the judiciary and gathering momentum
and it's always been prevalent in government.
You know, if you and I were to be judged, a great number of politicians would prefer that there be no .news coverage of their activities
other than the press releases, and if I were to be judged by my press
releases, people would think I would be emotionally unstable because
I am always showing shock and alarm and disturbed, but they would
also conclude that I am interested only in the best causes for the most
Feople and that basically I am a decent individual who deserves reelect:on because that is what I attempt to convey in my press releases, but
that is neither thoroughly an accurate portraval of the nuances of my
character but those nuances were never fully disclosed by anyone other
than the press, so the Government will never be tolerant of the activities of the press as they report, governmental activities. But now the
Court has become intolerant of the press as it reports activities in court

and so when you bring the executive and legislative and judicial

branches together in their intolerances now, someone has to arbitrate
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this sitnation or we are really going to limp the press as an institution
greatly restricted. They are the only institution that is available to re-

port to the people what their Governors are doing to them. not for
them but to them. We. will tell the people what we are doing fee them

but the press will tell the people what we are doing to them. And I
think a balanced portrayal of what we are doing must include what
we are doing to them as well as what we are doing for them.
Senator TUNNEY. It is rather interesting to note. wouldn't yon agree,

that at the very time we find that there is an effort being, made to restrict the freedom of the press to report what they want to report. as
they see it, that there is Increasing covert to protect the activities trf
Government from public view by the claim of executive privilege. It is
a double reverse, roughly, and it is something which very deeply consents me. I am very sympathetic to the commeets that you; have nettle. I
think you have added greatly to our consideration of the various bills
that are before us. I must. say that I am a bit more troubled than I perceive you to be with respect to the definition of newsmen because potentially anyone is a pamphleteer, anyone is a disseminates of informa-

tion, and I don't think that we could have that privilege extend to
every citizen in society.

Mr. W.I.enty.. Well. I would just. say this to allay perhaps some of
those fears, That that issue has always been an issue within the definition of whom is entitled to the protection of the. first amendment and
it's really not been a stumbling block over the 200 years we have been
in existence. That leas been the key to the first. amendment. And I have
not seen a rash of uncertainty or confusion on the part. of the Court in
the eases that hare- route before the Court. I only suggest. if the first
amendment does not have any great difficulty in ascertaining to whom
the protection should be granted that we ought not to be any more concerned about a statutory enactment that guarantees what we are seeking
to guarantee, the broadest possible coverage as consistent witirthe-first
amendment as we can. All tlie definitional problems that are incumbent
in this concern have been incumbent within all issues-involving first
amendment, have not really hung up much litigation on that issue.
Senator TUNNEY. Except that there is much more public awareness
now and there is muchgreater attempt on the part of attorneys in libel

suits to subpena the notes of reporters, newsmen, much greater at-

tempt on the part of governmental agencies and law enforcement officials to sub Pena newsmen's notes. So I think that. there is a greater
challenge, if you will, to the privilege than ever before.
Mr. WALDIE. I think there is, too, Mr. Chairman. Partly I think there
is because the Court opened the door to the challenge. If the Court had,

in fact, 'said confidential sources are a corollary of the first amendment and are entitled to the same protection as the first amendment,
none of these problems would be confronting you or me or the courts.
Senator TUNNEY. That is what the courts should have done, shouldn't
they?
Mr. WALnIE. I think so. too, and since the Court didn't do so only

the legislative branch can do it and they invited us to do it in the
Caltheell case.
Senator Trev.wEr. Well, thank you very much.

Mr. WAT.ME. Thank you, Mr. ChairMan.
Senator TUNNEY. It has been an excellent statement.
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vrioteicr OF REPRESENTATIVE JEROME R. WALDIE, nb* CALM:on:CIA, ON 11.R. 2157
AND RELATED LEGISLATIoN INVOLVING TUE FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION AM)
CoNFIDENTIALITT or SEWS SOURcES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity
to testify today in behalf of legislation designed to guarantee to the public an
absolute and unqualified right to continue to receive that portion of news and
information procured for its general benefit through the use of pledges of Confidentiality to sources of information and to safeguard those general newsgatherMg processes svhich provide for tile free how of Information to the public.

It is against that test, I submit, that all proposed legislation ought to be

Those proposals which would give the public less than a full guarantee
of continuing to receive such information ought to be found deficient.
I say, -continue to receive" beCtiuse though, In the eyes of the Supreme Court,
a privilege of exemption before federal grand juries for the purpose of protecting
and honoring the confidential nature of news sources and newsgathering activities has not been held to exist as a corollary of the First Amendment, it is only
recently that we have officially, and with any regularity of earnestness, adopted
public and legal practices in anticipation or implementation of this 11:terpretat ion of the First Amendment.
Prior te this, both in widespread public belief and in official conduct, we acted

on the assumption that, in fact, the ability to guarantee the confidentiality of
news sources was so integral and vital a part of the functions of the press in
informing society that it held a the facto status as a corollary to the general

and established eight of society to freedom of the press, and it was not an area invaded often by grand juries, public prosecutors and other officials.

The public us a matter of course, therefore, has been able until recently to

depend on access to Information so obtained. As a basic and regular part of their
professional function, newsmen have been able to provide such information by
being able to make, and to honor, commitments of confidentiality to source of
public information.
Given the general recognition of the importance to the public of this function,

it was an aspect of the public's right to know that was subjected to assault in
practice. District Attorneys did not, as a matter of course, demand that confidential sources be revealed. Grand juries did not subpoena newsmen in droves to
demand that pledges of confidentiality be broken. Judges did not routinely jail
newsmen for the act of honoring these professional Wedges of protection given
to sources. Providers of information to the public to confidence had no reason to
believe those pledges would not be honored.

The effect of the Supreme Court decision in the Bran:burg and Caldwell cases

and the chain of events related to this issues has thus been to invite under

that interpretation of the First Amendment, a wave of official assaults by prosecutors, grand juries, judges and others, against this aspect of the public's right
to know. This recent development runs counter to the estrblished practice in our
society by which Information of this kind has been guaranteed 2.0 It in the past,
ou which it is crucially dependent, and by which it has unarrimbly benefitted as a
free society. The measure of that benefit perhaps may never be fully defined unless, frighteningly, that right of the public as it has existed in practice is one day
eliminated and irretrievably lost, as it very nearly is under Branzbarg and by the
current spree of Pilings of newsmen which our society is now undergoV,g while
Congress considers possible remedies.

The question before Congress, it ought to be clear, is thus not whether we
ought legislatively to introduce a protection in this instance of the aspect of
vonfidentiality which has not heretofore appeared, thereby marking some new
expansion in the role of the free press, possibly unbalancing the historic
juxtttposition of freedom of the press ou one hand and the "right to every
man's testimony" by society on the other.

Rather, the question is whether we ought to preserve the sanctity of 'con-

fidential news rely tionships and newsgathering activities which, officially and
unofficially, have been respected in fact even by most law enforcement officials

and agencies and courts hi the past. I think it is fair to say that while at-

tempts to compel newsmen in the fashion now contemplated by Branzberg have
occasionally and sporadically cropped up from time to time, these occurances
have usually been shortlived and frequently officials, having strayed into this

area, have later retreated. Most officials and agencies did not think it wise
to stray into this area and have not, until recently.
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Nor, it is fundamental to note, has the Congress enacted legislation to the
present moment to compel newsmen to disclose confidential Ileums in any
circumstance, to the best of our knowledge.

Ail the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit noted last

December 7th in deciding Baler v. P t P Investment (Docket No. 72-1413),
federal law on this question is at best ambiguous :

Although it is safe to conclude, particularly after the Supreme Court's

decision in Branzburp . . . that federal law does not recognize an absolute
or conditional journalist's testimonial "privilege", neither does federal law
require disclosure of confidential sources in each and every case, both civil
and criminal, in which the issue is raised.

To the extent the Congress established areas of qualification to a testimonial
privilege, therefore, to that extent it would be introducing into law and with
all the force of statute a requirement of disclosure which has never been
clearly imposed by statute before in our history. It would be difficult to interpret such a step as representing anything other than a diminution of press
freedom.

The value and importance of confidential newsgathering relationships reMaine recognized, despite Branzburg, with witde mitinimity as a vital component of the public's right to know. That recognition cuts across partisan
lines. Certainly the actual impact on news-gathering of any failure by Congress
to enact less than a full protection is widely recognized as portending an absolute ImPairment of one vital source of public knowledge.

Were the Congress to enact a less than absolute protection, and enact a

merely qualified protection instead, the effect would mark a clear curtailment
of the public's right to know as It has evolved in practieethe more qualifications added causing a correspondingly greater curtailment.
It is dangerous businessdangerous to a free society. For how can Congress,

in writing qualifications, know the extent of their accumulated weight in

practice, or know when we will have passed the "Fail Safe" point for liberty of
the press and for a free society itself?

At the extreme, by failing to act at all, thus allowing the Bronzburg and

Caldwell decisions to stand, we allow the virtual elimination of that existing

newsgathering practice, which is perhaps the most crucial of all in terms of
the democratic function of a free press and the public's need to -know that
portion of newsgathering not dependent on, nor controlled nor influenced by,
nor susceptible to, government itself.

Enactment of a merely qualified privilege on one hand, er failure to act
at all op the other hand, would be inconsistent, I submit, with the absolute
need to preserve a free flow of information to the public, and with the spirit
if not the recent 15-to--1 interpretation by the Courtof the First Amendment.

In laying out what I believe to be a demanding and compelling ease in
behalf of the enactment of absolute and unqualified legislation, there are a
number of points which perhaps ought to be made by way of preface hi order
that' the general question and problem may be viewed in the broader social
context as well as in the legal and constitutional framework,
QUESTION OF CONSCIENCE

The firstand what may quite possibly prime to be the most important

consideration that ought not to escape us should be the sober realization that
we really cannot, in reality and actual practice, compel newsmen to reveal
the sources of 'their information.

It is within the power of the Congress to prescribe punishment, including

the punishment of imprisonment, for their failure to do so.
But so long as newsmen are willing to go to jail as an act of conscience, There

is no law we may pass or fail to pass which can force them to reveal con-

fidential sources.

This is true even where exceptions to the testimonial privilege might be
created. It. might be thought desirable to make an exception tel any number
of plausible objectives, whether in the area of national security, civil suits,
murder cases, or any number of other areas. But no exception could guarantee
in actuality that newsmen could be successfully compelled to reveal that which
they felt hound deeply by conscience to protect.

Our protection in such areas where We might entertain the thought of creating

exceptions must still rest where it has rested in the pastwith the voluntary
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willingness of newsmen to reveal a source if he finds the overriding public
need to do so, whether to spare another human life or for some other reason,
clearly outweighs the requirement to maintain confidentiality.
We would still be dependent upon that willingness whatever kind of law
we passed If the newsmen conseienctiously felt in a given instance that the
public need was clearly not overriding nor it superseded his pledge of confidentiality to a source.

We may well send them to jail. In the less enlightened past of the earlier
years of this century, we did so for other groups whose members, out of
conscience, could not perform certain acts thought at that time to be properly
required on a universal basis, which failure of performance was thought to
provide sufficient and ample grounds for imprisonment. Seventh Deny Adventists,
observing a Saturday Sabbath, were consigned to prison road gangs for the
illegal act of breaking the Sunday Sabbath of non-Adventists. We filled the
jails with Quakers unalterably opposed by reason of conscience and religious

training to service in the armed forces, along with other legitimate conselentious
oldeetors opposed to War, until gradually we began to understand the Importance
to Society as a whole of the function of the individual conscience in this free
land.

We mny now send newsmen to Jellbut we cannot compel newsmen to re-

veal that which their conscience forbids them to reveal,
The Code of ethics for newsmen, if not protected in English common law nor by
the Court in Brunzburo, has nevertheless been observed by newsmen for centuries,

and in modern times has for the most. part been universally respected. That
article of conscience has perhaps deeper roots in our own country than anywhere

else where freedom of the press Itself is more fundamentally rooted, and in a
mie way is integrated vitally with the tone and meaning of all else
Ifild tear
in our free society.

Indeed, the very question comes to the litteritton of the Congress at this time
not as the result of some abstract considerotion of the Issue or as a merely :academie legislative exercise hr the wake it the Bronzburg decision, lint because
newsmen have, in fact, been going to jail rather than violate their canon of ethics
lox disclosing confidential sources and information.
A large and signitleant enough portion of newsmen will be unable to honor any

legislative cominandment to violate the ethics of their profession, just as they
are proving unable in good conscience to honor the' judicial commamdments to
do so.

It is the view, indeed, of several of my liberal colleagues, and of at least one
powerful, liberal publishing enterprise in the country, that the only effective
immediate recourse is for newsmen In large droves to go to jell. This influential
publishing enterprise, and perhaps some others in the media, prefer that ongress not net, fearing that the inevitable legislative emnpromises white( are the
distinctive feature of our process ran produce welling less than a weak hip. fell
of qualifications and loopholes, that would render It worse. limn 1m legislation
tut nil. I think that view is wrong.

I think it is wrong, first
all, because I think it underestimates the concern
of Members with the possible impairment of the public's right to know. Praetirally speaking, itunderestimates the responsiveness of Members in general. It is
perhaps a poor example, hut it ought to previa! snore confidence to recall the size
of the vote in each body for enactment of legislation granting certain newseapers
immunity from the antitrust hews under the Failing Newspaper Art. I cannot
believe that we in the etongre-,4 rill do less by way of protecting the public's
right to information, by a similar overwhelming margin, than we did for protecting the publisher's right to enter into certain otherwise illegal commercial ventures, which indeed had, as one ispect of our motive, the preservation of a variety
of information available to the public.

Vinally, I think the public now understands the issue posed as a rehult of the
willingness of newsmen to go to jail rather than violate their professional conscience, if one places faith in the findings of the Gallup 11011 last December which

showed that 57 per cent of the national sample believed a reporter ought not to
Ise required to reveal to a.court his confidential sources ofinformation. Of college
graduates, ifig percent believed it..I confess I was one of those in the period lending up to the recent presidential election who had no faith in the findings of
Dr. Gallup. in the wake of that election. I find I am able to give a great deal of
credence to the December poll on the right. of newsmen to protect confidential
14011reeS.
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One needs only to review the scope and variety of eatiPS involving newsmen
now under .subpanta by Various courts. grand juries. and other bodies to npprecrate the futility: of enacting a qualified 11111 that would not continue to result in
significant numbers of newsmen finding it necessary to go to jail rather than
violate tltclr klib'S by linividing informntion Ina IlaoSi.
11111TP rte iuilit
establish qualifications.
Predictably, as I will seek to denionsa nice hi a latm. 'Hai ion of this statement.
those qualifications will be higher stretchy/I by time and practice and judicial
interpretation, if not by the Congress itself initially, until the number of newsmen so compelled and so iinpri melt will inereaso, and until, ultimately. after
Lunch bitterness and social strife, and much impairment to the
MO eontrovesy and the problem will be back wit Ii as and we will again find ourselves
where we are If alay, namely, faced with Ole necessity, of enacting absolute and
ran unlined legisla
For in making a qualification of any kind, Cimgress will have placed a lessened
value on that which we desire to prideet. And the coatis will search eint their
own parallels to our qualifications once we establish In law that exceptions and
qualifications are meriterions in one instance, or Iwo instances. or three, even
though we were seeking overall by the total legislation to protect so condiment al
a value as the right of the public to obtain information from a free press.
If one hopes to minimize"the oecurrence of newsmen going to jail thrimg providing a qualified bill as opposed to no hill at all, T fillbilat it is a forlorn hope.
For such qualifications to achieve their Intended purposes relating to Jaw enforcement or some other function, they must of necessity have sufficient effect and he
sufficiently broad and varied so as to 1111104 111111111110
prosecution andimprisonment of the same type we witness now.

Moreover, one plausible exemption begets others, and both practically and

philosophically, it is difficult to find a rationale wIdelt would summon one or two

exceptions of narrow or little effect but exclude others of equal merit which
would have so great au effect as to destroy the meaning of the protection. If we
are to include only exceptions in a qualified bill which would be so minor as to
preserve the privilege without defeating itkimrpose, why Include such Ineffectual
exceptions? If we are to include major exceptions, why have a bill?
The list of plausible exceptions becomes too long. If we are to except where a
newsman has information about a mulles, why not for information about heroin
pushers? If an exception is to be model for civil suits, why not for cases where a
reporter has Information relating to "national security"? Or Information relating
to any other viral function of society? And once we have excepted from the bill
those areas where society or government or the courts or legislatures plausibly
might have reasonable interest in obtaining confidential newsgatherIng Informa-

tion, there is no longer any area vital. to the public's right to know where a

reporter can function in a free and unfettered atniosphere, and there is no longer
a function even worth trying to protect by legislation of this kind.
Each person who brings thought to bear on this legislation can offer his own

plausible exception to the protection. Each exception has surface merit. The
rationale which would justify one equally justifies a dozen others. But we lose
sight of that which we have set out to preserve and protect which is the free
flow of information to the public. If that is. worth protecting and as critical and
fundumental as we believe it to be in a free society, we must resist those exceptions which, though plausible when weighed in a vacinnu, have not seemed required in our past experience in all the years when we assumed a de facto protection of confidentiality existed already, and which would weight the.bill without
necessarily accomplishing the purpose of the exceptions, and which, in any event,
I. do not believe an understanding 'of reality and sense of balance would lend us
to believe are really required.

However carefully drawn or intentionally limited, such a qualified hill will
in filet increase the number of such imprisonments. For just as an army of
zealous prosecutors, grand juries, judges, and other officials poured fort% from
the open floodgates of Branzburg, suddenly aware of their powers in relation to
the press, so, too, qualified legislv.tion would represent a legislative invitation
to vigorously proceed without reservation against those newsmen falling withiu
the necessarily broad categories of qualification. The number of eases would
multiply. The number of newsmen imprisoned would increase,
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

But perhaps the greater casualty to the public at large would be the continuing warfare and strife over this issue involving the news profession and
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thitse oft %Omni they report as public officials. creating- ill the efinitt ry :it large
the appearance, aura sad climate of a war of repression against the mediae; if
not in law or by law, at least in chilling belief. The strife a lid agtatizeti confusion would continue mail this question of confidentiality would again have to
be put back into the perspective in which it originally existed, back in the time
when we proceeded us a society to act as it such all exemption and right already
did exist in practice.
The confrontation will plague us bitterly under a qualified privilege no less
than in the absence of any legislation at all ; it will plague our society as bitterly
us it will affect those newsunbn actually wilt behind the prison walls ; and It
will plague us in the Congress. More Importantly, that ettufronlation would itself
impair and restrict the right of the public to information until resolved, and
snake our public faith and confidence ill our own liberties in ways which we. as a
society, and particularly' right now, can well do without after these last 10
years of national discord, dissension and strife: Titus, permitting the emergence
of a class of media martyrs, as the large publishing enterprise earlier referred
to suggests as the only acceptable remedy, allowing IleWSlitell to go to jail in
droves, has scarcely more iimrit for society than for the newsman, and col ainly
not as a gesture of anticipation that we in the Congress will prove unwilling to
find a more secure and meaningful remedy.

As the ultmiate recourse of a free press attempting to serve a free society,
it may have great merit. Awl I sadly have no doubt it will come to pass if the
Congress either fails to act or enacts only a statute that is qualified and not
absolute. For whatever the qualifications written, the problem of conscience for
the newsman remains. Little, still, is to be gained at this point from the standpoint of the news profession itself by using the last resort, Of a free, press as its
first resort. What is it that cannot be attempted legislatively now that martyrdom
will ackiieve later? And where would such a campaign of arousing public concern
lead hat back to the Congress where the issue is already presented? And is either

the Congress or the media really ready yet to consign the distinguished former
Majority Leader of the Unittiti Statet Senate, the nom William ,F. Knowiand,
now publisher of the. Oakland Tribune.,..to prison for refusal to identify sources
of information should lie be compelled to do so, and as he has indicated lie

would not do?

I, at least, am not prepared to conclude that Congress is not yet ready to

fulfill Its responsibilities to the public by preserving its right to the free .flow of

information. Should I misjudge the Congress in this respect, and should a
qualified bill emerge as the only legislative possibility, the media still has the
option of collectively requesting a presidential veto. Should the bill still be
enacted, it retains the final option of doing what it wishes to do nowallow its
reporters to go to jail in droves, something, clearly, they are individually prepared

to do in any casehoping that as a consequence the public might better understand the issue and bring its weight to bear in behalf of its own right of access
to information.
THE DIVIDED COURT

There is a corollary view to the scenario envisaged by those who believe no
bill at all and widespread jailing of newsmen might be preferable to enactment
of a qualified statute. It is that the Court is so closely divided on the issue, by a

5-to-4 vote, that the arousal of passions over a 'threat to press liberty which
might result from widespread imprisonment of- newsmen might change the
climate in which the Court might then have occasion to reconsider. Its opinion.
.Tustice Powell is thought of as the swing justice in this long -range hope. It
is imagined' that the result on a reconsideration of the issue might be different.
This is a view I think those who en:ertain it would do well not to entertain,
and which a careful reading of the dissenting as well as the majority opinions in
Branzbarg ought to quickly dispel. The dissenting opinion written by Justice
Stewart and joined in by Justices Brennan and Marshall offers no more hope of
an early construction of the First Amendment to permit an absolute exemption

for the purpose of preserving confidentiality of news sources than does the

majority opinion written by Justice White.
The division in the Court, broadly stated, is between those in the majority who

believe not even a qualified privilege -exists in the instant cases by virtue of
the First Amendment, and those in the minority who believe a qualified but" not
an absoluteexemption should be recognized, with Justice Douglas alone arguing

for the existence of an Absolute privilege as being required by the First
Amendment
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In terms of affording an absolute privilege, the division on the Court is in

actuality, therefore, eight to onenot five to four.
Moreover, the type of qualified privilege urged by Justices Stewart, Brennan
and Marshall, as spelled out in the dissenting opinion, provides no grounds for
encouragement to those who hope for an early or even eventual shift In opinion
on the Court and prefer to await such an eventuality rather than trust the will
of Congress in this matter.
For the qualifications those in the dissent on the Court would impose require
the government to show "there is probable cause to believe that the newsman has
information which is clearly relevantto a specific probable violation of law," that
it -demonstrate that the information sought cannot be obtained by alternative

means less destructive of First Amendment rights," and that it "demonstrate
a compelling and overriding interest in the information."
These were the very tests applied by the Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit in Caldwell and overturned in the majority opinion of the Supreme Court.
They are the same tests applied in some of the qualified legislation pending in
Congress to which the media rightfully exhibits gross apprenhension. Even in the

Supreme Court dissent, the caveat is added : "This is not to say that a grand
jury could not issne a subpoena until such a showing were made . .
Thus, for the news profession, even the minority's test, if adopted by the
majority of the Court and implemented, offers no comfort. For in any serious
inquiry by a grand jury, public prosecutor or other agency which is not merely
frivOlous or designed to harrass, the elements required by the test might reason-

ably be found to be virtually always present and therefore applicable to the

cases involving newsmen which are the cause of our consideration of legislation
in the first place, and which cases have already sorely demonstrated the crying
need for action to preserve the free flow of information to the public.
The criteria of the qualifications that even those in the minority on the Collet
would impose are in reality so broad as. to be almost self-fulfilling. Assuming a

newsman, relying on a contidenthil source, writes a story bringing to light a
previously nnknown illegal activity, the knowledge of which is limited to per
haps the confidential source and those persons perpetrating the illegality, the
fulfillment of the minority's test would almost flow from mere publication itself
of the news story under the reporter's by-line.
Thus, publication of the story would be sufficient to demonstrate the reporter
"has information which is clearly relevant to a specific probable violation of the
law." Existence of only a single, unidentified confidential source as the initial

basis for the story pointing to wrongdoing Might be sufficient to warrant the conclusion that the information sought by the government "cannot be obtained by
alternative means." And the possible illegality suggested in the news story itself
surely is sufficient, as the Court held it to be in Caldwell, to "deMonstrate a com-

pelling and overriding interest in the information" on the part of law enforcement agencies.

Moreover, and of critical Importance, only the government can really know
what "alternative means" might or might- not be available to it, or whether it is
acting ont of genuine necessity or mere convenience. The reporter, moving to
.quash, -N in the dark. The judge is in the dark.
That the continuation or even exacerbation' of the problem we are considering,
with respect to confidentinlity would remain inherent and unresolved, even with
the granting of a conditional privilege such as spelled out in the diSsent, wits
well recognized and stated by justice White in the majority opinion, as follows:
"Presumably, such a rule would reduce the instances in which reporters could
he required to appear, but predicting in advance when and In what circumstances
they could be compelled to do so would be difficult. Such n ;ale would alSo have
implications for the issuance of compulsory process to reporters at civil and
criminal trials and at legislative hearings. If newsmen's confidential sources are
as sensitive as they are clabned to be, the'prospect of being unmasked whenever
a judge determines the situation justifies it is hardly a satisfactory solMion to
the problem. For them; it wonid appear that only an absolute privilege would
suffice.
*

.

"In each instance where a reporter is subpoenaed to testify, the courts would
also be embroiled in preliminary factual and legal determinations with respect to
whether the proper predicate had been laid for the reporters' appearance; Is there
probable 'cause to believe a crime has been committed? Is it likely the reporter
has useful information gained in confidence? Could the grand jury obtain the
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information elsewhere? Is the official interest sufficient to outweigh the claimed
privilege.

"Thus, in the end, by considering whether enforcement of a particular law
served a "compelling" governmental interest, the courts would be inextricably
involved in distinguishing between the valne of enforcing different criminal
laws. By requiring testimony from a reporter in investigations involving some
primes but. not others, they would be making a value judgment which tt legislature has declined to make, since in each case the criminal law involved would
represent a considered legislative judgment, not cOnstitutionally suspect, of what
conduct is liable to criminal prosecution. The task of.jralges, like other officials
outside the legislative branch, is not to make the law but to uphold it in accorda net? with their oaths."

11'hat the concurring opinion of .justice Powell offers, considered in the light of
5-to-4 opinion, is an expression that 80111c First Amendment right attachCs to

the gathering of news and that state and federal authorities are not free to

"annex" the news-media as "ttn investigative arm of government." But as the
elmeurring opinion would seem to make clear, Jnstiee Powell awaits cases involving wholesale "harassment of newsmen" or grand jury investigations that
are being conducted in "bad faith " -to move any further. The sentiment, while
offering something, really does not address the present situation or offer any
remedy. For the cases which have raised the issue to our attention almost exclusively involve those in which public officials Mve proceeded in good faith
and, quite legitimately from their viewpoint and the ends of law enforcement
to be served, to seek such information from news sources.
It is worth pausing to reflect that in the one case of notoriety in which such
harassment may have occurred and such "bad faith" been present, that of the
Caldwell case. Justice Powell did not see it, and the majority found no bar to
an open-ended fishing expedition among Caldwell's notes and tapes,, in the
process striking down the-test urged in the dissent and which in fact had been
applied by the appellate court which ruled in Caldwell's favor.
In suta; those who prefer to hope that a changed climate might produce a reverse decision by the Supreme Court, and those in the media who therefore wish
to forego the risk of a qualified privilege emerging from the Congress instead of
an absolute one, have little to look forward t, in my opinion.. At best, after a
decade of public dissension and the jailing of innumerable reporters. they might
obtain from the Court, at most, the same qualified privilege they are fearful of
obtaining from Congress.
CONGRESS IS ONLY RECOURSE

If there is to be an absolute privilege, as I believe there must. be and as the

news profession obviously feels there must be, it is only from this Congress, and

not from the Court, I submit, that an absolute privilege can practically be ob-

tained, whether now or later. Moreover, I believe it can be obtained now, because
I believe the public necessity for it can be overwhelmingly demonstrated, and because I have some faith in my colleagues on issues of overriding bipartisan Concern involving the structure itself of our free society and its balances.
It should be equally apparent that the view held by some that Congress ought
not to enact legislation because, "What Congress gives, Congress can later take
away," is not a view that offers any constructive hope of remedy for the situation
that presently exists, either now or at any point in the determinable future giVen
the 8-to-1 character of the opinlens which were handed down by the Court on the
question of an absolute privilege.
To argue that Congress ought not to be invited now to enact even an absolute

privilege because it may at some point in the future qualify it is a futile and
Self-defeating

exercise, it seems to me, which leave: us wlf-11 no constructive solu-

tion at all to the Problem that exists. It may well be th"'s it will take "eternal
vigilance' to preserve an absolute privilege if it is enacted now. But I suggest
that what may be lacking now is "present vigilance."

At the same time, the fact that Congress can later modify and alter Its work
in an argument, I believe, for Congress to begin initially in legislating on this
historic question by enacting the strongest, not the weakest protection: To enact
an absolute protection now would be most in keeping with the spirit of the First
Amendment we have so zealously safe-guarded histor:^ally. If experience proves
there really is a need to include exceptions to the privilege which have not appeared to be required in the past even When a protection of confidentiality was
honored in practice, we can later amend. But why begin the effort to preserve a
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free flow of information, now threatened, by enacting the most feeble protection
in consequence of our concern over the assault on the spirit of the First Amendwept? To enact less than clear and firm protection while maintaining that we
ean always, later, restore more freedom and more of what was lost in Braitzburg
if we wish, is to fundamentally misunderstand freedom itself 1 believe.
The future is never the time to ensure freedom.
l'as:t experience with honoring confidential newsgathering relationships has
given no such compelling* grounds for apprehension as seems to suddenly exist.

no -does it fulfill the more creative fears now summoned by imaginative hypotheses that unless we make innumerable exceptions to a privilege, reporters
will not tell us about imminent nuclear attack as learned from a confidential
source; that innocent men will go to the gas ehamber while reporters stay
silent; that Mafia chieftains will begin writing boaks to obtain the privilege from

testifying (in Addition to the Fifth Amendineut privilege) and that all other
manner of horror to society will occur. Experience has been !he opposite. An
unfettered press has instead functioned to positively preserve and safeguard all
the other values of our society.
In approaching its historic work, Congress should err on the side of preserving
lhal; which ue have known and that, which has worked, and err on the side of
preserving libertynot on the side of diminishing it in wayth that could represent
a loss forever.
Phis is perhaps the appropriate place to clearly indicate that it is a problem
for Congress to face as much- or more than the media. It is obviOnsly understandable that with the imprisonment of reporters, the media is immediately
concerned and affected in the most extreme way. As professional newsmen-concerned professionally with getting information to the public, it is equally under-

standable that the media wishes to find appropriate means to continue to

guarantee their capsteity to do so.

But, in the final analysis, it is not, as they recognize, their rights individually
that are of paramount public interest, but. the right of the public itself to the

continued free flow of information. It is therefore peculiarly up to those of us in
the Congress, as constitutional guarnittors of liberty, to act in behalf of the public
right to information whether certain elements in the press think it to be untimely
in a political sense, misguided in a legislative sense, unnecessary hi a constitutional sense, or in any specific form, undesirable in a -substantive sense.
The same answer addresses itself, I believe, to the reservation expressed by
some 3-Leathers of Congress that-we ought not to act when the media itself is
divided over the desirability of legislation and when a consensus as to the particular form of legislation among those who do favor it has not yet emerged.
In the list month, I believe a consensus has in fact begun to emerge mid that
it is behind the effort to enact absolute, unqualified legislation. The American
Society of Newspaper Editors, which had previously regarded the prospect dubiously, has now moved to support enactment of an unqualified privilege. Similarly,
Sigma. Delta Chi, along with spokesmen for the electronic news media and Dr.
Frank, Stanton- of CBS, and many others, have now called of enactment of the
strongest bill possible. I believe, this shift will continue and that the consensus
will become even greater.
But whether it does or not, the answer must still be that such a. consensus is
not relevant to the fulfillment of our responsibilities in the Congress, on whom
falls the requirement of moving now to protect the right of the public to the free
flow of information. That is the compelling and transcendent need we inust now
net to guarantee as coetinal custodians of liberty, whether certain large publishers
rise to the challenge threatening this public right as quickly and clearly as one
might wish or not. And I am not persuaded that certain large publishing ventures
and media corporations have responded, at least initially, as courageously as we
might have wished or expected, or even as have those individual newsmen who
chose jail rather than violate their conscience and. canon of ethics.
It is perhaps understandable that the attorneys in the BraimInfro, and Caldwel/
cases before the Supreme Court did not even raise the issue of an absolute protection afforded by the First Amendment, though briefs filed by theAmerican
Society of Newspaper Editors and others did make tame ease. It is understandably
incumbent on an attorney, nevertheless, to raise that defense which best accommodates itself to those areas of ease law offering hope for the most favorable
possible verdict on behalf of clients who are threatened with imprisonment. Less
understandable has been the appalling timidity with which the editorial boards
of certain large newspapers have reacted, a .thuidity exhibited, oddly, by some of
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our most powerful, lutist wealthy and most ostensibly liberal publishing ventures,

rather than by the countless medium-sized, less powerful and pesnmaidy less
liberal Of our daily and weekly newspapers thronghout the country. Whatever
t he exidanitVon nifty lie for the diverse response on the part of the media, it. is
similarly irrelevant to ion responsibilities. it is for us in the Congress to preserve
and protect the free how of information and the liberties of our people whether
those in tire media are slow or quick to more to prolis.t tlaofe same liberties,
NN bother they are divided or together in pursuit of the remedy.
In fully understanding our responsiiiiiity and the public need that impels enactment. of an absolute privilege, I think we would do well to ask the significance
to be attached in the event we do not do so and the practical result proves to be
other than the fears to which I have given voice.

Alternative possibilities do exist to the prospect that large numbers of our
newsmen might face the threat of imprisonment.
DIMINISHED NEWS

One alternative is that they will not in fact end up in prison. Perhaps large
numbers may comply with the mondates of the law and public agencies and
reveal confidential news sources which. in time, will dry up, cease t.:) exist, or

otherwise become unavailable for the enlightenment of the public. Or newsmen
may simply avoid the choice imposed between their conscienee and the law by no
longer undertaking the vigorous and robust investigative role IThey have in the
past. Or sources themselves may determine the issue by no longer making in
formation available to the press. Most likely, all these eventualities will occur in
combine tion.

Under any of these alternatives, the public losesperhaps far more than if our
prisons, in fact, became filled with newsmen who, at least, performed the function of continuing to get information to the public on their way to jail, and even
as their yet-unjailed fellow reporters continued to perform this vital function, if
in ever dwindling numbers.
If the prospect of filling our jails with newsmen is properly thought to have
a "chilling effect" on freedom of the press, the absence of newsmen from those
same jails in compliance with wholesale summonses to produce confidential information might properly mark.a permeating narcosis in the stream of information consciousness to the public, a pail and slumber that would pose a danger to
oar liberties of immeasurable extent.
For we in the public would no longer know, after a time, what and how much
we did not know. It is sufficient to illustrate the ease to note how little we in the
Congress knew for years about our growing involvement in Southeast Asia, andstill do not know. Not until publication of the Pentagon Papers did we begin to
suspect the eXtent of the .official misinformation that-had been given us and the
extent of our own ignorance, step by step, as we helped contribute blindly towards
the creation of that tragedy. The result of wholesale termination of investigative.
reporting would be, domestically, to plunge us all into the same dark 'Ignorance
over our own public .affairs at home, be it in the Nation's capital-or in the small
towns and villages across this country ; while those in power and with official
responsibilities retreated further and further from accountability ; and public
policies, increasingly forged by a few, unknowo to the nuu.y, profoundly shaped
and determined our lives at home and shaded ti'c future of liberty for generations.
As long as newsmen continue to go toijail. we will at least know what we would
have lost had they not done so. At the moment they, in compliance with our fail-

ure to enact anything less titan an absolute privilege, stop going to jaileither
because their sources no longer exist or because they choose the la w over their
. conscienceat that moment we begin- to descend together as a society into the
vacuum of powerlessness at home to match the powerlessness we have experienced in trying to extricate ourselves abroad.

While some newsmen might comply with the mandates of the law, there is
little doubt that ninny others will, in fact, go to jail. The canon of ethics enacted
by the American Newspaper Guild in 1934 reads as follows: "That newspapermen shall refuse to reveal confidences Or disclose souses of confidential information in court of before other judicial or investigatory bodies, and that the news-

paperman's duty to keep confidences shall include those he shared with one
employer a fterhe has changed his employment."
The final remaining alternative is perhaps the most fearful of all. It is that, in
any event, we wfil'prove not to-care,
.
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it is necessary. I think, Hint we all fully understand the scope of the kind of
public information we are talking about %Alia' is tat stake ill Our cmsideration of

.

legislative remedies, as well as in our appreciation of the broader social implications which would result from our failure to enact absolute protection of confidential newsga thering relationships and activities.
The following summary, compiled through the energetic and exhaustive efforts
of my distinguished colleague in the other body. Senator Alan Cranston, is worth
inserting even in this already lengthy_statement at tlzis point because of its extreme importance and direct bearing on these questions. Senator Cranston, who
has sponsored in the Senate the same legislation I have introduced in the HouSe
in behalf of an absolute privilege, has compiled the information in an effort to
illustrate the kinds of stories investigative reporters write or broadcast, the results of those stories, and the true beneficiaries the public. ICNX Radio in Los
Angeles, explaining that both their news and editOriat departments rely on confi-

dential sources, lists some recent editorials which they say would not have
happened without a confidential tip to start with. These editorials included:
An illegal appointment to the City Planning Commission.

An alle:.ed financial flinatin behind the Los Angeles Convention Center.
The details of a land swap that suggested.a secret deal between city hall
and an oil company.
The unfair and illegal destruction of.a park.

The exploitation of a tribe of Indians by some judges, lawyers and a major

bank.

The parking ticket mess that jails innocent people in Los Angeles.
The beating up of a student editor by the UCLA student body president.
The threats made against police officers by n group of professors.

The attempt by an Assenthlynzan to create a new Assembly district for

one of his friends.

In its first full year of monition, the Boston Globe's four-man investigative
team published reports that resulted. alumna- other things, in :

119 indictments against 27 people, including three forwer city mayor( n
a city auditor ;
Passage of legislation requiring the. State Turnpike Authority to put ;air
projects out for competitiv:± bidding;
A probe of scandalous land speculaticatin another Massachusetts city by
the District Attorney's office.
Newsday conducted a three-year investigation and expot,t of secret land deals
. in eastern Long Island which led to a series of criminal convictions, discharges
and resignations among public and political officeholders in the area.
Therecent CBS Special, "The Mexican Connection," revealed narcotics smug.
gling practices which enabled the government to more effectively curtail those
pradices.
Two reporters and a photographer for the Philadelphia. Bulletin exposed collusion between police and numbers racket operators.
David Burnham o the New York Times exposed widespread police corruption

in that city and initiated flue present department-wide .cleansing of criminal
influences.

It was nes .paper stories that produced the clues that led to arrests in the

Yablonski murder case.

The Riverside (Calif.) Press-Enterprise won the Pulitzer Prize a few years
ago when it exposed corruption in the courts in connection with the handling of
property and estates of a local Indian tribe.
And here is a five-year record of revelations of widespread corruption in government by the Los Anodes Times, revelations which, in the editors' -own-words.
"depended heavily on the trust placed in Times reporters by hundreds of news
KM revs" :

In 1967, an investigation Af a proposed World Trade Center on Terminal
Island led to a grand jury inquiry and the indictment of four commissioners.
In 1968, an investigation of the Recreation and Parks Commission resulted
in the indictment and conviction of a commissioner.
.

Iu 1908, an investigation of the Rapid Transit District led to the indict-

ment of two men who had arranged the sale of surplus equipment at a cutrate price.
f
In 1909, an investigation disclosed that a Los Angeles city planning commissioner and the city planning director had ioined a group of developers and
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had bought land for speculative purposes on t!*.e site of as proposed airport at
Imdale.

la 1909. an investigation disclesed irregularities in the Beverly Ridge
Estates development financed by Teamster Union pension fumis in the

Santa Monica Mountains.

In 1971, an investigation disclosed waste and mismanagement in the de-

velopment of the Queen Mary as a maritime museum.

And last June, an investigation disci. .ed speculative land investor
based on inside information by Anaheim's city manager and public works director who played key roles in planning public works that boosted the value
of their property.
f:FFECT OF S01710CES

Similarly, it is vital to understand the chilling effect on the ability of newsmen

to obtain such stories which is already resulting front the absence of any

guarantee of confidentiality.
William Thomas, Editor of the Los Angeles Tinter, cited jest one such instance
in a recent speech reprinted in t lie newspaper Ike. 24, 1972:

".liter literally years of trying to find a businessman willing to tell in detail

lue.v he (lid business with a public agency, we persuaded one to do so as a public
service. Anonymously, of course, for he wanted to continue to be a businessman.
"Two weeks ago, long after this story was published, he called me and asked if
these stories about the judges and newsmen's sources meant he laced the danger
of retroactive identification. He was serious, and he was afraid.

"Do Son think this respectible man, and others like him and others not so
respectable, will ever tell what they know to a newspaper again? And if they
don't, do you think that you will ever hear through any other avenue what it
is that they have to tell you?
-At the time of the riots, can you imagine the people of Watts talking frankly
with us about their troubles with the police, or educators talking candidly about

the schools there, to mention only a few, if they knew we might be forced to

publicly identify them?"
The following example was cited in an article by Mark R. Arnold carried in the

National Observer of Dec. 30, 1972: "CBS wanted b interview a 'cheating
%velfn re mother in Atlanta for a network White Paper oa public assistance. Pro-

ducer Ike Kleinerman agreed to disguise her voice an:1 appearance. But the
woman, fearing prosecution, demanded a pledge that the network would not diridge her name if supoenaed to do so. Kielnerman called CBS's legal counsel in
New York and was-told the network couldn't guarantee to protect the woman's
identity. The interview was cancelled."

As Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter William Jones of the Chicago. Tribune
dotes: "Anonymity is essential. It is frequently the first question asked by
a potential confidential source in the first telephone conversation. If you can't'
guarantee it you will probably never hear from the source again."

From just the foregoing, minor sampling, it takes little imagination to realize
and appreciate that the variety and scope of public information subject to loss
in a climate where confidetial sources can no longer be protected cuts across
virtually every other interest of a free society, in all of its activities, and in
which the need to know and to possess this kind of information is an abeolute
requirement to remain functioning as a free society.

There is no way selectively to qualify which kinds of information must re-

main free to reach the public under pledges of confidentiality, and which may lie
dispensed with in order to serve some other nubile purpose. To even attempt to

draw such distinctions, judicially or legislatively, is to bring down the whole
structure, which, antithetically, is exactly what the phrase "free flow of in-

formation" means, and what it is.
It i6 for this same reason that Harvard Law Professor Paul Freund was moved
to observe that: "It is impossible to write a- qualified newsman's privilege. Any
qualification cregass loopholes which will destroy the privilege:"

The ambiguities of interpretation and application alone would prove endless

and destroy the privilege.
As Senator Cranston nutted in hia,previous testimony before the subcommittee:

"A pending Senate bill would deny the protection in cases where there is "a
threat to human life". . . But what constitutes a threat to human life? Is
bad meat sold to the public a threat to human life?"
The erosion alone of successive judicial interpretations would prove sufileleat
to erase the meaning of any privilege.
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It was styled well. I think. by Justice Dough:, in Lis dissent. in the lInt
rycez,l wcIl dee ,sion: "SHater or later any test which provid..s less sham blanket pr.,.
tee;ien to holifs and associations will be twisted and relaxed so as I. provide.
virtually no protection at all. As Justice Holmes noted in Abrams v. United Stat.s.
such was the fale of the "clear and present danger" test %Odell ine had coined in

seltenck v. United Stales. Eventually, that formutla was so watered down thrt

the danger had to he neither clear nor present but merely 'not improbable'."
ivy!) all this, one might still not press the case for enactment of an 'absolute
privilege, if it could he convincingly shown that some equivalent gain in some other
aspect of the public good might be served through compelling newsmen to reveal
t heir OW fidoptial sources of information and newsgathering activities.
But it has yet to be shown what other right might be protected. or what public

gain might be achieved, tlfat would not also disappear in proportion to the

speed with which news sources disappeared :under threat of exposure and as the
press ceased to have access to them.

It is important to note at this point that the effect of eliminating the con-

fidentiality of sources 'on the ability to procure information has not been seriously

contested, and was not contested in the Caldwell or Bran:burg eases. The
golvrnmnt has not argued that the imminence of sources drying up claimed
by the news profession is erroneous. There is no contention this will not occur or
is not occurring. Rather, the government in these cases has, in effect, merely as-

serted it wants the information. anyway, so long as it is available. however
short n time that may be, simply because it is entitled to it. I is further content
to rest on the simple insistence that newsmen. like other citizens. are required to
provide information on criminal misdeeds. before federal grand juries just like
other citizens, the view also preferred by the majority of the Court.
The piddle policy implications of the government's positionand of the opin-

ion of Justice White, in wrIting for the majoritydefy comprehension. For the
limited period of time in which the prosecution of sonic offenders might l en-

hanced thruagh the forced testimony of newsmen before the value disnppearr .15
the newsman's confidential sources disappear, we are asked to permanently give
up the value to society as n whole that comes from the free flow of information:
In the end, we are left with neither the benefit of the confidential news source we
force repo2ters to identify, nor the news stories which p-evionsly would have resulted by permitting that relationship of confidentiality to continue.
It is axiomatic that if confidential .1m,..1 sources dry up, newsmen no longer
have either the investigative brand of reporting which contributes so basically to

a free society nor the testimony to contribute to grand juries whicyli resulted
from their reliance on confiedeutial relationshipS: Law enforcement is no longer
enhancedand a vital component of public knowledge and dialogue is obliterated.
rAw ENTORCEMElk;T

The inescapable conclusion at this point is tlmt both the objective of law enforcement and the necessity of preserving a free flow of information to the piddle
are no longer met and that we are poorer on all counts than had we preserved the
confidentiality of 1103% sources. For presumably, even prosecutors. police depart-

ments, grand juries and judges, as part of the public, need to know and remain
aware of those cross-currents of information and discourse affecting all aspects of
the public life of the community which] is the peculiar function of. investigative
reporting, based on use of confidential sources and independent newsgathering
activity, to provide. It is tc, the advantage of law enforcement offieials, also. to
remain free to rend newspapers articles describing the inner working; :.. motivations, plans and personalitios associated with. for example, the Rim Pantlfe..s.
Absent the general flow of snfth information to them as to the rest of the public,
. an it be seriously suggested that the overall' competence and ability of law enforcement is anything but diminished by lack of such regular knowledge? Can it
be seriously maintained that a random use of reporters' testimony in a given ease.
or a dozen cases. prior to the disappearance of reporting based on pledges of donfiedentiality, could ever be weighed favorably against the general loss of all those
various kinds of information which perhaps led in the first place to the very case
in which the newsman's testimony wasfeompelleo, a.Ad to scores of others where it

was not?

As Senator Cranston persuasively observed :
"Once you make an exception (to the privilege), say an exception for murder,
then it is highly improbable that any informant having information about a mur.
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der will !.ftlk to a newsmanor to anyone elseif that inforthant wants to remain
a n ()unions.

"Bet if the protection of anonymity is absolute. tlosipeop!e who have eonfidentist hformation about a murder will continue to Come forward and will ,smlinue to provide useful information leading to the prosemition and et strict ion of
mudeters."
Agr,in, one has only to review the scope and variety of the kinds of investigative stories which regularly appear exposing illegality, corroption and criminal
wrongdoing in Naves both high and low, in the variety of our institutions, poblic
trod private, and affecting society across the board in re -Ilion to almost any pursuit, to appreciate the quite possibly irreplaceable aid to law enforcement provided by a free and unfettered press. To restrict this flow of inforination would be
to leave law enforcement offleials no less that the rest of us inereasiugly ignorant
and uninformed about what is taking place in society and in our communities and.
st wellies Ily, ignorant of the wide range of illegal activities regularly brought to
one attention not by police depsrtments in the first instance. but by the press.
To obliterate this irreplaceable aid to the general objectives of law enforcement in order to secure, for a short time, random testimony from newst on in a
few isolated cases. would be a loss to law enforcement in general for u Mull it
would appear impossible to compensate.

We cannot, quite obviously, predict the run effect of a failure by the Congress
to act, or of the enactment of n merely qualified statute which would, in its effect
on confidentiality of sources, be equivalent to inaction. But we know the effect

can be nothing other than great and, most impotnintly, that if we wait to act
until the
is upon 11S and the damage done, some portion of our loss will prove

irretrievable, and for possibly a very long or permanent length of time.
As Justices Stewart, Bresnan and Marshall noted in their dissent ;
`he deterrence may not ()cm in every confidential relationship between a reporter and hiss source. But ,t will certainly occur in certain types of relationships
involving sensitive and coJtroversial.matters, And such relationships are vital to

the free flow of information.
"To require any greater burden of proof is to shirk our duty to protect values
securely embedded in the Constitution. We cannot await on unequivocaland
therefore unattainableimprimatur from empirical studies. We can and must
accept the evidence developed in the record, and elsewhere, that overwhelmingly
supports the premise that deterrence will occur with regularity in important types
of newsgathering relationships.
"Thus, we cannot escape the conclusion that when neither the reporter nor his
source can rely on the shield of confidentiality aghlust unrestrained use of the
grandlury's subpoena power, valuable information will not be published and
the public:dialogue will Inevitably be Impoverished."
Despite these findings, it is nonetheless argued by some. apparently with seriousness, that. even so, reporters ought to be compelled to testify simply to make
them subject in this instance to the same requirements imposed on all citizens.
Some, perhaps understandably, might' find a sort of perverse, Puritan or even
political satisfaction merely in insisting that reporters be made to behave just like
everybody else, and regardless of the broader social conseauenees that might
result from a sharp diminution of the free flow of Information to the public. I
suggest we cannot afford the indulgence of such feelings if we find any serious
merit In the preservation of a free and democratic society,
There are others who !tite this same argument, minus such perverse motives.
and who genuinely find it ajectionable to permit an exemption for confidentiality
of sourees. They note tie . the right to freedom of the press is not "absolute" and
properly note the reqtarements of balancing conflicting rights. This in essence is

whist tip majority of the Court in Branzbug held when it stated: "The public

has a right to every man's evidene."

GRAND JURIES

But if freedom of the press is not an absolute, In conflict with other rights held
by the people neither, as Justices Stewart. Brennan and Marshall pointed out. is
the power of the public, through the grand jury, absolute to compel "every man's
evidence." As they stated it :
"Yet the longstandirig rule making every person's evidence available to the
grand jury is not absolute. The rules ha; been limited by the Fifth Amendment
the Fourth Amendment, and the evidentiary privileges of the common law. So it
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was that in Blair, after recognizing that the right against compulsory self-

incrimination prohibited certain inquiries. the Court noted that "some confidential matters are shielded from considerations of policy, and perhaps in other rosca
for svcial reasons a witness may be excused front telling all he knows.
This Court has erected such safeguards when government, by legislative investigation or other investigative means. has attempted to pierce the shield of
privacy inherent in freedom of association.
Similarly, the associational rights of private individuals, which have been the
prime focus of our First Amendment decisions in the investigative sphere, are

hardly more important than the First amendment rights of mass circulation
newspapers and electronic media to disteminate ideas and information, and of

tbe general public to receive them.
Moreover, as the majority opinion iself noted : "The public through Its elected

and appointed law enforcement officers regularly utilizes informers, and in
proper circumstances may asset a privilege against disclosing the identity of

these informers."
The distinction the majority finds between the protection of the confidentiality

of police informers, apart from the fact it is only a qualified and discretionary
privilege. and between the protection of confidential news sources, is flint :
"The purpose of tile privilege (for pollee informers) is the furtherance of the
public interest in effective law enforcement. The privilege recognizes the obligation of citizens to communicate their knowledge of the commission of crimes to
law enforcement officials and, by preserviw. their anonymity. encourages them
to perform that obligation. (Roviaro v. United States, 19:;71." And :
"There is little before us indicating Mat informants whose interest in avoiding exposure is that it may threaten job security, personal safety, or peace of
Inlaid. would in fact be in a worse posith.o. or would think they would be. If
they risked placing their trust in public officials as well as reporters. We doubt
if the informer who prefers anonymity but is sincerely interested in furnishing
evidence of crime will always or very often be deterred by the prospect of dealing with those public authorities characteristically charged with the duty to
protect the public interest as well as Ids."

I wish I could find this view anything other than naivr, and insensitive to the
realities of our society as its exists and to how the press actually functions in a
free society, because it is frightening, at least to me, that this na'viete could exist
on the level of the Supreme Court of the United States. I confess to reacting with

n sort of freedom of speechlessness to the view enunciated.

Of course, one would always prefer to imagine as the Court does. our public
officialz and law enforcement agencies cart in a role as sensitive proleetor cif
the fate of confidential sources of wrongdo7,iv, fully as able as the press to safeguard them and, also. as elected or appointed officials, able to act as the true

agents of the public in determining the balance that ought to exist in any

given instance between the right of the public to depend on confidential information from informants for its flow of information and the other rights of society
against which that right is to be balanced.
But what of the example of, let us say.- the young patrolman with knowledge
of widespread corruption in his precinct or department and who, being fearful
for his job and possibly for his life, turns to a newsparer,reporter to Make that
corruption known in return for a pledge of anonymity? How ninny articles have
we all read by investigative reporters exposing burglary rings operating in some
of our major metropolitan police departments. or large-scale pay-offs reaching
even to higher ups in the police department. or into a district attorney's office,
or a mayor's office? If w;:, :.re that patrolman. uncertain of the honesty perhaps
even of his superiors, and certain of retaliation by other officers. perhaps some
not even known.to him. to whom does he carry his story, knowing that in safety

and anonymity, he eau make the existence of this corruption known to the
public?
I am afraid he does not. in Justice White's antiseptic view. "risk placing his
trust in public officials" of whose honesty he may be gravely apprehensive. He
gnes to the press. At least, he does so now. In
absence of the press. I think
he goes to no one.

This is the second aspect in which the free flow of information provided by
the press serves law enforcement. I thinkas a check and balance within our

society against the abuses by law enfOrcement officials themselves and by others
holding public trust.
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It cannot be thought that the public administration of justice would have
been served had not sources within police departments over the years, under a
pledge of confidentiality, provided the basic information by which newspiipers
have exposed widesr.rend corruption in majlr metropolitan departments wit all
to frequent and frightening regularity.
The effect achieved by those who would have us cease to guarantee the eonfidentiality of sources of news would be to terminate also that check and balance
Oli the administration of justice, when there is very evidence we need desperately
to preserve It
Moreover, either in law or In practice, we have reeognize.I for good reason and

sound purposes of public policy other exceptions to the ru'es that, "The public
has a right to every man's evidence." And despite an overriding and compelling
iodide need that demonstrably and unquestionably justifies compulsion of citizens in other ways, if considered only in a limited context, we have nonetheless
recognized the value of exemptions to otherwise-universal requirements of the
Thus, considered alone and only in its own context, the public indeed superificially might appear to have an overriding need and right of certain information
which may be in the possession of newsmen.

Yet, to take an example of a completely different context, perhaps no greater
need or national interest existed in World War II than to compel every able
bodied man to come to the defense of the country, under mortal attack. Even in
that critical hour, however, when the nation labored for its very existence, we
recognized the validity and importance of an exemption from combat for conscientious objectorsan exemption provided not so much for their benefit as
for the importance in a larger way to our own society, even under attack, of
preserving and respecting the quality of individual COliSeivnee and the brotnier
substance of liberty.

Surely, in some cases, it might he said an overriding public interest would
justify compelling; a wife to testify against her husband. a priest ugainst the
penitent, the lawyer against his client, the doctor against his patient, or the
defendant against himselfand I note that the Supreme Court is at least remaining consistent by its issuance of the revised rules governing federal courtroom procedure in which some of these ancient privilegs also appear destined
to be wiped away unless Congress acts. These privileges may have been variously

founded and thereby variously applied. But there is no question but that there
is attached to these relationships a special character even within the functioning' of the processes of justice, to one degree or another, ranging from the absolute mandated by the Constitution to the dispensation merely. observed in
usual praCtice. The point remains that, however founded, and with whatever
degree of observance, we recognize in principle the value and haportanee to so
ciety of certain exemptions for the benefit of other and broader social values.
They involve the very texture and fabric of the kind of,society to which we aspire
and presume, and we weigh thebe considerations apart front the immedintely
pressing, requirements of law enforcement or judicial proeess.

Certainly the public interest in preserving the free flow of information is of
sufficient importance to place a privilege involving the confidentiality of newsg.lhering and sources of information into this category. Neither is the concern

insubstantial in contemplating the effect on souiet and on the free flow of

information by futilely attempting to le the law to eompel tt regular violation
of the profession canon of ethics and the -individual conscience of newsmen,
on a wholesale basis, in order to serve an altogether new' function for the purposes of law enforcement, which until 1099 did not seem to he required to fulfill its objectives. To use the machinery of the judicial and law enforcement processes now-in these new and uncharted directions, impint,ing ou the functioning
of confidential newsgathering relationships nod activitios, is to inject into our

society a requirement at odds with newsmen's conscience, putting that exercise of
conscience by newsmen against the requirements and dower of law and government, with no rational expectation of public gain and with the certainty of WImeasurable public loss.
If it is said that law 7..s.forcement will crumble unless we compel newsmen to
violate their conscience by providing information sought by the state, it was als
:maintained during World War II that this country would succumb unless eonscientiotts objectors were made to fight. But we did come to recognize the geunlue
demands of conscience of certain objectors. The country did not succumb. Neither

will law enforcement in our country crumble if it cannot have access to confidential newsgathering information on a scale it has never either required or
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had in the past, or unless it can - routinely jail reporters who
reason of their
canon of ethics and as an act of conscience exercised on behalf, not of themselves. but of the public. refuSo to betray their sources of it. f.
or the
their function as newsmen.
There ate Iwo reniaining areas III orinsidering all absolute privilege 11.111ell trio
lelc even s.nne sytapathetie with the purpeses of such a statute. and these involve
t
impact on the laws of !Niel and on the rights of criminal defendants.
int egri: .

AIWA OF MEL

enilsidering IIn area of libel first, I think we need to separate in our C11/1Sidelt Inn tho,,e libel actions arising out of eases involving nonpublic figures from those

arising 41W- of eases involving public figures, and where the Supreme Conrt
derision in Yew York Times v. Sullivan stretched the permissible limits of
published (4)111111011i: invnlyIng public figures and correspondingly laid down aI

requienielli that "Mimi malice" be proven by the plaintiff as the requirement

. for a revertible verdict.

It seems to me in the first instanee that the question involving the proposed
privilege does not arise, or, itit arises, that it does so to the detriment of the
newsman who might find himself the defendant in a libel action brought by O.
non - public Um,' and where the tests of Sullivan are inapplicable. Where his
defense still rests with a showing he acted truthfully, with good motives and
for justifiable.ends, the reliance his defense may need to place on confidential
sources remains a matter for his own conscience and possibly his instinct for a

de defense verdict.
favorable
In the cases to which Yen? York Times v. Sullivan would 'Jo applicable. however, the example is raised 'in which a public figure is burdered as a plaintiff by

the necessity of demonstrating actual malice by a newsman, and that the only
menus of proving that actual malice may be to require the disclosure of confidential sources and/or to subpoena newsgathering materials. The Wife was
directly raised most recently in Cervantes v. Time, Inc., 404 F. 2d 986 (8th Cir.
1972, cert. den. Jan. 15, 1973.) The point is made that it might be extremely
difficult for a plaintiff to obtain a favorable verdict in the. absence of an ability
to compel disclosure. In some cases, this might be true.

Yet I think it is important not to lose sight of the basic fact that the very

purpose in Sullivan, intended by the Court was to make it more 411ficult for public

figures to obtain relief, m, justification being the necessity to maintain the

freest possible flow of infon-ation to the public regarding those who,- by virtue

of being public figures ant willingly accepting the burdens of office or other
social responsibil. function in r. democratic dimension rhich requires greater
subjection to the
or exposure, speculation, commentary and public

judgment.
Those who feel enactment of an absolute, unqualified privilege to:- newsmen

would place an impoSsible or unfair burden on plaintiffs hi the Surliven-type

ease overlook the present state of the law in such libel actions involving newsuum.

That state is ambiguous at best. B" under the ruling in Cervantes, it. is elear
that even at present and without
proposed absolute, unqualified shield bill
that a plaintiff does not necessarily have a right to obtain confidential information from the newsman against whom the suit is brought in an effort to meet
his burden of showing actual malice unless he can make "a concrete demon-

stration the the identity of defense news sources will lead to persuasive evidence

on the Issue of illative."

The reasoning of the Court was that: "(t)o compel a newsman to breach a
confidential relationship merely because a libel suit has beeiNled against him
would sewn inevitably to lead to an excessive restraint on the scope of legitimate
newstothering activity."
However much the plight of public figures might arouse the empathy. Relish. re
concern and sympathetic regard of those of us who are Congressmen. the eonte; n

expressed in this area does not seem to me to have such validity as tc eer-

weigh, either in scale or principle, the compelling need to preserV5 the public's
right to the free, fio;v of information and which requires enactment of an abso-

lute privilege.

I suggest. in fact, that much of the concern over.. enacting an absolute and
unqualified shield law which does not carry an exception for the libel area

really reflects a concern with the consequences of the various court decisions in
Sullivan and. in Cervantes,- together with perhaps a lack of appreciation also of
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the current r .ate of libel law, which well insulates under Cerrantes the newsman
from whom information would be compelled; for the burden the plaintiff must
meet under 4..,(wvaittcs in the effort to compel such disclosure' is realty as (Whoa
and arduous as the need to show actual malice in that lie must first show by
substantial evidence that "there are strong reasons to doubt the veracity of the
(undisclosed) defense informant or the accuracy of his remwts." -161 P. 2d at lin
We ought not to use this legislation as the vehicle to respond to ,our concern,
if It exists, with the complex issues growing out of the specific decisions reached
. by the courts in the libel area where newsmen are Involved. It seems well agreed

among legal experts on libel that if we do not Include a provision dealing
with libel in this bill, the present libel laws as Interpreted and applied still

pertain and the newsman still must answer to the snit brought alleging libel,
and the current court findings applicable to disclosure still apply. Cengtis ought
particularly to he warx, of including language which could lave the cued of
making confidential sources even more open to compelled disclosure than the
courts presently would do in light of the constitutionally protected metion
attached to newsgathering. Our intrusion in this area at all would very likely,
in my judgment, have that effect, and I would think that would Not be our intent.
If it is correct, as many maintain, that the definition of public figure is now so
broad as to include just about anyone whose name appears in print. the remedy,

I suggest, lies in altering the laws dealing with libel or b,. some action, through

changing the burden or standards of proof required or other means. narrow the
applicability of the Sullivan- tests to those who legitimately ought to have to
make a
showing by virtue of being public figures in the genuine and
originally ha ittled sense..
To attempt to deal with the question; i»stead, int.this legislation. designed
to respond to a particular problem, and designed to presort c.% the ability of the
press to provide a free flow of information to the public, would lie ns undesirai;10
as it would unwieldy, very likely defeating the purpose or the legislation itself.
For to grant an exemption in this bill for cases of libel, would to far greater
damage even than the fact it would,. for the first time,.:oid again with all the
force of statute, lay down a requirement that confidentitl sources be disclosed
more absolute and ,M) recognizant of the newsgatherIng function to -be Protected'
than even the court in Ceitantes has done..:,_
It would, in addition and `instead, invite any public figure embarassed by an
expose; perhaps, of his Official'eonduct and anxious to find. out who provided the
information exposing. him,. to alimily bring It libel suit and thereupon.dommd the
identity of the confidential source, Thus an- exception for- the libel area perhaps .
more than -in any other in whieh-ex-ceptions are proposed would effectively wipe.
out, with-the broadest possible ..roke, the meaning of.anylegislation. It would
destroy not preservethe confidentiality of newsgathering relationships as
would iothing-else. Its iinnact would be.mOre- adverse than Branzbnrg. It would
go further _than Congresshas ever 'gone, and in a negative way. Because, as
the United 'States Court of Appeals
the.Second Circuit recognized in Baker v.
.tE F Investment, supra, in denying a motion to compel disclosure by a journalist
in a civil action, an absolute positfve
requirement of disclosure does not presently
exist in federal laW. With the enactment of an exception in this legislation for
such civil areas, in my judgment, such a positive requirement _would, 'for the
first time, then exist.
I do not -believe that is what even those concerned with the impact on libel
cases intend. But I.belIeve that wound -be result of Making such an 'exce7tion.-..
Moreover:- grave doubt -.as to constitutionality 'would exist, I believe. were
the Congress to compel disclosure in narqunlifications it included in ways beyond
what the -courts. have already behi -might be Corepelled by virtue of the .First
Amendment nature that attaches to newsgathering and which affords it special
protection, Including. as indicated in-Cervantes, protection wider some circum.

.

stances fOr confidentiatity.

Congress, therefore, confronts complex constitutional questions wherever it

might seek to limit the shield or specifically delineate exceNious. They are rynes
tions, in may judgment, Congress
need not confront, and ought not to confront, In

this legislation. What, it ought to confront iw the-clear constitutional suitability;

as the'majority found it to exitit in Branzbarg, to enact tt. shield la* for the
purpose -of- protecting the freWflow of -inforMatitim

I would urge that we are better en

.

grounds to adhere to the simplest bill
is to tneet the- objectives,'Which.promptit In: the first place,.and not
pot sable
try, to deal in this bill With 'the-variety of conteinplations such consideration pro-.
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yokes which do not need to he dealt with in this bill, either because those sitnations are already dealt with in existing practice or law and would remain unaffected, or because the apprehensions which provoke some of the proposed
apprehensions a rem' fon Wed either in law or fact .
Another major urea, however, needs to be discussed.
IMPACT ON DEFENDANTs

The rights of defendants and hypothetical negation of them asserted by some
persons who, I believe, misjudge the meaning and effect of the proposed absolute
shield bill, nevertheless troubles ninny and perhaps some liberals the most.
In the hypothetical extreme used to Illustrate, an innocent man Is about to be
convicted of murder and sentenced to death and actually executed. Only forcing
a newsinan to reveal confidential sources and/or producing confidential mews gathering materials can save him. Enactment of an nbsolnte privilege, ergo,
would doom the innocent man to death.-

It seems to me there are several reassuring answers to this.
One is that it 'stretches the- Imagination, I think. almost to the breaking point
to conceive of a newsman so conscientious and -dedicated to the ethics of his profession and the society he serves P :at he will, In one instance, go to jail rather
than betray his oath of confidentiality to a news source but who, in the hypo-

thetical example, is snddenly so absent of conscience that lie will knowingly allow
AD innocent man to die rather than voluntarily, having weighed. the, respective
rights of all concerned, Make information available that will spare our hypothetical example the fate of undeserved execution.
Nothing in the enactment of inn absolute statute. itinust be stressed, liars the
voluntary disclosure of sources by newsmen where the need Is overriding and
eompelling, whether in this hypothetical instance or in any other instance, nonhypothel 190.
A. second answer 1.4 that one has to Weigh against tine hypothetical example the.

(mite-clearly imhypothetical example, of hundredS, or perhaps even thousands. Of
instances In which a free investigative press, relying on confidential sources, has
in fact saved ink:went-persons convicted by the state for a variety Of offenses of
which they .were, in Pact, Innocent-and who might not have been spared ahsent.
the ability of .the Press to rely.. on confidential sources.'T -subinit it takes far less
hunginatiett to, picture the future- innocent person convicted, of -murder and his
fate, once the cenfidential RODicps on stitch the presS relles.no longer exist.
Finally, the hypothetical innocent defendant' is amt without legal recourse in
the_eventunli4It ,that testimotkl: ::tought.to-haVe sithstantial hearing ott_tite- qneslion of guilt, or innocence 'was excludedlby invocation of a Privilege. The same
legal processes rental ti open to Min as in all other crises where, a privilege against
disclosure is invoked and witlehlirOents testimony thought to be,crucial,Such
as in the recent eases in which. the -gevernment elected to drop charges rather

than disclose confidential security information in Its poSsession, or where :a
motion for-directed acquittal or declaration of mistrial is itt order.
CONSIDERATIONS IN DRAFTING
.

.

The task remains oteonsidering the specific language and scope of legislation
. to enact an absolute end unqualified privilege, and of some of the pragmatic eon siderattons which weigh on -its asegislaters who must address the general question of the degree to which refinement of any.statute we draft ought to be lef. to
the mints. end the degrer'to which we can safely depend on the_use of legislatite
-.-

history to assure eintmil.nce with the statute as intended, and the degree to
which we cannot so depend.

I suggested nee ought not, in the light of recent experience, leaVe nuich to the
legislative history that. s really properly sithstantiw,, but that we ought to make
the provisions of the statute itself unmistakably clear-in-its applications.
It came, as some surprise, I knoW. to my distinguished- colleague from California Who .anthored. the Freedom of Information Act,. COngressman Moss, and
who has always been clerir. that the exemptions provided in that Act. Insofar as
secrecy classifications are concerned were open-to citizens' challenge and subject
to judicial review, to read the recent Supreme. COurt- decision :Judging them
beyond the scope of review because of 1140-e-oures- PeeldbOYuniquarendlng of
the legislative historY..The result of that;Partienlar decision .bas-beeniu large
effect, totttru what was inititally a-Freedom efInVermation Actinto a,Freetlam
front Information Act; anda- piece oflegislittion, drawn-to Open tine 400,11. OE the

o
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exermtive branch to the light of public scrutiny, is transformed into a vehicle for
si :waling it ever deeper is the darkness of secrecy.
We ought not, in this awesomely vital and particularly sensitive task. to make
t he mistr.ke in this instance and with this particular Court of relying on legisiafive histf my in the place of clear statutory language.

In the judicial area. I concur with the majority in Bran. burg that presiding
judges in trials and grand jury proceedings ought not to be asked to make finite
vaine judgments and applications case by case. Enactment of an absolute statute
would virtually remove this cause of apprehension. But in addressing the question generally as we weigh the matter of legislatida. I think there are additional
rmsons not to leave these flue distinctions and areas of interpretation to trial

judges. and one of those reasons lies In the despairing account carried in a

lengthy Tins Angeles Times editorial of Nov. 29, 1972 of some of those fine distinctions drawn by presiding judges in the area of the First Amendment already :
Monterey County judge not °WY restricted the release of information to
the media but removed the press and the public from the courtroom while
the censorship. order was orgued. Furthermore, he forbade public complaints
about the order.
A New York justice ha ireit the public from a criminal trial.
The secret proceedings ordered in a court In Ventura County were so bizarre
that en appellate court commented : "In the present case, it is startling to zee
the evils of secret proceedings so proliferating in seven short weeks that the

court could reach the astonishing result of committing a citizen to jail in
secret proceedings, could contemplate inquisitorial proceedings against the
newspaper reporter for reporting this commitment., and could adopt the poition that the district attorney, the chief law: enforcement officer in the
county, was prohibited on pain of contempt from advising the public that
someone had been sent secretly to jail ..."

--A Superior Court judge in Los Angeles Comity attempted last August to
enforce direct -censorship. He ordered the media, (an order that was appealed) not to print or broadcast: anything relating to a murder case except
proceedings in court. over whiiih, of course; liee,xereises direct control.

A Superior Court Judge -in Los Angeles- prohibited any, comment. on a
pending :ease by the county. its sheriff and -distriet attorney, the City of
Los Angeles, its chief of police and Board of Police Commissioners. Bis
assertion of power was so broad that -a writer on legal affairs stated, "Thus
a single judge in a single community felt it appropriate to
assume the
role of the 'Legislature, the Supreme 'Court, the executive head: of local
government; the promulgator of -.rules- of professional conduct, and, most

importantly, a censor of speech."

Another judge,: in a flight of . imagination, -named the. district attorney,

the sheriff,' the chief of Police.nud the police coinmissioners of Los Angeles

as, "Ministers oflustiee," and declared, as such,- that their "speech is

peculiarly subject to judicial control."
A Baton Rouge, La., -judge ordered newspapers not to publisd news about
the trial of a civil rightS case.
.

.

A a Arkansas judge ordered newspapers not -to publish news on the verdict
of arape trial.
(The State Comc of Appeal) waived aside a California law that protects.

the confidentiality of .news sources (in the .Fttrg case) and said it regarded such laws nos "an unconstitutional interference by the legislative
branch with an Inherent and -Ital poWer- of the court to control its own

proceedings and officers."
And finally. a San Andreas, California- jUdge cited a local newspaper publisher
for contempt-for writing an editorial critical of the 'fact:the judge' had perkonally.
filed a complaint againgt his neighbor 'fer-tilloWing a black 'Lelierador retriever

to stray in tolds gardenand then presided. over the owner's pretrial hearing.
Such newspaper editorials, said the diStrict; attorney in support of the judge's
contempt action, "tend to embarrass the -administration. of justice and bring
discredit upon the court.

I wonld counsel the appropriateness of recalling these incidents in each and
every instance where proponents of legislation' affecting newsmen suggest to
the Congress that certain ambiguities of scope, coverage, application or defini
tion be "left to the courts to work out."
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STATE PREEMPTION"

The question of state preemption poses a separa to issue even if agreenient exists On the desirability of it federal statute. The queS11011 1111lliVPS tun
'tarts : Can the Cote,ress extend a testimonial privilege to the states': Alai
maid it as

matter of Italie policy.

The weight of opinion seems to be clear that Congress does possess clear
and ample authority in this area, either under the Connneree Clause. or ,untier
the authority of the powers given It under the First Amendment and Rude the
Privilege and Intmenities, Due Process and Enforeement C hi 11Ses of the

Fourteenth Amendment.
But in addition; I believe it is sound policy. Newsgathering has amplest itmahly

become interstate in dimension. To require -reporters crossing state lines to
len-vn the varying protections offered or not offered in each In -grace by ski to
statutes and restrict their telinnee On sources accordingly is to Wave a lamb il
on newsgathering which I think would be seven.; in impinging on the mitlic's
right to know.
The ease is conclusively made, it seems to me, when one considers Elie siiIiI1 ott

that would obtain if a federal statute, designed to preserve the free tfinv of

information and confidentiality of sources. is enacted but not. extended To I he
States. Such a iliellOtOlny would ha ye the some effect to it haze OX tent as
failure to pass it federal statute. For it would place an impossible burden on
newsmen and confidential sources alike' to determine when and If and how
a protection or an exception might be applied in a given instance. To impose
the need on a newsman to inform sources 1w might safeguard their anonymity
miller one circumstance but not another could scarcely have any other effeet

than to chill those relationships and diminish the willingness of sources to

irovide information.
Again, as Justice White recognized: "If newsmen's confidential sources AM! as

sensitive as they are claimed to be, the prospect of being unmasked whenever a
judge determines the situation justifies it is hardly .a satisfactory. solution to
the problem. For them,. it would. appea that only an absolute privilege would
sulliee.T

.
.

.

... It is. the certainty-of protection that. makes the relationship possible and
brings the information: to light; To protect these -relationships if -.the result
of a-newsPaperekpOse lendS to

federal' proceeding, but not in a state proceeding,

is -really to render any Supposed "proteetion"-Probleinatical in the extreme.
Thus, the -purnose:.trif..--a federal: statute:. could be defeated 'by the failtwe to .
extend to the States: If COngreas may, pet -on .. the: federal level to guarantee
au overriding public interest to the .:free -flow: Of_ information., it -.cannot be
seriously held that Congreas cannot also -Move to protect that federal interest
where failure:at:I:he Witte level would negate the federal interest and render
it ',lentil:al or meaningless. To .do so would be- to -arglic that the States may
veto and nimul overriding federal interests which are umlisputed.it
--

.

.

ExCEPTING, CON GRES§
.

.

The same logic and reasoning applies to the question of granting an ex-

centiOn. for congressional committees as to.any other major exception. It would
render the :protection meaningless in that neither..newsmen nor sources emild
safely predict when nimnyinity would be guaranteed.
It could not, in feet, he guaranteed.
Moreover, In none of the states which have enacted' some . form -of shield

law an absolute law in a dozen of.. theta are legislatures .excepted.
The Congress ought not- to. prove more retarded than the states in this regard

in moving to preserve the free flow of.information.to the public.

,

To do so would be an invitation, to the remaining-states which have not yet.
acted, and to scene ,which- have, to extend- a similar exception to the- protection
to state.legislatares,;-.
-

The .privilege._ fottil practical purposes, ceases to exist when such vast

areas of inapplicability are created.

SCOPE Or COVERAGE.

Finally. there remains to be 'considered the central qt:estions of oho ought
to be covered by a statute and whether the privilege ought to attach to eon-
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tide/Mal information gathered, in addition to the protection of sources, and to
what extent.
In addressing the first question, I believe we are not altogether free.in writing
legisiation to make our own determination as to whom the privilege will apply,
or in our definitions of those in the newsgathering profession, but that we are
cow:trained by already-established constitutional boundaries:

tvldle it is argued that Congress would be enacting a testimonial privilege
witlin its discretion and can make it as "narrow or broad" as it deems appropriate, and that it is not dealing directly with the First Amendment or

attempting to defined newsmen in those term.4 the connotation of lie majority
in It ranzbarg should remain cle-ar.

It employed the phrase "as narrow or broad' in reference to the permissibility
of fashioning "standards and rules"not with specific reference to the fashioning
of any definition of "press". Justice White earlier suggests, in fact, that doing
so is a questionable procedurg . ." Moreover, the majority later makes reference to "First Amendment limits" in discussing es -en the fashioning -standards."
The essential point for the Congress defining the scope of coverage, there-

fo,!,. is that by precedent the Court has already historically ruled time and
again as to who, in effect, is "press" and therefore falls witliin the scope
of certain First Amendment protections which put them beytnd the reach of
the Congress, the executive branch, or the states, in fashioning legislation.
For Congress to extend a testimonial-privilege, the obvious legislative purpose
of which is to affect the press function and to promote, as we say, "the free flow
of information," but to exclude from such legislation and such a privilege any
the Supreme Court has time and again ruled are entitled to the general press protections afforded by the First Amendment, would appear an, exercise of obvious
constitutional dubiousness. For in fashioning a privilege for "press," Congress
would be in the position if it writes exclusions to the privilege of saying some are
not press whom the Supreme Court has already held are constitutionally protected as such. There would-seenf to me to be the gravest question of the power
of the;Congresr.. to do:so. Moreover, do not believe -it is reqtfired where the Supreme Court has, in effect, by Precedent-determined the constitutional areas of
protection under tAe Vjrst Amendment; right of:freedom of the preSS. The definitions, submit, have Already been made, and with a constitutional force the
tongreas 3n Writing statutory langnagelsnet free to igncire:.:
In discUssing the difficulties. of enacting federal shield' legisintion; 'Justice
White noted : "Sooner or later, it Would he necessary to define :those categories
of newsmen who qualified ;foe the privilege, a queationaLlnprOoodnrolnlight of

the traditional doWine that liberty bf the press Is the

of the loneiy .painphleteer

solo uses carbon paper or a :ntimeograith juSt,:4is muchFas of the large
metropolitan publisher who utilizes the lateet photochemical, Methods."

But it is later, I Stibinit,:and'it is necessary to extend ;protection to those to

whim the privilege will apply. I find it A questionqble prOcedure,,hoWever; only
if we eftempt- fornake-the exchtsions Justice 'White seems to assume quite naterallY have to be attempted frOM ptirelYyit pragmatic standpoint. And it is a
puzzle for Me that he apparently feels Such.diflietilty exists when that assumption
seems to me; t6 run theroughly counter `to the
words he goes on to recite:
"Freedom of the press is it 'fundamental personal right': which 'is not confined

to newspapers ts.nd periodicals. It necessarily embraces Ptinphlett and -leaflets . . The r..:-2ss In its historic connotation coutPrett.ends er,-,ry.Sort of publication which Affords a vehiele'of information and opiniOn." (Levan v. City Or' CHIA,

193$.)- The informative function asserted by representatitTes of the Orginiked
press in the present cases! is also performed by lecturerS, politelal pollsters,
novelists. academic researchers and Artunatists, Almost any author may Celle
accurately assert that he Is contributing tethe fioW ofinforniation to the public-----that he relies on confidential sour 's,* of information, and that these sources

be silenced if he is forced WI*, diSelostres before a grand jary.",

Will

-Unlike Justice White, I am not :damned at the prospect anti all nelisive application of the privilege; possibly"becauSe- I' do not .fdresee national:spectacle of
poets, dramatists,- pamphleteers or 'streeteoruer .ntinteOgraph rnacin a operathrs
appearing in naves to Invoke the privilege before grandlprieS-anxi is:to unmask
the confidential sources Tennessee
the ntYsticallirri liens] sources
behind the,Poetifor James Dickey, oe:the fiteeleffof'hOttliqviVes who talk to Dr.

Moreover, should we reach the day when giandjuries do start probing the
confidential sources'of
GalluP, Tennessee WilliaMtiterijarnes'Dickeymy Con.!
elusion itittliat I:would want them to have
pri-dlege tonvolie.
-1

-
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I do not know hew many lonely pamphleteers there are passing out their mimeos's:wiled handouts on streetcorners who reIS on confidential sources of informs-

troll or perhaps other voiees unheard by the cost of us. But I flaink if a gnu oil
jury in all sobriety summons them before the bar of that tribunal to identify
thane voices, we ought to include those lonely pomphleteers in the proteetton
extended by the privilege.
The point of the proposed statute is to protect the c.o. ddentiality of news sonrees

and news gathering as it exists in experience and this is where the impact of any
such statute is required and will apply.
If, in experience, it applies on occasion to those Justice White might conclude
Ought not to be deemed part of the respectable press. as he thinks of the press, and
even though he recognizes them as press under the First Amendment, I could only
refer .Thstice White hack to his own words : "Liberty of the preks Is the right of
he lonely pamphleteer who uses carbon paper of a mimeograph just as much as

of the largest metropolitan publisher who utilizes the latest photochemical

methods."
The question of whether the privilege ought to attach to information withered
as well as to the confidential source is a separate question in drafting legislation.
But there is no way from either a rational standpoint or a practical one chat I am
able to separate them under a privilege. One inevitably lends to the other. 1111(1 In

modern times "confidentiality" In effect may embrace, in its vital contrihntion
to newsgathering, even the refusal to appear before a grand jury, as in the case
of Coidiveli (given a need related to the requirements of a specific set of confiden-

tial relationships suds given story) to the necessity of a TV film crew to know
they can film unharmed in a neighborhood because the residents understand they
are not functioning as an annex to law enforcement agencies, which is the same
reason we have successfully discourtiged the practice of FBI agents posing as
newsmen.

I am perhaps most disturbed by those who suggest such a separation can be

made and Ought to be 'mad-os And' that We should limit the
of' the privilege
to only those instances involving protection of coafidential SOUrC-A and where

the explicit Preinise of confidentiality ivas inadetnid

no esker: aspect of

newsgathering:
;
'
To do ,this, would he to open the door, under sanction of kedeial statute, to an
all-out aissinit against aRthe 4,6nm:hider etnewSgatheiing activities we would be
leavimt unprotected and which have even heen:ntestly respected Mid :sanctified, by
experis see sit least, in the 'Mkt'
One saggeitirulaS'been' that the test of :wo Is entitlettto the privilege should
he whether the perstss ifit,olved,,the,lecturer or author, is a persoiu to Whom smitebody Withinforthationia.apt to:go. If-he Is not;: the Court will rule that bests not
,

:

:

entitledlotheptivilegess
-I would stiggeSt thatthe test is whether the pesson invidved. under the broad
:

.

definitiots of the press is someone to whom somebody with information does go.

-For what we are attempting to protect is thestransmittel to society if the in-

forthstims and it is. .the sources and it is the sfree flow information broadly to
the pUblie by whatever means of published or broadcast connounicittions,uot the
"neivsman" as such. And the. purposes otpteserying the fSee flow of :information
are served no less:when-Sp author, lecturer., or a pamphleteer makes that information publie, relying on a Confidential source. than if it is done in the largest
newspapelsor on the wave of the most powerful televiSion sigunl.
In,the end. as Senator Cranaton suggested, actual experience sorts it out. Those
with information. to give reagg goi to those they think. have Yrofessionut reasons
to receive it. But the privilege oughtrto--41nd ISbelleye conStitutionally must;
extend tothe.event of:the confidentialSinforination as transmitted to anyone lying
wildn the brood deknition of:"press" Under the:First Amendment, and riot be left
vague to impose- upon the courts the ,burden of deciding, the "aptness" of the

newsman receiving: it on some imagined hierarchy of journalistic poWer or

respectability.
And if the privilege also embraces the "newsgathering activities" of:the-100y,
streetcorner pamphleteer np less than of our publishing empj0s, I think.the,country:mightsUrvivesthatexpressimtOf freedom of the liress,--and perhopaeven Profit
by
Because, as Justiee White, Vinself Suggested; that is what freedom: of the
Presa is all about, and the !onelySpaniphletees canlerve the public .right :know
in 4 given instance no less than CBS:
.
,
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SUMMARY

It is an easy excr,l,:e for

and limey io conjuie in ova tite most

grotesque hypotheses which really, boiled down, symbolize a fear of freedman. It is
not new. It is time ageless question. It is a normal human and legislative instinct.
Potential abuses of freedom may always be summoned to mind. They
always,

in reality, exist. But I thought we bad learned in this country, at all countries,

that if we consult only our fear§ and apixelmensions that those apprehensions exist
in every area of liberty and can be used to end liberty itself on the most plausible

and convincing grounds at any time we wish to succumb. to an instinct that regards freedom more suapicionsly than we do government.

There is little in the way of possible abuse I can conjure up if we enact an

absolute, unqualified, all-inclusivv statute beyond what has existed potentially iu

all our past history of actual expeeence, when news-gathering as treated with
the sanctity we are seeking merely to restore. Rather, our experience to date does

not provide reason for apprehension, but confidence.
. If we wish to consult only our imagination and our fears, we may find izny number of exceptions to the priVilege and which will destroy the privilege.

If we wish, instead, to consult our history and the evidence of our oivn free
society to date, we cannot act other than to reaffirm the freedom that is our -only
meaning and our only real strength as a society.
-If we cannot feel that spirit within us anymore in drafting this legislation, then
let us quit.
It is not a partisan concern. It seems at some times partisan In tone because'
the particular issues raised by, initiating the practice of subpoenaing newmen
have occurred under thiS administration, but they might as easily have occurred
under any other. And if the spOkesmen for the administration defend that practice, others in that same party, including the Governor of my own State of California, Governor Reagan, do appreciate the threat to.the free flow of information
removing oe uroteoi,on.of,,coufwentiatAy:
to the public-inherent
Time Move .t(,) 'Provide 4, roody, hipartiSari, and.nPl',,,Parditta. The issue is
skeletal in ter ins of baSie,libertles,-,relatingteithe:Stitieture of, balances that

and the threats to Went that 'can arise :
a4 .',ad nflidstrri tieir7tlid., in any
teeogaitIO4. of :this faCtitiatt
Political or .tocial.:citeuMstiiiiee:1,It,is.
-ronecbt!winbei.toouoird:will roWptit it is worthwhileXenetheless, appreciate
falls taus as a result of :these events: :!!The
tlieljititleidar4VSPOPSibillty that
'aiinreineCoUrt has ShOWn it does not understand 'freedom. The Executiyabranth
antagonistic to freedom. We in the Congress mustshoW we arc
has .shown
netUftimider freedtini.
.

Richiird Wald' was scheduled to appear next, but lie is steeping
aside so that Mr. Willi-a:Ili-Thomas. editor: of the LoiArgele0
who has to catch a ;planehackt&L6s Alia& es can testify 'Mr.' Thonias
is accompanied by RObertlirmiren. cOnnSel Mr.John I aWreriee WtiO is
.

the Wa§hilieton bureau Chief of the Los kiVele8 Times, and jack
Nelson :*htil§ a reporter fel, thel.;4.A2i0ele,§
I would like everyone to _know that .t.,hese gentlemen are appearing
volllnttiiniy aild-nOt under a subpoena. It is_ it pleaSu re having .Volt with

us, Mr. Thomas.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. THOMAS, EDITOR, LOS ANGELES
TIMES, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT S. WARREN, ATTORNEY AT
LAWi, JOHN LAWRENCE, CHIEF,' WASHINGTON BUREAU; AND

MK NELSON, RSPORTER.

Mr. Tno3rns., Thank *1, Senator. If it is all right I' will read

point ofjiew.bf, the newspaper and then Mk.
brief statement from
W4ren-will read:k#ief -state ment from the point VieW
lawyer oval'. the past *verriA'years:
We,..thnik is neededIf; We are to-function effec-
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ti rely. We are aware of the arguments of those who fear that such
le<rislation may turn out to be double edged, but this sounds to us
lilac a drowning man who rejects a rescuer because of possible future
entanglements.

We-are in trouble right now, deep trouble. and it clear from the
soeces,ion of pyramiding court rulings that things are going to get
worse.

I;y now I'm sure you've- heard the general arguments for press free(Ioni and Ca, rirlit to know often enough. I'd just like to tell you. then.
what's been happening. to tis in recent years.
We have he.-oine a hiwyer's grab bag. As the courts continue to en-

large earlier rulings that we are susceptible to being hauled in

to.

testi fy. and that, the fruits of our reporting efforts may also be obtainable, we ha ye been under constant siege.
Even lawyers who orate on behalf of a' free press come running to
us with a court order or the threat of one when they need help, because
we're the most visible and tempting resource.
We are subpenaed in every conceivable kind of case, and we never
know where the assault is going to come from.
One of our political reporters was subpenaed a few weeks ago in a
sordid civil suit involving one of the candidates in an election months
earlier. IIe was subpenaed simply because he wrote a somewhat cursory

story about an incident involved in the course of the campaign and
might know more about it.
Another subpena threat came 3 weeks ago as the result of a minor
story which appeared more than a year ago in one of our suburban
sections. It concerned a disgruntled grand juror, and a defense lawyer
thought our reporter might have run. across information in writing
the story that would shore up his attack on the grand jury selection
process.

In the past few years, the Timm has been served ith more than 30
snbpenas and threatened with more than 50 others. So far we've successfully resisted all of them, but the cost has been high.

Our efforts in this area alone total more than $200,000 in these
few years, the vast bulk of it in the past year. Even for a -wealthy
paper, this is big money. And it should be clear to anyone that small
papers cannot long resist at these prices.
So what happens? They stop printing stories that could cause them

legal problems, and sourcesclearly perceiving that all- this means
their confidentiality rests upon an increasingly frail reedstop giving
information to all of us.
I'll give you just a few specifics, and John Lawrence or 'Jack Nelson
can add to thin if you'd like them to.
After trying for more than 7 years to find a businessman courageous
enough to spell out the (ost and methods of doing business with a local
government, we found one.

With his anonymity assured, and after literally months of permitsion, he told of blatant bribes and more subtle gratuities he was forced
to give public officials to do business.

Ills canceled checks and the public records confirmed his story,
which was printed about a year ago. It produced some
reforms in planning practices, whidt. we can hope will ast a while,
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but more than that, it produced an acute and vivid idea of how corruption really works.

A few months ago, long after the story was published, that man
called me. With what's happening in the courts, he asked, can they
retroactively force you to identify me ?

He wasn't kidding, and he was afraid. That man, and others like
him. will not talk to us again. And our readers will be the losers.
.SOme other specifics : Two of our recent Pulitzer Prizes were for
stories which were not possible without confidential sources. One went
to a series of stories which exposed corrupt practices in city and county
government, and which rested upon information given to us by respected businessmen and public officials who stood to lose livelihoods
if they were identified.
Today, they would not talk to us.
I think it's important to realize that by far the bulk of confidential
sources are respectable businessmen, public officials, lawyers, and the
like.

They are impelled to provide information for a variety of reasons,
but usually because they are basically 'honest men who are offended
by what they see happening or who want to help make a story true
and meaningful.
But they also are the kind of people who have a lot to lose if they
are namedlawyers who would get in trouble with the judge, judges
who would get in trouble with fellow judges, businessmen who would
lose business with the public agencies they are telling us about.

And, since the courts have made it clear that their guarantee of

confidentiality rests upon a newsman's willingness to go to jail and a
newspaper's willingness to fight long and costly court battles, they
are remaining silent.
At least four times in the past few weeks, potential sources in Los
Angeles have specifically cited the danger of subpena in refusing to
provide information we both knew they possessed.

It has happened at least twice to our reporters here in Washington.
These were people candid enough to admit their reasons. But most
of our confidential information comes to us unsolicited. If our known
sources are refusing to talk to us for admitted fear of disclosure, we
wonder how many unknown sources now just stay away, or how many
others plead ignorance when the honest explanation is fear?
So there is no question in our minds that our sources already are
dwindling, and that the courts are the reason.
Another thing is happening. Stories are not being told because the
media itself is becoming gun shy. We know of a metropolitan news'paper-which told its reporters not to even try to talk to anyone bound
by a judge's gag order.
Since that includes everyone who might know anything about what
is happening in any given case, this means the newspaper is reporting
only what is can see and hear in open court. Russian reporters can
do the same.
We do not' advocate gratuitous violation of any judge's order, but
if we no longer even keep track of what is going on behind the scences

in his court he can run his so-called public institution any way he

wants to.

93-474-73---19
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In another case, a judge's suppression of a grand jury report became
public only when it finally reached the attorney general's office, which
ruled he couldn't do such a thing.
Checking back to see why this had been such a deep secret, we found

that the important media in that county:---print and broadcasthad
declined to publish anything about the affair for fear of thejudge's
am, order.
There are. of course, other more subtle examples. It would be asking

too much of human nature not to expect some to take the easy way
out when the alternative could be jail or crushing expense, or both.
It is for these reasons thit we think we must have a strong shield

law if we are to survive in any meaningful form.
A aril by "strong," we mean a law without crippling qual ifications. We
ask this not out of arrogance, but out of bitter experience.
The trouble with qualifications is that they are interpreted by judges
with the widest latitude. "Clear and present danger," for instance, can
mean ninny things. One judge out our way found a clear and present
danger to fair trial in stories about a young man's wearing of the flag
on the seat of his pants.
found that the Los Angeles Thnes in a.
A judge here in Wi

taped interview probably came into possession of material which

won kl not be found elsewhere. an d which met the tests of relevance even

though : first, he had no idea what Material we had beyond what we
published, and second, the subject of the interview had been interrogated by the grand j1 !: :Ind the FBI and transcripts were available.
So its clear that :m qualification.. reasonable as it sounds, is subject to the judge's interpretation. And the result,is the same : we wind
up in court.
And even though a bill with qualifications may give us a ground on
which to appeal. a valuable thing to lawyerso far as we are concerned
we lose the big, battle when we are hauled of once again to court.

It is this that serves dramatic notice on anyone who might have

something to tell the public that he'd better keep quiet unless he's willing to put his name to it.

I realize that to many, our remuc t for a law without strings may

appear unreasonable. But I think weimust remember that, with all our
admitted faults and frailties, the.press and broadcast media represent
the public's only avenue of information. for all practical purposes, except agencies and people directly involved in whatever it is they need
information about.
We cannot be even as effective as we have in the past if our present
vulnerability is continued through strings in the law.
Thank you. I would like to mention that we are going to offer some
affidavits for the record which we won't go into.
Senator TErli-NEY. Good.

Before questioning Mr. Thomas, I think we might. listen to the other

witnesses that you aye with you at the table. I must say parenthetically that I find your statement extremely valuable but at the same
time very disturbing. I am shocked quite frankly to hear you say that
you feel- that a munber of very important stories have not been published. because of fear. on the part of newspapers and the fear on the
part of confidential sources, particularly if these are stories relative to
corruption in government. After all, by its very nature, men in posi-
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tions of power tend to become corruptible if they do not have to be
judged by the public that they are suppose to be serving. You don't
need an ancient axiom to understand that. .inst keep your eyesand ears
open aml see what is going on arou you to urstand
mrend
that even a

person of the most faultless characterif he is not going to be held
accountablecan be corrupted.
Mr. TIIOMAS. Yes.

Mr. WARREN. XIV. Chairman. gentlemen, my name is Robert'. War-,

ren. I am with the law firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.
Since 199:i., I have been privileged to,..represent the Lem A i) !pies.
Times in many of its liti,..tration matters. During the first few years a
that representation, the litigation problems of the neWspaper were
minor; however, within the last 3 to 4 years, the situation has reached
a stage which I think legitimately can be described as.a-crisis.
As Bill Thomas has testified, litigants in civil and criminal matters
have discovered that the investigative and reporting functions of newspapers fit in handsomely with the factfinding process involved in
court proceedings. As a result. each year produces an increasing number of subpenas directed to Times reporters. Subpenas for trial testimony and for depositions. Subpenas almost always issued and served
on very short notiee. Subpenas directing the attendance of the reporters and commanding the, production of notes, photographs, baekground materials, all articles published on a certain subject, and so
forth. The service of these subpenas compels imineditite involvement. of
lea'-al personnel, .forced negotiations with counsel involved, prompt runs
to the courthouse for protective orders, and eventual submission of mo-

tions and authorities as to the ultimate issue. As a result of the situation, we. have been compelled to prepare a legal brief on computerized
typewriter tape, constantly being revised to accord with the latestjudicial decisions on the subject.

Further, in California, we are laboring under a system of .judicial
control of news respecting criminal justice which now approximates
the English system. A system which, according to the 1041 decision of
the C1.8. Supreme Court in Bridges v. California, was expressly intended by the framers of the Constitution to be rejected in the United.
States. This has been achieved by the use of two devices. The first is
the issuance of so-called gag orders by which the court in a pending
criminal rase regulates the speech not only of court personnel, nor even
just the litigant; and attorneys before the court, but also all witnesses.
all law enforcement personnel, and in many instances, other officials:
such as the mayor of the cityin other words, ail likely sources of news
respecting the crime and criminal proceeding. When these orders first
evolved in the latter half of the 1960's, the press was assured that the
judiciary was simply "putting its own house in order "_ancl the press.
would not, be affected. The use of the second toolnamely, interrogation of the reporter to discover his source of newshas mode an illu-

sion of that assurance. For now, as dramatically illustrated by the

William, Fare ease. the California courts claim the right to interrogate
a newsman as to whether a source of his information respecting a criminal proceeding was a party subject to a gag order and to jail the newsman if lie refuses fo breach the confidence. By these two exercises of

authority, the Cali fornia eourts do indeed ruin the power to control`
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with an iron hand the disclosure to the public of information respecting
-the workings of criminal justice.
We believe that our experience in California sheds some light on the
consideration of the prospective bills before you.

First, it is truly essential that the protection afforded be applicable
in state courts as well as in Federal courts. If a news source is subject
to being identified in a State court proceeding, the fact that his identity
would be protected across the street in the Federal courthouse is going
to afford him little comfort. He will not reveal the confidential information when his identity is subject to being revealed ; if the House
and Senate of the United States deem it important to protect the flow
of information from these sources, the protection must be effectual.

Further, in California, our court has declared that in the case of reportage of a criminal proceeding subject to the issuance of a gag order,

the California shield law is an unconstitutional interference by the
California Legislature with the California judicial system, With this
declaration that our legislature cannot protect the public from this

judicial inroad upon a free press, our only hope of breaking California
court's rigid control over speech respecting criminal proceedings is by
the enactment of effectual Federal legislation.
Second, the protection afforded by the legislation should be absolute
rather than subject to judicially interpreted and applied qualifications.
After all, we are seeking to induce persons with information to convey that information to the press so that the public may be informed.
If the identity of these sources is not truly protected but rather subject
to being revealed at the discretion of a judge. the source cannot jeopardize his job, his reputation, or perhaps his liberty by subjecting himself to exposure at the discretion of any governmental official.
Further, I sincerely believe that the present crisis between the press
and the judiciary isfittributable to a breakdoWn of the system of checks
and balances. The judiciary when weighing first amendment freedoms
a(rainst claims of governmental necessity made by the legislative and
the executive branches was capable of an objective analysis in which
freedom preserved its paramountcy. However, as a result of the inexorable limitations of human nature, that same objectivity has not been
possible when the judiciary passes upon its own activities which in the
name of necessity impinge upon freedom of speech and press. Therefore, no true protection acn be achieved where the judiciary, whose
goal is factfincling is left with discretion to override the interests of
free speech and press.
Finally, the press in requesting absolute protection is not making an
unusual or unprecedented request. There are many instances in which
we, have decided that implementation of a public policy overrides the
importance of ascertaining facts in trials. We see these principles in
operation when illegally obtained evidence is excluded and when the
attorney-client or doctor-patient relationship is protected. We understand in these instances- that the desire is not to create a privileged
class of attorneys, but rather to preserve the effectiveness of our adversary system of justice in which the principals appear through representatives. We seek not to create a privileged class of medical personnel, but rather to insure that patients receive effective medical treatment. So here, no one desires to create a privileged class of news report-
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ers ; rather, society seeks to preserve the flow of information upon which

it depends for knowledge.
If I have a moment, I would like to comment. upon one qualification
proposed, which, in my judgment, threatens to destroy the protecl.tion
being considered. At first blush, it seems reasonable to eliminate the
protection in defamation cases. However, since most investigative
reporting necessarily involves the publication of defamatory matter,
inclusion of such a qualification will necessarily hand to the official or
other party seeking retribution upon the source of the information a
ready and always available tool to compel his identification. We know
from the libel action brought by Montgomery, Ala., Police Commissioner Sullivan and others that this tool will be used. No source is likely
to reveal confidential information in the face of such a risk. It is not
truly necessary to create such an enormous loophole in the protection
afforded. In the newspaper's defense to the libel action, failure to reveal the sources will impair the newspaper's efforts to establish its lack
of malice. If the newspaper is willing to bear that civil burden, there
is no reason to compel disclosure of its sources.
Thank you.
Senator TUNNEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Warren. We appreci-

ate very much that interesting insight into the gag law in the California courts and the effect it has had in California upon news coverage.
I have a number of questions that I want to ask you but I will defer

to Mr. Lawrence or Mr. Nelson. Do either or both of you have
statements?

.

Mr. LAWRENCE. No.
MY. NELSON. No.

Senator TUNNEY. Well, before I address a few questions to Mr.

Warren, I would like to have you, Mr. Lawrence, and you, Mr. Nelson,
describe in detail the procedure by which the supena was issued de-

manding that .you make available certain notes regarding the now
famous Watergate case.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Mr. Chairman, the subpena was issued. There are

three subpenas; namely, Ronald Ostrow, Jack Nelson, and myself.
They were issued on a Thursday or Friday, as I recall. They were
returnable the following Tuesday, which meant that there was very
little time for the Times attorneys to prepare any kind of a case to
quash the subpenas. We went into Court on a Tuesday morning to
argue the motion to -quash. The judge called before him, 'before this
motion was heard, the grand jiffy to lidvise them, that they should
not talk to the press and compliment them for not having talked to
the press. The proceedings then went on to the point that by 3 o'clock

in the afternoon I was put on the stand and asked whether I would

submit these tapes and I respectfully declined for the reasons we stated
in our motion and by, I would sav, 3:15. I was behind bars.

Mr. NEr.sort. I think it might be well to give you a little back-

ground before the subpena was issued and also'I think it may show you
the way the whole interview was carried out and the way we dealt with
the tapes later will show you the chilling effect the Caldwell decision
has had on the way reporters operate.
To give you an example, Baldwin was interviewed for 51/2 hours
on tape. Then we started putting the story together, Ron Ostrow and

myself, and we had it rather hurriedly because we learned that the
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(Government knew of the interview and we were relatively sure that
the Government would try to prevent, publication one way or another.
Of course, they did. What happened was we staved up all one night and
,dictated the story to Los Angeles and finished it up at 4:20 a.m., and
the reason for that was we were afraid, as I say, the Government might
try to prevent publication. About S o'clock I got, a call from one attorney for Baldwin. "I am sorry, von can't run the story. I would like
for you to be able. to. We have had a call from Government attorneys
and they have told us if the . story runs Baldwin may lose his Mi..
munity from prosecution and may also be held in contempt of court."
I was nonconnnittal and I said, "I will have to talk to the editors in Los
Angeles because the story has .gone to Los Angeles; it's been called
in."

Several hours later the attorney called hack and lie said now you
Teally can't use the story because judge. Sirica has signed a gag order,
and if you do Baldwin will be held in contempt. So. I spent the day.
Ostrow spent the day.-talking back and forth with the attorneys, Bill
'Thomas. the editor. and finally the editor made the decision the only
reason they were asking us now to withhold the sfory was because of

the Government intimidation of the source. We had acted in good

faith. We thought, wahad lived up to our agreement and so the decision
was made to publish the story. Of course, it was done. Even after that
we got to thinking about, the tapes and we were very worried about. it.
'You can become so paranoid in this city with the way the Government
,operates. And on our way back from New Haven. Conn., to Washington. Ostrow and T decided we are going to do these tapes because the

Government probably will be after them. What are we going to do?
-We got back and decided after conferring with the national editor in
Los Angeles we should mail the tapes out there, which I did. Five days
later our fears .about that proved out because Earl Silbert, the chief
prosecutor in the Watergate case. asked me where the tapes were. I said,
I can't say, you will have to talk to the attorneys in Los Angeles. and he
said, "Well, you know you are going to have to turn them over because

if we don't subpena them. the defense will and another attorney in
the case. If you don't turn them over you will have to go to jail because
this is what the Supreme Court said in the Caldwell case."
Well, as you know. the defense itself did later subpena the tapes but
when they subpenaed them Silbert said in open court this may raise a
first amendment question but. the Government has no objection,- and
he also said the Government would like very much to see or listen to
the tapes, too.

So T think that. with that sort of background you can see that we
did operate in an atmosphere of Government intimidation.
Senator TUNNEY. I certainly can see that. One of the areas of discussion before this committee has been the procedures that should
be followed in the obtaining of a subpena, assuming that there is no
absolute privilege. Assuming legislation passes, legislation which
-would provide a qualified privilege, should there be procedural inribitions the ability of the Government or anyone to obtain a subventi to turn over a newsman's notes? It has been suggested by one witmess before the committee,' Senator Eagleton, in legislation that he
has introduced, that a judge should have to order the issuance of the
snbpena in the first instance.
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It has been suggested by others that there ought to be an automatic
appeal from a subpena. I would just like to have Mr. Warren, as a
lawyer who apparently has had 30 of theSe cases and whose brief is

computerized, testify as to the difficulty that you have as a lawyer appealing from the issuance of a subpena and at the same time protecting
the rights of your clients.
Mr. WARREN. A subpena is obtainable from a court now upon a
simple showing to a clerk in the case of the subpena duces tenni and
in the case of a subpena that does not demand the production of documents, is in every lawyer's office. Consequent1), when someone desires

to subpena a Los Angeles Times reporter, elle only expenditure of
thne, money, and effort involved is to have a secretary type in the
caption of the case and then name of the reporter or the name of the
newspaper. Then the burden entirely shifts to us and we must prepare
why it is that we don't care to respond to it. And we, of course, do so

now in the context of some very hostile case authority. We have a
very short time within which to act. We must not have onr reporter
become in contempt of court by simple failure to appear so we begin
negotiating with the counsel who served the subpena not to actually
require his attendance on the clay given. We call the clerk of the court.
If necessary a lawyer goes doWn to be. sure that there is not a failure
to appear. In other words, the burden is all upon the party who seeks
to protect, the freedom of information. I would like very much to see
that, burden reversed and reversed effectively.
Senator TUNNEY. And assuming thz.t you didn't, have an absolute

privilege, can you sugges how the burden could be shifted?

Mr. WARREN. Yes; f believe that in any case where a newspaper re=

porter is to be subpentted, assuming he may be subpenaecl for any

purpose, that there be a necessary showing made to a judge, not made
by an ex parte affidavit which is filled out very routinely and will recite
in conclusionary terms any facts which the legislation states. If the
legislation states you must say that you have no other sources, somebody will, say, type in there there are no.other sources. Whatever it is
will go in that conclusionary affidavit.
But if there is required to be a strong showing presented at a hearing, with an opportunity for the newspaper to be present and to argue

against it, and if the burden is placed very heavily upon the party
seeking that subpena, at the very least, hopefully, the party issuing
that subpena will have pause for thought before letting themselves in
for that sort of a burden.
Senator TUNNEY. Are you familiar with the Cervantes case?
Mr. WARREN. Yes, I am.

Senator TUNNEY. The Cervantes case, now readilg froin the Law
lIreek.=T don't have the case in front of me states that newsman's

confidential sources need not be identified to the plaintiff in a libel suit
absent concrete demonstration that identification will lead to persuasive evidence on an issue of malice.

I am sure you have had the opportunity to read and reread that
case. How do you feel that the rule announced by the court in the
Cervantes case applies to the problem of a newsman who is being subpenned or is having his documents and private notes subpenaed in a
criminal case? Do you feel that it would provide a sufficient protection
or do you feel that it would not?
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Mr. WAIMEN. No; I think that the Cervantes case cai.not be applied
in the criminal field. atRI1 because there are two essentially different
propositions involved. In Cervantes, really, the question was let us take
a libel defendant who wants both to defend the_ libel action and vet not
to reveal the sources of his story. There the court was deciding how
long the newspaper can continue to withhold its sources and yet successfully defend the libel action.
For example, if you talked about applying that particular criterion
to a criminal proceedings when you were asking a reporter to come in
and give testimony, not with any civil liability of his own, then sonic
question about whether the party involved in the criminal proceedings
could sufficiently show his case apart from the JIM'S story would have,
I think, very. different connotations than that in the civil libel Feld.
I think it would be a mistake to try to-apply that thinking to a t1 irdparty criminal case.
Senator TUNNEY. And I would assume that you feel that th.t procedures that you have espoused here today would not undrily-')urden
the court, particularly when social values arc measured. We would be

weighing the social value of freedom of information in protecting
confidential sources against the interests of a person who is filing a
libel suit or whO is a defendant in a criminal case, or against the in-

terest of a district attorney to get information.
Mr. WARREN. No I frankly feel that I would hope very much that
no legislation would be considered which would enable confidential

sources or information to be breached regardless of the procedures
used, but I certainly. don't think that if procedures are involved nA to
other types of information it will imposeany undue burden upon the
court. We have a great many situations where preliminary showings
must be made. For example; if a court is going to issue a temporary
injunction which directs somebody for a period of time not to do some-

thing that he otherwise would do, such as issued only upon the

strongest showing of immediate and irreparable injury if the act is
not stopped. Courts are very fandhiar with requiring antecedent showings before they act.
Senator TUNNEY. I. Would be curious to know how much of Mr.

Lawrence and Mr. Nelson's time was taken up during that period
where the subpena was issued ordering you to reveal certain private
information that you had, the tapes that you had, and I would like to
know that because you work for a very large newspaper. There. are
many smaller newspapers who do not have as many reporters as the
Los Angeles Times. I would be curious to know how much of your
n
time was taken up with this litigation.
Mr. LAWRENCE. In my case

would say from the point that the

subpena was issued, which would be a Thursday and a Friday: some
of the time that weekend, all of Monday and Tuesday, I was in jail
briefly on Tuesday, further jailing was continuingin prospect Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and into SaturdaY, so that it would be about 10
days that was really Almost entirely devoted to this action.

Mr. NELSON. Well, I didn't spend any -time in jail so I didn't lose
that time. I don't luiniv that I can really giVe you the exact days but
I can tell you I spent an awful lot of time over a number of days even
prior to the issuance of the subpena knowing full well that we were
(rain°.
t, to be subpenaed, that is drawing up long memos, interoffice
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ME1110S. all Of which, incidentally, was subpenaed, and these memos
were drawn up because we figured we might be subpenaed. As a matter

of fact, the original snbpena in this case included all note5,-4Linteroillee memos, and my attorney asked me for a list of it and' it filled, up
a huge brown envelope and I had notes in notebook on thb Watergate
ease which included information mien confidential source that happened to involve a client. that my attorney was representing. That is
sort of some of the kind of information that was accumulated there.
Senator TCNNEY. And the Los Angeles Tines Corp. paid for your
ttorney's fees.

Mr. NELSON. They paid for. my attorney's fees, for Ostrow and

myself.

Mr. THOMAS. Let me acid a word on that. If you are figurina out
how a subpena would affect a small newspaper, in addition to John
t.'
and Jack and a few other members of the bureau, the national editor,
myself, and eight lawyers spent full time Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, and into Wednesday morning on just this
Watergate subpena. You can figure what that adds up to.
Senator TUNNEL It acids up perhaps to a different. kind of justice
Mr. LAWRENCE: In my case, I would say from the point that the

for reporters of large newspapers than for reporters of small

newspapers.
Mr. THOMAS. Or surrender.

Senator ThmwEy. That is right. When we talk in terms of an absolute shield, the term itself contains some ambiguity, specially as to
the scope of the absolute shield and the definition of newsman.

If we shield absolutely confidential sources and confidentially obtaMed published material and if the definition of who is protected
is broad, would that be sufficiently absolute to protect the free flow
of information, Mr. Thomas?
Mr. ThoniAs: No; I think in order to protect the free flow we have

to do something about protecting the newspaper from becoming a
source itself regardless of confidential information or even unpublished information. We really got into _this trouble in the first place
not through confidentiality. It all began at the time of the Watts riots
and then the student riots in which our newsmen were obviously witnesses to all kinds of events which wound up in litigation. So that is
when the flood of subpenas started. It started in search of newsmen
as witnesses, as agents of the court either for the defendant or the
prosecution. So we still would be faced with the enormous burden involving protecting the confidential and the unpublished source. We also
should be keptclear of the courts. We can't become agents of the court

and still do what we are supposed to do. As soon as we show up on
one side or the other in the court it is a clear message to people on
the outside not to talk to us if they don't want to show up in court

one. way or the other.
F4e11;001* TrNNEY. So what you arc saying is that you feel that there
should be an absolute privilege or no legislation at all.

Mr. THOMAS. No: my lawyers toll 'me not to say that. What I am
saying is that an absolute privilege really doesn't sound so unreasonable Co me. I have been in this business 23 years and until 2 years ago

I thought I had an absolute privilege and behaved as though I did

and so did everyone else I know in this business. So what we are simply
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asking for is a return to where we were before the courts began to

build upon theirwhat is the word I wantgag orders were an

extension of their strength which in turn pyramided into what. we
have now got, which is control outside of the court by the judges
inside of the court.

Senator TENNEY. What was the relationship that you and people
working on your newspaper had with prosecutors before the Supreme
Court cases?
Mr. Tnom.xs. Well. our relationship with them was not altogether
different than it is now. It is only a few people who give us trouble and
I won't single out. prosecutors. *Defense attorneys have been every bit
as assidous IR seeking to use us as prosecutors have. We always had
an understanding, I think, with prosecutors, there were certain things
they couldn't ask of us. They couldn't bring us into court, they couldn't
make us serve as an agent of the court, they couldn't get hold of our
material. When they made feeble efforts to
so, that. is all they were
in those clays, we told them they were not going to do it and that' was

the end of it and they understood we had an absolute privilege and
so did the defense attorneys we dealt with in those days. That all
changed when the first subpenas were granted under the gag orders
and associated matters. I- say it. all began during the riots when the
subpenas were beginning to be honored and some of them weren't
fought hard enough by enough people. As soon as a few people, judges
did it, it became clear it was possible to be clone, then began the flood
of attempts.
Senator Tux)ity. Do-you agree with the previous testimony that the
term "newsman" should not be defined?
Mr. THOMAS. I can't say that I agree totally with that concept and I
think we could find a reasonable definition of newsman in an absolute
privilege bill.
Senator TUNNEY. Mr. Warren, as a man who has dealt with these
cases as a lawyer, do you have any impressions on that?

Mr. WARREN. Yes, I think that when Congress is going to use a
term in a bill which is central to the interpretation and application of
that bill, it is appropriate for Congress to define it. If Congress does
not do so, it will be done by the branch of government, which in our
judgment is the source of the problem. Consequently, I see no advantage to congressional purpose to leave the definition of what is a newsman to the courts.
Senator TUNNEY. One of the issues that has come up in these hearings is a very difficult philosophical problem. That is when a newsman

is walking clown the street. he. is not covering a story, but he sees a
crime being committed in front of him. Should he be exempt from
having to testify as to the facts as to what he saw ?
Mr. Thomas, do you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, we have never claimed noncitizenship and that

is what that would amount to. All we want is protection when we are

doing our job. When we are not doing our job, rthiiik tyitt we are

susceptible to the same claims which can be and should be made upon
all citizens. In those cases we should be. called upon to, testify and we
would.

Senator Ttrx-x. If an absolute privilege bill passed the Congress,
it would be possible for we will say, a person who was friendly to an
organization that was determined to change the social order through

993
revolution, to be standing on the steps of a Federal building and watch
a friend come up those steps and throw a bomb into the building and
he would 1w etenipt by the language of the legislation. titan having
to testify as to what lie saw. Do you suggest that. result
Mr. ToomAs. No, I think that we wilt accept an absolute privilege

that extends only to the area in which we do our jobs. I think that

would be very nice.
Mr. WARREN. I would say I don't see a correlation between the abso-

lute nature of the privilege and the question as to whom it extends. I
think that an absolute pill Rego bill can be drawn which is restricted
only to those Congress feels are entitled to it and excluding those who
don't come within the ambit of iwwsmen.
Senator TUNNEY. One of the problems arises with a situation such

as the Bronzhurg case where you had a reporter observe a crime and
he wrote a story that I personally feel was valuable. It gave information to the people of that community as to the scope and nature of the
drug problem but how do you except out a situation like IfrapAtag
and include in a situation like a reporter standing on the steps of the
Federal building, a reporter whO works for, we will say, a revolution-

ary journal and who sees a bomb being placed in that Federal

building?
Mr. WARREN. Is the reporter there in the performance of his function
as a newsman? Because if he is, then I agree that. an absolute protection would prevent his testimony. I can only say in regard to that that

all these other relationships that we are talking abort where we, for
examPle,1 said that. a man's wife does not have to get on the stand and
testify against her husband, and I don't. care what she saw him do, our
courts for years have accepted a proposition a man's wife should not. lx

requiml to. testify against the husband and vice versa, spousal privilege. And why is that so? Well that is to protect the sanctity of the
marriage 'relationship and preserve harmony in the home. AR these
gentlemen are doing here is saying that the flow of information to the
public regarding our society deserves the same kind of protection and
maybe mere so as marital harmony.
Senator' Purim. Well, I fun very impressed by the testimony that
we have heard regarding the ease with which Failipenas are issued by
judges and the cost to the recipient of such a subpena, or to the newspaper for which he works and how we are going to have to, in any
legislation we pass, deal with that very central factor.
It is a surprise to me to know that it has been easy to get a judge to
issue a snbpena as you indicate, Mr. Warren, as in California..
I want to thank you very much for your appearance, Mr. Thomas,
Mr. Warren. Mr. Lawence,'Mr. Nelson. You have made a very valuable
contribution to our proceedings.
Mr. TimmAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator TUNNEY. Our next witness is Mr. Richard Wald, the

president of NBC News. Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. WALD, PRESIDENT, NBC NEWS,
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO., INC.

Mr. Wm ,n. Mr. Chairman, my name is Richard C. Wald. I am President, NBC News. I have been a journalist and writer all my working
life. But never in my experience have the difficulties of following my
trade been as great as today.
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The flow of infoimation that we all live by is becoming restricted.
The newsman's functionwhich is to foster public understanding by
increasing public knowledgeis in danger of narrowing. And while
the bills that come before this committee bear the inscription, "News-

men's Privilege," it is not a privilege at all. It is a safeguard for the
publica public that needs the sources of confidential information

protected so the flow of information to the people will not be

-obstructed.

So I look to this committee not only as a newsman but as a citizenfor assurance that the press will remain free to perform its func-

tion. And I welcome the opportunity to assist in your efforts by
addressing
to those subjects which Chairman Ervin has indicated are of particular interest.
Is a statutory exemption for- newsmen desirable ?
Official demands for journalists' non-published material, to be used
as evidence or leads, have increased enormously in the past decade, so
that an exemption is needed now more than ever before.

One factor in this change is technological. Journalists have been
able to get to the source of the news more than before and to gather
material in a form more convenient for enforcethent officials. Convenience for prosecutors does not equate with necessity for courts.
But courts still allow prosecutors to make newsmen part of the enforcement apparatus, a practice which damages their real function.
Another factor is the growth, of the Federal Government. As the
list of Federal crimes has grown,: Federal law enforcement activities
have also expanded. In turn, subpenas and informal demands for newsmen's material have multiplied.
This trend will not disappear on its own, although its intensity may
wane or grow in cycles. Demands will continue, and will grow, in

stopped by some legal barrier, and that is whywe believestatutory
exemption is desirable.

Before the Supreme Court's decision regarding Caldivell, Bramburg, and Pappas, I and many other newsmen assumed that the first
amendment protected the press from compulsory testimony. We were
told that a developing trend of court decisions tended to uphold this
protection. Then came the Caldwell decision.
And so we turn to Congress for help to protect journalists' access to
news sources, so that communication may freely flow from them to the
public.
The need for such help has become even clearer since last year's hear-

ings, and this has been recognized by the number and quality of the
bills introduced so early in this session. The hearinos on the bills also
show a serious congressional intent to consider and hopefully to act
upontheir common objective.
The public interest in protection of news sources has been underlined by recent jailings and threatened jailings of newsmen. These
publicized events illustrate, in a highly visible manner, a continuing,
but less visible, intrusion on the ability of the press to inform the

public.

It is impossible- to guess at the number of news reports that rest on
essential information confidentially given. I don't pretend to know
how many have been held back recently, although NBC is now cooperating with both Sigma Delta Chi and the Associated Press Man-
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aging Editors in their attempts to make industrywide surveys. One of

the problems of such a survey is that if it gets specific enough to

demonstrate the point, the person who gives a good example may wind
up facing a jail term.

Anonymity and confidentiality must play a large part in our business. The reasons vary as much as people and news items. Family and

business relationships, friendships, hatreds, fear of retribution by
criminalsor bossesall play a part.
The classic examples are probably those where information may
reveal wrongdoing by public officials. Too often, when their identity
is discovered, informants are treated as if they were the wrongdoers.

A graphic illustration involved recent reports that inmates of a

Tennessee mental institution were being mistreated. The stories gave
rise to an investigation and demands for identity of the source. One'
reporter disclosed his source, and the result? The source of his information, a secretary at the hospital, was fired.

Thus you can see why some people with important information
remain silent rather than risk their jobs, their relationships, or sometimes even their lives, on the will of a newsman to stand firm under
continuing pressures and possible punishment.
Completely aside from any rights of an informant, the fundamental
public right to the information should not have to rest on newsmen's
individual choices to hold to principle and be punished as a result.
Our whole social and governmental system rests on the premise that
information about the public's business will flor fully and freely from
source, to media, to public. When that process is bloc.ked or hampered,
our society cannot function as it was intended.
Should the exemption be absolute or qualified ?
We at NBC conclude that preference should be given to legislation
which affords absolute protection to the newsmen and others employed
in the gathering, processing, and presenting of news and information
to the public. That conclusion prompted NBC president Julian Goodman to endorse the approach taken by Senator Cranston's bill, S. 158.
We also pledge to. support any similar bill which appears administratively workable and shares the same broad objective:

The scope of statutory protection should be tailored to the dimensions of the needa need demonstrated by recent instances of testimonial compulsion. This need is for full protection of media and news-

people against forced testimony regarding either information or
source.

This, at least, is the lesson learned from the experience of reporters
who have receitly refused to comply with subpenas in reliance on
State "shield" 'vs.
The qualified statute in Maryland, for example., was held unavailable to a reporter because he did not advise his news source that he was
a reporter.

The qualified statute in New Jersey was unavailable to a report,s

because he had partially complied with a subnena.

In California, statutory protection was 'denied once the reporter

ceased to be employed as a reporter, although the information sought
had been ,mothered in that capacity.

And although most people today get much of their news through
television reporting, a New York court has railed that a television cam-.
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eraan is not a reporter for the purpose of invoking the shield la.w

of that State.
Rulings such as these work against, a legislative intent to afford
first aniendn,, HI protection for !IVAN'S gathering and reporting. But as
long as statutes ant less than an absolute privilep.e, prosecn Ors will
be able to act, on loopholes in the lacy. 1111(1 opportunities for narrowing
the scope of protection will multiply. We agree with the, observation
of justice William O. Douglas that, "Sooner Or Inter, any text which.
provides less than Blanket protection . . . will be twisted and relaxed so as t()1/10Vide virtually no protection at all."

This position is not inconsistent, as Some contend, with the public

interest in law enforcement.. Arguments to this effect, designed to place
Ale interest in law enforcement above that of public in Formation, are
:.generally based on hypothetical. rather than veal life, situations. The
facts .of life typically show that, justice will not suffer from protecting
the news gathering function. Alternate sources of legally relevant information are generally available. And often, information vital to law
enforcement officials comes to them through reporting from the news -

man's confidential source; so that drying up of these sources can
adversely affect law enforcement as well as public information,

This fact, is apparently recognized by many of the Nation's law

enforcement officials, including Connecticut State Attorney General
Houston District. Attorney Carol Vance, who is also president

of the National District Attorneys Association, State Attorney for
Dade County Richard E. Gerstein, and New York Deputy Attorney
General Robert Fischer.
Slum] d state proceedings be included?
The reasons for absolute protection apply no less on the State than
on the Federal level. 'rho, Caldwell decision appears to have weakened

the force of .shield laws in States which have them. Although the

Supreme Court was construing the U.S. Constitution, some. State offi-

cials have followed its construction as a model. In New Jersey and
California, where two elf the contempt cases arose, shield laws were
construed so as not to protect. In both States the response of the State
legislatures was prompt and gratifying.
New Jersey amended its statute)y affording the absolute protection
we are urging. Other States, snch as Illinois and :Massachusetts, are
consideoing legislation. But while these scattered actions are encouraging, they cannot replace the need for consistency, in so vital an area,
th rough a comprehensive Federal law.

I am no constitutional lawyer and cannot judge the seriousness of
any constitutional question that might arise should the Congress seek
to legislate for the States in this area. If there is cause for serious concern on this point, then a more prudent course might be to limit the
Federal law to Federal proceedings. An otherwise acceptable Federal
law then might become a model for State legislation on the subject.
Who should be entitled to claim the privilege?.
Every person genuinely engaged in the 'gathering and dissemination
of news should be protected in the exercise of their news function. Any

definition of categories of persons to be protected is almost certain to
milt some people who, in the circumstances of a particular case, should
come within the principle of the first amendment.
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Instances of improper omission would be minimized by an approach

that focuses on a person's good faith participation is news gathering
und dissemination for a regularly published news medium. Questions
of good faith, in the context of many different laws, are resolved by
courts everyday. They are well equipped to deal with such questions
and should experience no special difficulty in the context of a news
.

subpenfl. statute.

If qualification is desirable, what should the qualification be?
It is difficult to discuss the character of qualihcations because I believe it is preferable not to have any. It is particularly difficult because
they all appear snsceptible of interpretation that could eliminate the
intended exemption. I can, however, tell you what I feel most strongly
they should not be.
There should not be a qualification to.prevent threatened harm, however serious the anticipated harm may seem. The bills that have taken
this approach speak of espionage, foreign aggression, and danger to
human life. These are serious crimes but a statutory exception for them
seems unwise. The situations assumed by them are unlikely ever to
arise. No one says they have. But it is all too easy for a prosecutor to
discern a possible threat that fits a statutory description where none
exists.

I also urge that you not limit protection to confidential sources or
to confidential information. Such a protection would not protect the
ordinary, decent citizen who wants to disclose Wrongdoing. He generally will not think of negotiating terms that will protect him under
such a qualified statute. This is illustrated by the Tennessee situation
1 mentioned earlier, whereaccording to the reporter's explanation
the mifortunate secretary had not asked for a promise of confidentiality. People often think that public disclosure itself will correct the situation. To penalize such unsophisticated disclosure is a harsh penalty
to impose on the informant, but the penalty on society is even greater.
Unpublished information should be protected as well because you
should not make the newsman's notes an arm of the law.
'What should be the procedural mechanism ?

'We all know that procedure itself can narrow or extend the scope
of protection for individual liberties. Historically, procedural mecha-

nisms have defined constitutional rightssuch as the right of due

process, the. right not to testify against one's self, the right to a grand
jury indictment before having to stand trial.
NBC's own experience in Illinois may be-illuminating on this point.
We cover events of local, as well as national, news interest there since
NBC owns a radio and a television station in Chicago. In 1968 and the
years following, NBC Nev -s and its staff were subjected to a barrage
of subpenas seeking: mat.lrial gathered while covering newsworthy
events in that State.
Illinois had no "shield" law, and news operations were being seriously interfered with. Finally, the State court acted. By a rule of court,
subpenas to newsmen or news media were limited with procedural
safeguards. Instead of being issuable at will by either prosecution or

defenseas in most Statesthe party seeking the subpena must make
a motion, on notice, for an order of the court. Under the rule, such
orders are not to be issued without a showing that the evidence exists
and is relevant, that a subpena is the only way to obtain it, and that
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nonproduction would cause tt miscarriage Of justice. This, of cour.4c,
was not it lull solution, but it lugs had it signifteant impact.
If this subcommittee decides against an absolute statutory exempton,

I urge that it provide procedural reinforcements, similar to those

adopted by the Illinois court, to help secure the intended protect ion.
Under such a procedure, the party seeking the subpetut should have

the burden of affirmatively showing at the outset, that the information sought is not within the privilege afforded by the statute, and
that.
tat procedura I tests are satisfied.
CONCLUSION

We believe that S. 158 is ideally drafted to provide the protection
required by the public's need for information. It is .inhale in its terms
and direct in its prohibition, with little room for misunderstanding
or misinterpretation. It is administratively workable.
But whatever approach is taken, you will deserve the enduring
thanks and gratitude of the public, and its servant, the press, if you

enact in this session in any form an effective law to protect and
encourage the free flow of information to the public.
Thank you.
Senator TuNNEy. Tinull: you very much, Mr. Wald. As I understand

your testimony, you are not taking the position that we must have
either a total exemption or no legislation at all?
Mr. WALD. No, sir, I am not. But if I may add to that. I do believe
that a total exemption is almost mandatory.

I Ulla!: that there may be in some way that I have not yet seen a

qualification that would be acceptable to us. I haven't seen one yet. It is
Just you have to assume that maybe somebody has one..
Senator Tu.xxrr. Are there any circumstances where your network

would agree to the release of unpublished tapes where they had a
direct bearing upon the solution of a serious crime or upon a serious
threat to national security ?
Mr. WALe. Yes; I think there are such circumstances where, if we
were the only holders of such information and such information was

required and there was a showing that it wasn't meant to harass or
invade our files, or something like that, I think we would cooperate
with an investigative authority.
Senator TuNNEy. Are there any circumstances where the network

management would oN .rrule a reporter who had obtained certain
film footage and the reporter had obtained it with a. promise that the

source would never be revealed, under circumstances where you have
unpublished footage but where a. reporter was invited in, like in the
Bailzbug case, with a camera crew to watch heroin being mixed; and
by inadvertence the cameraman had actually shot the face of the man
who was doil, the mixing and that film was never aired and at some
future point law enforcement authorities were trying to get copies of
the footage?
Would management overrule the reporter's pledge of confidentiality,
do you think?.

Mr. WALD. Well, if I may, I would like to explain something. We

are in the business of publishing what it is we find out.. In the instance,
as yon were citing before. of having some information in our unpublished material that would be germane to some kind of prosecution of a
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serious nature, our main thrust is to put on the air witatever it is we
runt out, so Hutt the number of such instances is very, very small. In
the instance Of n reporter who promised that kind of confidentiality
to someone and then attempted to keep to his word, 1 do not think we
would overrule him for a very simple reason. Our business is to go
places to be trusted enough to be able to bring in formation like that to
the public. I If we should default on our word, if we are made to default

on our word, We Will have less access. and having less access means having less information, and it is tr contradiction in terms.

Senator TuNNEY- What about an approach like Senator Eagleton's,

which would provide absolute protection for information obtained
.froin confidential sources and for that material and information which

receives qualified protection the procedural requirements as to the
issuance of a subpena art- \ry strict, cumbersome, and burdensome
and right of appeal exists from a ruling by the trial court'? Does that
approach make any sense to you
Mr. WALD. It is an interesting approach and certainly in those areas

where it is absolute, obviously, I agree with it. I think that the procednral questions addressed in the Eagleton bill are interesting from
my viewpoint because I do believe that those procedures should be included in anything that is less than absolute. I have some problem' with

some parts of it though and I am not sure, to quote Congressman
Wit Idle, that a search for a compromise is the best way to start a
sla tire process. I do think that we would be far better served by a truly
absolute bill.
Senator TuNN Ey. Do you feel that the term "newsman.' ought to be
definzd in the legislation ?
Mr. WALD. Yes; roughly. I think that people engaged in the business

of gathering and collating, editing, and disseminating information
ought to be roughly definable and possibly, as I said in the statement,
that the ultimate liner points of that definition might be left to the
courts. I don't think this is an enorinousiproblem.
Senator TuNNEY. It certainly should include cameramen.
Mr. WALD. It certainly should include cameramen.
Senator TUNNEY. The longer I listen to testimony the more difficult

appears the problem of trying to write in exceptions to the absolute

privilege. I must confess I started off these hearings with the conviction
that if a newsman is off duty, so to speak, and saw a crime being com-

mitted, he should not be subject to a shield, to a sweeping privilege
against having to testify. On the other hand, how do you write in that

kind of aqualification? It is a very, very difficult problem to protect the
reporter in a fact situation like that in the Branobttiv case.
Mr. WALD. It is obviously. difficult. I might just point, out paren-

thetically that a reporter who witnessed a bombing or shooting or
serious crime of any/kind and didn't think- he was a reporter at that

moment wouldn't be much of a reporter. II is kind of like being a policeman and watching a crime being committed. You have 1111 oblh.ration. The history of our profession is replete with people who saw a
fire and reported on it or were involved in a train wrecka famous case,
where a man wasn't on duty in the sense that it was 9 to 5, or whatever
hours he was working, but it was a news event and he was reporting on
it. There are very few serious cases in which a reporter who is a reporter
could conceivably be so involved without working.
03-174-73--20
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Senator TUNXI.X. Of course, lie could report 011 the Si 01 Wit !Wilt
I lying, the person \vim perpetrated the crime.
Mr. 1 VALI). 'Flint is true whether it is to 5 or a Sunday i1 ternoon.
Senator TusNrV. There also a di ireet'llee Where a Ill'I'S1111, as in
//Pe/it11)10V, 1VaS atilllittell 11110 a room in confidence rather than was
standing on till' ATM. CONIVI*111)(1 Seeing the el'inle being COMIlliat'd in a
pnhlic place.
Mi'. I1'A1.1). YeS. it is: and it is it problem. I live in New York and we
have in that specific instance 11 lot of problems with tutroot ies and nareol ics trade.. lot of what the plthlir knows now about the aspects of
narcotics has boon put forth by people who know It little hit more about,
crime but didnt. report. it all. The Governor, who is death on narcotics and is very much worried about
Senator TuN's10°. Or life, on narcotics.
Mr. \VALI. 1Tes. Feels that that is ;1 supportable situation. his feeling strongly is. as lie said here in the committee, that you get more information that way and it is in the greater public interest to lied out
as much as you can about a general problem. than to be speeifically disruptive of the process of the press through specific instances.
Senator 'Tux sul-. 11'01, thank you very much, Arr. Wald. That, is a
very line statement. and we appreciate your participating in our consideration of these various bills.
Mr. 11rAr,n. Thank you, Mt. Chairman, for letting us talk about it.
Senator 'I'lfxxxv. Our next witness is Mr. William Payette, president, Sigma Delta Chi.
I 71

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. PAYETTE, PRESIDENT, SIGMA
DELTA CHI

Mr. PA YETTE. On behalf of Sigma Delta Chi, I wish to express our
appreciation for the opportunity to appear before thif,;. distinguished
body and to express to you our deep concern over devehipmentS which
ultimately lead to blinding the public eye.
Since its inception, Sigma Delta Chi has supported the free flow
of information, and has consistently fought efforts to diminish the
effectiveness of the newsman in keeping the public informed.
Sigma Delta Chi is the oldest and largest organization serving the
field of journalism. Its membership includes 24,000 men and women
in every field of journalism, broadcast and print, publishers, editors,
news directors, and newsmen on and oft' the

I will try to keep these remarks brief, as requested. I realize that,

with specific instances, there will have been a number of witnesses, and
I will try to avoid going over the same ground.
I do think, however, that we must view the shield law and the urgent

need for it in context. It is of a piece with an entire battery of pressures aimed at shutting off the flow of information.

As a result of these widespread attacks, a climate has been created

in which a repoter's-attempt to do a job is daily frustrated almost

everywhere. I travel up and down and across this country a great deal,
and when you db that, you are, aware of the countless blocks on the
local, State, and National levels. The adversary relationship between

the public, through the media, and public officials is historic, but
surely to my knowledge has never been as vicious or as thorough as
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at. the present time, Just, as thy physical activities of the Kennedy administration sent the country oil' on t:0 -mile hikes and a reasonable
number of pool-pnshings, the current consistent, efforts to discredit the
media have created It climate in %vhich everyone feels free to join.
There are a nunamr or ways iu which the muzzle can he applied.

lroadcosters live presently under the very real threat of loss of

license, and conceivably many or them ward iind it pasio to conform
to the notions or whichever administration is in 1/0111`I' than to devote
endless years and dollars to an effort to save the license. One station
or the many now trying to defend their licenses has been at it, more tluiti

,vears. spent more than $2 millioncosts of more than $75,000 on
the transcript aloneand for more than $2 million in effort, and busi-

ness lost. because or the oiversion or their e
A Boston book publisher is
verve of

beCIIIISe of

legal consequences or publishing the Elisberg papers. Asserting the
rieltt to permit, or withhold adyertisiu, \vhether it, he for cigarettes,
toys, or public utilities mina be ignored.
Statements by national Officials, both elective and appointive, give
sanction to repressive acts by lesser men throughout the count, y. lit
the interest, of brevity and to avoid repetition, I will not. go into the
Air/. heir /ye or Ilriltimn Fort' cases, except to point, out, that aside
from the basic injustice of their imprisonment,. how curious it is that
in reporter FAinCs case the judge held that a reporter he was protected
by the California shield law. When Fart' left, the newspaper to become
an information officer for the district attoney's office, the judge ruled
that. Farr had lost, his reporter's status, and therefore, could be questioned and held in contempt, for refusing to reveal the sources of his

story. If that were not curious enonh, when Farr left, the district
attorney's office and resumed reporting on another newspaper, the

judge held that this did not restore his immunity.
When word that Farr has been jailed reached the floor of the Sienna

Delta, Chi convention .in Dallas in November, there was a standing
ovation of sympathy, and in later business sessions, delegates approved
the following resolution:

Whereas Sigma Delta Chi has long recognized the need for confidential relations between reporter's and netts sources, and
Whereas recent. events, including the jailing* of news reporters for declining

to 'Typal their news sources in an effort to preserve the public's right to know,
has shown the growing and continuing nature of the problem : and

Whereas these events include the increasing use of Government subpenas

.against newsmen ; and

Whereas these actions have shown an even greater danger to the free flow

of information to the public than had been previously recognized ; and
Whereas Sigma Delta Chi is involved with a joint media committee promoting

legislationshield lawson a national level and is similarly working for such
legislation in all 50. States : Therefore, he it

Resolved, That the 03rd Annual Convention of Sigma Delta. Chi establishes
as its ultimate objective the enactment of absolute privilege law in all 50 states
and at the federal level, and he it further
/0%gaved, That this convention instructs its officers and representatives On the
joint media committee to work for the strongest possible shield legislation in the
93d Congress.

And here we are.
Tyranny and oppression and control of the press always have been
imposed in the guise of promoting the public good. And it never has.
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There always is a valid reason for shutting off I he press, although
generally it is valid only to the, person turning off tlie faucet.

It doesn't make a great deal of difference which side of the street

your politics come from.

William Kunstler makes a career out. of what he regards as defending liberties. And yet he has subpenned the records of Ne w
Yorker magazine to help his defense of Rap Brown. When he was
asked how a man of Ids posture could take this stance, he is quoted
as saying, "These constitutional niceties don't mean a damn thinrto me when my client's life is at stake."
And so it is.

In the case of governmental or bureaucratic subpenas, the client

is, the bureau or the party or the administration and the constitutional
niceties don't mean a bit more there. And since I wrote, that an arm

of the Republican Party has issued a dozen subpenas for reporters
and editors of the New York Times, Time Magazine, the Washington
Post, and the Wash in gton Star-News.

The inhibiting effect of subpenas is unquestioned. No one in his
right mind will talk to a reporter on a sensitive subject, if he knoWs
the reporter can be required to turn him in. A couple of days ago a
New York judge held that two television newsmen inside Attica during the riots, at the moment about, which they are being subpenaed
to speak they were not acting as newsmen, therefore, they can he
subpenaed and required to speak. I can imagine, how much news a
reporter will get if lie finds it necessary to advise the people he speaks
to before he asks his question that, anything they say may be ii,ed
against, them. I can imagine the effect that would have had if these
reporters had made this statement inside of Attica..

There is no question that the, sub Lena for the Watergate tapes

had a chilling effect on news sources. or is there, any question that
the man who made the tapes would have refused if he had known the
source could be identified. He voluntarily released them, not because
he wanted to, but to keep a reporter from going to jail again.
What was more puzzling was the FBI arrest of Les Whitten as he
was helping carry some of the "broken treaties" documents back to
the Government. The Government had paid the Indians who hauled
the treaties away, but arrested Whitten and Tiank Adams, who were
bringing some of them back. This seemed most curious.
Now Anderson has supplied the answer, and it lies at the heart of
the shield law.
.

There was no case against Whitten, and a grand jury refused to

indict him.

Anderson has now found that 2 clays after the Janmuy 31 arrest,
the FBI, in the guise of investigating the crime, got a court order
requiring the telephone company to give them access to the records
of Jack Anderson's telephone calls. As Anderson notes. the FBI
subpenaed records dating hack to July. 4. months before the Indians
stole the documents. But Anderson's office and home, telephone records

were subpenacd. And. Anderson says, they were looking for sources
far afield from anything involving the Indians, as the dates would
indicate. Since I wrote that, it has come to light that indeed the FBI

is checking the numbers on this list and have communicated with
people whose numbers were unlisted and have questioned them about
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other matters involving other such stories vhic Jack Anderson had
ca

This is, of course, outrageous. Anderson doesn't really care whether
you like hint or you don't like him. And this should have no bearing
on his freedom to pursue one of the most important Jobs in Washing-

ton, and one being done by no one else. A government is a poor
watchdog of its own affairs and has a 'wet:hitWit, way of punishing
those within the orgaizat ion who try to recti fy error.

As you perhaps have not. noticed in your busy lives, the Knapp
Co»unission conducted hearings into crime in New York City. Yon
also may not have noticed that the most prominent vitnesses against
police corruption before the commission have since been tried on
charges ranp-ing from murder to perjury. You inav not have noticed

that two inspectors in the New York Transit Authority tried to
rectify the most flugrant, abuses of public trust wit hin the authorit.
They got nowhere, so they made movies in the yards showing work-

men sleeping, clinking beer, conducting small business, playing
cards, and diverse other wuVS of earning. a salary in the authority.
The film was shown on a locn) television news show, and the inspectors,
of course, have been suspended without pay and charged with making
a Jilin when they were supposed to be working.

This is by way of saying that the direct approach seldom succeeds,
It could be said that a reporter should dig things ont for himself.
but those who say this must realize that digging 'largely consists of
finding the people who know what you need to know. Frequently. men
of gooll conscience find the reporter.

With a bureaucracy at all levels so enormous, there simply would
be no reporting if it consisted of a newsman's going from bureau
to bureau and talking to no one. He cannot learn anything by looking
at a bank of computers, or even, generally, stacks of records. Generally,
someone must supply the kcy.

I would guess that the knowledge that the FI31 has a record of

Jack Anderson's telephone calls would discourage many a volunteer.
I know that the flow of news has slowed as a result of these subpenns. I know of one illuminating story which is not being reported
because of the responsibility of involving the source. Many of my
friends know of others.
These remarks may be encouraging to the people who are pushing
for disclosure, but no thinking man, no matter how partisan, could

feel that this is good. Every party and every administration is out
of power sometime, and the view from the outside is much different

than from the inside.

A President may feel that the media should not be critical of the
administration and should back the President's difficult decision. A.
candidate on the other hand, does not feel this way. The ability of the
media to work freely between these two views is our safeguard.
A newsman, without sources is a newsless man. A public without
news is a blind and ignorant public, and as we move evermore toward
one-man, one-vote, direct election, and universal, unqualified suffrage,
the result will destroy us all
you.
Senator TUNNEY. TIM Ilk you, Mr. Payette.

I appreciate the remarks that you have made. I think that they go to
the heart of the problem that we are -facing.
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I would like to ask you one question about the Kunst ler situation._
What about a situation whore a man's client's life is at stake? What
about exculpatory evidence that a newsman might have or that a
newsman in all probability has
Do you feel that the social value of allowing that defendant to have
access to that exculpatory information outweighs the value of a newsman's shield?

Mr. Psxi

Senator, I feel that in actual fact, attorneys and

clients aren't interested in a fair trial. What they are interested in is
whining. I think they will use whatever resources they can command
to win; If you can confuse the issue or the jury enough by bringing
in whatever you can grab. you frequently will get an acquittal.
Now, in the case of exculpatory evidence, I think that in a reporter's

own good judgment he could supply this if he felt that it would not

compromise something more important.
What we are talking about here is getting back to what we had. We

talk about absolute shield versus qualified shield. For 200 years we

have had an absolute shield. We have had absolute unabridged. freedom

of the press for 200 years. In the past few months this has been

changed.

What we want is to go back to a system which has worked satisfactorily. I won't quote Madison or Learned Hand or Harold Medina
you have heard these quotes. It has worked very well for 200 years.
Newsmen, I think, have absolved more innocent people than they generally are given credit. for. I think far more people have suffered at
the hands of guilty people who have gone free than innocent people
have suffered as a result of a newsman's failure to cooperate.
We have been involved these 200 years in innumerable wars and

innumerable peril where the survival of the state was at stake. We
have had assassinations of our national leaders, and in none of these
cases has the newsman failed to cooperate in any area which would.
be helpful. This has worked this long, I don't think we should be
talking about trying to get back a piece of what we had. I think we
should go back to what worked.
Senator TUNNEL. SO, in other words, you are saying that it is all or
nothing.
Mr. PAYETTE. No. I am not saying all or nothing. T am saying all.

Senator TuxicEv. Well. I am trying to

Mr. PAYETTE. We are simply trying to restore what it was and
what previous Supreme Courts have held it to be. Senator.

Senator 'PUNNET. In other words, though. you are flying that if
you can't get an absolute privilege bill through Congress, that you
would prefer no legislation at all?
Mr. PAYETTE. I am saying that the trouble with definitions: with
(Anuses which set ont parameters, is the trouble. with all legislation

and this i3 why we have attorneys and everyday we have morethat
the minute a piece of legislation is written, hordes of attorneys go to
work on this to find out how it could be used. And these subpenas and
jailings have oecurred under qualified shield laws and the problem of

whether the man is on ditty or not is easily defined where it is a
question of whether you have reasonable evidence of a erime. This
Is how Jack Anderson's phone calls were secured, on the pretext of a
crime. So there always is a way to do these things and the more words
we put. into this the less likely we are to have a true shield.
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Senator TETIC.NEY. I understand that.. I understand exactly what
you are saying.

But we have heard statements from Senators sitting on this subcommittee, we have heard statements from Congressmen sitting on
the corresponding committee on the lionse side, that it is highly Jilllikely that an absolute shield bill will go through the Congress. I am
one person who has indicated that he tends to favor an absolute shield,
but. I have also indicated that. I was going to keep an open mind during
these hearings. I Mnilskiiig you a direct question and maybe you prefer

not to answer it, and if you do prefer not to answer it, please say so
do you feel that it. is all or nothing?

Mr. PAyrrrii. Senator, I couldn't give you a valid answer to that

without seeing how much is lost. Conceivably there could he a qualification which would not put a newsman at that much hazard. Actually,
this is another thing I object to, this being called a newsman's privilege law because so many people, unfamiliar with legal terms. rearm
this as putting newsmen in a special category and it is not that at all.
Senator Ttricxsy. I agree with it.
Mr. PAYETFE. It is to preserve the free flow of information. It is
conceivable there could be, some kind of limitation, but I haven't seen.
it. Most of the ones I have seen I think would be harmful. They Would
be confirming an erosion of fundamental rights and this is perilous..
I don't think we want to do that. We want to get back to the rights as
they were last year.
Senator TUNNEY. Yes; I Mel that it is too bad the legislation is not.
entitled. "The Public's Right to Know" bill. I agree that conceptually
the symbolism is wrong when you talk about a newsman's shield
Well thank you very much, Mr. Payette.
Mr. PAYETTE. Thank you, sir.

Senator TUNNEY. I appreciate your testimony.

Our last witness is Mr. Charles S. Perlik, president of the News

paper Guild.
Mr. Perlik, if you could identify the gentleman that you have with
you.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES S. PERLIK, TR.., PRESIDENT, THE NEWS-.
PAPER GUILD, AFLCIO, ACCOMPANIED BY NAMES M. CESNIK,
DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND INFORMATION, THE NEWSPAPER
GUILD

Mr. PERLiK. I will be happy to, Senator. My companion is James
Cesnik, the Newspaper Cruild's director of research and information,
to whom we are indebted for keeping our organization abreast of much

that has happened in this area and helping to develop our position
with respect to it.

In view of the hour, I am going to attempt to summarize what my

prepared testimony said.
Senator TUNNEY. Your testimony will go in the record immediately
following your remarks.
Mr. PERLIK. I appreciate that. This is the fourth occasion when I
have had the opportunity to appear before a congressional committee
on this subject, or if not directly on this subject:, on auxilliary subjects
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dealing with the preSs, which occasions I have taken the opportunity
to comment upon privilege and its effect on our organization.
I must say I feel much more comfortable this afternoon than I have
on any of those other occasions, because I think we are among the first,
if not indeed the first organization to endorse. publicly what has now,
at least from what I have heard this afternoon and have been able to
follow in press accounts, become a very common, and I am very pleased
to say prevailing, viewpoint, at least in the industry, as to what type
of legislation is desirable and necessary in this area.
I appeared before this subcommittee last year when it was examining the general state of press freedom in the United States and made
these. points from which we do not now deviate.

First, that the first amendment protects the right of news gatherers
to protect their information and materials as well as their sources from
forced disclosure. We still believe that is a correct constitutional view.
We still believe that right is absolute and unqualified. We still believe
that it applies to any information or source, confidential or not, and we
are gratified that the multitude of challenges and erosions to that right
in the past year have brought so many compatriots in our industry and
citizens in general to our side.
We hope this committee will heed this growing trend. Our organization as you know represents 40,000 persons employed in the news
and business departments of newspapers, news agencies, new services,
and magazines in the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico. Large
portions of that membership are the foot soldiers in this battle. They
constitute the infantry.

Peter Bridge is a reporter William Farr is a reporter; Joseph

Weiler is a reporter; Earl Caldwell is a reporter; Paul Branzburg is

a. reporter ; Brit Hume is a reporter; Ron Ridenour is a reporter. Larry
Dickinson and Gib Adams are reporters. The list seems distressingly
long and never ending. But now that the Supreme Court has found contrary to our belief as to the first amendment's protections in this area,
we must turn to other forms of relief.
First to Congress, which we hope will enact a bill broad enough not
only in its protection against forced disclosure, but broad as welt in

the reach of its jurisdictionto the States and other levels of govern-

ment where the erosions are taking place so swiftly it is almost unpos-.
sible to keep abreast of them.
The second form of relief we are seeking is through the collective

bargaining processand we are a trade unionimperfect though it

may be because we don't represent newsmen on every paper, and because not every publisher, believe it or not, bind himself to protect and
defend his employees who find themselves in such difficulties.
But we have negotiated guaranteed wage payments to employees

jailed under these circumstances and employer-paid but employeechosen legal counsel and will continue to do so, law or no law.
T was delighted to 'hear Mr. Thomas testify earlier this afternoon
as to the resources and the attitude of the Los Angeles Times in committing itself financially as Well as philosophically to the principle involved here. But I am not happy to report that, before he was jailed,
Peter Bridge had his salary cutoff by his employer, an equally wealthy
corporation. If Congress cannot do it, then the trade union which represents people in this dilemma feels it must provide the protections that

3O

a man's family is certainly going to need if he is going to face the pain
cf jail and long and indeterminate jail sentences while the legalisms,
while the protections, are being resolved either before the judiciary or
here in the legislative Halls of Congress.
Specifically, we support S. 158 because it conies closest to recognizing
newsgatherers' privilege as absolute and unqualified, because it covers
Federal and State proceedings, because it does not attempt to draw a
distinction between confidentiality and nonconfidentiality, because -it
covers every medium of communication.
Many-before me have gone into greater analysis of S. 158 than this
summary permits, but we support it.

It has one provision we find troublesome; namely, that the testimonial privilege would be confined to "unpublished information.- If
that goes no further than to require verification of what was published

or broadcast, perhaps that might not be such a bad qualification.
However, we can Aee some of these ingenious judges who have riddled
privilege laws in New Jersey, California, and elsewhere, using such a

large leak as this to undo many of the other protections that S. 158
would guarantee.
We would like the subcommittee to take a look at another matter of
interest. We can document occasions when employers without knowledge, let alone consent, of their employees have turned over files, published and unpublished photos, verified and unverified information,
names, and sources, et cetera, to Government agencies. So the employer

himself placed the reporter in the very jeopardy we are seeking to
protect hug from. W,e believe such end runs must be stopped by further

improving S. 158 to prevent anyone other than an originating news
gatherer from disclosing information, material, or sources which the
originator could not be required to disclose unless this auxiliary p.,rty
has the unrevoked consent of the originator to do so.
We don't expect a welcome to this proposal With open arms at bargaining tables across the land, but it is our members and their peers
who are going to jail. I admit my admiration for publishers who have
said recently the publisher should go to jail, too, though to by, knowledge only two have said that. However attractive the prospect might be
to some to have bosses behind bars, instead of their employees, it hardly
presents a solution to the problem we are addressing ourselves to this
afternoon.
We see no practical way to sort confidential from nonconfidential.
It rarely becomes'so neatly labeled; the boundaries are not often articulated. The trust between confidant and listener is unusually unspoken,
and the relationship is informal.
Fears expressed about cutting off recourse by injured parties in cases
of irresponsible and perhaps libelous reporting, in our opinion, were
best answered by Senator Thomas Eagleton when he appeared before
this committee last week and offeredins view that this is a price which
simply must be paid in order not to jeopardize the free flow of news.

We are not aware of any foreign aggression against the United

States, espionage against the Nation, miscarriages. of justice, or lives
lost becuse of.news gatherer has refused to disclose the information he
or she has gathered, or it- aurces. On the other side of the coin, however, we are mindful of the fact that there is a longstanding tradition
of newspeople cooperating with law enforcement endeavors. It is also
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P:ma,

l'il sint:NP,

NnwsrAtitat Gump,

API,(210,
When we appeaed before this subcommittee it year agoduring your examination or the general stale or press freedom to the United States--w outlined
position on the right of newsgallieers to pro,.ct
briefly The Newspaper
their MI.(11.111;11 Ion and materials as well as their sources from forced diselostre.

Grintildell In our view of the purpose or the drst nmehdment. s free press
gintrunteenainely to ensure that the public nuo be informed of occurrences
%%lath may affect if our position is now as It was (Item :
That this right exists.
That. is Is absolute and unqualified.
And drat. It amities to any Informal Ian source, confidential or not.

Last year we also expressed our opinlint that enactment Olen of legislation

to recognize newsga therers' testimonial privilege would have been premature. We,
others, put our faith in the Supreme Court's ability to recognize the
along tt

privilege In the Bran:burg-Caldwell-Pappas eases then before It.
We leaguer. of the Supreme Court, majority's failure to recognize the privilege
as TN(i's 39th annual eonvention was entering its final day. The convention. in
an impromptu resolution, echoed Justice Pot ter Stewat's dissenting opinion that

the ruling "Invites state and federal authorities to undermine the historic

independence of the press by attempting to annex the journalistie profession as
an investigative arm of government," and called for enactment of legislation to
correct the S11011.4)11. Court majority's error.

We are here today to do just thatcall for enactment of appropriate legishtthoi.
We also are here to voice our support for S. 17iS as, in the view of TNif's
International Executive :ma rd, "the most adequate of any [of the bills] present ly
before the Congress." (I would like to offer for the record copies of the 1 Eirs
endorsement of S. 158 made earlier this month and of an 1E11 exprt,ssion last
October on the necessity of federal privilege legislation covering state as well
as federal jurisdictions.)
We support S. lriS because it collies closest to recognizing newsgatherers'
privileges as obsolete and unqualified; because, recognizing that the first
amendment applies uniformly to all persons in all jurisdictions, it would cover
Nall state and federal proceedings; because it does sot attempt to draw ditdinelions between confidential and noneonfidential sources and information: because
it recognizes the privilege for every "medium of communiention," including the
so- called underground as well as the overground press. and because it would
cover free lancers as well as regularly employed news people.

There is a provi. ion of S. 158, however, of tvhich we are somewhat dubious:

namely that it %viand confine the privilege for information to "unpublished
information." If that qualificatitm would .permit compulsion of testimony only
to the extent and for the purpose of verifying that information was in fact published or broadcastin effect to produce and identify clippings or their broadcast
equivalentit nmy not pose problems. However, we are fearful that in practice
this could tvell become a leak large enough to sink many of the protections
otherwise provided by the bill.
There also is an element missing from S.158 and the other bills before Congress

which we feel to he of more than passing importance to the welfare of many of

the persons the Guild represents. (The ability of the men and women who seek nut
and prepare the news to coninue to do so to the best of their ability without direct
or indirec!- interference from any branell or level of government is as much a part

of their velfare and the Guild's concern as salary increases of more than 5.5

percent.)

In late 1900 and early 1970 it came to our attention that some managements
had been turning over files, containing published and unpublished photographs.
verified mid unverified information. the names of sources, etc.. to government
agencies and often doing so without so much as the courtesy of informing. the
newsgatherers involved. It was sort of an end run around the persons Who had
established the sources and gathered the information. an end 1.1111 which joopardixed our members' coutinning source relationships mid their ability to ei.nfinite to lintel ion effectively as IleWSgI therers. We are beginning to secure agreements with individual employers prohibiting that sort of notion without: the ex1 The Newsna.per Gana is the union which represents some 40.000 persons employed in
the flows and business dr,pfitinerds of nesrmpers, news services, magazines am1 related
enterprises in flue 'United States. Canada and Puerto Rico.
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press permission of the news persons involved. However, we lire of the opinion
that to be fully protective of news persons' rights privilege legislation should
forbid anyone other than an originating newsgatherer from disclosing inform.:
lion, or material or sources Mitch the originator could not be required to disclose,
unless this second or third party has the unreoked consent of the originator to
do so.

Perhaps it is unnecessary to note that this proposal of ours is not generally

met with open arms at the bargaining table or in discussions of proposed privilege

legislation with employer representatives. However, it is the people we repre-

sentthe working newsgatherers and processorswho most huniediately and
directly feel the effects of actions which threaten, slow or stop the flow of
information and opinion that provides their livelihoods. Similarly it has been
working news women and men who have gone to jail for contempt rather than
their bossesthough I must admit to some admiration for a couple of puldishers
who recently have proposed that publishers rather than reporters go to jail when
demands are made for disclosure of news sources and information. One of the
publishers; William Knoland of the Oakland Tribune. I note, by the way, is
scheduled to appear before thisconunittee March 1. However attractive the prospect might be to some of bosses behind bars instead of their employees, it hardly
Presents a solution to the problem.
As this committee is well aware a great deal of discussion has ensued since last

June's Supreme Court ruling, but, it seems to us to he not so much over whether
there ought to be recognition of testimonial privilege for news people as over the
scope of that privilege.

To be sure some hi and outside the news industry have said they see no need
for legislation. Some hold, as did James J. Kilpatrick before this committee last
week, that with the "fearful howl" raised by the industry since the Brunzburg

decision "the situation will take care of itself- since "judges are not deaf."

To that we would only say that if "judges are not deaf" some other folks certainly
are since the "fearful howl" has been emanating from at least some quarters
since 1969 and before.

Molly of the questions raised during the discussion of the scope of the privilege
to be recognized 'legislatively have been raised thine and again inside the Guild
over 1 Ile years.

Proposals that would restrict the privilege to sources and information hearing
the "confidential" label, for instance sound most reasonable on their face. We
are at a loss, however, to see how in a great many instances a news person or
anyone else can properly sort Out that which is "confidential" from that which is
not. Not much information gathered in the course of a day's work conies neatly
labeled.

This committee heard last week from Vince Blasi of the University of Michigan Law School faculty. His findings on the nature of confidential relationships
ill an exhaustive study of the subpena issue he undertook at the instigation of
The Reporters' Committee on Freedom of the Press also point up the practical
pitfalls of the "confidential" qualification.
"Most confidential source relationships are not of a surreptitious cloak-anddagger character," lie notes. "Nor are the boundaries of the confidentiality agreement very often articulated. Usually, the relationship is informal and governed
by an unspoken trust on the part of the source. . . ."
How is the existence of confidentiality to be shown, or conversely bow is confidentiality to be disproven in the face of its claim?

Fears expressed about cutting off recourse by injured parties in cases of ir-

responsible and perhaps libelous reporting in our opinion were best answered by
Sen. Thomas Eagleton when lie appeared before this committee last week and

offered his view that "this is a price which simply must be paid in order not
to jeopardize tl: .1 free flow of news."

The variety of circumstances in which some would provide for divestiture of

the privilege may.also appear reasonable on their face.

Who can .really quarrel with the concept of securing information about a

threat to human life? Or a threat to the national security?
But when you start considering the potential application of such qualifications
in light of the concepts held by sonic as to what might constitute such conditions
the mind boggles at the uncertainty of it all.

What about the threat to life in unsafe aumuobiles as first uncovered a few
years ago by Ralph Nader? Open season on his sources? And their jobs?
What about charges of undermining the national interest leveled by some a

few years ago against the nespeople who went to Hanoi and North Vietnam
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and reported much that was contrary to official information from the U.S.

nt the time? Open season on their notes? What about Seymour Ilersh's

sources on the My Lai incident?

Even Asst, Atty.-Gen. Roger C. Crampton. testifying on behalf of the Admin.
istration before a subcommitteee considering privilege legislation in the House,
said that "individual federal district judges are not in a good position to determine Whet-hey disclosure in a particular instance involves a 'compelling and oerriding national inforesty
We are not aware of any foreign aggression against the U.S., espionage agnitist

the nation, miscarriages of justice or lives lost because a newsgatheret has

refused to disclose information he or she has gathered or its sources.
On the other side.of the coin, however, we are very mindful of the fact that,
there is a longstanding tradition of newspeople cooperating. with In
endeavors.

It also is important to keep in mind during' these deliberations. we think. that
no one has proposed or is proposing to .forbid newspeople to testify or Mier
evidence in any forum.

Should Congress fail to provide legislative recognition for oewsgat hovers'
testimonial privilege. or enact legislation providing mudilieatons which may
prove to be worse than no legislation at all. perhaps it will be time for the
Guild and others to consider 111'011101.111g a SC1101110 adValleed, iii just T think, by

one of the members of the Chicago Guild, Boll Greene. a columnist for the Chiacgo Sun Tinges.

in the form of a memorandum mldressed to Atty. Gen, Kleindienst appearing
in The Bulletin if the American Society of Newspaper Editors, Greene writes
as follows:
Under .separate cover you will find cry notes. All of themfrom the last.
Six months. They 1111V0 110011 sitting on the bottom of cry locker, and 11OW they
are going to be yours. . . .

. From »Ow on, every day. yon get everything .
every scrap of paper
from my desk to you, every night. before I go home for dinner. What's more.
.

.

Thu asking every other newspaper reporter in the country to do the same

thing
, news releases and wire services 0opy and scribbled notes about PTA
meetings and letters from persons who want. its to help theni make the city fix
their front doors. . . .
Ira sorry if sane of us forget to put stamps on our pnekages. . . Some
"
old notes . . were written on the clay before Christmas and they are all about
a professor. named 11oslcmwitz and a theory he had that Christmas trees could
make certain persons suffer allergy attacks. . .
. Yon will read ahont Chicago Bar Assn. meetings. midnight murders on
"
tine West Side and weddings of influential sodalities, .

.

.

If you want to get into this game. you have to take the good with the
had. If you want the sexy, exciting notes. you'll just have to unit with the dull'
ones. too.. ."
perhaps the proposal will have to he modifies: to include state attorneys gen.

.

oral on the mailing list as well.

Seriously. Mr. Chairman, we are here to urge enactment Of legislation to
recognize that. which the Supreme Court failed to do, the existence of a testimonial privilege for newsgatherers. It is our considered opinion that S. 158, the
bill introduced by Senator Cranston, would do so more adequately than any other
before you.
RESOLUTION BY TIIE T.NTERNATTONAL EXECITTivE BOARD, 9'111: NEWSPAPER Guns).
AFT: (170. (TLC, ADOPTED FEBRUARY I, 1117::

With the 9:1ra U.S. Congress not yet a month into its first session a number of
Nils have 1)0011 iittroditeed in both the Haase of Representatives and the Senate
with the .stated purpose of correcting the error of the Supreme Court in failing

to recognize newsgatheers' right to protect: their sources. materials and information from forced disclosure.
it has long heed The Newspaper Guild's position that this right is absolute and
unicinalified tinder the Firs.4, Amendment.

The International Ixeetttive 'Board orl'he Newspaper Chtibl notes with regret
flint the majority of the bills presently before Congress would recognize the
privilege only as a qualified one. however. subject to divestiture under a variety

of circumstances, and that many of the bills would apply only at the federal"
level.
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Identical bills bearing the title "Free Flow of Information Act." have been.
introduced by Senator Alan Cranston and Rep. Jerome R. Wa Idle, both of.
California, Represuntatives of some two score organizations (71.1 olledled with the

news industry Pa rticipiated in drafting the measures, including TNtl. the

American Newspaper Publishers' Association, the National Association of Broadcasters, tho American Society of Newspaper EditorS, Sigma 1)ell it Chi, the Radio
Television News Directors .Association, Newsweek magazine, CBS and NBC.
The Cranston-Wahlie bills Ivould recognize newsgatherers' testimonial privilege as absolute and unqualified, except: that they would permit subpenas only
for the purpose of verifying. that information was broadcast or Published.
Recognizing that the First. Amendment applies uniformly to all persons in all
jurisidietions the era nston-Wahlie hills would apply the privilege to proceedings
at both !lie state atut federal levels of government:.
The Cranston-Waldie bills cover every "medium of communication" inclUding
Both "overground" and "underground" publications.

The lEIS of TNG finds the Cranston-Wahlie bills to he Ile most adequate of

any presently before the Congress and calls upon the Congress to enact them wit h
only It single amendment: to forbid any person who acquires;eustody of. flows
documents or learns of 11 IleWS11(11$011'S information or source011iough association with a newsperson front disclosing same without: the written nod nnrevoked

consent of the originating newsgtitherer, the primary holder of the information 1111(1/(11' 80111'Pe.

At; the same time, the IEB of TNG urges the Congress to examine closely and
reject; new rules of evidence itoposed by the Supreme Court for all U.S. courts
and magistrates.
Not only do they fail to recognize newsgit therm's' testimonial privilege under
any circumstances, but it appears to. 118. their exPilusiell of the general Prohibition
against: heresay or seeond-hand evidence could well in find: encourage attempts to

force newsgatherers to disculse their sources. information and materials. (That
the makers of the proposed rules have little regard for privileged communications
seem amply demonstrated in the proposed narrowing of the doctor-patient privilege to psychotherapists and elimination of the husband-wife privilege in civil
cases and Alann Act prosecutions.)

1Ve also are advised that the prop.sed expansion of the government's "state
secret" privilege to broadly defined 'other official information" would in effect:
reverse the principle that. public documents should be available to the public
unless the government; can show good reasons for withholding them, shifting the.

burden to I'lle person seeking disclosure from his government.
We commend those members of Congress who have expressed concern over the

nroposed new rules, especially Sell. Sam Ervin, and urge them to remain steadfast; in their announced intention to net to postpone automatic adoption of them
within 90 days of their official transmittal to Congress.

REsomyrmx ay TIID: INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER GUILD, AFLCIO. CLC,

Aoorrim OcToiant 20, 197`2

It's open season on newsgatheres again since a majority on the U.S. Smteme.
Court refused to recognize the First Amendment right to maintain the confidentiality of news sources and information.
Maryland's highest; court refused. to overturn a 30day jail sentence given
Balt inure Sun reporter David IL Lightman when lie refused to name for a grated
jury tlrc person lie reported had offered him ma rijna na.

California's.highest court has refused to hear an appeal of an indefinite jail
sentence for former Los Angeles lIerald-Thraminer reporter William Farr, who
refused to disclose sources of stories about the Charles Ma nsoil murder ease.
A New York state Supreme Court justiee lies ordered two Buffalo television
newsmen to tell an grand jury what they saw during the Attica *Prison revolt.

A Kentuelty state court has sentenced reporter Paul M. Bra nzlturg to six
months in jail for refusing to identify two persons he watched make hashish.
Branzburg, one of the principals in this sminner's Supreme Court. eases. is now

working for the Detroit Pref. Press.
In Tennessee, Memphis Commercial Appeal reporter Joe 'Weiler faces a contempt charge for refusing to tell a state senate committee the sources of stories
on child :liaise at a state mental hospital.

In Delaware an attorney ge»eral is attempting to sub/mita the Wilmington
News-Journal's unpublished negatives of an anti-busing rally.
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In Florida, a defendant facing trial on charges stemming from the Watergate
"bugging" case has secured subpenas for files, tapes and transcripts about the
case from Al', UPI and 33 radio and 0 television stations in the Miami area.
And ht New Jersey, former Newark News reporter Peter Bridge Wits jailed
early this month for refusing to give a grand jury unpublished information about
and official's statement that she bad been offered a bribe. New Jersey's highest
court refused to overturn Bridge's contempt citation and the U.S. Supreme Court

refused to stay his sentence.
Several, including Guild members and at least one local, Seattle-Tacoma, have
undertaken to provide funds to assist in an annuonced appeal of the substance of
Bridge's case to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Bridge case, along with the growing list of others, has provided renewed
currency to the proposal first advanced by the Guild and endorsed by TNG's Convention in 1'970: that efforts be undertaken toward formation of a media workers'
legal aid fund which would furnish legal assistance to media personnel requiring
counsel to defend against subpenas, to ensure freedom from other interference in

the pursuit of their work and for similar purposes.
The INI3 therefore calls upon TNG's officers to once again undertake to have
the American Civil Liberties Union, or some other appropriate organization, convene a meeting of media management and employee organizations for the purpose

of establishing such a fund, with the understanding that Guild participation in
such a fund would be conditional on a program consistent with TNG's basic
policies.

In the Bridge case, as well as those cited in Maryland, California, New York
and Kentucky, state laws seemingly prohibiting forced disclosure by newsgatherers seem to have had little effect except perhaps to stimulate the imaginations
of those seeking to circumvent them. (In New York, for example, despite the fact
that the word "confidential" appears nowhere in the state's "grivilege" law, the
court, citing the July 29 Supreme Court decisions, ruled that the newsmen must,
prove their sources were confidential before the state law could protect them.)

Clearly, state legislation has been inadequate, especially since the Supreme

Court's milli... Clearly, unambiguous and unquali fled federal recognition of ne.Ws-

gatherers' right to protect their ability to practice their craft is called for ; a
federal law to apply at all levels of governmentstate and local as well as federal, as TNG President Charles A. Perlik Jr., called for earlier this month before a congressional committee. As he said; The First Amendment contains rights
extending uniformly to all states and all individuals.

Time IEB therefore calls upon the 93rd Congress to give top priority to enactment of legislation recognizing newsgatherers' absolute and unqualified privilege when it convenes in January and commends to its attention TNG's model
draft legislation which would remove the threat of forced disclosure as an impediment to the proper ftinctioning of newsgatherers and thus as a restriction on the
public's access to the news.

The TED also reminds all Guild locals that the Bridge and other cases since
the Supreme Court's denial of privilege alSo give added urgency to universal
achievement of the provisions of TNG's Collective Bargaining Program to forbid
an employer to disclose file materials without permission of the newsgatherers
involved to require an employer to support newspersons refusing to honor a
demand for disclosure and to guarantee that none will lose income or employment. as a result of that refusal.

Our hearing list is complete today and we will recess until 10 a.m.,
March 13, when we will meet in room 318 of the Russell Senate Office
Building.
Thank y ca.
Mr. PERLIK. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m. the committee was adjourned until Tues-

day, March 13, 1973, at 10 a.m.]

NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
SuncommrrTEE ON CONSTI.TUTIONAL, Raarrs
(I T1 E CO.MtrprEE o N TI E JUDICIARY,

Washington, D .0 .

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess; at 10 a.m., in room 318,
Russell Senate Office. Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, r. (chairman)
presiding.
Present : Senators Ervin (presiding) and Tunney.
Also present: Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel and staff director ;
Britt Snider, counsel.
Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order. I have an
opening statement which I will place into the record before testimony
of our first witness.
[The opening statement of Senator Ervin follows :]
STATEMENT or SENATOR SAM J. F:N*1N, die., Afmten 13, 1073

Today the Subcommittee continues its inquiry into the so-called "newsmen's
privilege" proposals. Since our last session, I have introduced a new bill which
treats this subject. Eleven senators have joined me in cosponsoring it,
This new hill represents my third attempt at drafting legislation which will
accommodate both the interest of society in law enforcement, and the interest
of society in preserving a free flow of information to the pablic. I have been
.attempting to draft; a bill which would strike this balance. and as everyone who
has attempted the task knows, this is no easy exercise. While 1 am certain that
it can be improved, in nay judgment this hill strikes a reasonable balance between
these necessary, if at times competing, objectives.

The bill provides qualified protection for a newsman's sources and for his

unpublished materials. A newsman, Wider the hill, is entitled to refuse to reveal

to a governmental body the name of his source of information if he gave a
contemporaneous assurance to the source, either express or implied, that the
identity of the source would not be disclosed. Furthermore, the information must
have been obtained in the course of the newsman's occupation. Unpulilished

formation is also protected from disclosure if it was gathered in the course of
the newsman's occupation.

It is important to note that, despite these provisions, the newsman is not

excused from tegtifying to the identity of any person who commits a crime in
his presence. This provides a clear standard which puts both newsmen and
sources on notice that where the newsmen has viewed a criminal act, whether
or not as a result of his pledge of confidentiality, he may later be compelled to
identify the perpetrator of that act. This provision provides a small qualification
to the general privilege conferred by the bill. But it is a necessary and reasonable
exception. No newsman would lightly conceal a crime from public authorities,
and no newsman should have a right to keep this information from the
Yet to conform to the exception will require little imposition on the part of the
newsman. He need only tell his source: "The law will protect against my having
to disclose your name, But I cannot hide your identity if you are committing
a crime." These terms are reasonable to any man, and will not interfere with
the normal and necessary reporting and informing function of the journalist.
(315)
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T should also make special mention that the provisions of I his new 1111 would
apply to both federal and state governments. This represents a departure from
my earlier hills which applied only to federal jurisdictions. I have lawn convinced during the course Of these hearings that inclusion of the states is 0ithin
the power of Congress to regulate interstatc emninece and, moreover, is desirable. A shield law hielt only applied to the federal courts would not ratan its
oh,jective or protecting the free Ilow of information. If a manilla shield law were
not: ht. effect, neither sources nor newsmen could he assured that they would not
he subpoenaed before state tribunals where the testimonial privilege was aim.tyla

or did not ripply. I would point out thnt, the states would he free, under my bill,

to provide greater protection for the newsman if they Si) desire. My bill only sets
minimum standards, '
As 1 stated at the outset, this legislation represents an .attenipt to reconcile
two sometimes competing interests of society: The preservation of a free flow
of information to the piddle, and the administration of justice, hiving the news-

man tlie right to withhold the identity of all sources of information, however

obtained. as some hills provide. would seem to weigh the hal:thee too strongly
in VIII' of the nesnian. and carry a great. potential for abuse. There is no need
to allow the newsman to protect a source if the source did not ask for protection,
Nor is any interest se.r.v.ed by allowing a newsman to refuse to testify about. an
even Moen ne saw winm ant performing his job. Similarly, the interest of society
in identifying and punishing violators of its laws is too vital to allow newsmen to
refuse to testify about a crime committed in their presence. To be sure, there is
t.

value in informing the public about the perpetration of Il crime is the e011111InIlity,
11111. as .1 nst ice White so succinctly stated in the Caldwell derision: "Is it better to

write about crime than to do something about it ?" It is' my opinion that where
the newsman has persmutt and eyewitness knowledge of a crime, society has a
greater interest in having the perpetrator of that crime identified and punished,
than simply in being made itwa re of it.
1 mil just as persuaded, nonetheless., that law carorcoment should not be able
to make the newsman its tool, when to do so would destroy his effectiveness a ml
Iris credibility. The newsman is dependent upon confidential disclosures made by
prooleans uu mramation is wade public concerninside sources of ;aroma', t
ing corruption and mismanagement iu government, business, labor, organized
crime and the military, except by virtue of inside sources who feel .compel led to
reveal it. If these sources are allowed to "dry up' for fear of ultimate exposure,
the public loses W1'0111186011 which is necessary to the improvement of its social
and janitical processes. The detriment to society is potentially devastating.

Of similar concern to newsmen is the government's ability to obtain their

unpublished notes, tapes, pictures and stories. These "work products" may be unre-

liable and uncorroborated. They may simply represent poor work and for that
renson were never published. To allow the government to obtain them may well
undermine the newsman's credibility and integrity. To make them Subject to
exISISIIre III ight well result in newsmen simply not taking notes or quickly destroying them, as many reporters have been doing since the Vali/toe/1 ease. A newsman's

jell, 118 has been forcefully presented at these hearings, is to report news, not
colmeal it. The unpublished notes represent matter which is unsubstantiated, irrelevant, rumor, or not newsworthy. It is rare that the notes might contain infornuttion of any use at a trial. Making them subject to disclosure involves a high
price of interference with the First Aznendment, for a very low and uncertain
return in law enforcement.
I have dealt with the provisions and. underlying premises of this bill at some
length in hopes Of clarifying my own position. I would also hope to have provoked
sone comment from our remaining Witnesses.

The first witness this morning is Senator Mark ITatfield. I understand you have to leave very shortly. Most of us have too many jobs
to get around to. Please proceed, Senator.
STATEMENT OF HON. MARK HATFIELD, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OREGON

Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, 1 am here this morning to testify on behalf of legisSenator HA-MELD. Titanic you very much,

lation which shot tld never have become necessary. For nearly 200 years,
the first amendment has guaranteed the people access to a free flow of
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information by preserving and protecting the press' function o1 gathering and disseminating news and opinion. Hut now that function is
jilt-Hein] interrerenee and jegiShition is required.
threatened

Al; the time of its Ivriting the first, amendment must; have seemed foolsome, even as it does to some today, for newspapers in the early
ish
days of our Republic were frequently little. MOW than scandalous,.
polemical broadsides, :Even l'homas jefrerson was once, prompted to
write, "nothing. can now be believed which is spell in a newspaper."
But, the. :Founding Fathers had the Nvisclom and discern that; the
quality (ii the pnblication was not the Government's business, but the
people's and in order for the people to be the'judge of the press' integrity, it, had to be protected from Government. control.
Simply put, the first amendment; means that, the people, not the
Government, are the s titers of truth, and this has to be so for democracy to survive. As ;Itistice Learned l'and said, "the first amendment
presupposes that right, conclusions are more likely to be gathered
out of a Multitude of tongues than through any kind of authoritative
selection. To many ill is is, and always will be folly; but we have staked
upon it our all."
Apparently we. have lost sight., Mr. Chairman. of that vision, and
the crux of our free society is threatened. For since the Supreme Court's
decision in the case of firmogpoy v. //oyes, the courts have seen lit
to issue stibpenas and harsh contenipt of court rulings that threatenthe people's right to know by interfering with the press news-gathering
and reporting activities.
I do not. believe that I need to dwell at length on the implications
of the Court's riding. We would not be here today if this were a matter
of little r.onsequenee. But I would like to refer to one episode before
moving ott to a discussion of my bill.
In 1966, Miss Annette Buchanan, editor of an Oregon student newspaper, was called upon to divulge the identities of unnamed persons
referred to in a story about marijuana use among students. She refused to disclose this information, pleading a protection against, such
disclosure under the first, amendment.. But the Oregon Supreme Court,
found that the first amendment; did not afford such protection, and
ordered Miss Buchanan to comply with the order. She did not., and
was fined for contempt of court.
I have mentioned the case of Miss Buchanan to illustrate that
judicial interference with the press did not originate. with the Cahlrni 11,
case, nor is it. confined to well-known reporters working for prestigious
newspapers. It is important, to remember that what, is at stake here is
not, just, the, rights of a few large newspapers or wire services, but also
the rights of the small dailies and weeklies throughout the country.
Indeed, the protection of these rights may be more importaat to small
newspapers and broadcast, stations, for they lack tin., legal and financial resources to combat, a flurry of snbpenas.it they are, forced out of
business because of high court costs, our supply of information tvill
be limited further.
Free from interference, the press is able to provide us with infomation on what. is happening in all levels of government.. Without that
information we would have only the unehallenred assertions of public
officials themselves, making it virtually impossible for its to make informed judgments placing blame where it belongs, 0.i vino- credit where
it is due.
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Onr right to know does not merely extend to the relationship between the press and government, however. The press reports on the
entire, societyits truth and its sham, its beauty and its mdiness, Without such knowledge about all aspects of society. the people cannot. respond in a rational and principled way. Newsmen's efforts to penetrate
the hostility and suspicion of dissident groups will he impeded if these
groups feel that anything IleWS111011 leart> Wi I I be subject to forced disclosure. Any disruption of the already tenuous channels of communication between alienated segments of our society is a loss we can ill
:Word.

hare therefore introduced Senate bill 451, to protect; newsmen
from forced disclosure of their conlidential sources of information,

except \\lien a newsman is the defendant in a libel action. I have made
no attempt to define who is a newsman, for I. do wish to limit this
protection to those who qualify under some professional standard, or
those whom newsmen themselves define as newsmen. Nor should this
vrivilege extend only' to professionals, but; to amateurs as well. Student reporters, like- Annette Buchanan. are not professionals. but, the
information they supply can be as vital to our society as that of proTessional reporters.
would also like to point out; that this privilege extends to those
"independently engaged in gathering information for publication or

broadcast," so that 'free-lance journalists and authors trill also be

protected.
have. qualified. an absolute privilege by prohibiting; a newsman
row claitnin: the privilege when he is the defendant in a libel action.
Thus a newsman, if sued for libel, may not attribute allegedly defama-

tory inforation
m
t o a "reliable source and then use that source in ins

defense without identifying fiiin.
Sixth amendment rights are involved in the granting of any testimonial privil(Te, and particularly so in this instance. We should not
allow the press to escape accountability to the public for the publication of defamatory information.'

It has been ar,((;ned that this qualification Nvi 11 expose ne-a-smen_ to
court action -from irate pnblic officials whose record has been criticized

by the press, mid in that court; action the newsmen's confidential

miantrces will be. disclosed. / do not believe that; will happen. if my tinderstundin!, of the Eighth Circuit, Court of Appeals ruling in the case
of Corcanles v. ThTme, Inc.. is correct. In that decision, the court ruled
that since the plaintiff was a public official, there had to he it concrete

showing based on evidence apart from that, supplied by the reporter,
which indicated that, the reporter had acted with malice or ill reckless
disregard of the truth.
Beyond this one exception to an absolute, privilege, I :feel further
qualifications will erode the basic intent of the bill and subject; the
press to continued judicial interference.. To rescind the privilege on
the. grounds of ."overriding national interest," for example, makes the
integrity of the privilege fluctuate along with time vagaries of partisan

polities. I doubt very much that it was in the "ovorridim, national
interest" to send Earl Caldwell to jail for withholding information on
the activities of the Black Panthers.
Perhaps this wonld not be a problem if time Government. despite announced intentions to the contrary, had'uot lapsed into classification
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of Lrivat vollinws or doetnuents. The people, Hill just. the Government.
luivo o stoke in determining NN.Init, vonstitntes the notional interest.
They must have in fornintion On what their Government, is doing for
them. to them. or in their mina, before they can inolce rational ;Haiginents as voters. This Wati It principal reason for my support of Senator
rvin's hill to extend the time period rot. congressional consideration
of the 111'01)01;0(1 neW rides or evidence. hole tot) would protect both

secrets of state anal so-rolled officio' information from diselosure in
judicial proceedings. and rite (lovernment officials the sole power to
decide what the people should know.
EVPO now. precious liithe In

:WOO COVernniPlit,OliVratiOnS

,gapes the lobyrintli of the Federal blifyilitenicy or the com:lir:48.
Frettuplit iy. the only in formation w, have is obtainod through
ion of Govcontitivtit 611 sottees. NVIiilo We press cot.
dot.intionts and opoti congressional committee hearings. we
must. protect these sources. The cases of Ernest. Fitzgerald amt iordint

Pule indicate iyhat will happen if vonfidentinl sources ore forced to
reveal themselves as the sources of information embarrassing to the
Government.

Nor do I believe (hot the privilego should be divested if the information songlit is unobtainable. front other sources. We shotild not
compel the press to do what, low .enforcement a!,encies eannot or will
not do for themselves. To do so would make the press an invt,stigitt ire

aril (Tr the Government. which would, in Justice Potter Steot's
11'0141:4. "110r111 rathrr titan help the 0(101.1111Stilt1011 of justice,,,

that my hill does not extend
Pi1101)V.1'0)1 Arl)I Hitt,. Arr.
to the states. I urge t he. states to enact newsmen's priviii,gi Ivirislin
:nut I am pleased that the Oregon I,egislature. is considering a bill very

similar to toy own. Butt T dpi not believe tha the Congress has the
antliorit v to impose whot is essentially a role. of eyidenve on the state
courts. '1'Ilis teas another of my objections to the, proposed new rides of
evidenee. and why I supported the move to proloto consideration by
the Congress.

There is a sense in which I regret our being there today. Perhaps
this issue would hove been better resolved in the, courts on cost.-byease. basis. as it has been in the post. But these hearings on this issue
for the exinnination of broad issues concernmay serve its a
ing first. :intendment freedoms. Shield legislation for newsmen should
servo 0i4 It catalyst for onr consideration of the overclassification of
decuments..cloints of executive privilege, congressional procedures,
accessibility to the med in, inc,inopoliation of the media, control of both
commercial and publ le broadcastin, grand jury procedures, and court

"0-10. ordes," to mention a few.

As A. M. 1:osentlial recently wrote, "We, have come to the point,
sorrow hilly, Avliere we roolly do not expect. our Governments to tell the

'hole truth or even a podly part of it." A mutiber of citizens would
level the. same charges at the press. If this situation is to be favorably
resolved so that the people will be able to trust those that inform them,
we must- first act, to protect, the press front the Government, and then
move to set, our own 11011tie in order so that the people's confidence in
their Government can be restored.

Thank you very much.

Senator ERVIN. I take it from your statement that you accept the
principle that it would be virtually impossible for our institutions of
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m111611181 rat ire responsibilities have to oftentimes depend upon infor-

mation given them as to the excellence or poverty of administrative
policies that tiro being rallied out in their 11111111' or under their jurisdiction. So we exorcise I lint within the st 1111111re.

Senator Euis. In other ivords, it promotes oilieienoy in government
by rommuntcat ions wit Ion the strueture of government as well as by
ceinnumient ions with the, press.

Senator I 1.vrrno,o. Exactly. I think you and I recall the role matle
by our former rolleague. Senator John Williams of Delaware. and I
recall many times in discussing some of his rather renowned cases of
exposure of corruption of how he had information and sources Of
information that he itrotiom as it I 7.S. Senator. So I: think this is
again evidence of this kind of relationship that does exist between
those who are interested in exposing corruption and their ability to
develop t he in formation to do so.

:-.;enator Elms. That is a very fine ilhistration. Senator Williams
stirred the (lovernment into various actions on ninny occasions.
Thank you very ninch fora most
discussion.
Mr. li.isunt. Mr. Chairman. our next witness is Ogden Reid, Member of ('o egress from New York.
Senator Ent s. want, to ivelMIIIP von to the committee and com-

mend your interest width has always prompted you to light for the
freethan of the press.

STATEMENT OF HON. OGDEN R. REID, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE 26TH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK

Mr. Bean. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a distinct

privilege to be with you this morning.

I do want to say I feel strongly about your efforts, about a strong
Constitution and free flow of news and information to the
and I think your committee is rendering, in my judgment, perhaps
the most important duties of the Members of Congress at this point. I
thiulc your recent contributions have been something that is important.
encouraging to this conunittee that you have
Senator Euvix. It. is enconragino.
aligned yourself with it and upheld
efforts.
Mr. Rrin. I thank you.
Before starting. my testimony perhaps you will permit, me to tell
something which I guess goes to the thrust of my argument.
Some years ago when I was with the Herold Tribune. Tito Gainz

Paz came to my Are. lie was publisher of La Prevm in exile from

Argentina. He talked about the problems of publishing a newspaper in

the days of tyranny. Parenthetically, I hope those problems don't
return. But he ended his comment. to me by saying, Mr. Reid, I hope
you will remember one thing if von
remember nothing else, and that
.
is that it. is my experi, nee. learned from some painful lessons, that you
have freedom of the press or you do not, and that there is nothing
in between. I Kaye always remembered that because I thought it was
something of the voice of experience. I must. allow that. I had not expected to have to remember that when the freedom of the press ould
be endangered in this country. but inde-d we find that is the ease. Abe
Rosenthal of the Yew York 7'imeN, who was 'expelled from Poland

also saicl in testimony recently before the House that at that, time he
had not expected ever to have to conic, to Washington to defend freedom of the press either. But this is the condition we all find ourselves
in.

With that background. I would like, to touch on certain aspects of
the testimony, i I may.

At the curlier hearings on this subject last September, I argued
for a. qualified privilege for newsmen against, compulsory disclosure
of confidential in formation or sources. Today I hold that this privilege
twist, be absolute and lingua titled.

I have reached this conclusion because in the past several months
courts in various States with "newsman's priviler-e- statutes on the
books have found ways to emasculate these la,)s and to strip away
the protection which they were intended to confer on newsmen.
As a result, at least; three news reporters have been thrown in jail
in such StatesNew York [Edwin A. Goodman], New Jersey [Peter

Bridge], and California [William Nave]. Many other around the
country have been threatened with jail.

In each instance, of jailing, the statute was too narrowly or too
loosely drafted to prevent the courts from circumscribing its applicability so drastically, in apparent, violation of legislative intent, that
it effectively provided no protection whatsoever.
Thus, the inescapable, danger of attempting to enact a qualified or
otherwise non-comprehensive "shield" law is the certainty that the
courts could and in many instances will find real or imagined loopholes in it wide enough for aggressive government. prosecutors and
investigators to drive trucks through.

If exceptions for "national interest'' and "national security" are

adopted in a Federal "shield" law, what imaginative prosecutor could
not cite a thousand different, ways in which these, interests would be
threatened unless this or that, reporter told what, he knew Parenthetic -

idly, I would also add that. I think an absolute hill is important, to
cover both published as \yell as unpublished material. In point of fact,
on the Herold Tribltne many editorials that were published, nonethe-

less were based on a great, deal of confidential information. If the
notes and reports were required in connection with that, kind of piece
I think any newspaper would suffer editorially. Equally I think the
definition of newsman or news medium must, be N'Oly broad as well.

What is the "tuitional interest" or the "national security" anyNvay?
II one. thinks they can be defined with sufficient precision to preclude
abuses, one need only reflect on the wholesale and in some cases outrageous abuses of security classifications by the executive branch in
spite, of security classifications by the executive branch in spite of
extensive definitions and restrictive language in the applicable Executive orders. Mr. Chairman, as John Moss and T have been concerned
over freedom of information over a-period of time and how to draft

8, national statute, we put, in that law a very tight definition. The

purport really was to say national security really on the highest
and top secret sensitive, which was an amendment by the Executive,

really was meant to deal with the !natters of the highest national
interest. invasion, foreign aggression, matters of that kind. We have
found there has been very substantial and progressive erosion. I have
come to the conclusion after listening to testimony on the Pentagon
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Paperi that "national security" as a loophole would be a very wide one
indeed, and 1 inn a (raid the record sustains that.

I have tried lo work with some attorneys who have analyzed the
of journalists and the
various eases. They have analyzed the
interpretations by State courts of newsmen's privikge laws and obvi-

ously taking a little bit of a look at sonic of the statements of Ilse
present administration. Accordingly, our bill was drafted with the
tfunight in mind that it would meet sonic) of the cases wllereiu the
shield law, in sonic cases allegedly almost absolute shields, did not
prove to he that in fact.

In the case involving reporter William Farr in Los Angeles (Farr

v. &S'aperior Court, County of Los Angeles, 9t) Cal Reptr. 3.12, 22 Cal.

App. 3d G3,1072), the court held the California privilege statute inapplicable in part because Farr was no longer a reporter at the time
he claimed the, privilege, even though lie had been a reporter at the
tune he received the confidential information. Whatever else may
he said of this opinion it is logically impossible,to defend the proposition that such statutes could do any good if reporters who once leave
the profession are then required to testify as to confidences obtained
during the course of their work as journalists.

The court in the Parr case also held that since the trial judge in

the Manson case had barred communication between all lawyers and
the press, no .itatute, however broadly phrased, could prevent the, judge

from requiring the reporter, under pain of contempt, to testify as
to the nature of any violation of his order. In this fashion, the Cali-

J'ornia statute was upended a ml the reporter, instead of being protected

against forced testimony as his source, was held required to testify
precisely because the judge wanted to know who the source was.
In the New Jersey case involving reporter Peter Bridge (In the
Matter of Peter Brid ge, Charged Leith Contempt of Court, 120 N.J.
Super. 460, 295 A 2c1 8. 1972), the New Jersey shield law, was ruled

inapplicable in that particular ease. because of a separate rule of
controlling. Yet, as Mr.
evidence which the courts declared

Bridge has testified, that other controlling rule of evidence, was never
intended to override the siiield laaw, but was drafted for the wholly
unrelated purpose of requiring a witness who had testified on direct
examination to :;., responsive to eross-examination on the same matter.

Largely in reac.'m to this case, the New Jersey Legislature shortly

thereafter overwhelmingly passed a broad, comprehensive, and absolute, privilege bill to prevent a similar judicial abuses in the future.
The New York shield law has been evaded by the New York courts
in three separate cases, on a different ground in each one.

The general manager of Nev York City Radio Station WPAIFM,
Edwin A. Goodman, was jailed last year for relying on the State
shield law in refusing to turn over to a grand jury the tapes of
telephone conversations made, with unidentified prison inmates and

broadcast. live during the course of a prison rebellion. The court
ignored the possibility that the tapes would he used by law enforcement authorities to identify the prisoners through voiceprints, and
ruled that the law's protection against disclosure of news sources
did not apply. The court also ignored the fact that the statute does
not divest the privilege even in cases where the content of the information has previously been published.
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A. second case involving 1VBATF,11 Gliatte of 11' 11.4 P
(18
Misc.. 9d :I55, 1971.) further distorted the New York shield low when

the court ruled that the privilege against disclosure did not apply
if the unidentified source was the. one who initiated contact vith
the newsman, pother than vice, versa. The law contains no require-

ment whatsoever that the newsman must, affirmatively have, sought
out, the source, as opposed to having the source conk to him. Since the

[purpose of the law is to encourage, news sources to furnish information to the press, the court's opinion seems devoid of logic.
In yet a third case (People v. -11' olI, 000 N.Y.S. 9d 9,99,1972), the
court read into the NM% -York shield low interpretations resulting in

still further emasculation of the protection for newsmen. The low,
which includes no reference to confidentiality as a precondition for
applicability, was held to require a confidential relationship between
the reporter and his source. Absent such a relationship, the court
held, the statute gave the reporter no protection.
All these decisions prove. a clear unwillingness

by the judiciary to
give any but the most grudging interpretations to newsmen's shield

.111 large measure the attitudes of the courts emanate -from the attitudes cerfoinly in part of the Government, prosecutors and investigators who urge on them the most limited possible application of the
shield lows. Government attorneys have not been known lately ;for
their sensitivity to the fundamental first amendment principles of
free press and the public's right, to know.

All this reflects the bipade. climate of officio] hostility to the

press which continues to characterize this administration.

Two great newspapers were restrained in 1971 from publishing

information which the. .administration found e.mbarrossinp..
The first time, as we all know, in the history of our country that this
occurred.
Broadcast, stations have been threatened with loss of their licenses
if they continue to report; the news in a manner found inadequate by
Government, officials.

On the most spurious charges imaginable, the .administration olledgedly ordered the arrest a. few weeks ago of a crusading reporter
whose revelations about the Government's shabby and dishonest,
treatment of American Indians did not sit well with people in high
places.

While arresting. one reporter, the administration has been caue.ht

ordering on FBI investigation on another..
Pnrsnont to ojellsire Jnstice Department gllidel Ines, which presume
to vest in the justice Deportment powers which 1 believe to be fundamentally inconsistent with first amendment principles, newsmen have
been hailed before, conrts and grand juries in efforts to pry confidential
information front them.
.111 this climate, 1 believe. it would he the 1.1,Tare§t mistake for Congress to rely on the forbearance of either the executive branch or the
judiciary in implementing any qualified shield low. if past experience
is oily guide, statutes which are qualified or otherwise imprecise pro-

vide only illusory protection. T can recognize, Mr. Chairman, and I
agree with the balance you have song.ht to strike. the preservation of
the free (low of information on the. one hand and the administration
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of justice on the other and quite obviously we want, to al ways mainta i IT

that balance, But 1 believe, and I. will detail briefly a few elements of
our hill, that it is important not to chip away at the first amendment
either in the process of striking the balance. Toward this end I have
introduced H.R. a482, First; Amendment Protection Act of 107:1.

would hope. like you, that this would not have been necessary. I
would have hoped. the Supreme Court would have ruled somewhat dif-

ferently. The fact is the Court did not and invited the attention of the
Congress as broul v or as narrowly as we deem necessary to meet the

Our blil's essential :features arc absolute and totally unqualified
privilege against compulsory disclosure before any Federal body of
information or sources of informationubtained or received by person
or organization while acting in the capacity of tu journalist, or news
media_

WO, (011-1.01.1';11 of this privilege with respect. to both. published and

unpuldislued, including a, person's mental knowledge, reporting, photo-

graphs, notes, and information of any information whatsoever.
Tliree, a. comprehensive definition of journalists as including any QMplOyee Or 11 gent' 01: a newspaper, magazine, radio or television station
or network or wire news service or book, including an author. Coniprehensive definition of news medium as including any newspaper, magazine. or other periodical, radio, television or network, book or pamphlet..
or wire or news service and ally employee, operator, publ ler, or agent;
thereof.

Chaim:1n, T allow, and it is clear, I think, that the protection
against disclosure, by this bill is intended to be comprehensive, absolute,

and totally without exception.
It, applies to any person, including book authors. who are in any
manner involved in the process of disseminating information to the

publicfrom those. who initially gather the information to those who
transmit it to the public, and everyone connected with the process in
between. This is to insure that information protected from disclosure
by a, reporter cannot be obtained by subpenaing the typesetter or the
copy boy.

It. sliiinld .futher be noted that my bill safeguards not only npublished information, butt published information as well. Compelling
journalists to testify as to what they have witnessed and written about
inevitably leads to demands for notes, out-takes, and the like in order
to test, the accuracy of what was reported. Precisely this kind of situatimu occurred recently in the Watergate criminal trial, in which the
defense, sought. the unpublished tape recordings of a Los Ange7es Times
interview with a key prosecution witness in order to test the accuracy
of the witness' testimony at the trial. Wheii the newspaper refused a
conrt order to furnish the tapes, its Washington bureau chief, j01111
Lawrence; was ordered jailed.
In a. broader sense, compelling a journalist to testify as to published
information, elian:res his function from that of the reporter-observer
he should be to that of an informer. a police agent:, or a witness. I do
not believe, reporters should be put in this position, where they become
investigating arms of the Government. What we are concerned about,
I think, is the fundamental protection not just of the press or of radio
or TV. which I. believe are fully protected by first amendment rights,
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even. though they weren't invented at that time.. But \hat we are tryto deal with, it seems to me, is the public's right to know, the future
of
fourth (3state. I have lived in countries and VepOrted ill some
where there was not a free press and I never want to see that climate
or that condition come to this country because I think if we once lose
freedom of the press and in a sense a fourth branch of government, then
all other freedoms are in jeopardy as well.

What we are trying to talk to here this morning really and testify
to is that it is .not just the reporter, the newsman, the editorial page,
the climate, the fear today of many of the reporters that whenever they

write a story that is sensitive they may go to jail, prior restraint

or other procedures might be threatened or invoked, the concern that
has already permeatedWalter Cronkite wrote about this in ;in interview with the New York Times published yesterdaytalked about a
self-defensive reaction, stepping back every time lie starts to report
a story.
Well, this kind of reflex action, this kind of concern; this kind of
climate, in my judgment is inimical to a free press. There have been all

kinds of statements from the administration which have tended to
create a, divisive situation, and therefore I feel that unless we decide
precisely how it is drafted and unless we pass legislation I think the
important news sources will dry up in the future. When that happens,
the Government will be exactly where it Was.witli a shield lawwithout the confidential information. The only difference is that without
the shield law, not only the Government but the American people. will
also be. deprived of important information which they have a constitutional right to know.
Thus to enact an all - encompassing shield law will cause no net loss
of information to Government investigators and will insn continued
publication tothe American people of vital news stories. Not to enact

such a law will eventually, terminate further publication of these,
stories, with the only possible gain for the Government being avoidance of the embarrassment, which such stories often cause it. The first

amendment was not conceived to save the Government from em-

barrassment.
Where voluntary cooperation by the press is called for to prevent
clear dangers or injustices to individuals, I um confident such cooperation will be forthcoming. After all, newsmen, like. the rest of us, are
human beings.
We should also' be aware that if newsmen are added to the several
hundred thousand doctors, lawyers, and clergymen who now possess
testimonial privilege under our laws, the site of this relatively small
group will increase by only about 12 percent.
In its opinion in the Caldwell case, last year, the Supreme Court invited Congress to enact shield legislation, stating :
Congress has freedom to determine whether a statutory newsman's privilege
is necessary and desirable and to fashion standards and rules as narrow; or as
broad as deemed necessary to address the evil discerned.

Justice Potter Stewart, in his dissenting opinion in the same case,
criticized the Court for showing "a disturbing insensitivity to the critical role of an independent press in our society." Let the Congress not
be equally insensitive.

I hope the Congress will treat this matter with urgency. Every encroachment on a free press besmirches our constitutional heritage'. We
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have witnessed far too many such encroachments already. Let us art
promptly and decisively to close this sad chapter of 0111. recent history.

In the long run, I think the American Government, will be less orcountable to the people because legislative reporting will pass from the
scene or strong editorials will pass front the scene or thoughtful
'limitary on radio and the Tv Will pass, because it is too sensitive or
touches too deep an area. Against all of this will be a massive Government network seeking to check out fads, use grand juries in Wayt:: that
are not intended perhaps, and I. think we will have an inevitable climate. of fen r..I. think we have seen that, process now.

have talked with all the major networks, and each of them has indicated to Inc that they believe in an absolute shield, that they are concerned about a qualified bill. Leave aside. their concern on that point,
their concern over what is liappenint.,,. is elem.. I. don't know of a senior
officer or networks that I have talked to who did not express concern, I
would say genuine and serious concern. f. would think most of them
have resisted this pressure and have continued to report; the news fairly
and accurately but none \vill deny they have this subtle concern in hack
of it, if it hasn't, already eroded. All ire concerned that it could.

I might add that we presently provide confidential protection, I

think, to sonietli ing like 000,000 dootors, lawyers, and clergymen, and
if we add a proper right privilege to newsmen it Wil l only increase that
amount by roughly 1.2 percent., by way of illustrativefignre.
The Supreme Court has clearly stated that Congress has freedom to
determine whether statutory news privilege is necessary and desirable
and to fashion standards and rules as narrow and broad as being necessary to address the evils concerned.
I have been interested in the development of justice Potter Stewart's
thinking, because initially he, ruled on a case involving Marie Torre of
the Herald Tribune. This case was not monumental in terms of importance of what she reported, but it became a principle, it had to do with
whether Judy Garland's contract was going to be renewed or not and
the Tribune reported that a vice president at CBS indicated for certain
reasons it was not going to be. It had to do with allegedly the fact she
had put on it little weight, Recognizing this was not the most important

story in the, world. I supported Marie Torre's refusal to reveal her
source. She went to jail. I visited her there. Justice Potter Stew-nit

ultimately wrote the decision. I subsequently was called by the administration and asked whether that opinion would in any way affect the
Herald Tribune's judgment of Potter Stewart's nomination to the Supreme Court. I said of course not.. But over the years I have had the
chance to talk to Potter Stewart a little bit, partly because this was one
of the first cases dealing with confidential source. I notice in the Caldwell case he wrote a most eloquent and thoughtful dissenting opinion.
He wrote in a sense criticizing the Court for showing insensitivity to
the critical role of the press in our society. Accordingly, I take his admonition at this point very seriously as we in turn took his decisions
in the past., thoughtfully and seriously.
Let me again thank you for the privilege of testifying.
Senator FAIN-1N. Is it. not true that every privilege that the law grants
against testi lying is based upon the conviction that it is better for the
courts to lose the. benefit of this particular evidence because a more
important value of society is promoted by it?
MT. 111:1-1). That would be my view.

Senator Envix. In other words. we have the pliysician-pat ion', relationship to encourag e. people who suffer injuries or suffer diseases. particularly contagious diseases, to go to a doctor for treatment. The idea
has been that it. is better to suppress the testimony of the doctor than to

discourage people from seeking medical assistance. Public health demands that
err.litau. Exactly.
Senalor Euvix. And the husband-wife, relationship, which has jirivliege, against, divulgence of communication between spouses, concludes
that society is better oil not having such testimony. The. tranquility of
the, home outweighs the value of disclosing confidential communication.
Mr. Emu. 1.'hat is nly view, and it is sometimes argued that, you have.
to fully protect every right of law enforcement agencies. Well, in my
judgment they have certain skills and capacities of their own and they

don't need newsmen for them. Even if they did I would say the prior
claim in the first amendment should take precedence in this kind of
situation.

Senator Envr,T. If the lawyer-client relationship exists, then the

lawyer is better able to secure to the client the fair trial guaranteed by
the sixth amendment.

Mr. B to p. Absolutely.
Senator 1-47YRVIN% I certainly agree with yon in the. observation that

the first amendment was not, written for the primary benefit of those
who engage in the business of collecting and disseminating news. In
the free enterprise system, we have to hcild out au incentive for people
to dischurp.e an essential function. Butt the first amendment was written in order that a.11 the people of the United States might know what
is going on in this country and particularly the field of government.

Mr. Hem. I think rightly so. In absence of free press there is no
accountability except what a given administration chooses to make,
public, and far too often they appeal' before the public. as an advocate
rather than encouraging dissenting opinions.
Senator Envix-. The abiding conviction is that our form of government, which our Constitution creates, would not function effectively i
it were not for the hriit amendment and the free flow of information
which it. is designed to stimulate.

Mr. Rye. I think we are right on tie' edge of losing; this most precious right to the people and the climate that makes it operate. I lifor-

tuatelv, I don't, know a reporter today that is not concerned. That

means that many may not, go into the service of reporting to the public
because they will feel that their rights are circumscribed. It is a rather
sad commentary when you look at it in another Way.
I have always believed this is a country where we r.ive free reign and

opportunity to every idea, and let the merit or the fats of the story,

when they reach the people, be judged fairly on their merits. We seem
to haVe ti Government. today that treats the American people like Chil-

drenthere are certain things they shouldn't know about. That has
been my experience and I guess I have seen it on two sides of the fence,
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as an editor and as On ambassador. 'Frankly. :r think the American
of the Government ; their ommonpeople are almost invariably
sense judgment is generally ahead and sometimes a. good deal better.
1Vhat I guess I was saying was that we should place our faith' in the
,..n.00d judgment of ;Ill the people. and not blindly in the Government.

The latter is not what I believe should be the concept, or the United
States.
Let me just, add two personal notes. I have never had a confidence

breached by a newspaperman, and I am talking about when I served
as an officer in the Government, an executive. I don't, basically know a
responsible newspaper editor who wouldn't. try to be thoughtful both
as to huinan rights and to asking a reporter to testify if he witnessed a

crime. Afost reporters obviously would do that, and also w add he
thoughtful about not pintin). something that, was contrary to the
national. security.
lad to do
I once, had such a case that involvedthe facts were clen
with a radar installation we had in Turkey that was monitorinff flights
of Soviet missiles in the Soviet. lInion, and the disclosure of that would
have eliminated that. intelligence. 1Ve readily agreed not to print, it. at,
that, time.

I have seen nothing. bu.thoughtful action by the press if they are
met by two things: Responsible conversations from the Government
and thoughtful suggestions and a conviction on their part, that the
Government is truly accountable to the people and wants all ideas to
have a.fair.o.hance of judgment by the American people.
r (Pitainiy agree with your observation that, regardSenator 1,:uv
less. of whether the shield law is broad or narrow in scope, that it ought
to be absolute. If we pot in some vague and indefinite exceptions, the

exceptions will destroy the. rule.

AIr. Rm. And invariably or inevitably, rather, it, depends out the

first amendment.
S0/10:01' ERVIN. Then T. also favor a law 'bein!, absolute, because we
1111; supposed t0.11:11P. as government of laws rather than of men. If you
defer to a. ude.e's determination or what constitutes "overriding national interest," you run into problems. II don't know what it is myself;
it can be defined any way.
Mr. 11.p.m. I don't, know either.

Senator Euvix. The la w should be as simple as it, can be.
And as clear and absolute in the area it seeks to define.
Mr.
I couldn't agree more..

Senator ERVIN. Thank you very nmeh for a most informative and
stimulating statement.

Mr. REM. Thank you, It was a privilege to be with you again;

Senator.
Nit 13AsKin. Our next witness this morning is Robert Dixon. Assistant, Attorney General,Department of Justice.
Senator innyty. I want to welcome you to the committee. and express
our appreciation for your willingness to come and give us the benefit
of your obserrations.and views on this very important question.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. DIXON, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY MS. MARY

LAWTON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, AND
MICHAEL BUXTON, ATTORNEY ADVISER, OFFICE OF LEGAL
COUNSEL

Mr. Dixon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to introduce two of my colleagues here with me this

morning.

On my right is Ms. Mary Lawton, Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, and on my left is Mr. Michael Buxton, attorney adviser,
both in the Office of Legal Counsel.

opportunity to present to
Mr. Chairman, I tun pleased to have
the subcommittee this morning the vie:, of the Department of Justice
concerning proposed legislation to establish a testimonial privilege for

newsmen. At issue is the proper accommodation of the important
interests of society in a vigorous and effective.press zealously pursuing

and publishing news, information, and opinion, and the equally important interests of society in the fair administration of justil Success lies in producing a workable formula that encompasses, t
and protects both of these interests.

The Department of Justice has always been sympathetic to the

interests of the press in this area, including the interest in protecting
confidential sources. We fully recognize the protections conferred on
the press by the first amendment, and judirinl interpretations thereof.
An energetic, dynamic, and diverse press has served our Nation well,
fostering the vigorous debate of public issues that is the hallmark of
a democracy. Unfortunately, there are occasions when interests of
members of the press in protecting the secrecy of their information,
like the interests of anyone else in business or personal secrets, conflict
with the equally important public interest in obtaining information
hi order to get at the truth ini judicial and legislative proceedings.
An analogous problem regarding public access to needed information arises under the fifth amendment's guarantee against compulsory
self-incrimination, which grants a right of secrecy to any person who
may be incriminated by what, he says. Where the obstacle to the truth
is a proper claim of this fifth amendment privilege, a grant of statutory immunity, upheld by the Supreme Court on various occasions,
permits forced disclosure of the public needed information. In this
sense not even the fifth amendment is an absolute bar to disclosure.
The Supreme Court has never recognized a general first amendment
privilege on the part of the press to refuse to divulge secret information or sources (Branzburq v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665 (1972) ). In seeking
an absolute statutory privilege against the compulsion of information
and sources in an area where a general constitutional right of secrecy
is not recognized, the press is asking for a greater shield against disclosure of publicly needed information than our system of justice has
accorded even to a person who properly pleads the privilege against
compulsory self-incrimination.
The Department of Justice, as the chief law enforcement agency
of the Federal Government, opposes the creation of a privilege for
newsmen that would be absolute in character. We do this not merely
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because it seems conceptually inconsistent with the privilege against
compulsory self-incritnination, but because we believe that an absolute

privilege for newsmen in judicial or legislation proceedings would

unduly subordinate the vital national interest. in the. fair and effective
administration of justice.
The label of "newsman" should not serve as a shibboleth, allowing

the reporter who witnesses a. bank robbery or receives notice of a

bombing to conceal vital inforination relevant, to the commission of a
crime.

Let us look at some examples of conflict between individual rightS
and newsmen's privilege.

Consider the plight of the judge faced with a situation where a
newsman knowingly prints material in clear violation of express
limitations on publicity ordered by the court to insure a fair trial.
Here the issue of newsmen's privilege is intertwined with the issue
of the proper restraints on publicity surrounding a criminal trial.
There must be a balancing of the first amendment right of the press
and the sixth amendment right of the accused to a fair trial.
In another context, consider the frustrations of a community unable
to obtain corroboration of unverified charges in a newspaper alleging
public corruption or graft. Or consider the even greater frustration
of a community, convinced of the corruption, which is unable to obtain
the testimony vital to conviction of the corrupt officeholders.
While the question of a testimonial privilege for newsmen frequently
arises within the context of attempts by prosecutors to obtain information, we must also remember that such a privilege may have a great
impact on the ability of a defendant to prepare his defense. The application of a newsmen's privilege statute in this context, may indeed
violate the command of the sixth amendment, that a criminal defendant
is entitled to compulsory process in his own behalf, part of the right
of confrontation.
The inappropriateness, even danger, of creating an absolute right
of secrecy for newsmen takes on added force when placed in juxtaposition with New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964). The
doctrine of that case, and subsequent extensions of it, gees a. long way
toward removing press accountability for libelous statements concerning public officials generally. Imagine the situation of an aggrieved

public officialSenator, Congressman, Governor, or otherwho is
egregiously libeled by the press, thus virtually destroying his public
career. In a resultant libel suit against the offending members of the
pressthe aggrieved public official may attempt to recover under the
severe constraints of the New York Times doctrineif he can prove

"that the statement was made with 'actual malice'that is, with

knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it
was false or not." 376 U.S. at 279-80. If the notes of the offending

journalist and fellow journalists were shielded by an absolute privilege
law (or even by a qualified privilege giving full press secrecy regarding civil actions), how could the aggrieved public official obtain the
'evidence needed to subject the press even to the limited accountability
of a libel suit?.

In the view of Mr. Justice Fortas, dissenting in St. Amant

v.

Thompson, 390 U.S. 731, 734 (1968), the Yew York Times doctrine,
even without the added force of a shield law, had been extended to the
03-474-73----22
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point of making the first amendment a. "shelter for the character
assassinator." lie expostulated that the "ocetipation (it public (lflieeholder does not .forfeit one's membership in the. liuniun race." Plenary

power, that is, power without accountability, is always dangerous.
whether it be of the Government. of big business, of big labor, or of
the press.

Recognizing, however. that, compulsory procesS in some circumstances may haVe an inhibiting effect on the ability of a newsman to
gether news, the 1)61)tirtment of Justice does not. oppose, in principle.
the search for a viable formula for a qualified newsmen's .privilege.
We share the concern of those who engage in that endeavor. The Department, however, believes that the successful experience under the
Attorney General's "Guidelines for Subpoenas to the News Media"
which are attached, demonstrates that legislation governing Federal
proceedings is unnecessary at this Lillie.

The guidelines are a clear statement of the Department's policy of
negotiation, mediation, and restraint in the. area of subpenas to the
Dress.

Tinder the guidelines, the Attorney General will not authorize a
request for a subpena unless (1) the information sought is essential
to a successful investigation of a serious crime. (2) the information
is unavailable from non-press sources. and (3) the subpena is limited
and reasonable in time and scope. especially when unpnblished or con-

fidential information is sought and first amendment rights are at
stake.

In die, 13/yrnibiov ease, Mr. justice White, speaking for the Court,
referred to the :Department's guidelines as a seemingly satisfaetory

solution to the problem :

"The rules are a major stop in the direction petitioners desire to
move,. They may prove. wholly sufficient to resolve the bulk of disagreements and controversies between press aril Federal officials." -1-ns 1.7.5.
at 707. This indeed has been the ease. It has been out' experience, since
the guidelines. \very, announced in August 1040. that; the vast. majority
of situations of imtential conflict. ie:twee/I the Department and the press

have been satisfactorily resolved by negotiation.
Since Aitrust 1070. the Department has requested the issuance of
snbpenas to newsmen in only 13 situations. in 11 of the 13 instaeces.
the newsmen .:1!).reet1 to testify or to produce do.uments but preferred
the formal issuance of a subpenn. In only two situations not involvine.
0 negotiated agreement did the Attorney cleneral.'on request. approve
issuance of subpenas. The Department hits denied seven requests for
issuance of subppoas against ihswsmen becaoso of noncompliance with
the guidelines.
To the best. of OM' knowledge. no abuses have occurred regardiiu
subpenas authorized under.the guidelines. Do not the interests of law
enforcement predominate over the interests of the press when Govern-

ment seeks a lle\VS1111111's photo of an alleged ilicidelit of police brutality

or a letter sent to a newspaper by a person who claims to he responsible

for the bombing of a vodorai hoitain,? lit neither. of these situations
is 0 confidential source involved nor is the free flow of information to
the public impeded in any way. In 2 of the 1.3 situations in which subpenas have been requested by the Department against newsmen was a
confidential source involved, and in both of these situations the infor-
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motion was supplied 1)11 the basis or an agreement Nvit h the newsman.
I have with me today a detailed statement, summarizing the experience
under the guidelines. which 1 will offer for inclusion in t he record of

this hearing at this point.
We believe that the guidelines have successfully operated of the
prosecutorial level to alleviate ;my friction between the press and the
Federal Government and that they encompass, bid:ince, and protect
the. interests in both a lice press find the fair administration of justice.
It should also be remembered that the neWS111011 .15 accorded jttdicsiol

protection. under exitsing la W. A I T.S. district court can issue an appropriate protective order On a motion to quash a suhpena if a grand jury

investigation is not being conducted in good faith or if it improperly
interferes with first amendment rights. As Mr. Justice. Powell, concurrin, in the II ranzbury case, said:
The asseripanith to privilege should he judged on its ruck by the 81riking of
Prehor hahnwe between freedom or the nes8 and the obligation of all citizens
to giro rolorii
with reSpeet
.111 A011, the courts will be available to neSIliell under eireataslalteeA where
0_710.
legitimate First Amendment'. interests require protection." -WS

WO also cannot, ignore the effect of a newsmen's privilege in the
context of. civil litigation, Hero again the courts are capable of protectinLT the interests of the press. In Rake/. v. if' a:, P 11,,,,,iment, 1.
2347 (2d Cir. Dee. 7, 197), for example, the second circuit
last December held that in a civil case, absent on overriding an compelling need for disclosure, the preferred freedom of the first amendment
and the closely related interest of the public iu nondisclosure of a journalist's confidential sources outweigh the public and private interest in

compelled testimony. Tina holding was mode, 1 iniht add, in a case
which the part seeking information were black- plaintiffs in a claim of
bloeldmsting ill Chicago against realtors, In taus instance, the court,
let's say, balanced t he, cavil liberties' interest. under the, first amendment-,

and under the, particular facts there, against the equally important
civil rights interest, and the latter was 'forced to 'yield in a. suit for a
ruling it!rainst discrimination.
In summary, we oppose an ilbsofute privilege hoc:luso it, would not
.

even attempt to balance the competing and legitimate interest in open
disclosure, so vital to the public, the government, the criminal defend
ant. and others, against the blanket claim of total press secrecy. We
also believe that qualified privilege lep.islation is unnecessary and perhaps unwise at. this time for several reasons.
First, the. Department of justice guidelines and the protective measues available in the Federal courts appear to be sufficient to protect
the legitimate interests of the press. Second, the definition.and scope
of it qualified privilege has not yet-. been satisfactorily resolved and
prescuts difficult problems of inclusion and exclusion that may give
rise to liti!vation and problems of judicial administration. Third. it. is
doubtful whether a statute providing a. qualified privilewe would have
any additional effect, not already accomplished by the guidelines, in
insuring the free flow of confidential information to the press.
In summary, we oppose an absolute privilege because it. would not
even attempt to balance the competing and legitimate interest in open
disclosure, so vital to the public. the government, the criminal defendant, and others, against the blanket claim of total press secrecy. We, also

believe that qualified privilege legislation is unnecessary and perhaps
unwise at this time for several reasons:

First. the Department, of Justice guideline: and the protective

r tit he tqltliCiVilt. to
measures available in the Federal courts 1
protect the legitimate interests or the press. second. the definition and

:ieope or a (outlined privilege lots not Vol been ::atisfactorily resolved

and presents illiettlt problems of inslusion and exclusion that may
ion and problems of .judicial admilistrat lint. Thini.
give rise to lit
it is doubt ful %thether it statute providing it qalified privilege would
blIvo any nthraionni pacer, not already loonprishm by I hi, guidelines,
in insuring the free flow of ennii,knonii information to the press.
The
.Fichenlierg, ehairma of the Freedom or in roenon ion committee or
the Anwriean

sider Ids Position on the need .or Federal legislation "I sThould it
ever become apparent that the Federal guidelines fail to maintain a
proper balance between the, newsmen's privileges and his responsibilities of citizenship . . ." Snell legislation should be. adopted, we
feel. only a fter the necessity for it becomes apparent.

The I >epartment of Justice would in ally event continue to oppose
Federal legislation that would create a testimonial privilege for news-

men which would be binding on State proceedings. As a matter of
policy, it, would be unwise for Congress to hamstring the states in
the operation of their own judicial, administrative, and legislative
proceedingsan area that. has traditionally and properly been left to
their control. While I would urge every state attorney general to
establish policies and procedures for his state similar to the guidelines of the Department of Justice, I do not think such requirements
should be mandated by a Federal statute.

I realize that it is. tempting to impose a uniform standard. But. we
must, not, forget that we have chosen a federal system. Respect for
federalism requires respect for state policy in balancing the interests
of the administration of justice and of the press, and requires a tolermp of procedural diversity. Virtue, of experimentation is particularly compelling here where changes are sought in it complex area
which involves a number of ancillary societal issues and difficult prob-

lems of definition. If a state errs in its judgment, the danger that
results is confined. If Congress errs. and its standards are exclusive. the
danger will pervade the entire Nation.
It should be remembered that newsmen's privilege is essentially a.

question of evidentiary procedure. To our knowledge, Congress has
never attempted to legislate general rules of civil or criminal procedure, or general rules of evidence, for the states, nor has it attempted.
to impose Federal administrative procedure, on State ,,government..

Snell matters have traditionally and properly been left to the individual state. It is trite' that in order to make congressional witnesses
more cooperative Congress may immunize them against state prosecu-

tion, but that is simply it conventional use of traditional Federal
supremacy principle to protect. legitimate Federal interestsAdams
v. 31 or ylicnd, 347 U.S. 179 (1954).

Legislation imposinp. a testimonal privilege on the states is likely
to pose problems of comity between Federal and state courts and to
strain their delicate interrelationship. Questions are bound to arise.
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IeLrisIatIIi'('s it iitiist. lnak(' Soiiie (leteilnilIatiOLI that the. S1ih)(311il is siu'hi
a grave huiden 011 ml ei'$tatc conuinerre aS to necessitate the restriction
on the States. The eoverae of the coninierre clause as it relates to tue

ability of Congress to legislate has been tradit.ionall interpreted by
the. Supreme Court. in the aria of the nbiiity of the ('uiigi'ss to l'egulate the. business activities of the press. Tim Court. has i'eached the
conclusion that. the news business is iii uiiterstatn coninierce for the pur-

poses of being held subject to certain types of Federal l'egIIlatioII of
general l)iisiii('ss; for example. the Nitioiial Labor llelatioiis Act. and
the antitrust laws. Associated Pre. v. National Labor Relat,wn8
Board. snpi'a. See. e.g., Associated Pre..s' v. UnJtcd States, 6 U.S. 1
(1945). In the area of newsuien's privilege, Congress would be attempt-

ing to regulate the very functioning of State government in the name
of protecting the interstate aspects of the media. Presumably this
necessitates a fiuidiii flint the functioning 01! State courts and legislatures Ilndulv restricts the ability of the media to gntlier news 011 LIII
interstate basis, by virtue of State-issued subpenas. But as the Court
noted in B'rauLrburg:
Et)he eVi(k'nce 1nii

to (lenlonstrilte that there woiila he a sigiificant.

Coil-

s! ilet ion of the flow of news to tili' public if this Court. reafilirns
Pl'10' ('0111nzon-law and CoIlStitUtioLlal rule regarding the te.stiiiioitiai obligations of newsl.

111011.

405 U .$. at 1193.

1.1 Fe.'ra I h('gis1atioI1 I)I'eiliiSed oii tlt ('011Ililei'CC ClIl Ii5C is ojwn to
question. it titighit. he u'giied that. such leiislatioii (30111(1 he preitiused on

section 5 of the 14th uuendment as inlplemeitting thin (till' process
clause of that a niendinejit. While ftTat.renhac/i v. il/organ, 384 US. (141,
051 (1900), snggests hint, the polvel.' of Coiigiess to itiipleiiieiit. the

equal protection clause of the 14th aitieitdnieiit is very broad, in the
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hder ease. (lpegon v. iii/r/o.d/..11.10 1..S. 112 (1911), indicates that it;

not. unlimited.
'i) assert', tlltlt, C'on,,tess has the power to legislate a newsman s
privile.we binding on the States under section 5 as an implementation
is

the. due port,s:4 clause. is to set, the stage "to st rip the St Ilk's of t la,i r
to govern themselves." It) use the words of Alp...III:dim
1)0w(r

1.27. The guarantee of life, liberty. and
Blael:: in that ease, 00
property due process clause. encompasses the entire field of human
v and thus of potential legislative 10..tion. ny ride of evidence
act
could be, determined b Congress to impinge on that ;.ruartintee. Ac-

vordingly. limier this theory. there wonld exist It basis fror con;.,:ressional action to enact legislation superseding every State rule of evisection 5 should not. In, tend to confer such poarr on
dyne,.
('ongress for such a reading. u.ould contravene the principle of fed(
alisin, the viabilit,.) of which the C011:4111111011 Wati (.011S0.1011Sly fill';1111
10 1011111.:1.111. '.1.11111% /1:0t.?:C/t/MCh V. .1/0/V/ii 111:1.\* hay( 1)(011 the high

vater mark of an expansive interpretation of congressional poNvers of
section 5 has been recognized by :11 Justice Stewart. joined by the
Chief .Justice and Air. Justice
: "That case. as 1 now read it,
gave congi.,,ssiona 1 power under section 5 the furthest possible legitimate reach." 0 rayon v. .11 it obeli -10() I ...S. 11.2. 91; (1970) (separate
opinion).
The 1)epartment, of Justice recognizes the le,itimate interests of 1110
press in gathering tte.m.s and protecting confidential sourecs. AVe undershot(' tlic concern of those who are propositt!, legislation lo
(111:11111MI testimonial privilege. lint- we are also mindful .or the dimcioties in drafting. and administering such legislation. we believe that
the successful experienco tinder the Departnient.s "Guidelines for Sul) lamas to the News Media" demonstratt,s that, such le!rishitiOn is unnecessary at this time. 1'11e Department. therefore. opposes the eintetment of au absolute privilege hill : that is. an absolute press secrecy
NII, because it would sacrifice in every instance the search for truth
in judicial and legislative proceedings to the interest of the press. For
the, reasons just, discussed. We (11S0 oppose all F0(4'1111 le!riSla non that

would create a newsman's privilege applicable to State proceedin!..s. I

can assure you that. the Department. will continue its pulley of restraint, and negotiation in the area of stibpentts to itel.sntett..k. request
:1'01. a sulipetta will be anthorized by the 1)epartment only in those
instancesw here the conditions of the guidelines are met an d where t he
information is essential to the successful investi!yation and prosecution of a serious Federal (a.inte. 1 am confident that an accommodation
of the sometimes conflicting. interests of a free and effective press on
one. hand and on the other the fair and effectil.e administration of
justice can be achieved by pledging ourselves 1.0 tin atmosphere 01!
ne(r.otiation and restraint, in order that the basic values of rive press
and a l'i'ce society may be served.

We thanl: you. Mr. Chairman.
Setiator 1".dtvix, 1 11.ould fissure you I woilld not inol.:0
or
v. Oregon. to sustain any proposition. I think both of then(
have conclusions svIlich are not Warranted by the Constitution. Despite
illy

respect for the Supreme Court. I think both of those decisions

are absurd.
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T am glad it has been held Hutt the fact that the lawyer disagrees
with the Court., is not ,.-idence that the lawyer lacks testimonial

capacity.
Does not any testimonial privilege impede the search for truth ?
Mr. Dixox. Yes, it is a detriment in the search for truth.
Senator ..F.:avis. The sixth amendment which gi ..es,ns the right to

obtain the attendance of Ivitnesses and the right to he confronted by
his accuser does not prevent either Congress or the States from e57
tablishing privileges, does it?
cure ct we. have the sixth
iiilei;St,VIdamenoment
the' questionguarantees
a Mi..}DIX(i.IN. 11)1 the
access by a defendant to information.
Senator EaVtx. Butt, it doesn't prevent. Congress or the States from

establishing privileges against disclosure of testimony in certo;:,

circumstances?
)rr. thxoN. The phrase "certain circumstances" is one .I. would a1!Tee.
with.

Senator Envix. For example, don't the. courts hold that the rights
(riven to an accused by the. sixth amendment does not invalidate a
state law, Avhich establishes the lawyer-client relationship?
Mr. Dixox. That is my understanding, but the client may waive the
privilege ; hence. it is not absolute.

.

,

Senator Eavix And, also, it does. not invalidate a state law which

recognizes the. confidentiality of communication between husband and
wife.
Dixox. My understanding is that there are some exceptions to

that privilege. It is not an absolute but it is a stronv privilege where

the communication at issue WaS given in conlidence. Newsmen seek :1.
right of silence even when there is no confidential conununication.
'Senator EtZVI N. And, also the physician-patient privilege is not invalidated by the sixth aniendinent.
Mr. Dixox. There, again, my understanding is that physicians may
he required, despite the p-fivileg, to report gunshot wounds, report
knowledge of disease that is conmtimicabile. Again, it is a strong privilege but not absolute.
Senator Envix. That is because the law of t he state doesn't; make it
absolute, not because the, sixth :intendment makes it. less absolute.
Mr. Dixox. Well, we always have to put the constitutional phrases
and clauses in the 'context of the courts' construction, and there arc
very few constitutional clauses that are absolutes in all instances.
Senator Envi x. Now, according to the recent statement: of the, White.
House, the sixth amendment, doesn't invalidate what. the' White House.
ealif.; "Executive Privilege"; does it?
Mr. Dixox. There we bring in the separni,",,n of powers and balance
the matter out. The precise issue has not arisen.
Senator ERVIN. Well, the thing:is, legislative bodies have the right to
.

they ?.
establish rules of evidence ;
Mr. DIXON. That is certainly true, within constitui-ional limits.

Senator Envix. One of the fundamental rules of evidence is that

hearsay evidence is ordinarily. not admissible in court.
Mr. .Dixox. Pardon me?

Senator EnvIN. I say one of the fundamental rides of evidence is
that a witness must be able to depose to matters within his personal
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knowledge and he cannot be permitted to tell what rests upon the
authority f an od r \\*hat was hearsay ?
Mr. Dixox. That is correct for courts. Grand jury rules are more
flexible.

Senator EIWIN. Well, the truth of it is alnitist everything that a

noel smart 1:110 Ws, as a general rule, is hearsay ; isn't it?

Mr. Dixox. Some could be hearsay, some could be eye witness evidence or direct conversations.
Senator Eavi.x. Is it fair to grab a newsman out gathering news who
sees a crime Committed?

Mr. Dixox. Indeed, we could say that is an example of the courts'
authority, outside the hearsay concepts to preserve their own powers
to get, at the truth.
Senator 'ERVIN. I think \Viler() the greatest complaint of newsmen

conies in is the fact they are so often subpenaed before grand juries
\with little or no justification. The ilelvslnen are opposed to these as
being "fishing expedii ions."
Mr. Di xo-ic. That does happen, but courts can control grand juries.

Senator Euvnc. The fact is, that a grand jury was originally sup-

-posed to be a judicial body that stood between the citizen and

the government, and paSsed on the question of whether it was a proper
case to be heard by a court. Now the grand jury has been converted to
the prosecutorial arm of the government in some cases.
Mr. DrxoN. It has some investigatory powers in its own right as far
as public officials are concerned.
Senator TA:IIVIN. I agree with you that no person should be excused

from testifying to a. crime which is committed in his presence. I have
a bill which expressly states that to be the obligation of a. newsman,
just like everybody else. My bill is a very narrow bill and it is an absolute bill. It says that a newsman shall not be compelled to disclose
the identity of any person from whom he receives information if lie
has given the informant a contemporaneous assurance that lie will not
disclose his identity.
What is the objection to that, since it is followed by a provision that

it shall not excuse a newsman from testifying to the identity of any
person who commits.a crime in his presence?
Mr. Dixox. I do not believe we have strong objection to that portion

'of your bill. Indeed it seems to be in accord with, on that point, the
Bramburg case itself. There, a reporter was involved in a situation of
being an eyewitness to mixing drugs and changing drugs from one
form to another and a sense in its own right.
Senator Euvric. I have no quarrel. with the holding in the Branzburg
case, where the reporter was required to testify because he actually saw
people committing a crime. I don't think there is any more excuse for
excusing. a newsman from testifying to a crime than it is to excuse you
or myself or anybody else.
Mr. Dixox. I would agree with that, sir.

Senator EavrN. The fact that the people who committed the crime
invited the reporter to come as a witness to the crime, ought not to
hamper their prosecution. However, it might entitle them to a verdict

of not guilty on the grounds of mental insanity.

Now, the only other privilege that I have set out in my bill is that

a newsman or any person having the custody or control of unpublished
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information, shall not be compelled to disclose it. I define unpublished
in formation to be any note or memorandum or picture or negative or
tape, or recording.or other record made by the newsman ivhile he is engaged
in his occupation and which has never been published by any
6`
:71

ineanS of COlinnindeatiOn. I think that it is important to protect a
newsman there because the district attorneys and any congressional
committee arc frequently inclined to issue subpenas requiring newsmen to produce a whole lot; of unpublished in formation of that nature.
Mr. DixoN. Well, on that point, Mr. Chairman, their views seem to

be very close to one part of our guidelines where the guidelines say
great caution is to be exercised in
i requesting subpena authorization
by the Attorney General. We oppose the absolute concept, but we are
sensitive to the fundamentaLprivilege.

.

Senator ERVIN. If a right is not absolute, it is nonexistent,

in lily judgment.

Mr. DixoN. Well, that is a very appealing statement. All I can say
. as

to that is that the definition of a right is crucial at the outset,

and one thing defined a certain way once becomes conclusive. We
do not think we should create an absolute, newsmen's privilege, on
across-the-board basis. I recall along that line, an article in the Utah.
Law Review by Dean Griswold, a speech be gave at the Utah Law
School dedication back in 1902,, as I recall, which the title was, "Absolute in the Dark." We had a certain warning in that article regarding what he felt was an unqualified overly broad expansion of some
constitutional clauses by the courts.

The question, I think, is one of definition. Most of us agree on
something precise that can be conclusive, and perhaps we can state
it is an absolute. For example, in the area of the fifth amendment, the
person properly pleads the fifth amendment, and if there is no immunity statute available, then it is absolute. But the fifth, per se, does
not confer an absolute rigl it of silence.

Senator Euvrx. Well, of course, the immunity statute says that, in
.effect, when a man testi lies in obedience to the immunity statute, he
doesn't; incriminate himself because he can't be proseciited for the
crime that he confesses.
Mr. DIXON. The statute must be broad regarding incrimination, and
then testimony can be compelled..

Senator Envtx. Of course,the immunity statute eliminates the very
reason why the self-incrimination clause was established, as I see it.
am not absolute, generally speaking, but I think if you give a man
a right or privilege, you better make it absolute or it will be whittled
away. I can't see how the lawyer-client privilege would be of value
if it could be whittled away.
Now, a few weeks ago, I would have endorsed everything you said

about the lack of wisdom in legislating for the state. There is, in the
petition you cite there, Adams v. iliaryl«nd, it says no court shall
inquire as to what the witness testified before a congressional committee. That was the general law and the Court held it was valid in the .
Adams case. The State of Maryland couldn't use the, statements that
the witness had made before the congressional committee.

I have a little trouble with the guidelines because the guidelines of
the Attorney General are not binding on anybody or anything except
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the people \vi are subject to his ollice Unit is, the U.S. attorneys. Isn'
that true ?

Mr. Dixox. They do apply to all Department of Justice subpena,
matters either as plaintiff or defendant, and civil or criminal. too.
Senator lEnvx. But. they -don't apply to the state courts or civil
actions?

Mr. Dixox. They would apply to a civil action inside the Depart-

ment, of Justice like a civil antitrust suit.
Senator SEliv-X. But not civil actions brought by third persons or citizens, general ly ?

Mr. Dixox. No.
Senator ERVIN. Of course, they are not binding on the states.
Now, didn't the Supreme Court, hold in the Associated Press CaSe
that the Associated Press, which was engaged in sending information
across state lines, was engaged in interstate commerce, and in refusing
to service certain press associations that the Associated Press was violating the antitrust in
which are based solely upon the Interstate.

Comence Clause

Mr. Dixon. Yes.
Senator Envx. So the Interstate Commerce. Clause gives Congress
the power to regulate the reovement of persons and goods and communications from across state lines, doesn't. it?
Mr. Dixox. Yes, it, certa inly does.
Senator Envix. And it can undoubtedly. The communication of news

and ideas by the media of the press across state lines is one of the
biggest interstate businesses in this connry. isn't it?

Mr. Dixox. It certainly is and probably attracts more attention

from the public than most, businesses do.

Senator Euvix. So it seems to me, that, if Congress finds that if
jailing newspapermen for not divulging their unpublished information or confidential sources of information, impedes interstate commerce and that also it interferes with the right of the people to know,
than it, could legislate with regard to time states.

Mr. DixON-. The powers ender the Commerce Clause must always

be balanced against the fact that we, have a federal system and the
reserved laws of the States. We must consider the impact of any use
of the commerce power on the legislative power in the states. We
really have two ways ways to limit the commerce power logically.
One is to say that, the Commerce Clause, doesn't logically reach the
activity being regulated. We, think that is relevant here. There have
been regulations of the general business of the press, but we do feel
that newsmen's privilege is something other than general business,
other than wage and hours. labor legislation, and so on. And look at
the fact that what, is really happeningdirecting our attention to the
impact, on the legal process of the states to subpena in order to obtain

their own governmental goals is a regulation of the. states, not the

-press.

Senator ERVIN. We did that in the Maryland case directly.

Mr. DIXON. Regarding Adams v. Maryland, that Federal. statute
was designed to protect a particularized Federal interest in making
congressional investigations effective by extracting witness informa-

tion:We think that case rests on an express principle of Federal

supremacy to protect Federal needs, that is, needed Federal testimony.
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We don't think there. is any similar Federal interest here needing pro.

teetion n<roinst states or requiring a state. 1101VS111011.8 privilege.

Senator EnnN. They upheld that on the grounds that they didn't

know what the man could tell the congressional committee.
Mr. D.IxoN. Tn support, of a Federal innction, correct.

Senator Envis. If the Congress has the power to adopt tiro law that
is binding on the state courts in order to prevent, prosecution in state,

courts for testimony given before congressional committeewhy

hasn't Congress the power to draft, a law to allow all of the people, including time Members of Congress, to know what is going on? I can't see
the distinction, It seems to me there is more,Tongressmonal power to
enact. a law for everybody in till' country to hear what is happening
than it is to permit the members of a congressional committee to hear
information relating to a limited set of circumstances.
Mr. DixoN. Well the basic, distinction that '11 tried to make, and I
think it can he made as a proper distinction, is that there, was an explicit Federal function of congressional investioation in jeopardy ab-

sent .the immunity statute. So to make, fully effective this patienlar
Federal function the immunity statute Was designed to remove all

fear from witnesses of harm. in the future, if they testified.
On the other hand, the newsman's privilege bills are not, based on an
identifiable, direct Federal function, such as the in vestiga tory i'mincticm,
Or the taxing function. They would seek to subject. an area traditionally reserved for the states, evidence matters. in their own state courts

to Federal regulation.

Senator 'FA:viN. But it would seem to me,, that the power of Congress
to regnla to interstate. connne.ree, which involved the movement, of news

across state lines, is a lot, more powerful a consideration than denying
the state mutt the right. to hear what, is said in a comrressional committee. In other words, I have difficulty seeing the. distinction you are
making..

lint we ean go on.
Mr. Dixox. I have reservations about the power of Congress to regu-

late. state, evidence. rules, or in general to change by legislation the
areas of general freedom I the Bill of Rights which are largely left
to :mint interpretation and emirt protection up to this point..
Senator Enxix. Well, I nut a strong believer in state's rights, probably one of the strongest; in Congress. Time federal system of govern. ment gives certain powers to the national system of government. One,
of those is the power to regulate interstate commerce and another, since
the first. amendment has been extended to the states, is to preserve the
rightS it. guarantees. Tt, has the power to regulate what is injurious to the
interests promoted by the first a mommdmen t because of the, necessary and

proper elapse of the first artiele.:to the Constitution.
Mr. DixoN. A few cases have held iii ilcont, years that congressional
regulations -minder the commerce clause are invalid. T can't, think of
oneunless we go way back to almost, the thirties.
On the other hand, there was perhaps ft little. word of warning in a

special comment by Justice Stewart in The Federal Loan Shark ease,
Per (e v. Unifrd AetateR in 197l. in which he sort. of threw up his hands
and said the Commerce Clause is very broad but should n'the unlimited.
He felt. the. Federal Loan Shark Act. did deeply involve state matters
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with such en ephemeral Federal connection that he wes worried. We
raised that point ea rlier this morning.
Senator T..;uvrx. I have to concede, T have argued for narrow constriction of the clause. 13nt, I. believe. the Federal power to regulate
interstate cominerce is complete. absolutely complete, no exceptions.
-Arr. DIxox, think- we can all agree on that, but the problem of defining interstate commerce.
Senator ERVIN. The National Labor Reintions Act, provides for machinery to sett le industrial disputes, doesn't it ?
Mr. DfxoN, Correct.

Senator Envix. And it, is based. in pat. upon the theory that industrial disputes Prevent the flow of goods in interstate rommere or
nimize goods of interstete, omMeree. end the Court. has upheld these
labor laws on that ground. Anything which prevents the flow of Uroodti
L

in interstate, commerce is subject, to regulations on the Commerce
Clause.

Mr. Dixox. That is true. But in those, instances them is no countering interest., as would be the case in the newsman's privilege area.
of possibly impeding prosecution of a (Time: or as in some of the bills
of making it difficult or impossible to meintain a libel suit. When we
sey there is a strong commerce power that is trne, to he sure. lint there
is an adverse fellont in terms of public, enforcement of the (Thulium)
in ws,especielly if we push flue Commerce Clause too fer in this instance
in 51111101f, of newspaper shield laws.

We would also like to suge.est that. the States are the primary agencies of law enforcement, not the Federal Government for the general
range of crimes and. therefore. we have a read concern about. moving
to rapidly into the field of passing shield lop.islation. which le riSLt
Hon might impede state enforcement of !Pencil)] state criminal law.
Senator F,av-fx. Well, any act of Conp.ress which miuht impede the
states is nevertheless the supreme law of the land. U Congress is within its authority to legislate under the. Interstate Conimerce Clause or
under the first amendment, it seems to nu. state judges must obey.
Mr. Dixox. The Commerce Clause_power. as I said. is certainly very
broad, even 'considerinp. .Tustice Stewnrrs caveat in the Pere.-2 ease.
about 2 yen rs ago.

Senafor Eay.yx. And the power of the Federal Government is pretty
powerful], too, if they eau justify the rulings like ,c;Litticav v, the 11-en;
York 7'imes.

Dixox. We are concerned about, the iMpac of broad privilege
legislation on the libel. problem as I mentioned in my testimony.
Senator Euvrg. Personally, 1 had the spine opinion you had on this
subject., but I have been converted. I don't have the least, doubt that

Congress can enact this law. My
My bill has a declaration to flue effect
declarations too much,
that it is necessary. I don't. like
but I remember the courts upheld the Voting Rights Act in f L4.35 on

the congressional declaration that. the election officials of my State laid
violated the law, and the 15th amendment. I thought that it was a bill
of attainder, but the Court protected Federal officials but didn't protect

state, officials. It held that they had no right to due process of law

under the provision. I didn't accept it. If you pass laws in the Congress
that abolish the states' laws without giving them any notice, you are
denying them due process.
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Mr. DixoN. That is a fair statement of part of our concern about
eNtentling any newsmen's priilegO hill to the states because it would
create great power in the Federal. Government to regulate decisions in
state courts.
Senator Envix. I don't see why we need discuss this any more, because 1 have given my views and you have given. yours. I cannot see, if
Congress can legislate in respect to acts occurring wholly within the
borders of a state, on the grounds that those acts will decrease the flow
Of gOOdS in interstate commerce, then it seems to me they have the same

authority to legislate with respect to increasing the flow of information in interstate commerce.
Our Counsel has questions.

Mr. BAsKut. Professor, what is the formal status of the guidelines

right 110\\'

Mr. DmoN. They are in force, have been in force since September
1970, and are being administered vigorously according to their terms.
We have submitted for the committee, for the record, a formal statement on the experience under the guidelines, a memorandum dated

March I. We review not only the history of the guidelines in sonic
-detail, broken down by particular decisions inside the Department of
Justice and the stibpemt request and the dispositions of the requests, but
also at the end of this statement, we make some comments about aher
subpenas which the public may think are justice subpenas, butt are
not. The last few pap.es 'mention subpenas that are outside the guide-

lines because in state courts, or because they are civil matters or

because they are not-. newman!s matter, such as the case of 'Mr.
Popkin. all assistant professor at Harvard, and so on.

I have with me a person who has been with the Department of

.

justice lomTer than I have. This is, I think, my eighth or ninth day on
the job, and with your permission. I suggest you might want to receive
a response front :Deputy Assistant Attorney General Mary Lawton
on these questions.
Mr, I3As1cut. I was interested in whether they were issued as formal

procedures under the Administrative Procedures Act or as a policy
statement issued by the Attorney General. Were they issued under

time Adininistr;ltive Procedures Act ?
:Ifs. LA WTON. \o, policy statements
Mr. BASTCITI. There were no 'hearings as the APA would require belore they were issued, no decisions, no announcements of the hearings?
Ms. L. \ ArroN. No, they are not agency rulemaking, they are internal
policy guidelines.

Mr. 11.\st:nt. Is there any intention of issuing any pursuant to the
APA regulations?
Ms. 1,.\ Arms. Not that 1 know oh
liAsicrn. Do you have any objection to doing that?

Mr. DIXON. I will consider the matterI am not quite on top enough
to have. a final allSWer On that.

l\fr. 1.3Astcut. Were they issued in the Federal Register?

Ms. LAArox. It is my recollection they were, but I will have to doublecheelc for von.
Mr. 13Asrli1. Tt would seem to me if they were issued. formally under

the APA as formal rulemaking, then there would be a little more assurance to the public and press that the next Attorney General would,
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when he decided that maybe he felt differently from his predecessor,

issue a different kind of policy statement. Under the APA, there
would have to go through formal ridemaking procedures to after
would be at least the assurance they were formal rulemaking and they

that.
Mr. Dixox. We feel there has been no change in the strong policy of
following the guidelines very carefully.
Mr. BASKIR. Peoples' minds change and it seems to me it would
be better in terms of their solidity to rely upon the formal rule making than the Attorney General.
Senator Euvix. That raises a serious question as to whether the
Attorney General has the power to legislate.
Mr. l)ixox. We appreciate that question, Mr. Chairman. We do see

problems of putting everything that is of a policy nature, even a

very important .policy nature, inside the Depautmentinto the Federal

Register. If it is a departmental matter, it should be handled as a
departmental matter.

Senator Envtx. Wouldn't it be better, if you are going to have

the guidelines, to have them adopted by Congress as a law

Mr. Di xox. Adopted by Congress ?
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Mr. DixoN. We feel that would raise additional problems. We moved

forward on this problem back in 1970. We feel we have had a good
experience with the guidelines. At the present time, we don't feel
there is any need for further concern except to follow their terms. As
we note it in our testimony, only 13 subpenas have been approved
under these guidelines which were issued in Mid-19TO. Eleven of the
subpenas were in situationk-Senator ERVIN. Of course these are binding on the people who have
to take orders from the Department of.Justice. But in other situations,.
such as the case growing out of the-Watergate affair in these actions
and cross actions betWeen Republicans and Democrats, the guidelines.
don't apply there at all/

Mr. num. n: they do not apply to such nondepartmental civil
suits. The judge ;leant ruled on that private civil suit yet, and it is

before Judge Richey, as I understand it.
Mr. BASKIR. You stated the Department .has no intention of changing guidelines. Of 'course, should new Attorney General come in,
you can't guarantee they will never be changed. Assuming you have

no present intention of changing the gUidelines, why not put them
in the legislation if they work well. They do follow the Ninth Circuit
Court and the Stewart dissent in terms of their approach and do
parallel certain bills before Congress. It would seem to me that even
governing the Federal prosecutionleaving aside the other possible
avenues for subpenasit would be better to put them into legislation
so that everybody knows that the Congress and the President, as well as
the Attorney General, through the formal legislative process, means
what they say about the standards in these guidelines.
Mr. Dtxow. They are distributed here through our testimony.

Regarding the question of inserting.them in the Federal Register,

I would want to give a little more thought to that.

Mr. Basnut. I ant thinking ION:lt legislating those guidelines,

formal legislation.
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Mr. Dixos. Congress is free to give consideration to this.
Mr. BAsKia. "Whatis the, :Department's position ? 1)ms the Department oppose legislative guidelines'?

Mr. Dixox. I don't, believe we have a tatsition on that at the present

time. Legislation is an action which has a congealing effect which
could cut both ways. .1. think it would be difficult- to strenphen theguidelines in light of our experience or to change them productively
in some other way.

Mr. liAskut. Yon are satislied with the !ruidelines and you don't
have any intention of changing them, but ono diSadvantage, from
what you were saying, is that legislatively it would make it less convenient to change thenu.
Mr. Dixox. It could he a. problem.
Do you have a response on tha t, :Ms. La NV (011

Ms. LAw'rox.No. beyond the fact these were written at a particular
point iii history with particular problems we knew about. There may
be new forms of media developed in the future that we know nothing
about that could be changed. These are not, of course, in statutory
language, as you realize. A good statutory draftsman. wouldn't accept
the guidelines. They are written in a di !remit form.
Mr. BAsron. The oneditterence between these guidelines and the

Ninth Circuit in the Caldwell, caseono of the important ones
is that the Ninth Circuit leaves it to a magistrate to determine the

balance between the need for disclosure and the need-for protection.
In the, case of the guidelines, it is the Attorney General who makes

the decision whether or not to protect inside. sources. Under the
guidelines, it appears that the Attorney General, who is cxecntiye
officer, and chief prosecutor among his other functions, is making
this balance. Wouldn't. it be better to have it made by one

Ms. LAwToic. Well, it ultimately is. The Attorney General only
decides to seek the subpena, but the judge decides, on a motion to
quash, whether that subpena will stand. This is only the initial net

by the Attorney General.

Mr. .BAsKia. The standards in the guidelines, of course, involve
considerations that the Court in the ihmtibripg case says are not required, and, absent legislation of those same standards, are thti'only
standards on the motion to quash. So the guidelines do add somethin.g
and do preSent something that a magistrate doesn't consider. It is

tlue, Attorney General, chief prosecuting officer. who is balancing flue
first amendment against the intereg, of the prosecution, not a neutral
magistrate.
Ms. LAWTON.% As Justice Powell said, the courts are still open to
protect the rights of the newsmen and the fact that we seek a subpena
initially does not mean it is going to stand, and the newsman is going
to be compelled.
Mr. 'D.rx.ox. My understanding is that the 'field of subpemis has not
been challenged.
Mr. BASKIN. Of course; it could be challenged under the Branoburg
case.

Ms. LAroN. In a civil case, no, firatt.itapg wouldn't govern.
Mr. Dixoic.In the Roller case, which I cite in my testimony, despite
the narrow view of Brar/zburg. the Second Circuit did quash the subpena in that Chicago-based block busting suit.
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Senator Etivtx. I ant a little uncertain :Wont what justice' Powell
meant. When you take the majority opinion in that case, in which he
concurred, it said, nesmen have no privilege under the first amendment to withhold information. So the rights they can assert under that,
seem to be nonexistent.
Ms. LA wrox..1 think what the Court was really saying is that there is

no special privilege under the first but you still have under the Federal rules, both criminal and civil, limitations on discovery. Onerous
snbpenas, or "fishing expeditions", can be quashed on that ground
alone.

Senator ERVIN. That can be applied to any citizen, but I take hope,
as Justice Powell indicated, this might not lie the final word on the
subject.

In my own opinion, it would have been notch better if the Court had

folloWed the very enlightened opinion in the Caldwell case of the.
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, which balanced the interest. Society
has two great interests: one is the interest in enforcement; of the laws
and the other is the interest in knowing what is going on in this country of ours. I would think the Court, could balance that. notch better
on a case-by-case method that we Congressmen can do in the rigidity
9f a statute.
Thank you all very much.
Mr. Drxox, Tbatik you,A1 r. Chairman.

We appreCiate being here and I give my thanks on behalf of my

col leagues

here who also enjoyed being present.

Senator I tivix. 79ia.nlc yon. I think we have had an interesting discussion. I don't want to get entirely out of the ha bit.of arguing with
other lawyer-s, beeause, my constituents m. ht, Make it necessary for me
to remtine that occupation.
Thank you very much.

Mr. liAskiu. Our next witness this morning is Norman A. Cherniss,
Ex vent+ v Editor of the L'Irerside Press and Daily Enterprise.
Senator ERVIN. I am delighted to welcome yon to the subcommittee
and express our appreciation for your willingness to come and give us

the benefit of your observations on what I think is a very important
question.
1. want to say T find myself in 100 percent agreement with the opening statement...which you have given the subcommittee. I am a convert
to the conviction that a. shield law is necessary.
STATEMENT OF NORMAN A. CHERNISS, EXECUTIVE EDITOR OF
THE PRESS AND DAILY ENTERPRISE, RIVERSIDE, CALIF.

MP. Cimixiss. T am a convert. and a reluctant one. to.the conviction
that a shield law is necessary. But neither the relative lateness nor the
reluctance with which I conic to my conversion make any the less firm
my conviction that a newsman's privilege. is essential ; that confidential
information and the sources of any confidential information procured
for publication or broadcast must be so protected ; that this privilege
must be, unqualified and that it twist be certi tied by national legislation
and national application, if possible, and with all relevant state and
local, as well as Federal, proceedings fallinp..with in its purview.
My own metamorphosis. which is perhaps not untypical, can be ticcounted for by time, and events. The events, which .brin about these.
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heitrings, are, now sufficiently familiar not to require yet another

recital.
When I went'to work as a newspaper editor in OW fornia '26 ,vQars
ago, that stato*s shkai law, saki to be the best the country, had already been in effect for 18 years. In 1965, the California .Legislature
had given newspapermen statutory immunity .From mitten;
Ut1011S.
In the years between 10;15 and 11)64 only one California case is re -.
ported involving the newsmen's privilege and in that ease. a finding of
. contempt was dismissed. Parenthetically I might add that. in 1961 the

privilege section of the appropriate State code was :intended to in-

clude newsmen connected 1111 press ISSOCIllti(MS, wire services and

broadcast stations; in 1972. its a result of the William F,/,-/ case, immunity :from contempt was extended to inelude proceedings of any
judicial, legislative, administrative hotly or any other body with the
power to issue subpenas.
Most conscientious newsmen, and 1 underscore that word "conscien-

tious," I think, don't merely accept in principle, but insist in practice,
that they have all the responsibilities of citizenship that burden lesser
mortals and only time same rights. They ordinarily resent and resist
special treatment beyond the convenience of a well-located press table
and an iinmediately available telephone. They don't like special interest
-legislation, evenmaybe particularlywhen the "press" is the special
interest.
1. and my publishers, for instance, opposed Hai Newspaper Preservation Act of 1970 exempting newspapers, under certain conditions,
from the anti-trust. laws. And-, like many others within the newspaper
business, we could not accept the argumentmade. in Congressthat
it might, be inhibitive of our first amendment. .freedom to keep newspapers under the 1971 wage -price guidelines mandated for other businesses, whatever else there in 47.aitbe to be said of the merits or demerits
of those controls.
So, there has been, since 1935, a shield law on California's books, but

neither I nor anyone else really had to think about it very much : the.
law was there and newsmen and lawyers who had to know about it
knew,about it for when it. was necessary. As the record I cited earlier
makes clear, it was rarely if ever put to use, and the legislature has
been good about. keeping it. up to date, at least when new needs have
dramatically arisen.
But when I did think of it over the earlier years, I had misgivings.
We use the word "privilege" in virtually a anal sense, one lvith the
legal meaning of immunity with which we're here concerned and the
other the more general. broader. meaning of advantage. It seemed to

me that "newsmen's privilege" was too much of thelatter, nit un-

justified special favor, an tom wart:tinted exense'.from a. responsibility
of citizenship..
But events of recent yearssome outside the state and some within
have, as I have suggested. changed my mind, altered the balance of my

conception or interpretation of privilege. And even if California law
affords better protection for newsmen involved in state proceedings.
better protection than other states choosen yet to offer. it is not, enough

in this area of immunity. It is not enough that just California newsmen have this protection in most instances.

The confidential source, usually reliable or otherwisehas always

been with us, butt there has been a growing use by newsmen of confi.
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dential sources and confidential information. Contrary to the opinion
and even evidence of others, I think it continues to grow despite the
now fears of contempt if the newsman is called to testify and elects to
keep his pledge. This growing use by IlOWS111011 of confidential sources

and confidential information comes, I think, of simple, need, that
need rooted in the :fact that, fears of various kinds too often keep insecure people from speaking freely.

The political climate in this country, now and for some little

time in the past, which does not, always seem to foster the freest of
speech, has something, very much, to do with this. Increased concern
with job security does, too. There. are doubtless many other factors.
Coupled- with these inhibitions is the fact that more news organiza-

tions, and more individnicl newsmen of -raviolis kinds, spend more
time investigating than used to be the ease. This kind of journalistic
investigation is far short, of what it might be, let alone perfection,
brit there is more of it than formerly.
And its such investigative efforts go deeper and into more controversial areas, the greater the likelihood of encountering sources who,
out of one kind of fear or another, have t legitimate claim to the protection of a confidential relationship with the investigator, if the truth
is to come out.
That, there is excessive. use of this kind of relationship, 1 can't, deny.

It can be the lazy Or timid reporter's crutch. I can't deny that there are
regularly misuses of the confidential relationship involving newsmen
and sources. I say though that it is often needed and when it is needed
it .is not merely legitimate, by any valid standard, but imperative.
Now we all know of the niore celebrated instances of press freedom
under seeming challenge, of which there-has been a. plethora in recent
years, including those involving the subject before this subcommittee.
And I have no particular new instance to add.
I am concerned that, the focus has been perhaps too much, almost
exclusively, on larger news organizationsnational networks, metropolitan newspapers, et, ceteraand their problems in this respect. This
is understandable for a variety of reasons. Not, the least of these Is the
fact, that so much- of the general problem concerning press freedom
origi mites, from one source or another, in this Capital City, where only
the larger wed ia are mall narily directly represented a lid .where they are

thought to have the greatest interest, if not influence. And many of
these have in fact been subjected to threats.

But' if

tun to justify my appearance here today, I think I Must

make the case that if the most ifamons battles aren't fought down in the
provinces, at least the fighting is significantly harder and more critical
there.

I have great respect for such newspapers as the New York Times,
the IT'aqunriton Yost, and the Los Angeles Times, all of which have
had what cart certainly be called press freedom challenges, and ..I

don't Minimize those challenges. But I maintaiwinislutken confidence
in their ability to endure, whatever, the forces with which they conteild.
.fin not. so confident of the endurance abilities of smaller newspapers,
or broadcast stations. in smaller communities, courageous as many of
them have. been, if what now seems to be a wave of inhibition of press
freedom spreads and intensifies:
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Remember that in smaller communities not only are the people

responsible 1'01. the news and editorial content of the newspaper, .!or
instance, much closer to the people their newspaper is meant to serve
in imich MOM immediate day-to-day contact with thembut the people
served are much closer to each other, orten more knowledgeable about
Mutt may be (.r0.111g on is the COloOlan ity, but not necessarily more will-

ing to speak of it publicly and for attribution.

1 think this has clear application to the subject immediately before us. Given the cited circumstances, 1 think the need for a legally
guaratiteeit newsnien's privilege, and the concomitant protc,ction of the
sources themselves and their information; is at least as great for newsmen in smaller operations :ms in the largeSt and boldest. txiven the pres-

sures tinder which some of these smaller operations function on a
day-to-day basis, it, may well be greater.

Impressed as 1 might he by the willingness of, say, the New York
Times or the iro.shinfiton Post to stand up to, say, the President of

the I 'suited States, 1 inn more impressed by the willingness of a, littlQ,
cow county newspaper to stand lip to a town judge. The challenge and
the risk simply have greater immediacy; they are finr more personal.
would remind you, too. that the smaller news organization, when
,any facet of its press freedom conies under legal challenge, does not
ordinarily have the ready and unlimited service of expert counsel. And
often may even he inhibited by the expense of counsel of any kind: So,
for that matter,. may the counsel he inhibited, when he, does not have
clear statutory law to back him up.
I would like to offer a personal experience, or rather an experience,

of my newspaper, that 1 think is relevant to the issue of our mutual
concern.

The Press and Daily Enterprise, a morning- evening combination,
serve a county roughly the size of the State oft'New Jersey. In 106i
on the basis of information received in pledged and necessary confi7
deucewe undertook an investigation of suspected irregularities in the
administration of the program of guardians and conservators meant
to enhance the well-being of a small band of land:rich Indians in Palm
Springs.
This program was under jurisdiction of the superior until, at nearby
Indio. The investigation, which consumed a year, showed that while,
the financial well-being, of the Indians involved wasn't being notably
enhanced, a certain number of prominent local businessmen and banks,

to whom the court had awarded the eonseryatorships and guardianships, and the very few lawyers specializing in these matters with assistance from the court, were Clomp very well indeed by way of fat
fees. Often for no service perforated.

At one tune or another three judgesone before he went to the

benchwere involved in this conservatorship-guardianship program.
That involvement included the irregularities of which Espoke earlier.
I'll skip further details, but none of the three is any longe,r on the
bench and HMV laws have helped remove the profit motive in the admin-

istration of these Indians' financial affairs.
Much of the investigation to which I refer was simply a Matter of
hard. dull work, a reporter spending, day after day over.a period of
months going through voluminous case files, an effort subsequently repeated in' teams of Federal and state. accountants.
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But, there was also the tviing and 'receiving 1)1 Considerable informaStriae St. e01111(1011Ve 115 to sources, 1111(1 With t110

tion which had to IA; 111

:7;t1Ite.S. S11101(1 1111W to guarantee. that, the confidentiality could be kept.

And this information was necessary to the investigation and vital to
the results.
This confidential in formation came from Indians, not surprisingly
Tearful that they might slitter from any identificaticm: :from people in
Ooverninent agencies having some direct knowledge of the scandalous

situation which had grown up, and only slightly less frightened than
the :Indians at any thought of identification: and .fimu some la wyers.
La wyers, orcourse, again especially in smaller communities, are not

notable for addressing themselves publicly to the failings of other
vers, unless assured of confidentiality.
the multitude or bills introduced in this Congress meant to proide a national shield law of some sort, I think the One most deserving
Of support. is that presented by Senator Cranston, S. 158, the Free

Flow of Information Act. It has \vhat 1 consider to be the particular
advantages of all-embracing applicationFederal, State, and local
mid the privilege. it \vould otter is unqualified.
And, again, 1 think the privilege has to be afforded without qualification, and .for the usual and best reasonthat'any qualification would
be a loophole to be expanded,
The need for qualification of the newsmen's privilege is most often
:asserted in behalf of considerations of "national security." I think that
hascome to haYe a VOI'y hollow .ring. We have liad-,-on a not wholly

unrelated subjecttoo many efforts to paint clearly excessive secrecy
ill tl Federal Government as hieing a matter of national interest or
national security when it IS in but too often It matter of bureaucratic
interest, or somemw's persmial security.
If anything was needed to underscore beyond 'mistake the need for
a newsmen's privilege, it huts been those instances where agencies of law

enforcement have in effect sought to use the press for their own investigative purposes, and When, more recently, even defense attorneys
have. tried, with the subpena, to employ the same. technique.

Simply put, these are corruptive tactics, perverting the function.
the very purpose and meaning, of a free and independent, press, and

the privilege is further necessary to guard against their further
employment.

,I. don' know that the. proposed "Free Flow of Information Act" is
a perfect bill, or that it, cannot, yet be improved upon, and I and aware
that the preemption it authorizes nlay prove constitutionally untenable.
But. 1 don't know that ape! feet, piece of legislation is possible in this

regard or in any other and I do know thus one isn't going to be improved by weakening it.

If this or any similar. bil I must, inevitably leave questions hangimr
as to whom exactly is entitled to the privilege, certainly it would not. a
unusual to consignny additional definition which events may reclaim'
to the discretionary decisional powers of the courts.
In the light of certain count actions of late. that may seem to pose a
degree of risk which might not, even have heel) thought of when the
courts xvere universally considered the prime defenders of press freedom, but. there is in fact no other choice.
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Some newsmen. I blush to say, have been known to lie: some to resort
even to damn lies. Some newsmen are. fabricators, purely and simply,
with no regard for truth and no concern for anything principled.
And beyond all doubt a national newsmen's privilege Nvould be a;
shield for liars and fabricators.
So is the. first amendmcnt.
Beyond all doubt an unqualified newsmen's privilege, is very, very
chancy business.
So is the first amendment.
Thank you.
Senator Envrx. I commend the excellence of your statement. You
give us a very fine illustration of the fact that some protection of confi-.
dentinl sources is absoltitely necessary if the press is going to perform.
its dnty to enlighten the public concerning corruption and, inefficiency
in government.

I think there is no doubt in my mind that this constant' threat of
being compelled. to disclose the sources of confidential information

inhibits many newsmen from collecting information and writing.
about things that the public absolutely needs to know.
Also, I think it is an attempt to convert, a newsman into an arm of
government as an investigator, either for the benefit of the prosecution
or for the benefit of the defense. It is an absolute perversion of the
reason why we have our newsmen.
I think your closi?i statement points out what I have always main-

tained and, that is, if you give people any freedom, that freedom is
going to be abused by some people to whom it is given. But the only
way to prevent abuse of freedom is to abolish freedom.
I.want to commend your very fine statement..
Mr. CIIERNISS. Thank you.

As you know, this was prepared for delivery on February 28, which.

was before S. 1.128 was submitted. I think I could perhaps endorse
your bill, too,_ but I tun confused by one thing in your bill, if I may say
and, that is, the alloWance. for in- camera proceedings of the grand jury
which have to be, but I would suggest that once a newsman goes into
in-camera hearings to try to assert hiS right to immunity, he is.a-wftilly
suspect whether or not 'he opens his mouth. The sources don't know.
Senator EnviX. I put that in there with some misgivings. becanSe
am a great believer that the court should always be open: I do think in

the assertion of his privilege, there are times when an -open hearing
will-have the effect of making public the very thing he is entitled to
keep privileged.
Mr. CHEnxiss. I think in most states the district attorney will lie in
those in- caniera hearings,

Senator- Erwin. That is ct development in the ,orrind jury system
which I. deplore. In North Carolina,- nobody is allowed- to be in the
grand jury room When 'a witness is being interrogated except the members of the-grand jury. and one witness. If the district attorney were
to g,o in the grand jury room and they' were taking testimony,- the
indictment would be quashed.
Mr. CELERthS. But isn't North CarolinaTunnsind in tliatreSpecil
-Senator 'ERVIN. Yes, it is--I think the grand jury has been largely

perverted from its true function. The main reason we have a .grand

.
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jury is that it is supposed to stand between the government and the
citizens, and see to it that the citizen is not placed on trial unless there
is found probable cause for a grand jury to believe he is guilty. But we
have had prosecuting attorneys go before the grand jury an we have
had the grand jury converted into an investigatory arm of the prosecution instead of being a judicial safeguard.
I think it is a very unfortunate situation.
Mr. CIWIANISS. I do, too.

Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much.

Mr. 13Asura. Mr. Chairman, our next witness this morning is

Mr. Charles F. Harrison, president, Radio Television News Directors
Associ ati on.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Harrison, I am delighted to welcome you to the
subcommittee and wish to thank you for your willingness to come and
give us the benefit of your views in a matter which is of much concern
with people in your occupation.
i
You might introduce
the gentleman who accompanies you for purposes of the record.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. HARRISON, PRESIDENT, RADIOTELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED 'BY
LAWRENCE SCHARFF, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. HARRISON. I certainly will.

Mr. Chairman, I glanced at the clock. If you would prefer, I will
gladly submit my testimony on. behalf of the Radio-Television News
Directors Association to conserve time.
I am accmnpaitied by Lawrence Scharff, counsel, who has the same
feeling.
What is your wish ?

Senator Ruling. That would be all right. If you wanto summarize
it, that would be fine. We will print the entire statement in the record
immediately followingyonr remarks.
Mr. HARRISON. My testimony is available. I will say only very
briefly, the testimony -you have asks you to consider absolute privilege.
Tied in with that testimony is a memorandum froniMr.Scharff which
offers some new thoughts for your consideration in the specific area
of libel.

I would like to thank this committee for the Opportunity to present
our suggestions and hopefully' we will have better legislation in the
immediate futnre.
The Ervin bill and other bills offering absolute Protection of confidential .and unpublished --information, of course, arc 'areas which
have 'substantial agreement from our membership. Our membership is
nearly a thousand individuals representing more than a thousand
radio and television. stations. We are pleased that the Senator favors
a strong bill covering all branches of governmentstates as well as
Federal,
While we have some reservations 004' some.seetions of your bill,
we are Most impressed by your efforts and those Of the Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee.
.

Semitor Egt,E5. Thank yen.-

.

I.-certainly agree with. you whother-a broad privilege or a narrow
should be abSolute and unqualified. If you have excep.
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ions, the exceptions swallow the general rule, and the 'general rule is

gone. It is better to have a bill that is understandableas simple as
possible to achieve your objectivewith as much freedom from inter-

pretation as the human language permits.
Mr. HAnalsolc. As a layman in reporting, I cannot agree with you
more on the simplicity of legislation.
It has been said earlier today, we are right on the edge, and I agree
with that and we hang precipitously with a little bit of comfort left.
What little comfort there is on the Federal level is a temporary order
from the Attorney General's Office that could be done away with next
week or by a future administration. The climate across the country,

to echo the statement of the man just inun«liately before me, in the

smaller communities is one of urgent need.
Senator Eavtic. Yes, I think the preceding witness indicated quite
clearly that more protection is acutely needed by the Smaller publications. The New York Times and Washing ton, Post have enough power

to protect themselves, but the little enterprises in the field of com-

munications are very much handicapped.
Mr. Hmunsolc. And the smaller publications and broadcasters don't

operate within a shell contained,by their state border any more. A

statement by the Supreme Court, has an immediate effect on the states
on circuit court level. There is today in Indiana, a murder trial begin-

ning. It is different from other murder trials only because the judge
in that case. having read the Supreme Court decision inthe recent
case, will allow only one reporter in the courtroom. To make sure
that the press coverage is proper, he will hand-pick that. one reporter.
Then, to make sure the People are properi informed, in his Opinion,
he will censor every word before that reporter can issue his digest, to
the Associated Press, the United Press. the newspapers around the
country, and the radio and television stations.
I repeat, the Matter is urgent.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much.

Your entire statement will be printed in full at this point in the

body of the record.

[The complete- statement of Mr. Harrison follows:]
-STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. HARRISON, PRESTDNT, RADTO Tlif.rmstox NEws

DntEcTons AssocrAtox, AlAacit 13, 1973.

My name Is Charles F. Harrison. I am the news director of radio station WON
and television station WONTV, Chicago, but .1 am appearing today as president

of the Radio. Television News Directors Association, Appearing with me is
:f. Laurent Scharff of the law lirm Pierson, Ball Dowd, general counsel of the
Association.

Our organization, with a membership of nearly 1.000 broadcast journalists,
welcomes the Subcommittee's current hearings as being of extreme importance.
You are meeting nt a time when the First Amendment; IF undergoing perhaps

the most serious challenges since the Alien and Sedition Acts were adopted
nearly two centuries ago. There is urgent need to counteract, the threats to news
freedom which are emerging from various branches of government at all levels.

One of the Most critical dangers involves the problem immediately before
yOuthe continned jailing of newsmen who refuse to give private, and often

confidential, information to grand juries. courts. or other government, agencies,
T do not need to recount the instances Which have developed in the wake of the
5-to-4 Snpreme Court decision stripping newsmen of their:First Amendment right

to immunity. I urge you to take advantage of the virtual invitation of the

Court. majMity to enact remedial legislation. Otherwise arrests will mushroom.
Simultaneously, news sources will dry up, for fear of disclosure.
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The :1therietin penple.ivill be the losers, '1'11(w no longer will learn of corruption, errors, and incompetence iu government, because public servants will not
risk passing along such material 'even to trusted ,journalists. The actual jailing.
or individual newsmen is of secondary consideration; the paramount concern is
that the checks on our democratic system will disappel.r,
Last; fall the Radio Television News Directors Association joined with four
other professional news organizat i0118---t he dOillt Media (20111110

draf ting

a qualified shield hill. \\'e thought at ti10 HIMe that a moderate aktproaell wonld
l'e sufficient.f:But thereafter the jailings of several newsmen made it clear that

anything less than absolute legislation would not fully correct the situation,

Consequently, at our December conference the members 'of RTN DA. voted almost

unanimously to favor an absolute shield hill. That is what we support today.

Broadcast neStnen have a particular interest in shield legislation for two
that because radio and television stations Ore licensed, their news reporting

reasons, First, some government officials and others seek to promote the notion

should he less free than hi the print Media. We reject t hat concept. Broadcast news

must he aggressive and hard- hitting, within professional news standards and
ethics. Investigative reporting is becoming more and more an important part of
electronic journalism. It must not be hampered; it must receive the same protection as investigative reporting in newspapers and magazines.
Second, the, teals of broadcast; journalism are unique. In addition to the reporter's traditional 'pencil and paper. wu use cameras, microphones, and tope
recorders. \\lien not: presented on the air, the resulting film and the video and
audio tapesthe so-called "outtakes"are as private, and often as confidential
as Mental and handwritten notes. We believe they merit the same legal protection. whether they are confidential or not. If newsmen are rolled on to produce
their unused notes, film and tapes, the media will become known as instruments
of government surveillance. This must not (teem in as democracy. Too, there is the

danger that officials will seek such material to make their own determination as'
to the fairnesS of a news story. They will endeavor to impose their own views of
editing on free journalism.
We believe. that shield legislation should apply across the board in governmentnot just to the court system, hut: also to the executive and the legislative
branches at federal, state and local levels, We broadcast newsmen cannot forget
that less than two years ago one Ilouse of. Congress held contempt proceedings
aga hist CBS and its president for rejecting a subpoena to produce outtakes of
television film.

Several of the pending bills would apply to the states as well as to the federal
government'. We support this broad coverage, because many of our problems have
been in state proceedings. There are monumental ditlicnities in obtaining enact-

ment of effective andintportantlyuniform legislation in 1.0011 and every state.
We recognize, however, that, there is It serious question about the constitutionality of at preetoptiye federal law, We are aware that other wittiesses at these
hearings have presented the results Of their research showing that such a law
wonld he constitutional. We assume that the committee will assure itself that
any slate coverage provision is severable in the event of judicial determination
of invalidity,
We are also concerned. that the language of any bill repotted by the.committee
should make it clear that the testimonial privilege is net intended to cover those

persons engaged in ollieial government information activities. With that exception, we concieve the purpose of such legislation to be the promotion of a free
flow Of itiformation to the public by offering the law's protections to all of those
who are Involved In the process of gathering, reporting, or edit ing 4111'111'nm tion

written or pictorial for use in ally medium of communication,
While we wish to emphasize our support: for an absolute-testimonial privilege

for these personssuch as that. embodied in S. 15Swe (loge you to eousider

malting less than a highly protective qttalitied privilege bill, one which places the
burden of proceedings and as heavy burden of proof on the person seeking to divest
the privilege. At the very least, the testimonial privilege should apply in all circlunstance8 except \viten there is a "compelling and overriding rational interest

in the information" (to use the standard of the Joint Media Committee intro-

duced in S. .'ti and II.R. 2'230), or where there is "an innoittent danger of foreign
aggression, of espionage, or of ,threo.): 'o human life, which cannot be prevented
without: disclosure of the informatit, -"Abe source .of information" (to quote
S. 037).
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ItTNDA no longer believes that an exception for libel eases is desirable. Under
the original proposal of the Joint A1ct lia Committee, the testimonial privilege
would
Nvith respect to the source of any allegedly defamatory information when a defendant novsmon or abort organization asserts a defense based

0 1 1 ihe source of such information. This was intended t o satisfy I t o e fear of some
that the cows Int.din 'night untairl,v hide behind the testimonial privilege and that
therefOre lose WWI enseS they NVOIlld OthellViS0 will. 0111' IigiL
.plaintiffs
counsel. believes that the applicability of the testimonial priVill..ge NN'Olihi not
appreciably affect Hind case verdicts 1)11 t he it her 11111(1, to he existence of a general
newsman's protection is necessary to reassure counident MI sources or iorormation
that their identities will Got:hf.. thJ5chuSih----tI leost /101. without: more compelling
reason that libel ease that. could itself be no more than the means 1.01 a fishing
expedition or harassment of the press. A memorandum (01 1.111S subject has been
ritten statement.
CifillISO illtd is:lit:whet! to III
PlY(Glred hY
r. Chairman, your distinguished record on behalf it Pirst. Amendment rights
gives its hope that .1'1111 ;111(1 your colleagues \yid agree on legislation rosntring :t
tunrsittett mid reopening the limy of necessary information to the
vii II sititt:A
American peonle. NV It are heartened by the bipartisan support accorded the vari-

ous bills pending in the Congress. It is a revog»ilion that freedom of the press
and or spee(h, after nearly 201) years. is still regarded as a keystone of our
Itepublic,
"..\IEN1011AN1)0 M OP LAW CONCERNING A NEWSMAN'S TESTIMONIAL

PRIVILEGE IN DITA.NIATIos CASKS

Several pending newsman's privilege bills provide.that the testimonial inlvilege
shall :not apply in a civil action for defamation NVit 11 respect to the source of
allegedly defamatory information, when the defendant hisselIshl defense based
on the source of the information.'
'Xe sithtnit that. such an exception to the privilege could not be a meaningful
enough aid to plaintiffs in title) eases so 1.0 justify its likely detrimental effects

on the now or news to the plibile. The inutility of the exception in those situations 0011 be seen from a consideration of (1) the "actual nutlike" test of New
Yorlo 7'iiites Co, V. titilltrou,' and (2) the Oefendont's Mullen to prove "truth"
as a defense Ill :11115 not covered by the "ilef nal malice" stamlard.
Public figures who ore plitintiffs lit libel aml slander snits must. show no less

than that "the defendant in filet entertat:Jed serious doubts as to the truth of
his inthliCation,"" klven stronger immunity from iinbility is suggested by the

-:ttpreine Court's statement that "only those. false statements made with the high,
1iy Yew l'ork 'lutes to v
lie the sohjoet of either eivil or criminal sanctions. For speech concerning public
affairs is more than self-ux.pression: it 18 the essence or s:dr-governineilt.- 4
With rare exceptions, possibly . neither the identity of the IleWS souree 11or his
testiltiOny'emild serve to prove that. the defendant newsman or his organization
"in fact" had serious doubts aliont: the truth of the statements made; This would
be so even it' the source were shown lobe mirelinble by an objective or "reasonable nut fl' standard,
In view of the high improlntitility that an exception to the privilege would be
of legitimate usefulness to libel plaintiffs, the opportunities Nvhiell such an exception venal twovitle for displeased {albite figures to harass the IleWS uteditt, 1111(1
to stpolte toil. their confidential sources for Itonjudicial purpo.ses, should be foreclosed. ...\loreover, the mere existence of such an exception would often create
grave doubt in the minds of potential sources of information about whether their
identities could be kept secret.
This kind of Nveigliing of the likely value of the evidence obtainaltle, on the
0110 1111101 against the First ,tnemlinent interest in protecting the newsgathering
function. on the other band, 15 1011110 III 0 imst-ftranzburg' decision of the United
acyrce of it iritrilies of their limbo hie fa/Nit y (1111 III

1 5. :I R. 5, 451. and S. 750; 11.1i. 2200 and 01110r bills in the frouse of Itepresetantives.
:170 17,S ..2i11 I 1 tilt4).

.

3 Rt. ..-I munt V. Tlionymm, 290 1.:.S. 721 731 (19681.

ref,. 7445 I I MA). underscored portion quoted nupruvitigly In 8/. Amon! v, l'homp.,,m., ,Ittwo. 111 Rosenbloom v. Metromedia. /nu.. .10:: U.S.
21) 1111711. iii) Court broadened. the definition iii. pulilie figures covered by these standard.
4 C;Itiri89)?, I'. LoiriNGInti. 3711 -U.S.

t". See Rt, ..lintlitt v. ThOnl/MOlt. Sunni.

0 1.1r(111:bill'y V. floges,-lits U.S. 305 00(2),

.

.

.
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the
Stales Court of Appeals for 11w Eighth Circuit. In Cc/an/ex V. /'inic,
Court. of .,1.pptials ailintied the District Co MI. in granting summitry judgment fir

the defendant without permitting discovery of the magazine's suture s. of defamatory. it 1 logo lions.

The Court. or Aprenis opinion. ill that case showed that in still other recent
Jibe) eases the ledera) courts. evett without' hettellt of statutory protection for
neNvsnien, have not ordered disclosure of confidential sunnier NNilltont a posit lye

showing of "cognizable prejudice" to the libel )1:W1MTsomething Nvliicli gentirall,v cannot lie shown. The court slated that "to compel a IleWSIlla to 1.11111'11
a confidential relationship merely hevarise a Wad suit has been tiled against hint
would seem inevitably to lead to exces.sive restraint On the scope of legitimate
neNvsga t tiering act
The same conclusionthat: a DOWSIIIVII'S priVilege 1111.41111 not s11118i1111t hilly affect;

the results in defamation act ions--is I.:melted upon eimsideration of the respective 'burdens of the Parties in those actions in NVIlia "truth" is
as a
111 these eases not involving public-figure plaititifTs, the defendant publisher or broadcaster hats the burden of proving the truth of the offending state-

ment, ()nee the plaintiff has Carrie:1 the harden of providing publientilm. his
identification, defamation. and, in smile cases, damages.° Therefore, in these

cases, it' the confidential source is needed to prove the truthfulness of the de amation, the defendant can either bring forth the source or remain silent and risk loss
of the ease by failure to establish his defense.
In sum. the recognition of a testimonial privilege concerning sources in defama-

tion cases would deprive plaintiff's of little or nothing, but the absencc of the

protection in such cases would likely inhibit the floN of information to the
public from the confidential sources of De \VSIIIVII.
PtEasoN, BALL& DOW o.

Washington. D.C.
1073,

Mr. BAsicia. Mr. Chairman, our next witness this morning is Mr.
Paul Bra imburg, a reporter front the Detroit Free, Press.
Senator Eavix. I want to thank you for appearing before the subcommittee and your willingness to give us the benefit of your views
in the 60.1d in which you are not only most knowledgeable., but rather
sadly pe'rienced.
STATEMENT OF PAUL M. BRANZBURG-, REPORTER, DETROIT FREE
PRESS

Mr. IinANaluno. I would like to express my appreciation to this
committee for considering legislation that might end the ghastly
spectacle of American newsmen being subpenaed, harassed, and jailed
for writing newsstories based on information from confidential
sou ices.

As a reporter who has been twice subpenaed, who has been convicted of contempt of court, who has been sentenced to 6 months imprisonment,- I welcome this opportunity to testify about the need for
a carefully drafted reporter privilege status. But i speak only for my-

self and not for my present employer, the Detroit Free Press, nor

for my former employer, the Louisville Courier-Journal.
In Louisville, where I was an investigative reporter from July 1067

to .June 1971, I frequently found it necessary to use confidential

sources for my stories. This was especilly so in muckraking reportage
and in stories involving professional criminals. There. were at least
74.e4 P. 2d DSO (Rh Cir. 1072), cert. denied, U.S. No. 72-727, Jan. 15, 1973 (41 U.S.
8404 P. 2(1 at 992-93, 994 and nn. 9-10,

See Hanson, hibe1 and Related Torts §1 218-21 (1060) ; Restatements, Torts 1 613

(103S).
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)00 lawbreakersincluding heroin addicts, bookies, fences, illegal
drug dealers, burglars, prostitutes, and .t..Leveswho allowed me to
t

interview them, to spend clays and even weeks with them, to observe
diem occasionally while they were working.

Of course; they cooperated with inc only after they had extrac.ec
a promise that I would never reveal their identities. 13u for many
of them, my promise alone was not satisfactory. These people would.
ask if I could be compelled to identify them if 1 were subpenned by a

grand jury. I always told them that Kentucky Revised Statutes
421.100' provided) in part, that "No person shall be compelled to dis-

the source of any inforbefore any grand . . jury .
close
mation procured or °lit:tined by hind, and published in a newspaper . . by which he is engaged or employed.!' I carried a copy
of that statute, and it was often decisive in persuading criminals to
.

.

.

trust me. That and a reputation 1 developed for keeping my promise

of confidentiality.
One example of the sort of work I did was a series published early
in 1969 on illegal drug use in Louisville. It was eight newspaper pages
in length, and it was based on almost 3 months spent with the Nvho)e,

spectrum of drug usersfrom the high school student who smokes
marijuana to the hardened criminal with a $150 a day heroin habit.
I am proud of that series : It alerted Louisvillians to a local problem
that few of them knew existed; it won a national. joinnalism award;
it was nominated for a Pulitzer prize. The response from the community wits also heartening. Both policemen and drug users wrote me letters sa.y that I had performed a valuable service, and I was later given
an award by the Louisville-Jefferson County drime Commission..
With this background, you can understand why I was totally tin. pr,.ipa red for grand jury harassment when in November 1909, I wrote

a short feature story about two young men who were operating a, small
makeshift laboratory for the, conversion of marijuana. to hashish. The
men had agreed to let me'visit their laboratory to watch them at work.
They had done so only after I had promised them confidentiality and
showed one of them a copy of Kentucky's reporter privilege statute..
A few days after the story was published, I was subponaed before

the Jefferson County gramijury in Louisville. I refused to identify
the two hash manufacturers on two gronnds. (A) KRS 421.100,
the K.entucky reporter privilege statute, and (2) the first amendment
of the -U.S. Constitution.

I think the first amendment is a reporter privilege statute, and four
justices of the U.S. Supreme Court agreed with me. Freedom of the
press does not mean merely freedom to publish news, but freedom to
gather it. Of what value is the freedom to publish news if you don't
have the freedom to gather news? And newsgathering cannot be free
unless reporters' promises of confidentiality are protected from grand
jury harassment. The cold truth about newsgathering is that some
sources will not, and cannot, provide information on anything other
than a confidential basis.

In Januaiy 1971, I was again subpenaed, this time by the Franklin

County grand jury in Frankfort, Ky. It seems that the grand jury

and the focal prosecutor were curious about a lengthy story I had written about illegal drug use in Frankfort.
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In researc.hing that story, I laid spent several weeks talld lig to some

0 illegal drug users in Frankfort, including a middle-level govern-

ment official, young professionals, mid students. I had, of course, witnessed a manlier of drug offenses and the grand jury wanted to leant
tluildentity of those offenders.
refused to enter the grand jury room in Frankfort. Tito reason was
that merely to enter the room would have chilled my relationship with
my sources. Grand jury testimony is secret and sO my sources would
have been unable to determine whether or not 1 had betrayed them.
Ilacl any of them been arrested subsequent to my testimony, in criminal sources in Kentucky would have become suspicious and refused
to deal with rite on future stories.
Is there a contradiction in lily unwillingness to enter the Frankfort

grand jury room and my willingness to enter the Louisville grand
jury room? The circumstances of the two cases explain my seemingly
contradictory behavior.

In Louisville, my subpena did not reveal what. information the
grand jury sought, so it wasconceivable--althongh highly unlikely
that the. illOrS SOlIght 11ly tt'StiM011y till a matter imving nothing to do
with my work as a, reporter. lint ill Frankfort thi., sulipe)at stated that

was being asked to testify in the matter of violation of statutes con-

Cer11.111,0' the use and sale of drugs. Therefore, the Frankfort, subpena

gave me legal notice that the reason for the subpena \vas my story

about, illegal drug usage in Frankfort.

Also, at the time of the Frankfort subpena, I was able to cite as

authority for my refusal to enter the grand. jury room the November
1.910 decision of the U.S. Court, of Ajipeals for the Ninth_ Circuit in

Caldwell v. United States; 454 F. 2d 1081. This decision was not available to MC at the time of the Louisville subpena in November 1960.
Finally, there was still. another important difference, between the
Louisville and Filial:fort cases. I. knew the. Louisville prosecutor's

views and personality fairly well, \vhereas I didn't know the Frankfort prosecutor at all. This was essential because of the two basic
options confrontimi. me: (1) efusing to enter the grand jury room

.and thereby publicly affirming that I would not betray my informants,

or (2) entering the secrecy of the grand jury room and .running the
risk that 1: would not be asked to idellti.157 my sources. In the latter case,

11:1(1 any of my informants been subsequently arrested, they would

have instantly suspected me and my reputation would have been
destroyed.
I kilew the. Louisville. prosecutor well enough to confidently predict
tlrthe would demand that 1. identifylny solutes. and that if .1 refused
he would go into open court and ask the judge to hold me in contempt.

That-would have been sufficient proof to my sources that I. had not
betrayed them. That is why I took' the, calculated risk of entering the

Louisville gland jury room. 13nt in Frankfort I did not know the
prosecutor, amid the risk teas too great.

However, in retrospect, I think I. erred in entering the Louisville
grind jury room. Whether or not I went, before. the grand jurors, I

was going to be lucid. in contempt. Therefore: T. took an unnecessary,

chance of aliniatin 11137

was the subject.. of several decisions by the Kentucky
Court of Appeals. Those decisions should be of SOMO interest to this
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subcommittee because they ilhistrate how the ilighost appellate court:
of ;if heist Olin state Tr ill engage iii nstoundin., sophistry to circumvent.. a. reporter privilege statute. Yon "ill recall that iinS .f ^1i.ltllr
Sttl fed :

No person.shall he Compelled to disclose

before any gram/

jury

the source of any information procured or obtained by him, and published
in at newspaper ... by which he is engaged or employed.

Thtleonrt.soid:
Ine pnivegs ot
\ VII inh dory were en-

In this ease the reporteV le: rnell that two non were engaged
hien! itY, as \Vert . ;Is the RIivity

MU king l

.

11

gaged. was a port of the fyfornuthon. obtained by him, but their identity was not;
the xouc or the informatiOn.
The actual. source Of the MO1111;10011 in this ease was the reporter's personal
oltservation

.

.

In alt likelihood the prosent case is complicated by the fact that the persons'
who committed the crime were probably the sane' persons \vim inonned r,ranzburg that the crime would he. or was being. commit-led. If sn. this is a rare ease
where informants aeoutfte Informed against. themselves. Nut in flint event the
privilege which would intVt! 111.1O.Tteli diS('IOSIIIT Of their identity as informants.

cannot: he extended heyond their role as informants to protect.. their identity in

him entirely different role as perpet ra tors orst',crime.

Iii short, the court, said that the phrase ''source of ony information"
tat KITS 4:21.100 simply did not apply to :A ease NvItere criminals allow
reporters to witness 0 crime.

interviewed the two hash mannfaeturers, their role
If I had si
as informants would have been covered by the statute. *But by trying to

corroborate their stories by visiting the hash lab, I lost the protection

afforded by the statute. The court thus implied that KIZS 4-'21.100 \will
sometimes protect 011d encourage mediocre reporting, NV1 I il6 discourag-

ing and punishing responsible -journalism.

In juno. 1971, 1. left. Kentucky to work for the Detroit Free Press

and 1 year later the IT.S. Supreme. Court issued an opinion. Brams-loov
v. Hay es. holding that the first amendment is not a reporter privilege

statute. On September 1, 14)72, I was held in contempt fq

County Circuit Court in Louisville and sentenced to

fi

Iferson

months'

Impl'isonment.

,The Governor of Kentucky has asked the Governor of Michigan
for my eNtrodition. If the Governor of Michigan decides to extra;lite.
me, I will either appeal his decision or return to Kentucky to spend
months in
And this IS who t liatppens in A.111(1rieft when a reporter Avites a
story based on contHential sources. The Louisville police did not knoA%

about that hash lab and if I hadn't Nvritten that story, they miplit

never have, known about it. For this public service" an: rewarded with
a prison sentence..
'I' he Supreme Court's decision was a severs blow at the freedom of
the ,American press to gather news and disseminate it to the public.
Unless the Congress -and State legislatures quickly pass good reporter

privilege statutes, I fear for the future. of aggressive: investigative
reporting in America. Already the Court's decision has affected the
flow of news tothe public by its deleterious effect on .ttlitors, reporters,
and sources.

Several months ago I was talking to a middle-level Heroin denier
in Detroit. I had known him for several weeks and I had been pressing

hiin to help me gather evidence proving the corruption of a certain
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civil servant. Finally lie made, his decision. Ito started by telling me
that T had convinced him I was not an undercover policeman, that
was the same Branzburg who had refitsed to reveal his sources to
Kentucky grand juries, that would go to prison in Michigan rather
than reveal his name to anyone.
Then he told Lae that he thought it likely that the story would result

in my imprisonment for contempt of court. He said that T probably

would not like jail, that I would not relish getting raped, getting beaten:
betray
Ile said that 'after I had taken a few beatings, I nii
.

"If you decide to snitch. I would know abOut it." he said. "And
would have you killed before you even got out of jail. And since I
don't -want to have to kill a reporter for the DetrOit Free Press, let's
forget this story."
The heroin dealer's logic was infallible. I just sat I. ?.fore him in
anguished silence. And the Detroit public may have been deprived of
a story .of uo small significance.

The Supreme Court's decision affects not only sources, but editors
and reporters.
Several months ago I won the opportunity to write a certain story
that would perhaps have been unique iii American journalism. I cannot
tell you what it vas about, because I don't want a grand jury subpena
for a story that was never published.

I presented the idea to the editors of the Detroit Free Press. One
of them said, "It's a great story." But they said I could not do it.

They had concluded that I would probably be subpenaed to identify
my sources and that I would eventually be cited for contempt of court.
The story was "great," they Said, but not of such huge significance

as to justify the years of legal battles.engendered by a grand jury

subpena. In short, there is now a penumbra of stories that once would
have been published, but no more. The loser, of course, is the public.
In fairness to the editors of the Detroit Free Press, I must say that
they also rejected my story idea because they did not think it prudent
for me to be sitting in a Detroit jail at this delicate moment when the
Governor of Michigan is considering my- extradition to a Kentucky
jail.
The Supreme Court's decision last Juneobviously drives a wedge be-

tween confidential sources and reporters. But the Court noted that
Congress and State legi-latures are free to .enact reporter privilege

statutes. Thus, we have now reached an impasse in which the American
press, after 182 years of living under the protection of the first amend

ment, must implore Cligress tolead the way in asserting the right
of journalists to make promises of confidentiality without the threat

of subnenas and imprisonment. Therefore, I find it appalling thatSome

of the reporter privilege bills More Congress would not have the.

effect of safeguarding a-free press, but would-further erode the ability
of journalists to deaf with confidential sources. These dini.o.erons bills
are the ones which afford newsmen a so-called qualified privilege.
I believe that the reporter's privilege must be absolute with respect

to.all informatiOn gathered by a journalist within the scope of his
work as anewsman. I have four reasons for this position.

First, an absolute privilege statute not only protects the -free flow
of information to the public, but it promotes good law enforecment.
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Qualified privilege, statutes are against the real interests of police ,and
prosecutors.
If the Congress enacts a statute which defines a. fact situation under
\Odell a judge can order a reporter to reveal his sources, it will be, in
precisely that fact. situation that sources will refilSe to talk to reporters.
The net result; gill not be mono reporters identifying. their sources to

grand juries; but less stories based on confidential sources. If such
stories do not get printed, police and prosecutors will lose .1111:1teVer
benefit tileV,W0111d. have 1. otter from this reporttn..

For example, the FBI undoubtedly learned something about. the
Caldwell's stories. Ti a qualified pri VBlack Panthers by reading
liege Shaine is enacted such that Earl. Caldwell can be conipelled to
reveal black dissident sources, he will never be able to deal with such

sources, and the FBI will learn nothing at all from Earl Caldwell.
ProsQui-ltots cannot hum'. it, both '.vnvs. If qualified 1- rivile,re statute's

build a wall between a reporter and. remain sources, prosecutors will
get nothing from reporters about such sources. If a reporter is given
an absolute privilege, at least the prosecutor benefits by the reporter's
stories.
At least two of the bills before the Senate 'lire, defective, in precisely
this way. They are. S. 36, introduced by Senator Schweiker, and S. 318,
introduced by Senator WTeickcr.

S. 36 provides that a litigant in a Federal district court max apply
for. an order divesting a reporter's privilege by presentiag, evidence
that the newsman has information relevant to specific probable violation of law, that there is no alternative means of getting the information, and that there is a compelling and overriding national interest, in
the information.
This is absurd. It is Precisely in the area of criminal violations of
compelling and overriding national interestthat prosecutors ought to
be interested in getting sonic information from a reporter's stories
rather than getting no information at all.
Suppose I made contact with one of the, radical fugitives on the
FBI's top ten-most-wanted list. And suppose, for his own reasons, he
permitted me to spend a few weeks with him so that I could write a
story about whether or not there is an underground railroad in this
country which provides money. and shelter to radicals wanted by

police. My story would identify the fugitive, but I would have to
promise confidentiality to the people who open their homes to him,
becanse,they would be committing the crime ofharboring a fugitive.
If I were properly subpenaed before a Federal court, the U.S.

attorney would forcefully argue that I :;new about a specific violation
of law relevant to a. case before the court, that there is no alternative
means of getting the information, reel there is a compelling and overriding national interest in the information.
Surely the FIII and the U.S. attorney would be better served by the
information in my story about the operation of this underground railroad than if then had no such in-formation at, all. But my source -..wild
1 to let inc do the story if lie knew I could be comnever have a.
pelled to Went, his-hosts. An absolute privilege statute Nvould be in
the interest of the FBI. A qualified privilege statute .would not.
The, second reason, I favor an absolute privilege statute is that such
legislation is relatively impervious to judicial lid prosecutorial abuse.
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These. laws are written in absolute terms and it is difficult to meddle
with themunless a court wants to engage in patlretic sophistry of the
sort we saw in the decision of the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Qualified privilege statutes are subject to abuse because whatever
exception you draft wherein a reporter can be compelled to testify,
that exception will be expanded by zealous prosecutors and judges
until there is nothing left of the reporter privilege statute.
For example, S. 313 speaks of cases of compelling and overriding, na-

tional interest in the information. That is a phrase that is infinitely
expandable, just like the phrase "interstate commerce."

Can it be argued that Jack Anderson must reveal his source for

copies of records from the, Bureau of Indian Affairs because there is a
compelling and overriding inteest in bringing to justice those who are
in possession of stolen Federal records?
Could the New York Times have been compelled to reveal its source
for the Pentagon Papers because. such disclosure would be of compelling and overriding national interest?
The third reason I am in favor of an absolute privilege statute is because reporters heed certainty when dealing with. infornunits. A source
wants to know with precision whether or not the reporter can be forced

to reveal his identity. An absolute privilege statitte oilers such curb inty.But a qualified privilege statute is always uncertain.
How can a source know whether or not a judge will deem the identity of the source of compelling and overriding national interest? Who

is to know how various Federal district judges will interpret that

: phrase? Such uncertainty will cause many sources to refuse to run the
risk of confiding in a reporter.

Filially, I and opposed to qualified reporte privilege statutes be-,
cause I:think they are. nconstitational. The first amendment says that
"Congress shall make no law *-* * abridging the freedom * * * of the
press." Qualified privilege statutes define fact situations in which reporters can be compelled to reveal their confidential Sources: In, those
fact situations, reportel Will 'not be able to freely gather news. This is
precisely the opposite of What I think the Founding Fathers intended
When they Wrote the first amendment.

Do Yoti think that the Founding Fathers intended that reporters not
be able to talk to 'criminal sources.? Under. British law; the Founding
Fathers theMselveS were revolutionary criminals.
There are those who ara ue that since newspapers have to obeyFederal statutes d
with income tax, pOstage, collective bargambig
w
et cetera; then wiry shouldn't reporters be required
other citizens,
to:obey siibprMas?

I3equiing neWSpapeis to adliei.e.to taX; poStage and labor laws is a
reasonable demand that newspapers obey the rules governing all busi-

nesses, but requiring reporters to reyeni souses strikes at the very
heai of theability of newsmen to galley items.

But, 3.Con might iisk,idoes,the press ttilOk it is special, above the duty
of the ordinary citizen to ens
Vand jury slibpeuas?
Yes, I. do think the res§ is special:' The press is the only business
singled out by the"Constitntion for; special protection. The .founders
of this country Wrote the:firSt amendment becauSe they reCOgnized that
the American denweratio eXperiment would fail: without a free press.
Newsmen play a spedial role in thiS1 einattry, and if we are going to
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fulfill our consti hit lona] obligations, we have got to be given the specia
protection implied by the first amendment and denied- by the U.S. Supreine ('on rt.
Thank you.
Senator Eiivrx. I want to commend you on flue excellence of your
statement. I tun incapable of comprehending how the court read the
interpretation of the Kentucky statute, that no person shall be compelled to disclose before a grand jury the source of any information secured and obtained by him zind published in any newspaper by which
he is engaged or employed, as not applying to your case.

The word "information" is a rather broad word- and it certainly
should be interpreted to not only cover what you gain by statements
made to you by odic s, but I think it is broad enough to COVO1' what
in formation you gain by the exercise of your own sense of sight. Therefore, in your case, that statute seems to me to be a coniplete protection,

not only to the identity of-these parties but to what information you
obtained about the activities from the exercise of your o W11 senses.

Mr. linxmlanto. That is what I thought it was, yes.
Senator Envtx. It looks to me like you should have been absolutely
protected.
I agree with you that any newsmen's Aield law that is passed should

be, whether itts.broad in nature or narrow in,nature, should be absolute and unqualified. I think many judges are prone to interpret the
law as the Kentucky court did so as to obtain information even where
the law plaiidy intended th;itsuch information should not be obtained.
I agree completely with yonr Concluding,stateinent.
presS' is the
Only laishiess, that it prOteeted speCificallf by the cenotitution.. This
protection. is given to the press, not for the Benefit of the preSs, bat.in
order that'tho People of the':U.iiited'States,Might know Wliat''ISgoing
Oil iii this country and 4:16tilAtpeOple in any donunnnity 'night know
11'h at is going on In Ihei'rCOnliiiiullt

I have to run oil now, but I want to thank .:you again for appearing
Senator
I alyksgrry that

I j nst hav6 a 'coiiple of 0000ons.
got here ,.;little late bittI, have bad the opportnn ity
to scan your statementi:It is'a.gdedStateineiit.
`'1 thin) that. Mao of us admire the COili4ge'that you have sliov..11 in
the nog and ,I think that it is clear froin 'the '.stateutent that you have
made-the reasons.
you have sliOqi that courage because of you
very profound
press.
NoW,I have a questiOn iOitli is -f.ral to the 'personal Witnessing of a
cringe by a reporter. ,Yen personally witnessed a crimA
YeS."

Sol1ator Tin4;vr.Y. -What about-the qnestion
WhO is the reporter?
Ur. Bn.yx zaritoi:ItThatis
been: able
to figure: it
soul Jr:,thnik the pin. liege should go (I), mote

than just workihgjotirrtalistA Onbig city-newspapcIrs:Ob4 to.incliide,:obviously, all regular newspapers, bUtAfteriliatoniigiii,4-io jei,iiffilNts,
and inithorS of bookS; and it:shottld gei On;te members of the Tindergrortn.d. Press. But I don't know where to 'draw the line. It is a rough
one.

.

Ronator rr uN-..0y. It is a ottgii bile and on this Ceirimittee we are
going have to'attempt to (.1raAV the line.'Thero is nobody, I and Sure,
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who lun7, thought about this MOM OM VOil 11:11*0 Over the yv:11's 1111(1

would lie nolpfnl if you 1)111(1 give us some I;ind of di finitive. with::]

your. own chinking, definitive thoughts ;IS in what Ihe. scope or the
11111; about 1110 definition Of
IWW:-'411111:111d \VIM is o newsman. 'I' his is something that I .find of very
deeli conc-u-n.

new:4111;111.s O'ivilere might, Io be W11011 \Ve.

I started oft' in the.:0

generally fa vori u!,. an absolute. pri

retreated Imidfroln 1-11111-. posil toil n ft orI 1 istrned to some

loge. TI.

of the witnesses. and 110w 1 find mvsel l' moving back to the direction of
an iikoloto privilege! but with a careful description of who is a news-

man. I agree with your statement that a man, l' he. is not, acting a;--!.
\vsninn and just walking clovh the street. and sees a crime, that lie
ought to be required to testify but not in his capacity as a newsman.
Mr. 13nANznilizo. T. think the scope of the coverage ought to'he very

broad, out I still don't, know how to draw the line. What did the

Founding- Fathers have in:mind when they talked ;Wont the press?

A lot; of them just, owned a. small press and would run oil' an oecasional

sheet. If they thought of that, us the press,Shonld we still think of that
as the press? I ha.ve seen neighborhood mimeographed sheets that, are
more informative about what is going on in the community than the
10001 newspaper.

But there are probletns of giving coverage to those kinds of

journalists.

Se.11atOl; TUNNEY. Yes, yOU SNI I must, put out. five or six press re-

leases. every week. That might be called propagonda. by sonic people,
but T. and not a newsman.

Mr.. BRAN-mill:G. You are not engaged in journalism. with confidential sources.
Senator TUNNFX. There is an awful lot of confidentiality with what
I do. We carry loads of secrets in our brains.

But if you do have subsequently any thoughts on the definition, I
hope you would make, it ay_ailable to us because I think that of all
people, with the kind of background that you have, with your obvious

intelligence, you could give us a very good helping hand With a
d efi n

.

BEANZBUTIG. In a few .weeks I will be engaged in a workshop at

Hampshire College and we are all trying to draft a privilege statute
and maybe I will come to some conclusions.
Senator TUNNaY. Good.
Counsel has a. couple of questions.

Mr. BAsKin, You know, Mr. I3ranzburg, while Senator Ervin's billis very broad in its coverage, it has a Branzburg exception because all
the other well-known cases would probably be covered under Senator
Ervin's bill, but you would still be in contempt. of court.
Now, it appears to me that it is a small exception and a. reasonable
exception. Its impact on news reporting will be very small. In effect,
all thatthe exception will do will be to require reporters like yourself,

to change the way you gather news in those small areas, but won't
affect the actual newsgaihering itself. I make that statement because

I want your comment on it.
Mr. TIRAN-MunG. I think it will do a lot more than that. .1 think it is
dangerously deceptive for a. number of rea soils: The reporters will have
no access to people who are engaged in something which is considered
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illegal. If I want to talk to some people who lre contemplating violent
revolntion. I won't be able to talk to them. I f ! ,an't talk to them, the
public will not know what they an' up to.
I think flue public benefit by my talking to people l .e that.
There are any number of criminal sorts who might tl./k to a reporter.
There is no public benefit with that kind of exception.. if they don't
talk to reporters, they will be tirqble to have a voice in the press and
the pros-ecutors will know less . bout them. If there
an absolute
privilege. statute, at least. the prosecutors :old public benefit.
Mr. 11.sici a. I would point Out that this exception doesn't exclude
.11.0111 protection the identity of somebody who has committed a crime
and tells you about it Jai er.What it does is to cover what Senator Tunney was talking about: eyewitness personal observation of the commission of a crime.
Mr. BRANZBURC.. If someone tells inc thev.are involved in large-scale

drug. dealings, I will by to verify what he is telling me and see the
drugs and watch hini deal. I think -that is responsible journalism.
To accept it on his say-so. without attempting to check his ass3rdons, is, I think, irresponsible. I think that kind of exception encourages irresponsible journalism.

Mr. BASKIR. I think when you come to that, Senator Ervin's language does not excuse newsmen from identifying any persons who

commit a crime in their presence. Quite clearly, in your case, you could
not have seen the hash factory; T.0 could only have interviewed. the
people outside the building.
Mr..1311ANZBURG. I don't believe people unless can check up on what
they say..Itryto check as much as I can and I certainly wouldn't have
-taken their word unless twitnesSed it.
Mr. BASKIR. That is the excePtioninnews reporting.
MI. not really all that interested in the subject of
Mr. BR,ADT7ZBURa.
drugs' per selbilt one of the reasons it faseinates. me is because people

who are involved in drugs are often able to' give information' about
pale officials who are taking graft, .alloWiirg drug traffic to go. on;
One of the ways reporters can find out aboutthat is by talking to the
dealers themselves, and there is no way .to, bang around with them

without watching what they are doing..0therWise, you are nevergoing
to get the,opportunity to write a story exposing public officialS. It just
so happens there is heroin traffic partly becauSe the police departments
have a large number of police who are taking graft from dope dealerz,
and the only way to get the information is to deal with the junkies and
heroin dealers.
Mr. BASHI% SuppOte you ate accompanying a drug dealer aroundthe city and yott observe 'him negotiating with a police officer. You
'write a story. Even thoughyou have that relationship with the dealer,
you write that story. Under SenatOr ErVin's bill, you would have to
Riontify the policeman in order to identify the goods.
Mr. )3RANZBURG. I would have to identify. ,him .anyway. The way
it works, policemen don't cones to pick up the graft at a &Iced time.

They don't say, meet me -at so and so 'confer. TfieY say, I will be
around. And then they show up at a.certain location, usually at a place
where drugs, are being used orsold and just walk in unexpected.at 3
o'clock j4 theInorning..gow is a reporter suppoSedto bb sitting around

there posing as a heroin. addict without witnessing crimes?,..-It is
.impossible..
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it, in eneric terms, not just public oflice holders. but alsoluireancrats,

police °Incurs, people who regulate our lives with their decisions 117111

Ilieir actions, and \Ve11a113 tO lie Ible to identify those people if they
violate the 1:111%

P. liu:Natino. Let me give you another example of how 1. think the
exceptiou ill Senator Ervin's bill is a bad. One.
1. recently wrote a'story in which 1. spent/6 weeks to get flue informa-

tion, about diet mayor of a town near Itetroit. Ite had entered into a
silent, partnership vith. a group of businessmen. They lione.ht a piece
or land and the mayor of this town never revealed to his conslitucnts
he was in flue silent partnership. lie voted to rezone that, property and
without telling anyone he was involved in it. As a, res,ilt. of that rezonin<r, he and the other businessmen made it killing,. Somebody had to
give me a copy of that silent partnership. Silent partnerships aren't
I hings you gb to county buildings and public liles.to get:.

When he gave me that piece of paper, he committed a. felony or a
misdemeanor right on the spot. I can't, identify that source. I. witnessed
a crime, because his handing me a piece or paper was it r..rime. But a

!rood story developed as a result of it. The public learned of this
mayor's activities and lie admitted that he had been involved in a
conflict or interest.

It also seems to me that it is had to write legislation worryin about
these little line. exceptions. There are always possibilities for abuse. in
any kind of statute. For example,. if any of you !)(.1tiomen ri.oht, now
libeled somebody. say, libeled one of the editors or the PelV;I: F1'0
P1C8, he could not sue any of you before libel because anythino. you
say before this committee is iumume from a libel snit. 11 think this is
gentirally good that you have this privilege-, but it can bo abused, as
Senator McCarthy did all the time. He libeled people and hid behind
his immunity.
There_ might he times when a reporter will abuse an absolute
statute, but it nevertheless is a bill we need.

Senator r'ruxir. You have convinced me.. I \VaS convinced heIore
you spoke but I think you have spoken as eloquetly as any \vituess we
have had before this committee and who has expressed that point of
1'111111k von very muclu.

Our next, witness is .Mr. Abe. Alellinkofr, the city editor and columnist
for the ,,S',.//n, 1' r.am.0;8co Chronicle, and I

say one of our dis-

tin!Yuished citizens in California.
It is a greatpleasure to have you with its.
STATEMENT OF. ABE MELLINKOFF, CITY EDITOR AND COLUMNIST
FOR THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
mr. -ArEELINE:orp. II realize, that, it is hardly news that as ft city editor

,1 speak in favor of legislation that will permit, reporters to keep their
word to dm fidential sourees without, being forced to iro to jail to do it.
M only hope here is that I may provide a few notions on the subject
that may make passage. of required legislation more certain. I might
add. however. that..] am not hankine.. oil it because despite the many
heroic words said on 0111' behalf by people in high plaees, journalism is

not the most popular undertaking. A. lot of people bag at the Neu
thou.4,,lit of us. And sometimes I don't blame them/
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rrho present, controversy over 0 't.i/.11 to Shield reporters front the CIO'
Ild 0 het V;091, IOIS rO11:0d a
high,
lot, Of heat and leSI'llant Ste:l111. not, for Oty Y,oney, this is St di no
Mith (IS 1::Shed

Armageddon between the hosts of governmental evil and jourualistic
(rood. For one thing, .1 do not be1101-0 that Prvskient. Nixon w:inu:
ii,sirov the Tree, press. And what is InOre. I. (.10n't believe he could if he
were. III such a inind..Vurtherntoro, Yice. President Agneweven in his

more dashing perioddidn't intimidate OW Or ally Other COntiwtelit
newspaper person, even '...houh a. 1,.w Chicken Littles for their (nrit

purposes may have screamed that freedom of (lie press was failing.
A. more accurate assessment is that the administration would surely
like, a more favorable press. Who can fault them for that? It must. :I Is()
be underlined that even the :President of the -United States is protected
by the first amendment for freedom to speak his mind. And in a row
years when Mr. Nixon retires to California, he will 1m rt lying. on us of
the press for news of what is <ming on in Washington and if the Oran:$.0

County officials are, trying to raise the taxes on his home in San
Clemente.

That, in fact:, underscores the central issue in this struggle for tins
shield legislation. its purpose is only incidentally to shield the reporter
and the editor from harassment,. It's basic phrpose is to make possible

the flow of information to the citizenry in the belief that only an informed people can make. sure that democracy will survive. 'Ilmt's it
bit grandiose, I concede, but I believe it completely. Just about all of
us m professional newspapering do.
.
have, read many shield bills that have been introdnced in this Congress. 1 think the number has now passed 2 dozen and the session is
young. The preambles 0'!: all those that 1. have seen are ringitig ill praise,
and defense of press freedom. But than follow pa ra gra]) IIS of legal isms

that would faze most editors and all reporters in the midst of a 'fastlweaking story. One fears that inte,r2retation and application of most
of t-hebii Is could very well clutter up newspaper city rooms with company lawyers briefing reporters and provide officeholders at all levels
with,excuses for delaying and frustrating gathering of the news.
The entire first amendment itself is only 45 words long and sOmething in that range is required for the now .1a.w. Senator Cranston's
proposal could meet the need. The privilege, in his N11; is unqualified
and complete. News sources and news information intended_ for dissemination are protected from any snooping by any government it
any time, or any place.

The cinestion immediately is raised: Can
a law be misused by
persons who only loosely qualify as j011rnallStS? Yes, indee,d. Tlte,
extreme right, the extrehte. left, and the less well defined lunacies in
between eould use such a law in a manner to cause annoyance. exasperation, or revulsion. But as the self-proclaimed journalists of those

persuasions rarely know anything that anybody iii government or
out of it for that matter wishes to share, I feel their use of s, shield
law would be most limited. As we. all know, virtually any la W. no
matter how desirable, can be used for undesirable ends. The modern
highway that is vital for irs nice people is also used as a fast getaway
for a bank robber.
In asking for a sweeping shield for journalists, we must not overlook that..the first amendment, which is our more basic -protection, is
I.
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not. as alwduto as is sometimes stated. The penalties Of both civil
Hod criminal libel serve as very real limits, nod real protections for
!Iii .,enerct I public:.
ALSO we 11111St 110., 101'12:0t, tile, still 'Valid il-tie:Eli 1\11111S of Oliver

Ayeodell Holmes, wilco lie wrote a majority opinion for the Supreme.
Court, in 1919: "The most stringent proiection of :free. speech would
not, protect 1.1. main in falsely shouting fire in a theater and causing
panic. The questio. iii ecery case is whether the words are used in such

circumstances as to create it clear and present danger that they will
bring about the substantive evils that Congress hits a right to prevent."
Thus, as there are limits to free speed, there wonld be limits. in

practice, to the use a the shield law. It is not mandatory, only

permissive. In none Of the thousands upon thousands of stories .1
have either written or edited lot. the 01(o/tide have I eXCr knowingly
compromised 1-1;e defense z..4- 'his country or impeded its law enforcement. Shield law or c.ct, fplainly would not alter that; course.

Operation of such .a law, 1. find, is sometimes misunderstood by
those not in tliis business. Only in fiction does the top North A meric..att
agent; of the SeVict Union call up the city desk and olio] to fell how lie

has burrowed under the Pentagon to install telephone bugs 011 the
promise the paper will conceal his name from the Feds. On the contray, some little old landlady, who doesn't want to get involved. will.
tell a reporter friend about strange ,o.oings-on in apartment 0-C. The
itifurmation very often is promptly turned over to proper authorities.

Who does ask for anonymity when talking to newspapers? A.

prominent businessman gavaine the first; lead that led to the imprison-

ment; of a city assessor. The businessman was afraid to have his
name, used for fear his .own taxes would go up if the assessor heat
the rap._ Exposure of illegal expenditure of Golden Gate liridtte
funds was uncoveredwith the help of a timid bookkeeper. A Federal
Home Loan Bank office was sloppy in checking On practices of a
lending institution. An employee at the bank led us to the story and
eventually we believe. to better procedures by the bank. Even our
science reporter talked with still unnamed violators of drug laws
to learn better of abuses in drug treatment centers.

My list could go on and on; every »owspaper could supply its

own stories that were.only possible because news sources knew they
would never be named to anybody. We must keep their faith.

Alind you. newspapers- will sitrviyeand quite easilywithout.

the proposed law. Probably no more than 1 percent .of all editorial
space is devoted to stories -where confidentiality is involved. But it;
is that 1 percent that allows the press to pursue its full obligation
to the public. Only if we are free to gather the news can the people's
right to know be much more than a barren shibboleth.
Semitdr TUNNEY. Thank you very much, Mr. AlellinkolT.
.

I wantto say from the record.- yon come Srom a- Very distinouished

family in California. Yonr father is very distinguished, and David
Afellinkoff, an attorney, both living in southern California. both of
whom I know. Yours is an unusual family and .1 think you have
demonstrated the warmth of your doctor-father and the legal skills
of Your lawyer brother from the testimony you-have `riven today:.
Mr. MELLTSW.OFE.

yon very much.

Senator TUNNEY. When we had an editor frOm California here
recently before this committee, he took the side that over $200,000
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had been spent in do fending his reporiors from suliponas, subponas is-

sut'd by l'")sticut()", sublAmas that had heels issued by grand juries,
issued by do fonso vounsel, plaintiff counsel.

ibis the Chronic/c' laid to spend huge sums of: looney to defend its
reporters'?

Mr. 'AIELIJNKorr. 'Well. T don't. watch very much the bookkeeping

arrinigoments at the Oroniole, but 1 know we have spent money
(ightine. various eases to insure confidentiality of our .news sources,

fart. earlier this morning, t hey mentioned the only time, in the

last. T think, 30 yoars that a reporter its Cali fornia had been elm llongod

on our own S1;13o. shield law. and it. was the Chpopicie that carried
that case up 1.0 this State supreme comb and won.

;tarsi; re the lit wyers also overcharge. Senator Tunney. you understand that is sort of a customary procedure, 1 understand.
Senator Ti -N-x KV, Everybody on this committee 'Cs lawyer.
-Arr. 3rELLIN-kti. lint, I don't know how much it costs us. No. T
can't. say. lint wo do spend money with our la wyors continually to try.
anal protect theconfidentiolity of our sources.
Senator Tt:xxnr. 11That. about the sma I
nowspa per? It can't afford
to spend that kind of money to pi otoc its reporters. can it
'Air, 1:11,1xkorr. NO. we have a -law firm where T can call uo somehotly, (lay or night around the clock. 1 11111 tillre thnt kind of financial

burden could not be borne by many of the smaller news gatherin!).
agencies, newspapers or radio stations.
Senator Tux NEy, I-Tave, you noticed any difference in the number of
subponas that have been issued against reporters in the last? years as
contrasted with a. number of yea rs ago?
"Alr,r,inxkopn,. No, T can't. honestly sal, in San Francisco. There
have been a lot. of throats of sulmenas, San 14'rancisco being nice cozy

small town, and T sometimes call prosecutors of various stripes. local
and Federal, and tell thorn that it, is a waste of time.; that I'd he very
happy to ;sive, then) Xeroxed copies of anything in Our library within
reason, but lye, do send a. librarian to i4dentify those articles, ,which
a Plten r in the .S'on, Fronei.geo Obroninie.
T make it clear "r' they go beyond. that we are going to he annoyed and they are not going to get any information. So .Far, that has
been pretty successful.
Senator Ttrxx .Y, I-Tas the Colffitiell case had a. visible impact on
SO ll1'

ss?

.M.r.r,i,ixicorp. It. wonld be nice. for me, to say. yes, that, is. it
would add to ontcaso but I can't, say that T. have noticed any diminution of sources because. of the. ColfhoPli ease. T would hope the com-

munity. and by community I moan northern California, knows that
the Obi oRicle Would not reveal sources. I have mentioned that in
sjioclies and T. hone the word gots around and, thereby, I hope we a 13
St

gettin a !rood flow of confidential information:

Sountor Ttrxxi..Y. Aire have hoard witnesses Who occupy similar posi-.
tions to von who say it has had'an impact. upon sources and that, sources

now are deeply concerned. that-their identity will be, revealed if, as a

result of the confidentialit7 tip, and the story that is subsemanitly
published. there is a grand jury investigation and subsequent criminal
prosecntion. You have not had that, problem ?
Arr. -A TEI,LiNNorr. No, I would like to be able to say that, and it Nvon)(1

help my case, but it is pretty ha i'd for.tne to imagine.a source coming
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Hp and sayings: loidC.,

WOldd tell y011 this, so and so and Si) and so, but

I can't tell you berataie the Oahbee/illeetSillit.
Sellailit' 'ICS'S EY. \ot because of the Caldwell chicision lint because
they realize, that well, 1 or instmice, the Farr ease got a lot. of publicity
a round the country, particularly, in Cali fornia.
Mr. 11.EIJANK1Wr. Yes.

Senator Tt.ssEv. Mr. Pramburg was Si ggesti»g in the case. ap-

parently, that he was ;dile Co write a story about this \vhich a person
who was involved with an illegal- transacticat, a corrupt tr:itsaction
between a city councilman and third parties, W011111 110C, ill all peObabilaVailable Co him because the tipster WaS SOplitStleaCed and
lty
WOldd. prObabl I:110W now that, he may very well have. his identity

revealed if .t came to the question of haying a. reporter go to Jail

In contempt f court if he ref used to divulge the source.
Well, without rvvealingCoilvt'S of stories that, have,
not, yet, appeared in the paper,- we ar.e. in
midst right, now of investigation, getting 'hull c..00peration from a i, it of people. On the public...

payroll--7.1 am making the generalization pirposelywhich 1 think.
Will. end in a majo r. governmental scandal. We have had normal difli
cultiesin ,(r:Ither11)2. the StOrteS7 but; I can't. say in all honesty, I bay('
noticed any more difficulties because of the current problem with Farr
and Caldwell awl so forth.
Senator TU N vs. I woul,7, like to ask you a eilleSti011 regarding the
definition of ileWSIDall, What kind of a, definition should a, newsman
have?
Aft% AfEuaNKorp. In my brief. statement. T dodge that que4ion and
was :hoping you would not aSic
ahont, it, hilt I see you have and
PmPerlY.
.

I would use the term "professional journalist," and by that I mean

someone. who makes a living in some phase of gathering, kitting, e0n1111enting cm news, by any media, whether magazine, newspicper, radio,
television. I didn't go beyond that:
Senator TtTNNEY. Is the reporter for the Berkeley Barb reporter?
Naar! is -a
All.:1:1.1N1:01,1,. I can say a reporter for the

reporter. 'Whether we like that paperit is one, of the underground
newspapers and smile read it and some don't. h read it. I have to Mal

a lot of other various publications of various kinds. lie is a profes
sionar journalist, He is making his living by gathering. items of one
kind or another..
.

Senator TuN-NEY. ITow abont, on author?

.

mEr,LINK-orp. You mean like Arthur Sehlesinger, Jr.?
Senator
think it. IS ill the heart; of every newsman eventually to write a book and many of them do.
Mr, ATELLIN-KoFF. Senator. I think there is not, the immediacy with

books that there is with journalismweeklies, monthlies, quarterlies.
As has been said by professionals, Arthur Schlesinger is considered a.
journalist by many historians and a hist-Arian by many journalists.
Could he wait G months or a year to write his Thousand Days? Per-

haps he could wait a couple more earsand still satisfy his needs to

live up to his scholastic oblintions.
Newsmen in all the media are in a completely different situation.
Usually by the time a person gets around to writing a book and getting it published, confidentiality is long gone.
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Senator TUNNEY. I-Tow about the shield law?
.711 r. 1TELL1N KOFF. Well,

can't define where I would draw the line,

but. I would say, let's get this present law passed.

Senator TLINF.Y. Like Toni Paine; a modern Tom Paine?
Mr. Mr,r,ralcruni... I say; I haven't thought that one through, Senator, but I say, lets get the present law passed as Senator Cranston has
sort, of defined it mid then let's wait and see what, the courts do with

it. Perhaps the law should be amended later. Iii the meanwhile, I

think we can perhaps solve 98, 90 percent of the problem. It. would
be nice to be 100 percent, but I think we can wait for that if we can
get. this part done.
Senator TtiNNF.v. One last question.
Mr. MELLINKOP F. 'KS 11 Fel y.

Senator TuN-sr.v. Assuming yon can't get, the Cranston bill, are
you willing to accept any modification, for instance Senator 14:rvin's
proposal? I am putting you on the spot, inasmuch as this is his subcommittee.
Mr. My,t,taNKoFF. I don't, think it is a good policy in fighting the war

to create defeats in advance. I guess this is a war so we say we don't
want anything less than total victory with honor, Therefore, I don't.
think I would careif ne,cessaryI. haven't studied his bill
thoroughly but, ofcourse,lr ing a good liberal, would take a half loaf
rather than MSc a half loaf and I think our cause is just for a total
shield bill.
Senator' 'PUNNET'. Yon heard Panl Branzburg testify regarding the

exception in Senator Ervin's bill that would exclude from the exception the witnessing of the crime, such as he witnessed in seeing drugs
manufactured or bagged or whatever it was. Would you agree with
Paul Branzburg in his testimony, in opposition to the exception?
Mrf MELTANKOFF. I think the exception could be misused and abused

and, therefore, I would not be in favor of the exception. I think I go
alongwithif I walk out of this Fearing, room and see a crime, cOmmitted, I would have no Privilege, the shield law would not. a (rectum.
But it seems to me 'anything we observe in the process of. ATring
story or gathering a story, should be protected.

Now, a. competent reporter will wcigh: what he, is getting into,
whether or not it is a minor story. If he knows he. is going. to lia2,
to observe, let's say. a ca Pitai crime, he will back off of it, immediately,

will .not, get himself involved in a situation like that and a lot of

reporters refnse.

But. LOW( to put it in the law is really unnecessary, at leasrat

first-blush. Let's see if this is misused, wholesale, and I think amendments should be made at, a later time.

Senator TuNNEy. The thing that impresses me about an absolute
privilege is that it was assumed by many for 170 years that there, was
an absolute privilege. I think that was abused. It as only the Geldinell decision that brought, the issues to the forefre- :t. to make people,

stop and think maybe we didn't, have the rights we throuot we had
all along that was really subsumed by the Constitution and the. acts of
reporters all these many years.
I suppor.e.,individual examples; I can't think of any ,ofrhand, but
I am slit,' the 1..ceird will demonstrate there, are instances in which
there have been abuses. But I don't think wholesale'abrises.
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r. MELLINImEE: Of the first 0 mend men t ?

Senator TuNNEy. Prior to Caldreelt, at the time it, was assumed
there was an absclute privilege.
P. MEI,LINKoEE, 1.. don't know of any wholesale abuse. I am sure

there, were some. The first amendment Is only what the current Supremo Court says it is, and,in that decision, however, the Caldwell
decision I think it was Justice Stewartone of them sort. of passed
the ball to Congress to say that such legislation is necessary if the first
a manciment is to Mean what we have thought. it meant,. I ha Yeforgot-

ten exactly his words in that decision, but that was the sense I got
:from it.

Mr. TUNNEY, Well, your testimony has been very helpful

we

really appreciate your being here and giving us the benefit of your
efforts.,
1 r, iNIEMAN KOFF. Thank von so much.

Senator TiJNNEv. Our last wihmess is .Tolui II...Finnegan, chairman,
Freedom of Information Committee, Associated Press Managing Editors Association.
STATEMENT OF JOHN. R, FINNEGAN, CHAIRMAN, FREEDOM OF
.

INFORMATION COMMITTEE OP THE ASSOCIATED PRESS MANAGING EDITORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. FINNEGAN. 31r. Chairman, I understand you have a 2 o'clock
meeting.

.

Senator TUNN EV. I have a 2 o'clock executive session of the Judiciary Committee, which means that even if I wanted
continue
these hearings, I could not, because of the rules of the committee, but
inasmuch as this 2 o'clock meeting is extremely important, I would
like to close Imp these hearings no later then maybe 1.2.minutes of 2 to
rive, me some time to get over to the other room.
Mr. FINNEGAN. What I propose to do is submit my full testimony
and merely summarize for you and keep it brief, and then I aim save
you Nvonld like to ask questions.

My name is John Finnegan and I am the chairman of the Freedom
of Information Committee of the Associated Press Managing Editors
Association. I also am executive editor Of the St. Paul Dispatch and
P;of6. Ppess, St. Paul, Minn..
Time Associated Press Managing Editors Association is.an organization representing some 400 editors from newspapers, large and dual,],
across the Nation.
Oar organization urges yon to adopt the strongest possible legislation which will guarantee the free flow of information to the public,.

unhampered by an unbridled subpena, power. We support strong

shield legislation at both the Federal and State levels.
I think you are. well aware, since the Branzburg and Pappas cases,
some state- courts have seized on that decision and used it to intimidate and harass newsmen, Four newsmen have gone to jail for varyIng periods of time, for refusing to divulge their confidential sources

or give up unpublished information. The times ranged from severai
hours to l5 days.
In none of the cases did the. jailing of a reporter further the fulmin-

istration of justice. In none of the cases ...vere the rights of any de-.

.
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Pendant made more secure_ because, a newsman \\:IS jailed. in non,:.

thecases was crime or corruption uncovered because a newsmen was
put behind bars.
In none of the eases \vas I lie public's right to know advanced.
To the contrary. Tlw public's right to know was seriously eroded.
It is clear that we need a hi \V to protect the public's right, to know
.and to maintain a free flow °fin formation to that public.
To provide that. protection and to maintain that. flow. 1 think Nye'

must do four thins:

(1) Newsmen mitst, be shielded from harassment, and intimidation
by government, ircludin...,g law enforcement agencies, government
blirenlIcratS. HIP CO118.111(. grand
2()

Government must be prevented from using newsmen as its

investigative arm.

(3) Canfidential sources must be protected against disclosure or

those, sources will disappear, dry lip.

(1) The media ninst be protected against becoming the govern-

ment, s publiC relations firm. 'It must, not be forced into ola ving the role

of yes-mun to any administration. The drafters of- the Constitution
saw ail independent and free press; as a bulwark of a (fell oovaeic society, it watchdog of govenment.. As one of my colleagues pat, it.. this
'15 110 t.1190 .111 111StOry for the cowls to slip a trauquilizer to an alert
watefidog.

Corruption, bureaucratic stupidity:and mall'easance;in Ake, cannot
be mienvered by a press made timid by threat of jail or a broadcast
industry made gun-shy because of threats to their lie( ases.
Guidelines are not, the answer. TheJustice, Department argues that
there is no reason to adopt shield laws because it has not abused its_
subpena powers under the guidelines adopted. in 1970.
I admit that I en n cite no specific abuses.

:However, the guidelines were found necessary because there were
abuses of the. subpena power prior to 1970. AI), committee is currently

conducting. a. study in all States to show precisely as possible how
many subpenas have. been issued since 114;7; why they were issued,

and what was the outcome of the action. When the stiffly is compieted,
.1 will furnish the committee with the results. The partial survey we
have now indicates 21 subiwnas have been issued for newsmen or reporters, The number of subpenas is !min to be larger than 21.
Guidelines provide little protection for the publics right. to know.

The guidelines can be revoked at the whim of a President; or an

AttOrney General. The guidelines can be changed overnipbt. And the1-4'ederal guidelines have ve closing paragraph Ulrich says. in effect, that
the. guidelines go out the window when the Attorney General feels so
inrl fined.

State. gnidelines would be no more effective.

ionst base a statute. That Statute should protect the 'free. (low of
information iii the stz!,:-..s as well as at. the. Federal level. We, in. the
AM11-4', a re seeking shield la ws ill all states.
As indicated earlier. APArE supports the strongest possible leis-

lation. Passwe of an absolute bill is seen by many in our organization
as essential. however. 1 do not believe, as some newsmen. do that only
an absolute bill will suffice. It is ltdieulons to hold That. no law is better
than a mod qualified shield law. A tight, qualified laNy can eliminate'
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most of the harassing, intimidat ion-type subpenas that plague the press
today. A. measure such as t hat introduced 1)y Senator Walter Mondale

of Minnesota is an acceptable (in:diked bill in my judgment.
Senator TuNNEv, Von said that right at, t he right tune.
x. We believe that, those entitled to the testimonial
Mr. Ft
privilege should 1.0, not only professional newsPen employed on a
regular basis by tit, so- called legitimate press but also those silo eno-tipe in rive lance Nvok, work for college or underground papers and
book authors. We prefer to see a broad definition or "newsman" other
than a limited one. The type of information we seek to provide the
reader, the. listener and the viewer is not always uncovered by the
legitimate.' press.
I recognize that draftinp shield legislation is a difficult, task. But it
is an essential one if we are to protect. fully the public's right, to know
and to maintain a tree and independent press.

Thankyou.
Senator TUN N Elr. The 'committee is deliglited to have Senator Ani41ale with us.
l

Senator Mondale, do you have anything you would like to say?
Senator Moximm... AS usual, I am late. I came to introduce john
Finnegan, %slim I regard to be one of the outstanding neivsmen in our
State and the Country, and who has heed especially helpful ;111(1 vain
zalile as this Nation seeks to do something about. the crisis of protect-

ing the public's ability to know the true facts; which ,bear upon

governmental policy.
As chairrnan of the Associated Press Managing. Editors Association. he has been actively involved since the Branzburg situation, lie
has been actively involved' in trying to -shape. the contours of such
legislation. I think the proposals that have coma front him are. slowly
omerging asthe consensusposition here.
You can recall the first. day when we started these hearings. We had
the absolute-protection proposals. Then we had proposals which- did
not include state. and local tribunals which wore very loose and Nvith.
vague language.. I think slowly the consensus is moving toward very

tightly drawn 'but qualified protection bill which applies to Federal.
and localtribunals
Senator 'IL: N.EI-. Like your hill?
Senator Mosom.E. Exactly. It is really the Finnegan bill which is
why am liere..
There is much more than that I can say about him. but think his
testimony. reflects the seriousness and the sense and Tesponsibi

;lint

lie has applied -to this very critical task. Every day, if I heard tele.vision
last night; the President now says the -Executive protection applies to
current employees. of his stall% I think Nvhereer we look we see this

public andpri.;tre effort to deny the A.merican public the real information, embarrassing information, that 110 politician likes to read
about himself but which is essential if we are to have. a democracv.
Whether we like it, or not, most of that information Comes about
through what is called a leakand through the hard work of enterprising reporters ivho rely upon the information gathered from people

.

whose career's are jeopardized if their true sources are known. That has
.

been into from-the beginning of this country buLeven more so as we
become rliger and more complicated and as the techniques for using
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the massive power of the Executive to influence and direct, public
attention and interest exists. It becomes apparent,.
I think: we need to be almost obsessive; preoccupied with the objec-

tive of protecting 11CWSIllell and their sources.

Senator TUNN EY. Thank you very much, Senator.Mondale.
I recall you testified before the subcommittee and you gave a most
articulate keen-lent, of your philosophy and belief in this area. .1 was
impressed by what you said.
lnteresting, enough, just a. personal observation, T have found in
the course, Of these hearings, I have moved in the direction of an absolute. privilege, but with a careful circumscription of the definition of
newsmen. I don't think that, for instance, politicians with press releases ought to be considered newsmen. I haven't decided myself, what-.
I think that definition should lie, but I think it is very critical in devel-

t

.

oping legislation. 1 don't know d we can get- it consensus.

You hear thin dialog. we had a little bit earlier with Paul Britir/,-

burg and the questions that were asked by counsel with ilispect, to I he

exception in the Ervin-bill, a crime that is witnessed. Whit are your
thoughts on that.
Mr. FixNEciAx. I think it depends on the crime. lie. makes a very
valid point in terms of drugs mid crime, disturbances, dissident groups
groups. 1i think when we get into capital crimes of kidnapping or
murder, then 1 think- perhaps that kind of exception wohld be desirable, but I do believe lie is correct that the other kinds of crimes that

you are talking about, in this case witnessingthe manufacture of
hashish, thitt that is a different kind of thing and it would, indeed,
stifle the kind of reporting that he so eloquently described.
Senator TuNxEv. Of course, John, We have to define the crimes.
Mr. FINNEGAN. lou have a \TAT difficult time doing that, trying to
define what kinds of crimes would be accepted.
Senator 113N NM'. The thing. is. I think, every .one of us feels a re.
porter who sees a crime, any kind of-crime being committed ought to
testify.

Mr. FixxsoAx. I would think he would write a story about: it.
My contention is that. it is -very difficult to determine when a reporter stops working. Most of us work 2.,1 hours 21 day at our jobs. If
I am. out. walking my dog, which is the case often cited, if I- witnessed
a crime at that point, would I be covered or not? I witness a news story
occurring. In my judgment, I would immediately become a reporter,
a newsman. I. would call the desk and report, that ineident to the desk.

It. gets very difficult to attempt to determine when are. you not a.
newsman. I think a good newsman. is a newsman 24 hours a day.
Senator TuNxr,v. Do you have any recommendations as to the definition of a reporter or newsman?
r FrNxEcm..N. T think the -definition that I believe T read in the
recent. Cranston bill, the bills are amended so often lately, ir is so difficult-to keep up- with them, I think would be satisfactory with me.
It does. define a freelancer in more specific terms. He has to be a regular, I believe, periodical contributor. This eliminates the man wlIo
says lie is a freelancer for a newspaper, when he is only trying to evadetestifying..
Senator TtixxEy. Well. I appreciate very much your testimony and
3 express our appreciation to Senator Mondale.
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Mr. FINNEGAN. I have a cOuple of observations 1: would like to make

on the Ervin bill. Senator Ervin identifies a newsman as "regularly
engaged" as a. newsman. What does that mean, and .1 think it leaves
fairly broad. _His bill talks about a Zle.WSIllatl, meaning an individual.
and not sure 1vhether au individual na.ians reporters only or editors,
publishers Or anyone W110 is connected With the bliSiness.
1

do have some problem with the in-camera setting-, also. it has

been criticized by several other \vitnesses also. The determination :1st() whether or not the subpena wiII be quashed or the disclosure nunle

is held in camera. I think that does destroy a reporter's credibility,
wliethe.r. or not he discloses.
Senator TuNNEv. Thank volt very :illicit.

The committee will 110W VO.CUSS 111161 10 0311., 1-011101TOW morning

wl ion we will reconvene in rood) 1202.
1.1Vhereupon, the committee. adjourned at 1 ..4'8 p.m., tti reconvene at,
10:00
Wednesday, Ma Fell 14,1073, in room 1202.11

NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE HEARINGS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1973
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

Washington, 'D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room
1202, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr..
(chairman) presiding.
Present : Senators -Ervin (presiding), Gurney, and Hruska.
Also present : Lawrence M. Baskir, chief counsel and staff director;
and Britt Snider, counsel for the subcommittee.
Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.

Counsel will call the first witness.

Mr. BASEIR. Mr. Chairman, our first witness is Mr. Martin F. Richman, chairman, Committee on Legislation of the Association of the

Bar of the City of New York.

Senator ERVIN. I want to welcome you to our committee and thank
you for your willingness to come and give us the benefit of your views

on this important matter.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN F, RICHMAN, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL LEGISLATION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF
THE CITY OF NEW YORK, ACCOMPANIED BY BENNO C, SCHMIDT,
JR., A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL LEGISLATION COMMITTEE

Mr. RicitzsAw. Thank you.

I am Martin F. Richman, the chairman of the Committee on Federal
Legislation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New. York.
With me is Professor Benno Schmidt, Jr., of the Columbia University
Law School, who is a member of our committee.

In view of the late stage of the hearings, the subcommittee having
heard a]1 the arguments, I am sure, on all sides of the question by now
and having developed its thinking on the subject, we will be very brief.

We have submitted our report, Journalists' Privilege Legislation,

which discusses the matter in some detail, and I believe the committee
has copies of the report.
Senator ERVIN. Yes. Let the record show that we will print the entire
report of the committee in the record.
iThe document referred to is printed in the appendix.]
Mr. ItionmAx. We would appreciate that, sir.
Today we will briefly outline the conclusions that we have reached
as to the scope of and limitations on this type of legislation, and we
(3.79)
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will

to point out, with respect to two of the most recent bills on the

subjectthe chairman's recently introduced S. 1128 and the latest
version of S. 158 as introduced by Senator Cranston and Senator
Kennedywe will try to point out the areas where those bills are
parallel to or diverge from the measure we are urging. I will touch

upon the basic scope and some of the limitations that we think should
be in the legislation, and Professor Schmidt will talk about the constitutional issues with respect to power to legislate., and the matter of
who is to be covered as a. newsman and the work product aspect of the
two bills I mentioned.
Our committee's report stresses that the key to newsmen's privilege
is the protection of confidential source relationships, because the use
of such relationships is important to carry out the basic first amend-

ment value of promoting free flow of information to the public.

Particularly in the area of governmental affairscorruption, mismanagement, secrecy, coverup, all of those aspects of public life which result

in situations in which the public is not getting full informationit can
only get that information through the press. In turn the press can only
get that kind of information by dealing with individuals on a basis
of confidence, confidence that their identity will not be disclosed, con-

fidence that iinformation that is not in fact published will not be
disclosed.

Thus, in our view we would not extend the privilege to bar compulspry testimony as to eyewitness testimony on the events that occurred

in public. But we would have the privilege reach a situation where
the reporter had gained access to a location through a confidential
source relationship, where he has observed conducti n a situation into
which he could not get but for an invitation that was extended to him
on the basis that the location, the source, the details would be maintained in confidence.

sow, in that respect the Ervin bill, S. 1128, seems to diverge from
our views because it takes the position that eyewitness testimony
should not be protected. We are concerned about that in the situation
where a reported has gotten access to information on a confidential
basis. While we recognize it is difficult to legislate that a person who
has witnessed a crime should not be compelled to testify to it, we regret
the broad exception troubles us because in most of the situations we
are trying to protect in connection with this privilege there is going
to be some element of a continuing crime.

For example, if you are dealing with someone in government MO
is leaking information to a reporter he may well be improperly in
possession of documents.

I don't understand your argument on public
Senator GM.
events. Could you explain that a little further by an example, sir?
Mr. RICH AN. Yes. It seems to us that if a reporter is present, for
example, at a demonstration that is taking place in public streets and
he has seen an act of violence, either an act of violence by a demonstrator or a policeman beating on a demonstrator, that he has not
gathered that information on the basis of a confidential relationship. It
was going on in plain sight and he got that information the same way
as any other eyewitness who would be standing there. Therefore, we

don't see that kind of testimony coming within the concept of confidential relationship, and therefore that it should necessarily be
protected.
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Now, I am not suggesting that we feel that reporter should willynilly be called as witnesses even in that kind of case, but if a showing
were made that there was no other source of information that was vital
to a particular investigation or trial, we would not exclude that kind
of testimony.
Senator GURNEY. I understand. I thought you said the opposite.
That is why I was confused.
Mr. RIIIMAN. I distinguish that from the case where a reporter is
invited to a certain location and there is a pot party going on or the
printing of counterfeit money is going on, and he is seeing the crime
before his very eyes, but is there on the basis of confidential relationship. There we would have the privilege reply.
One other difference from the Ervin bill, and I think in view is par-

allel to the Cranston view in this respect, is that we would not ex-

tend the privilege to bar calling a reporter to'verify actually published
information. I think that is a rather narrow exception, but there may
be circumstances where it is appropriate in a proceeding to have the

reporter verify that the information that appears in a newspaper is

indeed what he wrote. This must be a guarded exception, so it doesn't
open the door to testimony about further details that were not included
in the publication itself.
Senator GURNEY. Could you give an example there ?

Mr. RICHMAN. In some cases the facts in the news story may be
called into issue in a trial and the introduction of the newspaper itself might be barred on a hearsay basis, if the question was did "X"
see so and so happen as described in the sf
I think it would be legitimate to call the reporter, but again rinly if other sources were not
available and it was vital to the case. We would not have an absolute
privilege, but would allow calling in the reporter to testify yes, I was
there and I saw what I said in the newspaper.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Mr. RICHMAN. The area where we differ from the two pending bills
is that we believe it would not be unreasonable to put into the legislation a limited list of crimes which would be exceptions to the privilege. However, we would not favor a subjective test of importance,
whereby the importance to the tribunal of the information would be
weighed as against the privilege. I am afraid it is human nature that
the tribunal is always going to feel that its inquiry is more important
than the nondisclosure interests that are being asserted by the press,
whether it is a legislative committee or a court hearing a case or super-

vising a grand jury. It is going to tend to prefer its inquiry, and
therefore a subjective test, as other witnesses have said to the subcommittee, would be very undesirable.
But we think it would be reasonable to have a limited list of crimes,

those involving serious risk of injury to human life, as exceptions
the kidnapping and skyjacking kind of thing. I would caution that
certainly such a list would have to be limited very severely to avoid
eroding the privilege completely: It is not a question of setting up
judgment that these crimes are important, these other crimes are not
important. It is not that kind of a judgment, but a judgment as to the
nearness or the distance of a particular subject matter from that core
value that we are trying to protect and enhance, namely, getting out
to the public the fullest information on governmental affairs, governmental management, that we possibly can.
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I don't think the list of crimes is essential to our position. I think
we would prefer legislation that had no such list of exceptions to
no legislation, and certainly we would much prefer legislation without this type of exception to legislation that had a very broad-scale
list of exceptions that would obfuscate the privilege.

One area that presents a troublesome conflict of values is that of
actual criminal trials. When you get to the trial stage in a criminal
case, on the one side you have the defendant who is seeking to defend
himself, to avoid imprisonment and trying to establish his innocence.
He has the sixth amendment right to obtain testimony on his behalf.

I think we have to be cautious about completely precluding the defendent in that. situation from having access to exculpatory information that may be available to the press.

On the other hand, the prosecution also has a perfectly legitimate
concern about getting the facts in that situation. In balancing out
the first amendment values against the fair trial values, it seems to
us that legislation could recognize both values and allow a carefully
guarded ability of a trial judge to call for information from the press
in the context of a criminal trial.
Senator ERVIN. You mean it discretionary power on the part of the
judge?

Mr. RICHMAN. It would necessarily have to be discretionary or
based on a showing of a particularly strong need. It would probably
call for a preliminary inquiry in-camera. There are precedents for

this in connection with attempts to disclose State secrets, for example, in trial context. We refer to cases in our report on the bottom
of page 18, United States v. Reynolds, anthe recent case of Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink.

In the area of civil cases

Senator GURNEY. Let's probe that just a little more.

As I understood, you said both the prosecution and the defense
interests ought to be weighed. Let's take an example. Suppose you
had a case where it was vital for the success of the defense to get a
piece of information from a reporter that normally would be subject

to a shield law. I take it in that case you would apply your suggestion

here. Now, then let's go to the other case. Suppose it were just as
crucial to the prosecution to obtain the evidence from an eyewitness
member of the press in order to successfully prosecute ; would you
recommend the same decision in that case ?

Mr. RICHMAN. We think it would be reasonable to have that exception apply on both sides in the context of the actual criminal trial
where the prosecutor has a very heavy burden of proof, proVe him
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, and the defense has on a constitutional basis the need. to be able to get all of the evidence that exists.
Senator ERVIN. I have difficulty with leaving great latitude to a
judge's rule on admissibility of evidence. It is bad to have a system
where one judge exercises rules of evidence either to convict or acquit
a man and have another man tried for the same offense convicted by
another judge who rules exactly the opposite. It destroys equality before the law, in my _judgment.

Mr. RICHMAN. Unless the standards were carefully defined, carefully hedged in, it would be a great danger.

r^j
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Finally, I just mention that we do not think that the privilege should

be lifted in civil cases for the purpose of assisting litigants with the
one exception of a defamation case Where the defendant is in effect
relying on the source to prove a defense of truth or to prove a defense
of good faith. T1ere we think it is unfair to the trial in that case to
allow that assertion of reliance on the source to be made by one side
without giving the other side the opportunity to inquire into the facts;
for example, the fact of whether there actually is a confidential source
that is the basis for the news report.
I will n6w turn to Professor Schmidt to continue the outline of our
views on the constitutional issues.

Mr. Smarm. Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak briefly to two

constitutional questions with respect to Congress' power to legislate a
journalist's privilege, and then I want to turn to two substantial questions of policy, first, who ought to be covered by shield law ; and sec-

ond, whether legislation ought to protect journalists' work product
from subpenas duces f.ecum that seek production of his notes or film

or whatever.
The two constitutional questions that arise, it seems to nie, are, one,

whether Congress has power to legislate newsmen's privilege that

would be binding against the states as well as against the Federal Government; second, whether any constitutional provisions, whether the
first amendment or the fifth amendment., impose definitional requirements on Congress that would stand in the Way of drawing necessary
lines and classifying
as either protected or not protected.
First, I have read with interest accounts of the chairman's view that
Congress does have power under the commerce clank, I take it, and
perhaps as well under the 14th amendment, to legislate a journalist's
privilege that would be applicable to the states as well as the Federal
Government. That is the view of the association of the bar as well. We
have discussed in our report our reasons for believing that Congress
has a clear constitutional power to legislate effectively against state
investiirative procedures as well as against Federal procedures. Our
view is that the chairman's understanding of Congress' constitutional
power is correct.
Senator ERVIN. I will have to confess that I had the opposite view at

first because I have a natural reluctance to having the Federal Government establish what in effect is rules of evidence for state courts.
The fact.that the dissemination of news is one of the biggest. interstate businesses in this country, plus the fact that the first amendment
guarantees the right of the people to know convinces me to agree with
your position.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think your reluctance is well

justified as a general policy matter. Congress ought not to legislate
in a way that interferes with the states unless it concludes that such
legislation is necessary in order to protect the flow of information to
the public.

Our view on that question of policy is that there is greater need

at the present time for protection against state interference with journalist's confidential sources, than there is the Federal level. The Attorney General's guidelines, which have now been in effect for a couple
of years at the federal level, have been administered, as I understand
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it, with reasonable sensitivity to the needs of the press. Now those

guidelines, of course, can change, a shield law would serve useful ptirposes at the Federal level of giving newsmen security that they could
protect their confidential sources. But almost all recent instances where
journalists ha\ e been threatened or actually held in contempt have involved State investigative procedures.
So I believe this is an instance where the national interest in news

which flows across state lines ought to be protected by Congress

against local burdens and impediments to that flow.
Mr. Chairman, the second constitutional problem that some people
have difficulty with in connection with shield laws- is whether or not
Congress can classify only a certain .group of people as protected by
legislation. Now a problem there arises because the first amendment
is not the protection solely for newsmen. It protects_alLotour rights to
speak, whether we are newsmen by vocation or soapbox speakers or
whoever we may be. Clearly, the Supreme Court in the Caldwell case
was troubled by the problem of limiting the principle of protection of
confidential sources only to newsmen.
But the Court has always realized that legislation proceeds on different bases than judicial decisionmaking. The courts have recognized
that Congress, particularly when it. moves into a new area for the first

time and enacts a reform measure, can proceed one step at a time
take the problem on piecemeal as it were and deal with it where the
need is felt to be greatestand save for another day the question
whether a privilege enacted ought to be extended to the full logical
coverage of protecting everyone who might make some plausible
claim to it.

So-I believe as a constitutional matter that Congress has power

to limit protection of confidential sources, to a carefully defined group

of people who can prove an ongoing regular occupational connection with the.n&wsinedia. In sum, I think, Congress is free under the
Constitution, both with respect to whether any law could apply-to the
States and with respect to who as a matter of sound policy ought to
be covered by a satutory privilege.

If I may turn to two of the difficult policy problemsthat this legislation raises. One is who ought to be covered by the kind of statutory
protection that Mr. Richman has outlined ; and, secondly, whether
journalists' physical work product ought to be protected.
Mr. Chairman, I noticed that your bill, S. 1128, would define as
a newsman anyone who is regularly engaged in the occupation of collecting information for dissemination to the public by any means of
communication.
Now, _I take it that definition would protect anyone who could come
forward with a claim that he or she was engaged in collecting information for dissemination to any kind of media, that is to say your protection would apply to scholars, pamphleteers, lecturers, I suppose,
and anyone else engaged in dissemination of information. It would
not be limited to professional journalists engaged on a regular basis in
publishing news in
i a periodic medium.

Senator ERVIN. That is correct. That is the way I interpret it,
because I think he has got to be regularly engaged in the project
for dissemination to the public. It doesn't make any difference what
category of media he falls into under that bill.
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Mr. SCHMIDT, As I understand your bill, it is only the occupation of

collecting inforination that needs to be regular and, it is not the dissemination of news. There is no requirement of regularity there. So a
scholar who had never yet broken into print, but who was constantly
engaged in collecting information would be covered.

I believe the view of the association of the bar is that such broad

coverage is not called for at this time. Our view is that the need for pro-

tection of confidential sources is greatest with respect to journalists
who disseminate it on some regular basis.

Senator ERVIN. Well; I might state that was the view I had originally. This is a very difficult field to draw a bill in. I restricted the
coverage to those who engage in the collection of information for the
dissemination to the public by means of newspapers, magazines, or

broadcasting industry. But then it was pointed out by witnesses

that now with the disappearance of journals like Life and the Saturday Evening Post and many others that used to be pretty close bs-tir'
newspapers in that they dealt with current things, we now have books
written on current things. For example, if President Nixon goes to
China, almost the next day somebody writes a book on the subject. So
I think books have taken the place of what sve used to think of as
ordinary newspapers and news journals. I can argue either side as to
whether it should be narrow coverage or broad coverage. without convincing myself either way.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Mr. Chairman, you are very persuasive. It seems to
me, that a plausible case for protection of authors who do not publish
regularly can be made.
I suppose our difference is solely one of degree and not at all a difference of principle in any way. The association's view is simply that
the public's interest in free flow of information is greatest as to media
which are published periodically as compared with books which come
out sporadically.
Senator ERVIN. Of course, one of the biggest fights over the whole
question was between the House Un-American Activities Committee

and the publisher of books a few years ago, Mr. Romney. The congressional committee didn't like Mr. Romney using the book for the
purpose of influencing the minds of men. So they tried to make him
come in and give the names of everybody whO had bought his books hi

bulk quantity. The Supreme Court had quite a hassel in that case.

They decided finally that the act creating the Committee on Un-American Activities wasn't broad enough to .give the committee that power.
Thus, Justice Frankfurter wrote an opinion based on that ground, but
Justice Douglas wrote a very powerful opinion based on constitutional
grounds. So people do write books on controversial subjects that are
investigated, if not by grand juries, by congressional committees. They
are one of the worst offenders in this ,field.
Mr. SCHMIDT. I think the chairman might well persuade me that
books ought to be covered. Our view was that whatever classification

is drawn to define the persons protected by legislation ought to be
easy to administer. If you have a kind of a broad standard which re-

quires a case-by-case assessment of the facts in a complicated way, there

are two dangers to that.
One is that various witnesses may try to impede investigative processes by claiming that they had in mina. to publish a book about what-
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ever it is that they are being asked about, and if legislation protects
everme who is gathering information with the thought of writing a
book, the courts wilibe necessarily engaged in very difficult factfindmg

problems which will turn largely on the credibility of the witness,
whether or not he is able to persuade a court, that lie is telling the
truth about his plans to write a book.

Our test on the other hand, would limit the privilege to professional
newsmen, easily definable as such by external criteria, such as a current employment relation with a periodic medium or alternatively a
record of past publication. We would not require an extensive record,
or four instances of past publication in a periodic medium.
Suchthree
Such a standard would save the court from the necessity of weighing
the credibility of .a person who claims the privilege.
Now; the cost is, of course, that some people would not be covered by
the statute who ought to have protection. We believe that 'cost is worth.

paying in order to have a simple and easily administered test which

protects the core group in which the public has such an interest in having their confidenitial sources protected.
Senator ERVIN. There are a lot of freelance writers who are not employed by anybody. They go out and conduct an investigation and then
they sell their article. Would they' e protected ?
Mr. SCHMIDT. Only first time freelancers would not be protected:

If a freelancer could point to a record of past publication, which we
would make a very modest requirement, only three or four instances of

past publication, just to establish that he is indeed a writer and not
someone who is =kin°. up the claim to be a writer ,in order ,to serve
the purposes of nondisclosure, such a freelancer would be coverd, Mr.

Chairman. So it would be only the first time freelancer who had no
employment connection with the media who would be excluded from
protection under the kind of bill we would recommend.
Mr. Chairman, the second problem I wouldislike to mention briefly
is the question whether' a statute in this area ought to protect reporters

from compulsory disclosure of their notes and tapes and first drafts,
films, and whatever other tangible documentslthey have assembled in
the course of their journalistic investigations. .
The problem with giving the government power to make a reporter
come in with his first drafts and whatnot is a much broader one, in our
view, than the confidential- source problem. If the Government can
require a reporter to disclose his first draft, we believe the government
would tend to use that first draft not only for legitimate investigative

purposes, but to second-guess the reporter's editing and how he
covered the final story. A reporter's first draft may well represent a

slanted view of the story or an incomplete view of the story. A reporter
may want simply to write up a story one way and see how it looks before he balances the story with other material. If his first casual effort
at, building a story is to be subject to subpena, we are fearful that the

editorial process will be impeded. The reporter will be constrained
about what hg puts into a first draft if he fears has has to justify his
final story in terms of the first draft and justify the editorial decisions
that were made.
Arr. Chairman, unless reporters can claim protection for their work
product we will have a series of instances such as arose in connection

with the "Selling of the Pentagon" documentary. Quite apart from,
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and whether that documentary was a well-done job or slanted job. compulsory production of first .drafts, or in that case CBS's original outtakes, puts the Government into the editorial process in a way that we
believe the first amendment was designed to prevent.

Protection of work product, in ether words, rests on a different

is not so much a matter of a reporter's sources drying up, as
with confidential sources, but rather keeping the Government out of
the editorial process and protecting journalists from having to justify
value.

their editorial decisions before Government bodies.

So we would concur with the protection which your bill gives to
the work product. as well as to reporters' confidential sources, and
Senator Cranston's bill, if I understand it, would also give the same

sort. of protection to work product.

I just wanted to make clear our view that the. justification for protecting work product is different from the justification for protecting
a reporter's confidential sources.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes-the summary of these points which
are developed greater depth in our report, which wehave submitted
for the record, and I am sure. Mr. Richman and I would be delighted

to try to answerany questions that you have.

Senator Eavix. I would like to say I agree with your views as you
have expressed them with respect to the constitutional powers of Congress to enact a newsman's shield law. I also agree with the need for

such a law to apply to the States. That is/where the worst offenses
occur.
Also, I agree. with you that Congress has the right to make a reason-

able classification as to who should be covered by the law and who
should be excluded.

One great trouble about legislation is a pragmatic one. That is,

the fact that before Congress can make an effective law; you have got
to get a majority of 100 Senators to vote for it and the majority of 435
Congressmen to approve it. Then you have to get the man on the other
end of Pennsylvania Avenue to sign it.
'There is a great deal of wisdom in what Mr. Richman said, in my
judgment, about testifying to crimes. The trouble is you Would probably have a great
great difference of opinion among 535 Senators and Congressmen as
what crimes ought ,to be classified. For example, you
suggest they ought to be crimes of violence which threaten life or limb.
Well, in my view a peddler of heroin is worse than a. murderer because
lie virtually destroys a man's soul and renders his life rather useless.
We would get- into a lot of hassles on what crimes should be included
and which crimes should be excluded. We might have a difference of
opinion between 535 Congressmen and Senators. ThiS is the most diffiCult field I have ever tried to write a bill in since I have been in Congress. There are so many things to be said as to who should be covered,
who should be excluded and the nature of the privilege ; whether absolute or qualified.
I introduced two bills before my last one, and I hadn't more than
got them complete and introduced then I became dissatisfied with the
features of them. I decided as apramatic matter that I better get a bill
that is as simple as possible and as understandable as possible .and I
better give an absolute privilege in a narrow area. If you put too many
exceptions in it, the first thing the exceptions swallow is the rule.
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So my bill leaves about everything to the law of evidence, as it now

exists except two matters. One is the disclosure of the identity of a
confidential source of information where they have been given in con-

fidence. I will not only protect the newsmen who gathers it., but

also protect his custodians, as we had in the case of the Pentagon where
the head of the Washington Bureau of the Los Angeles Times, rather
than a newsman, had possession of some tapes and he was about to go
to jail on account of them.
I put in the fact that this should not excuse a newsman from testifying to the identity of people who committed crimes in his presence. I
think that is essential to get a bill through Congress..I don't think the
majority of Congress will ever vote to say the newsman should not be
compelled to 'testify just like everybody else to a crime he sees committed even though he comes in, as in the Branzburg case, and gets the
opportunity to see the crime committed only because of confidential
relationships between him and his sources. would put it like this: If
anybody invites a newsman in to see him commit a crime, I don't think

he ought to be exempted from prosecution. However, a jury might

acquit him on the. grounds that anybody who would do that is insane.

The only thing that troubles me is we have an old adage: "Too
many cooks spoil the broth." We have a lot of different opinions of

what ought to be in it and what should not be in it. I think that
endangers the bill.
Mr. RICHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I certainly sympathize with your

concern about getting a consensus on a difficult subject like this.
I might say that while we may differ in some details in our report,
the basic thrust of the principles you have just stated, which I think
are carried out in the Cranston bill as well, would find our support.
The only point on which we would express ourselves at being trobled is this matter of the newsman having been eyewitness to a crime
in his presence, because that can open up the very breadth that. you
were concerned about in connection with the list of exceptive crimes.
So-many things can be either a crime or an element. of a crime. We
would be concerned about that exception if it reaches to situations,

away from the public area, away from events that occur in public,
and gets to the Branzburg-type case or gets to the case of a newsman
who is talking with a Government employee who is violating a law
in bringing out of the files a piece of paper, for example. I believe
that in the Ellsberg trial in Los Angeles, one of the charges is that
of possession of stolen property. That well might be the case witha
Government employee who brings out a document and shows it to a
reporter, gives it to the reporter. If the exception went that far
think it would undercut the basic principles that you have expressed,
and for that reason we would write it as an exception only as to eye
witness testimony concerning events that occurred in public or in a
context where the newsman was not brought to the place under a
pledge of confidentiality. I think that is the only serious difference
that we have with you.

I might.say that the matter of procedures is something we did not
go into in our report, but those in the bills to which we refer this
morning, appear very constructive in having a dual procedure. They
authorize the assertion of the privilege either in the ordinary procedure of a particular tribunal or by a procedure they provide for a
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presubpena review. That is so important in the context of what Earl
Caldwell was talking about. that being called into a secret session like
a grand jury would itself discredit him with his sources, and prejudice
his ability to get information from his sources, because they couldn't
know whether he had or had not testified.
Senator ERVIN. Yes.

Mr. RICITMAN. One thing that troubles me in the Cranston bill,
as a lawyer, is section 5(a) of that bill. which says that a finding in
the preliminary proceeding, the presubpena proceeding, would not
be binding if the claim of privileae was renewed subsequently after
the reporter was called to testify. It troubles me to have a situation
where you would have to litigate the same issue twice. If the first
proceeding actually went to the merits and tried out the facts and
findings were made that the privilege did not apply in accordance
with the standards of the legislation as enacted, it would-seem to me
reasonable that that should conclude the matter. On the other hand,
I can appreciate the point that if the first proceeding is preliminary.
goes only to whether there is a. modicum of a showing and defers to
the later time the ultimate question of the merits, then of course it
should not be conclusive against raising the issue at a later date.
Senator ERVIN. We have one bill here which has many fine features

to it, the-Eagleton bill, but it provides in effect you can't get a subpena for a newsman at all unless you first have it passed on by the
court. I think in that situation, a newsman who wouldn't want to
reveal his sources could head to the tall timbers. In the second place,

I know as one who has practiced law a great deal, that sometimes you
don't discover the identity of a witness or the necessity of subpoenaing a witness until you have been in the progress of a trial for maybe
several days. It would be rather cumbersome to have to stop the trial.

So I provide this method of allowing the person to raise it just like
any other privilegeby objection at the time the question is sought.
It is a simple procedure.

Also, I recognize there is more danger of a newsman being, in effect, legally mistreated by a grand jury because the grand jury has no
law except the district attorney. If he is any good as a district attorney, he is likely to be a little prejudiced on the side of the prosecution.
The grand jury is composed of laymen ordinarily. So that is the reason I have the special provision that a newsman shall not be required to
testify or produce documents until there has been a review of the grand
jury's ruling by the judge presiding in the court where the grand jury
is sitting.
I think it is necessary to have some practical, pragmatic proceedings
-

to safeguard this right. I am more satisfied with that. provision of

the bill than any of the other provisions.
Senator GURNEY. Well, first of all, gentlemen, I want to thank you

both for the very interesting and enlightening discourse on this
troublesome question.
Let me ask one general question here, if I may.

As you know, we have had bills and testimony which suggest that
we should pass an absolute shield law or one with many exceptions.
Is it your opinion that a Ell with many exceptions would probably be
declared unconstitutiona; under the first amendment as an abridgment of the freedom of the press ?
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Mr. SCHMIDT. No, Senator Gurney, I do not believeI think Congress would have to do something quite arbitrary in this area before
the court could step in and declare a statute unconstitutional. I think
Congress has a very large amount of flexibility in legislating and that
I would be quite surprised if the courts were to strike doivn any reasonable classifications or any reasonable -exceptions in a statute.
Senator GURNEY. What would you base that opinion on?
Mr. SCHMIDT. Well, I would base it first on the fact that the court
has now held that there is no general first amendment right to protect
confidential sources in the face of compelled disclosure before a grand

jury.

Senator GURNEY. Of course, this involved only one case, and I think

there have been, one or two other cases that have arisen in
i the lower

courts to put some limits on this very broad decision.
Mr. SCHMIDT. Yes, sir, in a couple of civil cases that I know of in
which a reporter was subpenaed to testify on behalf of a civil litigant.

the court upheld the reporter's privilege not to testify on first amendment grounds.
I myself would not regard those decisions as freezing the law of the
first amendment in this area. I think what the,,courts are saying is
that they cannot see a justification for a general privilege. and that
while there may be instances here or there where they would uphold
the .privilege, the courts obviously regard this problem as one of balancing two very valuable interests. Since the courts obviously see this
issue as a very close one_, I believe the court would grant a very large
C
degree of deference to Congress'
policy judgments in passing legislation. So my belief is that Congress would be well advised to concentrate on the policy questions presented without worrying too much
about the courts striking down any statute which results. I think the
courts will look to Congress very much in this area as the source of wisdom about whet proper policy might to be in balancing these difficult
precisely becar'e it is such a difficult problem, I think, the courts would
defer to a very hi ige extent.
Senator GinixEY. I haven't had time to read your brief here. Does it
include the cast law to substantiate your argument?

Mr. Scitztrwr. Yes, Senator, we do include some discussion of the
cases which stand for the proposition that Congress can, as some
courts have put it. proceed in
i a piecemeal fashion in dealing with a
-problem like this hitting the problem where it seems to be in most'
need of attention and not necessarily legislating across the board to
dnI with every conceivable aspect of the problem that might plausibly
require legislation.

I, myself. don't have 'any substantial doubt that these cases are
justifiable and stand for the proposition that where Congress is legislating with respect to a problem for the first time, the courts understand the need of the legislative process to be somewhat experimental,
saving for a later clay the question of whether or not some protection
ought to be extended to the full sort of logical reach that it might ultimately have.

Mr. RICHMAN. I might add that the legislation would not and
should not preclude further development of the constitutional law
on the subject in the cases. The legislation would establish the minimum protection which the Congress would be asserting as necessary.
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to tossure n five flow of in:ormntion, but this would not preclude the
courts from developing n higher level of ph-Amino Istssiol ditretly yeti

the best nmendment rn appoiriote eirmitnetotwes. Voir example. os
in the civil cases that hove already occurred since the r41,fov-lt esifhe.

Even in the erhnitiol siren the concurring opinion of Mr, 3totice

Powell, and even the majority opinion, Allgste±114 that under other
Awl amendment prows.,
eiremnstonces the mart might find it
tion. The work product two hits not heels fully litigniesl, and it 110eA
serer to its that that it n very fertile yell for direct best ametolment
protection. Snell ease low development mold cont4nile somewhat We.

pendently of the legislation. but it might he ;student for the legis.
!olive history or perhaps even the text of the statute to indicate. its

I believe tins been done, in some of the criminal proeetbtre enactment.

of recent ram. that this statute is not intended to pot n lid on what
the Constitution requires. but only is intended to put floor UMW
Ow amount of protection.
Senator En in's bill does lug that in Million to the de%,-.1, pment of

stole low. It provides thou the purmption is not altfolute so that mate
law giving greater protection ran be rmictcd owl developed hide=

pendently of the fedetul stat se. and of eourse the slevekrsent ref

constitutionnl low should likewise Proceed in the rooms.
Senator 6U11NEY. I think yon hove probably Answered the next
question 1 was going to ask. and that had to do with your ougratoted
exceptions. Are the? really not to undr the shield low constitutional,
but bee:lime von feel these port iculor exception should he there!
Mr. TlirlimAx. Yes. and I am tentative :shout it homy's., AA the
Cnirman indicated. one man's list of exceptions may 10, inadequate to
someone else. Certainly. our strongest feeling is that the exception list

should not be allowed to grow so brood that it eats "sty the hosie
purpose of the statute. We don't think that the exceptions are molt=

.at;v to give the bill constitutional validity. and T. think our position
on the exceptions is looking in the direction of trimming them down
rather than expanding them, even to the point of not lowing that kind
of list of exceptions. As indicated in our printed report. one metnher

of the committee dissented in part on time basis that there should
not be these exceptions.

Senator Graxfx. Thank you.
Senator Envix. T took some encouragement about this matter from
the fact that it was stated in the Basinzbug case (hot Congress could
establish a privilege, either broad or narrow. as it thought was necessary. I further took some encouragement out of the fact that the Rom:.

burr/ case, unlike the rabhrcll case. rune up from the state court
while the other come up from n Federal court.

I want to thank both you gentlemen for making some very helpful
and some very constructive sliggestions. T also thank your committee

for the won : they have done in this field.
Mr. RueinrAN. Thank you. sir.

Mr. ScumT. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. BASHIR. Mr. Chairman. our next witness is Dr. lions .1. Morgenthan. professor. City College of New York.
Senator ERVIN. T want to welcome von to the subcommittee and express our deep gratitude to you for your willingness to come and give
us the benefit of your views in what T consider to be a very important
issue.
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STATEKIXT OF DR, KAU L KOROKKIKAU, PROITORR-

CITY

COLLSOR OF NEW YORK

Mr. Itttisiricrttat. I shall limit mss' testimony to IltrO tirrptAkitMAI:
PIM* that file privilege of confidentiality he applied to scholar dead
ing with contemporary issues: and. swoosh that the extension of this
privilege is not for the comenienee of the scholar. lint its essential for

the vitality and proper opetstions of the denineratic promos in

America.
The position of the seholcr dealing with contempswity issues h fatal.
molts to that of the joumaast in that both 111104 telY upon confidential
*naves for the gathering of facts. An economist Om invest igates the
prieing etvictices of a particular branch of inditst ry or of is articular

corporation has to rely at how for 'vote of hits empirical data upon
confidential *nitres in industry or corporations. The natural scientist
who wants to times* tow effectiveness of is particular government.
sponsored rirograM,Av, in the fields of nuclear energy cir weaponssys.

not, perform his tuned's't without having nomessi to
confidential information. The political scientist who would want to
IrIt116 C01111

probe him the validity and background of a particular policy would be
in the same position For instance, the scholar who has concluded on
t he bask of his understanding of history and of his general knowledge
of political and military theory that particular war cannot be won
with the means employed will find his arguments pettily enrielie4 and
lila oonfidenee in the soundness of his judgment considerably strength.
cued if he has access to government tourers supplying him with empiri.
cal data that support his judgment. To refer In my personal experience,
I would not have stared to pit my own judgment about the Vietnam

war against that of the Government and the prevailing public and
scholarly opinion had I not, received ronfidentinl information. sometimes from highly placed sources. that bore out my judgment.
While the access to emu
pouters of information is equally indispensable for the journalist and the scholar. their purposes sire obviously different. 'I he journalist gathers news' r their own sake. and

only a small minority of journalists will occasionall or regularly

analyze them in the light of theoretical or practical `considerations.
For the scholar. on the other hand. facts are a means to the end of then-

retieal analysis. That analysis will give the 'choler an insight, into the
operations and philosophy of Government which he eon then judge in
the light of certain theoretical and practical propositions of Isis own.

It. Is at this point that journalist and aeholar meet again in the per.
foi mance of a function without which demoerney in .America will lose
its vitality and is likely to wither away in the end.

Democracy is predicated upon it pluralism of persona. political
philosophies. and policies. vying for political power. Tilsit democratic
competition. in turn. presupposea the at least approximately equal
access to the facts and the mass media forming public opinion. In this
respect, the Government inevitanl enjoys sin enormous advantage
due to the centralized distracter of the modern technologies of communication and to its ability to operate in large measure in secret.
Parlinmentnry system of Government can in port compensate for this
advantage by conipellirt the Government to account for its actions. by
forcing the Government into the open through the presentation of al-
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tertintive polities. and by threatening the Government with the loRI of
its parliamentary majority. No ranch corrective et4bits in the political
svntem of the united States. The functions n dearly defined opposi.
tlon performs in parliamentary systems are here taken over piecemeal
by a multitude of individuals and deeentolitiol agencies within and

without the Government. In the rnited States. it is in this fashion
that the actions of the Government are scrutinized and alternative
policies to O* of the Government are developed.
Journalists and scholars belong to that multitude of pluralist outlets for Pertain). and alternative policies. Hut within that multitude.
they perform n unique and vital function in that they are not only the
only one.% who are free to reveal what they know and to speak what

they thinkowing to the first amendment to the Constitutionbut

that they Idol have the positive professional duty to do so. Much of
the scrutiny of government action and of the opposition to official

policies is marred by incompetence and tainted with partisanship. 1,en
more is muted by opportunism, n manifestation of n conformism which
de Tocqueville already recognized as n dominant force in American
society. and silenced by the severe pressures toward bureaucratic con-

formity. The ruin of public officials who prematurely opposed the
Vietnam war, and of officials of the Defense Department who revodled
the squandering of public funds are cases in point. The Government

has at its disposal n whole army of scholars. directly and indirectly
dependent upon it, who provide the arguments nmi justification of
whatever policy the Government pursues or intends to pursue. Considering the premiums American society puts upon the avoidance of
scrutiny and the cor-nliance with official policy. the functions the
journalist or the independent scholar perform are not only useful and
necessary but vital for American democracy. For they have become the

main channels of independent information and judgment from the
opposition within the Government to the people at large. Close that
outlet and you have taken another step toward au unchecked conformism. an orthodoxy which tolerates but one truth and one reason,
however false that truth and however irrational that reason may be
proven to be by subsequent events.

The ability of government agencies to compel journalists and

scholars to reveal their confidential sources under the threat of legal
penalties. especially imprisonment, would indeed effectively close that
outlet. For which government official would dare put his position and

career in the hands of n journalist or scholar who, however trustworthy, might. or might not. go to jail rather than betray n confidence ?
And what conscientious journalist or seholar can be so sure of his own
steadfastness in the face of such a threat that he would even want to
receive such a confidence? Thus the present legal situation, as ex-

emplified by n number of court eases involving journalists and thus
for one scholar, if it is not corrected through legislative nction, will
take us a giant step toward that situation with which totalitarian governments have made us familiar: the official orthodoxy will impose
itself unchallenged by contradictory facts and judgments upon an
ignorant, hence pliant population. For there is then nobody left, to
use a biblical phrase. who can "speak truth to power."
It must be kept in mind that the issue has remained dormant until recently only because the Government has as a matter of course respected
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the, rights of journalists and scholars to the confidentiality of their
sources. The effectiveness of the first amendment rights has depended

upon the Government's moral restraint from infringing upon these
rights or at least front testing how far the courts will allow it to go.
11 hat argues for the necessity of legislative protection, milking the
mist it ut 10111I I one effective, is the dist ittlegrat ion of the Government's

respeet for first ot000lowto rights nod its determination to narrow
them ns mueli as the courts will allow it to. iligh Government officials
have repeatedly denied that members of the press are, in Mr. Ehrlich-

mans' words, "an estate set apart from society, with overriding

rights ... actually they are just like the rest of IN
" In other words,
the present administration denies journalists and. by implication,
scholars ns well that vital function of scrutiny and VOINt I'llet ye criticism, without which democracy must wither on the vine. It tries to
protect. its own secrecy by denying the privacy of certain groups of
citizens. The legal sanctions against jonrnalists, and thus far one
scholar, are the empirical manifestations of that philosophic denial.
This being the climate of opinion, from which the courts are not
immone, the proposals for the legislative enactment of a qualified
privilege must he considered inadequate. Such enactment would leave
it to the courts to decide under what conditions the privilege applies:
that is, nder what conditions journalists and scholars shall be allowed

to scrutinize the actions of the Government and criticize its policies
without having to reveal their confidential sources. Yet since the present issue. has arisen out of the actions of the courts, confirmed by the
Supreme Court. to leave the remedy to the discretion of the courts
might affect the legal arguments but not the core of the issues itself.
For public officials. on the one hand. and journalists and scholars, on
the other, would be effectively deterred from conveying and receiv-

ing confidential information if the protection of their relationship

were to be left to the uncertain discretion of the courts. The protection of confidential sources must be absoluteonly defamatory actions

being excludedor it. is not worth having.
Therefore, of the bills and resolutions introduced in the Senate,
which have come to my knowledge, I favor Senate Joint Resolution 8,
S. 158. and S. 451, provided the activities of scholars are specifically
included.
It has been argued that such absolute protection would allow the
beneficiary to cover up crimes of whichhe has been confidentially informed. That argument. is valid as far as it goes. But it. assumes that
the beneficiary, confronted with such a moral dilemma, would- automatically opt for shielding the criminal rather than revealing his con-

fidential source. Yet even if this low estimate of the beneficiary's
moral values were correct, the possible hypothetical protection of a
criminal would be a smalt price to pay for the preservation of free
inquiry as a vital function of a democratic society. Or, to put it the
other way around, it would be a suicidal absurdity to jeopardize
democracy in America on the off-chance that criminal prosecution
might be hampered by the refusal of a journalist. or scholar to reveal
his confidential sources.

If the Congress were not willing to do more than extend qualified
protection, a strong argument could be made in favor of the Congress

doing nothing at all. The first amendment declares that "Congress
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shall ninke no law . . abridging the freedom of speech or of the
Yet Congress, by passing a low extending qualified propress . .
tection, would indeed abridge the first amendment freedoms as fur as
t he qualification reaches. As things stand now, the journalist or
scholar is at the merey of the eourts interpreting the first untoldmeld. What he needs is protection from the courts inisinterreting
.

the first amendment. What he does not need IS COIV,TeSS1011111 Mit

i011 for the conrts to misinterpret the first amendment under certuin
qualifications.
Thank you very much.

Senator Eavix. I take it that you believe that any law which Congress might pass in this field. regardless of whether it is narrow in
scope or broad in scope, should midke the privilege it creates absolute?
r.

onov.NTI AU. Correct..

Senator Eavix. And if you make it a qualified privilege, the qualifications of the privilege are likely to destroy the value of the privilege,
aren't they ?

Mr. MoutiExTimtr. Certainly. because the confidential source will
think twice before it will put into the hands of the courtsthe interpretation of the courts his reputation as a public official and his
career as aor whoever the individual is.
Senator ERVIN. I think the first amendment is concerned with the

communication of ideas, communication of information, and therefore
whatever privilege is granted should be as broad as reasonably possible. I came up with a definition in the most recent bill I introduced
that gives this privilege to a newsman. who is defined as anyone who
is regularly engaged in the collection of information for dissemination
to the public by any means of communication. I believe that is broad
enough to cover the scholar who collects information with the intent
to disseminate it in book form. for example.
Mr. MORGENTIIAti. It certainly does. The question is whether a grand

jury or court. will not interpret the newsman narrowly and will not say

this distinguished professor is certainly not a newsman. I would

not, look at myself or some of my colleagues as newsmen. So whether
one should not make it clearer that this does not only concern newsmen,
whatever their privileges may be, but also people who are not generally in public called -newsmen is an open qnestion.

Senator Einqx. I believe I used the word "newsmen" as a generic
term to cover everybody who is engaged in collecting information
with the intent to disseminate to the public whether by radio, newspaper. book, pamphlet or any other means of communication. I have
been convinced that the first amendment is concerned with scholarly
works as much as anything else. It is necessary for people to know
what is going on from day to (lay; but it is also necessary for people
to know. if our government is to function, what are the developments
in the field of law or in the field of economics or any other field where
human knowledge is essential.
Now. I certainly agree with your observation that the first amendment was not written for the benefit of those who engage, in collecting
information and disseminating information, but its fundamental purpose was to serve the American people and to make our institutions of

government work. In my judgment, our institutions of government
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would not function properly unless we have the freest collection and
dissemination of information.

I am struck by your phrase. that the first amendmentthis is not
exactly What you saidis designed to allow. the people to speak the
truth to power. to governmental power or any other kind of power.
That is certainly essential. if our institutions of government are to
work and our society is to be a free society. Isn't that. correct ?

Mr. Mown:slimy. Yes.
Senator GURNEY. Professor Morgenthau. how would you describe a
scholar?
?Ir. MortoAxviAr. How would I describe. a scholar? It reminds me
of the freshman that was asked the question. what is time? He said
if you ask me I don't know, if you don't ask me T know.
Senator GURNEY. If we. are going to pass a law that shields scholars
we have to know what a scholar is.
Mr. Monor. yrnmx. Well, a scholar is an individual who profession-

ally deals with theoretical propositions. who develops certain general
theoretical propositions on the basis of his empirical knowledge. It
would be a rough approximation to what you would call a scholar. I

would think if a law were to include explicitly scholarly activities
generally understood, it would then be for the courts to decide whether

in a particular case this activity claimed to be scholarly in general
usage. actually is scholarly.
Senator GURNEY. Suppose you had this situation. Suppose you had

a couple of large companies competing for a defense contract, a new
weapons system, and it looked as though the contract was going to
company A. So company B has a scholar in the think factory who
gains access to information from company A's files through a crime,
papers, and drawings and so forth are turned over to the scholar for
company B. Then the scholar for company B writes an article shooting clown company A's weapons systeii-y the government backs off
and doesn't buy it. and buys company B or another one. Would you
protect such a scholar?
Mr. MORGENTITAU. Yes, I would protect him
Senator GURNEY. I mean his sources?

Mr. MORGEXTHAU. His sourcesI would not try to force him to
reveal his sources.
Senator GURNEY. You would what, sir?

Mr. MortoEN-ruAti. I would not compel him through subpenas to

reveal his sources, for this is not industrial experiment, which is

something quite different, but this is a legitimate undertaking to find
out which weapons system is the best under the conditions and which
company is the most qualified to manufacture it. If he comes in the
possession of relevant material which has been obtained by criminal
activities, I would not force him to reveal his sources.
Senator GURNEY. Professor, that assumes that if he was performing
a service to the Government. and society by revealing that this weapons
system wasn't as good as the other, but let's assume that that wasn't
the purpose at all. The purpose was the purpose that I tried to convey:
company B wanted to shoot company A out of the saddle and resorted
to criminal means to do this; should we protect that kind of exercise?
Mr. MoanENTnAu. Okay: Then he would be liable to criminal penalties under penalty of conspiracy.
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He would himself be an element, an actor in a criminal conspiracy,
so he would be himself liable to criminal prosecution, which is the
case quite different from the one I had in mind.
Senator Guitxr.y. And your reasoning there would be that. the court.

would determine Nrhethier it was a publication, say in the national
interest, or for the purposes of sabotage ?

Mr. Moitoi.w. Certainly there would be sonic evidence available
which would show that this so-called scholar has acted in collusion
with a competitor to company A and has engaged in a conspiracy.
Let me suppose a foreign power would ask me to oppose a certain
policy of our Government. and I would get confidential confirmation
from within the Government which would support sncli an activity
of mine, obviously would be liable under the Government statutes
myself, and the old problem which we are discussing here would not
arise.
Senator GURNEY. Thank you.

Senator Envix. Thank you very much. You have given us a very

fine exposition

of your views and been very helpful

to the

committee.
Mr. Monov.xritAu. Thank you very much.

Mr. BASKIR. Mr. Chairman, our next witness this morning is Mr.
Evans Witt, editor, the Daily Tar Heel, University of North Carolina.
Senator Eavix. I want to welcome you.
I would have been editor of the Daily Tar Heel, but. I made a mistake. They had about 16 of us in nomination for the post of editor of
the Tar heel, and itu those days I was more modest than I am now. I
wouldn't vote for myself in preference to somebody else. So I voted
for a boy named Jimmy Hoover from High Point, and Jimmy beat
meJimmy was elected with eight votes, and beat me by one. So ever
since then I have always voted for myself.
STATEMENT OF EVANS WITT, EDITOR, THE DAILY TAR HEEL,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. WITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear today on behalf of college
newspaper editors and the National Student Lobby to discuss the position of student. newspapers and the underground press with relation
to newsmen privilege laws. I understand the House Judiciary Committee is also hearing today from student newspaper representatives.
I have a prepared statement which I would like to react. It varies
somewhat from the statement I submitted in mid-February, as developments since that time have changed my views.

I will be happy to read my statement and then I will answer any

questions I can for you.

The current controversy surrounding the use of subpenas on newsmen has a familiar ring to student newspaper editors. Threats from

school administrators concerning stories with sources not identified or
about stories of disturbing content have been an all too commonplace
fact of life for the student journalist. Those involved in the irregular

or underground press are also accustomed to harassment by police,
prosecutors, and ordinary citizens because their views have been
deemed radical.
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As both a student and professional journalist for the past 4 wars,
I had hoped that this hearing and the bills now before this sohcommittee would not. be necessary. From my admittedly limited study of
constitutional law, I read the first amendment to mean exactly %dna,
is says about "no law" abridging freedom of the press, which must
mean not only tlte freedom to publish but also the freedom to acquire
information to be published. I had hoped that. the Supreme Court.
would take the view that the freedom of the press is one expression of

the public's general right to know, a right, that must. be considered
paramount in a society and with a government based on the political
decisions made by that same public.

I deeply fear the consequences of limiting freedom of the press by
putting it into statutory terminology. I do fear that the endowment

of privilege might eventually become little more than a basis for Government retaliation.
But I equally fear the implications of the Court's majority opinion
in the Caldwell, Branzburg, and Pappas cases. As I read that opinion,
the government is defined as the sole representative of the public interest and the major protector of that, interest. The majority decision
seems to say that only through government action will the public interest be served, that the government is the only means of redress of a
public wrong. The Court seems to ignore the role of the press as the
Court of last resort hi the righting of many public wrongs. The Court
refuses to acknowledge that it has been the press that has. throughout
America's history, been the medium for communication of the existence of these wrongs.

Since the American people apparently have a Supreme Court that
refuses to recognize the compelling mandates of the first amendment,
the people must then turn to Congress for a reaffirmation of these mandates. Of such is the essence of the much-heralded balance of powers
within our Federal Government.
Some type of shield legislation seems necessary, even more so for the
noncommercial and irregular media than for the usually recognized
members of the fourth estate. While the commercial press has considerable financial resources to fight a subp-Mia, the college newspaper editor

or the underground paper reporter has no such buffer. If subpenaed,

he or she faces a straightforward dilemmatestify or be jailed. For
these journalists, there really is no path of appeal.
I have been asked to discuss specifically whether student newspapers,
unofficial campus newspapers and underground papers should be included in a "newsman's privilege" law. To this I answer an emphatic

yes, based on an appreciation of the history of the first amendment

and these newspapers' function.
When the protection of the press was included in the Bill of Rights,

the press did not mean the "mass media"such did not exist. Printing
was too slow, too expensive and too cumbersome for production and
distribution of more than a few thousand copies. Many newspapers
and opinion journals were published by laborious han'd copying or
with :just a few hundred copies printed. In. fact, the first American

student newspaper, the Students' Gazette at the William Charter

School in Philadelphia, was published in 1777 as a handwritten newssheet.
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Freedom of the press in the late Itith 'century was identified as

personal right as well as a corporate one. We seem to have lost sight of
the basivally personal orientation of this right even as the pamphlet-m.1.11as been submerged muter the tide of the million-pins. eirculat ion

daily newspaper. As Justice White admitted in his majority opinion
in the Caldwell case :

"The traditional doctrine (is) that liberty of the press is the right of
the lonely pamphleteer who uses carbon paper or a mimeograph just
as mueli as o f t he large metropolitan publisher who utilizes the latest
pilot ocomposition met hods."
The student press has been waging a difficult tight over the past sev-

eral years, a battle which is by no means finished, to be recognized as

protected by the first amendment. Preredents are just now being

tirmlv established by the Federal mains that the student journalist is
entitled to much the same protections as the professional. As one authority has pointed out, the protection of freedom of the press based
on its informing function can easily 1w applied to the student. paper on
campus, but not so easily to the underground paper.
The st niggle of the irregular and student press for recognition has

been hampered by the failings and irresponsibility that have un-

deniably been a part of the experience. Both the irregular and students
press have been crucial to the information flow in this country, Many
of the atrocities of the Vietnam war were first revealed by such underground and college press services as the. Liberation News Service and

the College Press Service. Student and underground newspapers in
some areas have been instrumental in revealing injustice, corruption,
and stupidity where the local regular press was afraid to move. College
newspapers in the South were in the forefront of publicizing and keepmg the public aware of the legitimate grievances of the black man
and woman. The college press has served as both a training ground for
journalists and a primary center for the forward-looking experimentation that pressures the commercial press toward constant improvement.

May I quote from Webster's Dictionary, as a Federal District Court
Judge did in a landmark 'case rejecting the contention that a student
newspaper is not a newspaper and not a member of the press :

`"Newspaper: a paper printed and distributed, at stated intervals,

usually daily or weekly, to convey news, advocate opinions, etc."

A second question is whether the student and the irregular press
need this type of protection of "newsman's privilege." Again the answer is yes. While repression from school officials is somewhat less than

in previous years, the threats from outside authorities have increased.
The threats to the underground press are, it anything, greater today
than ever before. Some might think that I am discussing only possibilities, not actual situations ; please listen to this list :

Annette Buchanan, editor of the University of Oregon strident
paper, was subpenaed to testify in 1966 and faced a long series of
appeals which reached the U.S. Supreme Court in an early landmark
shield case.

Thomas Miller, a reporter for the College Press Service was snbpenaed by a Federal grand jury recently to reveal confidential in.formation about political dissidents.
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The Office of the Stanford Pally News at Stanford 171tiversity, one
of the truly prestigious college newspapers, was ranstwked by police
seeking notes, unpublished photographs. and other unpublished
information.

Sherrie Bursey and Brenda Joyce Presley of the Black Pa ht her

newspaper, were ordered by n Federal grand itn.y to disclose confiden-

tial information.
Mark Knops, editor of the Madison, Wis., Naleidosrope. an underground paper, was sentenced to t4 months in jail for tr fusing to reveal the source of published information.

Arthur Kunkin and Robert G. Applebaum of the Los Angeles Free
Press, a weekly underground paper, were sent to jail after publishing

and refusing to reveal the source of a list of undercover narcotics
agents.

These are cases I have been able to discover; I am sure that there
are others. There must be ninny cases which have not come to light
where the threat of the subpena or a contempt citation has forced a student journalist, to break a pledge of confidence.
Thus, I support legislation to shield reporters and all newsmen. An
absolute shield, perhaps the one outlined in S. 15S spohsored by Sen.
ator Alan Cranston, is closest to What I would support, I could not sup-

port a qualified bill for it would create more dangers and greater

threats to freedom of the press than the current situation, The experience with qualified shield laws in the various states has shown that any
qualification only gives grand juries loopholes through which newsmen can be hauled to testify. Any qualified bill would be worse, than
useless to the student and underground press since many district, attorneys and courts would still feel that these are not members of the

press or would use the loopholes hi the law to call the `'irregular"

journalist anyway.
The collegiate press (both official and unofficial), the high school

press, the underground press, and the specialized press are mem-

bers of the Fourth Estate, entitled to the full protections and its heavy
burdens. They are, thus, equally entitled to protection under any statutory "newsman's privilege" legislation.
Senator ERVIN. My bill says a newsman is any person who is regularly engaged in collecting information or making pictures for dissemination to the public by any means of communication.
Mr. Wrrr. Yes, sir. That is the way I would like to see it written.
The words I fear and the way, at least. I understand it is now written,
is in the occupation of collecting information. This might be a loophole, and that is what I fear.
Senator ERVIN. I see your Point, but I don't believe it is a loophole
as you suggest. My bill says a man regularly employed. That means
work. Whether he gets any pay or not, it makes no difference; whether
or not he has an employer, it makes no difference. The question is
whether or not it is work, and I use that in the very broad sense of the
word.

Mr. Wrrr. I am afraid someone may use it in a very narrow sense.
Senator ERVIN. I am thinking about an editor. Some bills protect

editors, but my bill as I see it, would protect an editor only if he

was gathering information. Not if he was expressing opinion. Fortunately as bad as the imprisonment.of all these newsmen has been, none
has been imprisoned because of the opinions he has expressed.. Ex-

.
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pressing opinion is really 'he function of nn editor; putting him in a
category by himself.
I certainly agree with you that freedom of the press is the only thing
which makes violent revolution unlikely in .America. In other words.
our whole existence at a Nation. I thinit, is staked on the proposition
that, we should have freedom of the press; that the press should call
the attention of society to any injustices or any inequities existing in

society. I don't care whether it is the New York Times or an underground newspaper or a students newspaper, which is the source of the
information. Our faith is based on hope and trust, that, eventually
those who have the power to make laws are going to correct, these in-

justices and inequities. I think that is one of the great functions our
press performs for the country.
I certainly agree with you about student newspapers. I have a son
who is a superior court, judge. in North Carolina. I was intrigued by a
ease he hind in Charlotte. It was in a high school. Several of these high
school students had a little
e
machine, and they mimeographed things that sonic members of the school authorities didn't like
to have circulated on the campus. They didn't take any action against
the students but they got the city to take action. They found out where
this mimeograph machine was. It was in a residential section, and they
got the city to proceed on the basis that it was in violation of the zon-

ing law for them to operate, this mimeograph machine and run this

high school pumper. My son held in the case that the first amendment,
applied and that the students were exercising their rights to freedom of

the press. He held that the Constitution of the United States, and
specifically the first amendment, took superiority over the zoning ordi-

nance of the city of Charlotte, which I think was quite a correct
decision.

I know that the Daily Tar Heel for a long time has been living up
to life and liberty. In other words, I think it stands for the right of
people to be free. I have always been proud that Chapel Hill has stood
for the liberty of students as well as the liberty of people. It has been
about as free of coercive effort to try to keep any student from developing his full potentialities as any school I know anywhere in the country. I am proud of my alma mater for that reason.
I want to thank you for making. a very significant' contribution to
of r discussion. I certainly agree than the original press, the pamphleteers, such as Tom Paine, contributed enormously to our understanding of democracy because of the things they wrote in the pamphlets
which they circulated. So that is the reason I think you need protection
for any media of communication, whether a mimeograph machine or
whether it, is handwritten paper that is intended to try to convey information to the public, be that public small or great.
Mr. WITT. Thank you, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much.

Mr. BASKIR. Mr. Chairma air final witness this morning is Alphonic) Bell. Member of Congress from California.
Senator E,. \IN. Congressman, I want, to welcome you to the subcommittee and thank you for your willingness to come and assist us in
the study of a very serious problem. I especially wish to commend you
for allowing the other witnesses who came from outside of Washington to come before you. As you know, under our rules, we normally
given Congressman precedence in testifying.
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CONORESS FROM THE 28TH DISTRICT IN THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA

Mr. Btu. Thank your very much. Senator.
I apprevintv the very great work you have been doing over the yearn
in this nod ether important mutters.
am very pleased to have this opportirnity to appear before yon
today. i ani going to summarize the more comprehensive statement I

have submitted for the record. which indicates whv 1 think con.

gres.sional action is absolutely necessary and then desils with the pro-

visions I think shonld he ineluded in any measure passed by the
Congress.

As to any legislation nt all, I think it is neressnry to clear itp n common 11118r011etptioll which WIIS l*XpreSSed ill file majorit v opinion of

the Supreme Court in the Brat/ hurry ease. mien inst ire ityrou Whin.
wrote that :
We eil,..Int seriously entertain the notion that the first nmendment protects n
newsninn's agreement to convent the criminal conduct Of his source. or evidrner
thereof, on the theory that It Is better to write about crime t !inn to do something
about It. (At page 20.)

I would maintain that "to write abont crime" it "to do something
about it." Bringing criminal conduct to light in the press alerts law
enforcement officials to the existence of crime of which they would
have remained unaware but for the work of the reporter iuul the
cooperation of his confidential source. And news reports on (Time
also arouse the public to demand more effective law enforcement
from and within agencies of the Government which are at times com-

placent or corrupt. The Supremo Court has created n diehotomy
between "writing" and "doing" which simply does not exist, and there
is little reason for the Congress to follow the same specious reasoning.
I believe that my own bill contains four provisions which make it
particularly effective: establishment of an absolute privilege, a idict'.
bilit y to the States, limitation to newsmen and limitation to instances
involving a pledge of confidentiality.
If legislation is to achieve our goals. the immunity it establishes
must be absolute and inviolable. A qualified privilege, no matter how
carefully and responsibly worded. cannot. po.ssibl,y assure news tonnes

to whom confidentiality is essential that their identities will not be
revealed in open court. Legnislation creating a qualified privilege requires a judicial decision iii each iindividual case as to whether the

reporter will be forced to testify, and therefore totally lacks the
predictability which is essential to the guaranteeing a source's
anonymity.
No solution is perfect, however. and there are admittedly costs to
societ3 imposed by an absolute privilege. I am chiefly concerned with
the problem of libel. The absolute privilege would have little bearing
on a 10..,1 suit involving a newsman as defendant and an ordinary
citizen as plaintiff. since the citizen could establish the falsity of the
newsman's claim. aid shit the burden of production to the defendant.
If the newsman then chooses to invoke his testiincntary immunity, he
will lose the suit. and the libeled plaintiff will not have been harmed
by the privilege. The problem arises only in eases involving public
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dotr s. in which the pinint lit mum prove MA roily tint the charge was
false. but that it was published with unifier, tVrte York row*
mo.) Since it inn)* well hr nearly impoiesilde to ptlive malicious intent

without knowledge of the nen-stunt's mottle or the information hr
!rked. the
leslinielliary lint Hew limy work to make tie**.
Men limonite frO111 libel ad 'ions

linblie lignees,

This litis.ted is not si pleasant tow to contemplate. Ilia the altertm

fiveexempting public figure libel snits from the jwivilegeis no
heifer. A ltholigh Kiiires) with information pulibrima to withrianil Ihr
srntiny of a libel net ion rutty not In- deterred by a libel loophole hi
the oeirstlietes privilege. those sollreesi wine nre imeetinin whether
their knowledge meets the legal criterin will
tlodatit In talk to
n reporter, nmi is ;sews story that might hair '4411061dt a deeper
IliVesligalion rthieL lorVeS n crime will gvv imulished. To protect
the lim* from governmental interfetener except where the conduct
of public °Mends is concernd would rertnitily 1114w:iv contrary to
sound public policy.
lit answering the question of whether we its !millic figures no' willing to risk smile merhi in order to gunflint ee n free press. I believe

we must come onit on the side of absolute protection. If irresponsible
journnlisin becomes the order of the tiny. we mil then write n mooe
rest rid ive statute.
Any newsmen's privilege statute Hoot apply In stnte proceedings if
it is to is' truly effective ill fegoa Minix our ftve press. Fdern1 act ion
mites up only n small percentage of all oroceedings in which a tjournal-

ist can lie compelled In testify. Mian-romo. fewer dm nil( the
states have entitled privilege statutes of their own, nod most of the
exist ing stnt totes are mndequnte.

Yet the inadequncy of current state statutes is not the chief reason.
why Congress insist net: the chief renson
that the protection of ti
free press is (rule a Federal question requiring it Federal solution. If
as grand 'pry in 'New York State is permitted to fob's' it reporter for

the New York rinses to testify for example, the residents of New
York are by no means, the only people nffected if the Timex ceases to

publish stories on whatever topic the reporter was covering. Every
person throughout the United States who reads the Times. or who
rends a newspaper which uses the Times News Serviee, or who watches
n television network which on occasion covers news which first appenni
in the 77ntem, will be as deprived as the New Yorkers. The example of

broadcast journnlism is perhaps even more striking. since network
news i?roganis and liodilnentinies which are produced Within one
State jurisdiction are broadcast throughout the United States.
There is no doubt that state legislatures are hest equipped to
decide pies' ions of interest to the citizens of the indiyidnol states.
Yet this Congress need and should not defer to the individual states
to resolve is question which involves the rights of free press and free
speech which belong to every American. regardless of where he chooses
to live.

The constitutional issue is examined in the statement I have submitted for the record.
Let me just say now that although the interstate commerce of ideas
cannot 1w eqnivtaent to the interstate commerce of goods. stud is therefore expressly not subject to Federal regulation, the interstate com-
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nerve of goods is highly dependent on information. There can be no
doubt that whenever the press publishes a story on the Minns of u
Government contract., or on the exer.ted action of II redPIII rep! tory agency, or no the propertA for a strike at a steel plant, or on the
en:domination of some foodstnit that is currently on sale, interstate
eommeree is affected. And since our free market economy ran only
work porerly and efficiently when all economic decisions are based
on the most eomplete mid full information possible, we in Congress
have an altilnte trsponsibility to assure that no Government net ton
interferes with the dissemination of informal ion.
Altlion1z11 1 favor strong legislation. 1 do favor some limitnti ens
on the privilege. Speeilleally, 1 believe that only members of the press
should be entitled to invoke it. and then only when a pledge of confidentinIky is involved. Whereas the press has demonstrated that it
needsths protect ion for the public good, scholars and other occasional
authors have not demonstrated a tired so compelling as to outweigh

the public's interest in obtaining information helpful to law enforcement. Indeed, the essence of scholarship is to buttress a thesis to as
great an extent an poAttible 1V facts. which must be revealed, usually
uh footnotes. i f the thesis is to he credible.

Nor do I see any nerd to protect a newsman from answering ques-

tions which concern information which he has received without

pledge of confidentiality. If a newsman happens to observe the comWKS:on of it crime. there is little reason why he should not be as subject to a grand jury sidtpena as any other observant bystander. Foretop' n newsman to testify only impedes the free flow of information
where that testimony would betray n news sources trust in the newsman. Where no confidentiality is involved. there appears to be no
compelling need to provide newsmen with immunity.

I believe that this combination of strong and nationwide protection with reasonable conditions on applicability which are known in
advance Veptesents the most effective method to guarantee the public's

right to information.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Envix. We all recognize that people who enjoy the freedom
of the press sometimes abuse that freedom. But isn't that true of any
freedom? Wherever people have freedom. they have the freedom to
net wisely or foolishly. don't theyotherwise they have no freedom?
Mr. BELL. That is right.
Senator Env:w. And the only way to prevent abuse of any freedOm.

whether of speech or press or any other freedom. is to destroy freedom.
beeanse ns long as we have freedom. some people are going to abuse it.

Mr. lima. That is right.
Senator Envtx. You have made a very fine discussion, and I think
yon and I are pretty near agreement. Our views almost dovetail each
other in respect to this.

Don't you agree with me that regardless of whether a privilege is
broad or narrow in scope, it must be absolute in nature?
Mr. BRIJ.. I agree with that.
Senator ERVIN. If we establish exceptions to any newsman's shield
law, we can expect that those exceptions Will soon swallow up the protection that we try to give, can't we? In other words. except by estab-

lishing a lot of exceptions to a shield law, we nullify the value of a
shield law?
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Mr. I3ELL. If I understand you correctly, yes.

Senator liavts. There is no doubt in vour mind of the fact that the
Congress has the power to pass a law of this nature on nccount of the
fact. that. the transmission of information across state lines constitutes
interstate commerce ?
Mr. BELL. I would think so, yes. Mr. Chairman.

Senator Env's. And the Supreme Court has held in a number of
cases that the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment makes
the First Amendment applicable to the states. I think you and I probably agree that we would rather that the Supreme Court had settled
this problem by balancing the interests of society in knowing what is
going on and the interest of society in enforcement of the law, so as to
protect both of these interests to the maximum extent possible. The fact
that the Supreme Court held that a newsman had no privilege under
the first amendment, makes it. imperative that we have some congressional legislation; doesn't it?
Mr. BELL. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think it makes it very important.

Senator Env's. The right to publish information and disseminate
information to the public is very much curtailed in value if the Gov-

ernment imposes inhibitions on the collecti.....g of information ?
Mr. BELL. I would agree, sir.

Senator EMS. If you can't collect information, your right to dis-

seminate doesn't amount to much.
Mr. BELL. That is right. The public is at a loss on this too.

Senator Elms. I take it you agree with inc that the freedom of

the press is essential if our country is going to remain a free society,
and for the Government of this country to function properly ?
Mr. BELL. I certainly would agree with that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Env's. I want to thank you for a most. illuminating statement.

The subcommittee will adjourn subject to right to recall. The

record will be kept open for further statements for 10 days.
I want to take this occasion to thank everyone who has participated
in these hearings in any capacity whatever. I particularly want to commend the fine work which Larry Baskir. the chief counsel of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, has done in this field, and the fine
work which Britt Snider, counsel for the Subcommittee on Constitutional IN.rhts, has also done in this field. They both have shown tireless
industry in the study of this problem, in arrangements for the hearing,
in securing the attendance of witnesses. and for the excellence of these
hearings. I think the bearings have been excellent clue in large measure to the untiring work which they have put in in preparing for them.
We stand in recess subject. to
{Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the hearing recessed, subject to the right
to recall.]
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JANUARY 4,1973

Mr. If AnTat: introduevd the following joint resolution ; which was read twice
and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

JOINT RESOLUTION
To protect nondisclosure of information and sources of information coming into the possession of the news media.
Whereas it is vital to the health of a. democratic society that the
press remain free of governmental restraints; and

Whereas recent court decisions have jeopardized the ability
of the press to collect information from confidential sources;
and

Whereas the inability of the press to hold confidential information or sources of information is a single threat to the con-

tinued functioning of a free and great Republic: Now,
therefore, be it
1

Resolved by he Senate and House of Representatives

2

of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
(407)

408
2
1

'That any person employed by or otherwise associated with

2 any newspaper, periodical, press association, newspaper syn3

dicate, wire service, or radio or television station, or who is

4

independently engaged in gathering information intended for

5

publication or broadcast patina he required by a court, the

legislature, or any administrative body, to disclose before
7

the Congress or any other Federal court or agency, any

8

information or the source of any information procured for

9

publication or broadcast.
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S. 36

IN THE SENATE OF THE -UNITED S'P'ATES
JANtiAny 4,1970
Mr. Scum:mat:a iiitroditecil Iltc follmvilig bill; which tens rend I %vire nod
referred lo flie Commit leo on the Judiciary

A BILL
To provide certain prof cc:lion against disclosure of information
anti the sources of information obtained by newsmen.
1.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresi?ntotives of the United States of America in. Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "Protection of News

4

Sources and News Information Act of 1971)".

:5

SHci. 2. No person shall he required by any grand jury,
agency, department, or commission of the -United. States or

7

by either Muse of or any committee of Congress to disclose

8

any information or conneatdentb

9

formation Or communication received, obtained, or procured

or the source of any in-

lt) by that, person in his or her capacity as a reporter, editor,
commentator, journalist, \WIWI', correspondent, announcer, or
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1

other person directly engaged in the gathering or twesenlation

2

of news for any tic \vspaper, periodical, press association,
syIldlCatl',

sonice, radio or foloriioo station

or network. or cable television Kvsteni.
5

SE°,

Except; as provided in section 4, no person shall

9

he required by any court of the United States to disclose

7

:thy iniOnnation or communication or the source of at

S

formation or communication received, obtained, or procured

9

by that person in his or her capacity as a reporter, editor,

.10

commentator, journalist, writer, correspondent, announcer,

in-

or other person directly engaged in the gathering or presenta12

lion of news for any newspaper, periodical, press association,

1:1

newspaper syndicate, wire service, radio or television station

14

or network, or cable television system.

SEC:. 4. Any person seeking information or the source
in

thereof proIected und(9. section 3 of this Act may apply

17

to the United States district court for an order divesting such

18

protection. Such

19

court; in the district wherein the hearing, action, or other pro-

application shall he made to the district

ceeding in which the information is sought is pending. The
21

application' shall be granted onlyif the court after hearing

22)

the parties determines that the person seeking the informa-

-.):),

lion has shown by clear and convincing evidence that (1)

2.1.

there is probable cause to believe that the person from whom

.)5

the information is sought has information which is clearly

411
n

1

relevant to a specific probable violation of law; (2) has

2

demonstrated that the information sought cannot be obtained

3

by alternative means less injerions to the gathering and

4

dissemination of information to the public; and (3) has dear

5

onstrated a compelling and overriding national interest in

6

the information.
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S. 158

IN THE SENATE OF THE U N1TED STATES
At,kncil 8,1973

lIeferred to the Committee on the Judiciary anti ordered to be print(41

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. CRANSToN (for himself and
Mr. KENNEDY) to S. 158, a. bill to insure the free flow of in-

formation to the public, viz: On page 1, strike out all after
the enacting clause and insert the following in lieu thereof:
1

That this Act may be cited as the "Free Flow of Information

2

Act".

3

4
5

6

FINDINGS ANT) DECLARATION OF' PURPOSE

SEc. 2. The Congress finds and declares that-

(1) the purpose of this Act is to preserve the free
flow of news to the public through the news media;

7

(2) a public fully informed about events, situations,

8

or ideas of public concern or public interest or which

9

affect the public welfare is essential to the principles ns

10

well as the effective operation of a democracy;

413
2

(3) the public is dependent for such news on the
2

news media:

(4) those in the news media who regularly gather,
4

write, or edit pews for the public or disseminate Ile \VS

5

to the public mnst he encouraged to gather, W lit V. edit,
or disseminate news vigorously so that the public eon he

7

8
9

lu

fully informed;
(5) such persons can perform these vital functions
only in a free and unfettered atmosphere;
((;)

such persons must not be inhibited, directly

1

or indirectly, in the performance of such functions by

12

govermnental restraint or sanction imposed by governmental process;

14

(7) compelling such persons to present testimony

15

or produce material or information which would reveal

16

or impa'

'wee or reveal the content of any pub-

17

fished or

apublished information in their possession

18

dries up confidential and other news sources and serves

19

to erode the public concept of the press and other news

20

media as independent of governmental investigative,

21

prosecutorial, or adjudieati e processes

22

rind the

1111(1

inhibits the free flow of news to the public

necessary to keep the public, fully informed;

2

(8) there is an -urgent need to provide effective
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1

measures to halt and prevent this inhibition in order

2

to preserve a fully informed public;

3

(9) the practice of the news media is to monitor

4

and report across State boundaries those events, situa-

5

Lions, or ideas originally reported locally in one State

6

which may be of concern or interest to or affect the wel-

7

fare of residents of another State;

8

(10). the free flow of news to tthe public through

9

the news media, whether or not such news was original-

lU

ly published in more than one State, affects interstate
commerce;

12

(11) this Act is necessary to implement the first

13

and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution of the

14

United States and article 1, section 8 thereof by preserv-

15

ing the free flow of news to the public, the historic

16

function of the freedom of the press.

17
18

EXEMPTION

SEc. 3. No person shall be compelled pursuant to sub-

19 pea or other legal process issued under the authority of the
20

United States or of any State to give any testimony or to

21

produce any document, paper, recording, film, object, or

22

thing that would

:23

(1) reveal or impair any sonrces or source relations, associations, or information received, developed, or

415
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1

maintained by a newsman in the course of gathering,

2

compiling, composing, reviewing, editing, publishing, or

3

disseminating news through any news medium; or

4

(2) reveal the content of any published or [moth-

5

lisped information received, developed, or maintained by

a newsman in the course of gathering, compiling, coin7

posing, reviewing, editing, publishing, or disseminating

8

news through any news medium.

9

PRES U B PEN A STANDARDS AND PROCEDU RES

lU

SEC. 4. (a) No subpena or other legal process to compel

11

the testimony of a newsman or the production of any document, paper, recording, film, object, or thing by a newsman
shall be issued under the authority of the United States or of

14

any State, except upon a. finding that-

15

( 1). there are reasonable grounds to believe that the

16

newsman has information which is (A) not within the

17

exemption set forth in section 3 of this Act, and (B)

18

material to

19

within the jurisdiction of the issuing person or body;

a

particular investigation or controversy

20

(2) there is a factual basis for the investigation or

21

for the claim of the party to the controversy to which

22

the newsman's information relates; and

23

(3) the same or equivalent information is not avail-

24

able to the issuing person or body from any source other

25

than a newsman.
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5

(b) A finding pursuant to subsection (a) of this section
2

shall be made-

3

(1) in the case of a court, grand jury, or any officer

4

empowered to institute or bind over upon criminal

5

charges, by a judge of the court;

6

(2) in the case of a legislative body, conintittcc, or

7

subcommittee, by the cognizant body, connnitt ye, or

8

subcommittee;

9

(3) in the case of an executive department or

10

agency, by the chief officer of the department or agency;

.11

12

and

(4)

.

in the case of an independent commission,

13

board, or agency, by the commission, board, or agency.

14

(c) A finding pursuant to subsection (a) of this section

15

shall be made on the record after hearing. Adequate notice

16

of the hearing and opportunity to be heard shall be given to

17

the newsman.

18

(d) An order of a court issuing or refusing to issue a

19

subpena or other legal process pursuant to subsection (a) of
this section shall be all appealable order and shall be stayed

21

by the court for a reasonable tune to permit appellate re.view.

22

(c) A finding pursuant to subsection (a) of this section

23

made by a body, agency, or other entity described in clause

'24:

(2), (3), or (4) of subsection (b) of this section shall be

25

subject to judicial review, and the issuance of the subpcna
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1

Or other legal process shall be stayed by the issuing body,

2

agency, Or other entity for n reasonable time to permit judicial review.

sPEttAt, trittrr,vrtoNs

4
5

Si.:. 5. (a) A finding under section 4 of this Act

6

shall not in any way affect the right of a newsman to a de

7

noo determination of rights under section 3 of this Art.

8

(b) If any provision of this Act or the application there-

9

of to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remain-

10

der of the Act and the application Of the invalidated provision

11

to other persons not similarly situated or to other eiremn-

12

stances shall not be affected thereby.

13

DEFlStrtoNs

14

SEC. 0. For the purposes of this Act:

15

(1) The term "information" includes fact and opinion

16

and any written, oral, or pictorial means for communication

17

of fact or opinion.

18

(2) The term "news" means any communication of

19

information relating to events, situations, or ideas of public

"0

concern or public interest or Ivhic affect the pal& welfare,

1

(3)

term "newstnan" means any person (except

99

an employee of the Federal (lovernment or of nit

23

or other governmental unit while engaged in disseminating

24

information concerning official governmental radicles or ac-

25

tivities) who is or was at the time of his exposure to the

State
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1110341 the following hill: 1111'101 nos rend twice nod referred to the Com-

mittee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To sidegoord

prolossjotoll Hews media's rt.spottsibi Illy to

gather information. and therefore to :411leginird the public's

right to receive such information. while preserving the integrity of judicial processes.
Be it enacted by lime Senate and House of Representa2

tires of Me United States of Americo in Congress asseinhled,

3

That this Art maY be riled as the "News 3Iedia Source

4

Protection Act".
STATEMENT OF Pol,ICY AND El NDINOS

6

SEc. 2. (a) (I) It is the policy of the United Slates to

7

permit the flow Of information from individuals through the

° media to the public with reasonable freedom from govern-

420
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1

mental intrusion, so that constitutional proteetion of a free

2

flow of news is divested only when a compelling and over-

3

riding interest in the source of stud! infornadion can

4

demonstrated.

lie

5

(2) It is further the policy of the United Stales that

6

the news media not serve as an investigative arm of the

7

Government.

(3) It is at the same time the policy of the United
9

States that its tradition of maintaining the "right of every-

10

man's testimony" in courts of law shall not be casually

11

disturbed. This tradition, which safeguards the integrity of

12

our judicial processes, shall be outweighed by interests in a

13

free flow of news only when legitimate, substantial, and

14

ongoing professional news media operations are at stake. In

15

addition, the balancing of such fundamental interests must

16

be evaluated at a responsible level of judicial competence.

17

guided by complete standards and procedures to insure mil-

ls fortuity of enforcement and permit substantial predictability
19

for those who seek to operate within the law.

20

(b) (1) The Congress finds that to protect. such con-

21

stitutional and common law principles, as well as to prevent

22

the use of news media for investigative purposes, two pro-

23

cednral safeguards are needed, as threshold determinations,

24

prior to any consideration of compulsory disclosure of news

25

media sources. First, it must be demonstrated that there is
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1

iwoladile cause to believe it minw has been committed, and

2

that the testimony sought is directly relevant to a central

3

issue in that criminal allegation, thereby limiting so-called

4

fishing expeditions. Second, it must be demonstrated that no

5

reasonable alternative for obtaining the testimony is avail-

6

able, assuring that emistitutional protection of the free flow

7

of news shall not be divested while reasonable alternatives

8

exist. The native and interests of Federal grand juries,

9

Federal congressional committees, as well as agencies, de-

10

partments, Or colinnissions of the Federal Govermnent do

11

not. within the safeguards of strict judicial processes, make

12

a threshold legal determination of probable cause that a

13

crime has been committed or that testimony is of direct

14

relevance to such a crime. In addition, such bodies can nor-

15

molly fulfill their functions by alternative means less de-

structive of first amendment protections than by compulsory
17

testimony as to news media sources. The Congress therefore

18

finds that absolute testimonial protection as to news sources

19

shall be granted with respect to all Federal bodies, excepting

20

only Federal district courts, Federal circuit courts, and the

21

Supreme Court.

22

(2) The Congress finds that in keeping with stated

23

policies there shall be qualified testhnonial protection, based

24

on the two procedural safeguards, as well as three substantive

)5

safeguards, before all such Federal courts. Such pmlifications
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1

shall be interpreted according to specific standards as to the

2

relevance and weight of the evidence sought, alternative

3

available evidence, the person seeking to involie protection,

4

the sources or material to be protected, and the specific

5

crime at issue. The Congress finds that any order thus coni-

c elling testimony, while an order other than a final judg7

nicht, is nevertheless an interlocutory decision having a final

8

and irreparable effect on the rights of parties, thus necessi-

9

biting that courts of appeals have jurisdiction over immedi-

10

ate appeals from such orders. The Congress further finds that

11

due to the nature of certain defamation proceedings, testi-

12

inonial protection shall be generally divested in such cases,

13

and that to preserve the flow of information as to abuses of

14 power by public officials testimonial protection shall not be
15

divested in such cases.

16

LEGITIMATE Ammumt OF TEE PROFESSIONAL NEWS MEDIA

17

Sw. 3. (a) As used in sections 5 and G of this Act, a

18' legitimate member of the professional news Media shall in19

elude any bona fide "newsman", such as an individual

20

regularly engaged in earning his or her principal income, or

21

regularly engaged as a principal vocation, in gathering, col-

22

lecting, photographing, filming, writing, editing, interpret-

23

ing, announcing, or broadcasting local, national, or worldwide
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1

events or other matters of public concern, or public interest,

2

or affecting the public welfare, for publication or transmission
through a

4
5

BOWS

medium.

(h) Such news

u1 shall include any individual,

partnership, corporation, or other association engaged in the

business of7

( L)

publishing any newspaper that is printed and

8

distributed ordinarily nut less frequently 111:01 once a

9

week. and has done so for at least. one year, or has a paid

10

general circulation and has been entered at a United
States post office as second-class matter, and that con-

12

t11111S news, or articles of opinion (as editorials), or fea-

13

tares, or advertising, or other matter regarded as of cur -

14

rent interest; or

15

(2) publishing any periodical containing Ile\VS, or

10

advertising, or other matter regarded as of current,

17

terest which is published and distributed at regular in-

18

tervals, and has done so for at least one year, or has a

19

paid general circulation and has been entered at a United

20

States post office as second-class matter; or

91

2

(

:1)

collecting and supplying news,

ill -

a "news

agency," for subscribing newspapers, and/or periodicals,
and/or news broadcasting facilities; or
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1

(4) sending out syndicated news copy by wire, as

a. "wire service," to subscribing newspapers, and/or
3

periodicals, and/or news .broadcasting facilities; or

4

(5) gathering and distributing news as a "press as-

5

'viation" to its members as an association of news-

6

papers, and/or periodicals, and/or news broadcasting

7

facilities; or

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

(6) broadcasting as a commercially licensed radio

station; or
(7) broadcasting as a commeivially licensed television station; or

(8) broadcasting as a community antenna
sion service; or

(9) regularly making newsreels or other motion
picture news for paid general public showin4

(c) Any protections granted pursuant to sections 5

17 and 6 of this Act shall extend only to activities conducted

18 by a legitimate member of the professional news media
10 while specifically acting as a bona fide "newsman", such

20

as while acting as a reporter, photographer, journalist;

21 writer, correspondent, commentator, editor, or owner.
22

23

NEWS MEDIA SOURCES

filre. 4. (a) Any protections granted under sections 5

24 and 6 of this Act shall extend only to sources of written,
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oral. or pictorial information or communication, as well Os
2

such of its content that affects sources, whether published
or not published, concerning local, national, or worldwide

4

events, or other matters of public, concern, or public interest,

5

or affecting the public interest, obtained by a person acting

6

in the status of a legitimate member of (lie professional news

7

media.

(b) Source of written, oral, or pictorial information or
9

communication shall include the identity of the author,

JO

means, agency, or person from or through whom infonna-

11

lion or communication was procured, obtained, supplied,

32

furnished, or delivered. Any protection of such sources shall

13

also litehide written, oral, or pictorial information or com-

1.4

munication that could directly or indirectly be used to

15

identify its sources, Or any information or communication

16

withheld from publication pursuant to an agreement or

17

understanding with the source or in reasonable belief that

18

publication would adversely affect. the source. Such infor-

19

motion or communication shall pecifically include written

20

notes, tapes, "outtakes," and news film. Information or coin-

21

munication used for blackmail, or for illegal purposes not

92

related to publication of such information or comtmmica-

23

tion, is specifically not protected under the provisions of

24

this Act.
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A RSOLUT E T ESTI MON I AL PROTECTION

2

SBe. 5. Notwithstanding the provisions of any law to

3

the ckintrary, no legitimate member of the professional news

4

media, as set forth in section 3 of this Act., shall he held in

5

contempt, or adversely prejudiced, before any grand. jury,

6

agency, department, or commission of the United States

7

or by either llonse of or any committee of Congress for re-

8

fusing to disclose information or communication as to news

9

media sources, as set. forth in section 4 of this Act.

10

QUALIFIED TESTIMONIAL PROTECTION

11

SEc. 0. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any law

12

to the contrary,.where it person seeks disclosure of any news

13

media information or colIIIIIIMICatiOn from a person who

14

may be or have been a legitimate member of the professional

15

news media and who refuses to make such disclosure in a

16

proceeding before any Federal court of the United States,

17

such person seeking disclosure may apply to a. United States

18

district court for au order providing such disclosure. Such

19

application shall be nut& to the district court in the district

20

wherein there is then pending the proceeding in which the

21

information or communieatiou is sought. The application

22

shall be granted only if the court, after hearing the parties,

23

determines that the person seeking. the information or coin-

24

munication, by clear and convincing evidence, has satisfied

25

the requirements set forth in section 7 of this Act..
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1

(b) In any applicrtio for the compulsory disclosure

2

.01 eNvs media information or communication, the person or

3

party, body or

4

writing-

officer,

seeking disclosure must s14le iu

5

( I) the name of any specific individual from whom

6

such disclosure is sought, if such individual may have

7

beet' acting as it legitimate member of the professional

S

news media at the time the source disclosed its informa-

9

lion or communication; and
(2) the name of any news medium with which such

11

person may have been connected at the time the source

12

disclosed its information or communication; and

(3) the specific nature of the source, or content.

1.3

14

of infornattion

15

be disclosed; and

or eminnuttication, that is sought to

16

(4) the direct relevance and essential nature of

17

such evidence as to it central issue of the action which

18

is the subject of the court proceeding; and

(5) any information demonstrating that evidence

19.
20

to be gained by compulsory disclosure is not reason -

21

available by alternative means, and that reason-

22

able diligence has been exercised in seeking such evi-

28

deuce otherwise.
(c)

24
25

Arty order entered pursuant to an application

made according to the provisions of this Act shall be appeal-
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1

able as a matter of right under rule 4 of the Federal Rules

2

of Appellate Procedure (1968), and is subject to being

3

stayed. In case of an appeal, the protections available ac-

4

cording to the provisions of this Act, were such application

5

denied, will remain in full force and effect during the pend-

6 ency of such appeal. Section 1292 of title 28, United States
7

Code, is therefore amended by inserting, after subsection

8

(4), the following:

9

" (5) Interlocutory orders in civil or civil or criminal

10

actions granting, modifying, or refusing an application for

11

compulsory disclosure or news media sources, or information

12

or communication affecting news media sources."
STANDARDS FOR QUALIFIED TESTIMONIAL PROTECTION

13

14

SEC. 7. (a) An application for disclosure, as provided

15

for under section 6 of this Act, shall be granted, so long as

16 it
17

is in accordance with any other applicable general or

specific law or rule, when the applicant has established that

18 the person seeking protection of a source is not a legitimate

19 member of the professional news media, as set forth in sec20 tion 3 of this Act.
21

(b) Such application for disclosure shall be granted, so

22

long as it is in accordance with any other applicable general

23 or specific law or rule, when the applicant has established
24

that the information or communication sought is not a news
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1

media, information source, or inform:0.4m or communication

2

affecting a news media source, as set forth in section 4 of

3

this Act. Determination of whether the contents of infor-

4

ination or communication could directly or indirectly be

5

used to identify its source, or whether information or com-

6

munication was withheld from publication. pursuant to an

7

agreement or understanding with the source or in reasonable

8

belief that publication would adversely affect the source shall

9

be made in camera, out of the presence of the applicant, on

10

the basis of the court being informed of some of the under -

11

lying circumstances supporting the person seeking protec.-

12

lion from disclosure, with a presumption in favor of the
person seeking protection from disclosure.

14

(e) Such appliCation for disclosure shall be granted,

15

should the applicant be unable to meet the requirements of

subsection (a) or (b) of this section, only when

(1) the applicant has established by means of
18

independent evidence that the source to be disclosed is

19

of substantial and direct relevance to a central issue of the

20

action, and is essential to a fair determination of the

21

action, which is the subject of the court proceeding; and

22

(2) the applicant is able to demonstrate that the

23,

source is not reasonably available by alternative means,
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1

or would not have been available if reasonable diligence

2

had been exercised in seeking the source otherwise; and

(3) the action which is the subject of the court
4

proceeding is murder, forcible rape, aggravated assault,

5

kidnaping, airline hijacking, or when a breach of na-

6

tional security has been established, involving classified

7

national security documents or details ordered to be kept

secret, such classification or order having been made
9

pursuant to a Federal statute protecting national security

10

matters. In no case, however) shall the application be

11

granted where the crime at issue is corruption or nail-

12

leasance in office, except according to the provisions of

1.3

subsection (d) of this section.

1.4

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (c)

.15

(1), (c) (2), and (e) (3) of this section, an application

16

for disclosure' shall be granted in any case where the de-

17

fendant, in a civil action for defamation, asserts a defense

is

based on the source of his or her information or eommumca-

19

lion.

20

(e) A complete and public disclosure, with knowledge

91.

of the available protections, of the specific identity

22

or content ,of information or communication protected by

93

the provisions in sections 5 and 6 of this Act shall constitute

24

a waiver of rights available as to such identity or such

95

contents according to the provisions of this Act. A person

a. source
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1.

likewise waives the protections of sections .1 and it of this

2

Act, if, without coercion and NN'ill knowledge of the avallolde

3

protections, such person consents to complete and public

4

disclosure of the specific identity of a source or content, of

5

information or communication by another person. The ,,.duce

ti

of a Witness to claiin the protections of this Act with respect

7

to one question shall .not operate as a waiver with respect

S

to any other question in a proceeding. before a Federal

St

court.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
,J.xunr 18,1973
Mr. Iterrigut (for himself, iIr. Coos., Mr. AfcGovEitN, 31r. MANsFilu.o, 3fr.
31rn:ALF, and Alr. louxu) introdueed the following hill; which was read
',wive and reformd to the Committee on the .Judiriaty

A BILL
To amend title 18, United States Code, to provide for n privilege
against disclosure of information lutd the sources of information obtained by persons in the communications media.
.1

2

Be it enacted by the Senate awl House of Representa-

axes of /1w United. Stakes of America in Congress assembled,

Thal part 17 of title 18, United States ,Code, is amended

(1) by striking out the section analysis at the

4
5

beginning thereof and iuserting

in lien

thereof the

following:
"Clap,

General provisions
"503. Witness Mutuality
"505. CommunicatiOns media privilege

Rye.

6001
(1002

3111

433
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"Chapter 50LGENERAL PROVISIONS

1
"See.

"6001. De linil Mits.";

(2) by inserting immediately below section 6001,

2

the following:

3

"Chapter 503.WITNESS IMMUNITY
"See.

generally.
"6003. Court and grand jury pi oevedings.
"6001. Certain administrative proceedings.
"6007i. Congressional proceedings. ";
"6002.

and

5

(3) by adding at t he end thereof the following new

t.

chapter:

7
8

"Chapter 505.COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

I)

PRIVILEGE
"See.

"0111. Privilege from disclosure.

"§ 6111. Privilege from disclosure

it

"(a) Whenever any person who is employed by or

12

otherwise associated with any newspaper, periodical, press

13

association, newspaper syndicate, wire service, or radio

14

or television station, or who is _independently engaged in

15

gathering information intended for publication or broadcast,

16

is ordered to testify or provide other information in a pro-

17

ceding before or ancillary to a court, grand jury, or agency

18

of the United States or by either House of Congress, any

19

committee or subcommittee of either House, or any joint
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1 committee of the two Houses, such person shall not be re-

2 pared to disclose any such information or the sources of

3 any such information coining into his possession in the
4 course of gathering or obtaining news for publication, or to

5 be published, in a newspaper, periodical, magazine, or for

6 broadcast by a radio or television transmission station or
7 network.
8

" (b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply

9 to the sources of any allegedly defamatory information in
10

any ease in which the defendant, in a civil action for def-

amation, asserts a defense based on the source of such
12 information."
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1t3T C"913ION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
JANUARY 31, 1973

Afr. MoNo.ma (for himself, M. litimucK, Mr. ITAammi., Dfr. Ilumciiimr, -Arr.
AlaioymiN, Mr. MANsFmn, Mr.
Mr. Pniixminx, and Mr. Wn.LmAis)

introduced the following bill; wl ich WaS read twice end referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect, the free flow of information coming into the possession

of the media of communication.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

arcs of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be entitled the "Free Flow of Media. In-

4

formation Act".

5
6

SECTION 1. The Congress hereby finds and declares

that-

7

(a) those who gather, write,, or edit information for

8

the public or disseminate information to the public can

9

perforM a vital function which can only be properly

10

exercised in a Ire and unfettered atmosphere. marked by
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1

the absence of direct or indirect governmental restraint

2

or sanction imposed by governmental process;

3

.

(b) such persons must be encouraged to gather,

4

write, edit, or disseminate information vigorously and

5

freely so that the public can be fully informed;

6

(e) such persons,. to properly exercise their free-

7

dom to gather, write, edit, or disseminate such informa-

8

tion must, rely on a wide variety of sources for informa-

9

tion;

10

(d) compelling such persons to disclose a. source

11

of information or disclose unpublished information

32

contrary to the public interest, and inhibits the free flow

13

of information to the public;

is

14

(e) the inhibition of the free flow of information

15

through any medium of communication to the public
adversely IlTects interstate cinincree; and

17

(f) the purpose of this ACt is to implement the

18

urgent need to provide effective. measures to halt aid

19

prevent this inhibition and insure the free flow of news

20

and other information to the public.

21

SEC. 2. Except. as provided in section 4, no person shall

22

be required to disclose in any Federal or State proceeding

23

either

24
25

(a.)

the source of any published or unpublished in-

formation obtained in the gathering, receiving, or proe-
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1

essing of information for any medium of communica-

2

lion to the public, or

3

(b) any unpublished information obtained or pre-

4

pared in the gathering, receiving, or processing of in-

5

formation for any medium of communication to the

6
7

Sic. 3. For the purpose of this Act, the terul

S

"Federal or State proceeding" includes any

9

proceeding,' or investigation before or by any Federal or

10

State judicial, legislative, executive, or administrative
bo dy.

12

(11) "Medium of communication" includes any news-

13

'paper, magazine, or other periodical,. book, news service,

14

wire service, news or feature syndicate, broadcast station or

15

network, or cable television system.

16
17

(c) "Information" includes any written, oral, or pietorial news or other material.

18

(d) "Published information" means any information

19

disseminated to the public by the person from whom diselo-

20

sure is sought.

21

(e) 'Unpublished information" includes information

22

not disseminated to the public by the person from whom

23

disclosure is sought, whether or not related information has

24

been disseminated and includes, but is not limited to, all

25

notes, outtakes, photographs, tapes, or other data of what:

.
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1

ever sort not itself disseminated to the public through a

2

medium of communication, whether or not published in-

3

formation based upon or related to such material has been

4 disseminated.
5

6

7

(f) "Processing" includes compiling, sorting, and editing of information.

(g) "Person" means any individual, and any partner-

8 ship, corporation, association, or other legal entity exist 9

under or authorized by the law of the United States,

10

any State or possession of the United States, the District

11

of Columbia, the Commonwealth. of Puerto .Rico, or any

12 foreign country.

13

SEc. 4. (a) In any Federal proceeding where a person

14

seeks information or the source of information protected by

15

scotion 2, no subpena ad testificatum, subpena duces tecum,

16

or any other compulsory process demanding disclosure of

17

sources of information or information protected by section 2

18

shall be issued unless such person applies to the United States

19

district court for an order divesting such protection. Such

20

application shall be made to the district court in the district

21

wherein the proceeding in which the information sought is

22

pending. Timely notice of such application shall be served by

23

the applicant on the person from whom disclosure is sought.

24

(h) In any State proceeding where a. person seeks in-

25

formation or the source of information protected by scotion 2,
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1

no subpena ad testificatum, subpena duces tecum, or any

2 other compulsory process demanding disclosure of sources

3 of information or information protected by section 2 shall be

4 issued unless such person applies to the State trial court of
5 geneilll jurisdiction for an order divesting such protection.
6 Such application shall be made to the State trial court in the
7 judicial district or division wherein the proceeding in which
8 the information is sought is pending. Timely notice of such
9 application shall be served by the applicant on the person
10

11

12
13

from whom disclosure is sought.

(c) Such application shall allege:

(1.) the name of the person from whom disclosure
is sought,

14

(2) the specific information sought or the identity

15

of the source sought and its direct relevancy to the

16

proceeding,

17

(3) the following conditions:

is

( A) that there is probable cause to believe

19

that the person from whom the information or

20

source of information is sought possesses information

21

or knowledge of the identity of a source of informa-

22

don which is clearly relevant to a specific probable

23

violation of law;

24

(B) that the Federal or State proceeding has

23

clear jurisdiction over the specific probable viola-
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lion regarding which such information or the source
2

of such information is sought;

3

(C) that the information or source of infornia-

4

Cum sought cannot be obtained by alternative means;

5

and

(D) that there exists an imminent danger of
7

foreign aggression, of espionage, or of threat to

8

human life, which cannot he prevented without dis-

9

closure of the information or source of information.

10

(d) The court may 'issue an order- requiring disclosure

1.1.

in whole or in part if, after hearing Ilte parties, it finds 110,

12

the person seeking divestiture of the protection of section_',

13

hy clear and convincing evidence, has demonstrated the
existence. of conditions (c) (3)

(A), (B), (C), and (D).

15

Sc. 5. Any order divesting the protection of section 2

16

shall be subject to appeal. During the pendency of any such

17

appeal, the protection of section 2 shall remain in full force

18

and effect.
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TN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
FE1:1:1!.% RV 2, 1973

roduced the following bill ; which
Mr. Musty', C. Brno (for 'Alp,
wns mad twice and referred to the (,'cannot lee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To provide for a privilege against disclosure of information or the
sources of information obtained by persons in the news media.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tines of the United Slates of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act may be cited as the "Public's Bight To Know

4

Act of 1973".

5

SEC. 2. Congress declares that-

6

(1) professional newsmen must not be inhibited,

7

restrained, or otherwise impeded by governmental proc-

8

ess and ought to be encouraged to gather, write, edit, and

9

disseminate vigorously news and other information in

10

order that the public can fully be informed;
.(2) compelling such persons to disclose a source of
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1.

information or disclose unpublished information is, except

2

under very limited circumstances, contrary to the public

interest and inhibits the free flow of information to the
public;

4
5

(3) there is an urgent need at both the Federal and

ti

State levels of government to provide effective measures

7

to halt and prevent this inhibition; and
(4) it is therefore the purpose of this Act to insure

8

the free flow of news to the public.

9

Six. 3. Part V of title 18, United States Code, is

1.0

11 amended
.

(1) by striking out the section analysis at the

beginning thereof and inserting

in lieu

thereof the

following:

1.4

"chap.

See.

General provisions
":10;;. 'Witness immunity
Communications media privilege

6001
6002
6111

"Chapter 501.GENERAL PROVISIONS

15
"See.

"6001.

16

ions.";

and

(2) by inserting immediately below section 6001,

17

the following:

"Chapter. 503.WITNESS IMMUNITY
"Si

,,000.-2. Immunity generally'.

"003. (701tri and grand jury proceedings.
"(i00-1. Certain administrative proceedings.
"6005. Congressional proceedings.".
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Si:'. 4. Section 6001 of title IS, United Sillies Code,

2

is amended by striking out the word "and" at the end

3

of paragraph (3), by striking not the period iii the end of

4

paragraph

5

and the word "and",. and by adding at

6

the following new paragraph:

(4) and inserting in lien thereof a:sett-timbal
111(5

(.11(1

thereof

7

"(5) 'Professional newsman' means any individual who

S

is employed by or otherwise associated Nith the gathering.

9

recording, photographing, processing, announcing, writing,

10

editing, or analyzing of. news material Or information for

publication or transmission through one Of the following
12

news media
" (A) a .newspaper, containing neWS and articles

.1:3

14

of opinion, that

15

not less frequently than once a week, and los done. so

16

for at least: six months, has a paid eirculationand has

17

been entered at a United States post (41100 as second-

18

class matter;

is

printed and distributed ordinarily

"(T,) a periodical oontaining news, advertising. or
20

other matter regarded as a curyent interest, which lms

21

been published and distributed at regular intervals for

22

at least six months or has a paid general circulation and

23

has been entered at is United States post dice as SeN)11(1-

24

class matter;

95
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" (C) a news agency collecting and supplying news
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for subscribing newspapers, periodicals, or news broad-

2

casting facilities or any combinatien of such news media;

3

" (I)). a wire service sending out syndicated news
copy iv wire to subscribing newspapers;

4
5

" (E) a press association gathering and distributing

6

news to its members as an association of newspapers,

7

periodicals, or news broadcasting facilities, or any coin -

8

.bination of such associations;

" (F) a radio or television station licensed under

9

the Communications Act of 1934;

10
11

"(G) a community antenna television service; or

12

" (II) a motion picture news service regularly mak-

13

ing news reels for paid general public showing."

14

SEG. 5. Part V of title 18, United States Code, is further

15 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
16

chapter:

17

"Chapter 505.COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA

18

PRIVILEGE
"See,

"6111. Privilege from disclosure.
"6112,,Qualifications,
"6113. Exemption.
19

"§6111. Privilege from disclosure

20

"Upon claithing the privilege provided in this section no

21

professional newsman shall be required to disclose in a pro-

22

ceeding before or ancillary to a court, grand jury, or agency

23

of the United States, or of any State or any political sub-
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division thereof, or by either House of Congress, any eoin-

2

mittee or subcommittee of either House, or any joint

3

committee of the two Houses, or any legislature of any State

4

or any committee thereof, or any legislative body of a polit-

5

ical subdivision of a Slate or committee thereof, either-

6

" (1) the source of any information obtained in the

7

gathering, receiving, or processing of information col-

8

looted in the course of his employment or association; or

9

"(2) any unpublished information including but

10

not limited to all notes, outtakes, phOtographs, and

11

tapes obtained or prepared in gathering, receiving, or

12

processing of information collected in the course of his

13

employment or association.

14

"§ 6112. Qualifications

15

"Any person seeking information or the source thereof

16

protected under this Act may apply to the United States

17

district court or the highest trial court of a State for an
order requiring the disclosure of that information or source.

19

Such application shall be made to the court in the district

20

-wherein the proceeding in which the information is sought

21

is pending. The application shall be granted only after a

22

bearing and upon a determination by the court that-

23
24
25

" (1) the person seeking the information has shown
by a preponderance of the evidence that-

" (A) such person has demonstrated that the
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information sought cannot be obtained by any alter-

2

native means; and

3

" (B) such person has demonstrated a compel-

4

ling and overriding public interest in the inform-

5

doh; or

" (2) such person has shown by a preponderance
7

of the evidence that the information sought involves

8

a matter of national security.

9

"§ 6113. Exemption

10

"The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to the

11

sources of any allegedly defamatory information in any

12

case in which the defendant, in a civil action for defamation,

13

asserts a defense based on the source of such information."

14

SEC. 6. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect

15

any State law or local*ordinance providing for greater pro -

16

teetion of professional newsmen.
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laT SESSION'

IN 'Ti E SENATE OF THE ITN ITED STATES
FEititt,Aity
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A BILL
News Source Prot vetion Act.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That tins ALL may be cited as the "News Source Protection

4 Act of 1973'.' .
5

SEC. 2. No newsman shall he ,compelled pursuant to

6 subpena or other legal process issued under the authority of
7

the United States or of any State or territory to 'give any

8

testimony or to produce any document, paper, recording,

9

film, object, or thing that would reveal or impair confidential

10 associations, relations, sources, or confidential information
1.1

received, developed, or maintained by hiin or by any other

12 newsman in the course of gathering, compiling, composing,
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1

reviewing, editing, publishing, or disseminating news through

2

any news medium.

3

S. 3. No subpena, or other legal process to compel

4

the testimony of a newsman or the production of any thwu-.

5

meat; paper, recording:, film, 'object, or thing by a newsman

(i

au111 be issued under the authority of die United States or of

7

any State or territory except aS expressly authorized by seelions 4 and 5 of this Act.

9

Sic. 4. (a) A court of record may issue a subpena or

10

other legal process to compel the testimony of a. newsman

11

or the production of any document, paper, recording, film,

12

object, or thing by a. IleWSIllall at the actual trial of a civil

13

or criminal cause before the court.

14

(b) No subpena or legal process authorized by subseeiion (a) of this section shall be issued except by order of

19

the court upon a finding either -

17

(i) that the testimony or production sought to, be

18

compelled relates exclusively to matters unconnected

19

with tho newsman's gathering, compiling, conTosing,
reviewing, editing, publishing, or disseminating of news
through any news medium; or

22

(ii) that
(A) there are ,reasonable grounds to believe

24

that the newsman has information which is (1) not

.
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3
1

privileged under section 2 of this Act, and (2)

2

material tc the controversy before the court.; and

3

(B) there is a factual basis for the claim of the

4

party to the controversy to which the newsman's

5

information relates; and

(CI) the same or equivalent information is not
7

available to the court from any source other than a

8

newsman.

9

c,) The findings defined by snbseetion (b) of this sec-

10

lion shall be made on the record after hearing. Adequate

11

notice of the hearing and opportunity to be heard shall be

12

given to the newsman.

13

(d) An order of the court issuing or refusing to issue

14

a. subpena. or other legal process shall lie an appealable order,

15

and shall be 'stayed by 'the court for a. reasonable time to

1(3

permit appellate review.

17

SEC. 5. (a) Other than as authorized by section 4 of

18

this Act, a. suhpena or other legal process to compel the

19

testimony of a newsman or the production of any document,

20

paper, recording, film, object, or thing by a newsman may

2.1

he issued only upon a finding that the testimony or pro-

22

ducfion sought to he compelled relates exclusively to matters

23

unconnected with the newsman's gathering, compiling, corn-

24

posing, reviewing, editing, publishing, or disseminating of

25

news through any news media.
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4

(h) The finding defined by subsection (a) of Ibis sec2

tion shall be made-

3

(i)

in the case of a court;, a grand jury, or any

4

officer empowered to institute or. bind over upon criminal

5

charges, by a. judge of the court;
(ii) in the case of a legislative body, committee or

0

subcommittee, by tbe cognizant body, committee,

7

mr

subcommittee;
(iii)

9

in the case of an executive department or

agency, by the chief officer of the department or agency;

10

and
(iv) in the case of an independent commission,

12
13

.

board or agency, by the commission, board, or agency.

14

(c) The finding shall be made on the record after hear-

1.5

ing. Adequate notice of the hearing and opportunity to be

.1(-

heard Anne given to the newsman.

17

((I) The finding shall be subject to judicial review, and

18

the issuance of the subpena or other legal process shall be

19

stayed by the issuing agency for a reasonable time to permit

20

judicial review.

2.1

SEC. 6. (a) Nothing in this Act shall alter the substan-

22

Live rights or liabilities of any person under the law of def-

93

amatiori.

24

(14 If any proVision of this Act or the applicatiOn there-

25

of to any-person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder
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1

of the Act and the application of the provision to other per-

2

sons not similarly situated or to other circumstances shall not

3

be affected thereby.

4
5

Sr.e. 7. The following terms are defined fur purposes of

this Act:

9

(a) "Newsman" means any person who is or was at

7

the time of his exposure to the information sought by subpena

S

or legal process engaged in a course of activity whose primary

9

purpose was the gathering, compiling, composing, reviewing,

1.0

editing, publishing, or disseminating of news through any

1.1

IleWS medium.

12

(b) "News medium" means any newspaper, magazine,
radio or television broadcast, or other medium of communion-

.14 Lion by which information is disseminated on a regular or

15 periodic basis to the general public.

(e) "News" means any communication of information
17

or opinion relating to events, situations, or ideas of public

18

concern or Othlic interest or which affect the public welfare,
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Mr. Envis (for himself, Air. JACKSON, and Air. PEAnsos) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary

A BILL
To protect the people's right.to know by regulating the testimony
of newsmen:
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

SECTION 1, Within the purview of this statute, a news-

4 man is any person who is regularly engaged in the occnpacollecting information or making pictures for

5

tion

6

dissemination to the public by means of a newspaper, a mpg-

of

azine, or a radio or television broadcast.

SEC. 2. No newsman shall be compelled to testify as a.
9

Witness in any criminal action, criminal proceeding, or prim-

inal investigation before a court of the United States or a.
grand jury acting under its authority concerning any inform-
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1

lion collected by hint 411' any picture or negative made by

2

him itt the exercise of his occupation, unless it affirmatively

9

appears that he has thereby acquired actual personal knowl-

4

elge which tends to prove or disprove the collunissiOn of

5

the crime charged er being investigated. As used in the pre-

ceding sentence, the term "actual personal knowledge" in7

t
van,es,
but is not limited to, a voluntary admission or eon-

8

cession of guilt made to the newsman by any person in re-

9

spect to the crittie alleged or behtg investigated.

U)

SEC. 3. Whenever he is sulyenaed to testify as a witness

in any criminal action, criminal proceeding, or criminal in12

vestigation before a court of the United Stoles or a grand

.13

jury acting under its authority, a

14

obeditince to the.subpena and invoke the provisions of section

15

2 of this statute by interpoFing an oral objection' to testify-

16

lug at the time he is actually called upon to testify. Instead

17

of doing so, however, the newsman may forthwith move

18

before the judge of the court to quash the subpenaand the

19

judge shall thereupon hear the motion in camera, and enter

20

an order quashing the subpena unless the party seeking the

21

testimony of the newsman affirmatively shows that the news-

22

'man is eoinpellable to testify under time provision of section

23

2 of this statute.

<,1

25

IICWS11-1711t linty appear in

SEC. 4, Within the purC-iew of this statute, the term
"documentary evidence" means any nlelnllralldtlttl,

Mote,

454

picture, negative, recording, Inpe. or other record. grade by
9

\\'111;111 in the exercise of his occupation.

SE0. 5. Neither a newsman .or any other person hay4

ing the custody or control of the same, shall be compelled by

5

a subpena duces teemn or order to produce in any criminal

(i

action, criminal proceeding. or criminal invesligation.before

7

any court of the United States or :My grand jury acting un-

8
9

1

it,s.s authority

any documentary evidence, unless such doe-

untentary evidence tends to corroborate or .contradict testi-

mony actually given by (he newsman pursuant, io the pro11

vision of section 2 of this statute.

Sic. G. Whenever lie is ordered by sulmena duces lemur

or order to produce any documentary. evidence in any aim14

final action, criminal proceeding, or criminal investigation be-

15

fore any court of the United Slates or any grand jury acting

16

under its authority, a newsman or any other person having

1.7

custody or control of such documentary evidence may appear

18

at the time designated in the suhpena or. order,- and invoke

19

the provisions of section 5 of this statute by orally mbjecting

20

to the production of such documentary evidence. Instead of

21

so doing, however, thenews1111111 or the oilier person having

22

the custody or control of the documentary evidence may

93

'move to quash the suhpena ducestecum or nullify the order

24

before a judge of the court; and the judge shall thereupon

)5 proceed to hear such motion in camera and enter an order
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.

4
()wishing

sillipenn duces locum (1)* minifying ow "(1,,r,

9

unless the party seeking the production of lie doclunentary

3

evidetice taiirmatively shows that the documentary evidence

is relevant to either of the purposes specified in section 5 of
f.)

6

7

this statute.
SEC. 7. This statute shall become effective upon Far,-

fication.
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rend twice and referred to the Committee on the .1mlician

A BILL
To protect the freedom of speech and of the press and to secure
the. flow of information in interstate and foreign commerce
by protecting the newsman against the compulsory disclosure
of confidential sources of information and the compulsory
production .of nnpublished information.
I.

Be it enacted by the Senate and house of Representa-

2

tines of the United States of Americ. a in Congress assembled,

:3

4

SECTION 1. This Act, may be cited as the "Newsman's
Privilege Act. of 1.973"..

5'

SEc. 2. The .Congress hereby finds and declares that

6

compelling ne.wsinen to disclose their confidential sources of

7

information impairs the willingnes's of persons having infermotion the people need to know, to communicate the same to
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:1.

ne.wsmen, and deters many of them from so doing; that

2

jailing or otherwise punishing newsmen who refuse to dis-

3

close their confidential sources Of information or to produce

4

unpublished information tends to intimidate them in the

5

exercise of their occupation and deters many of them froni

collecting and disseminating to the public. information the
7

people need to know; that for these reasons the right of the

S

people to know what is occurring in our bind or elsewhere

9

is seriously impaired; and that this Act is necessary to protect the freedom of speech and of the press and to secure the

11

full flow of information in interstate and foreign commerce.

12

SEO. 3. As used in this Act-

12

(a) "Newsman" means an individual who is.regularly

1.4

engaged in the occupation of collecting information or mak-

15

ing pictures for dissemination to the public by ally means of

11;

communication.

17

(b) "Person" means an individual, partnership, ftSSO-

18

elation, corporation, business trust, legal representative, or

19 Any .organized group of persons.
20

(c) "State" means any State of the United States or the

21 Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. or. the District of Cohimbia,
22

or any territory or possession of the United States.

23

((I) "Legislative body" means the Congress or the legis-

24

lature of a State or any committee or subcommittee acting
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1.

muter the authority of the Congress or the legislature of a

2

Stale.
(e) "Unpublished information" means any memoran-

4

dont, note, manuscript, transcript, picture, negative, record-.

5

lug, tape, or other record .whatsoeverwhich ,was made or ob-

c;

tained by a newsman while engaged in his occupation and

7

which has not been diSSCIllinlitCd to the public by

S

of communication.

means

9

SM.,. 4. A newsman shall not he compelled to disclOse

1.0

to a court, a grand jury, a legislative body, or other investi-

11

gatory or adjudicative agency of government, which acts

under the authority of the United States or any State, the
13

identity. of any person who supplies information to him

14

while he is engaged in his occupation if he expressly or irn-

15.

pliedly gives the person supplying the information

li

Con-

temporaneous assurance that the source of the information
17

will not be disclosed by Itho. Nothing contained in the preceding sentence or any subsequent provision of this Act shall

19

be construed to excuse a newsmall from testifying to the

20

identity of any person who commits a crime in his presence.
SEe. 5. A newsman may invoke the provisions of section

92

4 of this A..;t; in either or both of the following ways:

ewsan appears before
(a) When a newsman

a.

court, grand

-2.: jury, legislative body, or ither investigatory or adjudicative
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4
1

2

.

agency of government as a witness in obedience to a subpena,
as

party to a civil or criminal twtion, or otherwise, lie

a.

way invoke the provisions of section 4 of this Act by au oral.
4

or written objection, and the court, the grand jury, the legis-

5

lative body, or the investigatory or adjudicative agency shall

G

thereupon enter such order or take such action as ma.), be

7

necessary or appropriate to insure that the newsman shall

S

not lie compelled to disclose the source of information. re-

9

ccived by blur contrary to the provisions of section 4 of this

Act. If the grand jury overrules his objection, the newsman
11.

must; be accorded a review of its ruling by the judge presid-

12

lug in the court in which the grind jury sits before he testi-

1.3

lies further before the grand jury.

1.4

(b.) When a. newsman is served vith a subpena or

15

other order to testify as a. witness before a court, grand jury,

.16
17

legislative body,

or other investigatory or adjudicative

.ageney of government prior to the time designated for his

is appearance, he may invoke the provisions of section 4 of this
19

Act by moving that the court in which lie is ordered to ap-

*)0

pear or in which the grand jury sits, or the legislative body,

21

or theinVestigatory or ;Adjudicative agency (plash the snb-

22

twilit or order or limit, the testimony lie, is required to give

-o mukr it, and the court, legislative body, or investigatory or
0,1

adjudicative agency shall thereupon. hear and determine the
25

motion in camera and enter such order to take such action as

93-474 0 - 73 - 30
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may lw necessary or appropriate to insure that the newsman
shall not be compelled to disclose the source of information re3

ceived by him contrary to section 4 of this Act.

4

SF :c.

6.

Neither a newsman nor any other person

5

having custody or control of the same shall be compelled to

6

produce before a court, grand. jury, legislative bo.ly, or other

7,

investigatory or adjudicative agency of goVernment, which

acts under the authority of the United States or any State,
anything which constitutes unpublished information within
10

the purview of the definition set forth in section 2 (e) of this

11

Act.

12

13

SEe. 7. The provisions of section 6 of this Act may be
invoked in either or both of the following ways:

14

(a) When a. newsman or any other person having ens-

15

Cody or control of unpublished information is ordered to pro-

16

duce the same before a. court, grand jury,- legislative body,

17

or other Investigatory or adjudicative agency of government,'

is

he may invoke the. prOvisions of section 6.of this Act by an

19

oral Or written objection, and the court, grand jnry, legisla

20

tive body; or other investigatory or adjudicative agency shall

21 thereupon enter such order or take such action as may be

necessary or appropriate to insure that the newsman or other
23

person is not compelled to produce the unpublished inform-

24

tion contrary to the provisions of section 6 of this Act. If the

25

grand jury overrules his objection, the newsman or other
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6
1.

person must he nrcorded a review of its ruling by the judge

2

presiding in the court in which the grand jury sits before

any production on his part can be required by the grand
4

jury.

5

(b) When a newsman or any other person having ctts-

6

tody or control of unpublished information is served with a

7

su)pena duces teenn or other order counnanding him to produce

e such information before 0. court, grand jury, legislative body,
9

or other investigatory or adjudicative ageney of govern-

10

meat prior to the time designated for its production, he play

11

invol,e the provisions of section (34 this Aut by moving that

12

the court. More which the information is ordered to be

'13 produced or in which

grand jury sits, or the legislative

14

body, or the investigatory or adjudicative: agency quash.the

15

subpena duces tectun or order, noel. the court, legislative

16

body, or investigatory or adjudicative agency shall there-

17

upon hear and determine the motion in camera and enter

18

such order or take such action as may be necessary or ap-

19

propriato t.:) insure daft the leWS111:111 or other person having

20

custody or control of the same shall not be compelled to

21

produce unpublished information contrary to the provisions.

22

of section 6 of this Act.

23

8E12. 8. Any person invoking the provisions of sect

24

or section 6 of this Act shall hayc the right to the assistance

25

of counsel of his own choosing.

4
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.ft

SE(.. 'J. Nothing in this .\ (.1 shill Itt . construct' to impair
2

or previopl hit coacIliivill or appro.:idol( or ;my SI;(1(.
sc(.11fl's

Iii

hy this

1111.' minimum priilt.ges

:ot.
W. If tiny provision of this Art or titt applivtition
,t) ;my persult (0. circumstance

t;

ti

7

ntainder of the .\l

t

111(I

held

the ii'-

tint applicntion of the provision to

other persons Ho( similarly skit:lied or (0 other eircIIIIIF.I:toceS
h

shaii not he ;divvied thereby.
sEt..

I I.

Tkis ,Act shall take curve.' upett its vilact Input
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SUFREN'IE COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
SYLLABUS

BI:ANZ111111(1 v. 'HAYES EY

l'oni,;;.;

Certiorari to the Court of APPea Is Of 1:entiieky.
No. 70-S5 Argued Felwun IT 23, 1972--Decided .1 IMO 20, 1972*

The First Amendment does not relieve a newspaper reporter of the obligation
that. all citizens. have to respond to It grand jury subpoena and answer opieslions
relevant. to a criminal, invest igqion, and Ilitiufoip the Amendment does not afford
him a constitutional testimonial privilege for 1111 ngreenient he makes to conceal
facts relevant: to 1 grand jiir3V.I. investigation of a crime or to colleen I the criminal
conduct of his source or evidence thereof. III. 13-13. No. 70-85, 461 S.W. 21 345
atilt No. 70-114,
10S1 ,

reversed.

200 N.E. 2(1 21)7, affirmed ; No. 70-57, 434 10. 2d
.

\Vhite1., wrote the opinion of the Court. in which Burger, C. J., and Blackmun, lowull, and Itelinquist, J. :I., -joined. Powell, J., Med a concurring opinion.
P.ioughis, J., tiled a dissenting opinion. SI:ovoid, J., filed a dissent ing opinion, in
which 13rennan and Ntarshall, Jj., ;joined.

*Together with No. 70-94, In re Pappas, on certiorari to the Supreme Judicial Court of
Massaehusetts, and No. 70-57, United. States v. Caldwell, on certiorari to the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
(Nor. 70-85, 70-94, and 70-57j
70-85
PAUL M. BRANRBURG V. JOHN P. HAYES, JUDGE, ETC., ET AL.

70-94
On Writ of Certiorari to the Court of Appeals of Kentucky
IN THE MATTER' OS' PAUL PAPPAS, PETITIONER

On Writ of Certiorari to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts
70-57
UNITED STATES, PETITIONER, V. EARL CALDWELL

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
[June 29, 1972]
Opinion of the Court by MR. JUSTICE WRITE, announced by THE CHIEF JUSTICE.

The 'issue in these cases is whether requiring newsmen to appear and testify
before State or federal grand 'uries abridges the freedom of speech and press
guaranteed by the First Amendment. We hold that it does not.

I
The writ of certiorari in

No., 70-85,

Branzburg v. Hcmes and Branzburg v.
Minis, brings before us two judgments of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, both
involving petitioner Branzburg, a staff reporter for the Courier-Journal, a daily
newspaper pubiished in Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky.
On November 15, 1969, the Courier-Journal carried a story under petitioner's
by-line describing in detail his observations of two young residents of Jefferson
County synthesizing hashish from marihuana, an activity which, they asserted,
earned them about ;45,000 in three weeks. The article included a photograph of a

pair of hands working above a laboratory table on which was a substance
identified by the caption as hashish. The article stated that petitioner had

promised not to reveal the identity of the two hashish makers.' Petitioner was.
shortly subpoenaed by the Jefferson County grand jury ; he appeared, but refused
to identify the individuals he had seen possessing marihuana or the persons he

had seen making hashish from marihuana' A state trial court judges ordered
petitioner to answer these questions and rejected his contention that the Kentucky reporters' privilege statute, Ky. Rev. Stat. 421,100; the First Amendment
of the United States Constitutibn of H 1, 2, add 8 of the Kentucky Constitution
authorized his refusal to answer. Petitioner then sought prohibilon and manThe article contained the following _parnraph : "'I don't know why I'm letting
do
this story' (one Informant] saidquietly. 'To make the flares (narcotics detectives)you
mad,
I guess. That's the main reason.' However, Larry and his partner asked for and received a
promise that their names would be changed." R.. at 3-4.
The Foreman of the grand jury reported that petitioner Branzburg had refused to answer the following two questions : "'#1.
#1.On November 12, or 18, 1069, who was the person
or persons you observed- in possession of Marijuana, about which ,you wrote an article in
the Courier-dournal on November 16, 19691 #2. On November 12, or 18, 1969, who was the-- person or persons you observed compounding Marijuana, producing same to a compound
known C7, HasMst. H., ate.
Zue J. Miles Pound. The present respondent in this case, Hon. iohn P. Hayes, is the
success. r of Judo Pound.
6 Ky. Rev, Stat. 421.1.00 provides:
"No person shall be compelled to disclose in any legal proceeding or trial before any court,
or before any grand or petit jury, or before the presiding Mileer of any tribunal. or his agent
or agents, or before the General Assembly, or any committee thereof. or before any city or
county legislative body, or say committee thereof, or elsewhere, the source of any Information.
used or obtained by Idyll, and published in a newspaper or by a radio or television
b
casting station by which he is engaged or employed, or with which he is connected."
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damus in the Kentucky Court of Appeals on the same grounds, but the Court of
Appeals denied the petition. Branzburg v. Pound, 461 S, W. 2d 345 (1970), modified on denial of rehearing, id., (1971). It held that petitioner had abandoned his
First Amendment argument in a supplemental memorandum he had Bled and
tacitly rejected his arguthent based on the Kentucky Constitution. It also construed Ky. Rev. Stat. 421.100 as affording a newsman the privilege of refusing
to divulge the identity of an informant who supplied him with information but
held that the statute did not permit a reporter to refuse to testify about events

he had observed personally, including the identities of those persons he had
observed.

The second ease involving petitioner TIranzburg arose out of his later story
published on January 10, 1971, which described in detail the use of drugs in
Frankfort, Franklin County. Kentucky. The article reported that in order to provide a comprehensive survey of the "drug scene" in Frankfort, petitioner had
"spent two weeks interviewing sevc..:;.1 dozen drug users in the capital city" and

had seen some of them smoking marihuana. A number of conversations with
and observations of several unnamed drug users were recounted. Subpoenaed to
appear before a Franklin County grand jury "to testify in the matter of violation
of statutes concerning use and sale of drugs," petitioner Branzbtfrg moved to
quash the summons; the motion was denied although an order was issued protecting Brazburg from revealing "confidential associations, sources of information" but requiring that he "answer any questions which concern or pertain to
any criminal act, the commission of which was actually observed by Ihim]."
Prior to, the time he was slated to appear before the grand jury, petitioner sought
mandamus
prohibition from the Kentucky Court of Appeals, arguing that if
he were for :.!cl to go before the grand jury or to answer questions regarding the
identity of hiformants or disclose information given to him in confidence, his effectiveness as a reporter would be greatly damaged, The Court of Appeals once.
again denied the requeSted writs, reaffirming its construction of Ky. Rev. Stat.
421.100. and rejecting petitioner's claim of a First Amendment privilege, It distinguished Go/dtreU v. United States, 434 F. 2d 1081 (CA9 1970), and it also
announced its "misgivings" about that decision, asserting that it represented "a
drastic departure from the generally recognized rule that the sources ofinformation of a newspaper reporter are not privileged under, the First AmendMent."
It characterized petitioner's fear that his ability to obtain -news would be destroyed as "so tenuous that it does not, in the opinion of this court, present an
abridgement of freedom of the press within the meaning of that term as used in
the Constitution of the United StateS."

Petitioner sought a writ GZ certiorari to review. both judgments of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, and we granted the writ.° 402 U.S. 942 (1871).
5 Petitioner's Motion to Quash argued :

"If Mr. Branzburg were required to disclose these confidences to the Grand Jury, or any
other person, he would 'thereby destroy the relationship of trust which he presently enjoys
with those in the drug culture. They would refuse to speak to him' they would become even
more reluctant than they are now to speak to any newsman ; and the news media would
thereby be vitally hampered in their ability to cover the views and activities of those involved in the drug culture. The inevitable effect of the subpoena issued to Mr. Branzburg.
if it not be quashed by this Court, will be to suppress vital First Amendment freedoms of
Mr. Branzburg, of the Courier-Journal, of the news media, and of those involved in the
drug culture by driving a wedge of diqtrust and silence between the news media and the
drug culture. This Court should not sanction a use of its process entailing so drastic an
incursion upon First Amendment freedoms in the -absence of compelling Commonwealth
interest in requiring Mr. Branzburg's appearance before the Grand Jury, It is insufficient
merely to protect Mr. Branzburg's right to silence after he appears before the Grand Jury.
This Court should totally excuse Mr. Branzburg from responding to the subpoena and even
entering the Grand Jury room. Once Mr, Branzburg is required to go behind the closed doors
of the Grand Jury room, his effectiveness` as a reporter in these areas is totally destroyed.
The secrecy that surrounds Grand Jury testimony necessarily introduces uncertainties in
the minds of those who fear a betrayal of their confidences." R.. at 43-44.
a After the Kentucky Court of Appeals' decision in Brow:burg v. Maga was announced.
Petitioner filed a rehearing motion in Branzburg v. Pound suggesting that the Court had
not passed upon his First Amendment argument and calling to the Co»rt's attention the
recent Ninth Circuit decision in Cialdwel/ v. United Staten. On Jan. 22, 1971, the Court
denied petitioner's motion and filed an amended opinion in the case, adding a footnote, 461
S.W. 2d, at 346 n. 1, to indicate that petitioner had abandoned his First Amendment argument and elected to rely wholly on Ky. Rev. Stat. 421.100 when he filed a Supplemental
Memorandum before oral argument. In his Petition for Prohibition and Mandamus. petitioner had clearIA relied on the First Amendment, and he had filed his Supplemental Memorandum in response to the State's Memorandum in Opposition to the granting of the writs.
As its title indicates, this Memorandum was complementary to petitioner's earlier Petition,
and it dealt primarily with the State's construction of the phrase "source of information"
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In the Matter Paul Pappas, No. 70-94, originated when petitioner Pappas, a
television newsman-photographer .working out of the Providence, Rhode Island,
office of a New Bedford, MassachusetIs, television station, was called to New
Bedford on July 30,1970, to report on civil disor6. there which involved tires
and other turmoil. He intended to cover a BlackBanther news conference at that
group's headquarters in a boarded-up store. Petitioner found the streets around
the store barricaded, but he ultimately gained entrance to the area and recorded
and photographed a prepared statement read by one of the Black Panther leaden
at about 3:00 Am.' He then-asked for and received permission to re-enter the area.
Returning at about 9 :00 p.m. that evening, he was allowed to enter and remain
inside Panther headquarters:As a cc,Nlition of entry, Pappas agreed not to disclose anything he saw or heard inside the store except au anticipated police raid
which Pappas, "on his own," was free to photograph and report as he wished.
Pappas stayed inside the headquarters for about three hours, but there was no
police raid, and petitioner wrote no story and did not otherwise reveal what had
transpired in the store while he was there. Two months later, petitioner was summoned before the Bristol County Grand Jury and appeared, answered questions
as to his name, .address, employment, and what he had seen and heard outside
Panther headquarters, but refused to answer any questions about what had taken
place inside headquarters while he was there, claiming that the First Amendment
afforded him a privilege to protect confidential informants and their information.
A second summons was then served upon him, again directing him to.appear,before the Grand Jury and "to give such evidence as he knows relating to any matters %%diieli may be inquirel of on behalf of the commonwealth before :.. the Grand
Jury." His Motion to quash on First Amendment and other grounds was denied by

the trial judge .who, noting the -absence of a statutory newsman's privilege in
Massachusetts, ruled that petitioner had no constitutional privilege to refuse to
divulge to the Grand Jury what he had seen and heard, inelliding the identity of
Persons he had observed. The case was reported for decision to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts.' The record there (lid not include a transcript of the
hearing on the motion to quash nor did it reveal the specific questions petitioner

had refused to answer, the expected nature of his testimony, the nature of the
grand jury investigation, or the likelihood of the grand jury securing the information it sought from petitioner by other means.' The Supreme Judicial Court, however, took "judicial notice that in July, 1970, there were serious civil disorders in
New Bedford, which involved street barricades, exclusion of the public from certain streets, flies, and similar turmoil. We were told at the arguments that there
was gunfire in certain streets. We assume that the grand jury investigation was
an appropriate effort to discover and indict those responsible for criminal acts."

Mass. , 2(;G N.E.' 2d, at 299..The Court then reaffirmed prior Massachusetts
holdings that testimonial privileges were "exceptional" and "limited," stating
in Ky. Rev. Stat. 421.100, The passage which the Kentucky Court of Appeals cited to indicate abandonment of petitioner's First Amendment claim is as follows :
'Thus, the controversy continues as to whether a newsman's source of information should
be privileged. However, that question is not before the Court in this case. The Legislature
of Kentucky has settled the issue, having decided that a newsman's source of information
is to be privileged. Because of this there is no point in citing Professor Wigmore and other
authorities who speak against the grant of such a privilege. The question has bed..., many
times debated, and the Legislature has spoken. The only question before the Court is the
construction of the term 'source of information' as it was Intended by the Legislature."
Though ,the passage Itself is somewhat unclear, the surrounding discussion indicates that
petitioner was asserting here thht the question of whether a common law privilege should
be recognized was irrelevant since the legislature had already enacted a statute. In his
earlier discussion, petitioner had analyzed certain cases in which the First Amendment
argument was made but indicated that it was not necessary to reach this question if the
statutory phrase "source of information" were interpreted expansively. We do not interpret
this discussion as indicating that petitioner was abandoning his First Amendment claim
if the Court of Appeals did not agree with his statutory interpretation argument, and we
hold that the constitutional question iin Branzburg_v. Pound was properly preserved for
review.
7 Petitioner's news films of this event were made available to the Bristol County District
Attorney. R., at 4.
8 The case was reported by the superior court directly to the St,preme Judicial "Court for
an interlocutory ruling under Mass. Gen. Law, c. 287, § 30A and Mass. Gen. Law, c. 231,
§ 111. The Supreme Judicial Court's decision appears at - Mass. -, 266 N.B. 2d 297
(1971).
9"We do not have before us the text of any specific questions which Pappas has refused
to answer before the grand jury, or any petition to hold him for contempt for his refusal,
We have only general statements concerning (a) the inquiries of the grand jury, and (b)
the materiality of the testimony sought from Pappas. The record does not show the expected
nature of his testimony or what likelihood there is of being able to obtain that testimony
from persons other than news gatherers."
Masr.
226 N.D. 2d, at 299 (footnote
omitted).
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that "[11110 principle that the public 'has a right to every man's evidence' '' hod
usually been preferred, in the Commonwealth, to countervailing interests. Ibid.
The Court rejected the holding of the Ninth Circuit in Caldwell v. United State8.
8-pra, and "adhere[d] to the v;ew that there exists no-constitutional newsman's
pfivilege, either qualified or absolute, to refuse to appear and testify before a
court or grand jury."
Mass. , 206 N.E. 2d, at 302-303. Any adverse effect
upon the free dissemination of news by virtue of petitioner's being called to testify
was deemed to be only "indirect, theoretical, and uncertain."
Mast. , 200
N.E. 2d, at 302. The court concluded that "The obligation of newsmen ... is that
every citizen, ...-to appear when summoned, with relevant .Written or other
n..tterial when required, and to answer relevant and reasonal inquiries."
Mass. ,'200 N.E. 2d, at 303. The court nevertheless noted that Lrand juries were

subject to supervision by the presiding judge, who hail the duty "to pr' 'eat

oppressive, unnecessary, irrelevant, and other improper inquiry and investigation," to insure that a witness' Fifth Amendment rights were not infringed, and to
assess the propriety, necessity, and pertinence of the probable testimony to the
investigation in progress.'' Ibid. The burden was deemed to be on the witness to
establish tbu impropriety of the summons or the questions asked. The denial of
the v.otion to quash was affirmed and we granted a writ of certiorari to petitioner
i'appas. 402 U.S. 942 (1071 ).
United Stales v. Caldwell, No. 70-57, arose from subpoena's issued by a federal

grand jury in the Nbrthern. District of California to respondent Earl Caldwell.
a reporter for the New York Times assigned to cover the Black Panther Party
and other black militant groups. A subpoena ducc.s tee,on WaS served On respondent on February 2, 1970, ordering him to appear before.the grand jury to testify

and to bring with him notes and taPe recordings of interviews given him for
publication by officers and spokesmen of the 131a ek Panther Party concerning
the aims, purposes, and activities of that organization." Respondent. objected to
the scope of this subpoena, and an agreement, between his counsel and the government attorneys resulted in a continuance: A second subpoena was served on

March 10, which omitted the documentary requirement and simply ordered Caldwell "to appear . . to testify before the Grand :Jury." 'Respondent and Ills employer. the New York, Times," moved to quash On the ground that the unlimited
.

breadth of the subpoenas and the fact that Caldwell would have to .appear in
secret before the grand jury would destroy his working relationship with the
Black Panther Party and "suppress vital First Amendment freedoms , . by
driving a wedge of distrust and silence between the news media and the militants." R., at 7. Respondent, .argued that "so drastic an incursion upon llyst
Amendment freedoms" should not be permitted "ill the absence of a compelling
governmental interestnot shown herein requiring Mr. Caldwell's appearance
.

before the grand jury." Ibid. The motion wits supported by ant iena Curiae meinoranda from other publishing concerns aml by affidavits ,from newsmen asserting
the unfavorable impact on news sources of requiring reporters to appear before

grand juries. The Government filed .three memoamlo in opposition to the motion to qtmsh, each supported by affidavits. These document:: stated that Mr,
grand jury was investigating, among other things, possible violations of a nuni'et
of criminal statutes, including 18 U.S.C. * 871 (threats against. the President).
18 U.S.C. § 1751 (assassination, attempts to assassinate, conspiracy to assassinate
'the President), 18 U.S.C. 1231 (Civil disorders). (18 U.S.C. 12101 (interstate
travel to incite a riot), and 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (mail frauds and swindles). It was

20 The Court expressly declined to consider. however. appearances of newsmen before
legislative or administrative bodies. - Mass. - 260 N.H. 2i1. at 303 n. 10.
yl The Court noted that "a presiding judge may consider in his discretion" the argument
that the use of newsmen as witnesses is likely to result In unnecessary or burdensome two
of their work product,
Mass, . 260 N.E. 2d, at 304 n. 13, and cautioned that "We

do not suggest that a general investigation of more political or group association of persons,
without substantial relation to criminal events, may not he viewed by a Judge Ina somewhat
different manner from an investigation of particular criminal events concerning which a
newsman may have knowledge."
Mass. -. 266 N.B. 2i1, at 304 n. 14.
12-The subpoena ordered produetiv of "Notes and tape recordings of interviews covering
the period from January 1, 1909, to date. reflecting statements made for publication by
officers and spokesmen for the Black Panther Party concerning the aims and purposes of
said organization and the activities of said organization. its officers, staff. personnel. and
memhers._ineluding specifically but not limited to interviews given by David Hilliard and
Raymond 'Masai' Hewitt." R., at 20.
The New York Times was granted standing to Intervene as a party on the motion to
(mash the subpoenas. Application of Caldwell, 311 F, Snpp. 358, 359 (N.D. Cal. 1970). It
did not file an appeal from the District Court's contempt citation, and it did not seek
certiorari here. It has filed an micas curiae brief, however.
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recited that on November 15, 1909, an officer of the Black Panther Party made a.
publicly televised speech in which he had declared that "Vie will kill Richard
Nixon" and that this threat inid been repeated in three subsequent issues of the
Party nevspaper. R., at 00, 77. Also referred to were various writings by Caldwell
about the Black Panther Pa rty. including au article published to the New York
Times On Dec,ember 1.4. 11109, stating that "pin their role as the vanguard in a
revolutionary struggle the Pant laws have nicked up guns" and quoting the Chief

of 'Staff of the Party as declaring that "We advocate the very direct overthrow
of the Government by way of force and violence. By picking op guns and moving
against it because we recognize it as being oppressive and in recognizing that we
innlw that the only solution to i t is a ritu.d struggle [sic]." R.. at U2. The Government also stated that. the Chief of Staff of the Party had been indicted by the
grand jury on December 3, 1060, for uttering threats against the life of the President in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 871 and that various efforts hod been made to secure evidence of mimes under investigation through the inununization of persons
allegedly associated with the 13Iack Panther Party.

On April 0, the District Court denied the motion to quash, Application of
Caldwell, 311 P. Supp. 338 (ND Cal. 1970), on:the ground that "every person
within the jurisdiction of the government" is bound to testify upon being properly
summoned. lit., at 360 (emphasis in original). Nevertheless, the court accepted
respondent's First Amendment arguments to the extent of issuing a protective
order providing that although respondent must divulge whatever information
had been given to him for publication, be "shall not be required to reveal confidential associations, sources or infuiation received, developed or maintained
by him as a professional journalist in ti:e course of his efforts to gather news
for dissemination to the public through the press or other news media." The
court held that the First Amendment afforded respondent a privilege to refuse
disclosure of such confidential information until that had been "a showing by
the Government of a compelling and overriding national. interest in requiriv";
Mr. Caldwell's testimony which cannot be served by any alternative means." 311
F. Supp., at 362.

Subsequently," the term of the grand jury expired, a new -grand jury was

convened, and a new subpoena ad.testilicandum was issued and served on May 22,
.4970. A. new motion to quash by respondent and memorandum in oppoSition by
the Government were filed, and by stipulation of the party, the motion was sub-

mitted on the prior record. The court denied the motion to quash. repeating the
protective provisions in its prior order but this time directing Caldwell to appear before the grand jury pursuant to the May 22 subpoena. Respondent refused
to appear before the grand jury, and the court issued an order to show cause
why he should not be held in contempt. Upon his thrther refusal to go before
the grand jury, respondent was ordered connnitted for contempt until such time
as he complied with the court's order or until the expiration of the term of the
grand jury.
Respondent Caldwell appealed the contempt order,' and the Court of Appeals
reversed. Caldwell v. United. States, 434 F. d UM (GAO 1970). Viewing the
issue before it As whether Caldwell was required to appear before the grand
jury
all. rather. than the scope of permissible interrogation. the court first
tleter, Ailed that the First Amendment provided a qualified testimonial privilege
to neAsnien in its view, requiring it reporter like Caldwell to testify would
deter his informants front COmmanicating with him in the future and would
cause him to censor his writing in an effort to avoid being subpoenaed. Absent
compelling reasons for 'requiring his testimony, he was held privileged to withhold it.
court also
for similar First Amendment reasons, that absent
seam speeial showing of necessity by the Government, attendance by Caldwell
at a secret meeting of the grand jury was something lie was privileged to refuse
because of the potential impact of such an appearance on the flow of news to
the public. We granted the United States' petition an for certiorari. 402 U.S.
042 (1971).

uRespondent appealed from the District Court's April 0 denial of his motion to quash on
April 17, 1070, and the Government moved to dismiss that appeal on the ground that the
order was interlocutory. On May 12, 1070, the Ninth Circuit dismissed the appeal without
opinion.
'5 The Government did not file a crossappeal And did not challenge the validity of the
District Court protective order in the Court of Appeals.
10 The petition presented a single question : "Whether a newspaper reporter who has
published articles about an organization can, under the First Amendment. properly refuse
to appear before a grand jury investigating possible crimes by members of that organization
who have been quoted in the published articieS."
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Petitioners Branzburg and Pappas and respondent Caldwell press First Amendment. chums ,that rosy be simply put ; that to gather news it is often. 71 ecessa ry
to agave either not to identify the source of information published or to publish
only part of the facts revealed. or both ; that if the reporter is nevertheless
forced to reveal tiles ,t confidences to a graml jury, the source so identified and
other confidential s'au'ces of other reporters will he measurably deterred from

furnishing publishable information, all to the detriment. of the free flow of
information . protected by the First Amendment. Althowdi petitioners do not
claim an nhsolute privilege against official interrogation ill all circumstances,
they assert that the reporter should not he forced either to amiear or to testify
before a grai,d jury or at trial until awl unless sufficient grounds are shown for
believing that the reporter possesses information relevant to a crime the grand
jui:y is investigating, that the information the .reporter. has is unavailable frail
ofr,r sources, and that the need for thy information is sufficiently compelling to
ov.-:Thie the clahned invasion of First Amendment interests occasioned by the
disclosure. Principally relied upon arc prior cases emphasizing the importance

Id.the First, Amendment guarantees to it .dividual development and to our system
of representative government," decision requiring that official action with adverse impact on First Amendment rigIV,s be justified by a public interest: that:
is "compelling" or "paramount," "
those precedents establishing the principle
that justifiable governmental goals may not he nehleved by unduly broad means
having 1111 unnecessary impact. on protected rights of speech, press, or association.'" The heart of the claim is that the border .on news gathering !Tsui: ing from
compelling reporters to disclose confidential information citweiglis any public

interest in obtaining the information.'
We do not question the significance of free speech, press or assembly to the
country's welfare. Nor is it suggested that. news gathering does not qualify for
First Amendment protection ; without some protection for seeking out the news,
freedom of the press could he eviscerated. But this case involves no intrusions
upon speech or assembly, 710 prior restraint or restriction on what the press may
publish, and no express or implied command that the press publish what it
prefers to withhold. No exaction or tax for the privilege of publishingnnd no

penalty, civil or criminal, related to the content of published material is at
issue here. The use of confidential sources by the press is not forbidden or
restricted: reporters remain free to seek news from any source by means within
the law. No Attempt is made to require the press to publbth its sources of information or indiscriminately to disclose them on request.

The sole issue before us is the obligation of reporters to respond to grand
jury subpoenas as other citizens do and to answer questions relevant to an

investigation into the commission of crime. Citizens generally are not constitutionally. immune from grand jury subpoenas; and neither the First Anien0%ent
nor other constitutional provision protects the average citizen from disclosing
to a grand jury information that he has received in confidence.)` The claim is.
'T Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butte, 388 U.S. 130, 145 (1907) (Opinion of Harlan, J.) : New
York 7'imes Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1904) : Talley V. California, 362 U.S. 60,
04-65 (1960) ; Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. 252, 263 (1941) : arosjean V. American
Press Co., Inc., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1936) : Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 722 11931).
19 NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 439 (1963) : Thomas v. Collins. 323 U.S. 516, 530
(1945) ; DeGregory v. Attorney Genera/ of New Hampshire, 383 P.O. 825, 829 (1966) ,
Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 524 (1000) I Schneider v. State, 308 U.S. 147, 161
(1030) : NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449. 464 (1958).
" Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51, 56 (1935) ; NAACP y. Alabama, 377 U.S. 288, 307
(1064) ; Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 U.S 141, 147 (1943) ; EZ(brandt v. Russell, 384
U.S. 11, 18 (1966).
2(' There has been a great deal of writing in recent years on the existence of a newsman's
constitutional right of nondisclosure of confidential information. See, e.g., Beaver, The
Newsman's Code, The Claim of Privilege, and Everyman's Right to Evidence, 47 Ore. L.
Rev. 243 (1968) ; Guest & Stanzler, The Constitutional Argument for Newsmen Concealing
Their Sources, 64 Nw. U.L. Rev. 18 (1969) ; Note. Reporters and Their Sources: The Constitutional Right to a Confidential Relationship, 80 YaieL.S. 317 (1970) ; Note. The Newsman's Privilege: Government Investigations, Criminal Prosecutions and Private Litigation, 58 Calif. L. Rev. 1198 (1970) ; Note, The Right of the Press to Gather Information,
71 Col. L. Rev. 838 (1971) ; Nelson, The Newsmen's Privilege Against Disclosure of Confidential Sources of Information 24 Vend, L. Rev. 667 (1971).
21 "In general, then, the mere Tact that a communication was made In express confidence,
or in the Implied confidence of a confidential relation, does not create a privilege. . . . No
pledge of privacy nor oath of secrecy can avail against demand for the truth In a court
Justice." 8 J. Wigmore, Evidence 2286 (McNaughton rev. 1061). This was not always the
rule at common taw, however. In 17th century England, 'the obligations of honor among
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however, that reporters are exempt fnan these obligations because if forced to
restloild to subpoenas and identify their sources or disclose other confidences,
their informants will refuse or be relmtant to furnish newsworthy information
in the future. Thisasserted burden on .;ews gathering is said to make compelled
testimony from newsmen constitutionatly suspect and to require a privileged
position for them.
It: is clear that the First Ammulment does not invalidate every incidental burdenim; of the press that may result from the enforcement
civilor criminal statutes of general ai,plieability Under prior cases. otherwise of
valid 1:1\1'8 serving substantial interests may be enforced against the press as againt others, despite
the possible burden that may be imposed. The Court has emphasized that "[Ube
publisher of a newspaper has no special immunity from the application of general
laws. He has no special privilege to invade the rights and liberties of others.
Associated Press v. NLRB, 301 U.S. 103, 132-133 (1937). It was there held that
the Associated Press, a news-gathering and disseminating organization, was not
exempt. front the requirements of the National Labor Relations Act. The holding
was reaffirmed in Oklahoma Press Publishing Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186, 192193 (1946), where the Court rejected the .claim that applying the Fair Labor
Standards Act to a newspaper publishing business would abridge the freedom
of press guaranteed by the First Amendment. See also Mabee v. White Plains
Publishing- Co., 327 U.S. 178 (1946). Associated Press v. United State's, 326 U.S.
1 (1945), similarly overruled assertions that the First Amemnent precluded application of the Sherman Act to a news gathering and disseminating organization.
Cf. Indiana Farmer's Guide Publishing Co. v. Prairie Farmer's Publishing Co.,
293,11.S. 268, 276.,1934) ; Citizen, Publishing Co. v. United States, 394 U.S. 131,
139 (1969) ; Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, 342 U.S: 143, 155-150 (1951).
Likewise, a newspaper may be subfected to nondiscriminatory forms of general
taxation, Grosjean v. American. Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1936) ; Murdock v.
Pennsylvania, 319 U.S. 105, 112 (1943 ).

The prevailing view is that the press is not free with impunity to publish everything and anything it desires to publish. Although it may deter or regulate what
is said or published, the press may not circulate knowing or reckless falsehoods
damaging to private reputation without subjecting itself to liability for damages, including punitive damages, or even criminal_proseention. See New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279-280 (1964) ; Garrison v. Louisiana, 379
U.S. 84, 74 (1964) ; Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S.. 130, 147 (1967) (opinion of Harlan, J.,) ; Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265; 277 (1971). A news-

paper or a journalist may also he punished for contempt of court, in appropriate
circumstances. Craig v. Harneg, 331 U.S. 367, 377-278 ( 1947).

It has generally been held that the First Amendment does not guarantee the
press a constitutional right of special access to information not available to the
public generally. Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 16-17 (1905) ; New York' Times Co.
v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 728-730 (1971), (STEwAar, J., coneYtrrivg) TriLime Review Publishing Co. v. Thontios, 254 F. 2d'883, 885 (CA 1:i5S) ; In the
Matter of United, Press Anus. v. Valente, 308 U.Y. 71, 77, 123 N. E. 2d '777, 77S
(1954). In Zone/ v. .This.k, supra, for example, the Court sustained the Government's refusal td'validate passports to Cuba even though that restriction "rendered less than wholly free the flow of information concerning that country."
Id., at 16. The ban on travel was held constitutional, for "[t]he right to speak

and publish does not carry with it the unrestrained right to gather information." Id., at 17.'2

Despite the fact that news gathering may be hampdred, the press is regularly
excluded from grand jury proceedings, our own conferences, the meetings of
other official bodies gathered in executive session, and the meetings of private
organizations. Newsmen have no constitutional right of access to the scenes of
crime or disaster when the general public is excluded, and they may be prohibited from attending or publishing information about trials ;! such restrictions
are necessary to assure a defendant a fair trial before ail apartial tribunal.
In Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U. S. 333 (1966), for example, tae Court reversed
gentlemen were occasionally recognized as privileging from compulsory disclosure information obtained in exchange for a promise of confifidence. See BuZstrod v. Lac/mere, 22 Eng.
Rep. 1019 (1670) ; Lord Grey's Trial, 9 How. St. Tr. 127 (1082).
"There are frw restrictions on action which could not he clothed by ingenious argument in the g...: of dec ^eased data flow. For example, toe prohibition of unauthorized
entry, into the 1". Lite lioise diminishes .the citizen's opportunities to gather information
lie might find relevant to his opinion of the way the country Is being run, but that does not
make entry into the White }louse a First Amendment right." 381 U.S., at 16-17.
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a state ::91.. conviction where Ilto trial. court failed to adopt "stricter rules
governing the use of the courtroom by newsmen as Sheppard's counsel requested.'l_neglected to insulate 10111v:45es front the press, and ninde no "effort to
control the release of leads, information, and gossip to the press 1); police officers.

witnesses. and the counsel for both sides." /0/... at: 358. 350. "1T]he trial court
might well have proscribed extrajudicial stntements by any lawyer, party, witness. or court official which .divulged prejudicial matters." id., at 301. See also
H.s.tes v. Teas. 381
532, 5311 -540 (1065) ; Rideau. v. Louisiana, 373 U. S.
723. 72(; (19(13).

It is ilins not surprising that the great; weight of authority is that newsmen
are not exempt from the normal duty of appearizig before a grand jury and

answering questions relev;:nt.to a criminal investigation. At common law, courts
consistently refused to recognize the existence of 'any privilege authorizing a
1 MAVS111:111 to refuse to evettl confidential inforniation to a grand jury. See. e: g,
E.11 parte Lawrence. up Cal. 298, 48 P. 124 (1807) ; Plnkett v. Hamilton,136
72, 70 S. M. 7S1 (1911) : 0/ein v. State, 52 So. 2d 117 (Fla. 1950) ; In. re Granola,
84 N.J. L. 235, 85 A. 1(111 (1913) ; People ea; nil. Mooney v. Sheriff, 200 N. Y. 291,
190 N. M. 415 (1930) ; Joslyn. v. People, 07 Col. 297, 184 P. 375 (1919) ; Adams v.
A ssoeialed PAWN. 40 F. It. I). 439 (Si) Tex..1909) ; Brewster v. Boston HealdTree:qua Corp.. 20 F. R. D. 416 (Mass. 1957). See generally Annot., 7 A. L. H. 3d.

591 (1(100). In 1958, a newsgatherer asserted for the first tune that the First
Amendment exempted confidential information front pnblie disclosure pnrsuant

to a subpoena issued in it civil sffit. Garland. v. Torre, 259 F. 2d 545 (0A2), cert.
denied. 358 -1.1. S. 010 (1958). but the claim was denied, and this argument has
been almost uniformly rejected since then, althongh there are occasional dicta
that, in 6'111111st:1m:es not presented, a tICWS man might be excused. In re Goodfader. 413 Haw. 317, 307 P. 2d 472 (1961) ;
re Taylor, 412 Pa. 32, 193 A. 20 181
(1003) ; Stale v. Buchanan, 250 Ore. 244, 430 P. 20 729, cert denied, 392 U.S. 005
(1908) ; Murphy v. Colorado (Coto. Supreme Court). cert. denied, :1115 11.S. 1443
(1901.) (unreported, discussed in .111, re Goodiader. supra, 45 Haw., at 306, 307
P. 20. at 498 (Mizuha, .1., dissenting) ). These courts have applied the presumption against the existence of an asserted testimonial privilege, United Slates v.
Bryan. 339 U. S. 323, 331 (1950), and have concluded that the First Amendment
interest asserted by the newsman was-outweighed-by the general obligation of

a citizen to appear before it grand jury or at trial, pursuant to a subpdena, and
give what information he possesses. The opinions of the state courts in I3reinzbug and Pappas are typical of the prevailing view, although alew recent cases
such as Caldwell, have recognized and given effect to some form of constitutional
newsman's privilege. See State v. Itinops, 49 Wig. 20 647, 183 N. W. 20 93 (1971)
(dictum) :'.1 tiotn y. Co?ole.4 Communication, Inc.. C. A. 52150 (ND Cal. 1909).;.
.1), re Grand Jury -Witnesses. 322 F. Stipp. 573 (ND Cal. 1070) ; People v. Dolern,
Crim. No. Mr-WS (Cook County, Ill., Cir. Ct. 1970).

The prevailing constitutional view of the newsman's privilege is very much
rbOted in the ancient role of the grand jury which has the dual function of determing if there is. proable cause to believe that a (mime has been committed and
of potecting citizens against unfounded criminal proseentions.2' Grand jury
proceedings are constilutionany mandatedfor the institution of federal criminal
prosecutions for capitn1 or other serious crimes. and its constihitional perogatives are rooted in long centuries of Anglo-American history." Hannah. v. Larehe,
concurring). The Fifth Amendment
363 U.S. 20. 489 .(1900) (Frankfurter.

provides that: "Na person shall he 1160 to t i n ls \rel. for a Capita 1, or Othe MI se in-

famous crime-. unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand .Tury."21 The
adoption of the grand jury "ill our.Constitution as the sole method of preferring
clue its in serious criminal cases sbows the high place it 1100 as an ingtrumetit. of

2,"Historically, ithe grand juryl -has been regarded as a primary security to the in-

nocent against hasty, malicious and oppressive persecution ; it serves the invaluable function In our society of standing between the accuser and the accused . . to determine
whether a charge is founded upon reason or was dictated by an intimidating power or by
malice and personal ill will." Wood v. Georgia, 370 U.S. 075, 390 (1962) (footnote omitted).
It has been held that "Infamous" punishments incIntle confinement at hard labor.
United States v. More/and, 258 U.S. 433 (1922) ; incarceration in a penitentiary. Mackin v.
United. States, 117 U:S. 348 (ISS6) : and imprisonment for more than a year. Barkman V.
Sanford, 162 P. 20 502 (CA5). cert. denied, 332 U.S. 816 (1947). Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 7(a)
has codified these holdings : "An offense which may he punished by death, shall he prosecuted by indictment. An offense which may be punished' by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year or at hard labor shall be prosecuted by indictment, or if indictment is
wnive0. I t may be prosecuted by information. Any other offense marbe prosecuted by indict,
mewl or by information."
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justble." I;06/clio v. Uni/cd Stales, 350 U.S. :359. 862 (195(1). Although state sys-

tems of criminal procedure differ greatly among themselves,. the grand jury is
guaranteed by unitlY state constitutions and plays an important role
iu fair an d effective law euforeentc..i: in the overwhelming majority of the
Shays. Because its tusk is to inquire 'into the existence of possible criminal
conduct and to return only well-fontuied indictments, its investigative powers
tire necessarily broad. "It is a grand inquest, a inlay with powers of invest iga den
and inquisition, the scope of whose inquiries is not to be limited norrowl3 by
questions of propriety or forecasts of the probable result of the investigation, or
by donuts whether any particular individual will hit found properly subject to an
accusation of crime." BI:tir v. United States, 250 U.S. 273, 282 (1919), Hence the
grand jury's authority to subpoena witnesses is not only historic, id., at 279-281,
but essential to its task. Although the powers of the grand jury are not unlimited
and are Subject to the superVislon of a judge, the long standing principle that
"the public: has a right to every man's evidence," except for those persons protected by a constitiltional common law, or statutory privilege, United States .v.
Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331 (1950),; Blackmer v. United States, 281 U.S. 421, 438
(1932) ; S J. Wigmore, Evidence § 2192 (MeNaughton rev. 1961), is particularly
applicable to grand jury proceedings. "'
A number of State:s have provided newsinen a statutory privilege of 'varying
breadth;' but the majority, have not done so, and none has been provided by
federal statute.' Untii now the only testimonial privilege for unofficial witnesses

that is rooted in the Federal Constitution is the First Amendment privilege
against compelled self-incrimination. We are asked to create another by interpreting the First Amendment to grant newsmen a testin,.onial privilege that other
citizens do not enjoy. This we decline to do.2° Fair and effective law enforcement

25 Although indictment by grand jury is not part of the due process of law guaranteed to
State criminal defendants by the Fourteenth 'Amendment, Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S.
51.6 (1884), a recent study reveals that 32 States require that certain kinds of criminal
prosecutions he initiated by indictment. Spain', The Grand Jury, Past and Present : A Survey, 1 Am. Crim. L.Q. 119, 126 -142 (1964). In the 18 States in which the prosecutor may
proceed by information, the grand jury is retained a , an alternative menus of invoking the
criminal process and as an investigative tool. Ibid.
'd Jeremy Bentham vividly illustrated this maxim :
"Are men of the first rank and consideration, are men high in office, men whose time is
not less valuable to the public than to themselves-are such men to be forced to quit their
business, their functions, and what is more than all, their pleasure, at the beck of every
idle or malicious adversary, to dance attendance upon every petty cause? Yes, as far as it is
necessary-they and everybody ! . . . Were the Prince of Wales, the Archbishop of Canter.
bury, and the Lord High Chancello.:',, to be passing by in the same coach while a chimueysweeper and a barrow-woman were ea dispute about a halfpennyworth of apples, and the
chimney-sweeper or the barrow-woman were to think proper to call upon them for their
evidence, could they refuse it? No, most certainly.:' 4 The Works of Jeremy Bentham 320
(Bowring ed. 1343),
In United States v. Burr, 25 F. Cas. 30, 34 (Cir. Ct. D. Va, 1807) (No. 14,692d), Chief
.Tustiee Marshall, sitting on Circuit, opined that in proper circumstances a subpoena could
be issued to the President of the United States.
2 Thus far, 17 States have provided some type of statutory protection to a newsman's
confidential sources :
Ala, Code Recompiled Tit. 7, 1 370 (1900) ; Alaska Stat, § 09.25.150 (1967, 1970 Cum.
Stipp.) ; Ariz. Rev. Stitt. Ann. 1 12-2237 (1969 Supp.) ; Ark. Stat. Ann. '1 43-917 (1964) ;
Cal. Evid. Code Ann. § 1070 (West 1966) ; Ind. Ann. Stat. § 2-1733 (1968) ; Ky. Rev, Stat.
§ 421.100 (1969) ; La. Rev, Stat, § 45 :1451-54 (1970 Cum. Stipp.) ; Md. Ann. Code Art.
93, ch.
35, § 2 (1971) ; Mich. Stat. Ann. § 28.945(1) (1954) ; Mont. Rev. Codes Ann.
21, 29
601-2 (1964) ; Nev. Rev. Stat. § 48.087 (1969) , N.J. Stat. Ann. Tit. 2A ch.
(Sapp. 1969) ; N.M. Stat. Ann. 5 20-1-12.1 (1953, 1967 Rev.) ; N.Y. Civ. Rights Law § 79-11
(McKinney 1070) ; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2739.12 (1953) ; Pa. Stat. Ann. Tit. 2S, § 330
(1959, 1970 Cum. Supp.).
Such legislation has been introduced, however. See, e.g., S, 1311, S. 3552, 91st Cong.,
20 Sess. (1970) ; H.R. 10328, H.R. 16704, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970) ; S. 1S51, 88th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1963) ; H.R. 8519, H.R. 7787, 88th Cong., 1st Sess, (1963) ; 5, 965, 86th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1959) ; H.R. 355, 86th Cong. 1st Sess. (1959). For a general analysis of proposed
congressional legislation, see Staff of Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 89th Cong., 2d
Sess., The Newsman's Privilege (Comm. Print 1966).
" The creation of new testimonial privileges has been met with disfavor by commentators
since suet', privileges obstruct the search'for truth. Wigmore condemns such privileges as
"so many uerogations from a positite general rule (that everyone is obligated to testify
when properly summoned)" and as "obscP.clas) to the administration of justice." 8 Wig more, On Evidence, § 2192 (McNaugliton rev. 1901). His criticism that "all privileges of
exemption front Om general duty are exceptional and are therefore to be discountenanced,"
id., at 1 2192, p. 73 (emphasis in original) has been frequently echoed. Morgt,n, "Foreward," Model Code of Evidence 22-30 (1942) ; Chafee, Government and Mass Communications 496-497 (1947) ; ABA Committee on Improvements in the Law of Evidenre, Report,
63 A.B.A. Reports 595 :1038) ; McCormick. On Evidence 159 (1972) ; Chafee. "Privileged
Communications : Is Justice Served or Obstructed by Closing the Doctor ::fouth on the
Witness Stand?,".52 Yale L.J. 607 (1943 ;. Ladd, "Privileges," 1969 Law and the Social
Order 555, 550 (1969) ; 58 Am. Jur., Witnesses § 546 (1948) ; 97 C.J.S., Witnesses § 259
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aimed at providing security for the person and property of the individual is a
fundamental function of government, and the grand jury plays an important,

constitutionally mandated role in this process. On the records now before 11A. we

perceive no basis for holding that the aline interest in law enforcement and in
ensuring effective grand jury proceedings is insufficient to override the consequential, but uncertain, burden on news gathering which is said to result from
insisting that reporters, like other citizens, respond to relevant questions put to
them in the course of a valid grand jury investigation or criminal trial.
This conclusion itself involves no restraint on what newspapers may publish
or on the type of quality of information reporters may seek to acquire, nor does
it threaten the vast bulk of confidential relationships between reporters and their
sources. Grand juries address themselves to the issues of whether crimes have
been eonanitted and who committed them, nly where news sources themselves
are implicated in crime or possess information relevant to the grand jury's task
need they or the reporter be concerned about grand jury subpoenas. Nothing
before us indicates that a large number or percentage of all confidential news
sources fall into either category and would in any way be deterredby our holding that the Constitution does not, as it never has, exempt the newsman from
performing the citizen's normal duty of appearing and furnishing information
relevant to the grand jury's task.
The preference for anonymity of those confidential informants involved in actual criminal conduct is presumably ft product of their desire to escape criminal
prosecution, and this preference, while understandable, is hardly deserving of
constitutional protection. It would. be frivolous to assert,rind no one does in
these cases--that the First Amendment, in the interest of securing news or otherwise, confers*a license on either the reporter or his news sources to violate otherwise valid criminal laws. Although stealing documents or private wiretapping
could provide newsworthy information, neither reporter nor source is immune
from conviction for such conduct, whatever the impact on the flow of news.
Neither is immune, on First Amendment grounds, from testifying against the
other, before the grand jury or at a criminal trial. The Amendment does not
reach so far as to override the interest of the public in ensuring that neither reporter nor source is invading the rights of other citizens thotigh reprehensible
conductforbidden to-all other persons..To assert the contrary proposition
"is to answer it. since it involves in its very statement, the contention that
tile freedom of the press is a freedom to do wrong with impunity, and implies
the right to frustrate and defeat the discharge of those governmental duties

upon the perforniaee of which the freedom of all, including that of the
press, depends. .

.
It suffices to say that, however complete is the right of
the press to state public things and discuss them, that right, as every other
right enjoyed in human society, is subject to the restraints which separate
right from wrong-doing." Toledo Newspaper Co.-ir. United States, 2-17 U.S.

402, 419-420 (1918).'"'

.Thus, we cannot seriously entertain the notion that the First Amendment
protects a newsman's agreement to conceal the criminal conduct of his source,
or evidence thereof, on the theory that it is better to write about crime than
to do something about it. Insofar as any reporter in these eases undertook not
to reveal or testify about the crime he witnessed, his claim of privilege under
the First Amendment presents no substantial question. The crimes of news
sources are no less reprehensible and threatening to the public interest when
witnessed by a reporter than when they are not.

There remain those situations where.a source is not engaged in criminal
conduct but has information suggesting illegal conduct by others. Newsmen
frequently receive information from such sources pursuant to a tacit or express
agreement to withhold the source's name and suppress any information that
(1957) ;
ann v. Securities and Exchange Commission, 87 P. 2d 377, 378 (CA2 1938)
(L, an J.). Neither the ALI's Model Code of Evidence (1942). the National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws' Uniform Rules of Evidence (1953). nor the
Proposed Rules of Evidence for the United States Courts and Magistrates (rev. ed. 1971)
have included a. newsman's privilege.
30 The holding in this case involved a construction of the Contempt Act of 1831, 4 Stat.
487, which permitted summary trial of contempts "so near [to the court] as to obstruct the
administration of justice." The Court held that the Act required only that the conduct have
a "direct tendency to prevent and obstruct the discharge of judicial duty." 247 U.S.. at 419.

This view was overruled and the Act given a much narrower rending in Nye v. United States,
813 U.S. 33, 47-52 (1941). See Bloom v, Illinois, 391 U.S. 194, 205 -206 (1968).

.
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the source wishes not published. Such informants presumably desire anonymity

in order to avoid being entangled as a witness in It criminal trial or grand
jury investigation. They may fet:r that disclosure will throaten their job security or personal safety or that it will simply result ia dishonor or
etnba rrassment.

The argument that the flow of news will be diminished by compelling reporters

to aid .the grand jury in a criminal investigation is not in.:abut:1h nor are the
records before us silent on the matter. But we rennin unclear how often and
to what extent informers are actually deterred front furnishing information when
newsinjii are forced to testify before as grand jury, The available data indicates
that some newsmen rely a great deal on confidential sonrce8 and that some informants are particularly sensitive to the threat of exposure and may be silenctgl
if it is held by this Court that, ordinarily, newsmen must testify pursuant to 8iihroenaS," but the evidence fails to demonstrate that therewould be a significant

constriction of the flow of news to the public if this Court reaffirms the prior
common law and constitutional rule regarding the testimonial Obligations of
newsmen. Estimates of the inhibiting effect of such subpoenas on the willingness

of informants to make disclosures to newsmen are widely divergent and to a
great extent speculative." It would be difficult to canvass the views of the informants themselves; survey's of reporters on this topic' are chiefly opinions of
predicted informant behavior and must be viewed in the light of the professional self-interest of the interviewees.m Reliance by the press on confidential
informants does not mean that all such sources will in fact dry up because of
the later possible appearance of the newsinknzbefore a grand jury. The reporter
may never be called and if he objects to testifying, the prosecution may not insist.
Also, time relationship of many informants to the press is a symbiotic one which
is unlikely to be greatly inhibited by the threat of subpoena : quite often, Such

informants are members of a minority political or cultnral group which relies
heavily on the media to propagate its views, publicize its aims. and magnify its
exposure to the public. Moreover, grand juries characteristically conduct secret

proceedings, and law enforcement officers are themselves experienced in dealing

with informers and have their own methods for protecting them without; interference -With' the effective administration of justice. There is little before us
indicating that informants whose interest in avoiding exposnrelis 'that it may
threaten job security. personal -safety, or peace of mind. would in fact. he in a
worse position. or would think they would be. if they risked placing their trust
in public officials as well as reporters. We doubt if the informer who prefers
anonymity but is sincerely interested in famishing evidence of crime will always
or very often be deterred by the prospect of dealing with those public authorities
characteristically charged with the duty to protect the public interest as well
as his.

Accepting the fact:. hoWever, that an undetermined number of informants not
themselves implicated
crime will nevertheless, for whatever reason,- refnse.

to talk to newsmen if they fear identification by a reporter in an official investigation, we cannot accept the argument that the public interest in possible future
news about crime from undisclosed, unverified sources must take precedence
'over the public interest in pursuing and prosecuting those crimes reported to
the press by informants and in thus deterring the commission of such crimes in
the futUre.

31 Respondent Caldwell attached a number of affidavits from prominent newsmen to his
initial motion to quash which detail the experiences of such journalists after they have been
subpoenaed. R. at 22-61,
82 Cf., e.g., the results of a study conducted by Guest & Stanzler, which appears as an
appendix to their article. "Tile Constitutional Argument for Newsmen Concealing their
Sources," 64 Nw. U. L. Rev. 18, 57 (1969). A number of editors of daily newspapers of
varying circulation were asked the question, "Excluding one- or two-sentence gossip items.
on the average how many stories based on information received in confidence are published
in yoUr paper each year? Very rough estimate." Answers varied significantly e.g., "Virtually innumerable," Tucson Daily Citizen (41.969 daily circ.), "Too many to remember,"
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner (718,221 daily etre.), "Occasionally," Denver Post (252.084
daily tire.), "Rarely" Cleveland Plain Dealer (370,499 daily etre.), "Very rare, some polities," Oregon Journal (146,403 daily cire,). This study did not purport to measure the
extent of deterrence of informants caused by subpoenas to the press.
33 In his Press Subpoenas : An Empirical and Legal Analysis 6-12 (1971), Prof, Blasi discusses these methodological problems. Prof. Blast's survey found that slightly more than
half of the 975 reporters questioned said that they relied on regular confidential sources
for at least 10% of their stories. Id., at 21. Of this group of reporters, only 8% were able
to say with some certainty that their professional functioning had been adversely affected
by the threat of subpoena : another 11% were not certain whether or not they had been
adversely affected. Id... at 53.
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We note first. dna the privilege clohned is that of the reporter, not the in-

formant, and thot if I be anthoritics indepetulently identify the ininimuint, neither

own reluctance to testify nor the objection of the newsman would shield
him from grand jury inquiry, what.ffer the impact: on the flow or news or on
his

his 1111.1111, usefulness .as a secret source of inform:it-UM. more important, it is
obvious that agreements to conceal information relevant to commission of crime
have very little to recommend them from the stundpoint of public policy. Historically. the eonnoon law recognizod 1 duty to raise the "hue and cry" and repdrt
felonies to I he it uthorities.' Misprision of 0 felony that is, the conceolment of at
felony -which o man knows but never ossented to .
[so as to become], either
.

.

principal or accessory, " d Blackstone, Commentaries, e. O. 4,121 (.Lewis ed. 1.009),
was often Said 10 he at e0111111011 law er1111e.x. The fast Congress passed a Snallte.
1 Stilt. 113, as amended, 35 Stlit. 1114, 02 Stat. 08-1, which is still in effect:, defining
0 federal crime of 10isprison
-whoever, having knowledge of the ;let nal commission of a felony cognizable

by a court of the United States, conceals and does not as 80011 :IS possible
1111110 .1:114.)1111 the same to some judge or other person in civil or military
authority under the United States shall be [guilty Of misprismd." 1S
§

It is apporent front this statute, as well as from Our history and that of England,
ilia. concealment of crime and agreements to do so are not looked upon with
favor. Such CC/10111cl: deserves no encomium, and we decline now to ntTord it
First Amendment protection by denigatin7 the duty of a citizen whether reporter
or informer, to respond to graml jury sulmoenti and tutswer relevant questions
put to hint.

Of course, the press has the right to abide by its agreement not to publish all
the information it has, but the right to withhold news is not-equivalent to a
First Amendment exemption from the k'i.rdinary duty of all other citizens to
furnish relevant inforthation to a. grand, jury performing an important public
function. Private restraints On the llow'of information are not SO favored by the
First Amendment that they override all other public interests. As Justice Black

declared in another context, "Freedom of the Press from governmental interference under the First Amendment does not sanction repression of t101t freedom
by private interests." ,tssociated Press v. United States, 320 U.S. 1, 20 (19-15).

Neither aro we now convinced that a virtually impenetrable constitutional
beyond legislative or judicial control, should be forged to protect a
private system of informers operated by the press to report on criminal conduct,
a system that would be unaccountable to the public, would pose :1 threat to the
citizen's justifiable expectations of privacy, and would equally protect well
intentioned informants and those who for pay or otherwise betray their trust to
their employer or associates. The public through its elected- and appointed law
proper circumstances
enforcelanit officers regularly utilizes informers, and
may asse-.'t a privilege against disclosing the identity of these informers. But
"The purpose ofthe privilege is the furtherance and protection of the public
interest in effective law enforcement. The privilege recognizes the obligation of citizens to communicate their knowledge of the commission of crimes
to law-enforcement officials and, by preserving their anonymity, encourages
them to perform that obligation." Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53, 59

(1957).
Such informers enjOy no constitutional protection. Their testimony is available to the public when desired by grand juries or at criminal trials; their

identity cannot he concealed from the defendant when it is critical to his case.
noviaro-v. Unite,(/ i+ fates, supra, at 60-01, (12; McCray v. Illinois, 3S.6 U.S. 300,
310 (1967)'; Smith, v. Illinois, 390 U.S. 120, 131 (1968) ; Alford v. United States,

ra See Statute of Westminister the First, 3 Edw. I, c. IX, at 43 (1275) ; Statute of Winchester, 13 Edw. I, c. VI, at 114-115 (12S0) : Sheriffs Act of 1SST, 50 S: 51 Viet., c. 55,
4 Blackstone, Commentaries. c. 21. *293-4'255 (LOX'S Mi. 1902); 2 Holdsworth,
at 521-522.
ry of English Law 80-81, 101-102 (3d ed. 1927) ;
si:rope's Case, 3 Co. Inst. 36.0415) ; ,Bcal. v. Conner, 87 Elm. Rep. (In
sr.
0(150): Proceedings under a Special Commission for the County of York. 31 Stat. Tr.
Sykes v. Director of Public Prosecutions, 3 W. L. R. 371 (1961). But see
969
(1913) ; Misprison
Glazehrook
of FelonyShadow or Phantom?, S Am. J. Legal Hist. 189 (1964).
See also Act 5 and 6 Edw. VI, c. 11 (1512).
Tills statute has been construed, however, to require both knowledge of a crime and
some nilirmntive act of coneenlment or participation. Bretton v. United States, 73 F. 2d 795.
Farrar, 38 F. 2d 5115,. 510 (Mass. 1930). off'd on other
-- (CA10 1934) : United States v.United.
States v. Norman,' 391. F. 2a 212 (CA6 1963), cert.
613 (1930)
groundS'. 981
denied, 890 U.S. 1014 (1968) ;'Liiiicey V. United State8, 350 F. 2d 407 (CA9), cert. denied,
385 U.S. 922 (1966). Cf. Afarbury v, Brooks, 7 Wheat. 556, 575 (1822) (Marshall, C. J.).
Hirt;
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282 U.S. 687, 093 (3931). Clearly, this :system is not impervious to control by the

judiciary and the decision whether to unmask all informer or to continue to
profit by his anonymity is in public, not private, hands. We think that it should
remain they- and that public authorities should retain the options of either
insisting on the informer's testimony relevant to the proseention of crime or of
seeking the benefit of further information that his exposure might prevent.
We are admonished that refusal to provide a First Amendment reporter's
privilege will undermine the freedom of the press to collect and disseminate
news. lint this it not the lesson history teaches us. As noted previously, the
common law recognized no such privilege, and the constitutional argument was
not even asserted until 1958. Front the beginning of our country the press leis
operated without constitutional protection for press informants, and the press
has flourished. The existing constitutional rules have not been a serious obstacle

to either the development or retention of confidential news sources by the
press!'
It is said that currently press subpoenas have multiplied,' that mutual distrust and tension between press and officialdom have increased, that reporting
styles have dimmed, and that there is now more need for confidential sources.
particularly where the press seeks news about minority cultural and political
groups ar dissident organizations suspicions of the law and public officials.
These developments, even if true. arc treacherous grounds for a far-motel-ling
interpretation of the First Amendment fastening a nationwide rule on courts.
grand juries, and prosecuting officials everywhere. The obligation to testify
in response to grand jury subpoenas will not threaten these sources not involved

with criminal conduct and without information relevant to grand jury investigations, add we cannot hold that the Constitution places the sources in

those two categories either above the law or beyond its reach.
The argument for such a constitutional privilege rests heavily on those cases
holding that the infringement of protected First Amendment rights mist be no
broader than necessary to achieve a permissible governmental purpose, see cases
cited at n. 19. We Oh not deal, however, with a governmental institution that has
abused its proper function, as a legislative committee does when it "expose[s] for
the sake of exposure." Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 200 (1957). Nothing

in the record indicates that these grand juries were "prob[ing] at will and without relation to existing need." DeGregory v. Attorney General of New Hampshire,
383 U.S. 825, 829 (1966). Also, there is no attempt here by the grand juries to
invade protected First Amendment rights by forcing wholesale disclosure of
names and organizational affiliations for a purpose which is not germane to the
determination of whether crime has been committed, cf. NAACP v. Alabama, 357
U.S. 449 (1958) ; NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415 (1963) ; Bates v. Little Rock,
361 U.S. 516 (1960), and the characteristic secrecy of grand jury proceedings Is a
further protection against the undue invasion of such rights. See Fed. Rule Crim.
Proc. 6(e). The investigative power of the grand jury is necessarily broad if its
public responsibility is to be adequately discharged. Costello v. United States, 350
T.J.S. 359, 304 (1956).

The requirements of those cases, see n. 18, supra, which hold that a State's interest must be "compelling" or "paramount" to justify even an indirect burden on
First Amendment rights, are also met here. As we have indicated, the investigation of crime by the grand jury implements a fundamental governmental role of
securing the safety of the person and property of the citizen, and it appears to us
that calling reporters to give testimony in the manner and for the reasons that
other citizens are called "bears a reasonable relationship to the achievement of

the governmental purpose asserted as its justification." Bates v. Little Rock,

supra, at 525. If the test is that the Government "convincingly show a substantial
relation between the information sought and a subject of overriding and compelling state Interest," Gibson v. Fltrida Investigation Committee, 372 U.S. 439,

546 (1963), it is quite apparent (1) that the State has the necessary interest in
extirpating the traffic in illegal drugs, in forestalling assassination attempts on
the President, and in preventing the community from being disrupted by violent

nThough the constitutional argument for a newsman's privilege has been put forward
very recently, newsmen have contended for a number of years that such a privilege was
desirable. See. e.g., Siebert iC Rpniker. minor and Publisher 36-37 (Sept. 1. 1934) ; Bird &
Mervin. The Newspaper and Society 567 (1942). The first newsman's privilege statute was
enacted by Maryland in 1806, and currently is codified as Md. Ann. Code Art. 35, § 2 (1971).
as A list of recent subpoenas to the news media is contained in the appendix to the brief
of amlcus New York Times in No. 70-57.
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disorders endangering both persons and property; and (2) that, based on the
stories Branzburg and Caldwell wrote and Pappas' admitted conduct, the grand
jury called these reporters as they would othersbecause it was likely that they

could supply information to help the Government determine whether illegal conduct had occurred and, if it had, whether there was sufficient evidence to return
an indictment.
Similar considerations dispose of the reporters' claims that preliminary to re
quiring their grand jury appearance, the State must show that a crime has been
committed and that they possess relevant information not available from other
sources, for only the grand jury itself can make this determination. The-role of
the grand jury as an important instrument of effective law enforcement necessarily includes an investigatory function with respect to determining whether a
crime has been committed and who committed it. To this end it must call wit-

nesses, in the manner best suited to perform its task. "When the grand jury is
performing its investigatory function into a general problem area, . . . society's
interest is best served by a thorough and extensive investigation." Wood v.
Georgia, 370 U.S. 375, 392 (1962). A grand jury investigation "is not fully carried out until every available clue has been run down and all witnesses examined in every proper way to find if a crime has-been committed." United
States v. Stone, 429 F. 2d 138, 140 (CA2 1970). Such an investigation may be
triggered by tips, rumors, evidence preferred by the prosecutor, or the personnl
knowledge of the grand jurors. Costello v. United States, supra, at 362. It is
only after the grand jury has examined the evidence that a determination of
whether the proceeding will result in an indictment can be made :
"It is impossible to conceive that in such cases the examination of witnesses
must be stopped until a basis is laid by an indictment formally preferred,
when the very object of the examination is to ascertain who will be indicted." Hale v. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, 65 (1906).
See also Hendricks v. United States, 223 U.S. 178 (1912) ; Blair v. United States,
supra, at 282-283. We see no reason to hold that these reporters, any more than
other citizens, should he excused from furnishing information that may help the
grand jury in arriving at its initial determinations.
The privilege claimed here is conditional, not absolute ; given the suggested
preliminary showings and compelling need, the reporter would be required to
testify. Presumably, such a rule would reduce the instances in which reporters
could be required to appear; but predicting in advance when and in what circumstances they could be compelled to do so would be difficult, Such a rule would

also have implications for the issuance of compulsory process to reporters at
civil and criminal trials and at legislative hearings. If newsmen's confidential
sources are as sensitive as they are claimed to he, the prospect of being unmasked whenever a judge determines the situation justifies it is hardly a satisfactory solution to the problem.8° For them, it would appear that only an absolute
privilege would suffice.
3') "Under the case-by-case method of developing rules it will be difficult for potential
informants and reporters to predict whether testimony will be compelled since the decision
will turn on the judge's ad hoc assessment in different fact settings of 'importance' or 'relevance' in relation to the free press interest. A 'general' deterrent effect is likely to result.
This type of effect stems from the vagueness of the tests and from the uncertainty attending
their application. For example, if a reporter's information goes to the 'heart of the matter'
in Situation X, another reporter and informant who subsequ'ently are in Situation
will
not know if 'heart of the matter rule X' will be extended to them, and deterrence willYthereby result. Leaving substantial discretion with judges to delineate those 'situations' in which
rules of 'relevance' or 'importance' apply would therefore seem to undermine significantly
the effectiveness of a reporter-informer privilege." Note, Reporters and Their Sources: The
Constitutional Right to a Confidential Relationship, 80 'Yale L. J. 317. 341 (1970).
In re Grand Jury Witnesses, 322 F. Supp. 573 (N.D. Cal. 1970) illustrates the
of this ad hoc approach. Here, the grand jury was as in Caldwell, investigating theImpact
Black
Panther Party, and was "inquiring into matters which involve possible violations of Congressional acts passed to protect the person of the President (18 U.S.C. f 1751), to free him
from threats (18 U.S.C. f 871), to protect our armed forces from unlawful interference
(18 U.S.C. I} 2387), conspiracy to commit the foregoing offenses (18 U.S.C. f 371), and
related statutes prohibiting acts directed against the security of the government." Id., at
577, The two witnesses, reporters for a Black Panther Party newspaper, were subpoenaed
and given Fifth Amendment immunity against criminal prosecution, and they claimed a
First Amendment journalists' privilege. The District Court order entered a protective order,
allowing them to refuse to divulge confidential information until the Government demonstrated "a compelling and overriding national interest in requiring the testimony of (the
witnesses] which cannot be served by any alternative means.' Id., at 574. The Government
claimed that it had information that the witnesses had associated with persons who had
conspired to perform some of the criminal acts which the grand jury was investigating.
The court held the Government had met its burden and ordered the witnesses to testify :
"The whole point of the investigation is to identify persons known to the [witnesses] who
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We are unwilling to embark the judiciary on a long and difficult journey to such

an uncertain destination. The administration of a constitutional newsman's
privilege would present practical and conceptual difficulties of a high order.

Sooner or later, it would be necessary to define those categories of newsmen who

qualified for the privilege, a questionable procedure in light of the traditional
doctrine that liberty of the press is the right of the lonely pamphleteer who uses
carbon paper or a mimeograph just as much as of the large metropolitan publisher who utilizes the latest photocomposition methods. Cf. In re Grand Jury
Witnesses, 322 F. Stipp. 573, 574 (ND Cal. 1970). Freedom of the press is it "fun-

damental personal right" which "is not confined to newspapers and periodicals.
It necessarily embraces pamphlets and leaflets . . . . The press in its historic
connotation comprehends every sort of publication which affords a vehicle of

information and opinion." Lovell v. City of Griffin. 303 U.S. 444. 450, 452 (1938).
See also Mills v, Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 219 (19G6) ; Murdock v. Pennsylvania,
319 U.S. 105, 111 (1943). The informative function asserted by representatives of

the organized press in the present cases is also performed by lecturers, political
pollsters, novelists, academic researchers, and dramatists, Almost any author may
quite accurately assert that he is contributing to the flow of information to the
puhlic.that he relies on confidential sources of information, and that these sources
will he silenced if he is forced to make disclosures before a grand jury."

In each instance where a reporter is subpoenaed to testify, the courts would
also .be embroiled in preliminary factual and legal determinations with respect
to whether the proper predicate had been laid for the reporters' appearance :
Is there probable cause to believe a crime has been committed? Is it likely that
the reporter has useful information gained in confidence? Could the grand jury
obtain the information elsewhere? Is the official interest sufficient to outweigh
the claimed privilege?

Thus, in the end, by considering whether enforcement of a particular law
served a "compelling" governmental interest, the courts would be inextricably
involved in distinguishing between the value of enforcing different criminal
1:1 vs. By requiring testimony from a reporter in investigations involving some
crimes but not in others. they would be making a value judg-I4 which a
legislature had declined to make. since in each case the criminal law involved
would represent a considered legislative judgment. not constitutionally suspect,
of what conduct is liable to criminal prosecution. The task of judges, like other
officials outside the legislative branch is not to make the law but to uphold
it in accordance with their oaths.
At the federal level. 0migress has freedom to determine whether a statutory
newsman's privilege Is necessary and desirable and to fashion standards and
rules as narrow or broad as deemed necessary to address the evil discerned and,
equally important, to re-fashhion those rules as experience from time to time
may dictate. There is also merit in leaving state legislatures free, within First
mny have engaged in activities violative of the above indicated statutes, and also to a seertath the details of their alleged activities. All questions directed to such objectives of the
investigation are unquestionably relevant, and any other evaluation thereof by the Court,
without knowledge of the facts before the Grand Jury would clearly constitute 'undue interference of the Court.'" Id., at 577.
Another illustration is provided by State v. Knopa, 49 Wis. 2d 847, 183 N.W. 2d 93 (1971).
In which a grand Jury was investigating the August 24. 1970, bombing of Sterling Hall on
the University of Wisconsin Madison campus. On August 28, 1970, an "underground' newspaper, the Madison Kaleidoscope, printed a front-page story entitled "The Bombers Tell
Why and What NextExclusive to the Kaleidoscope." An editor or the Kaleidoscope was
subpoenaed, appeared, asserted his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrtmlnation, was
given immunity. and then pleaded that he had a First Amendment privilege against disclosing his confidential informants. The Wisconsin Supreme Court rejected his claim and
upheld his eontempt sentence : "FAppetIantl faces five very narrow and specific questions.
all of which are founded on information which he himself has already volunteered. The
purpose of these questions is very clear. The need for answers to them is 'overriding.' to say
the least. The need for these answers is nothing short of the public's need (and right) to
protect itself from physical attack by apprehending the perpetrators of such attacks." 49
Wis. 2d. at 658,.183 N.W. 2d., at 98-99.
Such a privilege might be claimed by groups that set up newspapers in order to engage
in criminal activity and to therefore be insulated from grand jury inquiry, regardless of
Fifth Amendment grants of immunity. It might appear that such "sham' newspapers would
be easily distinguishable, yet the First Amendment ordinarily prohibits courts from inquiring
into the content of expression, except in cases of obscenity or libel, and protects speech and
publications regardless of their motivation, orthodoxy, truthfulness, timeliness, or taste.
New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 876 U.S. 254, 269-270 (1964) : Kingsley Pictures Corp. v.
Regents, 360 U.S. 684, 689 (1959) : Winters v. New York, 333 U.S. 507, 510 (1948) :
Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516. 537 (1945). By affording a privilege to some organs of
communication but not to others, courts would inevitably be discriminating on the basis of
content.
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Amendment limits, to fashion their own standards in light of the conditions
and problems with respect to the relations between law enforcement officials
and press in their own areas. It goes without saying, of course, that we are
powerless to erect.any bar to state courts responding in their own way and
construing their -own constitutions so as to recognize a newsmans privilege.
either qualified or absolute.

In addition, there is much force in the pragmatic view that the press 'has at
its disposal powerful mechanisms of communication and is far from helpless to

protect itself from harassment or substantial harm. Furthermore. if what the
newsmen urged in these eases is truethat law enforcement cannot hope to gain
and may suffer from subpoenaing newsmen before grand juriesprosecutors
will he loath to risk so much for so little. Thus. at the federal level the .ttorney
General has already fashioned a set of rules for federal officials in connection
with snhpoenaing members of the press to testify before grand juries or at
criminal trials." These rules are a major step in the direction petitioners desire

to move. They may prove wholly sufficient to resolve the hulk of disagreements
and controversies between press and federal officials.
Finally, as we have earlier indicated, news gathering is not without its First
Amendment protections. and grand jury investigations if instituted or conducted
other than in good faith, would pose wholly different issues for resolution under
the First Amendment.' Official harassment of the press undertaken not for purposes of law enforcement but to disrupt a reporter's relationship with his news
sources would have no justification. Grand juries are subject to judicial control

and subpoenas to motions to quash. We do not expect courts will forget that
grand juries must operate within the limits of the First Amendment as well as
the Fifth.
III

We turn, therefore, to the disposition of the cases before us. From what we
have said, it necessarily follows that the decision in United States v. Colfin.r11.
No. 70-57, must be reversed. If there is no First Amendment privilege to refuse
to answer the relevant and material questions asked during a goad-faith grand
jury investigation, then it is a fortiori true that there is no privilege to refuse
to appear before such a grand jury until the Government demonstrates some
"compelling need" for a newsman's testimony. Other issues were urged upon us;since they were not passed upon by the Court of Appeals, we decline to address them in the first instance.
The decisions in No. TO-S5, Bran:1)11ra v. Ilaitot and Bronzbura v. Ifrigs must
be affirmed. Here, petitioner refused to answer questions that directly related to
criminal conduct which he had observed and written about. The Kentucky Court

of Appeals noted that marihuana is defined as a narcotic drug by statute. Ky.

Rev. Stat. § 218.010(14), and that unlicensed possession or compounding of it is a

felony punishable by both fine and imprisonment. Ky. Rev. Stat. *218.210. It
held that petitioner "saw the commission of the statutory felonies of unlawful
possession of marijuana and the unlawful conversion of it into hashish," in
Brom:burg v. Pontt, 461 S. W. 2d, at 346. Petitioner may be presumed to have
observed similar violations of the state narcotics laws during the research he
did for the story which forms the basis of the subpoena in Bronclmr9 v. Mcips.
In both cases, if what petitioner Wrote was true, he had direct information to
provide the grand-jury concerning the commission of serious crimes.

41 The "Guidelines for Subpoenas to the News Media" were first announced In a speech
by the Attorney General on August 10, 1970, and then were expressed in Department of
Justice Memo No. EVA (September 2, 1970), which was sent to an United States attorneys
by the Assistant Attorney General In charge of the Criminal Division. The Guidelines state
that "The Department of Justice recognizes that compulsory process in some circumstances
may have a limiting effect on the exercise of First Amendment rights. In determining
whether to request issuance of a subpoena to the press. the approach in every case must be
to weight that limiting effect against the public interest to be served in the fair administration of justice" and that "The Department of Justice does not consider the Press 'an investigative arm of the government.' Therefore, all reasonable attempts should be made to obtain
information from non-press sources before there hi any consideration of subpoenaing the
press." The Guidelines provide for negotiations with the press and require the express authorizing of the Attorney General for such subpoenas. The prineiples to be applied in
authorizing such subpoenas are stated to be whether there is "sufficient reason to believe
that the information sought [from the journalist] is essential to a: successful investigation."
and whether the Government has unsuccessfully attempted to obtain the information from
alternative non-press sources. The Guidelines provide, however, that in "emergencies; and
other unusual situations," subpoenas may be issued which do not exactly conform to the
Guidelines.

a Cf. Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 4e, 43-54 (1971).
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The only question presented at tne present time in In the Matter of Paul

Pappas, No. 70-94, is whether petitioner Pappas must appear before the grand
jury to testify pursuant to subpoena. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
charneteried the record in this case as "meager," and it is not clear what petitioner will be asked by the grand jury. It is not even clear that he will be asked
to divulge information received it confidence. We affirm the decision of the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court and hold that petitioner must appear
before the grand jury to answer the questions put to him, subject, of course, to
the supervision of the presiding jUdge as to "the propriety, purposes. and scope
of the grand Jury inquiry and the pertinence of the probably testimony."
Mass.

, 200 N. B. 2(I, at 303-304.

So ordered.

MR. JUSTICE Douat,As would reverse the judgments it, Bra»zhnrg .v. Hayes

and In the Matter of Pappas for the reasons stated in his dissent in United
States v. Caldwell, post

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
Nos. 70-85,70-94, and 70-57
(70-85)
PAUL M. BRANZBURG, PETITIONER, v. JOIIN P. HAYES, JUDGE, ETC., ET AL.

On Writ of Certiorari to the Court of Appeals of Kentucky
(70-94)
IN THE MATTER OF PAUL PAPPAS, PETITIONER

On Writ of Certiorari to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts
(70-57)
UNITED STATES, PETITIONER v. EARL CALDWELL

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
[June 29, 1972]
MR. JUSTICE STEWART, with whom Mu. JUSTICE BRENNAN and MR. JUSTICE
MARSHALL join, dissenting.

The Court's crabbed view of the First Amendment reflects a disturbing insensitivity to the critical role of an independent press in our society. The question whether a reporter has a constitutional right to a confidential relationship
with bis source is of first impression here, but the principles which should guide
our decision are as basic as any to be found in the Constitution. While Mr.
JusTicu PowELL's enigmatic concurring opinion gives some hope of a more
flexible view in the future, the Court in these eases holds that a newsman has
no First Amendment right to protect his sources when called before a grand

jury. The Court thus invites state and federal authorities to undermine the

historic independence of the press by attempting to annex the journalistic profession as an investigative arm of government. Not only will this decision impair
performance of the press' constitutionally protected functions, but it will, I am
convinced, in the long run, harm rather than help the administration of justice.
I respectfully dissent.

The reporter's constitutional right to a confidential relationship with his

source stems from the broad societal interest in a full and free flow of informahistoric independence of the press by attempting to annex the journalistic protection of a free press, Grosjean v. American. Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250; New
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York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 269; because the guarantee is "not for the
benefit of the press so much as for the benefit of us all." Time, Inc. v. Bill, 385
U.S. 374, 389.3

Enlightened choke by an informed citizenry is the basic ideal upon which an
open society is premised' and a free press is thus indispensable to a free society.
Not only does the press enhance personal self-fulfillment by providing the people
with the widest possible range of fact and opinion, but it also is an incontestable
preconditionof self-government. The press "has been a mighty catalyst in awakening interest in governmental affairs, exposing corruption among public officers and
employees and generally informing the citizenry of public events and occurrences.
.

. ." Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 539; Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 219; Gros-

jean, supra, at 250. As private and public aggregations.of power burgeon in size
and the pressures for conformity necessarily mount, there is obviously a continuing need for an independent press to disseminate a robust variety of information
and opinion through reportage, Investigation and criticism, if we are to preserve
our constitutional tradition of maximizing freedom of choice by encouraging
diversity of expression.
A

In keeping with this tradition, we have held that the right to publish is central
to the First Amendment and basic to the existence of constituional democracy.
Grosjean, supra, at 250; New York Times, supra, at 270.

A corollary of the right to publish must be the right to gather news. The full
flow of information to the public protected by the free press guarantee would be
severely curtailed if no protection whatever were afforded to the process by which
news is assenwied and disseminated. We have, therefore, recognized that there is
a right to publish without prior governmental approval, Near v. Minnesota, 283
U.S. 607; New York Times v. United States, 403U.S. 713, a right to distribute
information, see, c.g., Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444, 452; Marsh v. Alabama. 326
U.S. 501 ; Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 U.S. 141; Grosjean, supra, and a right
to receive printed matter, Lamont v. Postmaster General, 381 U.S. 301.
No less important to the news dissemination process is the gathering of information. News must not be unnecessarily cut off at its source, for without freedom
to acquire information the right to publish would be impermissibly compromised.
Accordingly, a right to gather, news, of some dimensions, must exist. Zemel v.
Rusk. 381 U.S., V Note, The Right of the Press to Gather Information, 71 Col, L.
Rev. 838 (1971). As Madison wrote: "A popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring it is but a 'prologue to a farce or tragedy or
perhaps both." 6 Writings of James Madison 398 (Hunt ed. 1906).
B

The right to gather news implies, in turn, a right to a confidential relationship
between a reporter and his source. This proposition follows as a matter of simple
t We have.often described the process of informing the public as the core purpose of the
constitutional gunrantee of free speech and a free press. See, e.g., Strombcrg v. California,
283 U.S. 359, 369; De Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353, 365 ; Smith v, California, 381 U.S.
147. 153.

9 As I see it, a reporter's right to protect his source is bottomed on the constitutional
guarantee of a hill flow of informntion to the public. A newsman's personal First Amendment rights or the associational rights of the newsman and the source are subsumed under
that broad societal interest protected by the First Amendment. Obviously, we are not here
concerned with the parochial personal concerns of particular newsmen or informnnts.
"The newsman-informer relationship is different from . . other relationships whose
confidentiality is protected by statute, as the attorney-client and physician-patient relation.
ships. In the case of other statutory privileges, the right of nondisclosure is granted to the
person making the eommuniention in order that he will be encouraged by strong assurnnces
of confidentiality to seek such relationships which contribute to his personni well-being.
The judgment is made that the interests of society will be served when individuals consult
physicians and lawyers ; the public interest is thus advanced by creating a zone of privacy
thnt the individual can contrPI, However, in the case of the reporter informer relationship,
society's interest is not in the welfare of the informant per see, but inner in creating conditions in which information possessed by news sources elm reach public attention." Note,
80 Yale L. J. 317, 343 (1970) (footnotes omitted) (hereinnfter "Ynle Note").
9 See generally Z. Chafes. Free Speech in the United States (1941). A. Meikeljohn, Free
Speech and Its Relattou to SelfGovernment (1948) ; T. Emerson, Townrd a General Theory
of the First Amendment (1963).
In Xemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1. we held that the Secretary of State's denini of a passport
for trnvel to Cuba did not violate a citizen's First Amendment rights. The rule was justified
by the "weightiest considerations of national security" and we concluded that the 'right to
speak and publish does not carry with it the unrestrained right to gather information."
Id., at 111-17 (emphasis supplied).. The necessary implication is that some right to gather
information does exist.
,
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logic once three factual predicates are recognized:. (1) newsmen require infonimnts to gather news_: (2) confidentialitythe ',nowise or understanding that
litlIttes or certain aspects of communications will he kvid lo-the-record is essential to the creation and maintenance of a news-galitering relationship with ill-

fortunlits: Mill (3) the existence of an unbridled sublooena powerlhe
of a iuustitutional right protecting. in any way, it confidential reholiwtship from
eompulsOry processwill either deter sources front divulging inform:W(1n or
deter reporters front gathering and publishing information.
It IN obvious that tlifortnnuts are necessary to the news - gathering process as
we know it today. If it is to 'perform its constitutional mission. the press Mast
do far r.ore than Merely print public statements or palish preparood handrails.

Familiarity with the people and eircuinstanves involved in the u:yriall background activities that. result in the final product eallml "news- is vital In complete ;tint responsible journalism, unless the press i8 to lit' CO Nivc nnrathpi.cc
of "newsmakers."'
It is equally ohviottS that the promise of confidentiality may he a necessary
preronliSite III a prtoductive relationship between a newsman and his informants.
Au otliceluolder !tiny fear his superior : a member of the louesturnicy, his nssoelates : a dissident, the scorn of majority opinion. All may have information
valuable to the Public discourse, yet each may lie willing to relate that information only in confidence to a reporter Nvliont he trusts either loecause of exeessive
caution or Isocause of a reasonable fear of reprisals or censure for mewl:Midi*:
views. The First Amendment concern must not be with the mot IVOS of any particular news source, but rather with the conditions in which infonnants of all
shades of the Spectrum may make information available through the press to
the public. Cf. Talley v. California. 392 U. S. 60,65 ; Bates v. Cif i/ of Littlr Roe) :.
391. U. S. 147;

ACP v. Alabama, 357 U. S. 449.

In Caldwell, the District Court found that "confidential relationships . .
are commonly developed and maintained by professioutal journalists. and are
indispensable to their work of gathering. analyzing and puldishing news.
Commentators and individual reporters have repeatedly noted the importance
of confidentiality.' And surveys among reporters and editors indicate that the

promise of nondisclosure is necessary for tunny types of news-gathering.'
Finally, and most important, when governmental officials possess nil inteherked
power to compel newsmen to disclose information received in confidence, sources
5 In Caldwell v. United States, 434 F. 2d 1081, the Government claimed that Caldwell
need not maintain a confidential relationship with members of the Black Panther Party and
provide independent reporting of their activities, since the Party and its leaders could issue

statements on their own. But as the Court of, Appeals for the Ninth Circuit correctly
observed :

"it is not enough that Black Panther press releases and public addresses by Panther leaders
may continue unabated in the wake of subpoenas such as the one here in question. It Is not
enough that the public's knowledge of groups such as the Black Panthers should be confined
to their deliberate public pronouncements or distant news accounts of their occasional
dramatic forays into the public view, The need for an untrammeled press takes on special
urgency in times of widespread protest and dissent. In such times the First Amendment
protections exist to maintain communication with dissenting groups and to provide the
public with a wide range of information about the nature of protest and heterodoxy. See,
e.g., Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1045) ; Thornhill v. Alabama, 310
U.S! 8.9,102 (1940)." Id at 1084-1085.
eAs we observed in Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 00, "Anonymous pamphlets, leaflets,
brochures and even books have played an important role in the progress of mankind. . . .
Iletnre the iteyollitionary Wor colonial patriots frequently had to conceal their authorship
or distribution of literature that easily could have brought down on them prosecutions by
English-controlled courts. . . Even the Federalist Papers, written in favor of the (Won.
ton of our Constitution, were published under 'fictitious names. It is plain that anonymity
has sometimes been assumed for the most constructive purposes." Id., at 64-05. Anti in
Lamont v. Postmaeter General, 381 U.S. 301, we recognized the importance to First Amendment values of the right to receive information anonymously.
Application of Caldwell, 311 F. Stipp. 358,301.
See, e.g., F. Chalmers, A gentleman of the Press: The Biography of Colonel John Bayne
MacLean 74-75 (1969) ; H. Klurfield, Behind the Lines : The World of Drew Pearson 50,
52-55 (1988) ; A. 'Crock, Memoirs: Sixty Years on the Firing Line 181. 184-185 (1998);
B. Larsen, First with the Truth 22-23 (1968): R. OttleY, The Lonely Warrior The Life
and Times of Robert S. Abbott 143-145 (1955) ; C. L. Sulzberger, A Long Row of Candles,
Memoirs and Diaries 24,24/ (1909).
As Walter Cronkite, n network television reporter, said in an affidavit in Caldwell: "In
doing my work, I (and those who assist me) depend constantly on information, ideas, leads
and opinions received in confidence. Such material is essential in digging oat newsworthy
facts and equally important in assessing the importance and analyzing the significance of
public events."
See Guest & Stanzier, The Constitutional Argument for Newsmen Concealing Their
Sources, 64 Nw. L. Rev. 18 (1969) ; Blasi, Press Subpoenas; An Empirical and Legal
Analysis, Study Report of the Reporters' Committee on Freedom of the Press 20-29 (1972)
(hereinafter, "Blasi").
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will clearly be deterred from giving information, and reporters will dearly he
deterred from publishing it. because uncertainty about exercise of the power will
lead to "self-censorship." Smith v. California, 3411 U.S. 147. 149-154; New York
Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 25. 279. The uncertainty arises. of coarse, because

the judiciary has traditionally imposed virtually no limitations on the grand
jury's broad investigatory powers. See 'Ante IL The Modern Grand .Tory : Benighted Snpergovernment, 51 A. B. A. .T. flfi(i5). See also Part II, infra.
After today's decision. the potential informant can never be sure that his
identity or off-the-record communications will not subsequently be revealed

through the compelled testimony of a newsman. A public spirited person inside
government, who is not implicated in any crime, will now be fearful of revealing
corruption on other governmental wrong-doing. because he will now know lie
can subsequently tie identified by use of compulsory process. The potential source
must. therefore, choose between risking exposure by giving information or avoidlug the risks by remaining silent.
The reporter must speculate about whether contact with a controversial source
or publication of controversial material will lead to a subpoena. In the event of a
subpoena, under today's decision, the newsman will know that. he must ehoose
between being punished for contempt if he refuses to testify, or violating his

profession's ethics" and impairing his resourcefulness as a reporter if he discloses confidential information .0

Again, the common sense understanding that such deterrence will occur is

buttressed by concrete evidence. The existence of deterrent effects through fear

and self - censorship was impressively developed in the District Court in Caldwell.-'
Individual reporters" and commentators 14 have noted' such effects. Surveys have
verified that an unbridled subpoena power will substantially impair the flow of
news to the public, especially in sensitive areas involving governmental officials,
financial affairs, political figures, 6issidents, or minority groups that require indepth, investigative reporting.16 And the Jusitce Department has recognized that
"compulsory process in some circtunstances may have a limiting effect on the exercise of First Amendment rights."u No evidence contradicting the existence of

such deterrent effects was offered at the trials or in the briefs here by the petitioners in Caldwell or by the respondents in Branzbura and Pappas.
The impairment of the flow of news cannot, of course, be proven with scientific
precision. as the Court seems to demand. Obviously, not every news-gathering
relationship requires confidentiality. And it is diflieult to pinpoint precisely how
many relationships do require a promise or understanding of nondisclosure. But
we have never before demanded that First Amendment rights rest on elaborate
empirical studies demonstrating beyond any conceivable doubt that deterrent
effects exist; we have never before required proof of the exact number of people
potentially affected by governmental action, who would actually be dissuaded
from engaging in First Amendment activity.

Rather. on the basis. of common sense and available information. we have

asked, often implicitly, (1) whether there was a rational connection between the

10 The American Newspaper Guild has adopted the following rule as part of the newsman's
code of ethics : "Newspaper men shall refuse to reveal confidences or disclose sources of
confidential information in court or before other judicial or investigative bodies." G. Bird
and P. Mervin. The Newspaper and Society 567 51942).
It Obviously if a newsman does not honor a confidence he will have difficulty establishing
other confidential relationships necessary for 'obtaining Information in the future. See
Siebert and Ryniker, Editor and Publisher, September 1. 1934. 30-37.
Tbe court found that "compelled disclosure of information received by a journalist
within the scope of . . . confidential relationships jeopardizes those relationships and
thereby impairs the journalist's ability to gather, analyze and publish news." APPlication

of Caldwell, 311 F. Supp. 358, 361.
in See n. 8, supra.
34 Recent commentary is nc zrly unanimous in urging either an absolute or qualified news.
man's privilege. See, e.g., Gokstein, Newsmen and Their Confidential Sources. New Republic,
March 21. 1970, 13-14 ; Note, 80 Yale L. J. 317 (1970) ; Note, N. Y. U. L. Rev. 617 (1971)
Nelson. The Newsmen's Privilege Against Disclosure of Confidential Sources and Information, 24 Vand. L. Rev. 667 (1971) ; Note,, 71 Col. L. Rev. R38 (1971) ; Comment, 4 Journal of
Law Reform 85 (1071) ; Comment, 6 Harr. Cir. Rights.Civ. Lib. L. Rev. 119 (1970) Comment, n8 Calif. L. Rev. 1108 (1970). But see the Court's opinion, ante, at 24, n. 29. And see
generally articles collected in Yale Note, n. 2.
Recent decisions are in conflict both as to flue' Importance of the deterrent effects and.
a fortiori, as to the existence of n constitutional right to a confidential reporter-source rela-

tionship. See the Court's opinion, ante, at 20, and cases collected in Yale Note, at 318,
n. 0-7.
2.5 See Blasi 6-71 ; Guest and Stanzler, The Constitutional Argument for Newsmen Concealing Their Sources, 64 Nw. L. Rev. 18. 43-50 (1969).
to Department of Justice Memo No. 652, Siptember 2,1970.
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cause (the governmental action) and the effect (the deterrence or impairment
of First Amendment activity) and (2) whether the effect would occur. with some
regularity, i.e., v ould not he de .miniis. See, e.g., Grosjcan, supra, at 244-245;

Burstyn v. 117-fit.m, 343 U.S. 4:15. 503; Sneezy v. New Hampshire. 354 U.S. 234,
248; NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 4411, 461 -466; Smith. v. California, 361 U.S.
147. 150 -154: Bates v. City of Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 523-524: Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60, 64-05; Shelton. v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479. 485-486; Cramp v.
Board of Public Instruct Rat, 368 U.S. 278: 286; NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415,
431-438; Gibson. v. Florida Legislative Investigative Committee, 312 U.S. 539,
555-557: New fork Timex v. Sulliran 376 U.S. 254. 277-7278; Freedman v..11ay-

land. 380 U.S. 51, 50; ,;Gregory v. New Hampshire Attorney General, 33
825; Elf braudt v. Russell, 384 U.S. 11, 16-19. And, in making this determination,
we have shown a special solicitude towards the "indispensable liberties" protected by the First Amendment. NAACP v. Alabama. 371 U.S., at 461; Bantam
Books Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58. 66, for "freedoms such as these are protected
not only against heavy-handed frontal attack, but ills° from being stifled by more
subtle government. interference." Bates, supra, at 523." Once this threshold inquiry has been satisfied. we have then examined the competing interests in determining %%nether there is an unconstitutional infringement of First Amendment freedoms.
For example, in NAACP v. :11abama, 357 U.S. 4-19, we found that compelled disclosure of the names of those in Alabama who belonged to the NAACP "is likely

to affect adversely the ability [of the NAACP] and its members to pursue their
beliefs which they admittedly have the right to advocate, in that it may induce
members to withdraw from the Association and dissuade others from joining it
because of fear of exposure of their beliefs shown through their associations and
of the consequences of this exposure:" Id.. at 403. In 'Policy, supra, wh held invalid a city ordinance which forbade circulation of any handbill that did not
have the distributor's name on it, for there was "no doubt that such an identification procedure would tend to restrict freedom to distribute information and
;hereby freedom of expression." Id.; at 64 -.d5. And in Burstynluaro, we found
deterrence of First Amendment activity inherent in a censor's power to exercise
unbridled discretion under an overbroad statute. Id., at 503.
Surely the analogous claim of deterrence here is as securely grounded in
evidence and coalition sense as the claims in the cases cited above, although the
'_oust. calls.the claim "speculative." See ante, at 28. The deterrence may not occur

in every confidential relationship between a reporter and his souree.m But it
will certainly occur in certain types of relationships involving sensitive and
controversial matters.- And such relationships are vital to the free flow of
information.

To require any greater burden of proof is to shirk our duty to protect values
securely embedded in the Constitution. We cannot await an unequivocal and
therefore unattainableimprimatur from empirical studies." We can and must
accept the evidence developed in the record, and elsewhere, that overwhelmingly

supports the premise that deterrence will occur with regularity in important
types of news-gathering relationships.2°,

17 Although, as time Court pnints out, we have held that the press Is not free from the
requirements of the National Labor Relations Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, the antitrust laws or nondiscriminatory taxation, ante, at 17, these decisions were concerned "only
with restraints on certain business or commercial practices of the press." Citizen Publishing
ro. v. United States, 304 U.S. in, 139. And due weight was given to First Amendment
interests. For example, the "First Amendment far from providing an argument against
application of the Sherman Act . . provides powerful reasons to the contrary." Associated
PrfAR v. United States, 320 U.S. 1,20.
is The fact that some informants will not be deterred from giving Information by the
prospect of the unbridled exercise of the subpoena power only means that there will not
always be a conflict between the grand jury's inquiry and the protection of First Amendment activities, But even if the percentage of such informants is relatively large (compared
to the total "universe" of potential informants, there will remain a large number of people
in "absolute" terms who will be deterred, and the flow of news through mass circulation
newspapers and electronic. media will inevitably be impaired.
19 Empirical studies, after all, can only provide facts. It is the duty of courts to give legal
significance to facts ; and it is the special duty of this Court to understand the constitutional significance of facts. We must often proceed in a state of less than perfect knowledge,
either because the facts are murky or the methodology used in obtaining the facts is open
to question. It is then that we must look to the Constitution for the values that inform our
presumptions. And the importance to our society of the full flow of information to the public hes buttressed this Court's historic presumption in favor of First Amendment values.
2, See. e.g., the uncontradicted evidence presented In affidavits from newsmen in Caldwell,
Appendix to No. 70-57% at 22-61 (statements from Gerald Fraser, Thomas Johnson. John
Kifner, Timothy Knight, Nicholas Proffitt, Anthony Ripley, Wallace Turner, Gilbert Noble,
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Thus, we cannot escape the conclusion that when neither the reporter nor
his source can rely on the shield of confidentiality against unrestrained use
or the grand jury's subpoena power, valuable information will not be published
and Ihe public d'alogue will inevitably be impoverished.
II

Posed against the First Amendment's protection of the newsman's confidential relationships in these cases is society's interest in the use of the grand
jury to-administer justice fairly and effectively. The grand jury serves two important functions: "to examine,into the commission of crimes" and to stand
between the prosecutor and the accused, and to determine whether the charge
was founded upon credible testimony or was dictated by malice or personal ill
will." //We v. Henkel. 201 U.S. 43, 59. And to perform these functions the grand

jury must have available to it

man's relevant evidence. See Mai v.

United States, 250 U.S. 273. 251; Blackmer v. United States, 234 U.S. 421, 435.

Yet the longstanding rule making every person's evidence available to the
grand jury is not. absolute. The rule has been limited by the Fifth Al endment.' the Fourth Amendment,' and the evidentiary privileges of the cmionon
law.' So it was that in Blair, copra, after recognizing that the right against

compulsory self-incrimination prohibited certain inquiries, the Court noted that
-some confidential matters are shielded from considerations of policy, and per haps in other cases for special reasons a witness may be excused from telling
all he knows." Id., at 2S1 (emphasis supplied). And in United States v. Bryan.
393 U.S. 323. the Court observed that any exemption from the duty to testify

before the grand jury "presupposes a very real interest to be protected." Id.,
r 331-332.

Such an interest must surely be the First Amendment protection of a confidential relationship that I have discussed above in Part I. As noted there. this
protection does not exist for the purely private interests of the newsmen or his
informant. tow even, at bottom, for the First Amendment interests of either
partner in the newsgnthering relationship.=1 Rather it functions to insure nothing
less than democratic deeisionmaking through the free flow of information to the
public, and it serves, thereby, to honor the "profound national commitment to
the principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust and wideopen." New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.. at 271).

In striking the proper balance between the public interest in the efficient administration of justice and the First Amendment guarantee of the fullest flow
of information, we mast begin with the basic proposition that because of their
"deliente and vulnerable" nature. 1.4ACP v. Hutton, 371 U.S. 415, 433, and their
transeendent importance for the just funetioning of our society, First Amendment right!-. require special safeguards.

A

This Court has erected such safeguards when government, by legislative investigation or other investigative means, has attempted to pierce the shield of
privacy inherent in freedom of association.'"' In no previous case have we considered the extent to which the First Amendment limits the grand jury subpoena power. But the Court hits said that the "Bill of Rights is applicable to investigations as to all forms of governmental action. Witnesses cannot be cowAnthony Lukas, Martin Arnold. David Burnham. Jon Lowell. Frank Morgan, Min Yee,
Walter Cronkite, Erie Sevareid, Mike Wallace. Dan Rs Bier. Marvin Kalb).
21 See it
v. United Ntatex 840. U.S. 159: Quinn v. United Stales, 349 U.K. 1i5;

Curelo v. United StuteR, 3Sa U.S. 118: Mallon v. Horton. 378 U.S. 1.
2? St.o Pilobthrone Lutnher Co. v. United. States. 251 C.S. 385.
2 See Committee on Rules of Practice and Proeedure of JitilcIal Conference of the
United States. Revlsod Draft of Proposed Rules of Evidence for he United States Courts
and Aticistrateq (1971) ; R J. Witzmore, Evidence 1if 2290-2391 (McNaughten ed. 19911.
21 Although there is n longstanding presumption neninQt creation of common law testimonial privileges, United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 331, these privileges are grounded

In an "Individunl Interest which has been found . . . to outweigh the public Interest in
the search for truth" rather thnn In the broad public concerns which inform the First
Airondment. Id., at 331.
x? The protection of Information from coninelled disclosure for broad purposes or public
policy has been recognized in decisions Involving police informers. see Roviaro v. United
Writes, 353 U.S. 53. United States v. Venteesen. 380 U.S. 102. 108. Aguilar v, Texas. 378
U.S. 108. 114. 3freraif t. Illinois, 389 U.S. 300. and military and state secrets. United
States v. Reynolds. 345 U.S. 1.
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yelled to give evidenee against themselves. They rannot be subjected to unreasonable searches and seizures. Nor van the First Amendment freedoms of
speedo, press . . . or political speech and association be abridged." Watkins v.
United states, 354 U.S. 1TS. 155. And in Nireczy v. :Vete Hampshire. 354 U.S.
231, it was stated: "it is particularly important that the exercise of the power of
tompulsory prowess; be carefully cirnscribed when the investigative process

tends to impinge upon such highly sensitive areas as freedom of speed' or press.
freedom of political association. and freedom of eounnunication of ideas." Id..
at 245 (plurality opinion).
The established method of "carefully" circumscribing investigative powers is to
plaee a heavy burden of justification on government officials when First Amendment rights are impaired. The decisions of this Court have "consistently held
that only a compelling state interest in the regulation of a subject within the
state's constitutional power to regulate can jusify limiting First Amendment
freedoms:" NAACP v. Button, 371 U. S. 415, 438. And It is an essential prerequisite to the validity of an investigation which intrudes into the area of constitutionally protected rights of speech, press, association and petition that the
state show a substantial relation between the information sought and a subject
of overriding and compelling state interest." Gibson v. Florida Legislative Inrestigation. Committee, 372 U. S. 539, 546 (emphasis supplied). See also DeGregory v. Attorney General of New Ilampsh,irc, 383 U. S. 825; NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U. S. 449; Sweezy, supra; Watkins, supra.
Thus. when an investigation impinges on First Amendment rights, the govern-

ment must not only show that the inquiry is of "compelling and overriding importance" but it must also "convincingly" demonstrate that the investigation is
-substantially related" to the information sought.
Governmental officials must. therefore. demonstrate that the information
sought is clearly relevant to a precisely defined subject of governmental inquiry.
117alkins, supra ; Sweezy, supra." They must demonstrate that it Is reasonable to
think the' witness in question has that information. giveczy, supra: Gibson,
supra." And they must show that there is not any means of obtaining the information less- destructive of First Amendment liberties. Shelton v. Tucker, 364
U. S. 479. 488; Louisiana ex rep, Grenuilion v. NAACP, 306 U. S. 293, 296-297."
These requirements, which we have recognized in decisions involving legisla-

tive and evecutive investigations, serve established policies reflected in numerous First Amendment decisions arising in other contexts. The requirements
militate against vague investigations which, ,like vague laws, create uncertainty and needlessly discourage First Amendment activity." They also insure
that a legitimate governmental purpose will not be pursued by means that
"broadly stifle fundamental personal liberties when the end can be more narrowly achieved." Shelton, supra, at 488." As we said in Gibson. supra, "Of
course, a legislative investigationas any investigationmust proceed 'step by
step,' . . . but step by step or in totality, an adequate foundation for inquiry
must be laid before proceeding in such a manner as will substantially intrude
29 As

we said In Watkins v. rnited Slates. 354 U.S. 178 :

"I Witten First Amendment rights are threatened. the delegation of power to rib, fler!is
halve) eommittee must be clearly revealed in its charter.. . . It is the responsibility of
the Congress .. to insure that compulsory process is used only in furtherance of a legishalve purpose, That requires that the instructions to an investigating eommitee spell out
the group's jurisdiction and purpose with sufficient particularity.... 'rime more vague the
committee's charter Is, the greater heroines the possibility that the committee's specifie
Retinas are not In conformity with the will of the parent House of Congress." Jul., at
195-201.

We noted in Ruirerti v. Hampshire, 3541.1.5. 234 :
The State Supreme Court itself recognized that there was a weakness in its conellision
that the menace of forcible overthrow of the government justified sacrificing eenstitutional
rights. There was a missing link In the chain of reasoning. The syllogism was not complete. There was nothing to connect the questioning of the petitioner with this tondomental interest of flue state," Id., nt 251 (emphasis supplied).
24 See generally Note, Less Drastic Means and the First Amendment. 78 Yale L.J. 964
(19091.
2, See Ira/ kin a supra. at 208-209. See generally Haggett V. Rullitt, 377 U.S. no, 372:
Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513. 5211: Ashton v. Kentucka. 384' U.S. 195. 200-201:
mmbroleNkl v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479, On: Smith .v. California. 361 TI.S. 147. 110-152
(19591: iiInters v. New York. 333 U.S. :107: Sfromherg v. California, 283 U.S. 319, 369.
See also Note. The Chilling Effect in Constautionel Law, 09 Col. L. Rev. 808 (19691.
30 See generally Zwiekler v. Knota. sso U.S. 241, 249-250, tin i
cited therein :
roars v. Cincinnati, 402 U.S. 511, 616: Cantwell V. .'iriiiectietit, eases
310
2911, 307:
ftc Jange V. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353, 364-305: Schneider v. Stale, 30S U.S. 147, 164; Cox v.
Louisiana. 379 U.S. 559, 562-564 (1905). Cf. N.4.4 CP v. Bet 'en. 371 US. 415. 435 (Um).
See also Note, The First Amendment Orerbreadth Doctrine, 83 Ham. L. Rev, 844 (1570).
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upon and severely curtail or inhibit constitutionally protected activities or

seriously interfere with similarly. .protected associational rights." Id., at 557.
I believe the safeguards developed in our decisions involving goverumental
investigations must apply to the grand jury inquiries in these eases. Surely the
function of the grand jury to aid in the enforeement of the law is no mor impor-

tant than the.funetiou of the legislature, and its committees, to make the law.
We Bove long recognized the value of the role played by legislative investigations.

see, e.g., United States v. Rankly, 345 U.S. 41. 43; Barenblatt v. United Stales.
3th)
109. 111-112, for the "power of Congress to conduct investigations is
broad ... [encompassing] surveys of defects in our social, economic or political
system for the purpose of enabling Congress to remedy them." Watkins, supra.
at 187. Similarly, the associntional rights of privateindhiChals, which have been
the prime focus of our First Amendment decisions in the investigative sphere,
are hardly more important than the First Amendment rights of mass eirculation
newspapers and electronic merlin to disseminate ideas and information, andicif
the general public to receive them. Moreover, the vices of vagueness and ovi.rbreadth which legislative investigations may manifest ore also exhibited by grand
jury inquiries, since grand jury investigations arc not limited in set pt. to specific criminal acts, see, e.g., Wilson v. United States, 221 U.S. 361, I/cm/riks v.
United States, 223 U.S. 178, 184, United States V. 'Johnson, 319 U.S. :-i(13, and
since standards of materiality and relevance are greatly relaxed. 1/off v. Unitcit
States, 218 U.S. 245; United Slaws v. Costello, 350 U.S. 359. Se4. generally Note.
The Grand Jury as un Investigatory Body, 74 IIarv. L. Rev. 590, 591-592 (1961

For, as the United States notes in its brief in Caldwell, the grand jury "need
establish no factual basis for connnencing an investigation. and can pursue rumors which further investigation may prove groundless."

Accordingly. when a reporter is asked to appear before a grand jury and reveal confidences, I would hold that the government must (1) show that there is
probable en use to believe that the newsman has information which is clearly
relevant to a specific probable violation of laws" (;st.) demonstrate that the information sought cannot be obtained by alternative means less destnietive Of
First Amendment rights; and (3) demonstrate a compelling and overriding interest in the information."
This is not to say that a grand jury could not issue a subpoena until such a
showing were made, and it is not to say that a newsman would be in any way
privileged to ignore any subpoena that was issued. Obviously, before the 'government's burden to make such a showing were triggered, the reporter would have
to move to gnash the subpoena, asserting the basis on which he considered the
particular relationship a confidential one.
B
The crux of the Court's rejection of any newsman's privilege Is its observation
that only "where news sources themselves are implicated in crime or posses in-

formation relevant to the grand jury's task need they or the reporter be eoncorned about grand jury subpoenas." See ante, at 25 (emphasis supplied). But
at In addition. witnesses Ptistornarfly are not allowed to object to questions on the

grounds or zonteriallty or relevance. since the scope of the grand Jury lumilry is Openitl
to he of no consent to the witness. Blair v. United States, 417 F. 2d 384. cert. denied, 399
U.S. 935. or is counsel permitted to be present to aid a witness. See In re Groben, 352
U.S. stiti,
& P.S. 214
see generally Younger, The Grand Jury Tinder Article III. 46 Crim.
(1955) : Note. 104 L. Pa. L. Rev. 429 (1055) : Watts, Grand Jury : Sleeping Watchdog or
Expensive Antique. 37 N.C. L. Her. 200 (1959) Whyte. airs the Grand Jury Necessary."
45 Va. L. Rev. 400 (1059) : Note. 2 Col. L. and Soc. ('rob 58 (10(15) ; Arnett, The 31odern
Grand Jury: Benighted Supergovernment, 51 A.B.A.J. 153 (1065) ; Orfie Id, The Federal
Grand Jury, 22 F.R.D. 313.
The standard of proof etnpioyed by most grand juries. federal and State. Is simply
"probable cause" to believe that hr accused has committed a crime. See Note. 1963 Wash.
E. L. Q. 102; L. Hall et al., Stollen Criminal Procedure 703-794 (1999). Generally speaking. It is extremely difficult to challenge Indictments on the ground that they are not supported by athmunte or competent evidence. Cf. Coate/to v. United States, no U.S. 359;
Berk v. Washington,:109 U.S. 541.
as
Gotland v. Dorre, 259 F. 2d 545. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals declined to
provide a testimonial privilege to a newsman called to testify at a civil trial. But the court
recognized a newsman's First. Amendment right to a confidential relationship with his
source and concluded : "It is to he noted that we are not dealing here with the use of
1mIleial process to force £1 wholesale disclosure of a newspaper's confidential, soorees of
news, nnr with a ease where the Identity of the news Source Is of doubtful relevance or
materiality. . . The question asked went to the heart of the plaintiff's claim." .M., at
540 -550 (citations omitted).
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this is a most misleading construct. For it is obviously not true that the only

Persons about whom reporters will be forced to testify will he those "confidential
informants involved in actual criminal conduct" and those having "information
suggesting illegal conduct by others." See ante, at 25, 27. As noted above, given
the grand jury's extraordinarily broad investigative powers and the weak standards of relevance and materiali..y that apply during such inquiries, reporters, if
they have no testimonial privilege, will be called to give information about informants who have neither committed crimes nor have information about crime.
It is to avoid deterrence of such sources and thus tt: prevent needless injury to
First Amendment values that I think the government must he retptired to show
probable cause that the newsman has information which is clearly relevant to a
specific probable violation of criminal law."
Similarly., it reporter may have information from a confidential source which

is "related" to the commission of crime, but the government nuts be able to
obtain un indictment or otherwise achieve its purposes by subpoenaing persons
other than the reporter. It is au obvious but important truism that when government mans have been fully served, there can be no legitimate reason to disrupt
a confidential relationship between a reporter and his source. To dd so would not
aid the administration of justice and would only impair the flow ,of information

to the public. Thus, It is to avoid deterrence of such sources Oita I think the
government must show that there are no alternative means for the grand jury

to obtain the information sought.
Both the "probable cause" and "alternath ,t means" requirements would thus
serve the vital function of mediating between the public interest in the adminis-

tration of justice and the constitutional protection of the full fibw of information. These requirements would avoid a direct conflict between these competing
concerns, and they would generally provide adequate protection for newsmen.

See Part III, infra.w' No doubt the courts would be required to make some delicate
judgments in working out this accommodation. But that, after all, is the function
of court;; of law. Better such judgments, however difficult, than the simplistic and

stultifying absolutism adopted by the Court in denying any force to the First
Amendment in these eases.

The error in the Court's absolute rejection of First Amendment interests in
these eases seems tome to be most profound. For in the name of advancing the

administration of justice, the Court's decision, I think, will only impair the

achievement of that goal. People entrusted with law enforcement responsibility,
no less than private citizens, need general information relating to controversial
social problems. Obviously, press reports have great value to government, even
when the newsman cannot be compelled to testify before a grand jury. The sad
paradox of the Court's position is that when a grand jury may exercise an unbidled subpoena power, and sources involved in sensitive matters become fearful
of disclosing information, the newsman will not only cease to be a useful grand
jury witness; he will cease to investigate and publish information about issues
of public import. I cannot subscribe to such an anomalous result, for, in my view,
the interests protected by the First Amendment are not antagonistic to the administration of justice. Rather, they can, in the long run, only be complementary,
and for that reason must be given great "breathing space." NAACP v. Button,
371 U. S. 415, 433.

If this requirement is not met, then the government will basically be allowed to undertake a "fishing expedition" at the expense of the press. Such general, exploratory investigations will be most damaging to confidential news-gathering relationships, since they will
create great uncertainty In both reporters and their sources. The Court sanctions such
explorations, by refusing to apply a meaningful "probable cause" requirement. See ante, at
36--30. As the Court states, a grand jury investigation "may be triggered by tips, rumors,
evidence Professed by the prosecutor, or the personal knowledge ef the grand jurors." Ante,
at 36. It thereby invites government to try to annex the press as an investigative arm, since
any time government wants to probe the relationships between the newsman and his source,
it can, on virtually any pretext, convene a grand jury and compel the journalist to testify.
The Court fails to recognize that under the guise of "investigating crime" vindictive
__prosecutors can, using the broad powers of the grand jury which are, in effect, immune
from Judicial supervision. explore the newsman's sources at will, with no serious Iaw enforcement purpose. The secrecy of grand Jury proceedings affords little consolation to a
news source ; the prosecutor obviously will, in most cases, have knowledge of testimony
given by grand jury witnesses,
We need not, therefore, reach the question of whether government's interest in these
cases is "overriding and compelling." I do not, however, believe, as the Court does, that all
grand jury investigations automatically would override the newsman's testimonial privilege.
46 The disclaimers in MR. JUSTICE PowELL's concurring opinion leave room for the hope
that in some future case the Court may take a less absolute position in this area.
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III

in deciding what protection should be given to information a reporter receives
in confidence front a news source, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

affirmed the holding of the District Court that the grand jury power of testimonial compulsion mast not be exercised in a manner likely to impair First
Amendment interests -until there has been a clear showing of compelling and
overriding national interest that cannot be served by alternative means." Clad-

ceft v, Unitcd stores, 434 F. 2d 1(181, 1086. It apprthed the request of respondent
Caldwell for specification by the government of the "subject, direction or scope
of the grand jury inquiry." ht.. al 1085. And it held that in the circumstances of
this ease Caldwell need not divulge confidential information.
I think this decision was correct. On the record before us the Unted States has
not met the burden which I think the appropriate newsman's privilege should
require.

In affidavits before the District Court, the United States said it was investigating possible violations of 18 U.S.C. § 811 (threats against the President), 18 U.S.C.

§ 1751 (assassination, attempts to assassinate, conspiracy to assassinate the
President I. 18 U.S.C. § 231 (civil disorders), 18 U.S.C. § 1201 (interstate travel
to incite a riot ), 18 U.S.C. 11341 (mall fraud and swindles) and other crimes
which were not specified. But, with one exception, there has been no factual
showing in this case of the probable commission of, or of attempts to commit, any

crimes.3"fhe single exception relates to the allegation that a Black Panther
Party leader, David Hilliard, violated 18 U.S.C. § 871 during the course of a
speech in November 1969. But Caldwell was subpoenaed two months after an
indictment was returned against Hilliard, and that charge could not, subsequent
to the indictment, he investigated by a grand jury. See In re National ilitndow
Glass Workers. 287 Fed. 219 ; United States v. Dardi, 330 F. 2d 316,336.3' Furthermore, the record before us does not show that Caldwell probably had any informa-

tion about the violation of any other federal crimes," or that alternative means
of obtaining the desired information were pursued.°
In the ealdireif case. the Court of Appeals further found that Caldwell's confidential relationship with the leaders of the Black Panther Party would be
impairit if he appeared before the grand jury at all to answer questions. even
though not privileged. Caldwell v. United States, 434 F. 2d, at 1088. On the
particular facts before it!' the Court concluded that the very appearance by
at See Mast. at 61 ff.

" A f ter Caldwell seas first subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury, the Government
did undertake, by ailliavits, to "set forth facts indicating the general nature of the grand
jury's investigation [and) witness Earl Caldwell's possession of information relevant to
this general inquiry." In detailing the basis for the belief that a crime had probably been
committed, the government simply asserted that certain actions had previously been taken
by other grand juries, and by Government counsel, with respect to certain members of the
Black Panther Party (i.e., Immunity grants for certain Black Panthers were sought ; the
Government moved to compel party members to testify before grand juries ; and contempt
citations were sought when party members refused to testify). No facts were asserted suggesting the actual commission of crime. The exception, as noted, involved David Hilliard's
speech and its republication in the party newspaper, The Black Panther," for which
Hilliard bad been indicted before Caldwell was subpoenaed.
30 In its affidavits, the government placed primary reliance on certain articles published
by Caldwell in the New York Times during 1969 (on June 15, July 20, July 22, July 27, and
December 14). On December 14. 1969, Caldwell wrote :
"We are special, Mr. Hilliard snid recently. We advocate the very direct overthrow of the
Government by way of force and violence. By picking up guns and moving against it because
we recognize ft as being oppressive and in recognizing that we know that the only solution
to it Is armed struggle.
"In their role as the vanguard in a revolutionary struggle, the Panthers have picked up
guns.
Last week two of their leaders were killed during the police raid on one of their offices
in Chicago. And in Los Angeles a few days earlier, three officers and three Panthers were
wounded In a similar shooting incident. In these and in some other raids, the pclice have
found caches of weapons, including high-powered rifles."
In my view, this shoat( he read as indicating that Caldwell had interviewed Panther
leaders. It does not indicate that he probably had knowledge of the crimes heing investigated by the Government. And. to repeat. to the extent it does relate to Hilliard's threat,
an indictment had already been brought on that mat
The other articles merely demonstrate that Black Panther Party leaders had told Caldwell their ideological beliefsbeliefs
which were rendily available to the Government through other sources, like the party

newspaper.
40 The Government did not attempt to show that means less impinging upon First Amend-

ment interests had been pursued.
41 In an affidavit filed with the District Court, Caldwell stated :
"I began covering and writing articles about the Black Panthers almost from the time

of their inception, and I myself found that In those first months that they were very
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Caldwell before the grand jury would jeopardize his relationship with his sources,

lending to a severance of the news-gathering relationship and impairment of
.the flow of news to the public: "

"Appellant asserted in affidavit that there is nothing to which he could
testify (beyond that which be has already made public aloi for which,
therefore, his appearance is unnecessary) that is not protected by the District Court's order. If this is trueand the Government apparently has not

believed it necessary to dispute itappellant's response to the subpoena
would be a barren performanceone of no benefit to the Grand Jury. To

destroy appellant's capacity as news gatherer for such a return hardly makes
sense. Since the cost to the public of excusing his attendance is so slight,
it may be said that: there is here no public interest of real substance in
competition with the First Amendment freedoms that are jeopardized.
"If any competing public interest is ever to arise in a case such as this
(where First Amendment liberties are threatened by mere appearance at
a Grand Jury investigation) it will he on an occasion in which the witness,
armed with his privilege, can still serve a useful purpose before the Grand
Tory. Considering the scope of the privilege embodied in the protective order,
these occasions would seem to be unusual. It is not asking too much of the

Government to show that such an occasion is presen:Al here." Caldwell,

supra, at 1089.
I think this ruling was also correct in light of the particularized circumstances
of the Cardwell ease. Obviously, only in very rare circumstances would a confidential relationship between a reporter and his source be so sensitive that mere

appearance before the grand jury by the newsman wont substantially impair
his newsgathering function. But in this ease, the reporter made out a prima
facie case that the flow of news tothe public would be c,urtailed. And he stated,
without contradiction, that the only nonconfidential material about which he
conid testify was already printed in his newspaper articles," Since the United
States has not attempted to refute this assertion, the appearance of Caldwell
would on these facts, indeed be a "barren performance." But this aspect of the
Cold/ye/1 judgment I would confine to its own facts. As the Court of Appeals

brief and. reluctant to dismiss any substantive matter with me. However, as they realized
I cool,' he trusted and that my sole purpose was to collect my inforinntiou and present it
objectively in the newspaper and that I had no other motive, I found that not only were
the party leaders available for itlepth interviews but also the rank and file members
were cooperntive in aiding me in the newspnper stories thnt I wanted to do. During the
time that I bore been covering the pnrty. I have noticed other newspapermen representing
lealtilente organizations in the news media turned away because they were not known and
trusted by the party leadership.
"As a result of the relationship that I have developed, I have been able to write length'
stories nhont the Panthers that have appeared in The New York Times and have been o:
such a nature that other reporters who have not known the Panthers have not been able
to write. Many of these stories have appeared in up to 50 or GO other newspapers around
the country.
The Bir* Panther Party's method of operation with regard to members of the press
Is fignificantly different .from that of other organizations. For instance, press credentials
are not recognized as being of any significance, In addition, interviews are not normally
designated as being ibackgroundersi or 'off the record' nr 'for publication' or 'nn the !word.'
Because no substantive Interviews are given until a reintionship o; trust and confidence
is developed between the Black Panther Party members and a reporter, Statements are
rarely mnde to Knell reporters on nn expressed 'on' end 'off' the record basis. Instend, nu
understanding is developed over a period of time between the Black Panther Party members and the reporter as to matters which the Black Panther Party wishes to disclose for
loomeationg and those matters which are given in confidence... Indeed, if I run forced
to ;lower in secret grnnd Jury proceedings. my appearance alone would he interpreted by
the 1131aek Panthers and other dissident groups ns a possible disclosure of confidences and
trust: and would similarly destroy my effectiveness as a newspaperman."
42 "Militant groups might very understandably fear that, under the pressure of examination before a Grmul Jury, the witness may fail to protect their confidences, .
The
Government characterizes this anticipated loss of commnniention as Black Panther reprisal. . . . But it is not an extortionate threat that we face. It is a human reaction as
reasonable to expect as that a client will leave a lawyer when his confidence is shaken. . .
As Abe Government points nut, loss of such a sensitive news source can also result frum
its renetion to indiscreet or unfavorable reporting nr from a reporter's association with
Government agents or persons disapproved of by the news source, Loss in such a Cage,
however, results from an exercise of the choice and _prerogative of a free press. It is not
the -,..,111t of Government eoninulsion. Caldieell v. United States, 4:34 F. 2d ion.
" Caldwell stated in his affidavit filed with the District Court, see n. 40, sapra
It would be virtually impossible for me to recall whether any particular matter disclosed
to me by members of the Black Panther Party since January 1, 1960, was based on-nn understanding that it would or would not be confidential. Generally, those matters which were
made on a nonconfidential or for publication' basis have been published in articles I have
written in The New York Times : conversely, any matters which I have not thus tar disclosed in published articles would have been given to me based on the understanding that
they were confidential and would not be published,"
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appropriately observed: "The rule of this case is a narrow one.
supra, at 1090.

.

. ." Caldwell,

Accordingly, I would affirm the judgment of the Court of Appeals in No. 70-57,

United States v. Caldwell." In the other two cases before us, No. 70-85, Branz-

burg v. napes and Branzbarg v. Meigs, and No. 70-94, lu the Mutter of furl
Pappas, I would vacate the judgments and remand the cases for further proceedings not inconsistent with the views I have expressed in this opinion.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
No. 70-57
UNITED STATES, PETITIONER, V. EARL CALDWELL

On Writ of Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
[June 29,1972]
MR. JUSTICE DouotAs, dissenting.

Caldwell, a Black, is a reporter for the New York Times and was assigner]
to San Francisco with the hope that he could report on the activities and attitudes of the Black Panther Party. Caldwell in time gained the complete confidence of its members and wrote in-depth articles about them.

He was subpoenaed to appear and testify before a iederal grand jury and
to bring with him notes and tapes covering interviews with its members. A
hearing on a motion to quash was held. The District Court ruled that while
Caldwell must appear before the grand jury, he.lieed not reveal confidential
communications unless the court was satisfied that there was a "compelling and
overriding national interest." See 311 P. Supp. 358. Caldwell filed a notice of
appeal and the Court of Appeals dismissed the appeal without opinion.

Shortly thereafter a new grand jury was impanelled and it issued a new

subpoena for Caldwell to testify. On a motion to quash, the District Court issued
an order substantially identical to its earlier one.
Caldwell refused to appear and was held in contempt. On appeal the Court of

Appeals vacated the judgment of contempt. It said that the revealing of confidential sources of information jeopardized a First Amendment freedom, that
Caldwell need not appear before tbe grand jury absent a showing that there was
a "compelling or overriding national interest" in pursuing such an interrogation.
The District Court had found that Caldwell's knowledge of the activities of tbe
Black Panthers "derived in substantial part" from information obtained "within
the scope of a relationship of trust and confidence." It also found that confidential
relationships of this sort are commonly developed and maintained by professional journalists, and are indispensable to their work of gathering, analyzing,
and publishing tbe news.
The District Court further had found that compelled disclosure of information

received by a journalist within the scope of such confidential relationships
jeopardized those relationships and thereby impaired the journalist's ability to
gather, analyze, and publish the news.

The District Court finally had found that, without a protective order delimiting the scope of interrogation of Earl Caldwell by the grant jury, his appearance
and examination before the jury would severely impair and damage his confidential relationships with members of the Black Panther Party and other mili-

tants, and thereby severely impair and damage his ability to gather, analyze,
and publish news concerning them: and that it would also damage and impair
the abilities of all reporters to gather, analyze, and publish news concerning them.
The Court of Appeals agreed with the findings of the District Court but hdld
that Caldwell need not appear at all before the grand jury absent -a "compelling
need" shown by the Government. 434 F. 2d 1081.

It is my view that there is no "compelling need" that can be shown which
qualifies the reporter's immunity from appearing or testifying before a grand
The District Court reserved jurisdiction to modify its order on a showing of a governmental interest which cannot be served by means other than Caldwell's grand jury testimony. The Government would thus have further opportunity in that court to meet the
burden which, I think, protection of First Amendment rights requires.
93 -979 0 - 73 - 92
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jury, unless the reporter himself is implicated in a crime. His immunity in my
view is therefore quite complete, for absent his involvement in a crime, the First
Amendment protects him against an appearance before a grand jury and if he
is involved in a crime, the Fifth Amendment stands as a barrier. Since in my
view there is no area of inquiry not protected by a privilege, the reporter need
not appear for the futile purpose of invoking one to each question. And, since
in my view a newsman has an absolute right not to appear before a grand jury it
follows for me that a journalist who voluntarily appears before that body may
invoke his First Amendment privilege to specific questions. The basic issue is the
extent to which the First Amendment (which is applicable to it.vf.4tigating committees, Ti7atirim v. United States, 354 U.S. 178; YAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S.
440, 463; Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigating Committee, 372 U.S. 539;
Baird v. State Bar, 401 U.S. 1, 6-7; I re Stolen 401. U.S. 23) must yield to the
Government's asserted need to know a reporter's unprinted information.
The starting point for decision pretty well marks the range within which the
end result lies. The New York Times, whose reporting functions are at issue here,
takes the amazing position that First Amendment rights are to be balanced
against other needs or conveniences of government.' My belief is that all of the
"balancing" was done by those who wrote the Bill of Rights. By casting the First
Amendment ln absolute terms, they repudiated, the timid, watered-down, emasculated versions of the First Amendment which both the Government and the
New York Times advances in the case.
My view is close to that of the late Alexander Meiklejohn

"For the understanding of these principles it is essential to keep clear the
crucial difference between 'the rights' of the governed and 'the powers of
the governors. And at this point, the title 'Bill of Rights' is lamentably inaccurate as a designation of the first ten amendments. They are not a 'Bill
of Rights' but a 'Bill of Powers and Rights.' The Second through the Ninth
Amendments limit the powers of the subordinate agencies in order that due
regard shall be paid to the private 'rights of the governed. The First and

Tenth Amendments protect the governing 'powers' of the people from abridgment by the agencies which are established as their servants. In the field of
our 'rights,' each one of us can claim 'due process of law.' In the field of our

governing 'powers,' the notion of 'due process is irrelevant."
He also believed that "Self-government can exist only insofar as the voters

acquire the intelligence, integrity, straitivity, and generous devotion to the
general welfare that, in theory, casting a ballot is assumed to express," and

that "[p]ublic discussions of public issues, together with the spreading of information and opinion bearing on those issues, must have a freedom unabridged by
our agents. Though they govern us, we, in a deeper sense, govern them. Over our
governing, they have no power. Over their governing we have sovereign power."
Two principles which follow from this understanding of the First Amendment

are at stake here. One is that the people, the ultimate governors, must have
absolute freedom of and therefore privacy of their individual opinions and beliefs regardless of how suspect or strange they may appear to others. Ancillary
to that principle is the conclusion that an individual must also have absolute

privacy over whatever information he may generate in the course of testing his
opinions and beliefs. In this regard, Caldwell's status as a reporter it. less relevant than is his status as a student who affirmatively pursued empirical research
to enlarge his own intellectual viewpoint. The second principle is that effective
self-government cannot succeed unless the people are immersed in a steady,
robust, unimpeded, and uncensored flow of opinion and reporting which are
continuously subjected to critique, rebuttal, and re-examination. In this respect,
Caldwell's status as a newsgatherer and an integral part drthat process becomes
critical.
1 "The three minimal tests we contend must be met before testimony divulging confidences

may be compelled from a reporter are these : 1. The government must clearly show that
there is probable cause to believe that the reporter possesses information which is specifically relevant to a specific probable violation of law. 2. The government must clearly show
that the infomation it seeks cannot be obtained by alternative means, which is to say,
from sources other than the reporter. 8. The government must clearly demonstrate a compelling and overriding interest in the information." Amiens Brief, N.Y. Times, at 29.
Melklejohn, The First Amendment Is Absolute, 1961 Sup. Ct. Rev. 245, 254.
rd., at 256.
4 /d., at 257.
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Government has many interests that compete with the First Amendment. Con-

gressional investigations to determine how existing laws actually operate or

whether new laws are needed. While congressional committees have broad pow-

ers, they are subject to the restraints of the First Amendment. As we said in

Watkins v. United States, 354 U. S. 178, 197: "Clearly, an investigation is subject
to the command that the Congress shall make no law abridging freedom of speech
or press or assembly. While it is.true that there is no statute to be reviewed, and

that an investigation is not a law, nevertheless an investigation is part of lawmaking. It is justified solely as an adjunct to the legislative process. The First
Amendment may be invoked against infringement of the protected freedoms by

law or by lawmaking."
Hence matters of belief, ideology, religious practices, social philosophy and the

like are beyond the pale and of no rightful concern of government, unless the
belief or the speech or other expression has been translated into action. West
Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U. S. 624, 64:::; Baird v. State
Bar, 401 U. S. 1, 6-7 ; In re StOlar, 401 U. S. 23.

Also at stake here is Caldweil's privacy of association. We have held that

"Lijnviolability of privacy in group association may in many circumstances be
indispensable to preservation of freedom of association, particularly where a

group espouses dissident beliefs." NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U. S. 449, 462; NAACP
v. Button, 371 U. S. 415.

As I said in Gibson v. Florida Legislative Committee, 372 U.S. 539, 565: ". . .
the associational rights protected by the First Amendment . . . cover the entire
spectrum in political ideology as well as in art, in journalism, in teaching, and
in religion. [G]overnment is . . . precluded from probing the intimacies of spiritual and intellectual relationships in the myriad of such societies and groups
that exist in this country, regardless of the legislative purpose to be served . . . .
If that is not true, I see no barrier to investigation of newspapers, churches,
political parties, clubs, societies, unions, and any other associations for their
political, economic, social, philosophical, or religious vews." (Emphasis added.)

The Court has not always been consistent in its protection of these First

Amendment rights and has sometimes allowed a government interest to override the absolutes of the First Amendment. For example, under the banner of
the "clear and present danger" test," and later under the influence of the "balancing" formula,' the Court has permitted men to be penalized not for any harmful
conduct but solely for holding unpopular beliefs.
In recent years we.have said over and again that where First Amendment rights
are concerned any regulation "narrowly drawn," r must be "compelling" and not
s E.g., Schenck v. United States, 249 'U.S. 47 (wartime antldraft leafleting) Dabs v.
United States, 249 U.S. 211 (wartime anti-draft speech) ; Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S.
616 (wartime leafleting calling for general strike) ; Feiner v. New York, 840 U.S. 815 (arrest
of radical speaker without attempt to protect him from hostile audience) ; Dennis v. United
States, 841 U.S. 494 (reformulation of test as "not improlnikie" rule to sustain conviction
of knowing advocacy of overthrow) ; Scales v. United States, 367 U.S. 208 (knowing membership In group which espouses forbidden advocacy is punishable). For a more detailed
account of the infamy of the "clear and present danger" test see my concurring opinion in
Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447.
a8. Adler V. Board of Education, 342 D.S. 485 (protection of schools from "pollution"
outweighs
public teachers' freedom to advocate violent overthrow) ; Mohan* v. Wyman,
g,
860 U.S. 72, 79, illarreserving security of New Hampshire from subversives outweighs
privacy of list of participants in suspect summer camp) Barenbiatt v. United States, 360
U.S. 109 (legien ve inquiry more Important that protecting_ HUACS witness' refusal to
answer whether a third person bad been a communlit) ; Wilkinson v. United States, 865
U.S. 399 (legislative inquiry more important than_protecting HUAC witness' refusal to
state whether he was currently a member of the Communist Party) ; Braden v. United
States, 865 U.S. 481, 435 (legislative inquiry more important than protecting HUAC witness' refusal to state whether he had once been a member of the Communist Party)of;
Ressigsberg v. State Bar, 368 U.S. 36 (regulating membership of bar outweighs interest
applicants in refusing to answer question concerning communist affiliations) ; In re
Anastaplo. 366 U.S. 82 (regulating membership of bar outweighs protection of applicant's
belief in Declaration of Independence that eithens should revolt against an oppremive
government) ; Communist Party v. Subversive Activities Control Board, 367 U.S. 1 (national security outweighs privacy of association of leaders of suspect groups) Law Students Research Council- v. Wanton& 401 U.S. 154 (regulating membership of bar outweighs
privacy of applicants' views on the soundness of the Constitution).
restricted the time place, and
/ Thus, we have held "overbroad" measures which unduly
161 (anti-leafleting law) 21hornbill
manner of expression. Schneider V. State. 308 U.S. 147_,
Cantwell
v. Coosseeticut, 31.0 U.S. 296
v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 102 (anti-boycott statute);
of Pears measure)
(breach of peace measure) ; Coe v. Lesielonts, 379 U.S. 586 (breach Cohen
v. California.
statute)
Edwards V. South Carolina, 872 U.S. 229 (breach at peace
Wilson,
405
U.ti. - (breach of
403 U.S. 15, 22 (breach of peace statute) ; Gooding v.
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merely "rational" its is the case where other activities are concerned." But the
"compelling" interest in regulation neither includes paring down or diluting the
right, nor embraces penalizing one solely for his Intellectual viewpoint ; it concorns the State's interest, for example, in regulating the time and place or perhaps manner of exercising First Amendment rights. Thus one has an undoubted
right to read and proclaim the First Amendment in the classroom or in a park.
But he would not have the right to blare It forth from a sound truck rolling

through the village at 2 a.m. The distinction drawn in Cantwell v. Connecticut, MO
U.S. 296, 303-301, should still stand : "[Tlhe Amendment embrace.; two concepts
freedom to believe and freedom to act. The first is absolute but, in the nature of
things, the second cannot be. "'

Under these precedents there is no doubt that Caldwell could not he brought
before the grand Jury for the Sole purpose of exposing his political beliefs. Yet
today the Coilrt effectively permits that resnit under 111e guise of allowing lin
n11011114 to elicit from him "Menial information." To he sure, the inquiry will
be coached only in terms of extraeting Caldwell's recollft ';,tn of what wits said

to him (hiring the interviews, but the fact reInhins tlint his quest bats to the
Panthers and therefore the respective answers Were guided by Caldweirs own
preconceptions and views about the Black l'anthers. His entire experience was
shaped by his intellectual viewpoint. Unlike the rataloto bystander, those who

affirmatively set out to lost an hypothesis, as here have no tidy means or

segregating subjective opinion from objeetive facts.
Sooner or later any test which provides less thnn blanket protection to be-

liefs and associations will be twisted and reln'ed so as to provide virtually
no protection at all. As Justice Holmes noted in Abrams v. United Stoics, 250
U.S. 616, Such was the fate of the "clear and present danger" test which he
hod coined in SC/iCaCk v. United. States, 249 U.S. 47. Eventually, that fortnnla
WIN so watered down that the danger had to be neither clear our present but
merely "hot improbable." Dennis v. United. State& 3 -11 U.S. 494, 510. See my
concurring opinion in Brandothury V.' Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 447. A compelling
peace statute): But insofnr as penalizing the content of thought and opinion is concerned,
the Court has not in recent Terms permitted any interest to override the absolute privacy
of one's philosophy. To be sure, opinions have often adverted to the absence of a compelling
justification for attempted intrusions into philosophical or associntional privacy. E.g., Bates
v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 523 (disclosure of NAACP membership lists to city officials) ;
Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigating Committee, 372 U.S. 539, 546 (disclosure of
NAACP membership list to state legislature) ; DeGregory v. Attorney General of New
Hampshire, 383 U.S. 825, 829 (witness' refusal to state whether he had been a member of
the Communist Party three years earlier) ; Baird v. State Bar of Arizona, 401 U.S. 1, 6-7
(refusal of bar applicant to stnte whether she had been a member of the Communist Party),
In re Stolar, 401 U.S. 23 (refusal of bar applicant to state whether he was "loyal" to the
government) ; see also Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576 (expression of digest for flag). Yet,
while the rhetoric of these opinions did not expressly embrace an absolute privilege for the
privacy of opinions and philosophy, the trend of those results was not inconsistent with and
in their totality appeared to be approaching such a doctrine. Moreover, in another group of
opinions invalidating for overbreadth intrusions into the realm of belief and association,
there was no specification of whether a danger test, a balancing process, an absolute doctrine, or a compelling justification inquiry had been used to detect invalid applications
comprehended by the challenged measures. E.g., Wieman v. Updegraf I, 344 U.S. 183 (loyalty
test which condemned mere unknowing membership in a suspect group) ; Shelton v. Tucker,
364 U.S. 479 (requirement that public teachers disclose all affiliations) ; °rendition v.
NAACP, 366 U.S. 293, 296 (disclosure of NAACP membership lists) ; Whitehall v. Elkins,
389 U.S. 54, tif) (nonactive membership in a suspect group a predicate for refusing employment as a public tencher) ; United States .v. Robot, 389 U.S. 258 (mere membership in Communist Party a sole ground for exclusion from employtnent in defense facility). Regrettably, the vitality of the overdue trend toward a complef privilege In this area has been
drawn into question by quite recent decisions of the Court, Law Students Research Council
v. Wadmond, 401 U.S. 154, holding that bar applicants may be turned away for refusing to
disclose their opinions on the soundness of the Constitution ; Cote v. Richardson, 405 U.S.
sustaining an oath required of public employees that they will "oppose" a violent
overehrow; and, of course, by today's decision.
8 Where no more than economic interests were affected this Court bits upheld legislation
only upon n showing that it was " rationally connected" to some permissible state objective,
only wpon a showing that it was "rationally connected" to S01310 permissible state objective.
E.g., United Staten v. Carotene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152; Goesaert v. Cleary!, 335
U.S. 464 ; Williamson v. Lee Optical Co., 348 U.S. 483 McGowan. v. Maryland, 368 U.S.
420 McDonald V. Board of Election Comm'rs., 304 U.S. 802: United Staten v. Marti/and
Savings-Share Ins. Corp., 400 U.S. 4 ; Richardson v, Belcher, 404 U.S. 78; Schub v. Kettbel,
404 TJ.S. 357.
The majority cites several cases which held that certain hardens on the press were
permissible despite incidental burdens on its newsgathering ability, For example, see Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 358. Even assuming that those cases were rigidly decided,
the fact remains that in none of them was the Government attempting to extrnct personal
belief from a witness and the privacy of a citizen's personal intellectual viewpoint was not
implicated,
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Interest test may prove as tillable as did the clear and present danger teat. Perceptions of the worth of state objectives will change with the composition of
the Court and with the intensity of the politics of the Hines. For example, in
Uphaux v. Wyman, '300 U.S. 72, sustaining an attempt to compel a witness to
divulge the Homes of participants ill a summer pullticul camp, Jutirta: 1100:NAN
dissented on the ground that "It Is patent that there is r,ally no subordinating
interest
demonstrated on the part of the State." Id., Psi, The majority, however, found that "the governmental Interest in self preservation is sullIcleatIr
compelling to subordinate the interest In assoelational privacy . . . ." Id.. 81.
That is to enter the world of "make believe," for New Hampshire, the State involved in //phew; mas never in fear of being overthrown.
II

Today's decision %Oil impede the wide open and robust dissemination of ideas
and connterthought which 0 free press both fosterS nml protects and which is
essential to the success of intelligem selfgoverninent. Forcing a reporter before
It grand jury will have two retarding effects upon the ear and the pen of the
press. Fear of exposure will Cause dissidents to communicate less openly to
trusted reporters, And, fear of accountubility will cause editors and critics to
write with more restrained pens.
I see no way of making mandatory the disclosure of a reporter's confidential
source of the information on which he bases his news story.
The press has a preferred position in our constitutional scheme not to enable
it to make money, not to set newsmen apart as a favored class, but to bring
fulfillment to the public's right to know. The right to know is crucial to the
governing powers of the people, to paraphrase Alexander Meiklejohn. Knowledge
is essential to informed decisions.

As Mr. Justice Black said in Ncw York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U,S.
713, 717 (concurring Opinion), "The press was to serve the governed, not the

governors. . , . The press was protected so that it could bare the secrets of
government and inform the people."
.

Government has an interest in law and order; and history shows that the
trend of rulersthe bureaucracy and the policeis
to suppress the radical and
his ideas and to arrest him rather than the hostile audience.
See Feiner v. Ncw
York, 340 U.S. 315. Yet as held in Term/paella v, Chicago, 337 U.S. 1! 4, one
"function of free speech under our system of government is to invite dispute."
We went on to say, "It may indeed best serve its high purpose when it induces a
condition of unrest, creates dissatisfaction with conditions as they are, or even
stirs people to anger. Speech is often provocative and challenging. It may strike

at prejudices and preconceptions and have profound unsettling effects as it
presses for acceptance of an idea."
The people who govern are often far removed from the cabals that threaten
the regime; the people are often remote from the sources of truth (wen though
they live in the city where the forces that would undermine society operate. The
function of the press is to explore and investigate events, inform the people
what is going on, and to expose the harmful as well as the good influences at
work, There is no higher function performed- under our constitutional regime.
Its performance means that the press is often engaged in projects that bring
anxiety or even fear to the bureaucracies or departments or ollicials of govern-

ment. The whole weight of government is therefore often brought to bear against
.a paper or a reporter.
A reporter is no better than his source of information. Unless he has a privilege
to withhold the identity of his source, he will be the victim of governmental intrigue or aggression. If he can be summoned to testify in secret before a grand
jury, his sources will dry up and the attempted exposure, the effort to enlighten
the public, will be ended. If what the Court sanctions today becomes settled law,
then the reporter's main function in American society will he to pass on to the

public the press releases which the various departments of government issue.
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It is no answer to reply that the risk that a novstuan will divulge one's secrets
to the grand jury Is no greater than the threat that he will in any event inform
to the police. Evt a the most trustworthy reporter may not be able to wIthstund
relentless badgering before a grand jury. °

The record III this ease is replete with weighty afildnvits from responsible

newsmen, telling how Import:int are the sanctity of their sources of Information."
When we deny newsmen that protection, we deprive the people of the information
needed to run the affairs of Lhe Notion in an intelligent way.
Madison said :

"A popular Government, without popular information, or the means of
aoniring it, is lint a Prolegne to n Force or a Trngetly ; or, perhaps hoax.
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance; And, a people who nuqin to be

their omit Governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge
gives (to W. '1'. Barry. August , 1822)." The Complete Madison 337 (1953).

Today's decision is more than a clog upon news gathering. It is a signal to
publishers and editors that they shan'd exercise caution in how they use whatever information they chin obtain. Without immunity they may be summoned to
account for their criticism. Entrenched officers have been quick to crash their
bowers down up at unfriendly commentators.' E.g., New York Times Co. v. SW/lean, 37l; U.S. 251; Garrison V. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 64; Pickering v. Board of

Education, 391 U.S. 563; Gravel v. United Slates, ante.
The intrusion of government into this domain is symptomatic of the disease of
this society. As the years puss the power of government becomes more and more
pervasive. It is a power to suffocate both people and causes. Those in power, whatever their polities, want only to perpetuate it. Now that the fences of the law and
the tradition that has protected the press arc broken down, the people are the vie-

tims. The First Amendment, as 1 read it, was designed precisely to prevent that
tragedy.

lo "The secrecy of the [grand jury's] proceedings and the possibility of a jail sentence for
contempt so Intimidate the witness that he may be led into answering questions which pry
into his personal life and associations and which, In the bargain, are frequently immaterial
and vague. Alone and faced by either hostile or apathetic grand juries, the witness is frequently undone by his experience. Life in a relatively open society makes him especially
vulnerable to a secret appearance before a body that is considering criminal charges. And
the very body toward which he could once look for protection has become a weapon of the
prosecution. When he seeks protective guidance front his lawyer, he learns that the judicial

broadening of the due process which has occurred in the past two decades has largely
ignored grand jury matters. precisely because it was assumed that the grand jury still
functioned as a guardian'of the rights of potential defendants." Donnor 4.. Cerruti, The
Grand Jury Network : How the Nixon Administration Has Secretly Perverted A Tradi-

tional Safeguard of Individual Rights, 211 The Nation 5, 6 (1972).
11 It is said that "we remain unclear how often and to what extent informers are actually
deterred from furnishing information when newstwm are forced to testify before a grand

jury." But the majority need look no further than its holdings that prosecutors n A not
disclose informers' names .because disclosure would (a) terminate the usefulness of an
exposed informant inasmuch as others would no longer confide in him, and (b) it would
generally inhibit persons from becoming confidential informers. McCray v. Illinois, 386 U.S.
300: Seller v. United States, 305 U.S. 251: cf. Roviaro v. United States, 353 U.S. 53.
I. For a summary of early reprisals against the press, such as the John Prier Zenger
trial, the Alien and Sedition Acts prosecutions. and Civil War suppression of newspapers,

see Press Freedoms Under Pressure, Repor ton the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force
on the Coenment and the Press 3-5 (1972). We have nut outlived the tendency of
(Uncials' to retaliate against critics. For recent eNallIples see .1. Wiggins, Freedom or
Secrecy 87 (1936) ("New Mexico, In 1931, furnished a striking example of government
reprisal against . . . it teacher In the state reform school [who) wrote a letter to the
Now Mexican. confirming stories it had printed abqut mistreatment of inmates by guards.
11wo days later het was 'unified of his termination.") ; Note, the Right of Govern.
ment Employees to Furnish Information to Congress: Statutory and .ConstitutIonal Aspeets, a7 Va. L. Rev. 883S86 (1971) (dismissal of an Air Force employee who testified
before it Senate eointnittee with respect to C-3A cargo plane cost overruns and firing of
an Fla agent who wrote Senators complaining or the linrean's personnel practices ; N.Y.
Times. Nov. 8, 1907, at 1, col. 2: ibid., Nov 9. 1067, at 2. col. 4 (Selective Service directiv to local draft boards requiring conscription of those who protested war; N.Y. Times,
Nov. 11. 1971, :It 95, col. 4; ibid., Nov. 12. 1971, at 13. col. 1; ibid., Nov. 14. 1971, at
13. col. 1 (FBI investigation of a television commentat,,r who criticized administration
polirles) : ibid., Nov. 14, 1971, at 73, col. 3 (denial of White House press pass to underground 'journal Ist ) .
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UNITED STATF:S, rmtrioNER, v. E,uu. CALM
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[June 29, 1912]
Ma. JUSTICE POWELL, concurring in the opinion of the Court.

I add this brief statement to emphasize what seems to me to be the limited
nature of the Court'e holding. The Court does not hold that newsmen, subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury. are without constitutional rights with
respect to the gathering of news or in safeguarding their sources. Certainly, we
do not hold, as suggested in the dissenting opinion, that state a ml fedora! au-

thorities are free to "annex" the news media as "an investigative arm of

government." The solicitude repeatedly shown by this Court for First Amendment freedoms should be sufficient assurance against any such effort, even if
one seriously believed that the mediaproperly free and untrammeled in the
fullest sense of these termswere not able to protect themselves.
As indicated in the concluding portion of the opinion, the, Court states that
no harassment of newsmen will be tolerated. If a newsman believes that the
grand jury investigation is not being conducted in good faith he is not without
remedy. Indeed, if the newsman is called upon to give information bearing only
a remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the investigation, or if he has
some other reason to believe that his testimony implicates confidential source
relationships without a legitimate need of law enforcement, he will have access
to the Court on a motion to quash and an appropriate protective order may be
entered. The asserted claim of privilege should be judged on its facts by the
striking of a proper balance between freedom of the press and the obligation of
all citizens to give relevant histimnity with respect to criminal conduct. The
balance of these vital constitutional and societal interests on a case-by-case
basis accords with the tried and traditional way of adjudicating such questions.
In short, the courts will be available to newsmen under circumstances where
legitimate First Amendment interests require protection.
1t is to be remembered that Caldwell asserts a constitutional privilege not even to appear
before the grand jury unless a court decides that the government has made a showing that
meets the three preconditions specified in the dissenting opinion of Mu. JUSTICE STEWART.
To be sure, this would require a "balancing" of interests by the Court, but under circumstances and constraints significantly different from the balancing that will be appropriate
under the Court's decision. The newsman witness, like all other witnesses, will have to
appear ; he.will not be in a position to litigate at the threshold the State's very authority
to subpoena him. Moreover, absent the constitutional preconditions that Caldwell and the
dissenting opinion would impose as heavy hurdens of proof to he carried by the State, the
courtwhen called upon to protect a newsman from improper or prejudicial questioning
would be free to balance the competing interests on their merits in the particular case. The
new constitutional rule endorsed by the dissenting opinion would, as a practical matter,
defeat such a fair balancing and the essential societal interest in the detention and prosecution of crime would be heavily subordinated.
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT
IS THE MATTER OF TH IC APPLICATION OF EARL CALDWELL AND NEW YORK TIMES
Co NI PA NY FOR AN ORDER QUASHING 0114N1) JURY SUBPOENAS, EARL CALDWELL,
APPELLANT

v.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, APPELLEE

(No. 26,025)

[November 16, 1070]

On Appeal from the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California

Before: Mtautur. and ELT, Circuit Judges, nud JAMESON, District Judge*

Mmont.t., Circuit Judge:

Earl Caldwell appeals from. an order holding him in contempt of court for
disregard of an order directing him to appear before the Grand Jury of the
United States 1)istrict Court for the Northern District of California pursuant to
a subpoena issued by the Grand Jury.
Appellant is a black news reporter for the New York Times. Ile has become a

specialist in the reporting of news concerning the Black Panther Party. The
Grand Jury is (waged in a general investigation of the Black Panthers and the
possibility that they are engaged in criminal activities contrary to federal law.
In order to protect First Amendment inter -sts asserted by appellant, the District Court order of attendance, which appellant disregarded, expressly granted
appefinnt the privilege of silence as to certain matters until such time as the

Government should demonstrate "a compelling and over-riding national interest
in requiring Mr. Caldwell's testimony which cannot be served by any alternative
means." This protective order provided :
"(1) That " * he shall not be required to reveal confidential associations,
sources or information received, developed or maintained by him as a professional journalist in the course of his efforts to gather news for dissemination, to the public through the presti or other news media.
"(2) That specifically, without limiting paragraph (1), Mr. Caldwell shall
not be required to answer questions concerning statements made to him or
information given to him by members of the Black Panther Party unless such
statements or information were given him for publication or public disclosure.
"(3) That, to assure the effectuation-Of this order, Mr. Caldwell shall be

permitted to consult with his counsel at any time he wishes during the

course of his appearance before the grand jury * *."
Appellant contends that the privilege granted -by the District Court will not
suffice to protect Die First Amendment interests at stake ; that unless a specific
need for his testimony can he shown by the United States he should be excused
from attendance before the Grand Jury altogether. Tints it is not the scope of the
interrogation to which he must submit that is here at issue ; it is whether he need
attend at all.
The case is one of first impression and one in which news media have shown
great interest and have accordingly favored ns with briefs as amid curiae. As
is true with many problems recently confronted by the courts, the case presents
vital questions of public policy: questions as to how competing public interests
shall he balanced; The issues require us to turn out attention to the underlying
conflict between public interests and the nature of such competing interests .I
*Honorable William J. Jameson, United States District Judge for the District of Montana,
sitting by designation.
&Where, as here, the alleged abridgement of First Amendment interests occurs as a byproduct of otherwise permissible governmental action not directed at the regulation of
speech or press, "resolution of the issue alway^ involves a balancing by the courts of the
competing private and public interests at stake In the particular circumstances shown."
Barenblett v. United States, 360 U.B. 109. 126 (1959) see, e.g.. Kontabere v. State Bar,
366 U.S. 86,50-51 (1961) ; Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516 (1960) NAACP v. Alabama,
857 TM 449, 460-67 (1958) : Nalrn."The New York Times Case A 'Note on 'The Central
Meaning of tbe First Amendment,' 1164, Snp.Ct.Rev. 191, 214-18 (1964).
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While the United States has not appealed from the grant of privilege by the
District Court (which it opposed below) and the propriety of that grant is thus
not directly involved here, appellant's contentions here rest 11p011 the same First
Amendment foundation as did the protective order granted below. Thus, before
we can decide whether the First Amendment requires more than a protective
order delimiting the scope of interrogation, we must first decide whether it requires any privilege at all.
THE PROTECTIVE ORDER

The proceeding below were initiated by a motion by appellant to quash

subpoenas issued by the Grand Jury.' In his moving papers appellant's position
was that the "inevitable effect of the subpoenas will' be to suppress vital First
Amendment freedoms of Mr. Caldwell, of the New York Times, of the news
media, and of militant' political groups by driving a wedge of distrust and
silence between the news media and the- militants, and that this Court should not
countenance a use of its process en-tailing so drastic an incursion upon First
Amendment freedoms in the absence of compelling governmental interestnot
shown herein requiring Mr. Caldwell's appearance before the Grand Jury."
Amid curiae solidly supported a;+pellant in this position. The fact that the
subpoenas would have a "chilling effect" on First Amendment freedoms was impressively asserted in affidavits of newsmen of recognfzed stature, to a considerable extent based npou recited experience. Appellant's own history is related in
his moving papers:
"Earl Caldwell has been covering the Panthers almost since the Party's
beginnings. Initially received hesitatingly and with million, he has gradually won the confidence and trust of. Party leaders and rank-and-file members. As a result, Panthers will now discuss Party views and activities
freely-with Mr. Caldwell. * * * Their confidences have enabled him to write
informed and balanced stories concerning the Black Panther Party which
are unavailable to most other newsmen.

If Mr. Caldwell were to disclose Black Panther confidences to governmental officials, the grand jury, or any other person, he would thereby destroy
the relationship of trust which he preSentIy-enjoys with the Panthers and
other militant groups. They would refuse to speak to him; they would become even more reluctant than they are now to speak to any newsmen; and
the news media would thereby be vitally hampered in their ability to cover
the views and activities of the militants."
The response of the United States disputed the contention that First Amend-

ment freedoms were endangered.

"Newsmen filing affidavits herein allege that they fear, in effect, that the

Black Panthers will refrain from furnishing them with news. This con-

tention. is specious. Despite sonic assertions by Black Panther leaders to the
contrary, the Black Panthers in fact depend on the mass media for their constant endeavor to maintain themselves in the public eye and thus gain adher-

ents and continued support. They have continued unceasingly to exploit
the facilities of the mass media for their own purposes."

Assuming. argnendo, that this statement is correct, it is not fully responsive
to the claim that First Amendment freedoms are endangered. The premise
underlying the Government's statement is that First Amendment interests in
this area are adequately safeguarded as long as potential news makers do not
cease using the media as vehicles for their communication with the public: But
the First Amendment means more than that. It exists to preserve an "untramThe first subpoena was served February 2, 1970. It directed appellant to appear and
testify and to bring with him notes and tape recordings of interviews reflecting statements
made for publication by officers and spokesmen for the Black Panther Party concerning the
alms, purposes and activities of the organization. On March 18 after appellant had protested
the scope of the subpoena, a second subpoena was served. It simply required appellant's
attendance. Appellant's motion to quash was directed to both subpoenas. The court denied
the motion and directed compliance with the March 16 subpoena subject to the protective
order. Appellant appealed that decision ; but the appeal was dismissed, apparently on the
ground that the District Court order was not appealable. By then the term of the Grand
Jury had expired, and a new Jury was sworn. A new subpoena ad testificandum was served
were made
on May 22. 1970. AU proceedings had in connection with the earlier subpoenas
a part of the record of the proceedings concerning this last subpoena. A new order directing
attendance was issued ; this order also contained the protective provisions or privilege. It

is appellant's disregard of that order which resulted In the judgment of contempt now
before us.
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meled press as a vital source of public information," Grosjean v. American. Press
Co., 297 U.S. 233, 250 (1930). Its objective is the maximization of the ':spectrum
of available knowledge." Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S, 479, 482 (1905). Thus,

it is not enough that Black Panther press releases and publie addresses by
Panther leaders may continue unabated in the wake of subpoena's such as the
one here in question. It is not enough that the public's knowledge of groups
such as the Black Panthers should be confined to their deliberate public pronouncements or distant news accounts of their occasional dramatic forays into

the public view.
The need for an untrammeled press takes on special urgency in times of widespread protm.t and dissent. In such times the First Amendment protections exist

to maintain communication with dissenting groups and to provide the public
with a wide range of. information about the nature of protest amid heterodoxy.
See, e.g., Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945) ; Thornhill v.
Alabama, 310 U.S. FS, 102 (1940).

The affidavits contained in this record required the conclusion of the District
Court. that "compelled disclosure of information received by a journalist within
the srope of such rontidential relationshins jeopardizes those relationships and
thereby impairs the journalist's ability to gather, analyse, and publish the news."
Accordingly we agree with the District Court that First Amendment freedoms
are here in jeopardy.
On the other side of the balance is the scope of the Grand Jury's investigative
power.

In his :noving papers appellant complained that the Government had not
disclosed the saject, direction or scope of the Grand Jury inquiry and that

efforts of counsel to obtain some specification had been unavailing.
"Government counsel has said only that the grand jury has 'broad investi-

gative powers.' that he cannot 'limit the inquiry of the grand jury in

advance,' and that the subject and scope of the grand jury's investigation
is 'no concern of a subpoenaed witness,' "

The Government in opposing appellants motion to quash, stated position in
these terms :
"On the basis of what he has written,. directly quoting statements made to
him for pnblicatiou by spokesmen for the Black Panther Party, Earl Calawell obviously can give and should come forward with evidence which will
he belttful to the Grand Jury in its inquiry."
Thus, as is true in innumerable instances, the Grand Jury does not know what
it wants from this witness. It wants to find out what he knows that might shed
light on the-general problem it is investigating. This type of wideranging, openended inquiry is, of course, typical of many Grand Jury proceedings. See Hale v.
Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, 26 S.Ct. 370, 50 L.Ed. 652 (1906) ; Note, "The Grand fury as
an Investigatory Body," 74 Har.L.Rev.. 590. 591-92 (19(11). If the privilege of
silence as defined by the District Court is made available to news gatherers, the
Grand Jury will be deprived of their assistance as witnesses in such general
investigations.

The queStion posed below was whether, as a matter of law, this loss to the
Grand Jury, this impediment to its traditionally broad scope of inquiry, outweighs the injury to First Amendment freedoms.

The Government stresses the historic traditions of the Grand Jury with its

extensive powers of investigation, see, e.g., Hale v. Henkel, supra, and the corresponding duty of the citizenry to come before the Grand Jury to give testimony.
United States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 70 S.Ct. 724, 94 L.Ed. 884 (1950) ; Blair v.
United States, 250 U.S. 273, 39 S.Ct. 468. 63 L.Ed. 979 (1919). But these general
propositions of Government authority necessarily are tempered by constitutional
prohibitions and other exceptional circumstances. See United States. v. Bryan,
supra, 339 U.S. at 331, 70 S.Ct. 724, 94 L.Ed. 884; Blair v. United States, supra,
250 U.S. at 281-282, 39 S.Ct. 468, 63 L.Ed. 979. In this respect we find guidance in
the Supreme Court decisions regarding conflicts between First Amendment interests and legislative investigatory needs;' the Court has required the sacrifice of
First Amendment freedoms only where a compelling need for the particular testimony in question is demonstrated.`
Like the Grand Jury, legislative committees have long been viewed as invaluable instruments of goverance. See, e.g., Barenblatt v. United States, 360 U.S. 109, 111, 79 S. Ct. 1081,
2ri 1115 (1950) : United States v. Rieman. 345 U.S. 41. 43. 73 S. Ct. 543. 97 L. Ed.
DeGregory v. Attorney General of New Hampshire, 388 U.S. 825 (1966) Gibson v.

Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, 372 U.S. 539 (1963) ; NAACP v. Alabama,
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If the Grand Jury may require appellant to make available to it information
obtained by him in his capacity as news gatherer, then the Grand inry and the
Department of Justice have the power to appropriate appellant's investigative
efforts to their own behalfto convert him after the fact into an investigative
agent of the Government. The very concept of a free press requires that the news
media be accorded a measure of autonomy ; that they should be free to pursue
their own investigations to their own ends without fear of governmental interference; and that they should be able to protect their investigative processes. To
convert news gatherers into Department of Justice investigators Is to invade the
autonomy of the press by imposing a governmental function upon them. To do so
where the result is to diminish their future capacity as news gatherers is destructive of their public function.' To accomplish this where it has not been shown to
be essential to the Grand Jury inquiry simply cannot be justified in the public
interest.
Further it is not unreasonable to expect journalists everywhere to temper their
reporting so as to reduce the probability that they will be required to submit to
interrogation. The First Amendment guards against governmental action that
induces such self-censorship. See New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279
(1964) ; Smith, v. California, 361 11.8. 147 (1959).
It was on such considerations as these that the balance was struck by the Dis-

trict Court. It ruled:
"When the exercise of the grand jury power of testimonial compulsion so
necessary to the effective functioning of the court may impinge upon or repress First Amendment rights or freedom of speech, press and association,
which centuries of experience have found to be indispensable to the survival
of a free society, such power shall not be exercised in a manner likely to do so
until there has been a clear showing of a compelling and overriding national
interest that cannot be served by any alternative means."
Finding that the Government had shown no compelling or overriding national
interest for testimony of the sort specified, the District Court imposed the limits

we have set forth earlier in this opinion. It reserved jurisdiction to modify its

order on n showing-of such governmental interest which Cannot be sorved by means

other than by appellant's testimony.
We agree with the District Court that the First Amendment requires; this
fled privilege, and we find nothing unreasonable in the terms in which it was there
defined.'

ATTENDANCE

We have noted, the issue upon this appeal goes beyond the question of a privilege to decline to respond to interrogation in certain areas, The District Court
ruled that, although protected by its limited privilege. Caldwell was required to
respond to the subpoena by appearing before the Grand Jury to answer questions
not privileged. Appellant contends that his mere appearance before the Grand
Jury will result in loss of his news sources. The Government questions this result.
357 U.S. 449, 460-57 (1958) ; Steeezy v. New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 235 (1957) Watkins v.

United States, 354 17.8. 178 (1957) ; flnited States v. Ruftelu, 345 U.S. 41 e1953). It Is
necessary that, as the investigation proceeds, step-by-step, "an adequate foundation for
Inquiry must be laid." Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigation. Committee, supra. la 557.
'It Is a paradox of the Government's position that. If groups like the Black Panthers
cease taking reporters Mice appellant into their confidence, these journalists will, in the
future, be unable to serve a public function either as news gatherers or as prosecution
witnesses.
n on Ha prel v. Terre, 259 F.2d 545 (2d eir.) (wt. denied, 8:1s P.S. 1110. 7n S.Vt. 237. 3
L.Ed.2d 231 (1953), is not to tlie contrary. That case involved a libel suit In which an
author attributed alleged defamatory remarks reported by her to a "network executive."
The anthor, when called as it witness in the Ilhel action against the network, claimed a
Flat Amendment privilege not to disclose the informant's identity and was held In contempt for her reflisni to divulge the smirce.
The Second Circuit (per Judge, now Mr. Justice. Stewnrt) nffirmed the judgment of
contempt. Rut, in doing so, It accepted the proposition "thnt compulsory disclosure of
rolifilenti-,1 sources of Information may entail an abridgement of Dress freedom
Id., at 548. The test was "whether the interest to be served by compelling the testimony
of the witness In the present case justifies some impairment of this First Amendment
freedom," Id. In that case the court noted that it was "not dealing here with the use of
the judicial process to force a wholesale disclosure of a newspaper's confidential sources
of news nor with n ease where the identity of the news source Is of dnlibtful relevance or
materiality," Id.. at 549-550. There the Information was essential for the trial of plaintiff's case; "the question asked of appellant went to the heart of plaintiff's claim." Id. Thus

"

an over-riding need for the specific testimony was shown.
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taunt!. Militant organizations.' it. Is impaettl that the rig:M/0'011p muff l' all
effective privIllige In this urea mist protect is a very let.notts mid
Unlike the relation between tut allorttej. and his 4:11eul or a phsielan and his
patient. relationships between .14ffirttalisls Mid news «Min es like the Panthers

are out rooted In :Me service the journalist can provide his Mr/dtumt diltri
from the publication f lire Inform/Ilion ldititusl. I iolikt vitt, "NoWslitelt and
their Confidential tiottree.s." New Itelitildie
11711). The relat
ship depends on trust and confidence flint Is constantly subject 10 reeXatititittlion
:Ind that depends In turn on itclutil kilmviedge of how news Information lug-

parted haVe been handled and on continuing. reassdritime I1191 the hatollIttg has
been discreet"
TICIs reassurance disuppears when the reporter Is t.ticd to testify
hind :dosed doors. The secrecy that sitrrntnrds I;Cillith Jury testituolty nee-

t:ssaily hart /dimes titicertaltity in the minds of those who l'une a Ind royal of
their conliiltices. Tht.se unveil:duties are rowpotni4erl 11 the snide
of the joltrffillistinforincr relation. The 04ffintroilion 1/.11
1,4
1,1i.
lithailial and %eluit is for public:Ilion Is not sharply drown niul often ileptmas
upon the particular context or timing of Ike use of the infortnatiott.
groups might very illitlerstandably fear that, miller the presitri:
exIllidimtion before a Grand -hwy. the witness may fail to protect their clailidelme with
quite the same sure Judgment he invokes In the normal course of his professional
work.
The thivernment characterizes this nutielpated loss of tsentunitleation as [thick
Panther reprisal as manifesting a !flack l'atither detnittid Mut. "If
stillpitelta Caldwell, we will never speak to you again." it. argth.s, that It is iuuhhrkalrle Ilint the :ttlericati people would eapitulale tO such extort
"One reporter for the New York Times stntes: "(0 In every story there is n much subtler
and much more important form of communication at work between a reporter and Iiis
sotirces. It is built 1111 over t. pellet: of time working with and writing about on organiza

Lion, a person, or n group of perseas. The reporter and the source ench develops n feeling
for what the other will do. The reporter senses how for lie can go In writing before the
source will stop commoolcatIng with
Th source, t t the other band, senses how notch
he can talk and net freely before he has to close off his presence and his information from
the reporter. It is often through such subtle communication that the best nod truest stories
nre written and printed In The Times, or an.v other newspaper."
Appellant relates his own experiences as follows:
"I began covering and writing articles about the Black Panthers almost from the time
of their inception, and I myself found Unit in those first months that they were very brief
and reluctant to discuss any substantive matter with me. flowerer, as they realized I
could be trusted and that my sole purpose was to collect any information and present It
objectively in the newSIIIIPer and that 1 had no other motive, I found that not only were

the party leaders available for in-depth Interviews but also the rank and Ole metffix.rs
were cooperative in aiding me In the newsnaper stories that I wnnted to tio. During the
time that I have been covering the IN1rty. I have noticed other newspapermen representing
legitimate organizations in the news media being turned nway because they were not
known /111(1 trusted by the party leadership,
"As a result of the relationship thnt 1 have developed, I have been able to write lengthy
stories about the Panthers that have appeared In 'Flip New York Times 81111 have been of
such a nature that other reporters who have not known the Panthers here not been able
to write. Many of these stories linve appeared In up to 50 or 60 other newspapers around
the country.
"The Black Panther Party's method of operation with regard to members of the press
Is significantly different from that of other organizations. For Instance, press credo:Mats
are not recognized ns being of any significonee. In addition, interviews nre not normally
designated as being 'Imckgrounders' or 'off the record' or 'for publicntion' or 'on the record.'
Because no substantive interviews are given until n reIntionship of trust anti confidence
is developed between the Black Pouther Party members and reporter, statements are
rarely made to such reporters on an expressed 'on' or 'off' the record basis. Instead, On
understamling is developed over a period of time between the Black Panther Party menp
hers and the reporter ns to matters which the Black Panther Party wishes to disclose for

publication and those matters which are given In confidence."
Ile concludes :
"*
* * if I am forced to nppear in secret grnml jury proceedings, my nppenrance alone
would be interpreted by the Black Pnnthers and other dissident groups nn n possible disclosure of confidences and trusts owl would shiiilnrly destroy my effectiveness ns n newspaperman."
A fellow black reporter. on leave of absence from The New York Times, states:

"From my experience. I nun eertnin that a black reporter culled upon to testify about
black activist groups will lose his credibility In the lack community generally. Ills techlying will also make It more difficult for other reporters to cover that community. The net
result. therefore. will be to diminish seriously the meaningful news available about an
important segment of our population."
"'Phis Is not necessarily true of every news source. In polltien1 and diplotontle areas
where the source' is an undercover tipster the relntionsbip may well be sufficiently pro.
tected by a privilege not to disclose the source.
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Tbroi,vjelut lit,tory secret interrognt Ion has posed problem? and enlists' unease.

gee. e.g., Note. ".ti Illsturical .%rgititietit for the Hight In Counsel During Pollee

Interrogation." 73 yak L.J. 11111,, ligs.1-.(5 (1:111.1). We do not doubt that st'''eel
Ititt.rrogi.tion Is 111 general essential In the integrity and effectiveness of the
Grand Jury priivess. Iiiiwever. 1141111441 lit the extraorifinttry todu:4 of secret.

InterrogatIons, I« the liossiblilly of cmilliet with baste rigi.ts. 11'Iteri this is shown
to occur it is appropriate to inquire Into the lived in the particular ease for the
spisAir incorsion. Slime compulsion lit attend nod testify etiltills the exercise of
judicial peys, It Is appropriate flint the inquiry be Judicially enterinitied.
The ,Itlestlon. then. is whether Het Injury to First Auteuil:tient liberties whielt
mere stimulative threatens iciti be justified by the demonstrated need of the
tlDvvrtquItIst for aPpellatit's testimony as to those subjects not already protected
Ily the
API,Oilitit asserted In :1111(lavIt that there is nothing to wide!' he could testify

(beyidul that which he has already made public and for which, therefore, Ills
mitre:tromp Is Ilatiees.sary) that Is not protected by the District l'ourt's order.
It this is true and the Government apparently has not believed It necessary to

dispute it appellant's response to the subpoena %could be a barren performative

ma, of no isetit to the Grand Jury. To destroy appellant's capacity as I:PUS
Wiflierer fee such it return hardly makes sense. Since the cost to the public of
exeusitig his attendance Is NO slight it may be said that there Is !WE(' /In public
ihteresl of real substattee In competition with the First Amendment freedoms
that :Ire Jeopardized.

If any ismipoting iodine Interest is over to arise In it ease such as this (where
First Amendment liberties are threatened by mere nppearanci. :it :t Grand .fury
Itivestig:111litil it will be an ocensbut In whirl% the witness. armed with his prIviloge. can still AVillt a useful purpose before the Grand Jury. Considering the
scope of the privilege eitillotlied in the protective order, those occasiims would
seem to be unusual. It is not asking too mulch of the Government to show that
s1111 an ovens' ai is presented here.

Iight of these considenttimis we bold that where It has been shown that the
public's First Amendment right to lie informed would be jeopardized by requiring
II journalist to submit to secret Grand Jury interrogation, the Government must
respond by demonstrating it compelling need for the witness's presence before
juilleini process properly can issue to require attendance.
We go no further than to announce this general rule. As we noted at the outset, this is a case of first impression.
conrts can learn much alaiut the problems in this area us they gain more experience in dealing with them. For the
Iiresent, we lack the oanniscience to spell out the details of the Government's
burden'" ur the type of proceeding that would accommodate efforts to meet that
*Quite n different situation would be presented were the demand unrelated to the privileged relationship: Kg. "The pollee must tree our lender."
14 Appellant, In his brief to this court, has carefully spelled out what be feels would be
required:
'specifically, we contend that, before it may compel a newsman to appear in grand jnry
proceedings under ctretilastanCes that would seriously damage the news-gathering and

reporting abilities of the press, the Government must show at least: (I) that there are
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Iii rden." The fashioning of speeilic rules and procedures appropriate to the parNISI! eon bettor he left to the District Court under Its retained jiirtsuietht.
Whitt- .I/otor i.o, v. 1.nitrtt Ntottrs, 372 U.S. 253 1 ti1113
Finally we wish to emphasize what must already he clear the rule of this
case is a narrow one. Il. Is not every news source that is as sensitive as the
Black Panther Party has been shown to be respecting the performance of the
"establishment" press or the extent to which that performance Is open to view.
It Is not every reporter %vim so uniquely enjoys the trust and confidence of his
sensitive news source.
TIlE: FOCIITII

NIENI)N11.:'IT Pist1S

Appellant also moved to gnash the Grand Jury sulipoenas on the ground that
they were based upon information obtained by unconstitutional surveillance
of his interviews with Black Panther members, Ile sought in hearing to determine whether the ,,illipoimas Mere so
eillicrooin v. United .titalem, 394
U.S. 1115 (1909). The District Court denied the motion solely on the ground
that appellant lacked standing to raise the Fourth Amendment contention, This
ix assigned :Is error.

In light of our disposition of the First Amendment question in this case, we
need not -each this. issue. The United Slates might never meet the First Amendment burden imposed upon it by the District Court order as here implemented.
Even if the Government does meet that burden, the court may not have to reach
this Fourth Amendment claim the Government's showing of need for appellant's
testimony may disclose a basis for the Government's information which would
present no Fourth Amendment problem. If such a problem is presented it could
then be discussed in light of the specific facts,

A,pordingly, we regard decision upon this question as unnecessary to the

pre.4eut disposition of the case. We reserve the issue and decline to reach it here.
Reversed and remanded with instructions that the judgment of contempt and

the order directing attendance before the Grand .Ivry be vacated. The District
Court under Its retained jurisdiction may entertain such further proceedings as

may be initiated by the United States.
JANIESON, District Judgc (concurring) :
This ease presents narrow issues in the "delicate and difficult" task of recon-

ciling the FirSt Amendment guarantee of freedom of the press with the fair
administration of justice, including the broad investigatory power of a grand
jury and the obligation of a witness to testify. While perhaps unnecessary for
a determination of this appeal. it is helpful, in my opinion. to note the guide-

lines for resolving conflicts in this sensitive area, as summarized by ,ledge, now
Mr. Justice, Stewart, in Garland v. 'Porre, 259 F. 2(1 545, 5S-549 (2(1 Cir.) cert.
denied 3.S U.S. 910, 71) S. et:. 237, 3 L. Ed. 2d 231 (1958) :
"But freedom of the press, precious and vital though it Is to a free society,
is not an absolute. What must be determined is whether the interest to be served
by compelling the testimony of the witness in the present case justifies some
impairment of this First Amen lment freedom. That kind of determination often

presents a 'delicate and difficult' task. (Citing cases). * * *

"* * * Freedom of the press, hard-won over the centuries by men of courage,
is basic to a free society. But basic too are courts of justice, armed with the
power to discover truth. The concept that it is the ditty of a witness to testify
in a court of law Inns roots fully as deep in our history as does the guarantee of
a free press.
"It would be a needless exercise in pedantry to review here the historic (levelortment of that duty. Suffice it to state that at the fonmlation of the Retanilic the
obligation of a witness to testify and the correlative right of a litigant to enlist
reasonable grounds to believe the journalist has information. (2) specifically relevant to
an identified episode that the grand jury has some factual basis for investigating as a possible violation of designated criminal statutes within its jurisdiction. and (3) that the
Government has no alternative sources of the same or equivalent information whose use
would not entail an equal degree of ineursion upon First Amendment freedoms. Once this
minimal showing has been made, it remains for the courts to weigh the precise degree of
investigative need that thus appears against the demonstrated degree of harm to First
Amendment interests involved in compelling the journalist's testimony." While there is
much to commend this suggestion, we are not certain that it represents the best or most
satisfactory formulation of the requirement. See, for example, People v. Dohrn, et at.,
Circuit Court of Cook County, Criminal Division, No. 69-3808, May 20, 1970.
u Appellant suggests that the Government's specification of need could be presented in
camera to the District Court with appellant or his counsel present.
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judicial compulsion of testimony were recognized as incidents of the judicial
power of the United States. (Citing eases), * * *

"Without question, the exaction of t his duty impinges sometimes, if not always.
upon the First Amendment freedoms of the witness, Material sacrifice and the
Invasion of personal privacy are implicit in its performance. The freedom to

clomse whet her to speak or he silent disappett rs.

4'

'0

"If an additional First Amendment libertythe freedom of the pressis here
involved, we do not hesitate to conclude that it too must give place under the
Constitution to a paramount public interest in the fair administration of jus-

tice.

^.

As stated in the wart', opinion I lade it) Garland v. Torre was a civil notion
for libel.' The obligation to appear and testify is even stronger and the scope of
inquiry is broader in grand jury investigations.'
The First Amendment rights of appellant were recogn:',ed fully by Judge
Zirpoli in providing for the protective order discussed in Lite court's opinion.
While not conceding the validity or propriety of the (ullified privilege granted
appellant, the Government did not seek review' of that order on this appeal."
The order entered by the district court is adequate to protect any unnecessary

Impingement of First Amendment rights after the appearance of the witness
before the grand jury. Accordingly we are concerned with the narrow question
of whether the Government's showing of a "compelling and overriding national
interest that cannot be served by any alternative means" may be required in
advance of the issuance of a subpoena.

Appellant did not have any express constitutional right to decline to appear
before the grand Jury. This is a duty required of all citizens. Nor has Congress
enacted legislation to accord any type of privilege to a news reporter.4 In my
opinion the order of the district court could properly be affirmed, and this would
accord with the customary proeedure of requiring a witness to seek a protective
order after appearing before the grand jury. I have concluded, however. that
Judge Merrill's opinion properly holds that the same result may be achieved by
requiring the Government to demonstrate the compelling need for the witness's
presence prior to the issuance of a subpoena and in this manner avoid any unnecessary inpingement of First Amendment rights.
As Judge Merrill has suggested, this is a case of first impression. Tt would
seem that the district court could develop procedures which would not unduly
hamper or interfere with the investigatory powers of the grand jury. The Government would have the same burden. except that it %%atild make its showing at it

hearing in advance of the issuance of subpoenas rather than after the witness

appears and seeks a protective order.

1 As Judge Merrill's opinion notes, Garland v. Torre did not involve the "use of the judicial
process to force a wholesale disclosure of a newspaper's confidential sources of news nor
with a case where the identity of the news source is of doubtful relevance or materiality."
2 In distinguishing between investigations by a grand jury and those conducted by commissions created by Congress, Mr. Justice Douglas noted that the grand jury is the "only
accusatory body in the Federal Government that is recognized by the Constitution," and
that "[I]t has broad investigational powers to look into what may be offensive against
federal criminal law." Dissenting opinion in Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420. 499. 80 S. Ct.
1502, 1549, 4 L. Ed. 2L1 1307 (1960).
s At oral argument counsel for the Government submitted a press release from the Attorney General setting, forth new Department of Justice guidelines for subpoenas to the news
media, in which It is expressly recognized that the "Department does not approve of utilizing
the press as a spring board for investigations", and which provide, inter alia, that, "[Tlhere
should he sufficient reason to believe that the information sought is essential to a successful
investigationparticularly with reference to directly establishing guilt or innocence" : that
"[Title government should have unsuccessfully attempted to obtain the information from
alternative non-press sources"; that subpoenas "should normally be limited to the verification of published information and to such surrounding circumstances as relate to the
accuracy of the published information"; and that "subpoenas should, wherever possible,
be directed at material information regarding a limited subject matter, should Cover a
reasonably limited period of time, and should avoid requiring production of a large volume
of unpublished material." John N. Mitchell, "Free Press and Fair Trial : The Subpoena
Controvery," an address before House of Delegates, American Bar Association. (August
10. 19701.
4 Several states have enacted legislation granting qualified privileges to newsmen.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT
OF CALIFORNIA

APPLICATION OF EARL CALDWELL A ND T11 E NE W YORK 'flans COM PA NY FOR AN

ORDER QUASrnNO SuarossAs

Misc. No. 10420
Attorneys for Earl Caldwell ;
Anthony 0. Amsterdam, Stanford 'University Law School. Stanford, California 94305. Telephone : 321-2300, Ext. 3553.
Charles Stephen Ralston, 1.095 Market Street, Suite 418, San Francisco,
California 94103. Telephone: 861-8553.
Attorneys for The New York Times Company :

Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, John B, Bales. Armando M. Menocal, III,
William S. 'Milliard, Jr., 225 Bush Street, San Francisco. California 94104.

Telephone: 421-6133.

ORDER OF VIE COURT

This matter comes before the Court on the motion of Earl Caldwell and The

New York Times Company to quash or modify a subpoena served upon Mr. Caldwell on March 16, 1970, summoning him to appear and testify before the grand
jury sitting in this District. The motion as originally filed also sought the quashing of a grand jury subpoena served upon Mr. Caldwell on February 2, 1070; but

at oral argument of the matter on April 3, 1970 the Government withdrew the
February 2 subpoena, and the parties have agreed that the motion to quash
that subpoena is now moot.

With regard to the March 10 subpoena, the Court has read and considered the
memoranda, supplementary memoranda and affidavits filed by the movants and by

the Government, and the briefs and annexed affidavits filed by the following
amicae curiae : The American Civil Liberties Union (together with its affiliates.
of Northern and Southern California), The Associated Press, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., Newsweek, Inc., and the Reporters' Committee on Freedom
of the Press.
The Court has also judicially noticed, read and considered a series of articles

authored by Earl Caldwell and published in The New York Times. Copies of
these articles were furnished to the Court and the Government by the movants.
and will be filed by the Court together with its order, for the convenience of the
Court of Appeals in the event of an appeal. Finally, the Court has rend and
considered the memorandum and exhibits filed by the Gov(irnment in Miscellaneous No. 10410, in support of its Application for Immunity fur Sherrie Tinrsey

and Brenda Joyce Presley. At oral argument in the present matter. counsel for
movants was granted leave to make this m"morandum and its exhibits part of
the record herein. and a copy of it will also be filed herewith.

On April 3, 1970, the Court heard and considered oral argument on behalf of
the parties and of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. as milieus curiae. At the
conclusion of the argument, the Court announced its opinion, which was filed on
April 6, 1970. For the reasons stated in that opinion; the Court is satisfied that
The New York Times Company has standing to join with Earl Caldwell in the
motion to quash the subpoena of March 16.
Upon the record herein, it appears:

(1) That the testimony of Earl Caldwell sought to be compelled by the
subpoena of March 16 will relate to activities of members of the Black
Panther Party ;
(2) That Mr. Caldwell's knowledge of those activities derived in substantial part from statements and information given to him, as a professional
journalist, by members of the Black Panther Party, within the scope of a
.

relationship of trust and confidence;

(3) That confidential relationships of this sort are commonly developed
and maintained by Professional journalists, and are indispensable to their
;
work of gathering, analyzing and publishing the newsreceived
by a journalist
(4) That compelled disclosure of information
relationships
jeopardizes those relawithin the scope of such confidential
tionships and thereby impairs the journalist's ability to gather, analyze and
publish the news;
(5) Specifically, that in the absence of a protective order by this Court
Caldwell by the grand jury.
delimiting the scope of interrogation of Earljury
will severely impair and
his appearance and examination before the
damage his confidential relationships with members of the Black Panther.
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Party and other militants, and thereby severely impair and damage his
ability to gather, analyze and publish news concerning them ; and that. it
will also damage and impair the abilities of other reporters for The New
York Tittles Company and others to gather,

analyze and publish news con(6) That the Government has shown no compelling and overriding national interest in requiting Mr. Caldwell to give testiamny before the grand
jury that would invade and jeopardize his confiilential relationships with
members of the Black Panther Party.
Accordingly, pursuant to the Court's opinion of April 6, 1970, it is hereby
ORDERED;
(1) That if and when Earl Caldwell is directed to appear before the grand
jury pursuant to the subpoena of ?larch lb. 1970, he shall not be required to
reveal confidential 'associations, sources or information received, developed or
maintained by him as a Professional journalist in the course of his efforts to
gather news for dissemination to the public through the press or other news
media.
(2) That specifically without lhniting paragraph (1), Mr. Caldwell shall not
be required to answer questions concerning statements 'nude to hint or information given to him by members of the Black Panther Party unless such statements or information were given to him for publication or public disclosure:
(3) That, to assure the effectuation of this order, Mr. Caldwell shall be permitted to consult with his counsel at any time he wishes during the course of
cerning them; and

his appearance before the grand jury ;

(4) That, except to the extent set forth in paragraphs (1) through (3), the
(5) That the Court will entertain a motion for modification of this order at

ntotion to quash or wodifythe subpoena of March 16, 1970, is denied

;

any time upon a showing by the Government of a compelling and overriding na-

tional interest in requiring .Mr. Caldwell's testimony which cannot be served
by any alternative means; and that the Court retains jurisdiction of this matter,
for the purposes of entertaining such a motion or other motions by any party for
the implementation or modification of this order ; and
(6) That this order and the return date of the subpoena of March 16, 1970,
are stayed until April 20, 1970; and in the event that any party hereby files a
notice of appeal of this order on or before April 26, 1970, then this order
and the return date of the subpoena are further stayed until final-disposition
of the appeal, or until further order of this Court.
Dated : April 7,1970.
ALFONSO J. ZIRPOLI,

Judge of the United States District Court.
Submitted by Attorneys for Movants, April 7, 1970
By John B. Bates
Service of a copy of the above is hereby acknowledged this 7th day of April,

1970.

By James L. Browning (U.S. Attorney),

United States Department of Justice.
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120 N.J.Super. 460

In the Matter of Peter BRIDGE, Charged
with Contempt of Court.

Superior Court of New Jersey,
Appellate Division.
Argued Aug, 21,1972.

Where in a published article newspaper writer disclosed that Housing Authority Commissioner was source of his information as to alleged bribe attempt and dis-

closed at least part of information given
him by Commissioner, writer had waived
his newspaperman's privilege. and could be

Decided Sept. 12, 1972.

compelled to testify before grand jury investigating bribery; testimony could be
elicited from writer both as to published

Proceedings on appeal from order of
the Superior Court, Law Division, holding
newspaperman in contempt for refusing to
answer questions before grand jury and
confining him to jail until he purged himself by answering questions.. The Superior
Court, Appellate Division, Collester, P. J.
A. D., held that where in a published article newspaper writer disclosed that Housing Authority Commissioner was source
of his information as to alleged bribe attempt and disclosed at least part A information given him by Commissioner, writer
had waived his newspaperman's privilege
and could be compelled to testify before
grand jury investigating bribery; testimony could be elicited from writer both as to
published and unpublished information secured from Commissioner. In addition,
the Court held that newspaperman had no
First Amendment privilege to refuse to an-

and unpublished information secured from
Commissioner. Rules of Evidence,' rules

swer questions.

Order affirmed.

1. Appeal and Error 01195(1)

Holding, on appeal from denial of motion to quash subpoena to appear before

grand jury, that newsman had waived his
statutory privilege by disclosing in published news article the source of his information and that compelling his appearance did

27, 37, N. J.S.A. 2A :84A-21, 29.
3. Statutes C=.47

Statute providing that a person waives
his right or privilege to refuse to disclose a

specified matter if, without coercion and
with knowledge of his right or privilege,
he makes disclosure of any part of the
privileged matter is not unconstitutionally
Rules of Evidence, -rule 37, N.J.S.
A. 2A :84A-29.
vague.

4. Constitutional Law 090.1(3)
Witnesses 0196
The First Amendment accords a news-.
paperman no privilege against appearing
before a grand jury and answering questions as to either the identity of his news
source, be it a public official or private individual, or information which he has received in confidence; no balancing of soci-

ety's interest in being informed and the
State's interest in obtaining information
relevant to the investigation of a particular
crime is required to determine when a reporter should be Compelled to testify. U.
S.C.A.Const. Amend. 1.
5. Constitutional Law C=390.:(3)
Grand Jury <3=336

Newspaper writer had no First Amend-

not amount to an abridgment of his rights
under the First 'Amendment became the

ment privilege to refuse to answer ques-

law of the case and was controlling on

tions which were posed to him before grand

such issues in proceedings on remand. U.
S.C.A.Const. Amend. I ; Rules of Evi-

jury investigating charge of bribery and

dence, rules 27, 37, N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-21,

eficiaries of bribe or circumstances surrounding attempt to bribe public official

29.

which related to description of briber, ben-
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supplying newspaperman with information
used in published article; moreover, questions eliciting such information were relevant to inquiry whether an offer to bribe a

public official had been made.

N.J.S.A.

2A :93-6 ; U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 1.

6. Constitutional Law C=70.1(7)

Granting of privilege of nondisclosure
to a newspaperman is a matter for the leg-

islature and not for the courts. Const.
1947, Art. 1, par. 6.
7. Contempt C=J36

Proceeding to compel newspaperman
to answer questions propounded before

grand jury or be committed until he didso
constituted a civil, rather than a criminal,
contempt and, thus, such proceeding could
be conducted by a judge other than judge
who issued the order to show cause why
newspaperman should not be adjudged in
contempt. R. 1:10-5.

the county jail until he purged himself by
answering the questions posed. The trial
judge stayed. the order pending an appeal
and we granted the prosecutor's motion to
accelerate. the appeal for early argument.

On May 2, 1972 the Newark 17.7..ening
Nees published an article under Peter
Bridge's by-line concerning an alleged offer of a bribe to Pearl Beatty, a member
of the Newark Housing Authority. The
article contained the following statements:
Mrs. Pearl Beatty, a commissioner of
the Newark Housing Authority, said yes-

terday an unknown man offered to pay
her $10,000 to influence her vote for the
appointment of an executive director of
the authority.
Mrs. Beatty said also that at least WO
other commissioners had been harassed
and threatened in efforts to control their
votes.
*

Edward J. Gilhooly, Newark, for appellant (Yauch, Peterpaul & Clark, Newark,
attorneys).
Richard L. Slavitt, Assistant Prosecutor,

for respondent (Joseph P. Lordi, Essex
County Prosecutor, attorney).

Arthur Uscher, Rutherford, for American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey
as amicus curiae, by leave of court (Friedman, Kates & Uscher, Rutherford, attorneys).

Before Judges COLLESTER, CARTON
and ALLCORN.

The opinion of the court was delivered
by

*

*

*

*

Mrs. Beatty said, "a man walked lilt°
my office and offered me .$10,000 if I
would vote for 'their' choice for executive director."

The Essex County Grand Jury commenced an investigation of the alleged
bribe attempt and on May 19, 1972 subpoenaed Bridge to appear before it. Bridge
moved to quash the subpoena. Assignment
Judge Giuliano denied the motion and or-

dered Bridge to appear before the grand
jury. He rejected Bridge's contention that
comDelling him to testify would violate the

guarantee of freedom of the press contained in the First Amendment.

Judge

Giuliano held that Bridge had waived the
privilege

afforded

him

by

N.J.S.A.

2A:84A-21 (Evidence Rule 27) under the
provisions of N.J.S.A. 2A:84A -29 (Evidence Rule 37).

COLLESTER, P. J. A. D.

This is an appeal by Peter Bridge from
an order of the Superior Court; Law Division, holding him in contempt for refusing
to answer five questions before the Essex
County grand jury and confining him to

Bridge moved for leave to appeal from
the order. This court granted leave and,
following oral argument, affirm6d the order denying the motion to quash and directing Bridge to appear before the grand
jury. No appeal or petition for certifica-
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time of the appeal was thereafter filed with

the source of his information and that

the Supreme Court.

compelling his appearance before the grand

.

On June 8, 1972, following this court's
decision, Bridge appeared before the grand
jury. When he refused to answer certain

questions he was brought before Judge
Giuliano who, following a hearing, directed
Bridge to answer. On June 14 Bridge

again returned before the grand jury and
refused to answer certain questions.

Judge

Giuliano ordered him to answer the questions, including the five questions which

jury did not amount to an abridgment of
his rights under the First Amendment.
The issues having been decided on the
merits in that appeal, the decision became
the law of the case. State v. Cusick, 116
NJ.Super. 4S2, 4S5, 282 A.2d 781 (App.
Div.1971). However, rather than dismiss
the appeal on that gfound, not raised by either party, we prefer to decide the case on
its merits.

The privilege of nondisclosure granted

were the basis for the subsequent contempt
action.1
When
Bridge
subsequently
refused to answer the five questions before

to a newspaperman in this State is set
forth in Evidence Rule 27 (N.J.S.A.

the grand jury; Judge Giuliano ordered

2A:84.A-21). It.rCads as follows:

Bridge to show cause why he should not be
adjudged in contempt. The order was made
returnable before Judge Meanor. Following a hearing, Judge Meanor held that

Subject to Rule 37, a person engaged
on, connected with, or employed by, a
newspaper has a privilege to refuse to

Bridge had neither a constitutional privilege nor a statutory privilege to refuse to
answer the questions. The judge entered
an order adjudging Bridge to be in con-

cy or person from or through whom any
information published in such newspaper
was procured, obtained, supplied, fur-

tempt of court and directed that he be con-

fined to the county jail until he answered
the five questions or until the grand jury
was discharged. This appeal followed.

[1]
pal

We first note that the two princi-

issues

in

this appeal, namely,

(1)

whether appellant waived his newspaperman's privilege accorded by Evidence Rule
27 (N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-21), and (2) whether
the First Amendment grants him the privilege of refusing to testify before a grand
jury,,were raised on his prior appeal from
the denial of the motion to quash the subpoena. In that appeal we held that appellant waived his privilege tinder Evidence
Rule 27 by disclosing in the news article
The questions propounded to the witness
were

Mr. Bridge, would you please tell us
whether Mrs. Beatty provided a descrip1.

tion of the unknown mnn?

Did Airs. Beatty provide you with
specific, acts of harassment and threats
ether than those outlined in the news2,

paper article?

Within the frnmework of this "A
man walked into my office and offered me
3.

disclose the source, author, means, agen-

nished, or delivered.

Evidence Rule 37 (N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-29)
provides that "a person waives his right or
privilege to refuse to disclose * * * a
specified matter if he * * * without
coercion and with knowledge of his right
or privilege, made disclosure of any part
of the privileged matter * * *"
[2] Appellant first argues that the term
"source" in Evidence Rule 27 protects both

the identity of the informant as well as
that part of the

informant's statement

which was not published and that his dis-

closure of the identity of the informant
does not constitute a waiver of his right of
nondiSclosure of the unpublished informa$10,000 if I would vote for 'their' choice
for executive director," did Mrs. Bentty indicate who their choice for executive
director was?

Mr. Bridge, in addition to that which
is contained in the firtirle, what else did
Mrs. Beatty sap? Did she sny it wns n
tall man, a white man, n black man. n
4.

henry rm% it short man?

Mr. Bridge, did Mrs. Beatty indicate
when, in fact, the bribe offer took place?
5.
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tion. We conclude that the argument lacks
substance. Evidence Rule 37 clearly states
that a person waives his privilege of nondisclosure if he ."made disclosure of any
part of the privileged matter." Cf. In re
Murtha, 115 N.J.Super. 380, 3S7-388, 279
A.2d 889 (App.Div.1971), certif. den. 59
N.J. 239, 281 A.2d 278 (1971). Here appellant disclosed in the newspaper article
that Mrs. Beatty was the source of his information and also disclosed at least part
of the information given him by Mrs.

Beatty. We are satisfied and hold that appellant waived his newspaperman's privilege and can be compelled to testify before
the grand jury like any other person.

[3] We find no merit .in appellant's
contention that Evidence Rule 37 (N.J.S.A.
2A ;84A-29) is unconstitutionally vague.
[4, 5]

\Ve turn next to the question of

whether appellant was privileged under the

First Amendment to refuse to answer the
five questions posed to him before the
grand jury. In ruling that Bridge was not
so privileged

Judge Meanor relied on
Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 92 S.Ct.
2646, 33 L.Ed.2d 626 (1972). We are in

accord with Judge Meanor's ruling.
In Branzburg the court laid down a broad
rule that the First Amendment accords a
full

newspaperman no privilege against appear-

ing before a grand jury and answering
questions as to either the identity of his
news sources or information which he has
received in confidence. The court specifi-

cally stated, "We are asked to create another [privilege] by interpreting the First
Amendment to grant newsmen a testimoni-

al privilege that other citizens do not enjoy. This we decline to do." (At 690. 92
S.Ct. at 2660, 33 L.Ed.2d at 644).

Appellant contends that if a reporter is
required to testify before a grand jury
concerning unpublished information re-

ceived from a public official, such as Mrs.
Beatty, then "government" will have an ef-

public employee be protected but all unpublished information received from the public
employee as well Ile bases his argument

on the dissenting opinions filed in 13ran:burg. \Ve cannot agree with appellant's
argument. A reading of the majority
opinion in Branzbui, indicates that the

court there considered a similar argument
and refused to accept it. See 40S U.S. at
692-698, 92 S.Ct. at 2662-2664, 33 L.Ed.2d
at 646-648. The court stated:

Accepting the fact, however, that an
undetermined number of informants not
themselves implicated in crime will nevertheless, for whatever reason, refuse to
talk to newsmen if they fear identification by a reporter in an official investigation, we cannot accept the argument
that the public interest in possible future
news about crime from undisclosed, unverified sources must take precedence

over the public interest in pursuing and
prosecuting thoSe crimes reported to the
press by informants and in thus deterring the commission of such crimes in
the future. (At 695, 92 S.Ct. at 2663, 33
L.Ed.2d at 647-648).

Appellant also contends that a majority
of the justices in Branzburg held that society's interest in being informed, which requires a free flow of information, must be
weighed against the State's interest in obtaining information relevant to the investigation of a particular crime. He alleges
that the 'five questions which he refused to
answer are so lacking in relevance and
need that no matter upon whom the burden

of proof is placed in balancing of the issues, it is clear that his rights as a reporter
outweigh any right of the State. We do
not read the majority opinion in Branzburg as requiring a balancing of the interests test to determine when a reporter
should be compelled to testify. Quite to
the contrary, Justice White in the majority
opinion rejects such a contention, 408 US.

fective tool to prevent its wrongdoings

at 693 -709, 92 S.Ct. at 2665-2670, 33 L.Ed.
2d at 650-655.

from being brought to the attention of the
public; that not only must the identity of a

Moreover, we agree with Judge Meanor
that the five questions which Bridge
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refused to answer were relevant to the inquiry being conducted by the, grand jury to

finement terminable upon defendant's com-

determine whether an offer to bribe

proceeding."

a

housing commissioner, in violation of N.J.
S.A. 2A:93-6, had been made.

[6] It is also argued that since the
court in Bram:burg stated that it was powerless to erect any bar to state courts
construing their own constitutions so as to
recognize a newspaperman's privilege, either qualified or absolute, we should construe N.J.Const., Art. I, par. 6 to include
au absolute or qualified privilege for newspapermen for the reasons expressed in the
dissenting opinions filed in Brancburg.

No decisions of our courts are cited in
support of this proposition. The only privilege from nondisclosure by a newspaper-

pliance is usually the hallmark of a civil
(at 23, 222 A.2d at 100.).

We do not read R. 1:10-5 to provide
that the judge who issued the order to
show cause alone has power to hear and
determine the issues raised in such a proceeding. As assignment judge, Judge Giuliano could properly assign the matter to
another judge.

We have carefully considered the points
raised in the brief filed by the amicus curiae, all of which support appellant's contentions. We find none of the points to be
persuasive.

The order under review is affirmed.

man in this State is s'4 forth in Evidence
Rule 27, enacted by the Legislature in 1960

(N.J.S.A. 2A:84A-21). We are satisfied
that the granting of such privileges is a
matter for the Legislature and not for the
courts.

[7] Finally, appellant argues that Judge
Meanor lacked jurisdiction to enter the order under review because the sole issue on
the return of the order to show cause was

120 N.J.Super. 469

STATE of New Jersey, PlaintiffRespondent,

whether appellant was guilty of criminal

v.

He contends that a proceeding
to compel him to answer the questions or
be committed until lie did so, brought pursuant to R. 1:10-5, could only be heard and
determined by Judge Giuliano who issued
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Superior Court of NOV Jersey,
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Submitted Sept. 11, 1072.

the order to show cause.

t)ecided Sept. 19, 1072.

We find no merit in appellant's contentions. The record indicates that the State
did not seek to punish appellant for criminal contempt in a proceeding under R.
1:10-2 but to compel compliance with the
order to answer the questions propounded
before the grand jury. Such a proceeding
has been held to constitute civil contempt,
Shillitani v. United States, 3S4 U.S. 364, 86
S.Ct. 1531, 16 L.Ed.2d 622 (1966), and is
provided for under R. 1:10-5. See also In
re Contempt of Carton, 48 N.J. 9, 222 A.2d

92 (1966), where the court stated, "Con-
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[Civ. No. 38961. Second Dist.. Div. One. Dec. 17. 1971.]

WILLIAM T. FARR, Petitioner, v.
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, Respondent;
THE PEOPLE, Real Party in Interest.

SUMMARY

By petition for writ of review in the Court of Appeal, an ex-newspaperman challenged the propriety of a contempt order entered against him by
the trial judge in a mass murder trial. The judge had made an Order re
Publicity, restricting news releases by counsel, court employees, attaches
and witnesses. Under petitioner's by-line, a local newspaper report was
published relating some particularly gory and prejudicial material contained in .a prospective prosecution witness' statement, copies of which,
in advance, of her testimony in court, had been circulated by the district
attorney's office to prosecuting counsel, defense counsel, and the court.
The only other persons that could properly have had access to them were
the attaches and the employees of the district attorney's office. Much* of
the material in the statement was ruled to be inadmissible at the murder
trial. Petitioner stated that, on discovering the existence of this statement,
he had solicited and received three copies from the forbidden sources,
including two of the six attorneys of record, but at an investigative hearing
following entry of judgments of conviction in the capital cascs, all six
counsel denied that they were the source of the leak, and the. contempt
was based on petitioner's refusal to identify them by name. The Court of
Appeal affirmed the order. Noting that a trial court retains the power to

punish for contempt occurring in an action even though the principal
action itself has terminated, the court held that retention of jurisdiction
was vital in the instant case to perfect the record on appeal in the capital
cases, especially in view of the possibility that it was the prosecution team
that had leaked the statement, proof of which, in combination with petitioner's resignation from the newspaper and acceptance of the position of

press secretary to the prosecutor himself; would have raised inferences
likely to require further examination. Furthermore, petitioner was not
protected by Evid. Code, § 1070, providing immunity from contempt for
[Dec. 1971]
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a reporter who refuses to disclose the source of any information procured
for publication and published in a newspaper; to construe the st:ttute as

granting immunity to petitioner under such circumstances would be to
countenance an unconstitutional interference by the legislative branch
with an inherent and vital power of the court to control its own proceedings and discipline its own officers. Nor was petitioner protected by the
First Amendment's guaranty of the freedom of the press; the public interest in insuring a fair trial by temporarily denying the news media the
we of such prejudicial material outweighed the inquiry's potential inhibition upon the free flow of information. (Opinion by Thompson, J., with
Wood, P. J., and Lillie, J., concurring.)

IIEADNOTES
Classified to McKinney's Digest

(la, HO Contempt §35Jurisdiction--Superior CourtPost-trial Inquiry

Into News Restriction Violation in Mass Murder Trial.Automatic

appeals to the Supreme Court of defendants' convictions in a mass
murder trial did not deprive the trial court of jurisdiction to conduct
a hearing, to require the attendance of witnesses, and to compel their
testimony. to determine whether its Order re Publicity, restricting
news releases by counsel, court employees, attaches, and witnesses.
had been violated by a newspaper report (whose contents were stated

by its author to have emanated from such sources) relating some
particularly gory and prejudicial material contained in a prospective
prosecution witness' statement, copies of which, in advance of her
testimony in court, had been circulated by the district attorney's
office to prosecuting counsel, defense counsel, and .the court. Reten-

tion of such jurisdiction by the trial court was rendered particularly
vital by the possibility that it was the prosecution team that had
leaked the statement, proof of which, in combination with the news
reporter's resignation from the newspaper and acceptance of the
position of press secretary to the prosecutor himself, would have
raised inferences likely to require examination during the hearings
on the automatic appeals in the capital cases.
(2)

Contempt § 35JurisdictionSuperior Courts inquiry After TerA trial court retains the power to

mination of Principal Action.

punish for contempt occurring in an action even though the principal
action itself has terminated.
[Dec. 1971]
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22 C.A.3d 60: - C tI.kptr. (3u, 3b) Contempt § 30.5Acts Constituting ContemptDisobedience of
Court OrderRefusal to Testify New Media So u rc cs.Evid . Code,
§ 1070, providing immunity from contempt for a reporter who refuses

to disclose the source of any information procured for publication
and published in a newspaper, did not protect the author of a news-

paper report that (apparently in violation of an Order re Publicity
issued by the trial court in a mass murder trial to restrict news releases
by counsel, court employees, attaches, and witnesses) related some

particularly gory and prejudicial material contained in a prospective
prosecution witness' statement, copies of which, in advance of her
testimony in court, had been circulated by the district attorney's office
to prosecuting counsel, defense counsel, and the court, and much of
which was excluded from evidence at the trial. Although the author
stated that he had solicited and received three copies of such statements from the forbidden sources, including two of the six attorneys
of record, he refused to identify them by name, and all six counsel
denied that they were the source of the leak; to construe the statute
as granting immunity to the author under such circumstances would be

to countenance an unconstitutional interference by the legislative
branch with an inherent and vital power of the court to control its
own proceedings and discipline its own officers.

[Publication or broadcast, during course of trial, of matter prejudicial to criminal defendant, as contempt, note, 33 A.L.R.3d 1116.
See also Cal.Jur.2d, Contempt, § 18; AmJur.2d, Contempt, § 55
et seq.),

(4)

Contempt § 6
Statutory Provisions Power of Legislature.The
power of contempt possessed by the courts is inherent in their constitutional status. While the Legislature can impose reasonable restrictions upon the exercise of that power or the procedures by which it
may be exercised, it cannot declare that certain acts shall not constitute a contempt.

(5a, 5b) Constitutional Law §116(5)Freedom of ExpressionInterference With Justice; Punishment for Contempt.The .freedom of the
press guaranteed by the First Amendment did not preclude the trial

court in a mass murder prosecution from conducting a post-trial
inquiry into the sources of a newspaperman's by-lined report that,
apparently in violation of the trial court's Order re Publicity, related
some particularly gory and prejudicial material contained in a prospective prosecution witness' statement, copies of which, in advance
of her testimony in court, had been circulated by the district attorney's
[Dec. 19711
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22 C.A.3c1 60; -Cal.Rptr. office only to prosecuting counsel, defense counsel, and the court. The

public interest in insuring a fair trial by temporarily denying the
news media the use of such prejudicial materialmuch of which was
excluded from evidence at the trialoutweighed the inquiry's potential inhibition upon the free flow of information.
(6)

Constitutional Law § 116(3)Freedom of ExpressionLimitation on
Right.Freedom of the press, guaranteed by the First Amendment
to insure the unimpeded flow of information indispensable to the
existence of a democratic society, is not absolute. It is limited by narrow compelling exceptions; for example, the public interest in fair
trial is so compelling as to require that in appropriate situations the
public temporarily be denied access to prejudicial publicity emanating
from court controllable sources.
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Cooper & Nelson and Grant B. Cooper for Petitioner.
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OPINION

THOMPSON, J. This is a petition for writ of review of an order of
respondent court adjudging petitioner Farr to be in contempt for failing
to answer questions put to him. We conclude that the trial court properly
found petitioner to be in contempt of court.
The matter at bench is an outgrowth of the trial of Charles Manson and
[Dec. 19711
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his codefendants for two sets of multiple murders. The crimes themselves

and the ensuing trial were the subjects of much sensational notoriety.
Early in the proceedings the superior court entered an Order re Publicity.
That order prohibited any attorney, court employee, attaché, or witness
from releasing for public dissemination the content or nature of any testimony that might be given at trial or any evidence the admissibility of which

might have to be determined by the court. The order became effective
December 10, 1969, and remained in effect throughout the trial.

On October 5, 1970, during the course of the trial, Stephen R. Kay,
one of the deputy district attorneys assigned to the prosecution of the
Manson case, obtained a written statement from Mrs. Virginia Graham,
a potential witness. The statement recites that Susan Atkins, a codefendant
in the murder prosecution, had confessed the crimes to Mrs. Graham in
lurid detail and implicated Manson. It states that the defendants planned

after the murders to cross the country by bus and in the course of their
travels to murder people at random. Miss Atkins purportedly told Mrs.
Graham that she and her codefendants had planned to murder a series of
show business personalities each in a particularly vicious and bizarre
manner. Included in fne list of intended victims were Elizabeth Taylor
whose eyes were to be removed and mailed to an ex-husband, Richard
Burton who was to be castrated, Frank Sinatra who was to be skinned
alive while hanging from a meat hook, and Tom Jones whose throat was to

be cut while he was engaged in an act of sexual intercourse with Miss
Atkins at knife point if necessary. Steve McQueen was also mentioned as
a potential victim.
Copies of the Virginia Graham statement were prepared by the prosecution and at the court's instruction were delivered one to each attorney
then appearing for the defense and one to the trial court. No other copies
of the statement were released. The statement was edited to exclude inadmissible matter in preparation for Mrs. Graham's testimony. In October
1970, petitioner Farr was a reporter for the Los Angeles Herald Examiner;
a daily newspaper. He learned of the Graham statement. Although aware
of the content of the December 10,'1969, Order re Publicity he contacted
three persons subject to the court order seeking a copy of the statement.
Farr told his potential sources of the statement that he would keep confi1ential the identity of the source. He received two copies of the statement
October 7, each from an attorney of record in the murder trial and
one copy on the morning of October 8 from a person subject to the Order
re Publicity who may or may not have been an attorney of record.

On October 8, 1970, Robert Steinberg, an attorney representing Mrs.
Graham, told the trial court that it had come to his attention "that one
.
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of the defense lawyers" had released the Graham statement to Farr. At an
'in-chambers hearing, -Judge Older, presiding over the Manson trial, asked

Farr if the Herald Examiner intended to print a story based upon the
.statement. He also sought the identity of the persons who had given a
copy.to Farr. While informing the court that he had copies of the Graham
statement, Farr refused to disclose the sources of it, asserting the immunity
from contempt granted to newspapermen by Evidence Code section 1070.
On October 9, Farr's story bearing his by-line and headlined "Liz, Sinatra

on Slay ListTate Witness" appeared in the Herald Examiner. The
story repeated the sensational, gory details of planned murders contained
in the Graham statement as well as material in the statements implicating
Manson in the murders already committed. Mrs. Graham testified in the
Manson trial on October 10. Much of the matter contained in the statement given by her to Kay and printed in the Herald Examiner story was
not permitted in evidence.

Manson, Miss Atkins, and their codefendants were found guilty of the
counts of murder charged against them and were sentenced to death. An
automatic appeal to the Supreme Court is now pending. After judgment
in the Manson case the trial court, on May 19, 1971, convened a hearing

to determine the source of the Herald Examiner story recounting the
Graham statement. At the outset, the trial court announced that the
purpose of its hearing was to determine whether there had been a violation

of its Order re Publicity which had jeopardized a fair trial for the defendants-in the Manson case.

By May 19, Farr had terminated his position with the Herald Examiner
and accepted employment as press secretary to the Los Angeles District
Attorney, the prosecutor in the Mans.on trial. Farr was called as the first
witness at the hearing. He stated that with knowledge of the order prohibiting the disclosure he had obtained copies of the Graham statement from
two of the attorneys of record in the Manson trial and identified the members of the group to which those two belonged as Mr. Bugliosi, Mr. Musich,

and Mr. Kay, all deputy district attorneys, and Mr. Kanarek, Mr. Shinn,
and Mr. Fitzgerald, counsel for various of the defendants.' Having received that information, the trial court recessed the hearing to. permit
interrogation of the attorneys designated by Farr.
Messrs. Bugliosi, Musich, Kay, Kanarek, Shinn, and Fitzgerald were
subpenaed. Each testified under oath in effect denying that he had directly

or indirectly furnished the Graham statement to Farr. Members of the
'Ronald Hughes, counsel for one of the defendants in the Manson trial died
during the trial. Farr acknowledged that Mr. Hughes was not a source of the Graham
statement.
[Dec. 19711
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prosecutorial team strongly intimated that the statements must have come
from one or more of defense counsel. The attorneys for the defense intimated with equal strength that the source was the prosecution. The trial
court again recessed the hearing to permit further questioning of Farr.

The hearing resumed, and a series of questions was asked of Farr. He
acknowledeged that he had obtained three copies of the Graham statement,
two from attorneys of record, members of the previously identified group

of six, and one from a person subject to the court order but whom Farr
refused to disclose as either included or excluded from the group of six.
He refused to answer a series of questions asking the identity of the persons
who had furnished the Graham statement to him including specific interro-

gation naming each lawyer in the group of six previously disclosed. Farr
similarly refused to answer questions seeking to ascertain the places where
he had obtained the copies of the statements, the attorneys of record approached by him to obtain the statement and to whom he had given a
promise of confidentiality of source, a question asking whether a source
of the statement was an associate of an attorney of record, and a question
asking whether a copy of the statement had been obtained from the office
of the district attorney. Farr justified his refusal to answer by reference to
Evidence Code section 1070. In each instance of a refusal to answer the
court ordered an answer on penalty of contempt. After a further refusal
the court held Farr to be in direct contempt. It ordered him incarcerated
in the county jail until he answered the questions but stayed its order to
permit Farr to pursue this writ of review.
In this proceeding, petitioner Farr contends: (1) the judgments of guilt
entered in the Manson trial and automatic appeal of those judgments to
the Supreme Court deprived the trial court of jurisdiction over the trial so
as to render it powerless after judgment to conduct a hearing into the
circumstances of the purported breach of the Order re Publicity; (2) petitioner Farr is granted immunity from punishment for contempt by Evidence

Code section 1070 because he was a "newspaperman" when he solicited
and received the Graham statements although he was no longer a "newspaperman" at the time of the hearing; and (3) the sources of the Graham
statements are protected from disclosure by a First Amendment privilege.
Amici curiae who have filed briefs in support of petitioner's position contend, in addition, that the Order re Publicity is void because it constitutes
an unconstitutionairestriction upon freedom of the press. We conclude
that the judgment of contempt is valid.
Jurisdiction of Trial COurt

(la) Petitioner contends that the trial court was without jurisdiction
[Dec. 19711
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to proceed with its inquiry into possible violations of its Order re Publicity.
He argues that the trial of the Manson matter had ended before the inquiry
commenced and concludes that by reason of the end of the principal action

the court, if it desired to institute punishment for contempt of an order
made in the course of the trial, was limited to referring the matter to the
city attorney for appropriate action.
A contention identical with that made by petitioner here has been made
to the Court of Appeal in an earlier case and rejected by it. There a dissatisfied litigant had accused the court reporter of tampering with the
record and one of the counsel in the case with unethical solicitation of
litigation. The trial out of which the complaint arose had been terminated
by a voluntary dismissal. The trial court nevertheless conducted a hearing
to determine the validity of the charges. Two witnesses called at the hearing refused to testify and were held in contempt. On review of the contempt

adjudication the witnesses contended that jurisdiction of the trial court
over thz principal action having terminated, it no longer could proceed
with the hearing on the allegations of misconduct by the reporter and
counsel. They argued that the sole remedy lay in a criminal contempt
prosecution instituted by the district attorney. The Court of Appeal rejected
the contention holding that the trial court had power to proceed and that
the witnesses were in contempt of the court for refusing to answer questions
.put to them in the course of the hearing. It said: It may be conceded that

if an unverified complaint were presented against a person who had no
connection with the court or with any adjourned or pending proceeding
before it the judge might be warranted in declining to file and consider it.'
Ordinarily, complaints charging crime are filed in a justice or municipal
court. . . . However, the same_ does not hold true as to a court reporter,
who is. an adjunct of the court. . . . Neither does it apply to counsel who
have conducted a trial or other hearing before the superior court. And the
court's power does not end with the right to control 'its ministeriai officers
and all other persons in any manner connected with a judicial proceeding,'
but also in furtherance of justice it may 'compel the attendance of persons
to testify in an action or proceeding pending therein.' " (Whit/ow v. Superior Court, 87 Cal.App.2d 175, 182 [196 P.2d 590]; hear. den.) (2) Our
Supreme Court has recently cited Whitlow with approval in a decision upholding the proposition that a trial court retains the power to punish for
contempt occurring in an action although the principal action itself has
terminated. (Morelli V. Superior Court, l Cal.3d 328, 332 [82 Cal.Rptr.
375, 461 P.2d 655].)

(lb) In the case at bench the trial court was faced with information
that two of the six trial counsel who had conducted a case before it were
[Dec. 1971]
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guilty of serious misconduct. It was both empowered and duty bound to
inquire into the validity of the information. Significantly, in the early
stages of its inquiry it became apparent that the prosecution in the principal case, was asserting the position that the Graham statements had been
given to Farr by defense counsel while the attorneys for the defense implied

equally that the statements had emanated from the prosecution. Judge
Older could not, if he recognized his duty as a judicial officer, blind himself to the likely possibility that the question of prejudicial publicity would
be an issue on appeal of the principal case. Rather, he was required to do

as he didrisk the disapproval of the powerful press and mass electronic
communication media to ascertain at an early date facts which could
assist the resolution of that issue on appeal and determine the complicity
of the officers of his court in violations of an order which would have
prevented the issue from arising. If the members of the prosecution team
leaked the Graham statements to Farr the issue of the prejudicial nature
of those statements may merit serious consideration on appeal. (Sheppard
v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 360-361 [16 L.Ed.2d 600, 618-619, 86 S.Ct.
1507]; People v. Brommel, 56 Ca1.2d 629 [15 Cal.Rptr. 909, 364 P.2d.
845].) If the leak emanated from counsel for the defense the situation is
materially different. The necessity for inquiry into Farr's sources of the
statement is particularly acute in the matter at bench. There is the inescapable need to dispel or confirm the inferences flowing from the tender
by the prosecution of an important position to Farr shortly after the leak
and publication of the sensational and inflammatory story containing the
Graham statement.
We thus conclude that the inquiry conducted by the trial court was
necessary to its duty to control its own officers, counsel appearing before
it. We conclude, also, that in the peculiar facts of the matter at bench the
inquiry was necessary to discharge the duty of the trial court to perfect a
record pertaining to an issue likely to arise on appeal and an equally
important duty to protect the integrity of the very process of prosecution
and defense of the principal case, the Manson trial. The necessity of the
inquiry impels the ultimate conclusion that the trial court was empowered
to require the attendance of witnesses and compel their testimony pertinent
to the objects of the hearing.
Evidence Code Section 1070

(3a) Petitioner contends-that the adjudication of contempt must be
annulled because of the immunity from contempt provided in Evidence
Code section 1070. That section states: "A publisher, editor, reporter, or
other person connected with or employed upon a newspaper, or by a press
association or wire service, cannot be adjudged in contempt by a court,
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the Legislature, or any administrative body, for refusing to disclose the
source of any information procured for publication and published in a
newspaper. Nor can a radio or television news reporter or other person
connected with or employed by a radio or television station be so adjudged
in contempt for refusing to disclose the source of any information procured
for and used for news or news commentary purposes on radio or'television."

Section 1070 read strictly does not include petitioner within the scope
of its immunity. At the time of the hearing at which he refused to answer
questions he was not a person described in the section. Petitioner argues
that section 1070 must be construed broadly to include within its immunity
a person who occupied a, described status at the time he acquired the information whose source is sought although he no longer occupies the
status when disclosure is required. He contends that otherwise the underlying purpose of the statute, the encouragement of free flow of information to the public, will be impaired by the reluctance of persons to communicate with reporters because of the possibility of the revelation of their
Ider.:ity if the reporter's status changes. Respondent counters with the
argument that Evidence Code section 1070 is considerably less than an
all embracing effort to aid the flow of information by protecting sources.
Thus, respondent notes that the section, while immunizing persons connected with newspapers, radio, and television from contempt for failure
to reveal a source does not protect persons connected with magazines, free
lance authors, lecturers, or pamphleteers. (Application of Cepeda, 233
F.Supp. 465, 473; cf. Comment, 6 Harv. Civil Rights-Civil Liberties L.Rev.
119, 130.)

On the narrow facts of the case at bench we do not reach the issue of
construction of Evidence Code section 1070 as protecting former members

of the newspaper, radio, and television profession from liability to the
sanction of contempt. To construe the statute as granting immunity to
petitioner, Farr, in the face of the facts here present would be to countenance an unconstitutional interference by the legislative branch with an
inherent and vital power of the court to control its own proceedings and
officers.

(4) The power of contempt possessed by the courts is inherent in their
constitutional status. While the Legislature can impose reasonable restrictions upon the exercise of that power or the procedures by which it may
be exercised (In re McKinney, 70 Cal.2d 8 [73 Cal.Rptr. 580, 447 P.2d

972)], it "[cannot] declare that certain acts shall not constitute a . . .
contempt." (In re San Francisco Chronicle, 1 Cal.2d 630, 635 [36 P.2d
369].) Thus, former subdivision 13 of Code of Civil Procedure section
1209 which provided: "[N]o speech or publication reflecting upon or
[pec. 1971]
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a contempt of court unless made in the immediate presence of such court
while in session and in such a manner as to actually interfere with its proceedings" was held unconstitutional by our Supreme Court as an invalid

legisl /five effort to abridge the inherent power of the court. (In re San
Francisco Chronicle, supra.)
(3b) If Evidence Code section 1070 were to be applied to the matter
at bench to immunize petitioner from liability, that application would
violate the principle of separation of powers established by our Supreme
Court. That application would severely impair th3 trial court's discharge
of a constitutionally compelled duty to control its own officers. The trial

court was enjoined by controlling precedent of the United States Supreme
Court to take reasonable action to protect the defendants in the Manson
case from the effects of prejudicial publicity. (Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384

U.S. 333 [16 L.Ed.2d 600, 86 S.Ct. 1507].) It performed its duty by
issuing the Order re Publicity. By petitioner's own statement that order
was violated by two attorneys of record, of a list of six counsel in the case.

Those attorneys were officers of respondent court. By petitioner's own
statement the violations occurred because of his solicitation. Respondent
court was both bound and empowered to explore the violations of its order
by its own officers. (Wood v. Georgia, 370 U.S. 375, 383 [8 L.Ed.2d 569,

576, 82 S.Ct. 1364];2 see also, Wright, "Fair Trial and Free Press," 57
Judicature 377, 381; and Mosk, "Free Press and Fair TrialPlacing Responsibility," 5 Santa Clara Lawyer 107, 119;3 Cooper, "The Rationale
for the ABA Recommendations," 42 Notre Dame Lawyer 857.)

Without the ability to compel petitioner to reveal which of the six
attorney officers of the court leaked the Graham statement to him, the
court is without power to discipline the two attorneys who did so, both for
their violations of the court order and for their misstatement to the court
that they were not the source of the leak. Equally significant is the proposition that petitioner tarred six counsel with the same brush. Unless the
court compels him to reveal which two of the six violated their professional obligation, four reputations of officers of the court will remain
unjustly impaired.

We thus conclude that Evidence Code section 1070 cannot be applied
2"[C]ourts necessarily must possess the means of punishing for contempt when
conduct tends directly to prevent the discharge of their functions" including "the
authority and power . . . to assure litigants a fair trial, . . ."
3"[C]ourts must be prepared to deal firmly with lawyers who choose to conduct
their litigation in the forum of newspaper columns or television, instead of in The
courtroom."

[Dec. 1971]
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to shield petitioner from contempt for failure to reveal the names of the
two attorneys of record in the Manson trial who furnished him with copies
of the Graham statement. A closer question exists with respect to petitioner's refusal to divulge the identity of the third person, possibly not an
attorney of record but gibject to the Order re Publicity who gave him a
copy of the statement. Here the court's power to compel an answer in the
face of Evidence Code section 1070 must rest primarily upon the necessity
of disclosure as a means of enforcement of its obligation to prevent prejudicial publicity emanating from its attaches or the office of the prosecuting
attorney. We conclude here, also, that section 1070 if applied to immunize
petitioner from contempt would unconstitutionally interfere with the power
and duty of the court. The record is clear that the only persons other than

attorneys of record who had access to the Graham statement and who
were subject to the Order re Publicity were attaches of the court and
members of the district attorney's office. The mandate of the United States
Supreme Court that the trial court control prejudicial publicity emanating

from such sources (Sheppard v. Maxwell, supra, 383 'U.S. 333) can be
discharged only if that court can compel disclosure of the origins of such
publicity.4

Freedom of the Press
(5a) Petitioner argues that the freedom of the press guaranteed by the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution preclude inquiry into
a reporter's sources of news. While existing decisional law does not support
that position (see note, "Reporters and Their Sources: The Constitutional
Right to a Confidential Relationship," 80 Yale Law Journal 317, 318, fn.
5, 6; comment, 6 Harv. Civil Rights-Civil Liberties L.Rev. 119, 120, fn. 9,
10), the recent grant of certiorari by the United States Supreme Court in
three cases indicates a substantial possibility of change in the concept of
the scope of protection afforded by the First Amendment to news sources.

(Caldwell v. United Slates, 434 F.2d 1081, cert. granted, sub. nom.
United States v. Caldwell, 402 U.S. 942 [29 L.Ed.2d 109, 91 S.Ct.

1;

In re Pappas (1971) Mass. 1266 N.E.2d 297], cert. granted sub.
nom. 402. U.S. 942. [29 L.Ed.2d 110, 91 S.Ct. 1619]; Branzburg v. Pound
(Ky. 1970) 461 S.W.2d 345, cert. granted sub. nom. Branzburg v. Hayes,
402 U.S. 942 [29 L.Ed.2d 109, 91 S.Ct. 1616].)
4 We express no opinion on the quantum of proof required to establish that inquiry

into a newsman's source is necessary to permit the court to carry out its duty to
control its own officers and to restrict persons subject to its control from disseminating prejudicial pretrial publicity. Here petitioner has admitted the necessary facts.

Neither do we express an opinion on the validity of Evidence Code section 1070
where a possible source of the newsman's story contrary to a Sheppard order is other
than an attorney of record, a court attache, or the prosecutor's office.

'[Dec. 1971]
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The context of the case at bench precludes the necessity of awaiting the
outcome of the three cases now before the United States Supreme Court.
All involve inquiries into reporter's sources of information relevant to
prosecution of criminal activity but none involves questions seeking the
source of the violation of a trial court order designed to prevent prejudicial
publicity as does the matter here. Existing United States Supreme Court
precedent indicates that regardless of the outcome of the three cases now
before that tribunal, no rule of confidentiality of source will protect the
petitioner in the case at bench.
(6) Freedom of the press as guaranteed by the First Amendment'is not
absolute but is limited by narrow compelling exceptions. (See Zemel v.
Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 16-17 [14 L.Ed.2d 179, 189-191, 85 S.Ct. 1271];
Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444. 447 [23 L.Ed.2d 430, 433, 89 S.Ct.
1827]; Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516, 524 [4 L.Ed.2d 480, 486, 80
S.Ct. 412].) That freedom exists to insure the unimpeded flow of information indispensable to the. existence of a democratic society. (Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 218-219 [16 L.Ed.2d 484, 487-488, 86 S.Ct. 1434];
note, "Reporters and. Their Sources: The Constitutional Right to a Confidential Relationship," 80 Yale Law Journal 317, 324-325.) Where, as
here, the impediment to the free flow of information is indirect by the
creation of a situation in which press informants may be inhibited by the
possibility that their identity will be revealed, the need for disclosure of
source must be weighed to determine whether it is so compelling as to
outbalance the vital interest in uninhibited flow of news. (Note, "Reporters
and Their Sources: The Constitutional Right to a Confidential Relationship," 80 Yale Law Journal 317, 319-320; note and comment, "Privileged
CommunicationsNews Media," 46 Oregon L.Rev. 99, 101; comment,
"Silence OrdersPreserving Political Expression by Defendants and Their

Lawyt :s," 6 Harv. Civil RightsCivil Liberties L.Rev. 595, 597-598;
comment "Constitutional Protection For the Newsman's Work Product,"
6 Harv. Civil RightsCivil Liberties L. Rev. 119, 135.)

In the matter at bench there is an undeniable need for disclosure of
source if the court is not to be thwarted in its effort to enforce its order
against prejudicial publicity issued to comply with the mandate of the
United States Supreme Court in Sheppard v. Maxwell, supra, 384 U.S. 333.

That same mandate declares that the public interest in fair trial is so
compelling as to both validate and require that in appropriate situations
the public temporarily be denied access to prejudicial publicity emanating
from court controllable sources. (5b) Since the highest court in the
United States has ruled that prejudicial material from those sources may
properly be kept from news media no public purpose is frustrated by com[Dec. 1971]
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pelling a newsman to reveal his source of a violation of an order such as
that considered here. If disclosure of the source of a violation may inhibit
future violations, the inhibition serves the public purpose declared by the
High Court and deprives the public of only that information which that
court has declared must be kept from it temporarily if the constitutional
right to a fair trial is to be preserved.
Balancing, as we are required to do, the interest to be served by disclosure of source against its potential inhibition upon the free flow of information, we conclude that petitioner is not privileged by the First Amendment to refuse to answer the questions put to him in the trial court.
Validity of Order re Publicity

Amici curiae contend that the Order re Publicity issued by the trial
court is a void interference with freedom of the press. They argue that the
jury was sequestered in the Manson trial and no purpose could be served
by an order limiting publicity after the jury was sequestered. The issue was
not raised by petitioner in the trial court and is not raised by him in his
petition for review. We thus do not have before us a record adequate to
deal with the contention raised by amici. We cannot determine from the
information available to us who effect the release of prejudicial publicity
during the course of the Manson trial might have had. We thus must reject
the contention.
Disposition

The order imposing judgment of contempt is affirmed.
Wood, P. J., and Lillie, J., concurred.

[Dec, 1971)
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[4] The other witness, FBI Agent
Michael Downey, testified that only a
month or so before the Unisonic stereos
were missed from Pier 21 he had found
at the Fried place of business a carton
of men's jackets also stolen from a

an isolated door in the hallway might
have come from Levy's by way of the
Frieds is not, we think, altogether urwarranted or unjustified.
Judgment affirmed.

Brooklyn pier. This testimony could not

properly have been elicited in the Government's direct case to show a probabil-

ity that the defendants committed the
charged crime because they were of bad

character, United States v. Bozza, 365
F.2d 206, 213 (2d Cir.1966), and even
though it might have gone to the issue
of guilty knowledge or intent, see United
States v. Deaton, 381. F.2d 114, 117-118
(2d Cir.1967), and authorities cited
therein, it was not so limited after proper and timely objection. The testimony
waA, however, produced only on rebuttal,
after Ishak Fried had testified, on

Alfonso
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cross-examination to be sure, that he

could not recall any previous seizure of
new merchandise but that he had had on
the premises shoes, old clothing and
dresses, for distribution to the poor
through his yeshiva. Thus it did go
toward his credibility. That the admission of this testimony, even if erroneous

as being hearsay, was not prejudicial
may be inferred from the fact that Ishak Fried was not convicted in this 9day trial. The evidence against Zali
Fried was more than enough to justify a
conclusion that admission of Downey's
testimony was harmless.
[5] Finally, the argument that the
carton found in the hallway of Levy's
loft was not admissible is grasping at
straws. While the hallway may have
been used by other tenants, the Waterfront Commission agent who found the
carton discovered it just outside the
Levy door, which :n turn was "isolated
by itself. .
." With a veritable

The United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Missouri,
James H. Meredith, Chief Judge, 330 F.
Supp. 936, granted magazine's and reporter's motion for summary judgment

in libel action and appeal was taken.
The Court of Appeals, Stephenson, Circuit Judge, held that where mayor who
brought libel action against magazine
presented little more than series of self-

serving affidavits to rebut magazine's
showing that hundreds of documents
were utilized in preparation of article
and that all employees connected with
article's preparation believed in truth of
article with strong inference that there

was good reason for belief, grant of
judgment for publisher and reporter
without permitting mayor to examine
anonymous news sources was proper.
'A ff irmed.

treasure trove of pirated eight-track

1. Evidence 0101

units inside the loft, absent their cartons, and proof of the sale of cartons
and stereos by the Frieds to Levy, the
inference that a carton located outside

cepted principle that admissibility of evidence is governed by law of state where
testimony is to be heard.

Missouri adheres to generally ac-
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2. Federal Civil Procedure C=1414

8. Federal Civil Procedure C=2.10I

Where deposition was being taken
in New York for use in action based on
diversity of citizenship pending in District Court sitting in Missouri and wit-

Extreme nature of summary judgment does not lighten burden of party
against whom motion therefor is interposed. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc. rule 56(e),

ness, a citizen of New York, claimed testimonial privilege not recognized in Mis-

28 U.S.C.A.

souri, witness, who was magazine reporter, was not entitled to refuse to disclose news sources based on New York
privilege, Civil Rights Law N.Y. §§
79-h, 79-h(b); Fed,Rules Civ.Proc.
rules 26( b) (1), 43(a), 28 U.S.C.A.

3. Constitutional Law C=00

Constitutional protection is extended to all discussions and communication

involving matters of public or general
concern without regard to whether persons involved are famous or anonymous.

9. Federal Civil Procedure C=2515
Libel and Slander C=93

Where there is concrete demonstraidentity of defense news
sources will lead to persuasive evidence
on issue of malice, district court in
which libel action was pending should
not reach merits of defense motion for
summary judgment until and unless
tion that

plaintiff is first given meaningful opportunity to cross-examine those sources,

whether they be anonymous or known.
10. Federal Civil Procedure 02465

U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 1.

There must be showing of cognizable prejudice before failure to permit

4. Libel and Slander C=51(5)
Where statements contained in mag-

examination of anonymous news sources
can rise to level of error.

azine article concerned issues of public
or general concern, mayor who brought
libel action could not recover damages

II. Federal Civil Procedur.i 02539, 2517
Where mayor who brought libel ac-

under Missouri law-of defamation unless
there was showing of actual malice.

5. Libel and Slander 048(1)
Missouri law recognizes qualified
privilege in news media to comment on
matters and persons of public concern so
long as account is fair and not actuated

tion against magazine presented l'ttle
more than series of self-serving affidavits to rebut magazine's showing that
hundreds of documents were utilized in
preparation of article and that all employees connected with article's prepara-

tion believed in truth of article with
strong inference that there was good

by malice.

reason for belief, grant of judgment for
publisher and reporter without permit-

6. Libel and Slander C=93

ting mayor to examine anonymous news
sources was proper.

Privilege granted news media

to

comment on matters and persons of public concern so long as account is fair and
not actuated by malice is affirmative de-

12. Federal Civil Procedure C=126-1

Where published materials, objec-

fense.

tively considered in light of all evidence,
must be taken as having been published
in good faith, without actual malice and

7. Constitutional Law C=90
Federal Civil Procedure C=1264

on basis of careful verification efforts,

First Amendment does not grant re-

porters a testimonial privilege to withhold news sources, but to routinely grant
motions seeking compulsory disclosure
of anonymous news sources without first
inquiring into substance of libel allegation would be improper. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 1.

compulsory revelation of news sources is
not required.
Mortimer A. Rosecan, Rosecan & Popkin, St. Louis, Mo., for appellant.

Harold Medina, Jr., New York City,
and D. Jeff Lance, Robert S. Allen, St.
Louis, Mo., for appellees.
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Before VAN ()OSTER HOUT, Senior
Circuit Judge, and MEll A FM and
STEPHENSON, Circuit Judges.

STEPHENSON, Circuit Judge.

Alfonso J. Cervantes is the mayor of
Saint Louis, Missouri. In May 1910
there appeared in appellee's Life magazine an article of 87 paragraphs accusing the mayor of maintaining "business
and personal ties with the gangsters
that operate in his city." The article
was entitled "The Mayor, The Mob and
The Lawyer," and captioned with a com-

ment explaining: "Both the mayor and
his new crime commissioner have personal ties to the underworld." The substance of the article describes in some
detail the relationship said to exist between Mayor Cervantes, Morris Shenker,1 a Saint Louis criminal lawyer and

of Missouri seeking $2,000,000 compen-

satory and $10,000,000 punitive damages. Ile sought relief against and
named as defendants the publisher of
Life magazine and the reporter 'whose
investigative efforts produced grist for
the article? He alleged in his amended
complaint that 4 paragraphs of the article contained false statements which
were authored, published, and communicated with knowledge of their falsity or,
alternatively, with reckless disregard as
to their truth.4 Tho defendants answered raising both the defense of truth and
constitutional privilege.
[1, 2] The mayor undertook extensive pre-tr'al discovery. He deposed the
reporter who testified that he gathered
information which formed the basis for
most of the story from informants within the Federal Bureau of Investigation

then the mayor's appointee "to head and within the United States Depart-

[the] newly formed Commission on
Crime and Law Enforcement," and Tony
Sansone 2 who, according to the article,
is

"the mayor's liaison with the two

mobs that run the

St. Louis under-

world."

Mayor Cervantes instituted this diver-

ment of Justice. He revealed that these
informants furnished him copies of confidential reports and orally transmitted
additional and supplemental corroboratory information from which he constructed the events embodied in 3 of the 4 dis-

puted paragraph, but he refused, under

sity libel action in the United States repeated questioning, to divulge the
District Court for the Eastern District names of the individuals from whom he
I. Mr. Shenker is characterized by the

some of the nation's top hoodlums. Life's
investigations show, go far beyond legal
represeutation." The article describes

goes back to the shooting wars of the
'20s in St. Louis. Michaels runs the
Syrian Mob, nn ethnic gang that coexists these days as an 'ally by treaty'
with the Sicilian Mafia family in St.
Louis headed by Anthony Giardano.

of labyrinthine

Michaels' general franeb7se is the
gambling and bookie op.:rations in

article as "the foremost lawyer for the
mob in the 11, S." "His relations with

Mr. Shenker as "a brilliant organizer
business and financial

schemes which dazzle and befuddle the
government," and as one who "would
have to do little more than to tell what
he already knows about organized crime

to go a long way toward breaking its
back in

2.

St. Louis and several other

Places as well."
Life has this to say about Mr. Sansone:
'The man closest to Cervantes, as
friend, business associate. campaign
manager and unofficial but forceful
influence around city hall, is Tony San-

A wealthy and socially promreal estate and insurance man.
Sansone is, to begin with, the son
sone.
inent

inInw of Jimmy Michaels, a notorious
gunman and gang leader whose record

Mail St. Louis. He is also the IllOht
effective entrepreneur in either mob in
politics Rua legitimate business."
3.

The article was published under the re
porter's by-line. The record reveals that
although ultimate editorial responsibility
for the article's content rested with

Life's Associate and Mutinging editors.
the reporter shared, with others, drafts
manship duties.

4. The mayor buses part of his action on
the prepublication press release which
Life dispatched to herald the coming at
the article. The complaint charges that
this release-wns transmitted by the pub
Usher to radio and television stations
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extracted this information, That refusal was bottomed on the theories (i) that
to assume a contrary position would be

to subject his informants to retaliation
or reprisals and physical danger; (ii)
that compulsory disclosure of confidential sources would violate the First
Amendment's freedom of the press by
impeding the dissemination of 'news

and as a resident and citizen of the
State of New York, possesses a statutory reportorial privilege to withhold the
source of news coming into his possession.5 The mayor promptly moved for

to

npplied under the so.called Erie doc-

stimulate reader interest. The release
invited hind authorized the 'twilia to annollae that the forthcoming issue of
Life would report that its years-long invest igat iou disclosed, inter dila, that
Mayor Cervantes has business and personal tics with the gangsters that operate in Saint Louis.

trine. see Erie Railroad Co, v. Tomp-

throughout '3Iissouri and elsewhere

5.

which can be obtained only if he, as it
professional journalist, may effectively
guarantee anonymity of the source; and
(iii) that he, as a professional journalist

This aspect of
refusal
rooted in N.Y. Civil Bights Law, §
the reporter's

is

79-11

(\EcKinney's

Consol.Laws, c.

0,

1970). .Subparagraph (b) of the statute
provides.

in sub:a:Ince,

that a profes-

sional journalist shall not be adjudged
in contempt by any court for "refusing
or failing to disclose any news or the
source of any such news coming into his

possessi,. in the course of gathering or
obtaining news for publication or to be
published

in

*

by which he is professionally

*

a

*

*

*

magazine

employed or otherwise associated in a
news gathering capacity." The law of
Missimri reeognizes no such privilege,
We 1.qvc been referred to no New

York cases defining the scope of this
statutory privilege.

Nor have we found

a NOV York case affording precedent
front which we can determine whether
the statute draws a distinction based on
the context in which the privilege is
asserted. But see People v. Wol(, 329

N.Y.5.2d 291 (Sup.Ct. New York County

1972), and in Re WP,AI-FM, 320 N.Y.
S.2,1 434 (Albany County Ct.1971).

9'he scope of diseovery permitted by
FeaRnles
11nle 2(1(b)
(1).
28 C.S.C.A. is limited to matters not
Privileged.

This case presents the smne-

what unusual situation where it deposition is being taken in New York for use
in an silicon based on diversity of citizenship pending in it United States District

Court sitting in Missouri, and the witness, a citizen of New York, claims a
testimonial privilege not recognized in
Missouri.
In determining the validity
of the asserted statutory privilege, a

court is faced with the gnostical whether
to apply federal law or State. law; and,
if State 1:tw is to control, is it to be

kins.

IT.S 0-1, ss5 Ket. 817. 82

nss (1938), or under Fed.Rides Civ.
Prue. Rule 43(u), providing, inter alit,
that evidence shall be admitted if it is
admissible under the rules of evidence
in the courts of the State in which the
federal court is situate?

Once these
questions have been resolved, the court
must determine whether to apply the law

of the trial State or that of the deposi
tion State.

This court long ago adopted the rule,
said to comport with the "weight of authority", see Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company. v. Brei, 311 F.2d
463, 103-466 (CA2 1902), that State.
not federal, law is determinative of evi.dentinry problems arising. in a diversity
case.
See, e. g., Bennett v. Wood, 271
F.2d 349, 351 (CAS 1959) (burden of
proof): Severson v. Fleck, 251 F.211
920, 923-924 (CAS 1958); and State
Nfutual Life Assurance Co. v. Wittenberg, 239 F,2d 87, .89-90 (CAS 1957)
(burden of proof). Similarly, it is wellsettled law that n federal diversity court
must apply the choice-of-law rules of
the State in which it sits, here Missouri.
Klaxon Compuny v. Stentor Electric
Manufacturing Co Inc., 313 U.S. 487,
490, GI S.Ct. 1020, 85 L.Ed. 1477 (191)
Applying these rules, we note thnt Missouri seemingly adheres to the generally
accepted principle that the admissibility
of evidence is governed by the low of the
State where the testimony is to be
heard. Rosser v, Standard Milling Company, Mo., 312 S.W.2d 106, 110 (1958),
and Prentiss v. Illinois Life Ins, Co.,

Mo., 225 S.W. 095, 702 (1920). Thus,
by this analysis, New York's law Its to
the testimonial privilege of n journalist
does not apply, nail the reporter is entitled to no protection on that ground.
Compare Application of Cepeda, 233 P.
Supp. 405 (S.D.N.Y.1961). The same
result would follow under application of
the proposed Rules of Evidence for the
United States Courts and Magistrates,
albeit for different reasons. See 51 F.
R.D. 315, 356, 358-301).
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to compel disclosure of the
idelitity of the informant! s]. The defendants responded by moving for summary judgment on the ground that each
had acted in good faith in publishing the
article and that both believed all of the
allegedly defal,,atory statements to be
an order

true.

The District Court (The Honorable
James H. Meredith, Chief Judge), did
not reach the merits of the motion to
compel.

However, on the basis of a

well-developed record consisting of affidavits, depositions, and other documentary evidence, it entered summary judgmerit for the defendants on the grounds
that neither defendant had knowledge of
falsity, that. neither entertained serious

doubts as to the truth of any statement
in

the article, and that neither acted

with reckless disregard for truth or falsity. 330 F.Supp. ado, 940 (1970).
This appeal followed.
I

[3]

In New York Times Co. v. Sulli-

van, 376 U.S. 254, 84 S.Ct. 710, 11 L.
Ed.2d 686 (1964), it was established
that the First and Fourteenth Amendments' protection of speech and the
press restrict the enforcement of State
libel laws. Times accordingly held that
a public official may recover damages
"for a defamatory falsehood relating to
his official conduct" only if he "proves
that the statement was made with 'actual malice'that is, with knowledge
that it was false or with reckless disre-

tual malice standaru amplified

in St.

Amnia v. Thompson, 390. U.S. 727, 88.5.

Ct. 1323, 20 L.Ed.2d 262 (1968). The
Court said with respect to this aspect of
the constitutional standard:
"[R]eckless conduct is not measured
by whether a reasonably prudent man
would have published, or would have
investigated before publishing. There
must be sufficient evidence to permit
the conclusion that the defendant in
fact entertained serious doubts as to
the truth of his publication. Publishing with such doubts shows reckless
disregard for truth or falsity and
demonstrates actual malice." 390 U.
S., at 731, 88 S.Ct., at 1325.

It is clear, finally, that the conditional
privilege granted by rimes to false defamatory expression no longer is confined to statements concerning public officials. Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc.,
403 U.S. 29, 91 S.Ct. 1811, 29 L.Ed.2d
296 (1971), holds that constitutional

protection is to be extended to "all discussion

and

communication

involving

matters of public or general concern,
without regard to whether the persons
involved are famous or anonymous."
Id., at 44, 91 S.Ct., at 1820. Thus, "the
determinant whether the First Amendment applies to state libel actions is
whether the utterance involved concerns
an issue of public or general concern."
403 U.S., at 44, 91 S.Ct., at 1820.

[4-6] Since Ithe statements in suit
are conceded by all to touch and concern
issues of public or general concern, it is

gard of whether it was false or not." clear that Mayor Cervantes cannot, abId., at 279-280, 84 S.Ct. at 726. The sent a showing of actual malice, recover
holding of. Times was reaffirmed and damages under the Missouri law of
the reckless disregard aspect of its ac6.

Various aspects of the Missouri law- of
defamation have received the eareful at-

tention of this court in previous cases.
See, c. g., !Weser v. Meyer, 113 F.2d
173 (CAS 1969), certiorari denied 396
U.S. 93G, 90 S.Ct. 280, 24 L.Ed.2d 235;
Underwood v. Woods, 406 P.241 910,.'15
(CAS 1969); Walker v. Pulitzer 1
fishing Co., 394 P.2d S00 (CAS 1968):
Pauliug v. Globe-Democrat Publishing
Co., 362 F.2d 1SS (CAS 1960); certio-

defamation.6

The District Court con-

rari denied 3S8 U.S. 109, 87 S.Ct. 2097,
18 L.111,241 1347;. and lass v. Anderson, 304 P.2d lSS (CAS 1962), The

Missourilaw recognizes a qualified priv
ilege in the news media to comment on
mutters and persons of public- concern

so long as the account is fair and not
actuated by mune°. See e. g., Moritz
v. Kansas City Star Co., 301 Mo. 32.
258 S.W.2d 5S3 (1953). Tliis privilege
is an affirmative defense which must be
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eluded, and the defendants here suggest,
that because substantial editorial effort
was expended to secure independent cor-

meet his burden of proof if the reporter
is allowed to hide behind anonymous
news sour,:es. He argues that in a libel

roboration of the published materials,
the mayor cannot meet the applicable

case of this kind the identity of a re-

constitutional standard of proof.

the successful outcome of the lawsuit.
His arguments in favor of compulsory
disclosure may be summarized as follows: [a] disclosure enables the plaintiff to scrutinize the accuracy and balance of the defendant's reporting and
editorial processes; [b] through disclosure it is possible to derive an accurate

Without question the article fashions
a broadside attack on the ability of May-

or Cervantes to perform responsibly in
the governmental domain. It directs
sharp and coarse comment both toward
his official conduct and also his fitness
for office. Indeed, the entire thrust of
the article's message is that the mayor,
despite public pronouncements to the
contrary, seemingly possesses substantial personal and business interest in the
perpetuation of profitable criminal activity in this city. Yet in the face of
this massive attack on his fitness to occupy his important office, the mayor
takes issue with but 4 of the 87 paragraphs comprising the article.7 So far
as the vast amount of the other material
is concerned, its truth is either admitted
or not explicitly denied. Thus, we are
concerned here with only the comparatively few words said by the mayor to be
false and defamatory, and as to these, he
acknowledges that the burden is his to
establish with "convincing clarity" deliberate or reckless error. Times, supra,
376 U.S. at 285-286, 84 S.Ct. 710, 11 L.
Ed.2d 686.

Central to the mayor's appellate attack
is his contention that he cannot possibly
proven by the defendant.

Walker v.

Kansas City Star Co., Mo., 400 S.W.2d
44 (1900).
See also Pulliam v. Bond,
Mo.. 400 S.W.2d 635 (1800).
7.

In his Bey ly Brief on this point the
mayor asserts that most of the other,
material did not pertain to him. In the

light of Mayor Cervantes' relationship

with Commissioner Shenker, however, a
fair reading of the record leaves us With
the contrary inference.
8. The reporter freely admits nut positive-

ly asserts that certain key information
used in preparation of the article was
'leaked" to him by anonymous govern-

porter's sources is absolutely essential to

and comprehensive understanding of the

factual data forming the predicate for
the news story in suit; [c] disclosure
assists successful determination of the
extent to which independent verification
of the published materials was secured;
and [d] disclosure is the sole means by
which a libeled plaintiff can effectively

test the credibility of the news source,
thereby determining whether it can be
said that the particular source is a perjurer, a well-known libeler, or a person
of such character that, if called as a witness, any jury would likely conclude that

a publisher relying on such a person's
information does so with reckless disre-

gard for truth or

falsity.

Moreover,

these particularized considerations are
said to assume extraordinary importance

when, as in this case, the information
forming the core of the publication by
its nature is not available to the public
generally and 'is obtainable only from
governmental employees who are under a

duty not to reveal it to outsiders."

On

The mayor contends
that the reporter helped himself to confidential information from governmental
files and, in so doing, incited n violation
of regulations designated as "Prescribing
Standards of Ethical Conduct for flovmental employees.

ernment Officers and Employees." issued

by President Johnson under authorization of 3 1LS.C.A. § 301. Exec.Order
No. 11,2'22,

30 Fed.Reg. GM (1805)

provides in pertinent part,- that

Where government is
based on the consent of the governed.
every citizen is entitled to have complete confidence in the integrity of his
government. Each individual officer.

"Section 101.
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the basis of these considerations, the

mayor advanced arguments in the District Court that it should not reach the
defense motion for summary judgment
until he was given the opportunity to depose and examine the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and Department of Justice
employees who supplied Life's reporter
with confidential reports and corroborator materials used in connection with
the article. The failure of the District
Court to respond favorably to this plea
i:, urged as error here.
These arguments in behalf of compulsory disclosure

of

confidential news

sources, when urged on behalf of a public official whose reputation and integri-

ty have been assaulted on the basis of
information supplied by those sources,
do not strike us as frivolous: Especially

has been obtained from the private files
of Government. Nevertheless, on the
facts of this particular case, we believe
that in his preoccupation with the iden-

tity of Life's news sources, the mayor
has overlooked the.central point involved

in this appeal: that the depositions and
other evidentiary materials comprising
this record establish, without room for
substantial argument, facts that entitled
both defendants to judgment as a matter
of law, viz., that, quite apart from the
tactics employed in collecting data for
the article, the mayor has wholly failed
to demonstrate with convincing clarity
that either defendant acted with 'know-

ing or reckless disregard of the truth.
[7] We are aware of the prior cases
holding that the First Amendment does
not grant to reporters a testimonial

is this so when much of the information
supplied by the anonymous informants privilege to withhold news sources.'
employee, or adviser of government

must help to earn and must honor that
trust by his own.integrity and conduct
in all official actions.
"Section 205. An employee shall not
make use of, or permit others to make

use of, for the purpose of furthering
a private interest, official information
not made
public."

available to

the general

Purloined governmental documents have
been before the courts before. See, c. p.,
New York Times Co. v. United States,
403 C.S. 713, 91 S.Ct. 2140, 29 L.Ed.2d

822 (1971), and Dodd v. Pearson, 279
F.Supp. 101 (D. DC 1968). Compare
Liberty Lobby, Inc. v. Pearson, 129 U.S.
App.D.C. 74, 390 F.2d 4S9 (1968).

9. The weight of decisional authority so

See, c. g., Garland v. Torre, 259
F.2d 5-15, 548-549 (CA2 1958), certiorari denied, 358 U.S. 910, 79 S.Ct. 237,
3 L.E41.2d 231; State v. Buchanan. 250
Or. 244, 436 P.2d 729 (1965), certiorari
deified. 392 U.S. 905, SS S.Ct, 2055, 20
L.E41.2t1 1363; In re Taylor, 12 Pa. 32,
193 A.2d 181 (1993); and In re Goodfader, 45 Haw. 317, 367 P.2d 472 (1961).
See also, Adams v. Associated Press. 46
F.R.D. 439, 440-141 (SD Tcx.1969);
Application of .Cepeda, n. 5, supra;
Brewster v. Boston Berald-Traveler
holds.

Corp.. 20 F.R.D. 416 (D.Mass.1957) ;

and Rosenberg v. Carroll (In rc Lyons),
99 F.Supp. 629 (SD N.Y.1951). But see

In re Grand Jury Witnesses, 322
Supp 573, 576 -57S (ND Ca1.19701.

In two recent cases, however, it Ims
been held that a libel defendant's re
fusel to reveal the identity of its hews
sources need not bar the entry of sum
mary judgment in its favor. Konigsberg
v. Time, Inc., 312 F.S'Upp. 848 (SD S.Y.
1970); and Cerrito v. Time, Inc., Mr2
F.Supp. 1071 (ND Ca1.1969), aff'd per
curium, 4.19 F.2d 306 (CA9 1971). Im
elicit in each of these eases is tacit ap-

proval of the contention that the free

flow of news obtainable only from atom-

ymous sources is likely to be deterred
absent complete confidentiality. Hence.
each court seemed to reason that, absent
a positive allowing of relevance or materiality, a newsman need not divulge the
identity of his confidential news informants.
Finally, in Bransburg v. United States.
408 U.S. 065, 92 S.Ct, 2646, 33 L.Ed .2d
626 (Caldwell v. United States) (19721.
the Supreme Court was asked to address
the constitutional aspects of grand jory
effnrts to acquire from professional journalists information about possible law
violations committed by their neg.'s
sources. See Caldwell v. United States.

434 F.2d 1081 (CA9 1970), certiorari
granted. 402 U.S. 942, 91 S.Ct. 1016';'-'9

L.Ed.2d 109: In re Pappas, 226 S.E.2d
297 (Mass.1971), certiorari granted. ibid:
and Wellsburg v. Pound, 461 .S.W.2,1 345
(Ky.Ct.Alip.1970), certiorari granted.
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But to routinely grant motions seeking

dy to be granted only in those cases

compulsory disclosure of anonymous
views sources without first inquiring

where there clearly is no genuine issue
to be tried. But its extreme nature does

into the substance of a libel allegation

not

would utterly emasculate the fundamen-

lighten the burden of a party
against whom a motion therefor is interposed. Indeed, Fed.Rules Civ.Proc. Rule

tal principles that underlay the line of
cases articulating the con9titutional re- 56(e), 28 U.S.C.A., supplies the other
strictions to be engrafted upon the en- side of the proposition recognized in
forcement of State libel laws.10 Such a Black, Siva 1.1s & Bryson. In pertinent
course would also overlook the basic phi- part, it is therein stated:
losophy at the heart of the summary
When a motion for summary judgjudgment doctrine.
ment is made and supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party
III
may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his pleading, but
[8] Some twenty years ago, this
his response, by affidavits or as othcourt, in Traylor v. Black, Siva lls &
erwise provided in this rule, must set
Bryson, Inc.; 189 F.2d 213 (CA8 1951),
forth specific facts showing that there
set forth the general policy of the ciris a genuine issue for trial. If he
cuit with regard to the entry of summadoes not so respond, summary judgry judgment. There it was said that:
ment, if appropriate, shall be entered
"A summary judgment upon motion
against him."
therefor by a defendant in an action
should never be entered except where This aspect of Rule 56(e) has been folthe defendant is entitled to its allow- lowed in prior decisions of this court,
ance beyond all doubt. To warrant its

entry the facts conceded by the plaintiff, or demonstrated beyond reasonable question to exist, should show the
right of the defendant to a judgment
with such clarity as to leave no room
for controversy, and they should show
affirmatively that the plaintiff would

not be entitled to recover under any
discernible circumstances." 189 F.2d,
at 216. (Citations omitted).

Summary judgment, as the foregoing
excerpt makes clear, is an extreme remeibid.

both in summary judgment cases generally, Lundeen v. Cordner, 354 F.2d 401,
407-408 (CA8 1966), and in First
Amendment libel cases in particular,
Hurley v. Northwest Publications, Inc.,
398 F.2d 346 (CA8 1968), aff'g per curiam, 273 F.Supp. 967, 974-975 (D.Minn.
1967). It accords with recent construc-

tions of Rule 56(e) by the Supreme
Court, Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Company, 398 U.S. 144, 153, 160-161, 90 S.Ct.
1598, 26 L.Ed.2d 142 (1970), and First
National Bank of Arizona v. Cities Serv-

It was held, over 4 dissents, that a

dress, the question whether a civil libel
suit should command the quite different

newsman does not possess a First Amend-

ment privilege to refuse to answer relevant and material questions asked during
a good-faith grand jury, investigation.
Noting that "the First Amendment does
not invalidate every incidental burdening

of the press that may result from the
enforcement of civil or criminal statutes
of general applicability;" 408 U.S. at 682,
92 S.Ct. at 2657, the Court declined to
exempt newsmen from the general obligation of all citizens !'to answer questions
relevant to an investigation into the commission of crime." Ibid. The Court was
not faced with and, therefore, did not ad464 F.2d-63

of conflicting interests
pressed upon us here by the defense.

reconciliation
10.

Indeed, as the Court observed in Caidn, 9, .supra, "without some proteetion for seeking out the news, freedom of
the press could he eviscerated." 406 1J.S.
at 631, 92 S.Ct., at 2936. Similarly, to
compel a newsman to breach a confiden
tial relationship merely because a libel
Rua has. been filed against biro would
seem inevitably to lend to an excessive
restraint on the scope, of legitimate news
gathering activity.
wet?,
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ice Co., 391 U.S 253, 288-290, 88 S.Ct.
1575, 20 L.Ed.2d 569 (1968), and it advances the important summary judgment
objective of judicially assessing the
proof to see where there is a genuine issue for trial.
[9,"10]

Applying these rules to the

case before us, the compulsory disclosure
issue is drawn into dearer focus.
Where there is a concrete demonstration
that the identity of defense news
sources will lead to persuasive evidence

on the issue of malice, a District Court
should not reach the merits of a defense
motion for summary judgment until and

unless the plaintiff is first given a

meaningful opportunity to cross-examine

those sources, whether they be anonymous or known. For only then can it be
said that no genuine issue remains to be
tried. Thus, if, in the course of pretrial discovery, an allegedly libeled plain.

tiff uncovers substantial evidence tend-

ing to show that the defendant's published assertions are so' inherently improbable that there are strong reasons
to doubt the veracity of the defense informant or the accuracy of his reports,

sources can rise to the level of error.
Mere speculation or conjecture about the

fruits of such examination simply will
not suffice. Hurley, supra, p. 974 of
273 F.Supp.
[11] But such is not this case. As
the opinion of the District Court makes
dear, the record contains substantial evidence indicating that it was over a period of many months that Life's reporter
carefully collected and documented the

data on the basis of which the article
was written and published. In turn,
Life's key personnel, including one researcher, four editors and three lawyers,
spent countless hours corroborating and
evaluating this data. Once suit was in-

stituted, the mayor was provided with
hundreds of documents utilized in preparation of the article. He then deposed
virtually every Life employee who possessed any connection whatever with the
article's preparation and publication

and, with one exception, each affirmed
his or her belief in the truth of the article and each gave deposition testimony

sufficient to raise a strong inference
that there was good reason for that

the reasons favoring compulsory disci,
belief." To rebut this evidence, and to
sure in advance of a ruling on the sum- support his claim that 4 of the 87 paramary judgment motion should become graphs conveyed false information, the
more compelling. Similarly, where pre- mayor was content to present lithe more
trial discovery produces some factor than a series of self-serving affidavits
which would support the conclusion that from himself and from Mr. Sansone, tothe defendant in fact entertained serious gether with other evidentiary materials
doubt as to the truth of the matters which framed but a minimal assault on
published, identification and examina- the truth of the matters contained in the
tion of defense news sources seemingly four paragraphs. Aside from this eviwould be in order, and traditional sum- dence, he has not produced a scintilla of
mary judgment doctrine would command proof supportive of a finding that either
pursuit of further discovery prior to ad- defendant in fact entertained serious
judication of a summary judgment mo- doubts about the truth of a single sention. The point of principal importance tence in the article. Neither has he
is that there must be a showing of cog- come forward with competent evidence
nizable prejudice before the failure, to from which the District Court could reapermit examination of anonymous news sonably discern the inherent improbabilII. The single exception ig this: one of
Life's house, counsel testified only dint

Ho did not purport to loss on
truth or falsity of these purloined

porter.
the

lie hnd authenticated the genuineness of

tnnterials,

certain Government documents which had
come into the possession of Life's re.

had served as Chief of the Department
of Justice's Organized Critne section.

This same employee formerly
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ity of the matters published. In short,
the mayor's proof simply does not meet

the standard traditionally required of
one against whom a motion for summary judgment is interposed.

(1972)

Luella IL MILLS, on behalf of herself and
all other persons similarly situated,

PlaintiffAppellant
v.

Elliot L. RICHARDSON, individually and
[12] We have mentioned long-standing decisions of the Supreme Court mak-

ing clear that the mayor is obligated to
demonstrate with convincing clarity that
the materials he alleges to be defamatory were published with knowledge of
their falsity or with reckless _disregard
for their truth. Where, as here, the
published materials, objectively consid-

in his capacity as Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, Defendant-Appellee.

No. 768, Docket 71-2172.

United States Court of Appeals,
Second Circuit.
Argued June 7, 1972.
Decided July 14, 1972.

ered in the light of all the evidence,

must be taken as having been published
in good faith, without actual malice and

Action challenging constitutionality

on the basis of careful verification efforts, that is, they were published in
good faith without regard to the identity of the news sources, there is no rule
of law or policy consideration of which
we are aware that counsels compulsory
revelation of news sources." Neither is

of procedures of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to recover overpayments of social security
benefits. The United. States District

there any evidence by which a jury

appealed.

could reasonably find liability under the
constitutionally required instructions.
When these factors conjoin, the proper

disposition is to grant the defense mo-

Court for the Northern District of New
York, Edmund Port, J., entered order
dismissing action as moot, and plaintiff
The Court of Appeals,
Friendly, Chief Judge, held that such action was properly dismissed as moot on
basis of facts that not only had plaintiff
been promised return of withheld bene-

for summary judgment." The fits, but issue of waiver of recoupment
judgment of the District Court must was to be reexamined under new procetion

therefore be affirmed.14

Affirmed.
Caidicen In:11;es clear that harassment
of the press undertaken not for legitimate
reasons." is without justification. 408
U.S. G65, 02 S.Ct, 2640 (opinion of
Powell. .1.). To compel disclosure under
the circumstances shown by this record
would seem to constitute precisely the
harassment Caldwell seekx to curb.
13. Cf. Thompson v. .Evening Star News.
paper, 129 U.S.App.D,C. 299, 394 F.2d
774, 776 (1.968). certiorari denied, 393
U.8. 881, .S.9 8,Ct. 194, 21 L.Ed.241 160;
:Markus v. Penn Mutual Life -Insurance
Co., 128 U.S.App.D.C. 368, 3s9 F.2d 538,
545, n.
(11167) ; tmd Washington Post
Co. v. Keogh. 125 U.S.A.pp.D.C. 32, 365
965,
908
(11166),
certiorari
12.

dures; however when facts were brought

to attention of Court of Appeals which
meant that should the court affirm the
14. The result we reach in the instant ease
is not to be construed ns precedent for
the proposition that news reporters are
free to roam at will through the private
papers of Government in search of n
news story. We hasten to emphasize
that through enactment of the Freechim
of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. §.552
(1970), amending 5 U.S.C. § 1002 (190).
the Congress has attempted to strike the
Proper balance between the public's "right
to know" and the Government's need for

secrecy. We note this Act provides that
all Government files are to be made avnilable by publication, or otherwise, unless

expressly excepted by one of nine carefully delineated exceptions. AN to the

I leuied. 385 U.S. 1011, S7 S.Ct. 70,8, 17 L.

exceptions, see § .52(a) (4). (b) (5),

1.11.2cl 51:3.

(b) (7).
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United States District Court for the District of Columbia
Civil Action Nos. 1233 -72; 1847 -72; 1S54 -72
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, ET AL., PLAINTIFFS
V.

JAMES W. McCoao, Er AL., DEPENDANTS

[Filed March 22, 1973; James F. Davey, Clerk]

In re Carl Bernstein, Robert Woodward, Katharine Graham, Joseph Volz,
Patrick Collins, Jeremiah O'Leary, James Polk, John Crewdson, Dean Fischer,
Howard Simons, Movants, and the New York Times Company, Intervenor.
MEMORANDUM OPINION OF UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE CHARLES R. RICKEY
I. BACKGROUND

This cause comes before the Court on Motions to Quash Ten Subpoenas issued

and served on behalf of the Committee for the Re-election of the President
(CRP), the Finance Committee to Re-elect the President (FCRP), Francis L.
Dale, Chairman of CRP. and Maurice H. Stans. Chairman of r CRP, all of whom

are parties in these civil actions arising out of the break-in on June 17, 1972,
at the Watergate offices of the Democratic National Committee (DNC).1 The

subpoenas were issued to the Movants herein, who are reporters for, or

managing personnel of, the New York,Times, the Washington Post, the Washington Star-News and Time Magazine. In identical terms the subpoenas command

the summoned members of the press to appear for depositions and bring with
them all documents. papers, letters, photographs, audio and video tapes relating
in any way to the Watergate "break-in" or other political espionage operations
against the DNC and associated organizations and individuals ; all manuscripts,
notes, or tape recordings of communications during the period. June 17, 1972,
through November 7, 1972, with a broad range of DNC officials and employees,
persons connected with the McGovern-Shriver campaign, the FBI, the Metropolitan Police Department. or the United States Attorney's Office for the District
of Columbia ; and all drafts, copies. and final drafts of news material relating
in any way to the Watergate break-in or other political espionage operations
against the DNC or connected entities and individuals. All of those summoned
have moved the Court to quash the subpoenas ; sonic of them have alternatively
requested protective orders.

II. ISSUES

There are basically two issues raised by the Motions under consideration. The
first is primarily a matter of procedure, namely, whether the subpoenas are so
sweeping as to be unreasonable and oppressive and thus invalid under Rules 26
and 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The second issue is infinitely more

important under the current state of the law and involves a fundamental constitutional right. Simply put, it is whether these subpoenas to the press are
valid under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
III. DISCUSSION

A. These Supoenas Are not so Broad and Sweeping as To Be Unreasonable or
Oppres8ive, and Are Therefore Valid Under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure
Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure contains the general provisions
relating to discovery. It has long been held that the deposition-discovery rules
are to be accorded a broad and liberal treatment,' and that subject to certain
specific limitations, discovery is to be allowed as to any matter that is relevant
to the subject matter of the action.' Despite this liberal policy. Movants argue
Democratic National Committee, et al., v. James W. McCord, et al., Civil Action No.
1233-72 ; Maurice H. Stans, et al., v. Lawrence F. O'Brien, Civil Action No. 1847-72 and
Maurice II. Stans v. Lawrence P. O'Brien Civil Action No. 1854-72. were consolidated for
purposes of discovery by Order of the Court dated February 16, 1973.
2Hickmati v. Taylor, 320 U.S. 495 (19471.
0 8 Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil § 2007.
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that the subpoenas should be quashed under those provisions of Rules 26 and 45

which state that sucli action may be taken by the Court where the subpoenas

would cause undue "annoyance, embarassment, or undue burden" or are
"unreasonable and oppressive."

The Court does not find the subpoenas so unreasonable or oppressive as to
justify the action requested by the Movants. Under the theory that relevance is
not to be measured by the precise issues framed by the pleadings, but by the

general relevance to the subject matter,' it would be difficult indeed for the
Court to find that none of the material requested by the parties is relevant.
particularly at this stage of the proceeding. Further, it is well established that
if the requested material is relevant, discovery should be allowed without regard

to 'admissibility at trial.' The fact that the materials requested cover an

extended period of time and are voluminous will not render the subpoenas
invalid,' especially in view of the fact that the subpoenas are limited to a reason-

able period of time and specify with reasonable particularity the subjects to
which the requested materials relate! It is therefore evident that applicatiOn of
these general principles precludes the granting of relief to Movants under the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
II. The Unique Circumstances and Great Public Importance of These Cases
Compel a Finding by the Court That Movants Arc Entitled to At Least
a, Qualified Privilege Under the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution

Because of its finding that the subpoenas in question are not unreasonable or

oppressive under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court is directly
confronted with a constitutional issue of the first magnitude. What is involved
here is the right of the press to gather and publish, and that of the public to
receive news, from widespread, diverse and oftimes confidential sources. Movants

have supplemented the record with numerous and persuasive affidavits of
prominent figures of the Fourth Estate which assert that the enforcement of
these subpoenas would lead, to the disclosure and subsequent depletion of
confidential news sources without which investigative reporting would be
severely if not totally hampered. The competing consideration is the right
of litigants to procure evidence in civil litigation: Underlying that right is the
basic proposition that the public "has a right to every man's evidence" and
that, in examining any claim of exemption from the correlative duty to testify,

there is the "primary assumption that there is a general duty to give what

testimony one is capable of giving and that any exemptions which may exist are
distinctly exceptional, being so many derogations from a positive general rule." 8
These cases all are exceptional on the facts alleged and thus require particular
scrutiny by the Court.
The Court is well aware that other courts in "civil" and "criminal" cases,° and
the Supreme Court of the 'United States in a landmark case involving a newsman's
testimony before a grand jury," have been reluctant in the absence of a statute
to recognize even a qualified newsman's privilege from disclosure of confidential
news sources. In view of the decisions and circumstances present in the above-

cited cases, it is instructive to note what is not present in the instant cases.

These cases are not "criminal" cases, and even though they are primarily actions
for money damages, their importance transcends anything yet encountered in the
annals of American judicial history. Moreover. Movants are not parties to the

actions, but have merely been called to testify and produce documents at
deposition. The parties on whose behalf the subpoenas were issued have not
demonstrated that the testimony and materials sought go to the "heart of [their]

44 Moore's Federal Practice,'; 26.56[11. p. 26-131 (2(1 ed. 10721.
5 Freeman v. Seligson, 495 F. 2d 1326 (C.A.D.C. 1968) : Boeing Airplane Co. v. Coggeshall, 280 F. 2d 654 (C.A.D.C. 19601.
a See Brown v. United States, 276 U.S. 134 (11128) ; O'Malley v. Chrysler Corp., 160 F.
2(1 35 (C.A. 7 19471.

7 Brown v. United States, supra ; United States v. Medical Society!, 26 .F. Supp. 55

(D.D.C. 1938).
81Vigmore, Evidence, g 2192, p..70 (MeNnughton rev. 1961). See United States v.
Bryan, 339 U.S. 323 (19501.

0 See. e.g.,, Garland v. Torre, 259 F. 2d 545 (C.A. 2). cert denied. 358 U.S. 910 (1958):

Murphy v. Colorado, (Colo. Sup. Ct.. nnrenorted opinion). cert. denied, 365 U.S. 843
(1961) : In re Goodfader, 45 Hawaii 317. 367 P. 2(1 472 (1961) ; State v. Buchanan, 250
Ore. 244. 436 P. 2d 729, cert. denied. 392 U.S. 905 (1968).
Branzburg v. Hayes, 403 U.S. 665 (1972).
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claim," as was found to he true in the ease of Garland V. Torre." What is
ultimately involved in these cases between the major political parties is the
very integrity of the judicial and executive branches of our government and
our political processes, for without information concerning the Workings of

the government, the public's confidence in that integrity Wiir Inevitably suffer."

is especially true where, as here, strong allegations have horn made of

corruption Milli]] the highest circles of government, and in in campaign for the
Presidency itself. This Court cannot blind itself to the possible "chilling effect"
the enforcement of these broad subpoenas would have on the flow of information
to the press, and so to the public." This Court stands convinced that if it allows
the discomagtment of investigative reporting into the highest levels of government, no amount of legal theorizhor could allay the public suspicions engendered
by its

0101 by the inn t: CI'S alleged in these lawsuits.

It; is of critical importance in these cases to note :lad hear in mind that the
main purpose of the judicial systenta search for the truthmust, be itexilde
io order to accommodate itself to the needs of our times and the needs of an individual case. The rises at bar are unprecedented in the aninds of legal history
and have raised more than one issue of first impression. in such circumstances,

the Conn- is called upon to fashion a 1.entedy consistent with the ends of justice.
In proceeding to fashion a remedy in the instant eases, the Court remains in full
accord With the language of
Justice Poweli's Concurring opinion in Brunzbuy
]tape.'. in which he slated : "
-The 0550ried claim to privilege should be judged on its facts by the striking of
a proper balance between freedom of the press and the obligation of.all citizens

to give relevant testimony . . . The balance of these vital constitutional and
societal interests on a case-by-case basis accords with the tried and traditional
way of adjudicating such questions."

The Court has noted the above constitutional interestan interest which trans bates into nothing less than the problem of maintaining "an informed public
Against this interest must be balcapable of conducting its own affairs . .
anced the 'interests of the parties to receive evidence going to the substance of
.

their claims. Yet there hits been no showing by the parties that alternative sources
of evidence have been exhausted or even approached as to the possible gleaning

of facts alternatively available from the Movants herein. Nor has there been
any positive showing of the materiality of the documents and other materials
sought by the subpoenas. In the face of these considerations the parties still insist that Movants in effect open their doors for inspection. The scales, however,
are heavily weighted in the Alovants' favor.
The recognition that Alovants are entitled to .a qualified privilege from having

to testify tinder the circumstances of these eases is not totally without legal

Precedent. Thus, in Baker v. F.
Thvestment, the Second Circuit held that a
reporter could not be. compelled by civil discovery to reveal a confidential source

who had informed hint of discriminatory practices by sellers of homes in the
City of Chicago. The Court stated:"
.[Tille [Supreme' Conrt's concern with the integrity of the grand jury as an
investigating arm or the criminal justice system distinguishes Branzburg from
the case presently before us. If, as -Mr. Justice Powell noted in that case, instances will arise in whieh First: Amendment values outweigh the duty of a
-journalist to testify even in the context of it criminal investigation, surely in
civil cases, courts must recognize that the public interest ill non-disclosure of
journalists' confidential news sources will often be weightier than the private
interest in compelled disclosure."

So also, Chief Judge Sirica of this Court noted in United Slates v. Liddy that
considerations in civil discovery are vastly different from those in the criminal
context and "First Amendment values will weigh differently."" And the Bran"-

hitig Court itself declared that "without sonic protection for seeking out the
news. freedom of the press could be eviscerated.""
11259 F. 20 at 010.

Ll Of equal importance is the necessity of a well-Informed public Whin is fully able to
Participate in the political process. Tits has lung been recognind by the Supreme Court to
he a baste concern underlying the First Amendment's protection of freedom of the press.
see, c.a., New York Times Co. v. Sullivan., 370 U.S. 234 (1964) ; Grosfean v. American
Press Co.; 297 U.S. 213 0930.
3,, See Baker v. P. ,t F. Investment, 470 P. 2d 77S, 752 (C.A. 2 1972).
1,408 U.S. at 100-710.
Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC. 395 U.S. 307, 302 (1909). ti
" Cr. No. 1827-72 (December 21. 1072), Mem. op., 0, n. 14.
403 U.S. at 031.
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Aloreover, the Court in 110 way Nvislies 10 imply that today's ruling constitutes
e'en Hy
the implicit. recognition or an absolute privilege for uesysuu u. Such I
he improper under the /?ran.:1;upy decision. It may he that. at some future dale.
ableto demonstrate to the Courts that they are unable to I II /the parties will
lain NW auue iufurmaalion from sources other than Alovants, and that they have

a compelling and overriding interest in the information thus sought. Until that
:\10 VII 111 S 10 testify at the scheduled
time, however, the C/Mt will 114
depositions or to make any or the requested materials available to the parties.

tv. cosctustox
In conclusion, the Court notes that the First: Amendment entitles the public to
more than a right to know. It also requires that any incursions into the areas

protected by the bill of Rights will lie given a prompt. :judicial inquiry and
hopefully one that will not only he sound hot which the public will also under-

stand and accept. Government generally and the courts in particular must always

stand lIrst in the vanguard of upholding the spirit as well as the letter of the
first amendment freedom which are tinning the most precious of n
fundamental rights., Tins is what this Court understands legitimate and necessary
includes recogni"strict construction" of the Constitution to be all about.

tion of it special role for the press, for as written by 'lmes Madison:2"

"A popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring
it is but a prologue to a farce or tragedy or perhaps both."
The Court will enter an order.Iluat the subpoenas he quashed.
Dated : March 22, 1073

CitAnt.Es R. IncilEy,
V.S. District Judge.

STATEMli'NTS St113:11111'ED FOR 1.11E ItCORD
STATEMENT o lioN. BELLA S. Amu°,

REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

NEW Yon!:
THE 20111 Disluc ion rim STATE
-As we discuss the vital issue of freedom of information. may I offer my own
bill, UAL 1735. Called as act to protect the confidential sources of the news
media, it consists or one simple paragraph :
lie it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativas of the United States

of Aineried la Congress assembled, That no person connected with or employed
by the new media or press, or otherwise engaged in gathering news material
fur publication or broadcast, can be required by the Congress or any court., grand
;jury or administrative body to disclose any information procured for puldiention
01.1)1.0;01c:1st, whether or not such information is actually published or broadcast.

It is not quite as short as the First Amendment, but its implications for pro-

tecting freedom of the press may he as fir reaching.
I wonder, whether Richard Nixon recalls the sigidlieance of the year 1735,

It is a date or special meaning to lawyer like myself and to newspaper
publishers and reporters who live by the principle of Ireedom of the press:
1735 was the year when the British colonial authorities placed on trial John
Peter Zenger, a printer, editor, and publisher of The New York ll'eclay Journa/.
It: was the first free press case in the history of our land. Zeager was accused of

criminal Inlet. What: lie had really ;lone was dare to run an article severely
criticizing the Governor of the Colony of New York.
His lawyers were disbarred aml lie was left almost, defenseless until a' hilliant
Philadelphia lawyer, Andrew Hamilton, came to the rescue. Hamilton argued
.

in a powerful. defense speech that Zenger had Sing-11y printed the truth and that

the truth is not Melons. Zenger was found not guilty and -the principle of free
press tool; root and later became part of the first amendment, which. to me. as it
civil liberties lawyer and au habitual lifelong dissenter, is the very soul of our

Constitution and our deinocraey.
As a member of Congress, I have done my share of conqflaining at how' I have
been treated in the newspapers. T. am always convinced that i could have writ.

ten the article better or more fairly. but frankly, if I luta to choose between a
totally noncritical press and it totally ;Ind sometimes even painfully eritical press,
I would take my chances with the latter.
79 6 Writings of James 'Madison, 29S Mont ed. 1900).
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I am tad. fall:lint ;both freedom of the press as an academic issue. Unfortuna tely. it is at this moment It very urgent site. Ve are in danger of losing
in the television tout radio media as Well 15 in the printed media. One does
not lose It free press overnight. nor is \vital, '5 happening necessarily obvious to
the lotiol'ormeti. I t can happen iusidinuay, illd I believe the tlTtalt chill that
is creeping MT!' the media hegan several ('I ors ago when Viet! l*resident Agnew

launched his campaign of intimidation against TV and the prosy.
The self-censorship, particularly in television, that followed has been evident
even though no laNvs were changed. '.I'ltere are fe\...er tt(Nvs documentaries, feNver
hard-hit ting 1115011511011 programs. and so-called news shows are now expected to

isentertetining rather than informative. The chill turned to frost %viten a Nixon

administration spokesman recently 11111;ed a broadcast: license renewal bill %vitt] a

not-too-subtle warning to net wort: affiliates to "jump on" the net Nvor1;5 for alleged bias in network news programs. Otherwise. they were told. ;titillates would
he held responsible for whatever niuwaed in a net \void: program.

believe in balanced presentation or the news, but sometimes. it's carried to
absurdity.
On :January fl() C was in 11'ashinglon for inaugural 1)ay. but ma It the (.,,n,_

motty installing Air. Nixon. In fact, an extraordinary number of 'Members or

congress decided to slay home or go elsoNviire on that, day. I \V:18 lit Illt`
peace rally held bet ween the \Vashington .:11ontiment and Lincoln
Memorial, along Nvit 11 about 100,000 other people. We had a larger turnout 111;111
there was for the formal inaugural parade. but. you would 1101'01' 11;100 1010Wil
/*Milli Watching TV or reading the press. And yet these 100,000 people who came on

very shout notice to their Capital to express their determillath,11 that this lime

11:re hod to be a peace settlement (vent ;is 111(1011 a part of the American
proeess s the officials sit I log in the Inaugural stands.
Perhaps some of you read fill editorial in the New, York -7'imes on juiluny '20
called "Voices OE COIISCiell(i," (vide]] said of America's "ill-fated involvement" in
the \vat' in -Indochina :
Now that. the ollieial protocols at least give hope that the lulling and suffering
may indeed come to an end. it Nvould hp an ungrateful not of instant historical re-

visionism to fail to note the contribution of the peace movement.
1*e expression to a facet of the American character (dell ought not to
he forgotten at, the very moment ;'ben its prayers appearat least t etittKora rily
to hate been answered and its goal approached.
It continues :

Despite .501110 excesses ;11111 111/11808 I'M' 1110 Most part the peace movement re-

mained simply the conscience of a coalition : young and old, religious leaders told

veteran politicians, idealists and pragmatists Norl:etl and marched trader its
banntir.
And '1'hc7'irnes conchulcs that recognition must lie given 110)V

To those W110 doggedly kept pointing o lid pushing toward peace. AfanyParti-

colaly the youternever faltered in their conviction that peace was too seri-

ous a matter to be left to government.

And 1 might add that what goes into our newspapers and into our television

programs is too serious n matter to he left to Clover/intent.

1 spoke earlier of a present, threat to the freedom of the press which has

emerged as. part of what I 11011000 is the Nixon administration's attempt to keep
our voices so IOW thatt they are, indeed..silent and the eyes of the press so closed
that they will be blind to such scandals as the Watergate."bugging" conspiracy.

It was the Nixon administration that attempted to restrain publication in The

Times and other newspapes.of the Pentagon papers which dealt the final blow to
any illusions about the morality of the war, It is the Nixon administration that is
increasingly using grand juries as fishing expeditions to obtain evidence that
can be used in conspiracy indictments.

As you know, in recent months four reporters have been sent to jail for refusing to divulge information of a confidential nature to courts or grand-juries, and
al: least fl half a dozen others face jail sentences for defying court orders that
they tunst,reveal their sonrees of information.

According to President Charles Perlik of the Newspaper Guild APL CIO

news reporters have been flooded with demands that they disclose their information, materials and sources not only to law enforcement bodies but to defendants
as well,
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sultpenas were
In the 11151 ',..!1/2 years Of Ihe Nixon administration, in fact,
1111(1 bully :Fogg.. ;Onto., to-thirds of them on
served on the Chic:rig()

behalf of the tIovernment. (Me reporter, Duane I hill of Hip Saa-Tiatcs, will
served in .1 I sopa rale proceedings Vii 11 IS month:.
During llw same Ill) mouths I2.1 sithpenos were served on NBC and CBS and

113'
:Mil Stile PrOSPCIIIM'S,
their wholly owned stations, $01110 1/3'
defendants,
Ill!WS 11101thl maitagentetil. Logan turning over files. conAt the same time

taining published and unpuhlished pholo.g.raplis, ver,Iled and unverified, haunt:ilium t lie manes of sources, and so forth, to Government agenciessomet hoes %%11 It-

without so lunch is the courtesy of informing
the reporters involved, Some stilmenned reporters were tils,. refused support by
III, ally ..,111,14011:: being issued

t heir publishers in resist ing stillpenns.
In This tit Itiosphere'of growing intimidation, the U.S. Supronw Coml., on Juno
first ammulineot does not provide jourdceision Ilia t
129, .10712. held in a

nalists with a privilege to withhold egmlidential information front a grand :itry.
The law does recognize certain confidential relationships. such as husband and
wife, attorney and client, physieitin and patient, priest and penitent, but ill three
eases on which 1 he Court ruled the majority held that :
The Constitution does not, as it never has, exempt Hie novsmen from perform-

ing the citizen's normal duty of appearing and furnishing information relevant
to a grand ury's task.
Iii his separate dissenting opinion, justice William Donglas. 1010 is the ('earl's
most ardent. champion of the first amendment, said :

11' what the Court sanctions today becomes settled law, then the eporter's
main function in AmericAn society %rill be to pass on to the public the press
releases NItielt the varions departments Of government issue.

In their dissenting opinions, Justices Stewart, Brennan, and Marshall asserted
that "the right to gather news implies, in turn, a light to confidential relationship lietoon a reporter and his source. They pointed out that uncertainty about

exercise of the power Will lead to self-censorship and also held :
The Court's (Tabbed view of Ilw first :intendment reflects a disturbing insensitivity to the critical role of an independent press in our society. The Court . .
invites stale and Federal authorities to undermine the historic independence of
the press by 'attempting to annex the journalistic profession as an investigative
arm of the government. Not only Will this decision impair performance of the
press' constitutionally protected functions. but it will . . in the long run harm
rather than help the administration of justice.
.

Although I have quoted at length from these dissenting opinions, it. is the
majority opinion that 110 reigns supreme, and it will do so Until Congress enacts legislation to create a absolute newsmen's privilege. At present, several
states have enacted sonic legislation that affords, in varying degrees, a testimonial privilege to newsmen. These laws are not uniform. however, and none of
them guarantees absolute protection to a reporter w: ho. if lie is really to do his
job. must, he able to protect his sources.

So now we get; back to :1735, not the year but the lumber, chosen by design,
of a bill I introduced at the opening of the 93rd Congress :11.11 similar to a bill
I introduced last June.
This is one of two bills in Congress that would create all absolute newsmen's
privilege.

I find it interesting that just the other day Frank Stanton, vice chairman of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. called for enactment of an absolute privilege bill. He said he had changed his stand because of the "dismaying and very
serious assault that has devoloped in the courts and elsewhere, against newsmen's rights and the public's right to receive an unrestricted flow of information."
The heads of NBC and ABC have taken similar positions.
Althotigh newspapers and magazines may not always look with favor on their

TV competitors, I think this is one instance in which all the media share a common interest: and common purpose. I hope there will. he a nationwide effort by
all the media to obtain this very crucial protection.
We in Congress cannot enact a law requiring the President to hold news conferences, a practice which seems to be withering away. We cannot require the
President: to submit to questioning by committees of Congress so that we can fully
evaluate administration policies. But we can extend to the press the full freedom
to do its jobto investigate, to dig out facts, to expose, to criticise, to arm citi-
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:lens Nvi 111 the Information they need I o cluing(! Oliveninen1 policy if that 1:4 what
,tone,

11118 to

i:pol:t? of "VOiees or volisilem'o" Vt' hill need 1""'""(1 they will

Nv,nett we do not
Ito( be heard unless there is it free press. Them is never it
itetil it free press, Mit there orti Ulm's tvhru we 11(.(41 ii 1110re Ilion even \Ve aI'L?

in sitch o tittle.
\1'llether yoo ;tgree or disagree tVilit the 11011CICS or tin. Nixon ;1(11111,1)-t nit ion.
Illere re limit'' AlOP1'111111s tvhn will bo $iinposing
1111111i yeti 11'111 C011eeliO
rs. \Ve do have it truce in Indochina :t( lost,
smut' or its Polities fn the (text
but only a rogito peace. Thr work or Illy pe:,ce «toventekt is not ended. \t. 11'111
ilolion111 111011:11
1111colh,1 1 1

ell

1 11e 1'1'0.'41(1011C, 111110'eedO1111.41 :111(1.

IM1VOI. 1 0 1 I l l I e 111r a MI fit r(111(1:Prt 111S !error houthiligs.

111

AVe will continuo in Congress the move to reassert our authority niftl to mit off
funibi so that the President eannot send troops et. plttites (.1tek to Indochina it'
the

\v:t r there is resmite(1.

;nolo. President ciatt.;niti s to dismantle programs for the poor, nir the ill-

11011:W11, for iler:111$, 1.(.r child rate. for medical resva telt, for editeof ion, for ant

polltd hat measure'-:. for littmon needs, while lie itours money into mllitnry pro_
1...Tants there will be the voieps of dissent heard nil over the Mild.
A.; ,ienti..,11

snid

'I'he people are I he till into le respoilory ;ill Mower"
.1tal I \void(' (111(1, they cannot exercise t hot punte \\Ilium( it five press.
STA 'ft:Nit:NT ON Till,. \.,.:11 VON A l.'r.oreAr. Sit ita.n

t P,y, Noltert

I'm sure the topo (ling .of t he term REI.; PltESS is understood hy most chi-

zens--cortaittly by most/ United Stoles Senators, Iitit the importance of o free
press to the government:11 system and the consequent societythat it0.4 existed
in this country for 184 years has apparently escoped the understanding of many,
itteluding some members of the press itself.
97011o.. a Very real threat exists to _the free pressas it does to a "free Congress"frron the exectif ive branch, I don't meall to he pompons. There are paral-

, .
lels bet %rem, the Congress a tol the rlY0:4:4:111(1 shared realities
. The
1110 roitgryss, is 111\1)1 veil in investigating programs. proce-

dures, Policies. attil people both in and out of government. The assumption of

powereven partial powerhy anyone °Vet' the IIIVOSlig:111 re role con be
devil:4;11111g to either .

.

.

. .
. The press, like Congress, con never fully ogree on onything. The Congress
of
ninStVrell the art of compromise. The press is Inherently hie:to:dile
even of that. Hence the assertions by some that the national press is controlled

by :t "northeast establiAtmetil" thought NI tiettlre is 11011S(,11Se.

firtir
11.illi ifs "no low".povisien. is a rather cleat
against ow. move to stifle the free press.
"re ore eomplientions, of course.
The guaranteed right. to on unhampered trial by :MU is an often-quoted example.

I',11t. the press, with it little help 'from a court order or two, has managed to
fttpetion (mito well alongside I hitt guarontee.
new.onioi'm .votireey, ,Niles onet "out
To force diNc/okitro of

vo guaronteo 'to ont/(me. zks 80111114W

these hearings "... It is ratIter ironic .

porallels

110h11.141 oat in 111S allIPAIlletslIlellt Or

(that in those cases involving indict-

ment of ittemhers or the 1111.S$ $11100 the Coldireit and ftrlinzfmm deos.ions)
the end result: has not been the discovery or evidence wIt;h lots led to the

it criminal, but rather the ineareerotion of newsmen whose reporting was
responsible for twinging Ih0 misconduct to the of
of tho puldic in the

first place."

Snell forced disclosure apparently guaante( s hut one thing: the stilling of

the rreP press.

Si tee. Senator Clark invited me to continent on the hills before you for your

.r.iren. itinch Ouargla: to the problem. There seems to he 110
consideration,
compo rattle precedent for the need for such consider al ions.

There are strong arguments being made against any congressional "shield
law."

The current Administration argues in furor of its own, Justice 1)eitrtment

"guidelines" On the snlijeet. I consider this argument ridiculous. If the Administration of the 37th President can initiate such guidelines, what is to prevent
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the slime
ionor th at or ihe 8titli Presidentfrom eliminating or
elninging completely finis() guidelines? And, as several reporters could testify.
the current: guidelines don't, seem to he ivorking too %veil, Iteyond that, the
.1 uSlice Deport nn.nt's guidelines oppeor to he n piece la. "lion - permanent, poraleg-

ishilion" which hardly scents to loll within the purvey of that; deportment's

responsibilities.
:shiny fileinheri!: of the Press tirgue against, the shield
. .
. mid for i...411110
Very good rensons:
I
1 to. law designed to reinforce It constitutional goarantee inevitably

includes omlitions and arbitrary limitations on the guarontee
2.
. A test :411011111 Itc made based 011 I he l'St A111111111111011, 1110111', WithiAlt
.

.

.

hy ;I l'0111)W-1111.1;1

1111' C(1111111leil I il)11

)

Any law is opt to lie the result, or compromise, which could severely limit
the First :11iimidnient guarantee...
4.
. Any congressional shield low vonlil
uneonstitutional

the lirst test--a very real possibility in the ease if ninny existing slot.

law'sher:111Se

(

11111U/111011S

ring nttt my
free press c :rt fluver fulls flgrffe 0111111Stlillig.
1 disagree. In the first place, the First Aniendineul floes not spell olit.ii guarantee

against forced dislosiire--it merely infers it Mid secondly. it's my reeling-nil(' the feeling or ninny in the press--thal, the current: threat of forced dis-

closure. ntul the consequent threat. to a viable tree press. is so great as to \vat._
rmit a ft.dernl low specifying the guarantee. I do not feel. howerer. Unit the four
ou men IN Hulett (quire ..thoit I 11 he eery cii rej it II considered in Inc iluign
of such a low.

in onimenting on the hills before youor on those of Nritiot i ;Hu mydre
cti Ilk,. to tirst in address myself (1) SVP,1111)1. ErVill'S six )11-)111tS of (1111S111(.1%1111)11.
iN !,!//8/0.1/14/

1.

I 1.10111: if isfor reasons oxiww.4eil in lay runuuenls lu Illis
2. sirngl,l Ili' privilege lie (limonite or qualified ?
11(,re 1:11 like fn recall at least; two of the arguments put forth by members
federal shield low
of I lit. press ;wit inst. passage
ny
w degigmmi to reitICON!(
lust it titiomi I gnorotitve inevitably includes Nonni ions and arbit rare' limitations on I he guarantee
. . . Any low is apt to be the result or compromise, which could si.verely
the First A inendinenf gua ra
. .

1't s.

.

Any legislated "privilege". it net obsollite. would hove tendency to roll into
such a imp. The mere 1'!ct that oinditicalion exist- -and lionee sonie mechanism

for obtnining.'privilege'would hate a tendency to pessure ninny editors (if not
reporters) into num-publiention or nun broadcast of sensitive stories. :1 nd perhaps tonne importantly, such pressure Nvoidd be felt most by those with the
toast- weollliy, least influential organization behind them.
:1 ./tolt1,1 tile privilege unpin to. untie nu rrr..lI a8
proonufling8?

Ideally, I'd argue itt favor of a hill designed to apply to both. It, is after all

in state proceeding's where the threat of forced disclosure has arisen most often.
It is also in state proceedings iNhere menilmrs of the press most in need of protection. and prosecutors least inclined to restraiitit are to he Nonn i.

lion-everI'd consider this tissue less important at (Ins point than the others

under consideration. find I'd be very much disheartened if

,o.henrise :Idegitoe

bill should founder because of debate over federal/state vs. federal -only application.

If there is atom for compromise at ;ill in adopting tr federal' shield law, it is

on this point Clint: the compromising should be done. A federal precedent would
tital:e it. ;ill the move possible to successfully lobby state legislatures into f4)1lowloNving snit.
4, 7'e
ont

the privileye (opt!/
II is on this point. l feel, that the actual wording of a shield law bill becomes
most critical. It must be precise and it must- cover nil bases - -if we are to escape
complex and contliJing imst -legislation interpretation.
Under the terms of some proposed state shield lows, such notable ;journalists
ns Thomas Paine ;Anil -1I. L. Alenel5en may not hate been granted protection.
Both men were. at times, essentially self-employed social critics aml \votild
Move been ninth's to prove primary employment for some minimum number of
months or years with a ".
regularly published mnvspaper .
or .periodi.

cal

.

.

.".

.

.

A rather recent phenomenon in the press has been the emergence of-the socal 1(41 "public access format". With the implied ( :rut sometimes mystic) urgings
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of the F'CCif not those of local organizationsseveral broadcasters have entIntrked on a sometimes scary course in allowing anyonc to speak nut an almost
any subject. The print tuddiunt has to a limited extent pielced tip on 11w theme
also. As programs and columns of this sort increase in frequency, and its tunic
attention is focused on them, more and mom 'mows is likely to mine out of
Blum. Can you imagine the embarrassment to "the land of the free" should
the

citizens Nitinfli»g on :I inin»L'HInry tiOnp1MX .1111111,111.1' lind themselves being

pnlieil on to ilisOuse "voniltIttntinl sources" and notes.

If a federal shield law is to prevent the need for special considerations due to
some as yet !mused medium, then it had better
some individual cirennistance,
make itself apply in the simplest and broadest terms possible.

5 and ti. 'What qintlifiettlionN. amt .what nicolutnims!
None. 1 share the fettling by many in the press that; a law including "not 01)I a ittalde by al kaqui t ve means" or '.except: in case :S. national security" Onuses
ltStnidiSIIVS n niedinnitn, nu nnater Itow elalmrate, for obtaining or
or one
doing away with the newsmen's privilegewould prove to inhibit, rather than
protect. the free press.
unlimited privilege
Itecognizing au untlerstan.lahle tendency to not: it
to any group, let me Testate the a rginnent. that no shield law need interfere with
the standard 'indictment nfler the fact' provisions of CH 111111:11 1:111.. A newsman
W110 breaks the law should certainly remain liable for prosecution.

At this writing. three hills nod one resolution are due to be considered by this
subcommittee. All are. I'm sure, well intentioned. All contain commecdable points.

Two. however::. 15S rind S. :Joint Resolution Sappear most capablr of ac-

complishing the 'newsmen's privilege' inferred in the -First: Amendment.
N, ;/';,is, in ins estintation,.11 poor bill. It gets itself' in trouble immediately by
attempting to -entitle" all thus,. who Might. emweivnbly disseminate news to the

.liable. Stich an attempt is needless. in ins view. and arbitrarily limiting.
More signiticant13'. at the head or its section 3. "Except as Provided in seet hat 4 ... ". the bill calls for a procedure enabling the removal of its own intended
protection. Snell a provision, if made law, would have a potentially stifling direct
on the pro,s ... hardly the intention of Senator Schweiker, l'm sure.
:11N.is fraught with proposed conditions, and procedures for doing away
with newsmen's protection.
TI1c bill's section 7, subsection (c) is particithirly bothersome. In its itemized
mention of specific crimes and circumstances, it again imposes unnecessary and

unwarranted limiting factors. The specific mention, paragraph (3), or cases
involving classified national security documents or details ordered to be

kept secret''. I would have hoped to he seen as unnecessary itt.the wake of the
Veants of testimony and debateand the Supreme Court decision on prior rest raintthat carte Out of the Pentagon Papers ease.
with all (Inc respect to Senator NN'eicicer, S. 31S 5.s hardly in the Lest interests
or o free press.

S. ./:;8.iC passed intact, would indeed "insure fle^ free flow of information to
the public ". It applies to anymic engaged in informing the public. It would tin-

doubtedly protect, scholars and pamphleteers, as well as those more traditionally
thought of as "the press ". And it inhibits itself least in.its various definitionS of
terms.

As introduced by Senator Hartke. S. T. Resolution S is sintilnrly all inclusive.
and least encumbered by qualifying definitions and remarks. In the event S. 1 58
would prove `unpassable". Resolution S would be a most welcome substitute.

Unlike many, this nation can pride itself on its "constitutionality". It has
guarded its document of foundation like a Bibleor perhaps more accurately..
has allowed itself to be guarded_ by the document. 'rite Constitutionadded to,
interpreted. re-interpreted, awl at times stretched inmost to the breaking point
has supported one of history's most amazing .feats. It has permitted the'existence

of all "experiment lit popular government" for an almost...unheard of length or
shoe and it has done so through a period in history so marked by change as to
be nearly incoinprehensible to all hut the phobic historian.

The rittited States of 11173 would appear as a piece of an alien world to a member of 1789's 1st Congress. There is but one common thread to which the sanity
of such a hypothetically reincarnated congressman might cling . . . The Constitution.
is this feast a tribute to those proxies of the people tic elected and appointed
officials of government. who have "managed" the doentnent all of these years? In

part. yes hut only in part. More, r think it is a tribute to those who framed
the document to begin Avail.
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If my reincarnated member of the 1st Congress happened to be James Madison.

it would be all. the more likely that; lie Would maintain his sanity in 'such a
strange place ns this' by way of The Constitution. For after being so hugely responsible for the charter docnment. 110in the spirit of n well worn editor-111d
the foresight to draft 12 recommended amendments to it. The ten that made it as

the Bill of Rights are mulouhtedly more signiliantinore relevantmore neces-

sary in contemporary America than they WON in 1791.

In his first :intendment, Madison illustrates his understanding of the importance (sf a free press: . . Congress shall make nn law . ." abridging its reedom. Of course in his day. Congress was the only branch of government making
,

laws.

trulYfroo ProSs is a threat to no government that functions honestly and
openly. Andas I said earlier-7-the press. like Congress, can never really agree
on anything. Hence it is not about to control itself through any national hoard
of review, "National .yews C(111110," or any other organization that the Twentieth Century Fund Or any other group comes up with: Rut there is a very real
attempt hying madesuldie and indirect though it mny heto stifle, if not control, the press in this country.
Attacks on public broadcasting were at first cheered by some cowl:level:II broad-

casters. But subsequent events have shown the threat to public broadcasting to
ho only a first step. And while 11w threat at first was seen by most print journalists as something to passively write about. tohninistative pressure on the
press has .succeeded a S Erie SOVerein pifinted out in his commentary several
nights ago on the CBS Evening News hi uniting print and broadcast; newsmen
on this issue at least.
I'm currently involvi?d in public broadcasting in Des Moines. Iowa. scene cif
Mr. Agnews landmark attnek on the news media, The thent to public broadcasting i;; a frighteningly real one. **In it speech given two week ..go the Consumer Federation of America, in Washington. Robert MacNeilSt .:nor CorresSenator
pondent for the National Public Affairs Centel: for Tel

Ervin in a speech he had given :
"It was the intent of Congress in enacting the Public Broadcasting Act of 1907
which created an intermedinvy Corporation to receive funds for public television.
to insulate control of progrannning from those Who appropriated the dollars for

it. It now appears that the intermediate agency is asserting the sort of political
control winch the Congresswisely denied itself."

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), under the direetion of its
newly reconstituted board. has taken over most of the responsibilities for pro-.
granuning and operating the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). In his speech..
:Hobert MacNeil pointed out that "... PBS rektined the most experienced broad
casting lawyer in 'Washington as outside counsel. Harry Plotkin. to advise them.
His finding was that the Corporation was specifically and explicitly forbidden by
Congress in the Act to rim the system. In other words. the CPU takeover, is.
nceording to this opinion. illegal."

And apparently there is
Apparently CPB, or its counsel, would disagree .
sufficient room in the Act itself for such disagreement. It is nil/ ferrent hope that
ill, considering proposals for a federal "sh kid law" bill. this subcommittee sees
to .1 1 that such 'loopholes' are eorered. ft ,is further my hope that, should such:
loopholes.apptmr-in any shield taw bill 10 rome.be,foe Congress, it is defeated.

. Despite assertions of its massive power in flue country. the press has proVell
weak in attempting to defend itself against the barrage of government threats.
Its inherent tendency to disogree endlessly has shown the. free press to be ft

threat to no one but itself, when it. is itself threatened.
A controlled press is a different annual altogether. Madison obvionsly understood that what had originated in Mainz. Germany. with a semi-mass-produced

Bible .bad, by his time, beeome a potential tool for mass persuasion and indoctrination. And even he could not: have fore.seen the potential effects of electronic

media. A controlled pressno matter who does the controllingcan indeed hecoine au ominous weapon. There is no lack othistoriod. evidence proving the point'.

Had Paul Joseph Coehhels not so efficiently controlled the German press in
the $0s. the nian behind hint would not have so easily reduced that country's Parliament to a joke.
ifs been asked over and over about Nazi Germany. ". . but where were all the
good Germans?" They were exactly whcre.- all the good Britons and Canadians
and Chinese mid Americans are. Once anyone controls the press and the media. he
controls to a large extent what the pecaqknow..And once he controls what they
.
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know, the people are i n the palm of his hand .

.

. They have no choice but to

follow him anywhere.
The threat of forced disclosure has surfaced as the most significant threat to
the press in (his country to date. In a (Illy and age of such unprecedented exectiliNT 11011'01', the Congress O\VCS it to the countryand out of its own self inter-

estto "shield" the "watchdog' in every way it can. Give ns the shield law. And
give 1.14 the shield law that works.

I thank you, gentlemen. for allowing me this opportunity to comment candidly
and at such length. I hope Pre not occupied too much of your time.
XoTn.The entire text of the speech hs Robert. miteNeitA Threat to Public Tele-

visionwas entered in Om Congressional Record for Pehruary 6, 197:1, by Congressman
this of ennfornia. I liege you all to read it.

STAmmxx.r ot ,'bruit J. BinnoE, jot.msm.IsT
11.v name is Peter J. Bridge. 1 have been a newspapi"r reporter for the past 13

years, (»I various newspaners throughout the Northeastern United Stales; My
testimony is in support of a law granting absidnte testimonial privilege to newsmen in federal jurisdictions, as well as preemptive legislation Which would make
the rule applicable to state jurisdictions.
I believe this form of privilege- statute can be the only meaningful legislation
in this area. Otherwise, as experience of recent months and years has dictated,
the conditions, whatever they may he, will lie used to evaporate the remainder
of the shield.
Such was the case last; year when I was held in contempt of court for refusing

to answer souse `i0 questions before an Essex County, New Jersey grand jury.
.Jersey statute grants a qualified privilege which would not apply in my

ease. The reason for that was a waiver statute which says that if a reporter
reveals his source of inforiaatiou, them he may not elnim the privilege, and must
answer all questions put to him in any proceeding.- The purpose of the waiver
statute was never considered throughout the court proceedings: that it was
intended to prevent a reporter, in the event lie voluntarily decided to testify;
from claiming the privilege when the time cruse for cross examination.

The article in question was written by me, and appeared last May 2 on the
front page of the Evening News of Newark, New Jersey. In that article, as it
matter of fact in the first paragraph of that article, I quoted Mrs. Pearl Beatty,
a commissioner of the Newark Housing Authority aS stating that an unknown
man walked into her office and offered her a $10,000 bribe to influence her vote
in the selection of au Executive Director of the housing. authority. While Mrs.
Beatty, mi the day the article appeared in the newspaper, verified the at:cur:ley of

every single worn of that article, she later was to relate several other versions
of the story to the grand jury.
Prosecutor Joseph P. Lordi of Essex County had announced, even before the
article appeared, that lie would' seek to empanel a special grand jury to investigate "alleged irregularities" in the housing authority. Ills incentive for this action
came. from statements forthcoming early in April from Mayor Kenneth A. Gibson
to the effect that he, Gibson. "suspected that elements of organized crime" were at

work to influence the selection of the Executive Director. Shortly after Mayor
Gibson made that statement in a letter to then. Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, George Romney, hut.befoe the publication of may article, others
began makinn. counter allegations.

Anthony Imperial°, a controversial personality in Newark, who had served
as a city councilman, and who had been defeated in a primary election for
mayor by 'Gibson in MO, alleged that if there were corruption hi Newark, it
was in Gibson's office. He then related that the mayor had offered him (Imperiale) his choice in the appointment of a municipal judge in return for
Imperiale's cooperation in lining tip Housing Commission votes on behalf of

Gibson's own candidate for Executive Director. Both parties began to demand
n grand jury investigation, leading to sonic political embarrassment for Lordly
who wasnearing the end of his term as prosecutor. In a sense, Lordi was forced
to call' for the special jury. But his motives were less than pure.
The prosecutor related to persons in his office that the jury would "investigate"
and find no substance to either Gibson's or Imperiale's allegations. The jury
would then return a presentment criticizing both officials (Imperiale currently
serves as a State Assemblyman) for seeking to use -the prosecutorial system and

the press for their own personal political purposes. The irony of the present-
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meat's substance is, of course, that the prosecutor, through the jury, was accusing Cibson and Imperiale of doing the precise thing he, himself was doing.
After the jury was empaneled, but before it began to meet, Airs. Beatty made
her statement to me, and I reporter] it in my article.

I have never denied that Airs. Beatty was the source of that statement. but
I have argued, unsuccessfully in the courts, that she was not the only souree of
information for that article.
At the time of puldication. I was assigned as City Hall reporter for The e/r.v.
with side responsibilities as an investigative reporter. I. have held the sank
assignment for The A'cir.1 since February 1 909. and of hieved several.successes in

both areas during- that time. For .example: it was a group of articles by me
(investigative) .which eventrally established the atmosphere in which the
United States Attorney conducted a successful investigation into corruption in
Newark, leading to the indictment and conviction of the inemnbent mayor and
several others; an article co-authored by me after eight weeks investigation

led to the indictment and conviction of the former Speaker of the Stale Assembly.
and 11 continuing investigation which led to other indictments, yet; to be tried,
and an investigation which led to legal processes against several liquor whole-

sale dealers in New Jersey for improper practices, to name a few.
I am sure the members of the committee are welt aware, by former testimony
that reporters. particularly investigative reporters. rely heavily on promises
of anonymity to sources, in order to obtain information which the Public hos
the right, or more properly, the need, to know. I am not unique in that sense,
and was able to use confidential sources in all of the above cases to the extent
that none would have ever peen published wit hunt them.
These sources are "developed," usually over 1111 extended period of time. and
never come forth with needed information. I have learned. unless they Agave con-

fidence that the reporter will not betray the identity confidence. Smnetimes this
means leaving out signal items. so long as they do not detract front the thrust
of the news article, which might lead to the identification. (For example. if a
newsman were Jo attribute sonic information to "informed sources in the office of the budget," And (here were only one employee in that office. it would.
not take any profound imagination to determine the identity of the source.)
This interpolation on confidential sources is so that the members might hater
understand the basis for my decision not to testify fully before that grand ,inry
last year.
I was summoned by the grand jury on May 1 '.1, some 17 days after my article
appeared, The subpoena said I was to be asked questions "relating to a news

story." Motions to quash were denied, and I appeared before the jury in the
early (lays or June 1972. I answered all questions "relating to It news story."
the story in question, of course. But1 refused to cooperate with the prosecutor
when lie began asking me questions that woof: beyond the story. Those nonrela fed questions, by the way. smacked of a fishing expedition made necessary
by the fact, later verified by me, that the prosecutor had not even bothered to

send a single investigator onto the street in this ease. He sought to make me
the investigator.
After my refusal to comply with the court's order to answer any and all
questions, f was held to lie in contempt of court and of the grand jury. I was
ordered to jail 011111 T answered the questions, or until the grand jury was discharged. By that day. .1 illy 0. 1972, the grand jury had been extended once. and
was to he extended twice more, to October 30. 197 to await the outcome of my
appeals.

entered the Essex County Jail Octobe . 1 072 and was released 2(1 days
later. October 24. 1972. This was a week before-the jury was (Me to expire,
and ten days after thd presentment was issued by Hie jury. With one excep'don. that nresentMent was exactly the same in.suhstaure as was predicted by
the prosecutor in April. it was exactly the same in substance as related in
story about the presentment which oh(peared in my paper in Junebefore T
11

waS held to be in contempt.

The Single exception was an item, inserted by the prosecutor, criticizing me
for failing to eooperate with the "investigation." Incidentally, the prosecutor
admitted to the press when the presentment was made public, that the document

was essentially the same as the "draft" which was reported in June.
One of the things that neither the prosecutor nor the assignment judge
of Essex County ever admitted. but which nonetheless is true. is Huai was released a week ahead of schedule beeause of the wave of public opinion that in-
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undated both of them. The public vans outraged nt their action, and one hundred
per cent in concord with my actions, The public saw this thing as a giant erosion
of individual Tights.
I know this, because 1 was Mond :lied by mail, also. Of the fifteen hundred or
more letters that I l'OCeiveil. not it single person took exception to my decision to
stand my ground ; and virtually every letter writer considered that I was their
r. ,esentative in this, matter,

:That: publicthose letter writerswere not only of New jersey. Nor was the

preponderance of mail from other newspeople, although the profession supported
me. NN'ell enough (hiring 0(150 days. My mail came from housewives and truck
drivers: from policemen and even prison inmates; from children, college shillents
and old people. It came from every stale in the union.
The press of this country has served the union honorably, and has served the

ountry even longer than the constitution. An attorney once said to me that it

was "difficult to know 11llilt the F01111(11144' Fathers meant when they wrote the
rst a inendment."

I said to him. that it. was not difficult for me to figure (mt. I simply go to the
history hooks and read the things that were said by the likes of Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin. It I5 Jefferson 11110 iii180,1'14-1. 11.11en asked. that
given the choice hetween government awl no free press. and free press with -no
government. that lie woold "not hesitate to choose the latter." Franklin. one of
Our earliest patriots, and himself a newsman, noted once that "Whoever 1101till
over throw the liherly of at nation must begin by subduing the freeness -of the
press."

In every single case where a newsman has been jailed or threatened with jail,
the courts have either found fault with the gill of the legislature. or declared the
legislature'.s action invalid hecanse of personal preferences. I do not view such
judieial action wit limit a great: deal of trepidation. When the pattern that has
clearly emerged in recent years. of one branch nullifying the actions of :mother.
which has been concurred in hY the third.:[ cannot help but Nvender 1111ei her our
system of checks and balances has not gone awry.
In my case. the reader had to know that. even though one statement in the story
had been attributed to a person with a name, other information was obtained from

Miler sources. That term was used in the story. It was not: a mystery. Furthermore, the courts observed, if T had not attributed that quote to that emninisshiner. hilt, instead had used the term "anonymous source," then. I would have
never even been called before the jury...

In the ease of William
in
the judge in my opinion, actually
entrapped Farr, by telling hint before the story even appeared, that he could not
legally oilier -its publication stopped. Neither did lie attempt to force the identity

of his source from Farr because, the judge told him, the California shield

sta tute.prohibited it.

Yet, Seven months later, that same judge held Farr in contempt of court for

refusing to comply Nii 11 the demand of source identity.

Fra nkly. if the t'ou'ts Mid 1110 ildininh;tilii ion were as careful about treading
Oli inform:10.mi rights of the people as is the Congress, T would not have any
fen vs.

But this series of frivolous interpretations of law -by the courts across the

country indieate3 that their respect, 1' or individual rights leaves a great deal to
he desired,
As 1 told..you, in my case. T knew that the so-called "invesigation- constitnted,

not 3 bona fide action by a grand jiiry, hut rather a political laundering operation by a. prosecutor. Knowing this from the beginning. I feel that not only Ohl I
not allow the prosecutor of Essex Connly invade and destroy a free preSS, hut
also did a citizen's duty by showing that he nuns not engaged in a legitimate mission. although he was using a time-honored institution, taxpayers' money and
the color of official light.

The grand jury sits in secret session. While there are exceptions, iu most states,
oily the prosecutor is allowed in the room. Whatever happens there is not supposed to lie discussed on the outside. although the witness himself is not normally
hound by this secrecy. If the grand. jury 1111(18 reason to take action against one
of the reporter's confidential sources after the reporter has appeared. then no
amount of persuasive attenipts swill convince that some'. and .therefore other
sonrees and tadential sources. that the reporter did not contribute to the action.
The resultant atrophic of information from sources which will no longer service
the reporter occurs, not so much to the detriment of the reporter, who will prohi
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ably retain his job, but it does affect drastically, the volinne and quality of
information made available to the public. This in turn encourages all manner of
untoward action by public officials, who need not fear detection.
This harassment; of the press in a conscious and open attempt to control the
distribution of information to the public is not happening in a vacuum, any noire
than my subpoena to appear before that, jury happened in a V110110111.

Afy case, itml all those jike it, are simply pieces in a much larger mosaic of
intimidation and fiat that would place America's information dissemination system at the exclusive disposal of government andpower brokers.
We have seen 0 proposed new code of evidence for federal ,,ourts that grants
the source identity privilege to policemen, but abolishes the traditional doctorPatient Privilege, and even the husband-wife privilege; only recently it. NV 1!-;
revealed that legislation has been introduced which would punish source and media for revealing information of corruption, ineptitude or incompetence in gov-

ernment if that information was classified "secret.'' In New jersey, Governor

Ca-hill vetoed the only meaningful. legislation at the state level to pass on newsmen's privilege, giving a ludicrous rationale for his reason. lint tour days after
that veto, Governor Cahill revealed his real reason for nullifying the action of a
virtual unanimous state legislature: Ile wants to decide who will be a reporter.

lie told a gathering. of the New Jersey Press Association that day, that if the
law limited the role of press to daily newsliapers, he would have no trouble. Ile
suggested that the N.1 PA. "certify and qualify" 11110 w011111 be a 110:0111111,

I fear that government officials would all agree with the governor on that
point, Anyone \rho could actually choust or challenge a newsperson's right to
function, could con;ol the press without any further intimidation.
BM. I hope I detect that even the 'U.S. Supreme Court would reject that pracHee, since' it did state, in the majority opinion of Branzbury vs. Ilayes: "Freedom of the Press is a fundiumuttal personal right which is 110t confined to newspapers and periodicals. It necessarily embraces pamphlets and leaflets. The
press in its historical connotation comprehends every sort of publication which

affords 11 vehicle of information and opinion."

The court seemed to lie reflecting that feeling when, on March 10 of this year,

it ruled that even the much feared "underground press" in America has the
same rights as the so-called "establishment" press.
To me this entire issue boils down to this question: Will the press in America

be a freo press, as 'guaranteed under the first amendment, or will it be a. controlled press, such as in Russia; China, the Philippines, North and South Korea,

and numerous other countries?
Unless my instincts are all wrong, I believe.our press will remain free, allot
somewhat strained for a time. I know what the American people want, becauSer
so many of them have told me personally.
Tai addition to the stacks of mail I have received, I have traveled throagliont

the country in the last six months,, listening even more than talking. There is
a very real concern about the conscious and obvious erosion of personal rights
in this country.
People are now beginning to see the connection between the warped philosophy
that would conduct the Watergate hugging caper and that of a Just
Depart-

ment that would argue before the United States Sufireme Court that the FBI

should be allowed, at his discretion, to conduct surveillance mid Wiretapping. The
People are beginning to realize the link between the new rules of evidence and the

so-called "secret document punishment," propoSals. When the government: is
finished putting reporters in jail, it; will start putting Congressmen in jail. When
that task is completed, it will roam the countryside putting anyone it chooses
in jail.

If that seems au overremotional fabrication, T would remind 'you that it

happened in Germany, and it has, and is happening, right- now; in other countries. I'mt wherever it has happened, the free press has always been destroyed

first.

I will relate to you a statement made not; so long ago, and then tell you the
author: ".
the concentration of power can get, to be a dangerous habit. Government: officials who get power over others tend to want to keep it. And the
.

more power they get, the more they want:."

That paraphrase of a statement made more than sixty years ago by Justice
Holmes was uttered over the airways only last October by none other than President Richard M. Nixon. How right lie is.

The argument has been put forth that: the first amendment. prohibits the.
passage of shield laws because it states "Congressshall make no law . . ."
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If that is what the first amendment means, then Congrogs 11115 been tilling

'meet's( itutiomally for 2(101(1N, almost.

Another argument has been made, which I happen to agree with. That is the
assertion that unless a shield law is absolute in maitre, then the conditions or
Vxeoldions themselves constitute an ahrhlgen
of It free press, which is
specifically prohibited by the first :intendment.
To ine, I hat means that Congress must pass an absolute privilege, Or none at

all, for half-tneasures will do no good WI the practical level, and Droll:110y be
declared 1111Q011tititlItiOina 011 the legal level.

For those whose instincts tell them they have no busine.,.s supporting a press

wide', has, and probably gilt do thorn duutup,oe.

I

would say this: A riot, press

clancs in two forms---good and had. A controlled press conies only in one form
bad.

Furthermore, under a free press, even the irresponsibility that does exist,
exists at the whim of zt variety of individuals. It the press is controlled, then

Mat whim is concentrated in the 'minis of the administrationthe mattwho
controls it. That is it powerful tool against dissent, even in Congress.

fy experience has fought me that there are tcry felt concrete argentents

g.,tinst: adopt loll 111 an ab,olate.;h1oid to prevent forcible disclosure or Sources
ur unimblished information. Those that exist are purely hypothetical. This mea
to late -that the opponents of shield legislation must reach into their imaginations
to find ammunition.

On the other Ittunl, the arguments in .support of shield legislation arc ease
histories, concrete evidence, tangible material which tells what happens iii the
absence or proper shield
it the question becomes whether shield legislation interferes with the eeorceinent of other laws, we 111118t, therefore, OS1: ourselves whether Peter Bridge inter-

fered with the enforcement: of the law by rail:4111g to cooperate in a .poitticat
venture; whether Rill ntrr interfered with enforcenient of the law by not allowing a personally-motivated judge work his violence on the free llow of information ; and if It Joseph Weiler of 'Memphis. Tennessee interfered with enforcement
of the law by refusing to cooperate with a state senate investigating committee!
that sought to hold him in.contempt of the legislature after one of its members
Ileelared: "now let's see 111(1 troublemakers (newsmen) sweat." Weiler's crime,
of course, was a series of articles in which he pointed out mistreatment of children in a 1101110 for mentally retarded, ii ml then refusing to name his sources.
We have come to nil era. where form, to the abandonment of substance; where
law and order, to the abandonmont of justice, and where rhetoric without reasim,
has taken Olt WO 11111011 weight.

We three above mentioned, and scores of others believe mightily, that we arc
serving the cause of substance over form, justice over law and order, and reason
over rhetoric. It eon he no different. We will, he going to :jail Os long as that is

the only remedy available because, it is just as Eenjamin Franklin said:
"They that can give tip essential liberty to obtain it little temporary safety,

deserve neither liberty nor safety."
If there were no need for shield legislation, I would not bother to say so. I believe that. need is here, and I'm sorry that it is, because .I truly believe the First.
Amendment provide.; that shield, no matter what the Supreine Court says.
If I felt only a conditions shield, applying 'only to federal jurisdictions were

necessary, I would say so. I feel, however; that experience at the state level
makes federal absolute and preemptive legislation necessary.

I appreciate the opportunity to make my views known, to the Congress Olt
this most serious matter. I hope any thoughts have had some value to the committee and to the Congress.

STATENIENT or HON. IION'AnD W. CANNON, U.S. SENATOR FROINE NEVADA, SENATE
SUBCOM MITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL

finirt's

'Mr. Chairman, I am honored to present testimony before this subcommittee 'on
the subject of a testimonial privilege for newsmen.

I have co-sponsored S. MS, authored by Senator Welcher which, it

seems,

is Considered a conservative approach. I feel, hoWever that tile approach taken

in this bill.is the best due and I would like to tell you why.
.1 read with interest the recent remarks of your distinguished chairman,
Senator Ervin, in the Now York Times. concerning this issue. Tic noted that

there are four basic questions addressed hi the numerous shield bills' introduced
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in the House and Senate. These are whether the privilege should be absolute
or qualified ; whether it should be applied to only federal hodieS or also to the
states; 11110 is a newsman; and, finally, what should be the procedural mechanism for invoking privilege.
Senator Weieker's bill seems to 111e to have addressed these main issues in the
most comprehensive manner. It takes a stand oil each of them and, according to
my rending Of the issues in this matter. takes the correct stand.
S. :315 was the first legislation to establish the principle that absolute 1111-

'Huffily is desirable in sonic instances. while qualified immunity is tlw answer
in others. To me, this is the only way to guarantee a free flow of information without depriving the principals in court trials of their right to their neighbor's Iesti-

uiouy. I :1111 aware Of that argument that qualifying immunity in any way Mains
the door to unintended interpretations of that qualification. But we must; realize
that we are dealing with a political issue and pc/Mies seldom allows either side in
an issue to prevail unscathed.
I found it instructive that: the feeling of the house subcommittee that: recently
held he:1011gs On this matter seemed to be that au "all or nothing" approach was
improper. Even the New 3'orh: .7'intcs, Whose own reporter has become a central

figure in this dispute, recently editorialized: "Absolutist laws, moreover, are

always subject to the objection that not every case can be foreseen."
1 support strong legislation to protect the public from government: intervention
in the free flow of the news. To nie, it: is not a great: skip from high - rucking administration officials complaining to network executives that a reporter dared Yn
suggest inconsisteney in some of the President's statements to turning grand
juries into witch bunts of reporters' sources.
However. I hope this committee does not: preclude positive action on this issue
by seeking too much protection for 110W$111191. The public will not stand even the

slightest hint: of creating a special class of citizens, immune from delivering vital
infornmtion in certain cases. But it will suppOrt a .reasoned safegnard against:
improper Ilse of newsmen's delicate relationship wit: h his sources. I Urge the subcommittee to work toward that safeguard. Thank you.
STATEN' ENT 01"1.11 I.: CITIZEN'S RIO 1E1"1.0 NEWS COM Al rrrm, MAncit 1073

The Citizen's Itight to News Committee (CItNO) is a non-partisan and non-

profit: association dedicated L0 protecting the public's right to news and to opposing efforts to force. newsmen to divulge their confidential sources of information.
Because this confidentiality is essential to maintain a free flow of independent.
penetrating, and critical news to our citizens, CIINC supports a federal shield law
which : provides an ob8olflie Shield to iiewspersons against comii-alsory disclosure
of IleWS .sources or content ; applies to investigative and adjudicative forums in
both civil and criminal proceedings and on both state and federal levels.
(Mr Committee would like to present briefly to this .Subcommittee our reasons

for supporting an unqualified shield law, and ask permission that the CHNC's
lengthier Position Paper on the protection of confidential news stories and information be placed in the printed hearing record.

FREMOOM OF SPEECH IN OUR SOCIETY

Freedom of speech is sueli a fundamental component of any democratic'society
that: it impotance.needs little elaboration at this hearing. It is enough to rec-

ognize that no citizen can begin to exercise meaningfully his right of political
participation with
adequate debate. and information. And in any complex
society such as ours, individual citizens have no choice but to rely upon the press
as the almost exclusive source of such debate and information.
This special role of the press as the means by which citizens gain enough in-

formation to make democracy work was recognized in the first amendment to
Mir Constitution. The critical, constitntionally-protected mission of the press
continues to be recognized in literally hundreds of court decisions; these cases
have developed standards to insure the first amendment's grant of free speech
by keeping the press unburdened from outside interference and control. These
decisions rest on the premise that the press deserVes special treatment only because it serves the ordinary citizen's need to know..

It: is important to recognize some of the basic themes that run through these

free speech decisions that have a direct bearing on the issue of it newsman's shield

law. First, courts have recognized that free speech and a free press are fragile
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elements in any society. To maintain their vitality, they must be carefully protected from both direct and indirect "chilling" pressures. Second, the courts
recognize that such protection is often only ,possible at the sacrifice of other,
competing societal val-es. The Supreme Court has explicitly held that the use
of government invest.gative and adjudicative proceedings must be limited in
many instances in order to maintain free speech, and that tinder certain circumstances anonymity is a requirement of participation in the debate of a free
society that deserves constitutional protection,

TUE NEED FOR PRESS CONFIDENTIALITY

line of the many areas %vhere the- special requirements of the first amendment and other, competing societal interests conflict is the question of confidentiality or newsmeit's sources and the information they collect. Such information is often admittedly useful, and at rare dines, is of central importance

to government officials as they perform investigatory, prosecutoral, and adjudicatory functions. Access to such information, however, %votild seriously weaken or
destroy the press' function as a conveyer of news from the government and our
society to our citizens. This is true because much news gathering in our society
now depends upon sources that Till not, for various reasons, provide this informa-

tion if their identity is revealed. Studies or reporters' experiences, numerous
'affidavits of our most prominent journalists, and some of the recent most crucial and spectacular news stories of our times support the inescapable conclusion that. without the confidentiality of news sources, our citizens will he deprived of notch of the most revealing information about their societies and the
world.

And it should be recognized that the best kind of reporting about the most;
important type of lien's now depends, heavily and ill .soma cases almost ex-

clusively, upon cOOlideutiality. The relatively recent development: of indepth reporting and news analysis, the growth of news coverage of minority, radical, and
fringe groups in our society, the attention to a new forms of dissent, dispute, and
conflict in modern America, and the searching scrutiny of government corrup-

tion. distortion, %vaste, and secrecy all rely, and must continue to rely, upon
confidential sources of !aroma Hon.
Government employees that know of hidden corruption or incompetence, radical

leaders or groups that may-threaten the stability, Of (mi. society, persons who
engage in new forms of protest or illegal behavior will not provide information
to newsmen if their names will soon be revealed to their superiors or to the police.
Yet, this- is the very news that is so vital. to the continued functioning of our
democratic society. Our citizens Must learn about govo-nmenta 1 corruption, about

dissent and radicals, and about illegal behavior if we are to maintain honest
government, if we are to respond to our society's problems, if we are to deal
with lawbreakingin fact, if we are to survive as a democratic society.
The protection of the .confidentiality of news sources is thus clearly required
for the continued flow of crucial and meaningful news to our citizens. The alternative would be the disappearance of these news sources, Cutting off our
societys access to information about fringe groups, illegal activity, and govern-

ment corruption. We woo Id be forced to rely exclusively upon the official. selfserving press release version of government action and the police and district attorney's version of crime and dissent.
The American people would never have read about the Pentagon Papers, the
Bobby Baker affair, the Thalia:tinkle horror, the My Lai massacre, and much
about the Watergate scandal if. confidential news services were not willing to
speak -to the iness..William Farr, news writer for the Los Argcles Times, who

spent -10 days in jail rather than reveal a confidential news source, has described how two Pulitizer prize-winning stories about city corruption and the
Watts riots could never have been written without confidential news sources.

,From the other testimony before this Committee this list of news stories could
'be made infinitely longer.

Even more destructive if this confidentiality were lost-, %vould be that the
prosecuting attorney, the civil litigant, and the investigating grand jury or

legislative committee could, and inexorably, .would, annex the press, and turn it
into an investigative branch of the government, This would occur not from un-

prineipaled design, but rather Iron' the desperate need for information about
and insight into some of the most troublesome prObleths. of our time. But such
misguided use of press information and sources would destroy the press' vela-
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di:Instill) with confidential sources, denying the information to both newspaper
readers and government agencies. It also would, in the eyes of the informer and
in the eyes of the public, undermine lunch of the independence of the press front
1,t;OVP1.111110111.

fhe availability of compulsory process against reporters is. obviously. open
to easy and devastating abuse. The burden of providing voluminous note..., and
other material for discovery. the eliminati,-n of informants. the revelation of a
news agency's most intimate and secret. filX and methods of operation, and pus-

slide incarceration of reporters for failure to cooperate are almost ideal tools
fort government to chill or silence the press.

What better method is there for local, slii'e or federal officials to luilt invcsfigalions of corruption and misfeasance and-- to silence any subordinates who dare

to speak to the press? What more ideal way is there for police u prosecutor
to cover up corruptiou. inaction, or unknown areas of (aline that. threaten

el twos? What better.process Is there for national leaders to keep hidden dissem
mid disagreement over its policies that exist befit inside government and across
the land ?
II

TilveltESI.:N't"rm;K:vr

If this discussion were to take place 20 or even 10 years ago, it would he
considered by all hat 0 few, law professors and journalists as aeanc and nrn-

tleroic. But the events of the past few years have demonstrated that the conflict
between subpoena and reporter is very real and increasing and that the threat
to citizen's access to news thougit the.press is now seriously threatened.
Other witnesses before this Committee have described taps problem in eloquent,
dramatic, and tragically -first hand detail ; it is enough for us to underscore that
there can be do doubt that the scope and frequency of use of compulsory process
is burgeoning. Grand juries are increasingly turning to newsmen fur confide:alio
information, often spurred into actior, ,, the publication of particular articles.
Legislative committees are issuing. subpoenas. Private litigants, such as the
parties to the Watergate cases, have requested sweeping discovery orders. Police
have utilized search warrants to seize press mites and photographs; film and
videotape iof broadcast material and "outtakes" have been sought. Again and
again newsmen have been sent to jail.
The underlying cause of this seeming assault. upon.the press is no doubt multi-

faceted. In part, it steins from the increased sophistication, depth, and impact
of print. and electronic news, coverage, for the first time making available informa-

tion and sources relating to sensitive and critical problenis and, causing acute
discomfort and embarrassment to government officials and private segments in
our society. In part, this conflict arises 'from the deeper divisions and fragmentation of our society that Imve either -grown from recent events or finally surfaced
after having been long hidden from the public arena. And in part, the attitudes
and practices of golenilient officials have changed. tinder im:reasing strain as
divisions 1.111(1 unsolved prOblelliS mount, they naturally search out any information that can possibly help them. Once one official has used a subpoena to gain
access to this new and potentially rewarding source:; of information, it is easy
for others to follow, and any internal restraints grown from a tradition of constitutional respect of the press are swept aside.

Filially, it cannot be denied that the traditional adverSary roles of press and
government have become more hitter with some gomrnment officials voicing
unrestrained_antagonism towards the value which underlie the First Amendment; encouraging others to disregard traditional rights 'associated with the

press and t'e seek to weaken the independence and impact of our "Fourth Brandt"
of go, eminent.
The press reacted strongly to this. invasion of what many considered a press
right under the first amendment, and reporters have tyrned to the courts for pro-

tection. A few notable lower court decisions found some measure of constitutional protection under first amendment precedents against the compulsory disclosure of confidential news sources. However, the Supreme Court in the Braltzbury v. Hayes decision of June 1972, rejected any press claim to Constitutional
protection undee the first amendment.
The majority opinion in Branzbarg apparently relied heavily upon the assertion

that the harm to the free flow of newS from disclosure. of confidential inforuntdon and sources was highly speculative. We take issue with this apprwch by the
Court's majority. First, never before in first amendment cases, especially those
involving the chilling of free speech rights, was scientific proof and overwhelming
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documentation of harm prerequisite of Constitution:1i protection, Indeed, the
very nature of the free speech protection and the requisite ahstawe of fear to
exercise tied: right are necessarily dillicnit or impossible to quantify and to .Study.
Second, the undisputed assertions by knewledgeable newsmen that signifleont part of /100.5 relied 1111011 unilnliVIILin SOUI'N: MIS brushed aside by the
Court, in spite of the fact that mueli of that news was the 'nest significant to our

society.

Finally, if the effect of any lack of constitutional protection was speculative at
the tittle of the ktraw.:fidtrg decision, it cannot be now for the reaction to the decision was a pro el 'cal flood of sweeping subpoenas tit :di levels of government and

more joilings of reporters, interpreting the decision as a signal to end any

remnants of self-restraint.
The Reporters' Conmti tee for Freedom of Press has reported
While the crtyrent subpoena problem originated with federal grand juries and
with stnte grand juries, the infection is spreading. joseph Weiler of the tfellIPili
tionteicrulat Appeal, and Joseph Pennington of radio station lvitEn were called
before state legislative investigating committee. Dean Jeniston, Stewart
and 'Miss Gene Cunningham of the Milwaukee Nentinet and Alfred Eat!: of the
cop/whir! loam:raisin ttaricw. . Were asked to disclose confidential sources

(luring civil hearings before federal district. courts, William Ears resisted

eminty judge's personal investigation into violations of his Mason trial publielly
order..

Three St. Louis reporters appeared before the State Ethnic Committee n.vhich
appears to lie some kind of executive committee authorized by state legislature
to iltrei-igate stoic Judges. Brit Hume of the Jack Anderson column and fleetly

Walsh of Life resisted libel case subpoenas.
And this list, does not include the sweeping discovery of all material relating. to
the AVatergate alTair attempted of the Neu)
Times, the Washington Post.
yewsweek, Time IN[ngaft.ine,

gate Civil case.

and the Washington Star-Daily News in the Water-

Much as the ClINC believes that the First _Amendment requirCs protection Of
newsmen's confidential sources, and that such emistitutionally-sauetioned protection is ultimately necessary to assure to our citizens a free and adequate flow
of information, we believe that the present attempts to subpoena information
from newsmen, particularly in the aftermath of the Bra a-.71).11111 decision. demonds
immediate statutory protection for the press. To Branziturg, the majority of the
Court invited CougresS to net in this area; we implore Congress to accept this
invitation to sustain very
/ citizen's right to news.
tr. TUE NEV" FOR AIN' ABSOLUTE SHIELD LAW

The (111NC strongly believes that for any newsmen's shield low to be effective

in maintaining a flow of news to citizens, it must grant an absolute right: to
newsmen to decline to reveal the source and content of the information they
have gathered during the course of' nth. work. The Committee hikes that position because a qualified shield low will simply not work. As Professor Frontal of
Harvard Low School has stated : IC is impossible to write a qualified newsman's

privilege. Any qualification creates loopholes that will destroy Ihe privilege.
We emphatically agree. Whether the qualification relates to the nature of the
information such as national security or serious felonies, to the type of proceeding such as criminal trial or grand jury meeting. or to the importance of the information to such a proceeding, such as the "heart of the matter" test, or "crucial
to ii crindnalleonviction" test, it still can he expanded and will i-evitably be
applied to some crucial confidential information. Experience under the state'
shield laws demonstrates the hostility of many courts to such laws and the Unlimited resourcefulness of prosecutors and judges in voiding their protection.
lint, Imre important, the focus of a discussion on -the merits of a qualified
vs. unqualified shield law must rest upon the potental effect on the news source.
for he or she is the key to the free flow of news. The confidential .ii-'es source must
lie reasonably assured, that his identity will remain unknown or vital information will, disappear. If those sources grow qu,let, the cause is lost and no elabo-

rate law or procedure will be of any use.

We feel it is clear that only an absolute shield can offer reasonable assurance
to a confidential cource. No confidentiality that rests upon a future determina-')3* judge or prosecutor about the relevance, importance and legal forum of

a afidential shield will give' adequate protection to a news sauces:. Nor can

93-4 74-73-3a
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these sources be expected to continue to rely for their protection upon reporters
going to prison for long periods of time. And under present circumstances, it 18
unrealistic to expect these people to be coin fortied by the self-restraint of officials
sensitive to the needs of the first amendment.
And once One source is revealed, no matter what the cieunistances, all other
confidential sources will understandably be afraid.
The recent testimony of reporters demonstrating the silencing of confidential
sources and the cancellation of news storiesrdependiug upon these sources attests
to the devastating effect of the sources' eroding conlidenee in 1liCir chances of
venni ining anonymous,
I n 1:1118 C0111100 ion, At is important to understand that the overwhelming number
of confidential sources relied upon by the press art not radical leaders Or professional criminals. but rather they are dedicated and hardworking bare:mem t!..t.

They speak to reporters because they disagree with their superior's
because they see dishonesty or corruption uncorrected, and because they feel
the public should know' what is going on. Admittedly, some are acting selfishly ;
others net as patriots. What is important is that these individuals are indiNpapibtu to keeping Americans informed about' bow the state and federal governments
are (metal ingor failing to operate. In many cases, they are the only access to
information that is improperly hidden from the public. And they are practically the only effective deterrent to corruption, .
These people Inmw that their fellow workers and superiors will act to silence

them. They andestaml that their jobs or careers \\ill vanish if they are discovered. They stand to lose a jolt that supports a family, children's education.
:111d a mortgage, With such it risk and certain retaliation if they are ever discovered, how nut HY Will S11O:11C 111) depending- upon an uncertain decision by a

:judge on the quest ion of materiality or national interest? The answer is plain.
This point is so obvious Filth compelling that. most opponents of till absolute
shield law readily concede it ; they assert; however, that the costs of such all
unqualified sliiebl kw to the proper functioning of the criminal justice system
are too great. Tile eltN0 believes that a careful examination of these "Costs" to
society of a shield law are highly exaggerated and, in fact, they do not represent
tl significant loss to oucriminal system at: all.
In the setting' of an investigatory proceeding, either of a grand jury or a
legislative committee, the so4ailled public costs of an absolute shield law are,
11 poll reflection, insignificant in comparison to the first amendment values- hi-.
volved. T.Nlany confidential news sources are concerned with matters of bureaucratic policy or social protest that do not involve criminal behavior. Those that
do involve criminal bt.liiivior often focus upon official corruption. The denial
or MO source of the information that first revealed the existence of this cm.minion cannot realistically be deemed an insurmountable ha rrier to a- grand
jury or legislative column:tee front using its broad subpoena powers to investigate

the principals involved. Of conrse, it would be easier to force the source to
point: the linge,' but such a saving of effort Wonld merely env: off all future
sources and serve to protect corrurt!on in the future, Nor does the denial of

such a source inhibit such a body from exonerating individnalt: from inaccurate
accusations.

The fact that confidential infOrmants use the press to expose eorrup'd On i8,.
in itself. a great weapon against crime: it deters such behavior, and it forces

responsible officials as well tts prosecutors to act.

The some analysis applies to information published about serious criminal aetivity Oil t8ide the government, either by organized crime groups or radical
cal groups. The knowledge gained by society and the illVestigating body far outweighs the additional information that would be gained from the appea ran6 of
the informant and the cost of losing such informants in the future. In these cases,
exposure (If the infornmnt can mean a serious threat to him. It is not sensible to

sacrifice this potent force for exposing criminal behavior merely to add one
witness, much of whose testimony is already revealed, to the evidence that the
entire criminal justice system is capable of adducing.

Reports of another type of criminal activity Jane been smight. by suimenas
new forms or social activity by fringe groups or normal citizens who violate criminal standards of behavior without threatening grave harm to 'he society. 'Afost
of these reports focus upon activity such as drug use by youngsters, new forms of
sexual activity, the widespread use of illegal abortions, etc'. These reports raise
Altai questions about our :.ociety tlmt.should be considered and that citizens'
should know about. In these eases, the society's need for these investigative
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bodies to hovel he names of sources, who are likely to be individual examples or
widespread violation of these laws, is not as great. as the society's need to know
ha t t hese activit des Inke place at all.

la addition to the fact that revelation of Confidential sources to investigative
bodies would clearly cost the society more than it could possibly gain, the news
media are particularly susceptible to damage front these investigators. The scope
of their inquiries are broad and the limits oil their subpoena powers very narrow ;
IlleY would naturally seek to gait its much information as possible from it reporter. exposingall or his lororooltion and sooroos in a "fishing expedition" that
is Pertain to destroy any future confidential s ,urees in tlutt entire area.
The cost to society of till absolute shield law in criminal trials is similar to that
discussed relative to investigations, except the proximity to actual criminal behavior and its punishment.is 10111.11 greater. Bat again. an analysis twill demonstrate that society loses very little in such it situation.
Iii 11w case of government corruption or private criminal acts, it is improbable
to the extreme that the confidential source of information NVill.possess the only
evidence needed for oonlrion. Even in cases 1111010 individual isolated criminal
acts are involved, this is dare, in fact, in all of these cases, the confidential newspaper source plays the- precise role that the widely used and accepted police informant does--except the press source also plays a vital function in delivering
news to our citizens.
And the plain facts are that; the overwhelming number of confidential sources

are not discussing criminal activity
of those that do. ra...ely are they
themselves criminally involved. Serious criminals simply do net' confess to reporters, nor do they invite reporters to lyillieS8
rapes, burglaries, or
espionage, And if reporters do learn of such serious crimes they are unlikely to
111:

1111 ;

agree to keep cot lidentia 1 the names of the perpetrators.

blindly, even under an absolute shield law, in the rare and extraordinary ease
where a reporter .oes learn ill conlidenee of the identity of felon, or of a person
about to commit a felony, that reporter can weigh the societal interest, himself

and 001110 forward and fowl: confidentiality when manifest injustice would
ialwrwise oemi
These rare, 1. .polle4ical dilemmas exist more in the mindsof many who oppose .1 shield hill. than in the cout-':ouses of our country. They are 'dearly Matweigoed by our eitizebs" right an need for news. In making this balance between the first amendment and the criminal justice system, we should compae other evidentiary privileges now existing. The doctor-patient privilege

justified to ensure that doctors can effectively treat their patients, and the
lawyer-client privilege, justified to ensure the proper functioning of an adversary legal system, protect interests that are clearly no more important in

our COnSHI1111011111 systetn than a key part of the first amendment. And these
privileges are much more likely, to prevent crucial evidence of criminal conduct
from being revealed.
Thus,. in making the balance between the need to protect confidential sources

to provide our citizens with It free and adequate flow of information and the

benefits that may.occasionally accrue to our criminal justice system. CRNC feels
the settles lean everwhemingly to the side of the first amendment,..We would
not 5110111100 the Pentagon Potters or knowledge about the Watergate affair ; we
would not give up the repet:t ed exposures or widespread corruption in govern-

ment at all

wdd not cut off oin' few insights into the behavior of

fringe radical. groups,
the activities of the Mafia, the illegal abortion trade,
or the venereal disease epidemic in our youngsters.CAll this could be loSt for the
uncertain and unlikely need for a witness in few criminal trials.

Never before have our citizens needed 50 much the news that is proide:d by
confidential sources, Never before has this news sonree been so threatened. It
must be protected. And it only can he. protected by an absolute shield law. We
respectfully urge this Committee and Congress to support such a law to vindicate
the first amendrient rights of all of or citizens.
STATEMENT BY Tun Exmarrivr. 110, 111) or THE COMMUNICATIONS WORIC.EitS
Or AMERICA
p

UE RIGIIT TO '1,,NOw

Never. since 1787, has the right of the public to know about public business

been under so strong; and concerted an attack than during the present time. This is
an attack on a principal guara1tee of the Constitution.
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A little at a time, the adininistrati011 1118 rl'Stillt11 to (1111:111Sitit iii neks on the
right of Iloo flows media ta 4111n1p:I.. ;lad
111Wra HMIS Or. government.

The administration seems to he following the lino of the present military govo,m-

inent of Greece, which nominally gnitrantecs a "freedom of Ile. press" but in
Net erneks down on the news media which -abuse" their -froedem,"

T110:1110S1: sinister development in the United States is the attempt to compel
persons engaged in newsgathering to reveal sources of information. TIt practical
effect. of such dbictos..re of sources would necessarily he to stifle free expression,
When the Constitution 1.1t8 :1(10PtV(1, there was wide controversy over the

question of freedom of the press. At; that Hine, various segments of the press
were carrying on scurrilous attacks on public officials, even including. George
Washington. Thoo Constitutional Convention of 17s7 at first rejected a provision
to goarantee inviolable freedom of the press. Subsequently. as It capstone of
the _Bill of Eights, the Convention provided for the free press, to help ensure
against: a louse of powfT by government.

The situation in the early 19TO's has become sci serious that the .Congress
is looking into legistolHon to define, once again. the doctrine that the free how
of information must be unrestricted. The Judiciary Committee of hut House of

Representatives and the Senate are hard at work on legislation to prohibit

government agencies roan compelling diselosureof source materials, The pro-.
posed bills run from total privilege of the newsgathering persons to a "qualified- privilege.
'A-inajor reason for the intense interest within the Congress for legislation to
protect the media is a series of federal and state court decisions in Hte last: 3
years. News gatherers have been summoned befoire grand juries to produce in011-

tat and written notes, still lihn negatives, and film and tape "outtakes" not
used in broadcast nrograining. Some news media rtmresentatives have

Ii ccii

I ncarcerated because they wee praecting news S011e0;i; the reason alTered by
government for
c.of reporters has been the implication that justice wits
being obst ructed.

The United States Snpretne 'Court in June 1072 threw over 1011o:held tradition
and established precedent by its decision in Bravzburg v. ha yes, thus deciding
on a
vote that; an investigative reporter must disclose to a grand. jury information gathered in the course or his duties. The tradition and precedents date
liii air to Thomas Jefferson, jollies Madison and Alexander Hamilton through
the "Pentagon Papers" case against the New York l'iute$ in 1071. in all of those,
the weight of decision had been toward untrammeled disclosure of information
vital to the public's right to know about its business.
Among the- many bills the Congress presently is examining on the subject
of legal privilege for newsgathererS to protect sources and continue to 'report
th_e_publie's, lousiness without harassment arc those introduced by Representatives Or:len Reiji and Jerome Waldie and Senator Alan Cranston. Congressman

livid's:Thal would provide for unqualified and total privilege fox' retorters, so
that they might not be required to abridge the first amendment's rights in proceedings before the Congress, federal courts and agencies. The Waldie-Cranston

proposal would extend the unqualified privilege to reporters in all federal and

state proceedings.

The Executive Board of the Conitunnications Workers of America snbscribes
to the principles of the Reid, Waldie and Cranston proposals. Tins Board does

not draw stringent distinctions between the Reid and the Waldie-Cranston
proposals, since the basic right of news media must in the end be determined
by the Federal court systemwhieh is, and must continue to be, governed by the
United States Constitution as a result of the decisions taken by the Constitutional Convention of 1787.

The OWA Executive Board, moreover, condemns the trend toward stiffing of

informution attempted by government at all levels by whatever pretext
employed.

The. CWA Executive Board. urges the 'Congress to enact legislation for un(outlined privilege in terms sufficiently clear that the declarations of the nation's
founders in 17S7 may be fully honored in the 1070's and beyond.
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PHESS-CITIZEN

COMMENTS ON NI: \VSMEN'S
ViCNV

;la is that absolute, unqualified protection for newsmen has become

esSeulll to maintain the free Ihuv of information to the people. And I recogni

that: abuses may follow.

This conclusion \vas rtacited relitelanth., after the decision in the Otidirc//

.awl related eases last June and I he ine..easing harassment of IIS111011 11111t
suhsequettlly developed. The insidious t attire of such harassment lies in it.;
capriciousness. It inhibits public ace(:5 o inform:dim: !11ough the press more
than do overt actions or throats of I hem.

7ntil last fall. ni feelings aiwnys had liven that the greatest protection 0

citizen. or a reporter as a citizen. could have deVeloped from the ;....eneral-presumption of a public right to-information alma his government. This right was
rounded. if seemed to me. not only in the first amendment protections in the
u.S, Constitution but also in the ninth amendment (oud comparable sections2.

7, and

the Iowa Constitution for citizens of this state).

.

Such Constitutional guarantees. protected by the courts, always .suited to Inc
stronger than more specific legislation for two reasons:
Legislation 011Ce. passed also can he repealed and the courts could hardly
overlool; the implication of mich repeal,
Legislation providing protections intended to guarantee ti minimum standard in this area of access to information tends in implementation by administrators to become a maximum. Rather than opening doors, they leave them only
slightly aja r.
Recent developments, hoWeV0r, have caused at complete change in enriier views.

Current legal Precedents do not provide protection; perhaps adequate legislation
call.

The changes in society, in government. in journalism which have led ro new
Si hIll ti011s are known and documented when they reach a climax drawing notimml attention.

However, not only the harassment of a reporter who seeks to be something other
than n cheerleader for a government, but also the effects in a local sit notion may

he less familiar. Local officers in Iowa have taken their cue from court decisions, both as a means of atteinpting to inhibit newsmen in their work

and thus the public in obtaining information and as a means of locating sources
of information,
Twice in the past two years, reporters for this newspaper have been threatened
with sidtpOenas to testify in proceedings when only information they could have
provided NCas the source of material published. On another occasion, a reporter
for f;11(1 Press-Citizen was sim.ded out for arrest and removed from the scene of a
campus disturbance, This action deprived persons depending upon this newspaper
or informatiOn of concern to them and forced them to rely solely upon an official

repoil: from participantand minor. In all these instances our attorneys obtained
a result favorable to us and to the public. But why should we he compelled 'to
invest time inla money to protectAvhat is guaranteed by the Constitut hills of the
United States and of Iowa.

Harassment, thus. is the continuing threat, And it is a threat in Iowa City as
in Washingt(m, or Newark or San Francisco on matters of local. as well as of
national significance. It is a threat because officials at any level may seek to

ilrevent information of consequence to a free society from reaching the ineinhers cif
that society.
The thrtr,..r. of recent court decisions and official actions has been to strengthen
those W110 AV0111(1 obstruct the free flow of information and to impede reporters
W110 SPCA: to fulfill their responsibility of informing the. public, A legislative enactment by Congress would contribute to reversing that trend. (Slate legislation
would he almost as effective a ;; a statement of public. policy and likely more
effective
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Specifically, of the measures I am somewhat familiar with, that nE Senator

Cranston (S. :I:1S) is preferable. The SeInveiker and the Ieicker hills provide

qualified privilege (which has not provided protection fur t-110 public's interest,
joint resolutions aildres;.vd to a problem sewn to be of little etrect.
STATEMENT OF .DICK FOG 1,
I offer these remarks on shield legit;int ion as an interested citizen who has
been 0 professional newsman for the past 25 years.. AI, present I ant Assist it

latiaging Ettitor ()film Oakland (Calif.) 7'rib/tin,. bast year I %vas chairman of
the National Freedom of Information Committee of the professional journalistic
society Sigma Delta Chi. In that capacity. and previously as chairman of th,
Freimloni of Information Committee, I have made all intensive study
of shield law problems. 1 would ethplutsize that the following :ire my personal
views and not necessarily those of the aforementioned Organizations.
I would strongly urge that Congress, ill attempting to draft apPropriale shield
legislation, not overlook some basic things ;Mont the Bill or Rights.
know front history. that, the Bill of Rights %vas created to provide a shield- -

:t shield to protect the individual and the people lit large from ;Muse of power
delegated to government under the newly created Constittition.

We know from events NVIIll:11 precipitated its adoption that there was an inten-

tion to prevent censorship and secure the right of free expression for all
ci I izens.

There is a seldom noticed introduction or preface to the Bill of Bights which

gives up explicit knowledge of the purpose'.

This preface is not included in Printed versions of iho
(loos appear ;it the start of the .rigifini Bill of flight, on display ;It the National
A reltives. I t says :

"The Convention of

number of the States. having at the time of their

adopting the Constitution. expressed it desire in order to prevent misconst rile( ion

or :liaise of its powers. that further declaratory and restrictive clauses should

be added: And as extending the ground of public confidence hi the Government,
%vitt hest ensure 1 he bent licent tindsof its lust itu 1 ion.

"Iesolved ..."

This, .1 holier°. gets to the heart of the issue.

'.ftte Bill of Bights established the place of the individual against till' Govern.

Nvay which 111;liZea our American democracy tinitple. Its Trainers not;
only guarded against alinse of govertnitent power; they knew and stated that the
enumerated guarantees would extend ''the ground of public confidence in the
uncut

Government."

Stressful events of recent times have led to strong assertion of these individ-,
nal rights of free expressiost.by citixims tient upon effecting change. 'The CiOVcriltnent, rencting. has come 'down hard on the press in 0 straggle over ;1(1011.-1km
and dissemination of informal imi.
It Mk never 110011 more clear that the press .hills 0 vital and essential rob

which is to keep the public thoroughly informed ahont the operation of its
institutions 01111 to maintain ;t free flow of infornmtion providing the valid

nevi's and diverse views so necessary iii 0 democracy like ours.
1311t, I see significant danger in legisilation which attempts to define who is a
newstunn and ,-ho isn'r. The definition could develop an implieit form of vons,tirship if it, were too narrow. If it were too broad it would set tip a class privilege
permitting all kinds of people to tape on tile stripe of a newsiimit for their-on
purposes.

Any class ',egisIction would set the newsman apart front the rest of the popu-

lation, tuul that s

render hint less eiTective thou he is now.
Why not; instefW act to protect his function?

That's what the original California shield law did.' It required the fact of

pliblieation or broadcast before refusal to reveal a. confidential source could be
asserted. If this approach were used. anyone lso authored information which
was.puldished or liroadcast.11'01tili enjoy the same right.

Section 1070 of the California Evidence Code, passed hi 10:15. said : A publisher, editor.
reporter. or oilier person connected with or employed upon It newspaper. or by a press assn'elation or wire service. (mama be adjudged in contempt by a court. the Legislatore, or any

administrt:tivt body. for refusing to disclose the suture of any information procured for
publication and published in a iiilyspaper. Nor can a radio or television 111!405 701101't1.1' or

other person Connected with or entilloyed Ir. a radio or television station he. SO attjattgett

Li contempt for refusing to disclose the .tiuree or ;my. information procured nr.. mid

used for news or news commentary pltposes-on radio or television.
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I would respectfully suggest that this could be Part: I of a dual shield low. 11.
would provide absolute protection of the newsman's confidential sources.
Part TI would be a carefully drawn conditional statute extending protection
against subpoenas Nhicii (1).a re aimed at obtaining news information related to
or beyond the scope of a published or broadcast story, or ('Z) seek information
acquired in the:getter:11 course of newsgathering but not pitlaished or Iwo:idea:O.
This would be implemented procedurally through a ;judicial hearing which
Nvould provide at determination on an individual case basis. Although it again
rakes the question of detinition,'eligibilty of the newsman or news organization
could also be related to function, i.e., the information sought was acquired in the
course of gathering or obtaining' news intended for publication or broadcast.
Part I1 would provide a defense which does not presently exist against, the
cumelative or aggregate effect Of many subpoenas which is so stultifying to news
prodnetion.
from being

It would protect the right to edit mid prevent news organizations
turned into investigative arms of the government.
It would not put the lieW8111;In above and beyond the law but instead place the

burden of proving the absolute need for testimony upon anyone Avila seeks in-

formathin from a newsman or news organization.
A subpoena to appear and testify before a grand jury or other governmental in-

vestigative body would be (Plashed unless it were proved at. a bearing that the
information was nnolattinable by 'Aber means less destructive of Unit amendment rights, and--that there is prolonblyi cause the protected person hos information clearly relevant to a specific pt.olmble violation of the law, motfled there
is a compelling mut overriding »ati total need for the inl:ormat ion.

These are similar but not identical to qualifications already - suggested in other
proposed laws, inctiding a bill introduced in August. by Senator Walter F. Atolldo le of \1 nnesot a.

it may be noted that his measure did not prohibit disclosure of at source or
ollegedly defamatory informotion 1\liere a defendant asserts a defense in it civil
notion hosed on the source or such information.
One of Mae most difficult questions connected with shield legishilion i how
to handle dtuations wherein newsmen obtain knowledge of crimes or actually
think in most cases they 'should testify provided there
witness thorn. f
the newsman's ability
was not 0 confidence involved and doing so did .not
often
to function is an investigator. l'racticolly speoldng, however, reporters
they are able
have knowledge of crimes for a considerable period of tin
to disclose them in stories. On_other occasions they limy receive allfilly111111IS
warning of on impending crime, and almost invariably they will pass such informotion along to the proper authorities.
1 hove two other observations: I feel immunity ; when asserted. should extend
to reporters' notes and tapes, impiiblished photographs and/or negatives, television outtakes and telephone records. The sanctity or all is essential to prolecHon or the editing function. Congress should tla whatever it can to protect the
media front sooreh warrants. United States District Judge Robert F. Peckham,

ruling in a California case now on appeal. doctored that "a search warrant
presents an overwhelming threat to the press's ability to gather and disseminate
the news

Finally, to summorize alt the foregoing, lot. me repeat this continent of Dr.

Allwrto Cainza Paz: =
"The freedom which the newstimn wants and needs is not o freedom restricted

to his own profes.ion. nor is it: a privilege for editors alone. What jonrnalisth
defends is the right of all men to get: information ond 811:111) (0111011."
Thank you for this opportunity to offer my views.

STATnAins a Autrarr E. JENNE1i, lit., or Tut: CHICA(10 _ENO Im.ixots 1k ins.
MAncir 14, 1973

T am Albert E. Jenne*, a long-time member of the Illinois and Chicagit
State Bar Association, the Ameriean
Thurs. I am past -President of the
Trial Lawyers, the Illinois ComJudicature Society, the American

mission on Uniformity of Legislation in the United States, and the Notional
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. I have been n'Inember
of the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association since 19-18 anal was
for four years Chairman of its Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary.
For ten years, .1900 -1970, I was a member. of the United States Judicial Con.
9 Speech to the American Society of Newspaper Editors, April 19, 19u12.
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Terence Advisory Committee on 'Federal Rules iif Civil procedure. Since March,
19115; I lin ve served as Chairman of the Judicial Conference's Advisory Committee 00 Federal Rules Of Evidence. Those Rules were recently submitted il) you
distinguished inemhers of the Senate by the United States Supreme Court'.
Outing my good many years at the Rol., 1 have been primarily a litigator try-

ing eases, civil and criminal, of infinite variety i 'he state courts of Illinois

:;.al many other slates and in the federal district courts throughout the So milli
C:retlit and other Circuits in the United Stales. 1 have engaged in a quite,
substantial number oll'appeals
state courts of last resort as well as in the
Federal 011U of :Appeals of the vr;qous Circuits throughout. the United Slates
;usl in the United States Court cif 01, .11IS Mill the United Stales Supreme Court.
I have also appeared before ns well as represented state and federal emmui s_
isons engaged in both administrative and investigatory matlers.kinong others. I
was senior counsel 10 the Warren Commission, Whose member:-hip was graced
by your distinguished late colleagues honorable Richard B. Russell and Ilonoraide joint Sherman Cooper ; 1 served with your distinguished enilettpleS. Senators Ilruska and Hart, as a menthes of the Presidential Commission to Investigate the Prevention and r.'auses of Violence in the United States; and in the early
1050's. 1 was a. intinher of the United States T,oynity Review Binf appointed
by the distinguished late President harry S. Truman. I conducted, as a Special

Assistant: Attorney General of Illinois the investigation of hit' defalcations of

Orville E. hedge, Auditor of Public Accounts of Illinois.
I mention these bits of history for the purpose only of indicating to you a thoroughly broad and deep experience in litigation and investigation.
Your distinguished colleague. Senator l'Iruska, mentioned to me that you. 'Mr.
Chairnmn, and perhaps several of the distinguished members of this Committee
had noted the fact that the Judieinl Conference Advisory Committee on Federal
Rules of Evidence had not inclmled a Newsman's or Journalist's Privilege among
those Rules comprising Article V. on Privileges. Senator Hruskn, in inviting me
to attend a session of this distinguished Committee, suggested that I indicate to
the Committee the reason or reasons for that action or non-action on the part
of the Advisory Committee.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, may I say that I appear here solely in
my,individual capacity. Wlintever views I hereafter express in the area of Newsman's Privilege are solely my own, colored, of course, to some extent at least,
by my work with the Advisory Committee over the past years.
It would be well for me to indicate to you the basic philosophy of the Advisory
Committee respecting the admission and exclusion of evidence. The Committee
adhered to the overwhelming rule in this country that, as stated in Rule 402:
"all relevant evidence is admissible, except as otherwise provided by these rules,
byother rules adopted by the Supreme Court, by Act of Congress, or. by the Constitution Of the United States."
The Committee recognized, however, that evidence, even though relevant,
might be excluded because of other compelling considerations consistent with
sound mad efficient admi.,istration of justice, as well as public policy and interest.
Therefore, for example, Rule 403 provides that evidence, though relevant,.might
he excluded "if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger
of unfair prejudice, of confusion of the issues or of misleading the jury."
And also "if its probative value is substantially outweighed by considerations
of undue delay, waste of time, or needless presentation of accumulative evidence."

The Committee adhered to the basic principle that the administration of justice and the public interest are better to be served by bringing to hear in litigated
matters in federal courts as well as federal administratiVe bt,dies and the Conress of the United States a ml its distinguished committees all relevant evidence.
Therefore., Rule 501. provides that, .except as required by the. Constitution of the
'United . States or an Act of Congress, or as is provided in the evidence rules
themselves, no one has the privilege to
" (1) refuse to be a witness; or
"(2) refuse to disclose any matter; or
"(3) refuse to produce any object or writing; or

"(4) prevent another from being a witness_or disclosing any matter or

producing any object or writing."
Rule 501 is the first of the privilege rules set forth in Article V.
Essentially the philosophy of the Committed was that the burden should rest on
a party or a witness who seeks to exclude relevant testimony or other. relevant
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evidence to ailyance a constitutional premise. all Act. of the Congress. tut exehtsionttry provision or tile proposed Rides or Evidence or some tither rule pr(mulgated by the Supreme Court of the United States.
As to the Newsman's or jonalist's Privilege, the Commit tee's research established that the common law recognized no privilege permit ting journalists or
gatherers of news for other media to refuse to disclose the names or other identity of persons acting as I het r-souree of information. See authorities Collected in
-):)7i8) : In re Good f el
p pen!
Ourtemt v. Torre. 2511 F.3d Ari (2n0

miw. 317, 3(17 P. 2(1 472 (1901) ; 7 A1,12 $111. 591. 592 MO(t) California Low Revi'shut Commission. 11' econmendn I ion. nog
y. Art. V. Privilege, -181 (190.1 ;
Report ei Confidence LawN
Xelesman's Privilege. 17. :.lassochnsetis Legisla ive Itesen reh ltureau ( 9:19)

We noted that neither the Amrimn Law Institute Model Code of Evidence of
1h19 nor the Uniform Law Commissioners 'Uniform Miles of Evidence prom].

gaicd in 1 952 coffin i

.Toti rno list or NOS111;111'S Privilege.

We also noted that hut only simnel 5 or so stales hall adopted .Tournal
p, ;42 it. :201,
log stair: -s. There are 12 of fluent cited in s; Wig:inure §
MeNtingLon 1'01'. 1 96i.. See also the other sources 10 11111011 I have ea .ed your
attention.

The prototype statute was enacted in Maryland in 1896. No further activity

occurred until the NOW Jersey Act of 1 11=. Thereafter. Alahonta and Californhi
mlopled 81:antes in I
A 1:Thl l4l1 l;
M111110' in 1.11111, .T1111 in11:1 nil 0100 in
19-11. Montnnn in -1943 end mil:big:1n in 1
There have been a few others in
remit years.
We also 11010:i
despite mounting, eampaigns in it number of jurisdictions
in recent
relatively few Stlao statutes hail been adopted. See the a hove
Massachusetts Research Iinean's report .null the report of the California Law
Itevision Comiuissicm.
We a

t oak note of the fact; that although Journalist's Privilege bills lind

been introduced in the Congress from time to time, none had achieved passage.
This cirentostance was also noted in the ahove mentioned Massachusetts and
Cal ifornifl .reports.
.11mozburg v. lunges, 408 U.S. (7:55 was 110t decided until June 29. 1072 lung ;Eller

the Advisory Committee and the Standing Committee on Holes of Practice and
Procedure had completed their work on the Rules of Evidence and transmitted
that work 1:0 the 'United States Judicial Conference. The opinions of the-Justices.
both the majority and flue dissent, contain a wealth of historic data with Nvitielt
y611. Mr. Choirman, and your distinguished colleagues are undoubtedly by now
eminently familiar.
he faet that the Congress of the United Stales had not seen fit to promulgate
Journalist's privilege still-rite mulerstandObly influenced the Advisory Committee,
From the very outset of its delibrations, the Advisory Committee was at pains to
ascertain and incorporate in the proposed Federal filth's of Evidence ail arms in
the lield of evidenee in which the Congress of the T.7nited States 11;1(1 adopted
legislation and also those areas in which it had not acted favorably on bills and
reports in the evidence field,
Di a dditio.n. and us the Committee's work progressed. it became apparent to us
that there 1V/1 s substantial likelihood not the subject matter of Newsman's or
Journalist's Privilege would soon once again he eonsidered by the Congress. The

field involved not only constitutional issues, but strong. lUgh level public Policy
considerations. the resolution of. whieh, we concluded, was for better flue province
of the Congress Hein the Af11-iS0/%1' COM nl tfee.

The initial draft of the proposed rules was published to the boneh and bar
of the nation in March, 1969. It was widely disseminated. Many thotvands of
copies were distrilmted. There was a great 1verilili of response front, the bench
and bar during the 14 months the initial draft lay before the country;This great
volume of comnumications to the Committee'consisting or law review' articles,
seminar discussions. letters, bar association committees, etc., 1111S carefully
analyzed by the Advisory Committee awl a revised draft was prepared. published
811(1 distributed to the bench and bar in Afarch of 1971. During the next six
months, we received responses. though. nnderstandably, in a much lesser volume

lima with respect to the Preliminary Draft. After a six month period. the re-

sponses to the draft were analyzed and further revisions mode. No.suggestions or
requests came to flue Committee from the bench. the bar or OnY.etlier source,
piddle or private, for the inclusion of a Journalist's Privilege in the RoleS.
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For the reason s :Intl considerations which I have now. reported to you, rho
Advisory Committee did not :it-tempt to draft- n Newsman's Privilege. Ind rather.
tort the looter to the Congress.
The composition of the Advisory Committee inny be of some significance to You
in this connection. l'ite Committee consisted of c itatihnolly known distinguished
professional trial lawyers who had hod a 11'0111111 Or litigation exPerienee it civil
mid crintintil eases on both sides Of the counsel table. plaintiff and delmulant.
jorostention and defense, in the state and federal courts throughout: the notion:
3 toiler:II Tudges, 2 of 1110111 had been 11011 known professional trial lawyers for.

ninny ye:11-s heron. ascending to the federal butch: 3 nationally known law

scholars who 110 ;1 devoted their distinguished nendelnic careers to the field of
long time. highly regarded :able Chief of the Criminal Annvois
oVidOloO: and
Division of tin. Deportment
J,tstice.
ConunitteeS distinguished reporter.

professor Edward W. Cleary, had been a well known Irbil lawyer in central
Illinois for 14 ypors before joining the faculty of the University of
('.thug' or Law in .1!140 :Ind thereafter het:tuning. in the 'cats that followed, a

nal immily known .scholar in the field or evidence. Among many or his published
works in the evidence field is the editorship of the recently published Infest edition or 3itcorini(-): oll Evidence: the evidence bible of tile bench and bar of the
United States. Eight or the trial lawyer and' ;judicial members of the Advisory
Colonnifie;: :arc Fellows of the American College of 'trial 'Lawyers, 3 of them
former Presidents or the College.
I turn now. if 1 Imo-. mr. Chairman, to the proposed legislation which is before

you aura your distinguished colleagues. As I said :it the outset. I advance only
my personal views. 1 do not speak for or represent the :1ttvisoy Committee or
any of its members it this regitrd.
Von, :Ire faced 1\11'h two tinily eonmelling and tremendously important, fundamentiol, far-rencling. and competing considerolions. CM the one 11011d is freedom
of the /press, dissemination or torortmatoo to the public..: nn the other is the fiiiirolininistration of justice it which litigants, including tin United States. :ire en-

titled to relevant: evidence. tooth Ore matters of tryinewioos public convert) and
intere.,t. 'Ala king either of the two considerations tobsolide necessarily results in
an impingement of the other. flopefully. there may he some accommodntion.
or that
Irre,spective of how we as indivitintIls 'I few the Opinhal Or the mill
of the inineirity in Brrin,:inirg v. llope.s., the majority opinion shunts NS the taw
or the 1.7oited states; of the oplestion of whether the - Freedom of flu, poess provision of the first amendment affords a 11e1VSgatherer 11 Constitutional privilege to
refuse to disclose the source of his information.
1 11'13 (tot dwell on the many splendid law reVieW articles, textbooks of learned

authors. reports of eonionissions and other study groups. or on the 1Verlith Or
decided eaSeS. TheSe 11111'e all been brought to your attention by the witnesses who
Int ve appeared mid by your learned counsel.

The courts of this'comitry. from its inception7have 111111 rare exception adhered to the basic doctrine that the "foie administration of. justiee" requires that

all our eitpiens. regardless of their walks of or functions in lire, may be compelled to aPpeor and give evidence relevant to the issues he fore a court or before
it committee of the Congress or other legislative body. This is the basic principle
upon which now Justice Stewart relied when holding in Ort)./a/ut v. To-n.^,. 259
545 (19(18), that where the identity of source goes to the heart of a party's
claim or defense, the constitution confers no right. on the part of a 1111:11eS8 to
refuse to answer: except:, of course, the privilege against self-incrimination. Wigmore. :\lorgan :Ind .1\4centinlet:, our greateSt evidence scholars. elucidated this
doctrine. It is flint: the public has :t right to every man's evidence Iola it is a Nilotic duty that ettiv,ens appear and give that evidence. S Wigmore § 21112
ton Rev. 1.001) : :\forgan. Forward. Model Code. pp. 22 -30 (1942) : Blair v.
railed Strifes, 250 TJ.S. 273: .4 ntlerRon v. Difmt,
(0 Wheat) 004 (1821)
nr;
L.11.t.. 75S2 united Strifes v. Bryrfn, 339 U.S, 32:3, 331. (j950): This

day to appear and testify and the right to compel testimon is pot nbsoltite, lint
e.tirts have uniformly been reluctant to find exceptions.- They have placed the
burden on those N1110 seek to exclude testimony to justify the claimed exception.
United f:tatesv.lfrifini. 239 U.S. 32:3. 331. (1950).
In -d115 connection. we should note the -provision of Article VI. or the T.inited

States Constitution that ''in all eriiiiinal proseentions, the accused shall enjoy

the right

favor "

.

.

to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses inhis

Perhaps T might hest; proffer my views in this area. by responding to the six
cpiestions vhich you pose, 'Arr. Chairman. in a- press release issued Tuesday,
'January 10. 1973. T Will pursue thein in the order stated in that release.
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I. suoriti .ri
Personally, I have come lo the conelusion that there 'should lie no legislation.
s(1011 to celohtlite the 2(1(1th anniversary of the Constitution of the Inite(l
\Ve
States, During all of Inose years there has lawn no NeNvsniall's Privilege under
federal law. Furthermore. there has been none in the great majority of the states.

liven at present, Duly a handful of stales have 0 Jounalist's Privilege statute
these sta tlitos vary in thrust; and reach from state to state.
.Nlassachusetts and NeN fork ccaulueted very thorough studies of the subject
ina ter, and the agislators of those sr:0'es, which considered specific legislation.
dill not promulgate it iNeNvskuill's Privilege. ()II the other hand, the California
legislature did adopt; it lourilalisrs Privilege statute,
In iny own stale, 'Illinois, the General Assembly promulgated a iteporter's
Privilege statute in 1971. providing-Hint "110 court may compel any person to
nny information old:tined by it reporter diming the course
disclose the sburce
if his vmplosniplit; .X(1111: as prOVi()(41 .111 this Act." excel'' for libel or slander

actions if it reporter or IleNVS .111N1 in is 0 defendant. There rolloNvs procedure ('or

applications to the Court. for divest Run. or the privilege if el:limed: the applica-

tion must; stale among other Ihings "a S 1011110 public interest Niliell would be :idvt.t.tly affected it' the factual information sought NN'ere 1101; disclosed" :IS well Its
"a. quaey of the remedy othenvise tivailable, if any, the relevaney of tin c source.
l i e possibility of establishing 11,y -her limo us t h a t which it; is alleged the
(

requested trill 6,1111 10 prOVe."

Dmvsimpers
11:1 I 1011 have rendered tremendous
The grent
public serviee iu eXpot4itg crime and co;uption, ratline aud private, ill the ahsettee of 0 NeNsmans Privilege shield. 1 have in mind the A'oir
the
ry:4/1[1100a post, the chrtstirla. ,:ricilee Monitor. (lie
toilla l'onntila/ion and
7'intes and in illy oNVII state
tiiroird, the
Lotris 1'u1
the
'collo /laity :Vacs. These
the hicrty0 Tribune, Illy. ('!11(111/0 i41(11 7'im8 0 1111 the
ore bat examples. There :Io 0 number of others,
.1 am of till' school of thought that 11 very 11-nvy burden lies upon those \im
Seel; fu ONC111111, evidence.
1

our also of the vieN that. the courts. especially the federal courts. hay.

been and will

of compelling neNvsineii to reveal their
C:11) your attention to the recent imanimoes decision
or the Court of Appeals of the Second Circuit in Cla-L7 V. 111,11001(11 II Whirr&
In lie Vet'' AV:I

S1.111"0.S. For eX:11111).1(.,,

1

now 1)011111 ng before the United States Stil)reine Court :is /Mkcr.
r. 1' f 1,* vcstinent on application for certiorari. In that case. the. court: :0111111Ni
the decision of Federal District; Itulge TIonsel II refusing to compel it journalist

to reveal his .source of information Ill a civil suit under the Civil Rights Act, in
which it class of approxiniately 3.000 black citizens who had purchased homes
ill Chicago sought the source upon NvItiell the journalist, relied
reporting
actual "Idoelliusting" in the city of ChiCag-o. The verdict...d. the Court. of Appeals
Nva,s that: there was "insuflick.mt conmelling interest" on the part of the plaintiffs in seeking the source Of information as against; the strong public policy
expressed in the freedom of press provision of the First Amendment.
I cut also led to this view by the fact that legislation in this area poses serious
difficulties, the least: of which is the statutory definition of a journalist.
2.

511001.0 THE 111111.1.ECE IIL ADSOLUTE' Olt QUALIFIED?

In lily judgment, the privilege, if the Congress in its wisdom determines to

enact 11 statute, should he qualified:11y promulgating a qualified privilege. there

will he ail accommodation of the strong. coinpeting interests to

I have

:11111(1011. :ilia Of which you,- Mr. Chairman, and your distinguished colleagues.
are very much aware. A qualified privilege will also bring the federal judges into
play and afford them nu opportunity to administer justice by acoommodating the
conflict ing public interests.

:1. SHOULD TOE 14:111:1 LEW,: A1.14.1. TO 1,1:DEIL\ 1,110CF:EDINDS ONLY. 011 S110111.1) STATE
PILOCKEDINGS BE INCLUDED?

read in the
1 ant mindful, Atr. Chairman, that recently, if the article
press is accurate, yon stated that you had come to the conclusion that the
privilege. if provided by statute, should embrace state proceedings as well as
1-111. Hey. Stat. Vol. 2, ell. 51. 11 1.11 -110 (11)71).
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federal proceedings. I respectively suggest to you, sir, that your initial viewpoint
on this sobject matter NVOS the smuttier one. The considerations involved are ones

of abiding concern tc the people of each of the sovereign states. A minority of
the stoles have adopted privilege statutes mid. even in that respect, largely in recent: years. A goal ninny of the state legislatures have declined to adopt News-

man's l'rivilege..statutes after' thorough stito. and consideration or tin, matter.
Federal pre-eniption is n serious Matter'm; respects the states. The Hauls of
highest resort of the states who have had the matter limier consideration have
beta there is no eonsfritutltmal privilege. 7..respeetfully suggest that the Congress should not iolose it,, Aie..4..s on this important public interest issue upon
the states.

I respectfully
your attention. to the fact that the National Conference of
Commissioners on 1.7niform lqate (sows is now engaged in drafting n T"nifortn
Nvill he considered at the forthcoming Annual
New:,,aan's l'rivilege Apt.

:sieeting of the Conference to he held in August of this year. Thn,:

he

brought to hear the .indgments and considerations of the ;:.25 Conur,ssioners
who represent the 50 states, the.1/istriet of Columbia and the 1.'onunonwealth
of Puerto Rico.
.1. W110 SIIOULD DE ENTITLED To ci.At NI 'VIII'. VIIIVI1,1::CE?

If there is to he a Newsman's 'Privilege. then. as a practical matter. I suppose
it most he afforded to the journalists. 11.w.vever, my I respectfully suggest. the
possibility that the journalist; not be permitted to a:sert tile privilege until and
unless he lots consulted his source to elicit from that source a decision whether
the privilegc, lie asserted or waived by the newsnitnl. It will lie st,id, I am sure,
that this is an mmeeessary complication and probably an impraelical procedure.
7 would concede that in most instances the source. if still ascertainable and
subject to contact, would decline to waive the privilege, but I am sure there trill
he some waivers.
1. IE SOME QUALIFIEli PIIIVILECE IS DESIDAIO.F., IVII AT suOut.n II1C Tit n. QUALIFICATIONS'

consideration of Newsman's .Privilege statute of the character
in force in Illinois,. under which a compelling !nubile interest. must he established
to require disclosure :ma it must appear }IN:I: the Sr/111'CD goes to the heart of the

plaintlIts or prosecution's claim or the .defendant's defense. Under the Illinois
staltite. there must lie a showing that the information is not obtainable by other
means. Tids particular principle is emmcia tod by the Court of Appeals in the
fare.qtacnt)
Second Circuit in the .Clark case. nowt pending (as Baker v,
On application for certiorari to the United States Supreme Court.
llowever, the privilege should not he sm.:Minable if the source of information

is needed in the interest: of national security.

In my judgment. if the source is sought in a criminal cite and the defendant
seeks: discovery of the source and it: appears that the discovery will assist: and
strengthen his defense, then strong policy considerations exist against allowing
DON'S:11211 to decline to reveal that source. In this connection, I commend to

your attention the United States Supreme Court opiri^;, in Poriori V. United

Stiete. :15:l P.S. 53 (1957), dealing with disclosure of the identity tit informers.
I suppose i am saying that in criminal eases. the Newsman's Privilege should
lie recognised only in the most compelling' of circumstances. On the tither hand.
I would recognise that there are often compelling civil cases. In addition. there is
the interest of the Congress of the United States or. any other legislative body
in obtaining relevant testimony, assuining that relevant testimony be the source
of information.
7 rather cotton to the proposed New York. Act.. which failed of passage in
1549, which would have compelled disclo-sure of source where "essential to the
p.mtection of the public interest." We might turn to the informer analogy where
public Policy forbids disclosure of an informer identity unless essential to the
defense.Sh lir v. Un i ed States. 305 U.S. 251. 254 (1938).
.

Another factor to be considered is that Source identity should not be disclose;(

when revelation of the information alone NI*0111(1 Slink

.

I am not unmindful that the so-called "necessity f. litigation" test may result
in -some erosion Of free flow of information hut, on he other hand, the granting

of absolute privilege will seriously-erode the right of the public to the fair
administration of justice.

.
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vourse. it goes without sayim: th',t the Newsman's Privilege, if there be one,
should not he permitted where it flpin.'11'14 that the newsmau is using the information regardless of its source for illegal purposes,
11.11.1.r Si10111.1) I11 TIIE 194.10EDEILA I. .111......111.VVIS11S

11'11 1110 PRIVILEGE

IS GIL\ NTED?

I hope I tun not guilty of oversimplification, lint.1 wish to observe in this connection that existing. civil and criminal procedures, especially those that 0111;1114
in 1 he federal courts under the rules of criminal and civil procedure. afford mite
sufficient procedural means for the as.:sertion or the privilege on the One hand and

lie application on the other hand of Hie oppositeparty that the court not suslain the privilege, along the lines of the Illinois statute for example, I have not
detected in any of the decided cases any problem with respect to procedural
means. ill. Rev. Stall, Vol.:', ch. 51, ati Il1 -11(3 (1971).

STATEMENT or 'run AUTHORS LEAGUE OF AMERICA

M1'. Ch.:ft:nun and Mentbers of the- Subcommittee, my name is Irwin Harp. 1
ant nttorney fur The Authors League of America a national society of authors of
books, 111.2gazine articles and plays. I appreciate this opportunity to I:resent our
views on proposed legislation- to protect writers and publishers against flue compulsory disclosure of sources of in forum lion, mud unpublished- inrurnuttion gathered in flue course of their work.

,.iminary of the League's Statement
1, Compulsory disclosure of Sources and information chokes off the flow of
information. Protection against compulsory disclosure is essential to protect the
newsgathering process, freedom of the -press and the publie.s right to be informed.

2. Statutory safeguards are required. The Press cannot "rely" on judicial interPa:tat:ions of the first amendment since the Supreme Court has ruled in Caldwell
it does not prevent compillsory disclosure as a matter of general application.

3. Statutory protection against compulsory disclosure must apply to authors
of books, whose contributions to investigative reporting easily stand comparison
to other media, and who lutist rely heavily on the promise of eonfldentialIty to

sources.

4. The statutory safeguards should apply to state as well as federal action.
Congress has the authority to act under the first and fourteenth amendments,

1111d under the-Commerce Clause.

5. The protection against compulsory disclosure should be unqualified. Exceptions are.unneeessary, self-defeating and counte:,productive.
(i. If Congress opts for a qualified approach, it Should adopt S. 037, introduced
by Senator slAtondale. Its narrow exceptions and careful procedural safeguards
are essential. It would give protection at least as effective as the Supreme Court
would have granted had the Ouldlucti decision gone the other way.
7. Attachment :Memorandum of Law to Subcommittee No.3.
The Need for Protection, Against Compulsory Disclosure
)Er. Justice Stewar is opinion in the /frunzbury, Pappas and Caldwell eases dem-

on.strates that compulsory disclosure chokes off information the pUblic.is en-

titled to.reeeive. People who possess such information will not give it to. a reporter

or writer for fear thata subpoena will compel him to disclose their identities or
material gi von 011 a confidential basis. As Justice Stewart said, the deterreht
effects were "impressively developed in the District Court in Catetwen.

reporters :Ind commentators have noted such effects." Testimony before lids

Committee and Subcommittee No. 3 of the House judiciary Committee also Support this conclusion. Moreover, as Justice Stewart's opinion explains, compulsory
(11800811M will deter. many writers from seeking or publishing controverisal linform:Won. This is now lite-only way they can avoid the impossible dilemma of

betraying their confidential sources Or going to jail. The result is the most insidious form of censorshipself-censorship. Compulsory disclosure aLso allows
government to convert a writer "after the fact into ath investigative agent of
the Government . . . imposing a governmental function upon (Min)
." This,
,

violates "the very concept of a free press."

'MS
Some advocates of compulsoty disclosure contend that journalists :Ind WHIN'S

are "110 different' free other prospective lvitnesses and must have the sante
"duty" to testily,
arginnent ignores the realities of invesligalive
;111/1 the pub/ic'8 need to protect; the confidentiality cif a reporter's sources. Most,
prospective 1VitneSSeS aC(Illire i111011111111011
chance. Events occur in their pres-

ence; they receive information in business, social or casual relationships. The
fact that some people must dist:Id:4 :11f01.1111111011 as WHI1eSi,:e5 does 110! !..4101, the
(low Of 0'1.1118 by 11'11101 it comes to most of its, ;Journalists mid writers, on the

other hand. deliberately seek oil; inf intuition as the first step in the process Of
informing the public. As the Court of .Appe:ils noted in Caldwell. they perform a
"iniblie function" as "news gatherers," And mtlike ordinary witnesses, the threat
of compulsory disclosure does prevent them from obtaining information. Sources
Will not provide it; many J0111'1101iS1S 11111 stop Seeking it in controversial
situations.
Protection against compu)sory disclosure. is not sought as a personal privilege
for individual Nvriters. .1 I; is needed to protect the newsgaIliering process. to preserve the public::: right, to be/informed. First amendment rights are established
"au& for the benefit of the prtss so 1111101 118 for the benefit of all of us. (Time,
I nc.

N

II ill, 385 tf.8, 37.1, 380),

Some advocates of compulsory disclosure suggest it: is "improper" for the press

to rely on confidential sources or information. This is simply an oblique way of
suggesting that authors and journalists should stop writing about Wilda! corruption, malfeasance, social problems and .other evils. Without. confidential sources
and materials, the presslike Congressmen and public officialscould not discover or expose many of these problems. Alany people in and out of government
11'111 not risk their safety or jobs by openly disclosing vital information. )lany
fear to become involved with government officials; they 11111 lint volunteer this
information to grand juries or legislative committees. In the past. many would
May give it to journalists and writers sit a c0nfidenti:..1 baSis. If Congress does
not remedy the damage done by Caldwa, this valuable and indispensible source
of information will be destroyed. The public, not 11.1iiel', 11'111 be the loser.

Statutory Safeguards arc Required
Some opponents of compulsory diselitsure argue
"aallger(111S" to enact
legislative safeguards. They say it is better to "rely" on the first amendment.
This is a baffling and empty argninenfthe Cildwell Opinion has destroyed ti:at
alternative. A majority of the Supreme Court has refused to apply the First
Amendment to protect; the press against: compulsory disclosure. Unless the Congross acts, the press will have no protection against compulsion by federal authorities, and none against the majority of states-which do not have shield laws.

In the foreseeable future the Court is not likely to change its ruling. 'More

important,. as is indicated below, (Well if the Court: were to suddenly shift and
adopt the minority opinion of rJustiees Stewart. Brennan and Marshall, the
Court: 1V0111(1 give n0 greater protection than is provided hi S. ((37. Thus if
Congress does not act, the Press 11111'11;11'1! 110.111'Oteet1011 against compulsory

disclosure for years to come except the "power" Of going to jail to protect
sources. And that is not enough to reassure many potential informants 11'110 are

realistic enough to know that not all 1VIvitel'S Will 01111111We temporary martyrdom.

It is pointless to reject Congressional safeguards in the name of the first
amendment. If the. Court someday ruled in a new interpretation that the first
amendment granted absolute protection against compulsory disclosure, any
lessor protection granted by Congres.5 11'011111 lie superseded by the broader sa fegilards of the Coa't's new ruling. Freedom of the 1110:45 11111i4 Slarel. it' Congress

does not fill the gap left: by Caldwell. It gains much if Congress enacts S. ((7
or comparable legislation; it. gains even more if unqualified protection is
legislated.
fhors of Books
Protection against compulsory disclosure is as essential for authors of books
and magazines as it is for newspaper, television and radio writers and commentators. From Ida Tarbell's history of the Standard Oil COmpany to Seymour Hersh's My Lai 4, Rachel Carsons's Silent Spring, Ralph Nader's Unsafe at Any Speed and Alfred W. McCoy's The,POlitics of Heroin, in Southeast

The Proposed Legislation Should Protect

Asia, much of the most valuable "investigative reporting" has been done
hooks On current social, political_and economic problems. Books have ;purred
Congress to act on automobile safety, preservation of the environment, con-

sumer protection and- other 'nmjor issues. Books have often blazed the Iran for .,
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newspapers and televiAon. Indeed if one .weighpl the eltribini,,11.:,
invcstigalive reporting in hooks and on televisor, the scales would registe a more
valuable entitrilon
by hook au' hors.
Writers of such books must dile ilroteclion Ng:111181 compulsory d selostire.
:is Ihey have frequently intlicaied. much of their informal ioncan oily I e acquired

on condition that; they protect: the eotilidolitiiilit (ii. their soulyis. bur example: Michael Dorman, former. reporter for the Nor, york

.Ven,siceek and Niesdrill, in 1972 published a hook of .inve.tigalive re.hole of Organi.:ed Crime in inericn pont ir,v. In the
porting entitled
Preface, lie said: souse. infortatinbs "provided inc with lite information I. needed
the promises of confidentiality
on the promise they vraild not, be identified
Pregiiietits anti former. Presidelits
I
were idetitie;i1 with those 1
of the United States. To it wider. protection of sources is essential ...."
the
1972 book by
Green. lier.rly Moore and Bruce IVasserstrom entitled The
Vioxtql f'DtterpriNc ,S'I/Nientt Lae Italph Nader study group report on antitrust.
law etiforeententthe preface says: "Finally we must acknowledge the vainalde cooperntion of many interviewees who requested anonymity,
condition
carefully observed." Similar testimony on the need to preserve confidentiality
is 'found in the prefaces of such hooks its: tO Livingston 'l reel,
Oavid
ltogers (Itandoin House, jtaiS), a Minima it study which influenced the restructuring of the New fork City School system; My Lai 11, by Septioin Harsh
by peter
(Itandoin Ilonse, 1970) : Pawns, the I'light of the CifiZen
Barnes (linopf. 1972) ; Inside Internal Revenue, by NVillinin Surface 1,('owad
.

.

re Fail) iliac, Oscar Lewis.
S. 037, introduced by Senator Mondale, would give mohair's

"McClinn,11)(17)

such books the

same protection against compulsory disclosure that newspaper, radio or television writers would have. 1)etermitting if someone is an "author" within the
meaning, Of the statute raises no greater problem than deciding if someone
qualifies as a "reporter" under the proposed legislation or existing state shield
laws. Not every self-proclaimed "journalist" i8 mama:flit-ally granted protection; whether he really is one is a question of fact for a Court to decide,
The court also can decide if a .sultpoonited individual is, in fact, an author
who acquired the information sought while preparing a hook or niag,amine article
fur publication. Ills previously pul.disliecl works wo!'..1,1 he relevant to his status.
too, would he a contract with It recognized publislier
publish the book for

'.,loch the information was gathered. Indeed the issue of qualification ordi-

narily will be easy to resolve, since it will. usually arise after the book has been
published, or when it-is in printed galley form (in the 1)0:Asher's hands). Authors have been subpoenaed to disclose. information they act-mired while preparing books. If the license granted by G'aldweit is not :-.;.;.ininated by Congress. the
practice will grow. Authors are excellent investigators; it is tempting for grand
juries and committees to draft them liy subpoena as unwilling agents and informers.

Congressional Sof eg HO PIM Should Apply to the Slates

The Authors League urges that Congress enact safeguards against compulsory
disclosure that will apply to state as well as federal action. 14rotecting a. reporter

or writer against compulsory disclosure to a federal grand jury will not induce
potential informants to confide in him if a state grand jury or legislative committee can compel him to disclose his sources Of information. And protection by

state shield laws will not itotect confidential sources against expo,,ture by

federal grand juries or committees. Aforeover, the gathering and dissetninatitoi
of news and information are interstate activities which serve a national autlidunce. State action which compels disclosure of sources or information chokes

off information vvhielt people in other states are entitled to have.
In a meniorandnin to Subcommittee No, 3 of the I-Ionse .Tutliciary Committee.

WO set forth the authorities which we believe support, our Vie.' that Congress
leis the power to enact- safeguard:; witch apply to the states. A copy of the'
memorandum is attached to this statement. As there indicated, Congress has
the power to act tinder the Commerce Clause. It also has the power to prevent
compulsory disclosure by states, under the FirSt. and Fourteenth Amendments.
Congress Sltonlil Estalitish, Unqualified Safeguards
The protection against compulsory disclosure should not he curtailed by exceptions. Any information gathered by a jonrimlist or author in the course of
his work should be protected : and he should not he Compelled to dislose any of
his sources. Exceptions to thiS protection will deter informants from speaking
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mit to writers. Potential sources are not going to stake their personal. safety
II I he vagaries and niceties of Judicial interpretation.
1.1pponents of absolute protection argue that certain exceptions are required
because some information is too important for journalists to withhold; for example, the identity of a murderer or spy. BM the basic vain' ;lodgment I if he

or job Sel:!;1ily

t!I 'diluent :111SWVI'S that argument. Effective freedom or speech nod press

cause abuses and injury. lint exceptions designed to prevent these cause far
greater dannigito those first amendment freedoms. To preserve these rights, it
is better to refuse exold ions and tolerate the abuses. To protect the free flow of
information, it is bettor to reject exceptions and occasionally lose the evidence a
reported might be comp( Iled to disclose muter subpoena. in reality. the sacrifice
is minimal. 'Writers can- rarely provide admissable evidence which establishes
the guilt of murderers, spies or other criminals. And exceptions would be selfdefeating. .-ks the practice of compelling reporters to testily increases, criminals
and underivorld sources will stop confiding information to them. 0 rand juries
may subpoena. but the reporter's 11501111110SS as all unwilling government agent
\\*ill $0011 NVP:1 l out.
I 1 0WeVOI', HIP public will pay a heavy price for these self defeating exceptions.

As Mr. Justice Stewart noted. much information ,..iven to write...s on It confidential basis conies not from wrongdoers. but from people who want to expose Wrom-rdoing. Disclosures of corruption. malfeasance and dishonesty, in and outside of
government. often shall from information provided the press by employees who

insist on confidentiality for fear of losing their jobs or ruining their. careers.

Exceptions which make disclosure possible will frighten these people into silence.
This vill prevent the pressnewspapers, books, magazines, radio and tele-

VIS1011fr0111 continuing to perform their historic role as all instrument of inquiry, probing and reporting to the public on social problems. political chicanery
and criminal activities winch grand juries 0110 other official agencies are so often
unwilling or unable to expose.
Finally. the experience of several states wilicil have enacted. absolute shield
laws does not confirm the fears that complete protection for the press would seriously hamper law enforcement.
If Congress Opts for Qualified Protection, The Senate Should Enact S. 63Y
The Authors League believes the most effective protection for the free .,1011' of
information is the absolute prohibition of compulsory disclosure of sources and

information. It is practical. It can work. However, if Congress will not adopt

this approach. we urge that the Senate enact S. 037 introduced by Senators Mon-

dale, Mansfield, Proxmire, McGovern, Humphrey, Pell, Burdick, Williams and

Haskell.
Some of our colleagues seem to think that if an absolute statutory safeguard
is not adopted, Congress should not act at all. This is pointless. Sonic who hold
this view apparently assume the press would have received absolute protection if
the Caldwell (et. al.) decision had gone the other way ;-and they would prefer to

wait for the Court to 'conic around to the minority point of view. However, if
the Court had adopted the minority opinion of Justices Stewart. Brennan and
Marshall, the press would Mare received qualified protection under the First
Amendmentsomewhat less effective protection than is provided in S. 037. Jus-

tice Stewart said the government could compel a reporter to testify when it

could

"(1) show that there is.probable cause to believe that the newsman has
information which is clearly relevant to a specific probable violation of law';
"(2) demonstrate that the information sought cannot be obtained by alternative means less destructive of fi first amendment rights ; :tint

"(3) demonsrate a compelling and overriding interest in the information."
Thus, enactment of S. 037 would preserve the free now of information .as effectively as if Caldwell had gone the other way. And it provides vastly more effective protection against compulsory disclosure than "relying on the first
ninendmenr'sinee the Court has refused to apply the amendment to prevent
disclosure. Moreover, as we have noted above, S. 037 017 similar legislation would

not preclude the Supreme Court from ruling that the' first amendment does

grant absolute protection to the press, a ruling which would supersede any statute
that gave a lesser degree of protection. For the reasons set out in the attached
memorandum, we submit that while Congress cannot diminish the scope of first.
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amendment freedoms, a: interpreted by the Court, it eau give Ilmm a more effective degree Or protection than t In! Court is prt pa red to allow at -a giV011 !hot!.

AVe believe that. if limits are to be placed nn the protection against compul-

sory disclosure, they must be 11;11'1'0\0y drnwn 111111 :410).4.11. 10 careful procedural
:11111 111:11111Ig9S . \t
NVialhl indeed be
)thPrWiSe,

the outset, the burden of proving that protection should be set aside must rest

on the government agency trying to set it aside ; and it must- prove that the condilions tor removal exist, by clear anti convincing evidence, in a hearing at which
the writer or journalist may defend his right to confidentiality, S. 637 provides
I hese sa Vegan rds,

The government should be required to '.prove that there is probable cause to
believe that the writer has information which is clearly relevant to specific

probable violations of law, in limited categories of offenses. As Justice Stewart
emphasized, the broad investigative powers of grand juries and other bodies (including legislative committees) and their weak standards of relevance and materiality make this condition imperative. Without it, reporters and writers could
be compelled to disclose information having no connector or relevance to violations of law within the jnriStliction of the grand jury or other body (which must
have such jurisdiction). S. 037 imposes these requirements.
it also requires that such probable violation of laW must involve an imminent
danger of foreiga aggression, espionage or. threat to human life whieh cannot he
prevented without the disclosure. This limits the areas of information in which
disclosure can be Compel lc '1, reducing the deterrent effect on potential informants.

By contrast, exceptions.whieh required a reported to disclose any information of
which he had personal knowledge, or any admission of a crime made to hint, would
open the door so wide, that the flow of information would inevitably he choked
off. Nor should any loose exception be allowed in libel snits. As the Court of Appeals emphasized in Cernanto v. Time, Inc. and Walsh., 464 F. 2d 9S5 (5th Cir.
1972) the compulsory disclosure of confidential sources in a libel snit may con-

stitute the very -form of barrassment of the press which Mr. Justice Powell
stated, in Caldwell, was barred by the first amendment (p. 995). Moreover, the
Court ruled that coMpulsovy disclosure was not necessary to enable the plaintiff to prove knowing falsity or reckless disregard of the truth.'It should also be
remembered that civil libel suits and their pre-trial examinations can be, and
have been, employed for the primary purpose of forcing the disclosure of confidential informants .wbose information is embarrassing to a powerful plaintiff.
The Cervantes opinion indicates that other methods can deal with the problems
of proof under the New York Times rule,. and that libel 'suits should not be al-.
lowed to servo as a weapon for compelling disclosure of sources or information.
The third condition prescribed in S. 637_1s also essentialthe government mast
also prove, by clear and convincing evidence, that the information cannot be'obtallied by alternative means. As Mr. Justice Stewart emphasized, it would be a
futile sacrifice of freedom of communication if a-grand jury or legislative committee or other arm of government could compel a. writer to disclose sources or
information, when the same information could be obtained by other means. This
is particularly so in the case of grand juries and legislative committees which
are not bound by tight rules of evidence, and have other sources for such information.

We.believe it is essential that all of the conditions of S. 637 be incorporated ht
safeguard statute; in counduation they can limit the chilling effect of a qualified privilege on the free flow of information. We also believe it is imperative
that the protection of the statute apply to all information gathered, received or
prepared by media of communication which has not been published, and to
sources of -suck informationas S. 637 provides. Attempts to quality the types
of information protected by such subjective tests as "confidentiality" would
vitiate the protection.

we urge that whether Congress 'adopt an absolute safeguard or

5..037, the protection of the statute should apply to authors of books. Without
such protection, much valuable investigative writing and reporting would be
severely, handicapped; and the public would lose the benefit of the thorough
and independent investigation of vital and controversial social problems which
authors of books have conducted.
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THE Aurneas 'Jac Cr. OF AMERICA, INC.,
January 11, 197.3.
:

Hons-Robert W. Kasteumeier, Chairman, SUbeommittee So. 3, Coln !LAMY

on the Judiciary

From : Irwin Karp. Esq.

Re: Authority of Congress to Enact Free-Flow of Information Legislation Pre-

venting States from Compelliug Disclosure of Confidential. Sources or

uformation
1. The Authorg League and other organizations have urged the Sitheommit tee
to report. to the Congress legislation which world protect. journalists and authors
against compulsion by Federal or State authorities to disclose confidential sources
or unpublished information.
The question has been raised : does Congress have the authority to adopt freeflow of information legislation which would apply to state action.

-.

2. We respectfully submit that Congress has the Constitutional power to
enact legislation protecting writers and publishers against state compulsion to
disclose confidential sources or information and against punitive action by the
states for refusal to make such disclosures. We believe Congress has the authority to grant such protection under the Commerce Clause of the Constitution ;

and that it also has the power under the first and fourteenth amendments.
Authorities for this view are discussed below.
3. This memorandum is addressed only to the question of Congre-ssional author-

ity to legislate protection against state action in this area. The reasons why

Congress should enact such protection are the same as those which require that
Congress establish safeguards against compulsory disclosure by Federal authori-

ties. These are discussed in our statement and testimony to the Committee on
September 27, 1972. The gathering and dissemination of news and information
are interstate activities, and serve a national audience. Compulsory disclosure,
by state authority, will dry up sources of information on matters of national
interest, prevent the gathering of information for news stories, articles and
books which are distributed in interstate commerce and deny citizens throughout the nation the right to be informed about events that concern then'.
THE COMMERCE CLAUSE

As the Supreme Court has emphasized, "the power of Congress over the instrumentalities of interstate commerce is plenary. Congress can prohibit conduct
which would be lawful under state law. (Cleveland v. U.S., 329 U.S. 14, 19).
And Congress can prevent 'the states from punishing conduct which they have
the constitutional authority to make illegal. In Railway Employee Department v.
Hanson, 351 U.S. 225, the Court rules that states had the authority to adopt
right to work laws and to make the union shop illegal. However, the Court held,
the states could not enforce these laws 'against employees subject to the Railway
Labor Act. The Court noted that in the exercise of its power to protect interstate
commerce under Article I, Section 8, the Congress could authorize and protect
conduct which states had prohibited by otherwise valid legislation.

In Reina v. United States, 364 U.S. 507, the Court held thnt Congress had

the authority under the Commerce Clause to grant immunity from state prosecution, under state narcotics statutes. In Reina, the Petiticaer argued that the Commerce Clause did not give Congress the power to prevent state prosecutions. The
Court rejected -this argument, saying :
"Congress may. legislate immunity restricting the exercise of state power to the

extent necessary and proper for the more effective exercise of a granted power,

and disinctions based upon the particular granted power concerned have no

support in the Constitution. See Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, in which the Court
upheld a federal imomnity statute passed in the name of the Commerce Clause and

construed that statute to-apply to state prosecutions." (364 U.S. at 511)
We submit that the Commerce Clause gives Congress the same authority to
grant writers and publishers immunity against state prosecution or punishment
for refusing to disclose 'confidential sources or -information, in order to protect
the activities in interstate commerce of gathering and disseminating news and
information.

In Associated Press v. Labor Board, 301 U.S. 103, the Court held that the
gathering and dissemination of news are activities in interstate commerce and
"involve the constant use of channels of Interstate and Foreign commerce" and
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that the Congress can adopt appropriate statutes "for the protection and advancement, and for the insurance of the safety of, such commerce." For the reasons
indicated above (Par. 3) compulsory disclosure of confidential sources and information would restrict the essential interstate activities of gathering and disseminating news and information.
THE FIRST AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS

In Branzburg v. Hayes, both the majority and minority opinions agreed that
news gathering was protected by the first amendment (see slip Op. p. 15). The
opinions parted company on the issue of whether compulsory disclosure violateil
that protection. In Edwards v. South Carolina, 372 U.S. 229, the Court emphasized,
as it had many times before (see p. 235) : "It has long been established that these

first amendment freedoms are protected by the fourteenth from invasion by

the states."

Section 5 of the fourteenth amendment givt-s Congress the "power to ell-

force, by appropriate legislation, the provisions Of this article." As the Supreme
Court pointed out in Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, Section 5 gave Congress power to do more than merely "abrogate (e) only those state laws that the

judicial branch was prepared to adjudge unconstitutional" (p. 649). And the

Court pointed out that Congress could prohibit state conduct which the Supreme
Court might not declare a violation of the fourteenth amendment, if such legis-

lation was appropriate to carry out the provisions of time amendment. Hem,
we submit, there is ample evidence to justify the conclusion by Congress that
compulsory disclosure by state authorities will lead in many instances to inva-

sions of first and fourteenth amendment freedoms to gather and publish information, even though disclosure per se may not be a violation ; and therefore Con-

gress may, under the fourteenth amendment apply prohibitions against compulsory disclosure to the states:r

Moreover, 5 JusticesJustice Powell and the four dissentersagree that there

will be circumstances in which compulsory disclosure would infringe "legitimate
first amendment interests (which, require protection". (Justice Powell, Slip Op.
14). 2-3). Therefore, to protect these legitimate first amendment interests, recogniked by a majority of the Court, the Congress may, in the exercise of its-power

under the fourteenth amendment, prohibit all compulsory disclosure by the

states.
We submit that while Congress could take no action to diminish first amendment freedoms, it has the power to give them a greater and more effective degree of protection than the Court may be prepared to allow at any given time ; a
power granted by Sec. 5 of the fourteenth amendment.
And the Court has recognized that the Congress may act affirmatively to implement first amendment freedoms; In Red LiOlb Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 305
U.S. 36T, the Court said that because the regulations in question were authorized by Congress and because they "enhance rather than abridge the freedoms of

speech and press protected by the first amendment, we hold them valid am]
constitutional .. .9 (p. 375). See also, Rowan v. Post Office 397 U.S. 728 where
the Court ruled that Congress had the power to protect "the very basic right
to be free-from sights, sounds and tangible matter we do not want . . ."a
right which some Justices believe secured by the first amendment, and other
by various provisions of the Bill of Rights.

We respectfully submit that the Free-Flow of Information Act passed by the
Congress could prohibit compulsory disclosure by the states as well as the Federal Government ; and that such a prohibition could specifically recognize the
right of states to give an even greater degree of protection against comptilsory
disclosure than that granted by Congress, if Congress does not -give complete
protection.

.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD I. HOCH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM TIIE

18TH DISTRICT FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity of
testifying with respect to the bill I have cosponsored, H.R. 1263, and the overriding need that I believe exists for its passage.
In January 1971, I introduced H.R. 837 because of my conclusion that it would
he well to clarify the bounds of the rights of journalists to protect their confidential sources and information. Over two years have passed anti, I regret to
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-say, what is now needed is not clarification but vindication of the core first
nmendinent values at stake.
Since I introduced H.R. b37, the Supreme Court, in its
ruling in the Caldwell case, significantly limited the ability of the press to gather information
and thus of the public to receive information. The Caldwell ruling itself followed

a period in which a large amount of subpoenas were served upon the media
over 120 upon two networks alone in a time period of less than two years. Caldwell has been followed by the jailing of some newsmen and the threat of jailing

to all who believe they must protect the source and nature of confidential information obtained by them. All this has occurred under an Administration
whose public and private attitude toward the press has vacillated between simple

distaste and venomous distrust. It is already past time, I believe, for congressional action to insure dint the channels of communication of information to
the public are not damned.

The-bill I introduced three years ago was a "qualified" one and the bill I am
now cosponsoring, II.R. 121;3. is an "absolute" one. The reason for ins change is
the change around us: an Administration eeemingly committed.to preventing the
press from performing its first amendment functions (as well demonstrated in

the Pentagon Papers case) ; and courts which are unwilling to read qualified
bills as if any protection were intended and which seem unwilling to read even
supposedly "absolute" bills as if any protection had been given. This Administration's conduct in the Pentagon Papers case is itself an object lesson that
qualifications in "newsmen's privilege" legislation relating to "national security"
opens a Pandora's Box which may then be impossible to close.

As for the courts, two decisions in my native state of New York rendered last
Friday (February 23) are illustrative. In one, the Appellate Division upheld the

ordering of reporters who visited Attica Prisonas reportersto testify as to

what they saw while serving in the reportorial capacity. This was ordered despite the fact that police would not have been permitted to enter by the prisoners and that once reporters are thought of as ad-hoe police agents, such stories
will be subsequent unavailable to the public. It was also ordered despite the
fact that we have in New York what is thought of as an "absolute" privilege
statute. This demonstrates the ra-1 for the Congress in passing a bill to clarify
our intent that the "privilege" be arerpreted in its broadest terms. There must
be no mistake about our intent that a reporter will not be forced to testify against
his will on an event he witnessed in the course of gathering information for a
story, to turn over unpublished working notes, nor to reveal confidential sources
of information.
In the other case, a magazine was forced to give up its reportorial workproduct, its drafts of .manuscripts of a later published article with respect to
what is now the trial of IL Rap Brown for armed robbery. In this case it was the
defense that requested the information. My own feeling is that the principle of
newsmen's privilege must he respected in cases in which the defense is seeking
the disclosure of confidential information, as well as the prosecution.

-I appreciate the fact that in both these cases the argument can be made that
the 'public should be told everything the reporters saw and knew, both about
Attica and the holdup allegedly committed by Brown. But to require reporters so

to testify is necessarily and inevitably to impede their ability to gather news
in all casesand hence that of the public to receive it.

In other cases, qualified statutes have been read so narrowly that former

journalists such as William Farr have been held not entitled to their protection

and journalist Peter Bridge of a defunct newspaper, similarly held unprotected. These are more illustrations of the manner in which the courts have
interpreted the statutes now in existence at the state level.

The number of subpoenas ordering newsmen to disclose confidential information has increased at an alarming rate in the past year making all the moreurgent the need for congressional action. Just this week a publisher, editor and
10 reporters were ordered to turn over to President Nixon's re-election committee all their notes, tapes and other private material relating to news articles on
the bugging of the Democratic National Committee headquarters in June. The
argument by the Republicans' lawyer that his client is not asking for "confidential sources" but rather "information they secured in interviews," IS specious. The confidentiality of worldng notes is equally important as the names of
confidential sources. *Furthermore, if the subpoenas are broad enough, covering
both private and public conversations, they will effectively lead to the identification of the sources.
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In closing I should note that T OM joint= in introdueing Congressman Wa
hill. H.R. 2187, to extend the privilege to the state level. The langenee of the bill
is also tighter in expressing the intent of Congress that the law when passed be
broadly interpreted. The hill states that :

"No person shall be required to disclose in any Federal or state preeeeding
" (1) the source of any published or unpubil-howl -information olttelned in
the gathering, receiving or processing of inrornuillittl for may medium of
communiention to the pnbli, or
"(2) any unpublished information obtained or prepared in gathering, receiving or processing of inemnatien for tiny medium of etattmuttivetion to
the public."

mu. 'LIST avoids any possible aisqualifieatien if the person is a -retailer reporter" or the puliticatiell was a defunct one. It also ovoids narrow interpretation of "newsman" er "confidentiality" to which sotne t,f the enlier hills end
state statutes have been subjected.
It is time to extend a bread, encompassing protection to newsmen. This is not
for their private or personal benefit. It is a protection for all or us. T hr Iieve- -and

I believe it is the essence of the first nmendmentthat the Nation would do

better to protect reporters flint to protect those who wfould save its from them.
S:ere:etN HY ELMER W. ',MYER, Paesnn:yr. ABC News. F nntrAnY 1971;

Al C urges this Congress to enact a newsmen's privilege bill to provide that
newsmen and news media may not. he compelled in any federal or state judicial,
legislative, executive or administrative proceeding to disclose any unpublished
information or the source of any information. published or enymblislml, withered
in the course of investigating, preparing and reportieg. the news. The privilege

should extend to notes, photographs, filin, tapes and information in any form
which the newsman or news medinm has not voluntarily madtepublie.
Last October, ABC submitted a statentent to house Judiciary Subcommittee
No 8 supporting enactment of a qualified newsmen's priaege bill in the belief

that qualified privilege would suffice to accomplish the goal of protecting the free

flow of information to the public. in light of developments since that time, we
have now-come to the view that nbsolnte privilege Is required to accomplish this

end, and we advocate a preemptive statute which would express the sense of
Congress that preserving first amendment values warrants national priority
The news media have faced threats to freedom of the press in the- past. and
have withstood those attacks without recourse to national legislation. We have
been sustained by powerful first amendment traditions, supported by Supreme

Courtdeeisions which have recognized that env democratic system depends upon
free and' open channels of communication. The Caldwell decision changed- that.
and what has ensued since Caldwell has turned threat into reality.
Sources are beginning to dry up and reporters ore censoring themselves. From
the field, journalists report that once- cooperative confidential sources, aware .of
the Caldwell decision, are hacking off for fear of exposure. There is little dispute

that jonrnalists rely heavily on confidential sources. Often, sources risk their
jolts, their status, perhaps even their lives, if their identity is revealed. Increase
the risk to confidential sources and you decrease the number of sources.

Incidentally, newsmen as a group have no predilection for martyrdom. Like
most Americans, newsmen want to do their jobs and he left alone. This observation lends credence to disturbing reports I have read recent-1Y that journalists
are avoiding being present during activities the government might want to investigate. Other newsmen report that they have destroyed background notes and

tapes they might have used in future stories. This may not he censorship as
strictly defined, but the result is identical. The public. is denied information it
would otherwise have.

It is essential that we remind ourselves that the information the press digs up
Mitch causes controversy is not trivial fan magazine gossip :Mont celebrities'
private lives. It is the munch less glamorous but much more significant information about corruptirm, waste and inefficiency in government. and in unions, cot.,
porations, charities and other institutions that wield influence over our lives.
It is equally essential to reiterate that we in the news prolessinp domot fancy
ourselves a privileged Class entitled to immunity as a matter of personal right.
We view newsmen's privilege as necessary to the effective exercise of our responsibility to the public. The public responsibility of the press was built into our
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system by the Founding Fathers as a safeguard'against the abuse of government
authority. That responsibility has grown as our country and government have
expanded and the individual's sphere of personal information has diminished.
Since Caldwell, that responsibility has become hazardous. The number of subpoenas for reporters' testimony has increased, primarily on state and local levels.
State judges in construing state "shield" statutes have placed extraordinarily
narrow interpretations on the privilege and ruled it not applicable in important
crises.

In retrospect, what has occurred since Ca Wren is not surprising. If a newsman
breaks a story about misdeeds in government, he is the most emmvenient short-emit

to more information. Rather than conduct its own investigation, which takes
time, money and plain hard work, the authorities demand that the newsman turn
over his work product. What is most disturbing is the instance where the newsman's information is sought not to identify the wrongdoer but to identify the
source that caused embarrassment to the government. The practical fact is that

the government doesn't need the HOWSBRUI'S information for successful prosecu-

tion. No newsman or news organization can match the panoply of power and

resources the government can. bring to. bear on an investigation when it wants to.
It is also not surprising that state judges have tended to find loopholes in state
"shield" laws. The judge is cInty-bound to summon all pertinent wit; ,sses and

available data. He is bound to be harsh in evaluating any privilege which appears to interfere with that process. ills perspective is necessarily short-term
resolving the ease at hand. Ile does not generally give appropriate consideration
to the larger, societal questions raised by compelling disclosure. That is a job
Congress must do.

The climate of pressure on newsmen since Caldwell threatens to affect our
ability to function effectively even where no strict pledge of confidentiality is at
issue. The spectacle of newsmen testifying before grand juries and investigative
bodies identifies the news media in the public mind as an investigative arm of
government. People who talk to reporters and who allow themselves to he filmed
will become more cautious if they perceive reporters as police accessories. Lines
of communication between tire press and the disaffected groups in our society,
which are difficult enough to maintain because of mistrust of the establishment.
will become more difficult. The press will face new obstacles in digging behind

official handouts and press releases. There will be n lot the public will never
know. The free flow of information, which is the foundation of intelligent selfgovernment, will be less free.
Iu conclusion, ABC urges this Congress to act now to afford newsmen and the
news media absolute privilege against compulsory disclosure of information and

sources in any federal or state forum. We believe this approach is necessary to
preserve the public's right to a free flow of inforffintion, and We will support any
bill which in our judgment achieves this objective.

STATEMENT or Ilox. Gcomar MeGorkux, U.S. SENATOR FROM SOUTIL DAKOTA,
FEBRUARY 27, 1973

Mr. Chairman, I found it particularly appropriate that the Governor of New
York last week urged this committee to report: .ont a strong bill protecting the
rights of newsmen. For it was his colonial predecessor who, even before the
Founding Fathers wrote the Constitution, inadvertently established the American principle of a free press by prosecuting Peter Zenger.

Zenger's successful defense established a principle in which I firmly believe
that the press bas essentially an adversary role toward those of us in Government.
That principle has served us well from the time of George HT through Ten Pot.

Dome to Watergate. If we sacrifice that principle now in a time of increasing

governmental secrecy and sophisticated propaganda, we will deprive ourselves of
111e most importnut constitutional check against what Thomas Jefferson called
"the tyranny of government."
The Supreme Court has now held that time freedom of the press does not inehule

freedom to- keep sources and unpublished material confidential. I am not the
constitutional lawyer that you are, Mr. Chairman. I cannot eomment fully on
the regal wisdom of that decision; but its practical effect is all too obvious.
If a Pentagon employee knows that gross mismanagement (or perhaps even
dishonesty) has resulted in a billion dollar cost overrun will he now give this
information to a reporter? Under the pretense of investigating the allegations,
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.

the government can obtain the employee's name and quietly "promote" him to 's
less sensitiveposition or discover that his services are no longer needed.

I personally believe that the excellent expose of the Watergate affair by
The Washington Post and other papers may have been severely hampered by
the government's attempt to ferret out the sources of the Los Angeles Times.
Perhaps even your investigation into that scandal has been adversely affected.
The problem will not be solved by giving newsmen protection against the
federal government alone.
Our country was recently rocked with scandals of graft and corruption among
politicians in New Jersey and police in New York City, The New York Times
and other papers aggressively sought out the stories and courageously published
them. But where would they have gotten their facts had their sources been subject to retaliation?
Once we seal the months of newsmen we seat the lips of their sources. AM
if our citizens are deprived of the facts, how will they learn about misconduct in
government?
Those, I believe, are the real Issues for your consideration.

I believe the first amendment was intended to protect a free and responsible
press. But recent court actions have clouded that purpose. Strong legislative

action is now needed to protect newsmen and their sources.

Newsneat seldmit witnew crimes; their information is generally hearsay.
The initial lends published stories supply can be fleshed out by hard and careful investigation. I doubt prosecutors claim to be less able than reporters.

I personally agree with the view expressed by some, including Mr. Ben Bradlee
of The Washington Post that the legislation. yon are considering may ultimately
prove to restrietthe historic rights of the press.

However, I understand that the risks of inaction may be greater than those

of action. Too many newsmen have already been jailed ; too many sources may
already have dried up.

As I stated earlier, I believe the legislation you report out should reach the
states as well as the federal government. I understand that recent Supreme
Court decisions (such as South Carolina vs. Katzenback and Satzenbach vs.
Aloman) make it clear that Congress has the right to do this under SeCtion 5 of

the 14th Amendment.

In additiom the bill must he clear that it does not convey the right for anyone
to obtain information from the press. Rather, the bill must be strictly remedial
delining those areas In which there should be an absolute privilege against disclosure and prescribing careful safeguards in other areas.
I think the absolute privilege should extend to :
First, all legislative investigations, and
Second, -to all criminal investigations and prosecutions.

I understand the pressures to compel a newsman to reveal information that
could save a life or save the nation from grave peril, as the bills before you
provide.

HoWever, should you adopt that proposal, I suggest you limit such information
to be used to save and not to prosecute. The government should keep the information confidential. The fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine should not apply to
such cases.

We should prescribe careful judicial procedures to insure those safeguards.
In national security eases, a judge should determine the sensitivity of classified
material and not have to rely on the government's classification.
There are two areas which are not dealt with comprehensively in the legislation before you which may soon be before the Supreme Courtthe potential
conflict between the first amendment and the due process Manse as well as the
sixth amendment. The Sixth Amendment grants a criminal defendant the right
to subpoena witnesses in his or her own defense. Certainly n man on trial for
murder is entitled to any exculpatory information a newsman may have. However. we should adopt a proeedure which insures that process does not become
a fishing expedition.
A similar option should be available to newsmen in the civil suits for libel or
whatever when the inquiry turns to confidential sources or unpublished information. Certainly one shonid be able to sue for a vicious libel ; but newsmen's
sot

should not be needlessly compromised thereby.

The procedures used in the recent Watergate trial seem sensible to me. There,
the judge heard testimony in secret and the newsman had the right to appeal
his adverse decision before being compelled to testify. In each case the burden
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should be on the party seeking the information to prove the relevance of the
information sought by clear and convincing evidence.

Mr. Chairman, newsmen have historically been among the most patriotic of
Americans. I do not think there is any substantial fear that they will cease \o
be so. If the press has information the national interest requires, I am confident
they will make is available. Compulsory procedures are not needed and have
proven harmful.
The American press is generally recognized as being. the best in the world.
I dont think their reputation is coincidental to the freedom they have enjoyed.

If we take away that freedom, we will all of us lose the freedom that is made
possible by the free flow of ideas and information.
STATEMENT Or EDWARD MILLER, CALL-CURONICLE NEWSPAPERS, INC.,
ALLENTOWN, PA., FEBRUARY 13, 1073

This is a joint. statement by the Call-Chronicle NewspaperS, Inc., and Local .49
of The Newspaper Guild before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, the Honorable Sam J. Ervin, Jr. presiding, on February 20, 1073.
The Call-Chronicle Newspapers, Inc., is a combination of three general-circulation newspapers (morning, evening and Sunday) with a combined daily circula-

tion of 127,000 and a Sunday circulation of 147,000. Published in Allentown
Pennsylvania, these newspapers serve nine counties in eastern Pennsylvania and
western New Jersey including the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton metropolitan
area, third largest in Pennsylvania.
Local 49 -of The Newspaper Guild is a professional organization representing
some 125 employes of the Call-Chronicle Newspapers, Inc..

The Newspaper and the Guild wish jointly to express to Congress our apprehension over a recent trend by public officials at all levels of government to

annex the press as an agent of their public policies.
We find chilling confirmation of our view in the minority opinion on the Caldwell decision handed down last year by the Supreme Court. Speaking for three
of the four dissenters, Justice Potter Stewart warned that the Caldwell decision
"invites state and federal authorities to undermine the historic independence of

the press by attempting to annex the journalistic profession as an investigative
arm of Government."

We believe this trend denies the unique and precious role of the press in our
American form of democratic government. Our Constitution created a position
for the press as one of the so-called checks and balances in American government.
By assuring freedom of the press, the Constitution affirmed the absolute autonomy
of the "fourth estate."

The underlying philosophy of that Constitutional guarantee, we believe, is
that a freely informed citizenry is necessary to make democracy work well, and
that there is virtually no hope for an untrammeled flow of information to the
public if the media are constantly under the sword of government Intervention.
But we believe the recent trend toward annexation is raising that very sword
above our heads.
The most insidious manifestation of that trend is the growing willingness of
investigators and law-enforcement officials to subpoena newsmen in efforts to
prosecute their cases, some of which would not exist were it not for the prior and
independent efforts of enterprising newsmen.
We believe it is now the clear duty of the Congress to put an end to the ability
of prosecutors to annex the newsroom to the attorney general's office.
We urge Congress to enact unconditional privileges for newsmen that will

shield them, under any circumstances, from being pressed into service as a

surrogate government investigator.
We defer to Congress' wisdom to formulate the exact language and legal eonstruetion of such a measure. But we certainly urge Congress to eschew conditional measures, especially those that would permit forced disclosure when the
information cannot be secured elsewhere. Such conditional hills, we feel, are not

at all in keeping with the spirit of what needs to be done and they might even
encourage the abuses we seek to preclude by specifying conditions under which a
government prosecutor may legally annex the newsroom.

There are critics of newsmen's privileges who question whether journalists

should be accorded special rights that the general public does not enjoy.
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Our reply is that such protection, when accorded to a newsman acting in his
professional capacity, is unquestionably necessary to maintain the confidence of

reluctant sources, and so the flow of otherwise unobtainable material to the
public. The fact is that newsmen in this country bear Constitutional responsibilities that are quite different from those borne by the general public, and we
feel that a commensurate differential in Constitutional rights is justifiable.
In conclusion, we urge this committee and the Congress to re- affirm the first
amendment separation between government and the press by enacting an unconditional newsmen's shield law that will allow newsmen to accept information

from confidential soirees without fear of being compelled to identify those

sources or reveal unpublished information, under any circumstances, by government investigators at any level under Congressional lurisdiction.
We thank the committee for this opportunity to offer our vhws.
EDWARD I). MILLER,

Eccecutive Editor, Call -Chu ruaicic Newspapers.
PAUL D. LOWE,

Provident, Local 40, TNG.
STATEMENT OF Tom AIILLER, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Since June, 196S, I have been engaged as a .professional reporter and writer.
Between Jantatry and June, 1969 I was a fulltime editor of College Press Service

in Washington (CPS, since relocated in Denver, is a daily news and feature
service which has as its recipients hundreds of college, community and alternative newspapers around the country.) Other than that, I have been self-employed
as a free-lance writer and reporter, having written for scores of newspapers and
magazines searing areas from small communities to the entire country. Most of
the subjects I have written about involve anti-authoritarian groups, decidedly
unorthodox and quite alien to the norms of society. Because of their activities
and my closeness to them in outlook and professional capacity, both the subject
matter and, to a lesser degree, myself often find ourselves under surveillance,
investigation and general harassment from governmental authorities.
In the summer of 1971, I was subpoenaed to appear and testify before a federal
grand jury sitting in Tucson, Arizona, which was then and is now my residence.
The grand jury was investigating various fOrms of anti-war and radial] activity,
much the same type of subject matter I was writing about for underground and
alternative publications. Orchestrating the grand jury proceedings were lawyers

from the now-defunct Internal Security Division of the Justice Department.
Through my attorney, Mark Raven of Tucson, I refused not only to testify, but
even to appear. This distinction is importantrefusing to testify can mean you
will go behind the closed door of the'grand jury room into the private proceedings.

Refusing to appear, of course, means the opportunity to even refuse testimony

does not come about. My refusal to appear was based on first amendment

grounds protecting a free press. By merely going behind closed doors, the news
sources with which I dealt could not be sure if I said anything. The appearance of
it reporter going involuntarily to a grand jury inquisition casts a doubteven a
slight shadow of doubt in the eyes of many, enough so that certain organizations
and individuals would refuse to co-operate in my further news-gathering efforts.
And if one writer, whom they had previously trusted bad gone before a grand
jury, it makes it all the harder for other journalists to gain the confidence and
information these sources tin Ye.

The Justice Department refused to recognize my status as reporter. They

claimed I made a "less than adequate showing that" .1 engage "in the occupation

of a reporter." "The United States submits," the Justice. Department told. the
court, "that without some more definite /moot such as copies of income tax re-

turns showing his occupation and his income from such occupation. Miller should
not. be recognized as a member of that class ..."
The judge (William Frey, U.S. District _Court for Arizona) thought otherwise
and allowed illy claim of reporter to stnnd.

The government. In its appeal brief, still contested this standing. And what

was the reasoning of the Internal Security Division? "At no point, does he disclose

his present employer. To the eontrary, it appears from his supporting affidavit
that he has not been actively employed since 1969. He is considered by his peers
to be a `stringer' or Tree-lance writer' and a source for information rather than
newsman. For these reasons, it is clear that appellee has not met the first re.
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quirementhe is not a reporter," Further, the go vernownt refused to admit the
sensitive nature of the subject matter I was usually dealing .wit!t. Their entire
legal attack on lay position was an arbitrary attack en the status of free-lance
journalist, mid quite implicitly, on those tvho have close ties 'with radical
thought and activity in this country. The chronology of events in the ease. in
summary, is that Judge Frey ruled that an in camera hearing be held to determine whether there was a compelling need for my testimony. The goverament
refused to appear at the hearing (after having earlier said they could make such
a. showing), and the judge quashed the subpoena. In September, 1971 the Justice
Department appealed the lower court ruling to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, In June. 1972 following the Caldwell-Pappas-Branzberg decision. the
Justice Department filed a supplemental brief asking that the lower court order
he overruled "since the ease was predicated on Caidircit, which it followed through

the Ninth Circuit. I filed a motion asking that the government appeal be de

Oared moot, the grand jury which subpoenaed the 1anVit g been disigtargell and
a new one impaneled. In December, 1972 the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals sn
ruled, and the Justice Department entered no further appeal.

Virtually point by point,. the adieus of the Justice Department refute their

own internal "guidelines for subpoenas to the news media." Although the guidelines say they do not consider the press "an investigative arm of the government."
that is in fact what they would have me he, The `'reasonable attempts"- b, obtain
infonntition from non-press sources before considering a press stilmeena were
not evident. There was no "negotiations with the press" when the subpoena was
contemplated. As a result, the second Part of item #3 iu the guidelines did not
follow, to wit : "the government shall make it clear what its needs are in a particular case as well as its willimpiess to respond to the particular problems of the
news media." Further, the guidelines state that a subpoena issued to the newsmedia without the authorization of the Attroney General should he quashed as a
matter of course. This was not advocated by the Internal Security Division either,
In summary, the Attorney General's guidelines did not protect any rights in
my case, in fact the Justice Department did all it could to refute my legitimate
claim as a reporter. The guidelines, since they do not define what is media and
what is not. leave large substantive issues to the U.S. Attorney's interpretation

and discretion. Furthermore, since they are internal departmental guidelines.
they can be amended or discarded at will. Because of the complexity of the
news gathering profession there are numerous postions which are vital to the
process, and any "shield law" which omits

segment of the news-gathering and

disseminating process weakens the entire objective. If a law which has as its

plirpos'e to uphold a free press omits any part .of file press then the whole law Is
ineffective. Certainly a free-lance writer or television camera operator is fast as
much 'a part of the process of collecting and sending out news as a New York
Times correspondent or a network television reporter. Unless a "shield law" is

as strong In Its detail and as the first amendment is in principle. it dilates the
idea of an unemeumbered free-flow of information. If a news gatherer is compelled to testify 'against his or her will, that person's ability to gather more information is substantially reduced. As the Justice Department so ably demonstrated in my case. left to its own devices, any loopholes and circumventions it
can carry out. it most likely will. Only a law as strong and all encompassing and

unqualified as the first amendment itself can remedy the tendency of government to utilize newsgatherers for its own ends.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION. MARCII 25.1973

irraonucrrox
The National Newspaper Association shares with the members of the Senate
Constitutional Rights Subcommittee the views of its members on the qnestions
now before this Committee. We sympathize with the difficult decisions you will
have to make in coining weeks in Wrestling with the many issues which this
legislation- encompasses.
On March 1.1973. representatives of this Association appeared before the Honse

Judiciary Subcommittee which is considering similar bills. Although NNA made
every effort to appear personally before the Senate Committee. we were unable
to do so because of the many pressures for time before the Committee. We are

asking that this statement be made -a part of the hearing record on this legislation. We hope the Committee members will consider it fully, the same as if
it had been presented in person.
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tact that inherent in toy legislation Is it real solicitude not merely for Heft sown
but atv, ior timer pennons who become their coottlidentinl netts soil rec.,
It Is they who twist protection perhaps more than joumnilsts. Pot' it the Identity
of the Inforinntit is tweed Into the mien, he or she etaild !tectonic the target of a

-thole lunge of retaliator)* fictions. They would become so vulnerable watt the)
umild hesitate, In say the least, before Imparting an)' information to n newsman,
lei matter SUM' 11filtorkitlt it Wald be for the public to know the facts involved.
Therefore. II Is essential, If we want to elicititrage n file flow or InforlitatIon to
the MIMIC, to mulct legisintIon dint twirled% to.t. merely the einninit but also the
soorre of such Information.
Moreover, II Is Important (lint the ',OHM' hate no doubt Bunt he Is, Iu fait
protected. TtitS Is why a bill einiched In absolute terms, as mine Issas tile 11111
vital. If We Were to enact a law saying that news; sourees are
of (tights
flhietilip4l except under certain clrettitisin In es-11 NW gintIltlett I I y it Ilst of "WA
titers " Ili en the source could have no nieutrinice that his nniatntity would be
preserved, Ile widthd hnve the burden of trying to dame out befortimild whether
could, or timid not, trust the law should he demise to It the 'albit in on
official secrets flint really ought not to he secrets. Ills tendency then would be
ill play it sate -ate adopt 11 persotinl pulley whirls, lit effect, would belt down to

this; "When In dunk "which r,ruiii he most of the time), keep quiet. Perhaps
I be people might tied oust some other way."
Under 11.11, 372 , though, the sou rte would knoie that the journalist he Is dent-

Ira with could net be compelled to reveal his identity. Ills only problems. then,
would he (a) whether he feels he could trust the minimalist to fall Nick ia this
law. it that iscomes necessary, and (Ii) whether he feels that he nth Indeed. in
good conscience. violnte the confidence of his superiors In the ngeney where he
became privy to the cinssilled InfortlIfltIon.
This Int t er cinisidernt Ion has Its own implientions In terms of good 1.4111e policy

but these, I submit, while Indeed Important, fnii nntside the, purview of the Issue
concerning us here. In this connection, though, I think we might to be cognizant
lof n linslc distinction between the new/mint' miil the news source. While lite news

wow,. (If he Is it public 'uncial) Is nn agent of I Ile shill*, pniperly subjeet

disciplinary sanctions (no matter how high his molives) when be leaks Informathin and gets caught doing it, the newsman himself is not an ngent of the state.
To force 11Int Into the role of :Unties ngent, under threat of Imprisimment.
to tamper with nun .bridge freedom of the press. Worse yet, It would create substantial doubts In the mind of the piddle that the presto is, In fact, free n neutral
twee Interposing itself between the people and their thiernment. In order to help
the people exercise those rights that are reserved to them tinder our CI MS1111111011.

With IIle foregoing constituting the rationale. as 1 see It, for n statute confer-

ring nieminte Immunity. I would like to call your attention most spedfleally
Io t he seope and the phrasing of 11.11.

As Is evident, this 1,111 would extend Immunity to newsmen only ht those cases

where the federal thoernment has jurisdiction. While I would be very pleased
if flits Subcommittee were to approve n bill conferring the same hiltinIttIty with
respiet te state and locol government, I suspect that Congress lacks authority to
!mishit(' in this area for States and their stibIlvislons.
The phrase "no person" applies to any person to the United States. In ether

words, the 1.111 Is not restricted In Its coverage to professional newsmen nr nuthors

only. I don't think we eon come tip with n suitable definition of what Is n pro.
fessionnl H01111111. lint even if we could. I don't think we should limit the profeetion. A pamphleteer or the nem/Monal publisher of a small newsletter. wide!)
he might distribute even free of charge, potentially has the capability of develop-

ing confidential sources of infortnntionand information disseminated by him

might !MVP as high n degree of validity ns the contents of our daily newspapers
or bettor known magnzines.
The "no person" formulation also affords protection to former newsmen who
might be otherwise employed nt the time an official Inquiry Is launched. Again. I
think we must keep In mind the fact that ire went to assure persons with Information to Impart flint they need not fear forced betrayal by the newsman receltdata. Informants nnturall would feel Inhibited if they could be certain of
fng

protection only on n temporary basisonly during the time that their contact

remains employed by a given news organization.
"Any Information" refers, of course, to notes and other materials In the t)osses-

Mon o5 n writer nr broadcaster which were not published nr broadcast. Were n
newsman forced by n subpoena to produce this background data, he might In-

S7
dirmtl lead 111s hainfAtors to the ciihildO1111111 t.loiret. of 111611'11;1f

n, shin' in

many ettNes inferences einild lg. drawn by Ilivet.tlinitots examining Ilio material.
Section 2 farther defines the term "perraiti" and 11,11keS it 011ie that le Word
includes e4:rporatbm44 and other business entities,
feel Ibis Is needed becniew
oranizations etnploying newsriett often hove physical po..ommion of ISIS 110104
1

111111 101111.r 1111111'11111P, and we might In haVe n slat Ilie Ist'ulect ing 1111.111. 101t, ngaiust

forced disclosure,
Thank yon very ankh fur pour attention, 1 11110; 1 have covered now the salient
points 4I* 1 1.11. 3725, 111111

1 would be Imspy to answer any questions poi Might

have.
NATIONAL Assort rues err
WWII , 11473
Mr, Chairman, tiY name Is John It. Summers. 1 mu Ileneral coloisoi or Ihi.

STA-It:sit:NT Or JOIIN 11, SUMMITS. (SENCItAl.
InIOADCASTKIIS,

National Assisi:404in of liroadeasters which Is 111(111141 at FM N Street, N.W.,
WumItingion.
Tin' NAlt is a nott.prldit trade association. which has Iii membership 3.601 AM and PM radio stations. 530 television stations. and all natio:nil
mato and television networks.
The National Association of nroadensters welcomes this opportunity to support

the ennelment of S. 15S whIeli will afford newsmen an monndilled privilege

against the disclosure, In any Federal or Stole proceeding, of either their source
of inform t ion or I hel r unpublished information.
l'r44ecting the newsman so as to insure a free flow of information to the publie
Is of paramount interest to NA]; because of broadeasting's importance to our
11111bm's system of commonications, The radio and television media have for sonic

tiro. been nssuming an ever expanding role in the process of gathering and disseminating news. The heavy reliance of the public: on lonmdeast mediu as its prinOpal source of news and information underpins the vital need to assure that
radio and television newsmen are not impeded in their news gathering fnuctions.
Indeed, a television newsmatphotograplier was the focus of one of the three
eases dealt with by the Supreme Court in the Bran:berg v. Ha yc$ decision which
triggered the current need for legislative relief.
Following the Supreme Court decision in liranzberg Hayes, it became apparent that if newsmen were to be protected as to their sources and unpublished
information this would have to be accomplished through appropriate legislation.
Indeed. the Supreme Court expressed the view in that ease that Congress is free
to determine whether a statutory newsmen's privilege is necessary and to fashion
:Oa:Wards and rides "as narrow or broad" as detneed necessary to cover air evil
it might discern.
At first blush, it appeared to many in broadcasting that some kind of qualified

statutory privilege would provide adequate protection to insure the free flow
of information to the public via this nation's broadcasting system. However.
Ibis earlier reaction has been altered signifirn ally by the events which have
followed In the wake of the Branzberg ease. Four newsmen have already gone
to Jail for refusing to divulge confidential information to courts or grand Juries
and several others have faced sentences for deurying court. orders to reveal
sources or unpublished information.

Against this backdrop, it is now clear that Federal legislation dealing with

newsmen's privilege must be absolute and must apply to all governmental proceed-

ings. both State and Federal. In the latter respect, it is noted that most of the

actions taken against newsmen since Branzbery have occurred at the State level.
We are runs aware of the views and arguments in opposition to the concept

of absolute immunity for newsmen. The parade of horrible which can be assembled under the absolute approach is long and imposing, but it is largely

conjecturd. We know of no cases where newsmen have impeded Justice by withholding information relative to serious crimes, national security. or other matters
of paramount public concern. In area, the opposite is true. Newsmen, where able

to protect confidential sotirees, have been instrumental in ferreting out crime.
Some vivid examples of such accomplishments by broadcasting and the print
media were offered in the October 4, 1072 statement of Senator Cranston before
Subcommittee No. 3 of the House Judiciary Committee.
The real issue before Congress is whether newsmen will be protected so as to
insure they can fully perform their role of Informing the public without govern-

ment interference or Intimidation at any levelbe it local, state or Federal. Any

qualification appended to a statutory newsmen's privilege, irrespective of how well
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tolooltooloi, v..00lit beat lho sods or soil, govprmpoilli toterrormol. or Int 111111111.
!loll. for
would necessarily be subject to varying interpretations
by a %%hie range of judicial nail quasi-judielal authorities at diverse leveiK of IIe

governmental structure. Examples of such erosion have 1111%.1(11,' been wIttiew.ed
motor qttalified stale shield laws which %vere supposed to protect newsmen's
sotirres and iororooltion.
voolooli the imbue iooro,t prowrving. the free flow of information to the
people Mr t rotiveends the volideetlital erns %ltlelt itialerpla the arguments ror a
pivlbge. The ninvsitten serving this nation's connimitientIons media
must, at the very least, 1)e neenelled an Initial absolute privilege if the !Millie Is
to he SU ?*1.11.1.11. Sbonhi experience under such an absolute privilege result In

serious nimses or that right. then Congress would bo free to coasIder renetilai
legIsla t 1141.

In view 0)1' the foregoing. the NA II slromgly iirges passage or 8.155 MHO, would
lilt nnquulilied my:4111441's prlvlI,gi oppllenlile to slate as Well as Federal
111.11(.1.1.1nitg.4.

Thank you for affording its the oppoettiolly to Stihmit this statement.
STA.' ENtEN

or HON. ('lIAIO.ES W. WHALE:S.
Fito NI THE

I )1 sTail7r

Or TII

A ItEl'OEStINTATIVE IN CoNGHEsS
STATE Or OHIO, MAIICII 15, 1973

Nit.. Chairman. I alit pleased to have this opportunity to submit to statement in
',moor or the Frei. Flow Of Informallon Act, legislat Ion i have introduced to

instire the confidentiality of journalists' sources and Information, thereby insuring the people's right to, know.

This distinguished Stillemninittee merits eommondation for its vont bitting
scn-ltivity to tist amendment freedoms. The nowfamous hearings in 1071 and
1972 on the n4'1410111
PIPS!: revealed a number of threats to the first
amendment. Including the problem which the Free Flow of information Art is

designed to resolveUm power of the government to harass and intimidate

junrao lists by issuing. subpoenas. In fact, I Was honored to lead off those hearings

in September 1971, and I devoted my testimony exclusively to the subpoena

problem.

The reasons why I believe protective legislation is necessary have not chanFred
slue)) I testified in 1911. In lay original testimony, I outlined how the subpoena
power imperils public access to valuable information. For the sake of brevity, I
will not repeat those comments here. r should note, however, that an intervening
event between my initial testimony and lily statement today has made the argu-

ment fur a legislative remedy even more compelling. I refer, of course, to the
605 (1972). in that deciSupreme Court's ruling in Bon:burg v. Het
-10S
sion the Court rules that journalists do not have a COONtitlItI011111 right to with hn1d testimony whether given in confidence or.notfrom a grand jury. Thus, it
is clear that. it' a free flow of 'nformation is to be insured, action will have to be
taken by the legislative branch.
Although the bill i have introduced (II.R. 2230) has 70 cosponsors in the
Infuse or Representatives. my efforts during the past several years have not been

directed toward promoting my particular at)proach to the problem. Instead, I
have attempted to inform people of the need for protective legislation of sonic
sort.

As paidic and Congressional acceptance of the need for the shield concept
eontinues to mount, tine particulars of such legislation now assume greater
significance.
There are some who argue that if au absolute 1)111 is ant enacted, 110110 should

be passed at all. I do not. agree with that view, but I do share the concern on

whieh it is premised. I would reiterate what I said to this Subcommittee in 1971 :
"ideally. the privilege should be as nearly absolute as possible, realizing that
if mast be reconciled with other worthy objectives."

in short. If legislation qualifleations are too broad or too numerous. the bill

will not thill11 the objective of promoting a free flow of information.
The Free Flow of Information Act I have.introduced has one narrow exception

fo insure that libel laws are not emasculated. If a reporter is a defendant in a

libel snit and bases his defense on the reliability of his source, he may not invoke
the hill's protection. In addition, the bill contains a divestiture procedure which
May be utilized in rare situations. Before the privilege may be divested, it itut

be shown "by clear and convincing evidenee" that all of the following three

5S0
factors tire satisfied
1%110111

lie

I 11 1.111'11111 1 11011

there is probable cause to believe Oaf the 1101%411 11.0111
I,) Moll 011 11118 I 11 fill'111)1 1 11M 11'1111'11 Is clearly relevant In tt

specille prolinble violittloa of the law (2) the Information sought cannot he
olanined by alternative means mill (3 I there is it compelling nod overriding
national interest lit the information."

It Is Illy VIM hart 1 1.1 1. 2230 provides broad. strong protection while account log

for possible competing interests which nary occasionally arise. The standard for
divestiture is the same standard advocated by the attorneys for the reporters
in the Bottlzbull/ eases. Also, It Is the traditional standard applied by the
Supreme Court when first timentlutent Interests are at slake 111111 W1111111 have
'Well applied in 1(i

1111 11 the minority prevailed.

tither bills have similarly Itnrrinv quitlitlentIons. and merit vonsilleration. I

ealitnit urge too strenuously that the Subeommittee serulinize any exceptions

the bill It reports (If it decides to recommend any bill) to insure that. they are
both tiarmv and necessary.
The subpoena incidents which have recurred Sillel. /1/7//1Z/(1//7/ Illdiellte that.
Ibis 1)1'01)1(.111 can be remedied only by Congressional action. The ieree rimy of
Information Act. and similar legislation are designed to insure that the American
people receiVe the infornmilon they need to partlelpate effectively in a society
governed by elected representatives. I believe that the Senate and the !louse
!mist act now to guarantee the people's right to know.
ST.ttxmEx or C. 1/11:1:111MAN WILLIAMS, JAN1'.11}' 11. 1117:;
t has never until the most recent times been suggested, 11 1111 tile SW/WW1? C011 ft
newspaperman had a constitutional privilege not to dishats 1101 doled, that

close confidential sources %viten properly culled upon to testify about them. As for
back as at least 185T newspapermen Imre been compelled to give testimony ivsPeci int!. confidential sources, and by specific vote of the house of Representatives.
Des idle the absence of this privilege, prominent newspapermen have had confidential sources for many years.
A principal danger in en:feting suet! a privilege is that. as court crises have

demonstrated. sources supply misinformation either intentionally or through
error. and newspapermen misquote their soiiiccs, gain either intentionally or
through error. It is a Mistake therefore to assume that the public will necessarily
receive correct information if such a privilege is provided. The danger of misinformation is obvious. The risk of protected inisinformution appears particularly
great in libel cases. including, in the light of the Sinirdi ton ease (described in the

following "Discussion"), group um such as publications that "the Crouse is

corrupt." The Simonton ease. involving generalized accusations against the
House of Representatives, should be of particular interest to Congress.
Although articles on the subject would seem to i.t.ply that the situation had
been brought to a bead by efforts of the Nixon Administration to locate informants respecting bureaucratic misconduct, it is largely reporting of dissident
groups who carry their dissent into crime, e.g.. the drug "culture" and the Black
Panthers, that has caused the present series of contempt prosecutions. Whether
or not a privilege should be created to assure public information respecting these
groups through confidential sources would seem to depend upon whether or not

the public need for information so derived outweighs the risk of exposing the
public to protected misinformation.
The flow of leaks firma bureaucrats does not at present appear to be affected or
involved in any substantial degree.
Any bill providing a privilege would presumably be referred to the judiciary
Committee, which might want to undertake the following:

1. Seek to identify the type of situation in which a privilege may be needed
(e.g.. dissident, criminal groups, such as the "drug culture", the Black Panthers,
rioting convicts. and also bureaucrats, and whatever else).
2. Ascertain the relative need Tor such information as against the risk of protected misinformation because of fault by either the journalist or the source.
3. T.imit any exemption Congress sees fit to grnut to those particular areas in
which it finds such need greater than the risk.
4. Exclude cases of libel and slander.
l'ondition any exemption it sees fit to grant on the existence of one or 11101.0
of the conditions specified by Justice Stewart's dissenting opinion in tbe
burg case described under "Discussion".
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Asr'rinlai whether On litleilimh! solution %old be In tinnet as n statute Inv

I:W(111111es issued by the Department of Justice in

ember 2, 1970. These guide.

!Ines forbid stibpoenns to the press when non-press sources are nvallnhie and
require the specific approval of the Attorney General for nny subpoena to the
My own
I lin t

VIOW, ININIA

upon a necessarily superficial study of the sitrialbm. k

:

1. A newspaperman probably deserves protection when he specifically tel
al IDISDVIDIvIng bureaucrat. If I he newspaper says: ".11ie thinks at HID Federal
Administration took n bribe to make a grant to the Goose hollow Makin Authority," the prosecutor tins enough information to Investigate without
knowing the source. (milt J00 DOODS. If he sues for libel, should he entitled to
knots' the source as It is nu essential part of his case.)
2. 1 doubt if .a newspaperman deserves protection when he makes a general
neensation of misconduct. 'There Is a great -den! of corruption at the Federal
Housing Administration." Isere. it seems to me. the public. the prosecutor and
the honest people at the Federal Housing Administ Hon are entitled to have the

reporter give whatever informntion he inny have so that the culprits can be
trucked down.

3. The extent of the protection to be given reporting on dissident, crimliml

groups would seem to require enreful study. 1 do not think that people who Ihnve
blown up n building, killing one or more people, are entitled to protection when
they give information to a reporter confidentially. !'This was the situation hi at
Wisconsin case.)
DISCUSSION

In Ifrancbug v. IlayeN, 40 U.S. Law Week :1025 (1972), the Supreme Court in
a majority opinion written by Justice White held that a newspaper reporter had
no exemption from the duty of the.ordinary citizen to give testimony before grand
juries. ("Branzburg v. Hayes" is the title given by the Court to three cases disposed of by a single opinion.)

The Court opinion emphasized that publishers had no special immunity ftau
general hues (tax, anti-trust, labor relations), arc subject to libel laws and punishment for contempt of court, and have 110 Special right of access to information ;

that not until 1897 had any newspaperman claimed any such exemption on any
ground ; that the courts had invariably denied suet exemption . that not until
1958 had nay newspapermen ever claimed such exemption on first innendment
grounds (when the claim was denied) ; and flint It was not until 1969 that any
court had recognized such a claim, The Court then referred to the broad and
general investigatory powers of grand juries and to the condemnation by eminent
authorities of exemptions from the duty to give evidence. In this respect the
Court cited authority for the proposition that the purpose of a grand jury was
to lind out ifa crime had been committed and, if so, who did it. Renee its inves-

tigatory powers must be broad,
The Court next noted that when newspapermen engaged in criminal conduct,
they were subject to prosecution, and referred to the statute enacted by the First
Congress forbidding failure to disclose evidence of crime to proper authorities.
The Court rejected the suggestion that the Government make a demonstration
of a "compelling need" as a prerequisite for enforcement of such a subpoena.

The Court noted that the grand juries were subject to judicial control and

that the particular court in control of a grand jury inquiring of a newspaperman
would be able to prevent unwarranted harassment.
The dissenting opinion of Justice Stewart, concurred in by Justices Brennan
and Marshall, did not challenge the fundamental precedents relied on by the
majority, nor did it conclude that any absolute exemption was required by the

first amendment. The dissenting opinion did, however, conclude that news
gathering was protected at least to some extent by the first amendment, and
that hence, as a prerequisite of' an examination of a newspaperman as to con-

fidential sources, the Government must "(1) show that there is probable cause to
believe that the newsman has information which is clearly relevant to a specific
probable violation of law; (2) demonstrate that the information sought cannot
be obtained by alternative means less destructive of first amendment rights; and
(3) demonstrate a compelling and overriding interest in the information."

Justice Douglas wrote a separate dissenting opinion arguing that the first

amendment required an absolute exemption.
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it appeqs that the Issue between the majority and the principal dissenting opinion appears to be Ivhether the newspaperman must first appear and then,
If he can show harassment, seek appropriate relief, or whether the Government
must tirst show that there is a "compelling need" for the newspaperman's evidnce to show proo of a "specific probable violation of the law."

The majority's objection to the standard proposed by the dissent Is that it

would "embark the judiciary on a long and uncertain journey to . . . an uncertain
destination." ". . . [T]he courts \coati)! also be embroiled in preliminary factual
and legal determinations with respect to whether the proper predicate has been
htid . LT)he courts would lie inextricably involved in distinguishing between
the value of enforcing different criminal laws."
The Supreme Court haiug decided that the Constitution provides no (-Kemp(ion, the question becomes one of policy for Congress. The Issue would appear to
he whether such deprivation of news from confidential sources as the press might
suffer by reason of the esktence of the duty outweighs the evils that the Government and civil litigants would suffer by reason Of the proposed exemption, and
hat people in public life would suffer through the exposure to the publication of
false information either because the journalist twisted valid information or was
supplied with false information.
WO have had the first amendment since 1791. 'We have also had a vigorous and
(Indentions press. We have also had "leaks" for many decades, Some reporters,
indeed, have specialized in -leaks" and have flourished. The fact that some reporters publish leaks from the hureauerney with great regularity would seem to

suggest that Justice Stewart's fears are not valid. The information which was
involved in the Br/la:burg cases did not involve disclosures of bureaucratic
wrongdoing, but rather of crime (in the first case, drug violations; in the second,
civil disorder perhaps caused by Black Panthers; in the third, Black Panther

plots to commit crimes of violence for political purposes). The journalists in these

cases did submit affidavits that the flow of information from the drug culture
and the Black Panthers would cease if they were required to reveal their sources.
The Government claimed, on the other hand, that the Black Panthers conduit-

Misty sought publicity.
In the dissenting opinion reference is made to various memoirs and biographies

of journalists citing the need for and importance of confidential sources, viz.,
those of Messrs. Maclean, Pearson, Larsen, Abbott, Brock and Sulzberger. It is
not suggested by the dissenting opinion that these memoirs or biographies said
that an exemption from the duty to testify was essential to the maintenance of
these. sources.

The New York Times of January 7. 1973, ran a round-up on recent contempt
sentences against reporters. None of these cases involved refusal to disclose confidential sources in the federal bureaucracy.. Two (Darr and Wood) involved reporting of court proceedings in violation of a court order ; one (Bridge) related
to an allegation by a city official of Newark. N.J. that he had been offered a bribe;
two (Don and Barne.8) involved observations by permission of the inmates at

the Attica prison riot; and one. ( Wci/cr) related to conditions in a Tennessee
hospital. In addition it was noted that after one reporter had testified as to his
observations at a meetingof Students for a Democratic Society, a student at a
campus disorder refused to talk to him.
On the record to date there appears little evidence flint leaks from the Intreaucracy would be impaired, but there are allegations which may be plausible that
groups involved in crime would not lie disposed to talk to reporters if those reporters could he compelled to disclose their sources. In the three 11 ran.71mry case;:;.

it appeared in two of them that the ,journalist had acquired knowledge of the

commission, or plans for the commission. of specific. crimes.
Turning now to the disadvantages of the proposed exemption:
In a case occurring in 1857 it appeared that one J.W. Simonton, Washington
correspondent of the New York Times, had reported that members of the 'House
of Representatives were willing: to accept bribes to vote as might be desired on

then-pending bills. The House appointed a "select committee" to investigate
this accusation of corruption: Called before this committee, Simonton testified
that two members of the House had told hint they Would vote on proposed legislation as desired for a bribe of $1,500 a bill. He then was asked "who these
weathers are?"
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111. 11111111: "1

1'111111111

rather suffer anything

101111111
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1.111111111'111.0

1'111111111111 111.

111) not see how

I

1111111 1111411 I

11.11111,1

can answer It without a ills

honorable breach of confidenee."
The select emundfcce reported this colloquy 11) the full House and Intro( [wed
tesollition that Simonton be (died for 6)113(.011a, In the debate oti January 21,
1s57 uu the resolution. members of 11». House ninth. remarks as follows:
'"I'lits is n sl rano sort Or (/1111111.111.1% Ile .sio's conlidene was reposed in hint.

:not that h. cannot hre.ik Ilse seal iii' that emithioniy, it it %vas not ontidetilinl
enough to keep him front publishing the facts to the %vorld. in this way casting
suspicion on every man in this House
I have a right to know !who tondo
the proposition!: the House has n right In know: Illy constituents hove a right In
.

know; tilt. l'1111.:1111101111: of 111*(.1'Y 1111'111111`1' hen' 11111.1'11 right to know .

.

."

. n ditty in low and morals higher than any pledge given
reporter has
advisedly or unndvisedl."
"[NV] lieu great public interests are involved lie is hound to ninke revelation-no matter how sacred the confblenee which niny have been reposed in him."
No number suggested the existence of it lirst nitimultnent privilege. bat sonic
intithers opposed the resolution on the ground that CongreSS did not have the
eonstitutional powers to mope] testimony.
The resolution %vris adopted overwhelmingly. 1Vhen brought before the House.
Shamston's defense wns not the first amendment, lott the alispnee of any itiN
compelling hint to testify. Ile said :
"Yon have not on your statute books any law forbidding that confidence . .
Make to((./), a lair, and / win othverrc it. llake such :I IOW. Mid 101(.11 Mr. .\ or
.

comes to 111(', 111111 wishes to make n emniidentinl entimninication, I will sny

to Ii nit: 'Yes, I Will receive it sithjeet always to the provisions of this w.'
A. large majority voted Hutt Simonton wits in contemn t of the 'louse and
should 1)6 confined until lie testified, as he eventually (11(1. Cong. Globe, 34th ('rang.
3(1 Session. 403--100. 3 'finds. l'rrocitonts, §16(m.
It certainly Iviou Id seem that the houses of Congress should continue to he tilde
l() protect themselves as wm.( (lone in 1557.
At least one member of Congress has suffered defamation from n publisher who

misqnoted his sources. In the Hite) suit. brought by Senator Goldwater against
Ralph Guitiaburg. publisher of Fact inagnxitie, pre-trial depositions established
that the article on Senator Goldwater, published by Fact. had substantially misstate(' the results of n survey of psychiatrists taken by questionnaire. Goldwater
v. (;oinzintry, 414 F. 2(1 324 f'.A..2(1, 19(19). It was tout argued in this ease that

the sources were confidentini. but 'the fact that the publisher misquoted his
sou roes shows that it cante,t be assumed that to deny an exemption would in-

variably cot of truthful news: a duty to reveal his Sr. tree would prestimahly

Imre the effer.t. of making ;1 publisher more enroll)] to quote his sources eorreetl.

Ill Curtis l'ablishing Co. v. Butts. 3gS U.S. 130 (1007). the Supreme Court
sustained a libel verdict resulting from the pnbliation of tin art tele in the ,s'ailtrdoy Rreving lost. It developed that the Post lind dcfanwd the plaintiff foothill
coach on the basis of false inf011Orltintl provided by a eonict then. on criminal
probation, i.e., a man of highly dubious character. In this case the untrustworthy
nature of the smiree could only be shown by identifying the source.
.'gitin, in various rases it has developed that infortnntion is made use of although not necessarily published, when the slightest investigation would have
disclosed its falsity. Santa case was l'ecite v. TreRi. 233 N.Y. 316 (1022). in which
the defendant superintendent of a morals group transmitted to n district attorney
inform:it ion in an anonymous letter that the plaintiff kept ri brothel. The slightest
investigation would Imre disclosed that she was a respect:110e housewife. The
defendant was not, of course. a newspaper. hut the incident demonstrates that
presumably responsible people ned(e use of information the falsity Of whielt
could he readily ascertained.
lioler the doctrine of Noir York I'imeR v. .111Iiroa. 376 TI.S. 254 (1964). and
succeeding eases, the plaintiff in a libel action who is a public official or publie

figure must prove not only that the publication was false, but also flint the
defendant knew it to be falSe or acted in reckless disregard of the truth. The
of this burden necessarily involves arldng the defendant what his

sources were. If the defendant publisher can merely say that his source's are
confidential, the defamed plaintiff call never recover, although, as the foregoing
cases show. publishers do misquote and sources 11e.

Turning to the situation existing in the eases before the Supreme C.'ourt. vi,,
cases involving efforts to extract testimony from reporters Who knew. or pur-
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ported to 1:11(1n, of tile cojlinikAoo of various /111111'S: Till' :411111'1'111e
11111.11

1111 4.1111111

1.N011111111111

1 .(1111.!

1,111'.

till flo ground that, "Ittsofn.r us any reporter in

these eases undertook not to reveal or testify about the crime he wititeitql, his
claim of pH% liege under the first amendment presents no sitlistaitt
01.4,1111m
The mimes of news solaces Ore tio less reprehensible and thri.:111'11b11.1 to list public interest a ilon witnessed by 11 reporter til:111 tVlit.11 1111y 11h. 11111.plley.
14111VS0 is olit
IllSont 1' its it St
is 1.01111VIINI. tilt'

To what. extent an exemption would he heneticlul in prI,iding additional facilirot...Thu(1mb:
ties for news gathering us altalitst the harm of addit Jowl i rt 11 c,
18 dillienit to say, At the time of the Supreme Court decision IT states, inclinling
New York., had enacted legisintion providing some kind of exvitillifolt. Tile rolainitlet of the Senate that considers sissy 11111 prochlim: an exemption I presumably
the Committee on the Judiciary) might we!! look into the experienee of the states
with such legislation. The New York statute tool: effect less than three yenrS 111:0
197), and 'tenee our experience here in New Veal; is limited. The court
cases to (lute indicate St narrow constrnelion. lu .11altrt. of 11'It.11-1:11, us Mist'.
2s1 3:1:i (Antony Cuty. Ct. Nov, 19711. the Court said :

"Although liberal interpretation of pertinent statutes might well he deemed
desirable in passing upon civil rights as such, lints. even in this volegorY. cannot he distorted through hventillt of interpretation 1,, the potut i. 'm1,3'1.111,4 list,
orderly process of investigation of Pri/111' tied prOSPent ton of erholiusts,

Of course if this construction is sustained by the higher mulls exemption legislation will not he a serious handicap. Ott the other hand, if such legislation were
construe(' to exempt; newspapermen under the emalitions existing in Shur v.
'.1%* flops. 4 Misc, 2(1 1147 (19711, the effects might he serious. There a grand jury

Was investigating the bombing. of Sterling Hall at the University of NVisconsin.
Itumbers Tell 11'hy
A newspaper, 'Pile Kolehloseopo, published sin iirtiele
and What Next". Overruling the Plaint 01' privilege. the Court said : -The need
for these answers is nothing short of the public's need (awl right 1 to protect
itself from physical attach' by apprehending the perpetrators Of such attacks."
The real issue in cases of this type seems to be whether it is sufficiently important for society to acquire about dissident criminal groups such additional informution as it cat through a journalist's privilege tit warrant, exposing it got'
to irremediably false information or propaganda either pie reason of n04(111°1:1lion of sources by journalists, either consciously or by error. or by the supply of
false information to journalists by dissidents and criminals.
In an attempt to compromise with the press the 1/epartment of Justice on
+eittettilter 2. 1970 issued guideline.: respecting subpoenas to the press. Tiles,.
guidelines require that any subpoena to the press he speeifienlly approved by the
Attorney-General. that press sources not be used if non-press sources are available, that prosecuting attorneys negotiate with the press, and that weight ho
given to whatever first amendment interests may be involved.
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The Council of the II-titers anhin of America, East, on February 2.,z.

1973,

passed the following resolution :

The Guild is gravely concerned at the growing threat to freedom of the press
within this democary.
.

Too many neNspeople have been jailed for practicing the free(ban of the
press; for protecting their sonces; for reftising to tell courts details of information gathered (Ind. net. used) while working as journalists,.
.\\-t` Sind this practice directly contrary to the hest interests of ;1 free people.
For we believe that if newspeople are truly to he trustees of the people's right to
1:now, rather than real or apparent agents of government. then they must I,''

absolutely free to report slows. ilifOrtIlati011 and (114111011S Without any interference

front any other section of the commtmity. This belief is based on the assumption
that the First. Amendment was written to protect the people and their democrat ie
right to free. untainted information.
'l'o that end. the (:wild calk on Congress to speedily 1111S.4.1 lOgiShatoll providing

absolute immunity for newspeople against forced disclosure of sources or me
m..;.(1 information gathered (luring the practice of their profession. The Ouild
supports those newspeople who are currently fighting to protect, their rights
under the First Amendment and believes with Thomas jefferson that "our liberty
depends on the freedom In' the press. and that cannot he limited without living

lost.
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Ertutrits no To JAIL IN A (MOWING

OVF:ii CONFOWNTIALITY OF SIMS

(By Murk IL Arnold)
Press freedom Is under attack-718 1181110. But this time the Issue isn't bins but
confidentiality.
Armed with recent Supreme Conrt decisions, some lower courts. grand juries.
and slate legislatures are demanding that reporters divulge eft:11141(9011d sources

or go to jail.

The severity Of the threat to press freedom is a matter of dispute. lint the
nation's leading news organizations, normally distrustful. of Government-. are
calling for Federal legislation in the new Congress to protect. "the public's right

to kno."

Some publications mid some newsmen are disturbed by the thought of legislation that would spell out rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Columnist I. F.
Stone. for example, wonders whether "in trying to reinforee our rights we might
actually undermine them ; the details are the important. thing." 'Tore'.: controversy, too. OVVI' whether SellOillys and 11111110N should be covered by may OVIV

protection offered newsmen.

But regardless of differences over the need for legislation. many newsmen.
publishers, and broadcast executives contend that the press has lately become at
scapegoat for vindictive judges and government authorities seeking to cover their
own mistakes. Items:
Reporter Peter Bridge of the deftmet Newark News spent 21 days in jail in
October for refusing to tell a county grand jury whether he knew more than he
printed about a local housing official's charge she was offered a bribe.
.

Newsman William Farr has been imprisoned since Nov. 27 for refusing to
tell a Los Angeles Superior Court judge which of six attorneys in the Charles
Manson murder trial gave him Incriminating information he published in the
Iferold-B,ranziner in violation of the judge's publicity-gag order,
Reporter Joseph Weiler of the Memphis Commercial Appeal was threatened
with a contempt hearing by a Tenneessee state Senate committee after he refused
to disclose his sources for a series of articles on inmate abuse at a state hospital
for the retarded.- A radio newsman. Joe Pennington, who did disclose his source
for a similar report, was recommended for a grand jury investigation orperjury
when the source denied giving him information.
David Lightman. a reporter for the Baltimore Ercning Sun, has been cited for
eontempt. of court in refusing to tell a county grand jury the identity of an
Ocean City, Md., salesgirl who was described in an article be wrote on drug

traffic: as having offerM1 hitt. illicit drugs. His state appeals have been exhausted
and lie will go to jail,.nnless the Supreme Court takes the ease and rules in his
fa vor.

Brit Home. an associate of columnist Jack Andenon, hots been ordered in a libel

ease to divolge his source for an article charging that a United Mine Workers
official had illegally removed union files, This rifling is also on appeal.
Jim 'Mitchell. a reporter for radio station KFWB in Los Angeles. was ordered
by a county grand pry Dee. 20 tit produce tapes and notes used for a report on
hailhond practiees. whieh the grand jury is investigating. ITis station manager
said the request for materials tiot broadcast raises serious Constitutional
questions.

John F. Lawrence. Washington bureau chief of the Tins Angeles Times, was

jailed briefly Dec. 19 for refusing to honor a court order in the Watergate
bagging ease. He had been ordered to prodnce tapes of a five-hour interview by

Vii Times reporters with Alfred C. Baldwin TH. a key Government NVitlIOSS, but

lie contended it would violate Baldwin's confidence to do so. The interview had
been granted on the understanding that Baldwin would decide which porthms
could he published. A major court test was averted two flays later when Baldwin
released the Times from its pledge of confidentiality. Lawrence thereupon supplied the tapes to the court.
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Lnreitee n IMO gilt Government ntlehttoli (luring the "steel erlsk" of 11412:
the Kennedy Administration !omit the

It I to his bottle In the noddle of the night

to deomtul Information 11111111I 11 story he wroll'. I.111171,1111* 141140.11 In ;cite

The frequency of these challenges lo liewsgalhering effort, Ink proutptroi

nosnn,
fears that a nett' ,Inolleal "reign of terror" may he descending on the
stifle dissent mot Journalistic IhIllothe. row %%Idle II k IMP that
Its ohjeet

livstaelt lime always risked Jail sentenees for refusing It name -titre' 4 or Ihr
route:11s of untintilishial Inter% lews, It Is 'only in the 10A four ear.. that loony

rooms have begin% to demand that they tual:e the eitodee.
Moire titan l:10 subpoenas mere served on newspapers :Ind rall;.televisin

Administration by Federal proseettto.
tions III the tlrq Iwo) years of the
state proscenlors, null defense attorneys. There Is do count on lc tot:0.er since
t belt but two trends are el a: Federal subplot:Is are olotvtt sharply. a: n result.
or mew presssubpoena guidelines issued by the .lusher "Department In
slate and leent subpoenas a re tip sharply,

Those seeking to explain tvity point to Iwo recent Sopron.

111.1111*

butt ninny newsmen feel are chipping away at the Cmst it ut Iona I ittol"rpintliogs of
press f retablitt.

time ot
in the Pentagon l'ollet's case RV,' Years ago. the Conrt for the
Jollied newspapers from publishing information the (bovernitint %%Aided shp
pressed, albeit only temporarily. And in the Coititcell ease last .litne. In %davit
a Now Yea Time..1 reporter was held in etottelopt for refusing 1.1 ausuer grand
Jury questions about the Mack Jinni hers. the Court held ;I 1.1 .1 that reporters
have no automatic right to refuse to divulge Informtion 14.1111,4st In eonnitenco.
The Cmrt also said. however, that the states and Congress may great. it newsinnit's privilege by legislation', If they see (It.
'rite debate over confidentiality unites newsmen, divides law.enforcentect an.
Iherllles.11/111 f requently mystif es. tilt? litlidif% Its Spring/M:1rd is the ties! ;Intend.
meta to the Const Rabin. which declares that Congress "shall make no law a kith:-

ing freedom of the press." But the Constitution doesn't define freedom of the
press, and though the amendment. would seem to safezttat: the right to publish
the news, it doesn't extend the same blanket protection to the right to gather
the uctvs, unless hy implication.
'3Itiny citizens do not understand why the !tress should ref use to coesterate with

tv-enforcement. authorities who might. say, want to study unpublished news
photographs of a ghetto riot to determine who the instigators are. Why. they ask.

should reporters refnse to tell aulhorilieS lidiet her any illegal nets might IiI1e
S.tate even
been diseased at meetings of political radicals (lint tlicy
ask why the press should publish inforntation from people %vim -won't own iii"
by letting their names he used in print?
A Nz,:lin FOR INSIDR SOURCI:s

The best defense of the prevailing press practiees was the one given by Senator
it Ilonse .1 talleinry snbcommittee last
October. Said he:
"When public or private power is abused. it is nrIvil abused secretly. And as a
!mho.) department often must depend on a tip to solve a (Time. so illVeSi igot IVP re-

Alan Cranston of California. before

porters often must depend on a knowledgeable. itedde Informant to discover

abuses of power." The more so. says Cranston. 511100 reporters don't have nrel'S74

to subpoenas. arrest powers, and the other tools in n lawman's work kit.
If reporters can't guarantee protection. argues Cranston. sources of information will dry up. wrongdoing won't be exposed, the piddle will be denied essential
information. Ilill Small. CBS news director In Washington. Mix this story about
the Offeets of the Caidtecil ease of newsgat !tering prnet ices

CT1S wanted to interVieW a "cheating" wolf:ire mother in Atlanta for n net-

work White. Paper out pulme assistance. Prodileer 11:e Eleinertitall riZrvet1 In disguise her voirO and appearance. But the woman. fearing prosecution. dpma 11,1011
a pledge that the network not divulge her name if subpoenaed to do so. Kb.iner-

mon coiled CIIS' lcgal counsel in New York and was told the network couldn't
gam rantee to protect the woman's identity. The interview was eanccied.
In Memphis. the Commrrdel .1ppcal received a tip that 11 hospital employes
had .leen tired or suspended for abusing 'Mantes at the state hospital for the re-

tarded. RN-toier Joe Weiler was assigned to the story. Ile investigated. confirmed the facts with hospital authorities. and wrote the story.
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ftft In cows if itoth.tiot mterity. lit eau. ..r course. slimily It

%.11Itits

tartly. t Senntsw craftIsm defends his Idll by quoting liarvard Law Prof. Patti
l'rentill, who said: "ft is impassiiiip 111 virile a muddied newsman's privIllsg.
Itttalillesition er-stles loopholes %%.1tielt n ill destoy Ilse privilege,,,
The Senate Judiciary Stits-onimit tee on I .1
It tit If
'tights will
'fist+ offi Fly Its 1111

keffloffl toll prispft,101 ti, iptuf14.1 11oWS111111'S

11P11'.
(1111111'.

Mall SIMI 1rVili for :Viorth Carolina. the Semite's leading coitst trot lomil In wyer.
"Is Inclined to support sotto. sort Of 1111111111/111 111V1111}1r." 1'0'111111111W 1111111S SO,
11111 1111111 1111111111kPr% are skeptleol of the %vIssloms
tia legislation, though

mole Ions publicly solved ohjeetions No nit. "I frankly haven't made tip my
11i11111." t
11111. Western House Itensocrat. "lout I 1111111 HIM lit sfly a word
It

git,101111

lint

1111

1'111 sere: Y4'11 14/111W. we felltis ms hero live or die by oasts )woos

holli,"

sill I 1:10.11.11. As ut'':
.1111111111Si raloon
anslsivnleut 1111%1111 granting proleellon In
1111.111 Klein, President Nixon's communipations director, emphasized
114

.1.111*

in on ilderview with The Notional Itbsrver that he thinks newsmen -lure a
toss) fon. cootillslentiality." I'M he argues that corns-live aetion slumist Ire sowlst
%%11111 1111 10111111.111 11r1!1..- -

11111 $1111eSe" through new or tighter protective

legi.lot

tin Ilse dallier hand. the Ailiitlittst nit Ism "daps nod oppose" itte Wen la' :t Federal

Ifitallitedpritlege low: "Nee just think It's a mistake to rush In with a Federal
says.
.inch) lass" !stare all the ristallicat Isms have been ea refully eNploresi,
The 11'hite House, too, has to think of Its press notices.
Ilu it teller Is the .1titerients Solosty of Newspaper Editors In November. PresifillilfIt 200 years
dent siNca mold that the press has m:11111041 to nifipt loon

%%11114111i "resort to Federal legisint Ion," mill polled for entietment of n new:-.nien's
111W li all Males. III. noted that the Federal Government has subpoenaed
newsmen its only 1311151'S shies. the .1ttorno General issued strict press-subpoena
guidelltios in .1istaist 11/70,

Those guidelines. aimed, at curbing the tettsiette). of proseentors to use the
press as an investigative arm of the Government, now require that the Attorney
(funeral personally approve all Government requests for subpoenas of newsmen.
The eiterla to he used lire Weinfeld is Ihose In the ilindiffell-privilege hills.

4:1i:iron:MS for press freedom, suck as Jack Landon of the ltosportets Committee
reeiktil of Ilse reAm. conceded the tztihteitites have %%lilted %yen (as press

sot

spokesman for former .1ttootney General John ,Michell. 1.andini helped situ o
I.amilitt:'11'Inst .motive unilaterally imposes. it van
the tzpidenties). )1111

unilaterally wIthdraw,'"I'ltss only seeme sofegnard of the public's right

()I'

inform:dims is a Federal shield In . lie argues.
.1 few news publications disagree, Among them: the conservative
:mine, the Ihtily l'inics bottler
I'asloo-Lrotoier, the liberal A'(is
in 1Vest Polar. NlIss.. this Kollin!! Sentinsl in Ansonia. Conn., the Nowata.

/olly Sloe. Critles of legislation argue that bills enacted to protect a right van

be amended to restriel

it. and 111111

1111

111.4111S SI1011111 be enjoyed by the ittslitil-

iissesslized media that are not sxtndosi to the smallest pamphleteer with n
to !mem: ill ph tuneisine.

threat to freedom of the press is lost nearly so) great as the polyps- of
recent editorial."
the press" said the Raleigh, N.C., Norm anti Olowrrer to
tho basis for the press* power could he omnpromised by giving reporters
special legal rights and protection i..lich 1)111(.1.114m1 could make its freedom
11

aid Pio% er seem sips-Old privilege."

prin,ftio.nts
tegisintp.n. sic
insist that it's lust 010 111'Wilion's right
to Isis source but the public's rigid to the news that they seek to prstrct..\ recent
rodIttli that :ST poresid of Americans believe that newsmen sholds1

i.1

t.s

vompelled In ri.V(01 eto110111.1111;11 SI11111S. Ma the ITSpolllielliS Wet. list
-

t11 e l W118.111(T 1111.1 ftlr4111.11 1:1,111.1111 Irgislation.

Peter Itrisigs is leading a Ito-son:II crusade for legislation. ''It' we can't TIMhave oaty CrIV(.111111011111 press 11.11`;INIS." Iii' say.. NvW
who agrees. though
riit'S i'fl'iTlItor Nelson ItossInsfeller is one tontine
Ise, like President Nixsat. prefers possacts of lights-s state shield i :iws.
Rockefeller told an .110I-Defassuillots League (limir in Syracuse last month
that reallitta about olio's failings lu the dally papers "is one of the privileges
1141 our

sf 111; :h 'this' :.." lie sisialesl:

598
"I would for prefer a society where a free press occasionally Upsets ti piddle

official to a society tritors piddle officials votild ever upset freedom of the
press,"
(From the Boston Globe, Jan. 1:7, I tria I

Dm

CASE FOR A SillE1.11 LAW

The Bill of nights was written lido the ConstlIntlon In

1 79 1 to protect the
rights of the people, not of any special group or the govenpoent, against tiny
encroachment toy government. It. Is most linportant to keep this In mind.
For it has been asserted that in seeking a privilege of Nunm ity under the
first amendment, the press is guilty of elitism. or tvantIng, as one %tiller has
put it. to "lie set apart as a privileged caste exempt from the
Ir ips.r
folk."
This is the saute note struck by U.S. Supreme Court Justlre
White in

his Co/dirc// ruling that "newsmen 11 ro not exempt from the LornmI ditty

and

that they Iva nt "a testimonial privilege that other citizens do not enjoy . . ."
Stich words hide the fact that, as usual. It Is the pei,ple themselves who are

being cheated of their right to know.
The first amendment was written to protect the people's freedom to will-ship,

freedom of speech, freedom or the press. and the right PI 11Sm.1111111' 110111P:11.13.
to petition the government for n redress of grievances." The very sequence
Is significant: free speech for all, and a free press so everyone could exercise

1111d

free speech with knotyledge.

it was known that some newspapers would print error. This has always been
so. But it wits also known that. ern,- eau only be eorrect oil if there Is freedom
for the truth to find its way. A free press does not mean, eannot moan, a press
that is all gitod, but n press in which tho good has mows. than a fighting hatwo
to correct the bad.

In his very first ease after being sworn ill. U.S. Dist riot Court .Tudge Murray
Caffein summed it. up in his 1971 Pentagon Papers ruling: "A cantankerous
iess. an obstinate press, an ubiquitous press. must be suffered by those In au
thority in order to preserve the even greater values of freedom of expression

and the. right of the people to know ..."
Newspapers enjoy no special exemption from the laws of the land. 'Troy can
be, have been and should he held neemintalde in emirt for what they toiblish. And
they are also accountable to their renders, who should know better than anyone
in government what to do about an elitist newspaper.
'Unlike government, the press has no subpoena power. It must depend for much

and sometimes the most important of its news on its sources. Ever situp the
f.'aIil veil deeision of last June, a lot of those sourees ha we been drying lip. This

has happened. quite literally and specifically. to sources of The alf,he's Spot.
corruption.
We state quite :rankly. that if some of this team's sources OI publicly identified. Innuan lives would he in jeopardy. And also, there would be in the end

li ht. Team. which before Caldwell won n Pulitzer Prize for exposing

no more exposure of governmental corruption. The people wiinId be shafted more
mid more.

Far from being elitist. editors and reporter:: have to take a lot of pre.:snr(..
They take a risk, small or large. every time 1 bey twilit a story. They ;rt.l a lot

of (Wit tel RM. soot et 1111eR fieSeVed. from 'Milne ethehdf:, e(11111111111111 y flistvs, read-

/Id 1101V they are taking it from the courts and prosentors.
The result is what the lawyers call "a chilling effect." Stiirieswith elements

ers.

of risk tend to be avoided. Editors man still go home and sleep smuttily. peril:11)s
hilt ill the end it is the public. that is cheated.

Perhaps Patti Eranzburg summed it up hest when he said On a recent '1'V
show. "I've beard of a lot of governments that look over the press. but 1 ticver

heard of a press that took over the government."
The people's access to information is gravely endangered today. and there now
seems small likelihood of the U.S. Supreme,Conrt's reversing ftafilircH. The only
possible solution of the problem lies
the ennetinent of Foderni and slate shield

laws. which the high mart explicity invited it the Congress and states so wish.
They very nmeh ought to. Yet the search for an adequate law will not lie eess.
Already the courts have shot holes In a number of the -IS state laws on the subjeet, sitice all lint two of them protect newsmen only from diselosnre of a "some',"
of information. Only two states protect the information. itself.
The offieial historian of the U.S. Supreme Court itself. Prof, Paid Frenml of
the 'Tarrant Law School, has summed up the matte : "It Is impossible to write
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a opt:411114-41 newsman's privlle, .osy ototstIllieittlon creates 14444141toles %%Welt

oisiroy the privilege.'.

Hier old% very 1141.mi. Ihe .%filerlettn Newmimpr l'Ublishers Asii., the .1ttoorioran
so,ort ,,r Newspaper Editors total doe Amr lean Newspaper finlid all favor tou
al Bits' gialroont ore. So, we think, dir the Amer lean people,

tollt:p
bIst illy. :t said the VIM {Ifni it flOW:.:111111 '41111114 11111 i)1* required
in court to ruviral confideidial r000trees %vas !comforted by :4' permits
I percent
Thor porructotage iu furor ramasl from 4s4 for those with frilly n grade seloo.4 etitt
cation to IP% rr 111/11 atilt II euliege loorrlogromai..loal ourli public figures as t;loy

ertoors Howl:orbiter of New York and !brogan of Califoorida have elms., out for a
strong shield how.
rt :noting the 14( possible law will toot be easy. But The Giotte strongly tor.
"4 that the 171104 prOilselh011 N11011111 lit` 1111:41/11111' nn,! tool guniiged. hulls as to

Ili' 141.1113Y of soarers, the information gained train them. nu,l 114 tO the 411Iiri.

Gehl of the iiriolt pod eletromie word. There should be no elitism in the tree
How of ideas tomb Apts.

N.r sitilit the oftivite nntl P4/411111.1i 1111dergruittid ',tress be excluded front the

privilege. They poloololy need It even more Ilmo the established or commercial
preset. (In 1970-71 NUM. Ikl CatiVgl newspalsrs were eetimneoll the Intern:1i ite.
11.101I. Service Koalas! the tax exempt. studois of the oluilibid 1W/II sPrelftIo

in the point whore its el

(.N611111e Is iiltellteIlell ttwl to rail) Alto the

pollee raided the s(r /afoot /jam/ looking for photos so they condo( matte arrests.)
.%11 :111.1ncloosh or. national shield law is vital to prof eel not merely the IWWN.

papirrimon's rights. lout the mobile's right to the open HMI Or knowledge and

infrmation it needs.

oir is if 'won it, a long-soiffering people. deprived of this basil! liberty, %vitt have
to Hutt,. Its iteetstons on intblie affairs under orders. or in the dark, while tlosue
In the seat of power rob them blind.
(From the Washington Poet, Mar. IS. 1973)
PitEss CAS Ih:ESSu ITS OwN FicEEnoNt

(By Kenneth Crawford)
The Ainerivan Society of Newspaper Editors has now made it more or less
otlielool: the country's journalistic estalollshment wants Congress to give the
press nottiontlitled immunity front disclosure of its confidential sources of information under compulsion of the subpoena power of the courts. Not all journalists agree with the position of the ASNIr.:, but It appears that a majority of them
does.

A dissenting minority, as well as the majority. loos been permitted to make

Its ease III hearings now toeing conducted Ily a Senate committee on various shiew
trills. S14111' to grant limited immunity. others to go all the way.

since congress almost certainly will net pass any of thee, ions moi
Nixon s;,,11,18 rea,ly In veto any ineasiirt. It does pass. fire
scud, usir. It nevertheless has educational value, the relationship between government :Ind the fourth estate being as 111tle understood as it. is IWO' 1,I Om.
git....t4 and the pubiie. Even the itourts vitt a little hazy about it.

To some of us wino have liven in tins business for a long lime the minurilr

Iris the wore persuasive pie:him), perhaps because ace !MOS 118

to

1:111!.ZO lint P(.11:111$, toll, i11.11111:,O %VP liOlOVI dangers in any attempt to define

freedom If the press as guaranteed by the first itirendment: to the Constitution.
:;peial favors granted its by Ciingress today could become disfavours tontirow.
Any law passed loy this Congress could be amended to reverse its thrust by sonic
rut ore Congress.

Not only Congress but state legislatures- across the country are under seige
of demands for press shields. Sonic of them have already complied. Some of
the bills under consideration by Congress would extend press immunity to
state as well as federal jurisdictions.
The reason for this seige is that the courts have recently issued scores of
subpoenas calling upon journalists to testify before grand juries and in criminal
and even in civil cases, Identifying their sources of information and producing
unpublished notes, films and recordings. Several reporters have been jailed for
contempt for refusing to comply.
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In one such case, the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the right of a lower
court to jail a New York Times reporter for non-copliance. The decision was
a close thing, 5 to 4, and more tative than final. Close observers of the court
believe that this was not its last wordthat it might go the other way in another
case presenting a somewhat different set of facts.

In the background of all this, and perhaps more important than the foreground, is the widely held assumption that the Nixon Administration is so
hostile to the press that press freedom needs more protection than in the past.
There is nothing new about the subpoenaing of reporters or about their punish-

ment for contempt. It has all happened before but not with such frequency
as it has since the Nixon administration came to power. So the administration
is blamed whether it should be or not.
Another new element is television. Although it operates under federal license,

it rightly claims the same freedom to disseminate news and opinion as does

the print press. Licensing makes it vulnerable and therefore especially sensitive.

If anything, its spokesman want shielding even more than representatives of
the older media do.

The advent of television has had an indirect effect on the other media, too.
To compete with its anhnated capsulization of the news, publications dealing
with current events have emphasized reporting in depth and investigation of
social phenomenadrugs, crime, minority unrest, underground protest, and all
the rest. In this kind of reporting, the facts are sometimes reachable only through
sources that insist upon protection from exposure.
Even the members of Ctingress who are most enthusiastic about press shielding concede the difficulty of writing an effective law. Whether protection should

be limited or unlimited is still under discussion, though the drift seems to be
toward total immunity, Then there is the problem of deciding who is to be
protected. Who is a journalist and who isn't, Reporters for the New York
'limes and The Washington Post obviously are, but what about the man who
mimeographs and distributes an underground scandal sheet?
Is anybody who claims to be a journalist to be granted immunity from testify-

ing about a crime he has witnessed? If not, where is the line to be drawn?
Journalists are not professiOnals in the sense that doctors and lawyers are.
Their relations with sources are not the same as those of doctors to patient
or lawyer to client. Journalists have always resisted any kind of licensing and
will continue to do so.
Until now, the courts have applied the first amendment case by case and
the results, while sometimes unpleasant to the press, have not been disastrous.
The American press is still the freest and probably the best in the world at its
primary job of informing the public. Granting that it is facing new difficulties,

it is fully capable of defending its freedoms in the future as it has in the
past.

In any case, the ASNE and its allies will probably be saved from themselves
at least for the duration of the present congress and administration.
[From the Columbia Journalism Review, Sept./Oet. 1972]
BEYOND T IE "CALDWELL" DECISION:

JUSTICE WRITE AND REPORTER CALDWELL:

FINDING A COMMON GROUND

(By Fred W. Friendly)

The trouble with most practicing journalists is that they read books about
everything except journalism (most journalism books are usually practical
works designed for students). As a result journalists have little sense of the
history of their profession. They deal in absolutes, making a dazzling leap from
John Peter Zenger and the Alien and Sedition Acts to the Pentagon Papers and
the New York Times' reporter Earl Caldwell, treating the intervening two
centuries as though they had produced only a series of self-serving court deci-

sions upholding the freedoms and privileges of the press. Consequently, journalists often hold too simplistic a view of courts and the legal process.

Earl Caldwell was probably justified in resisting those grand jury fishing

expeditions into his Black Panther interviews, despite the recent Supreme Court

decision against him. CBS president Frank Stanton was also justified in
refusing to permit Congressional investigators to fish in the outtakes of "The
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Selling of the Pentagon." For \Villa it is worth. I stand with the dissent id'
:Justice Stewart in the Caldwell ense, 14111-km11111y his reference to the "court's

(Tabbed view of the first amendment, [and] insensitivity to the critical role of

an independent press."

These are complex und specs tic reasons for resisting raids like those against
Caldwell and CBS. But all subpoenas can't he dismissed simply with shibboleths
and slogans about journalistic codes, reporters' shields, and the divine immunity
of the news wed {" against any and all such writs. Indeed, subpoenas are not

always equiralc to dirty words, and every Jonrnalist who resists a Congressional or grand jury request for information is not ,. {ways 0 crusader
carrying the shield of James Madison or the sword of Lincoln Steffens. Journalists should know that the people's right to know and the subpoena are not
neeessarily antithetical. When I recently expressed such sentiments in the
presence of a distinguished American newspaper editor, his outrage was expressed in disbelief and shock that "One who had supped at journalism's table"

Should utter such heresy.
"What about the Memorial Day.Massacre film?" I asked.
"What film? What massacre'?"

I explained that the Memorial Day Massacre footage was one of the most

sensational pieces of faint of the newsreel agea documented story of omission.

"lf you permit me to tell you about the background and about the resulting
confrontation, I'll bet It bottle of scotch I can make you come out favoring the
use of the subpoena."

The editor replied, "I don't care what the set of circumstances was, you could
never justify the use of a subpoena against a news organization . but try
.

me anyway."

The story of the Memorial Day Massacre is most graphically told with use of

the film itself, I relate it here as I did at that dinner ports last winterwithout

benefit. of the five.rlinute film. But every newsroom and journalism or law class
that can beg, borrow, or purchase the footage ought to make it. required viewing.
In the spring of 1937, the CIO steelworkers union was locked in a bitter strike
against the Republic Steel Corp, Earlier that year, the steel union and the giant
U.S. Steel Corp. had made their peace, and the steelworkers union was now
applying pressure to organized "Little Steel." Toni Cirdler, the unreconstructed

chairman of Republic, was determined to shatter the strikeand the CIOby
invoking all known strikebreaking methods. Most of the press, with the single
exception of the Christian Science Monitor, were hostile to the strike, Arthur
Krock of the New York Times likened CIO picketing in those days to banditry.
On'Sunday. May 30, 1937, 1,500 to 2,000 men, women, and a few children faced

more than 200 Chicago and private police across a broad field adjacent to the
plant on Burley Avenue near 117th Street. The police report of the day indicated
that the "crowd must have consisted largely of agitators, outsiders, and malcontents because it was unthinkable that the average working man would act as
the marchers had." Shortly after 4 p.m. there NVUS a brief scuffle and a flurry of
excitement. Sonic shots were fired, some rocks were thrown, and when it was
over, ten strikers were dead, thirty persons were seriously wounded, and thirtyone others, including three policemen, were hospitalized. Another thirty-five
policemen were injured. Sixty-seven strikers were arrested.
The Chicago police, the Republic Steel police officers, and most newspapers
reported it as a labor riot brought on by provocateursamong them pickets who

wanted to take the plant by storm and attack those nonstrikers who "were
just doing their jobs." The New York Times reported it under the three-word
headline STEEL MOB, HALTED, describing how union demonstrators armed with
clubs, slingshots, cranks, bricks, steel boots, and ether missiles had attacked the
police. The Chicago Tribune, describing the encounter as an invasion by a trained

military unit of a revolutionary body, explained that the police had no choice
and called it. "justifiable homicide." All who wrote :Wont it assinned that the
first shots had been fired by the strikers. No reporter bothered to investigate
further.
The public response to this violence, as reported by newspapers and radio, did
inalterable damage to the cause of the organizing steel workers. Soon afterward.
the strike was broken, the issue lost. Even President Roosevelt, and other liberal
politicians appeared indifferent, if not hostile, to the victims of the slaughter.
That would have ended the saga of the Memorial Day Massacre but for the
fact that n Paramount cameraman, Orlando Lippert, who had been diverted on

his way. froin- Chicago to corer the annual Indianapolis 500 mile race, was
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stationed on his camera ear outside the Republic Steel mill when the violence
erupted. At the sound of the first shot Orlando Lippert started his 35 unn, camera
and, with few stops or lens changes, recorded the startling scene. He sent several
magazines of film back to the Paramount Newsreel organization in New York.
After viewing the flim, the senior editor decided not to release it. The Paramount
library ca rd WI( S staatped nsTmertm :Ni:GATIvE, cm PS AN D PRINTING OP '1'1 S
MATERIAL A issmunnx rountimEx, That card with its inipounding- stamps is now
0 museum piece.

In 11172 it is difficult to imagine how news professionals in and out of the

newsreel business could have allowed this iflut to be suppressed. But it required
a young University of Chicago professor named Paul .Doughts to pry loose the

film and to unravel the Massacre mystery. The future Senator from Illinois,

then an economist and chairman of the Citizens Rights Committee investigating
the Massacre, telegraphed Paramount News, asking for release of Ile confiscated
him. Douglas had been prodded into sending the telegram by Pant Y. Anderson
of la. Vii. Louis /304-Di,ttpoich, who first heard of the film's existence, A. J.
Richards. head of Paramount News, refused the request, lie wired Douglas:
"Find your wire awaiting me upon my return to city, You asked fair question
which entitles you to fair and frank answers. Our pictures of the Chicago steel
riots are not being released any place in the country for reasons reached after
serious consideration of the several factors involved,
"First, please remember that whereas newspapers reach individuals in the
holno, we show to a public gathered in groups averaging 1,000 or more, and
therefore subject to crowd hysteria while assembled in the theater.. Our pictures
depict a tense and nerveracking episode which in certain sections of the country

might well incite local riot and perhaps riotous demonstrations in theaters,
leading to further casualties.
"For these reasons of public policy, which we consider more important. than

any profit to ourselves, these pictures are shelved, and so far as we are concerned,
will stay shelved. We act under editorial rights of withholding from the screen

pictures not fit to be seen. This parallels the editorial rights exercised by

newspapers of withholding from publication news not lit to be read. Thanks. for
your i nquiry,"

Prof. Douglas did not take Richards' "no" for an answer. He sought the

assistance of Sen. Robert 111. LaFollette, chairman of a subcommittee of the
Senate Education and Labor Committee, and the Senator's staff assistant, Robert
Wohlforth. The committee decided to subpoena Orlando Lippert, with his film.
That morning in June of 1937, wLen Sen. LaFollette asked that the lights in
the hearing room be dunned, he invited Chicago police officials to sit near him.
where "they can look directly at the screen," When the film, exhibit 1400, was
screened, a .sense of shock at the ghastly massacre choked the room. Reporter
Anderson, who had helped Douglas locate the film, managed to be present at
the viewing. He then "broke security" by filing an eyewitness report of what
lie saw:
"Without apparent warning, there is a terrible roar. Pistol shots and men in
the front row of marchers go down like grass before a scythe. , Instantly the

police charge on the marchers. Although the mass of the marchers are in
precipitous flight, a number ... have remained behind, caught in the midst of
the charging police, In several instances front two to four policemen are seen
beating, one man, One strikes him horizontally across the face, using his club
as he would a baseball bat. Another crashes it down on top of his head, The
scene shifts to the patrol wagon in the rear. Men with bloody heads. bloody
A policeman, somewhat disheveled, his coat
shirts are being loaded
approaches another who is standing in front of the camera. He is
opened
sweaty and tired. He says something indistinguishable. Then his face breaks into

a sudden grin. He makes motions of dusting off his hands and strides away.
The film ends."
Watching the film thirty-five years later, one finds new cameos' of brutality
at each screening. It IS much like scanning Goya's Disasters of 'War; sometimes

it's a closeup of a woman being kicked or punched; sometimes it's a single
striker running the gauntlet of policemen until he is clubbed into unconsciousness. The soundtrack has general riot sounds, the only "readable" dialogue being,

"God Almighty."
After completion of the LaFollette hearings, Paramount Newsreel, which had
forfeited its exclusive to reporter Paul Anderson, released. the film in hundreds of
theaters in a.reverse kind of journalistic enterprise. The only city where it;was

nil shoW11 WaS Ch le:IgoWhere it WaS 1)111111C(I by HR. police. With fanfare and
Tom), the nary:Ilion over the brutal
cAN
I he banner caption ExcuismNow

/denims communicates a tone that ivaS c)enriy pejorative to (lie strikers:
-Comanding police officials declare they argued and pleaded with the strike
The deaths and injuries, police officials declared, were
leaders to turn bad:,
a determined mob advance against life end
the unavoidable casualties
,

proper' y."

itut the pictures spoke fonder than the contrived words. The film, tligether
with other still pictures end a long series of other witnesses. ineludinz 'Ralph
ttcelt of the Chicago Doily NctcN, wife testified that he saw police officials "fire

pointblank into the crowd." convinced the Senate committe that "the first
. cause from a pollee revolver." The committee report adds, "1r also
.
appears to establish that the eastern portion of the crowd was in foil retreat
shots

before the prolonged volley of shots occurred." The Larollette Committee report

was slump le its criticism of the Chicago authorities for bloodshed that was
-Hearty avoidable by the police.- The excessive force -must lie ascribed either
s deliberate effort: to intimidate the strikers."
cross inelliejetiey
Thirty days after the massacre on Burley Avenue, public opinion turned against
I:epublic Steel and the Chicago police. In the heart of steel country, the Youngstown. Ohio. Vindicator, which had previously judged the strikers as the cause of
the violence. reversed its position and held the police "guilty of shocking brutality." Not 1,11 newspapers and radio stations were so fain/dialed.

History would remember it as a pollee riot. But history's verdict came
hoe to. effect the course of events in 1037, Chairman Girdle'. and "Little Steel"
prevailed because of the wilful suppression of a horrendous act. The Paramount
Newsreel editors had taken part in a conspiracy against the people's right to
know, either because of their own timidity about what they thought the American
public could not tolerate, or. more likely, because of pressure from Chicago
city ofikials or executives Of 1111111}1110 Steel. How ironic that in 1037 the

subpoena had to he nsed use prod to wrench loose nesfihn of a manmade
ilisast or.

Paramount was really in show business, not journalism. There were few traditions of news integrity such as now exist in broadcast journelism. Yet one can
speculate about the pressure that might be applied to a government-licensed TV
station if the local establishment was embarrassed by it disorder caused by law
enforcement.. units. Indeed. the news media today might be accused of staging
or of causing the attack to take place; but it is difficult to hungine a TV news

organization attempting to kill such a stony. That's today. National moods,
However. change, as the politicians who are trying to create a new "climate of

restraint" well realize. In fact. at the time of Morley Safer's reporting of the

village at Cam tie with eigarct lighters, there was pressure on CBS not 10 run
the Mtn. One very high official in the Johnson Administration said in anger.
"Don't you news people ever ask yourseices what's good for the United States?"
I told him I didn't know any newsmen smart enough to figure tliat out on a dayto-day basis. Then I told him about the Memorial Day Massacre film.
My dogmatic editor friend remains nneonvinced, but the principat lesson of the
externally
Memorial Day Massacre film is the consequences of selfrighteons
pressured cditors suppressing a story in the interests of "preserving the public
calm" or of serving.some mythical raison WOW. The Massacre episode also puts
into perspective the proper function of the subpoena, The LaFollette Committee
was launched on no indiscriminate fishing expedition concerning the plots and
secret activities of fictional conspirators, They were in search of critical and
specific evidence that to their certain knowledge existed and which related
directly to the Committee's mandate: an incident which "violated free speech
and the rights of labor." The filmed evidence that the Committee requested
was unavailable from any other source and involved no confidential relationships. Most important, 'Paramount admitted its existence and could not deny

its relevance to the investigation. In 1037 and in 1072 those are pretty fair

guidelines for the use of the supoena.
indeed, there may be other instances when a subpoena combines the common

interests of good law and good journalism. Suppose a reporter from a financial
trade weekly had some unused notes in which Dita Beard verified that she had
definitely written that memo to her ITT vice president? Suppose that a Missisippi

TV station had in its files some outtakes from an interview with the alleged
assassin of Medgar Evers which would have strengthened the prosecutor's
ease? 'Would not the subpoena of that information have served the people's
11 n-47-1-7:1na
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right to ktioN Suppose outtakes of the %alum( ler (tint exposed in front of
School 11001:

1)01111:41101'y

111'.

It

11 le illSn1111. of the aSsaS5111111i.011 01..101111 P.

ICeuuedy 11:1(1 liven withheld by Life illagozine.: NVotild the 11:4e or the stitit,,,e11,1
not then become mandatory?

1'111'o:innately, the argument. against the use of a suhpoena is sometimes
abused by new organizations iu misguided efforts to demonstrate the shield
principle. \\RA!. perhaps the most courageous radio station in New York City.
recently refused a sulamena front the Dist riet Attorney to produce a mimeo:..;ratilied manifesto supplied to its news department by the NVeathertnen.
station had not gained the document by investigation or by some confidential
relationship with the organization. Itat her, it Mul been used by the NVelithermen

as a way of puhlicizing their bombing of a slate office building in Allmiiy is a
protest against the handling or the Attica prison uprising. In this ease, the

10.080C11101* WaS not on all idle fishing expedition hut was in need of a :Toque
pieta if impor whose contents the station had already transmitted :timid a crime

Hint had already haPPened. In feet, the triune hail liven identified as the work
of those who made their bombing promise over the station's airwaves..
\\*hat is also on trial is not just the tine and alnise cif the subpoena, but the

use of the entire grand jury system. Those "grand itionisition.' which were

out intended to protect the accused 11:W(11)1491 transmogrified by zealous pros-

ecutors into carefully orchestrated secret hearings in which the prosecutor tails
the witnesses and instructs the carefully chosen juries on whom and what 1:1
subpoena. A newsman W110 111)11(all'S before a gruel jury may easily destroy
delicate, confidential relationships, since Its S011111.S have no way of 1:110Wing

Miat. he does or does not tell the jury. When Orlando Lippert appeared neforo.
Senator 1.nFollette's committee, his testimony hecame a matter r /ado. record.
Perhaps when a 110WS111:111 appears he(111.0 a grand jury, his testimony should

also become a matter of public record, thereby providing testinnuty untainted

by the cloak of secee3'. What is anathema to the journalist is the closeted nature
of the ritual, for it may make him appear to his t'attue news sourves as a stool
pigeon.
The glaring difference Between the sulipomut t hat Senator 7.al'ollette issued and

the one that the federal grand jury in theNothern District of california issued

to Earl Caldwell was in the distinctly different motives behind them. The trounle
with the eases against.
and his fellow journalists Ilanzburg and'Palnals
is that in each snhpoena, prosecutors were trying 10 "elltell a thief" in crimes
y never have existed.
that unny never have happened, with evidence that.

Reporters worthy of that name leave little .11seful material on cutting room
floors, and the number of convictions via reporters' unpublished material must
be microscopic. The unfortunate effect Of the Ca/dwelt. decision is to chill.

to enlighten. The flawed net in which the Government sought to entrap hint and.

the other defendants may tempnrarily ensnarl them in their legal webs. may
in faet..danuage their ability to function as journalists, but it will produce n' useful evidence and, ultimately, serve no one's right to k flow.

The grand' jury's need to know is neither more nor less critical than that of
the public. What courts and judges do need to know more about is the way
journalists work, lest. popular government he lint a "preclude to a farce ,.ir
tragedy." as .M'aclison lout it. For example. judges should know about the demoralizing effect a subpoena has on a journalist and how even the threat or a
submenfl hinders the free flow or news. After CBS News correspondent 'Mike
Wallace conmleted an exclusive interview with Eldridge Cleaver in Algiers. he
was hounded by U.S. Atty. Gen. John Mitchell and aides who tur;::ed 111111 to come

in with ()Wakes and "just sort of talk about Cleaver and how 1110 by whom the
IValittet got the
interview was arranged." No subpoena was ever issued.
messnge. Alitchell also got a message back front Wollner, N1allaees message may
have had something to the with the guidelines about the proper use of sit/Woeful

on journalists that flue Attorney General directed Asst. At ty Gen. William

Rehnquist to write. Ironienlly, when the Odd Icon ease reached the Sula'elee
Court. Justice Rehnquist: was there to vote on n case which some onserVers
believeluis guidelines may have rendered moot.

Judges and prosecntors also need to nnderstand the difference between the
use of a journalist's camera as a newsgathering instrument and its Ilse as an
evidence collector. A journalist.who enters hostile territory. whether it is in
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Watts, on the Columbia campus, or in Attica prisun yard, is handicapped enough
without. having himself viewed :18 :III :11111 :If the la w collecting a rogues' galley.),
u»y future proseenf ions. The effect of agents posing its canteranuen :1111.1
ihii In Ii.
Is Ile less deceptive I lam that of a reporter masquerading as an unicer
The juturnalist, on the other hand. needs to tituderstatot 111111 iteeallse Iii 1111$
1

eurtaill professional privileges he is not a privileged ii II liel W111: IS above the
law. There are times when the first amendment clashes with Oilier lel 116 or the
lishlilisIhhhity In 110141101W where the balance
rests. It; may sound heretical P11 II jouroolist, to Oiler such Iliorio.41)N. but every
10118til.1100117 1111(1 it 18 1.111' cillIrtli

uumeatimeat ean't always prevail. That is why journalist's need to know future
alum', how the doctrines against "prior restraint- evolved from Blackstone and
English Common Law ; what the relationship of .Veu, is. .11in ncsoia is to the
atIleildPentagom Papers: and how the Fairness Doctrine' relates Iii till
1/11.411; :18 it applies to the electronic media. They also liet.:1 Iii know 1111101 wore

about grand juries and about due process, lest the first amendment become
an arhitrary rulebook Mulch (4)11118 interpret according to the polities of their
lime, which is 11'11:it we may have just: witnessed in the coffficefl case.
if there is to he a newsman's privilege law, it cannot he a product of ,judicial

dectsitat. ptutection 1111151. come 1111111 tin's(' who 1ii:(1:(1 luivs, not 1 )ewe whet inter-

pret laths that may not really exist. A shield law must he precisely drawn. It
should Provide Protection front the prosecutors and others beat on fishing expeditions but at the same time he limited enough not to produce all-Purbose iltultunitY

fOr journalists. The shield law and the guidelines by which jourmulists vorIc

must he sit auctured in such a vay Is to provide protect hum for the public's need
1o:11.. special intiovNts.
to know, but nut a sanctuary Ii)!' these who bee :lose
just plait irresponsibility are seeking a privileged place to hide.

Ahove all. a journalist /lee&

1111111:1S1:11111 the uses and the abuses of the

sulmoona. The 'subpoena eau be It paralyzing arrow aimed

t our backbone, hul

pan also he It liberating
as in the ease or. the Memorial Lilly Massacre
force int-tattled to keep our backsides front resting Ito comfortably. That is the
lesson of the sulumena that provided the noNvsu'eel with II landmark moment
forgotten, if, in MeV, they ever
which all but a few old Chicago hands
knew about it'.

It has been said that journalism is too important to be left to the journalists
and indeed the law is too vital to he left to the la WYerS. Tile tragedy is that
the only time these two efill3 lull to each other is aeross a courtroom or in
utnxious preparation for stall a confrontation. or in 50111e kind of emergency
session brought. ell by the abuses or fair trial-free press. as in Dallas in 1nti3,
is reptired is a continuing dialogue on a scheduled basis with a prescribed

agenda.

There is 0
three or four visiting "firemen" from downtown. it is intended for

future attorneys and reporters. Ed Alurrow and 1 1110ed to talk to lawyer. Joseph

Welch. of Iiostoit about It TN program to be called 7'Ite Nctr8 and the tau. Iml;
that 11:18 ilth'Ilded for the public. ll'hatt better inezeorini eouhl he created for
these two teachers who loved each cillter's prof ession than a Al urrow-11'eleli series

editors and reporters Nvuunhl .10111 with judges and
of regular seminars in
lawyers in :t seareh for eumunon new gronmi? The subpoena impasse will not
be broken without hard work, nor will the fair trial-free press problem be sowed
merely by unleashing platitudes al Silt the first amendment against those about
I:! e fifth and sixth, and vice versa. We tleell 11 new breed of journalism tinder
law and It 11011* kind of law that reckons with twentieth-century communicationsand that might emerge from the to professions' talking with each other;
lilt at each other. The media and the Government have an adversary telation-

ship, but if we permit it to grow into a stranglehold we shall all end np in a
1/Ilfel,01..:11110v),: 1Ni/i()) jour»alism cannot win and due process cannot embire.

:fustice Byron 1Vhite and reporter Earl Caldwell have more in common than
their recent notoriety. .Now that the celebrated ease is over it would be providential if in their respective routes back to the courtroom and the newsroom they
wouht Pause to' elect in a geIlliteir l'00111. The syllabus is ready.. The reading list
is yesterday's law and tomorrow's headlines, and we are all very late for class.
I Copyright 0 197t3, Columbia Journalism neriew, All Rights Reserved.)
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NVOKES Ills -Pinvn.zuf:"

(An Interview with Professor Samuel L. Popkin icy Eda Si. Gordon, Senior
Editor, Trial)
expected to meet a man outraged by the abuses of the grand jury when I
sat ilt»vn %%it'll Harvard Professor Samuel L. Popkin on the morning the appeals
court had refused his testimony stipulation that could have saved him from
goat to jail two days later on a contempt indictment.
Instead, Professor Popkin. a former colleague of Daniel Ellsberg and witness
for the grand jury investigatim, the leakage the Pentagon Papers, was resigned
to whatever fate was in store to maintain the moral position lie had held since
lie was first subpoened in mid-July 1971.

"What I am fighting about mid what I am willing to go to jail for is not to
create a privileged class of intellectuals or journalists but to protect the respon
sibilities of people whose function in our system is to gather and disseminate
in forma tion.
"The problem should be seen more as living up to your responsibilities than
fighting for privilege," Popkin said.

-I feel F have a very strung responsibility to protect the flow of news and

not to involve people I have talked with unnecessarily in administrative sanctions
of any kind."
Adhering to that position led Professor Popkin to soften the position of total
noncooperation held by Nem York Times reporter Earl Caldwell when called
before another grand jury questioning the sources of his article on the Black
Panthers. The constitutionality of Caldwell's refusal went all the way to the
Supreme Court, which ruled that a journalist did not have the privilege under flue
first amendment to protect his confidential sources.
Professor Popkin and his lawyers, William P. Homans, Jr; and Daniel KInhoek
of Boston, wanted to test the same ground for scholarly sources, but not to that
extreme :

"When we decided we wanted to raise the question of protective orders :IAA
appearances, the only guide was the Caldwell, precedent. where the 11th Circuit
had held that Earl Caldwell of the Non; :Yor Times need not appear before
the grand jury. At the very beginning we were going to take that position. Hut
when we sat down to write np the constitutional principles involved, to ask other
scholars for supporting affidavits, we very quickly realized that Caidwell's
position was not tenable as a general rule. We didn't believe that full blanket
immunity was justified in our case we didn't think that the. first amendment
was .so broad that it could totally exempt anybody who said they worked for a
newspaper or was a scholar from any kind of appearances on any subject, whether
or not it was related to their work."
In Professor Popkin's words, lie faced "two battlesthe abstract battle for
everyone who does research or writing, whether scholar or journalist, and the
very narrow battle of not harming the real concrete interests of totally innocent
people I hind been involved with in ins own research."
"The second narrow front was an absolute," Popkin explained. "The broader
battle under no conditions is ever going to he made. won or lost in a single case.
And I saw no reason to try to be a 'Harvard hero' and take some totally abslutist

position which I thought would do more harm than good to myself and to
everyone else in the long run,"
But, Popkin added :
"I have won what I consider some very important limited victories. The courts

In my ease actually threw out 11 of the 14 questions which I had refused to
answer. One circuit court judge went so far as to label some of the questions
'repugnant.' Another judge on the circuit simply said they were 'badly phrased.'
I consider this an important step In bringing courts into closer supervison over
grand juries."
Judicial scrutiny is one reform Professor Popkin insists is necessary to ensure
that the grand jury will fill the role for which it was intended ; "until then, the
process is dangerous."

"I can understand why the courts arc very reluctant to get involved in grand
juriesit's one hell of a lot of work.
"The answers in the long run are simply going to have to be that the grand

jury process is reformed, that there is more prior communication between

GOT

prosecutor and lawyer, that the structure of flue testimony is cleaned up in some

way to separate fact from innuendo, that prosecutors do their homework and
keep the grand jury sitting
think out their questions su that. they 0011.t. 101
around for hours to get a few 0110til .101i fIllSW0r011. that controls he put on what

hnppens to the transcript so that the witness feels less vulnerable to misuse of
his testimony," Without these reforms, Professor Popkin is convinced "the eourtS
will do nothing. They simply don't want to it involved in reading all transcripts
and deciding on individual questions and splitting hairs.

"Rut the courts must lie sensitive to the use of grand juries to suppress lows
Clow, which is a very real threat inherent in grand firies, Every government hos
au understandable but threatening interest: in controlling the flow of 1:011'S to

the public. There's nothing surprising about the head of an agency or a police
elder or a mayor or a Cabinet. member not minting anyone in his employ to talk
or let out information hnt that: does tint /110111 be should he chic to use the grand
sYstein to his advantage, which is 11011* Very possible.

"Willa better way is there for a corrupt local gIvorimiPtit, 0V011

government. to keep certain kinds of information front the 1111h1it. than {(1 use the

utine to ask people like myself
pretext of a grand jury investigation or
questions that would elicit information ;shout. who his sources werebeyond
11

what is truly needed in direct. investigation of a crime. The huge powers of the
grand jury make it la perfect. way to lied out who the honest policeman is who fs

talking to the reporter ;Omnt police eorriiption, or who the people are in the
army that talk to me about the problems of policy in intnnin,Ills' iinriipo hog
people. You write a story abont corruption in the city and. the local DA vans a
grand jury and says. 'W' ...h1 you this. inormation'' And he can say, 'Of
eourse that is a legitimmt. Attest. because 1 want to slop corruption :11111 1100(1

this person's evidence,' liut what guarantee is there that lie won't: simply tire this

per8011?

11-10'S 100111d argue that scholars need more protection than journal''In
ists. Officials !trough the grand jury could stop whole liehls of research and publishing hs this country. There ore classes of work t hat scholars do that journalists
ilon't.where some protection is 100% essentiallike bmg-term studies of the drug
culture, or studies of deviant behavior, or studies of administrative procedure.
-Even beyond that, even time important to everyone who appears before gram/
juries. are the bash. kinds of intimidations and abuses of the process by prosecu-

tors whose minds are made np about exactly what they want and are just

determined to maneuver particular people into giving particular pieces of evi(knee without giving t hell) Choir legal rights.

"What concerns and augers 1110 so very much is that fl person behoving its a
totally constitutionally approved. legnily sanctioned. responsible :1110 respecta hie'

manner as a citizen can have his every statement: and movement interpreted as
evidence of n conspiracy, it crime or hidden testimony.

"When you ask to see your lawyer, why are you always asked. 'Well, this is a
question of fact, not of lawwhy do you want to see your lawyer?
The way that you can bear the prosecutor say before the grand jury. 4.M. if we

were tn[111110; your phone, you mean we aright; have heard .,;()Mething? The kinds

of Nina rounds yon get because prosecutors don't even have to tell you what they
are after and because they are in a position to totally manipnlate what happens
in the room.

-1 find it very upsetting that this secrecy. Whih is supposed to be there to

protect. witnesses, also seems to he a coventp for prosecutors, who seem to think
they can do wlin lever they want." Professor Popkin said.

Notwithstanding the prosecutor's potential tyranny, Professor Popkin does

not immediately espouse floe popular solution to :11101V the Wit IleSS' lawyer to be
present, in the grand jury room.

"For me," he said, "I see an advantage for the lawyer to he in the hall because
I can got the question down perfectly and then we hay e 11 slight amount of
privacy where I can relax and talk with him out Imul about how I should answer
the qnestion to make it fully clear, so that the prosecutor won't have to bother
with 10 more questions; we'll he able to get on to the next subject.

"On the other handand I don't mean to he elitist-1 think :1 lawyer in the

grand jury room 11111y be necessary for the average witness, who do not have a

Ph.D. and has not been working With ft lawyer for six months, to help make
distinctions that: only a lawymr is used to making."
Thongh "not. optimist is about judges being willing to do anything they consider

tying anyone's hands in a legitimate investigationespecially judges at the state
level. where any are close to prosecutors having been prosecutors themselves

(

courts take more seriously the role 4)1 ovi; rspol
eimtended:
grand juries, there is no alternative lietNveen 1 Mal talking tind total protect
Anything but nn absolute position against- appearance 11111 only 11'01; if judges
fur willing to look :it transcripts, to think about balancing and relevance.'
described his rovii grniiil jury experience before four different
Professor
prosecutors to exemplify the need for
oerseerlo preserve lint only
the gram] ,ittrY process itself but the rights of Ilse individual
the integrity

Witness:

"1 aiii a ease of somebody who doesn't seem to have tiny information whatsoever relevant to flip investigation as far as. I eat] tell. lint the prosemitor elenrly
wanted some kind of
Meld. of SO11100110 in.:80enal`d Willi 1110 f'1.111:1;ZMI
TO this day I don't know Nv.11y it is they are pursuing ine, unless--1 don't
like In suggest- i t hut it seems rather prnhable at bun's They tire trying I n go fa.r
-beyond Ensherg in sailing information floNvs f run the government-. -kninving that

I am a Vietnam scholar and that I know and have been intimate with lame

numbers of people in 'Vietnam and Washington involved in Alvin:Int pclicy they
may he using this ease to nuke sure that no one ever says anything to .tine or
people like me. That's all still supposition because Ilie,v never said ati,v1hing.
"That is one of the problems that bothers me most albeit this system: I have
never been toldexcept in the most- extraordinarily vague way that T tin hying
gnrstiunerl ;11)0111 specific; slat lites or specific caseNvIty r ant /wing called all the
time.

"Aly testimony mid statements inalie it ahsolidely (dear That I \\t15 not a

physical integral ma of ails planning or anything that happened or

[luny

anything happened. Flow or wily anyone sees time as involved I simply do not know.
You simply are not able to find out something as basic as NvInti: it is I he prnsecillor
thinks you kiimv.

"Several times we tried to quietly sit down with the government attorney a ml

and say. 'Just what is it you seem to ho_ poised and wailing
fnr 1411' to toll you? 1:-Iyhe it's something that nn cbneept. at all of the loirst
Amendment vwrnild tower. that I could simply tell you.' Nobody would ever. say to
sot what it is.11,a,y
al.tor in
A one-and-a half-howr int-m.1'00 ion by two FRf agents nt hits 1,1:irv:Ird (Mire
0114' or the prosoeni

"I assumed there was same kind of dragnet to find out' who know what"-

precipitated Professor Poplin's
After tieing read "Nvliat T understand now as an alternate Iiraii(la statement
which sounds to someone who is not used to being approached by two FftI agents
thnt iitt ±d10111110. 11('C'd

:1

1:111'PI. bl'e:111;41' 11211'n you mention

1:111'.1'01' there was

no reason to Beliee you've unite anything." lie W:18 a shed "a great deal of
questions Nvhich I answered it length. part-id:II:illy imiking clear that T simply
11:1(1 no idea this NV/1s going to happen. that T had never seen anything that eould
lie enlist rued as part of what 11:10 been released. Hint 1 didn't InIONV nnyi)011S was
going in dO it. never laid it and never seen any of it.

All sorts of questions Nvero also asked me tint iliilit't sit rig.ht. like: `Does

Elisherg seinil to he a nervous person? Is Ellsherg enintional? Is 1,111sherg errati?'questions that at the time T though were thiero to impugn the person. to
try to paint him as a neurotic. or a crazy person or a person with a grudge or a
vendetta. I said very 11111111 1Y that T didn't see Wlialany ttlit'stions, Me that had

to do Nvitli any eriminal investigation. and ilatiiel

Ellslwrg NV:IS O11100110

I

respected and f simply was not going to get involved in some kind of mudslinging

contestwhich is what T ihought they \veil. doing. They told me they were just

trying to understand Ellsi 'erg and his motives.

Since it is rather unusual for.tlie FPf to eon' ludo the university campus. they
needing special permission to do so. Professor l'opkin is tinder the impression
that for some reason the 1 PT thought he Nvould lomNy something about* the ease.

"Why the FBI thought T knew anything. what' it is they thought I knew or what
system or replies and winreplips In this (lay I (10 not know."

After unsuccessful moves to have his sniumena quashed on the basis of first.
and fcairtli amendment 1s:411esquestioning not only the possibility of wiretapping
but also the siihjet of the investigation and the relevance and pertinence of the

questions ("This was at IIINgr:11 hart of Mir ease from flip first,")-1,rofw:f4or
Popliin appeared herore he grand ,jury on August 19.

"Afy first eontact with the nuthiptilat ivy side of the grand jily," he tells "Cnine
Ivlien I asked the prosecutor `1:13* I please lie told the snhjeet of the matter tinder
inquiry.'

."I'lie poseitor reared up at me rind gave It long liaaile hi a %pry stentorian
toie. saying: 'The jitilges
told you that you tasty not ask Ili Is question. lo
appear here immediately and testify, I'lease don't keep these people walling.
\1'h3' are 31111 t twilit:: 10 hold tip the pia 4_ess 01. Jiistjeey

very demeaning kind of experience.
"The proseelinar knew the issue or reierfloce tins open. Iltal I %%as supposed In
a -d: this question dud there were legitimate constitution:11 reasons
by I %%11
Mutt lite subject was. hut immediately there was tills tone of "NVIly am
yin bothering these peoplio:'
Not having immunity. I immediately tool: the 111.:1. fourth and Ilflh amend
moots on three totally
elementary quest'ous: 111) you read the Roaton
the .1'etr

(If course, %own you low the milli on II trivial question. Hob proseefflor
slittly dons everything he can to hopljeme In lire gruud jury thuf.___uh.loo,.._
you're hiding smoothing, lie doesn't tell them. and Ynirte not allowedcertainly
unless 3011 are ve1.3 infuruted ;111,1 (.01111,1e111-4,,,sny ; There.s this who,. problem

with the concept of links in it chain anti ir you ilia 't take the lift h

on tt iiVial

litiOstinli.

uu laity he fine(',( In answer

all questions.'

"The grand ,ittry clearly didn't know what was happening and I was lo sit

thole ;111,1 to inss,,11. be Hind,. to had; /me a fool. There's alway the temptation

before a grand jury to stand 1111 :11111 tell tile grand ;111'3' 111ellIbel's exactly "113'

yon are doing things. pt's a humiliating experience for someone like nie to sit
there and he made to look like somebody trito is trying: to bother the people of

the grand jury or to waste their time or to lie picayune or to obstruct .111st ice when
doing things that absolutely lutist be done for legal. clan:Mut tonal reasons.
it I out so intimidated and have so much t rouble in the roomand 1 have
a Ph.D. and ant used to very rapid verbal interchange. intellectual argument and

finicky detail over hair-splitting of wordstliat happens when a seiniilliterati

or just an average person gets in th
or someone wim barely speaks
room? It tool; me months or oabilini iinparotion 'wimp I was am, in sit nono

uiihnnt shaking every time I 11sked to sec 1113' buyer

11 1111

11;111 to argue

the prosecutor. What happens. if just any man or woman is pulled in 011811Sliinioll

and asked a million high-pitched fast questionsdoes he really have time to
understand what ho is doing, to think out the questionAli give an honest ;thsw,,,r
owl not just what the pri,s,eliter %runts.
think 1.110,1, who testifies herre a arana jury without itnuuutity
he eiiz heeunse. given t he extratinlinn ty motive of
,;, be rnnstrtud
conspiracy; for all I kno saying to Person '(;01. 3011le interesting. I
11

11

can't trait to r(pl your hook' might be construed as a conspiracy to release in
formation. In that. to text, art sane person would think he was salt, to go in and
tiSWo (West ions without immunity.

"Now here's one of the real cruxes of the gravid jury system: I was trilling to
answer a very. very large camber of questions as aveurafely awl fully as T possibly could because it concept of the first limenduwat whatsoever twain,( have
said, 'Don't answer.' And T %%amid always want to go over them with my lawyer.
EvOry .111110 I Winild toawo tit rune I %vould got into tt trvitivildMis tirgilninnt
a boil
'1.011'ro wasting these people's thin you're looping it boring to them. why
thi you want to sip ynnr Inivyer'!.
"A gram] jury in theory is there to investigate and tell the tirosectit or What
to 110. hot in real life the nrosentif or totally runs and owns the grand jury atleast in this ease. The only time the foreman of the grand jury ever speaks I,
when he is given a hand or an eve signal. No member of the grand jury Pro'
dons anything oxcept wnteli the Amu-, They simply are there--the vehicle for a
1'10,14.111'0r to gather inforthatitut and make a ease. They don't get involved at
alt. It bas mode me wonder to what -stezit these people are hist-I:acted 01 trained
or truly apprised of thei role. It is the grand .luny iiii,1111p s who ort,
to asps (Mst IOUs
ao Silloposoil In ht involved. They are not saltiest,(
he made to sit there just to lerritinta fp the process.

"1 filo very curious. fir installer. to know initv the foreman 1.,: ehoson. T lock
around the oom--I've spout more than eight brows watching these penoloand
there ;ire clearly some extremely alert people in the room, who, probably beea Ilse they have road the newspaper. titulentand what is going on and HIM' !horn
',re iniporiint rnnstitntinnal iSsiles tit stake, One of the least alertlooking people

in tht roeir was the grand jury foreman. ITe stems to ht ten nXtrplifoly atrithin

nice pein Ion he Is leird111-Iiiiiiring vial does Ica %i1nt la lie %t.0' avert

tleryllilit.4 that Is happening.
".k4)(1 1 believed the t:ratal jitry. not pis( ate lortewentel'Ileling.

I hod In Irare the rim", ti. see uIy i".yet,

%%II%

VIIrellt1111. I

%Vo 011111

If/ see IIIY

mule
ithoys ask,

yer.' 1 ttlwaYs addressed iby 011e:411.1%

to the l'orentatt several 11111(.4 I ;I 1141111 SI 11 Itilt.11 t I 1111. grand Jury
their help in fetal (iff mulls essary inittlei, I Was always Nit tluwlt by the proc.
,nifty, \'lletiever,
instimee, I %vatild ask the relevoitre of n iliteIltin. I war

always told flint 'the :trawl Jury linos lint have to
asked In see Iny lawyer the prnsecittor would soy.
Lout prrutL,sion.'

11111'slinns: 4)1'

Foreman, ynit may

11

I

"This is very m1.1.11 ling. if ynii think there Is a rile for grand Juries, as grand
Juries. :is au aria of the Judiciary. The %%ay the tirocess works Low. 1 (bart
why the Joist
threw tint the
IltIll say anytime the government want,
they can tint a 01.11-44111(1r and stenographer in
maii. give you ininintilty and
f,.1.1
%Vim' is Ilie purpose of lmrimr a urii71.1
wake yen answer %%.hatovi.i.
inry there if' von. 1,11.r Iniz(.11 ill what they are told, limy they are trained and

how the flirettian Is seleried':"

ltrert:se
dat.s not conclude. Ittmever. that grand Juries should be
usually eliminated fret!' lids system. -1 think the alternatives may he nitwit
w'orse,

tirA step." Itraressa
stwursts. is far peaple In be :1,,v,ire if Villt
Itoces. \Vital statzt=eed um is that even at Ithive: Ilk.

l:"S "" i" the gri"I

Ilarvard 1,aw S111114)1 teople itumv so tittle :theta groin! Juries. I was shnefietl to
:all; In I:1W 1111$1.('S4(11%: %VIVI really ball tut Ilvutclot very ennselously about tb
fact that lawyers %veil, ma in the ratan with their clients, 11.4411, haven't pol.1

tittentittn. The gr:ind Jury system hits liven seriously abused lireattse Ilherais
basically didn't yore as Imo: as the Mafia or eorupt teamsters weir beim: proserut ed.

':Ntayhe the best thing: that ha eante ant of my case is that n lot of people will
realize %%lint kind., of loll InI of
suing

nut
hav:tig akiimvhked this hell--the 'clear aml present danger' of grand
juries as n manipnhtfhe preeeSI4 and II distltict curb MI the 110W Of news to
rationale goes as fillows;

struggled Ir. ju4lify the value of the grand hwy. Ills

-The theory sly,: the lugliiinale value of ii grand jury is lo insure that a case
is not brought III ning %vitlinitt panel being convinced that Own, is a legitimate

case.

As nitwit as :in to .10 years ago \Vilyne

when getting his 111.1). in inn" a:

r(datailia, planted tint how very rarely gramt juries: ever fah to return all hulks.
uncut that the prosecutor wonted, that, in fact, the .antittlit dune by the
jury ran lie Very small,

-The theory is very appealing, thotigh, and yin keep thinking there are ways

to make the grand :Miles do 'prat they are supposed to do,
'. \ nil there is another issue - -n very sticky issue that is tint as etc:Irma as villa r

civil libertarians or lane-iiiiiorder freaks luake it appear; Does the saccessfil
fantinning of a denineratic system require enamelled testimony or lint '
Otte of the nrgiimnts against
grand ,lacy is that people shouldn't have to
testify unless: they u.ant tn. TM, radical or (,eft porspeoivo argument goes: Iii
ilvninerapy. when there is it real problem. everybo:Ty will 'cut in testify.' "That
really underestimates the

mu. 11:N stt found a way to develop

a system whore there is tint smile kind of primordial basil: fear abnia getting
itiv,,ived with petite (mom courts. T don't think the pr,Ible111 Is entirely duo In
fear of
system bee:nisi, the feeling: is very deep and goes Jinn the highest
eennianie and Nine dell (lasso,: and has to
with all kinds of psyeloidinilytie
problems about antlinity and intimidation.
"I nnt not 1'1'3(1Y in say you abselutily do not need cnutpelied tostimilny
any kind.

-I feel very queasy
of compelled testilunny. Why is II:' tiftit
ntnendmod prntled lint not the tir
"I (bin't think any al:saline proteetinn will ever be %ali(1. ','here are alway,

going to be a need for balanc,s, 1 1 10n1; the kind of (Time involved should have
a Int In do with the kind of prnt eetions grant( (1.

scholars and Journalists as an investigative arm of the zavertititetti 1'
simply going to dry tip the ability of writers of any kind to gather and tlis.a ntiu It
infnrinal ion to the public."

011

Professor :Milian went In jail 1 wis days later, where he spent eights days

tmtli the Itostott grand jury wits abruptly dismissed on the promise or 111'1,((li111::
any coulliet %vitt' the Elisherg trial soon to begin in Los .11igeles, California.
burins our interview Professor Pop kin said :

"I have always felt that I should not ever go to jail just for the broad issue.

stood(' only go it' there iron, some rent concrete professlonal etItteal reasons I
hail to dos')."

III, went. manneledreltetedlY the lirst Amrienn scholar to be jailed fur

reftishig to reveal it source.
lie %vent. sciallitg a chill Ililyugh 1 he neadentle imam:laity, who. In the itio.son

or !Mr/fil I '11..i(lent

had futilely argued for the right of the scholar
Povel:
14, emainet research without g.overtiment interference and the responsibility of
1 la, scholar to keep confidential his source.

The lower cowls bare denied sltiliarly or journalistic privilege. The United

States Supreme Court has upheld these rulings. Anal legislators now' vie over
het bur or not to enact "shield
Meanwhile. own as principled as Professor
Popkin but not cn fortimati,--stand behind bars ht the (111181. or it rive
*

*

Samuel Popkto %vas released utter saw week in jail when the justice department
decided to dismiss the grand Jury.
.

Upon his release front jail he stated. 'lit the 197i(l's, over reaction against
communism stilled and paralysed Mir ability to tall: freely about our foreign
policy. Today we may again he losing our sense of balance. With the grand ,lacy
as the instrument. the ability of scholars and journalists to provide others ivith
iht information essential In a demoeracy. may again be threatened.
"This ease and °titers demonstrate that the courts and government need to be
more sensitive to the need of tine 111.11)11r 111 11Velve Information concerning their
government.

sibholars :to Journalists cannot tan; iii collilovn(e with ottlehils. he first

amendment wilt protect nothing more than polemics: and offivia I ha 'taunts."
I D4'101111(41 %vith 1,eriuksitat
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(By Brit Ilnille)
1C AsittxGT0S.Ike Kleinerman. a C.D.S. News producer, took :1 camera crew
t !trough the South recently to develop material for a documentary on the problems
children In America, Ile hoped to arrange an interview with a mother who multi

('':scribe vividly how the welfare system, with its prohibitions against payments
to families with orldng fathers. has encouraged the breakup of homes, He
finally fetind Just such a woman. She was it welfare client who spoke eloquently
front experience of the system's inequities. Site agreed to be interviewed on
eanwra, but only with her Nee averted and with absolute assurances she would
not be Identified by name. She hail been secretly harboring, her husband in her
home and feared this would be discovered if site spoke out publicly. Although

promises to withhold names have traditionally been routine in journalism
Eleineman called C.B.S. iteadquarters in New York to cheek. The matter was
!.efrred to the legal department, where the judgment was swift. Kleinerman
was told not to give the requested al.-tglInlItee. The interview was enneelvd.

lawyers were reacting to the smreino Court's 5-to--t decision last

.1nne '21.1. in the so-called Cattintett case, that the first amendment gives journalists 110 right to conceal the identity of their SOH IITS iii' /n107111:0 ion from it gm MI
jury, The Court acted simultaneously in three eases of newsmen who had been
subpoenaed to appear before grand juries to expand upon information that was

in their stories. Two of the reporters. Earl Caldwell of the New York Tints:.
and Paul Pappas of WP,TV-TV in New Bedford. Mass.. had gained across to
111e inner workings of the 111:1(91 Panther party. The other. Paul Branzlairg of
floc toilixrilly Cwirirr,hou rind. 11:11 ptblishod rin inside story on 11w drug 1 mile

ricer
plave.

mimed 1114 names. All three refused to identify their sonrees or to breach

lith.neeg which they felt hail me le their reports possible in the first
P:...pas and Dranzburg were ordered to testify by state courts and

(112

appealed to the tl.Ittlireitie Court, t'aldwell was escused from testifying first hy the
Federal 'Astrid. Court In San Prone Ise() and subsequently by the Ninth Circuit
l'ourt of Appeals, 111//1.11

1'11.011

111111 01'11 111S 1111110111.111111' 111'11111111111' V1W11.11'1111111's

Of 11 grand ;Ittry room would damage Ills credibility Mill Ills BINH; Panther
sources.

Government. appealed his ease to Inv Supreme Court.

Speaking for the majority, Justice Byron It. \Viotti. 11'1110, ''Ve are asked ...
to grant newsmen a testinuufGtl privilege that other citizens do not enjoy. 'Phis
1\1 111'11111V 111 (10 ... \Vt. cannot necept the nrguinent that the piddle Interest in
possible Putout 111'11'8 1111011t (T11111.! 1'141111 1111111S(.1VSell 11111'1'111101 :4111111.es must hike

Pll'eN11`11(q' 01'01' the piddle interest in prosecuting those crimes reported to the
press loy ittrortnants , ,."
Speniang for three of the four dissenters. Just lee Potter Stewart argued that

the Court "invites state mid federal anthorloh.s to undermine the historic independence of the press 113. atllrnfpliug to 1111111'N VIP 19111.111111S114.111."I'VS4111 as all

jurystig,Itive nrlit
why], gov,.,flowittai otttchtts possoss ;Hi
reeeiVcil 111 it iiunchecked power to comp.' itt.wsittett it disclose
lidonee, 14011114'S 11'111

'411.13' he deferred
14 1.141111 giving. information, and reporters

Dill clearly he deterred front pitiiiisititig it tioviiiiso the iliworinitity :own! the

(..Nw.uso or the power 11'111 load to `self-censorship.'"
allstiee Stewol's prediction. of 1.11111.1', 11k 111.VHS1'13. the eireuuisl :utces of the
canceled
interview. And the chilling effect of the decision on the network

does not seem to be an isolated eNainple. For Instance, l'aul Itranzburg. The

Lottixri//c Courier-Jo/trim/ reporter whose ease 111.111 to the Supreuut Court. was

also subpoenaed by a second Kentucky grand jury in connection with another

story. At the height of the controversy. ho learned that. marijuana use had

become widespread among well-to-do adults in one large lirentitoky conimuni0.
material i'or
It persots
t
n(,
1si(iv(io otj;1
thi
IonSt;flte drug.
(ot)i(r-./f
might lead to contliA with still a third grand jury. decided not to use it.
Niphols you Hotritinti. the li-todoington Post columnist who has written often
about radical political activity. says lie has had a long-standing policy of trying
To avoid being present (luring any activity the Government. might 11%111l.

ici 1111'1,'-

dg1110. "T always thought there was no way we eonid react subpoenas oven
before the f.'aldorelf ease." lie stated. -When they first started
about the
.Mayday demonstration at. it National Student Association entivention a couple
or years ago," von IToffnmn recalls. "I just got up and left."
A well-known 1Vashingt on freolanee. 11'110S( work has appeared in this Itigazine. told how he abandoned the idea of doing a magazine article about :111'11'110.
who he had discovered. to his l'ISitinishinent. was deeply involved in the soft-drug
traflie. -Because the man had strong philosophical. rather than financial. reasons

for his activity, the writer thought his ease .wottld be interesting. His friend was
eager for the public to hear his views and agreed to cooperate if he were not identified. \\lien the Cotirt ruling C111110 (10111. 11011'01er. the writer changed his mind.

"I never even considered doing it: after that." he said, In fact. the writer was
so intimidated by the prospect of being hauled before it grand jury to identify
his friend that he insisted his name not be used in this artielu.
..\dthough there is no indication that the Government still wants the te,,timony
it sought front Earl Caldwell. the long court battle has left him uneasy, "IVilen
the Government issued flw subpoenas," he says. "tliey asked for more than just
ury teslimmly
wanted documents tapes and notes. Since them I have
destroyed other tapes and notes and papers that I might have been able to use
for stories. In some eases. T did taped int erviovs whore I promised not to rise
the material until some f inure time. Now I've destroyed these kinds of imiings
thillgg that might have been illvaluable to me."
Caldwell thinks the decision will he esitecially hard 1111 1101181111'11 trying 141
cover the activities of disaffected blacks. 1110 tend to lie suspicious of.` the press.

'We could oiler promise these people that our stories would get in the paper.
or even that. if they did. they would come out the way they were Nvritlell. What
we could promise wore some things about ourselvesthat We could keep eonfidences. Now we can't even do that." Caldwell says lie is seriously considering

leaving the newspaper business.

Interestingly, one who is not co»cerned about the impact of the Court's action
i Joseph Ali:op, the syndicated IVrtshington.columnist best known in reeent years
f.-or his ardent support of Anwrietm policy in Vietnam. Alsop's column has I re-

quently contained sensitive military and diplomatic information. but it has

nsually supported the Government's position. Askod :flout the Court
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71 Treasury official. Nelson expret,sed
good story :Omit highly iutproper
interest. hut the source balked. "II( WaS Wal'e of the Supreme Court decision,"

Nelson said. "He said, '11: I toll you, they'll come after yon to get to ate.' The
guy Nvas literally shaking. We cent out in the hall, nod 1 finally convinced him
I %ouldn't reveal his name and he gave me the information." Nelson's expeielleeS might seem to indicate ulna the Caldwell decision is inorvly causing socmml thimgli[s. lint not seriously impeding the flow of information to the piddle.
Yet these episodes certainly raise this question: Is the, press truly free where

lieW8111011 uutst pia thelle4eICS on a collision course with the law lo do their job':
Already, there have been some noteworthy collisions. Peter Bridge. a reporter
for the 114)w-defunct Newark Acw.v, was jailed recently for three weeks for eon.

tempt of court. Ile refused to answer a handful of grand jury questions that were
related to a story he had written about official corruption but went beyond what
he had actually published. All hough he (lid not claim that n confidential source
a-as involved. Bridge felt that the questions encroached upon his first amendment freedom by forcing him to disclose information he bad chosen not to divulge.
Alt hough Bridge's case has been the most celebrated so far, his sentence was
light compared to the six-month term given Paul Bra nzburg for his refusal to
name the persons who gave him access to their hashish-milking operation in

Louisville. Branzburg has moved to Michigan, where he noa- works for The

Dclroil 'Free 1're88, If he returns to Kentucky to serve his sentence. he will also

face contempt charges for refusing to cooperate with the second grand jury
which has sought his testimony. Gov. 'Wendell Ford of Kentucky has DOW IlloVed
to extradite hint from Michigan.

A lengthy jail term may also lie is store for William Farr. a Los Angeles

newspaperman. for it story he wrote during the trial of Charles Manson and his
followers for the murder of actress Sharon Tate and four others in 1.9GO. Farr
reported that one of the witnesses in the case had told the prosecution of plans
by Manson and his group Ili kill other celebrities. His story broke after the trial
judge.Charles Older. had ordered eveyone involved in the case to inalw no comment to the press, to avoid mpjudieial publicity. Summoned before the judge,
Parr acknowledged that the information had come from a laWyer in the
y which one. Judge Older held Farr in cc-attempt. Farr apiiealed
hilt V0.11:30(1 to
till the way to the Supreme Court. 'Nvhich refused to hear the case. Judge Older
has now ordered Farr to jail until he mimes the source. Farr says he will never
break the confidence.
The case is especially distressing to newsmen for several reasons. One is that
the jury in the 3fonson. case was sequestered at; the time Farr's story appeared.
and was thus presumably immune from any possibly prejudicial effects of a newspaper story. Also the Supreme Court's refusal to hear the case. Willie it is tech-

nically not a ruling either way on its constitutional merits, seems likely to

broaden the application of the ealfitvell riling beyond grand Jury proceedings.
In his majority opinion in the aahrIce71 case. Justice White asserts that grand
jury investigative powers "are necessarily broad." He speaks of the "ancient role
of determining if there is probable
of the grand jury. which has the dual
cause to believe that a Crime has been
been ennunitted and protecting citizens against
unfounded riminal prosecutions." These doctrines are basie to the Coltrt's
hut they are equally hash: to the apprehensions of journalists about grand juries.
The "necessarily broad" investigative powers cited by JuStice White enable
gratid joules to use their subpoena power to delve into whatever they please.
They need make only the slightest showing that the information they seek is relevant In a crime. In some states, grand jury investigations need not involve a crime
at all. but may be a general inquiry into comnnity problems. The possibility that

their proceedings will be abused is heightened by the fact that they are conducted in total secrecy:

Justice White is certainly correct in saying that grand. juries are intended to
protect citizens "against unfounded eriminal prosecutions.- But the idea that
the. grand jury today actually functions as a vigilant citizen review hoard. preventing prosecuting attorneys from abusing their authority. strikes many jonrnalists as a bit fanciful. As even most prosecutors will acknowledge, grand ,juries
today willingly head in whatever direetinn nrosecutors choose to steer them. And
since most posenlors are either elected officials or political appointees. polities
is often a factor in grand jury litres:brat lOON,

In examolc of how polities can affect the grand jury process wenred in

T,onisvpie a few years ago when the same prosecutor involved in the

rfin Zb rg

case. Edwin A. Schroering jr summoned another reporter to testify. The re-

615
iv, HOW chief Or The 00/(rie-doPPW/r8 \Washing'tou Lffire:111,
porter, WON!
hit( iyrittcu a series of stories, based largely upon public records, about question-

able real estate dealings by menthers of the local .aviation board. Sinclair appeaed, expecting to help the grand jury dig into the improprieties. Instead, according to Sinclair's account, Schroeriog, a Republican like most or the aviation
board members, defended the accused officials and tired hostile questions at him.
The grand jury subsequently issued a report exonerating the a rill( ion b0:1 I'd and

attacking Sinhtir's paper for impugning the integrity of its members. Later,

Sinclair says Sehroering privately praised his investigative series and confessed
to him that political considerations hail been the reason he had rushed to the
defense of his fellow Republican otheials.

With the broad charter granted them, grand juries cant easily conduct in-

vest igatious for the sole, if unstated, purpose of identifying the sourees of embarassing news stories. As the. GOVerninent blief in the OrldWell case put it,
a grand jury "need establish no factual basis for commencing an investigation
and can pursue rumors which further investigation may prove groundless.:k mild-mannered Pentagon employee named Gone Sndth learned the truth of
this the hard way when he was hauled beNre a Federal grand jury in NOrfolk,
Va., lust real', under suspicion of Imving violate It a vague and obsenre
prohibiting "aural acquisition" of conversations. The investigation stemmed front
a Jack Anderson column that reported in great detail how Pentagon officials had
haught,d, sung and told dirty jokes while nuakilig up the list of persons to be fired
at Christmas time in 1970, When the Defense Department denied the story.
Anderson offered to produce a tape Of the meeting. The F.B.I. was called in, and
8"1" "gas identified us the pritue suspect in (aping the Meeting. He Nyns griped

mercilessly by military investigators. The F.R.I. visited his neighbors to ask
a boot his drinking habits, his loyalty, his relatives and associates. Before the
grand jury, however, Smith denied under oath that he even knew Jack Anderson.

RS. Attorney Brian Gettings acknowledged afterward to Anderson associate
Ides Whitten that "we probably do have the wrong num." They did.

In Memphis recently, a subcommittee of the State Legislature hold hearings
ostensibly to investigate reports, which appeared in The Mewl/0x CO») In a rota
Ahhenl, that enn,loyes of a local hospital for severely retarded children had been

dismissed for abusing, patients. The stories had originated with confidential
sourees inside the hospital, but the hospital administration subsequently confirmed their accuracy. Nevertheless, the legislative investigation quickly became an attempt to learn the sources Hot only of The Commereiffr .:(ppear8
reports, bat also those of a local; radio station, WREC. To the dismay of his
eolleagnes, W' {EC newsman Joe Pennington appeared at st closed-door session

of the subconnnittee and identified a secretary at the hospital as Ids source.
Penningtim says he named the woman at. her request. lint she denied being
his source When called to testify. The snhcommittee has turned the matter over
to the slate Attorney General for possible perjury charges, mid the WOrnalf has
been susttonded from her job. Contneemial Appeal reporter joseph Weiler, mean-

while, appeared before an open session of the subewinnittee, but refused to
ee Isms 111 MN* Scheduled a nen ring at which
name his soares. The Slibenin
Weiler must stow case why lie should not be hold iii ohtemnt. of the Legishanre.
The newspaper plans to light the case as far as possible. Since the Supreme
Court's decision deals only with a grand jury's right. to know a newsman's
sources, the question of whether it legislative body, either state 'or Federal
bast he same right is still presumably open.

Also still open is the question of whether n plaintiff in a libel suit is entitled

to discover a newsman's sources. Ina Seri's Or major decisions. hoginaing with
the e(.1ebrated Nato York limes v. Sullivan case in 190.1, the Supreme Con rt

has made it extremely difficult for anone mentioned in a news story to sue-

cos:41)01y sue for libel. The Court has ruled, in efect. that nn matter how false
or damaging a report may be, a newsworthy person may not collect libel
damages unless he (1111.5hOW that it was mffilishcfl with the knowledge that it
vans false or in reckless disregard of the truth. The idea behind those decisions
is that, under the first. amendment, journalists pursuing even the most damaging Idnd of information should be free front fear of a ruinous libel judgment
ranged by an honest mistake. These decisions, of course, impose it heavy burden
of proof on anyone siting a newsman for libel, The weight of this burden has
led Federal Judge Howard Corcoran in Washington to order me to name the
inside sources of part, of a one - paragraph story I reported for Jack Anderson's
column. The story raised some questions about a reported burglary at the headqnarters of the united Mine Workers..TJ.M.1V, general counsel, Edward Carey,
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who filed the burglary report. sued link. Anderson and the ll'oNbington PoNt,
Which carried the column. for ;I total of titn-ntillion. The li.M.W., of course. has
been the center of one (if the major labor scandals of the century. Its president

W. A, (Tony) Boyle, has been sentenced to five years in jail for misuse of
union fuds, The man who challenged him for re-election in lhtit), Joseph l'abloaski, was murdered in IziS bedroom, along with his wife and daughter, weeks

after the election. One minor union official has already pleaded guilty in the
killings, and a top union officer, a member.of the executive board of the tution's
international Albert Pass, is presently awaiting trial.
Stffisouteffity. Anderson cited alleged instances in which Smith's Pentagon
superiors had listened in on employes' phone calls and tape-recorded staff meetings without 10.11r warning, lie challenged the grand jury to investigate these
11(5(5, ltnt once the attempt to learn the source of Anderson's column wns over,
(Ioltlogs and his grand :jury lost interest in "aural acquist ion."

The hest-known news source to receive grand jury attention, of course, is
Daniel Ellsborg, whose release of the Pentagon Papers precipitated one of the

major collisions between press and tto ,, . . rnment in American history. '.17lie con-

flict did not end with the Supreme Court's ruling that the (lovernment could
not prevent: the publiention of the secret Vietnam war study. '1'lle Government
took the matter before a grand jury, which apparently had no difficulty accepting the novel interpretations of several laws under which the Government
sought to prosecute Ellsberg and all associate, Anthony Russo, for making classi-

fied documents available. The pair were indicted and, after the dismissal

of.

Ono jury, are still awaiting trial.

There are strong indications that the Galdutc/1 decision marked only tile end
of the first stage in what will probably be it protracted controversy over newsltlit),
men's sources. Until the Justice Department subpoenaed Earl Caldwell
there had been occasional skirmishes between the press and the government
over such sources, but a general spirit of mutual accommodation had made
subpoenas rare and thus kept the undecided constitutional issue from coining
to a head. Since Caldwell. 1110 number of subpoenas for reporters' testimony has
increased sharply, and the practice of calling newsmen before official investigative bodies to learn their sources seems to have become something of ;t fad.
For example, The State, a newspatier in Columbia, S.C., has been at loggerheads
of late with a local prosecuting attorney who subpoenaed three State newsmen
to testify about a story on misconduct by officials 811(1 guards at a nearby detention center. Since the notarized statements by former inmates on which

the story was based have been turned over to the prosecutorwithout their
namesthe newsmen feel the only reason for the subpoena is to learn the
names. Arthur Cooper, president of the company which publishes the newspaper.
has called the sulmenas "all attempt to intimidate The State and the former

inmates."
It is hard to imagine circumstances under which my determination to protect:
my sources would be greater. But if Corcoran's order is allowed to stand, I might
face imprisonment for contempt of court or a default judgment nr both, for
refusing to reveal them. N'Vhat's more, allowing public figures to gain access to
reporter's sources by sheer virtue of filing a libel suit could eneourage wave
of such snits for just that purpose. Yet Carey has -a point. If newsmen can
refuse to name the sources of defamatory stories, they can efreetively vitiate
%vhat is left of the libel laws by hiding behind anonymous sources whenever
sued.

It is an extremely tough question, one that is presently being deliberated by

the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for Washington, to which I appealed Corcoran's
order. The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis, however, may INIVO
found a ;ty out of the dilemma. In a libel suit filed by St. Louis Mayor Al-

fonso Cervantes against Life Magazine, the court ruled recently that a libel
plaintiff was not entitled to learn a journalist's sources simply because he filed
suit. The court held that "to routinely grant motions seeking compulsory disclosure of anonymous news sources without first inquiring into the substance of
a libel allegation, would utterly emasculate the fundamental principles that, un-

y the line of eases articulating the constitutional restrictions to be engrafted upon the enforcement of state libel laws." The court held tlmt, a libel

plaintiff suing a journalist must make a "concrete demonstration that the
identity of defense news sources will lead to persuasive evidence" of willful or
reckless error in order to gain access to the sources.
Mayor Cervantes has now asked the Supreine Court to bear an appeal of the
circuit court's ruling. If the appeals court in 'Washington goes against me,
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u.ould create onflicling rulings in two appeals eircuils. This wt uld heighten
the likelihood of the Supreme Court ultimately having to resolve this issue.
it

And, if the conflict between The .I/cmphiN Commercial ..Ippeal and the Tennessee

Legislature remains unresolved, it might give the Supreme Court still another
aspect of t he saute quest ion tit decide.

The Ca lel Well decision has led to the introduction of more than 20 hills in
Congress to enable newsmen to protect their sources. They range from a brief

bill advocated by Senator Alan Cranston of California, giving newsmen an
absolute privilege to keep confidences, to a variety of other bills granting a
qualified privilege. The chances of any sueli hill being enacted, however. are
Affininistrathin. In testimony before
dimmed by the opposition of
House .ludieiary subcommittee. Roger Cramton. a Justice Department witness. argued that newsmen are adequately protected by a set of guidelines

11,1. press subpoenas issued by the Attorney General after the controversy over
the Ca/f/treft case erupted two years ago. ',file guidelines require basically that
subpoenas for newsmen's testimony be issued only when the iufutniatioi enit1114 be obtained by other means and is essential to 0 successful investigation of
a serious crime. Of course, these restrictions are not law. and may be ignored
or revoked at. the pleasure or the Attorney General. What's more. they n re binding only on Federal prosecutors and have no effect on subpoenas at .the stale
level.

The only kind of legislation that seems to have a chance of passage is a fp:WM.(1 newsman's immunity law. But there is considerable reason to doubt whether
anything besides the absolute protection advocated by Senator Cranston would
resolve the conflict. For there are qualified newinen's-inuntinity laws in Kentucky.

where Paul Branzburg faces. ail. in California. where Willhun Farr has been
senleneed, and in New Jersey, where Peter Bridge has already been to ;jail. Ili

all three cases, the courts held that the laws didn't apply.
Even so, a qualified law would at least place the burden of proof upon the

authorities to show the need for a reporter's testimony. This would undoubtedly
eliminate many unnecessary or politically motivated subpoenas. The chances
for itassage of even this legislation, however. are further hindered by the fart
that the press, which could mount a potent lobbying effort, is divided over what
should be done. Top media executives and. the trade organizations that repret,.nt
them seem ready to settle for a qualified bill, \vhile rank-and-file report .rs
would generally prefer to push for absolute protection. The degree of disagreement within the media is illustrated by the fact that one contested subpoena
for a ournalist's notes was issued last year at the request of the Hearst Corporation, publisher of newspapers and magazines. It came in a Federal Trade Commission proceeding involving charges against the company of deception in the
sale of magazine subscriptions. Hearst's lawyers accused the journalist, con
sinner affairs columnist Arthur Rouse. of "a naked effort.... to avoid testifying."
subpoena was ultimately quashed on nonconstitutional grounds.
Although a recent Gallup poll showed public sentiment in favor of protection
for newsmen's sources by a margin of 57 to 34 per cent, there is no sign that the
lalidic is much aroused about the issue. Public hostility toward the news media
is high, as the widely favorable reaction to Vice President Agnew's attacks have
shown. Although the press W011 the court fight over publication of the Pentagon
Papers, many citizens were left wondering \\tether the press should have the
right to overrule the decisions of duly elected and appointed officials who have
chosen to classify information. Similar questions undoubtedly occur to those
who have followed the press subpoena controversy. Why should newsmen be

allowed to withhold information \\dyl, public prosecutors say they need to
conduct official criminal investigations?

One answer. of course, is that the press has a responsibility to investigate
the government similar to the government's responsibility to investigate crime.
Indeed. the Supreme Court in the past has recognized the duty of the press to
'explore both. In a decision 41 years ago overruling the shutdown of a newspaper in Minnesota, Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes wrote ". . . the administration of government has become more complex, the opportunities for
malfeasance and eorruption have multiplied, crime has grown to most serious
proportions, and the danger of its protection by 1111faithful officials and of the

impairment. of the fundamental security of life and property by criminal alliances and official neglect, emphasizes the primary need of a vigilant and
courageous press ..."
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The Chief Justice's \\*tolls fit the circumstances of today even more than those
But the kind of "vigilant and courageous" reporting of which lie spec k,
i. the most diffieult kind of all. It is virtually impossible without the cooperation
of I

of inside sourcescooperation \\lac], depends ,upoo the newsman's ability to
Protect the source, Such protection may mean keeping the source's identify
seer( t. or it may mean withholding part of the information fitrifished 1.
the source in order to get other information. Whatever the arrangement, the
reporter must abide by it, or he loses his sources, If the government has
the power, at twill, to learn the identity of newsmen's informants, or to force
reporters to disclose lthowledge they have promised to NN'ill11101(1, it has the power

in shut off embarrassing or controversial news at its source. This may not be

censorship 115 it is strictly defined, but the result is identical.

One can only guess what the founders of the Republic would have thought

of this. Obviously, they were concerned, as eVeryoMt is. about crime and about

national security. But they were equally worried about the transgressions of
the government. itself. A profound skeptieisni of ()Melia power runs through
the flanking of nearly all of them. "To reason with government." said Thomas
Paine, "is to argue with brutes." "Government", said George Washington. "is not

reason. it is not eloquence, it is force." The framers of .the Constitution saw

filtcan of the press as a ernehil safeguard against abuse of government

authority, James Madison, father of the first amendment, ealled freedom of
the press "one of the great bulwarks of liberty." And Thomas :Jefferson once
said, "Were it left to me to decide whether we should have a Government
without newspapers or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate
to prefer the latter." As President, Jefferson was pilloried mercilessly by a press
far loss responsible than the media of today. although he occasionally castigated
the press, he never abandoned Ills devotion to its freedom.

If the press has a strong case for a law to proteet its sources, it does not

seem that it has made the case forcefully to the piddle. Unless this is done. the
choosers of getting worthwhile legislation in this area will remain stint. Barring
Congressional enactment of a bill like Senator Cranston's, or an unexpected
reversal Of field by the Supreme Court, there seems to he little likelihood that
the conflict over the limits of journalistic freedom will soon die clown.
All levcIs It»d branches of government believe they are acting in the public
interest in seeking to require the testimony of 110NN'SIIIell. For their part, journal-

ists believe they are upholding the fundamental democratic value of a free
flow of information to the public: The determination of both sides is thus
heightened by a feeling of righteousness. While sonic journalists may he aide
to resolve their individual conflicts over subpoenas with the alithoritics, this
is a thne of intense mutual suspicion between press and government, So there gill
very likely be many other cases itr which neither side will budge. So far. most

reporters don't seem to think the flow of news has been too'serionsly affected
by the Caldwell decision. But after a few more newsmenor their sources
are sent to jail because of it, the conviction among journalists is strong that

(hell) will be a lot the pul lie will never know.
[Reprinted with permission of copyright owner. the NMI, York Times :11,agaxine
and Brit. Hume. All rights reserved.]
[Prow the Columbia Journalion Review. Sept./Oet. 1972]
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"CALowEr.i." ThccistoN"'aorta MAY Bs Wonss To COME FROM
Titus Couirt"'

By Norman F). Isaacs

The date was June 29, 1972 avid while the countdown to 9S-I stood at eleven

years and six mouths, one had to reflect that George Orwell was, after all.

auditor, not infallible seer. The Supreme Court of the United States, by 5 to -I
vote, ruled that the power of a grand jury took precedence over the heretofore
presumed protections of the First Amendment. The Court held that Earl Caldwell
of the Now York Times, Paul Branzburg of the Louisville Courier-Journal, and

Paul Pappas of WTEVTV in New Bedford, Mass., had been without legal
right in refusing to provide grand juries with confidential source data.
From the days of the great muekrakers. investigative reporting has depended
on the ability to protect news sources. The drumflre of subpoenas which began
in 1009 has threatened to drive away all types of confidential news SOUICes. So
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it Was that the cases of Cohhcc11, Bra Itzbarg, and Pupp08 had caught' the at-

tention of journalistS across the countryor seemed to have eaught

Cold \Veils case WaS the most prominent and the one with sharpest definition.
By hard work, Caldwell had gained sufficient confidence of Black Panthers and
other black militants on the West Coast to do some outstanding reporting. :3tunmoned to appear before a federal grand jury and to firing his iii
and tapc

14.o,rdings of interviews, lie refused to appear (01 the ground that even his

entry int 0 a grand jnry room would destroy credibility with his :1011rces. Although

nil big that lie had a first amendment right to protect his confidential data,

the U.S. District Court held that he had to answer the submaCim. This decision
was overruled by the Coil it of Appe015, NVilieh declared that the
11111011dMeat did indeed provide a qualified privilege to 110V:3111011 alai that Ca
1111(1 a right to refuse to appear.

Pappas had gained access to a Black Panther bend/ptarters by .agreeing
protect the confidences. The Bristol Conuty, Mziss., gra ml jury dmnalolcd to
know who a01d 11.1111t he had seen. He refused to tell. and his case \Vela to rhe

Supreme 3tlicizt1 Court of Massachusetts, which ruled in. the grind jur3.'s

atvor.
The Brunzbary case involved two episodes. one of which I NVasa part of 05
executive editor of the Cour/er-Journai. Branzburg reported that he 1111(1 a chance
to interview and get pictures of two young men synthesizing hashish from mari-

juanaif lie could promise to keep their identities confidential. I told him to

proceed, that we were willing to light the case -right up to the fop.- The prose.
tutor subpoenaed tuiiu, Branzbun, contended he was protected under the
Kentucky reporters' privilege statae, but a state court held otherwise. and ati
appeal to the state's highest court was fruitless. In a second Branbury case, he
spent two weeks in Frankfort, the state capital, interviewing.and observing drug
users, and wrote about it. `171l is time the Franklin County grand jury simght his
testimony and, again, Bra nzbarg lost at this level and on appeal,

The culdwell, Pappas, and Bran:I/tow eases were Mike(' in the final appeal
to the Supreme Court. In the majority decision. written by Justice Bryon R.
White and supported by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and Justices Harry A.
Blackmun, Lewis F. Powell...Ir., and William H. Rehnquist, the Court held Unit
the great weight of atithality is that newsmen' are not exempt from the normal
duty of appearing before a grand jur3' and answering questions relevant to :1

criminal investigation." Citing many precedents, it said:
"These courts bare . , coneholed that the first amendment interest asserted
by the newsman was outweighed by the general obligation of a citizen to appear
hefore a grand jury or at trial, pursuant to a subpoena, and give \villa illfermadon lie possesses. . . . We are asked . . . to grant a testimonial privilege that
other citizens do not enjoy. This We decline to do,"
There were two dissents. One by 'Justice William 0. Douglas gave the press'
side as forcefully as an editor has ever presented it

"The function of the press is to explore and investigate events. inform the
people Villa is going 011, and to expose the harmful as well as the good influences

at work. There is no higher function performed under our constitutional

regime.... A reporter is no better than his source of information. 'Unless he has a
privilege to Nvithhold the identity of his source. lie vill be the victim qf governmental intrigue or aggression. If he en ii he summoned to testify in secret before
it grand jury, his sources will dry up and the attempted exposure. the effort to
enlighten the public will be coiled.
The other dissent, written by Justice Potter Stewart. and supported hy Just tieq
William. J. Brennan, Jr., and Thnrgood Marshall. creates the dramatic effect of

open debate between White and Stewartand has the ring of the Holmes_
Brandeis ern. Justice Stewart wrote:

"The error in the Court's absolute rejection of first amendment interests in
these eases seems to me to he most profound,- For in the name of advancing the

administration of justice. the Court's decision. I think, will only impair the
achievement Of that goal
The Court's crabbed view of the first amendment reflects a disturbing insensitivity to the critical role of an independenr,hress
in our society [anal invites state and federal authorities to miderinjf1., the

historic independence of the press by attempting to annex the journalistiW.orofession as an investigative arm of government."
This thrust disturbed Justice Powell, who wrote a brief concurrence to the
majority opinion, calling the decision one "Of limited nature" and saying:
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that slate and federal authorities are free to 'annex'
. we do not hold ,
the news amain as 'all investigative arm of government' ... Indeed. if the newsman is called upon to give information bearing only a remote mot tenuous relationship to the subject of the investigation, or if he has some other reason to believe that his testimony implicates confidential source relationships without
logitinulte noel of haw cliforeemem, he will have access to the Court on at motion
Ithily be entered...
((, Hush and till aproiabile
Stewart challenged the majority view of the grand jury process. Citing prior
Court decisions upholding first amendment rights in legislative inquiries. he
wrote:
"Surely, the function of the grand jury to aid in the enforcement of the law
is no niore important than the function of the legislature, and its committees,
to make the law."
lle questioned the picture of a -grand inquest- and hammered at "the weak
standards of relevance and materiality that apply during such inquiries." Ile
argue(' that -under the guise of investigating crime, vindicative prosecutors can.
using the broad powers of the grand jui.y which are. in effect. immune from
judicial supervision. .explort. the newsman's sourees at will. with no serious law
,

.

elifioreetnent, purPose."

That same day. another major. corollary decision affeeting information tlow
held that senator Alike (drawl could he questioned by a grand jury about the
source of the copy of the Pentagon Papers that he had read, in part, into the
CongroNsionot Record. As .fustice Brennan pointed out in a dissent the majority
t lots was ruling out the "informing function" of a member of Congress.

These cases and the Pentagon Papers decision of last yearwhich involved
tw
l'ensoo
temporary prior restraintleave adherents of n free press

sanguine. The best hope for protection of news sources now appears to lie in
passage of federal and state "shield" laws.
Actually, the issue of a newsman's immunity is tin old question [see -The
('ontidenees Newsmen Must Keep." Nov./Dec.. 1.971]. The first statutory recognition was granted in Maryland in 15911 (and a 1939 amendment extended its protection to radio reporters). Eighteen other states now have shield laws. most
limited largely to protecting reporters from having to identify news sources
all that a "Model Confidential Communications Statute" of Sigma Delta Chi. the
journalistic society. called for until recently. Now with the spate of subpoenas
sines 10119 and the Supreme Court's decision of June 29. the issue has broadened.

immediately after the Jane 29 decision. Senator Alan Cranston introdueed a
bill providing that "a. person connected with or employed by the news media or
press cannot be required by a court. a. legislature, or any administrative body to
disclose before the Congress or any federal court or agency any information or'
the source of any information procured for publication or broadcast." Earlier.

flop. Edward I. Koch had introduced a bill to accord newsmen the privacy
privilege of lawyers and clergymen. Rep. Ogden Reid also has proposed a bill
to exempt, newsmen from responding to subpoenas except in cases involving
treason or a threat to life. To date, however, Congress has 811011./1 little disposition to take up any immunity measures. and ASNE counsel Richard M. Schmidt.

Jr.. who practices in Washington. reports little indication that more than a
few congressmen are so moved now. "So many Congressmen and Senators are
sore at the press." he said "that it's going to take a good deal to bring them

around."
This appears to leave the next move tip to the press. Stanford Smith, president

of the Aineriean Newspaper Publishers Association, said the issue of a shield
law had now taken "top priority" with ANPA. He said he planned to call a
meeting, of "all the news organizations" to get behind a single immunity hill
they could support with enilinsiasin. "If we splinter off into half a dozen differing
versions." said Smith, "we'll never get anywhere."

The challenge is a considerable one. Justice White's majority opinion. at one

point, said that. Congress and the state legislatures are free to "determine
whether a statutory newsman's privilege is neeessary and desirable." Tiefore

he wrote that into his opinion, however, lie used the judicial knife to slice the
idea of a newsman's immunity privilege into bloody strips. Ire wrote:
"The administration of a constitutional newsman's privilege would present
practical and eonceptual difficulties of a high order. Sooner o later. it would be
uecessnry to define those categories of newsmen who qualified for the privilege.
a questionable procedure in light of the traditional doctrine that liberty of the
press is the right of the lonely pamphleteer who uses carbon paper or a mimeo-

e:raull Just. as much us or the large metroplita» publisher who utilizes the latest
photocomposition method,:
IlY tepreSialla'.1'he informative functiull
tivo:.; of the organized press ... is also performed by lectures, political pollsters.
(11%1
novelists, alNidealia 105(401.chorS,
author may quite
aceurotely ossert that he is contriboting to the flow of information to the tallith%
that. he relies en confidential sources. and that these sources will he silenced if
[Title courts would be
jo is corn,' In make disclosures iattire a grand ;inry.
ittext ideality involved in distinguishing between the value or enforcing different
criminal lows."
((iii' cannot study this 1111111( hal::: passage in the majority opinion witlodrceognizing that the Supreme Court is tolling Cial.a.rPSS that any lieWSaala's
immunity low has a hard way to go. Indeed. Justice White's opinion suggested
thaI, IIVWS111(al Might. he

MIN'hiell to rely more on the Deportment of

.Tustico's guidelines, which "may prove wiitthly SIllheiCat to resolve the bulk of

disogreements hetween press and federal officials."
There may he worse to mine for the W1'81110(11:1 l'.1011 this Court. The truncated
news coverage [see box.
22.i did not focus on the implied threats in these
passages. for exomple:
"Despite the fact that nowsgat tiering limy be hampered, the press is regulorly

excluded from grand jury proceedings, Oar own eflarell'IllTS. the cute 1 hugs of
ii ii' official bodies gothered ill executive SeSSICl, and the moorings ur jtriva ti
0c:41,11;7.a/ions, Newsmen have no constitutional right of access to the scenes of

crime or disaster when the general public is excluded. :Ind they luny he 1)11)110)11 ml

fffall attending or publishing information ;Mont trials if such restrictions are
necessary to assure a defendant a fair trial before an impartial tribunal."
Arany aeIN'Slaell may hove forgotten it. but two memhers of the Court niajority
played key roles in the Reardon Report, which created such a noisy clash between

lior and press in the late I 060s. :Justice Powell was president of the American
Par Association 1111011 the Commission headed by Atassachesetts Justice Paul

Reardon was set in motion. and Chief Justice Ihirger was

Justice.

Standards for Criminal

\\*hot all of this amounts to is that the American news media are in n much
more serious situation than they seem to recognize. We are in .a period of
libertarian and journalistic repression. and the myopia of newsmen seems to
prevent them from reporting the story in nnything other than fragments and
snippets, There iS, of conrse. some editorial writing of high distinction, but: in

most of the country's newspapers it is eclipsed by disjointed coverage that relies
On headlines and subordinates meaningful content. Toni Wicker had the focus
when lie wrote immediately after the subpoena decision:
"It may look good in the headlines that the Supreme Court has barred the
death penalty as it is now administered in the United States; nevertheless this
Nvelemne but limited step ought 1tot to deflect attention from the rest of What
the Supreme Court unfortunately did this week. The Court significantly limited
freedom of the press, for one thing. and for another, it put a rather effective
choker on the Congressiottal elmonels by which the politic: might learn some
things the executive braneh does not want it to know. The cumulotive effects
of these decisions might well he more important than the death penalty ruling
(except, of course. for the 000-odd persons on various Death Rows, who may
not now he executed)."
In the eyes of some obse;Ters. Wicker is an tolvoettey journalist. but lie is
communicating the sweep of affairs and looking beyond the daily jigsaw exercise
of setting type and placing it where i t. fits best.

The sound and fury of the political campaign is now on, and the press for
the most part is caught up ill what is being shouted from the hustings and

disseminated by the pollsters. Underneath it all, the central filet iS that the way
America nuns has changed dramatically. As Neil Sheehan pointed out in an
article in the Progressive, the Executive Branch has become "n centralized
state in the European sense of the word. [it] has become the state in America
to all intents and purposes." Justice Douglas concluded hiS dissent in the subpoena case with essentially the same line of thinking:
"Tile intrusion of government into this domain is symptomatie of the disease
of this society. As the years pass the power of government becomes more and more
pervasive. It is a power to suffocate both people and causes. Those ill power, what-

ever their polities, want only to perpetuate it. Now that the fences of the law and
the tradition that has protected the press are broken down, the people are the vie-

tints. The first amendment. as 1 read it, was designed precisely 19 prevent that
I ragetly."

Not all of journalism hits been myopic.. Almost to the day a year earlier. the
Walt fifrect ,loiermel'N extremely able observer of the Supreme Court, Louis Kohllimier, emit toned the press about the elation being expressed over the Pentagon
Papers decision. He called the elation "at best premature" and at worst possibly
"downright wrong." naming to the ease as "a historic confrontation between the
cons! itot lona' rights of a free press and the const i (animaI power of the President,
he added :

history suggests that when such rights and potters crash head on, press freeMoreover', the rather recent history of the newspaper
business further suggests that the it rguments for press freedom may not: prove to
be of iron strength ff Nit 1:0 additiona1 tests
"[The Government stressed that] the press is o eommercial 'entity that doesn't
always respect the principle of economic freedotn. so why should the government
The press may see no parallel. But. Chief Justice Burger
respect press freedom 'd
claim to 'sole
apparently did, When he rather sneeringly referred to the
trusteeship ... of its joymidistie scoop:

dom isn't likely to win

S ETeO Y COVERAGE: EDITORS PROPOSE, C9ey9E,sEs Diseoss

Considering the importance editors lunl attached to the cases. news coverage of
the Supreme Court's June 29 decision was asionisllingly casual. I checked many
oewspapers of june 20 and 30. In some there was no trace Of the story. In scores
of others, the account appeared on inside pages.
This was explainable in part. The same day the Court also had issued its ruling

against capital punishment ; President Nixon had held one of his infrequent DONN'S
conferences; and the Democratic party's credentials committee had ruled against
Senator George McGovern on seating the California delegation. Quite properly,
the Assoeiated Press and United Press International placed major emphasis on
these stories, and almost :ill newspapens gave a bannerline to the (loath penalty
decision and quoted extensively frmn the justices' opinions. But the poor cover age of the subpoena eases once again demonstrated bow slavishly telegraph

and news editors follow wire-service presentations without questionof how
news Imatinent is more a media Ideal than a thoughtful process.
Neither wire ,service distinguished itself. though UPI had a slight edge. It

issued a 500-word story witlt another approximately 750 words excerpted from the
opinions. AP's main truck wire story ran 450 words, with an additional S110 words
on the supplementary "B" wire,
As might be expected, the most intensive news coverage of the decision appeared
in the two newspapers directly involved, the New fork Tinges and Tire courierJourual. Both were serviced by their Washi»glon bureaus. CuriomAy, in the field

in which it had excelled for so imply years)tin vitling full or nearly full texts of
important documentsthe Times was not well balanced. Twenty paragraphs were
given to justice White's majority opinion : six to Justice Douglas' dissent ; and
only the paragraphs to Justice Stewart's. The 7'intes reported statements by
spokesmen for the American Society of Newspaper Editors and Sigma Delta Chi
calling for a nation:// shield law am] disseminated this story on its own wire.
service. And both the `'i»ie8 and Courier-Journal followed with strong editorial
comment.

Elsewhere, the most signhicant reporting and editorial attention Was provided
Its June 30 edition hail the story on page 1 with two
full columns inside. On Sunday, July 2, the Time's followed with an extremely
strong 1..250-word editorial, reviewing and attacking Justice White's opinion and'
listing seven of its own major investigative stories which had relied heavily on
data provided its reporters confidentially,
Considering where it is published, the size of its staff, and ins resources, the
iamivigton Poo scored on the low side. Understandably, the fast's able Court
specialist. John MacKenzie, .had to concentrate on the death penalty decision first.
So the Post fell hack on a 400-word AP story for its early edition, then substituted.
a 20-inch MacKenzie story later, bat presented no excerpts from the Court opinions, On July 1. the fort's editorial. page published a vigorous 1.000-word editorial
titled THE 'NIXON COURT" AND THE FIRST AMENDAIENT with a .390-word
digest of anstice Stewart's dissent.
The Roston Globe, carried a page 1 bold-type reference to the subpoena story,
and the Globe bureau accountapproximately 15 inches longappeared on page.

by the Los Ange,lcs

11. No further mention could he found itt subsequent issues. In the Dearer Post.
the Supreme Court ruling (UPI) received 12 inches Or space and no editorial continent could he traced, but the Sululoy Thst devoted more than a full page lo columnist Robert. D. Novak's critique of -advocacy jourettliste." The news editors of
the choiottc N.C., Observer decided the subp0Olin story Was worth 1.2 Melte!: on
with the editoriol July 3 deseribing the
page 1(1 1 which turned out Iii be in kos
decision as knocking "a sliver from the bulwark that 1015 separated the press and
go0 oritine»1. tor 200 years").

55'hen one gots into qualitative and quantitative appraisals. m.,;slions :rise
ontounitirally. Grunted that space pressures on newsolesks during the 2-i-hou
cycle were extreme. One would think that at least a few tie vsliapers would have
asked the wire SVITiCPS for rollow up 51 oriv5 for subsequent days. lint II. L. Stevenson. vice president and editor of UPI. and Rene Caption. Al managing editor,
report (hot they received no inquiry front any point in the 04 "dry. After chocking, Unppon expressed chagrin 1,1'01' the paucity or As coverage. -While you're
distributing cuffs," he sold. "trow one in our direction."
Column's condor is refreshing. but the gnawing question remains: What happens inside newsrooms that Its such o story slide into cursory insiguitleonee?
It seems (dear that newspaper and broaden:it newsmen (who handled this story
With (Will less competence than the average newspaper) reacted similarlynot
to the essential story, Init. to their Own technologies. In spite of talk Of changed
patterns, there ore countless demonstrations that newspaper desk stuffs remain
ehoined to the mythology of "yesterday" and "today" stories. Not only du editors
and news editors not, operate on the saute 'thought plum's, but newsdesks and
Sunday departments too often seem to oceupy different planets. The Partovito
response for countless desktnen seemed to be that the Supreme Court decision on
the Messrs. Caldwell, Branzburg, and Pappas lived and died on the June 2410
news cycle. To have followed on Sunday, July 2. when space was available, With :t

summary and adequate quotations from the opinions would have required
some mental gear-switching that, for all the brave talk by editors, obviously is
lInt Yet port of the new journalism.
Still oilier concerns arise when one appraises the editorials following the Courts-

decision. One of the oldest newspaper fundamentals is that readers should be

exposed to full and adequate news reports before editorials are published. In many
of the newspapers checked. the editorials, of necessity, went beyond anything
that appeared ill news stories. 100111 this arises yet another question : How can
editors write meaningful emtnnent Wilell they ha Ve had no opportunity to read.and
weigh the flit! opinions? I began discussing. (lie subpoena deelsion with editors on
:June 30. (If fourteen editors 1 talked with on Judy 7-12, only four had read the full
opinions.

This, hi turn raises the issue of competent interpretation. And here we must
record the discomfiting thought that the great majority of editors have no one
to whom to torn for pertinent discussions of first amendment philosophy.
Only a hantlfol of communications lawyers have evidenced either commitment
or skill in first amendment matters. For the most part. newspapers' Jogai representatives are specialists in corporate and tax lawmen who are defensive ahout
issues posed by investigative reporting (how many reporters have hettd the
remark. "That's libelous. We can't pass that"?) and who are either remote from,
or uninterested in. the confidentiality concerns of reporters and editors. It is
not insignificant that only last year. in the confrontation over publication of
the Pentagon Papers. the New York 17»ics found it necessory to employ as its
counsel Prof. Alexander M. Bickel of Yale.
In view of bearings conducted by Senator Sam J. Ervin's Subcommittee on Con-

stitotional Rights, one would have expected much more pertinent discussion of

a proposal that may be the press' salvationa federid "shield" law, The Court
examined the subject in detail and there was a "news peg" immediately when
Senot or Man Cranston introduced a reporter's privilege bill in the Senate and
several Congressmen requested action on bills introduced earlier. Again, except
in tin' .Vcte York gloms.. this aspect was treated eaa:ttly and erratically.
The most significant words of that clay, KohltnQicr pointed out, might have
been those of :rushee Binekintin, who said : The first amendment, after all. is
only one part of all entire Constitution.," Two weeks later, in a longer look, Kohlnteier wrote that the Pentagon Papers decision had merely concluded one battle
in a continuing war :

"The Republicans anti Democrots are aware that whoever wins. the election

next year will in all probability name the successors to eighty-five-year-old Justice

t

.111S1 lee ritalgills.
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11'11(1 (.1111t1.111S 1110 c0111,1 will ill 1111' l'1111 111'1'1111' 1111, 14111114,1
111qq111:41.' the (1111.1 111111 1111' p1155 Die forever wedded In I II It.

,1111.1. le. the first animiditient."

Things, Of 120111.51s, me'l'd faster than anyone then anticipated awl Mr, Nixon

had the (opportunity to replace justices Black mill Ilorliiii with Powell ant
Rehnquist. Justice Douglas turned seventy-1'6m- in .ktigtist, and he carries
he:trip:Icor, and there ore recurrent doubts atom
:Marshall's health. if
Mr. Nixon is reelectetl, his options are iii iv hats, Given ti six- or sevettjitstIce
majority, a Nixon Court can aptly n straitjacket that call inhibit, if not im11

mobilize, news coverage for a generation, if not longer.

In the meantime, there is one certain test ahead for the pressand beYfitt'i
that possihly the biggest cluilleage of till. l'he certain test is whether tin Immunity law can pass Congress. There are several factors to consider. thie is
the makeup or lie next Congress. if there is a intijI or surge in Reptiblivon st retigt

chanc-; will he diminished. considering the general Administration view. If

Mr. Nixon is still President, there is Ills(' the possihility lie might veto legislation
on the Subject, using as it basis justice \White's olintonil ions of the difficult
no matter how gloomy the outlook, the effort must be made, 111111 it

will he instructive to learn whether the press can mount the same kind of
energy and pressure that produeed the ailing Newspaper :1st- -about whielt
Senator Philip Bart said, -The lolohying which went

. may well have set

111'W 1.1111118.-

The possible challenge beyond this has to do with the " continuing Patti
Kohltneicr mentioned. historically, the press has warred with government. hut
there has been nothing to match the relentless intimidation ;11111 continuing
heavy shelling by the Nixon Administration. No 3/1:111er what the sithjet:t-, the
Administration's press agentry divisions maneuver with skill nod imagination
to make the press always a target. If it is the SST. Mr. Agner's twiltiple warhead
is ;111111'11 not only at Democratic senators hag also at the. ,Vcir ).1)) ?'/miss

supposedly spearheading a general media drive: if it. has to do with bank

hottillings. a Federal Reserve spokesman sprayguns freedom of the press, claim-

ing it permits the dissemination of lies to incite people to illegal attnel; if it has
tO 110 with Defense 1)111111111(111. allilrliPriati(111SZ. t ciiei it Briley Ilollowity spreads

a napalm :Moth on "the vast moonlit of information over television and (alter
instant news media that, one way or another, is a disservice to the security If

the country."

NV111'1111181114 it tack, it

is surveillance and eminterthrust. Senator Ervin may

charge Executive lir:inch mionhers with "stupidity or duplicity" in oderilg the

investigation of Daniel Schorr, the TV 210WS1111111; it will be denied. but. another

department (the FBI) will dip into the private records of. Neil Sheehan and his
wife. l'ublie television will convince Congress it cannot plan adequately with
less than a two-year appropriation: the 1..:xectitivo ltrattell will veto it.
-Only an emergency can :justify repression." wrote the great Louis lirandeis.
The question is whether this Administration is determined to create flint kind
It emergency :ikon the press. Of course. the tirst
of the press." lint in a
abridging the freedom .
shall make no in iv
changed era. with the balance of governmental tow :yr in the hands of it deter-

mined Executive Branch, and supported by a judiciary sharing the same

philosophy, what 18 to stop the appointment of a Presidential Commission to
oversee the lle.WS media iii the proclaimed interest of protecting the people's
..frecdonts"--a protection from the taint of what Presidential :tido Patrick
Iluclutitan called the news niedia's "monopoly of ideas," which he said may
require "antitrust-type ation."

Many newsmen will hoot at tills as hysteria. To paraphrase what was once said

said abont Westhrool; Pegler: They may he able to write. hut can they read?

Iii(1 they rend, for instanee. when Solicitor General Erwin Griswold argued in the
Pentagon l'aners ease that; it. was inherent in the I'residentiol power to abrogate
or abridge the right, to publication when the l'resident considered it necessary in
the national interest? News people are superb on 'reporting polls. but have they
read the returns that keep emphasizing- the public is very close to the "tipping
Point," in its attitudes about the press? That the ?addle is close to the "tipping
itotint." about. many other institutions in the society is small comfort.. The iiress
remains the foundation stone. As Justice Douglas said. "there is tm higher function . . under our constRutional regime."

'rliere; Is still time for jontlitillsin to clean up the nest 1101'4111 .1!
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MVIIPVA giving C111101's the right it) 1/..0 the neiislnint 1.011111.011 NV111.11

news (11.111:11111S it, It con he elentied by editors moving to recto int newsroom power

Promo the deslimen so adept its "getting out the paler" but so often inept when
it clones to grasping true mewling, or In tmdrstanding when mai how to follow
through. Those il'NV i1111021111VIIIIIIS ore fat' from enough. 1,111 .111,1 hewil0 t 1h ymn

HMI Im.t.
might help \Vitt loth the I1'1151 of I110
iournalistt, rents tilti risk of winding up as ntt ttuo 11110, sen out to Big Brother.
tr, All rights 11,;0..1,i.
opyrIght 107n, cotatalin .notroon,on
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sotirees of inform:10mi, 111 Itie rnitellt of nnpnhlishe4 ittreinnittintl?
Mfrs/ nritspapor ecfiturs :111(1 the television nutNvorks soy "No." since Article
of the 1 1 1 1 1 of .Rights speitivally states: "t.'ongress shall tito
ing the freedom . .
speech. or of the press . . ."
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0 1 1 low ... abridg-

let the Supreme Court decided lost ;lune by o five to four vote in the Cohttr(
case that Ilie sources of it reporter's information ore not ;Intl cannot he 1110111
confident ill.

ot/Threff &vision has given rise to any tinttibe of Ante and Iwo

;HOM': Nill(1 hare 111.111 reporters in contempt of court for refusing to diseloso
ennlidentiol informot hal to grand juries. Several //IWS411(41 /1:111 helve .1:1i1141. :111(I
the SlIbl/b1.1111 111111VSS is (1111italy
against the 1 I-a...hit/00a PoN/ iit
the W'ate'rgate cosy,

Niembers of the Fourth

state. well aware of the Nixon .\tintinistralioit's

hostility toward the press. are pressing Congress to vim el a shield law Nr1111 wilt

protpet the reporter's position of milidentiality. Some 1S shay logisInt ores have
already passed hiNs
pOVide SOMe form of iinitettifitt. Similar hills hove
been before the Congress Nill(P 1929, but as Senator Sam J. Ervin Jr.. ays.
li't'he b'giShltb111 11:1111111111g the two gre:It public interests of n fret. pres mid

the seeking of justice is no easy tusk."

titviN se.Es ri"rl.vo w.kys
S141:1101'

11111110rity 011 (011&itit1111011:11 law, 1\10 11:18 been IltiV1:11/1111g te,

droft legislation to protect the free lion. of information. finds it a bothersome
assignment indeed.

On the one haml. Irin declaims, "there is ,!derv's interest in being in-

formedin learning 111' crime. corruption or Inistitonagement. On the other, we
have the pursilit Or truth in the cottrtroom. it is the duty of every mon to give
le:411111mq, The .gixtti
;:pecili(..ally gives a eriminal defentlnitt the
right to confront the Nvitnoss against hint, :Intl to have compulsory process for
obtaining Nvilitesses tit his favor."
Yet. Ivo find a separate coneurring opinion by Supreme Court Justice Lewis
Powell a statement. Ilait the Court limy not ill the 1.11(111'0 turn tloaf C:11'S 111011
7IVNVS111(.11 it' the government coil
Shown to have harassed the newsmen. or
11;11,tillseint;nvise not acted in good faith hi the conduct. of its investigolion or

But Justice Byron R. IN'Itile, writing for the mojority. stated : "Until now
the only testimonial privilege for unofficial witnesses that. is rooted in the eaoral Constitution is the fifth amendment privilege against compelled self
incrimination. We are asked to create another by interpreting the first.
10 g1111r ill...NV:411111 It 100.4t11110111111 privilege that 0111101' citizens 110 1114 P1110Y.
Tills; we (iPlii111! tO (10."

The net effect of the Cout's derision in the tialtlirci/ case Wits to leave it to
the l'ollgrt'S4 to determine the deslrahllity and the necessity for statutory
protection for newsmen. :1nd that. is where We are now,
COStiliKSS C.kS

IVIT1t

t..VVV

Prue One.

I confess to some ambivalence on this question. (Thu Senator Ervin
(iroft a law whieli, as be says, "'Will accommodate both the interest of society in

preserving a free flow of information to the public?"
or, will the enactment of any lawqualitled or unqualitled--invite Congress

to tamper with the law as it Ser Vi'S its pleasure in the future? Vermont itoyster of
the Wan Street Journal sees "Itoobytetips" in this procedure, since "for what one
('''ogress can give. another can take away, awl once it is conceded that Congress
rail legislate about the press 110 man can know AVIIVre it might end."
The mood of the press is quite mulerstandable. For here we have the Nixon
.\thninist rat ita(s palace ;;nand --a grim and Immorless lotin a tat:Mire (II. open

hostility to the press and attempting to hinder the free tlow of information

with every di'Viee available to them,
We also have the courts, "tradit homily unhappy" as Senator Ervin says. "abont

evidentiary privileges NvIiieli limit judicial acces to infom:10mi. and by anti
largo refustitg to recognize a common-law right of reporters not to identify
sources or tO disclose confidential information."

So the key question remains: Will the press anti the politic interest hest be
served a Congressional shield law holding confidentiality to be violatea law
which. as Itoyster points out, could he changed and diluted by a ftn tire Congress':

Or had we better stick with the first amendment under which a free press
has SIIIVed for nearly 20t) years without any law to make newsmen a elass
apart? VVIly not stand with the courageous history of the press, and continuo
to wage battle against all attempts at censorship by the courts and intimidation

by a hostile administration?

rttEss

nEt.t...so cosvre.rioss

Senator Ervin now thinks he has devised a third-draft bill which "strikes a

reasonable balaneo between necessary, if at times. competing objectives." Yet
what Congress gives. Congress can take away. Neither the Senator nor the

proponents of any protective law for journalists address themselves to this

crueial point.
The more 1 study this question. the more I am persuaded that since the first
amendment has nurtured the freest press of any nation, reporters. editors and
publishers should not he petitioning Congress but rather continue to contest all
erosions of pees or piddle freedom and be prepared to defend their convictions
at any cost.
Our precious f reedom of speech and publication arc guaranteed by the P.M of
Rights which has served us well throughout our history. Freedom is not something that can be assured by transitory legislation, worthy as the intent rimy be.

When Congress is involved. there lies the riskas Royster had said that it
might start legislating about. the freedom of the press even in the guise of

protecting it. This could he a dangerous precedent.

T readily concede that Nvhat I have written above represents a modification

of what: I had previously believed. and that it is open to challenge front my
jotirtudistic colleagues who hold a contrary view.
before the press potentates pursue too enthusiastically the rase for a shield
low, they would be well advised to ask themselves whether the remedy tilt
propose will ultimately sustain, or destroy, a press freedom.
[From the .111111,11rRfrr

ninn Erager, Jan. 20. 107::

S;IITEED FOR LIARS"

(fly William T.,oeb)

Newspal,ermn are not any better than anybody else. There is ala401ntely no
reason why they Amalfi be grnntrI1 any special Privileges under a sO-called "shield

law." This imhlisher is really ashamed of the representatives of the printed as
11-01 as the electronie media in New Hampshire and all across the country who

are clamoring for special privileges to which they are not entitled am! which are
mitt needed.
No good newspaperninn 11'110 tells someone (hot he is going to keep confidential

the information received would reveal that information to 'a eni.mal inquirer.

,:owever, lie has a dutyas does any other citizenwhen a duly appointed

representntive of society, such as It ;judge, district attorney, or grand jury. soys.
"We believe the information you have will Ire helpful to us in doing justice or
solving a crime," and that duty is to cooperate with the authorities.
The idea that there is something special about newspaper reporters or representatives of a radio Or TV ,tation is not only absurd but also is typical of the
a rrogr.nce that many members Of the communications inedio, both printed and
electronic, display toward the public. They have gotten themselves into a frame
of mind where they seem to feel that they ore hotter than the rest. of the
people. In fact, there is some doubt as to whether we arc as good or miss booy:;t.
Take the situation right here in New Hampshire; Suppose n govetlInlout ntlicinl
Were to leak confidential information that he sitoulditt he leaking to a 110WSIllfill

In On endeavor to try to determine who has been responsible for the leak.. an
investigating committee is set up and they call a newsman before them. Under
the so-called "shield law," he could tell them it's tome of their business.

Under those circumstances, the state or city 0'1W-in] who WOS guilty Or wrongcluing ill HI's case would never be punished.

In short. contrary to what the proponents of the "shield law" say, the "shield
he used tint to increase the information available to the public lint
rather to prevent the public and the duly nnst.;itited authorities from obtaining

law"

information to which they are entitled and which they need.

Getting right down*.to the nitty-gritty. let's look of the present. uproar o'er
the violation of the confidentiality of the Business Profits Tax records. The Per-

son .guilty of that violation is not the duly authrirized repre4nlative of the
governer,
'Pte guilty person is the person whit violated the confidentiality of these
records by giving the i 111'min:1ft-in to t he newspapers.

If New Hompshire had 0 "shield la W" anti this newsman was called before
the investigating committee. he could fall back on the shtetd jaw- and say.

won't toll you!' and we would never 1:11011* the truth. The citizens of New
ITanuishire and the duly appointed authorities would never be able to determine what official of state government conunitted the rhae of giving away
this confidential information tn the press.
A Shield Law for newspapermen is nothing lint an invitation to mend:1(41'3% It

.would he the most convenient way a reporter could ever have of lying and not
tieing caught. in Ids lie.

The members of the electronic media and the printed media who have born
besieging Concord with requests for a Shield T.aw are, in the estimation of finis
hewspaper. a huneli of egotistical crybabies. They hove Precisely the same duty

tnat any other American citizen hasto cooperate with the courts. Hie distrh-t
attorneys and the ,rand ;juries' in supplying. any information that would help
in solving* a crline or ill lil'ClViding just ice in the 01 iiirt room.

[Fr.!!! Human EcooP=. Ire''. 24. 19703
CI.OSElt LOOK AT -S":1;11,.1.1) LAWS-

My Clark 3itAlenholn

T aim reluctant to support any legislation to eluntge. modify or Plarify rho let
amendment protection -if the United States Constitution with regard to freedom
of the press.

Tn the first place. it is impossible to define or limit those covered by the
.
of the press" clause without doing serious violence. In the full
mooning of the Constitution. It is not for the protection of the big nowvnpo s
and inagazillOS and broodeasting only. hit must include the weakest, poorest"freedom

.

.

film need pamphleteer. regardless of beliefs.

This leads to the second pr'rtt whiell nearly everyone mentions in pronnsing
"shield" laws. T-Tow eon it be written so it covers only "newsmen" entitled to
protect their "confidential sources" and eliminates the Possibility of its use by

extremist groups or gangsters as a cover for illegal operations? It should he

(i2S

«hioits that. any restriction iii eriVel'ege NV(Alld he likely to eliminate the pantpldetve. Nho probably needs protection more than any of the hoter-linancvd
grcalps. The undenvorhi ,iadd have tin problem in Ihioneing lieNvsimper that
could 1111-411. a IlY Siall(111 NIS Set ill :I shield la NV.

Thirdly, if reporters and editors are only reasonably elmipetent, responsible
and understanding of their job. they tin not need shield hus to be effective in
nl mismanagement or repressive meastires.
exposing g,overnitiont corruption
I have been working as (111 investigative reporter for more than 'O years anti
that experience has illVelVed a 1.110;111 Haul Viltied Ilse of "confidential sonrces."
It has involved exposure of syandals from thy Poll; County, Iowa, courthonse
to the 11'hite Ilrntsc and esscallailY every typo of city, comity. state. (1r federal
agency.

llNly 1114(41141 my "eon/1(011 II SIIte(S." ;11(1 in only e few instances
coneVell flleed NVi111 ;1 ChellIe (4 whether to reveal the source or
tempt. The crisis never did materialize.
I Ill(
h ;aVe hey!

it is seidoni that the (-Tisk does materialize for the thinking reporters :anal

editors Nvlio Ilse some sense of rosionsibility in entering into "confidential"
relationships with their Se1.11TeS ;111(1 the inatim.9. in hieb the information is
used.

MY exPeience indicates that if is seldom that responsible editors and report-

es need a shield la w. :Intl it eland Itrilly be :argued flint the irresponsibh.

press needs further encouragement. It is the irresponsibility of :t few that makes
the press vulnerable fo the criticism that destroys public contidenve.
sllidet(ted to
There is a great dent of sympathy for pithily otliyinls

false attacks by other politiehins or by the press. The public ractions against "smears" by the political criti..s or by flr press is a proper reaction. rind the last thing wt., need today is a law that (.onlil he a fltrtlwr invitation
to irresponsibility.

It is :1 serious business to charge political figures with eorrupt ion. mismanagement or tit otherNise reflect upon their integrity ur compel-envy. Certainly. it is
also to serious business to eonider clothing tilt press with a near total immunity
that is comparable only to the inniffinity that inemhers of the !louse aml Nona to
enjoy in connection with remarks made in Congress..
Ilar411Y a year goes by that we 410 not sop sty a eX ;ltuplr.5 of What for the last 20
years has hecome ktioNt-n a,. "..1 IcCaTtliyisin" 113 scone meatier of the Senate or
IN'e have seen and NVO 1111Ve probably deplored the abuse of the constitu-

tional tite(Ni(-111 that no-imanbyr of the froosy m Synaty shall lay ''questioned
in :lily other place" for "any speech or debate in either house."
'Po pass swap of the broader shield laws suggesteil.Nvould in fact. Motile all
publishers. editors, reporters. olimmits and commentators with the same

immunity that senators and representatives enjoy to fire charges at public
ofiiinals on the l(nsi of anonymous "confidential infiwitiatits"

11'e should ask onrselves if we really believe that nil laddishors.

reporters and commentators aro that much bunter in their ittotiN-a lions and that

lunch more responsible than the members of the Senate and Ifmise wy have
criticized for ":1IcCitrillyisiti."
11'e should ask ourselves if nn imnIntion to noire irresponsihility is the illedi
vine the press needs in addition to the 'United States Supreme Court. decision in
that frees us from libel reshonsiiiiilt,Y in
the case of ATeir Furl, tiniest vs,
all except. those instances involving maw:tine nialiee.

This decision certainly gives all the Protection the press needs to cover its

unintentimml errors and (wen sloppiness associated with nweting daily dendlines.
And the United States Supreme Court in speaking on flit Pentagon Patters case
gave eta added dimension to the news ineditt's right to tannish the contents of
goverianyni. papers carrying the highest national security classifications.

The prosecution of Daniel Ellsberg for "lent:fug" the l'entagon Papers

another probl em since Ito identified lthaself. as the source. and the government
through other evidence had pretty well established his identity eell before he
made the admissions.
Tr. is tin irresponsible reporter NvIto %rites a story on the imcorrohorated state-

ments of a o-called "confidential .srmtee." and it is an irresponsible editor Nvho
does not insist upon such corroboration awn test of the truth or falsity of the
confidential information.
.1 few no related arrests of reporters for failing in rot -cal "erinfidential scalrees"

have resulled in a near hysterical atmosphere in which it is quite likely that
legislators may be pressured info passing unwise laws.

fear in the long run shield laws could become
I Say WINO Se 11105 ive:111S1,,
the instrumentality for a government control of the press.

'flint danger comes in the demands of :t large munher of legislators for :t
definition of -legitimate newsmen- and -legitimate news media" to be shielded
from disclosure of confidential sources, ()nee the detintion is drawn some person
or group of persons \Vitt 1111Ve to he 0111pOWetell to tletettlti tied

VII. tire -legit into to

newsmen- :11111 \*hat 11 re -legit innate e mews

0110011S1v that power must vest; ill some entity selected by the press. the
public or the government. Certainly a public election of those with this power
has hummer:04e hazards. and who in the press would or should he trusted with

this authority over his colleagues,

An.y ;...;.overtiment role in naming' or selecting. the inen to make the (Joel:don as to

%vim are "legitimate newsmen- hats the major drowItaek or permitting government to have "a little control- over the press.
71h(' Standing Committee of Con.t.spondents IS the group that would carne
closest to being all objective connuitlee, and present stombirds this ,e;r01111 lt;4eS

certainly would bring comploints from the extremist pamphleteers :Ind propogandists who would undoubtedly be excluded from the definition of "legitimate
newsmen."

The broadcasting industry is right fully concerned that the so-called -fairness
doctrine" will he used by this Administration or smite later Administration as
o vehicle for exerting a government control of radio and ttlevision licens(s. The
speech by 1)r. Clay Whitehead gives some concept. of the altitude of the Nixon

Administration and how it might seek to Ilse the "fairness doctrine- lever
against, those in the broadcasting. indllStty 11'110 (liSplettSe the AtilllitliStrati011.

It is 110t Wise to tilltlereAtimate the ability of government lawyers to t wist
and distort. almost any law into authority for withholding. documents that the
.executive branch wants to keep secret.

We have seen the Nixon Administration's recent expansion of the claitils of
"executive privilege" to the point it is blocking Congress, the press, the public
antl even the General :kecounting Office (GAO) auditors from important information on government operations and On the expenditures of tax money,
\Ve have seen how the bureaucrats. often with White llotwe apitrov;t1, have
even twisted the exceptions to the Freedom of Information Act to justify withholding documents from the press and the public. The Freedom of Infornint bat
Act; was passed only a little more than six yin is ago for the specific purpose of
assuring a maximum free access to government information. The t.xceptions ti
the net have been expanded and distorted by misinterpretation by government
lawyers into a law to suppress i tifortito Hon.

It went to the Indicrons extreme whore the 011iee or Et:ononlic opportunity
(OE()) and the All) agency refused to reveal such basic biographical information on employes as place of birth. schools attended. owl prior places of muPloYmellt. The refusal was :instilled by government lo wyers. liii grounds that
the Freedom of Information Aet authorizes the withiuMling of personnel records
as confidential.
Those of us who were active in amentling the so-eolletl -housekeeping stotute-

(5 U.S.('. 22) recognize the great capacity of the bureaucrats for interpreting
ally law to provhle a justification for nontlisclosnrc of information,
In that ease, a Iaw that was written to provide for the custory and prestlwat ion
of government records hail through a series of interpretations by the various
at torimys general been turned into the most widely quoted grounds for withholding documents.

How are we to assure that a shield law that is written for the protection

of the -confidential SOU !IN'S- of legit inmte newsmen will not he turned around
and used as an instrument of g,overtiment control'?

As I set out the reasons the press should be wary about, a shield mu. T do
not: wish to give the impression that. I am downgrading the value of "conlidentiol sources." As one whit has availed myself of information from such
-confidential sources," I Intow such informants ore indispensable in our efforts
to expose aml correct the dishonesty and unfair practices that creep into every
government agency from tin it' to ti 010.

ry coolness to a shield law is based upon my belief that skillful use of information from confidential sources will usually leave no hint; that: the original
tips collie from Confidential sources. Tlte full protection of the confidential sources

requires that the reporter and his editors handle the information in such ml

ananner that there is 110 direct or indirect clue as to the source.
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Deadlines and the need for a "scoop" are never justifications for failing to
check out the information that comes from a eonlidential source. If the reporter
has a true confidential relationship with his source the responsibility is not merely
to not. use his name, hut to in every way possible avoid giving any indication of
ho identity of the source.

If a thorough job is done of corroborating the informant's story, the story
itself need not indicate that it came front a confidential informant.
Over the centuries flue only universally recognized confidential relationships
have been those of doctor and patient. lawyer and client. Imsba nil and wife. and
priest and confessor. In each of these four relationships the confidentiality is
required for the benefit of the person making the disclosurethe patient. the

client. and the confessor and, in theory at least, for the mutual benefit of

husband and wife.
In each of those confidential relationships the area of confidentiality protected
is Carefully circumscribed, and specifically exempted are some statements made

in the presence of other parties or information that is to be passed on to third

persons.

The major beneficiaries of a newspaper informant's statement that is confidential are the reporter and his newspaper. not the informant.

The question that. pnts the 1V1101C thing hi perspective involves the miest ion
of what. the newspaper would do if a story from a confidential source resulted in

a substantial libel .nit against; the newspaper. Would the newspaper, with its
economic base threatened. permit its reporter to remain silent on a confidential

source who might be the key to 1vlietlier the m'wsliaper had acted responsibly or
irresponsibly?
Jt would be dilficillt to justify using a shield law to protect a reporter's Conti-.
dential source in a criminal contempt action while refusing to permit the same

reporter to protect those sources in a civil libel action against his newspaper,

its publisher, or editors.
Finally, it is my deep belief that this is. and must he. a nation guided by laws,
and not a nation guided by the %viiims of any man who is temporarily in charge

of government or any group of men 11.1)0 are in a position to control public
opinion. All mon have a responsibility under (ai laws and our Constitution to
give testimony in civil and criminal proceedings and to produce relevant records.
Prof. James Wigmore in his celebrated treatise On evidence deelared that "t lie
Iodine . . . has a right to every 11)011'S evidence." including that of "a 'person
ocenpying at the moment the office of chief executive"

"His temporary duties as an official. cannot override his pernament and fundamental duty as a citizen and as a debtor to justice.'' Prof. wigmoe wrote.
CLitf Justice John )fars11:111 in ITailed states vs. Barr held that "a subpoena
mity issue to the President" and that the "accused is entitled to it of eourse . .
whatever difference may exist 11.111) respect to the power to compel the stmt.

ohedieneet 0 the process."

In a letter responding to the subpoena. President .Tefferson acknowledged the
obligation of the chief executive to give testimony, but Said he could not journey
to Richmond for the 11 er trial, However. it 11%1S noted that he world be avail aide in "Washington for the taking of a deposition.

The press properly crilieizes the President for his expansion of the Mahn of

"oxeentive privilege" ill 1i nth 111101' 1:11:1t makes his entire White House stair
imaccomitable to the Congress and to the courts.

It is ilhwical for the press to assail President Nixon for the power grabs inherent in his expansion of the cla fin of "execntive privilege" nt the same time
that some segments are asking the Congress for a near total immunity from the

prneess of grand juries. the eourts and Congress,
T believe that low enforcement officials should he restrained in the use of sub

poems to compel newsmen to testify or prodnee records. and should not do it if
there is any other. alternative. There is a danger of its being used as a tool of
harassment against an aggressive press. tout the facts will mmally speak for
themselves in such eases.

The 1st amendment guarantees of freedom of speech. freedom of press and
freedom of assembly home served tis well. Oar Supreme Court-has wisely ruled
that radio and tel
are equally protected ly.; the 1st Amendment. but has
rejected expansion to protect: reporters' "confidential sources" up to this point.
T have no doubt that the Supreme Court will come np with a protection for

"etailidontial Sources" 1111191 the fact sitnat inn makes it apparent that prosecutors
nor]
enforponient othmals am using their VOINT:r of Pilbp0Pliri to harass and,
intimidate the press.
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In the Imint line. the 1.e,, went,' do well to he more discriminating and more
thoughtful about the cases it pushes in court and the prineiples that those cases
represent. it, is well to relliinber the legal maxim that 'bad eases make bad
law,"

We have shield lows on the books in 0 number or states providing us laboratories for cunt humus study of the problems encountered in their administration
and enforcement. We should ask ourselves if we are interested in ;ractical solothins, or are we interested in flashy stunting in front of a .,.trandstand.

If we criticize an administration for sloganeering that we characterize as

superficial, slick and deceptive gimmickry from the advertising world. we 11;IN'o
gmaler obligation not to be caught up with equally superficial efforts fo make
the (Ty of "freedom of the press" cover all of ern' sins. The need for a "sCoop" is

never a justification for rushing to press and failing to corroborate a vontidendal inform:int.

While I itiwAys feel a degree of sympathy for men %vim are jailed, I have always
found it a good idea to examine the facts in each case before suggesting sweeping
changes in the laws.
The hanker who is imprisoned for embezzling funds may have been only engaging in tint pursuit of his profession Of making money in a manner that he re-

garded as more efficient. I am sure that there is a great deal of sympathy for
the imprisoned hankers within the banking community. ''et few would argue
that the laws on embezzlement should be changed to encourage the free enter-

prise system.

Every profession has its renegades. There are doctors, lawyers, hankers and
even journalists who deserve to he in jail. Every jmirnalist who shouts "confiden-

tial source" and "freedom of the press", is not a John Peter Zenger or Elijah
Parish Lovejoy. I am sure that there have been occasions when a scicalled "eonlidential source" was ;1 non-source, and there have been some journalists who
have been little more than arms of the underworld.

These are just a few of the things one should keep in mind in determining
whether we really need a shield law, and whether it would promote the responsible journalism that is our greatest need today.
[Reprinted with permission of copyright owner, Haman Event.91
[From. the Detroit News, Feb. 18, 1973 I

A Reader Urges the PressLet's Name These Nameless 'informed sources'
(By Charles W. Pryor)

In the rising tide of resentment against what has been .represented as suppression of free speech. the communications media has been guilty of creating
a tempest in a teapot, Most of this controversy evolves around the implication
that the press' right to publish is being regulated.
Bosh. I say. Each day of my life I have found the press taking and keeping
more liberties and freedoms than the day before. The press has more freedom
today than it bad yesterday, and it will have tomorrow. That cannot be denied.
The news media, television included, is elided with a persecution eomplex
bordering on paranoia. While this is true of the entire television industry, it
does not necessarily include all newspapers. Here and there, thank God, there

are a few daily publications that try to rationalize the dispute and pot it in
its proper perspective. The remaining lot is in a state of severe mental shock.

One can imagine this group, on the hour, donning a three-corner hat and

racing down the halls of their hallowed establishments shouting "Repression is
upon us." Well, let me tell you this: repression is not even close. The hot breath

they feel on their necks is that of the government but of a disenchanted
public.

If a conflict exists, it is between the press and the public, and, if the press
is in trouble. it is because they have been inviting trouble. The habit of some
editors to print vague and tendentious news stories has been the primary contributor to this credibility gap between the press and the reader. How many
news stories begin with the phrase, "According to an informed source?" How
many political stories are credited to, "a White House spokesman" or "au inside
advisor?" How many news events have partisan statements reedited to. "a n
observer" or "a reliable source?" Plenty !

(IV
Aly question is, Who are all these people, anyway? Who are all these nmeless,

faceless anonyms that are making our history and shaping our society? if the
press is so concerned with my right: to know. how conic they don't tell me? Not
ail newspapers are guilty of this wiles, OVaSiye type of reporting, but there are
real thrum to the
enough of them spread :1(1158 the mauves to oustil
"honest t rut h."
Television newscasters :use no exception. News HMOS beginning. "according to
one high ollicinl," are not uncommon, and in some cases a 22-minute broadcast

contains more unsuhstantinted lieu's thall documeutoil hint.
say that disturbs nw, it is what they fail to say.
It is lint. SO Mulch
Alichael Harrington and William F. Buckley, :Jr. urn biased and they would lie

the first to admit it:. But how about a staff editorial dealing with social and

political netts. Should 1111 editor be selective in his judgment? 8hould he include
innuendoes and half-truths in his comments? Of course not, But some do. And
how about nil editorial based on one statement taken out of context? It happens

every day !

Everybody wants freedom for themselves and regulation for everyone else,
-There ought to he a law" is a common growl. Mil it :Own 3''; applies to the other

person.

I 1 is ironic. but true. that that part tit the extreme liberal press that is the
most vociferous in its demands for more freedom to publish. is also the most
vehement in its demands that more restrictions he placed On the individual.

And it is even more ironic that:, by ft-Wing to criticize some of the far left precepts,
t hey are inadvertently moving us closer to the -Big limther' 'type of government
ii1(.3' so violently loathe.
There is another phoniness associated with this segment of.the press. In 'order

to escape taking sides in a controversial issue (that may be morally right but
socially unpopular), they will most often suggest: that prevail."
the issue Their
he placed
in the
editorials
Id ong" and where
equity of
nsually are heavily salted wide lofty phrases depleting the rid MOSS
these esteemed judicial bodies.

But Jet some court declare that a reporter must cough up all the knowledge
he 1111.. of a particular 'case so Unit "justice will Prevail" and they take a directly

opposite ViOW and lament, that the courts are suppressing the rights of the
People. One can only surmise that the courts urn correct; only when they agree
with these flip-flop artists.

All indications are, that what certain misguided defendants of individual

liberties are pointing for. is a 11011'S atmosphere. whereby the press and television

Will remain above ritjejsmfree to operate without :Illy restrictions and not
hound I.Py any code of professional ethics.

These saitie people are the ones most fond of quoting the first amendment
and its freedom of the press statute. The l'irst, Amendment gnarantees freedom
of the press but itdoes not slate that the press must he truthful. Vice-President
Agnew. when he blasted the print and electronic news mediums. never said that
news should be restricted or controlled. He merely said Hint it should be fairand
there's nothing wrong with that. The media however, using its hest redherring
tactics, quickly turned it into a charge of repression.
More recently, White House aide Clay T. Whitehead has come in for a few
humps on ihe 1n,:u1 for his proposal of hoadast regulations. Yet he makes no
aualtiou of restricting the flow of news.

Neither does lie 'proscribe to any limitation of what may he said or shown
the screen. Ile only demands that the medium reinstate that old-fashioned
precpt of fairness and stop slanting the news. Whitehead wants the networks
to present both sides of a controversial issue. Pat chance he has.
The American people want fair and truthful reporting. They want courageous
and determined editors who are not afraid to name people and take sides on
social and political issues. They want television and newspapers to expose
deception and slathluggery, but they do not want. the media to engage in these
same prnetices under the pretense of enlightenment.
[From J dice I Svc : The Journal of the American judicature Sudety, Editorial]
(LUIS CUSTODIET CUSTODES?

The press has recently come into conflict with the courts as a result of demands

that neWsmen reveal confidential information or sources of information. A Los
Angeles reporter went to jail on November 27 for refusing ;:o identify the source
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of of information he hail 1011)11:41(.11 regarding. :he ..11(firvon trial. :lbw.. recently. a

reporter was jailed in ll'ashingtou for refusing to produce tape

sought by a defendant in a criminal action arising nut of the IVatergatt. incident.
Last dune the United States .ittpretta. Cmit Jailed that 11 1)011'SM:ill
no first
amendment right to refitse to testify when called before it .grand jitry I ftrotot:..bara
r. 1Iu1iv.. 40S U.S. wi, 0972 1 1. The 5-4 majority dwelt. heavily on the wellestablished obligation 411.
144()1e a grand jury and r,,,wer
questions relevant to 0
investigation, and it declined to make ail excel,
tiun .for newsmen. Justices Douglas and Stewart, in vigorous di,sents. argued
that this Nvould endanger the public's right to know. and would hamper ille

administration of justice. justice noughis held out for an absolute right of a
journalist tint to appear before a grand jury At All. Anil if he 'toes appear
voluntarily. to decline to iiiittivtr specific questions On first anwooltnent grounds.
eoneurring opinion. justice 1'01\1.1 I tempered the than stolid of I he majority

by observing that the holding does not dopire iloWs1)1i,li Of All constitnldnual
rights, timl that if the newsman "is called upon to give information bearing only a

reloto and tenuous relationship to the subject 0r lin, investigation, or if lie
lots stone other reason fo believe Ilial his testimony implicates ccntfideii llII snore,.
relationships Ivithout a legitimate need of law enforcement. he will have access
to the court on a motion to quash. anti an appropriate tmoteelive tulle]. may be
entered. Justive Powell maintained that the asserted claint to privilege should be

judged on its facts by striking a balance hot \\Ten freedom of the press and th
oibligation of all citizens to give relevant testimony with respeet to criminal

conduct. and that this should be done ott a eitse-hy-ease basis in milord Ivit 11 "the

tried and traditional way of adudicating such questions. Justice White, sloe:thing for the majority, considered this possibility and dismissed it as presenting
practical and vonceptital dillieult les of a high order. and 'add
11*:1:4 nnwilling to -embark the judiciary on a long and difficult, journey to such an uncertain destinat ion."

* reading of the 87 pages of the four Bran:bury opinions along with the
current news dispatches !WOWS' clear that there i 110 easy :111:41Ver to (111,1
11:1t-preSS NI:111011S.
(..0111't'S majority has reason to

question the wisdom of Justice Douglas" broad-brush application of this newly-

claimed privilege. especially when the need for it is to he left entirely to the
subjective determination of the newsnmn himself. At the saute time. there are
snood reasons for sharing the etotteen of the media and others that freedom

of the press not he eroded away by governmental restrictions, including ;judicial
rest Het ions.

Justice Stewart suggested that the Bram:burg ruling would harm the administ rialto] of justice by depriving law enforeemnt agencies tint only of Ille sited tie
information being sought Intl broad general information relating to controversial
social problems. On the other hand Justice White observed that if it is indeed
true that law enforcement cannot hope to gain, and may suffer. front sitlitmenaing
newsmen hefore grand juries. "prosecutors with he loath to risk NO nin'il 1.01.
little.'' Ile cited -(lnideiittes forStilopoenits in the. Sews Media- issued in a recent
Department' of Justice memo:

"The Department or Justine recognizes that emnpillsorY process in soul(
eirciunstances tuay have a limiting effect- on the exercise of first amend,ment rights. In determining whether to request issuance of 0 subpoena to
the pres,4. the approach in every ease must lie to weigh that linii :11g. effeer
against the public interest to lie served in the fair administration of justice,"
The Guidelines go on to say : "The Deportment of Justice does not consider
the press 'an investigative arm of the government.' Therefore, all reasonable
attempts should lie made to obtain information from anti -press sources before
there is any consideration of suhpooluting the press" The Guidelines provide
for negotiations with the press 08 a part of the process.

l'he Bran:burg decision makes no change in the law. For centuries all
citizens, with only a few narrow. closely - guarded exceptions. 1w to had an
obligation to appear before a grand jury and answer questions. The Supreme
Court declined to make ;mother exception for newsmen, although it ackinowl..
edged theexistenee of a trend in that direction. The opinion lists 17 status MAO)
now provide sonic I ype of statutory protection of a newsman's eonlident ia I sources,
and similar legislation has been introduced 1110ny times in Congress.

The courts and the press are partuers in combating crime and in making
timnoeracy wort;. When the newsmen's leads uncover information Important

10 the administration of justice, they should not 'waist to withhold it but

034
if disclosing it would dry 1111 the source of important additional information,
law enforcement officers should not Want it (1h:eh/Sell. 1107.1' is On 11 re:I tailormade for high-minded cooperation between the two. If trust and cooperation
trust
exist. then. houid le 1111 problem. The problem arises; wheal
and ooper:Ilion are less than perfect and someone has to have the final word.
The net effect of the /troa.:barg deCki011 is that the courts will continue
to have the final word. The dissenting justices, and the newsmen who have
gone to jail rather than tell. are saying that the newsman himself should
Lavo the last word. Ultinuttely it conies down to the question of whom we
t rust the most. A free press is a watchdog- over all institutions, including
those of government itself. and those who insist upon the newsman's exemption are really saying that they feel safer trusting the press than trusting

the glernment, or, more specifically, the courts. Butqui cutodief
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CIISinIIC8WIVI will watch the watchdog?
inepri»ted with permission of copyright. owner, Judicature :NI:tgazIne.]
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WAsnINGTo:v, Velt. 10At some point, Oliver Wendell Holmes or some other
philosophic after-dinner speaker must have said that there was more to life
than the law, and this may lie what the courts have overlooked by trying to compel
newsmen to disclose the sources of their information and turn over their notes
to the legal authorities.
In its :1404 decision in the Coldwell.case, the majority of the Supreme Court
said : "These courts have . . . concluded that the first amendment interest
asserted by the newsmen was outweighed by the general obligation of a citizen
to appear before a grand jury or at trial, pursuant to a subpoena, and give what
information he possesses . . . We are asked . . . to grant newsmen a testimonial privilege that other citizens do not enjoy. This we decline to do."

So this is now the law, but It leaves out of account some of the practical
problems of life. The Supreme Court majority opinion seems to rest on two
.

assumptions : first, that newsmen keep notes that make sense to anybody but them-

selves, and second, that reporters would rather disclose their sources than go to

jail.

Have you ever seen a reporter's notes? Would any serious judge really accept
most of them in evidence? They are a jumble of phrases, home-made shorthand.
disconneetTd words, names, wisecracks by press-table companions, lunch dates,
doodles, descriptions of somebody's necktie or expression, and large and apparently.signifieant numbers, probably reminding the reporter of nothing more than
his next deadline.
This is not quite as casual or irresponsible ns it sounds. By his notes, the

reporter is sending signals to himself. For a few hours, he knows what the
squiggles on his paper mean. By puttimr them there, he puts them in his mind. Ask
him a week later what they mean, and he'd probably be totally lost.
There are exceptions, of course. The British correspondents in Washington,
unlike their American colleagues, were trained in shorthand. Their notes of an
interview could undoubtedly be translated into an accurate account of what
happened, worthy of evidence in a court of justice.

But no American judge, even with the wisdom of Holmes or Brandeis, or
the experience of Chief Justice Burger, who grew up with one of the most

remarkable generations of American journalists iii MinnesotaHedley Donovan,
the editor of Time, Eric Sevareid of C.B.S., Phil Potter of The Baltimore Sun,
Dick Wilson of the Cowles papers, and ninny otherscould possibly figure out the
mysteries or reporters' notes, even with the help of all the cryptographers in the
Republic.

On the question of going to jail rather than disclosing the sources of information, the chances are that the journalists' tradition of keeping promises, of being
faithful to the people who have faith in them, will probably prevail long after the
present Administration and the present controversy over the first amendment
have passed.
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The democratic tradition hasn't gone on for over 200 years in this country
for nothing. There are still a lot of people in government here who will insist

on telling the truth, even if they are hounded out of Washington for doing so, and
most reporters will go to jail rather than squeal on them because they were faille fnl to the larger interests of the nation,

Besides, jail for serious reporters, trying to investigate the corrupt hal of

power. in either party, is not the worst thing that. can happen to them. There is so
much corruption. and they chase it under such unequal circumstances, even to
the point of physical exhaustion, that many of them would almost welcome at
little relief from the tyranny of the deadline to think and read even in the pokey.

Besides, the White.House and the courts, in this controversy with the press
and the television and radio networks over the last couple of year's, hove made
their point: and won most of the battles. They hare created an a tmoSphere of

anxiety, if not fear, among. the Washington civil servants, who are the real
source of inhaanation in this city. The Nixon Administration lost the Pentagon
papers case in the Federal District. (Joint but won it in the Supreme Court: and
lest the Watergate hugging ease- in the Federal District Court:. but it: Ivon the
Odd/cult ease, and the W0111 has gone out to the civil servants and the press to he
very careful ahout talking too much or exposing too touch. And this is probably
t he signal I he Administration Iva nted to get over in the first place.

But American life and tradition are still too strong to he overwhelmed by intimidation of the civil servants or orders by the Supreme Court: to lentil over all

the information reporters possess about their sources and in their notes. The
reporters won't tweak their promises to their sources, even if they have to go to

jail. and most of them won't turn over their notes, though it. would he it puzzle to
the judges and the juries if they achmlly did.
[Front the ou York Timr$ Magazine, Feb. ii, stti-;,-;

Tar PnEss 1Np:rats A SLOGAN"SAVE TIM FIRST A.rrsnAtyr?"

(By A. M, Rosenthal)
A press-Government. confrontation, at good, sound have at- each other, is hardly

new in the United States. There must: have been a President sometime, even a
Borough President. who never denounced the press and felt brotherly toward it,
lint his mune does not come to mind. But there is now a direct engagement be-

tween press and Governmentbut not just between press and Government-taking place in this country, day in and day out, with increasing intensity, that
does involve something new and touches the meaning, natnre and balance of our

society. What is new is that the executive branch of Government for the first
time has been using the courts, as an ally, a weapon and a lever against the press
to try to prevent it from performing its duties.
What is also quite important is that the Goverment has been able to win support: or acquiescence of a good part of the public in its totally determined crusade
against the press. At least two things have brought this about.

One is the failure of the press, largely through an overdose of timid selfconscithisness, to present plainly a Struggle in which it finds itself embroiled.
Most Old Journalists are quite shy about situations affecting them"stay out of
the story"----and hideously embarrassed about speaking up for themselves for fear
of being accused of conflict of interest.

The other is the skill of the Government and its spokesmen in presenting the
issues they see as important and diverting attention from the others. As the

Government presents the case, the issues are these:

The press is often biased and inaccurate and therefore has lost its credibility.
The press resents criticism and considers itself illumine to it. The press is demanding a special privilege of confidentiality of sources that it often denies
others and that can obstruct justice and hamper the chosen representatives of the
people in carrying out their responsibilities. It's we and theythe Government
acting for the people on one side and the press. alone, on the other.

All of these changes often are lumped togetherhut it is important to separate

them and examine them individually. Because one is a matter of opinion.;---eredi-

Witty. Another is a matter of factimmunity from criticism. And the most important confidentiality is a matter of law, the Constitution and the philosophy
and administration of government.
93-474-73-----41
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So far even the most acid of official critics or the printed press have not
suggested that the issue of press credibility is one that can he determined by

court verdict, administrative fiat or standardization,
(I met Vice President Agnew only once and lie thought James Reston was the
Managing Editor, Otherwise 1w was entirely charming and told me lie had been
covered by many 'Times reporters and had no complaint against any or them
before I could open ins mouth to say tint sure was not the way it came ont when
he inn de those speeches. lie was out of the room.)

Press credibility is a matter of conscience and judgment and there is no point
ducking that realitythe conscience of the members of the press, the judgment
of the public and or history. fill quite sure that even \1r. Agnew' would agree that
any attempt to establish norms of credibility could only be made through the
destruction of any semblance of the free press.
It could only be made by devising and imposing governmental standards as to

what is fair and not, fair, what is true .and not true, what is ohj:ictive and what
is not, what is careful and what is slipshod. Many modern leaders, from Lenin to

Marcos of the Philippines, have decided that standardization or credibility is
Indeed a handy way to get a little peace and quiet and manes for a delightful

simplicity in government.
EV011 in our own society we have this in important part. We have the phenome

non or civil servants and politically appointed officials telling television and
radio, two of the most important news distributors, what's fair and what's not
fair, and using the whip of licensing renewal to enforce conformity with Government news standards. My own belief is that this is unconstihitional, and it is
sad to see the printed press being so bland about the growing incursion into the
freedom of the electronic press and never seeming to hear that tolling bell.
Certainly television and .radio news broadcasts are press within the meaning
of the first amendment. but, our society has accepted grievous pressures on eleetronic press freedom simply because it cannot yet; figure a way out of the tech-

nological problemnot forme!' by the writers of the Constitutionthat there

are a limited number of airwaves and channels. Some day cable TV or another
breakthrough will vastly open up the minther of elmmiels. hut will the freedom
of the electronic press be restored? History is not full of examples of forfeited
freedoms regained.

But so far nobody in Government, has proposed legal standardization of the
printed press. So whether or not the press deserves credibility is a matter of

opinion, and the last time I looked we were still free to have opinions about this.
Certainly the press is in trouble with the public. I don't need any polls to tell
me that ; all I need is a watch. Every time I walk into a party I look at my

watch to see how long it will he before somebody starts slamming the press.

Average time : 2 minutes, 42 seconds.

But after the guests. have finished roughing hip the press. they go after the
universities, the kids, the military. the Mayor, the President, the Congress. the
Supreme Court, the church. Even the environmentalists are getting their lumps
at-parties these days.
That's the point. This is the iconoclastic Age. The performance of every single
institution in American life is being re-examined as never before, and although
it does lead to a certain paranoia and although too many normally intelligent
people see conspiracies everywhere and nohody.seems to trust anybody's motives
anymore, all told it's not too had an age in which to live.

So the press, too, is being examined more critically than ever before. inter'
nally and externally. Yes, yes, yes. there is mud) to criticize. Iii a way. although
I detest.constructive criticism as much as the next man, the criticism is a mark

of how much store the public does set by a free press. We are expected to lie
all-knowing, all-saying, infallible, and Heaven help us where we are not.
Obviously. I will not defend every story in every paper, including The Timm
But, for the moment, I will leave the reciful of our sins to the press critics. There
are plenty of them ; press criticism is an industry second only to oil ill the
United States.
But; neither is it a time to hide behind the newspaperman's constant fear of
being too defemive. Most of as are so long trained. in avoiding conflicts of interest and even the appearance of partiality that we have. abandoned the credibility
issue to our oppoents. There is this to say : never before in the history of this
eountry or any other has the press ill its totality conveyed as much valid infor
Illation to so many people, never has there been a corps or journalists as determined to dig and keep digging.
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The rather pleasant paradox. is that the 11101.11 inquiring the press gets the

In Ore it will he criticized, loor one thing, more toes NVIII be sti.pped on and I hat
\VW get more people mad. For amnion., the mote that is revealed the noro

he the demand for further effort: on the part of the press. It pal want In he

loved, don't be a dentist and don't he it newspaperman.
issue of press C/4111/iii/.1' Co/1 be answered iif lead. in part by a question,
'rake any important real ity--Viel nom. corruption, crime, governmental and busi-

ness ethics, race, feminismand ask whether ivhat the public really knows came
Prow the decisions of officialdom to reveal it or the daily attempts of the press

to go beyond officialdom. Ask NVIICHIC1' the public learns more from 'Ronald Zieg-

ler or any first-rate Washington correspondent, and you face the hey issue of
credibility.
The Government's emaplaint that the press eonsiders itself illumine to vritivkill

is a faintly comical issue and 1 believe the Government knows it. There is no
other institution in American life as deliberately open to criticism as the prts.
With almost a masochistic fervor it prints(oolumas or attacks upon il''elt' by its
opponents. Many of 118 correct our V1'10117; ru 11111aie 1111011

i110111

11C(.!

0111' existence depends on belief ill our goOd faith, 1110 press is ill constant om-

munication withalmost constant: pursuit ofevery group in the eommunity.
We talk a lot but we sure do listen a lot.
What other institution in Anierimn life opens itself to eitiPism as does the
press? When.was the last time that a govenmenton any levelturned over its

mimeograph machines and briefing sessions to its critics? When did the Government Printing ()thee issue a pamphlet devoted to the critics of Government departments'? When did General Motors put out a press release carrying a speech

by Ralph Nader? When did any civic group, or political organization left or
right, turn over the equivalent of its news cohinins to its detractors, voluntarily?
Not only is Mr. Agnew free to criticize the press but the press is almost frailticailly eager to ,record his latest kick ill the pants. But the Vice President and
his colleagues ill Government are not critter of the press at all.
'They are critics of those stories Or journalS or writers not entirely to their
taste. They make sweoiting rabble-rousing charges and seek to arouse not critical examination but anger and hatred. When Clay Wflitellead, the White
House's Current antipress fright-mask, was asked for examples to Nick up his
charges that network television was guilty of passing on ..Mist gossip" and
"ideological plugola," lie demurely refused to get involved in .iecifies. He considered it proper to slander newcuSters but not to provide evidence, Press critiism is one tiling and demagoguery another, lint the public dignifies the hatter by considering it the former.

There is indeed an issue of credibility, and it: is painful to say that it is really
an issue of Government credibility. We have come to the point, sorrowfully.
where we really do e:cpect oar Government to tell the whole truth or even
a goodly part of it, whether it he about My Lai, Watergate, the Paris peace balks,
military overruns or who told General Lat'elle to do what. We have come to the
point where we expect, if not outright falsehood. thou at least Obscurity, dollIle-talk, cover-up and euphemistic jargon from American officialdom. We luzve
to remind ourselves that this time a government branch may be telling the whole
truth, and how Raid that is.

This is truly it. serious matter. To malerstand it fully, consider the nature of
The press reports, investigates, asks questions, seeks out' the opinion of

dissidents on any given issue.

But a large part of what, appears in the press does come from government. It
is the obligation of the press to examine what government says.hot it; is also
the obligation of the press to tell the public what the ,government is saying.
News is like sausagea lot of meaty ingredients go in one end of the 111:1(Aline and collie out, it is hoped, as a clean and useful product at the other. But
to the extent that inf.ornnntion from the Government is one of the ingredients.
we cannot be sure that what is going into the sausage is wholesome, untainted
and unadulterated, and that is where newspaper people more and more often
see the true credibility problem.

But we can live with governmental casualness about truth even though we
don't like it. As foe criticism, even demagogic, the press is not made of snow

and will not melt away if the Government attacks it, even unfairly. We
can write and print, and if we do our job propCrly the press \\in SIll*ViVe
Mr. Agnew's distaste for it.

.
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Nor does a free press necessaril depend on total public admiration. Sometimes
the press is ahead of the publiclike those Southern reporters unit editors \vim
saw the race issue before their own communities were-ready to face it mid the
corres, ,ndon1s who forced the public in recognize \\quit was hiking 1(14(0 in
Viettinni. Sometimes it is behind the public, and just about eVery day it prints
Alwnys hits always n.111.
things that gets readers
It, is not simply the Administration in Washington flint uses dentagognery
against. the press. The al hicks from the left and the 8040lled revolutionary
quite as constant, quite as distorted, quite tis politically motivated.
movement
If they can't. control 1.he "establishment press," they can at least try to datatige
it:(. 141)111411011.

(fora tightly orgatil7.ed, favor-trading, pressuring, nutke-a-buck, kiiife.'' :king
lobby that. considers fairness a poor joke, there is nothing quite us busy as the
anti-bIstablishinent e,inblishment of the left. Since that quite prosperous ttstaba dollar is to
lishinent realiKes ily that: the easiest way to get attention
attack the press, tile viciousness of its polemics generally makes Mr. Agnew
and 'Air. Whitehead sound like executives of llie Anwripan Newspaper l'uldishers
Association. Unlike AI v. Agnew and Mr. Whitehead, the ant i-Esto blisliment estah-

lishment depends entirely on public attention. Ignored, it simply and quite
astonishingly passes from consciousness and virtnally ceases to exist.)
the maintenance of any kind of freedom does depend on conditions l'ov

exercising Ilia t freedom and on recogniKing the signals I hilt they are endangered.

if the conditions for exercising freedom do not exist, constitutional guarantees
become. a mockery of reality. lit case anybody has any doubts about this. let
him read the constitutional provisions guaranteeing various freedoms in Comlimnist societies. They read ;lust tine.
Freedom of the press depends on a reasonable degree of access to information
and on confidentiality of 'news sources, and they go together. Without them you
have only freedom to print speeches and hundouts and that's not a freedom worth
talking about.
Both access and confidentiality are now being threatened. and that is the basic
issue as newspapermen and newspaperwomen see it. It is not nn issue shindy
between Government and the press. It 18 also tin issue between the Governnunit
and the iodate. The question to be determined is whether the press can function
in its role7;tail convey it of meaningful information to the public.
Atruss i,S.'beifffe threatened by an obsessiveness ill Government about secrecy
to a degree unknown in our history. And access is also being threatened by a
seriesbf court decisions tending to destroy a reporter's ability to keep confidential his confidential sources and confidential information. As the result of the
Coldincll decision in the Supreme Court, four newsmen already have gone to jail
on tile confidentiality issue; others face that prospect and there is serious question as to whether the press will be able to function as it has in the past, not

simply in the investigation of wrongdoing but in inquiry into Government process,
Obviously, the concern is not about access to what the .Government wants to

tell the public. No problem about thatthe press not only has access to that

but the Government has instant, nationwide access to the public to let its position
be known. 11That this is all :liana is information the Government would prefer

not to become public at a particular momentOr at allfor a variety of reasons.
The Government may believe the information might damage its negotiations at
a given, point. Or it may he that the Government shindy feels that information
would put; it in a bad light and Governments are not keen on showing themselves

in had lights.
There are often real conflicts involved and Governmental interests are not
always merely self-protective. Few people would dispute the right of a GovernMont to try as best it can to keep certain things secretmilitary movements,
ongoing intelligence operations in the field and some of the confidences of other
Governments, for instance.
But. the meaning. of the first amendment is that Government. judgments
including judgments about \rind: should lie made publiccan be eontested by
the exercise of a free preSs. So we get down to those most difficult hilt most

important elements in societyattitude and judgmentattitude and judgment

of Government, of the press, of the public.

The assumption of most Americans would be that it is the obligation of
Government to keep as few things secret as possible and for as short a length
of time, 'Bien honest people might argue about whether this piece of information
or that should have been publishedin living rooms, not courtrooms.
.

An editor is often asked, "Hat who y1101011 you to th;citle that your judgment
is better than that of the Secretary of Slitter Tim answer that seemed so simple
whet' the Constitution was written now seems rather difficult. for ninny people
to swallow,
The same Constitution that "elected" the President. gave the press the right.
to eYaminti his actions and contest. his judgments :tint those of his servants. I
believe also that the cottt.ii atonal rights also initalsed an ethical obligation on
the press to use the right decently and in the public interest but it very carefully
and purposefully did not. set, standards for either decency or public interest.
atta we
My colleagues and I edit the news columns of 'file Sew l'or/.
Times should be. But l would
have our illetts about what the statitla vas of
Hayti. The strength of the
not want to impose those slautdards 11"

American press is in its diversity and not its conformity, Standards wilt be
in dispute but the fact that they are in dispute should reinforce the importance
of the C1111Aitt111011111 right rather than serve to wittier it.

lu ally ease, that is not the heart issue, Instead of keeping iis.little secret (or

as short it time as possible, our recent Governments have adopted On at tit tide or
keeping its 11111011 its possible seeret for as long as possible. It is not ,11151, secrecy

that is the haze but the attitude toward it, Secrecy has beetane something not to
be avoided whenever possible hitt a bo imposed Whenever possibleand that
strikes me as a violation of the trust imposed in Government by the people.
The simplest way to keep things secret is to mark them secret and then lock
them away and impose punishment upon any who reveal theca to the public. There
are thousands of people in all branclios of Government authorized to lock whatever they wish :;way from the public and InitlionS of docunrnts lie hidden. solne
of them decades
The fuss about 1110 l'entagon Papers theoretic:111y inspired the Government. to

take a new and more lenient look at its clasAlication system. It Inay be new. Intl
the leniency is hard to discern. Au Important part a post-World War it history
is still locked up, even though 11w participalts may be dead or out of power.

Keeping them 111(1(11(11 serves only the convenience or prestige of governments in
general.

Still locked up and denied to the press mid public are documents having to do
With I ho Korean war, the Bay of Pigs, what 1:bruslicliev told Kennedy at Vienna,
State 1)epartme111 assessments of a speech by Kbrusitchey oat wars of national
liberation and its bearing on American policy, and thousands of other important

(Mc:11111(2MS.

111e whole classification policy is designed at least tts 11111011 to keep information
from the American public as from potential elleOli(?8 and this has been acknow' lodged by many Government officials, past and present. Arthur Schlosim..t.er in a
recent speech said that tile "secrecy system has become much less a monlis by
which Government protects national security than a means by which Government
safeguards its reputation, dissembles its purposes, buries its mistakes. manipulates its citizens, maximizes its power and corrupts itself." And all this is done
not by Congressional or public decision but simply by administrative fiat.
that Americans, T. assume, would :agree that it is wrong and dangerous for
our Govertunents to conceal i.lstorie information, although recent Governments

not just Mr. Nixon'shave been doing exactly that. That's the easy part. to
agree with.

Batt: what about ongoing matters. really current matters?.AIT we to say that
its O. IC. to tell Americans what happened
years ago that ntight have led to

a prolonged war but tiot exactly why the war was prolonged after "peace at
hand"? :M.yself, T wo111(1 it lot rather know what may affect. the country today and
tomorrow than what was significant yesterday and last year.
T-Tere, too, an obsessiveness about seerccy has built up through several recent

Administrations. It has become a. way of life. all end in itself. a virtue. And like

all ohsessions. it sometimes so seizes its victims that they do not even know they

are suffering from it,
The Pentagon Papers. More than anything else, they showed how deeply secrecy
hart become a pattern of living in our Government, simply accepted as 1111 assumption :IS so many other assumptions were accepted.

The Papers show clearly that one Administration after ;mother earriod itself
and the country into a constantly. escalating series of WM'S ri political war
ftgoilist the Geneva accords of 11154; it counterinsurgency war, a land war, an air

war, a mass land war, the greatest. hombing war in history. And the Pentagon
I'apers show that each step was taken 10)0111180 the Government, knew the preceding step 1111(1 failed. Yet the public never know that enelt step had failed.
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But the Papers show no indication at n11 that the 1';11WIS GOVVI'1111101k; or the

truth,
United States MTV (WW1 seriously considered telling the piddle the
not even as an academic matter. If the oo,;erninelits of the day turd been more
()lam. is it. not at least conceivable that history might. have changed, that public
attitudes, fears and desires might have legitimately been token into account and
policy therefore modified?
truth the public came fo 111011* about
r III came largely front
\\'ln
the press. But these pieces of information nod insig,os provided by the press were

constantly being attacked and denied by Governmentfalisilication added to
secrecy.

We have now a Government that did not; invent secrecy as a way of life hot has
happily adopted :Ind built upon it. lt, \vas the first Government to Impose prior
restraint upon the press and although it failed in the end to suppress the Papers.
it; established a precedent With which we Will live itt danger -forever. It seems
to he arguing, in the B118berg-R IMO ease, that the Government owns information

and that distributing it against: Government wishes can he a (Time.
It has used the power of subpoena to try to force newspapermen to reveal
their sources of confidential inform:Ilion, tilt attempt to damage the press
by making it serve as an investigative arm of Government. It has wrapped
tip the entire diploinntic process in executive privilege more tightly than lie-

Core by making a Presidential assistant rather than the Secretary of State

responsible, thus cutting off Congressional inquiries. Secretaries of State. Illzo
Presidential assistants, can testify only with Presidential approval. hot tradi-

I Um and budgetary dependency innke Cobilud: Secretaries nor inclined to

want. to show up. Am] Mum Mr. Rogers does appear, Congressmen must always
W0111101' whether they couldn't have learned a lot more from direct examination

Of Dr. Kissinger.

At the very least, the price of Government secrecy in some matters should
be credibility and openness in most.- The Government has not paid the price..
The Male was mislead about; our attitude toward :Indianot the nuonuneed
neutrality hut: the private tilt. The public still does not know the full story
about the Lavelle case and how high it reacher'. and rarely in American history
Las an Administratiomso completely turned off information and coldly declined
a sense of accountability on an issue of peace or war as in the days between
"peace at hand" and the renewed bombing of Hanoi. Peace was ochieved. {nit
the Administration has tried with some effectiveness to prevent; the public from
finding out: whether it really could have been achieved at least a few months
earlier.
Now diplomats dearly love secrecy, I covered foreign affairs and diplomacy
for IS years and I really do not believe a great deal was Served by secrecy.
I do believe inost was gained by exposure, even ,though there' may have 1)e031
momentary embarrassments. 'Foreign policy is a' 'natter of lives and death.
It should be understood by the people. In order to understand it and make
judgments. the public must. understand not only the end results but as Much
as possible of the negotiation processthe options open and the reason why
Some were taken and others foreclosed.

There is no great hope that obsessive Government secrecy will suddenly
diminish. The public considers war too important for generals but it has not
yet grasped flue idea that diplomacy may really be too important to be left so
completely within (lie power of diplomats or even the President to determine
Mutt should be 'known and not known. It has not come to grips with the whole
question of accountability for diplomacy and foreign policy.
It is precisely because of the secrecy mania, precisely because so much is
or obscured, that the press must he even more determined than ever.

T do not believe every scrap of foreign-policy information must he printed.

T do believe that It is the obligation of the press to inquire as deeply and broadly
as possible, to print what it considers relevant information, to give the citizen-

ry a clear idea of what Is taking place.
That is why the whole question of confidentiality of news sources, always
fundamental to a free press. becomes even more important. If a ,Government
Operates in an atmosphere of secrecy. pertinent information mast come from
those willing to risk the Government's wrath.

The greater the secrecy, the greater the risk and the greater the importance

of tins ernalflential 5.4011111P. This is quite different from the authorized. anonymous, highly placed source Government or officials use when they want information leaked without attribution,
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The nature of the sources depends on the nature of the story, of course, On
a police story it can be a patrolman or a detective who tells the reporter some.
thing because he is mail at his superiors or he thinks the public is being had,
There the confidential sources in the wilitruy, officers who are not convinced
of the total wisdom, let us say, of the ;Joint Chiefs. There are emnidential .sources
in Wall Street, in sports, in the Black Panthers, in the theater, hi the press, in
political partiesjust about everywhere of diplomacy. Often they are dissidents
in the sense that they disagree with a policy or an order to keep it secret. Even
1t thee-star genera/ or a career ambassador can be a dissident: at one time or
another.

Confidentialsources share some things in common. They do not; wish to be
identified either mat of fear or legal or administrative punishment or public opprobrium. And they trust the reporter to keep their identity secret and keep confidential certain information that might be used to track his sources, or they
have until now.

The confidentiality of new sources is regarded by every newspaperman as
an absolutely indispensable tool in getting news that goes beyond Government
handouts. And until recently it ,W11S taken for granted that the reporter could
guarantee confidentiality. Now he can do so only if he promises himself and his
sources as a matter Or journalistic ethics that he will go to jail rather than

destroy the confidentiality that is vital to the free press. Most reporters and
editors believe they,are willing to go to jail if need be.
Some have gone to jail and others mayfor refusal to identify sources or
reveal information given in C01111(101100. But perhaps our society is asliig
n too

much,:net simply of the reporter am: editor but of the ilissitkattwhether in

the Police Department or State Department. We now ask the dissident to trust
the newspaperman to defy the courts and go to ;jail rather than to /weak faith.
:There are at least Iwo cases where news organimations have decided to drop
a story because they felt they could no longer guarantee confidentiality of source
or confidential information. Some reporters fortunately, ;just a fewwill not:

ask certain questions or put themselves in situations where they think tiny

may come under direct court pressite to reveal sources or information and there
are reporters vho are destroying tiles and notes and tapes important to future
resell reh.

But generally speaking, reporters and editors seem to he proceeding as usual,

having taken the decision to fight in the courts if necessary and to go to jail

if necessary. :Nobody can say what, will happen if the arrest of newspapermen
for protecting confidentiality in/comes an accepted part of the American 800110.
Four cases are bad enough. Forty or a hundred, if the legislators and the public

permit the courts to get away with it, could entirely change the natne of
reporting in this country.

But even if every reporter in the country were willing to go to jail, it

not solve the confidentiality problem. There is the impact on the sources to
to be
considered. Some. sources who normally would have given important information
to the press MINT changed their minds. They would in the past have been willing to accept the reporter's word of honor. They are considerably less willing
to do so now that they know that the price of that word of honor may be an
indeterminate jail sentence for the newspaperman.

We will never know what this loss of confidentiality of sources will cost
because we will never know what we might have known, it seems entirely

plain that the destruction or eonfidentiality of news sources will have an impact
on how much the' public knows about every aspect of public affairs. There will
simply be fewer and fewer people in Government and out of Government willing

to take the risk that the press will he able to protect them. It will not,.all
happen tomorrow hut it will happen as long as this country is ready t0 say
that the price of dissidence is exposure..
In theory. a reporter can Only be subpoenaed where there is an /111-1»iry i/11'01V-

iflg sane crime that has taken placeand wouldn't that protect most sources
since most stories have nothing to do With crimes?

When a Government wants to find out the identity of a source, partici-daily a
source within the bureaucracy, it can become wonderfully imaginative in the
use of Federal attorneys, grand juries and indictments. Our Government. has
not had a great deal of experience with this. since the Caldwell case is relatively

new. but it has shown itself a quick strident, as grand -jury subpoenas in the
Pentagon Papers case have shown.

The issue has spread, far beyond the Federal level. Judges and local district

attorneys all over the country have taken the Caldwell ease as a kind of
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hunting license to go after reporters on a wale variety of cases, all of them
having nothing at all to do with national security. The potential impact on
virtually
n
every kind of. serious reporting is a nightmare for journalists

everywhere.
The Reports COtuntittee for Freedom of the Press already has listed .10 cases

that it considers attempts by the courts to require news reporters to disclose
the source or content of confidential or other unpublished information. The list
also includes three attempts to get this kind of information from reporters
by the use of legislative or executive subpoenas and Seven attempts by the courts
to enjoin reporting of public proceedings.
After the Reporters Committee compiled its list, the Government established
new category of legal action against the press, one that most newspapermen had

never really thought any Administration would try to get away with, That was
the arrest complete with handcuffsof a newspaperman for physically holding

docninenk taken from the Government.
On inn. 31, Lesile 11, Whitted. Jr.. :1 reporter who works with Jack Anderson,
1V:ts helping an American Indian load documents in a car, documents that had

been taken from the Bureau of Indian Affairs hat which were being returned
to the Bureau. IIe was arrested and charged not with stealing the documents,
but with receiving and possessing them.
The plain fact is that there is not a good newspaperman
the MOD' Who at
one time or another had not; in his possession document:ALL:1 from Government
files, Sometimes it is given to hint by dissidents, sometimes by officials who want
to leak a story. If the Whilien'ease becomes a precedent, they will have to build
new jails for the press, and any reporter who doesn't want. to occupy a cell will

have to run like mad from almost anybody in Government who wants to give
lain documentation for a story.

If confidentiality of news sources is really destroyed, it will mean that. the
press will be virtually dominated by the official version of what is hiking place
in American society wherever it touches upon Government and that means just
about everywherein the blireancracy, the military. the judiciary, the police,
the expenditure of funds, and on all levels of government.
Officialdom will be able to present its version, as always. Its access to the press
will be unaffected. But elbowed out entirely will he those who need access most

people with something to reveal but not powerful enought to reveal it; witfitheir
name-tags on it.

The issue of press confidentiality is approaching a crisis point. The solution
rests first in the public's understanding of its own involvementthat when important information is withheld or made inaccessible, it is being withheld not
only from the press, but from the people who read it. see it or listen to it. With

public understanding, and only with public understanding, the essential second
step can he takenstate and Federal laws to protect the newspaperman front
court orders to reveal his sources.
This is not a matter of special privilege for newspapermen but for the First
Amendment. Yon can't tell a carpenter lie is free to practice his trade as long
as he uses .no tools. You can't tell a newspaperman that he has a free press as
long as he does not use his tools and among them the essential tool is confidentiality of sources.
An editor in Boston, not overly given to drama. gave me a bumper sticker that
slimmed up in fool. words just how important some of us think this: "Save the
First Amendment." HI had a car, I would stick it on.
(Reprinted with permission of copyright owner, The New York Times Magazine, and A. M. Rosenthal. All rights reserved.)
[From the 117o/IStroot Journu/, Fob. 2S, 19731

Trriwk-txn TITINGS OVER
(By Vermont Reystcr)
.

DIJMUS SHIELD

When a hereticor maybe agnostic is a better wordarises in the congrega-

tion the most he can hope for is charity. So. I hope the good nature of my peers
will incline them to some degree of indulgence toward human frailty,
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in this case my peers are those journalistic colleagues NVil0 clamor for special
to shield reporters from haring to testify in court about the sources of their
information, and their name is legion, They include the officers of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors. of the American Newspaper Publishers' AsseciatiOn. the editors of great newspapers and a long list of distinguished commentators in the newspapers and on radio and television.
I:111'44

The frailty is that having spent a lifetime in the press, and being devoted
to its cause, I find myself beset by doubts as to the wisdom of these claims to

special privilege from the obligations that rest on other citizens.

This is not to deny the provocations, Having maintained the Repnblic for

sonic 200 years, and the freedom of the press, without: the issue every arising,
we have recently seen much harassment of reporters by prosecutors, grand juries
011(1 judges to no visible purpose other than to do discourage them from looking
into dark corners. Some 11e1V14111011 have been clapped into jail by irritated
judges. Most of it has been no more than badgering, and 418 Such 11118 cinttiihuted
nothing to the public polity.

Against this sort of thing there should he a protest. not only from the press
arise only as to the remedy proposed. And
but from the public. The
these suggest at least some
some cautions if COngress is going to try to erect a legislative shield around newsmen,
Caution number one : Whom will the late apply to?

Freedom of the press, us enbodied in our first amendment, belongs to everyTinics.
body; not just to reporters for the Wall Street Journal or the NOW
It is 'simply a special ease of the generalized freedom of speech, protected by
the same amendment, which belongs to every citizen. '.Thos the freedom of the
press belongs to anybody with a mimeograph maehine or access to a press, or
even
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writer of letters, for that matter. There IS no licensing of newsmen ;

anybody who says he is one, is one,

So if this proposed law creates a blanket shield to permit any newsman to
decline to testily before grand juries or in .courts, then anymieeven a member
of the Ma fiacould hide behind it The possibilities of abuse from such a blanket
privilege should be obvious,

defining who is a bona-fide newsBut if the lnw tries to escape this dilemma
man and so entitled to the protection of the shield, then the government is decid-

ing Miro is a newsman and- who isn't. The result of this, if it were held Constitutional at all, would be to narrow, not enlarge, the freedom of the press.

It would be tantamount to government 11consing of reporters, which I presume
the American Society of Newspaper Editors would find as. abhorrent as I do.
Caution number two: If the law gives newsmen (bona-fide or otherwise) an
nnlitnited privilege of refusing to testify about information they may have, Will
this contribute to the better administration of justice?
Basic to our system of justice is the right of an accused to confront his accusers and to know all of the evidence for or against hint. mid also the right
of society to have access to all the 'information about posSilde crimes against
society. Suppose you were an accused and a newsman (bona-fide or otherwise)
declined to testify about information that would help you, would you think justice

done?

Even so great a defender of the press as Senator Sam Ervin bas found this

a sticking point in drafting a bill. He has felt compelled to make exceptions but,
as he concedes. the making of them taxes the wisdom of Solomon. "I've never
been tilde to draw a hill," he remarks, "entirely so 11 Sf41 CI-01'Y to myself."

Caution number three: Information from anonymous..sources may or may

not be true.
The anonymous source has its virtues and it has provided the lead for many
au ONPOSYITO of malefactions, much to the public good. But anonymity is also a
handy cloak for rumor, hearsay, gossip and slander. To give a blanket shield to

it, applicable ill every ease, is to open a Pandora's box of evils. A dishonest
reporterand sadly there are somecould even pretend to sources he did not
halve.

One of the fundamental tenets of this curious business we call The press is .m.r
belief in the public's right to know. Doesn't the public's right to know mean the
right to know nil the facts available? Certainly it seems odd for 11011'Sillell professing that principle to say the public has no right to know what they would
conceal.'

There are other boohytraps in all this, it seems to me, both for newsmen and
the public. For the press itself, thCre is a risk of having Congress start legislat-
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ing about the freedom of the press even in the guise of protecting It. This uild
be a dangerous precedent, for what one Congress can give another Can take
away, and once it is conceded that Congress can legislate about the press no it,. 1
can know where it might end.

For the public, the doulas are equally )essing. in argument for this news-

man's privilege the analogy is sometimes erawn with the priest-confessor or the
lawyer- client privilege, but there is a vital difference. The priest and lawyer are
hound by total silence; they may' not claim the privilege while proclaiming the
Confessional. This newsman's privilege asks something else, the right to proclaim anything and answer nothing.
This is a privilege granted no one else. Every other citizen having knowl...dge
of crimes or misdemeanors, save only if be is himself accused, is obligated to

answer before grand juries, courts of law or even in many eases hefore con-

gressional inquiries.on penally of going to jail if he refuses. And' it nagging donlit
persists that it is going public policy to create a class of citizens innutine- by reason of occupa tion.

it is true there's no excuse for the harassment of newsmen, for using reporters
in vague "fishing expeditions," and wben it is done there shmild Am a clamor
everywhere. And we in the press, as you can see, are hardly powerless to raise
such a clamor as to be heard far and wide.
But: we have the first amendment, and I think in the long run it will suffice.
At any rate our free press has survived these 200 years without any law to make

newsmen a class apart, and I suspect it will survive without our elainting
privileges denied to other men.

BEvoism ruE 'Caldwell DECISIONTino, DEisioN IS TENTATI

(By Benno 0. Schmidt, Jr.)
For a little less than a decade, journalism and law have shared a common

struggle 1:o accommodate traditional procedures and principles to the development of widespread disenchantment and disobediencein American stalely. Numerous political, racial, and cultural groups have committed themselves to
political or personal goals which they believe transcend the traditional obligations of citizens-in a democratic society. While the rhetoric is often more apocalyp-

tic than the action. there is no denying the social import:thee of these alien:it-NI
groups. Whether the cause has been the rights of racial minorities. resistance to
the draft, protest against' the war, or exploration of different lev6Is of consciousness. many groupsboth organized and spontaneoushave advocatell'and
often acted in disregard of law. Other traditional sources of authority._such as
famib, schools, or chneh, have been vigorously challenged. The media, as readers
of the Reviim need not be reminded, have not escaped this distrust.
The Caldwell decision, encompassing three eases joined together for rulhaliencion, is a microcosm of the difficulties of both journalism and law in responding to the Oliena Hon of many groups in this country: It is an intersection of jou',
nalism and law of the sort which. with disquieting frequency in recent years, has
come to be viewed as a collision between competing interests. The idea that the
interests of journalism and law ft re naturally antithetical. in this instance or
any Ocher, is othinons. Of course, much error and injustice are done in the mutt
of law, just as much that is tawdry and worse is accomplished by reporters anti
the media. There will always be conflicts when either journalism or law offers
a short-sighted view of its real interests. But thoughtful persons' in each profession must make the effort to understand and accommodate the legitimate interests of the otber. 'What, in brief, are the legitimate social interests of ;journalism

and our legal system as exemplified in Caldwell?
Knowll.edge must be available about dissident groups before social institutions

can respond to them in a rational and principled way. Disregarding any issues
of justification concerning these groups' rhetoric or actions issues of great
variety about which there is ample room for disagreementmost persons would
agree that deeisioranakers at all levels have both underestimated and misunderstood the disenchantment which exists in many quarters. Whatever disagreements we might have about dealing with alienation and dtsenehantment are
academic until we have access to information. For this knowledge we mut,t depend on the individual efforts of journalists who try to penetrate the suspicion
and hostility of protest and underground groups. These efforts will be substan-
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dolly impeded if the reporter's subjects feel that anything he learns will become
available to those social institutions to 1Nhieh they are opposed.
The difficulties of covering important protest groups should not. be exaggerated.
Few significant dissident groups are interested solely in being hut alone. Most. ono
hraee a responsibility to ref/n.1)1 'society at large, and thus find useful whatever
media attention they caul attract. Ceutlioi between suspicion of the media and

the desire to propagate information through it have resulted in individual reporters' being given knowledge on condition that other information or the identity of certain sources nut be dividged. Journalists always have made use of
promises of confidentiality in probing beneath the surface of pre:4s handouts,
outright lies, and self-serving secrecy. lint my impressimi is I hat. the use of confidentiality in digging out stories is now more extensive than ever. Certainly,
to the extent that the practice is a condition for coverage of disenchanted grumps
in ornr society, it has greater social value than ever before,
On the other hand, the legal system has important: interests at stake in oer-

emning promises of confidentiality Ien they stand in the way of prompt und

accurate detection and prosecution of crimes. 'The grand juries which subpoenaed

the three rePorters involved iii the (:////n.c/I deision occupy a tradition:I I ;11RI
important place in law enforcement. It: has long been the proud boast: of
AngiteAmerieon law that no person is too high to escape the obligation of testify-

ing to a grand jury. This unlimited obligation is an important guarantee of
equality in the operation of criminal law. Thos. eourts have hi:slorically keen

unsyntpathetie to claims that certain bifida of information silonid Lc privifeged
from disclosure before the grand jury. Only the privilege against self-incri Innstion and the attorney-client privilege have achieved general recognition rim
the courts of the U.S.
In Caldwell., the Supreme Court was presented with a collision between the
interests of journalistic freedominterests accorded a eonstitutional dimension by the first amendmentand the fundathenthl social ifflevest in enforcement of the-criminal law. Most observers seem to think that: the Court forthrightly rejected the journa lists' claims in favor of upholding the investigative
powers of the grand jury. I believe the decision is more tentative. The Court
clearly rejected any journalists' pilege in the 'irfield:H. eirmunstances of
theSe cases. Bat there are signs that: the Court may be more sympathetic to the
privilege if it: is asserted in different circninstanees.--I.et Its look more closely at the three cases at hand. One ease involod !two
stories describingthe activities of drug users nod sellers in and around Louisville; a second, a report on civil disorders in New Bedford, Mass.: for which the
newsman covered a Black Panther-news conference and. spent about three hours
inside the Panther headonartes to cover a police raid which the Panthers expected but which never occurred and a third-7-the hest linoW11 of the eaSeN
a repoet on activities of the Black Panthers in Oakia,nd and San Franeisen for

which 'Earl Caldwell toped interviews and wrote articles in the Arca; York

ti airs.
Tit all three cases. the reporters declined to provide requested information'
to a grand jury. Coldwell, however. did. not claim that a reporter sloadd he
vompletely free from official investigation with respect to all kinds of confidential information about possible law violations. Inc and the Time.; made the
narrower rgliment that "so drastic an incursion /upon the first amendment
fovilont" should not lie permitated unless the Government could show a com
polling interest" in the reporter's testimony. Such an interest, they submitted,
could he demonstrated if the Government convinced a court that the reporter
probably has information relevant to a speiuific violation of law, that-the information sought could not he obtained from sources other than the reporter. and
that, as a general matter, the subject matter of the investigation is of Interest
to the Government.
Unlike the reporters in the other two cases before the Court, Caldwell found

relief in the lower courts. The U.S. District .Court denied a motion to quash
the subpoena. but ordered that Caldwell not be required to testify about: any
confidential sources or infornmtion received while gathering. news. Caldwell
still refused to appear before the grand jury, maintaining that his appearance
alone would jeopardize his relationship with the Bind( Panthers since they
Nr011id 110t know what had gone on in- the secret session. The District Court.
held Caldwell in contempt, but flue Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit sus-.

trained an appeal that the 'irk amendment gave him the right to refuse

to appear in the absence of the Government's showing of sonic special necessity.
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The opinions of fl closely divided Supreme 'Court pretty \yell span the spectum of possible first ninendment responses. The majority opinion, authored by

..flistice White, first argues that requiring reporters to testify before grand

juries ahout confidential smirees involves DO "int:171100118 111)011 speech or as-

setably, no prior restraint or restriction on whnt the press may publish. find

no express Or 11111died emininind that the press publish whin: it prefers to with-

hold, Oflieini inquiry is simply nu "incidental burdening of the press," resulting from enforcement of civil or criminal statutes of general
y;
citIwiis generally have an obligation to tell grand juries anything they might
know about commission of crimesthe sole exception living the fifth :mendment: right of any witness to refuse to testify about matters that might lie
self-incriminating. Thus, these cases present an issue akin to valid general
lawssuch n's general fax. stand es or labor relations statutesbeing enforeed
neutrally ; fu such tax or Inba cases, objections to enforcement because of inci-

dental burdens on first; amendment activities have properly been given little
weight.

The reporters argued for a special privilege because of the eonsequenees of
compulsory testimony: the flow of information would he signifienntly diminished
from news sources preferring to remaill confidential. However, White argues, not
all news sources insist; on confidentiality, and reporters- may never be called to
testify before n grand jury even when they have received inform:1nm! in confidence. Moreover, informants who have. insisted on confidentiality often have a
sithstantinl interest in.dissemiznilion of news which would outweigh any fear of
investigation. Thus, the fear of substantial drying up of news sources is specnlat ive. liut. White argues, even if some constriction in the flow of news should
ocenr. the public interest in investigating and prosecuting crimes reported to the
Press mit:wolf-11s that in the disseminarion of news about those activities when
the dissemination rests upon confidentiality.
The ina.ioitY refused to accept Cahlwell's claim Hutt the stnte be required
to ineet three tests before requiring a reporter's testimony : 1,) that there is
probable cause to believe that the reporter possesses information relevnnt to a
specific viol:it-Um of law: 2) that the information Sought cannot be obtained by

alternative means from sources other than the reporter: and a) that there is
compelling and overriding interest in the infom:Mon. White meets these arguments with a rattier simplified theory of the grand jury's appropriate purposes.
They inelnde, first. 011 investigatory function in determining whether a crime has

been committed, and seemed. a need to review all available evidence to determine
whether prosecution is appropriate. Third. he suggests. the Government a'ways*
has a compelling interest: in information about the violation of any-of its criminal

activities which are important enough to justify investigation into a reporter's
eonfidenta 1 information.
White also argues that acceptance of the reporters' privilege would lead to

undue confusion in 'future cases. '.1711e potential difficulties include defining the

categories of newsmen who'qnalify for the privilegea tronblesoine problem in
light of the traditional doctrine that the liberty of the press extends to pninphletcers lecturers. and almost any author. as well as dear cut jomalists. In addition,
whether there is probable cause to believe a crime has been COMMitted, or whether

the reporter hasuseful information which the grand jury cannot obtain elsewhere, pose extremely difficult judicial determinations. Filially, conrts"Cannot
assess the governmental interest in particular information by weighing the
value of enforcing different criminal laws. This would engage the courts in an
essentially legislative value judgment of varions criminal laws.
The majority opinion clearly rests on the motion that the subjeci, of reporter's
privilege is an appropriate one for legislative or executive consideration. It notes
that several states already have Passed :statutes embodying. a journalists'
privilege of the kind sought. and that the. P,S. Attorney General has fashioned
a set of limiting rulesgnidelinesgoverning subpoenas which embody some
of the standards Calawcil adynneed.
After seemingly rejecting, both the theorenen1 and the empirical arguinents for

a jonrnalists' privilege, file majority opinion concludes with an enigmatic suggestion that the door to the privilege may not be completely closed.."Newsgntheriag.' the majority notes obliquely, "is not without its first amendment
protection":

"[Glrand jury investigations if instituted or conducted other than in plod

faith. would pose wholly different issues for resonition under the first amendment. Offivial harassment of the press undertaken not for purposes of law en-
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f9recnient, but h) disrupt a reporter's relationship with his news sources woultl
haVe no justification, Grand juries are subject. in judicial control anti stillpoottas
to motions to quash. IVe do not eXpeet.ellarl8 twill l'orget. that grand juries must
operate Ivithin the limits of the first, :Intendment 11s \Veil Its the 111th.'
The majority's whisper or encouragement IS echoed, if not el:111110d. in a brief

emptinsi.,:es
but polenlially important e/incuring opinion of Justice
"tile limited nature" of the Court's holding: ;11111 states that; "we do not: hold
that
state and federal authorities are free to 'annex' the IleN1.8 merlin 118 .11 11
investigative arm of government.'" No "harassment" of llea'Slaell will he totera

l'owell continues, if a reporter can show that the grand jury investigation

is "not being condueted ill. good faith" or if he is called imon for information
"bearing only a remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the investigation." :Iturem,vr, judicial relief could he forthcoming if the reporter "bits some
other reason to believe that his test:11111.11.y implicates confidential source relation-

ship without it legitimate aced of law enforcement."
NVIIII l'otvell seems to be .sayiug 18 that the Claim of reporters' privilege must
be Intlatteed against society's interest in law enforcement in a highly particularistic, case-by-ease manner. to a footnote, he reminds us that Caldwell asserted a privilege 1101 (21:e11, to appcar before the grand ;jury unless the Govern-

ment met his three preconditions.

rejects this notion that. the slate's

authority should he dots tested at the tlueshohl. 1 1181ealls he 8001118 to 811l4gclit

that the kliallee clue better lie drawn when actual questions are put and the re-

porter refuses to .111181001'. Presumably, 1.'owell agreed with the decision reached
in the 0[1101' tare eases because, although questions were actually put, the report-

ers in those cases rested their right or rernsn1 on Ito (lbsolau jouro:111518! pieilegrs rather 111:111 on an tut hoc demonstration that the particular questions were
Milky:m(2r.

Pour Justices dissented. :Justice Douglas expressed his 01011 ;781'0p:rico I view

and Justice Stewart-wrote a more balanced (minim; for himself and Justices
Brennan and

her 1)ottglas, the pruner decision is a simple reflection of his absolute wfew
"Tiler is no 'compelling need' that can be shown which
qualities the reporter's immunity from appearing or testifying before a grand
jury. unless the reporter is implicated it/ a crime." 1)in11glas thus endorses au
absolute privilege; since no attswe cal; constitutionally be compelled. there is
Of the first. 11111011(1111ellt

no need to require even 1111appea ranee. Douglas rejects as insidlicient, tinder the

lirSt amendment. Caldwell's and the 'J'inics' position (which he characterizes 05
"amazing") that the journali.dis' privilege should be balanced against competing
needs of the Government. Douglas Itas no doubt about the unfortunate cote

sequences:

"Forcing a reporter before a grand jury will have two retarding effects upon

the ear and the pen of the 10) 8,8. Fear of txposnre will cause dissidents to cominuttieate less openly to trusted reporters. And, fear of accountability trill cause

editors and critics to write with more restrained pens."
Justice. Stewart wrote It careful but impasshmed dissent. Stewart's starting
point is the broad right to\ publish guaranteed in our society by the first amendment. from the 11)31 landmark decision in A'ear VS. Atinnesota to last year's
decision nn the Pentagon Papers. From this right to publish, Stewart deduces
Cl corollary right to gather 11(005. This right, in turn, requires protection of confidential sources "as a matter of simple logic once three factual 'predicates are
recognized": 1) neWsincit rem-tire informants in gathering. news; 2) emalentittlity is essential to creation 1111(1

11111

eui11100 Of a newsgathering relationship

with informants; and 3) unbridled snlmocna power will deter both informants
front divulging sensitive information and reporters from publishing.
The journalists' privilege which Stewart would protect is not absolute. -The
interest of the Gevernment in lovestigating crime IS substantial, and Stewart
believes it can properly outweigh the -journalists' privilege if the Government
can show: 1) that the information sought is "clearly relevant to It .peci8cly defined subject of governmental .injuiry" ; 2) that the reporter probably has the
relevant information; and 3) that there is no other available source for the
information.
Stewart concludes that the Court's decision will in the long run' impede ratimr
than advance efficient law enforcement. LaW enforcement officials benefit; front
dissemination of news about illegal or questionable activities. Thus, for Stewart,
the Court's decision is a "sad paradox" :
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"ITjhe 110W:31111ln
not only 00:18e to 110 it IISCfill witness: he will cease to'
investigate and publish.infoniatIon about; issues of public import. I cannot subscribe to such an anomalous result, for in my view, the interests protected bY the
first amendment are not antagonistic to the administration or justice."
What; conclusion, then, can be drawn about: the future of journalists' privilege?
Despite what: Lnight appear at: first to be the CourC8 tyyjection of the privilego,
I believe that both' extreme constitutional positions are ruled out. Obviously. the

Court has rejected, by au effective S to 1 vote, the view advocated by many
newsmen and adopted by justice Douglas that journalists should have an impenetrable shield against official iminiry into confidential sources. Less appar-

ently, a Nvorking majority has also rejected the opposite extreme: that journalists
Can

01:11111

110 special protection under the first amendment. but should he

treated like any person With littO \\ledge of illegal activity.
:Justice Powell's concurrence reflects at the very least an open mind 41110111. 0:Clouding I o newsmen 0 qualified privilege to refuse testimony that would jeopard-

ize confidential relationships. Powell seems to recognise that a journalist, has all
iliWOrttillt interest in protecting eonfidential sources. But for Powell the legal
.context is critical to balancing this interest against society's vital interest in law
enforcement. lie wants :t concrete record of particular 'questions abtint a specific

confidential relationship before he attemlits to reconcile the reporter's First

.

Amendment claim and society's interest; in detection aml prosecution of crime.
Titus, Powell rejects the invitation in Caldwell. we can assume. because lie beHeves that, in constitutional t;rms, not all grand jury questions are the same, not
all journalists are the same, not all conlimmtial relationships are the same,. and
(perhaiis) not all crimes are the satne. Relevant di fferences, iu Poell's view, can
lie gauged only when the issue is at; a riper stage than in CaNwc/1, where the
reporter had failed even to appear, or than in tic other two eases, where the reporters rested their noncompliance on an absolute claim of privilege.
If this reading is correct, Powell, in 0 future
Caldwell it, on

remand, it moves to specific questions 0101 refusals to answer based 011 00/104010

arguments ;theta particular sourcesnlay shift to joint the four dissenters in
upholding a journalist's claim that the first amendment justifies a refusal to

diselos1- confidential information'. I suspect that we have not heard the last word
from tile supremo Court on journalists' privilege.
Other developments may be expected. The three eases decided :111 had to do with

reporters' testimony before grand juries.. Neither the majority nor any of the
concurring Or dissenting opinions discussed the constitutional status of grand
jury subpoenas (faces fecinnorders compelling the production of tapes, notebooks, outtakes, first drafts, and other forms of tangible evidence, The subpoena
initially served on Earl.Caldwell was of this sort: it ordered him to produce for
the grand jury notes and tape recordings. When he objected, the Government
agreed to reduce the scope to an order to testify.

While the opinions do not so indicate. it is conceivable that the Court may find
journalists' work product subject to a greater range of constitutional protection
than is accorded his testimnouy. Required production of notes, tapes, or first
drafts might seem more directly in conflict with freedom of the press than compelled testimony in that the qtmlity of the actual article. report, or news tape dis.:
seminaled to the public is more directly affected. If journalh!ts' stock in trade
can he as freely .compelled as testimony, then -.10ul'llanstS will be constrained in
the initial writing, filming or, taping, when freedom and flexibility are most necessary if the quality of the final product is not to suffer. The Court might therefore find a greater threat to the first amendment in snhpoenas requiring production of tangible work Product, and strike the balance more on the side of journalists' privilege than it would for testimony.
The final prediction to be drawn from Caldwell. is that there will be renewed

legislative activity. In difficult constitutimml.problems, the Supreme Court's
response often reflects assessment of legislative or executive competeneo to deal
with the 'problem, The Court's treatment of journalists' privilege is in this

tradition. The majority opinion notes that some states have accorded sonic
degree of statutory-protection to a journalist's confidential sources and informa-

tion. 'Moreover, justice White points to AttV. Gen. Mitchell's :1970 subpoena guide-

lines. which almost. meet the tests urged upon the Cowl: by Caldwell and ll'he

rime The majority makes quite clear its view that defining and protecting

journalists' priVilege is much better suited to legislative than judicial treatment.
White's opinion eatalogites the subtle problems of rulemaking and line-drawing

(is every pamphleteer and would-be author a "journalist"? what crin0A are
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serious" enough to warrant investigation into a jonriudist's confidential
sources?) that the majority feels can be more sensibly handled by general

legislation than by case-by-case response. Deference to a legislative solution, the

majority obviously feels, is realistic in this instance because of the media's
political power. The press and the state and federal legislative bodies should
respond to the Court's Invitation. The best hope for the media is clearly in the
nation's legislatures.
Despite the predictable cries of outrage against the Supreme Court's decision,

it should be remembered that the Court's rejection of the journalists' privilege
may not be as complete as it appears. Courts have traditionally opposed the
creation of evidentiary privileges because such barriers clog necessary investigative and adjudicative processes: Therefore, the chances for judicial creation
of a sweeping privilege were not good.

On the other hand, there is no doubt that the publicity given the Court's

decision' will dry up sonic news sources. Particularly if overzealous prosecutors
abuse their power to try to require journalists to divulge confidential informa-

tion, the consequences for a probing and independent press are troubling to
contemplate. The Court has said it is not unconstitutional to compel a reporter
to appear before a grand jury to testify about confidential sources. This does
not mean flint frequent resort to practice is a good-idea.
[Copyright © 10M. .0o lumbia Journalism Review. All rights reserved.]
[From Ne Imlay, Feb. 1, 197:3]

A SICIELD Fon Youn Bunn'

Freedom of the press wasn't written into the Constitution because publishers
wore popniar peoplemost of them weren't:, not even in Revolutionary times
but. because a free press was the public's only way to keep watch on government.
So for nearly two centuriu of our national history, government took the first
amendment guarantee pretty much at: lace value. There were periods of general
feuding and periods of uneasy coexistence, but no one iii authority seriously
tried to read the first amendment as anything less than a total ban on governmental interferenee with news coverage. An irreverent, unhelpful and occasionally misguided press was seen as just one of the challenges to be faced by men
in power.

Then, in the last two years, came a pair of developments sharply divergent

from the Constitution's previous application.

tFirst was the Pentagon Papers case, in which the executive branch of goveminent tried to impose prior restraint on a newspaper's publication of the
news. The Supreme Court ultimately rejected this instance of censorship-byinjunction, but a precedentlad occurred.

Last June it was the Suprciae Court that took the second step to narrow

long-accepted definitions of freedom of the press, in a case -involving newsmen
who had been called before grand juries and refused to testify. The newsmen
maintained that under the first amendment no grand jury or judge had the right
to compel them to reveal confidential sources of files. By the narrowest of decisions
(5-4) the court rejected this absolute immunity.
The court did not find anything unconstitutional about newsmen's immunity.
It merely ruled that immunity is not automatically and absolutely conferred by

the firSt amendment. Justice Byron White, in ..his opinion for the majority,

adman)* invited Congress to resolve the issue. As he put it "Congress has freedom
to determine whether.a statutory newsman's privilege is necessary and desirable."
Today the Congress is beginning that determination. A judiciary subcommittee

of the House' is Opening, hearings into several dbzeh proposals for so-called
"shield" laws protecting newsmen's confidentiality to one degree or another.
Similar proceedings will start in the Senate on February 20.
There seems to be strong Congressional sentiment in favor of privilege in
principle. But on the details the situation is more complicated. Some legislators
.(and most newsmen) propose an absolute shieldivhieli is, in effect, what the
first: amendment had been until last June. Others would place certain limitations, for example requiring a newsman to testify if a judge rides his information
is essential and cannot he obtained in any other way.

We haVe already asked our readers' support in obtaining shield legislation.
Now we ask your helpin calls or letters to Congressmen, in db,eussion in the
communityfor obtaining absolute protection.
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With the limited protection bills, it's left to someone in government to deterMille whether a newsman's sources are shielded or not. This violates the whole
purpose of press freedomNVhich is to make sure.no one in government, wha
t.ver Ids station, Nvhatever his motive gains any measure of control over the

lic's channels of information. In other words, its your right to know which is
protected by On ilbsolnte shield law', It's your right to the information a citiven
needs which conld be threatened. by anything less than an absolute shield law.
And neither the government's ability to protect
secrets, nor the various
restraints of law and custom applying to the press, \\'ill oe altered 1)5 this legisla-

tion. It merely restores the interpretation given to the first amendment np till
last June.
In your own interest. then, WO unge that you join us in pressing for Congressional passage of an absolute shield laW,

[Prom the New Repub/ie, A journal of Polities and the Arts, Dee, 10,1072]

\Vim's Hointr.Ixo

PaEss?

While the over-sensationalized Manson murder trial was underWay in Los

Angeles, that city's afternoon newspaper, the Herald-Eammincr, on October 9, 1970

banner-headlined an "exclusive": "Liz, Sinatra on Slay ListTate Witness

. .

.

Ghastly' ortures Planned for Stars." What followed down the front page and over
two columns inside waS a copyrigWRil story by reporter
T. Farr, drawn

from a statement given police by Virginia Graham, who months earlier had
shared a prison cell with Susan Affsfs, one of the accused Manson "family."
During their incarceration, Miss Atkins apparently talked at length and Mrs.
Graham subsequently went to police ,with the information. A transcript of her
statement was obtained by Farr shortly before Mrs. Graham was to- testify at
Susan Atkins' trial. Among the "facts" Farr disclosed in his October 9 story
and which would not, he wrote, be included in her "current testiniony"were
details of the Manson -family's "weird sex rites" and alleged plans to kill movie
stars including Frank Sinatra, who was to be hung upside down on a meat hook,
skinned and turned into pocketbooks to be sold at hippie stores.

In the rush to defend a newsman's untrammeled right to print what lie Wants
and be under no constraint to reveal Ids sources, the journalistic comnumity is
making a hero of William Farr, His jailing. for refusing to name the lawyers who
gave him the Graham transcript is presented part of a wider, dangerous pattern of intimidation, and a sign that federal legislation is needed to protect news-

111011's unrestricted right not to tell courts, proseenteys and legislative committees
where they get their information.

There is, we recognize, a threat to press freedom. It surfaced when the Nixon
administration moved through subpoena against reporter Earl Caldwell in the
Black Panther case, and when it later sought prior restraint against newspapers
in the Pentagon papers case. The Supreme Court backed tip the argument that
reporters have 110 automatic claim of immunity and could be compelled to
testify before grand juries; it almost backed prior: restraint. Since then, the
administration's skirmishes against newsmen seem to ha we been halted, temporarily, but the assault has been carried forward by state and local prosecutors,
many of whom have their OW11 grudges against the press,some rational, some

.

not. It is against this emotional background that the Farr ease and that of
-Peter Bridge, whose article in the Newark News led to his jailing should be
examinednot just for the legal equities, but for the reporting they represent,
Should the push for federal legislation protecting journalists reach the floor of
Congress, the stories themselves will be n focal point in the debate. Unfortun:,
ately, both Farr and Bridge may influence some legislators to turn from shielding the press to hobbling. it.

Tal:e the Farr ease. The :illaftson trial judge, Superior Court Judge Charles
H. Older, in the wake of blaring headlines which accompanied President Nixon's
incredible opinion as to Monson's guilt,had invoked a "fair trial" or "gag" rule,
Under that rule. defense and prosecution lawyers, defendants witnesses,- Police.

and other attaches of the court were barredunder t1)'.cat if contemptfrom
passing information to the press. Nevertheless, persons covered by that rule,
including two of six lawyers in Hie case-4ave Far:. the transcript of Mrs.
Graham's police statement. On October S, a day before its publication by the
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Heralit-Hird miner, Mrs. Graham's lawyer told judge Older the docm»ent was in
informal hearing in his chambers and. when
Farr's hands. The ;bulge called

Farr confirmed he had the transcript. Older remarked that it Iolthl he helpful
:t fair trial if it were not printed; he added it would he a serious
the »utterial got to the*juy. :I'he judge also asked Farr to reveal his source. at
the same lime noting the reporter was covered by the existing California

"shield" law. Farr refused, and later that night, alter publication was set.
called jinlge Older to w:,rn hint, so that precautions emit() be taken to prevent
the jury from seeing the headlines as the jurors rode the lois from their sequestered hotel rooms to the courthouse.
On the day or publication, defense lawyers moved for a mistrial on the grounds

the trial had been prejudiced by Farr's fleeld-Exoniinor -exelusive":t motion
denied by judge Older.

Seven months later, when Farr was no longer employed by a newspaper and
theoretically no longer covered by a shield hi v, Judge Older held a formal
lwaring, int the matter. Farr's lawyer stipulated that two J/anson. ease lawyers
phis one other person subject to the judge's "gag" rule had been arr's sources
but lie declined to name them. The judge took the position that Farr had no
immunity and Was hiding the identity of persons who had acted in contempt of,
court, a position that was upheld when the ease vas taken to appeal.
jo retrospect it is worth asking whether defense lawyers set in motion events
they thought could be exploited to bring about an end to the trial. Were Farr
and his paper being used? Only Farr and his editors can answer that. What we
know is that Farr's story was not "investigative reporting 'which in many instances has uncovered wrong-doing by public officials and private citizens, or
provided other information the public was entitled to have"descriptive language found in a resolution adopted last month by the Associated Press4 Managing Editors Association, commending Parr and 'expressing "concern about
censorship and -such injustices as Fares being jailed . ." It seems to
ns that the newspaper erred by rushing into print ailit a seamy sensational
account, based on material obtained in contradiction to court order, and where
the selling of more newspapers was the only public service rendered.
The Bridge case otters a different sort of problem. Neak's black mayor,
Kenneth Gibson, has been lighting the powerful white Italian minority of his'
city helped by State Assemblyman Anthony Imperial°. This past spring; the
.

focuS of their dispitte.WaS' the Newark Housing Authority, o .six-member commission on which Gibson had only one representative, Pearl Beatty. When the

executive director of the agency retired. Imperiale, who controlled the votes,
pushed to have a successor nailed ;nniiediately. Gibson sought to delay until two
more of his appointees, then awaiting city
approval, could he placed on
the authority. The vote .on a new director WItS
wits set for May 2. The weekend before
the vote, 01118011 wrote bad released 0 letter to HIM Secretary George Romney
asking his help in postponing the housing vote andalleging 'organized criminal

elements" were forcing selection of the new director. On the day of decision,
the Newark News published a front-page story by Peter Bridge under the headline: "City Housing Aide Repeats Bribe Otter." Bridge quoted Mrs. 13eatty.
saying that "a mat walked into my oflice and off:wed me $10,000 it I would vote
choice for executive director." The story added, "she, dirt notintow the
mat and probably would not recognize hint if she saw him again.
The Beatty allegation as printed laeked any hard facts. such as when the onr
had taken place or, sy"prisingly, any description of the p rson who had allegedly
made the offer. Yet Bridge wrote it, and the Ne/VN splashed it on its front .:)age
the day the controversial vote was scheduled to take place. Bridge never wrote

for.

a follow-up (it wasn't his regular beat:), and says that his responsibility as 0
reporter consistedly solely in reporting accurately what was said, and not
whether the statement was accurate. "How are you going to prove or disprove
it?" he said recently ; his job was to get a public official's fqatement into
print and do it when the story was hottest .

Newark had been plaguedand still isby conflicting charges and countercharges between Gibson and Imperiale ':orces, all carried by the press. The
county prcseentor, pressured by those allegaticns, set up a special grand .juicy
last May to sort out what was true and false, Mrs. Beatty, when called, gave an
altog(':dier different version under oath of the "bribe affair" than that reported
by Bridge. She also refuted two other versions attributed to her by others. She
said news stories had distorted the interview. To wind up bus inquiry, the proseentor's oflice decidco to subp%)ena Bridge.

93-474-73-42
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We doubt Gie propriety of the prosecutor's move, just as we doubt the
propriety of the News' printing of Bridge's story, And, had not, the Nixon
administration set the pattern, we doubt Bridge would ever have been called.
But we sympathize with a law enforcethent official who reads allegations in his

daily newspaper that seem to lain unfounded, yet are printed as if they were

true.
The rest of the Bridge story is well known. Though the original aim was to have

him confirm the accuracy of the Beatty interview, Bridge's decision to try to
(mash the subpoena prompted the prosecutor's (Alice to enlarge on the infornm
(ion sought. The state courts ruled Bridge had given up his immunity when he
identified Mrs. Beatty as his source. When Bridge appeared before a grand jury,
the questions went to other information than that which appeared in his story.
Bridge refused to answer outside the facts printed and spent 21 days in jail.
He insisted he would lose his sources if he disclosed what else was said, and
that the questions went beyond the Beatty incident. The prosecutors were appalled that Bridge quoted Mrs. Beatty on a matter as important as a bribe, but
never took a note during the interview and never confirmed.the quote before
publication.

The irony is that both cases have been 'IRA to wave the banner for investigative reportingwhich neither represents, We would argue that the main loll'
to tough, critical reporting is not the "chilling effect" of the Supreme Court's

Cu/dwelt decision nor the absence of a sturdy federal law' shielding reporters. The
principal deterrent to such reporting lies within the profession itself. Hard information is hard to come hy. It takes time to dig out, and few publications want to

invest the time or money. It takes perseverance, and few reporters and editors
these days have much of that. It isolates you front sources for whoa trill-11 is a
lesser good, and few journalists relish isolation. And when things really get
r(mgh, it may moon that your income taxes are reviewed (as CBS' John Hart's
were when lie Mille back from a reporting trip to North Vietnam), or your competitors get the scoops (as happened to The Washington. Post with The W ash i nutoil, Star-News' exclusive interview of the President).
Thus, though we are not indifferent to the danger to press independence front
prosecutors and indges, we are equally concerned by the search for a shield law

or a press councilin fact hy anything that promises an institutionalized or
legalized shortcut to fair and full reporting but could him out to be just the
th
opposite.' There are no shortcuts. The press can only put its trust in the First

amendment pure and clear, and plug away at getting the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
[Reprinted by Permission of The New Republic, © 1973, Harrison-Blaine of New
Jersey, Inc.]
SPEECHES
SUPREME COURT UNDEliMINES 'FREEDOM on"run Pazss

Mr: Eiivrx. Mr. President, en June 29. 1972, the Supreme Court announced its

decision in three consolidated cases which involved an interpretation of the
first amendment respecting newsmen's confidential sources of information. In
Branzbarg v, Haves, a majority of five Justices determined that there is no. first
amendment privilege for newsmen to refuse to answer' questions of a Grand
Inry even if those questions require the disclosure of confidential sources and
information,
Justice White's opinion for the majority rejects the analysis of the Ninth Circuit Conrt of Appeals in the case of U.S. v. Caldipc,11, one of the consolidated

eases. which had recognized a first amendment newsmen's privilege against

compulsory disclosure of confidential sources and information in certain circumstances. Justice White wrote :
"Fair and effective law enforcement aimed at providing security for the person and property of the individual is a fundamental function of government and

the grand jury plays an important, constitutionally mandated role in this
process. On the records now before us, we perceive no basis fur holding
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that the public 'interest ill law ClifOreCIllellt and
ensuring effeCI VC
grand jury proceedings is insufficient to override the consequential, but uncertain,
burden on news gathering which is said to result from insisting' that reporters,
like other citizens, respond to relevant questions put to theni in the course of it
valid grand jury itiVestigatimi or criminal trial."
On previous occasions I have stated that the Ninth Circuit Court's decision and
ho analysis upon which it was based constituted a wise and true reading of the
First Amendment's guarantee of freedom of the press, I am deeply concerned and
greatly disappointed over the majority opinion in Branzburg.v. Hayes, which
reversed the, Ninth Circuit's decision in the Cabiwcit ease. I must agree with
Justice Stewart, writing in dissent, that, "The Court's crabbed view of the first
Amendment reflects a disturblog insensitivity to the critical role of an independent press in our society."
In protecting Now Yorlo Times reporter Earl Caldwell from appearing before a
Federal (.1 rand awry in California investigating the Black Panthers, the Ninth
Circuit Court emphasized the vital role which a free press plays in a free society.
It correctly observed that the first amendment was adopted to preserve an
"untrammeled press as a vital source of public information." Judge Merrill wrote
for the Court of Appeals,

"The need for au untrammeled press takes on special urgency in time of widespreaa protest and dissent. In such times the first amendment protections exist
to maintain communication with dissenting groups and to provide the public with
a wide range 'of information about. the nature of pro,'?.st and heterodoxy."
Ile warned about the threat to freedom of the pre,,s which collies from fear of
government interference with the newsman's investigative process. He cautioned,
'To convert news gatherers into Department of Justice investigators is to
invade I he autonomy of the press by imposing a governmental function upon
then' To do so where the result is to diminish their future capacity as news
744,1

'revs is destructive of their public function."

It is important to understand that neither the District Court nor the Court

of 41 imeals in the Oaldiac// case. purported to estalblb11 a sweeping, unlimited
privtlege .for uew.siueu. The general rule set fortl, by cheCourt of Appeals requires

flac"ing of the interests of the first :Intendment and the, interests of hiw
ottdeentrmt. It
simply require that where the public's brst amendment
a

I

"right to be inform".

Would be. jeopardized by a journalist's submitting to secret

Grand Jury interrogation, the governinent must demonstrate a compelling need
»Ir the winless' presence before he can be subpoenaed. The Ninth Circuit opinion
emphasized that its rule was a narrow one. It specifically noted, "not every news
source is as sensitive as the Black Panther Party has been shown to be respecting
the performance of. the -'establishment' press or the extent to which that per-

formance is open to view."
Quite clearly, the Court of Appeals decision resulted from a careful considera-

tion of both the first amendment and law enforcement interests at stake. The
decision struck a wise balance beween these interests under the circumstances
of this pa Menhir east:.

I am comr.etied to say that the Supreme Court's reasons for rejecting the Ninth
d,ci'lion aro neither impressive nor persuasive. The majority opinion
does not fake into account the practical effect of its holding on newsmen and the
public's right to be informed. At one point the majority opinion naively describes
the consequences of. its decision as not "forbidding" or "restricting" the use of
confidential sources by the press. It states, "reporters remain freerto seek news
from any source by
within the law."
Of course. it would be absolutely unprecedented and unconstitutional for the
government, to "forbid" or "restrict" newsmen from using confidential sources in
their effort to enlighten Americans on matters of public concern. That is not the
problem raised by the subpoenas to Earl Caldwell and other reporters. The proh-101)1 for them and for the public is how a reporter can continue to gather news

,nut to ,report to the public from and about sensitive persons and issues when
that reporter can be dnpellea by the government to disclose these .confidential
sources and informatil,,. in secret Grand Jury interrogations.

Aggressive and curious newspaper reporters hav0 a' ways been a tempting' aled.
easy source of information for government. Nevertheless, whatever short -farm
benefits may flow from gayernears reliance upon newsmen as :1 substitute
its own investigations. the long-term threat to the public's right to he informed
about the controversial as. well as the routine is too great a risk to take in a free

society.
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justice Saw:10's dissenting (minion in Bro».zbary V. lloyem, declares:
"A. corollary of the right. to publish must he the right 10 gatler news. The
full How of inform:dim'
Ilte public protected h the free pre:(s gouvontce
would le severely curtailed it' no protection whlever were afforded to the
process hy

MINN'S IS :ISSPIIIhIPd and trwstquilinted."

'Pilo right to gather HOW'S, :Justice Stewart correelly observes, "implies a right
to a confidential relationship between :1 reporter and his source."
Several affidavit:: Hied Villi IIIP
CpillIhy 1111110 et the emintrY.:4

OntSI:Hiding

HIV

tint/OH:MCP

It

1111,1P11 111:2; 1WWF-

111011s contidential SPURTS. they uniformly' w:trn that wilhilt sine protection
front zealous law enforcement, sensitive scam:es for news obout controversial
sithjects will quickly "dry
In (1111. of these affidavits. Air. Walter Cronkite lIt CRS News stated.
"In doing. MY NVOrk. (IPPelnl constantly on informal ion. ideas leads and opin-

ions MCP/ Vet! in etmlidence. Stich material is essential in digging out newswortitY
facts and, equally iinportant, in assessing the importance ;111(1 analyzing rho signiliennec of public events. 1Vithont 51101 materials, 1 wmtld be able to do little
more than broadcast press releases and piddle statements.
'"The material Ilea 1 obtain in privacy and ''tIll onfidential basis is given 1(1
ine otr that basis because 1113 11(1115 sources have learned to trust Inv and van
confide in me without fear of exposure. Jul nearly every dISP theIr PINitifill. 110111:WS their very ;jot) or career, would he in :101111 111Y if this were not the cos'.
111(1 ahnost daily examples of tins, For example: A member of the.sHrt
a. United States Senator advised me, far in advance of the announcement that
his employer did not plan to run for reelection. Another person in a Similar position tipped me to his employer's intention to seek 0 higler (11140 . Au ((dicer high

in Pentagon clock's recently offered evidence of pressure high in the military

command structure to get; the President to cat hack on his Via Now wit 1111111W;11

commitments. A. bartender told me of fraud in restaurant. inspection in New
City. A scientist asserted that the Atomic Energy Commission's so fety
standards for atomic energy j11:7141 ihlti0118 \veil: not adequate. NO110 of these per-

sons 11/111(1 have voluhtemed this information if they thought: they would Ii,
exposed as the source of the turentutt ion. In short. I would be unable to (11,(tain
much of the material that is indispensable to my work if it were believed that
people could not talk to me confidentially. 7 certainly could not W61'1: effectively
it I had to say to each person 11.1111.W110111 I talk that. any information he gave
me might be used against him."

Wallace, an outstanding investigative reporter, declared in a similar
ttflidavit
"In iny experience in investigative news gathering the ability to establish and

maintain the confidence of people who may be willing to suggest leads and divulge_

facts and backgrolind inforomtimito iii 0 has leen essential. If such people believed that I might, Voluntarily or involuntarily, betray their trust by disclosing
toy sources or their nri vote commmtieations to me, my usefulness as a reporter
would he communications to me, my usefulness as a reporter would be seriously
diminshed."
An eXillnillatiOn of the.Supreme Court's decision in Branzbarg v. Holies, mnst,
be made in the context of the importance of a free press to any tree society. The

nit:ion:Ile for protecting newsmen from government inquiry is not to protect
them individually, but to insure that the public has access to that free flow of
information so vital to a democracy. The first amendment. including 'its
guarantee of a free press, was designed to make Americans politically, intellectually, and spirit:1m lly free. Its prohibition against government suppression

and intimidation of the press is couched in sweeping language. In my judgment,
the -Founding Fathers intended the first amendment's protection of the press to
he liberally construed.
In this decision, the Supreme Court's majority has overlooked the philosophy

of the first amendment's gunrantee of a free press. The fivt-justiee majority
has casually dismissed the practical effects of its holding which will certainly

undermine the ability of reporters to search out the truth for the American people. The majority has apparently forgotten the historic dangers always implicit;
when government, even for the most nolile of purposes, interferes with and restrictr.; the operations of the press. And, I am sadly compelled to believe, it has.
not fully understood the grand and hopeful assumptions which underlaY our
Pounding Fathers' conviction that men have nothing to fear from freedom of
thought, speech, and press as long as truth- is free to combat error.
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believe that ;Justice Stewart in his dissent has aceurately perceived the re-

lationship or the news gatherer and the eonntlentiality of his sources to the
miposes of the first amendment Ile WITitt%
"The reporter's constitillion:1 right to a enididential relationship with his

source stems from the broad societal interest in a full and free flow of information to tta public. It is this haste concern that: underlies the Constitution's protection of 1, fl'ee press, because the guarantee is 'not for the benefit of the press
so much as for the benefit of us all,'
Concern over government interference with the journalist's rilltetiell NVHS manifested during recent hearings of the Senal.e Subcommittee on Constitutional
Rights on the state 01' freedom of the press in America. Representatives of news
organizations and puldisher associations and individual newsmen expressed their
alarm over government's sudden increased subpoenaing of newsmen over the last
few years. A Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Government and the Press
slit:lied in detail this problem and has published its findings in an impressive
report entitled "Press Freedoms Under Pressure." A number of professional
Hews associations have advocated enactment of legislation to protect newsmen's
confidential sources.

Itesponding to this growing concern over government interference with the

operation of a free press, Senator :lames Pearson has introdUced S. 1311, widely

loaiwn as the "newsmen's privilege" bill. Referred to the Constitutional Rights
Suhcommittee, this bill has received consider:tide support and WHS the subject
of discussion during the Subcommittee's hearings. More recently. following the
Supreme Court's reversal of the Uuldwell.decision, Senator Cranston introduced
another version of a "newsmen's privilege" bill, S. 3780, Similar legislation has
been introduced in (lie House of Representatives. This legislation is designed
to do what: the Supreme Court refused to doto protect newsmen's confidential
sources and infornmthm in certain circumstances from compulsory disclosure to

,privernmental bodies,

In the course of our hearings of freedom of press, I expressed my hope that
the Supreme. Court would affirm the wise holding of the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals in the Caldwell ease. It was my view that, once having established
at constitutional basis for a newsmen's privilege, the courts (-multi best balance the
competing interests between the press and government on a case-by-caso basis
without the ed for any legislation. Inasmuch as (lie Supreme Court has rejected a constitutionally-based privilege for newsmen, proposed legislation establishing 11. privilege for newsmen deserves renewed consideration.

Mr: President, there has been considerable editorial commentary oil the

Supreme Court's decision in this ease. Because I consider the issues involved
to be cif fundamental importance to the freedom of our country, I ask unanimous
consent that several of these editorials be inserted at tidli point in the Record.
Is ur. PuEss 1151xo Ihmut.v.u?

Ervin,

U.S. Semi tor, Remarks made before the North Carolina
Press Association, ;Tann:try 19, 1973)

.

It is my belief that the first amendment was adopted by Our Fonnding

Fathers for two basic reasons. One reason Ivas to insure that American \you'dbe politically, intellectually, and spiritually free. The other was to make certain
that our sygtem of gm-eminent, a System di Signed to be responsive to the will
of an informed public, would function effectively,
The scanty of first amendment freedoms, including freedom of press, is-broad

and was intended to he so. The first amendment is impartial and inclusive. it
bestows its freedoms on all persons within our land, regardless of whether they
are wise or foolish, learned or ignorant, profound Or shallow, and regardless of

.,-Indier they love or hate our country and its institutions.
For this reason, of conrse, first amendment freedoms are often grossly abased.
Society is sorely tempted at times to demand or.eountenancetheir. curtailment
by government to prevent abuse. Our country must steadfastly spurn this temp-

tation if it is to remain theland of the free. This is so because the only was to
prevent; the abuse of freedom is to abolish freedom.

/

The quest for the truth that makes men free is r.7,1- easy.- As :Rio Charles

McNeil. a North Carolina poet, said, "teasing truth a thousand faces claims as

in a liroken mirror" The Founding Fathers believedand I think rightlythat
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the best test of truth is its ability to get itself accepted when conflicting ideas
compete for the minds Or men,

And, so, the rounding loathers staked the very existence or America OS (I free

society upon their faith that it has nothing to fear from the' ('Si ise

lirst

;intendment .freedoms, no twitter how much they nuty he alalS(al. as tong ns truth
is free to combat error,

Representatives of the press love been reeentlyelniming Hint they tiro not
free. thnt in effect the Nixon administration has
them with threats

and restrictions that do not permit them 1'0'11111H the role which Mc Constitnt ion
gives them. There is substance, T feel, to their claims, NcivNiceck lnagay.ine goes

so far as to say that the recent: clashes between the ndministrol hot ;Ind lite
media are "without precedent in the history of the Tinited States."-,4
To some, this may be overstating the significance of the conflict. The Pres.,
has typically pinyed a critical role of government. and government has often
responded with intermediate condemnation or simply 11.1111 ellaVgVS of irre,,poiv:ibi il Y. T ennnot say that such resPonses Da 1.1) always been unjustified.

But the actions of the present administration appear to go heyond simple

renc.ions to incidents of irresponsilde or binged reporting, to efforts: at wholesale intimitintion of the press and broadcast tnedia.
I point to n few ex:unities.

Recently we saw 'Clay Whitehead, director of the White House office of Tele-

communications Policy, explaining a lie))' administration proposal Wilk!) NVOI1111

CO)Idifiral the renewal of brondeast licenses by the FCC ea Whet her. the local
to the needs and interests
of the commtmities he serves." Tie later ninth, clear that: what WaS really
was control of network news : "Station imtnagers and network officials." he said,
'who fail to net to correct imbalance or consistent hills from the neiNVOrkti--01'
W110 a(aliliaSee by silencecan only be considered willing participants. to I Ii'
held fully acconntnble by the broadcaster's community at license renewal time."
In a 'rather interesting sidelight which indicators how this plan might work.
it was recently reported that the finance chairman of Mr. Nixon's ennumign in
Florida, George Champion, Jr., ins challenged the license of WJXT in Jackson-

station management is "substantially attuned

ville. WIXT was the station whose reporters discovered some controversial

statements of Nixon Supreme. Court nominee. G. Harrold Carswell, which ^ontribute(' to his failure to receive Senate confirmation. To make matters \VW...se.
the station is owned by the ,Il'askinghm Post. NVidell is a fremient administration
critic.

We also see significant inroads being made into public broadcasting. Under
administration pressure, funds for the Puhlic Broadcasting Corporntion, which
ill turti provides funds for the Public Broadcasting Service, were slnshed in tiu
IhSt-Ctingress. As nresult. the corporation hoard: a Majority of which are administration appointees, has decided to withhold funds. hut only for certain public
affairs programming which had often inch-Mod cotnnient: critical to the Executive.
Programs sneh ns Wil hiti Ill Buckley's' "Firing Line." "The Ad,ocates."
Moyer's Tournal,""Wall. Street Week." and "Washington Week in Review" will
not he seen after this. season unless the corporation agrees to release 1110 .funds.

It was the intent of the Congress in enacting the Public Broadcasting
of I 967 which created an intermediary corporation to receive fonds for pu'olie
telo.- don, to insulate control of prop:ramming' from those who appropriated the
dolls for it. T.t, now appears that the intermediate agency is asserting, the sort
of political control Ny1)101 the Congress wisely denied itself.

There are other examples of administration intimidation which come to mind :
the early speeehes of the Vice. President harshly criticizing the press : the Invest-it:Won of CBS newsman Daniel Schorr \Nilo had been critical of the administration in 1971; the recent exclusion of the 1Vashington Post, particularly
critical of the President's war polleles. from coverage of White buse social
events: and, of course, the controversial Pentagon Papers ease, which. 'whatever
one may think of the circumstances, was the first tithe that the govermnent

soughttn enjoin the publication of a. news story,

How ninny editorials have not been written, or critical

easily be provedT do

recall the "instant analyses"-which followed presidential addresses. Following
eonsiderahie administration objection. we no longer have them. Decisions not to
criticize are decisions which people keep to themselves. But the fact that intimidation cannot often be readily shown does not mean it is not present.
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So tee come to what wits the announced subjeet of my presentation : the news.
Inen's privilege proposals. I wanted to give you this background because I believe
that the threat or a subpemt to testify before a governmental tribunal is yet an-

other means of governmental intimidation of the press. A newsman who puh-

lishes n story obtained from confidential 3ourees NvIdell is rifical or accusatory
of public officials or programs non. faces the threat or sulipena and a possible
jail sentence it' he refuses to reveal Ids source. If he decides In hack off a controversial story, it is the public which has; lost information Nv1) MI (amid lead to
p1111theaI and social improvement.

The administration's stattee with regard to a stalntorY testimonial Privilege
has been one of rather passive resistance. Assistant Attorney General Roger
Cramton, testifying before it Ilouse Committee last fall. said that while the administration favored qualified privilege in principle, it felt that snob a privilege
was unnecessary. He furthermore endorsed the'S;npreine Court's riding in last:
June's Ca hi well decision that the first amendment's guarantee of a free press
does not entitle newsmen to refuse to reveal confidential sources of information.
myself eritiety,ed the Caldwell opinion as failing to take into :Account the
I
praclient effect of such a rnling upon reporters and their sources of information.
If sources of information cannot be ;assured of anonymity, chanceS ItiNC! Hwy \Oil

not come forward, If the reporter is willing to assure confidentiality. he must
anetpt. the fact that he may have to serve a jail sentence in order to fulfill his
ihomisc. It is rather ircule. I think, that the reporters themsolvt's a re 1110 nuns

who ultimately are ;jailed for refusal to reveal sonrees of stories which the ;addle
would never have been aware of, had not the reporter himself decided to immkb.
An example recently came to my attention which I feel illustrates the necessity of-some type of privilege, It involves a reporter for t.lya jfemph ix Comtacreicl
Appeal in Memphis, TennesseeJoseph Weiler. An infolmant had contacted the

paper with the information that children confined to the state-owned hospital
for the mentally-retarded in Memphis were being hen ten and otherwise ;Untreated by snperviSoy personnel. After some investigating. Mr. Weiler wrote a
story which corroborated these reports. An investigation by a eommittve of the
state senate ensued, but curiously enough, the focus was upon who the state
employee was who had tipped off the newspaper rather than the charges themselves. .Mr. Weiler was subpenned and requested to bring whatever notes and
correspondence lie had concerning the cost. He appeared before the 'clommittoo
but: refused to identify his source. He was unanimously cited for eontempt of the
committee.

I submit to you that the losers lucre are not Mr. Weiler and his newspaper, hot
rather the people of Tennessee whose tax dollars support that institutio». and
the children of that hospital who are helpless to improve their lot.
It is this sort of casewhere confidential information ipaols to the discovery
of flaws and shortcomings in our social and political processeswbiel»nakes
the passage of some type of statutory privilege partieularly compelling. With-

out the protection of anonymity. inside sonrees May simply "dry up." The
stories will not be written. We all will be the losers. And nobodyculprit or
reporterwill go. to jail.
I am aware of the criticism that has been levelled at those proposals. A testi-

moninl Privilege will act as a shield behind which biased. or otherwise ir-

responsible, reporters will hide. Newsmen will be able to criticize unjustly and
not be held accountable for it. I would answer by first having yon note that most
of the proposals creating a newsmen's privilege now provide that a newsman
may not claim the priVilege in a suit for defamation, which includes libel mid

slander. This. means that the protection \\lia we now have against irresponsible reporting. namely, a civil suit for fiefamation, would retain its vitality as
a check.

Tindonhtedly there are legitimate interests to be served by having- newsmen
testify as other citizens. Certainly it is desirable to have all the evidence possible before a court when a man's freedom or livelihood is at stake. or when
society attempts to identify and punish an offender. The newsmen's privilege.
as any testimonial privilege; must necessarily impede this search for truth to

a degree. The question is whether, considering the effects on the flow of informa-

tion to the public. It is worth. it.; and if so, can it. still be drafted to accoinmodate.the competing interests.

.

There are now three newsmen's privilege bills and one resolution pending
in-the Senate, and a ..multitude of bills introduced in the House. The Subunit-

tioS

initlec on Constitutional flight '11'111 11011.1 hearings on the Subject beginning
Fehruary 20th.
The hills all concern themselves with four basic qnostions First. should the
privilege be la qualified or nit ithsolitte Que. Those ivItich provide a qualified

privilege attempt. to set, Standards 11'11101 11108t; he met by the person seeking I he

newsman's testimony :., order for the priVit ego to be divested. The qualifications
in all of the proposals, although differing in specifies, are intiunted to rbconcile

the competing interests involved. Those favoring an absolute privilege argue
that it: i8 11111)08SM° to accommodate the competing iuleresta NVit11011t, critically
liulifiug the newsmen's protection.

The second question is whether the privilege should apply to only federal

tribunals I whether it should also apply to the states. While it is true that

many of the recent eases involving a newsmen's privilege have come before
state tribunals, one also must realize that to make the privilege applicable to
the states, the Congress will he legislating a rule of evidence for use in shift
Courts, and tins wooled be an intrusion into an area of state responsibility which
the Congress has not engaged in previously
raises serious problems of federal-

ism. No one. certainly not Congress, out assert: an exelusle claim on wisdom. Dere, as iii so ninny cases, it is highly important to let 1111 states make

their own jtulgment on the balance of interests involved.
A. tIdrd area addressed by these proposals is the matter of NVII0 is a newsman.

Who should he entitled to claim the priVilege? The first amendment applies
to all citizens. and protects their right to publish information fur the public,
But the testimonial privilege can of course not be available for all. Thus, a
serious prohlem of definition. is posed. It must he broad enough to offer protection to those responsible rfor news reporting, and yet not so broad to shield
the occasional writer front his responsibility as a citizen. Any atteMpt at
defining the scope of the privilege is in effect a limitation on the first: amendment, It will confer first amendment protection 011 sonic NN110 deserve it and
deny it to others with powerful claims to its mantle. Do we include scholars
its well as reporters? The weekly and monthly press as well as the daily? Free
lance or just the regularly employed? TV cameramen? Underground pa pens?
The radical press?
So difficult is this question thati would much have preferred the Supreme Court

to adopt the wise and hula need approach or the fith circuit in (Ti Wuxi/. Sonic

of these issues, if not the whole question of the 110W8111011'8 privilege, would be
hotter left to a ease-by-ease development in the courts. -Unfortunately that avemie
is now closed for all practical pm-poses, and Congress nest attempt to be as wise
as the drafters of the first amendment 200 years ago.

Finally. there is the question of the procedural mechanism through which the
privilege is chkimed. As is often the case. the effect INTIWSS of the substantive provisions may well depend on the method by which they are employed. In the ease
of the newsman. should the party who is seeking his testimony be required to show

in advance or the issuance of a sulmona that the news fan is not entitled to protection tinder the statute'? Should the newsman be required to answer a sithpean
before hip (1111 claim the protection of the statute? And, if so. should he have the
burden of ,showing that he is entitled to protection or. should the. party seeking
the testimony have the burden of proving he is not entitled? The means by which
the privilege is claimed or divested may, for all practical purposes, determine its
e free ti v en ess.

These then are the basic questions facing the Congress with respect to this
legislation. The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, as I have mentioned,
will 11 eeive testimony oin the proposals during the last. two weeks in .February
and I ant hopeful that the Subcommittee will be able to favorably report some,
sort of hill shortly thereafter.
A free press is vital to the democratic process. A press which is not free to
gather news without threat of ultimate incarceration cannot play its role meaningfully. The people as a whole must suffer, For to make thougIttfnl and efficacious
decisions -- whether it he. at the local school board meeting or intim voting booth

the people need inforination. if the murces of that information are limited to

official spokesmen within government, bodies, the people hove no means of evalu-

ating the worth of their promises and assurances. The search for truth' among
ccr.apeting ideas, widen the .first amendment contemplates. would beemne
matter of rending official news releases. It is the..responsibility of the press to
insure that competing views are presented. and it is our responsibility
to object to actions of the government which prevent the press from fulfilling this
constitutional role.

t.
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TUE PRESIDENT AND

(By Sam

PRESS

Ervin. Jr., U.S. Senator. Remarks nude a t.Texas Tech University,
Febritii ry 11.1, 1.1.)12)

I am indee6 honored to he hell' thiti eveuiug Mid to be the first recipient of your

Ti 011:IS Jefferson Award. It is highly appropriate Hutt nn award of this type
benr Jefferson's name, lie, above all, appreciated the vital role which the press
plays in a free society. His appreciation was often expressed in eloquent and
unforgettable terins. In 1.751, he wrote:

"The hasis of um- government being the opinion of the people. the vi..y first
''lest: should be to keep that right ; and were it left to me to decide whether we
cl .uld have a government without newspapers, or newspapers u'..; Unlit a government. l should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter."
The _Founding Fathers, of course, deeitled that: we .should
both. government mid newSpapers.
they recognized the t nail of what Jefferson wits saying.
Our system of government is premised upon the 1.011 of the people. And in order fur

people to-111;0...e up their mindswhether it he in a voting heoth or at the local
PTA ineeting--they need information. They'llave a right to get at Ilw truth, for
Iltentselvs. ,:ioverninent, Jefferson was reminding us. does not hold-the owner on

truth."
The press has the responsibility to present ideas, and to report: events both
within and without the government. While the Founding Father:: did not seek to

institutionalize the Press, or to provide it with special powers, they nevertheless
recognized that a free press was essential. It is. as Walter Lippinann has observed,
"not merely a privilege, but an organic necessity in a great society."
The First Amendment states that ''the Congress staid make no In w .
abridging the freedom of the press.'' It is a clear and nnequivocal.proldhitimi. 'forbidding- any governmental encroachment upon the right of the people to ascertain
the truth for themselves in wind: they rend Or hear, :nil to ,govern themselves
.

,

seen rdi ugly.

The press does not !()'long to the publishers or editors or the anchor 111)11 ow
the evening neWS. It belongs to the people. Regardless of how close one is to the
workings of government, we are all dependent 011011 the press for infornm Hon.
Where the press is Imfilded, we all walk a more uncertain path.

Rarely does goVernment -flagrantly violate the First Amendment. No news.

papers are confiscated. No books are Mimed. Congress has passed im

W forbidding criticism of its members.
What- We (10 have is subtle erosiona weathering away. The pillar of press
freedom is not being attacked with the -picks and shovels of official censorship,
but by the 1111111 and rain of threats and intimidation. The process is often almost
imperceptible.

The Nixon Administration has lately been charged with responsibility for n

deliberate effort at erosion of press freedom. Newsweek 141g:17.11w described the
recent. clashes between the media and the administration as "without precedent

in the history of the United .States." Bill Monroe of the Tdduy Showstnted That
in his opinion the administration is frying to "maximize governmental .pressure

and minimize media independence."

These are serious chargespartienlaly serious in view Of the fact that we

have had clashes between government and the press since (-he beginning of lae
The press- has a natural adversary role th whatever administration is

in power. Si-ill, Bill Small, CBS News Bureau Chief in Washington. contends
there's never been a frontal assault Oil the press as we have now."

-

I would like to look into this situation with yon for tile,' next few minutes..
thonght, it was particularly interesting that one of the first things which
Mr. Nixon did when he moved into the White House in 11161 was to order the

removal of two wire SerViCe teletype 1nm:blues and ,a. three-screen television console from the oval otlice. These had been placed there by his predecessor, the late.
President Johnson, who liked to keep abreast of what OW media was saying about
10111.

.

Mr. Nixon does not seem to have the same penchant. Ills relationship with the
press has not been a particularly happy one. We remember.
limit my xecount-

ing tlwin, some of his earlier outimrsts of bitterness and resentment towards

reporters, 110now has established himself 118 a_pr6sident aloof and disdainful of

the media. Ills press conferences. are rare. His interviews are rare and often
orchestrated in advance.

,
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vices or Hip press. whciiwr consciously direoca or unl, t:VellIS to have filtered

down to his subordinates whose speeches and comments 11are Shown all extraordinary disdain for t he a ihk of the press.

We all reniefular the early statements of the Vice President lambasting the

so-ealled "liberal eastern press" and the. net work news connmntators.

Dm over the past year we III V(!. 0 180 Seen White House adviser Charles Colson

predict in n television inkaview that the television networks "are going to he
hroken up one way or anolher in the next four or live year.s because or "luny
lechnologY in conummientions."
11'e have seen Hurl) Klein, White House Communientions Chief, telephone NBC

to coMpla in that one of its reporters, Catherine Mackin, had been "unfair" to the.
President in interpreting remarks about Senator 1-eGovern.
We have seen Ken Claws tel, \Vhite Manse Deputy .Director of CoinniunieationS.
elm rge the Yew York Times milk "being a conduit or enemy propaganda to the
American people- for sC'oie of its Vietnam war coverage.

We have seen presidential assistant 'Patrick 'Buchanan warn' that if biased

reporting continued "you're going to find something done in the areas of antitrust,
type action."

We have seen AeLinr Fill Director L. Patrick (tray criticize newspaper and
television reporting as "often inaccurate, biased and grossly. unfair."
These officials. of course, have the right to make these statements. And perhaps
they are not unjustified. If these comments were the extent of the administ ration's reaction to What it felt was unfavorable or ml fair press treatalmnt, they
Should be tipplandcil as 0 healthy exchange between natural adversaries. But the
reaetion of the
i rresponsibility.

Nixon Administration has gone beyond mere charges or

Iu 1971 We WIW the White House direct the FBI to investigate CBS newsman
Daniel SChorr, an administration critic, supposedly on the grounds that he was
being considered for a position of employment which was never specified. it
W115 a transparent attempt at intimidation, not necessarily at Schorr, but by
nudiea Hon at all the critical reporters.

We have recently seen the Washington Post, also a frequent Klininistration
critic on the war, excluded from covering the White House social events.
We have the controversial Pentagon Paperscase, whisk, whatever one may
think Of I he eireunistances, was the first time that the'..::overnment had sought
to suppress the publication of a news story.

Another example of the administration's, attemPt to hitintidate the media

can he seen in a new proposal to govern the renewal of broadcast licenses. Last
Decemher Dr. Clay Whitehead, Director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy': announced an administration proposal to condition the renewal of broadcast licenses of television stations on whether in the judgment of
the FCC the local station Management is "substantially attuned to the needs and
interests of the communities he serves." Dr. WiCitehend litter made dear that What;
wits really 'sought was control of network news:. "Station managers and network

officials," he said, "who fail to act to correct hub:trance or consistent bias from
the networksor who acquiesce by silencecan only be considered willing partiipants. to be held fully accountable by' the broadcaster's community at license
renewal time."

Since it would he impossible for local station managers to push a button to

shut off disagTecable portions of the network news programs, this proposal would

encomage local managers to Pressure the network news officials to drop coin.
ment criteal to the administration. The ultimate arbiter of whether the local

management had met these responsibilities would be the FCC. In effect,

Dr. Whitehead's proposal would make the FCC 1 the censor of so-called "bias and
distortion."
I would suggest to you that even if this administration proposal fails to will

congressional approval. the networks have gotten the message. If not, it was
underlined by an apparently unconnected event which occured about the Same
time. In December. the 'finance elmirman of Mr. Nixon's campaign in Florida-challenged the license of W.INT in 'Jacksonville. W.IXT was -the station whose

reporters diseovered some controversial statements of Nixon Supreme Court
nominee C. Harold 'Carswell. The statements contributed to his failure to
receive Senate confirmation. To make matters worse. the station is owned by the
Washingt(m Post and it-will cost them about one-half of a million altars to defend

against the challenge. The owners of other stations must also wonder What
will happen should they arouse the displeasure of the current. administration.
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Most stations can ill afford to spend that kind of looney to beat oir. challenges
to their licenses. It is :1 high price for irritating the President.

A mutter example or the :lambast rot ion's asserting itself over the media in vol ves

public broadeasting. In the lost: Congress, the President vetoed the appropria
lion for the Public Broadcasting Corporation which in turn funds the Public
troadctsting Service. The appropriation which later en zoo ont of the hind
Congress represented a substantial .redaction in funding. The administration
also made a point of arguing for more local control over public broadcasting.
One W.fect of that would be less network productions and less network public affair programing critical Of administration policies.
Recently', the Board of Directors for the l'»b/ic Broadcasting, Cmporn Lien. now

controlled by administration appointees, announced that, in view of the funds
reduction it was Nvithl,ohling the funds for public affairs programing. mid only
piddle affairs programing. The Chairman of the Board exPinincd that public
affairs programing is tot a "desirable activity" for public broadcasting to lie
engaged in. And so. 1;.'-grains such as William Buckley's "Piling Line," "Bill
Aloyer's journal," "Wnir Street Week in Review," and " \Vasbington Week in
Review"a 11 of which bad at one time or another been critical of the Nixon
of which hod always been independent of 1 he Nixon AdAdministration and
ministrationwere not to be funded for the coining season.
Nine days ago, the Corporation Board announced that it had dechled to fund
some of these programs after all. I would again suggest to you that while this
appears to he a cmicession to piddle affairs programing on the :Board's. part,
the damage bas lawn done. The producers of these programs which are allowed
to retorn hove gotten the message.

Incidentally, now that the central Board is more sympathetic to the admin-

ist ration's views. we hear no more of decentralized contro:
I would like to mention what ,:as become one of the inure obvious battlegrounds

bel wee!' government- and the pressthe matter of the so-called newsmen's
privilege not to reveal the sources of confidential information to governmental

tribunals. Last Tune the Supreme Court held in lig eontroversial Caldwell ileciNinii
that. the First Amendment guarantee of a free press did not entitle a newsman

to refuse to reveal the name of his informant before a gm ml jury. Since that
decision, we have witnessed the spectacle of several newsmen going to jail for
re filsi ng to mina! their sources.

Reporters are now on the horns of a dilenunaj If they refuse to reveal a
source, they are held in contempt and thrown in jail. If they agree to reveal
it, they lose their integrity as investigative reporters, their sources, and their
stories. It is a dilemma that may frequently be resolved by the reporter's
deciding it isn't worth the risk to write the story. In this case, the public is the
loser.

not simply whether the reporters can be counted on 'to shield
The issue
their sources, but whether the press can continue to function in its role as a
conveyor of meaningful- information to the public; Informants who were once
satisfied with the reporter's pledge not to reveal ,their identity, are now going
to hesitate to accept his word knowing that an indeterminate jail sentence may
be in store for him. The,.cost to the public of this reluctance on the part of
sources cannot be determined. As A. M, Rosenthal has written, "We will never
know what we might have known."

Tt is entirely clear, however, that every aspect of- public affairs will be a

little less open to public access. Rosenthal wrote
"There will simply be fewer and fewer people in government and out of govern-

ment willing to take the risk that the press will be willing to protect them. It
will not all happen tomorrow but it will happen as long as this country is ready
to say that the price of dissidence is exposure."

A. free press depends upon access to inforniation and the ability to protect con-

fidential sources. These are its tools. Take them away and the press is free
only to -publish official news releases, And we the public never learn anything
except what those in power Want us to hear.

The present trend towards official secrecy within the governmentover
classification, executive privilege, etc.makes the preservation of inside informants donbly. critical. Arthur Schlesinger in a recent speech said that. the

"secrecy System has become much less a means by which goiwnniont protects
national security than a means by Which government safeguards its reputation,
dissembles its purposes, buries its mistakes, manipulates it citizen, maximize,
it pow( r and corrupts itself."
T

In case after ease, government secrecy seems to be alined at just these ends.
Our madam's security as a functioning democracy
can not tolerate overproteded government, hidden purposes, unknown errors.
a silent and inattipul :ed people, or power corrupted by lack or ',iodic challew4v
1-1111i 11111: 1-1'111! IIN011111 See

and accounlabilit 3'.

As proof of Professor Schlesingm"s indielnient, a government witness in lbe
Ellsberg ease said
that even It geography book could help 0 foreign
power. .That is only an illustration of government's exaggerated desire to
shield itself and what it is doing from the press and from us. If the- dared, they
would hide everything, and they often seem to try.

If the disclosure of inside information to the public is not to be totally

Shut ca. it is essential that the insiders not be discouraged front disclosing illegal
or ill-advised conduct to the press.

While the administration has made great efforts to close itself, off from an

intruding press, the precise question of 'press sulmenas now' involves the present
administration only indirectly. By and large its oftieial stance towards protective
legislation has been one of passive resistance. The Justice Department: representative, testifying before a House Committee last. fall, stated that while the administration did not oppose a statutory newsmen's privilege in principle, he felt it os
unnecessary. He 'also testified that the administration 'did support the .Supreme
Court's decision that the first amendment did not require such a privilege. President Nixon himself has indicated that lie would not lie opposed to sonic type of
qualified protection for the press.
Yet more than one observer has seen a connection between the rash of federal
sulpenas a few years ago and the "open-season" which the Administration has
apparently declared on the press. Certainly the rash of U.S. subpenas from the
Justice Department and local U.S. Attorneys in 1909 and 1970 has done much to
eneou rage similiar actions by state and local government,
The matter of protective legislation will he the subject of hearings before the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights which ard scheduled to begin next Tuesday, I am hopefUl that as a result of these deliberations, we will be able to arrive
at some means of extricating the press from their present dilemma and in doing
so preserve the people's right to know'.

I might say that I do not feel the responsibility lies solely or even primarily
with the Congress, Many of the problems Nvhieh'the press now faces are in fact
not readily resolved by legislation.
It is a matter of changing a climate of opinion. of standing up and fighting for
press prerogatives in editorial columns and broadcastsof convincing the public
of the rightness of your cause.
I think the media, despite the fact that they control communications, have been

reluctant to use eonununientions nt their dispoSal. They are in fact eager to
publicize any statement's by the administration which attack press prerogatives

the reporters couldn't get to the telephones fast enough to report the latest Agnew

attack. But the press hesitates to use the airwaves u.::1, editorial columns to

rebut, or even to identify the critical issues involvo".
The press simply has to shoulder the lion's share of the Inirden. Congress is not
always aware of your problem and not always capable of coming to your defense.
But ever beyond the question of the press mobilizing public opinion to defend

joint press-citizen rights under the first amendment, is higher responsibility.
The press is given it great right under the First Amendment to be free from
government constraint. Along with that great right is a great burden. The press
may not come looking for government help when the going gets rough.

Generations of press champions faced fine, jail and even worse to create the
rights we now recognize as so dear. They expended much suffering and received
much abuse from courts, kings and legislatures. It is no sign of a valiant, pugitacious. courageous press that in the S months since the Cahliceft case we have
seen so much petitioning for legislative help. The Justice Department was more

than a little correct when it warned that the same Congress which protects
your rights can later take them away. The fi. ;I-. and primary defense of a vigorous press must.always be the press itselfrk loiters. editors. and publishers.
We have been talking about the intimida ti confines within which the press
now' finds itself. How effective these confines :whinny are in terms of stifling
the press we will never know. Every reporter e.m cite examples Of stories which

haven't heel written dne to the veluetaime of sources, the fear of tteine too

critical of goVernmental policy or officials. or of being too controversial. or for

fear of involvement in court; action. But the fact that we cannot precisely
identify our loss, does not mean there is no cause for concern.
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I sec in tIlOge examples a decided shin: in the government's attempt to influence
and control t Le media. The government, couching its tactics in ternts of correct bias" and "irresmatsibility" in press accounts, ...eins to be making signi'ling
cdnt inroads into %%lint was once the domain of the press.

I
would certainly agree that elimination or bins
irresponsibility 110111
the news media are legitimate' and desirable objectives. hut it is not up to govern-

ment; to determine what is "bine anti what is "irresp.oisible." 'Pm determination of truth is :1 Personal thing. One man's bias inay be another man's truth.
The lust iimendinent simply does not give government the power to determine
the information to which 'the public should he exposed. If we have a free press,
then it follows that it will not always he -responsible." Any attempt by guverninwit to inal:e it more "respousilde,".111QVillthly makes it less free.

It is clear that the press does nut :thy:1,-4 live up to the standards which
editorial writers like to ascribe to it 1 doubt if anyone in this mom feels that
any of the nightly news programs or weekly news magazines is totally un-

biased. But. what might appear to some as n smirk on the face of 1Valter Cronkite, might appear to others :15 011 indication of sympathy. Bias, like beauty, is
lat.g.91y in the eyes of the Ileliolder.

If you don't think a television news show represents the truth, you can turn
oil' your TV. If you don't think a magazine represents the truth,- yon can cancel
your subscription. You have the right to expose yourself to NIlatever information yeti wont, But to have the government prescribing NyliaL the truth is or

liiniting the information available for the citizen is contrary

to

the first

amendment.

Hopefully, where the waffle is given inaccurate or misleading information,
there will he additional information forthcoming which will expose the earlier

deception. Cultainly the myriad of electronic and printed media which we have in

this country today makes prompt corroboration or condemnation more likely
than ever before.

Still, it may not happen. There isk risk that the wrong information will be
relied upon, the wrong voice listened to. But, to my iniml, it is a'risk that we
must take :1 risk that a truly free people must talc to insure that their right
to express themselves is not lost.

Alexis 'de Toequeville in 18:35, after observing, the operation of American
democracy, wrote that the press, despite its penchant for abuse, should not be
restrained. "There is no medium," he said, between servitude mid license: in
order to enjoy the inestimable benefits that the liberty of the press ensures, it
is necessary to subinit to the inevitable evils that it creates."
This is an- eloquent and \Vise statement. You either have a free press or you
don't. l'here is no middle groundno room -for qualification and no room for an

sanctioned .versiokof the trial: It is fl Orliel deception 1111:lt we 801De- officially
tinieS,play 11111)11 Ourselves that beciii:80 the first amendment says we have a free
press, that we ill fact do. Press freedom is only as real as the conditions which
are imposed upon it. We Must be conscious of the signals which indicate it is
endangered.
CORRESPC).N I)ENCIF;

TERRE HAUTE, IND., MaPelb 6. 1973.

Re:Reporter/informant privileged immunity
Senator SAM ERVIN,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: With tile impending legislation concerning antiimmunity between reporter and informant, I feel it necessary. to add my two
cents. Being kformer informant in a most spectacular and bizarre web of circumstances involving the brutal shotgun assasSination of two prominent San
Francisco- labor figures; union officials Dow Wilson of the Painters' Union and
Lloyd Green, also of the Painters' Union, I collaborated, as all undisclosed in-

formant, with a newspaper reporter in the successful apprehension and conviction
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of their killers, These tragic murders gained national news attention prior to
the solution and quite possibly would not have. been solved had it not: been for
my cooperation and willingness to assist, If it had not been for the assurance,
initially, of the reporter, Charles ltandebaugh or the Sun. Pro nol8co Chonicle.

that any identity wt 'Id not be revealed: I would never have consented to divulge
the informatioa and lend assistance to the police and the district attorney, Ms
n8surance of inumin:ty was the only reason I volunteered, What; I told this reporter confidentially was protected throughout. I would not have Wrisenced to

divulge anything to him under a limited immunity and if I had 'thought the
reveal his source of information nt the time, I would
courts could compel lihn
have refused to, cooperate. It was too dangerous to me ;tint my family.

Since IfitiS, after all this happened. I moved from San Francisco and. seaching a tiew identity. settled in the midwest to raise my family, Though the: eNperience is for behind 1.00 now. I feel it a duty and nn obligation to voice my
opinion on such an important decision; stripping the most valuable instrument
of immunity from the reporter. thereby hog-tieing what might he the truth. An
informant has nothing to gain when he volnoteers something under inununity.
I would like to do toy part in preserving it.
In the event my qualified experience can lend to or assist ima judicial deeision
regarding the preservntion of this very important 411111111111.y, I W01119 he unity
too happy to come to Washington and testify to it. I lin ye been assured by Chale:4
Ratulebaugh, the reporter for the San Francisco pnlx-rf, tint t my voluntary offer
will not be ignored..
Sincerely,
W.A.r.t.AcE CIIAIMESON.

SERURBAN NEW:il'ArERS Or A Ntl,atICA ,

WaNhington, D.C., March 5. 197.1.
H011. SAM .T. ERVIN,

Chiti/Mt, Subcommittee on. Cons/MI(1(0)(a ION?,
U.S, Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Thi', letter is elatire to le0SillHon being considered to

protect. the ,donfidential nets sources and unpublished information of bonntide
news reporters, editors and publishers and to state the position of this organization regarding such legislation.
Suburban Newspapers of America is anon- profit trade association representing- the interests of thousands of weekly and small daily community newspapers
published in the suburbs cd America's metropolitan cities, It is conservatively

&Mutated that more than fifty million of these newspapers are regularly delivered
to suburban households where they tire read with considerable interest for theifr
Meal conummity news content.
In meeting their obligation to the public as a valid news source, the reporters,

editors and publishers of suburban community newspapers each day of their

professional lives. cope with -the problems of protecting news sources as do the

reporters of :di other mass communications media. Conversely; their news
sources. when crientustances warrant, rely on the integrity and confidence of
these reporters and editors in OW:Mg important news available to them fan
publication.

It is not our intention here to reiterate the many reasons why we feel this confidentiality is a vital cornerstone of a free press in a free society. We are aware
that ample testimony of this fact is being presented to the Congress. by the Na-

tional Newspaper Association and other organizations and individuals eon,

(awned with preserving a free press. What we do wish to establish for the record
is the fact that suburban and urban.community: newspapers rely just as heavily
oil tin principle of news confidentiality as do all other viable news media in
meeting their responsibility to the public's right to be informed.
Aforeover,.it is not our intention to offer or suggest precise language to establish legislation in this regard, but rather to state a general principle that we feel
must be guaranteed in.order for any legislation to be effective.

To this end, it is our conviction that the adopted legislation must provide

absolute protection, without qualification, to the confidentiality of unnamed news
sources and unpuhlished information in the pos..5;ssion of a bonatide reporter,

editor or publisher for the purpose of public dissemination before any governmmtal body, whether. that body be the legislature, judicial or executive branches
as

as their departments and agencies, including grand juries. Also, it is
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our ctmvielicui that any legislation whiell the Congress shall adopt- 5110111(1 be
conlitied to those divisions 6, the Federal government, leaving the natter 01 uewx

source protection at the state and local levels of g(ivernment to the respective
state legislatures for resolution.
We are dismayed at the need for legislation at all. We feel Ulna the right of
free press under the Constitution also includes protection of news sources.
lint the recent. failings and harrassment by piddle ollicials of-reporters acting
in the line of dutynnd in lite public interest now convinces its that this protection must he clearly and concisely stated in statute form to assure this proteeion. in the future to the press.atal to the piddle which it serves.
Sincerely,

NOWARD L. 11A1{11.%X

l'resident.
Memorandum to Senator Mondaio
From : A. Daniel Feldman

The inclusion in a reporter's privilege Statute of an exception for libel suits
poses real risks for the press. On the other hand. it is doubtful 1.11:11; there is
any compelling reason for such an exception. Recent United States Supreme
Court cases have reduced the number of libel actions tiled. They have also made
it unlikely that the identity Of a confidential source is crucial to the outcome of
any case.

The risk to the reporter and the news media of an exception for libel suits
lies in the possibility that a libel suit may be ailed primarily for the purpose of
discovering who the confidential sources are., Despite the changes in the law
which have made recovery mach more difficult and have reduced the number
of bona fide libel suits, it is still possible to file a libel action and keep it alive

long enough to take the deposition of a reporter.

As against this risk to the press, the argument for such an exception for
libel suits concerns the possibilities either that a newspaper might publish it

story which it had simply inventeda story which really had no sourceor
that a newspaper, in reliance on a privilege. would decide to publish a story
whose facts were so obviously wrong that the newspaper must have known that
the story was false.

In the first situation the answer is simple. None. of the proposed statutes

confer immunity against made-up stories, because the reporter.,still must reveal
whether he had a source. Nothing in the legislation confers a privilege of not
answering the question, "Did you, obtain this 'fact' from another Person?"

It is also quite unlikely' in practice that the existence of the newsmen's

privilege would protect a story which the newspaper knew was probably false.
1 phrase the question that way because the line of cases beginning with New

York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1.964). have made it quite clear that

everything a newspaper publishes which is likely to be libelous is also privileged,

and can result in liability only if the statements were known to be false, or the
publisher had a high. degree of awareness that they were probably false, St.
A.mant v. Thonipson, 390 U.S. 727 (190S).

These cases have severely limited the number of libel suits. They also make
it possible to dispose of most libel suits at an early stageusually by smamary
judgment, instead of going through a full-scale trial. Limitation of the burden,
expense, and potential harassment caused by the filing of a libel suit has been
the direct gain accruing to newspapers from the New York Times rule. The in-

direct gain, in my view, has been an increase in the ability to cover local govern-

mental news with gloves off, and a corresponding increase in the degree of
openess found in the conduct of local affairs.

Any exception for libel cases would apply in very few bona tide cases. While
there are no longer many libel cases, most which are filed do not involve stories
which depend on anonymous, sources. A :notion for summary judgment filed by
a newspaper in a libel snit is usually supported by a set of affidavits showing that
the publisher had good reason to believe that the story was true. Normally, one
uses mt-affidavit from the actual source and, unless his reputation is well known,
a second affidavit showing the reasonableness of having relied on him as a source.
Thus, even thongh.the cases make it quite clear that it is the plaintiff's burden

to show that the publisher knew the material was false, a newspaper which

wants summary jUdgment will make an affirmative showing of its belicf in the
accuracy of what it publishedor at least.the absence of information indicating
that the material was probably false.
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A newspaper which has relied wholly on confidential sources has great difficulty making such a showing. One result of that fact is that the newspapers try
to avoid relying solely on confidential sonrces. That practical fact happens to bit
consistent with good journalism, because anonymous stories, and particularly
stories which depend On anonymous quotations, are simply less believable to the
reader than a story which can cite documents and quote real people. This means
that while the total number of bona tide libeLeases is small, 'even more rare is
the case where the result of the suit turns solely on a confidential source.
The advantages of corroborating confidential sources are illustrated hy a recent Eighth Circuit: case, Cervantes v. 'I' imcs Inc. 46.1 F. 21. 9S1' (1972). cert. den.

U.S. (1 973). The frialconrt gave Lifc magazine summary .judginent even though
its reporter refused to disclose the 111111105 till $ome sources for its story about the

:\layor of St. Louis. Life was oble hi show that. it had obtained corroboration If
what its eontidentiol sources had said. in fact. ()cryonics implies. think colreelly. that allowing the plaintiff to discover flu, names of .1,11c's Sources and
claim ill (he least.
to depose those sources wouldn't have aided
Indeed, from the lawyer's point of view. for Congress to intss a statute with
an exception for libel eases just after Curran/us has heen decided will. create an
argument that Congress intended to reverse ()cryonics. and that reporters are
required to reveal their sources even when the lack of liability is so clear that a
court would otherwise he willing to grant summary judgment for the defendant.
Moreover. while the great majority of hi ml cases are disposed of by summary
.1

Judgment, the restrictive ra te

Now )'or/: ,TinioN make it likely that access to an

informer would not materially help a plaintiff who does go to a full trial. Again,
it is the plaintiff's burden to show, as part of his case, that (1) the publication
was false, and that (2) defendant. in fact entertained serious doubts as to the
truth of his publication. The critical portion of that definition is the requirement
of a showing that the publisher actually had serious doubts as to the truth of
the material. That is a difficult: burden to carry. A Plaiutiff is likely to satisfy
that burden only when the publisher has been told, prior .`..0 publication, that this

statement is just plain wrong, and has then refused to investigate somewhat
further in an effort to find corroboration, or when the informant's story is so illogical (and again, uncorroborated) a5 to verge on plain nonsense. My point is
that in neither of these situations is the informant'S identity an important fact.
I conclude the state of the law of libel makes it unlikely that the identity of
a source will be critical to any ease. Asa practical matter, publishers want

more than uncorroborated sources. who must remain unidentified, because they
aced more in order to end the litigation sammarily. If a case does go beyond the
summary judgment stage, even- knowledge of who the source. was is likely to
do a pntinti it little good, because his burden of proof is to show that the publisher
doubted his story ; lie is unlikely in any event to prove his case with evidence
lie might procure front the.sonrce.
One .last point regarding the need for such an exception may be made. The

basic problem is the need for a shield statute. The primary purpose of that
statute is to free the reporter from the risk of Grand Jury, criminal and legislative subpoenas, for those are the sources of most subpoenas. The risk of

libel suit is one the reporter may be willing to take, once protection-against other
subpoenas is gmonted.

While the libel snit filed solely to discover who the source is remains a risk,

the media will have gained a great. portion of the protection they need if a statute
is passed, even if it has an exception for libel suits. Despite that fact, the possibility of the libel suit filed only for the purpose of forcing disclosure of a source
has, from time to 'time, had a chilling effect on reporters and on their lawyers.
Since granting the privilege will cause little change in the probable disposition

of any libel suit, no important values 'are preserved.-by writing an exception
into the statute.
PAN-AMERICAN ENGINNERINO CO.,

Dallas, Tex.,.M arch. 1, 1973.
Sella tOi. SAX 16tvi

1Vaskinuron/5.0.
MAR, SENA.rdit ERVIN : Many of your constituents on a national basis have been

watching with.considerable interest the handling of the proposed "Shield Law"
for all news media under which reporters or news Media in general would not
have to disclose sources of information which they disseminate.
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I can only say that the irresponsibility nf. vu lions segments of the press hi the
hoot. several years has resulted 120 situations where it is more- neeessitry than
ever Hint netts media lie responsible for their actiens and should ite'entleit upon to
disclose solirecs or information, if any idea it' point of view IS II1111011;1111.
,, d isseinfini ('. ;1101.0 is ill) particular reason wily the

of tilts intorlinilion,

'MK case the getioriii piddle. should not he entitled to Ittoov
suell data,
originated and the eunditions under wide!' it was provided.
As Private cilixen, I fie) 1 ha ve ever' right (0 Mir 111,1' point: of view on any
of Hie 1111

light. (II

hutial TV networks liii inuoi :18 tiny riItt,/111.1% T1103'

to 110

and if \vi, tire to have in tilt, ease of.TV
such a limited !mintier If networks. then it is more important than ever [Mitt he media he held ma:mint:dile in every way for wino: they iii8senlionte.
Tile news media during its preseut canipnign to.ilivest. itself of any control underlines the fact..ihat. it is n business like any other a vuent ion, All business must
be responsible for its product.. Thousaml of people are ruined in this count ry
each yen!. beenuse of the irresponsible Imialling of the IleIN'S 117111 N04'111180 in 11112

llows.111:1113' people are torred uvitht the some brush. whether they deserve it or not.
u oily ra.rac
inntiraraira Ito ye a smattering. of 'titioNviedge abluit a great ninny
subjects and very rent knowledge about very few subjects.

The tim

The tallith! dues need to kno\v, but it: also needs to know how the information

disseminated was fed into the iiropaganda network ntul who initiated it ion!

on \chat main-atty. The news unman needs to come under our
prouttthire
just as nny
Inisiness or any other citizen and should not: be exempt under
the Ian. for tile responsildlily of its own acts.
Yours very truly,
A. (l. tiALT.
STATEmENT ov Romm'r W, Gitr.ExE. SKN1012 EDITO1: (IN11.:15Y10:1.711)NS I
.

lxc., GAluw,s Cri.v,

Yeickday

would like to express toy complete support for legislation on the federal
level that would provide legal. source confidentigiity for qualified members of
the working press.

For the posit six years. T hove headed a special investigative team for my.
newspaper. The purpose of this team has been to dig into matters: of public
euncern which persons in the public or private sector would prefer to remain

unreported and unwritten,
A prime focus, of these- investigations hos been goyernmental cerruption on
lite local, state and federal levels. Another pa Mentor. aspect has heen corruption in the judiciary.
The results of these investigations have /wen far-ronging. They include the
removal or a New York 'State Supreme Court Justice; the possage Of tough,
hoar elides and public-disclosure laws by the New York State Legislature; the
indictment and conviction of 0 New York State Tax Cominissioner ; the indictment of Tr; pursous (and the ('ouVietion thus far or. six of those) ; .the removal
from

office of the Suffolk County (N.Y.) Water Authority Chairman ;

the

disbanding of the Suffolk County sewer bon rd, and the disallowing. of eontraets
tut-tiling more thnn $3.000.000. A side effect has hem" the ouster 'of the Repuldienn-.

dominated boards of three towns with :1 population of more than 1.000,000
persons in Suffolk County and the Democrat-eontrolled government of neighboring Nossalt County, which has a population exceeding 2,000,000 persons.

For this work we have been awarded the Pulitzer Cold Medal for Public
Service, the National Sigma Delta Chi Cold Medal for Public Service (twice)

and 21 Other national awards.
Like most, newspapers involved in this type of work, we agree, when necessary,

to accept off-the-record or non-attributable information. Such information is

»sett as an investigative Did, net as on end source. Provided with information of
this kind.,,we are able to point ourselves towards on-the-record sources and doemoods which will help confirm the original source. Many of these non-attributable sources are persons who are in government themselves. Some have been in
the judiciary. If the fact that they had provided us with information was known

by their superiors, they would lose their jobs or, at the vary least, any future
ohance of advancement. But frankly, without this type of information, we could
not have succeeded in doing what we have done.

I ktiow that you are already overwhelmed with detail on the valuable work
done in this field over hundreds of years by the American press. But I would
93_414_13_____.43
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like to examine, ill the barest terms, the reason why this area of concentration by
the press has and is invaluable to mil.American form of government.

It is frequently the nature of our political system that tIle party in power ill
government, no matter on what level, is also the party of the person appointed to

legally watch-dog that government. This is reasonable, and our political history is bright with examples Of honorable district attorneys; judges and attorneys-general, who dared the wrath of their own political parties to bring
or private corruption to heel.

But in many instances this is not so. The district attorney lives ill the hope
that his political party will nominate him for the judiciary, or a governorship or
some other -higher elective office. So does the state's attorney general. And, even
an oceasionat U.S. Attorney General. And members of the judiciary. being as
human as the rest, of us, dream of being tapped for higher posts ill the state and
federal court systems.
This is our political way of life. The entity that can wave the Illogic wand of
advancement for these people is the part-P. And the people who hold other office
in government-the people that these enforcement authorities must watch -dog-,
are also members and agents, frequently, of the same party. And here we find the
nexus of our problem. In some instances these people are.slow, even loath, to
initiate actions against persons from their own parties; they ore more willing to
extend the "benefit of the doubt" to felloW party members, and, if it reaches that
point, they seem more willing to compromise on penalties.

It is here, as the examples before you well 'indicate, that honest, non-partisan
newspapers make the difference.
They not only serve to prod °Metals into necessary actions through the weight
of informed public opinion, they also are often the first to receive information on
wrong-doing from citizens who, with or without any real basis, distrust the pips-

sibility of political bias on the part of some members of the judiciary or law

enforcement.

I shall not dwell on the obvious examples of the-underworld informant whose
life could be periled by disclosure, or the political informant from a fascist or
communist country who could face the same fate. But I have worked with sncli
sources in the past and their information has made invaluable contributions to..
the preservation of Our American way of life.
In sum, I would say that American newspapers have and do perform a-valuable
public service as a watch-dog of government, individual liberties, and the human

condition. 'This. to a great extent, has depended upon our ability to protect our
news sources. When this source - confidentiality is stripped from us, as it 11118

been by the recent decision of the Supreme Court, we are left with only two

courses:
1. To end our role as publiclwateh-dogs.
2. To go to jail.
Personally, I would choose jail. Most of .the newspapermen that I know would
choose jail. And America will become a parody of democracy as we.all insist on

uniform application of this unfair law and the jails of America literally bulge

with newspapermen whose only aim was to inform their fellow-citizens of public
and private dishonesty.
I also believe that if the Congress of the United .States, in its wisdnin, grants
such confidentiality of sources to the working press of America, we have an equal
responsibility not to !abuse this privilege. I believe that there should be one qualification. There must be a clear and reasonable definition of us as an entity.'We
of the press must assist the Congress in arriving at what qualifications are nec-

essary to establish a person as a member of the press and deserving of this
privilege.

Beyond this, I feel that there sOould be no other qualification. The policeman
may abuse lib. privilege-to carry his gun ; the judge may. ,disregard civil liberties, and the newsman. may abuse his right of confidentiality. But most do not
and will not. And it is to this vast majority that this privilege and responsibility
shotthi be granted without qtialification,

PRINCETON,,
Merck 1, 1973.
DEAR SENATOR EuvIN: In the .present .Surge of interest iii-."press shield" laws

I should like to offer a few observations in the hope -of furthering a rational
consideration of the issues. The immunity against subpoena sought for -the
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.1

tile reporter
press through. these laws would provide an absolute privilege
an absolute priviinformant relationship that is rare in any legal system. Such an
lege is enjoyed by the relationships of priest-penitent, lawyer-client, and (with
limitations) physician-patient. Many other relationships in our society enjoy a
right to privacy which is generally protected by law but not by any rule of absolute immunity.

What is it that distinguishes the relationships which are now privileged

against subpoena? They are all based upon the right of an individual to help and
advice in time of dire need, whether it be from pangs of conscience, action of the

law, or sickness. This right could be frustrated by the fear that the privacy of
the relationship' could be forced open. .A near-absolute privilege in. these eases
is clearly in the public interest, in view of the fact that anyone can find himself in such dire need at sonic time. The only aim of the privilege is the secrecy
of the relationship involved.

-The reporter-informant relationship: is completely different in nature. The
informant is not an individiml in dire need and is not turning to the reporter for
personal help and advice. The only avowed aim of a press shield law guaranteeing absolute secrec to this relationship is the paradoxical one of ensuring
openness of the press.
It should be noted that no freedom guaranteed by-the Bill of Rights is or ever
has been absolute. Freedom of the press is limited by laws on libel and (until
ecently, at least) obscenity, freedom of assembly by laws on conspiracy and
disruption, freedom of religion by a ban 'ag..qinst polygamy, to cite but a few

examples. The various freedoms may,: and often do, conflict. Each right or
freedom must be subjected to reasonable limits in order, that other rights and
freedoms not bkcompromised. The general rule is that each right or freedom is

to he enjoyed subject to some requirement or responsibility, with irresponsibility
tolerated where no other .right or freedom is impaired. An absolute shield law.
that would interfere with the libel laws would trample on other rightS in the
name of the First Amendment. It would hamper legitimate law enforcement. Such
a law would certainly encourage or invite press irresponsibility (perhaps not on
the part of the New York Times).
We should .note.
Other Investigators of various kinds, -ones that could cer-

tainly,.notbe- classified as members of the press, are np against the same difficulty of atedibirny with respect. to informants. An example is .a university
schOlar, preparing-a doctorate thesis or -a book-; another is 'a private detective on
a legitimate assignment; another is' an:investigator working for a public -interest
foundation (e.g., a Nader. "raider" ). -gat*, types of quests for .inforthation arc
legitimate and in -.the -public interest,. and all -may. be-'somewhat constrained by
the possibility.- cite. subpoena. ShOuld these all be absolutely shielded, or should
the press be singled -Out for the grant of an exclusive privilege? Can a sharp dis4.

tinctiombetween press and nonpress-investigators be made?
The difficulties of subpoenas and the threat of contempt.eitatiOns- that reporters
have been subjected to are indeed real: The.power of the subpoena has not always
been used in a TesponSible manner.,Some 'remedies are called for, .bilt it is ques-

tionable that a press shield law is the apprepriate -answer. An inappropriate
remedy can cause. more, problems than it solves. In this :case, on appropriate
.

reifi edy desirably shim ld 'be 'emisistent with.the- traditional openness Of the -press
..
and should not in any waY .encoprage- press irresponsibility.

One approach to finding apPropriate remedies is stiggested: .-The subpoena
is -a. legal .procedure' (an important- and-necessary, one). Remedies. to.inapproPriateuse of the 'subpoena should be primarily. procedural. Restrictions on adMisSibility of evidence in investigative. proceedings (grand joi.y or congressional
committee) could be 'changed: The subpoena could be 'forbidden where resulting
evidence is expected to be' inadmissible. Rules restricting ."fishing expeditions"

could be tightened. The Stimmary nature of contempt punishments without
appeal, .with a -judge the same person as the aggrieved, should be .questioned.
A rapid review of a contempt citation .by a procedure . analogous to -a habeas
corpus proceeding might be made possible. In civil libel cases a refusal to name

a source might'be permitted when coupled with a shift in the burden of proof
of mane° (the plaintiff .wouldbe relieVed of this particular aspect of -the burden
Of proof -in :requital-for 'a voluntary withholding of evidence by the other side).

Our main point here is that many remedies other than a press shield law can

be conceived,. and should be considered.

WALLACE al HATEE.
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Los Aso Etms, CALIF., if a rch8, 1973.

Ite: Newsman's privilege
'Senator SA \E J. ERVIN, JR.

Chairman. of the constuntionat

iyh t6 Subcommittee, U.S. Senate,

.

Washington, D.O.

This letter is written after telephonic conversation

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN :

with Mr. Lawrence Baskir, counsel for the above referred to subcommittee,

By this letter I ant requesting the opportunity of testifying- pursuant, to a

subpoena.

-

,)ly personal experience is in COMIVetiOil With the so-called. Bill' Farr en so.

I ant one: of six named lawyers whom Bill- Farr has repeatedly referred to.
both in court and out-AC court.- Mr. Farr hag. (If 1111111e roiN occasions, stated
that two of this group of six lawyers have committed Perjury : but. Mr. Farr
refuses to name the two. If :his position is uPhchi. 1 may have forever hanging
over my head the cloud of perjury, although 1 am innocent and lie knows
The purport of my testimony, which would be available for eva huition by the
subcommittee, would go to the effect heaped on a victim through exercise
of an absolute, unconditional newsman's privilege: My experience has been
that such exercise creates a very unhappy result to the victim.
Those advocating the absolute. unconditional .privilege speak of the public's
right to know little, if any, consideration has been given .to the type of effect
I have indicated has occurred to
furthermore, it is respectfully suggested
that your subcommittee also consider the 'results that, flow when the mass media
form an unholy alliance with a reluctauL prosecutor who, for reasons 'of personal political gain, .refuses. to prosecute crime whin .may embarrass him and
the suppression of this prosecution is accomplished by way of the purported
exercise of the newmtits privilege. (See, THE KANAREK TIMES enclosed
herein.)
Thank you for any consideration you may give my request to be subpoenaed.
Very - truly yours.

I. A. KANAmm.
.
.

.

Tx tuES-'DENtoCaAT,

Davenport., Iowa, February 5.1973.
-.S. ellafOr DICK .CLARK.

--

.

.

.

U.S. Renate . .
Was' hington. D.C.
..
DEAR SENATOR CLARK : Julian MeCormiek has. referred. to me your letterseekiug
.

,

.

.

.

.

our views on privileges of newsmen as guaranteed under the :First ,Amendment.
As you know, freedom of the press was not written into our-ConStitinion as any
special Privilege to newspeople. Theke is ; simply no 'other way the :public has to
keep watch on goyerninent.
For nearly. 200 years no one in authority seriously questioned the First Amendment as anything-less- than' a total ban on governmental interference with news
-

.

.-

.

coverage.
..
...
-'
Then: along. came-the-Pentagon papers,. and the subsequent decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court. rejecting absolute immunity. .- ..
...
..

..

.

,

,

.

-

:

In our -opinion,' the.inniinity must be absolute.'"With.anything less; it is left

to someone in gevernment to determine whether a newsman's sources-are Shielded
or not. This violates the whole purpose of press freedom.
We repeat-that we'tvre not pushing this legislation for newspaliers but.for the
.

people.

-,

-

.

.

.

.
.

-_

.

We urge all Iowa congressmen to join us-in pressing for .congressional Passage
of an absolute shield law.
With best personal regards,
Sincerely,
.

:

FORREST KILMER.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA;
JOURNALISM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION,

Las Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles; Calif., March 1, 1973.

Hon. SAIn Eavix, Jo.,
U.S. Senate,
Washington., D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN : The USC Journalism Alumni Association, representing
more than 1000 graduates working as reporters, editors, columnists, broadcasters,

rA.
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lvriters..television and motion picture producers and teachers, urge the l'ilite(1
states.S.0note IA) 111155 legislation as illr111111100(1
Ivo:: Id give newsmen an unqualified shield 111W.

The Ifoord of Direciors is ;joined
in

81.110.01'

Akin CMISt0/1 which

lw. fat-1110- of the ilniversily':: School of

v

fret' limy of information to the publie,

c011111111111111911: to

This can not 1.e'acconlitlislits1 .witliont a I:ply:quail being able to conduct inyesti;=,:tri ye report i :lg.

it I.; oa... firm conviction that 11115,15 lirotect ion (if the jIliC 0011a re as 3.011
vIcelvd
Withthe 11111,11c s114:11 ;15
.11 pv01000011 for those who

milt a shield la.W, investigative reporters would he unable to probe organim.d

erbne. people who wonld defraud the public through mt.-'l ipulcols hnsine.:s ninth(11113. treason :mil espionage against. Our government, nod malfeasance in gl 'Vern11101itii

ac:11

aetion by .1 he 1.711ited Stales l7Ienale for the' unqualified

1.31'g9

:4101411* law for .nowsmen so. that .tbe news media can go-almat its wort: xvithout
j

(..iond

:bout.

53(1:101 y.
BEE CANTEalllikY LAVERY.

PrrNideflt.
it'roal the :Yew York 7'1ntes. nev. 3. 19721
TO 11)3' Editor;
The Popl.- .clise is living muddied hy stress: on the fact- that he is
.

"set:Mar."

The two questions asked
which he deelined to answer. hod 110 1(315 to do
with ids scholarship: they wore explicitly directed to his nonseholarly,activities

as

The distinction is vital. A scholar has au explicit obligation in reveal his
13001:31 ill)) Is ill-II:II
Sehohnly hooks ;Ire suppoi3q1
111(100(3
r,..veat ;:r,.0.0.0hq, 501110 11001,1 asppet of truth. They :3 1'( *weighted down with

501111P33 ;

footnotes. Snell referemies are there to permit ,other scholars to examine the
same sourecs. argue the saMe points and then agree with or modify the author's
concicsicus. Only hy (0)11'(t) 1\131
of his
can I 8(:1101.:11''S
CI?Ii1111110(1. modiiied or reverSed...Even in science aselmlor does not merely set
down his couetuding foramio..He is obligated to detail, the steps by which he
err: yeti ott his'formola Hon so that others.111:0* oh ('Cl: his accuracy.

We are driven to the. ineluctable conclusion that a scholar- has an obligation
directly opposite to Hint claimed. for the investigative reporter who refuses .to
reveal., his 3(31 )33'5 If. .therefore. Professor Popkin 131 correctly quoted as. saying

'1 f. scholars 11r0 to he questioned without restriction about their sourCes". Ovil
-onsemn;nces will follow, he is..tallcing nonsense. When a scholar steps -outside.
his. discipline to cot as a publicist, a commentator 01' .11 1)111Ill citizen 110 11115

no right 10 hide behind his . other role as n cholar ; whetheri his activity is
rad1c1(l,.11beral or conservative is irrelevant.
is ii.at to assert that the hvi (13101(h) 31(5 30031 promr on-tO triticike President BOWS a III/Cal OH grounds of comity between government And the .academic

voutinunity. Those, nre separate issue'S. This communieation is addressed solely

To
allsurd pretension that C.:40110131r. as stick has 11 right to .withhold-revelation
of ids sot11o.05. That would be a betrayal 01 1115 profession.

ITExav M. ll'atsroN.
.

.

ON Pturritc.ri?.7e, TurSomAt, ScIENTisT's SouneNs

Ph the Editor-.
.D1'. Ilenry M. 'Wrist-nit argues in his Dee. 3 letter that, the scholar, far from
.

haying a right to protect las $011 i'005. has a duty 10 reveal 1110111. That may he
1rue of historians, philologists or theologians, hut it' cannot be tine of social sci-

entists. such Its economists or political- scientists dealing with contemporary
proldems.

An economist who investigates the pricing practices of a Particular branch
of industry or of a particular corporation. lins to tidy at least for some of his
empirical data 'upon confidential sources in industry or corporations. If he were.
to reveal the identity of these sources, he would be guilty of a breach of trust
and would he precluded front doing this kind of research in the future.
Tile political scientist who wound want to probe into the Validity and background of a particular policy Would be hi the seine Position. For instance, the
scholar who has eOucluded on the basis of his understanding of history and of his
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general knowledge of political and military theory that a particular war can
not be won with the means employed will had his arguments greatly enriched
and his confidence in the soundness of his judgment considerably strengthened
if he has access to government sources supplying him with empirical data that
support his judgment.
It that access is closed to him through the judicial compulsion to reveal his
sources, not only will his scholarship he impaired but the public at large will
be deprived of an independent source of information and judgment.
In a polity without a clearly defined opposition which, as in parliamentary
systems. can compel the government to account for its actions and Is identified

vIth an alternate pOlicy, independent scholarly opinion provides at least an

outlet for the opposition to the policies of the government from within the government itself.
Frightened into official Silence by the conforMisn that dominates the bureaucracy, the opposition is able at least privately to make its conception of truth
and reason heard, relying upon the scholars to make its case for a different policy.
Close that outlet and you have taken another step toward an unchecked conformism, an orthialoxy which tolerates but one truth and one reason, hoWever

false that truth and however irrational that reason may be proved to he by a
recalcitrant reality.
Thus, the scholar's right and duty to protect his confidential source is not just
a_ convenience for himself but the precondition for applying a corrective, vital
]fir a pluralistic society, to the official orthodoxy.

By performing this function the scholar does not, as .Or. Wriston suggests,
step "outside his discipline to net as a publicist, a commentator or a plain
citizen." It is true- that be performs apablic act which may bolt political consequences. . But he does so as a scholar by virtue of his special scholarly
qua 1 Hien tions.

,

hANs J. MottoiwrirAtr.

1-11,1NRY M. :Mums IN RESPONSE TO THE LETTEn OF PROF. DANS
MORGENTIEAU IN TnE NEW 'YORK -TIMES, DECEMBER 5, 1972

STATI:NIENT

ProfesSor Morgenthaii :fails to draw a -vital distinction ; namely, between a
Scholar, an-advoCate or a commentator. All individuals perform several different
-funCtions. Each of theSe aetivitieS is Valid, but ezieh,caries its own -rights and
obligationS. Hence man follows a trade. a 'profession. or engages in any of, a
wide 'range; Of occupationS. lie -is exercising his .right to work, but may, for exAmple; -be compelled to join' a union by working. in a-*sed shep..The variety of
privileges on 'the one hand and restrictions' on the. other are infinite.
As a -citizen helms obligations to pay taxes,. accept jury duty and military spryice.' Tie 18 entitled to vote, to choose his rulers; alb] tlibenefit by government protect-40u. He may act alone or join with others in advocating any among a myrizta
of causes. and support his advoCitcy, with all the prefessional expertise at his
&anima&
13e may -choose,aas his principal' occupation, to he a. scholar. That choice does
not'liar him frpra any activities appropriate-to a citizen but it-does lay upon-him
certain sPecifIc,- and onerons;obligations..In bis capacity as a scholar_his goal is
to develop new truth. Asa scholar no- other purpose is relevant. To that end be
employs the disciplines appropriate to his chosen field of study. His pursuit of
that end may well be protected by a grant of tenure as well as compensation from
An institnt.ion. Moreover, dedication Vo that purpose entitled him to express his

concepts of truth without let or hindrance, regardless'of their popularity, their

utility, or any other,cousi.deration. That is a sweeping privilege, unknown in manySocieties, but sacred in ours:

Privileges are balanced! by obligations. Central to all others is the duty of the
scholar to subject, his' concept of truth"- of review; criticism, and amendment by
revealing all the data, the proCesses and all else that contributed to his conclusions. Without meeting that-obligation to complete .openness his claim to lie a
scholar is flawed.
Of course the scholar does not live In a vacuum. His enquiries may- have been
suggested or stimulated by any of an infinitely wide range of ,questionspolitical,
social, economic, physical. What sets his labors apart from those of others moti-

vated to action by the

stimuli is his single minded goalthe search for

truth. Any who "beat a path
path to hiS door" should not seek a better mousetrap, only
some new facet of truth.
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That distinction in no wii3 denigrates research designed to have economic
utility, political effectiveness or social benefits, such ns -Professor Morgenthau

mentions. Studies of that kind many require great knowledge and skillacid

relevant nouns to taste. But whatever their value, so long as the pursuit of truth
is not the sole objective, the author is not functioning as a scholar in this particular pliaso of 114. activity. Neither heights, nor depth, nor any other creature
including the First Amendmentcan alter that reality.
In seeking action there is an inevitable bias in favor of those facts and those
iirguntents which favor support of a. proposal. There is equal pressure to downgrade or represS data and reasoning which point in a different direction. Reform,
or 'monetary profit may resift from this distortion, and in those pursuits.secrecy
regarding sources may well be not only tolerable but essential.

Nonetheless it is a-patent deviation from the. objective and the method of the
scholar. who, in his pursuit of truth must eschew partisanship, advocacy, or other
distractions. Above all the_scholar must not resort to secrecy which ineluctably
balks review, criticism, and amendment of his conclusions. In the nature of his

profession, while pursuing it he is set apart hi a sort of antiseptic cocoon. In
this respect he may be compared to a surgeon in the operating theatre. He is in
a mental environment as the surgeon is in a physical environment different from
that of his other activities.
All men spend much of their lives outside the area of their central professional

preoccupations. Some of their other pursuits may beparticularly. in the short
rimmore immediately and obviously valuable. It is not necessary to argue that
one activity is inferior to the other. They are just different. Both may he hi the
public interest. Both properly receive recognition and reward. Bnt when those
desirable results flow from action as a publicist, a commentator, 'an advocate they
shonld not be confused with those which arise from his role as a scholar.
HENRY AL MUMS.
.

I should emphasize that this statement was written prior to the publication in
the Ncrc '3' Oa 77111C8 Alaga i
(Sunday, February 4, 1.1)73) of an article by

Theodore Draper. Ills essay illustrates one aspectamong manyof the evil
that arises from the failure to observe the distinction upon which I have insisted.

Senator' SAM J. ERVIN, jr.,
Senate Officc
117tmhington, D.C.

LANE SAN.. MAitcos, °Amy., January 19, 1973.

PEAn SIR: This is written to you in your capacity as du -Nyman of a subcommittee condneting hearings on bills on newsmen's privileges..

I have read and heard the comments of several CongresSinen urging members
of the public to express to their representatives their views on shield legislation
for newsmen. The fact is that the public is uninformed :Mont the issues. Even
a spot check 'of daily newspapers should prove that there has been a barrage of
articles and editorials favoring shield. legislation and
apparent withholding of
opposing views. Certainly in this area the press Is not fulfilling the much proclaimed "people's right to know", and certainly this biased and. unfairly weighted
treatment, is as disturbing as the alleged repression which shield legislation purports to correct.
I trust your subcommittee will ponder the legal morass into which shield egislation leads us. For example, why should not similar protection be afforded free
lance investigators like Ralph Nader, or political reformers like John Gardner,
or ordinary citizens who write letters to editors or distribute handbills or make
public speeches relating information from confidential sources? Constitutionally,
how can a shield he granted to newsmen but denied to other citizens who disseminate information? Can freedom of the press he 'given a preferred position
without relegating free sdeecli to a deferred position?
Other obvious questions which have been virtually ignored by the press are
How can the public judge the trustworthiness of news gathered by the media
from ano»yinons informants or secret sources? -Would shield legislation encourage irresponsible newsmen to obtain information by theft or bribery, and
wonld it. impede their criminal prosecution? Vol nd not newsmen he protected
by shield legislation if -they committed the Watergate Mirglary, wereThot iminrebemled, and asserted privilege after publishing the information obtained?
Bearing in mind the liberalism of our libel laws, what is to prevent a reporter
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from creating a fictional story. then claiming privilege when its sonrce is demanded for puritoses of refutation? (Certainly. this should deeply. Concerti a
politician or other Public figure.) Is there not cause fur grave aprehension'altont

the sitnation where a reporter asserts privilege after obtaining confidential
information from one of several persons privy to snob information. leaving
the -innocent persons under suspicion of breach of trust. (This is not hypothetical. as Witt leSS the eland (ter the credibility of the six attorneys in the Rill
Farr case.) Should a pl'ivilege so susceptible to tibuse he granted ;t Profession
Nvhieh has no generally ree4tgnized.or defined code of ethics and no structure
or 1110011S of enforcing standards or diSciplining members? now do proponents

of the legislation propose to protect the public. institutions. and individuals
front a busts of the privilege?
Proponents. contend that news stairees will dry op unless prnteeted by ::hiieid

legislathat As the report
privilege was unknown at common law
and has been recognized but recently bp statute in a few states. why did not

netts sources dry tip long ago? Is a free flout of news enetaged by a- reporter's
agreement to keep- secret the identity of' las inforMant. or does suet an agrement. deny the public IntOWIedge of an essential element. Of views (the source)
and constitute a form of consorship.hy the press iii the guise of freedom of the
pttss? Is to reporter \w ellterS into stack all agreement like the y or incompetent detective tvito thuds it easier to creme a eonfession theta i.n

a thorough investigation? Does not such a bargain proqllitte the reporter's

investigative role?
The foregoing 'questions little more than exemplify the grave political, legal
and ethical issues surrounding the proposed legislatiim. lu the absence of a fair

and open-minded preSentation of the issues. by the press. the public must

look to your committee to assure that the issues are fully defined and publieized
and Hutt the public's right to knO and express itself knowledgeably is protected
and enhanced.
-Respect

ly,
SOHN G. 0131JMN.

CC: Rep. Robert W. Kel sten wok:).

INir.om.max BitoAttcAsTEIK Ise.,

Kli 1,;(4TV,
gioms _Cif y. Iowa. February 20. 1973.
Senator RECIIARD CLARK.

.8enate O1JICC .11lliirling. Washington. D.C.
DEAR ThcK Please enter my statement in the record

the Committee Hear-

ings on'n shield law for

I can think of tto 011ieker WIly to dry up the sOurces'of information. martil which
.public 'depends. than to require newsmen to testify as to their sources of information on stories.
.
There are those lieNVSIllell who Ohjeer to passage of legislation on this subject'the

.

fts in infringement on First Amendment rights. However, it seems to me that

argument has already been effectiNply .0estroyed by the Supreme Court's riding.
Literally dozens of stories each month are the result of tips from individna Is
who almost certainly ould not want to be identified.,
dry tip these resources would he an enormous. disservice to me politic at

large and would seriously hamper the watchdog function that electronic and
print journalists serve.
Sincerely yours.-

Jo& Posrox.
Nelip) Director.
DAILY P.RTNCETONTAN.

Fi!bru aril 16.197:1.
Hon. SAM ERVIN..
Penata,

Washington; D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN : As the student journalists publishing Princeton Univer-

sitY's independent daily campus newspapers. we are highly concerned with the
recent attacks on the rights of newsmen and the press in general.
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We tin! 0 ISO :1 ware of ii 1111inbor of bilis, incluill»g the Cranston-Waldie Bill

and several shnilar bills. Which wonlil further the protection of newsman fro iii
11.1"VIllilig 80111'0.0g,

We urge the Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee ou Constant onal Rights to
recommend passage of the Cranston-Waldie Bill and to ensure that t its provisioni
extend to student journalists as well.
1.3ven at. the college level, journalists are increasingly coining under tire and
.

severe pressure in their role of upholding the public's right to know. Student
journalists deserve the same protection extended to non-Students and we hope
that the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights will include protection provisions in any forthcoming newsman's legislation.
Sineerely yours,

DAVID ZIELENZIGER, Choirn.on.

1.)YeAu'rmuNi o

i's-ricu,

FZI 011A

M, MARCH I. 1972

nelgatIONtt of Justice Reqnests for subpoenas to Newslitoll Sine(' the

manic; of the Attorney General's Guidelines hi August 1970.

This memorandum summarizes the actions of the Department of' justiee with
regardlo requests for the issuance of subpoenas to newsmen since the issuance in
August, 1070 of the Attorney General's, "Guidelines for Subpoenas to the News
Media," F011owing brief discussion of the general experience of the I)e(nirtment,
the memorandum will outline the activities of the four divisions (Civil Rights,
Criminnl, Internal Seer rity, Tax) which have been, or could likely have been,
involved with subpoenas to newsmen during the more than two-year period since
August 10. 1070.

.

Cutler the Guidelines there are several opportunities for a determination to
be made that a. request for a subpoena to a newsman is minecessary or inappropriate. Tim prosecutor in charge of the, investigation (usually a United States

AttOrney).,must make a.preliminary deterMination that the information possessed
by the -newsman is essential, cannot be obtained front other sources, and that iii
other respects- the Guidelines are satisfied. No data is available- concerning the
number of occasions in Which a federal prosecutor has-matle this preliminar,y_
tetulination in favor of notl requesting disclosure of _information- by a newsman.
If the iprosecutor has a strong interest in the productiOn of testimony or documents possessed by newsmen. the initial step is negotiations. with the newsman or
newsorganization.conceraing the nature, importance and relevancy of the -parr
titular information to the. pending criminal investigation. The Department does

not possess information concerning the number_ of instances in which such
negotiation has led a federal prosecutor to Oonelude that lie should not request
issuance of a subpoena to a newsman.

.

.

When negotiations with a newsman are undertaken, they frequently lead to
an agreement concerning tile 'nature nud scope of the. information that' will be
inure a vailable..Sometimes. a 'new.,,inan agrees to provide information voluntarily

and without_ issuance of a subpoena. On other occasions a newsman agrees to
provide the information- but prefers the formal issuance of.a subpoena either as

:t- matter of person:II convenience (C.! /., -for his own'records'or to insure the payi
inept or witness fees)- or as a matter or professional comlnet.
Since 'August, 1.070 there have. been ehiven situations in which newsmen, while
they Were willing to testify or produce-docuinents, preferred that a subpoena-he

issued. (In some of these situations, as the more detailed deseription indicates,
-I newsman or news organization was involved.) On five of these
occasions (two in the Civil Rightg Division and three in the, Internal Security
Division). divisions of.the Department requested the issuance of subpoenas withmore spurn

out referring the matter to the. Attorney General. In the other six instances
where there has been an agreement-between the newsman and the Government,

the Criminal Division has forwarded a request for issuance of a subpeona to
the Attorney General, and in each case the request was approved.

The difZerenee in practice indicated by this data was the result of an ambiguity

in the Guidelines. The Department Believes that the practice of the Criminal
under which all requests for subpoenas to news media are -referred to
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the ..:Attorney General, is preferable. The -Department has issued a directitle

that requires all requests for issuance of a subpoena to at newsman to be referred
In the Attorney General, unless the newsman is willing to testify voluntarily- with.
out issuance of a subpoenas. No subpoena to a newsman has been requested since
the issuance of this directive in October, 1972.

It should be noted that nearly all of the situations in which the.Department
of Justice has authorized :1 subpoena request to a newsman involved either

photographs, recordings, actual commission of serious crimes. or mist tlicited admissions of guilt received by it news organization. For example. a federal prosecutor may seek a newnan's photograph of an alleged incident of police brutality

or a letter sent to a newspaper by a person who. claims to be responsible for

the bombing of a federal building. In neither of these situations is any confidential

source involved, nor is there on impediment to the free flow of information to
the public. In only two of the thirteen situations in which subpoenas have been
requested of newsmen was ti confidential source involved, and in both of lhos'e
situations the information was supplied on the basis of :in agreement with the
newsman.
There have been only two instances since August, 1970 where negotiations with

the newsman were unsuccessful and a division of the Department, believing. that
the information was essential to a successful investigation, forwarded its request
for a subpoena to the Attorney General. In each of these two instances, one front
the Criminal Division and one from the Internal Security. Division, the Attorney.
General authorized the request for a subpoena as consistent with the Guidelines.
There have been seven other situations in whielt.thesLkepartment determined
flint conditions set forth ht the Guidelines were not Satisfied and that subpoenas
should not be requested. Four of these negative determinationS involved the Crim:
hod Division and three involved,the Internal Seellrity Division. Iu each instance
the determination was made it the division level and the matter was not. forwarded to the Attorney General for his eGuSideration.
In summary. the Department (if .Titstice has requested issuance of subpoenas
to newsmen ill tilpirteell SitIllItions since the Guidelines Went into effect in August,
1970. In eleven..of the thirteen situations the newsmen -agreed to testify or to
produce documents brit Treferred the formal issuance of a subpoena. In only two
situations not invoking rt negotiated agreement ryas the Attorney General asked
to o-approve the request for issuance of subpoenas ; 1111(1 in each easeahe request
was approved. In seven situations- the Department determined that the issnance
of,asubpoena to newsmen would not lie in compliance with -the GuidePnes and
no reqimst for compulsory process was made.
The following pages contain a more-detailed description of the Department's

administration of tint GuldelineS by the four divisions that have or may have
been involved with subpoenas to newsmen under- the-Guidelines. The narrative
statement concerning each specific situation is cast in general terms in order not
to prejudice the interests of the newsmen involved or of those persons-who were
under investigation. The records of the Department do not indicate in every case
Whether the investigatiod resulted in an indictment or a conviction and, if at trial
Wag held, whether the newsman. testified. But an effitrt has been made to provide
information that is as complete as possible.
CRIMINAL! DIVISION

.

The Criminal Division reports ten different instances of involvement with

subpoenas to newsinen. On seven occasions. the Criminal Di visiophas forwarded

formal requests to the Attorney' General seeking his authorization for a request for the issuance of a subpoena to a newsman: all seven requestS have 101.11
authorized by the Attorney General.- In six of those-instances, the publications or
newsmen involved indicated a Willingness to provide information but requested
issuance of a slaty:num. On one occasion. a request from the FBI for the issuance
of a subpoena was' denied by the Division.'. The final instances dealt with unauthorized snimoenos issued. to newsmen who had not agreed to appear voluntarily ;

the action of the Department in correcting the mistakes is described below in
paragraphs 9 and 10.
1.' During as grand jury investigation of alleged manipulations of
Inture
iwiees on the conimodity exchange, the United States Attorney for the Southern
District of New l'brk sought a request for in subpoena to be issued to certain
employees of two financial publications to produce information and copies of
press releases by those publications which were related to the alleged'inanipula-
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HMIs. 011 September 3, 1971 a request for the issuance of subpoenas was forwanled to the Attorney General, aud was subsequently approved by him. There
is tio indication in Department tiles whether the publications were willing to
produce the requested Bc:math:M.
2. hi Septet:11,er 11, 1971. several co-defendants who had 1)(1.41 Illargt.li with
Ihe theft or united stales Government property held a news conference itt Snit
Francisco. At the news conference, various incritainating statements were made
by some of the defendants. The news conference was videOtaped and later televised by two broadcast media. Spokesmen for the broadcasters told government

attorneys that it was the firm policy of their stations to provide information
only upon iSsuance of a subpoena, and that upon such issuance they wouid induce 010 video tapes. On Noveni her 2, 1971, the AM:I.:ley General approved a

request for the issuance of subpoenas for production or the video tapes at the
him of the co-defendants, which was scheduled for Novendier 15, 1971.
3. In relation to the investigation of the attempted assassination of Governor
George C. Wallace on May 15, 1972, there was forwarded to the Attorney General on May 19, 1972, a request for the issuance of subpoenas to several television

outworks to produce at a. grand Nu investigation all lihns, published and tutpuldished, taken at the shopping venter where Governor Wallace was shot. The
Attorney General subsequently approved the requests finissuance of the subpoenas.. Preliminary negotiatiollS indicated that the networks were wilting to
produce the requested information for the investigation lint requested that
subpoenas be issued to them. Indictments were returned by the grand jury.
4. On .tray' 10,1972 a newspaper photographer photograt died :t demonstration
at, the United States Post Office in Madison, Wisconsin, at: which a Postal Serviect

employee Was assaulted. Production of the pictures taken by the photographer
was sought at a subsequent grand jury investigation. He was willing to produce
copies of published photographs for the investigation, but. Indicated that. he
would like to-be issued a subpoena requiring production of unpublished photographs. On June 9, 1972, the Attorney General approved a request to subpoena
the photographs.
5. On July 0, 1972, a reporter and cameraman-of a television station conducted
an interview in the Arizona desert with certain members of the "Sons of Liberty," a right-wing militant group. Certain portions of that interview were subsequently broadcast by the television station. The United States Attorney's office
iu rhOelliX sought to have the station produce at a subsequent grand jury investigation 590 feet of film and tape recordings which were not used on the air and
were believed to contain assassination threats against certain government erncials..The station indicated in negotiations with government prosecutors that
they would provide the hiformation butiequested the iSsuance of a subpoena. On
August 2.'1972, the Attorney General approved a request for-the issuance of a
subpoena for the preductimn of the lihn and the tape recordings,
(1. A federal grand jury was convened its mid-1972 to investigate certain irregularities that alleged occurred at the polls in Chicago (hiring the March 21,
1972 primary election..Prior to newspapers miblintion Of a story on these irregularities, a reporter and his editor came to2the.U.S: Attorney and-offered to make
information available., The Attorney 'General approved a requeSt, forwarded to
him on August 19, 1972, for the issuance of a subpoena to the newspaper reporter
.

to appear and testify before the grand jury investigating voting frauds. The
grand jury investigation recently resulted in the indictmentAf approximately.
40 persons for federal voting law violet ions.

7. During .a May 21, -1972 demonstration in Washington, D.C.. several Fill
agents were allegedly assaulted while-attempting to arrest certain demonstrators. Oct September 13, 1972, the Attorney General approved a request for the
issuance Of subpoenas to two news-gathering organizations to produce negatives
and photographs office events of May 21, in connection with a grand jury inveStigation of the incidents of that day. The news organizations requested the is-

suance of the subpoenas prior to their -production of the negatives and
photographs.

S. In .1971, the FBI requested attorneys in the Criminal Division to consider
a request for a subpoena to certain broadcast meda$ for unreleased film footage
of the events surrounding tin alleged attack on President Nixon during it visit to
San Jose, CalifOrnia..It was determined by the Criminal Division at that time
that a snffleient showing of a need for the issuance of a subpoena had not been

made, and the request by the FBI was declined. The matter was not referred
to the Attorney General for consideration.
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l Puerto Rican newspaper printed :in article in 11172 which alleged that
Labor Relations Board had accepted monies from
Na
an employee of the National
one party to a labor dispute in exchange for siding with that party in the dispute.
Without prior negotiations with or an expression of voluntary compliance hy
tile reporters. flit rniled States Attorney's office in Puerto Rico subpoenned the
reporters from the paper to appear at a grand jury investigation of the matter.
The Criminal Division iminedialvly informed tine United Statos Attorneys' office
that the Attorney's General's Guidelines had not been complied with, :ilk! the
United Slates Attorney promptly p:Istponed the investigation and notified the
suipoetmed reporters that their attendance under the subpoena fur the original
date eras no longer required : the reporters have not subsequently been re-subistettned.

W. In November of 1972. -the Criminal Division was contacted h the United
States .ttorney's ollice for the Eastern District of Illinois. whieb is condneting
an 1:1NT:4'g:114111 oP ganlblillg DetiVilleS at it packet billiard tonrnauuehit in 1iii11.0k.

Tie' 1'4mm:intent was raided by the Internal Itert6te Service and cameramen
from a major TV network were present and filmed the raid. A subp,tena was
issued by the United Slates Attorney's office to have the cameramen proof:we
the film for a grand jury investigation of the matter. The Criminal Division
directed the United States AttormVs office to quash the subpoena and to forward
reqnest for formal :luthorizotion to the Department if the films were still desired
for
investigation. The subpoena was quashed ::n forina I request for the anthoirization of the Attoney General. has not yet. been forwarded to the Department by the United States Attorney's office.
SECDRIT DIVISION

The ateiai Security Division reports eight instances involving the issue of
subpoenas to newsmen. On one occasion, the Division forwarded a formal request to the Attorney General seeking his authorization Of a request for the issuance of a subpoena to a newsman; that request. was authorized by the Attorney General. On four occasions, the Division decided Hutt -the issuance of a
subpoena was not essential or
justified by the particular fails involved. On two occasions, the newsmen
newsmen agreed to provide information but requested the issuane of a subpoena. which was,,then issued. On ;mother occasion.
certain newsmen .agreed to provide inform:Rhin :it trial, and subpoenas were
subsequently issued.

1. in 1970. n student Inulilleation at the University of Wisconsin published an
:reticle which indicated that certain persons had identified themselves as the
bombers of the Army Mathematics Research Center on the commis. A subpoena
was originally requested- by a 11.S. Attorney on the ernmeons assumption that
student publications were not included in the hews medin subject. to the Guidelines. The subpoena was quashed and authorization from the Attorney General
was sought and olitnined in September. 1070 for a request' for the issuance of a

new subpoena to in editor of the newspaper to appear at a grand jury in'esti'gallon of the.unitter. The editor was not called to testify been use he bad already
been sentenced to jail for contempt for failing1a testify before n local grand jury

lave,-tigatillg the bombing,.
2. -fn April, 1071, in conjunction %Yin! on investigation of certain dossible

win -

lotions of federal low relating to the tenchidg of the use of explosives for as in a

riot, the United States Attorney's office for the Southern District of Florida
asked 'hi. Internal Security .Division, to consider it request, for the issuance of

snlqwenas to eight newsmen who had on twevions °evasions interviewed possible
individual defendants lathe ease in relation to the involvement of themselves ;Ind
their organizations in Pertain criminal aetivities: 'rho Ilel.VNAllell were eon:liver-thy
varkins nes gathering. organizations, The Internal .Security Di vi =inn decided
thnt a showing of necessity sufficient to satisfy the Guidelines hail tel !wen inatle
fkinl denied the regnesl. Tile matter was nett rormatis presented to the Attorney
General for his consideration.
3.- In June. 1071 ti grand jurY in the Eastern` District of New York was investi-

gating a break-la at a federal building in that district. There Ivere indications
that a newspaper reporter luld received a tel
reloling to facts snr-

rounding, the break-in. Deciding that the conditions of the Guidelines could not.
be satistiol at that tune, the Intoned Security Division deebtrd not to seek all

thurizatiou fOr lt.:1:111Merin request. The nuttier ivas not presented to Ole Al t
i;enuni! for his et msidettal

4. In early 1'172, grand jurics in SeW York. Illinois and Ca lifonda conducted
investigations of certain bombings of hanks and other violations of Federal law
that occurred OH July El, Wit iii New York. Chicago. and San Francisco. Eleven
newsmen omployed by various news-gathering organizations received correspond-

ence coutninhig information relating to the 'nekton. It was decided by the Internal Security .Division that there was insufficient necessity at that time to

justify subpoenas ttl the utoxsuleu involrvd. The luatter was riot referred 1.11 the
A ttnieney General fur consideration:
7i. The Intermit Security Division, in the etairse of an Investigation of bomb_
kegs in the LOS Angeles area in .Tuty.- 1971, and in April. 1972, had diseussitols
with three( t; Angeles newsmen who agroof to testify before a May. 1972 grand
jury investigation of the. bombings. Subpoenas were issued to the three newsmen for the purpose of assuring their expenses. The formal aniborizat.ion of the
Attorney General was not Sought.
It lit connection with.sepaeate break-ins in October, 1971 at three federal.
buildings in New lurk Stale. two newsmen who had been e0Innel ell by persons
who alleged that they were responsible for the break-ins agreed to appear before
3Inch, 1972 grand jury investigating the incident. The newsmen requested the
issuance of a Ntihrmenn prior to their appearance. and the subpoenas were issued.
The formal authorization of tine Attorney General ivas not sought.

7. A grand jury in the District of Oregon returned all indictment. on April.

1972 against a defendant for violation of the Gun Control Act of 19.98. No newsmen were subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury. but four lie xspat .r reporters agreed to testify at tine trial emicerning their receipt of letters claiming
credit fur a firebombing related to the gun elmrges, Subpoenas Were issued to the
iiewsthein ; the formal.anthorization- of the_Attorney General ivos not sought. The
ditfondmit in the case pled guilty and the testimony of the newsmen V:M thvrefore not. necessary..

S. In-October, 1972. the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Internal
Security .Division'denied a request bythe United States Attorney in the Northern
District of Ohio-for authorization to siibpoenit a newsman employed by ia radio
station in Cleveland ; Ilictnatter was not referred to the Attorney General. The
newsiatia, who was MS° a local minister, -had participated in fin interview.-41 tape
of which was
in July, 1972: with four unnamed male persons in which
the persons lintl claimed responsibility for a breakin earlier that month at a local
draft board in Ohio. The minister-newsman had.refused to informally provide
information to the United States Attorney's office,claiminga ."priest's privilege.''
CIVIL !TWITS

nustox.

The Civil Rights'DiviSion :reports two instances dealing withi.the issuance of

subpoenas to newsmen. In-both instances ;' newsmen tio'reed to appear and testify
concerning information in their 'possession, and subpoenas Were Subsequently.
issued.
I. In 1971, a grand jury in Indiana was investigating alleged nssaults.by prison
guards on prikoners at the Pendleton State Reformatory hi September, 39(19 An
Indiana newspaper reporter contacted the.perkirtment of Justice and volunteered

information cencerning events surrounding the incident at the reformatory. A

subpoena. was issued to the.newsman for appearance before the grand jury; the

.formal authorization of the Attorney General was not sought. The gram] jury
returned indictinentstigainst nine personsin connection with the Incident at the
reformatory...

.

t

.

2. InJuiy,.,1970;a federal grand jury.investigation of tlieshootings the thonth
before at Jackson. State University (Miss.) was commenced. Two newsmen em-

ployed by a broadcast organilation in Jackson agreed to appear before the "grand'
jury to testify concerning the events at Jackson State and to provide certain. films
and tapes that were in their possession. Subpoenas were issued to the newsmen ;
the formal authorization of the Attorney General was not sought,
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The uns%ver to such concerti Is twofold. First, the 11111s %Odell define the type
of iwrsoll to
D(Recitql Prolog Mat 11(.110111'S 11'5IIIIIIIlly only when it IS about

infornitil Ion "obtained In the gathering ... of ittrormoi too tor tt medium or mot.
tottotruttoo," croostoo group or "In his captivity as a ne%vsniati" I Reid. Simi' a

Protection elm thus be 011biled by n Person only when he Is ailing as a third
Intrty observer. when he Is a conduit between the netiints he observes and the

piddle. It cannot be elnitimil by someone personally involved in it movement who
"Intends to write n book about the movement sometimes. Such a person may he
"obtaining information In the . , gtitmrito.; of itirormotiott foe tt 111(1111111 of
emootonivotioli." but lie is oho owl probably prImallyoblidnItig It. In his
11(.1SfillnI capacity as a %vorlzhig member of a group. It would be In this eapiwIty
that be was milled before the grand Jury. not In his entatelly us a ini%vsnuin.
Secoadly, a maul will surely interpret whatever'ileIvsnian's privilege statute is
enacted to exiled'. "sham" ne%vsniett. Jost its It would Inive interpreted a first
i t metal mime pri %liege I n exclude moll persons.
l'

UT
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With one VXMI)11011, every bill seems designed to permit a newsman to invoke

the privilege before a broad range of legal proceedingsjudicial. administrative
and legislative. Some bills add executive proceedings to this list. Cranston
group]

The bills display various methmis of providing that testimony before a broad

range of proceedings is to be eovered. One method is to describe the bodies before

uhieh a newsman cnntiot be required to testily by inenns of n list of all those
bodies; another method is to describe the various bodies by means of a list of
general terms. such as "judicial bodies", "legislative bodies", etc.'
Some !pills list not only those bodies before Ivhich. or proceedings in which, a
newsman cannot be itmitred to testify, but also list those bodies which cannot.
require a newsman to testify.'
Some bins state that no investigatory body shall hold a newsman in contempt.
For example, the Danielson bill states that "no . . . Court . . . may compel a
newsman to testify." Although this phrasing is an excellent way to ensure comprehensive coverage, a court may hold that it unconstitutionally interferes with
the powers of courts under the concept of separation of powers to control their
intermit proceedings. See Farr t Superior Court, Lt2 C.A. 3t1 60, 'JO Cal. Reptr. :142
(1071).

Federal and State Proceedipy.There is one significant way in which the bills
before the present Congress differ from the bills introduced before the 92nd
Commss. Sonic of the bills before the 93rd Congress specifically apply to state
as well as federal proceedings. Most of the cases in which a court has held a
newsman in contempt have arisen in state courts. For example, two of the three
contempt citations appealed in ./Ianzburg were issued by state courts. William
Farr and Peter Bridge were also held in contempt, by state courts.
As the Declarations of Purpose indicate, the hills which cover both federal mid
state proceedings are based upon congressional authority to enact, such legislation under the Interstate Commerce Clause and the Enforcement Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.' In this context, it should be noted that two of the bilis
in the Abzug sub-group extend their privilege to "a court . . . administrative
8Abzug] Given the advent of bills which cover
body or the legislature."

both federal and state proceedings, bills with this general language should
specify whether they are intended to cover federal and state proceedings.
The Knykendall bill is the only bill which does not provide a comprehensive
coverage of all legal proceedings. It exempts from its proceedings covered both
state and federal grand juries. The clue to this exemption probably lies in the
fact that the bill's protection is extended to both federal and state proceedings.
As noted earlier, power granted to Congress under the Enforcement Clause of
If the list of proceedings is comprised of general terms, it court could construe those

general terms narrowly. On time other humid. if the list is comprised of specific terms, such
as "congressional committee, a court could and that an investigatory body authorized,
controlled awl endowed with a subpoena power by Congress. but not called a committee.
is not within the proceedings covered. The use of an open -ended list, one which is prefaced
by the Worth "includes" rather than time word "means" should eliminate to some extent
the possibility of spell a narrow interpretation of general terms.
In some cases, the bodies or proceedings listed in each category are riot synonymous.
This could cause problems in interpreting the extent of the protection.
The Enforcement Clause authorizes Congress to enact legislation to preserve the
guarantees of Doe process. The guarantees of Due Process include the guarantees of the
First Amendment ; see Gr088,1C(111 v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233 (1936),

the foltrtemith amendment van probobly be used to (quiet legislation securing
the glifirontees or the first ninendinent, The supreme court in Bronzion'll hem

that. despite the gliamintips or the first funetninient. It grand jury could compel
newsinnti to testify. but left open the question of whether, despite those guarantees. any other investigatory body could compel ii ticwsiniut to testify. ltepresentat ice litylietithill probably felt that Congress wits free. tinder the authorny or the first and roorteenth ofnendinents, to effort tegtshttion which would
cover all investigatory proceedings except those before grand juries and, thus,
lnlrorlticoel melt leghda lion.
The effectiveness of his hill is severely limited by this exception of grand
Juries. Ills viewpoint of the powers of Congress to millet federal-state legisInt ion

in this aria ignores the lancers of Congress under the interstate Commerce
Clause and more specifically, the powers of Congress minder

t he 13111.0reelnent,

(1 MI6), That ease
states Illot the Enforcement Clause gives Congress lite power le Millie Its own
jedietni titling of the supreme
even It' Iltlierent (*Min t
te...4iShit lye
(la 11Se its liiterlirel(1 by Icolzrolmelt v. 3Iorgon.
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Court. Therefore. despite the Supreme Court's holding in /trunzbory. Congress
may determine that newsmen shonhl he protected from compelled disclosures
before grand juries in order to insure the free flow of information to the pnblie,

nor

or Nr.vrtatIAL PHOCEn

in deciding which information or material to protect, the drafters of the 93rtl
Congress hills, like the drafters of the bills before the 92nd Congress. had to
choose between a number of alternatives. These alternatives include:
(1) whether to prevent the compelled disclosure of information as welt ns
sources of infonuntion;
(2) whether to prevent the compelled disclosure of all information or
sources, or only infornintion or sources which a person receives in his capacity as a newsman;

(3) whether to protect all information or only that information "in-

teuded for dissemination to the public":

(4) whether to protect only "confidential" information or sources.
ALTrit NATIVES

With regard to the first two alternatives stated above, all the bills (except

Weiker) protect both information and a source of information which a newsman
receives in his professional capacity.
With regard to the second two alternatives, the bills vary.
Rao/et/round Information.Like many of the bills before the fltbid Congress,
some of the hills before the 93rd Congress protect information "procured for
pohliention or broadcast" [Abzug group; Mills], or "intended for public dissemination," [Brooks]. While this phraseology seems clearly to exclude background
information, it does create a number of problems in other areas."
Some bills have abandoned the idea of describing the purpose for which the
information should have been collected and have opted instead to describe the
netivities in which the person collecting the information lutist have been engaged
In order for the information collected to be protected. Those bulls protect both
background and other information.

The descriptions used by these bills are of two typesthose which protect

information obtained by a newsman "in his capacity as a reporter" [Danielson]
and those which protect the information obtained by Wm "in the course of his
involvement in the obtaining of news for dissemination." [Stanton II] The first
type protects information obtained by a person who has achieved a certain professional status and vho is acting in the manner expected of a person who has
achieved that status; the other protects information obtained by a person who
is acting in a similnr mounter, whether lie has achieved any professional status
or not.
10 This phraseology creates an evidentiary problem; a court has to decide whether
Information not actually published or broadcast was procured for that purpose. This
problem is not really alleviated by the addition of the phrase "whether or not actually
broadcast", because at court still must decide for what purpose the Information was
procured.
Furthermore. the phraseology "procured for publication or broadcast" is ambiguous. It
does not specify iC "publication" means, as it does in libel law, "disseminated to noe other
person", or if "publication" means "disseminated through a news media to the public."
While some of the bilis before Congress retain this ambiguous terminology, others have
abandoned it for the phrase "intended for public dissemination."
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PAWr IVQUA 1.11,k7AT ION S

Niliql Id the hills before the 92nd Congress set forth a qualified privilege. About
one-half of the bills before the Ir.Ird Congress Set l01111 (1.11:11111(11 HMIS. hi many

cases, it appears that the flrafters of the qualified hills before the present Congress have not drafted an entire new bill. but linen added qualifieations onto
one of the already extant absolute bills. See. for omuiple, Mills Hit. ISiS (absolute) and Mills Ti.R, 1819 (qualified), The terms which are used in the ClIrrellt:
to qualify the privilege are practieziliy identical to the tennis which \yen.
used ill the bills before the 92nd Congress.

Tito eirminist:iftees tinder Nvhicil the privilege shall not apply are the same in
the current bills as in those Before thm ii2m1 Congress. About hurl!.' of the qualified bills before the 113rd Congress contain the delannition quatifiation.'2 (The
I-Int:field bill ling this as its only qualification.) Othin hills spec ilipallt exeinpi pub-

lished information from the protection [Cranston group]

or the identify of

a person win) hats revealed the details of a proceeding reqiiired by law to he kept
secret. [Tielstoski group]."
11:.:ew York Civil Rights Lott.. 70 -II Dlercinutty 10701.
Et. -The privilege hull not imply to the diselosure of a toiree of :try allegedly defamatory

itormation whore a defeurhint asserts a defense in it civil action hosed 011 the source of
sueli Information,"
This oimIlliention is intended to cover Hue situation exemplified In Garland V. Torre.
:Ito Ti Il it rose a reporter P,1100 for
t
210 F. 20, 1i4 i mill Cir. 195R1 err!. den., "..;.P. T.S.
tieatualory Information from
itbri ralrN1 ns a defense the fact flint lie prreqtred

tutrees anti attempted. mistiecessi'ully, to violin a first anifindnient right not io
the Motility of that source,.
la This qtmlitication :meals self-evitlent : if inforn.tion is :flready published, hot' is It

to hp offered any protection rroin disclosure. It should be noted that undo'. the Cranston
bill. Cho very person from whom disclosure Is sought must have published ho informa.
don. In other words under that bill a newsman cannot he milled upon to tostify about
smmelhiu which he ling not pnbIlshetirbot which 801110011e else his.
reporter recelved and pnioliglied
it See Parr V. S'urerior Court, supra: note. In which
Information sealed. by a court order rogardiug publicity. Ile refused to state whether the
defense attorneys or the prosecuting attorneys were the source of that Infornmtlon, and
he was jailed for contempt.
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The instances when the privilege shall be divested in the bills before the 93rd
Cialgress are, with one exception. an found in the bins bef4,re the 92nd Congress,
Otte group of bills permits- the 'privilege 1.0 be divested upon a showing by the

person seeking the information that the inform:Winn is required to prevent.
(1) threat to human life or
( 2) espionage- or

(3) foreign aggression [lleistrotsld groupsee Peaison S. 1311 before

92nd Congress.] '

Another group of bills permits the privilege to be divested upon a showing by
the person seeking the Information that
(1) there is a probable cause that: the proteeteil person has information
clearly relevant to a specilie probable violation of the law, and

the information anent be obtained by olternative moons. and
(3) there is a compelling and overriding national interest in .the
i nfOrmation."
riSch
; Mills
W11:flint group see Mondale S. 3932 before the 92nd notgross]. These are the same time qualifications which the petitioners, but not all
of the amicii curiae, urged the Suiwente Court, tin adopt in the Draw:bora ease.
A final group of bills seems to seek to qualify the privilege wider basically saute
circumstances is the petitioners in BIWIlzbury urged. lint by using 1e;-s _s acilicity
of language. Representative Brooks' hill, for example, calls for a divesting of the
privilege when.
refusal to disehise the information would adversely affect the
piddle safety to a substantial degree."
t

The Mondale bill is the only bill which divests the privilege under circum-

stances (Efferent from. the circinnstallees set forth .itt the 92nd Congress bills.

In setting forth the -ciremnstnnees -under which- the Privilege. shall be diVeSted..
it combines some of those' set out in the tirst group- of bills [lielstoski ; old
Pearson] and some of those set out hi the second group Of. Mills. [Whalen ; old

Mondale] and adds one morethat the preceedingshall have clear jurisdiction
over the specific probable violation, which is being investigated..
PART VPROCIWURE

With the exception of the procedures in the 'Mondale and Welker bills, the
procedure for divesting the privilege of the new: hills is no different from the
procedure for divesting the privilege of the old bills. Several bills do not mention
any procedure for diVesting the privilege whatsoever; that determination is left
to the courts. [Brooks; Bell; Schweiker] In those bills that do not mention procedure, it appears that, once a subpoena Is issued,' a newsman can claim the
privilege.r Then the 'Federal District Court, or its state equiralent, will determine, after hearing both parties, whether the privilege Well be divested.
In Caldwell V. Maim, States. 311 F. Sapp. 358 (N.D. Cal. 1970), 434 F, .2d
1081 (9th :Cir. 1910) aird soli nom. Branzbary v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 069, 33
I., Ed.. 2d 029; 92 8. Ct ls a (1972). the petitioner, at reporter for the New

York Times who had been doing in-depth reporting of the Black Panther

" Although these eonditions seem to bore been listed with the intention of assuring,

that the privilege svould be divested only in cases involving serious crimes, the conditions
are so general that they are able to be constrned as to emasculate the nriVilege

The privilege could be divested when the information obtained by such divestiture
would relate not to the taking of Minion life. but to a threat to take in life. The possession
of a gnu or of heroin for example, multi he construed ns n threat. The information of the
type which Earl Caldwell possessed about the Black Panthers' activities could also be
eonst rued as relating to a threat to human life,
"These two M.)11ditinliS would probably prevent the government from going. on "lishing
,eypeditions"from subpoenaing reporters who have close contacts with dissident groups,
winel her or not those groups are suspected 01 any particular crime.
1, Again, these conditions seem to have !Weil listed with the Intention of assuring that
Ve privilege would be divested only in eases involving serious -crime, but they ore so
-general that theyrrou a serious risk of being misconstrued. "A eompelling and overriding"
.n011°11711 interest can be any interest which the Judiciary Inns in obtaining testimony.
-Certainly the court, in all three Cases decided by the Supreme Court. tic lian:burg, could
hove found ticat 'm compelling end overriding national Interest" was involved In the cases
before them.
35 Although these bills do not specify Illietlier in 11PWS111411 can. clnlm a privilege before a
subpoena is issued, it is assumed from their language that he cannot.
'
19 Although none of tine bills specifically state whether it source could claim the privilege,
,

it seems liallkely thnt.be would be Mae to claim it.' All the hills appear to confer :the
privilege upon the newsman for the public's benefit, so that they may receive an uncensored
flow of information. ,Unlike the doctor-patient privileges, or, the attorney-client privilege
the newsinans privilege is not for Mr benefit of the person who relays the information.
Lippe v.. State,
Ind.
21 Ind. Dec: 342, 258 N.H. 2d 40 (1970) presented the
issue directly. The Supreme Court of Indiana made clear that "the statute creates the right
persona! to the reporter which only he may invoke".
4

Party for several years, argued that. Ills merit appearance hero( 11 grand jury-his sources.
if ho said nothIngNvould jeopardize his relationship
arguonly the Jlondnlo bill intilws clear its agreement with Ali',
ment and t lPS slloeilic stops to IllOVVIlt a neNvsninn from having to even 111)Pcar
before an Investigatory holly 1111111 his privilege is divested. This Is the same
pup',

way in which the 1.h.tal 1'1 titlt111: of Justice guidelines operate. The Mondale 11111
slides that I10,S11hplatIla ',111111 tat issneel unless the person requesting it ptroVns
that tilt! privilege should he divested. The procedures enunciated in the other bills

do not, specify whether "the hearing for divestiture" should take place before
or after it siiimomin has been issued. Sett footnote lit, infra.
person seeking disclosure of
The Almitiale hill is the only bill to specify t
information or the identity of it source must apply for an order, setting forth
specific allegations for divestiture; the name of the person from Nvlioni disclosure is sought, the precise information sought or the identity of the source
sought, and its direct relevancy to the proceedings. An applicant is required to
state "the identity of the source sought" and "the specific infornmt ion sought."
Obviously, he cannot state the identity of the source sought, because he is
Keel:jug to divest the privilege to learn that very information. Nor can lie
state too specifically the information sought. The requirement. seems intended
only to compel the person seeking the information to establish his need for the
information lie is seeking.

THE

BILL, S. :its

The Weicker hill is completely different. from any other hill before the 9:3rd
Congress.'' Like the other bills, it seeks to strike It balance between the public's
interest in maintaining a. free flow of information and the public's interest in
compelling a newsman to testify. However, it appears to afford less protection
against compelling a newsman to testify than any of the other bills do.
Persons Proteeted.The Weicker bill protects only "legitimate members of the
professional news media." It parallels some of the slate statutes, notably Indiana's," in its concern that only persons w.lio "receive their principal ineome from
well-established news media" be allowed to claim the privilege.

Proceedings Covered.The Welcher hill covers all federal proceedings. However, the privilege may he divested only by a federal district court or oil appeal
from the decision of a federal district court.

Nature of Material Protected.. The Weicker hill protects only a source of
information, not. the information itself. It is careful. however, to protect from
disclosure not only the source's name. but all information which would help an.
investigator to discover a source's name. Under the Weicker bill, such questions
as "What color hair did the source have?" or "Where did the source work?"
would not be allowed.
To he protected by the Weicker bill. the source must have a conflidential 11.1:1-

tionship with the newsmanhis identity must have been "withheld front publi

cation pursuant to an agreenient".

Like the other hills. the Weicker hill protects only that information which a

newsman receives in his professional capacity.

Qualifications.The Weicker privilege may be divested. question by question.
by the federal district; conrt. Like ninny of the other qualified hills, the Weieker
Trill permits such divestiture only upon a showing that the information sought
is necessary for the !troper determination of the outcome of the proceeding' in
which it is sought, and can be obtained -by no alternative means. Unlike the other
bills. the Weicker bill does not provide that there must be a "compelling and

overriding national interest in the information". Instead, it lists the specific
instances when such a compelling interest will be Tonna as a matter of law
when the-proceeding is a criminal proceeding involving murder, forcible rape,
aggravated assault. kidnapping. airline hijacking or a breach of national se-

an WY of documents classified pursuant to federal statute or is a civil proceeding
in which the source of an allegedlY defamatory story is withheld. The Weickar
hill specifically excludes corruption and malfeasance in office from those proceeding in which testimony can be compelled.

Procedures.The Weicker bill requires a person Nvho wishes to divest the
procedure to follow very specific procedures, commencing with a written application eontaining.five allegations:
2° nu, following pins introduced In the House ore Identical to the \Volcker bin

:1369 introduced by Coughlin H.R. 0970 introduced by Gin 11110,
22 Ind. Ann. Stet. § 2-1733 (JOGS).

I ) t he name of the 1 Is()/1 1.1'11111 \\111011 1111' 111S1'10S1111e is sought ;
(12 1

I he news media %%1111

Ile IS 0011 (4`11.11

1110 S1104'1110 Hiltone or lhp soort ltml is suooll
olov:Ilico 01't lull sonny to the 1'1.'4444)in:4.;
(.1)

(I) filets denionst rat big I hat the Identity of 1 he sotirce Is 1101 diS('''rl'1';11)11`
I h rough any a 1 t ern)) I ire men 11.4.

The procedures require nn iu cameos (lel (Tiffin:01(1u by tin trial .itltu%
wilufltur or not to divest the privilege. III the proceeding lo determine whether
to divest the privilege. lin) applicant is wit present and the IleS111;1(1 is therefore
prestintably fret) 10 reveal the identity of the sonnet' to the trial judge,

CrrizExs Rintrr To NEws Co.wirrrk PosiTtox P.ker.it (ix itk Futsr .k lks1)9 ENT
ANo 'nu; FAnt AtotisisTRATiox or :ItrtsickPlarkt."rms
CoNiot;sim,
:4oritcks AND I SVOlt ATION, MAUCH 12, 1 973

'Phis position paper has been prepared by the Citizens' Right 10 'News Co1UIlli11(0'. 0 non-partisan. non - profit association organized under the laws of the
District of C'oluntliia. C.RNG is a national cif iZI'llS (.111111111110e dedicated to insur-

ing that the public's right to news not be 1111111-1'd by requiring newsmen to
divulge confidential sources and confidential information. To this end, CIZNC
supports a lederA shield law which :

Provides an absolute privilege to nespersons, so that they will 1114 he
subjected to compulsory process and so that they will notIlmve to disclose

confident ial news source or confidential information :

Extends nationwide protection, tehiclr \\*Mild apply hoth at the federal

and state level

1Vould apply equally in civil and criminal Proceedings; investigative and
adjudicaHve proceedings ; execul ive, legislat
;111(1
dioiill proceedings: and
W011/(1 extend both to confidential sources and confidential information : and
Would apply to the broadest appropriate classification of persons engaged

in the collection or dissemination of neNvs, including not only jounalis7s for
the general press but also reporters for minority, dissident. or underground
'tress.

CIZNC believes that the ilttolopment of a meaningful tiestimit'S privilege is

essential lost not as specia I interest legislation designed only to protect reporters.
At bottom, it is not the publication's interest, hut. the public's, which is affected.
As stated by one active journalist:
`Terms such as 'reporters' privilege' and 'neNvsnian's shield,' although teeltnieally accurate descriptions of the legislation being considered, fail to cover Iln.)

importance of such legislation to the public. It ought to he called 'tile pi/bile's
right to know' law."
Likewise, one senatorial stipporter of an allsolitte privilege has stated that :
''For a society to be truly free, it must have a press that is truly free. The first:
amendment is not it piece of special interest legislation for the news industries.
It is rather, a Government guarantee to a free people, without which they would
not remain ripe for long."
The severe threat to first amendment freedoms posed by indiscriminate list)
of news subpoenas has been given impelliS by the recent Supreme Court casi) of
R run zbu rp V. 11u1/es, decided in June of 1972. lit that case the ('on rt rejected the
First Amendment, claim cf.' 1WWS111011 111111t they eonhl not be required to appear

before federal and state grand juries to identify confidential sources and to povide information received in confidence.

Prior to derision, journalists had viewed with the greatest; concern the possibility that the Supreme Court might. reject their first amendment plea. The
most -conmrellensive empirical analysis of the issue, conducted by l'rofessor
Vincent Blasi of the Iiniversity of Michigan. found that journalists were virtually
unanimous in their belief that nothing could have a more detrimental impact on
5011100 relations than a negative decision in the Ilronzburg ease.
Stiliserment events have borne ont these fears. This pnr)01) spells out example
11 f ter example of abuses of press subpoenas.

(lItNe feels that Congress must take. prompt action to prevent any further

erosion of' first amendment values. Shield legislation must be enacted. We have
carefully considered the argnments for a qualified privilege. However. our study
has led us to agree with the conclugiOns of an eminent Constitutional scholar.

l'rofessor Paul Freund, that, "It is impossible to write a qualified newsman
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also simpor no legislation, hoping that the hizarre spectacle of :1
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reportfe.:s choosing jail rat Itti: than revealing their sources will cans)' the limns
to overturn or sharply limit the 1:rattz-1,11,71-rahlwrIl decision. The obbligal,)

for this entire ,debut)' is the widely -held concern that the media. broadly, is
under increasing nttac1;. Forcing IIONVSIIIVII lu I'VV:11 their
il is
is only the Infest chapter in a pervasive attempt to curb ontroversial and
provoca I lye report lug.

IZecognition of the public's right to have n full and unimpeded limy of newswhich could he stemmed if limy:anvil were forced to disclose cmilidential sources
'and confidential infornrationraises flutilanientfil fnniSt
joliS
(I) Oil the ow. hand. there is the people's right to a free. millibited. aggroSsj11.
111111
Ill'ON'oCIIIIVO press. guaranteed by the first amendment : on the other is
the right. nolcnoNviedged for centuries. of the Government to identify and develop
evidence bearing upon an alleged violation of the criminal laws. NVith the. on-

urrent. obligation of citizens to testify uncle': compulsory process its to facts
rid:nine: ft; alleg qi crimes. (ii) tiimilarly. first amendments rights collide Nvitli
the rights of a defendant 111 a criminal case. guaranteed by tile t,ixtli nniendmein, to emnpulsoy process to develop evidence to assist in his defense. OM

in addition there is inevitahle conflict between the first aniefultiw' and the
shaply-limit.i rights that public figures now possess, under Supreme Court
shina;ii,./s. to ?:11 for libel (re(uiring proof that the piddle:Ilion hail in effect
actual Imov.denge that the alieged libel NV:18 false).
2. T.1,0 Common 1,qw 1?epognizril
yrirsimieN priojello.Alfliongli file com-

mon litw deN.eloped and recognized a number of privileges clesignil to insure that
onfifidential ,,,,littifinships Niodil not he breac'led. no such protection was afforded
to tieNvsnicn ami their sources. I 7nyielding protection of !JONI'S sources has 11('11
CO1111111 to the traditions of the Fourth Estate, hilt not the courts. In contrast.

voncrsations hit Wean a laNvyer and ills client. n doctor and his patient. or :1
priest and his ponitant have traditionatly liven prole:led. The integrity of these
relationships has -long been deemed more important Hoof any benefits Nhich
Might accrue to the ;judicial process by forcing 1 he ItiNvyer.' the dovtor, or the
priest to reveal facts disclosed to hits in the course of snot relationships.
Ilmvever. In rcnt years. courts and comment:11f ws have been 111C1'0;14illply
I01111 /1VilOgOS by I Ill` lollrk HI:1'4111'0S.
1'rorv:.;t41. 1(4'411'111M: 'zt.;Iteit two decades ago:
development of iiidge-made
privileges halted a ecutitry ago. The manifest destiny of evidenee I:INV Is a

hostile fo Hie nrtunition

orogresiN- loNvering of the barriers to truth." AleCormick. Evidritc §

'Phis hostility toNvaril development of additional privilege reflects the restrictive
IO 11'z Of Professor ll'ignfore toward all privileges:
',There nmst lie
ul reason. plainly shown. fill their existence. In the interest
of developing scientifically the details of the va ri0115 recognized 'privileges,
Judges and inwSers nre old' to forget tins exceptional maitre. Ti e presnnfption

against their extension is not observed In spirit. The trend of the day is to

expand them as if they were large and fundamental principles. worthy of 'fursnit into the remotest analogies. This attitude is an unwholesome one. The investigation of truth and the enforcement of testimonial duty demand the restrie-
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o reasonably limited subject twitter. shoithl cover a reasonably limited period of
time, mod $14011141 ovoid requiring production of a large volume of unpublished
material."
In the t%co years after these standards %vey published. the Attorney Ceoent1
antliorizell seven subpoenas in connection with federal grand jury hive:4(1ga-
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Fie described two Pulitzer prize winning stories which would have never been
pnlilished without confidential sources:

"Two of the Pulitzer Prizes recently won by the Los Angeles Times were fur
stories which would not have been possible without keeping sources confidential. One of the prizes was received for a series of articles which exposed curilipt practices in city and county government. The basic information was provided by respected bbsinessmen and public officials who stood to lose livelihood
they were identified. * **

"The Times coverage of the Watts riots and its aftermath W011 another
,Pulitzer. Assured of anonymity, teachers talked to our reporters about the

school system,, policemen talked about their fellow policemen and their own be.
haviornder great pressnre. Looters talked frankly and even judges told stories
they were afraid to have attributed to them. They would all remain silent today,
I feel."
William Jones is a Pulitzer Prize reporter. for the Chicago Tribune. He exposed a pattern of collusion between police and a large private ambulance company to restrict service in ghetto areas. He recently described the critical role
of flie confidential source in investigative reporting:
"I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of confidential sources to investigative reporters. Without them we would be hamstrung to the point where
many investigations would never get off the ground. I think it should also be
stressed that the term 'confidential source' ..as it is used in investigative reporting is not a synonym for the kinds of characters portrayed in dime spy
!novels.

"It has been may experience that most confidential sources' are people who see'

something wrong or corrupt in the public or private agency where they work
and merely want the problem corrected. It is usually their first time in dealing
with such a situation and they arrive at the door of the investigative reporter
only after exhausting every effort within their own'ageucy to bring about
elianges. They are, people with -kids- and .mortgages and wide in the job they
do, not plotters
-spies seeking to topple governmentn or agencieS.-.
"Anonymity is
is. essential: It is frequently the: first question' asked by. a potential confidential source in the first telephone conversation. If you can't guarantee

it you will- probably never hear from the source again. There are a number of
reasons for this and from .personal experience I could recite examples that
range :froni murder threats to firing and professional blacklisting. I might add
that all the often when an agency is hit with a scandal that appears to be the
result Of 'Confidential sources they frequently devote more. time to trying to find
the source than correcting the abuse.".

Although. there -ere. dissenting views, (such as. those of columnist James J.
Kilpatrick and Clark. Mollenhoff, Washington Bureau Chief of the Des Jib/nes
Register, whose .views' are attached as .Appendix E), the virtually unanimous
reaction of the press is one of great.Concern. And such concern is that, ultimately,
the impaCt. of any limitation on newsmen's freedom directly-. affects the public.
As Farr has stated:
"What we are talking about really is a necessity for a 'free flow of information
to serve the public's right to knoW. The &Tin 'newsmen's priidlegeconjurs.np the
misconception that, we..want a special itatus .unto ourselves. This is untrue.
We dO not want the legal right to protect sources as a favor -to any newsman
or all newsmen.' We want such legislation to further. the constructive processes
of the press, so that th&public will be fully and intelligently informed. '
To the public, the stakes are high. AB the Reporters Committee has -stated :
"We ask you .tO Consider what kind of nation we would . be,' for example, if
the Pentagon Papers, the Bobby Baker affair,, the thalidomide horror, the MyLai
Massacre, among others, and hundreds of scandals regarding state and local
government still lay,locked in the mouthS of citizens, fearful that they would
lose their livelihoods or perhaps even be prosecuted, if their' idmitities became
.

knoWn."-

Current Congressional Consideration of Federal Shield Legislation. It is
in this context that Congress. is currently considering a broad variety. of shield
lawS. Dozens of bills-have. been introduced in this new session of Congress.
House Judiciary Subcommittee.. has held. extensive ..hearings. Likewise, the

-Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee has heard .from many. witnesses.

The two bills. whiCh' rePresent the most current. matured considerations by
Congress are annexed as--Appendix P. One, introduced by.- Senator Ervin, who

is Chairman of the Senate Coramittee; `.provides for a preeroPtiVe qualified
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privilege available when information was reeeived with MI explicit or. implicit
understanding of confidence. A newsman must niflo disclose the identity Of a
Person who committed a crime in his presence.

The second bill was introduced by Senator Cranston and has the blessing of
;
the American Newspaper Publishers Association. It is an absolute privilege
it extends to confidential sources, confidential information and work product.
It broadly defines the persons protected by the privilege, and it creates presubmama procedures which would minimize the occasions when newsmen WOUld be
forced to court to defend their decisions not to produce confidential information.
Throughout the legislative discussion, it has become a matter of conventional
wisdom that "an absolute privilege bill would not pass." However, media witnesses have become increasingly vocal in support of on absolute privilege. It will
be recalled that in the Branzburg case, the reporters involved were proposing a
qua tilled privilege. However. recent Congressional testimony has demonstrated

that a qualified privilege will be vexing to define, and even more difficult to
administer, Indeed, one eminent constitutional scholar, Professor Paul Pretrial
of 1 la rvord Law School, has concluded that, "It is impossible to write a qualified
newsmen's privilege. Any qualification creates loopholes which will destroy the
privilege."
The concerned Congressional committees are now moving toward Executive
Session to consider whether to report out shield legislation. Their deliberations
will focus 11p011 the following issues:

(a) Is there a need for legislation?
There has been virtually unanimous support from legislators, reporters, commentators and interested groups that some legislation is needed. From that perspective, the only miestion is what kind of legislation, not whether legiSlation.
The current Justice Department position, of course, opposes any federal law,

trusting in the self-discipline of the Attorney General in adminiStering the
Department's guidelines. (Appendix B) Opposition also collies from two groups
with differing political perspectives. First, there is a minority of congressmen
that feels that no legislation should be enacted. Inasmuch as they accept the
view that one cannot secure an absolute privilege, then the preferable strategic
approach is for newsmen to continue to raise the First Amendment point in an
attempt to secure either a Supreme Court limitation or reversal of the Bran: burg decision. Ill support of that view, one can identify a number of ..decisions
where the courts have limited the extension of the Bran:burg principle, particularly in civil litigation.
Others who oppose any legislation feel that the very act of Congressional
definition of a 'shield privilege acknowledges that a later Congress can limit
this right. Commentators, such as Clark Mollenhof and James J. Kilpatrick,
would support no legislation, (Appendix E).
On balance, CRNC is not content to wait for the slow process of identifyinganother case to serve as a vehicle to vindicate the significant First Amendment
rights involved here, which would require shepherding that case through the
long and uncertain appellate process. We think there is a need for Congress to
resolve this issue now.
(b) Should the privilege be absolute or conditional?
Apart from informed speculation as to what is "politically possible," persuasive
evidence has been presented in support of Professor Freund's contention that one

simply cannot write an effective qualified privilege. This testimony has been
captured in Senator Cranston's continent:
"Read some of the qualifications that have been proposed, singly or in combination and consider : how many potential informants will be eager to talk to the

Press once they realize the reporter may be compelled to testify if there is
`probable cause' to believe that the information they gave is is 'clearly relevant'
to a suspected crime? Or that the evidence is 'unavailable' or 'not readily acces-

sible elsewhere"? Or that the information must be exposed in open court to
prevent a miscarriage of justice'? Or in the cause of 'compelling au overriding

national interest' or for reasons of 'national security'?"
"All such qualifications, though intended to protect the public, are in fact selfdefeating. They would hurt, not help, the public. . . . The worse the crime we
want to prevent or solvekidnaping, murder, political assassination, espionage
the more important it is that Congress produce legislation that will encourage tipsters to tell the press what they know about these crimes. To deny these sources
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proteetion against disclosure will surely mean that these sources will not risk
their necks by talking. And the information we need the mosttip-offs to kidnapping or murder or political assassination or espionageis the very information
we will no longer receive."
After study. including the scholarly present:ft hm of Professor

in support.

of a qualified privilege sot forth as Appendix (I. CUNC favors Om creation of an
the ftecd exist8 to Protect the confidential relotionNItipand
absolute privilege.
I

ae believe 'litre eon he no doubt or thatthen the creation or 0,11 ;IbsolOto pivprobe( that. relationship is %veil accepted in ear law. Three hundred
ilege
his country hove an eMsedido privilege to protect the cote
houstti at
heir clients : three hundred thousand tillsiians receive
liticuli:ti
varYing degrees of lotto.' ion in Stale and Federal courts: Itundredsof thousands
of elergyint.ti are not remiired to divulge the content, of conversations with their
pcnitants.
No court examines whether an attorney might have received information front

h client I hat would he relevant- to. Or even t:ssealial I I) (11`laollStratiag Ii tat 0
crime has Item, eommitted. Th attorney-client privilege is not breached or cirbeen caisd.
cumscribed Ittt'altsc a tfuestioll of -comileuing uatienai interest"
ust holieves that the protection afforded newsmen limier the First mendthat. :41.:1 littttl at 1.111.110r:4.
ment should he till tics I
Both To I.' oleral and SI
Congrexxional Shield La n*
e. S hate hi

Ia

Procectl

As a matt er of constitutional authority, it seeins clear that Congress has the

Power to (tuna a shield inW which would be `Iweentntive-----Le., would apply both

at Federal and State level.
'Such Federal authority \void(' he based both upon the Commerce Clause and
Section II or the Fourteenth Amendment. We concur in the opinion of the New
lurk City Bar Association that "Congress possesses ample powers. under the
which
Commerce Clause to protect journalists from State government act i
would interfere with news gathering or dissemination." Institutions which are
engaged in disseminating information to the public clearly are engaged in "commerce among the Federal states" and are thus subject to congressional regulation
under the Commerce Clause. Television licensing provisions mai antitrust exemption provisions for newspapers have been based upon the Commerce power.
Moreover, Congress can enact, :1 preemptive shield law based ti±:on Section
of the Fourteenth Amendment. Snell power has been confirmed ill the recent
Supreme Court decision of Fatzenbacic, v. 31 organ, :38,t US. 641 (1906), where

Congress displaced state Ins in order to guarantee Fourteenth Amendment
rights to total protection of the haws, ill On instance where the Court itself

world not invalidate the state law in question, First Amendment freedoms have
bang been incorporated into the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and under the Morgan principle, we believe it is clear that Congressional
authority would extend to a preemptive shield law.
Thus, the Miestion of preemption is not one of power, but one of policy. \\riffle
CRNC wfund support tut absolute privilege hill at the State level, our strong
preference is fora Federal preemptive bill to guarantee newsmen's rights. We
recognim that the National Conference of Commissioners On Uniform State Laws
has been considering the possibility of developing a unifornI (Mantled privilege
hill llowever, our experience with this process has indicated that it simply is too

tortuous. too uncertain, to vindicate promptly tile public's right to a full and
free linty of information. We lend our vigorous support to a preemptive Federal
bill.
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DEPARTMENT

JUSTICE.

Washington, /LC., September 2. 19) 0.
Subject: Guidelines for Sulqinenas to the News Media.
To An United. States Attorneys,

The following guidelines for subpoenas to the news media are quoted from
the address."Free Press and Fair Trial : The Subpoena Controversy" by the
Honorable ,Tohn N. Mitchell, Attorney General of the United States, before
the House of Delegates, American Bar Association, at St. Louis, Missouri,
on August 10, 1070.

Wu,sox,

Assistant Attorney General.
Criminal Division.

First: The Department of Justice recognizes that compulsory process in

some ciremnstances may have,a limiting effect on the exercise of First Amend-

ment rights. In determining whether to request issuance of a subpoena to
the press, the approach in every case must be to weight that limiting, effect
against the public interest to he served in the fair administration of justice.
Second: The Department of Justice does not consider the press "an investigative arm of government." Therefore, all reasonable attempts should
he made to obtain information front non-press .sources before there is any
consideration of subpoenaing the press.

Third: It is the policy of the Department to insist that negotiations with
the press be attempted in all cases in which a subpoena is eontemplated.

These negotiations should attempt to accommodate the interests of the grand
jury with the interests of the news media.
In these negotiations, where the nature of the investigation permits. the

government should make clear what its needs are in a particular case as
well as its willingness to respond to particular problems of the news media.

Fourth: If negotiations fail, no Justice Department official should request,
or make any arrangements for, a subpoena to the press without the express
authorization of the Attorney General.
If a subpoena is obtained under such circumstances without this authorization, the Department willas a matter of coursemove to quash the subpoena
without prejudice to its rights subsequently to request the subpoena upon
the proper authorization,
Fifth: In requesting the Attorney General's authorization for a subpoena,
the following principles will apply:
A. There should be sufficient reason to believe that a crime has
occurred, front disclosures by non-press sources. The Department does
not approve of utilizing the press as a spring hoard for investigations.
B. 'There should be sufficient reason to believe that the information
sought is essential to a successful investigationparticulariy with ,reference to directly establishing guilt or innocence. The subpoena should not
he used to obtain peripheral, non-essential or speculative information.
C. The Government should have unsuccessfully attempted to obtain
the information from alternative nonpress sources.
D. Authorization requests for subpoenas should normally be limited
to the verification of published information and to such surrounding circumstances as relate to the accuracy of the published information.
E. Great caution should be observed ill requesting subpoena authorization by the Attorney General for unpublished information, or where an
orthodox First Amendment defense is raised or where a serious clahn

of confidentiality .is alleged.

F. Even subpoena authorization requests for publicly disclosed information should be treated with care because, for example, cameramen
have recently been subjected to harassment on the grounds that their
photographs will become available to the government.
G. In any event, subpoenas should, wherever possible, be directed at
material information regarding a limited subject matter, should cover a
reasonably limited period of time, and should avoid requiring production
of a large volume of unpublished material. They should give reasonable
and timely notice of the demand for documents.
These are general rules designed to cover the great mIjority of eases. It
must always be remembered that emergencies and other unusual situations
may develop where a subpoena request to the Attorney General may be
submitted which does not exactly conform to these guidelines.
93474 0 - 73 - 45
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THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

,Journalists' Privilege Legislation
By THE CON!

ITTEE ON ,FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Tile concern of many legislators about the increasing use of subpoenas to
require members of the press to disclose information gathered in jounalistic activities is reflected in a variety of bills seeking to prohibit or restrict
the compelled disclosure by reporters of information received from confidential sources.
After reviewing the constitutional and policy issues posed by these legis-

lative proposals, we have concluded that creation of a journalists' privilege
by Federal legislation is authorized by the Constitution, and that enactment
of legislation to protect reporters from having to disclose confidential source
relationships would advance the fundamental values inherent in freedom of
the press under the First Amendment without unduly hampering the legitimate interests of law enforcement. We believe the qualified privilege to be
created by such Federal legislation should be applicable against State as well
as Federal investigatory bodies, that it should be invoked only by professional journalists, and that the privilege should defer to certain carefully
defined investigative needs of special urgency.

1. BACKGROUND FOR THE LEGISLATION
A number of social factors have contributed to the recent and seemingly
growing tendency to use journalists as an evidentiary source in official investigations. For one thing, the general political and cultural fragmentation
of American society today has led journalists from all media to attend more
than ever before to dissident groups. whose activities are likely to be of
interest to investigative agencies. The press itself reflects our society's fragnictitation; "underground" newspapers and partisan organs devote them.
selves extensively to reporting the activities of alienated groups, while .the
mass media give considerable publicity to such activities. Concurrently,
official corruPtion, bureaucratic infighting, and secrecy and dissimulation at
various levels of governmentall of which traditionally have been the impetus for much Confidential information being passed to journalistsshow
little evidence of recession.
Functional developments within the media have also led more and more
journalists to collect information which might be of interest to law enforcement authorities. As electronic media have become the source of most peo-

ple's information about immediate, clear-cut events, the print media have
turned increasingly to "perspective" studies and investigative reporting. In
the process, print journalists have adopted sophisticated investigative techniques, including extensive use of confidential informers.
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Changes in official attitudes and practices may also have contributed to
the increased use of subpoenas against members of the press. Law enforcement and investigative agencies have been progressively strained in coping
with the magnitude of their responsibilities. A journalist who has carefully
probed official corruption or the activities of militant radicals must seem a

tempting investigative aid to these pressured officials. Moreover, many
journalists are deeply concerned over what they perceive to be growing
official antagonism to the values which underlie the First Amendment. They

see in the increased use of subpoenas a technique to harass the press, and
to emasculate its efforts at uncovering facts that officialdom would prefer to
remain unpublicized.
For these reasons, among others, the last few years have witnessed growing

and controversial resort to subpoenas to ferret out reporters' confidential
sources and information. The Supreme Court took notice of the importance
of the problem in granting certiorari in three_ typical instances where newsmen had refused to divulge information received in confidence. The facts
of the three cases illustrate the utility of promises of condentiality in investigative repbrting, as well.as the interest of law enforcement officials in
being able to penetrate such promises.
In one case, a staff reporter for the Louisville Courier-Journal wrote two
stories describing activities he had witnessed by invitation of drug users and
sellers in and around Louisville. He was subPoenaed to appear before a
state grand jury to testify about possible violations of State laws prohibiting
the sale and use of drugs.
The second case involved a television newsman-for a New Bedford, Massa-

chusetts television Ntation., assigned to report on civil disorders in New
Bedford during the summer of 1970: Sept to cover a Black Panther news
conference, he was allowed to remain inside the Panther headquarters in
New Bedford to cover a raid by the police which the Panthers expected.
However, the Panthers had required, as a conditiA' of entry, that the newsman agree not to disclose anything he saw or heard inside the headquarters,
other 'than the anticipated police raid. He stayed there for about three
hours, but the police did not raid; and the newsman submitted no report on
whay transpired in the headquarters. Two months later, a State grand jury
investigating the disorders called the newsman and asked what he had seen
hi and around the Panther headquarters.
The best known of thethree cases involved Earl Caldwell; a black reporter
for the New York Tithes assigned to investigate and report on the activities
of the Black Panthers in Oakland and San Francisco. Caldwell conducted
and taped several interviews with Black Panther leaders, and wrote several
articles in the Times about the Panthers' positions and activities. Caldwell
was subpoenaed to appear before a Federal grand jury to testify "concerning
the aims, purposes, and activities of that organization".

Each of these newsmen resisted the subpoena on First Amendment
grounds,' but their position was rejected by the Supreme Court. Branzburg
v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, decided June 29, 1972 by a 5-4 vote.
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The majority of the closely divided Court, in. an opinion authored by
Mr. justice White, viewed the compelled testimony in these cases simply as
"incidental burdening of the press," resulting from enforcement of civil or
criminal statutes of general applicability. The majority noted that citizens
generally have an obligation to tell grand juries anything they know ;Mont
commission of crimesthe sole exception being the Fifth Amendment right
of any witness'to refuse to testify about matters that might be self- incriminating.

The reporters sought a testimonial special privilege on the basis that
otherwise the flow of information from news sources preferring to remain
confidential would be significantly diminished. The Court majority responded that the actual extent to which reporters needed to promise confidentiality was not clear. Not all news sources insist on confidentiality, Mr.
Justice \\like pointed out, and most reporters are not compelled to testify
even when they have received information in confidence. Moreover, the
opinion speculated, informants who have insisted on confidentiality often
have a substantial interest in dissemination of news which would outweigh
any fear of investigation. Thus, the fear of substantial drying up of news
sources was doubted. lint, Mr. justice White argued, even if some constriction in the flow of news should occur, the public interest in investigating
and prosecuting crimes reported to the press should predominate.
A substantial aspect of the Court's skepticism about recognizing a journalists' privilege appearS to have rested on practical and theoretical difficulties. "floc reporters urged that the government at least be required to meet
three tests before compelling disclosure of confidential sources of information: (I) that there is probable cause to believe that the reporter possesses
information relevant to a specific violation of law; (2) that the information
sought cannot be obtained by alternative means from sources other than the
reporter: and (;) that there is a compelling and overriding governmental
interest in the information.
'Hie majority opinion responded that the third of these tests would require the courts to make a purely legislative policy choice. Government presumably has a compelling interest in information about the violation of any
and all of its criminal laws; courts are not in a position to weigh the value
of enforcing different criminal laws so as to choose which are important
enough to justify investigation into a reporter's confidential information.
Mr. Justice White also argued that acceptance of a reporters' privilege would

lead to undue confusion in defining who qualified for the privilegea
troublesome problem in light of the traditional doctrine that the liberty of
the press extends to pamphleteers, lecturers, and authors of every kind, as
well as professional journalists. In addition, the majority stated, whether
there is probable cause to believe a crime has been committed, or whether
the reporter has useful information which the grand jury cannot obtain elsewhere, pose extremely difficult judicial determinations.
Mr. Justice Powell, a member of the majority of five, indicated in a concurring opinion that in different circumstances the Court might recognize a
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limited journalists' privilege baied on the First Amendment. The majority
opinion of Mr. Justice White had concluded with an enigmatic suggestion
to that effect: "Official harassment of the press undertaken not for purposes
of law enforcement but to disrupt a reporter's relationship with his news
sources would hate no justification" 008 U.S. at 707-708). The majority's
hint was perhaps broadened in Mr. Justice Powell's brief concurring opinion. He emphasized "the limited nature" of the Court's holding, and stated
that no "harassment" of newsmen would be tolerated. But he went beyond
reference to harassment. judicial relief would be forthcoming, Mr. Justice
Powell suggested, if the reporter is called upon to give information bearing only a remote and tenuous relationship to the subject of the investigation, or if he has some other reason to believe that his testimony implicates
confidential source relationships without a legitimate need of law enforcement" (4o8 U.S, at 709-710).

Thus, Mr. Justice Powell seems to recognize that a journalist has an important interest in protecting confidential sources, but for him the legal context is critical to balancing this interest against society's vital interest in law
enforcement. He would demand a concrete record of Particular questions
about it specific confidential relationship before attemp,
to reconcile the

reporter's First Amendment claim and society's interest in detection and
prosecution of crime. In a footnote, NIr. justice Powell points out that
Caldwell asserted a privilege not even to appear before the grand jury unless

the Government met his three preccinditions. The Justice rejected this
assertion that the Government's authority should be thus tested at the
threshold.
If our reading of his opinion is correct, Mr. justice Powell in a future case

may join the four dissenters in upholding a journalist's claim that theFirst
Amendment justifies a refusal to disclose confidential information.
\ ;Idle a closely divided. Court'thus rejected the newsmen's general arguments that the First Amendment creates art immunity against required disclosure of information received in confidence, the Court's judgment does
not in any respect suggeSt limitations on the power of Congress to legislate a journalists' privilege. Indeed, the majority seems positively to invite
legislative consideration of the question;
"At the federal level, Congress has freedom to determine whether

a statutory newsman's privilege is necessary and desirable and to
fashion standards and rides as narrow or broad as deemed necessary
to deal with the evil discerned and, equally important, to refashion
those rules as experience from time to time may dictate" (408 U.S. at
706).

The fact that Mr. Justice Powell's concurrence suggests the Court might
recognize a journalists' privilege in a future case, on its specific facts, doeS

not lessen the appropriateness of legislation which Mr. Justice White's
opinion recognized. Even if future cases do portend some judicial protection
along the lines suggested by Mr. Justice Powell, the principles evolved would
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probably be highly particularistic, designed to deal with special situations.
No recognition of it journalists' privilege sufficiently general to make con
fidentiality reliable and predictable can be expected, in light of the Court's
position last June. Accordingly, legislative consideration of the problem
would serve a most useful function even if we have not heard the last word
front the Supreme Court.

Numerous bills have been introduced, in the last Congress and at the
opening of the present one, to create it privilege for newsmen to resist
official compulsion to divulge information received in confidence in the
course of journalistic activities. The bills vary in many respects. Some apply

only to Federal proceedings; others would create a privilege against State
authority as well. The nature of the privilege is also different front bill to
bill. Some grant an absolute privilege against compelled disclosure in all
circumstances, others in all except libel actions, and still others lift the
privilege in situations involving threats to life, espionage, foreign aggression,
or pursuant to subjective standards such as it compelling and overriding

national interest in the information". The bills are diverse in the information to which the various privileges attach. Some would make privileged

any information gathered in journalistic endeavors. The more limited
approach of other .bills is to grant the privilege only as to information
received in confidence, or ''hearsay communications". Finally, persons subject to the statutory protection are variously defined. Some bills cover only
persons employed by defined news media; others would apply to anyone
who disseminates information to the public through any medium of communication, including presumably authors, lecturers, and perhaps anyone
who hopes to be either.
In view of the diversity of the various suhstantive proposals, our analysis

will concentrate on the general questions of law and policy rather than
analyzing the bills One by one. As noted earlier, our conclusions are that
Federal legislation to create a journalists' privilege is constitutionally
authorized and would serve it valid purpose at this time, that the privilege
should be applicable against the States as well as the Federal Government,
that only professional journalists definable as such by an easily administered
test should be covered, and that the privilege should give way to certain
carefully defined investigative needs of special urgency. Each of these separate conclusions is disputable and we shall discuss them one by one. We
shall first discuss the question of Congress' constitutional power to enact a

journalists' privilege effective against the States as well as the Federal
Government, and then proceed to the policy problems posed by what form.
the privilege should take.

II. THE CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION
A. General Legislative Authority
The first constitutional question raised by the various proposals to create
a journalists' privilege concerns Congress' basic authority to legislate in the
premises, a problem which mainly arises only as to legislation which would
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restrict the States. Creation of a journalists' privilege applicable solely at
the Federal level raises no problem; Congress has plenary power over
Federal investigative processes, subject only to limitations in the Bill of
Rights. The serious question is whether Congress has constitutional power
to enact a privilege which would protect journalists from State investigative
processes.

The rationale for a legislative privilege applicable to the States would
be to protect the flow of news to a national audience against constrictions

resulting from State laws or State administrative actions. Two distinct
sources of Federal legislative power are available to effectuate such a pur-

pose. The interest in the free flow of news through interstate media of
communications falls directly within Congress' powers to regulate, protect,
and improve the channels of interstate commerce. The same interest in the
free flow of news is also one which reflects the values of the First Amend-

ment in full and unrestricted dissemination of news to the public. We
believe Congress has authority under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to enforce and protect the guarantees of the First Amendment against
State interference.
t. 'rue Congress possesses ample powers under the Commerce Clause to
protect journalists from State governmental activities which would interfere with news gathering or dissemination. It is well established in legislative and judicial precedents that institutions engaged in the dissemination
of information to the public are engaged in "commerce among the several
States", and are accordingly subject to broad Congressional regulation and
protection under Article I, section 7 and the Necessary aml Proper Clause.
Licensing of local radio and television stations under the Communications
Act of 193,1 is based on the constitutional premise that all persons engaged
in public broadcasting are engaged in or affect interstate commerce.' As for

print media, the Newspaper Preservation Act of 1970 exempts certain
activities of local newspapers from Federal antitrust regulation, which is
only applicable to activities in interstate commerce. in the "public interest
of maintaining a newspaper press editorially and reportorially independent
and competitive in all parts of the United States."2 Moreover, instances are
numerous where general regulatory statutes applicable only to activities in
or affecting interstate commerce, such as labor or antitrust laws, have been
upheld as applied to newspapers, magazines, wire services, and broadcasters.3

In broader terms, if some activity affects interstate commerce as a generality, Federal legislative power extends to all particular instances of it, and

regulation cannot be challenged because the commerce connection of the
isolated instance is de minim is or even unproven. This rule surely applies
to news dissemination as well as to loan-sharking or self-sufficient farming.4

The objection that the Commerce Clause should not be utilized except
for economic objectives, narrowly conceived, has no constitutional force.
Since the turn of the century, Congress has, with judicial approval, used
its power to regulate interstate commerce to effectuate broad notions of
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morality, social justice and the public interest.*Fhe Civil Rights Act of 1964,
outlawing racial discrimination in places of public accommodation, is prob
ably the best known recent instance of this use of the commerce power!,
We believe there is 110 serious question lint that the Commerce Clause
authorises Congress to create a newsmen's privilege effective against State
as well as Federal interference.
2. The second source of Federal legislative power pertinent to this (pies
Lion is section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Supreme Court has
held, in Katzenbach v. Morgan, 38.1 U.S. 6.1 096(1), that Congress may dis.
place State laws in order to guarantee Fourteenth Amendment rights in an
instance where the Coon would not itself invalidate the State law in (ies.
Lion. 1Vhile the Federal legislation involved in Morgan implemented equal
protection rights, there is no basis, either in theory or in the language of
set Lion 5 defining Congress' power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment,
for denying Congress parallel power to enforce the Due Process Claim'
against the States. Since First Amendment freedoms have long been incor
pirated into the Due Process Clause, Congress presumably has power under
Alorott to displace State laws which it finds to infringe freedom of speech
or of the press, even if those State laws would not be struck down by the
SLII)rettle Court under tile First Amendolelll.
How much of the Morgan rationale has survived the Court's decision in
the 18-year-old vote case, Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 0970, is uncertain. In that case, the Court refused to uphold Congressional authority to
enfranchise 18. Lo 21-yearolds in contravention of State law, rejecting the
theory that Congress was thereby "enforcing" the provisions of the Equal
Protection Clause. However, that exercise of congressional power went far
afield from the protection of "discrete and insular minorities" which is the

central tradition of the Equal Protection Clause. Legislation to create a
journalists' privilege, by contrast, surely lies near the heart of .the values
protected by the First Amendment. Factual doubts about the constrictive
effect of press subpoenas on confidential sources led the Court to reject the
claim of a constitutional newsmen's privilege. A different factual premise
by Congress, resting on its different investigative and intuitive capabilities,
should be respected by the Court as the basis for legislative acceptance of
the privilege.
1Ve believe, accordingly, that the cnforcenuent power of the Fourteenth
Amendment is, like the Commerce Clause, a suitable source of authority for
Federal privilege legislation which displaces contrary State laws. Of course.
any qualified Federal privilege applicable to the States need not, and should

not, be fully preemptive in the strict sense of preventing the States from
according greater protection if they wish to do so by more sweeping State
taws.

B. The Problems of Legislative Classification
The second set of constitutional questions about Congress' power to legislate a journalists' privilege concerns whether any guarantees of the First and
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Fifth Amendments impose impossible definitional requirements which
would undermine the inevitable classifications which legislation would draw.

In Branzburg, Mr. justice White's opinion for the majority rejected the
atgutnents for a privilege in part because of what he saw as potential difficulties of definition and application:
"The administration of a constitutional newsman's privilege would
present practical and conceptual difficulties of a high order. Sootier
or later, it would be necessary to define those categories of newsmen
who qualified for the privilege, a questionable procedure in light of

the traditional doctrine that liberty of the press is the right of the
lonely pamphleteer who uses carbon paper or a mimeograph just
as much as of the large metropolitan publisher who utilizes the latest
photocomposition methods.... The infortnative hinction asserted by
representatives of the organized press in the p.esent cases is also performed by lecturers, political pollsters, novelists, academic re-

searchers, and dramatists. Almost any author may quite accurately
assert that he is contributing to the flow of information to the public,
that he relies on confidential sources of information, and that these
sources will be silenced if he is forced to make disclosures before a
grand jury" (4o8 U.S. at 7o3-o5).

Despite Mr. Justice White's rather clear invitation for legislation, soyie
have concluded from his catalogue of the difficulties of limiting a journalists'

privilege that the Supreme Court might not be hospitable to legislation,
which would necessarily have to draw sonic of these lines. See, e.g., Norman

E. Isaacs, Beyond the Caldwell Decision, Columbia journalism Review,
September, 972, at 20. We believe such fears misunderstand the Court's
rationale. Mr. Justice White was speaking of the difficulty of administering
"a constitutional newsman's privilege," that is, one promulgated by the
judiciary, under the constraints of principled adjudication. The problem
which Mr. Justice White saw in the creation of a journalists' privilege is
that which constitutional lawyers have termed the "under- inclusive classification": Will not others than those granted the privilege plausibly claim
the appropriateness of being similarly treated? Such an arguinent is a powerful one when erected to the courts in the. application of a constinitional

mandate; equality or, as sonic have called it, "neutrality" of principle is
surely essential to proper judicial action. But such a requirement of consistency is not imposed on the legislative process:
. . a statute aimed at
what is deemed an evil, and hitting it presumably where experience shows
it to be most felt, is not to be upset by thinking up and enumerating other
instances to which it might have been applied equally well, so far as the
court can see." Keokee ConSolidated Coke Co. v. Taylor, 234 U.S. 224, 227
(1914).

Judicial tolerance for a piecemeal legislative approach to a general problem is not restricted to old cases or to economic or social regulations not
deemed to involve civil liberties. Katzenbach v. Morgan, supra, the leading
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modern decision dealing with Congress' power to legislate in aid of the in.

dividual liberties guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendtneia, expressly
approved all under-inclusive classification. The Court upheld legislation
eliminating English literacy requirements for non-1 iiglish.speaking citizens
educated in American -flag schools where English was not the primary Ian

page, a statute which in practice enfranchised only persons educated in
Puerto Itko. The statute was challenged because it did not grant relief to
other citizens educated in Spanish-speaking schools which did not happen
to fly the American flag. Even though the source of Congressional power to

enact the provisions was the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, where one might expect to have found implicit the most
stringent requirement of legislative consistency, the Supreme Court alfintled
traditional principles of legislative flexibility:

.. in deciding the constitutional propriety of the limitations in
such a reform measure we are guided by the familiar principles that
.. :reform may take one step at a time, addressing itself to the phase

of the problem which seems most acute to the legislative mind "'
(38.1 U.S. at 657)

Congress is not completely free of constitutional restraints in deciding
who should be given the benefit of a journalists' privilege. Congress could
not legislate protection in a manner which discriminated among journalists

or the media on the basis of content. Size of circulation or longevity of
employment relationships with the media are examples of standards which

should not be used in legislating a privilege because they would tend to
exclude, for example, the "underground" press. On the other hand, we
believe Congress may properly insist on such elements as a current employment relationship with some medium of communication characterized by

periodic publication, or a past record of publication in periodic media.
Congress is free to decide that among the large category of reporters, novelists, scholars, teachers, and pamphleteers who could plausibly assert some
claim to the privilege, certain occupational groups have an especially press-

ing need if the flow of information to the public is to be protected in its
most significant, or vulnerable, aspects. There may indeed be much practical
justification for such an approach where legislation moves into an area for
the first time:

"The 'piecemeal' approach to a general problem, permitted by
under-inclusive classifications, appears justified when it is considered
that legislation dealing with such problems is usually an experimental
matter. It is impossible to tell how successful a particular approach
may be, what evasions might develop, what new evils might be gen-

erated in the attempt to treat the old. Administrative expedients
must be forged and tested. Legislators, recognizing these factors, inay

wish to proceed cautiously, and courts must allow them to do so."
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Eussman and tenBrock, "The Equal Protection of the Laws," Selected Essays on Gonttittaional Law, p. 795 (West, HAI),

Whether a piecemeal approach would represent the better part of legisImive wisdom in this instance is another matter, which we deal with in the
next section; we are concerned here only to dispel any doubts that a narrow
statute would bud difficult sledding in the courts. No constitutional barriers
exist to limit Congress' reasonable discretion in drawing lines which would
qualify the privilege by limiting it to those classes of persons whom Congress

regards as most in need of legislative protection in the interest of full and
unfettered dissemination of news to the public.

III. GENERAL QUESTIONS OF LEGISLATIVE POLICY
We believe the most important questions of policy presented by the proposals to create a journalists' privilege are as follows:
i) Is there it need for legislative protection; and, if so, should legislation

be applicable only at the FeJeral level, or shOuld it cover the States
as well?

2) To what information should a privilege attach?
3) Should a privilege defer to certain special investigative needs?
4) Xho should be able to claim the protection of a statutory privilege?
While these policy questions are substantially interrelated, and the conclusions reached as to any one will have an important bearing on analysis of
the others, it will be helpful to consider them singly for purposes of analysis.
The Need for Legislation and Its Appropriate Coverage
The need for a statutory privilege is difficult to assess because the facts
concerning journalists' reliance on confidential information and the adverse
impact of actual or threatened subpoenas are to a large degree spectilative.
Precise empirical clans on these matters will in the nature of things never be
available; the more extreme protestations of journalists and prosecutors.
must both be taken with a grain of salt. In the end, the question of need
1.

must necessarily be resolved by the educated intuition of experienced
Icgisla tors.

The mil, careful empirical investigation as yet undertaken suggests that
promises ut confidentiality are frequently utilized by many journalists. Professor Vincent Blasi of Michigan Law School surveyed 975 working journal-

ists from all media with respect to a variety of questions about press
subpoenas. The newsmen in the survey reported average reliance on confidential sources for about one-quarter to One-third of all stories, with heavier
reliance on confidenti2I sources among more experienced reporters. Blasi,
Press Subpoenas: An Empirical and Legal Analysis, p. 22. Not surprisingly,
stories about government operations involved the heaviest use of confidential sources, with-something over one-third of the stories affected. Id. at 26.
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The medium which made greatest use of confidential sources was newsweeklies, affecting between one-third and one-half of the stories.
As for the adverse impact of actual or threatened subpoenas, Professor
Blasi found that about 8% of his respondents reported that their coverage
of a particular story within the past 18 months had been adversely affected
by the possibility of being subpoenaed. His findings, however, do suggest
that the recent surge Of press subpoenas "has generated among newsmen a
great deal of resentment, recrimination, and suspicion toward the Government. It has also generated widespread fears among reporters that their
" 1d, at .1 I. Blasi's findings on this point, it should be
sources will 'dry
emphasized, were collected prior to the Supreme Court's decision, Blasi
found journalists virtually unanimous that nothing would have a more
detrimental impact on source relationships than an adverse decision in the
Caldwell case. 'I-he Supreme Court's decision has doubtless increased the
difficulty of acquiring confidential information, as a result of the attendant
publicity and imprimatur of the Court, and reporters Iconic' now presumably he even more negative about the impact of subpoenas.
While journalistic and social trends may have bolstered the case in favor
of a statutory journalists' privilege, it is equally the case that general trends
in the law of evidence arc moving against recognition of such a privilege. In
this modern tendency, evidence law may be thought to reflect the restrictive
views of Professor Wigmore towards all privileges:
"There must be good reason, plainly shown, for their existence. lit
the interest of developing scientifically the details of the various rec

ognized privileges, judges and lawyers are apt to forget this'exceptional nature. The presumption against their extension is not
observed in spirit. The trend of the (lay is to expand them as if they
were large and fundamental principles, worthy of pursuit into the
remotest analogies. This attitude is an unwholesomeone, Ihe investigation of truth and the enforcement of testimonial duty demand the
restriction, not the expansion, of these privileges. They should be
recognized only within the narrowest limits required by principle.
Every step beyond these limits helps to provide, without any real
necessity, an obstacle to the administration of justice." Wigmore, 8
Evidence §2 192.3.

In this spirit, the proposed Federal Rides of Evidence restrict existing
privileges and make no provision for a journalists' privileges. See Rules 501
el seq.

In light of this overall tendency away from privilege in the law of evidence, it is not surprising that the Supreme Court rejected a journalists'
privilege resting on constitutional interpretation and judicial rule.making,
As McCormick put it twenty years ago, "The development of judge-made
privileges halted a century ago. The manifest destiny of evidence law is a
progressive lowering of the barriers to truth." McCormick, Evidence §85.
Since evidence law is increasingly unsympathetic to privileges, and even the
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traditional attorney-client and inter-spousal privileges arc regarded as dubious exceptions, we believe Congress should look directly to the specific
policy questions raised by a journalists' privilege, and not attempt to reason
by analogy to traditional evidentiary privileges. Even if analogies could be
drawn, their force as justifications would still be questioned by the many
judges and practitioners who view the traditional privileges with skepticism.
The considerations Congress should weigh are the adverse impact of the
present subpoena threat upon the flow of useful information to the public,
as compared with the impediments to official investigations which different
statutory privileges would create. If Congress concludes that one of these
interests, as a general matter, very substantially outweighs the other, then
its response should be either to legislative sweeping privilege or to provide
no statutory protection whatever. If, on the other hand, Congress sliould
conclude that both interests are substantial and worthy of recognition, it
should attenipt by statute to reconcile the two interests in some fashion, by
protecting each interest when it is most compelling, while allowing it to be
overcome when it is relatively less in jeopardy. Failure to enact any statute
is to leave the official investigative interest dominant as a matter of law in
all circumstances; the public interest in maximum dissemination of news
left to the discretion of prosecuting and other investigative officials.
While we respect the need for broad official investigative powers, we believe the existing complete absence Of any journalists' privilege unduly
subordinates the First Amendment. values in giving the public access to
information which, as a practical matter. may not be forthcoming without
some protection from compelled disclosure. It should be remembered also
that an accepted canon of journalists' ethics is nondisclosure of confidential
sources. Several reporters have already demonstrated their willingness to go
to jail rather than bow to official demands for confidential information. The
futility of the contempt power, in circumstances where wide public sympathy may lie with the recalcitrant reporter, is not in our opinion a helpful
symbol of the legitimacy of investigative processes. We thus suPport a legislative journalists' privilege in some circumstances. At the same time, we do
not believe an absolute privilege is called for, since there are compelling
instances in which official truth-seeking processes should have primacy even'

at the expense of inhibiting the public's "right to know."
Assuming the need for some statutory protection, the first major question
of policy for Congress is whether both the Federal Government and the
Slates should be bound by whatever privilege is enacted. Recent events suggest that the primary need for a journalists' privilege exists at the State level,

although a statute would serve some important objectives at the Federal
level as well.

In August 100, in response to strong press reaction to numerous Justice
Department subpoenas to journalists such as Earl Caldwell, the Attorney
General issued guidelines designed to reconcile the legitimate.interests of
Ow press and of Federal law enforcement. 'These guidelines provide that no

subpoena will issue without prior negotiation with the affected member of
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the press, and if negotiation fails, then only with the express authorization
of the Attorney General. The standards for the Attorney General's approval
require: (i) There is sufficient evidence of a crime from non press sources
("the Department does not approve of utilizing the press as a springboard
for investigations"); (2) the information sought must be "essential to a successful investigation": (3) the Government 1111151 have unsuccessfully at-

tempted to get the information front alternative non-press sources;

(.f)

subpoenas should generally issue only to verify published information, anal
"great caution" should be exercised with respect to subpoenas for unpublished information or where confidentiality is alleged; (5) even subpoenas
for published information should be "treated with care" because newsmen

have encountered harassment On the grounds that information collected
will be available to the Government; and (6) subpoenas should be directed
to specific informaticm.
As of last fall, in the two years the guidelines had been in effect only seven

subpoenas had been approved by the Attorney General. I11 Congressional
.earings last fall none of the spokesmen for privilege legislation could point
to a single instance of subpoena abuse by the justice Department since the
guidelines. See Hearings before Subcommittee No. 3 of the House Judiciary
Committee. At those hearings, the Justice Department opposed die passage
of any qualified privilege as unhecussary in view of the guidelines. See id.,
Statement of Assistant Attorney General Roger Crannon, p. 21. We are not
aware of any developments since that time which would indicate that the
impact of the guidelines has changed.
There are, nonetheless, two valuable purposes at the Federal level which
could be accomplished by legislation. First, the Attorney General's guidelines do not limit the issuance of subpoenas in connection with administrative or legislative investigations, or in private lawsuits. The ''Selling of the
Pentagon" controversy suggests the dangers of unnecessary subpoenas
issuing from Congressional committees, and administrative subpoenas are
more nunierous and potentially more damaging to journalists. Moreover,

the Attorney General's guidelines, while a praiseworthy restriction of
prosecutorial power, are subject to change at any time. And even if the
guidelines remain in force, they lodge ultimate discretion in the Attorney
General rather than providing, as a qualified statutory privilege would, for
disinterested judicial review. The guidelines are necessarily flexible, and
their administration could vary greatly depending on the sympathies of
different Attorneys General, Iti stun, a statutory privilege at the Federal
level would add both scope and security to the protection of journalists from
conqiulsory disclosures.

It is at the State level that recent events suggest the greatest need lies. All
but one of the recent publicized cases of actual or threatened incarceration
of newsmen have been for refusing to disclose confidential information in
the face of State investigative demands. While some twenty States now have
some form of statutory privilege on the books, journalists in most States are
without any protection. Moreover, even in States which have passed "shield"
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laws, judges have proved zealously adept at finding loopholes which allow

reporters to be held in contempt despite apparent statutory protection.
William Farr's incarceration, for example, rested on the curious theory that
because. he was not currently employed as a journalist when asked to identify
his confidential source, he was not covered by the State shield law even
though he was a regular journalist when he got the story.

The disruptive effect of State compulsions to testify is not limited to
journalistic investigations and reporting only about matters of local interest.
The communications media are of course nation-wide. Even the most local
news organs are reviewed by interstate media for information of 'general
interest. Full disclosure of newsworthy matters of national significance may
well depend on confidential information gathering which could be hamk
pered by State subpoenas. This is typically the case with respect to reporting

about dissident groups or even certain kinds of local government misbehavior which may violate some Federal statute or administrative regulation,
or otherwise be of national interest. Given the wide sweep of basic State
criminal jurisdiction, lunch confidential information about matters of national import may not be passed to journalists because of fears about State
investigative processes.

Thus, we conclude that an important need for a journalists' privilege
exists at the State level, and that the basic Federal interest in full dissemination of information of national significance justifies a Federal statute which
limits State as well as Federal subpoena powers. We recognize the value of
local responsibility for law enforcement, but we believe the national interest

in this situation justifies a statute of national applicability. The most
significant State investigative interests can be taken into account in the
qualifications which, in our view, should limit the force of any statutory
privilege.
2.

'qua Information Should Be Privileged?

We believe that protection of reporters' confidential source relationships
should be the key element in defining what information comes within a
statutory newsmen's privilege. Protection of the identity of sources will contributein some cases, at least, will be essentialto the willingness of sources
to give information to the press, and the securing of newsworthy informa-

tion that would otherwise be unavailable lies at the heart of the public
interest in full news dissemination which justifies subordination of governmental investigative requirements.
On the other hand, an absolute protection for journalists from testimonial
obligations seems to us not warranted. Reporters should of course be available to testify about all non-journalistic activities. As for information collected in the course of journalistic activities, we believe no privilege should
attach except for information received under a promise of confidentiality,

and even then the privilege should not apply to information which has
been published.
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Where a journalist is an active participant in criminal activity, in the sense
of aiding and abetting as opposed to mere observance, or where he engages

in private activities relevant to civil litigation, we believe no serious case
can be made for a privilege. A harder case is where a journalist witnesses
events in public in the course Of journalistic investigations, such as the reporter assigned to observe a violent demonstration. Subjecting the newsman
to compulsory disclosure ill such a case may inhibit his capacity to cover
similar events in the future, as is attested by recent incidents where newsworthy lawbreakers smashed cameras or otherwise prevented newsmen from

recording information for fear that the records would be turned over to law
enforcement authorities. Notwithstanding this kind of harassment, which
has sonic adverse effect on newsgathering capacity, we believe no privilege
should attach to information witnessed in public, where 110 element of confidentiality is present. The investigative value of reporters' eye-witness

testimony will generally be high. And while reporters' capacity to cover
public events call be subject LO haraSgMellL, such actions, in die nature of
things, will rarely cause coverage to be completely suppressed.
Hopefully, law enforcement officials will recognize that calling reporters
even for eyewitness testimony as to public events can result ill reprisals and,
in the pattern of the Attorney General's guidelines, not compel this sort of
testimony except for good cause. No statutory protection, however, seems
warranted LO us. The obligation to testify about public events, however,
should -hot trench on confidential relationships, and therefore should not
apply to situations from which the reporter could have been excluded:

.. a newsman would have to testify as to his observations of
demonstrations on city streets, but woidd not be required to disclose
information relating to a meeting of a dissident group which could
have excluded him from the meeting and which admitted him only
because he promised to keep the proceedings off-the-record." Note,
Reporters and Their Sources, 8o Yale L.J. 317, 368 (197o).

We believe no privilege should attach to confidential information which
is published or broadcast, and reporters should be subject to compulsory
process for the purpose of verifying under oath the accuracy of published
material in a situation where the accuracy of the story is properly in issue.
The publication exception most be precise, however; reporters should not
be required to testify as to any confidential information not actually published, such as the identity of an anonymous source of published informa-

tion. Nor do we intend to suggest that it would be proper to institute
c,riminal or investigative proceedings directed against the press, to establish

the truth or falsity of published material.
Thus, the three general categories of information to which no privilege
should attach, in our view, are a reporter's non-professional activities, facts
observed hi the coverage of public events, and information z:ctuany pub lished whether received in confidence or not.

.
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The essence of a statutory privilege should be protection of confidential
source relationships, and we believe all confidential information should be
treated as equally worthy of protection. The main distinction sometiines
made here is between die identity of confidential .sources and the informatitm which they impart. Professor Blasi found that more than 9o°', of the
reporters surveyed believed protection of identity was more inqmrtant than
protection of contents. lihisi,v/pra at
However, virtually all the reporters
felt that both categories of confidential knowledge should be privileged if

investigative reporting was not to be disrupted. While the identity of
sources may be the most sensitive confidence in the hands of a reporter, the
contents of confidential information could often provide investigative leads
to the source. Thus, we urge inclusion of the contents of coin dential communications within a statutory privilege.0
3.

.SrOpr Of the Privilege

11'ith respect to a privilege aimed at protecting confidential relationships.
the question arises whether qualifications are appropriate in exceptional
circumstances. Nlany of the privilege bills introduced in the last session

contained exceptions for investigations of great public importance. For
example, S.3932 (of the 92d Congress) qualified the privilege if an official
"demonstrated it compelling and overriding national interest in the information." Other proposals were more specific. S.1311. for example, lifted
the privilege if at court determined "that there is substantial evidence that
disclosure of the information is required to prevent a threat to human life,

espionage, or foreign aggression." In addition, some bills would lift the
privilege as to allegedly defamatory information receivd itt confidence,
where the defendant in a civil action for defamation asserts a defense based
on the source of such information.
We support carefully defined exceptions to a journalists' privilege to deal
with situations of special investigative urgency, so long as the information
sought by the investigator is not available from alternative sources. Under
no circumstances should a reporter be compelled to breach a confidence
where the investigative need could be satisfied by evidence from a different
source.

:\ general subjective exception, in the manlier of S3932, however, seems
to us unsatisfactory in imposing on the courts all obligation to decide an
amorphous question without guidelines. When a similar .argument was
made in the Branzburg case that such a judicial responsibility was implicit
in the First Amendment, Mr. Justice White responded for the Court:
. by considering whether enforcement of a particular law served

a 'compelling' governmental interest, the courts would be inextricably involved in distinguishing between the value of enforcing differ-

ent criminal laws. By requiring testimony from a reporter in
investigations involving some crimes but not in others, they would
be making a value judgment that a legislature had declined to make,

93-474 0 - 73 - 46
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since in each case the criminal law involved would represent a considered legislative judgment, not constitutionally suspect, of what
conduct is liable to criminal prosecution" (408 U.S. at 705.706).

What specific statutory exceptions to the privilege are justified? As for
civil litigation, libel suits present a justifiable occasion for lifting a statutory privilege where a defendant relics on a confidential source as the basis
for his defense. Under New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 25.1 0 9(i.l).
and its progeny, it plaintiff in virtually every libel suit against the press must
prove knowledge of falsity or'"reckless disregard of the truth." Moreover,
the proof of reckless disregard has been held to require a showing "that the

defendant in fact entertained serious doubts as to the truth of his publication."

?Mint V.77honrpsuil, 390 U.S. 727, 73 (1!)fi8). Given these stringent

requirements, Professor Blasi is no doubt correct in concluding that recognition of a journalists' privilege in libel suits would make recovery under
the reckless disregard standard virtually impossible. Blasi, suprit at 229. We
do not believe that privilege legislation should further insulate the press
front civil liability for reckless or malicious libel.
Other than defamation actions, civil litigation does not present appropriate occasions for exceptions to a journalists' privilege. Indeed, the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals has upheld on First Amendment grounds ti reporter's refusal to clivulge'a confidential source at the behest of a civil rights
class action plaintiff. The court regarded the Bra nzburg decision as limited
to grand jury subpoenas, and concluded that civil judicial proceedings did
not present a similar "rare overriding and compelling interest" which should
overcome the First Amendment value of protecting confidentiality. Baker
v. F. F. /7/vestment, Docket No. 72-1413 (decided December 7, 1972). We
agree with the Second Circuit that civil litigation generally does not present

a justifiable basis for overriding a journalists' privilege. Except for the
generic exception of libel actions, the occasional specific exceptions do not
scent to us worth the trouble of requiring courts to litigate civil case press
subpoenas on a case-by-case basis, under a general standard.
As for criminal investigations, we agree in general with the exceptions of
S.1311 of the last Congress, Prevention of foreign_ aggression and espionage

seem to us obvious overriding concerns, at least if the legislation makes
clear that the latter is limited .to the usual conception of clandestine transmission of information to foreign agents and_ not public dissemination
through the publication of government secrets. Prevention of a threat to
human life in the future also seems to us a compelling basis for overriding
the First Amendment interest in protection of confidentiality, except that
we would require the threat he directed to specific lives (though not nieces.
sitrily identified by name), to prevent the privilege from being overridden
whenever an investigation can point to apocalyptic rhetoric of dissident
groups.

We believe also that the privilege should be overcome in the interest of
solving past crimes of a particularly serious nature. Investigation of murder
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C ins an appropriate exception to a statutory privilege. We suggest that
Congress consider whether other crimes involving egregious risks of death,
such as arson of an occupied building, skyjacking, or kidnapping might be

appropriate exceptions to a statutory privilege even when no death has
resulted. Additional crimes of extreme seriousness can be added to the ex-

cepted list, but obviously the value of the privilege in First Amendment
terms will be diminished if the list is unduly enlarged. Each situation considered for an exception should present a strong social justification for
complete official investigation, while at the same time being sufficiently
definite to avoid the creation of loopholes which would erode the privilege.
In the area of crimes of governmental corruption or malfeasance, on the
other hand, where journalism based on confidential sources has frequently
served as the most effective means of exposure, we believe the privilege too
important to the public interest for the creation of any exceptions in favor
of official investigations.

The appropriate scope of a journalists' privilege at the trial stage of
criminal proceedings poses problems of exceeding difficulty. The right of a
criminal defendant to compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favor is of constitutional dimension under the Sixth Amendment, reflecting
the paramount value we attach to protecting innocent persons from conviction.7 While the interest of the prosecutor in fullest access to testimony
at criminal trials is not of constitutional dimension, it is nonetheless of the
highest social importance. In proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, the
prosecutor may, in unusual but conceivable circumstances, have need to
negate exculpatory hypotheses by evidence not obtainable except by breaching a journalists' privilege. In such a situation, the prosecutor's interest in
overcoming the privilege at trial would be more compelling than his interest in calling the newsman before the grand jury in similar circumstances,

in light of the much stricter. burdens of proof on the prosecutor at trial.
Thus, we believe that compulsory process at criminal trials, whether in behalf of the prosecution or the defense, should overcome the journalists'
privilege, so long as the instigating party can satisfy the condition, which
should apply to all exceptions to the privilege, that there is no available
alternative source for the stone evidence. Appropriate procedures to be
fohowed in judging whether this condition is inet, and whether the testimony at issue is privileged in the first instance, which may or may not re-

quire in camera determinations' by the trial judge, would parallel those
suggested in such opinions as United Slates v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 8 -i t
(11153);

Environmental Protection Agency v. Mink, 41 Law Week 4201, 4207

(Jan. 22, 1973),

To Irhom Should the Privilege Extend?
One of the most troubling questions concerning a journalists' privilege
for confidential source relationships is who should be able to claim its
I.

protection. The Supreme Court, as we have seen, regarded this issue as pos-

ing serious constitutional problems for a judicial privilege grounded in
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the First Amendment. As we have tried earlier to make clear, Congress is
not similarly hedged in by constitutional difficulties in determining to whom
a statutory privilege should extend. Legislatures are free to draw lines in
statutes in order to meet social problems at their most serious or expedient
points. The basic question of legislative policy nonetheless remains.
We believe the initial legislation should enter this sensitive area cautiously, leaving open the possibility of broadening the reach of the privilege
at a later date in the light of further experience.
Obviously, the statutory, privilege should cover anyone regularly employed in a newsgathering or disseminating capacity by any newspaper, wire
service, periodical, broadcasting station or network. Free-lance professional
journalists should also be covered, provided their professional status is
established by a showing of prior publication or broadcast of their materials
in one of the covered media. We believe Congress should go farther than a
regular employment relation or prior experience, and protect anyone clearly
associated with an established medium of communication in connection
with the journalistic story for which he claims the privilege. This would include free-lancers Who, though not having the professional experience referred to above, could demonstrate sonic tangible connection with a medium
of news dissemination. Potential journalists working without a contract on
their first stories would ?rot be covered, but this gap in the protection of
some confidential sources seems well worth the administrative convenience
and protection of official investigatory powers inherent in having some
definite limits on the reach of the privilege.
A vexing problem is what should be considered a medium of news disseminatio, for purposes of establishing an employment relation or other
connection. Professor Blasi suggests that one requirement for such a medium
be some element of periodicity"continuing publication [including broadcasting] at more-or-less regular intervals." Blasi, supra at 268. This would
prevent witnesses from altering their immediate behavior to achieve statutory protection. Such a requirement might exclude the upstart publication,
but again the cost seems worth the gain of providing relatively clear limits
on the reach of the privilege.
Extending the statute to cover all free-lancers, authors, scholars, lecturers,
pamphleteers, etc: not only would complicate its administration but would
involve Congress in making findings on First Amendment claims that are
less clear, and perhaps different in nature, than those involving professional
journalists and the press media.
February r, 1973.
Respectfully submitted,
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Individual views of Mr. Gordon are set forth following the footnotes. Mr.
Morelli° dissents, believing that a factual basis for a journalists' privilege has not
demonstrated the need for legislation at this time.

FOOTNOTES
,17 U.S.C.

2 15 U.S.C.§i8oi.
3 See, e.g.,

Mabee v. White Plains Publishing Co., 327 U.S. 178 (19.16); Lorain

Journal Co. v. United States, 3.12 U.S. 143 (1951).
4 Perez v. United States, 4o2 U.S. 146 (1971); Wichard v. Fithian, 317 U.S. 111
(1912).

5.12 U.S.C. :mow; see Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 2,11
(196.0.

1; In addition to protection of confidential source relationships, a separate and
difficult question is whether, in general, reporters should be protected from sub
poenas duces tecum to produce notes, tapes, films, photographs, first drafts, etc.,
covering information as to which no testimonial privilege would lie. Here the issues
do not relate to the protection of sources, and consequent enhancement of availability of information to the public, but rather to the journalist's own interest, and
that of his medium, in being able to make editorial decisions free of governmental
scrutiny or second-guessing. Likewise, the issues on the prosecutor's side relate not
to undisclosed information so much as to the probative force of tangible evidence

as against testimony by the reporter. While the issues are serious, and in sonic
aspects may
6Ive the very fundamental First Amendment value of editorial
freedom, we believe this subject should be separated for legislative consideration
from the question of a privilege based on confidential source relationships.
7 The recently-revised Rule 17 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
authorizes compulsory process to secure witnesses in his behalf if the defendant
can, in the words of Professor Wright, show that his request "is not frivolous."
t Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure, Criminal, y272 at 5.10 (19179).

INDIVIDUAL VIEWS OF MURRAY A. CORDON
I am in agreement with the major components of the Committee's report, but
I feel constrained to note two items of disagreement:
1.

I do not believe that any exceptions to the reporter's privilege should be

'allowed on the basis of the nature of the subject matter of an official investigation.
The exceptions proposed by the report are based upon the assumption that the
necessities of law enforcement in the instance of cer'lin serious crimes should override the First Amendment considerations which
derlie the privilege. I believe
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that the privilege furthers rather than conflicts with law enfoicement obirtti%es.
The reporter's privilege facilitates access to information, and this would in( link
information concerning threatened or past (lines which would presumably he
otherwise unavailable; indeed, the lack of other available information is the con
dition which the Committee report imposes upon the disallowance of the privilege.
In this view, the privilege, by facilitating the publication of otherwise unavailable
information concerning threatened or past crimes serves to provide persons threat
cited, law enforcement officials, and the public with warning as to threatened
crimes and leads as to past crimes which would otherwise not come to their alien.
don. The net effect, in the described circumstances, is the furtherance of rather
than interference with law enforcement objectives.
2.
I am obliged to disagree with the Committee's recommendation
substantially to eliminate the newsmen's privilege at the trial stage of criminal
proceedings. I ant not persuaded that the public interest in every prosecution is
greater than the public interest in every (act finding process inherent in legislative
or grand jury investigations. If there is an overriding public interest or constitn
timed imperative in snstaining the newsmen's privilege in the latter case. then that
interest is equally compelling in a criminal prosecution. The suggestion in the
report that the privilege he allowed in a criminal prosecution where the prosecutor
cannot demonstrate the lack of other available alternative sources for the evidence
to he adduced is not an effective safeguard since it is difficult to conceive of a defendant who will undertake to demonstrate the existence of such other evidence,
nor can the witness reasonably be expected to do so, and the prosecutor obviously
will decline to present such other proof. The effective consequence of the Com-

mittee's recommendation in this respect is to authorize the disallowance of the
privilege wherever a prosecutor deems fit to question a reporter.
MURRAY A. GORDON
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Replies received from Attorneys General of States of :
Alabama
Missouri
Arkansas
Montana
California
New Hampshire
Colorado
New /siexico
Connecticut
New York
Delaware
North Carolina
Georgia
North Dakota
Hawaii
Ohio
Idaho
Orejon
Illinois
Rhode Island
Kansas
Tennessee
Kentucky
Texas
Louisiana
Vermont
Maine
Virginia
Maryland
Washington
Michigan
West Virginia
Minnesota
Wyoming
MENtonANDUE FOR ARTEUR B. HANSON

Re: Responses of State Attorneys General To Inquiry Re Confrontations Be-

tween Press and State Governmental Investigative Bodies
I have reviewed the 34 responses to your letter dated January 24, 1973 to the

State Attorneys General regarding confrontations between the press and
investigative bodies in their states, and their views upon the ANPA newsman's
privilege proposed bill. I have classified the responses into the following categories :

1. Not aware of any incidences concerning problems which may have arisen
between the press and the various state governmental investigative bodies of

their state :
Arkansas
Colorado
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Louisiana

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Montana
New York

North Carolina (letter referred to legal
counsel for N.C. Newspaper Publishers Association.)
North Dakota
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia

2. Reference to state court cases in their state :
(a) Alabama: Ea, party Sparrow, 14 F.R.D. 351 N.D. Ala. (1053). Motion by

plaintiff, whose civil action for libel had heen instituted in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York. to compel newspaperman
whose deposition wasbeing taken, at the instance of plaintiff, in Birmingham,
Alabama, to disclose the sources of information which lie had supplied to defendant-publisher of the alleged libelous matter. The District Court, Lynne, J.,
held that the newspaperman who had invoked Alabama statute granting privilege

against disclosure of sources of information published in a newspaper, would
not be compelled to disclose his sources of information. Motion denied.
(b) California: William Farr case.
(c) Kentucky: Bravzbury v. Hap, 33 L.Ed 2d 026 (1972).
(d) Maryland: Lightman v. Stat, 294 A. 2d 149. (Md. Sp. App.) aff'd. per curiam
No. 233 (Md. App. Oct. 7, 1972) (Petition for Writ of Certorari filed). A shop-

keeper of a pipe store. gave on-the-scene information to a reporter which

revealed her complicity in illegal marijuana activities and, the court held that
her identity was not protected by the Maryland Newsmen's Privilege Statute.
(e) Oregon: State v. Buchanan, 250 Or. 244, 430 P. 2d 729 (1988) cert. den.
392 U.S. 905. Supreme Court of Oregon held that freedom of the press did not
give a newspaper reporter the constitutional right to preserve the anonymity
of' an informer before a county grand jury investigating the use of marijuana.
The decision was based upon the rationale that a court could not constitutionally
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grant a special privilege to "newsgathers" without defining the membership of
that class and that by so doing, freedom of the press might be infringed as to
those persons not included within the class. However, the court declined to
decide whether the Constitution forbids the lcpislative enactment of reasonable
privileges to withhold evidence.
(f) Tennessee: Within the at two or three months, a news reporter, Harry
Thornton of WDEFTV in Chattanooga, who had conducted a talk show, was

cited for contempt and jailed for several hours for refusing to disclose the

identity of a grand juror who accused the grand jury of conducting a whitewash

as to their investigation of a local judge. The matter was not pursued at the
appellate level because it become moot.

(g) Texas: Two instances of attempts to block the free flow of information
were reported last year.
1. An editor and his reporter were ordered by an Arkansas judge (Arkansas
isacross the street from the town where the newspaper is located) not to pub -'
lish the story that the first of two men being tried in a rape case had been found
guilty. The editor printed the gory and the judge found them guilty of contempt
of court and gave them a 60-day jail sentence and a $250.00 finesuspended. On
appeal, the Arkansas State Supreme Court overruled the judge's contempt order.
2. In Corpus Christi last year, an attorney for a person found guilty of

a police officer filed a motion for a new trial and asked for the negatives of
photographs which the Corpus Christi Caller - Times' photographer had taken

around and outside of the court. The trial judge supported the request (although
he later said he wished that he had not), but the newspaper refused to provide
the negatives. The newspaper ceased to resist the subpoena.
3. Responses favoring newsmen's privilege legislation :

(a) Connecticut: Attorney General Killian is in favor of the right of a newsman to protect his sources because he feels that the news media is the "most
effective shield ever devised for protection of the people's right to know". He is
in favor of protecting a confidential communication made to a newsman in his
professional capacity because "they very process of public information will stop
if confidentiality can be destroyed by any government official's whim". He is,
therefor, suprrting the enactment of a shield law In Connecticut which would
providethat no professional newsman will he subject to contempt for refusing to
identify his news sources. (See remarks of Attorney General Robert K. Killian
for the New Haven County Junior Bar Association Graduate's Club, January 15, 1973, and statement before Judiciary Committee of Connecticut State
Legislature on January 31, 1973.)
(b) Ifainc: Not aware of any problems in the State of Maine. Occasional minor

disagreement concerning the release- of information in connection with the
investigation of homicide and similar cases, but these are usually resolved
without difficulty. The ANPA bill is almost identical to a bill submitted to the
current session of the Maine Legislature. Attorney General ;Ton A. Lund supports this bill and "may endorse it. publicly".

(e) New Mexico: No incidences involving confrontations between press and

government in New Mexico. However, a law similar to the ANPA proposal is now

before the New Mexico Legislature. Attorney General David L. Norvell has
given his full and active support of this unqualified newsmen's privilege legislation for his state.

(d) New Hampshire: Attorney General Warren B. Rudman support House
Bill 277 pending in the New Hampshire House of Representatives, which bill is
very similar to the ANPA proposal in that it protects both the source of news
gathered for public dissemination and any unpublished information obtained in
the course of gathering news which has been published.
4. Qualified support for enactment of newsmen's privilege legislation :
(a) Delaware: The Attorney General has subpoenaed a local major Wilmington

newspaper to produce for investigative purposes. only, and not for evidentiary
purposes, a photograph taken by a newspaper photographer at a demonstration.
The photograph was not printed in a newspaper, although a picture taken by the
same photographer was printed. The newspaper has resisted the subpoena and
the matter is now before the Delaware Supreme Court.
The, Attorney General believes that newsmen's privilege legislation should be
approached with caution. There is concern that such legislation might encourage
less scrupulous people in the news media to be irresponsible regarding publica-

tion of defamatory statements with regard to public figures who would be
without recourse. On the other hand, there is recognition of the need to protect
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confidential sources and that the news media and the confidential sources should
not be arms of law enforcement. There is recognition of the harmful effects of

the arbitrary subpoenaing of newsmen for grand juries or Other hearings in

order to harass or force expocire of confidential sources of information. But the
Attorney General Is concerned that this situation might give rise to legislation
which would go too far in protecting newsmen. The Attorney General feels
that there are many instances where society has a greater interest to which the
news media should respond rather than to hide behind a statutory privilege.
(Response prepared by Jerome O'He.rlihy, Chief Deputy Attorney General
with copy to the Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier and the Honorable Sam J,
Ervin, Jr.)
(b) Rhode Island: There have been infrequent instances in the past few
years regarding confrontations between the press and law enforcement. This
is in part due to the Rhode Island Newsmen's Privilege Act. Attorney General
Richard A. Israel indicates that even prior to the Rhode Island Statute, Rhode
Island law enforcement authorities were aware that the sources of most newsmen's information, as opposed to direct evidence testimony, were usually obtainable in other ways than through the grand juries or other formal investigative
proceedings.

The Attorney General is not in.favor of those provisions in the ANPA Lill
which he feels would allow a person claiming to be the potential author of a
manuscript of a book which has not vci: been written to claim the privilege
against testifying to a murder to which he was an eyewitness. The Attorney
General is in favor of a requirement of regularity of publication for the protected media and the regularity of the employment of the protected witness, as
well as the specific exclusion from the privilege of eyewitness testimony to acts
of criminal violence.
(c) Wyoming: A bill is now pending before the Wyoming State. Legislature
which, if passed, will provide that no person engaged in media work
shall be
compelled or required to disclose the identity or source of an informant or any
notes or other material obtained in the course of such employment, in any legal
proceeding, including a trial investigation, grand jury or petit jury.
While Attorney General Clarence A. Brimmer generally is favorable toward
such legislation, he is somewhat disturbed by the complete lack of qualification of
such privilege, since it has occurred to him that there could be instances where
information pertaining to the commission or concealment of crime ought to be
disclose(' to a grand jury.
5: Miscellaneous.

(a) Ohio: Attorney General William J. Brown has had "only the usual occurrences which one learns to expect if he is a public official." He feels that while
the inherent trust which we place in our news media is occasionally violated,
overall, it is upheld.
Jonx N. FENRICH, Jr.
STATE NEWSMEN'S

(By Arthur B. H.

'FILEGE LEGISLATION AND CASES ARISING THEREUNDER

on, General Counsel, American Newspaper Publishers
'Association)
PREFACE

This memorandum on state privilege legislation assumes some familiarity on
the part of the reader with the dismission of the proposed -federal legislation and
the problems raised thereunder in our August 31st memorandum.
The focus of the state legislation on newsman's x)rivilege is different in certain

key areas from the focus of the federal propt,,:s. At first glance, the state
statutes appear to grant a broader protection to newsmen than the federal
proposals do, since unlike the federal bills, the vast majority of the state statutes
do not have any qualifications on the privilege granted. These state statutes,

however, are not as protective as the federal bills. Sixteen of the eighteen state
statutes protect the newsman only from the disclosure of a "source" of information, whereas an of the federal bills protect the newsman from the disclosure of
the information as well.

Along with the August 31st. memorandum, this analysis is meant. to be

a

charter with which to begin to explore the complex area of newsman's privilege
legislation.
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All of the state statutes are set forth in an appendix to this memorandum ; and

therefore, the references to the statutes in the memorandum have not been
accompanied by the citations to the state code.

I. PERSONS PROTECTED

The persons protected by the state statutes are, in most instances, a more

limited group than those protected by the federal bills and proposals. The group

is narrowed by the use of three techniquesthe definitions of the relationship
between the Person protected and the various media. the listing of the various

media themselves and, finally, the insistence in both the definitions and the lists
that the relationships be "regular" or that the media be "legitimate."
In one aspect, however, the person8 protected in the state statutes possibly
comprise a larger group than those protected in the federal bills. For only the
state statutes specifically protect persons who have been newsmen but are no
longer, as well as persons who have been and continue to be newsmen.
Description of relationship between the persons protected and the news media.
Although very few of the state statutes use exactly the ranee words to define
the relationship between the persons protected and the news media, the definitions found in all the statutes can be broken down into three basic groups.
The three groups of definitions are found in :

(1) Statutes using nouns ("reporter").

(2) Statutes describing the contractual relationship between the protected person and the news media ("employed by").
(3) Statutes describing the functions performed by the protected person
within the news media ("gathering news").
Some statutes use 'more than one of these devices in order to limit the protection of the privilege; others use yet another devicethey describe the information whose source the protected person need not reveal.

1. Statutes using nouns
Four statutes' [Ark., Ind,, Mich., Nev.] use nouns to describe the relationship
between the persons protected and the media. (These statutes are tobe distinguished from statutes which protect a "reporter" or a "professional journalist",
but then go on to define those terms.) In the four statutes which use nouns, but
do not go on to define those nouns, the main problem in determining the scope of
their protection is, of course, this lack of a definition. Most frequently, the nouns
used are :
(1) reporter or reportorial employee;
(2) editor or editorial employee.
Confronted with these statutes, a court would-be likely to limit their protection

to salaried employees of the various media ; independently contracted workers

would probably not be protected.
This use of nouns has another limiting effect on the legislation's coverage. All

the federal bills seem to take pains to ensure that, if new

is protected at all, it

is protected completely. They do this by granting the privilege to anyone connected

with the news mediawhether that person collects, edits or disseminates the
news.

Most of the state statutes take similar precautions. However, a few, particularly thoSe which define the relationship of persons protected to the news media
by using nouns, do not. The Arkansas statute, for example, protects an "editor,
reporter or other writer for a newspaper", but only the "manager or owner" of a
radio station. The Michigan statute' protects only "reporters".
In viewing the state statutes which do protect only a limited group of persons
who will come into contract with the information, it should he remembered that
most of those statutes, unlike the Federal proposals, extend the .privilege only
to the source of information. While a large number of editorial assistants could
probably testify regarding information, probably no one but the reporter could
testify regarding the source of that information, Therefore, an extensive coverage of "everyone in the office" is not as necessary in the state as in the federal
legislation.
1 The Michigan statute Is certainly the briefest of the state statutes :

"In any inquiry authorized by [the Code of Criminal Procedurel, communications
between reporters of newspapers or other publications and theSr informants are hereby
declared to be privileged and confidential."

1
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2. Statutes describing the contractual relationship between the protected person
and the news media

The California statute forms a bridge between the last group of state laws
and this next group. It protects "a publisher, editor, reporter or other person,
connected with or employed by [a news media] ". The next group of statutes
[Pa., Alabama, Ken., Mo., N.J., Mont., Ohio] protects "persons engaged in con-

nected with or employed by [news media]."
These contractual terms which describe the relationship between the persons
protected and the news media seem to encompass within the scope of persons
protected by the state statutes every janitor and window washer in a newspaper
building. To put a brake on.the scope of their protection, the California statute
and the statutes of most of these states limit the information whose sources they

protect to that information which has been published. Any person connected
with the news media is protected from disclosing his sources only so long as the
information garnered from those sources is published. These statutes would
protect free-lance news gatherersbut only so long as their information was
eventually published in a recognized media. That condition would leave many
news gatherersindependent or notvulnerable to subpoenas.
Not wishing to limit its protection to the sources of only published information,
several laws in this second group have no such requirement, but list instead the

functions in which a person must be engaged in order to gain access to the
statute's protection. This list varies depending on the media protected by the
statute, but, generally it includes the functions of "gathering, procuring, compiling, editing and publishing news." [Pa.]

Two of the statutes [Mont., Ohio] are broader than the others. Like Pennsylvania, they protect persons who have not yet published information. In addition,
they make clear that the relationship between the media and the news gatherer
can be tenuous ; they describe their persons protected as persons "engaged in
the work of a news media" instead of just persons "engaged on a news media."

The question could arise whether "engaged in the work of [a news media]"

meant in the exact work and assignments handed clown by the listed news media
or in the same general field of work as the listed news media ; this ambiguity is

further muddled by the way in which the source of the information protected
is described : "Source of the information gathered in the course of his employment." Does this phrase include within the statute's protection a self-employed
news gatherer? The statute needs clarification.

The last version of these statutes which describes persons protected in terms
of contractual relationships is the Arizona version. It proteets "a person engaged
in reportorial work" but only "Information procured for publication in a media

with which he was associated or by which he is employed." Thus this statute
seems, at first, to be the most lenient in permitting protection of independent
newsmen ; but on further inspection, turns out to be the least. flexible. When he
is compiling his information, an Arizona newsman must not merely be employed ;
he must be "associated with or employed by a recognized media.''

3. Statutes describing the functions performed by the protected person within
the news media
This last group of statutes [N.M..-La., Ill., Alaska, N.Y.] describes the relationship of the persons protected to the news media solely by describing the news
disseminating functions performed by those persons. The persons who fall under
the aegis of those statutes generally "collect, write, or edit news for publication
through [news medial" They probably would include both independent, contracting news gatherers and completely independent news gatherers.
In some statutes, where the information protected is only that procured "in the
course of their employment," it could be argued that independent news gatherers
would not be covered ; in others, where the information protected is that. procured

."while acting as a reporter,'" an independent news gatherer would certainly be
covered.

The New York statute seems to be the only one of this group which does not
protect the independent gatherer; it protects information which comas. into a
news gatherer's possession only when he is acting for a media "by which he is
professionally employed or otherwise associated."
B. The listing of the media-

The greatest limitation on the persons protected ..under the state statirtes

conies not from the descriptions of the relationships between the persons and the
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media, but from the listings of the media themselves. Unlike some of the federal
bills which use general terms to define the media protected, every one of the state

laws lists the precise news media which it protects. About a third of 'the state
statutes are even more specific than those Federal bills which also list the protected media ; those state statutes define terms such as "newspaper" or "wire
service".

None of the state laws use general terms to define the protected media. While
some of the statutes [Mich.. NJ.] list as protected media only "newspapers", even
in those statutes, the meaning of that term has not been extended beyond its generally narrow, lay meaning. and does not include all printed publications. This

is true whether or not the statute defines the term "newspaper", Both the California and the Ohio statutes extend their protection to "newspapers" without
specifying any further what that term should encompass ; courts interpreting
those statutes have decided that that term does not encompass a Dun & Bradstreet bi-monthly publication [Deltec, Inc. v. Dun d Bradstreet, Inc., 187 P.
Supp. 788 (1960)], or Look Magazine [Application, of Cepeda, 233 F.Supp. 405
(S.D.N.Y. 1964)].a

Since the term "newspapers" is narrowly construed, the states which want

protection of other press-related media have specified what those media are. 'Periodicals" [Nev.], "journals" [11d,], "magazines" [N.Y.],' and "other publications"
[Mich.] are listed as protected in certain states.
"Press associations" (sometimes specifically defined,' sometimes not) are protected in half the states.

References to the broadcasting industry are found in the statutes of 15 states
[N.Y.. N.D.; Alaska, Ill., La., N.M., Md., Mon., Ark., Pa., Nev., Calif., Ariz.,

Alabama, Ken.]
Like the lists of various periodicals, the lists of various broadcast media can be

either simple or extensivea "list" which contains only one mediaradio (Ark.)

or a list which affords a complete protection to the sources of information broadcast by "wire, radio, TV, cable TV. or fascsimile". [Alaska] About half the state
statutes which protect the publications media also protect press associations ;

about half the state statutes which protect some broadcast media also protect
"wire services"

C. The concern with protecting only the professional press.
While ninny of the Federal bills could be construed to protect both the underground and the more conventional press, state laws are so drafted as to not be

easily construed as to apply to the undergronnd press.

This concern that only official, commercial news organizations be protected
is perhaps best illustrated' by the Indiana statute which protects persons connected with:

(1) Newspapers which
(a) are weekly, semi-weekly, bi-weekly or daily and
(b) conform to postal regulations and
(c) are published for five consecutive years in the same city or town and
.

(d) have a paid circulpiihn of 2% or more of the county in which they

are published ;
2 Dettec.Inc. invelved n libel action brought against Dun & Bradstreet. the publishers

of hi-monthly reports on the financial states of persons, firms and corporations. The Ohio
newspaperman's nrivilege statute is found In Si 2739.12 of the Ohio Code. "Newspapers." as
defined broadly in Ohio Code § 2739.11, includes "any periodical sold or offered for sale
in Ohio." However. that definition is specifically limited to the term as it appears in
§§ 2739.13-18. The newsman's privilege statute. § 2739.12. refers not only to "newspapers",
but to "newspapers and press associations". Relying on the section's consnlcuous absence

fmm the listing, in § 2739.11 and relying on Its use of "press association" in addition to
"newspaper. the federal district court. construing the term "newspaper" narrowly, decided that it did not include the Dun & Bradstreet publication.
3 Application of Ccpecia was another libel case in which California law was applied to
n deposition taking place in New York. Cepedn, n baseball player for the Giants, wished
to know the identity of the Giant officials who had made certain allegedly Menus statements about him. The California statute protected "newsPaper". On the alithoi Illy of some
California libel cases defining "newspapers" and of Deltec, the District C011t held that
a newsman for Look magazine was not protected by. the California statute. The court
compared the California statute with other .state statutes "whic,i have more inclusive
language." i.e., protect periodicals other than newspapers.
'Nothing, including magazines. was protected in New York In 1964. when Judge
Tenney in Applications of Cepetla decided to apply California, rather than New York law to
the deposition taking place in New York. [See Section 11, Proceedings Covered, for n
discussion of the reasoning behind this de(.181010-]
6 For an example of a definition, see Alaska where a press association Is "an association of [periodicals] engaged in gathering news and disseminating it to its members for
publication".
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(2) Recognized press associations.
(3) Commercially licensed radio or television stations and only when they are
bona fide owners, officials, editorial or reportorial employees and only when they
receive their prinicpal income from legitimate gathering, writing, etc., of news.

In four separate ways, the Indiana statute stresses its concern that its protection exend only to "bona fide employees who receive income from legitimate

jobs with legitimate news media".

Although none of the other states seem quite as concerned with the problem
of "bogus" reporters as does Indiana, most have sought by some means not to extend the protection of their statutes to members of the underground or unprofes-

sional press. Fully a third of the states define the term "newspaper" and all of

these definitions preclude publications not having a paid general circulation [N.Y..
Alaska, Ill., NM. Pa., Ind.) It sems to be no coincidence that these are generally
states whose definitions of "newsmen" included free-lance newsmen. The other

states probably feel that no such definitions are necessary to prevent "bogus"
newsmen from claiming the privilege. The scope of their protection is generally
limited either by the use of nouns to describe newsmen or by the insistence that
the information whose sources are protected be published in a recognized news
media.-Persons who claim a newsman's privilege in those states must have firm
connections with some professional organization. The result of all these limitations is that the privilege granted In most states does not seem to extend to casual
newsmen.
D. The inclusion of ex-reporters

While, In most of their descriptions of persons protected. the state statutes are
more limited than' or, at most, parallel to, the Federal proposals, in one area
the specific protection of some of the state statutes is broader than that of the
Federal proposals. Some state statutes specifically rrant protection to persons
who were newsmen when they received the information from the alleged privileged source, but are no longer newsmen at the time the identity of the source

is sought. This provision always exists in recently-enacted statutes [La.
enacted in 1970 ; Ill.enacted in 1971; Calif.amended in 1971; see also

the N.J. bill which passed the Senate in 1972 and is scheduled to be voted on
by the General Asset/thin A recent, narrow construction of the term "newsman"
has triggered the inclusion of this provision in state legislation and proposed

state legislation. See Farr v. Superior Court, 22 C.A. 3d 60, 99 Cai. Rptr.
342 (1971).

Our memorandum on Federal proposals did not consider the possibility that
the term "newsman" might not be extended to include persons who were 'newsmen at the time of .receiving the information, but not at the time of the com-

mand to- disclose the identity of the source. If such a narrow interpretation
of reporter's privilege legislation existsas it almost surely doesand is not
considered desirable, the :Federal proposals should have written into them a
provision guarding against such narrow interpretation.
,II. PROCEEDINGS COVERED

The methods of describing the proceedings covered by these statutes vary
widely from state to state, but most can be placed into two general categories,
specific or general. The specific statutes carefully list not only the bodies before
which, but also the investigations in which a privilege can 'be invoked. The

general statutes, if they list those bodies or investigations at all, do so in

.general terms. The Alaska, California and New York statutes contain somewhat
unique provisions of describing the proceedings covered by the statute and should
be examined separately.
Only one state, Alaska, has a statute setting forth the procedure to be followed
when a state privilege is claimed in a federal or foreign state jurisdiction. Since

in those instances, the question of whether the privilege can be invoked is
out of the hands of the state which grants the privilege, the case law of the
forum state, rather than the statutory law of the granting state, determines the
result.
'Turning to the case law, one finds that a considerable body of Federal case
law has evolved around the question of the, approach to he followed when

a state privilege invoked in a Federal forum. A. quick survey indicates that the
law fC the state or Federal body granting the greatest reporter's privilege tends
to l,Ifollowed.
I. The specific statutes.A typical; specific statnie reads
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"[A person need not. diSelose] in any legal proceeding trial or investigation
before any court, grand jury, traverse or petit jury or any officer thereof, be-

fore the General Assembly or any connuittee thereof, before any commission, department or bureau of this Commonwealth, or before any county or municipal
body, officer or committee thereof." (Pa.)
The specific statutes [Pa., Nev., Alabama, Ky., Ariz., Mont., Ohio] all list both

the type of investigation vhich is prohibited and the bodies before which it is

prohibited. They are all comprehensive in their coverage. Not content with limiting the scope of their protection to judicial, administrative and legislative pro-

ceedings (us the Federal proposals do and as the Louisiana statute even more
explicitly does), they take care to see that at any stage of any investigation before any officer. the protected person will not have to reveal his source of information. Like all statutes which list categories in detailed, instead of general
terms, these statutes run the risk that the judiciary will determine that a type
of proceeding not specifically set forth in the statute will not fall within the scope
of the statute's protection.
2. The general statutes.The general statutes
N.M., Md., Mich., N.J.,
Ark., Ind.] seem to indicate that several state legislatures gave little thought to
the types of proceedings to be covered by the statute which they enacted. This
casual attitude has not reaped disastrous results ; courts do not seem anxious to
narrowly construe terms describing proceedings covered. The New Jersey statute,
for example, does not mention any specific proceedings covered by the statute, but
instead grants a "priVilege to refuse to disclose" without indicating where that
privilege can be exercised. Nevertheless, a New Jersey court found that a privilege could be asserted at discovery as well as at trial :
"In view of 'the sweeping nature of discovery rules, which are designed to in-

sure the ability to obtain all relevant facts before trial, this court perceives no
distinction between the claim of a privilege at discovery and a claim at trial."
Bcecroft v. Point Pleasant Printing cE Publishing Co., 82 N.J. Super. 269, 197 A.
2d 416 (1964).

With such statutory construction, general descriptions of proceedings covered,
such as "before any proceeding, by any authority" [N.M.] or "in any inquiry authorized by this code" [Mich.], are sufficient protection for newsmen. Although
problems might 'arise when the statute specifies one body, or one type of investigation [Md.], as long as the courts recognize that, to be effective, a privilege
mist extend to every legal proceeding, the wording of the general statutes re-

mains fully as able to protect newsmen as the wording of the more specific

statutes.

3. The unique statutes.One specific and two general statutes remain to be
discussed. The specific statute is that of Alaska. It does not set forth the types.
of proceedings to which the statute applies. However, it sets forth in elaborate
terms the procedures to be followed when invoking or divesting the privilege.
These procedures differ depending on whether the privilege is invoked before

the Alaska Supreme Court or the Superior Court (in which' case it can be
divested only by an order of the Supreme or Superiof. court). The Alaska legislature obviously expected that the protection of the Alaska Statute would extend
to every conceivable proceeding, althoUgh this intention is implied in the statute
rather than specifically stated.
The two general statutes which have yet to be discussed are the New York
and California statutes. 'These statutes cover investigations before "any body
having contempt power" [N.Y.] or prevent any protected persons "from being
adjndged in contempt for refusing to disclose any news." [N.Y.] This emphasis
on curbing the, contempt power of the courts seems to be an effective way of
extending the application of the statutory privilege to all proceedings. It seems

that a citation for contempt, whether resulting in a fine or in a jail sentence,
is the only real tool by which any body can react to a reporter's failure to
disclose information. If so. a prevention of the use of that power could he a
simple, effective way to provide a privilege with regard to inquiries as to a

newsman's source before all proceedings.
B. Federal proceedings covered.
Newsmen-have successfully invoked state reporter's privilege laws in Federal
Courts in certain instances. Professionals other than reporters have, of course,
also invoked the privilege granted to them by law in Federal Court proceedings.

Although the decisions in those cases are useful in determining whether or
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not a reporter9.3 state privilege could, under similar circumstances, be invoked.

they are too tumerous and their issues are often too tangential to reporter's
privilege to be carefully examined here. This study examines in detail only

those decisions in which a reporter's privilege was invoked.
1. Types of Federal suit.For purposes of analyzing whether a Federal Court
will follow the law of the forum state with respect to privileged communications,
the cases coming before the Federal Courts may be divided into three groups:
Federal criminal cases, Federal question cases, and diversity cases. See 95 ALR
2d 320 (1964).
Federal criminal cases are governed by the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and no state reporter's privilege is recognized. Caldwell v. United States,
311 F.Supp. 358 (N.D. Cal. 1970), 434 F.2d 1081 (9th Cir. 1970), aff'd sub nom.
Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 U.S. 665, 33 L.Ed.2d. 626, 92 S.Ct. 18a (1972). This

means that a Federal grand jury is always free to investigate without the

shackles of state newsman's privilege legislation.
Federal question cases are sometimes governed by the Federal, and sometimes
by the state, privilege law. Since reporters are not often called upon to testify
in those cases, the extent to which a reporter's privilege could be invoked in those

instances has not yet really been determined. Federal diversity cases are

ostensibly governed by the rule that the substantive law of the forum state shall
apply. Erie v. Thompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938). The reporter's privilege legislation

is generally considered to be procedural rather than substantive law. Ex Parte
Sparrow, 14 F.R.D. 351 (N.D. Ala. 1953). Federal Courts, when exercising their
discretion, have nevertheless often chosen to apply the state privilege law rather
than the nonexistant Federal privilege law. Furthermore, given a choice between
the laws of two states, one of which has a privilege and the other of which does
not, a Federal Court has chosen to apply the law of the state with the privilege.

Application of Cepedq, 233 F.Supp. 465 .(S.D.N.Y. 1964).

2. Diversity cases.In those diversity cases where the trial state and the

forum state are the same, the state law rather than the Federal law is applied
without much deliberation on the part of the Federal court. Deltec, Inc. v.

Dunn & Bradstreet, Inc., 187 F.Supp. 788 (N.D. Ohio 1960) [state with reporter's
privilege statute] ; Adams v. Associated Press, 46 F.R.D. 439 (S.D. Texas 1969)
[state without reporter's privilege statute].
When a foreign deposition is taken in a Federal Court case, however, the trial
state and the forum state will differ; the Federal Court must then decide which

of the two state laws to apply. Recognizing that it was not bound to do so, a

Federal district court permitted a reporter who was being deposed in Alabama to
invoke the Alabama privilege statute, even though the main action was being
tried in Nev York. Ex Parte Sparrow, supra.
The next case in which a similar situation occurred arose in New York. New

York, the forum state, had at that time no "shield" law, while California, the
trial state, had one. Relying on the rationale, but not on the precise holding of
Ex Parte Sparrow, supra, Judge Tenney of the Southern District of New York
decided that the law of California should apply. Application of Cepeda, supra
(dictum).

The question of which law to apply was also presented in Baker v. F. cf P.
Investment, 339 F.Supp. 942 (S.D.N.Y. 1972). In that case the forum state was
New York, the trial state, Illinois. Both states had "shield" Jaws. Judge Bonsai
found that "it is immaterial whether the Illinois or New York or both statutes are
concerned, since both statutes enunciate substantially the same public policy."
339 F.Supp. at 944.

In a nutshell, the law today seems to he that the investigation in a federal district court will not infringe on the areas that either the public policy of the forum
state, the trial state or the Federal system wishes to be protected from inquiry.
Contra, Cervantes v. Time, Inc., 464 F.2d 986 (1972) (dictum).

The passage of a Federal newsman's privilege statute would probably have
significant effects on this body of law. Since reporter's privilege legislation has
been declared procedural, rather than substantive law, the Federal law might
gain ascendancy over the state law. Certainly this is what the Proposed Federal
Rules of Evidence contemplate. See Advisory Committee's Note, p. 71, Preliminary Draft of Proposed Rules of Evidence (1969 edition). This conflict of laws
question remains one of the unanswered queStions surrounding both proposed
federal and state legislation.
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TM NATURE OF MATERIAL PROTECTED

The ultimate issue in any case in which a reporter's privilege is invoked under
a state statute will be whether the information sought falls within that statute's
provisions relating to the nature of materials protected from disclosure. For, in its
definition of the materials it protects, a statute delirieates the kind of information which it feels should remain undisclosed so that other information may be
given to the public. To define the nature of materials protected, particularly in a
statute which grants, as do most of the state statutes, an unqualified privilege, is
to balance the public need for information against the public or private need to

pursue the detection of wrongdoers. The statutory provisions relating to this
area of the reporter's privilege statutes deserve, therefore, the most careful
scrutiny.

The nature of the material protected can be defined by answering three ques'
tions:
(1) What must the newsman be doing when he receives the information?

(2) Must the information be given in confidence, and what does "in con-

fidence" mean?

(3) Is only the identity of a source of information protected from dis.
closure or is the information obtained also protected? What constitutes a
"source" of information?

By far the greatest number of cases which have arisen under the reporter's
privilege legislation are concerned with answering the last two questions.
A. What the newsman must have been doing when he received the information.
The state statutes, like the Federal proposals, are not designed to grant a reporter a privilege when he is acting in the capacity of an ordinary citizen. It is
perhaps surprising, then, that only two statutes specificially limit the protection
against compelled disclosure as to sources of information which a newsman obtains "while engaged in a news-gathering capacity." [Alabama, N.Y.] Several
other statutes protect against compelled disclosure of a source of information
obtained in the course of a newsman's activities. Other state statutes achieve
this same effect by two similar routes : they grant a privilege as to that information which has been procured for and published in certain specified media, or
grant the privilege only to information procured for publication in specified media.

1. Statutes protecting information obtained in the course of a newsman's ctctivitics.In these statutes, a newsman's source is protected if the information

was procured by him "in the course of his employment." [Alaska, N.M., La., Ill.,
Mont., Ohio] This does not mean that a newsman who is employed is protected
from revealing the sources of all information he receives ; "in the course of his
employment" means "in the course of his activities as a newsman." Some of these
statutes [Alaska, N.M., La.] explain what these activities are more elaborately

than others do ; but the intent of all of these statutes appears to be the same:
a newsman is protected from revealing his sources of information obtained while
working in his professional capacity.
2. Statutes protecting information which has been published or was obtained to

be published.Whether these statutes protect only the sources of information
which has been published [Ark., Md., Ken. Calif., N.J.] or sources of information which is obtained or procured for publication [Ind., Ariz., N.Y.] is a matter
of state preference. In either case, one of the effects of this wording as it has

been interpreted is to protect only sources of information which a newsman

procures in a newsman's capacity. The particular effect of this language is illustrated in the Maryland case of State v. Lightman, 294 A.2d 149 (Md. Spec. App.
1972), aff'd per curiam, No. 233 (Md. App., October 7, 1972). In that case, a reporter who had been cited for contempt conceded that, under Maryland's published-material-only statute,
"If a reporter chances on an act of violence being perpetrated on the street,
he may not claim a newsman's privilege and thereby avoid describing what he
saw or decline to identify the perpetrator on the ground that he subsequently
described in a newspaper story what be witnessed." 294 A.2d at 155.

Sources of information which have been procured or obtained by a newsman
and subsequently published are thus deemed, under this interpretation, to be
privileged only when such information was procured in a newsman's capacity as

a newsman. Any other construction of "procured and published information"
would not really be in conformity with the purposes of newsman's privilege legislation.
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3. Statutes not concerned, with the capacity in which the 91C11:8111an was act lug.

Three of the statutes [Mich., Pa., Nev.J have no provisions relating to the

capacity in which a newsman must be acting when he received the information
in order for the privilege to apply. This omission need not present any difficulty
in properly applying such a statute; a court, like the Maryland court, can still
interpret the statute as protecting newsmen only when they are acting in a newsman's capieity. The difficulty with this' omission is that it could, in a proposed
statute, provoke fears of misapplication among thelegislature. To prevent such
worries, a clarification of this area of the privilege would be desirable.

D. Information as Distinguished From the Source of Information.
Statutes.LSixteen of the eighteen state newsman privilege statutes extend

only to the disclosure of a source of. a newsman's information. In these states the
newsman has no privilege to refuse to disclose the nature of the information given
to him by a.source and, a fortiori, the newsman cannot assert a privilege as to any
information which he has personally observed. Two of these sixteen statutes use

language beyond the word "source" of information,
The Louisiana statute protects newsmen from disclosure of "the identity of any
informant or any source of information obtained by him from another person."
Till:: statute seems to protect the identity of a first-hand source mid a secondhand source.

The New Jersey statute affords newsmen protection against revealing any

"source, author, means, agency or person from or through whom any information
published in such newspaper was procured." This language was an amendment

to a former statute which only protected a "source" of information.
Only two statutes protect from disclosure the information received from a

source. The Michigan statute provides for an absolute privilege as to "cOmunications" between reporters and their informants. This language appears to protect
from disclosure the substance of information communicated by an informant to a
reporter. However, the statute could be strictly construed so as to deny a privilege
as to the identity of the 8ourcc of a "communication." This statute would appear
not to protect from disclosure events or information which a reporter personally
observes.

The New York statute seems to provide a protection from disclosure of inforillation even to the extent of information personally obtained from other than
an informant. The statute extends the privilege to "news or the source of any such
news coming into his possession." "News" is defined. in the statute as: "written,

oral or pictorial information or communication concerning local, national or
worldwide events or other matters of public concern or. public interest or affecting

public welfare." This statute would seem to encompass a protection against
forced disclosure of almost every conceivable type of information gathered by a

newsman, yet some of the cases interpreting the New York statute have held that
the statute does not extend the privilege to information personally observed by a
newsman. (See cases discussed in Section C., infra.)
Case baw.The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has construed the word "source"
in the Pennsylvania statute: In Re Taylor, 412 Pa'. 32, 103 A. 20 181 (1263). A
subpoena served upon the officers of a newspaper to appear before a grand jury,

and to produce certain documents, related to their investigation of a politician
and the statement made by him to the District Attorney regarding corruption iu
the local government. Time officers appeared, but refused to

answer certain ques-

tions. They were held in contempt on the basis. that the Pennsylvania statute
protects newsmen againSt the disclosure of the identity of persons and does not
protect against compulsory disclosure of documents or other inanimate objects.
The trial judge held that, as to certain documents and tape recordings, evidencing what the politician had told the reporters, the newspaper had waived
its privilege by revealing in its article that the politician was questioned by the
District Attorney with regard to.what he had told the newspaper reporters.
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania construed the language of the Pennsyl-.
vania statute, which protects newsmen against disclosure of "the source of any

information procured or obtained by him," so as to include within the term
"source" not only the identity of a person, but likewise documents, inanimate
objects_ and all sources of information. Additionally, the court held that the
newspaper had not waived its privilege because any statements made by an
informer to a newspaper which are neither actually published or publieally
liselosed (as was the situation in this ease) are protected by the statute.
9 3-4 7.1-7a--1
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In Strife if. Shcritluts, 2.18 Md. 220, 2:111 A. 2d 1ti (19(;7) the SI110.S Attorney
nItempied to compel a reporter Ill testify before the grand jury as to the delnils
of a conversation het \\((I1 lilt! 11`11.111V1* and li 011111!
illrn1.111:11-1011. The
re' tOrter :1(11111i I efl the IIIIII( Ut IIS S011ree or
rortwit
(dila hied jJ voimmq jilt!
1\11 h Hie reporters S invest
t ion or suspootod irroguluritios
admitikIralive zoning decisions, ttill refused to discuss the nature of the information
received.
The

court sustained the reporters claim of privilege under the Alaryland
statute. The Alarylatid Court of Appeals dismis:-.441 the Stale's appeal as moot.
rlo, term of the grand jury hall ended.
the Court noted that the
judes ruling. was 'sonieNyhat inexplicable since the sinful:, 111;11VS i»Vh11:11e
ttiiivlhittst urce of any titNvs ti information' and not the IteNvs or information'
i set
The Tug/or deolsion.

\vas disclissed and criticized in ;) rooluotp to the
derision in Stole t. Sheridan, Nuvra. for ils failure to discriminate het-AY:To the
sonrce of the in forum t ion and lilt' inform:0ton.

In sfuto r. Donorfor, 129

(Sup.
19.13) the NoNv
ract tutu :1 source of JurorIlitifii()S1111% of the :mule of a messenger
nint.1"11 NV:18 111.1V110;4041 NV"I11,1
Nvho brought all :IN lelo
1:11owil authorship to the lioNv8paitor. 81111:,oillielit to that

Je).y

was

.178. 30 A. 241 -121

SO is It with Unit

deekhal. Ilit' New Jersey Legli51;1119.0 expanded the \void "Samrce" hi the l'ome
8119 ale stt 1 8 to road -sofirce. author. means, agency. or person from or through

any information published iii

siit.hi lieNvspapor NV:IS 1/1"1/C1111,l1, 01/1:1i1101,

Clll'Ilki/(*(1 ttr 111.11\1,11.11..

Iii liii' recent ease tI /Iridge r. New ./cr.q..ft (Superior (t, or N.J Appellate
;Irliclo staling that 'Mrs.
Div.. Soiat.ailaw 12. 1972). a reporter loildishod
Pearl Beatty, a Commissioner of the seNvuri; Ilousing Authority, told him Hint
she had been offered a hrihe. !Jr. Bridge \vas held in contempt: for refusing to
grnial jury 1.1%g:wiling information provided to him
it iis\vt'r 11110SliIIIS
lloatty relaling to the bribe. Bridge :117411Ill that the NeNv Jersey stattite
protects from disclosttre the son me of information. Nvliich not only inelndes the
identity. of nit informant- loll also protects that part of an informant's statements not pull'ishod. This.arginnent was rejected hy the Siting.ior Court of New
jersey. Appellate Division. ;Hid certiorari to the New Jersey Stipreine Court
\VON 110111(41.

ACtiPitieN Prrqt)//(///.// O1tN(')"1.,e(t

Pt',, n a "Ronrre" of Information.

'Illy Coml. ill .1n, Re Han. No. -. tSupreme Ct.. 1Vymning Ct.. N.Y.. Sep-

feniher 14. 1972.j held that .1.11e element of confidentiality illIplicit. in the Now
York statute was not present and therefore fl 111`\111:111.S privilege did not arise,
whiney the infornuttion souglit front the reporter related to activities which he
I ersonally observed.

.

Two other courts have construed their state statutes to hold that \Olen. :t

1"011:11.1:11*ohserves IMO! activities hy persons flroviding information to 11

re111.11101*

for I he purposes cd* publication. such per:-.4-ms are not a "source- of information
with the terms of the. statutes :111(1 therefore the disclosure of their identity is
not. protected.

The 1:entlicl:y statute protects n nevsnian -from disclosure :of "the source of
tiny information procured or obtained hy him. and published
The Kentric1;y
Court- cd. Appeals has held ihni. this statute does not permit- n reporter to refuse
to testify about events personally obsetTed. including the identities of those perPonnfi. 4(11 S.W. 211 :-141 (Ky. 111701. afrd $nelt
sons in' ohservod: itrun.:1)Thl/
nom. !Iran:bury V. italics. -1(18 U.S. (105. 33 T..1Al. 2(1 520, 92 S. Ct. 15 a (1972).
TIraimbilrg Nvas the nuthor of iliddished neNyspaper.article describing in deluihi 1118 oh8orvations of I Iwo persons synthesizing hashish from marihuana.

11ranzbug lath promised not fi».evoal the identity of 1121.se inrsons and when
be refused to do so before a grand jury. lie \vas hold 111 contempt-. On appeal,
Tiranzburg nrgited that the language of the 1:ootiloky statato ..imaltied his 1.01'118;11

hpealiso the object of a novsinati's observation is itself a "source of information."
The court rejected this argument. stating :
"/Hforination. 118 nsetl Ill the statute refers to the things or the natters yhjell
a reporter learns pml .vom'er: refers to the methods 1),v which or to the person
f 1.0111 W11011) he lea ills them.

In titit dust' the Teporter learned that I-Nyo men wore engaged in the process

of making hashish. Their identity, as well as the netivily in which they were
engaged. was a part of tIle information obtained by him. hut their identity wits
not the source of (he information.

1
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The actnal sottr(.4e of the information iii Ili s ease was the reporter's personal.
observation, to addition some inforneani u)ly have provided him \\1111 i1110111HMI 1101111 C1111;1111 111111, 111111 111;11111W 0011111 1111:41,111, 1110 0101108s
111:111,1041111 111111 /illsbi5)1. I1. Sult was t he ease \\! 1111\1 not doubt.

1101101810/t 1/1'.

that. the identity

of the inform:int \as protected by the statute." .1(11 S. \V."(1 at 3.17.
In /iightman r,
291 A.2(I 1.19 ()1(1 Sp, App.) e frd per curium. No. 9:13
(.)1(1.

October 7, 1972). the Alar.v1:111(1 Special Court' of Appeals, reached 1/111

8:11110 N181111'118 11101 111 /1////:1)//// 111 a 1/111Yillg 1110 311101;11111 S11111110 10 :1 811111111011
\\110re a p018011
\11 11 reigirter
hifOrlh;11-i4111 \hieh reVIIIeli her

in illegal activities: that the shopkeeper ga \-e on-the-seene infortmtliou \hich revealed her complicity in illegal aelivilies means only that

she informed against herself; as in ilron,:lotp that fact vantiot he extended 10
1,11)11'01

it10111i1S as

11111.1100;1111.

111 the illegal activities.- :20-1 1."(1 at 157.

C. Coliffitenf fru ,ti'eur /lefomelion r.

Settree/Infornieliwi
Sir/MO:N.None or 111e shillaes protect hig disclosure (II' 1 nosinan'.,s source

of information slate that-, hi order for the privilege to arise, the swimo must
polems .nik,Asi. in whipia
be
confidential one. The Ne\v York slatole.
to If identity of a source of ;awn ..m.\\8," does Hot since inal the 'on"-s' most
he confidential. The ..HcItigatt statute declares tliat communications het \vepti.
reporters and their informants are "privileged and conlidentia).- l'his statute

seems to say that the element of confidentiality exists \\1110111 regard to the intent of Ihe informant,
Case L(111.1.--(11m kit-18 for the enactment or tt lie\v1-:Illows privilege siutu:e is
to protect the ite\vsniatt's aceessahility
coundettlial sources %vithottl (letet.ing

these sources front rc.vealing information for fear of (Ikelostnie of their iden-

tity. Itecognizing this. 8t,,1110 courts have held that \\ien ti source of information
or information is obtained by a newsman rat tt non-emitidential basis. a privilege
does not arise under the statute hecause the element or confidentiality is implicit in t he statute. ()titer courts have not adopted this position,
oflifidenikti.
In r1c 11'IL11-P.11, IN Misc. 2(1 3i5, 326 N.Y.S. 2(1 43.1 (1071) involved the t'ol-

l' ving facts:

A radio station moved to (111;1511 a subpoena din.(.5

I5S11(.11 by the grater

;levy requiring the station to produce a totter provided to the station 11.i the
\Veather 1:11(ergroun(1.- The letter related 10 nn oXp1081011 in a imilding. That

inehlent \as being investigated by the grand ury. In denying the station's claim
of a privilege under the New York statute, the judge found that because the
cements of the letter itself had been nimbi :available to the public by 1-he station
and other media, "there can lie no question of conlidentiality in that respect."
tiff \I i sc. 2(1 a at

V.S. 2(1 a 1 -137.

"The perpetrators of the criminal act in the building tit Albany do not seek

1110 privilege for their communication which \vas voluntarily made by them and
passively receiver! by Station \VRAI-I' M. Rights of dissident groups I:0 eNttressii.li or views and to have the source Of such expressions 1:ept confidential might
writ he protected by Section 70-11. To hold that the exercise of these rights transeends the enforcement of the criminal la \\ \you'd approach I he linlierons \here
111 confidences \ore involved and \vhere the media \vas not exercising n 11(.\\.s
gathering funetion \\ien the information \vas given." U Mist:. 2(1 at 358, 326
N. Y.S. 2r1 at .137.

The \r\\ York Stipretne Court. Trial Term Albany County. adopted a similar
tit) Misc. 211. 25tf, 320 N.V.S. 2(1
vie\v regarding confidentiality. Poo/de
261. (1.072). The iiltage Voice, published an article regarding the riots in. New

Voyles Tombs prison miller 1110
cite 111! /1111 :1111011.014 ill11,:11.1(1 1'011 111111i011:111l1g in the riots. The, District Attorney served a subpoena daces tecum upon
lire I iliuge Voice to produce the original manuscript.
lit moving to quash the sobtreeint, Out aftidavit- or the person \ho revolved the

inamiscript stated that the inannscript \vas received in a confidential manner
based neon a relationship of trust, with the inmates. The court held, however, that
the element of (111111(101111111liy was 111101101 /0 the N(.%\ York Statute:

linparled In the reporter under a
-1T-jhe information or its sonnets littist
dual: (If rmlidentiality. 1.e: upon an understanding. express or implied, that the

."
information or its sources NV111 1101: be 1118008111
'T1111 einl 11111(1 111:11' since 11111 ne\\spaper published the mantiscript and identi-

fied its author that there was no privilege under the New York Statute to refuse
to produce the ntanuseript.
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The Supreme Court, Appellate Division, First: Department, affirmed the decision per citriorn agreeing that the Intent or the New York statute is flint the privilege shall apply only where information is received "under the cloak of confidentiality." Pcop/c v. ll'o/f; Misc. 2d., 333 N.Y.S. 2d. 209, 301 (1972).
In a recent case, the Court: of Special Appeals of Mayland adopted fl rule of

strict construction of the Maryland statute affording a IlOWSIllias privilege,
hut nevertheless did not agree with the State's argument that the element of
confidentiality is implicit in the statute. Lit/Mann State, 294 A.2d 1.19 (Md.

Sp. App., 1972), ant per curtain, No. 233 (Md. App., October 7, 1972). Light man
was a newspaper reporter who visited a pipe shop on the Ocean City Maryland
boardwalk and, not informing. the shopkeeper that: he Wf1S a reporter, obtained
information regarding the diSSelnillat ion of drugs fu the shop to customers. This
information was published in an article. A grand jury asked the reporter to disclose the location of the shop and the description of the shopkeeper. In the contempt hearing the State argued that: The element of confident tality VV:IS not pres-

ent because the shopkeeper was not aware that the person lie spoke to was a

reporter. The Court held :
"LW] hile the Legislature !nay have enacted the statute with the primary pur-

pose ill Mind of protecting the identity of newsmen's eonfidential sources, we
think the statutory privilege broad enough to encompass any source of news or
information, Without regard to whether the source gave his information in confidence or not." 294 A. 2d at 156.

The most recent case on this point involves another interpretation of the New
York statute. In. re Don, No,
(Supreme Ct., Wyoming County, N.Y., September.
14. 1972). A reporter refused to testify before. a grand jury as to the events which
he observed while at the Attica Correctional Facility during the prisoner takeover.

The court found that none of the information the reporter obtained was given
to him in confidence by a person requesting that his name not he disclosed: Relying oil Pcop/c v. 117o/f, supra, the court denied the privilege, holding:

"The activities which the grand jury are inquiring of the witnesses are the
events or acts witnessed by others and related to them under the cloak of confidentiality." Memorandum at S.
IV. CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WIIICII TIIE PRIVILEGE MAY BR DENIED

Statutes
A. Circumstances Outweighing Thc Benefits of The Privilege
Twelve of the eighteen state statutes do not set forth any circumstances under
which the privilege conferred by the statute may be successfully challenged. Two
of the remaining six statutes set forth only one limited situation under which the
assertion of the privilege may be denied. The remaining four statutes describe the
conditions under which the legislatures felt the benefits of the privilege would be
outweighed by the benefits of disclosure.
Of nie twelve statutes not providing for a conditional privilege, only three were

enacted after 1960. On the other hand, of the eight:statutes enacted since 1960,
four of the statutes provide for rather broad qualifying conditions to the privilege.
Except for the limited qualification to the privilege fn the Arkansas statute, all

the qualified privilege statutes were enacted after IMO.

The Pennsylvania statute grants only one qualification to the privilege. The
privilege shall not apply to radio and television stations unless the station maintains and keeps open for inspection, for a period of at least one year from the date
of-the actual broadcast or toted-1st, an exact recording, transcription, kinescopie
.film or certified written transcript of the actual broadcast or telecast.
The Arkansas statute confers a privilege as to the source of information used
as a basis for an article unless the person seeking disclosure ?.an show :

"[That such article was written, published or broadcast in hart faith, with

malice, and not in the interest of public welfare."

'11e statutes of Alaska, Louisiana, and New Mexico provide for a qualified
privilege in language which permits a wide latitude of discretion by the Court
in deciding whether the privilege should be granted in a given case.
The Alalca statute provides that the Court may deny the privilege if it finds
that withholding testimony by a reporter would:
"(1) result in a miscarriage of justice or the denial of a fair trial to those
who challenge the privilege or (2) be contrary to the public interest."
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The New Mexico statute confers the privilege unless disclosure "he essential
to prevent injustice." The Loalsiana statuto permits the privilege to he revoked
when the (mul; finds that the disclosure "Is essential to the public interest."
The qualifications 01 the privilege in the Illinois statute are specific and therefore more limited. The privilege may be divested in Illinois only if the Court finds
the following :

"(a) that the Information sought does not concern matters, or details in any
proceeding, required to be kept secret under the laws of this state or of the
federal goverautent ; and
"(h) that all other available sources and information have been exhausted and
disclosure or the information sought is essential to the protection of tile public
interest; involved."

The NOV Mexico 111'1 Illinois statutes pro(ide that the court will consider the
following factors in uetermining Nvliellier the privilege 8110111(1 be granted or
denied:
) The nature of the proceedings
(2) t he merits of the claha or defense
Ci) t ho adequacy of the remedy otherwise available, if any
(4) the relevancy of the source
(5) the possibility of establishing by other means that Mad) !' is alleged
the source requested will tend to prove.
B. worm. Of the Privilege
The statutes of only two states contain provisions explicitly setting forth the
circumstances under which the privilege, otherwise conferred, may be waived.
The Nevada statute provides as follows:
"19.3S5 -Waiver of privilege by voluntary disclosure. 1. A person upon whom
these rules confer a privilege against disclosure of a conlidential matter
the privilege if he or his predecessor while Bolder of the privilege voluntarily
discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant part of the matter, 2. This
section does not apply if the disclosure Is itself a privileged communication.
49.305 Privileged mutter disclosed finder compalvirm or without opportunity to
claim privilege. Evidence of a statement or other disclosure or privileged matter

is inadmissible against the holder of the privilege if the dischLiure was: 1.

Compelled erroneously ; or 2. Made without opportunity to claim the privilege."
The Neu' jersey statute is more detailed, providing :
"214:S1A-20 Waive of privilege by contract or previous disclosure: limitations. A person waives his right or privilege to refuse to disclose or to prevent
another from disclosing a specified matter if lie or any other person while the
holder thereof has (a) contracted with anyone not to .claim the right or privilege
or (b) without coercion and with knowledge of his right or privilege, made dis-

closure of any part of the privileged matter or consented to such a disclosure
made by anyone.

A disclosure which is itself privileged or otherwise protected by the commott

law, statutes or rules of court of this State, or by lawful contract.; shall not
constitute a waiver under this section. The failure of a witness to claim a right
or privilege with respect to one question shall not operate as a waiver with
respect to any other question. L. 1000, c. 52, p. 459, § 20."

0. Actions for Defamation
Only two state statutes have provisions relating to the assertion of a newsman's privilege in a suit for defamation. The Illinois tratute provides that the
privilege is not available in a defamation action "in which a reporter or news

medium is a party defendant." The Louisiana Jatute provides that where a

reporter or 110.1,'S media raises the defense of good faith hi a defamation t.ction.

"with respect to an issue upon which the reporter alleges to have obtained

information from a confidential source," the burden of proof shall he on them
to sustain this defense.
CliSC taw

A. Overriding Considerations

In Baker v. h & h lurestment, 339 F. Stipp. .912 (S.D. N.Y. 3972), Judge
Bonsai expressed the view that the statutes of New York and Illinois both

annunciate substantially the same public policy regarding qualifications to the

privilege conferred by those statutes,
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flernilillti"
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1i1/1( proViiiCS (11:1( the lwivilege fs nof available in in oct
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if the Coml. finds Ihnt till other sources or haormation have een

(*Null:1111.11nd that disclosure Is essential to the !mitotic interest. .Iodise flonstil
l'omul that the person seeking disclosure haul not, shown that 111(,) existence of
either or these (nullifying conditions were present :Ind that, haltincing the inter-

ests, the motion to compel disclosure should he denied, A/though the Illinois
slut nte Sets forth specific circumstances tinder which the newsmen's privilege
.111:ly he denied, the.New

snit lite 1101'S not IHOVil.10 for any specific circum-

stances warranting denial of the privilege as to the disclosure of the source
inf(trmittiott or the inrortnation itself, Nevertheless. Judge Itinisnl found his
determination to he consistent, with the public policy of New York as well as the
public policy of
In construing the New York statute iu In 1?(;11'13.,1rP'.11. tIS Mist. 2(1 355, :12i;
.N.V.S.;. 2d 1:34 (1071). the Albany County Court determined that the protection
given the press hy the New Yuri: statute must be subservient to the furtherance
of inildie policy requiring the investigation of crime and prosecution (hereof. tit
lutist. where I111.' illfOr111:Iii1)11 is only passively received by the news media, Thus.
-this court. also rend the qualification into the New Void: stolid(' that a newsman's
ciaim to a privilege lila!' 'he deified when tiw C(11111 finds ;Ill OVOITIffing Pilhlie
.

1:. liter), I fire ji wins for obtainiily Irk:Tilly of Soln.e0
he Court, round in App/i(wli(o/. of Cepcdit. :233 F. Sum), -.10:3 (S.D. N.Y. 19f1.1)

that there was no privilege tinder the California statute for a reporter to refuse
to disclose, during the 1:11:ing of his deposition, the name or an official of the :.44111

who allegedly supplied information to the reporter as a basis
for all article ultielt brought ithout an action in libel rigninst the reporter's magazine. California's stollite has no Provisi"ils relating toi whether f lie Person seeking
the source of a newinan's information can do so by moans other than inquiry of
the newsman. Nevertheless. the (quit's decision discussed this issue in dictum.

'The reporter told the District ('our( Judge that 110'11)1'118(41 to testify "until till
possinie ine11118 or ;nulling tlttut ;annual ion front other sources have been ex7
Intosted." The judge round that since the article was hosed in port in inferences
at,

.'inplientions.which the reporter drew front tine statements or the want:'

ofri,ols. and On inference coati he dnovn without- heing clearly attrituttahle to any
one source. thou only the reporter would he callable of 1.:nowing and revealing the
source (it" the inference which he obtained. The einut. in requiring disclosure, also
noted that the plaintiff's attorney had deposed lour or the Uinta officials without
success in obtaining the source ol7 the reporter's information. The judge therefore

i'ound that: the plaintiff had no netNss to alternative means or discovering Hie
reporter,;.: source and the plaintiffs' motion to compel the defendant to M/81er iu
1:111.! 411%11 110110S111011 was granted.

C. Defamation.
In Itroyany. Pak.s.ala
:V(,?I'8, 22 N.J. 139. 123 A. 2d ,,,t73 (19:111), the New
:Jersey Stmrente Court, in construing the former New Jersey statute on 1111-

111(ti's privilege. held that where a 'newspaper raises lit defenses of rair omment and oorl laitlt :tad a reporter testifies that the information is :In article
\vhieli is the sultject of an adieu for defoontlion came front it reliable source,
the newslialier. in effect: waives its Privilege. This holding was in Spite of the

fact that there was 110 language in the New Jersey stattit'e at that time regarding
the waiver of the Privilege tinder this ciremnstance.
In Ilcceroft
Print. it; PO. Co.. 02 N.J. Simer, 2tIt1, 1(17 A.2(1
41(1 (1¶1114), a New Jersey Superior Court noted that, when tin) present ,New Jersey statute reptrding neWsmen's privilege was enttete(1 in 1fill(), the stitte,legis-

Intim) was aware of the Itroyan, decision and therefore. since the statute w'as
110i; eluntged with regard to that issue, the Brogan decision wits controlling in
(leityitn.; the claim of n newspaper of rite privilege in an action for .defaination,
.1). (1) 'to t n torn Waiver iiroviNians ConOructl
in the Mcceroft case. gittwa, the court recognized that the New Jersey statute
set forth the specific situations in which the waiver of the privilege could occur.
The cant concluded, however, that even though the legislature set forth only two
instances of statutory waiver. a waiver could also occur just as effectively front
Other nets. The court therefOre held :

"Thi 14, the voluntary interjeetion in the ltlt'Sttit ease of the defenses of fair
comment. good faith. truth, and Intl: of malice, whilc conceivably not within 11w
can nevertheless

5(4.1)0 or a WIliVer :IS defined 11,1* N..1.8. 2.k :8-1A-29 (11),

he viewed as an ;let eonsiftufing a ii
The

ott lye wail, or :is

iii lit'' itilttiiiitu

Sill tell HMI., "el/11(4111S (a. nIll'IleSS HMI

lit

I IW

Id:1110M 'MVP the right to cross-examination of the still iii' are paramount. to

the PolleY iii ritror of the tiewstwitc,; privilege.
T110 Nt'W Ierst'Y statlae Provides
Nvoi'vs the ivrivilogo II'
111111abS
ClinSel" In (li5(!10111.0
-11:)y imrt of the privileged
in the
:I
11. 271.
case involving Peter Bridge (1110 facts of WhiCh
the superior court of
;k1,/in,(i
septewher
12, 1972) found that Bridge revealed his source of information find it least part

of the information given to him by his source and the court therefore held that
Bridge NVIIIVNI lilt TIVIVII0ge
I). ( 2) "1/100/17/ NiSeiONIOT /teemed WO rcr
There are several ea not
Indic:1f
)1:11

onto

glisplusilvo if

;

sour, or informal ion is nuide by a reporfer, /hen flit reporter is no fungT
Iii a position to assert the privilege. In effet t. the courts are [witting timt a rePorter ttis tItus Nrlirtbil his Privilege :f.though this determination is made iii the
absence

""Y \itlVtti Pruri8ioll ii Hie lifirlicUlar state statute.

In People r. Ito/f.

Alisc. 2II 2no. 829 N.Y.S. 2(1 "91 (19721. the court MIS
he newspaper to (Wash :t S114(1011:I (blobs

1.01111i red to ride 1111011 the WO/ hill or

114211111 which tlelledittlea the tirigititli Iti:11111seript ill.

1111

nit article published iii

I he l'ithific rojec which consisted of a purported eonlession or on,. or Re inunif
participating in it New 'Void; Tombs riot. flit conyt held that since the
script \vas pahiliihed mai was ',advt. Hie byline or he inmate's, 'mole that. the
IffmNfalfcl* bad rolunlarilS.disclusell the nunnllserilft and Its sonree and therehY
waived any possible protection of the NOW York IleWS111:111.S pH %liege, St:11111e.

r. frog.
The :111101111te CHUN- ;Iflinlled the trial court per cariam.
folio would
N.\.8. 2d 299 ( 1972) , hut hinted that the
2(1
have had t much stronger case if they hail proved (lair contention that the
original manuscript submitted hy the inmate nifty have been edited lt flat neWswas
paper. Stich proOr.of. .0111.80, would establish that not all of the
disclosed by publication.
yoming City,
( Slipynic
A More recent New' York ease. 1 n ic lion. No.
N.Y.. Sept. 14,1972), hIVOIred the State Attorney (.1eneral's motion to compel two
witnesses (a reporter and a piaaagyapher) In testify berore
graad ititv ti.
to events they observed during flit' Attica disturbaffee, The cowl' found that one

or the Witnesses had already made certain statements to. the .\ssistant :11-toritcy
General regarding' what he ohserved.ditring the riot. that. this c(mslituted "pullin %vim I flit'
flit Inforinn km olight hy I It t' grand o rothtreporter disclosed to the :\ssistatit Attorney General was waived and not

I je:11 jun." :111(1

privil(bged,

Lfte the New 17orl: Statilte, the ()alifornia statute regarding tie\vstnatt's
privilege does not contain any provisions regarding waiver of the fwivilege lv
voluntary disclosure of a source of information. in the case of Jan! ical ion of
jimrard. 40 (,...A..211 .51(1. 289 1'. 2t1

court: seemed to 'recognize that voluntary list

1!):ifi). the
:31.11
of the source or hirotalation

(land dereat the right It the privilege. but mulct-11m facts of Hutt particular
-case the court ruled that voluntary disclosure had tint hem) made. A reporter
wrote a story regarding a labor dispute referring to and uffaillk..; a statement:
of a union officer as rotioNrs:

''W'e'll

oltiort'i

:111011e;111

2891'. 2(1 at 5:37.

the emery. Andrade fold the special mepting. lint :is individiloi
'"
anymie has .the right. to refuse to handle hot apples .
.

The reporter was asked if lie had a CdtlrerSat ion with Andrade on a certain

day of 112e lahrfr dispute :1/1(1 the reporter refused to answer. The trial court; found

that the reporter waived the privilege since his artiele had disclosed the souree
of his information. The appellate court, in finding that the reporter did not disclose the source or his infOrniation for the artick., 'stated that it: could not he

assumed .from the use of quotation nuteks that the statement attributed to
Andrade was mmle (Erectly to the reporter.

"The literary form in which information. secured for imblication is cast does

not neeesarily disclose the 'source from \\ditch it is oldained. 289 L. 2(1 at: :138.
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The decision in In Re Taylor, 412 Pa. 32, 103 A.2d 131 (1003), reached a

similar result as that of the Romani case. The newspaper published an article
regarding the interrogation of a politician by the district attorney. The article
stated that many of the questions posed to the politician by the district attorney
related to what the politician had told-the reporters of the newspaper. The trial
court found that this situation constituted a waiver of the newspaper's right to
assert the newsman's privilege. muter the Pennsylvania statute, against disclosure
of documents and tape recording's evidencing what the politician had told the
reporters of the newspaper. The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania disagreed, They
held :

"A. waiver by a newsman applies only to the statements made by the informer
which are actually published or publicly disclosed and not to other statements
made by the informer to the newspaper." 193 A.2d at ].SO.
V. PROCEDUM:

Statutes
21. Procedure To Divest Privilege
Since twelve of the eighteen state newsman's privilege statutes provide for
au aWolure privilege-against the disclosure of a newsman's source of information. without any qualifying circumstances, it is not surprising that only three
statutes set forth procedures for challenging the assertion of the privilege,

The Alaska statute sets forth the most detailed procedures of the three statutes
containing procedural provisions. These procedures are sunnuarized as follows :

1. If during a hearing before any of the bodies set forth in the statute a

reporter refuses to-divulge the source of his information, the person seeking the
information may apply to the superior court (or if the issue is raised before the Supreme Court the mqtlica lion will be made to that eonrt) for an order divesting
the reporter of the privilege.

2. The application (by verified petition) shall set out the reasons why disclosure is essential to the administration of justice. a fair trial in the instant:
proceeding. or the protection of the public interest. [These are the circumstances
upon which the cont.!: may deny or limit the privileged

3. In a proceeding before the Supreme Court .or a superior court the court

may challenge Ole privilege on its ow- motion.
4, Where the privilege is initially asserted before the Supreme Court or superior
court, the court may conduct an inquiry-by way of questions put to the reporter

and, make a decision at that time or may inquire by way of ,other witnesses
or documentary showing. Or the court may order a special hearing of the

same nature as the boating to be conducted upon an application relating to proceedings before other bodies of the state or local government.

5. The court may deny the privilege if it finds that the circumstances set forth
in the statute exist, and may limit the testimony and right of cross-examination
"as may be in the public interest or in the interest of a fair trial."
0. An order of the superior court shall be subject to review by the Supreme

Court and the privilege shall rentain in effect during the pendaney of the.
apf)e:11.

The procedural provisions of the Illinois statute are very similar to those of the
Alaska statute. The Illinois statute provides ghat a person seeking information
claimed to lie privileged by a reporter may apply to the court for an order corndisclosure. The application shall allege:.

[T]he name of the reporter and of the news medium with which lie was connected at the time of the information sought was obtained; the specific information sought and its relevancy to the proceedings; and, a specific pnblie interest
which would be adversely affected if the factual inforniation sought were not
disclosed,

In addition to setting forth the specific circumstances width must exist if the
privilege is to be denied, the statute sets forth several specific factors which the
court shall consider in ruling upon an application to divest the privilege.
The Louisiana statute also proVides that a person may seek to divest a re-

porter's chinned privilege by application to the court, and, after a hearing.,

the court nmy deny the privilege if the qualifying circumstance exists. Unlike the
Alaska or Illinois statutes, the Louisiana statute provides that the application
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may be made to the district court of the parish in which the reporter resides, and
only if the reporter is not a resident of the state shalt the. application be made
to district court of the parish where the proceeding in which the information is
sought pending.
B. Burden of Proof

Only one, of the statutes sets forth the person who has the burden of proof

in a proceeding to determine if ;1 newsman's privilege should be granted.

The Arkansas statute provides that in order for a newsman's privilege to

be denied, "it must he shown that" one of the circumstances specified as a grounds

for denial exists. It seems that this language places the burden of proof upon

the person seeking the information.
Tile Louisiana statute has a provision requiring that where a reporter or news

media asserts :t legal defense of good faith in an action for defamation,. and
where the reporter alleges to have obtained the information at issue from a
confidential source, the privilege against disclosure of the source shall be
granted, but tile burden of proof shall be on the reporter or news media to sus-

tain tins defense.
As to the three statute3 providing for a proceeding to challenge the assertion
of the privilege: since the person seeking the information must initiate the proceeding by application to compel disclosure, in the absence of any statutory pro
vision regarding burden of proof the usual rule is that the 'moving party has tile
burden of proof.
Case Lea)

C. Types of Proceedings
The court cases interpreting the state statutory provisions regardinga newsman's privilege have arisen in a number of procedural contexts, summarized as

follows:

1. Crawl Jury Proceedings:

a.' Motion to quash subpoena duces tecum : lac re.11713.4IPAI, 08 Misc, 24 355,
320 N.Y.S. 2d 434 (1971).

h. Motion of state's attorney to compel witness to testify before grand jury:
In. re Dan, No.
(Supreme Ct., Wyoming Cty. N.Y., September 14, 1072) ;
Stale v. Sheridan, 248 Md. :320, 236 A,2018 (1907).

c. Appeal of judgment of contempt for refusal to answer questions : In re

Taylor, 412 Pa. 32, 103 A.2(1 181- (1003) ; Bridge c. Note Jersey, (Superior Ct.
N.1.. Appellate Div., September 12, 1972) ; Lightnian v: Stale,. 294 A.24 149
(MU. Spec. App. 1972), aria per curium, No. 233 (Md. App. October 7, 1072).

2. In preparation for trial; Motion to quash District Attorney's subpoena

duces tecum: People v. Wolf, 09 Misc. 2c1 250, 329 N.Y.S. 2d 291 .(1072), (Ord
per curiam,,---- Misc. 2(1
2(1 209 (1972).
3. Civil Action Discovery

a. Rule 37(a) motion to compel- deponent to answer questions: Application

of Cepcda, 23:3 P. Stipp 405 (S.D.N.Y. 1904) ; Baker v. P. tt: 1". Investment, 339
Supp. 912 (S.D.N.Y. 1972) ;
party Sparrow, 14 F.R.D. 351 (N.D. Ala. 1953).
b. Motion to :strike interrogatories: Bcccroft v. Point Pleasant Printing (G Pub.
S2 N,.7. Super, 200, 107 A2d 416 (1964) ; Delta, Inc. v Dun tG Bradstreet,
Re., 187 F.Supp. 7S8 (N.D. Ohio 1900),
4. Habeas 007' fitiS petition, seeking relief from contempt order for failure to
answer questions at hearing on preliminary injunction : Application of Howard,
130 CA, 24 810, 289 P. 2d 537 (1955).
5. Appeal of criminal: conviction: Lipps v. State,
Ind , 21 Ind. Dec.
342, 253 N.E. 2a 622 (1070) ; Hostand v. State,
Ind
27 Ind. Dec, 85,
273 N.E. 2x1 282 (1971).
Burdot of Proof
In two instances, the courts placed upon the newsmen the burden of proving
the privileged nature of a source of information or information. See Application
of Cepeda, 223 P.Supp.- 405 (S.D. N.Y. 1004) letting Tatkin v. Superior Court; 160
Cal. App. 24 745, 753, 320 P. 24 201, 205-206 (24 Dist, 1958] ; People v. Wolf,
69 Misc. 2f1 250, 329 N.Y.S. 2d 291, aff'd per curium,

2d 290 (1072).

Misc. 24 , 333 N.Y.S.
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VI. \V urrnsn AN INFORMANT ,N1 AY INVOKE TIIE 0111V1 LEGE
S./a/ nteR

The only slate neNvsmen's privilege statute which provides auy indication
as to whether the privilege conferred by the statute affords any rights tt> the
i»formant is the Ahiska statute, which provides as follows:
\\ 11011 a public ofticial or reporter claims the privilege conterrod bY fil:10-22(1

of this chapter and the piddle official or reporter has not been divested of the
privilege by an order of the Supreme or Superior Court. neither he nor the news
IIii' he permitted In ple:lIl
he \Vas ;ISsovintell Illny
organization \\*MI
or. prove hliO sources oh inforillatiOn

\\Tiling or in open court."

unless the intorinnilt COM:40111s: in

It is not. clear Nvliel her this statutory provision applies only to a civil action

wherein O 110V:1)1111er or reporter pleads reliance 1111011 a !..mllree
tiS

defense to :III

(4)11rerred

Ile\V:111:1

inn:Winn:ion

privilege ha!: helm
he IS preclinled f rim) revealing the soorce of his infor-

ill (101:1 1110111111, Or \vile/11er. Once

mation under any circumstances. unless the source consents in writing or in
open court. fit either case it is clear tlint. it least- in a limited sitnalion. under
this provision of the Alaska statute. it is the informant who makes tlie.decision
as to \rhythmr his name may be revealed.
Ouse .ho

There have been several cases where the ((1n it stated that the newsmen's

privilege runs only to the ne\VSpoper or reporter and may be waived regardless of
the wishes
an informant.
Intl. Dee. 3-12. 2'i N.E. 21111 -10 (1970).
hipp8 r.
,presentol the issue directly. The intl It one of IWO defendants in. a criminal

$IUII. - -. 21

ease requested a reporter to spoil: with her husband. Ditring tile course of the
interview hehveen the reporter and the defendant.. the defendant admitted the
iii) of murder. The defendant. on appeal or his conviction. argued that.. the
triaI court erred by allowing into evidence. ()Vol* the defendant's objections. the
reporter's testimony as to the intervimv. The appellant. claimed that any statements made by him to .the reporter \very ill etinlidence, and therefore protected

under the privilege statute from disclosure.
trial WWII:, the Supreme Court of Indianan matle clear that
In tudiolding

"the statute creates the right personal to Ilie reporter vliich only lie may invoke." Since in this case the reporter was willing to lestify the court livid that
the defendant could not prevent the reporter from testifying by asserting
:1

privilege under the statute. The same holding \vas remdied in //eN/amt I'. Stoic.
27 Intl. Dec. 85. 273
2(1 282 (197-.1) (a co-defendant of Lipps
I
appealed his convi(tion):
Iii ./ceerofl. V. Point l'Ionsant Prini. LE Pub. Co.. 82 NT. Super. 209. 10? A.

2d -(10 (1964). the court held that the NONV :lerSpy statute confers a Privilege on a
p:Iller and
nevsPalter. hilt not tuna) an in/ON/Rini: providing inforilRition to

the privilege may be vaved regardless or Hie wishes or the inronoolit. spy (lso,
.Litihlinfm, v. shoe. 294 A. 2il 149. 190, (Md. Sp. App. 1972). aff'd per curium,
No. 233 (Md. App.. October 7. 1972).

Two of the cases examined.-liovever. indicate that seine courts believe that

the privilege may he asserted 1)y the informant.
Iii Pcf.)pie i. -Ielf. (1) 31iSe. 2d 250. 321) N. V.$. 211 291 : aff'd
20
333 N.Y.S. 2(1 2911 (1972), the mint r0000 Hint- an
who part-tel1tale/1 in

the Tombs Prison disturbance acquiesced in the publication of his manuscript in
the 17//o>'/o Poise muter his by-line. The court ruled that this defeated the flocspaper's argument that the NoV York "hi tide protected the newspaper against
forced disclosure of the manuscript. This seems to infer that the court believes
thin tan inforniant.can \\-aive the ne\VS111011'g privilege.

In a r(volt. New York 0:156. Tn re Don, No. - (Supreme Ct., Wyoming (Ay.,

Septeinher 14, 1072), the court; made the' following statement :

'Tile interpretation of the statute urged by the witnesses would mean that
the news gatherers' exemption to testify Nvould , be much broader than any
other privilege granted by New York State statute since the newsman would

he the sole -judge of when 9nd as to what lie would testify. Privileged communications whether they be by 4loctor-dentist-mirse-patient-law-Yer-phychologist-Social.
worker-client, husbond-wife, clergyman-penitent, linve the element of confiden-

tiality between the person holding the privilege and the person to whom con-
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1.1111.1111;11

1.111111111111illififill

11111 ill.011.1111111. \ehirll (1111 Ile

va ived by the 1101,1(kr or

pridlego." :\lemorandunt opinion at :10.

This language seems to indicate that the court. views the informant as at
privilogo. \with Ilse right I \\:1 jvt, I he privilege
ipat, a porthil holdol.
therehy defeat the nevsman's right to assert the noNvsintin's privilege.

VI I. ltP1.1.: 01 CoSsTaucTios or Ni,:wsNIEN Pitivtbra0 STATI10s
The ease litv is not uniform as to AVill`I 1101 a rule or strict or liberal construction should he applied in the interpretation of novsutett's privilege statutes. Slane

or Ow courts have rated in favor of a st rict slat utory eons! ruction of a uevs-

1111111's privilege statute. 04111e on the basis that the recognition of a privilege

is in derogation of common law. or on the basis that the privilege efinstit MOS.
to testify to all Anntter. Soo
of
111 ii

1111 UNCelli i011 to till. gener;(1

Anialetition or (..epoi(t. 2;i3 F. Stipp. 411 5 (S,D.N.I. 1964) ;

2(1 26. 329 N.V.S. 2(1 291. air(' Per (.ariam.

is. 2d -- -,

Elise.
N.V.S. 2(1 299

(1972) : /1('CI(Ift V. Point Plcasant !'gin( (f Pah. l'o.. S2 N..1. Super. 209. 197 A.2d

1,..11111,. 294 A.2(1 1.49 (A1(1. Sp. App. 1972), off'ti per curium,
-116 (.1904 I.
No. 23:3 1. 'AI r. App. ()Jolter 7. 1972).

adoPt0d a wore liberal attitude in favor (if the news media.
Miter murls
For example. the 8111)1.1.111( Coml. of l'ennsylvaniti ruled that the Pennsylvania

statute tnnst be liberally roust -rued III MVO(' of the newsiall)er ai the netts
uuvlia

-The Aet must. therefore. ve repeat. In liberally and broadly construed in
order to carry tint the clear objective tun] intent of the Legislature vhih has
placed the gathering mid the .potection of the source of news as of greater
importance lo the public interest and of more value to the piddle velfa re than
the disclosure of the tilleged crime or the alleged criminal." In re 'Taylor,. 412
l'a. 32. 193 A.2d 151. 155-S6 (1930)

The New Pori;

privilege statute compriSes one section of tile Now

York Civil ltights r.o. A Now viol; count, in roliilg upon a nevsinan's privilege (:Ise. hats staled that "Liberal interpretation of pertinent statutes might:
\ell be (1(.01110(1 desirable ill passing upon 1110 issues or protection or civil rights."
in re 1111.4./-F.11, GS Misr. 20 355, 320

20 -134 (1971).-

ADDENDUM

STATE N EWS M A NS PRIVILEGE STATUTES As OF Nov:miant 10, 1972
ARKANSAS

Ark. Stat. Ann. j 43-917 (190-1)

43-917. Novspalter or Milk) privilege.lieforo any editor, reporter, or other

any 11011'S
writer for any newspaper or periodical. radio station. or puhlisher
paper or periodical or manager or owner of any rmliol station. shall be required
to disclose to any Grand :Jury or to any other authority. the source of information usell as Ilw basis for any article he may have wcitten, published or broadcast : ir must he shown that such article was written, published or broadcast
malice. and not in the interest of the public welfare. Hitt.
in bad Wilt.

.100s, 1936. No. 3, j 15, Act, 1937, p. 1384; Pope's Dig., j 3S2S; Acts 1049, No. 254,
j I, p. 7(11.]
A LARA A

hanni-Cilde Recompiled, Title 7. § 370 (1900)

::1711. Newspaper. radio and television employees.No person engaged in,
or employed on any newspaper (or radio broadcasting station
conneeted
or televising 1st:Ilion) while engaged in a news gathering capacity shall be
compelled V-0 disclose. In any legal proceeding or trial, before any court: or before

It grand jury of any court. or before' the presiding officer of any tribunal or

hi s. agent or agent S. or hofore any committee of the legislature, or elsewhere,
the sources or oily inform:IIion procured or ohtained by 01111 and published in the
newspaper (or broadcast by any broadcasting station or televised by any tele--
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vision station) on which he is engaged, connected with, or employed. (1935,
p. (19; 11110, p. 5.18, effective Aug. 9, 1949.)
ALASKA

Alaska Stat., §00.25.150 220 (1967), 1070 Cum. Stipp.)
Sec. 09.25.150. Claiming of privilege by public official or reporter. Exeopt ns

provided in §§ 150-220 of this chapter, no public official or reporter may lie
compelled to disclose the source of informatimi procured or obtained by hint
while acting in the course of Ids dutAes as .a public official or reporter. (§ 1 ell 115
STA 1.007)

) When 0 public official or reporter
Sec. 09.25.100. Challenge of privilege.
claims the privilege in a utilise being heard before the supreme court or n superior
court; of this state, a person who has the right to question him in that proceeding,
or the court on its own mOtion. may challenge the claim of privilege. The court

shall make or ea use to be !node whatever imptiry the court: thinks neeessary
to a determination of the issue. The inquiry may he made to instanter by way of
questions put to the witness claiming the privilege and a decision then rendered,
or the court may require the presence of oilier witnesses or documentary showing
or may order a special hearing for the determination of the issue of privilege.
(11) The court may deny the privilege and may order (lie public official or the
reporter to testily, imposing whatever limits upon the testimony mid upon the
right of cross-examination of the witness as may be in the public interest or
in the interest of a fair trial. if it; finds the withholding of the testimony would
(1) result in 0 miscarriage of justice or the denial of a fair trial to those who
challenge the privilege; or
(2) he contrary to the public interest. (§ 1 eh 11.5 SLA_ 1907)

Sec. 09.25.170. Order divesting public official or reporter of the privilege. (a)
under the laws of this state
This section is applicable to a hearing
(11 before a court other than the supreme or a superior court ;
.

(2) before a COM't C0111111iSSi011er, referee, or other court appointee.

Sec. 09.25.209. Application of privilege in other courts. Section: 150.220 of
this chapter also aply 1:o proceedingsleld under the laws of the United States of
any other state where the law of this state is being applied. (§ 1 eh. 115 STA. (1967)
.See. 00.25.210. Sections 150 -220 of this chapter do not abridge other privileges.

Sections 150.220 of this chapter may not be construed to abridge any of the

privilegeS"ecognized under the laws of this state, whether at common law or by
6Intute. (§ 1 ell 1.15 SLA 1907)

See. 09.25.220. Definitions. In this chapter. unless the context otherwise requires.

(1) "privilege" means the conditional privilege granted to public officials and
reporters to refuse to testify as to a source of information ;
(2) "public official" means a person elecited to a public office created by the.
constitution or laws of this state, whether executive, legislative or judicial mid
who was holding that office at the time of the communication for which privilege
.

Is claimed ;

(3) "reporter" means a person regularly engaged in the business of collecting
or writing news for publication, or presentation to the public, through a news
organization ; it includes persons who were reporters at the time of the.communication, though not at the time of the claim of privilege;
(4) "news organization" means

(A) an individual, partnership, corporation or other association regularly

engaged in the business of

(t) publishing a. newspaper or other periodical which reports news events, is
issued at regular intervals and has a general circulation ;
(it) providing newsreels or other motion picture news for public showing; or

(iii) broadcasting news to the public by wire, .radio, television or facsimile,

(B) a press association or other association in individuals, partnerships,
corporations, or other associations described in (4(A) (i), (ii), or (iii) of
this section engaged in gathering news and disseminating it to is members for
publication. ( § 1 ch 1151907)

ARIZONA
.

.

Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 12-2237 (1969 Supp).
§ 12-2237. Reporter and informant

A person engaged in newspaper, radio, television or reportorial work, or connected with or employed by a newspaper, radio or .television station,
not
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be compelled to testify or disclose in n legal proceeding or trial or any proceeding
inquisitorial body or commission, or before a comwhatever, Or before any

mittee of the legislature, or elsewhere, the source of information procured or
obtained by him for publication in a newspaper or for broadcasting over a radio
or television station with which he was associated or by which he is employed.
As amended Laws 1000, eh 1.10 § 1.
CALIFORNIA\

Cal, Evid. Code Aim. § 1070 (West Supp. 1071)
§ 1070. NOWS1111111'S refusal to disclose news source

A publisher, editor, reporter, or other person connected with or employed

upon 0 newspaper, or by a press association or wire service, or any person who

has been so connected or employed, ea »not be adjudged in contempt by a court; the

Legislature, or any administrative body, for refiadng to disclose the source of
any information procured while so connected or employed for publication and
published in o newspaper.

Nor can a radio or television news reporter or other person connected with or
employed by a radio or television station or any person who has been so con-

nected Or employed be so adjudged in contempt for refusing to disclose the source of
any information procured while so connected or employed for and used for news
or news cOmmentary purposes on radio or ,television. (Amended by Sthts:. 1071,
ch. 171.7, § 1.)
ILLINOIS

Public Act 77-1623, Sept. 23, 1071
Section 1. [ S.II. A, ch. 51, § 111]

No court may compel any person to disclose the source of any information
obtained hy it reporter during the course of his employment. except as provided.
in this Act. Tim privilege conferred by this Act is not available in any libel or
slander action in which n reporter or news medium is a party defendant.
Sec. 2 [ S.11.A. ch. 5.1, §1.12]

As used in this Act :

"reporter" means any person regularly engaged in Ihe business of collecting, writing or editing news for publication through a new., medium ; and includes any person who was a reporter at the time the inforination sought was

procured or obtained.
IL. "news medium" means any newspaper or other periodical issued at regular

intervals and having a paid general circulatiOn ; a news service; a radio station; .a television station: a community antenna television service; and, any
person or corporation engaged in the making of news reels orother motion picture news for public showing.

e. "source" means the person. or means from or through which the news or

information was obtained.

See. 3. [ S.II.A. ch. 51, § 113]

In any case where a person claims the privilege conferred by this Act, the person or party, body or officer, seeking-the information so privileged, may apply

hi writing to the circuit court serving the county here the hearing, action or

proceeding in which tlie information is sought for an order divesting the person
named therein of such Privilege and ordering him to disclose his source of the
information.
See, 4. [S.11.A. ch. 51, § 114]

The application provided in section 3 of this Act' shall allege : the name of
the reporter and of the news medium with which lie was connected at the time
the information sought was obtained: the specific information sought and its relevancy to the proceedings; and, a specific public interest which would be adversely affected if the factual information sought were not disclosed.
Sec. 5, [S,II.A. eh, 51, § 115]

All proceedings in connection with obtaining an adjudication upon the application not otherwise provided in this Act shall be governed by the Civil Practice

Ace
ch. 51, § 116]
See. 6
In granting or denying divestiture of the privilege provided in this Act the
court shall have due regard to the nature of the proceedings, the merits of the
Chapter 51, ¢ In.

Chanter 110, § 1 et seq.
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II any, the
china or defense. the adequacy of the remedy otherwise
relevancy or the solirt,e. and the possibility or establishing by (other '''eons that

i8 alleged I the source requested vill tend to prove.
ell. 51 § 117]

Sec. 7

An (order granting diveslittire

it

the privilege provided Ill this Act, shall be

granted (1 only it the cowl. fh.or hearing the parties, shall tied :

the incorniation songht (loos not concern matters, or (hot:oils in any
proceeding, required to he kept secret- tinder the lows of Ibis Stale or or the Feti,brpt government and
(to that :111 otm,r nraimbie souree8 of inform:Ilion ii;) VI been eshatn.apd mut
disclosure or the information sought is essent int to the Protection of ihe public
int()rest. involVed.

If the vourt enters an order diN:esting the person of the privilege granted in
this Aet it shall also order the person to disclose the information it has (1(oier .
mined should he disclosed.
ch. 51, § 1181

Sec. 8.

An order watered under this Aet IS niopealatote the same ns a comp:or:11de order
in ot civil case under Supreme Court Rules and is suloject to loving stayed. In case

or an appeal the privilege conferred by this Act remains in full force an(1 effect
(luring 1 he pendency of such a ppm!.
Sec. 9.

1

ch. :11. § 1191

A person reflosiing to testify or otherwise comply with the order to disclose

the source of the info'ritontion a's specified in sue]) order. :trier such order becomes
linnl, may be adjudged in contempt of court :111(1 punished aceording13:.
INDIANA

TIM. Ann. Stat. § 2-- 733 ( 19138)
tie ot.
2-173S. NeNvspaperS, '1'(olevision and 1:, .ho
person conneetto(1 vit,h II Wpoldy. semi Nveekly. triNNT(.1(13: or daily fieNvsioniier
thilt conforms to .1)051311 rogulations. 1v111111 shall have been published

consecutive yo:ors ill the sanno city or to3v1i and \vide)! has )1 paid circulation or
two per cent: 12%1 of the population of the eimnt..1. in which it is published.
pre a;:SneiaIlDn. 115 a boon lide oNviitor. editorial or reportorial employee. who receives his or her principal income front legitimate gathering, writing. editing and interpretation Of 1113115, :111(1 :D13' DerS011 11111/D'011qi With

()111-

radio or television station as owner. official. or ns an editorial
/Derehilly
or reportorial employee Nvloo receiVeS his or her principal income front h)gitionate

gathering. 11citing, editing. interpreting. announcing or broadcasting or lOWS.

shall not be compelled to disclose in any legal proceedings or elsewhere the source

Of an3: information procured or ()lit:tined in the course of his employment or

'representation of such iteNvspaper, press asmocintion. radio station or television
station, \vliether published or not published in the neNvsionper or 1)3-11no press

association or broadcast or not broadcast 113: the radio station or television
station by Nvhich he is employe(i. [Acts 1941. ch. -14. § 1. p. 128; .19,11). eh. 201. § 1,
P. 673.]
I:E NT IT I:Y

Ky. Rev. Sint. § 421.100 (1009)

421.100. Newspaper, radio or telQvision hroadeasting station personnel need
not disclose source, of information.--No person shalt be compelled "to disclose in
any grand or petit jury.
any legal. proceeding or trial before any court: Or
or before the presiding officer of any tribunal, or his 'agent or agents, or before

the general assembly, or any committee thereof, or before any city or coutity
legislative body, or any committee thereof. Or elsewher(o, the source or fin:: information procured or obtained by him, :1110 published ill a newspaper or by a radio

or teiccisdon broadcasting station by which lie is engage() or employed or \oil
which lie is connected. (1649(1-1 ; :1111ed. Acts 1952, el). 121.)
LOUISIANA

La. Rev. Stat. § 45 :1.451.--54 (1970 ('inn. Snip.)

Definitions
"Reporter" shall mesw any person regularly engaged in the lousiness of Collecting, writing or editing Pews for publication through a DONN'S Dledin. The term
§1451.
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reporter shall include all persons \yin) were previously connected with any news
leedia ttsaforesaid as to the. information obtained Willie so connected.
-NeNvs .1letlia shall include
(a ) Any newspaper' or other periodical issued at regular intervals and having
paid general circulation ;
(h) Press associations ;
(c) 1Vire service;

Ithdio;
(e) Television; and
Persons or corporations engaged in the ittal:ing Of 111'1S Peek of

11(111.1!

11101i(Ill picture mews for public showing. Acts 10111, No. 21 I. § I.

Conditional privilege from elimpillsoy disclosure or iorottiloot or source
ENcept. as hereinafter provided. no reporter shall be compelled to disclose ill
any administrative. ;judicial or legislative proceedings or anywhere else the identity of any informant or any soinve of information obtained by him from another
§ 1452.

person \\Wile acting as ti reporter. Acts 1004. No. 21.1. § 2.

Revocation of privilege; procedure
In any case where the reporter claims tile privilege cfmterred by the Act, the
persons or parties seeking the inforniatimt linty apply. to the district. court. of
the parish iu NvIlich the reporter resides .for on order to revoke ilit privilege. lit the
§

event the reporter does not reside within the state, the application shall
he made to tile district court of the parish. \\divvy the hearing. action or proceeding

hal/111111 I[011 is sought is pending, The application for such

all order shall set fort II in writing the reason wily the disclosure is ossolltial to
the protection of the public interest and' service or such application shall he
111:1(10 1111011 the re1)01'1.9'. The older S11;111 be granted only when the court, after

Imaring the parties. shall find that the disclosinge is essential. lo the politic interest. Any such order shall be appealable under Article 2083 of the Louisiana
Code of Civil l'rocedure. lu case of any such appeal. the privilege sot forth in
1(.S.. 45:1452 shall remain in full force and effect. during pendency of such
appeal. Acts 1904, No. 211. j 3.

§ 1.451. Defainatimi; burden of proof

If the privilege granted herein is claimed and if, ill a snit for damages for

delattnition, a legal defense of good faith 110 been asserted by a_reporteror

IIONV:: Media with respect to 11.11 issue 111)1:111 which the reporter alleges to have

obtained information front a confidential source, the burden of proof shall he on
the reporter Cl' IleNN'S Media to stistaifithis defense. Acts 1.9(14, No. 211,

4.

AIAICYLANII

Md. Ann. Code Art. 35, § 2. (.1971)

2. Employees on ne)vspapers or for radio or television stations cannot be eon),

pulled to disclose source of 11e1V8 of illt1)111):1

No person engaged In, connected .Nvith or employed on a. newspaper or ;journal

or for any radio or television station shall be contlielied to disclose, ill :II'S legal
proceeding. or trial or before any con»nit tee of the legislature or elsewhere,
the source or :Illy NUNN'S 01' illr01.111:1 11011 prOCIll'ed ill' obtained by him for and pub-

lished ill the newspaper ift. disseminated by the radio or televisiim station ore
ill Nvliich he is engaged, connected with or employed. (An. (lode, 11)151, § 2; 1939,
§ 2 ; 1924, § 2 ; 1912. § 2; 1904, § 2; 1890. ch. 24!) ; 1049. cll. 014.)
AlICISWAS

llicL. Slat. A1111..§ 28.945(1.)

(1(154)

(Ch. 2S7 Code of Criminal Procedure)
§ 23.945(1.) Sante.; confidential and privileged communicatiims. Sec, :7):1. In any
inc,,alry authorized by this act commtnlications between reporters of newspapers

or other publications and their informant art) hereby declared to be privileged
and ctinlidential. Any communicatiiins between attorneys and their clients. between clergymen and the. members of their respective ehurchys. and between
physicians and their patients tire hereby declared to he privileged and confidential when 511011 communications \\*ere necessary to enable such attorneys. clergy-

men. or physicians to serve 118 .81101 attorney. clergyman. or physician. (C. L.

'48, § 797.5a.)
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MONTANA

Mont. Rev. Codes Ann. Tit. 93, ch. 601-2 (1904)
03- 001 -2. Disclosure of source of informationwhen not required. No persons
engaged in the \ v o 11: of, or connected with or employed by any newspaper or

any press association, or any radio broadcasting station, or any television station Inc the purpose of gathering, ma)euring, eompilhig, editing, disseminating.,
publishing, broadcasting or televising news shall be required to disclose the
source of any information procured or ohtained by such person in the course of
Iris eninloymont, in any legal proceeding,' trial or in raYtigation before arts' cona.
grand jury or petit. jury, or tiny officer thereof, before the presiding officer, of
allY tribunal, or Lis agent or agents. or before any commission, department, division or bureau of the stfitO, Or livfOrO any county or municipal body, officer or
committee thereof.
NEWADA

Nev. Rev, Stat. § 49.275, 49.385, 49.305 (1971)
49.275 Privilege for news media. No reporter or editori: I employee of any
press association or radio or television station may be
newspaper,
required to disclose the source of any information procured or obtained by such
person, in any legal proceedings, trial or investigation:
1. Before any court, grand jury, coroner's inquest., jury or any ofiicer thereof.
2. Before the legislature or tiny committee thereof.
3. Before any department, agency or commission of the states.

4. Before any local governing hotly or committee thert,,t, or any officer of a

local gevernment.

(Added to NRS by 1971, 780)
(Added to NRS by 1071, 789)
49.385 Waiver of privilege by voluntary disclosure.

1. A person upon whom these roles confer a privilege against disclosure of a
confidential matter waives the privilege if he or his predecessor' while holder .
of the privilege voluntarily discloses or consents to disclosure of any significant
Part of the matter.
2. This section does not apply if the disclosure is itself a privileged
communication.
(Added to NRS by 1971, 787)

49.305 Privileged matter disclosed under compulsion or without opportunity to
claim privilege. Evidence of a. statement or other disclosure of privileged matter is inadmissible against the holder of the privilege if the disclosure was :
1.. Compelled erroneously : or
2. Made without opportunity to claim, the privilege.
(Added to NESby 1971, 7S7)
NEW JERSEY
.

N.J. Stat. Ann. !Tit. 2A, ch. 84A, § 21, 29 (Stipp. 1909)

2A :84A..-21. Newspaperman's privilege
Rule 27.

Subject to Rule 37,1 .1 person engaged on, connected with, or employed by, a
newspaper has a privilege to refuse to disclose the source, author, means, agency
or person front or tluiougli who'll any information published in such newspaper
was procured, obtained, supplied, furnished, or delivered. L. 1900, c.-.52, p. 458,
§ 21..

2A:84A-29. Waiver of privilege by contract or previous disclosure; limitations
Rule 37.

A person waives his right or privilege to refuse to disclose or to prevent another from disclosing a ipecified matter if lie or any other person while the
holder thereof has (a). contracted with anyone not to claim the right or privilege or, (b) without coercion and with knowledge of his right or privilege, made

disclosure of any part of the privileged matter or consented to such a disclosure made by anyone.
1 Section 2A : S4A-20.
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.

A disclosure which is itself privileged or otherwise protected by the common

law, statutes or rules of court of this Stale, or by lawful contract, shall not

constitute a waiver under this section, The failure of a witness to claim a right
or privilege with respect to 1 question shall not operate as a waiver with respect
to tiny other question. L. 1000, c. 52, p. 459, § 29.
NEW MEXICO

N. M. Stet. Ann. § 20-1-1.2.1 (1953, 11)07 Rev.)

20-1-12.1. Privileged communicalienReporters.A. it is hereby declared
to he the public policy of New Mexico that no reporter shall he required lo disclose before any proceeding or by any authority the source of information procured by him in the course of his employment Os a reporter for a netts media
unless discluSure he essential to prevent injustice. 111 granting or denying a
testimonial privilege under this act: [sect]on], the court shall have time regard
to the nature of the proceeding. the merits of the claim or defense, the atlequaey
of the remedy otherwise available, the relevancy of the source,
t he possibility of establishing by other means that which the source is offered as lending to
prove. An order compelling disclosure shall he tippet:table, and subject to stay.
B. As used in this section:
(1.) "reporter" means any person regularly engaged in the business of eolieei.
lug, writing or editing news for publication through a news media, and includes
any person whin was a reporter at the time the information was obtained but
is no longer acting as a reporter; and
(2) "news media" means any newspaper or other periodical issued at regular
intervals and having a paid general circulation ; a press association; a wire
service; a radio station or a television station.
C. Any reporter may waive the privilege granted in this section.
(Laws 1907, ch. 108, § 1.)
NEW YORK

N.Y. Civ. Rights law § 79-11 (McKinney 1970)

§ 79h. Special provisions relating- to persons employed by, or connected

with, news media.

(a) Definitions. As used in this section, the following definitions shall apply :

(1) "Newspaper! shall mean a paper that is printed and distributed ordi-

narily not less frequently than once a week', and has done so for at least one year,
and that contains news, articles of opinion (as editorials), features, advertising,

or other matter regarded as of current interest, has a paid circulation and has
beets entered at United States poste thee as second-class matter.

(2) "Magazine" shall mean a publication containing news which is published
and distributed periodically, and has done so for at least one year, has a paid
circulation and itas been entered at a -United States post-office as second-class
matter.
(3) "News agency" shall mean a commercial organization that collects and
supplies now to subscribing newspapers, magazines, periodicals and news
broadcasters.

(4) "Press association" shall mean an association of newspapers and /or

magazines formed to gather and distribute in.iws to its members.

(5) "Wire service" shall mean a news agency that 'sends out syndicated

news copy by wire to subscribing newspapers, magazines, periodicals or news
broadcasters.
(1;) "Professional journalist" shall mean one who, for gain or livelihood,
is engaged in gathering, preparing or editing of news for a newSpaper; magazine,
news agency, press association or wire service.

(7) "Newscaster" shall mean a person who, for gain or livelihood, is engaged

in analyzing, commenting our or broadcasting, news by radio or television

transmission.

(8) "News" shall mean written, oral or pictorial information or ,eonumniica;
tion conch---og local, naftmal or worldwide events or other matters of public
concern o, r

lie interest or affecting the r:.fblic welfare.

93-474-73---48
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79-1i. N.Y, Cry. ltight s Law
',pores:40mo jootnolists and neNvscasters Cron' contempt.
t) Expolicoll
Notwil lista tiding the provisions or 1110' general or specific law to Illy contrary,
no professional journalist: or newseastor entplool. 017 IltillltWi:411 nSSncinted 111111
press :ISSovillt 1011. \\*ine service. radio
1111 11V \VS111111P1',

or television latisuilssion station or net wort:. shall he adjudged in contempt hy
any court. the logisliffure or other body 1,a ving contempt powers. rmr terosing

o roiling to disoo8c

lloWS or lice S0111'll, or any such netts 01111111g into lilt:

110S:4P:4:41011 iu the coarse of gathering or ohlaining news for publication or to
be published in a 11PNVS1):11/10". mug:to:inv. or for hoaticast by a radio or television

iratistnission station or network. by which lie is professionally employed or otherwise a ssocial ed III a news gal hcring co pacity.
tided I,. 1970, C. G15, eft. Ably 1.2, 1970.
01110

Ohio Rec. Ode Aim. § 2739.12 (1953)

27:49.12 NeNrspaper reporters not required to reveal source of h,/,,,.,ilt11,11.
Nn person engaged in the work of. of connected with, or employed by any
11110,1 01' any press association for the purpose or gathering. procuring. compiling.
puldishing 11011's Shall he required to disclose the source.
editing. disSeminating.
att. Information procured ,or ))111.:iiited by sitell person ill the course Of his

employment. in :m logol py0eovajog. trial, or investigation before any court,
grand jury, petit jury. 01' any ollicer thereof. before the presiding officer or :fly
11.i:wird. or his agent. or before 1111y (1111111iSSIOIL

(11ViSi011,

hIlp:111

tills Si ift., or boron. ;toy oomts er annicipal botly..olliccv 01-committee thereof.
((;(_7 jj 03:19-2:1; 111) t "28(1.

I. Eir 111-1 -5:1)
PENNSYLVANIA

Pa. Stat. Anti, Tit. 28, 330 (1.909, 1970 Cum. Stipp.)

`:1:10. Conlitlential conniumications to netts roprntcns.
to, No iterSoll.: engaged on, connected with. or employed hy ;my nevspaper of
general circulation as defined by the la WS Of this Commonwealth. or any press
association 01' any radio or television station or any magazine of general cireula-

Hon, for the pitrpose of ,gallwring, procttring, compiling, editing Air publishing,
ilmvs. shall he required to disclose the source of 1111, information procured or
obtained by such person. lit any. legal proceeding. trial or investigation before
any court. grand jury. tral-erse or petit jury, or any officer thereof. before the
General .1.st-tenthly or any committee thereof. before ant' conpub4sitm. department,

nr latrealt of this Colinnonrealth, or

any comity or muni(dpal body, of -

liver. or committee thert.tof.

(h) The Provisions of subsection- (a). hereof in set far as they relate to radio
01 television stations, shall not apply unless the radio or television st0110 main-

tains :toil loops open for inspeetion, for a period of at least one year from the
(Liu, _of the ;tetuni hroth,cast. or telecast. an exact:., recording, transcription,
Icinescopic film or certified written transcript of the actual broadcast: or telecast.
As amended 1959, Dec. 1, P.L. 1.009, § t 1908, :July 31, P.L. , No. 215, § 1.
I:impost0 SATE

LANS

lu otidilioll to tilt!, cl,,,l',t000 states which presently have a reporter's privilege
in effect. nine other state legislatures have shown unsuccessful efforts to pass
Similar legislation in their most. recent sessions:
_Florida : House Nil 3791. died in connnitteo. 1972.
Ida ho : An Act. drafter, never introduced, 1972,
learn : 'louse tile 1118, never voted. 1972..
ssa chus.otts : Senate Bill 114. defeated. 1972.
Petiesetlit : Senate file 9-15.11onse tile 1728. died in Douse, 1072.

House Bill 18, died in c(iiinnitilti,

Alis:miri

1971..

(Legislature meets bi-

.

Nebraska : Legislative Bills 1179, 1571. never voted, 1972.

Texas: Mouse Bill 2011, died in coninattee, 1972: Senate Bill 558, died after
committee amendment and recommended passage. 1072.
Wisconsin : Senate Bill 118 5 (1971), passed Senate and died, 1972.
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Three v stales mistweessfully sought to ti itititid their ex 'sling privilege Sloth 1 es
in the lost session. Of I lieso throe, the NeW Jersey bill is the only prime:nil still
pending legislotive action this year.
Alaska 'i hut I ill 27-1, died in eoltintit tee, 1912. Tito oinendment would have
repealed Alitslot Sint, § 0(1.25. 1110..1711(1.),te),

(19117, 11170 Chum ..1titip,),

thus effectively erent Mg on absolute privilege 4,1101100;1g the present statutory
grounds for divestment.

F.entuel(y House llill 58(1, died in committee, .1972. The otnendnient NV(1111(1.
Ittivi rellenled 1)'. IteV. Stat. §-121,1011 ONO),
New jersey : Scluite 92-1. viL liiluavui 1n72 8eitate 1121. passed Senate July 1.7.

sent to Assembly and pending in remainder of 11172 session, The ntiletnilIWIlt.
VX1.01111 the privilege beyond "newspoPertiten" to any person "eonnected

Nyttll oily news ilissemittation-; \votiltl describe the proceedings within which
the privilege \vir,11(1 apply: would prideet sources \rhythm. or not the informotion wns prololisly liuiltltsltiul and monla stipulate that neither priOr
pnrilal llielOS1Ire Or Hie laffirre. nor II

enmosinent will constitute a waiver

Slibsp(1110111. ter111111:111011 of the newsman's

the asserted privilege.
Since our analysis of stole neu'smett's privilege legislation iii Novettiher 1(1,
11/72. two state legislaturesthose
cmirontia ilml New Jerseyhove passed

legislation to ellatige 'brit DOW:411(41.S privilege stolutes. The new
Sl:itiiti uiiul IN:VW Jersey propOSal art broader ill seope than the ones which were
in effect" IV lien our original anitlysis was printed, It is porhops no coi..cidence
thot. in both these stoles.
Vi been incarcerated Milan the last few
months for contempt of cowl. The cases 1+1'
Itiii
Anil
Peter Bridge of Non .1:?rses are mittotthtettts famittat to most, persons interested in IleWS111011.S privilege legislation, 'Pitt' rettetions or the tegishitures it
Nov Jersey Ned ctturt».-tit. hmvel-er, art! probably less Wl."11-11111W11 tiuil acCONIIngly will lie (liSOISSell
NEW J1c1;SEY

Peter Bridge, au cx-reporter for the A.cirork Neu:N. was helii in ein'.1esuld- liv
:1 grand jury in Newt: I:. :Cell' Jersey Liii failing to :111SWer (pleStionS relating
to a bribe WIII111
earl liellt1S, i c-ttittlissionet or the New Jersey lionsing
Authority, (All( tiuhl luim she hail been
reti. in his article about the nrihe:
Itridge had already revealed Mrs. heat. 's mime: but before the grand jury. he
refused to 0 nswer further questions about the information she had given hint.'
The .New Jersey statute Wider which that cost was tried proteeted only the
u

tentity of 0 source from disclosuri
iitt( Ruitlgit hail already identified his
soitree. the court livid that he void(' expect no further proteetion from the

statute. Furthermore, tinder the old statuty, he had waived- his privilege agoinst
testifying, because he hod disclosed tt part of tlw privileged material.
1.'inler flue impetus of the /iridric sittutthm. the New Jersey legisloture passed
;1 110W statute tvtuitii differs in three significant trays from the old;
(1.) The new slotute protects hull' the identity of the source if information and the illtrinallat lob itsel
(2) The tiosIrtrply contract:: the 500110 or the \valve! provisilms.

so thot any information not olready. disclosed remains privileged material.
( 3) The new statute 111111VS vertaill Hint ;I perSon ilI lit proteiteti wluttlior he is currently ettiployol as it nevsnntn. in whether, like liyitlge. he was
so employed only when he received the infortmition.

Ti counterliplancts thiS expansion: the new low lists eiroonstonres under

Whieh the privilege outwit be eliiiined.

eirctunstonces a ii a iOu ltigitn fo

ginililleatiOnS in the federal hills. Finally, the new law gives it new ;Ind more
cmi)plei-e definition to the persons it i+rotects ;Ind the type of proceedings it
covers.

OALIFOIINIA

All alllellfilnellt it the Oki CalifOrilin
Iteitgat: in the first \vveli: of 1973. The
tPets

WaS signed into low by GOVernor

w statute is drafted SO that it pro-

»eWslOnn frmui testifying in every conceivable type if proceeding Specifically. it, extends it tiewsniell':.; protection from testimony before a "court. the

legislature or olly adIllilliStratire tautly" to testim,my before ''0 jniliiiti I, legishiThe Calitarnia lrbrislature's bill teas signed Inl law by GoVornor Reagan In HIP first
wool; 6r1971..New .torsey's Senate No. 4121 mot .1.ssonibly No. 1470 have lint yin: been
signiql by Governor 011011.
2Tti Of Noyeniber 10 .A it ii lysIs.
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live, administrative body or any oilier body ha ving the power to issue sub-

poenas

.

.

in any proceeding as defined in

The amendment of the California Mal nip is as sir-ntilivallt: for NV!R1 t it .dues
11 a change us for what it does. on Jonnury 17, 197.1, the C/mrt of Appeols for
the Second- Distriet of California ailirmed the contempt citation which a
eourt judge bad imposed on Witham Farr, nit ex-reporter for the Los Angeles
Herald Exabiiner, for his refusal to slate the source of confidential information
limbed by One of the persons privy to information held secret under an Order
re Publicity th,
Manson murder trial.'
Despite the clear language to the contrary, the Court of Appeals interpreted
the California TICWS1111111'S privilege statuteas not protecting Farr, It newsmn.
Parr v. Superior Court, 220.A, 3d 00, 71-2, 99 Cal. Rptr. 342 (1971). To inter»g Farr, the court noted, would force the colt rt to
pret. the statute as protecting
declare the statute au unconstitutional viola tion of the concept: of separal ion
of powem Under that: concept:. "the Legislature cannot declare that certain acts.
by the Court shall not constitute a contempt." 22 C.A. 3d a 011.
By re-passing its newsman's privilege statute with no change in the language
other than that noted, the California legislature has, despite the Court of 4tppeals
decision in Farr, reaffirmed the language of the earlier California statute. It has
continued to deseribe the privilege as one not to he adjudged in et-attempt."'
It has thus stated its refusal to go along with the court's interpretation of the
Constitution. By eNtending the proceedings covered to include "any body haying
the power to issue subpoenas," the legiStatitre has-stated that the concept of

separation of powers does not prohibit. newsman's privilege legislation from
affecting :my judicial proceeding. It is not unreasonable to describe this as a
challenge to the constitutional interpretation of the Court of Appeals in the
Farr case.
NEW JERSEY

Assembly, No. 1470, Senate, No. 1.121

Be ft enacted. by t he Sena( e and. General Assembby of New .iersey:
(C. 2A :S4A-21) is amended to read as follows :
1, Sect ion.21. of P.L. 1900, c.

21. Rule 27. Newspaperman's privilege.

Subject to Rule 37, a person engaged on; engaged in, connected with or
employed 1Vy, a news media for the purpose of gathering, procuring, transmitting,

compiling, editing or diswminating news for the general public or on whose
behalf news is so gathered, procured, transmitted, compiled, edited or dis7
seminated has a privilege to refuse to disclose, in any legal or quasi-legal proceed--

ing or before any investigative body, including, tint not limited to, any court,
grand jury, petit jury, administrative' agency, the Legislature or legislative
committee, or elsewhere:

a. the source, author, means, agency or person. from or through whom any,
information was procured, obtained, supplied, furnished, gathered, transmitted,
compiled, edited, disseminated, or delivered ; and
b. any news or information so obtained whether or not it is disseminated.
Any.suelt person may, however, be compelled to divulge the source and nature

of any privileged communications in any of the aforesaid proceedings when all
of the /Mowing coalitions are met: (1) there is probable cause to believe that

the person from whom the information is sought has information which is

clearly relevant to a specific probable violation of law: (2) there has been demonstrated that the information sought cannot be obtained by alternative means
less destructive of rights available tinder the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States; (3) the information request is based on the personal
knowledge of the newsman rather than on hearsay communications received
by him from .others; (4) the informatidn requested does not concern matters.
or the details of any proceedings, which are required .to be kept secret by the
laws ofthe State or the Federal Government,
2. Notwithstanding the provisions 'of Rule 37. (C.2A;S4A-29) or any other law
to the contrary, the disclosure by any person of the source, author, agency or
-person from or through whom any information was procured, supplied, furnished,
n A 1971 amendment to the California statute extended the privilege to ex-reporters
such as Mr. Farr. This was in reaction to-the lower court's decision in Parr; the Court of
Appeals decision had not yet comedown.
4 In our November 10 Analysis, we noted 'that this langune appeared to be an "effective way of providing an application of the privilege to all proceedings." (p. 10) The
Farr opinion has now demonstrated its pitfalls.
.
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gathered, transmitted, compiled, edited. disseminated or delivered or any part
if any news or information obtained shall not constitute a %vaiver to that part
of t lie news or informa lb») not (itself wed. Furthermore, t he privilege shall rent
lo effect with respect to information procured or obtained during the required

relationship with the news media, even though that relationship may be
terminal -d at a later date.
Elate:

a "different meaning clearly appears from the context of this :tett

as used in t;- is net :

a. "News media" means any newspaper, magazae, press association, news
agency, wire service, radio, television or any other similar printed, photographic,
mechanical or electronic 'aeons of disseminating news to the general publi.
lo. "News" means any written, oral or pictorial information gathered, procured,

transmitted, compiled, edited or disseminated by, or on behalf of any person
engaged iii, engaged on, connected with ni employed by a incurs media and so
obtained while such require relationship is ill effect.
Procured
4. This act shall take effect immediately.

CALIFORNIA

111070. Newman's refusal to disclose news.souree

A publisher, editor, reporter, or other person connected with or employed open
-a newspaper, or by a press association or w,'.re service, or any person who has
been sea connected or employed, cannot lie adjudged in contempt by a judicial,
legislative, administrative body, or any body having the power to isse subpoenas
for refusing to disclose in any proceeding as delioed in section 901 the source of
any information procured while so connected or employed for publication itt
newspaper.

Nor can a radio or television news reporter or other person connected with or
elaltioYed by a radio or television station or any person who has been so eonneet ea or employed be so adjudged in contempt for refusing to disclose the source

of any information procured while so connected or employed for and used for
news or news commentary purposes on radio or television.
ADDENDUM NO. 2

A recent check indicates that through inadvertence the State of Rhode Island's
Newsman's Privilege Act enacted in 1971 as Chapter SO, § 1 of the Public Law
of Rhode Island, was omitted. It is as stated below:

Chapter 19.1NEWSMAN'S PRIVILEGE ACT
, Section.

9-19.1-1.
9-19.1-2.
9-19.1-3.

Newspaper defined.

Nondisclosure of confidential information.
Qaalifications.
Newspaper defined. A. newspaper or periodical as 'described in this
-chapter must he issued at regular intervals and have a paid circulation.
History of Section.'
As enacted by P.L. 1971, ch. SO, § 1.

Nondisclosure of confidential information.Except as provided in
no person shall be required by any court, grand jury, agency, depatment, or commission of the state of Rhode Island to reveal k:onlidential association, to disclose any confidential information or to disclose the source of any
confidential information received or obtained by him in his capacity as a reporter, editor, conuffutator, journalist, writer, correspondent, newsphotograIler, or other person directly engaged in the gathering or representation of news
11-19.1-2.

§

for any accredited newspaper, p#,-nodical, press association, newspaper syndicate,

wire service, or radio or television station.
9-19.1-3. Queaffirqtions.(a) The privilege conferred by § 9- 19.1 -2 shall not
apply to any information which has at any time been published, broadcast, or
otherwise made public by the person claiming the privilege.
(b) The privilege conferred by § 9-19.1-2 shall not apply (1) to the source of
.any allegedly defamatory information in any case where the defendant, in a
civil -action for defamation, asserts a defense based on the source of such information ; or (2) to the source of any information conearning the details of any
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grand jury or /II het pro(4,e(ling which was n401111,11 NI he ,((lit 11111101' the laws
id' 11 le Stille.
le 1

(4)111.(.1.1'ed by Ibis SI111110.

lu 1111Y ease Nl'1101.1. :1 person el111111S

1))1, ji)h)rnioljun luny apply In
the superior court for all order divesting the privilege. If the court ti flit hearing
ilw parties, shall find that I here is substantial evidence that disolosoro.or the to
rorooll too (o. of Ho, solo% 0 lir thy tororillottoo is necessary Iii
specific felony, or to prevent a throat to
prosecution for the commission or
'Inman life, and that such information or the Si limo or 511(11 Juror:notion is not
or:01;04o from other prospective millessos, the court. may 111:11( such 11111(q as
may Ile proper molt r the (.114.11'11st:ince. Ally such order shall he appealahle under
1111,1'1111)IiIM

the provisions of chapter 12-1 or t it to 9] or t to! general laws.
THE SI'111'00N.1 1.0(:: A (..'om mt.:v[1os oi CAsEs
olloNviog is ii comi00oliom iii recent euutl (915(.5 11111

ll.vr.

litnts:iffeef-

fug t he free flow of 110\1'8 to the "111/11e. l111111)ited by The Reporters (:01111111(i"

1'1441(1111111' the l'I'eSS (Legal IteSP:111.11 :11111 DefellSe F1111(1).:111d.diSI1'111111ed In I hi'

wurRin

press :IS ;1 !Millie SCI.VICe by r.1'11(' Reporters Committee and the Coto,/ Ho

Journalism ncriew.
.\ttetnpts to require news reporters to disclose the source or content 61* eonmicut hit or other unpulilished information by court subpoena. by legislative .or
exceittive subpoena. or by police a rrest or sea

t17111t S.

T. C00111 til:11141NA

1, Earl vaidwen of the :Ve york 'pimps refused to disclose to ;1 fedei.:11 grand
jury the confidential source of published information about the Illack Panthers,
Slipreme ('mit ruled 5 to .1 last Thine that the Constitution does not grant a
IleN.S111:In's pivilege

2. Paul Pappas of a New' 'Bedford. :\lass.. TV station refused to disclose to a
comity grand jury confidential information he obtained during several hours stay
inside :1 Ithlel: 111111f:11a group's 110:1(11111:111el'S. T11() Supreme C01111 rifled :I.V1Ii11(4.
him. 5 I o *I in tiler:141mq' decision.
3. Paul 111%111%11111.g of the Louisville r'ourer-Tourlott refused to disclose to a
county grand jury his confident hil source of information about. local ding abuse,
'Flip Supreme COurt held against him 5 to -I. in the CaldNvell decision. Tiranzburg

moved to llichigan: Kentucky authorities say they will welt extradition,

-I. TV news reporter Stewart D1111 and :1111er:1111:111 1:01;11111 11:11'lleN of \VC; it -TV,

Buffalo refused to tell a grand jury what' they wit nessed,inside the Attica prison
(hiring the riot. The ease is now on appeal. 1):n and llarnes claim they would
not have been adtaitted;tff.Qide the prison if the inmate~ thought that the tietNsition
Nvoithl test ify beore-ff grand jury.
".Vesr..q. W110 W:1S also in the
Reporter liobert Prayer of the
pria,Th during the riot. did :((sr,ry uu rho grolools that tie and othot.tioNvsitoto were
askeel inside the ityisoll-tionillso n, imitates wonted the oposs to toll their side.
was served
News reporter .Litres Mitchell of Station 1(1.'W11 in Los
with a solipeena by the voulity grand Jury to disclose the confidential source of
information about, corrupt hail 'quill .practices. The subpoena was (nutshell in
1)ecember, partially due (11 the .! rung 1111101e re:10:1011 because 10.! the t111.11-.11111N1
Farr.

7, Reporter William loanr of the f,o.,? Aaite/eR 11 orearl-R.trwii»er refus(41 to
diselo;, to a comity court judge the confidential source \vim sof:plied him with

a Confession obtained by the prosecution in rile celebrated Manson -Tate morrlor
ease. The . Rupreitie Court denied his state court appeal: iii' tiled n federal
n.
habeas corpus proceeding; in January, Supreme C.ourt .Tustice
Dough's 01:1(trod -Forr freed from join after forty-six days. pending the appeal
of his fede: ;.1 Case. Fon.. who NV:1S NV01.1:111: :IS a piddle relations consifitant \On
S11140('11:1141 to (11:zelo5e his source. limy Nvorl:s for the' T,rm Anodes

,tie rri(' ml several
S. Thomas L. :\ filler. a freelance writer :for hiberation
mulerground papers. refused to disclose confidential information about political
dissidents before a federal grand jury in Tucson. Ariz, The Justice .inniart went
claimed lie 1111::. not rk news reporter and not entitled to any protection eithdr
under the Justice 1)epartmont guidelines or the Constitution. III llecetillier. the
Court of Appeals ruled Miller was a.member of the press; it is nnlinoNti whether
there will be an appeal.
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10 (III II comity
a Newark llonsing Co212NV:1$ jailed for throe

11. pelec 'Bridge or HIP II44NV-111.1.1111ell .V('/lark Veir.v deeli 11(41

grand ,Ittry unpublished details of an
NVII0

/II 11.121.1

1:114,

111111

111.011

VII II

1 111 el.V11.NV

111T01.011

\\volt:4 III I )(dither. Tho NoNy

1.1111.11

11

111'1144',

1 11;1 1

1 110 sl ;I 1

III' \VS111:1 11'S 1111 Vilego

did not protect lirittge beconsto he had minted his source.

IlINV P11/1 1.0.1 11(14.

ln. .11iliruerkeo

:elle

11.11,010r:4

were Ordered PI 11 ISCIOSe. III

11

1 WOO .141(44411.

1111 il hurl

lig. (III' coluidont

relierni ylvil rig111

sonrce of informalion linking the chairman of Ihe voli»ly ho:ird ()I supervisors
to contractors doing IA:sine:4s with the fluffily. The U.S. Court of Alipcnis ship.d
link order: 1.1Ie supreme court declined revieNv.
Alfred mok, who inn) W
re.4.}:1 two for the now-aprtillo :et I I( re? y
ease 110:1 1.1 11g.
111.
I.,,rrn I it!, 'o241. refused to disclose. in a federal eivil
eo111111011111 1 SOI11.1.1! 441.

the

Cowl 4 4 1

illlIIrIItLlt 11411 11 110111 11114.1:1111:41 Ilg in 1.11ie;11411.

Appeals Upheld Balk .

levview. by ruling that it

is

\ Vuiiii.i

III

edit or (Iv Co/um/I/o
dell:4/111

114, 1.X1 (9111 the

Dor(111144,1..

/Ill

n 1/11(.; I

I

111:1 11111.11.

12. samuel popi;..ht. Harvard professor and Writer
11:1 III affairs, refused
to tell a loiter:IL gran41 jury about :Illy uottlident MI discussions he may have
coml.
IIIshI4Ig ilIVOIVillg Ile Pell! 11g011
Pel'S.
Annenis
NVit.11 1 )LiltiuI
denied l'eVill \V ;

:1 emit-pima: Ordar 111411 1 HSI: 111111 : Elle 8111111`1111.1
\Val.; .1:11 1(11

1'1'0111 NOV. 2.1 to Nov. 20: he NV,IS

11

P(1111; ill

pIellS iS4411011 by the

Harvard etonintutity to its alumnus Atty. Gen.

(I. "t:leintlienst. As a

leetif rev 2(1141

111'01 Pet

W1'ie1.1%

:11.18(11.11`11

11.1.(4111111-01.71 110-111.OSI.:

Helve. city edil
11. Ntanagiug editor Itohert
N. :11(71,p:1n and
reporter Hugh Mum, of the cotionbia.
ref ii:4cd to give a local district
attorney (solieifor) confident. ' sources 1ff-information about abuses in the
county jail. Pierce repoatt.d th refusal hefore the grand jury in September:

.

no (tont (41111d. NV:IS filed

1.1. NON'S 1.01101.1ol. ([ally Thornton of VVDEPTV in Chattanooga refused to.
disclose the identity of a grand (111(11 \ V110 aceused the grand ;jury or. enodnel lug
NV;1i: 11(411 ill e:;111 V111111- 1111
44eVel.:1 1
"\vhilo\vash" of a local judge.
ill 1.klet.`11111(11% 111(411 retell:4011 011 11(11111 : 11141 11 PPell 1 is Pending.
Reporters Sherrie liursey and .Ilrentla :Loyee l'resley of the /thick PaittherN
noNvspoper ronised to disclose to a federal gran11 . jury emilidential information
about the internal management nr tile neNvsnaner. The court.
Appeals onheid
the renortecs in oct.ohec: ii; is itnIttimvn 11hellter the (lovernitiont will appeal.
10. 11a//intore Kt:ening San reporter David 1,ightition 11215 held in contempt
for refusing to disclose to a ((nutty grand ;jury the source of inronnntion alma
110111'S

drug ahnsajat a seashore resort. The NInryland t.'ottets said that 11141111(22(11 coniti

not invoke Ihe state no\vstnan's privilege law because Ito obtained flat infor.
easual shopper. and not by informing' his source that he
mation by hosing
11a5 a tie \\*smut} : the case IS pending in the U.S. Supreme Court.
17. iieporters :lack Nelson a intlional(I .1. (istrinv and \Vashio.utim 11(1111(11

ill1111

t1.11 \vrenz'e of the t,(i.v :Ingcicx l'inse.s. wore subpoenaed it) product' con-

fitlential tape-recorded information obtained from a key witness in the

gate Intggitm trial. 1,:t \vrenett. who had possession of the tapes. \vas hold in con-

tempt and jailed briefly. on The. 11). 1972: the contempt order was upheld by
the 11.5, Court; of Appeals. which ruled the (-'althrell decision applies to' trials:
the tapes were releasi'd .to the court after the \viiness released the reptn'tors
from their promise to lteep the information confidential.
18. Reporter 'Brit 1 111111e.'fortiterly of the Jack Anderson eohntin. was ordered

to disclose in it
ease the confidential sonny of information about :111
attorney... wit() allegedly removed lilt's from the limited :Nlittes \Vorlters oflices.
The 1.S. District; Court: (lei:Fitted to grant. hint a ne\vsman's privilege; the
ease is pending in the 11.5, Cowl: or Appeflis.
19. Reporter 1)011113. IN-nisi] of the no \\I-defunct 1,414' magazine refused to disclose
in a libel ellSe 1.11(1 e01111d(111/1:1 1 SolIrce of information linking St. Lonis -111Yor

Alfonso :r. Cervantes to gangsters. The Court of Appeals said 1V:I1S11
protected
because Cervantes had Hut: proved "malice"; it dismissed the complaint ; ill Ja1111r.v. tint S/tipreme Court denied revievv.
20. The 11711)».lnoton, Del. Arelv.v Journal was ordered in .lannary hy n county

superior court to produce unpublished photographs of an anti-busing demonstration in order to identify a demonstrator who allegedly shouted an obseenity at.
police. The newspaper is appealing the order.

-
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21. Brigham Young 71%liversity student reporters Roger Ay hvorth an" Alike
Gygi were subpommeti in January in Provo, Utah. to disclose. to a county grand
jury the source of infortmnion of a story alleging bribery by local police.
22. Station KCPX in Salt Lake City was ordered to (iselose the identity of an
artist vho did a inemor:.* drawing of a courtroom trial in violation of a judge's
order barring sketches of the trial.

23, Thc St. Louis Post-Dispatch was subpoenaed by a federal grand jury to
produce unpublished photographs of a student demonstration which resulted in
the burning of at. ROTC 1w liii 1g. The Post-Dispatch fought the subpoena in the
U.S. District court which ruled against the newspaper; the U.S. Attorney then
dapped the ease.
2-1. Attorneys for five defendants, accused of disrupting a police meeting, served
subpoenas On the Chicago Tribune, Chicago Today, The Chicago Sun-7'1»tcs a ml

the Chicago Daily News in an effort to obtain the names and addresses of all
reporters and photographers who attended the disrupted meeting. The subpoena
also sought notes of all interviews and the originals of all photos, television film
and tape recordings. A circuit judge, in January, quashed the subpoenas as violative of the 'Illinois newsman's privilege law.
2r.",. Mark Knops; editor of the Madison, Wis., underground newspaper, Kalcidi-

scope was seat-mind to six mouths in jail for refusing to disclose to a grand jury
the source of a statement allegedly issued by a radical group claiming it had been
responsible for the bonibing of the Arnty Mathematics Research Center at the
University of Wisconsin in which one person was killed.
If. By LEGISLATIVE on EXECUTIVE sunr(inNA

2(1. Reporter Joseph Weiler of the Memphis Commercial :!ppcal was threatened

with contempt for refusing to disclose to a state legislative investiging committee the confidential source of information abopt abuses at; a home for re-

tarded children. The legislature refused to issue a show cause order in December,
and the case appears to be terminated.
27, Reporter Joseph Pennington of radio station WItEC in Memphis, threatened with contempt of the legislature, disclosed the mune of a woman he said was

his source of information about abuses at a home for retarded children. The
woman denied being the source : she was fired; the legislative committee recom-

mended to the state attorney general that either Pennington or the woman be

indicated for perjury.
2s. Reporter Robert Boczkiewiez of the St. Louis Glabc-Democrat was told. that
lie could be held in contempt in June. if he ,.:fused to disclose to a State E,thies
Committee investigation the confidential source of information of an article al-

leging improprieties involving a state supreme court justice; the Committee
dropped its demand. The source then released the reporter.

III. BY POLICE ARREST OR SEARCH WARRANT

20. The student Stanford Daily in Palo Alto, California, was searched by pollee
with a search warrant seeking photographs to identify demonstrators; as part of
the search, police sifted through confidential files; the U.S. District Court condemned police in October.

30. Editor Arthur punkin and reporter Gerald R. Applebaum of the Los Angeles
Free Press (00,000 weekly) were required to disclose the confidential source of
information about state narcotics undercover agents. They had to defend themselves against charges of receiving stolen property (i.e a list of narcotics agents
and other documents relating to an investigation of the UCLA campus police department given to the newspaper by a source) ; the California Supreme Court is
deliberating their appeal.
IV, ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN COPIES OF PUBLISHED. INFORMATION

(Local law enforcement and the FBI have frequently obtained the original
negatives of film from newspapers and television stations in order to iOilitify
demonstrators and other persons whose identity would be difficult to discern
using. the newsprint photo or.a reproduction of the picture as actually televised.
There do not appear to be any litigated eases yet-The development .of voiceprint. machines poses a similar problem with tape recordings.)

31. Radio station WEAL declined to submit to atrial subpoena for original
tape recordings of interviews with prisoners involved in the Tombs Prison riot
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in New Yolk City,

BAI clahned

the originals could be used to identify

prisoners 11110 .wanted to remain anonymous. Station manager Edwin A. Goodman was briefly jailed in 'March, 1972; the New York District Attorney eventually dropped the subpoena,
32, In the Harry Thornton case (see above) station WDEF supplied the trial

judge with the original

of the interview with in' anonymous grand juror
under 0 sulmocna threat, apparently the tape could not be used to identify the

granl juror,

V. snntrus CANCELLED BECAUSE A CONFIDENTIALITY PRIVILEGE COULD NOT II oFraum

33. CBS News set up 'o. interview \\*it'll a woman who said she would disclose
how she cheated on well
i1 her identity could he masked during the interview
mid if CBS would promise not to reveal her identity ; CBS declined to make (lie
promise and Ute interview was cancelled.

31, ABC News declined an opportunity to conduct filmed interviews of the
Black Panthers in their Oakland he'.»bmarters because the network reportedly
heileved it was unable to make a firm promise of confidentiality.
35. The Louisville Oottricr ,Jouiwt cancelled further stories about drug abuse
because of a snimoena to Pain lira oxbitrg (see above),
80. The Boston. G;obe
unable to pursue investigation of official corruption

because sources told the awarding winning Spotlight Investigative Team they
were afraid of being identified.
37, Baton. Rouge State .Times reporter Larry Dickinson was unable to pursue
a public official corruption storN: heeause a key informant said he was afraid
of the revolter being subpoenaed. (No conneflion to prior restraint CDSO above),
vr. A'rmaters 01: counTs To ENJOIN ItEPORTING or AND COMMENT ox PURLIC
PROCEEDINGS

38. A flOS Ang:cles County Superior Court judge issued
ban last August:
agobts-' the news media's reporting any facts about a murder ease except facts
elicited in oven court:. The Los Angeles Times appealed the ham ; all appellate
court stayed the gag order temporarily; there is no decision on the appeal.
39..A Texa;muo, Ark,, judge held Texarkana Gazette editor Harry Wood in
contempt for violating all :)rderwhich barred the media from publishing a jury

verdict: in a rape case; the Arkansas Supreme Court voided the conviction
in October.

40. A Sm.diamish County Superior Court judge hold Seattle Times reporters
Sam Sperry and Dee Norton in contempt for reporting details relating to nilmissablo evidence in the jury's absence (hiring a mindful] trial. The trial judge

had barred the media from-reporting any fads except those elicited in open court

before the jury; 010 Snit:Tine Court of Washington voided the convictions. in
June, 1971.

41, Au Oakland, Calif., trial court judge cleared his courtroom of atl,spectators.
and the press during argument over the admissihility of evidence in a murder
trial. The judge said the jury might disobey his orders and read news.accountS
of theltearing conducted out of the jury's presence in December,

42. A San Bernardino, Calif., judge 'ordered the local media not to publish
the names of certain witnesses at a trial. The newspapers obeyed the haft and
appealed ; the trial ended in convictions; in December, an appeals court ruled the
censorship order void,

43. New York media were ordered not to repOrt information about the upcoming trial of the alleged afia-type Carmine Persica. The New York Timesbroke lhe order. The judge dropped the matter but then conducted the Persico
trial -in secret, barring the public and the press; Persico was acquitted ; in
March, 1972, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that the court should have
been open.

44. Baton Rouge State Times reporter Larry Dickinson and Morning Advocate
reporter Gibbs Adams, were held in contempt of court for reporting testimony of
an open civil rights ease hearing in federal court. The contempt was overturned
by the U.S. Court of Appeals, which also ruled that a newspaper must. obey in
valid censorship orders while they are being appeale6; the contempt was reim-

posed in Octobei ; the case is pending: on appeal.

45. The Logan, Utah Herald, Journal newspaper was ordered by. a local f:rial
judge not to publish any additional incriminating stories about a local businessman who was to be tried for misapplication of corporate funds, Several days
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lotor II le judge rescinded Ilie order anti slid Ile \could consult; \\lilt the 11011'8`:1 /WI%

il1.

.111X11.011

:\let'rolton. inattoging editor of the chicago 7'piba.ne, \'/Is sllii-

:IN it third party 11.11 Hess to testily \vIty the lie \vspapor
o violin. The seller \vos
von o story. of 11 court snit olletting o frositittlent silks

p01`11(1011 inn 111'01 81111

siting the buyer for libel. In ntittory, the stiliptivint \as Voided muter the Illinois
\stiuni's privilogat statute
Five news otaployett's of television station KCI'N in Solt
\core sultpoonotal In tippya of a contempt or yourt proeeedim: hecnese I he station
h; ondensl. 1111 artist's sketch of n court triol in iohtlion of It court order horring
thailvings. '.1111. artist: tlre\t the courtroom seen° front nwitio,v ;trier attentling the
f rind.
1 I. ..1'1"11,..11 PTS /I 1' C(/012T8 TO sine T01.: N i:ws A11:01.A.1,1:0Nt C.11:10:1 SG 1`11.:11SON Al. ()VISION

AliOUT EvENTs of eclif.lc

In the Barr .., Thmathm ease (see above). a local judge 0;0111'41'11mi it is

II crime tinder the Tennessee grand jury secrecy malt In IV for 0 member of II
grand jury to give the 1(1e88 his personol opinion nhout the operation (If ti.w.
;trawl jury system. i.e. the grand jury i»resligat ion was o -whitewash."
Jilsti(v 1)(1mrImplit.
-19. lit the 8:initiel
case I:40e
thud it could force l'opkin to diselose to 11 grand ,jury his person:II opinions ;wont
Apponb: voided find' section of the
the Pent:two! l'opers affair: the t:4. Cout:
tamtempt order on the grounds that; pension() opinion is protected from inquiry
rst Amendment.

ender the
:10.

11:4 S1.1"11.1

1:110140/1 :410'1'011 '..1111.1' (NYS in 11

Slat` 1{011;111M-

1:1 (kill 1.011101' last .hereto for violating tt pretrial puhlicity order ;Intl giving to
ho press his side or the 'Berkeley riots: Ilowilion vinii,lied hr 101(1 the right I.//

water his right to a fair trial because lie mulled to ottser political accusations
Ity floc. :Ronald litaignit and Aloniedo county authorities about. the tints. IlIn(ilinn :11/1/0(1 l'S to be HO` second person in recent.history 11'110 1/11.8 11001/ .1;111011
communienting \ith 1110.10'0:4S the 1'411/W001r C0111`1. 11(`Viillt`d review.

/.01,'

District Conct issued n brood
51. The Watergate criminal trial: The
the Ittiggii\g triol illy "witnesses"
{trot viol injunction ogitinst any eottlittent
and "Prospective \witnesses." Ihanocrals Cttrged that the order interfered. with
freedoit.-or-speed( rights to make the Wtitorgate issue II controversy ill till
compoign. Tito judge Inter modified the order to cover the tlefondonts and
Persons toting for or with them" (whatever that moons),
original order 'MIS

interpreted as covering Alfred llohlin 3rd. who dill giYe

111'0-110111' )0101'1101V

reporters :Tael: Nelson and liotiohl :1. Ostrow. That Interview become the center or the attempt (110ted ;there) I:, (tilt oin the tope recordittgs : however, the trio' judge never allutlett to the order it; the hearings to turn
10 1.08 Any010N

over the tapes.
Oscar Medlin, publisher of the Calaveras; Comity.
.

11'118 81111-

Pl1011:1011 10 811011' 0:11101' 11'11 1:0 shorld not 1111 1101(1 ill 00111.0111111. Or :1 11(1.1..1` 1.1(iird

-Illtwelf for writing :01 editorial saying thot .1talgo Moven: conducted a

"kongartto court." The charge os prompted when :bulge Iliewett 1111011 II dog
Itt judge's vegetable garden.
owner for permitting his dog to rim loose find tlig
PS TO C XS17.111.; 111.:POIITI SG A11001' GOVNICN OP ICAIONS

.'1

tr. Doniol Ellsberg 18 accused, oniong other eitoges, of , "stealing" govern-.

meld. propertyi e.. the floernmeni-compiled foots cialtoitied in the l'entogtai

l'apel's. The indictment and the supporting briefs stand for the .proposition dolt;
gevevnIttent -compiled facts about the 'opetattions of .govormitent .0genies and
ahoo ihO decision-making process or government. 011icials are owned h the
tioverninent, it theory That counters the troditionol Concept: in this country that,
government; information belongs to the citizenry. ThiS cosy also means that the

;Vcir lork Tiine8 could he indicted for receiving "stolen properly," i.e. the

Pentagon 1'01101.8.
1.4:

editor all a reporter for 'the Log Atigelf;.4 Prvo I'yss (see above) 11:11'0

110011 001111010d 011 010.11'geS of .roceicing stolen property. The property \vas ;t

list

It civil serviee employees, some of whom were acting as undercover no reotics
agents. The list was copied iron :1 list; in flat stone attorney getter:it's Mice and
given. to tit newspaper for publication, This is the stote..ver.sitm of the Ellsberg
prosecution.
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nr,
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SYNOPSIS or NEWSMEN'S PRIVILEGE LEGISLATION

(PrepareC, by Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights)
B.J. RES,

Sponsor ; I-Iartke.

Jurisdiction : Applies to Federal proceedings only.

Nature of the privilege: Absolute protection of sources and information for

broadcast,
Coverage: Protects employees, others associa led with media outlets a1111 those

!odependently engaged in gathering information for. publication or broadcast.
Dow privilege is claimed : The bill is silent on this point. Presumably the reporter must move to quash the subpoena or answer it and assert-the privilege
when asked a question..
Libel exceptipn: None.

S. 36
Sponsor : Schweiker.
Jurisdiction ; Applies only to Federal proceedings.

Nature of the privilege: The bill provides an absolute privilege to protect
sources and information in investigative proceedings. It provides a qualified

privilege to protect sources and information in court proceedings.
Coverage: Privilege may be claimed by any person acting in his capacity as a
reporter, editor, etc., or other person "directly engaged" in gathering or present I ig news over various news media.
How privilege is divested: Party seekinr, the information from the newsman in
.

a court proceeding must apply for an order divesting the privilege in U.S. District Court, He must show that the information he seeks is (1) clearly relevant
to a probable violation of law, (2) no alternative means to obtain it: and (3) there
is compelling and overriding national interest in the information. Pres-tunably,
the newsman must first be subpoenaed and then, when asked a question. may
claim the privilege. AC this point, the person seeking disclosure must institute the
above proceeding.
Libel pro-viiion ; No exception for libel cases is made.
S. .158

Sponsor: Cranston.
.TuriSdiction; Applies to both Federal and State proceedings.

Nature of the privilege: Absolute protection of sources and unpublisned in-

formation.

.

.

Coverage: Any "person" engaged in the gathering, receiving or processing

of information for any medium of communication to the public.

How privilege is claimed: It is absolute where found to apply. The bill is

silent on how 'the privilege is claimed. Presumably, the newsman would have to
quash the subpoena or answer it and -assert the privilege when asked a question.
Libel exception: None. Reporter could presumably assert in a libel ease.
S. 313
Sponsor : Weicker.
Jurisdiction ; Applies to Federal proceedings only.
,

Nature of the privilege: Two-tiered. Absolute protection for soirees and in-formation which may lead to their identity hi investigative proceed ngs (grand
juries, legislative committees, administrative agencies, etc.). El, flirted 'protection for sonrcos and information leading to their identity in c.irtain court
proceedings.

Coverage: Bill attempts to limit the privilege to "legitimate members of the

professional news media," as defined in Section 3,

How the privilege is divested; The party seeking information from a persim
entitled to coverage must apply in a separate proceeding to have the privilege
divested. He must-state in his application; the nature and relevance of the evi-

759
deuce he seeks from

the Teporter, also. Unit it .is not reasonably available by
alternative means, and that reasonable diligence has been used to seek this

alternative evidence. These conditions must he established in court, and furthermore the court is only to grant divestiture it' the subject court proceeding involves murder, 2orcible rape, aggravated assault, kidnapping, airline hijacking,
or when a breach of on tiona I security has been estaldished.

Libel exception: The bill provides that a separate proceeding to obtain di-,
vestiture may also be instituted where the newsman as defendant in -a libel
suit asserts a defense based on the source.

Sponsor: Ilatiield.

5. 451

an risdict ion : Applies to Federa I proceed' ngs only.

Nature of the privilege : Absolute protection for sources and information,
Coverage : Any person who is employed by or otherwise associated Nrith any
newspaper, periodical, press association, newspaper syndicate, wir6 service, or
radio or television station, or who is independently engaged in ga Rioting informa-'
lion for publication or broadenst,
plow the privilege is elo hued : The bill is silent on this matter. Presumably', the
newsman must move to quash the subpoena or must answer the subpoena and
then assert the privilege in rernsing to answer a question,
-Libel exceptions: The bill proVides that the privilege cannot be claimed by a
ne..vsinan sued for libel.

5. 0:17

Sponsor : Mondale.
Jurisdiction : Applies to both federal and state proceedings.

Nature of the privilege: Qualified in'otection for sources and for unpublished
information whether or not it leads to source.
Coverage : Broad. Any person .o.athering. receiving or processing information
for any medium of communication to the public.
How the privilege is divested : Party seeking divestiture of the privilege from
one entitled to the privilege must initiate a court proceeding prior to the issuance

of a subpoena to the IleWginall. The court must find: (1) probable cause that
the newsman possesses information clearly relevant to a specific probable viola-

tion of the law, (2) the Court: has jurisdiction over the specific probable violation
involved, (3) the information cannot be obtained by alternative means, and (l)
there exists an imminent danger of foreign aggression, of espionage, or of tlneat
to 1111111011 life, which cannot be prevented without disclosure of the soure or
information.
Libel exception: None. Presumably, the privilege may be claimed by the newsman in a libel suit.
S. 870

Sponsor: Bentsen.
Jurisdiction : Applies to both Federal and State proceedings.
Nature of the privilege: Qualified protection for sources and for unpublished
information whether or not it leads to the source.
Coverage: Attempts to limit to "professional newsmen" as defintid in Section 4.
How the privilege is divested: The Party seeking- the information must obtain

a court order after a hearing and determination by the court that the information sought cannot he obtained by alternative menns and it involves a compelling

and overriding public interest or the information sought involves a matter of
national security.

Libel exception: The privilege cannot be claimed by a newsman who is a

defendant in a defamation suit.

S. WO

Sponsor : Eagleton.
Jurisdiction : Applies to both federal-and state proceedings

Nature of the privilege : Absolute protection for "Conlidentinl" sources. and
for "confidential" information obtained in the course of gathering,' compiling,
etc., news for dissemination through a news medium.

Coverage : All "persons" engaged in an activity whose primary purpose is
the gathering, compiling, etc., of news.
How- privilege is divested : The burden is upon the party seeking the informa-

tion to obtain an order prior to the issuance of a subpoena that a newsman is
not entitled to the protections of the statute. In a court proceeding, a subpoena
may issue if either the testimony sought relates "exclusively to matters uncoil.
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ISS1.1.18 INVOIATI1 IS THE PENIIISL1 NEWSM NS
1'RIVILK(.1.1 PROPOSALS

1. Should the privilege be alisolul e or should it he qualified? Or in the alternatie. should it be absolute in some fortes and qualified in others?

a. Can the privilege ill!f111:11i1i011 1111(1 still give adequate prolect jou t0 news
assorool.e.1 sources.!
II, In view of the competing interests in the administration
or Justio. is nit

nom

:11,..o1111e privilege advisable?
2.

.

It' the privilege should he qualified, then what should be the qmilitical bins?
a. If the qualifientions are brand and goneral. can sources be assured how
the courts NVi11 interpret them?

I he qualifications are specific and narrow, will tin courts 1111VO enough
to prevent injustice?
Should the privilege apply to state as .weII as federal iirocetulings?
c
a. ]lops Congress actually have the Pinver to legislate a testimonial privl.
II. I

lege for state proceedings?

b. Is a violation of our doctrine of federalism entailed?
4.. Should the privilege protect only the sources of confidential information or
Should it encompass unpublished information. whether given in conlidefwe or not?
it. AVM) should be able to claim the privilege?

I.G. What: should be the procedure through NvIiiell the privilege is clainn.q1 or

divested?

a. Should the burden of proof to show entitlement to the privilege rest with
the newsman or with the government?
b. At what stage of the proceedings should this showing be made?
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